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Release Notes
Symantec Identity Manager Release Notes.

The release notes provide you with the most up-to-date release-specific information such as new features, enhancements
to existing features, certifications, known issues, installation and upgrade considerations, and fixed defects.

• Release Features and Enhancements
• Cumulative Patches
• Cumulative Hotfixes
• Hotfixes
• Fixed Defects
• Installation Considerations
• Upgrade Considerations
• Known Issues
• Support for JBoss EAP 7.2.x and WildFly 15.x
• Support for JBoss EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x
• Patch Deployer Tool
• Deprecated Platforms
• Product Community
• Documentation for Older Releases

Release Features and Enhancements
Learn about the new features and enhancements to Identity Manager.

This section of the release notes provides information about the new features and enhancements that are introduced in
the following releases of Identity Manager.

• Identity Manager 14.4.2
• Identity Manager 14.4.1
• Identity Manager 14.4

Identity Manager 14.4.2
Learn about the new features and enhancements in Identity Manager 14.4.2.

Identity Manager 14.4.2 cumulative patch includes the following new features, enhancements, and certifications.
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• Connector Xpress 2.0 Enhancements
• Support for Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• Azure REST Connector Supports Microsoft Graph API
• New Built-in Rule Functions
• Support for Azure Guest Account Management
• Added SAP-Specific Balancing to Provisioning Server
• Support for External NIM SM Integration
• Monitor the Health of Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server
• Task Tracking in Java Connector Server and C++ Connector Server
• Task Tracking in the Identity Manager Server
• Support for Size-Based Log Rotation
• Bouncy Castle Upgrade to Version 1.0.2.3
• ETPKI/CAPKI Upgrade to Version 5.2.10
• PeopleSoft Connector Supports PeopleTools Version 8.59.x
• WorkPoint Upgrade to Version 4.50.5

Connector Xpress 2.0 Enhancements

From release 14.4.2, Connector Xpress 2.0 supports the following changes and enhancements:

• Connector Xpress 2.0 now deploys a REST-based application to the Identity Manager Server and not to the
Provisioning Server.

• Connector Xpress 2.0 simplifies deployment of a REST-based application to an Identity Manager server by automating
the end-to-end deployment process. The automated process eliminates the need to restart the Identity Manager server
after a successful deployment. In addition, an administrator can directly perform explore and correlate operations
without the need to perform any additional manual steps such as generating and importing new role definitions to the
Identity Manager server.

• Connector Xpress 2.0 supports Operation Binding that binds additional logic to a particular operation to specialize the
handling of that operation. For example, Operation Binding can invoke a script that aims at transferring ownership of
the files to the manager of the departing user, before deleting the user from the endpoint system.

For more details, see Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST Applications (14.4.2).

Support for Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1

Starting from 14.4.2, we support and distribute Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 for reporting. Since CA Business
Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.x has reached End-of-Service (EOS), we encourage you to migrate JasperReports
Server to 8.1.

For more information, see the following topics:

• Install and Configure Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• Migrate to Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• Generate and View Reports using Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1

Azure REST Connector Supports Microsoft Graph API

Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be discontinued
from the end of 2022.  We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API.

For information about how to configure Azure REST connector to use Microsoft Graph API, see Microsoft Azure. To
upgrade an existing Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API, see Reconfiguring an Already Acquired
Azure Endpoint to Use Microsoft Graph API v1.0.
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New Built-in Rule Functions

Identity Manager has introduced the following new built-in rule functions in this release:

• REPLACEFIRST: Returns a new string by replacing the first occurrence of the matching substring with the
replacement string.
%$$REPLACEFIRST(Rule String, Matching Substring, Replacement String)%

• REPLACEALL: Returns a new string by replacing all occurrences of the matching substring with the replacement
string.
%$$REPLACEALL(Rule String, Matching Substring, Replacement String)%

Examples:

eTCustomField01: {Java says hello to Java users., Learn Java and create Java programs.}

%*$$REPLACEFIRST(%*ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to Java users., Learn JAVA and
create Java programs.}

%*$$REPLACEALL(%*ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to JAVA users., Learn JAVA and
create JAVA programs.}

For more information, see Built-in Rule Functions.

Support for Azure Guest Account Management

The Azure connector now supports provisioning and management of Azure guest users from Identity Manager using
Microsoft Graph API.

For information about how to configure and manage guest users from Identity Manager, see Azure User Types.

Added SAP-Specific Balancing to Provisioning Server

Traditional Provisioning Server balancing limits the usage of multiple Java Connector Servers (JCSs) as concurrent
SAP requests to JCSs result in locking related errors. In this release, we have added SAP-specific balancing to the
Provisioning Server for improved performance and failover. The SAP-specific balancing uses user-DN based hashing to
route concurrent SAP requests to multiple JCSs without any account locking errors.

For more information, see SAP-Specific Provisioning Server Balancing.

Support for External NIM SM Integration

Starting from 14.4.2, we support and distribute Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)
for external integration. Customers with an existing internal NIM SM integration can continue to use service desk solutions
without any configuration changes. However, we encourage you to move to an external NIM SM integration for continued
support as we are deprecating the existing internal NIM SM integration from our next major release.

For information about how to set up an external NIM SM integration, see Service Desk Management.

Monitor the Health of Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server

An administrator can now monitor the health of the Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server by logging the
following metrics for every LDAP operation (ADD, MODIFY, COMPARE, DELETE, MODRDN, SEARCH) in the im_ps.log
and im_ccs.log files respectively:

• Total memory used by the slapd service (VmSize)
• Total number of connections currently open (activeConns)
• Total number of operations in progress (activeOperations)

For more information, see Monitor the Health of Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server.
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Task Tracking in Java Connector Server and C++ Connector Server

An administrator can now track tasks in Java Connector Server (JCS) and C++ Connector Server (CCS) with the
following task information that is logged in the jcs_daily.log and satrans*.log files respectively:

• Operation: ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
• OperationID: <eTUseOperationid>
• dn: <Distinguished name of an event>

For more information, see Task Tracking in Java Connector Server and C++ Connector Server.

Track Tasks in the Identity Manager Server

The Enable task execution diagnosis option creates trace logs that you can use for diagnosing the process. A trace file
is introduced in which all the diagnostic traces of a task are written with its identifier. These traces help to provide clear
and thorough analysis across the stack to diagnose and remediate the causes for tasks not completing.

For more information, see Task Tracking in the Identity Server.

Support for Size-Based Log Rotation

Identity Manager now supports a configurable size-based log rotation for the JBoss/WildFly application server. It is
recommended to rotate logs for every 500 MB, and set a maximum of 20 log files for rotation per day.

For more information, see Log Rotation.

Bouncy Castle Upgrade to Version 1.0.2.3

Identity Manager has upgraded the Bouncy Castle FIPS jar to version 1.0.2.3.

ETPKI/CAPKI Upgrade to Version 5.2.10

Identity Manager has upgraded ETPKI/CAPKI to version 5.2.10.

PeopleSoft Connector Supports PeopleTools Version 8.59.x

The PeopleSoft connector is enhanced to support PeopleTools version 8.59.x.

WorkPoint Upgrade to Version 4.50.5

Identity Manager has upgraded the WorkPoint version to 4.50.5.

NOTE
For the list of fixed defects, see Identity Manager 14.4.2 - Fixed Defects.

Identity Manager 14.4.1
Learn about the new features and enhancements in Identity Manager 14.4.1.

IMPORTANT
Identity Manager 14.4 GA will be supported until 30 April 2022. Fixes will continue to be provided up to that date.
After that date, customers must upgrade to 14.4 latest cumulative patch.

Identity Manager 14.4.1 cumulative patch includes the following new features, enhancements, and certifications.
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Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST Applications

Over the years, the REST API has gained popularity as it is developer-friendly and easy to understand. A rise in the
adoption of REST API has increased the demand for an identity management solution to manage identities of a REST
application residing on-premise or on the cloud. To cater to the growing demand to manage identities of a REST
application, Symantec IGA provides the ability for organizations to build their own dynamic REST connector using
Connector Xpress 2.0.

Connector Xpress 2.0 is an intuitive web interface that is designed to create a metadata structure of a REST application
and deploy it to a Provisioning Server. Metadata is a configuration file that defines a REST application using the dynamic
configuration and mapping information that is provided in the Connector Xpress 2.0 such as application connection
parameters, application details, application API details, resources (users, groups, roles), and associations between
resources.

To manage identities of a REST application from the Identity Manager user console, the metadata must be manually
deployed to the Identity Manager server. Once deployed, a new endpoint type and the endpoint management screens are
created based on the metadata configuration data.

For more information, see Connector Xpress 2.0 for REST-Based Applications.

Patch Deployer Tool

Identity Manager 14.4.1 includes our brand new tool that helps customers to deploy patches automatically to their Identity
Manager server environments.

For more information, see Patch Deployer Tool.

Unlock an Account as a Self-Service Task

Users can select Not able to access your account? on the login page to unlock their account.

Identity Manager allows users to unlock their account using the one-time password verification method. The supported
delivery methods for the one-time password are Email and SMS (Text Message, Voice Call). With the self-service unlock
user functionality, users can now unlock their account with no administrator or help desk involvement, thus reducing help
desk calls and loss of productivity.

For more information, see Unlocking an Account as a Self-Service Task.

Support for Open ID Connect (OIDC) Authorization in the Identity Manager SCIM Inbound REST Service

Identity Manager now supports Open ID Connect (OIDC) Authorization in the Identity Manager SCIM Inbound REST
Service. Open ID Connect is a simple identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. It enables clients to verify the identity
of the end-user based on the authentication performed by an Identity Provider (IDP) Server, as well as to obtain basic
profile information about the end-user in an interoperable and REST-like manner.

For more information, see the Creating SCIM Service Configurations section in the Getting Started with SCIM topic. Also
see Open ID Connect Account API for information about the corresponding API.

Provisioning Components Support Pagination for Active Directory, REST and SCIM Connectors
The provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Java Connector Server, C++ Connector Server) are enhanced to
support pagination-based search results for the following endpoints:

• Active Directory
• REST: Azure, Box, G Suite, ServiceNow, Zendesk
• SCIM: Azure - WSL7, Box - WSL7, Google Apps - WSL7, ServiceNow - WSL7, Zendesk - WSL7
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Pagination aims at fetching paged results from large endpoints during an Explore and Correlate operation thereby
reducing memory consumption of the provisioning components and scaling up the performance by preventing crashes.

For information about how to enable or disable pagination for an endpoint, see Pagination in Provisioning Components.

SAP R3 Connector Supports Secure Communication
SAP R3 connector now secures the communication between Identity Manager and SAP systems with SAP Secure
Network Communication (SNC).

For information about how to configure SAP R3 connector to use SNC, see Secure Communication with SAP Secure
Network Communication (SNC).

Determine if a Certification Task Requires All Roles to Approve

The Certification requires all roles approved option determines if any roles are removed from the user as part of a
certification task.

For more information, see the Determine if a Certification Task Requires All Roles to Approve heading in the User Roles
Certification topic.

Remove the Role Definitions

You can now remove role definitions that you imported.

For more information, see Remove the Role Definitions.

Improved Startup Time

To improve start up time, beginning with version 14.4.1, Identity Manager pre-populates the managed object cache
asynchronously at the start-up time. For more information, see Automatically Load Managed Object Cache
in the Runtime Components Tuning topic. To turn off this feature and return to synchronous pre-population, set
AsyncCachePreload to false in the following configuration file:
/com/netegrity/config/objectstorecache.properties

Certifications

Identity Manager 14.4.1 certifies support for the following platforms:

• Microsoft SQL Server 2019 as a database
• API Gateway 10.x
• ETPKI/CAPKI is updated to version 5.2.7

NOTE
For the list of fixed defects, see Identity Manager 14.4.1 - Fixed Defects.

Identity Manager 14.4
Learn about the new features and enhancements in Identity Manager 14.4.

IMPORTANT
Identity Manager 14.4 GA will be supported until 30 April 2022. Fixes will continue to be provided up to that date.
After that date, customers must upgrade to 14.4 latest cumulative patch.

Identity Manager 14.4 release includes the following new features, enhancements, and certifications.
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Export Specific Information for an Individual Task

You can now export specific information for an individual task to a file. You can select a task from the View Submitted
Tasks page and then select Export. This action sends an HTML file to your default downloads location, with information
about the task’s history, Identity Policy Violations, Included Events, Initiated Tasks, as well as Prerequisite and
Subsequent tasks.

For more information, see Export Task Information to a File.

Apache Log4j Logging Utility Updated to Log4j2

The Apache Log4j component that is used by the Identity Manager 14.4 Server has been upgraded to log4j2. With the
exception of two logging components, the Identity Manager loggers now follow the log4j2 model. This has a configuration
impact when configuring loggers.

See Identity Manager Server Logging for full details.

Microsoft Office 365 Connector Supports Modern Authentication

Traditionally, the client applications have been using Basic Authentication to connect to Microsoft Office 365
Exchange Online and access its resources. Basic Authentication is simple to set up but less secure, vulnerable to
interception, and susceptible to brute-force and password spray attacks. It requires applications to send the username and
password with every request which is often stored or saved on the device. This opens possibilities for attackers armed
with tools and methods to capture user credentials and increases the risk of credential re-use against other servers or
services. Microsoft mitigates the identity theft issue of Basic Authentication with Modern Authentication features like
Multi-factor Authentication (MFA), Smart Cards, Certificate-Based Authentication (CBA), and third-party SAML identity
providers. Modern Authentication in Microsoft Office 365 Exchange Online, enables an administrator to configure an
additional layer of security for the user sign-in process to ensure the data protection and minimize the security risk.

In our endeavor to support Identity Manager user access to Exchange Online resources with Modern Authentication,
we have enhanced the Microsoft Office 365 connector to support Certificate-Based Authentication by using
Exchange Online PowerShell v2 (EXO V2) module. With Certificate-Based Authentication in place, users are
authenticated with a client certificate and are allowed to access resources without the need to enter credentials. To enable
Certificate-Based Modern Authentication in Exchange Online, the following configuration parameters (highlighted in red)
are added to the Create/Modify Office 365 Endpoint screen.
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For more information, see Microsoft Office 365.

SCIM 2.0 Inbound Service

The SCIM 2.0 Inbound Service exposes a standard REST interface on the Identity Manager Server for managing Users
and Groups. This feature completes the full SCIM capability of Identity Manager using the SCIM 2.0 Connector to
provision Users and Groups to Managed Endpoints, using the SCIM Inbound Service to provision Users and Groups in
the Identity Manager User Store.

For more information, see Using SCIM.
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OpenID Connect for Identity Manager

OpenID Connect is an identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. OpenID Connect allows clients to verify the identity
of the end-user based on the authentication performed by an Authorization Server, as well as to obtain basic profile
information about the end-user in an interoperable and REST-like manner.

For more information, see Configure OpenID Connect Authentication.

Identity Manager Supports SAML 2.0 Integration

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) is an open standard that allows identity providers (IdP) to pass
authorization credentials to service providers (SP). In short, you can use one set of credentials to log into many different
websites. It is much simpler to manage one login per user than it is to manage separate logins. For interacting with
the IdP (Identity Provider) for SAML flow, the Service Provider (Identity Manager) can sign the Authentication Request
(using the configured signing private key) to be sent to IDP and if IDP sends a encrypted response, then Identity
Manager should be able to decrypt it (using the configured decryption private key).

For more information, see Using SAML 2.0 Authentication.

Provision to Handle Sensitive Data from the Provisioning Layer

Identity Manager enhances the security and integrity of sensitive data by extending the attribute encryption capability to
the provisioning layer. Administrators can now store sensitive data as encrypted (3DES) in the Provisioning Directory and
also mask the sensitive data while viewing in Provisioning Manager.

The provisioning layer provides 10 fields (eTEncrCustomField01 to eTEncrCustomField10) for storing sensitive and
encrypted custom attributes. The supported rule strings for the encrypted custom fields are %uecu01% to %uecu10%.
To enable attribute encryption at the provisioning layer, you must map the sensitive user attributes to any of these 10
provisioning attributes in the Identity Manager Management Console.

For more information, see Manage Sensitive and Encrypted Attributes.

Certifications
Identity Manager 14.4 certifies support for the following platforms:

• WorkPoint 4.40.20: The WorkPoint Server has been upgraded from WorkPoint 3.52 to WorkPoint 4.40.20. The
WorkPoint 4.4 deployment architecture has changed: Starting with 4.4, the WorkPoint Server is no longer deployed
with an Enterprise Java Bean interface, but instead exclusively uses the Java Servlet interface. Identity Manager now
interfaces with the WorkPoint Server using a REST-based Servlet interface to the WorkPoint Server via the WorkPoint
API, and has removed the older EJB deployment constructs. This change is transparent to customers, and the REST-
based WorkPoint API supports the same workflow capabilities as the EJB-based API did previously. For deployments
that manually deploy the Identity Manager EAR, see the updated WorkPoint 4.40.20 procedures in the Installation
guides.

NOTE
For the list of fixed defects, see Identity Manager 14.4 - Fixed Defects.

Cumulative Patches
Learn about Identity Manager 14.4 Cumulative Patches.

The cumulative patch information is organized into the following sections:

• Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
• Cumulative Patch 14.4.1
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Cumulative Patch 14.4.2
View information about Identity Manager 14.4.2 Cumulative Patch.

Download and apply the Identity Manager 14.4.2 cumulative patch by following the instructions that are provided in this
document.

• Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components
• Applicable Components
• Prerequisites
• Download and Deploy Identity Manager 14.4.2 Cumulative Patch
• Download and Deploy Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• Download and Deploy External Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)

Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components

Before applying cumulative patch on Identity Manager, ensure that all remote components (For example: C++ Connector
Server, Provisioning Manager) are also updated to the same cumulative patch. Example, if you update cumulative patch
from 14.4.1 to 14.4.2, the remote components must also be updated to cumulative patch 14.4.2.

Applicable Components

The cumulative patch can be applied on the following Identity Manager components:

• Identity Manager Server
• Provisioning Server
• Provisioning Directory
• Connector Server
• C++ Connector Server
• Connector Server SDK
• Connector Xpress
• Connector Xpress 2.0 (Rest Applications)
• Provisioning Components
• Patch Deployer Tool
• Identity Manager Tools
• Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
• External Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)

Prerequisites

Take a backup of the database before applying the cumulative patch. We recommend that you use the latest Identity
Manager cumulative patches.

Download and Deploy Identity Manager 14.4.2 Cumulative Patch
Each cumulative patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.
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To download and deploy the cumulative patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number CP-IM-1442.tar.gz

Important: Before applying the patch, ensure that you take a backup of all the files that you have customized. After applying the patch, you
must manually add customizations to the required files.

Also, ensure that you re-apply the performance tuning settings that you have configured before applying the patch. Use the Patch Deployer Tool
to deploy Identity Manager Server (CP-IMS-1442.tar.gz) patch.

Published On 18 Nov 2022

Applies To 14.4 GA, 14.4.1

Defects Fixed Click Here

Files Bundled with the Patch • Identity Manager Server
– CP-IMS-1442.tar.gz
– CP-IMS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Server
– CP-IMPS-1442.tar.gz
– CP-IMPS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Directory
– CP-IMPD-1442.tar.gz
– CP-IMPD-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CP-JCS-1442.tar.gz
– CP-JCS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• C++ Connector Server (CCS)
– CP-CCS-1442.tar.gz
– CP-CCS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Server SDK
– CP-CONNECTOR-SERVER-SDK-1442.tar.gz
– CP-CONNECTOR-SERVER-SDK-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Xpress
– CP-CONN-XP-1442.tar.gz
– CP-CONN-XP-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Xpress 2.0 (REST Applications)
– CP-CONN-XP-2.0-1442.tar.gz
– CP-CONN-XP-2.0-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Components
– CP-PC-1442.tar.gz
– CP-PC-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Patch Deployer Tool
– CP-PATCH-DEPLOYER-TOOL-1442.tar.gz
– CP-PATCH-DEPLOYER-TOOL-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Identity Manager Tools
– CP-TOOLS-1442.tar.gz
– CP-TOOLS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• cp-version.txt
• Readme.txt
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Deployment Instructions Follow the given instructions to deploy patches:
1. Download and extract CP-IM-1442.tar.gz.
2. In the extracted folder, you can find the deployment instructions in the CP-<Identity Manager

Component>-1442_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf file.
Example: CP-IMS-1442-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

Download and Deploy Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1

Download Link CP-JASPER-8.1-1442.tar.gz

Published On 18 November 2022

Deployment Instructions See Install and Configure Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1

Download and Deploy External Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM)

Download Link CP-EXTERNAL-NIM-1442.tar.gz

Published On 18 November 2022

Deployment Instructions See Service Desk Integration.

Cumulative Patch 14.4.1
View information about Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Patch.

Download and apply Identity Manager 14.4.1 cumulative patch by following the instructions that are provided in this
document.

• Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components
• Applicable Components
• Prerequisites
• Download and Deploy Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Patch

Apply Cumulative Patch on Remote Components

Before applying cumulative patch on Identity Manager, ensure that all remote components (For example: C++ Connector
Server, Provisioning Manager) are also updated to the same cumulative patch. Example, if you update cumulative patch
from 14.4 to 14.4.1, the remote components must also be updated to cumulative patch 14.4.1.

Applicable Components

The cumulative patch can be applied on the following Identity Manager components:

• Identity Manager Server
• Provisioning Server
• Provisioning Directory
• Connector Server
• C++ Connector Server
• Connector Xpress
• Connector Xpress 2.0 (Rest Applications)
• Provisioning Components
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Prerequisites

Take a backup of the database before applying the cumulative patch. We recommend that you use the latest Identity
Manager cumulative patches.

Download and Deploy Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Patch
Each cumulative patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

To download and deploy the cumulative patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number CP-IM-1441.tar.gz

Important: Before applying the patch, ensure that you take a backup of all the files that you have customized. After applying the patch, you
must manually add customizations to the required files.

Important: Also, ensure that you re-apply the performance tuning settings that you have configured before applying the patch.

Important: If you have applied the Log4j hotfix prior to applying this patch, ensure that post applying this patch you reapply the Log4j hotfix.

Use the Patch Deployer Tool to deploy Identity Manager Server (CP-IMS-1441.tar.gz) patch.

Published On 15 Nov 2021

Applies To 14.4 GA

Defects Fixed Click Here
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Files Bundled with the Patch • Identity Manager Server
– CP-IMS-1441.tar.gz
– CP-IMS-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Server
– CP-IMPS-1441.tar.gz
– CP-IMPS-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Directory
– CP-IMPD-1441.tar.gz
– CP-IMPD-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CP-JCS-1441.tar.gz
– CP-JCS-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Xpress
– CP-CONN-XP-1441.tar.gz
– CP-CONN-XP-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Xpress 2.0 (REST Applications)
– CP-CONN-XP-2.0-1441.tar.gz
– CP-CONN-XP-2.0-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Components
– CP-PC-1441.tar.gz
– CP-PC-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Patch Deployer Tool
– CP-PATCH-DEPLOYER-TOOL-1441.tar.gz
– CP-PATCH-DEPLOYER-TOOL-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Tools
– CP-TOOLS-1441.tar.gz
– CP-TOOLS-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• cp-version
• Readme

Deployment Instructions Follow the given instructions to deploy patches:

• Download and extract CP-IM-1441.tar.gz.
• In the extracted folder, you can find the deployment instructions in the CP-<Identity Manager

Component>-1441_Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy file.

Example: CP-IMS-1441-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

Cumulative Hotfixes
Learn about Identity Manager 14.4 Cumulative Hotfixes.

The cumulative hotfix information is organized into the following sections:

• Cumulative Hotfix 14.4.1

Cumulative Hotfix 14.4.1
View information about Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix.

This section provides information about hotfixes for Identity Manager 14.4.1 cumulative patch.

• 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2
• 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1
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14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2
View information about Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2.

This topic includes the following sections:

IMPORTANT
Identity Manager Cumulative Hotfix 2 does not include a fix for the Apache Log4j issues. See Hotfixes for
information about the upgrade patch to fix Apache Log4j Issues.

Download and Deployment Instructions

Hotfix Number CHF_IM-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz If you happen to roll back Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2, ensure that you revert the audit schema
version in the Identity Manager Audit database to 14.2.0.0.0.

Published On 26 April 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix • Identity Manager Server
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-CHF002-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Server
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-CHF002-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CHF_JCS-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz
– CHF_JCS-14.4.1-CHF002-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

Deployment Instructions Instructions to deploy a hotfix:
1. Download and extract CHF_IM-14.4.1-CHF002.tar.gz. Each cumulative hotfix is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

– On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
– On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

2. Deploy the cumulative hotfix by following the instructions that are provided in the CHF_<Identity_Manager_Component>-14.4.1-CHF002-
Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy file, available in the extracted folder.

Enhancements

The following enhancements are added to the Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2:

• Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be discontinued
from the end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API. For
information about how to configure Azure REST connector to use Microsoft Graph API, see Microsoft Azure.
To upgrade an existing Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API, see Upgrade an Existing
Azure REST Connector.

• The Azure connector now supports provisioning and management of Azure guest users from Identity Manager using
Microsoft Graph API. For information about how to configure and manage guest users from Identity Manager, see
Azure User Types.
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Fixed Defects

The following defects are fixed in Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 2:

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32954092 DE524236 Password is not masked in the
Access Control (PIM) audit log
when the account password is
updated on the PIM endpoint
using etautil or Provisioning
Manager.

The ACC connector does not
consider a few characters in the
password for masking in the audit
log.

- ACC Connector

33066296 DE531726 When the etautil tool or
Provisioning Manager is used
to update the password, the
Privileged Access Manager
Server Control (PAMSC) audit
log shows the last apostrophe
character unmasked in the
password string.

The ACC connector did not
consider a few characters in the
password for masking in the audit
log.

- ACC Connector

33012457 DE529595 C++ Connector Server service
stops frequently.

C++ Connector Server crashes
due to the stack overflow issue
that occurs when the admin user
format is "domain/username".

- Active Directory

32863116 DE520118 Unable to disable users through
BulkLoadClient when Smart
Provisioning is enabled.

Disabling users through
BulkLoadClient fails as the BLTH
class does not find the provisioning
role information for these users.

- Admin Task

32914407 DE524381 The "View User Activity" task
shows the wrong user list when
using RDBMS for the user
store.

Users are not filtered based on the
user store type.

- Admin Task

33047282 DE531636 Event Listener throws a null
pointer exception on executing
a custom code.

The null pointer exception is not
handled by the Identity Manager.

- Admin Task

32260753 DE482234 Incorrect audit data is logged
into the audit table during bulk
loads.

Identity Manager auditing scripts
on SQL Server use the IDENT
function, which does not scale
well.

- Audit

32967156 DE525738 Custom audit events are not
working in the Identity Manager
environment.

Only OOTB audit events are
enabled to work in the Identity
Manager environment.

It is now mandatory that the
custom audit event name must
contain the "Audit" keyword.

Audit

33009936 DE527405 When archived requests
associated with a workflow are
selected for approval in the
My Request screen of Identity
Portal, the task persistence
connection pool exhausts thus
degrading performance.

Search queries are performed on
events that are archived from the
task persistence database. Since
events are not present in the task
persistence database, the query
search gets into an infinite loop.

- Client Web
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32951746 DE523500 When the user hovers over
the "Action" button, the tooltip
displays incorrect text.

By default, the tooltip displays
standard text.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32858247 DE515728 Identity Manager does not
display the file name of
any binary attribute that a
user uploads to the user
console. Binary file upload
succeeds, but when the user
downloads the file, the file is
downloaded with a predefined
file name "binaryattribute” or
“binaryattribute.cer”.

Identity Manager does not store
the binary attribute file name in the
user store/directory.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32818958 DE515737 Test connection to Identity
Manager fails while creating
a connector from Identity
Governance.

The JBoss library that is used
to marshal and un-marshal the
REST payload at runtime, had
compatibility issues.

- Integration with Identity
Governance

32896427 DE521157 Unable to create an Active
Directory Group from Identity
Manager.

For provisioning operations, the
Identity Manager framework
delegates an action/operation
to the endpoint dispatching
task via an admin task. The
lookup operation for selecting the
dispatching task does not work as
expected.

- Integration with Identity
Governance

32990230 DE531199 When the SiteMinder session
expires for the public task, users
are redirected to the 404 error
page.

- When the SiteMinder session
expires, users are now
redirected to the logout page.

Integration with SiteMinder

32883471 DE519040 Not all user groups initiated for
removal are removed from the
Active Directory user account.

The REPLACE operation is used
instead of REMOVE for user group
removal.

- Java Connector Server

33021457 DE528303 Log rotation renames log
files with a different name
pattern. For example:
server.log.2022-04-19
server.2022-04-19.log

Multiple file name formats exist in
multiple XML files.

- Logging

33051709 DE530597 During the Identity Manager
startup, a few log messages are
classified as WARN instead of
INFO.

The log classification level is
incorrect.

- Logging

33015794 DE529096 Explore and Correlate error
when an Office 365 user is
permanently deleted during an
explore and correlate operation.

Identity Manager is searching
for the user account that was
permanently deleted from the
Office 365 endpoint.

- Office 365 Connector
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32986530 DE526706 The SCIM connector shows the
password in clear text format in
the debug log mode.

The SCIM connector does
not mask case-sensitive data
(passwords) before entering them
into the log file.

- SCIM Connector

33040543 DE530517 Account creation on the UNIX
v2 endpoint fails.

Unix v2 connector checks for the
home directory even though the
"Create Home Directory" checkbox
is disabled.

- UNIX v2 Connector

32954302 DE530364 View Submitted Task (VST)
does not show the date in the
localized language.

The date pattern is not localized. - View Submitted Task

33060607 DE531395 Email Notifications are not sent
to the approver and task initiator
when the workflow is pending
approval.

The Modify User event is excluded
from Workflow emails.

- Workflow Email

14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1
View information about Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1.

This topic includes the following sections:

Download and Deployment Instructions

Hotfix Number CHF_IM-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz

Published On 4 February 2022

Applies To 14.4.1

Files Bundled with the Hotfix • Identity Manager Server
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz
– CHF_IMS-14.4.1-CHF001-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Provisioning Server
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz
– CHF_PS-14.4.1-CHF001-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

• Connector Server (JCS)
– CHF_JCS-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz
– CHF_JCS-14.4.1-CHF001-Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy.pdf

Deployment Instructions Instructions to deploy a hotfix:
1. Download and extract CHF_IM-14.4.1-CHF001.tar.gz. Each cumulative hotfix is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

– On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract the compressed tarballs.
– On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

2. Deploy the cumulative hotfix by following the instructions that are provided in the CHF_<Identity_Manager_Component>-14.4.1-CHF001-
Instructions_On_How_To_Deploy file, available in the extracted folder.
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Fixed Defects

The following defects are fixed in Identity Manager 14.4.1 Cumulative Hotfix 1:

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32794320 DE512267 C++ Connector Server is
crashing.

An invalid Active Directory
connection object caused the C++
Connector Server crash.

- C++ Connector Server

32880495 DE521080 Azure Guest users who are
created directly on Azure
cannot be modified from Identity
Manager as they contain a
special character "#" in their
name.

The request URL to modify a
user is not encoded to handle the
special character "#".

- Connector - Azure Rest

32757703 DE508049 Adding a new profile to a TSS
user results in the user losing all
the existing TSS profiles.

CA LDAP (Top Secret) server R15
and earlier versions do not allow
clearing and/or replacing TSS
profiles with a single request.

- Connector - TSS V2

32861139 DE517117 Twilio services for OTP fail
when Identity Manager sends
a custom message to Twilio on
the Verify Service.

Twilio does not support custom
messages for new accounts.

Customers are now defaulted
to the Custom Code feature
of Twilio Verify Service.
Twilio supports their own
Vetted message formats that
are approved by different
countries for the Custom
Code feature. This means
that OTP messages cannot
be customized from Identity
Manager. The format of the
OTP message now is "Your
<Service Name: mentioned in
Twilio configuration for Verify
API Service> verification code
is: <OTP>". Example: "Your
Symantec Identity Manager
verification code is: 123456".

Forgotten Password

32909835 DE520490 Identity Manager throws an
exception when the JSON
element is not present in the
JSON path.

Exception due to the new JSON
libraries.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32844999 DE517135 Disabled identity policies
are evaluated during a user
operation.

Identity policies are missing
validation checks.

- Identity Policy

32927246 DE521658 A multi-value user attribute
value is assigned to all the
single-value user attributes
that are imported right after the
multi-value attribute import.

User Iterator does not reset the
local variables.

- Integration with Identity
Governance
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32954571 DE523758 If a password policy is
configured to trigger after "n"
number of incorrect password
attempts, the user is getting
locked on "n+1" unsuccessful
attempts.

Identity Manager enables the
"User Locked" flag after "n+1"
wrong password attempts.

- Password Policy

Hotfixes
Learn about the hotfixes for Identity Manager 14.4 and later cumulative patches.

This topic includes the following hotfixes:

Reflected Cross-Site Scripting Hotfix for User Console

Hotfix Reflected Cross-Site Scripting Hotfix for User Console
• Identity Manager 14.4.2
• Identity Manager 14.4.1 + Cumulative Hotfix 2

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve the following issues:
• Reflected Cross-Site Scripting that might occur when a malicious input is unsanitized.
• Response Splitting that might occur when a user supplied input (comprising Carriage Return Line Feed) is

unsanitized.
• Oracle LDAP Attribute Information Disclosure that might occur during a search operation.

Published On 18 Jan 2023

Security Hotfix

Hotfix Security Hotfix

Applicable Versions Identity Manager 14.4.1

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve the following issues:
• A few URL resources of the Identity Manager Management Console are accessible by bypassing authentication.
• A user with privileged access executes a remote command on a system as the same user that is authorized to run

a web server application.
• Two of the authenticated functionalities of the Identity Manager Management Console can be injected with

malicious XML code.

Published On 14 Dec 2022

Microsoft Office 365 Connector Hotfix for Update Message

Hotfix Microsoft Office 365 Connector Hotfix for Update Message

Applicable Versions Identity Manager 14.4 (Including Cumulative Patches)
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Enhancement/Resolved Issue Apply this hotfix to resolve an issue caused by the following update message that is seen when working with the
Microsoft Office 365 connector.
====================================
New update available!
You are using an older version of Exchange PowerShell cmdlets which may be using (soon to be deprecated) Basic
authentication. Please install version 2.0.6 of the ExchangeOnlineManagement module to upgrade to the latest version
of cmdlets, which are REST-based, more secure, reliant, and performant than the remote PowerShell cmdlets that you
are currently using. For more information on the latest cmdlets released, visit: https://techcommunity.microsoft.com/t5/
exchange-team-blog/exchange-online-powershell-v2-module-preview-now-more-secure/ba-p/2922946.
To download the latest version of the module, visit https://www.powershellgallery.com/packages/
ExchangeOnlineManagement/2.0.6-Preview5.
====================================

Published On 27 June 2022

Support for Azure Guest User using the Microsoft Graph API v1.0

Hotfix Azure Guest using the Microsoft Graph API v1.0

Applicable Versions Identity Manager 14.4.1

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Azure REST connector supports provisioning and management of Azure guest users from Identity Manager using the
Microsoft Graph API.
For instructions on how to provision and manage a guest user from Identity Manager using the Microsoft Graph API,
see Azure User Types.

Published On 28 March 2022

Azure REST Connector Supports Microsoft Graph API v1.0

Hotfix Azure REST Connector - Microsoft Graph API v1.0

Applicable Versions Identity Manager 14.4

Enhancement/Resolved Issue Microsoft has deprecated Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) Graph API and support for the same will be discontinued
from the end of 2022. We have enhanced the Azure REST connector to use the new Microsoft Graph API.
For instructions on how to reconfigure an already acquired Azure endpoint to use the Microsoft Graph API, see
Reconfigure Azure Endpoint.

Published On 10 March 2022

Upgrade Patch to Fix Apache Log4j Issues (CVE-2021-44228, CVE-2021-45105, CVE-2021-45046, CVE-2021-44832)

Hotfix IM_log4j_patch_14.4.zip

Applicable Versions Identity Manager 14.4, 14.4.1

Enhancement/Resolved Issue The patch addresses the Apache Log4j issues (CVE-2021-44228, CVE-2021-45105, CVE-2021-45046,
CVE-2021-44832) by upgrading Log4j to version 2.17.1/2.3.2.
Upgrade Log4j by following the instructions in the readme.pdf file that is available in the downloaded patch.

Published On 21 January 2022

Fixed Defects
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Identity Manager.

This section of the release notes includes information about defects that are fixed in the following Identity Manager
releases.
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• Fixed Defects 14.4.2
• Fixed Defects 14.4.1
• Fixed Defects 14.4

Fixed Defects 14.4.2
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Identity Manager 14.4.2 cumulative patch.

Identity Manager Server

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32945831 DE523312 Enhancement request to
provide an option to either
retain or delete home directories
of all users on deleting UNIX
accounts.

- In the Create Access Control
Endpoint screen of Identity
Manager User Console, a
new checkbox "Retain UNIX
home directory on user account
deletion" is added to ensure
whether home Directory has to
be deleted on account deletion.

Access Control Connector

32863116 DE520118 Unable to disable users through
BulkLoadClient when Smart
Provisioning is enabled.

Disabling users through
BulkLoadClient fails as the BLTH
class does not find the provisioning
role information for these users.

- Admin Task

32914407 DE524381 The "View User Activity" task
shows the wrong user list when
using RDBMS for the user
store.

Users are not filtered based on the
user store type.

- Admin Task

33047282 DE531636 Event Listener throws a null
pointer exception on executing
a custom code.

The null pointer exception is not
handled by Identity Manager.

- Admin Task

32828571 DE532171 SQLServerException
(FOREIGN KEY constraint)
error appears in the
Identity Manager server log
intermittently for the task
persistence database.

The primary key is NOT inserted
into the task persistence database
table.

- Admin Task

32967156 DE525738 Custom audit events are not
working in the Identity Manager
environment.

Only OOTB audit events are
enabled to work in the Identity
Manager environment.

It is now mandatory that the
custom audit event name must
contain the "Audit" keyword.

Audit

33138810 DE538067 The "Update user fields"
functionality does not work for
the Partial Explore/Correlate
operation.

Identity Manager does not
consider user field updation
while performing Partial Explore/
Correlate operation.

- Explore and Correlate

32997527
33009936

DE528818
DE527405

When archived requests
associated with a workflow are
selected for approval in the
My Request screen of Identity
Portal, the task persistence
connection pool exhausts thus
degrading performance.

Search queries are performed on
events that are archived from the
task persistence database. Since
events are not present in the task
persistence database, the query
search gets into an infinite loop.

- Client Web
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

33232442 DE546508 Unable to add a valid path for
the attribute named "Temporary
Output Stream Folder" from the
Identity Manager Management
Console.

The Identity Manager server is
unable to identify the provided
path.

Identity Manager
Management Console

33067116 DE533545 Identity Manager server utilizes
100% CPU and becomes
unresponsive.

Unnecessary objects are dumped
in the heap memory.

- Identity Manager Server

33066734 DE534108 Unable to modify tooltip for date
fields in View Submitted Tasks
(VST).

No customization support for date
fields in View Submitted Task
(VST).

- Identity Manager Server

33086965
32933238

DE533430
DE525441

Identity Manager server is
failing to start and timeouts with
an error.

By default, Identity Manager is
configured to timeout after 15
minutes of startup.

- Identity Manager Server

32909835 DE520490 Identity Manager throws an
exception when the JSON
element is not present in the
JSON path.

Exception due to the new JSON
libraries.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32951746 DE523500 When the user hovers over
the "Action" button, the tooltip
displays incorrect text.

By default, the tooltip displays
standard text.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32858247 DE515728 Identity Manager does not
display the file name of any
binary attribute that a user
uploads to the Identity Manager
user console. Binary file upload
succeeds, but when the user
downloads the file, the file is
downloaded with a predefined
file name "binaryattribute” or
“binaryattribute.cer”.

Identity Manager does not store
the binary attribute file name in the
user store/directory.

- Identity Manager User
Console

33085177 DE534917 Identity Manager server logs
an "Invalid Tag Found" warning
message whenever a "binary"
attribute is used in the Identity
Manager screens.

Syntax errors in the "Invalid Tag
Found" tag.

- Identity Manager User
Console

33140773 DE539057 Error messages are shown
as hyperlinks in the Identity
Manager User Console.

Error messages are formed using
the "href" tag.

- Identity Manager User
Console

33081177 DE533182 Stability issues after upgrading
Identity Manager to 14.4 on
Wildfly 15.

Default timeout values are not long
enough.

- Install/Upgrade

32818958 DE515737 Test connection to Identity
Manager fails while creating
a connector from Identity
Governance.

The JBoss library that is used
to marshal and un-marshal the
REST payload at runtime, had
compatibility issues.

- Integration with Identity
Governance
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32896427 DE521157 Unable to create an Active
Directory Group from Identity
Manager.

For provisioning operations, the
Identity Manager framework
delegates an action/operation
to the endpoint dispatching
task via an admin task. The
lookup operation for selecting the
dispatching task does not work as
expected.

- Integration with Identity
Governance

32990230 DE531199 When the SiteMinder session
expires for the public task, users
are redirected to the 404 error
page.

- When the SiteMinder session
expires, users are now
redirected to the logout page.

Integration with SiteMinder

33091423 DE533724 Identity Manager times out
SiteMinder sessions in 5
minutes.

Identity Manager sets 5 minutes as
the session timeout value and this
value is not configurable.

Identity Manager now
allows you to configure
the SiteMinder session
timeout value by entering a
desired value (in seconds)
in the SMTokenLifeTime
attribute in Management
Console, Environments,
<environment>, Advanced
Settings, Miscellaneous.

Integration with SiteMinder

33028211 DE530023 Identity Manager does not
localize the user name tooltip
on the top banner and the task
description on the home page.

Localization support is missing. Localization support is now
added.

Localization

33097526 DE534445 User interface messages
are not fully translated for
synchronization tasks.

Missing localization for the user
interface messages.

- Localization

33021457 DE528303 Log rotation renames log
files with a different name
pattern. For example:
server.log.2022-04-19
server.2022-04-19.log

Multiple file name formats exist in
multiple XML files.

- Logging

33051709 DE530597 During Identity Manager
startup, a few log messages are
classified as WARN instead of
INFO.

The log classification level is
incorrect.

- Logging

33109075 DE537280 A warning message is displayed
next to the newly created
Logical Attribute Handler
(LAH) object even though the
Identity Manager environment is
restarted.

Identity Manager ignores an
extraneous warning icon.

- Logical Attribute Handler
(LAH)

32954571 DE523758 If a password policy is
configured to trigger after "n"
number of incorrect password
attempts, the user is getting
locked on "n+1" unsuccessful
attempts.

Identity Manager enables the
"User Locked" flag after "n+1"
wrong password attempts.

- Password Policy

32971630 DE526158 Policy Xpress fails to call WSS
SOAP Service with SOAP
version 1.2.

Identity Manager does not support
WSS SOAP 1.2 version.

Identity Manager now supports
WSS SOAP 1.2 version.

Policy Xpress
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33115579 DE536530 Policy Xpress validation fails
on provisioning role custom
attributes.

Policy Xpress ignores custom
attribute values.

- Policy Xpress

33226520 DE545727 Policy Xpress policy fails to
read the account name when it
contains multiple whitespaces.

The Identity Manager search filter
that reads an account name for the
Policy Xpress does not consider
multiple whitespaces.

- Policy Xpress

33116665 DE535950 Unable to retrieve provisioning
role members using BLTH.

Identity Manager loads the wrong
class file to retrieve a provisioning
role.

- Provisioning Roles

32836156
32695484

DE513762
DE505585

Deleting a task using the
recurring task, results in
deleting a random task.
Example: On initiating a task to
delete A, either task B or C is
deleted but not A.

The result set is not sorted. - Role and Task
Management

33186018 DE541168 XML External Entity (XXE)
injection in Identity Manager
Management Console.

- - Security

33193651 DE542883 The Apache Xalan Java XSLT
library has an integer truncation
issue when processing
malicious XSLT stylesheets.

The Identity Manager application
is not impacted due to the issue
(CVE-2022-34169) that exists in
xalan.jar.

The Identity Manager
application eliminated the
dependency on Xalan library-
specific implementation by
leveraging JDK-specific
implementation.xalan.jar.

Security

33088670 DE533522 Add authentication to the static
file extensions in the Identity
Manager Management Console.

Static file extensions are excluded
from the authentication to allow
custom branding of the login page.

Custom branding of the default
Identity Manager login page
is no longer a requirement.
Hence, we are protecting static
file extensions as part of the
authentication.

Security

33021104 DE528824 TEWS fails to compile with .Net
when HTTPS is used in the
Virtual Appliance environment.

HTTPS in Virtual Appliance needs
certificate authentication and not
uid/pwd.

- TEWS

32910525
32118965

DE520244
DE472526

TEWS client is unable to
validate user roles because
of the Impersonation Role
changes.

Impersonation role information is
not saved to the database.

- TEWS
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32861139 DE517117 Twilio services for OTP fail
when Identity Manager sends
a custom message to Twilio on
the Verify Service.

Twilio does not support custom
messages for new accounts.

Customers are now defaulted
to the Custom Code feature
of Twilio Verify Service.
Twilio supports their own
Vetted message formats that
are approved by different
countries for the Custom
Code feature. This means
that OTP messages cannot
be customized from Identity
Manager. The format of the
OTP message now is "Your
<Service Name: mentioned in
Twilio configuration for Verify
API Service> verification code
is: <OTP>". Example: "Your
Symantec Identity Manager
verification code is: 123456".

Verification of the Forgotten
Password using OTP

32954302 DE530364 View Submitted Task (VST)
does not show the date in the
localized language.

The date pattern is not localized. - View Submitted Task

33079923 DE539046 Post-upgrade of Identity
Manager, error message on
clicking failed task events in the
View Submitted Task (VST).

While displaying event information
in the View Submitted Task,
Identity Manager failed to
deserialize a class due to the third-
party upgrade.

- View Submitted Task

33089850 DE533804 Unable to deliver Workflow
emails from WorkPoint
Designer.

Unable to evaluate native mail
daemons due to classpath
configuration in Workpoint 4.40.

- Workflow

32787091 DE509862 Escalation requests are not
timed out after the configured
timeout value.

Issue due to updated Identity
Manager escalation callbacks, and
the debug statements that were
added to the callback.

- Workflow

33060607 DE531395 Email Notifications are not sent
to the approver and task initiator
when the workflow is pending
approval.

The Modify User event is excluded
from Workflow emails.

- Workflow Email
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33066296 DE531726 When the etautil tool or
Provisioning Manager is used
to update the password, the
Privileged Access Manager
Server Control (PAMSC) audit
log shows the last apostrophe
character unmasked in the
password string.

The ACC connector does not
consider a few characters in the
password for masking in the audit
log.

- ACC Connector

32954092 DE524236 Password is not masked in the
Access Control (PIM) audit log
when the account password is
updated on the PIM endpoint
using etautil or Provisioning
Manager.

The ACC connector does not
consider a few characters in the
password for masking in the audit
log.

- Access Control Connector

33152977 DE538964 Windows event viewer shows
password in plain text for
SetUserCannotResetPwdFlag.exe.

Active Directory connector
passes credentials in plain text for
SetUserCannotResetPwdFlag.exe.

- Active Directory Connector

33135819 DE537512 Identity Manager does not set
the "eTACFExpirePassword"
attribute value properly for the
ACFv2 V1 account.

The "eTACFExpirePassword"
attribute was missing in the
provisioning mapping file for the
ACF2 v1 endpoint.

- Identity Manager

32853144 DE522329 Provisioning Server inbound
notification failure in SSL mode.

CAPKI was unable to make a
connection in SSL mode.

- Provisioning Server

01189853 DE385252 Provisioning Server crashes. Due to a memory leak,
Provisioning Server consumes the
maximum memory limit of 4 GB.

- Provisioning Server

Connectors

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

33195811 DE544880 Creation of a new ACF v2
account with the STORE RULE
checkbox not enabled, results
in account creation with the
checkbox enabled.

The connector does not send the
STORE RULE checkbox value to
the endpoint.

- ACF v2 Connector

32885349 DE518163 Post upgrade of Active Directory
from Windows 2021 R2 to
Windows 2016, the Provisioning
Manager continues to report the
"Functional Level" as Windows
2012 R2.

Provisioning Manager was
not updated to reflect the
Operating System text "Windows
2016" under the functional level.

- Active Directory

33012457 DE529595 C++ Connector Server service
stops frequently.

C++ Connector Server crashes
due to the stack overflow issue
that occurs when the admin user
format is "domain/username".

- Active Directory

32720412 DE504933 C++ Connector Server is
crashing on performing certain
Active Directory operations.

C++ Connector Server tries to
fetch Exchange attributes of an
Active Directory user that does not
have a mailbox configured.

- Active Directory
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33221548 DE547456 C++ Connector Server crashes/
stops more frequently.

Frequent crashes due to the usage
of an invalid Active Directory
Server connection object.

- Active Directory

32880495 DE521080 Azure Guest users who are
created directly on Azure
cannot be modified from Identity
Manager as they contain a
special character "#" in their
name.

The request URL to modify a
user is not encoded to handle the
special character "#".

- Azure Rest Connector

32794320 DE512267 C++ Connector Server is
crashing.

An invalid Active Directory
connection object caused the C++
Connector Server crash.

- C++ Connector Server

33211329 DE545446 Okta endpoint's Bearer
token authentication fails via
Connector Xpress 2.0.

Contrary to the standard "Bearer"
prefix, Okta expects "SSWS" prefix
while performing token-based
authentication.

Connector Xpress 2.0 has
introduced a new authentication
scheme called "API Key". This
allows dynamic prefix to the
token as per the specification of
an endpoint.

Connector Xpress 2.0
(Authentication Schemes)

33168919 DE540320 Explore of PIM (Access
Control) endpoint via the Java
Connector Server (proxy to C++
Connector Server) fails.

Due to pagination changes,
endpoint vendor information is
detected wrongly. Even though
the endpoint does not support
pagination, the connector attempts
to perform pagination and fails
subsequently.

- Java Connector Server

33015794 DE529096 Error when an Office 365 user is
permanently deleted during an
explore and correlate operation.

Identity Manager is searching
for the user account that was
permanently deleted from the
Office 365 endpoint.

- Office 365 Connector

33115504 DE535875 Office 365 View Account in
Provisioning Manager takes
time to display attributes and
mostly request completes with a
timeout message.

The Office 365 get-group cmdlet
is slow in fetching attribute details,
which results in a timeout at the
Provisioning manager.

- Office 365 Connector

33129281 DE536822 Error on performing explore and
correlate operation in Office 365
- "Error fetching more results"

The Office 365 cmdlet that returns
deleted users fetched only the
default number of users, even
though the deleted users were
more than the default.

- Office 365 Connector

33130019 DE538085 Import-PSSession error: "Your
request is too frequent. Please
wait for few minutes and retry
again."

Microsoft restricts the number
of requests to process when the
Import-PSSession cmdlet is used
to acquire a session.

Upgrade Office 365 connector
to Multi-Factor Authentication
(MFA) version.

Office 365 Connector

32934106 DE522182 The MFA segment is not
removed even if a user does not
have any active factors. As a
result, the user cannot log in.

- In the Provisioning Manager,
we have introduced a new field
named "Remove MFA segment
when no Factors are active" in
the General 1 tab of a selected
endpoint. You can toggle this
option based on whether you
want to remove or retain an
MFA segment when no active
factors exist.

RACF Connector
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33082489 DE535622 After upgrading Identity
Manager using Java version
1.8.322, getting RSA SSL
connection error.

Java 1.8.322 version does not
support SSLv2Hello and it cannot
be disabled from an external
configuration.

- RSA Connector

32986530 DE526706 The SCIM connector shows the
password in clear text format in
the debug log mode.

The SCIM connector does
not mask case-sensitive data
(passwords) before entering them
into the log file.

- SCIM Connector

32831816 DE513197 The NetView segment is not
deleted when all the NetView
attributes are deleted.

When the NetView attribute value
is switched from Yes to No, the
TSS connector performs a replace
operation instead of an attribute
delete operation.

- TSS v2 Connector

33040543 DE530517 Account creation on the UNIX
v2 endpoint fails.

Unix v2 connector checks for the
home directory even though the
"Create Home Directory" checkbox
is disabled.

- UNIX v2 Connector

33060622 DE532843 Password modification via UNIX
v2 Connector failed for HP-UX
11.31.

Connector expects "Re-enter new
password:" (small letter 'n' in 'new'
word) prompt instead of "Re-enter
New password:" (capital letter 'N'
in 'new' word).

- UNIX v2 Connector

Provisioning Components

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

33164442 DE540848 Bulk Load client throws an error
when "WSS Username token" is
enabled.

Bulk Load client expects password
type when "WSS Username
Token" is enabled.

- Bulk Loader

33240134 DE547067 Bulk Loader client failed
without admin password
when using WSS Username
Token authentication with
impersonation.

Bulk Loader client is enforced
to use admin password
while performing WSS token
authentication.

- Bulk Loader

32544102 DE494363 Credential Provider installer
does not work on French-
Canada Windows 10 1909.

The System32 folder of Credential
Provider is not added to the
Windows path.

- Credential Provider

Fixed Defects 14.4.1
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Identity Manager 14.4.1 cumulative patch.
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32680147 DE502274 Unable to manage an account
template with a colon (:) in its
name.

From WildFly 11 onwards, the
application server expects the
Distinguished Name to be an
LdapName instance instead of a
string.

- Account Template

32599729 DE499099 Users can remove roles of other
users, even though they are
not the administrators of those
roles.

Admin scope is not enforced
when members are defined for an
access role.

- Admin Roles

32674289 DE502118 Error on executing JavaScript
in the Identity Manager user
console.

Third-party library caused
JavaScript execution failure.

- Admin Tasks

32753159 DE510268 JavaScript validation for a drop-
down selection field in the
Create User screen does not
work.

Identity Manager ignores
JavaScript validation for the drop-
down selection field.

- Admin Tasks

32787259 DE511685 In the "Create AD Group" admin
task, the "Event Name" under
the "Events" tab is displayed as
"CreateScimCustomAttributesEvent"
instead of "CreateNoneEvent"
for the "AccountProfile" screen.

Identity Manager loads
"CreateScimCustomAttributesEvent"
instead of "CreateNoneEvent" due
to the event definition attribute
missing in the SCIM connector role
definition.

- Admin Tasks

32656639 DE501128 User ID information is missing in
the audited task.

Task in the audited state does
not include User ID in the task
description.

- Audit

32854402 DE516039 Outbound Synchronization
is not working for the Self-
Registration task.

Synchronization is not enabled by
default for the Self-Registration
task.

- Inbound\Outbound
synchronization

32730100 DE505991 Multi-database installer
incorrectly encrypts passwords.

The multi-database installer does
not escape special characters
(example: $) in the password
string.

- Install

32470771 DE493406 Tasks are stuck in the in-
progress state.

Unresponsive email server causes
Identity Manager to retry sending a
mail indefinitely.

Mail sessions will now time out
after 15 seconds if the email
server is not responsive.

JMS Messages

32705895 DE508204 Tooltip looks different in the
upgraded version.

Tooltip is not localized. - Localization

32489151 DE492855 In a non-English language,
unable to create a user when
the month format in the date is
MMM.

Identity Manager cannot parse
date when the month format in the
date is MMM.

- Localization

32630797 DE499907 On running the multi-database
installer (wizard, console mode,
silent mode), the password
field in "standalone-full-ha.xml"
shows the different encrypted
password for each of the
databases even though the
input password is same for all
databases.

Installer does not escape special
characters (example: $) in the
password.

- Multi-database Installer
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32665677 DE501589 OpenID connect authentication
configuration does not succeed.

Open ID client is unable to validate
authentication token for Azure-
ADFS (Active Directory Federation
Service).

- OIDC

32641020 DE502644 On entering wrong password
credentials in the password
management screens, user
is able to proceed to the
next screen even though
the "SwitchTabWhenInvalid"
property is set to false.

Public tasks are not available in
the task cache. Hence, Webapp
layer is getting an empty list when
looking for the public task.

"SwitchTabWhenInvalid"
property now works on the
public tasks.

Password Management

32703518 DE506628 Users do not receive an email
notification for the rejected
tasks.

Status check for the cancelled
event is failing as it is case-
sensitive.

- Policy Xpress

32825015 DE513446 Provisioning Server hangs due
to the Policy Xpress looping
issue, which may lead to the
Identity Manager server crash
depending on the HEAP usage.

Identity Manager does not handle
failures that are thrown by the
third-party jars that are used within
the Policy Xpress policy. Only
exceptions of type Policy Xpress
are handled correctly - all other
exceptions are re-posted to the
Policy Xpress event queue to be
re-run.

Exceptions that are generated
within the Policy Xpress context
are handled.

Policy Xpress

32814268 DE513778 Policy Xpress generates
PxSystemException which is
not handled correctly by the
Identity Manager server.

Identity Manager treats
PxSystemException as a specific
case and not a generic exception.

- Policy Xpress

32581740 DE497221 A large number of inactive
database sessions caused
the database performance
degradation.

Database sessions for the
reporting operations (capture or
run reports) are not closed.

- Reports

32729855 DE506761 Audit report displays date in
an incorrect format. Example:
21-49-16

The date is not formatted before
displaying in a report.

- Reports

32657368 DE502238 User is unable to reset the
password.

User password is corrupted. - Reset Password

32689467 DE503970 Even though "Account
Synchronization" is set to
"Off" in the OOTB "Reset User
Password" task, Provisioning
Server resets an account.

Account synchronization check for
the password reset event fails.

- Reset Password
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32805613
32869490

DE504706
DE517539

Unable to create an Active
Directory home directory when
the path contains a special
character. Example: äöå

Improper Unicode character
conversion.

- Account Template

32510757 DE497432 Accounts are missing the
account template information
when they are part of an
organizational unit that is moved
across the domain.

Movement of organization units
across the domain is not covered
by the "Account Movement across
the Organizational Units" feature.

The "Account Movement across
Organizational Units" feature
now supports movement of
organization units across the
domain.

Account Templates

32155001 DE477863 Identity Manager tasks are
stuck in the in-progress state.

Active Directory connector tries
to connect to an endpoint that is
unavailable or down.

- Active Directory

32481643 DE492236 Error on updating AS 400
account template.

Weak synchronization algorithm
(default) does not cover the special
case of the "LocaleJobAttributes"
attribute.

- AS400

32625625 DE499642 Identity Manager returns a
success message and not an
error on adding a user to a
group that is already full.

Error code that is generated by the
RACF connector does not reach
Provisioning Server in its original
format.

- Connector - RACF

32655343 DE500316 Provisioning to Exchange is
failing after applying Microsoft
patch - KB5001779.

Microsoft Patch KB5001779
restricts the execution of CMDlets
that run through the Exchange
Management Shell by using the
involved run space.

- Active Directory Exchange

32654940 DE500621 C++ Connector Server is
crashing.

An invalid Active Directory
connection object caused the C++
Connector Server crash.

- C++ Connector Server

Connectors

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioral Change Components

32824980 DE516233 Organizational Units with an
apostrophe in their name
result in an error when remote
Exchange requests are
performed by the Active
Directory connector.

The apostrophe in the
Organizational Unit is escaped in
the Remote Exchange requests.

- Active Directory

32720412 C++ Connector Server is
crashing on performing certain
Active Directory operations.

C++ Connector Server is trying to
fetch Exchange attributes of an
Active Directory user that does not
have a mailbox configured.

- Active Directory

32712726 DE504766 When the Azure account
password is changed using
the "Reset User Password"
task from Identity Manager
User Console, the "Force
Change Password Next Login"
parameter in the account
template is always checked.

Azure always expects the
"forceChangePasswordNextLogin"
attribute in the request whenever
the Azure password is changed.

- Azure REST
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32704290 32860359 DE508884 DE515807 Office 365 connector fails to
assign a mailbox distribution
group to an account.

The user name does not match
with the user name retrieved from
the members attribute using the
“Get-Group” command.

- Office 365

32452573 DE493700 SCIM connector is unable
to detect the SCIM 2.0
endpoint when the "schema"
object is missing from the
"ServiceProviderConfig"
response.

Schema object is used to detect
the SCIM server version.

Implemented SCIM server
version detection using
the ID property of any
object that exists in the
"ServiceProviderConfig"
response.

SCIM

32843924 DE514416 Error while creating an account
using SCIM connector.

The "schema" property is
missing for an attribute in
the "ServiceProvideSchema"
response.

- SCIM

32541343 DE494854 ServiceNow Layer 7 policy does
not clear an attribute value.

Existing ServiceNow policy
does not include the empty
attribute value in the request to
ServiceNow.

Modified the existing
ServiceNow policy such that the
request now includes the empty
attribute value and the flag
"&allow_empty_value=true".

Service Now

31797428 DE460808 Provisioning Server is unaware
of the account creation failure
and reports a successful
account creation.

Generated exception was not
handled at the connector end.

- Top Secret v2

32599280 DE500512 Request to support additional
Key Exchange (KEX) algorithms
to enable the communication
with OpenSSH (8.2 or later).

Existing third-party jar does not
include Key Exchange (KEX)
algorithms that are required to
communicate with OpenSSH (8.2
or later).

- Unix V2

32677285 DE506240 Unix V2 cannot unlock AIX
suspended accounts.

Unix V2 is not enabled to unlock
AIX suspended accounts.

- Unix V2

32695484 DE505585 Deleting a task using the
recurring task, results in
deleting a random task.
Example: On initiating a task to
delete A, either task B or C is
deleted but not A.

Result set is not sorted. - Role and Task
Management

32506476 DE491978 TEWS WSDL for the Resubmit
Admin task does not include
"Task Id" under "Task Details".

Task Id is missing due to the
schema inheritance.

- TEWS

32344422 DE492571 On submitting the user search
in TEWS via Subject, Identity
Manager throws the decrypt
error for all users.

Changed the log level from
warning and error mode to the
debug mode.

- TEWS

32625427 32667804 DE499575 DE501126 TEWS response does not return
a proper error message.

Error message code is not
included in the TEWS response.

- TEWS

32837267 DE514154 TSS connector does not close
the connection after performing
an operation and spawns a new
connection for every operation
that has been initiated.

Connections are not returned
to the pool after an operation is
performed.

- Top Secret V2
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32782676 DE509304 Provisioning tasks that
were in the in-progress
state during upgrade throw
NullPointerException.

When the load-balancing
provisioning server is enabled,
tasks that are created in a non-
load balancing context are not
executed. Reverse is also true.

Tasks are now executed
irrespective of the load-
balancing context that they
originated from.

Upgrade

32498464 DE492279 Offline endpoint event or
task migration at the Identity
Manager startup is executed
multiple times.

Functionality bug. - Upgrade

32784969 DE510370 Post upgrade, a task is failing
due to the role scoping with the
unexpected wildcard (!(ou=*))
searches.

Symantec Directory throws an
error as it is unable to parse
search results due to the
unnecessary LDAP filter that
Identity Manager creates with NOT
clause.

Empty attributes are now
removed from the LDAP result
set.

Upgrade

32669537 DE502275 Business Logic Task Handler
(BLTH) is unable to retrieve
assigned roles.

Relationship tab handlers
are not handled in the REST
implementation.

- Upgrade

00897635 DE343948 In View Submitted Tasks, the
"Last Activity" column in the
"Included Events" list appears to
randomly select an activity from
the event/task history and not
necessarily the last one.

Identity Manager picks the last
activity from event/task history
without performing date and time
comparison of activities.

- View Submitted Tasks

32787091 DE509862 Escalation requests are not
timed out after the configured
timeout value.

Issue due to updated Identity
Manager escalation callbacks, and
the DEBUG statements that were
added to the callback.

- Workflow

32512562 DE493237 Enforce Scoping for the
workflow participant resolver
does not work as expected.

Enforce scoping for the admin role
is missing in the workflow.

- Workflow

32696539 DE505913 NullPointerException on
validating a NULL attribute in
the task approval screen.

The custom
AssignProvisioningRole
event does not contain a
managed object.

- Workflow
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20005233 DE421754 Time out exception on running
the "imbulkloadclient.bat" file in
the production environment.

Lack of capability to throttle
requests from the Bulk Load Client
tool.

Two new properties are added
to the Bulk Load Client tool:
1. pauseBetweenBatches:

Time in seconds to pause
between requests that are
made to the server. Default
is 0 seconds.

2. time out: Time in seconds
to keep the Axis request
open. This parameter
is used in the Axis
stub.setTimeout() call.
Default is 600 seconds.
This is overridden by
network firewalls and hence
not guaranteed.

For more information, see
Sample Properties File.

Bulk Loader

Fixed Defects 14.4
Learn about the defects that are fixed in Identity Manager 14.4 GA.

Identity Manager Server

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

01296416 DE415976 Account Template search takes
a long time.

Search slows down when it has
to search through a huge list of
account templates.

When dealing with a huge
list of account templates, you
can speed-up the account
templates search by selecting
the List Account Template
Names Only (fast search)
checkbox in the account
templates' search window.

Account Management

01296416 DE417520 Account Template fast search
does not consider the defined
search scope.

Enhancement to speed-up account
templates search time.

- Account Management

20318599 DE448830 Identity Manager Explore
Definition for Active Directory
endpoint does not include all
attributes in Partial Explore
filtering.

The Custom Attributes (1 - 15)
are NOT included in the code for
Active Directory Partial Explore
and Correlate Definition.

Added extra 1 to 15 custom
Attributes for Partial Explore
and Correlate filter.

Active
Directory
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20092136 DE441255 Identity Manager user is getting
disabled when the Active
Directory account is locked.

When a user is locked due to
unsuccessful user authentication
by Active Directory (Active
Directory Auth Module), the user is
disabled in the corporate store.

Added a new property
named "Disable IM User on
Authentication Failure due to
AD Account Locked Status"
in the Management Console,
Environments, <Environment>,
User Console, Active Directory
Authentication Module
Properties. This new property is
set to true by default. This new
property allows an administrator
to either enable or disable a
user when the Active Directory
account is locked.

Active
Directory Authentication

1296852 DE420500 Few system tasks caused
Identity Manager performance
degradation.

Enhancement to improve the
performance of Identity Manager.

- Admin Roles

01291433 DE404940 Unable to trigger workflow on
the Modify Active Directory
Group task events.

Framework descriptor is missing
the event definition details. Also,
the system is using an incorrect
event generation model.

- Admin Tasks

01317569 DE409365 In a Bulk Task operation, the
"Dates Filter" field does not
function correctly.

The Date attribute value
comparison is done as a string.

- Admin Tasks

01304437 DE408963 When updating an Active
Directory Account template for
Logical attributes, passwords
are recorded in plain text in
View Submitted Task (VST).

No provision for logical attributes
to carry Data Classification flag
which indicates the data type is
sensitive or not.

Introduced a new handler class
"SensitiveLogicalAttributeHandler"
which will read and store
screen logical configuration.
While displaying the screen
logical attribute values, the
"TaskEventDetailsHandler"
will detect the configuration
properties and hide values that
are marked as sensitive.

Admin Tasks

01304437 DE415777 Sensitive user data is exposed
in the View Submitted Task
(VST).

Disabled the metadata attribute
"vst_hide" which controls the
visibility of a property.

The "vst_hide" attribute is now
set to true. If a property is
marked with "vst_hide" to true,
then its value is not shown in
VST.

Admin Tasks

31777895 DE451087 Unable to reset user password
in an endpoint using the "Reset
User Password" task.

Identity Manager does not treat
User Store and Provisioning
Store as different instances
while performing a "Reset User
Password" task.

- Admin Tasks

32168116 DE474880 Modifying the userCertificate
attribute in a "Modify User"
task causes the Null Pointer
Exception.

Binary attribute support is not
added for the "Modify User" task.

- Admin Tasks
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01278810 DE408197 User who is disabled after the
configured number of failed
login attempts, is able to access
Identity Manager after providing
correct login credentials in the
next attempt.

GET request is not handled
properly in frameworkloginfilter.

- Authentication

01308294 DE406926 To work with Workpoint EJBs in
Web Sphere 8.5.5.11 through
13, it is mandatory to install the
fix pack "PI73197" manually.
In WebSphere 8.5.5.14, even
though this fix pack is available
OOTB, the Identity Manager
installer throws an error saying
that fix pack is required.

Identity Manager installer uses
"-ifixes" command which returns
only the fix packs that are
manually installed. This command
does not return fix packs that are
available OOTB and hence the
error. 

Changed the command from
"-ifixes" to "-long". The long
command will return all the fixes
available in the server.

Certification

20161244 DE443445 Error on clicking the "Test
Connection" button in the
Create or Modify HR Feed
screen.

Workday credentials validation for
the test connection is missing.

The parser now supports an
extra regex. The workday.xml
includes all the write up within
itself.

Configuration

20028706 DE426884 Azure connector restricts the
number of user groups that can
be retrieved while compiling
a User Group Membership
request.

Pagination issue. Implemented paging to retrieve
all members of a group and
user.

Connector - Azure

01336542 DE417024 Search for SAP Accounts in the
Provisioning Manager retrieves
all the SAP roles (including
Compound roles) but the search
fails from the Identity Manager
User Console interface.

Identity Manager server request
for SAP roles does not include the
filter for compound roles.

- Connector - SAP

32122428 DE471503 Kerberos checkbox is missing
in the UNIX ETC Account
Template screen of the Identity
Manager User Console.

Kerberos checkbox is not included
in the UNIX ETC Account
Template screen.

Added the Kerberos checkbox
in the UNIX ETC Account
Template screen of the Identity
Manager User Console.

Connector - UNIX ETC

20032048 DE426426 Database session is blocked. The task sequence number is not
cached.

Introduced a new "Task
Sequence Number Cache
Size" parameter in the Identity
Manager Management Console
at Home › Environments ›
env › Advanced Settings ›
Miscellaneous. This new
parameter specifies how many
values of the sequence the
database pre-allocates and
keeps in memory for faster
access. For sequences that
cycle, this value must be less
than the number of values in
the cycle. You cannot cache
more values than will fit in
a given cycle of sequence
numbers. The default value is
200.

Database
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20309517 DE448380 Oracle database treats the
UserID attribute as case
insensitive.

Oracle database does not support
case-sensitive attributes.

Case-sensitive attribute support
on Oracle is offered without
provisioning. For example,
username of "Paul" and "paul"
can be considered as separate
entities. In the User Directory
schema, a new attribute named
"casesensitive" is added for the
Oracle database.

Database

31816709 DE453842 After upgrading Identity
Manager, the View User task
activity is accumulating many
rows in the task tables, thus
filling up the database.

View entries are added to the task
tables.

Introduced a new User
Defined Property named
"AuditViewTask" in the
Miscellaneous section of the
Management Console. The task
persistent database records all
actions performed on a task by
default. To NOT record the view
action that is performed on a
task, set this new user-defined
property to true. This will also
disable audit events generated
for those view tasks. To go back
to the default behaviour, set
this property to false or simply
delete it.

Database

00978917 DE354152 Identity Manager disconnects
from the database.

Selection query locks the
object12_5 table.

- Database

20061775 DE434342 Database related errors during
schema upgrade.

Object SQL query is written in the
Task Persistence Database SQL
script file.

- Database

01342662 DE413829 Unable to start the application
server.

Audit Database Cleanup schema
for Microsoft SQL and Oracle is
not updated with the latest schema
changes.

- Database

31718153 DE453303 Deleting a task using recurring
task results in multiple task
deletions. Example: If one task
is deleted using recurring task,
two tasks are getting deleted.

The taskResults variable that is
assigned with the list of tasks
retrieved during the task search, is
not getting reset.

- Database
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31927259 DE462351 SQL Query takes a long time to
execute due to the table level
conversion for TO_CHAR and
LCASE functions.

Table level scan consumes
significant amount of time.

Added a new property
"DisableExplicitConversion"
at Management Console
Home, Environments,
<environment>, Advanced
Settings, Miscellaneous.
When this property is set
to true, the TO_CHAR and
LCASE functions are not
included in the SQL queries
for View Submitted Tasks/
View My Submitted Tasks.
This eliminates the table level
conversion for TO_CHAR and
LCASE functions and improves
the query performance, but
the search is case sensitive.
When this property is not
set or set to false, the SQL
query includes TO_CHAR and
LCASE functions. You may
experience some slowness
in the execution of the SQL
queries for View Submitted
Tasks/View My Submitted
Tasks, as it performs table level
conversion for TO_CHAR and
LCASE functions. This is the
original behaviour.

Database

20022743 DE423881 Linking errors in the custom
Java code.

Identity Manager sources too
many libraries; now it is limited to
specific libraries.

- Deployment

20300404 DE447671 Identity Manager throws
the constraint violation error
on editing the mandatory
multivalued attribute for an
account.

Modify Account task does not
support delete followed by an
add operation on the mandatory
multivalued attribute for any
dynamic connector.

- Dynamic Connector

20157353 DE450411 On comparing two
environments using config
xpress, observed that the Policy
Xpress data items are exported
in a different order.

While exporting the role definition,
the Policy Xpress data elements
are not sorted in an order.

Policy Xpress data elements
are in sorted order when a role
definition is exported.

Environment Import and
Export

32178166 DE476957 Identity Manager environment
backup (.zip) file gets deleted
on import.

Environment backup file gets
deleted due to the non-existence
of an account template in the
provisioning role.

- Environment Import and
Export
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1068897 DE361132 Enhancement request to add
the ability to generate workflow
for account specific events
like AccountSuspendEvent,
AccountResumeEvent and
DeleteAccountEvent.

Applicable only when the new
"selectiveEndpointWorkflowEventGeneration"
listener is used:
1. Ability to invoke

Provisioning-specific events
from the EventContext
including use of different
class loaders.

2. Constructor updates to
AccountSuspendEvent,
AccountResumeEvent
and DeleteAccountEvent
to facilitate creation of
these events from the
EventService.

Events

01317563 DE409290 Identity Manager performance
degrades with group
management.

Group evaluation for administrative
groups (groups administering
other groups) is not optimally
returning Boolean evaluation (true
or false), and is not leveraging
GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP
property.

- Groups

01300960 DE406839 Nested Group scoping does not
work for roles and policy sets.

Identity Manager does not support
nested group scoping.

Added support for the nested
group scoping in Identity
Manager.

Groups

01300960 DE412655 The "Membership" tab under
the "Group" screen contains
blank entries.

Improper handling of the shared
group membership caused blank
entries.

- Groups

20304919 DE449378 In the Modify User Task screen,
the group search action
fails with the following error:
"findGroupsAdminCanManageInScope"

Improper exception handling. - Groups

31866496 DE458318 Experiencing slowness while
working with Identity Manager.

Few special characters for
encryption/decryption are missing
in the list of pre-defined special
characters. When the special
character that Identity Manager
looks for encryption/decryption is
not available in the pre-defined list,
it gets into a loop thus slowing the
system.

Added the missing special
characters to the predefined
list of special characters for
encryption/decryption.

Identity Manager
Server

20063058 DE434635 When searched for <Attribute
Field>= *, the fields with an
empty value are part of the
search results.

Incorrect search logic. - Identity Manager User
Console

31813747 DE452905 In the Password Services task,
all the pre-populated values
in the fields are missing on
changing the language.

Password reset authentication
code is getting deleted after page
refresh.

- Identity Manager User
Console

32017245 DE468199 Unable to request access for
self to the Active Directory
groups from Identity Portal, if
group name contains "*".

Special character "*" is encoded
twice.

- Identity Manager User
Console
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20024621 DE424535 In the Identity Manager User
Console login page, French is
not shown in the language drop-
down.

Accept-Language value is ignored
when using xx-XX syntax (For
example: fr-FR for French).

- Identity Manager User
Console

20302214 DE446809 Unable to view Active Directory
members from the Identity
Manager User Console.

Multi-search screen is not added
for the View Active Directory group
members task.

- Identity Manager User
Console

20091005 DE444581 Identity Manager is not
compatible with the 508
accessibility and compliance
standards.

- Introduced a new Identity
Manager User Console URL
(ui-508 skin) which caters
to the needs of the people
with disabilities in accordance
with the guidelines laid under
the Section 508 Compliance.
For more information, see
Section 508 Compliance and
Accessibility Features.

Identity Manager User
Console - 508 Compliance

01309929 DE408149 On submission of the Modify
User task, the Policy Xpress
Policy of Type=UI does not
perform Outbound Sync to the
Provisioning Server.

When the password attribute is
changed, the "Modify User" task
sends Account Sync twice and
behaves inappropriately.

- Inbound and Outbound
Synchronization

20021961 DE424201 Unable to filter inbound
notifications.

Inbound notification filter is
missing.

- Inbound and Outbound
Synchronization

32138867 DE473554 When modifying a user role
membership via the "Modify
Provisioning Role Members/
Administrators" task, all the
extra accounts (not prescribed
by an account template) are
removed.

Improper outbound
synchronization to the Provisioning
Server.

- Inbound and Outbound
Synchronization

01235684 DE394439 Import of data from Identity
Manager to Identity Governance
fails.

Search filter error caused the
import operation to fail.

- Integration with Identity
Governance

01143240 DE376030 Cross domain users are
not available in the Identity
Manager User Console under
the "Member" tab of the Active
Directory Group.

Improper cache management. - JIAM

32224792 DE477771 Any setup with multiple failover
Provisioning Servers defined,
Identity Manager must move
connections in a configurable
manner.

A known LDAP property,
com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.timeout
is honored by Identity Manager.
This property ensures application
failover between Provisioning
Server hosts as specified in the
provisioning layer. 

Identity Manager will time out
between Provisioning Server
hosts at 3 seconds. You can
also set a desired property
value and Identity Manager will
honor it.

LDAP

01203761 DE407992 The "Create Provisioning Role"
text is not translated in French
Canadian.

Missed to localize the text. - Localization

32107601 DE471733 TEWS with Impersonation does
not work and throws an error
code 700 in the soap response.

Webservice call does not get
persistent data.

- Management Console
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01325913 DE410303 When defining the User
Defined Properties for the
Logical Attribute Handler -
"ForgottenPasswordHandler"
in the Management Console,
the "EncryptionKey" value is
displayed in clear text.

The "EncryptedKey" attribute for
"ForgottenPasswordHandler' is not
classified as a sensitive attribute.

- Management Console

1372243 20017692 DE422629 Error on viewing the
Logical Attribute Handler
(LAH) definitions in the
Management Console: "Can't
find resource for bundle
java.util.PropertyResourceBundle,
key
logicalattr.com.netegrity.ims.adapters.ConfirmPasswordHandler.sensitiveattributes".

Few classes are not defined for
Resource Bundles.

- Management Console

31791868 DE451205 Import of Identity Manager
Environment Role XML does
not preserve the leading and
trailing whitespaces in the
Policy Xpress attribute values.

Policy Xpress attribute values are
trimmed.

- Management Console

32463366 DE489124 Update of role definitions
from Management Console
fails when the Provisioning
Server is not configured for the
environment.

Non-Provisioning role definition
file contains few references to the
endpoint screens and tasks.

- Management Console

01371235 DE419819 Customer is seeking information
about the composition rules
that are used to generate a
temporary password.

Default display message
provided in the "Temporary
Password Handler" field at Identity
Manager Management Console
> Environments › (environment)
› Advanced Settings › Logical
Attribute Handlers has misled the
customer.

Rewritten the display message
to a more appropriate text.

Password Policy

31936056 DE466987 Experiencing slowness in
Identity Manager.

Identity Manager calls Provisioning
Server multiple times which result
in performance degradation.

- Performance

20095233 DE438129 On searching a single endpoint,
all the endpoints of the same
type are searched thus
compromising the system
performance.

Unoptimized search caused
performance issue.

Improved performance by
adding the search filter
"Endpoint Name equal to".

Performance

01011409 DE358814 When issuing a SOAP call via
Policy Xpress, the SOAP call
including password (plain text)
is written to the log even when
the log level is set to WARN or
INFO.

Identity Manager supports plain
text password when using WSS
security. When the SOAP request
is logged into the server, the
password is available to users who
inspect the logs.

The WSSE password element
from the WSS Header is now
replaced with **** to mask
the password. The fix also
improves the logging facility.
The WARN messaging for
message elements is now
changed to DEBUG to minimize
the log messages by default.

Policy Xpress
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1371557 DE421561 Policy Xpress Soap Query
throws an error: "Execute SOAP
Query: Generated By Policy
Xpress: Failed to execute
ExecuteSoapWebserviceEvent.
ERROR MESSAGE:
NullPointerException:null"

Regression caused by DE400864. - Policy Xpress

01192626 DE401856 Null pointer exception on
executing Policy Xpress
policies.

Task session attribute updation
failed post Policy Xpress
execution.

- Policy Xpress

00963550 DE346685 Policy Xpress policies of
type=Reverse Sync are unable
to retrieve Account Attribute
values via Data Elements of
Category Accounts.

Provisioning Server always sends
account information and not the
global user information to Identity
Manager. Since Identity Manager
looks for and cannot find the global
user information, it throws an error.

- Policy Xpress

01207758 DE400864 TEWS requests submitted via
Policy Xpress policy actions are
failing when Identity Manager is
integrated with Single Sign-On.

Identity Manager is unable to
parse Set-Cookie value from the
response header.

- Policy Xpress

01312267 DE411784 Few Policy Xpress policies fail
with a Null Pointer Exception.

Attribute value does not persist in
a task session.

- Policy Xpress

01349227 DE416822 Policy Xpress is unable to
capture and store approver
details in the user attribute.

Modify Event is not generated after
the Approver details are captured.

- Policy Xpress

20013461 20012947 DE422300 SOAP queries from Policy
Xpress Action elements fail with
a Null Pointer Exception.

Unable to catch SOAP HTTP
header.

- Policy Xpress

20045033 DE428239 REST services called via a
policy do not accept the Date
Time Stamp in the header.

Header value is not retrieved in a
proper order.

- Policy Xpress

20052127 DE429142 Policy Xpress Policy SOAP
Query failed with the following
error: "Failed running
web service" which was
caused by "Could not send
Message.;HTTP response
'403: Forbidden' when
communicating with http://
hostname/iam/im/TEWS6/env?
wsdl".

Basic authentication included extra
checks.

- Policy Xpress

20249702 DE444816 Policy Xpress task completion
data elements retrieve the
originally submitted value and
not the updated value set during
a workflow approval.

Policy Xpress is unable to read
and save the updated value of an
attribute on the Approval Profile
page.

- Policy Xpress

20117938 DE446368 Policy Xpress policy does not
properly update the provisioning
user attributes if the Identity
Manager Screen field is set to
read only.

When a user is modified in the
Identity Manager User Console,
the modified user object is not
used to perform provisioning
activities.

- Policy Xpress
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20320365 DE449046 An email policy that is
configured to execute on a task
completion, executes on a task
failure.

Identity Manager keeps a check
on the number of failed events
in a task. If it finds a failed event,
it prevents Policy Xpress from
executing on a task completion.

- Policy Xpress

31924698 DE465470 Identity Manager performance
degrades due to redundant
searches triggered by the Policy
Xpress function.

Policy Xpress filter must be refined
to avoid redundant searches.

- Policy Xpress

32082682 DE468883 Regular expression defined in
the Policy Xpress is unable to
validate the Account Template
name.

Inappropriate business logic
applied to validate the Account
Template name by the regular
expression.

- Policy Xpress

32307548 DE483188 REST Query response with 204
fails and throws a Nullpointer
exception

Identity Manager does not handle
Response 204.

- Policy Xpress

32480488 DE490459 Policy Xpress is unable to
search accounts.

Policy Xpress is unable to search
an account when User ID and
Account Name are case sensitive.

- Policy Xpress

32143906 DE475142 Policy Express is unable to
display time in LONG format.

LONG format is not supported. - Policy Xpress

20101864 DE438846 Division operation in
Policy Xpress throws an
exception: "Non-terminating
decimal expansion; no exact
representable decimal result".

Decimal expressions are not
rounded.

In the Policy Xpress policies
that include division operations,
the decimal expressions are
now rounded to two decimal
values. With this change,
customer has to change their
existing policies to a two
decimal values. Example:
Before fix: 1.21456 After fix:
1.21

Policy Xpress

32438722 DE488141 Policy Xpress is unable to
display time in LONG format.

When date format is set to LONG,
it returns only date and not the
time.

The LONG date display format
now returns both date and time.

Policy Xpress

31924981 DE462091 Identity Manager is able to issue
Explore and Correlate operation
to Provisioning Server but the
Update operation fails.

Issuing an Update operation along
with Explore and Correlate is not
an expected behaviour.

- Provisioning

20020798 DE428104 Explore and Correlate
functionality does not work.

Account container is not defined
for the Explore and Correlate
definition.

- Provisioning

32360982 DE485000 Null Pointer Exception on
searching an endpoint account
template in the "Relationship
(EndpointTemplateRelationship)"
tab of the "Modify Provisioning
Role" custom task.

Provisioning Role and its
associated account templates
are not initialized/loaded on the
Relationship Tab.

- Provisioning Roles

01233123 DE398044 When creating or modifying a
provisioning role, "No Items
found" error is seen in the
"Owners" tab.

Customer has overridden an
OOTB screen definition with a
custom one. Renaming to the
original (OOTB) name, resolved
the issue.

- Provisioning Roles
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31955711 DE467323 Invalid filter failure message on
searching Provisioning Roles
that contain parenthesis in their
name.

LDAP command does not escape
parenthesis that is defined in the
search filters.

- Provisioning Roles

01315103 DE410555 The "Audit Reset Password"
report shows wrong data.

The query used to extract audit
records needs some correction.

- Reports

31817296 DE453301 Snapshots of the old reports are
retained even after creating a
new Snapshot Definition.

The cleanup value of the snapshot
definition is set to -1 instead of 1 in
the snapshot_type table.

- Reports

01322762 DE409655 In the Role Definitions xml file,
few well-known strings are
misspelled.

Typo error. - Roles and Task
Management

01071338 DE362039 Unable to resubmit tasks/
events stuck in progress to
JMS from the Identity Manager
Management Console.

Enhancement request to add the
ability to resubmit tasks/events via
TEWS.

- Runtime Management

01332650 DE411802 Provisioning Server / Connector
Server hangs and slows down
the application server resulting
in continuous server restart.

Enhancement to allow Runtime
Status Detail Service to skip JMS
and talk to database directly.

- Runtime Management

31893495 DE460926 Cross-Site Scripting (XSS)
attack on the Date Picker
attribute of the application.

The application skips the validation
of the Date Picker attribute.

The Date Picker attribute
undergoes the same level of
validation as other fields.

Security

20034492 DE427034 Identity Manager Management
Console exposes user
enumeration.

Error message strings in the
resource bundle are same for
wrong ID or wrong password.

- Security

20083052 DE435924 Unauthenticated remote
command execution using the
3rd Party library.

Issue with the third-party library. - Security

20098781 DE439219 On the Forgot Password page
of Identity Manager, the OTP
option is not displayed if custom
questions are configured.

Question Display Attribute is
over-ridding the Delivery Option
attribute.

- Security

01318280 DE409313 Identity Manager does not
render HTML tags properly.

XSS issue caused the problem.
Unescaping the HTML encoding
solves the issue.

- Security

01319486 DE409689 User whose Active Directory
account is locked, is allowed
to access the Identity Manager
application with wrong
password even when Identity
Manager is configured with
Active Directory authentication.

Identity Manager does not support
authentication for accounts that
are locked.

- Security

20019079 DE423354 Cross Site Scripting (XSS) on
the bulk load task of Identity
Manager.

Missing input validation and
encoding before displaying the text
on the screen

- Security

20066284 DE432004 Identity Manager exceptions
expose technical information to
the end user.

- Rewritten the error information
to display only the generic
details.

Security

20091566 DE439794 Security issues in the  Identity
Manager application.

- - Security
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20271699 DE447024 After logging out of Identity
Manager and clicking back in
the browser, user is able to
view the most recent page. On
clicking anywhere in the page,
user is redirected to the login
page.

JSP caching issue. By default, the browser back
button navigation functionality
works as-is. To disable back
button navigation functionality,
in the Identity Manager
Management Console,
customer has to navigate
to Home › Environments ›
identityEnv › Advanced Settings
› Miscellaneous and set the
“DisableBackButtonNavigation”
property to “true”.

Security

32470924 DE491113 Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
attack with JBoss 7.2.

- - Security

01294359 DE413038 Actions related to
"SynchronizeUserProvisioningRolesAddAccountsEvent"
are failing.

Regression issue
due to the removal of
"SynchronizeUserProvisioningRolesAddAccountsEvent"
event.

- Tasks and Events

01371067 DE419908 Identity Manager does not
function properly as the majority
of the tasks are stuck in the in-
progress state until the Identity
Manager server restarts.

Random Number Generator
(RNGD) service consumes
excessive CPU thus impacting
the other services on the Virtual
Appliance.

The Random Number
Generator (RNGD) service
used for setting up the entropy
is now disabled on the Virtual
Appliance and services like
JCS are modified to run without
the help of RNGD, using /dev/
urandom.

Tasks and Events

20312653 DE460689 Unable to resubmit a failed
event using TEWS call
by providing the event ID.
However, the same failed event
is getting resubmitted from the
user interface button of the View
Submitted Task. Resubmitting
the whole task by providing
TaskID using TEWS call also
works.

Resubmit event does not work via
TEWS.

- TEWS

20041089 DE427444 LDAP error 53 sent as a
response in the TEWS call
made to Identity Manager,
contains an invalid character
that invalidates the xml and
blocks the service that made the
SOAP call.

TEWS response XML is unable
to parse as it contains {null}
character.

- TEWS

32118965 DE472526 TEWS client is unable to
validate user roles because
of the Impersonation Role
changes.

Impersonation role information is
not saved to the database.

- TEWS

00976927 DE350307 Exception encountered on
submitting a task which is
configured with the JavaScript
screen level validation.

An instance of Context must
be created and associated with
the thread that executes the
script. Contexts are associated
with the current thread using the
Context.enter() method and exit
using Context.exit().

- UI Customization
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31883241 DE458440 Oracle SQL query fills up the
logs with errors when the query
is run on View Submitted Task
(VST).

Oracle SQL Query does not work
with multiple Order By clause
when the select statement has *
character.

- View Submitted Tasks

31925697 DE461663 Obscure messages in View
Submitted Tasks (VST) after
adding a user/group as a
member to another group in an
endpoint.

The
"AddToEndpointGroupRelationShipEvent"
event is executed on adding
a user/group as a member to
another group in an endpoint.
Even before this event is executed,
the Description field of the View
Submitted Task(VST) is updated
which results in an obscure
message.

- View Submitted Tasks

31937080 DE466242 Workpoint emails are not getting
triggered.

Identity Manager uses incorrect
email template path for Workpoint
emails.

- Workflow

Provisioning Server

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

20117127 DE440946 Active Directory account
creation is failing for users that
include an empty value in the
"accountExpires" attribute.

Active Directory does not
accept an empty value in the
"accountExpires" attribute.

- C++ Connector Server
(CCS)

01351534 DE419346 Request to enable ACF2
Passphrase.

Attribute "eTACFPasswordPhrase"
is marked with "isHidden" to
true. That is the reason why the
attribute is hidden in the "Account
Attribute" field of the "Attribute
Mapping" tab.

Changed the value of
"isHidden" to false.

Connector - ACF2

01214849 DE402848 Connection error when creating
a home drive on a File/Print
server for a new user.

Could not derive at the root cause
as we could not reproduce the
issue even after multiple attempts.

- Connector - Active
Directory

20024234 DE424462 Account creation fails when
unicode characters are present
in the Active Directory extended
attributes.

Account creation fails due to the
incorrect handling of unicode
characters.

- Connector - Active
Directory
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20311916 DE448334 Active Directory explore
operation removed unreturned
accounts from the Provisioning
Directory.

In an Active Directory failover
setup, if the primary server goes
down in the middle of a large
search operation, the Provisioning
Server returns only a partial
result set and hence deletes the
accounts from the Provisioning
Directory.

In the Active Directory failover
setup, when the connection
between Active Directory
connector and Active Directory
primary server is broken during
a long Explore and Correlate
operation, the connector tends
to fall back on to the failover
Active Directory server to return
success. The failover server
sends the partial result set
with success which results in
deleting unwanted accounts
from the Provisioning Directory.
With the fix, the Active Directory
connector now sends a failure
message instead of the partial
result set with success.

Connector - Active
Directory

31871372 DE459822 Active Directory connector is
unable to access Exchange
attributes when the endpoint
security mode is SASL and user
Distinguished Name is specified
as "domain\username" notation.

The Active Directory connector is
not working as expected in SASL
mode due to bind problems (user
Distinguished Name is converted
into a full distinguished Name).

- Connector - Active
Directory

31887475 DE460486 Active Directory extension
attributes cannot be provisioned
with multiple values.

Updated buffer that handles
unicode strings can support only
one value.

- Connector - Active
Directory

20009159 DE421571 Unable to create user mailbox. Provisioning Manager and
provisioning components use
different cryptographic algorithms.
One is using FIPS and the other
one is using non-FIPS. Hence,
Provisioning components are
unable to decrypt an account
password that is encrypted by the
Provisioning Manager.

- Connector - Active
Directory

20083664 DE436967 Active Directory connector
takes more time to access an
account.

Active Directory connector
communicates over the port 389
(non-SSL) which is blocked,
even though the Active Directory
endpoint is configured to use SSL.

- Connector - Active
Directory

32259954 DE480544 Occasionally, Active Directory
endpoint access is getting failed
with invalid credentials.

Active Directory login user ID is
getting truncated occasionally
when the user ID is full DN.

- Connector - Active
Directory

20028706 DE436363 Azure connector user group
members have an extra "#"
character when viewed in
Provisioning Manager.

Unable to open the account
properties from the Group
Membership tab when account
name has the "#" character.

- Connector - Azure

01347256 DE415589 CA Top Secret v2 connector
is unable to update account
profiles.

Inappropriate account profiles
synchronization logic.

- Connector - CA Top Secret
v2
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01363897 DE418312 Enhancement request to end
date the Oracle Application
responsibilities on account
template deletion.

- To end date all existing
Oracle responsibilities on
account template deletion,
set the environment variable
ENDDATE_RESP_ON_DELETEACCOUNT
to 1 in the C++ Connector
Server. Next, start the server.

Connector - Oracle
Applications

01293966 01340417 DE404442 DE413353 Connector Xpress UI fails to
load the Dynamic account
metadata/schema if it contains
450+ attributes of type "multi-
str". The Dynamic account
schema has an upper limit of
500 multi-str attributes.

Enhancement request to increase
the upper limit of the multi-str
attributes for the Dynamic account
schema.

Increased the limit of the multi-
str attributes from 500 to 800.

Connector Xpress

20073615 DE434302 Test connection between
Connector Xpress and SCIM
1.1 endpoint fails with a null
pointer exception.

Connector Xpress accepts
Canonical values ONLY in
the format "canonicalValues":
[{"value":"mr"},{"value":"ms"}]
and not in the format
"canonicalValues": [ "mr","ms"]

- Connector Xpress

31929666 DE462344 Warning message on
stopping the Java Connector
Server. "Stopping jcs ... Java
HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server
VM warning: ignoring option
MaxPermSize=384m; support
was removed in 8.0"

Java 8 no longer supports the
MaxPermSize command line flag.

Changed the parameter line
in /opt/CA/IdentityManager/
ConnectorServer/data/
jvm_options.conf to drop the
"XX:MaxPermSize" parameter.

Java Connector Server
(JCS)

01283837 DE407321 Active Directory Group
Membership assignment works
but fails to revoke.

When the Active Directory
template contains additional
information like "hostname" as part
of a group name, revocation of
group membership is getting failed
as the group name of an account
and template are different.

- Performance

32153695 DE474152 Error message on updating
Virtual Appliance - Symantec
Directory to 14.1': "min-auth/
authentication is deprecated.
Minimum setting in auth-levels
is considered as min-auth."

Symantec Directory has
deprecated "min-auth" in release
14.1.

In the fresh Virtual Appliance
deployment, min-auth is
commented by default. Post
upgrade, you must manually
comment out min-auth as
follows:
1. Open the file

<Directory_InstallDIR>
\dxserver\config\settings
\impd.dxc

2. Comment out the line "set
min-auth".

3. Restart the Directory
services.

Provisioning Directory

20103836 DE438959 Provisioning Manager is unable
to handle more than 99 Tabs/
Property pages in a Screen/
Property sheet.

Windows API has a limitation to
display only 99 tabs.

- Provisioning Manager
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1372320 DE420439 When a dynamic endpoint
is removed from one of its
associated account templates,
it gets removed from all the
associated account templates.

Provisioning Server is unable to
find the desired account template
inclusion for the dynamic endpoint
that is removed. As a result, the
dynamic endpoint is removed
from all the associated account
templates.

- Provisioning Manager

20325607 DE451076 Active Directory account
operations such as Move
Mailbox and Delete Mailbox are
not working as expected from
Provisioning Manager.

Provisioning Manager is unable
to differentiate a normal Active
Directory account from an account
with an exchange mailbox due
to the absence of homeMTA
attribute which is not mandatory
for Exchange versions from
2010 onwards. Hence, the Move
Mailbox and Delete Mailbox
operations are ignored.

- Provisioning Manager

1342920 DE421604 While exploring endpoints, if
the Provisioning Server cannot
access an endpoint possibly
due to Connector Server restart,
then it generates a Child Delete
action.

Repetitive restart of the Connector
Server confuses the Provisioning
Server to believe that an endpoint
does not exist and it generates a
Child Delete action. 

- Provisioning Server

20029325 DE426978 Unable to log in to Provisioning
Manager in FIPS mode.

Library loading conflict. - Provisioning Server

20037733 DE427767 Enhancement request to
increase the custom attributes
for Dynamic endpoint from 800
to 1500.

- - Provisioning Server

20089846 DE440657 An error while assigning a
Provisioning Role results in the
deletion of Dynamic accounts.

Provisioning Roles are deleted
when the Account ID is null.

When multiple roles are
getting assigned during
account creation, the role
synchronization process does
not stop when one of the
account templates has an error.
It will check for any success
in the remaining account
templates. As a result, all the
account templates are checked
during role synchronization
process whether it is a create/
modify account task.

Provisioning Server

20295979 DE446243 Search loop operation keeps
the C++ Connector Server
busy and slows down the
performance.

Search goes into an infinite loop
when it fails to meet the condition
set to come out of a failed search
operation.

- Provisioning Server

00972188 DE355704 Active Directory connector
is unable to perform
Skype relevant operations
successfully.

When a Load Balancer is added
between the Active Directory
connector and Skype servers,
the remote PowerShell sessions
are not routed to the same Skype
server.

- Provisioning Server
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20024290 DE425728 While performing incremental
Explore and Correlate, explore
and correlate works but the
global users are not updated.

LDAP filter for Global User Update
operation is filtered without
incremental time stamp.

- Provisioning Server

31945017 DE464139 Etautil MassChange command
fails to execute on Linux.

Etautil hangs due to thread locking
problem when executing the
MassChange command.

- Provisioning Server

20048348 DE437299 User is able to retrieve
password of all the provisioning
global users in a non-FIPS
installation.

Maintenance user(etaserver) has
full rights to access every object in
the database.

The maintenance account
'etaserver' can be blocked
from accessing Provisioning
Server service by setting
the registry variable
'ETRUST_MAINTENANCEID_DISABLED'
to 'yes'. Note: Before upgrading
to subsequent releases or
cumulative patches, ensure
that the maintenance user
(etaserver) is unblocked
by setting the registry Set
'ETRUST_MAINTENANCEID_DISABLED'
to 'no'.

Provisioning Server

20009154 DE421424 Provisioning Server crashes
and requires a restart to recover
from a crash.

Provisioning Server tries to use an
invalid connection and crashes.

- Provisioning Server

01362475 DE417705 Provisioning Server ran out of
available threads.

Insufficient memory for the
Provisioning Server (IMPS) service
to run smoothly.

- Provisioning Server

01347296 DE415665 The im_ps service on the
Provisioning Server crashed
unexpectedly.

Provisioning Server tries to access
NULL address (invalid memory).

- Provisioning Server

Connectors

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

20283785 DE458814 RSA Explore/Correlate
operation does not fetch all the
RSA accounts.

RSA connector search request
fetches accounts only from the top
level and not from the sub level.

- RSA Secure ID 7

20063307 DE432748 Unable to change the password
of an OS400 account using
password policies.

OS400 connector ignores
password policy rules defined on
the endpoint.

- AS400

32247594 DE479958 Azure account creation via
REST connector fails when
"Force Change Password Next
Login" is selected in the account
template.

Attribute
"forceChangePasswordNextLogin"
is excluded from the account
creation request.

- Azure

20221897 DE444427 Connector Server error while
working with PostgreSQL
endpoint with attribute data type
set to integer.

PostgreSQL expects integer/
numeric and boolean values as a
JAVA OBJECT.

- Java Connector Server
(JCS)
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01302374 DE406342 Exception on declaring a
parameter as "IN OUT" in a
stored procedure for any JDBC
dynamic connector.

JDBC connector does not support
the "IN OUT" parameter value in a
stored procedure.

- JDBC

01230790 DE396742 LDAP Dynamic connector
is unable to delete endpoint
accounts that throw an error:
"javax.naming.NamingException
DELETE operation skipped
java.lang.ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException:
1"

LDAP Dynamic connector fails
to synchronize accounts that
throw the ArrayIndexOutOfBounds
exception.

- JNDI

32419280 DE489305 Post upgrade of Identity
Manager, correlate of Microsoft
Office 365 account fails.

Explore saves users in the new
format -  name@domain name.
Since the old format considers only
the user name and not the domain
name, correlation fails.

Introduced a new attribute -
"Logon Name" which stores
users without a domain name.

Office 365

01321843 DE409536 Connector Server fails to modify
the Oracle account password
and reports it as a success.

Inappropriate authentication type is
passed in the method argument.

- Oracle

31840385 DE455145 Java Connector Server log
(jcs_daily.log) contains Oracle
user password when using
out-of-the-box (OOTB) Oracle
Server connector to change the
Oracle user password.

Password is not masked in the log
file.

- Oracle

31808062 DE452029 While creating a RACF account
using Provisioning Manager,
getting a timeout warning but
the user is created in RACF
after 3 or 4 minutes.

Creation of RACF account with
group takes around 3 to 4 minutes.

Optimized performance to
handle creation of RACF user
with a group consisting of bulk
member users (around 1400
users as member of a group).

RACF v2

31875546 DE458349 Creation of RACF account with
RACF Connect Groups takes
more than 4 minutes.

RACF connector makes an extra
search call to retrieve all the
properties of a group.

- RACF v2

01303757 DE407023 Salesforce connector does
not support the Federation ID
attribute.

Enhancement request to add the
Federation ID attribute support in
Salesforce connector.

- Salesforce

32307999 DE482943 When the endpoint (using API
Gateway) explore operation
is interrupted, it returns partial
data and deletes account
inclusions.

SCIM connector is
unable to handle
"HttpHostConnectException".

- SCIM

20136997 DE436612 Port 20080 available through
the Java Connector Server
(JCS) can allow any individual
on the network to read
the web.xml without any
credentials.

Access granted to files without
performing any validation.

- Security

32364904 DE485875 Unable to add a profile to an
existing account in the Top
Secret v2 endpoint.

TSS v2 connector is not
compatible with the newer version
of the Top Secret Server.

- Top Secret v2
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20016139 DE422987 AIX account password appears
as plain text in the Korn Shell
history.

UNIX v2 connector code uses
fixed algorithm to encrypt account
passwords.

- UNIX v2

01351913 DE416392 HP-UX account status remains
"Active" even after the account
is locked due to multiple failed
login attempts.

Connector failed to read the
account status flag after reaching
the maximum retries count.

- UNIX v2

01299628 DE407210 Account creation on UNIX v2
endpoint fails.

Account creation on UNIX v2
endpoint fails if the parent directory
of the specified home directory
does not exist.

- UNIX v2

01279957 DE404268 Identity Manager does not
honor UNIX v2 connector
password algorithms.

UNIX v2 connector code uses
fixed algorithm to encrypt account
passwords instead of using the
algorithm defined in the endpoint
system.

- UNIX v2

32447078 DE488780 UNIX v2 connector does not
update Provisioning Manager
about the account locked status
in Solaris 11.4.

When an account is locked in
Solaris 11.4 due to multiple failed
login attempts, the account is
tagged with *AL* in /etc/shadow. In
Solaris 11.3 or below the account
is tagged with *LK*.

UNIX v2 connector is now
compatible with the new Solaris
11.4 feature.

UNIX v2
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20005233 DE421754 Exception on running
imbulkloadclient.bat file in
the production environment.
"java.net.SocketTimeoutException:
Read timed out”.

Lack of capability to throttle
requests from Bulk Load Client
tool.

Two new properties are added
to the Bulk Load Client tool. For
more information, see the
Sample Properties File topic
in the Symantec Identity
Governance and Administration
(IGA) Connectors site
1. pauseBetweenBatches:

Time, in seconds, to pause
between requests made to
the server. The example
shown is 3 seconds. It
will be 0 if not specified.
pauseBetweenBatches=3

2. time out Time in seconds to
keep the Axis request open.
This parameter is used in
the Axis stub.setTimeout()
call. It will be 600 seconds
by default, if not specified.
This will be overridden
by network firewalls and
hence not guaranteed.
timeout=600

Bulk Load

32332130 DE483250 When the French Canada
3084.dll is in use, the
CAIMCredProvConfig.exe
does not show the "Close List"
parameter and does not read
or write the "Idle Timeout"
parameter to the registry.

Credential Provider does not
support French Canada.

Credential Provider now
supports French Canada.

Credential Provider

20257811 DE446190 DLL errors in Identity Manager -
Credential Provider for Windows
x64 setup.

Credential Provider installs files
to the C:\Windows\System32
folder which are loaded by the
LogonUI.exe. The loaded files
cause DLL conflicts.

Credential Provider will now
reference third-party library
from its own path and not from
the Windows System32 folder.

Credential Provider

Installation Considerations
This document covers the installation considerations for Identity Manager.

Symantec Directory Installation Consideration

While installing Symantec Directory, the installer prompts for DXagent service details, namely, Client certification name
and Client certificate password. Since Identity Manager does not use DXagent or REST API calls, you can enter any
certificate name and password and proceed with the installation.
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Requirements to Install Identity Manager on WebSphere 8.5.5

The following interim fix packs are required when installing Identity Manager on the WebSphere application server.

WebSphere Version Fix Pack

8.5.5.11 • 8.5.5.9-WS-WAS-IFPI73197

8.5.5.12 • 8.5.5.12-WS-WASProd-IFPI85892
• 8.5.5.12-WS-WAS-IFPI86830
• 8.5.5.9-WS-WAS-IFPI73197

8.5.5.13 • 8.5.5.9-WS-WAS-IFPI73197

Deployment Xpress

To avail Deployment Xpress functionality, you must install Identity Manager as Out of the Box environment. While
installing Identity Manager, you must select Out of the Box Environment option available in the Select Components
screen of the install wizard.

Oracle Unified Directory (OUD) 12.x Certification for User Store and Endpoint (DYN)

By default, the following validations are enabled for Oracle Unified Directory:

• Schema Level Validations: Creates issues with Group Membership having multiple structural classes.
• Attribute Level Syntax Validations: Creates issues with an invalid attribute syntax.

You can disable validations by enabling the following options:

• single-structural-objectclass-behavior
• invalid-attribute-syntax-behavior

Note: Do not enable these options when your environment has a single structural class without any conflicts or does not
provide any invalid attribute syntax.  

Non-ASCII Characters Prevent Installation on Non-English Systems

Symptom:

While installing Identity Manager, the installer extracts files to a Temp directory. On some localized systems, the default
path to the Temp directory contains non-ASCII characters. For example, the default path to the Temp directory on the
Spanish Windows system is as follows:

C:/Documents and Settings/Administrador/Configuración local/Temp

The non-ASCII characters cause the installer to display a blank Pre-Installation Summary page, and then cause the
installation to fail.

Solution:

Change the tmp environment variable to point to a folder that contains only ASCII characters.

OpenLDAP 2.4.x Support

To configure the OpenLDAP schema, create an OpenLDAP IM Directory. To create LDAP IM Directory, see http://
www.zytrax.com/books/ldap/ch6/slapd-config.html For schema configuration, use the online configuration (OLC) that uses
cn=config DIT entry. To convert to OLC configuration, see http://www.zytrax.com/books/ldap/ch6/slapd-config.html
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NOTE

You need the im.ldif and directory.xml files for the following procedure. Click here to download and unzip the
needed files.

Follow these steps:

1. Install OpenLDAP.
Note: Ensure that the schema files under etc/openldap/schema folder are present in the base schema.

2. Start your OpenLDAP Server.
3. Import the im.ldif file.
4. The ldif file modifies the OOTB schema as follows:

a. For Dynamic group support: Modifies cn=Core schema to add ‘memberURL’ attribute to the class
‘groupOfUniqueNames.'

b. For Work item delegation support: Modifies cn=inetorgperson schema to add ordering rule to
‘preferredLanguage.'

Note: The OOTB OpenLDAP does not support comparison searches. To support Work item delegation feature in IM
through comparison searches the above ldif import modifies ‘preferredLanguage’ attribute is modified. To support other
attributes through comparison searches, you must add the appropriate LDAP ordering rule based on attribute type.

5. Open the directory.xml and replace ##DUMMY_USER_DN  token with a valid user DN.
For example,
uid=Dummy,dc=security,dc=com

6. Use the edited directory.xml to create a new IM directory using OpenLDAP connection details.

Enabling XML Binding for the WorkPoint API

The Workpoint server can connect from either an EJB server or an XML Web Service. By default, the Workpoint server
connects from an EJB server. To enable XML web service, perform the following steps:

1. After you install Identity Manager, locate the following file:
<AppServer_HOME>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib/wpClientServlet.jar.sleep

2. Remove the “.sleep” extension.
3. Restart Identity Manager server.
4. Modify the workpoint-client.properties file as follows:

client.connect = XML

client.connect.URL = http://<IM Server Host>:<port>/iam/im/wpClientServlet

The workpoint-client.properties file is at the following locations:
5. • Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\WorkPoint\conf

• Linux: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/WorkPoint\conf

Notes:

• The Identity Manager user console context root is /iam/im
• You may need to restart your component server after the changes.

Firewall on Windows System

While installing Identity Manager on a Windows system, communication to components, such as Provisioning Server,
Java Connector Server, and the C++ Connector Server, is blocked by the firewall.

As a workaround, add port exceptions or disable the Windows firewall to access distributed components in Windows
deployments.
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Deploy JSP Pages for Administrative Actions

The Identity Manager Server includes sample JSP pages for performing the following actions:

• Ping the application server
• List deployed BLTHs
• List information about object types and managed object providers
• List plugin information
• Change logging levels

The JSP pages are installed at admin_tools/samples/admin.

The folder contains a readme.txt file with instructions for using the JSP pages.

Note: You can encounter 404 error if you use these JSP pages without following the instructions that are specified in the
readme.txt file.

Provisioning Directory Installation on Linux

If you install the Provisioning Directory on a Linux system, the system automatically uses IPv6 addresses even if you
intend to use IPv4 on this system. All DSAs appear to be running, but when you attempt to connect to the DSAs via
JXplorer or install the Provisioning Server, a connection refused error may appear.

To disable IPv6 on Linux, follow these steps:

1. Before Provisioning Directory installation, follow the steps in the Red Hat Knowledge base article to Disable IPv6 on
Linux.

2. Ensure that /etc/hosts has no entry for this address:
127.0.0.1 hostname

JDK Requirement for Installation on Linux

Red Hat 6.x includes OpenJDK 1.6 and Red Hat 7.x includes OpenJDK 1.7, which can cause the Identity Manager
installer to hang indefinitely. Ensure to use the required JDK version for Identity Manager, as specified in the Platform
Support Matrix.

Download JCE Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files

Identity Manager Server requires Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files for your
selected JDK. Download and install the corresponding files for your version of Java.

• For Identity Manager Servers running on JBoss/WildFly and WebLogic, download Oracle Java Cryptography Extension
(JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8.

• For Identity Manager Servers running on WebSphere, download IBM Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) Unlimited
Strength Jurisdiction Policy files 8.

Symantec Single Sign-On Connectivity Errors

Symptom:

If Single Sign-On is down while installing Identity Manager with Single Sign-On, you get connectivity errors during the
application server startup.

Solution:

Perform these steps before deploying any directory or environment.

1. Remember the Agent name and password that you provided during the installation. Alternately, you can read the value
for "AgentName" property from ra.xml file:
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\iam_im.ear\policyserver.rar\META-INF\ra.xml

2. Open the Symantec Single Sign-On User Interface and create an agent with the Agent name. Verify that you select the
"4.x agent" check box.

3. Start the application server and verify that no Policy Server connectivity issues occur. For example, look for the
following line with no exceptions:
13:40:43,156 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 2 : Attempting to start PolicyServerService

Upgrade Considerations
This document covers the upgrade considerations for Identity Manager:

Supported Upgrade or Migrate Paths

The following cases help you decide whether to upgrade or migrate an existing deployment of Identity Manager to the
latest release:

Case 1: If the third-party components (Application Server, Operating System, Database/LDAP) used in your current
deployment are supported by Identity Manager latest release, go for upgrade.

Case 2: If the third-party components that are used in your current deployment are not supported by Identity Manager
latest release, then refer to the third-party support matrix to check if you can upgrade them to the supported versions.

Case 3: If you cannot upgrade the third-party components to versions supported by Identity Manager latest release, go for
migration.

To check the supported versions of third-party components, see Platform Support Matrix.

Figure 1: Upgrade or Migrate Paths
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Before You Upgrade

• Before upgrading from Identity Manager 14.2 CP6 to 14.4 GA, you must revert the audit schema version in the Identity
Manager Audit Database to 14.2.0.0.0.

• Ensure that you fulfill the disk space requirements, before you perform an upgrade.
For disk space requirements, see Hardware Requirements for Upgrade.

• Identity Manager supports filtering of the inbound notifications from the Provisioning Server based on the filters that
you configure. The filtering feature is introduced in Identity Manager 14.2 release. If you are upgrading from release
older than 14.2 ensure that you upgrade your existing Provisioning Server to the latest version.

• In case you are upgrading Identity Manager from release 12.6.8 or higher to the current release with an OOTB
environment, ensure that the pre-upgraded setup has an OOTB environment. In case you happen to delete the OOTB
environment from the pre-upgraded setup, ensure that you manually create the OOTB environment before an upgrade.
Otherwise, the upgrade fails.
For information about how to manually create an OOTB environment, see Upgrade the Identity Manager OOTB
Environment and User Store.

• Ensure that you take a backup of the workflow scripts in the existing Identity Manager environment.
• If you are upgrading Identity Manager from releases prior to 14.1 to the current release, ensure that you take a backup

of the existing CA NIM SM custom data (configurations and field mappings). Backup is required because the existing
CA NIM SM release 2.1 war file is removed from your environment during an upgrade.

• If your existing Identity Manager deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend
migrating to the supported version - JBoss EAP 7.2.x or WildFly 15.x using the Migration Tool. For a successful
migration to JBoss EAP 7.2.x or WildFly 15.x, follow the migration procedure documented in Support for JBoss EAP
7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

Invoking Uninstall from Add/Remove Programs on Windows Post-Upgrade Improperly Displays the Uninstall
Panel

Symptom:

After upgrading, if you invoke the Symantec Identity Manager uninstall program from Add/Remove Programs on
Windows, the Uninstall panel does not appear properly. Specifically, the text and the buttons on the panel do not appear
clearly, similar to the following graphic:
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Solution / Workaround:

Before upgrading Identity Manager on Windows to the current version:

1. Make a backup of the jre folder in the <IdentityManager_Home>\install_config_info\im-uninstall\resource folder
location

2. Remove the original jre folder from the <IdentityManager_Home>\install_config_info\im-uninstall
\resource folder. For example, suppose Identity Manager and its components are installed in the default
location of C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager>. This means the jre folder is located at C:\Program
Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info\im-uninstall\resource\, as shown in the following

graphic:
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The installer then overlays the latest jre in this location during the installation. Invoking the uninstall from Add/Remove
Programs now, after upgrade, correctly displays the uninstall panel, as shown in the following graphic:

Upgrade: Silent Install Mode (JBoss or Wildfly)

Update the migrated JBoss or WildFly path in the Server-location.cmd file.

To update the Server-location.cmd file, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <IdentityManager_Home>\install_config_info, and then open the following file for editing:
– Windows: Server-location.cmd
– Linux: Server-location.sh

2. In the file, point to the migrated JBoss or WildFly path, and then save the file. For example:

• JBoss: @echo C:\jboss-eap-7.2\standalone\deployments
• WildFly: @echo C:\wildfly-15.0.1.Final\standalone\deployments

3. Navigate to <IdentityManager_Home>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\install_config_info, and then open the following file
for editing:

• Windows: Server-location.cmd
• Linux: Server-location.sh

4. In the file, point to the migrated JBoss or WildFly path, and then save the file. For example:

• JBoss: @echo C:\jboss-eap-7.2\standalone\deployments
• WildFly: @echo C:\wildfly-15.0.1.Final\standalone\deployments

After You Upgrade

Consider the following items after you upgrade.

Unicast Replication After Upgrade/Migration
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NOTE
The following manual changes are required only when you migrate/upgrade from JBoss 6.4 EAP configured with
Unicast replication to JBoss 7.2 EAP Unicast replication.

It's possible that the standalone-full-ha.xml may have some conflicts that impact cluster High Availability (HA) fail-over to
work properly. The following manual changes help to correct the configuration. These steps assume that the migration
process followed by the Identity Manager 14.4 upgrade process completed successfully before applying these changes.

Messaging Configuration with remote connectors:

Use the following procedure to open and edit the standalone-full-ha.xml file located here:

<JBoss home>\standalone\configuration.

NOTE
Click here to download a zipped sample configuration file of a messaging subsystem. The XML file is in the zip
file.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to activemq messaging subsystem in the standalone-full-ha.xml file. It appears similar to the following:
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:4.0">

2. In the messaging subsystem, comment or remove all http connectors and http acceptors that match the following
sample from the default and backup servers. Refer to the sample configuration file linked to previously. Find all
occurrences of <http-xxxx > in default and backup servers, and then comment or remove them:
<http-connector endpoint="http-acceptor" name="http-connector" socket-binding="http" /> 

<http-acceptor http-listener="default" name="http-acceptor" />

3. If not already present, add the following entry to the socket-binding-group:
<socket-binding name="messaging-backup" port="5446" />

4. Find and remove broadcast-group and discovery-group from default and backup and replace with values as shown in
the sample file.

5. Make sure the connectors attribute value referring to the ‘netty’ connectors name is defined.
<remote-connector name="netty" socket-binding="messaging" />

For example, ‘netty’ is the name used for the remote connector name, so the following connector’s attribute value
should refer to the same name:
– broadcast-group
– connection-factory
– cluster-connection

Other Considerations After Upgrading

• We have enhanced the Active Directory and Lotus Notes/Domino (LND) connectors. We have also added support for a
new connector - Amazon Web Services (AWS). To avail new enhancements and the new connector, after upgrading to
release 14.2 or later, you must import the respective role definitions into the Management Console:
– Active Directory Role Definition
– Import Lotus Notes/Domino (LND) Role Definition
– AWS Role Definition

• If there is a change in the JDK location for your new installation, ensure that you manually update the JAVA_HOME
location in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file based on the operating system that you use.

• Before you start the application server ensure that the OOTB User Store and Provisioning Store services are up and
running.

• When you upgrade CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server from release 6.2 to the supported versions, the
upgrade installer removes the JKS files from the JasperReports Server. After the upgrade, ensure that you copy the
JKS files from Identity Manager to the JasperReports Server.
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For more information, see Upgrade the Report Server.
• To view reports in the languages that are supported in the current release, ensure that you import the latest reports zip

file available in the product installed location.
• After you upgrade Identity Manager from releases prior to 14.1 to the current release, all the existing CA NIM custom

data (configuration files and custom mappings) is lost. After the upgrade, perform the given steps:
a. Use the backup (that you have taken before upgrade) to migrate custom data from file system to database,

manually.
b. In the Identity Manager User Console, use the Customize Service Desk Field Mappings screen available under

System, NIM SM Integration to create custom mappings.
• Offline Endpoints related Considerations

– Start Identity Manager Server and import the Workflow ProvisioningRetryWorkflowApproveProcess.zip file
using WorkPoint Designer:
For information about how to import the Workflow, see Import Provisioning Retry Workflow Approval Process.

WARNING
The endpoint request retry mechanism does not work if the workflow scripts file is not imported.

– After the upgrade, to prevent subsequent submission of provisioning operations for a user on an endpoint which
has operations with Pending for Submission status already, configure Business Logic Task Handlers (BLTH) in the
Identity Manager Management Console.
Follow these steps:
a. Open Identity Manager Management Console.
b. Navigate to Environment, <ENV_NAME>, Advanced Settings, Business Logic Task Handlers.
c. Click New.
d. Specify the following details:

Name
BLTHCheckForPendingChanges
Class
com.netegrity.ims.adapters.BLTHCheckForPendingChanges

e. Save the changes.
f. Restart the environment.

• Endpoint Screens Considerations

After upgrading from Identity Manager 14.0, update the userstore.xml.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Export and take a backup of the Userstore.xml
3. Edit the .xml file to add the following after <Container objectclass="organizationalUnit" attribute="ou" value="people"/>:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="imLoginId" description="Login Id" displayname="Login Id"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%LOGIN_ID%" maxlength="0">

             

<DataClassification name="ignore_on_copy"/>

         

</ImsManagedObjectAttr>

4. Save the Userstore.xml and import into Identity Manager.
5. Restart IM Server.

Miscellaneous Upgrade Considerations

• CA Directory Upgrade Consideration
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While upgrading CA Directory, the installer prompts for DXagent service details, namely, Client certification name
and Client certificate password. Since Identity Manager does not use DXagent or REST API calls, you can enter any
certificate name and password and proceed with the installation.

• WorkPoint Changes
Identity Manager release 14.4 includes WorkPoint 4.40. Whether you are using WebLogic, WebSphere, or JBoss
application servers, note the following upgrade information:
– The Workflow database schema is created/upgraded by WorkPoint server in Identity Manager 14.4.
– Workpoint 4.40.20 is restful service based software compared to Workpoint 3.5.2 which is EJB-based. The

Workpoint is wrapped as wpServer.war in the Identity Manager ear deployment. Upgrade to WorkPoint 4.40.20
includes removing JMS configurations deployed for Workpoint 3.5.2, and data migrating Identity Manager tasks and
events pending approval. Migration is automatic the first time you start Identity Manager after the upgrade. You can
decrease the startup time after upgrade by decreasing pending tasks and events.

– If your deployment uses WebSphere, you must manually restart the WebSphere service after the upgrade.
• Certificate Upgrade for Password Sync Agent 32 bit or 64 bit

The Password Sync Agent 32/64 bit installer, does not carry the new certificates. When you install or upgrade, perform
the following procedure to upgrade the certificates.
Note: If the agent already has new certificates, these steps are not needed.
Follow these steps:
a. Unzip CertPem.zip file.
b. Ensure that you copy only the required files for 32 bit from CertPem.zip file.
c. Place the files in <Password sync agent installed location>\CA\eTrust Admin Password Sync Agent\data\Tls

• Rename ACF2, RACF, and TSS Endpoints Before Upgrade
Spaces in endpoint names are not supported. In releases prior to 12.6, if you create endpoints with spaces in the
name, ensure that you remove spaces before upgrading to the current release.

• System Manager Needs Admin Role Scope
When upgrading from Identity Manager release 12.6 or later, the System Manager role must be given the Admin Roles
scope.
Note: If this is not done, then the Admin role searches may not return results.
Follow either of these steps:
– In the Management Console, click System Manager, and then select the user.
– Alternatively, you can add the Admin Role scope to the System Manager role itself using Modify Admin Role,

System Manager.
• The ad_auth_settings.properties File No Longer Uses the Active Directory Server Settings

If you are upgrading from Identity Manager 14.1 and have configured the Active Directory Adapter, be aware that the
ad_auth_settings.properties file no longer uses the Active Directory Server settings. In 14.2 and later releases,
when a Identity Manager environment is started and the Active Directory Adapter is configured, properties that are
defined in the ad_auth_settings.properties file are read and stored with the Active Directory Authentication adapter
configuration. You can now manage the configuration in the Authentication Properties section of the Management
Console, Environment, <Environment>, User Console screen. The values are persisted with the environment in the
Identity Manager object store.
Also note that the PWDKEY and KEYSTOREPWD properties are no longer required

• The Active Directory Authentication Module Automatically Propagates Passwords
You can make task-based password changes directly to Active Directory. If you configure the Active Directory
authentication model, password status changes are detected during authentication. Also, user password sets from
the Forgotten Password or Reset Password tasks automatically propagate to both the Identity Manager User Store
and the Active Directory Server. This requires an LDAPS connection between the Identity Manager Server and the
Active Directory Server. For more information, see "Using the Active Directory Authentication Module" on the Manage
Authentication Module Properties topic.
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Upgrade-related Issues

• Group Membership Information fails to appear in Groups tab of Active Directory Account Template
Symptom:
Group Membership information fails to appear in Groups tab of Active Directory Account Template and checkboxes
with blank row appear after you upgrade Identity Managerto the current release.
Solution:
Import the Active Directory Role Definition into the Management Console.

• Upgrade Process Does Not Detect Required Unlimited Strength Policy JRE Files
Symptom:
The Identity Manager Server fails to start when integrated with CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO). The upgrade process for
this integrated environment does not detect whether your system has the necessary unlimited strength policy JRE files.
Instead, the upgrade process continues.
Solution:
The current release of the Identity Manager Server requires that you install the Java Cryptography Extension (JCE)
Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files for your selected JDK. Download and install the corresponding files for your
version of Java.
– For Identity Manager Servers running on JBoss/WildFly and WebLogic, download Java Cryptography Extension

(JCE) Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8.
– For Identity Manager Servers running on WebSphere, download WebSphere Java Cryptography Extension (JCE)

Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files 8.

• Table Columns Not Dropped During Use Case Migration
Symptom:
When you first start Identity Manager, the Deployment Xpress Use Case relationship migration plug-in starts
automatically. An error appears in the console window where the server instance is running, stating that the table
column could not be dropped.
Solution:
If you see this error, manually drop such columns.
In the Use Case relationship model, the relationships persist in their own table. When you first start Identity Manager,
the Deployment Xpress Use Case relationship migration plug-in starts automatically, and then converts all Use
Case relationships to this new model. This error can occur if, for example, the  Identity Manager user does not have
permissions to drop columns. Errors also appear in the in  server.log file.

• Unable to Modify/View/Delete/Execute Explore and Correlate Definitions
After you upgrade to Identity Manager latest release, a member of the System Manager role does not have permission
to modify, view, delete, or execute Explore and Correlate Definitions. Post upgrade, if you want a member of the
System Manager role to perform these operations, you have to manually change the System Manager role member
policy scoping.
For information about how to change the System Manager role member policy scoping, see Explore and Correlate the
Endpoint.

• Custom Configurations May Not Apply After Upgrade
Symptom:
After upgrading, some of your custom configuration changes may not be reflected in your environment. If so, a log file
similar the following sample log appears during server startup:
11:59:31,781 ERROR [org.jboss.as.controller.management-operation] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 12)

 WFLYCTL0013: Operation ("add") failed - address: ([

    ("subsystem" => "messaging-activemq"),

    ("server" => "default"),

    ("discovery-group" => "my_dg-group1")

]) - failure description: "WFLYCTL0212: Duplicate resource [

    (\"subsystem\" => \"messaging-activemq\"),
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    (\"server\" => \"default\"),

    (\"discovery-group\" => \"my_dg-group1\")

]"

Solution:
After installation, but BEFORE upgrading, verify the following attributes found in the standalone-full-ha.xml file match
your customized names. While Identity Manager tries to retain as many values as possible during upgrade, Broadcom
recommends checking the configuration file for any name mismatches.

Verify the highlighted values below from a messaging subsystem of the main and secondary broker configuration:

– <cluster password="pwd" user="usr"/>.
– <replication-master check-for-live-server="true" cluster-name="my-cluster" group-name="node1" initial-replication-

sync-timeout="60000"/>.
– <discovery-group jgroups-cluster="activemq-cluster" name="my_dg_group"/>.
– <cluster-connection name="my-cluster" address="jms" call-timeout="5000" check-period="1000" confirmation-

window-size="32000" connection-ttl="5000" connector-name="http-connector" discovery-group="my_dg_group"
message-load-balancing-type="ON_DEMAND" />.

NOTE
Check for any discovery-groups that exist with the same name. If there are duplicates, remove extra
discovery-groups with same name.
NOTE
After upgrading, Broadcom recommends deleting the tmp and data folders in the JBoss/WildFly
application server folder.

Localization Support

Before upgrading Identity Manager to the latest release, ensure that you review the latest updates to the supported
languages.

Known Issues
Learn about the known issues of Identity Manager 14.4.

• General Issues
• Reporting Issues
• Provisioning Issues
• Endpoint Type Issues

General Issues
This document covers the general known issues of Identity Manager.

Two-way SSL Requiring Client Certificate Authentication May Not Work on JBoss/Wildfly with ca-nim.war
Installed

Problem Summary:

Px SOAP calls from Identity Manager to a SOAP server may fail with the following error:

We get  "null cert chain" on Server side as the client appears to have an empty cert chain

2022-10-08 14:46:29,735 INFO  [stdout] (default task-4) Warning: no suitable certificate found - continuing

 without client authentication

2022-10-08 14:46:29,736 INFO  [stdout] (default task-4) *** Certificate chain

2022-10-08 14:46:29,736 INFO  [stdout] (default task-4) <Empty>
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Solution:

Follow these steps to remove ca-nim.war and backup files being modified on JBoss/Wildfly, as this module has its own
Javax.xml.ws implementations that will interfere with runtime JAX-WS properties referenced from the JDK.

1. Comment out the following lines found in the iam_im.ear/META-INF/application.xml file:
<!--module id="CA_NIM_SM">

        <web>

            <web-uri>ca-nim-sm.war</web-uri>

            <context-root>/iam/imnimsm</context-root>

        </web>

    </module-->

2. Modify the iam_im.ear/META-INF/jboss-deployment-structure.xml file as follows: Comment out com.ca.iam.nim:
<!--module name="com.ca.iam.nim" slot="main" export="true"/-->

3. Continue to modify the iam_im.ear/META-INF/jboss-deployment-structure.xml file as follows: Remove sub-
deployment ca-nim-sm.war.

4. Move the iam_im.ear/ca-nim-sm.war to OUTSIDE JBoss.
5. Remove the nimfolder from modules/com/ca/iam to OUTSIDE JBoss.
6. Remove the standalone/tmp folder to avoid older compiled artifacts.
7. Restart JBoss, and then test your PX call from Identity Manager.

Provisioning Server Installation with UBER Installer May Fail

Problem Summary:

Provisioning Server installation with the UBER installer may fail with the following error:

“com.ca.etrust.install.ui.HostnameListPanel, msg1, Error reading response file: Hostname "server-49[7600]"

 could not be resolved” 

Solution:

Install individual components (Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, Connector Server, and so on) separately, and
NOT as part of the UBER installer.

The 'task_to_resubmit_endpointdata' Table Might Not Create During Upgrade

If you use SQLServer for the Task Persistence database and the database collation is not
SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS, the task_to_resubmit_endpointdata table might not be created after you upgrade.

Solution:

To fix this table, execute following script:
if NOT EXISTS (SELECT * FROM dbo.sysobjects WHERE id = object_id(N'[dbo].[task_to_resubmit_endpointdata]') AND

 OBJECTPROPERTY(id, N'IsUserTable') = 1)

BEGIN

IF DATABASEPROPERTYEX(db_name(), 'Collation')=(SELECT collation_name FROM sys.columns WHERE object_id =

 object_id(N'[dbo].[task_to_resubmit]') AND name = 'eventid')

CREATE TABLE [dbo].[task_to_resubmit_endpointdata](

[ref_id] [nvarchar](50) NOT NULL,

[endpoint_type] [nvarchar](128) NOT NULL,

[endpoint_name] [nvarchar](512) NOT NULL,

[endpoint_status] [nvarchar](50) NULL

) ON [PRIMARY];

ELSE
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BEGIN

DECLARE @lstmt VARCHAR(2000);

SET @lstmt='CREATE TABLE [dbo].[task_to_resubmit_endpointdata]([ref_id] [nvarchar](50) COLLATE '

+ (SELECT collation_name FROM sys.columns WHERE object_id = object_id(N'[dbo].[task_to_resubmit]') AND name =

 'eventid')

+ ' NOT NULL, [endpoint_type] [nvarchar](128) NOT NULL, [endpoint_name] [nvarchar](512) NOT NULL,

 [endpoint_status] [nvarchar](50) NULL) ON [PRIMARY]'

EXEC (@lstmt)

END

ALTER TABLE [dbo].[task_to_resubmit_endpointdata] ADD

CONSTRAINT [FK_endpoint_taskToResubmit] FOREIGN KEY (

[ref_id]

) REFERENCES [dbo].[task_to_resubmit] (

[eventid]

)

END

GO  

Report Generation from Google Chrome Fails

When using Google Chrome browser, ensure that both the Identity Manager server and JasperReports server use the
same communication protocol (HTTPS or HTTP). If a mixed mode communication protocol is used between the servers,
report generation fails.

An Improperly Configured Email Server Can Lead to Tasks Remaining In-Progress

If email notifications are configured for various task conditions, an improperly configured mail server can cause Identity
Manager invoked tasks to remain in-progress indefinitely. If the SMTP host specified is either incorrect or unreachable,
the default SMTP timeout used can cause the email requests to block indefinitely. See the "Configuring Email for Identity
Manager" section in the Configuring the Virtual Appliance topic, or the appropriate email configuration section of your
Application Server for non-vApp deployments, to ensure the mail server SMTP host information is correct.

Unicast Ports Not Set for JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh Files with Console
Mode Installs

Unicast Ports Not Set for JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh Files with Console Mode
Installs

Problem Summary:

Installing using the console mode does not properly configure the Unicast ports set by the JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS in
the standalone.bat or standalone.sh files.  For example:

1. Use the Identity Manager DVD and run installer in console mode.

2. Select WildFly as the app server, select cluster, select Unicast+Replication, enter all the unicast hosts of your cluster,
and then complete the installation.

3. After the installation completes, navigate to the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file and find
JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS=. The expected results appear similar to the following:
JGROUPS_INITIAL_HOSTS="10.74.120.171[7600],10.74.121.130[7600]"

However, the [7600] values are missing. 

Solution:
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Manually add the [7600] port specification to each of the comma-separated host entries. 

NOTE

7600 is the default and recommended port starting range. This value may differ for your specific network.

Multi-valued Attributes are Overwritten with Workflow Enabled

Problem Summary:

For multi-valued attributes, the new values always wipe out the old values when user object is persisted. This behavior
is by design. The multi-valued attribute allows duplicate values, for example, [1, 2, 2, 1, 0]. One request may add more
values and another one may remove some values.

Example:

User has roles 1, 2

User submits request 1 which adds role 3 - workflow pending

User submits request 2 which adds role 4 - workflow pending

Approver approves request 1

User now has roles 1, 2, 3

Approver then approves request 2

User now has roles 1, 2, 4

The user has now lost access to role 3

Solution:

This behavior is by design. To add multiple-values, the request must be made within the same workflow. 

Example:

User submits request 1 - requesting to add roles 1, 2, 3 - workflow pending

Approver approves request 1

User now has roles 1, 2, 3

The Effective Date Field in the Accounts Tab with Oracle Apps Displays the Incorrect Date

Problem Summary:

The Effective Date field in the Accounts tab with Oracle Apps displays the incorrect date. If you do not  give any date
for the “The date the applications user is disabled” field, then it should display the same date given for the "The date the
applications user becomes active" field when you select Submit. Instead, an error appears.

Solution:

After you upgrade the application, import the Oracle Applications role definitions from the Management console.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Management Console, select Environments.
2. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
3. Select Role and Task Settings.
4. Select Import.
5. Select Oracle Applications under Endpoint Type.
6. Select Finish. The status of the import appears in the current window.
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7. Select Continue to exit.
8. Restart the environment so that the changes take effect.

Logged Out User can Navigate to the Previous Page

Problem Summary:

A user can navigate to the previous page even after logout, by clicking the browser back button.

Solution:

By default, the browser back button navigation functionality is disabled in the Identity Manager Management Console. To
enable back button navigation functionality, in the Identity Manager Management Console, customer has to navigate to
Home › Environments › identityEnv › Advanced Settings › Miscellaneous and set the “DisableBackButtonNavigation” to
“false”.

Exposure of Technical Information from Identity Manager User Console

Problem Summary:

Technical information such as Exceptions, Class Names, Application Server are exposed in the Identity Manager User
Console.

Solution:

Perform the following steps on each cluster node:

1. Stop the Identity Manager Application Server.
2. In the iam_im.ear/user_console.war directory, create a copy of the 500.jsp file. For example, error500.jsp.
3. In the copy of the 500.jsp file, replace the following lines

<pre style="color: red; font-family: sans-serif;">

     <%= swriter.toString() %>

</pre>

with the following lines. Note you can write any message of your choice. Given below is an example message.
<pre style="color: red; font-family: sans-serif;">

   Exception during page display...!   

</pre>

4. Navigate to iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/ui7 directory and open index.jsp for editing. In the file, search for the
following line text.
 <%@ page errorPage="/500.jsp" %>

5. In the line text, replace 500.jsp with the name of the copy file. For example:
<%@ page errorPage="/error500.jsp" %>

6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 for each UI skin.
7. Start the Identity Manager application server.

JBoss and WebLogic Servers Crash When Invoking the Approval Process Job View

Symptom:

The server crashes when a user opens the approval process job view from either the workitem or the View Submitted
Tasks (VST) task view.

Solution:
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• For JBoss/WildFly: Remove the -Djava.awt.headless=true parameter from the <JBOSS_HOME\bin
\standalone.conf file, and then restart the Identity Manager server.

• For WebLogic: Remove the -Djava.awt.headless=true parameter from the <WEBLOGIC_HOME>\user_projects
\domains\base_Domain\bin\setDomainEnv file, and then restart the Identity Manager server.

Unable to Send Email Notifications when Endpoint Goes Online/Offline

Symptom:

When endpoint is marked online or offline, the email notification event fails even though the Offline Endpoint Management
task succeeds.

Solution:

Perform any one of the given workarounds:

• Check if you have configured SMTP.
• In the Identity Manager User Console:

a. Navigate to System, Email, Modify Email.
b. Search for and select Endpoint Offline status changed.
c. Deselect the Enabled checkbox.

Restarting a Telemetry-Enabled WebSphere Cluster Environment Displays an Error Message in the Server Logs

Symptom:

Restarting a WebSphere cluster environment that has the Telemetry feature enabled displays the following message in
the server logs:

"org.quartz.impl.jdbcjobstore.AttributeRestoringConnectionInvocationHandler restoreOriginalAtributes Failed

 restore connection's original auto commit setting.

java.sql.SQLException: DSRA9350E: Operation setAutoCommit is not allowed during a global transaction. "

Solution:

None. However, functionality is not impaired.

New Class or Category Added in logging.jsp Disappear

Symptom:

The new category or class added in the logging.jsp are not persistent. After a few minutes or when the browser session
is closed, the values are reset to their defaults and the new class or category settings are missing from the logging.jsp
screen.

Solution:

You come across this issue when using WildFly as the application server. As a workaround, perform the given steps:

1. Stop Identity Manager server.
2. Replace the existing wildfly-8.2.1.Final\modules\system\layers\base\org\jboss\log4j directory with

JBoss-6.4.0\modules\system\layers\base\org\jboss\log4j.
3. Start Identity Manager server.

Comma in the Unique Name Causes Error

Identity Manager cannot handle users and entitlements that contain comma (",") in their unique name.
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Failover Connections Add Button Returns a Page Not Found Error

In the Identity Manager Management Console, when using the Create From Wizard option, and selecting a directly.xml,
the Failover Connections Add button returns a Page Not Found error. To add a failover connection, complete the wizard
to create the directory, export the directory to xml, and then manually add failover connections to the Connection sub
element. These steps are defined in Connection to the LDAP User Directory.

Deploying Identity Manager Server Report Schema Can Fail on Oracle

Deploying the Identity Manager Server Report Schema can Fail on Oracle with the following error:

Error in creating Report Snapshot database schema.

java.sql.SQLException: ORA-01450: maximum key length (6398) exceeded. 

To ensure that the database can deploy the report schema, set the following three values within the Oracle database:

1. Database Character Set needs to be AL32UTF8
select * from nls_database_parameters where parameter like '%SET%';

2. Database Block Size.
– Show parameter db_block_size – Value should be 8192
– Select BLOCK_SIZE from v$controlfile; - Value should be 16384

3. NLS_LENGTH_SEMANTICS – This value must be BYTE for the DDL to work properly

Unable to Access Management Console

Symptom:

The Management Console does not function when its URL does not include a terminating forward slash (/) character.

Solution:

The correct URL syntax is, http://<HOST_NAME>:<PORT>/iam/immanage/

To resolve this issue within WebSphere 8.5.5.12, set the web container custom property
com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.redirectcontextroot to true.

If set to true, and a request is made to the context root of an application with a missing trailing slash, the WebContainer
appends the trailing slash. The WebContainer redirects to the URL with the appended slash before it applies any servlet
filters defined in the application.

For example, a request to http://host:port/contextRoot is redirected to http://host:port/contextRoot/
before any filters are applied.

Name Default value

com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.redirectcontextroot false
Note: Set this value to true to resolve the issue.

For more information, click here to view the IBM documentation.

Upgrade Failure Due to Low Disk Space

If the system disk space requirements are not fulfilled, the upgrade installer throws a warning message. However, it lets
the user proceed with the upgrade installation which eventually results in unsuccessful upgrade.

For disk space requirements, see Hardware Requirements for Upgrade.
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Starting the Identity Manager Server Displays a Benign Message about the Database Schema Updating

Oracle Task persistence or archive data sources display a benign message, if disconcerting, message every time the
Identity Manager server starts. A warning message appears in the servers log file stating that the “database schema was
upgraded successfully”.  This message is benign and database schema is not actually upgraded.

This message only appears with Oracle, and not with a SQL Server data source.

CA Directory Upgrade Restarts Provisioning Server

When running the CA Directory upgrade software, the upgrade installer may restart the Provisioning Server automatically.

Application Server Start Up Error

The following error is written to a log file, even though the application server starts successfully:

ERROR StatusLogger No log4j2 configuration file found. Using default configuration: logging only errors to the

 console.

You can ignore this error.

Config Xpress on Windows 2016 Is Not Supported

Identity Manager does not support Config Xpress on Windows 2016 because Windows 2016 does not support Adobe AIR.

Table Columns May Not Be Dropped During Use Case Migration

Symptom:

When you first start Identity Manager, the Deployment Xpress Use Case relationship migration plug-in starts
automatically. An error appears in the console window where the server instance is running, stating that the table column
could not be dropped.

Solution:

If you see this error, manually drop such columns.

In the Use Case relationship model, the relationships persist in their own table. When you first start Identity Manager,
the Deployment Xpress Use Case relationship migration plug-in starts automatically, and then converts all Use Case
relationships to this new model. This error can occur if, for example, the Identity Manager user does not have permissions
to drop columns. Errors also appear in the in  server.log file.

Error in "View Service Desk Integration REST API Doc" Screen

In the Identity Manager User Console, the View Service Desk Integration REST API Doc screen under System, NIM
SM Integration displays an error.

You can ignore the error.

Connector Server Timer Error

Symptom:

When a user assigns a provisioning role or when a user performs any provisioning operation on an endpoint account,
sometimes JCS throws the following error for any type of endpoint:

...java.lang.IllegalStateException: Timer already cancelled. ...

Solution:
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Complete the following procedure to resolve this error.

Follow these steps:

1. Take a backup of the SAMPLE.connector.xml file available at the following location:
CA/Identity Manager/Connector Server/jcs/conf/override/<Endpoint_folder>/

2. Rename the SAMPLE.connector.xml file to connector.xml.
3. Open the connector.xml file using an editor.
4. Change the following line:

From:
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis">60000</prop>

To:
timeBetweenEvictionRunsMillis">-1</prop>

5. Save the file.
6. Restart JCS service.

The Web Service Description Displays the Resource Bundle Instead of the Actual Description

The Web Service description field in the Modify/View Web Service page displays the resource bundle name instead of the
actual entered description. The Web service description must display the actual description in human-readable form.

For example, suppose that you open a rest client and register portal by creating a web service using the following request.

TestConfig:8080/iam/im/ws/auto1/portal/trustwsconfig?encryption=false

Configuration Id: IMPORTAL

Log in to the User console, and navigate to System, Web Services, View Web Services Configuration. Search for and
select the created web service and verify the Description field. You notice that the Web service Description displays the
resource bundle instead of actual description, similar to the following:

${bundle=resourceBundles.Use case:key=portal.registration.description}

Deployment Xpress and New WorkFlow Tasks Do Not Appear in Migrations and Upgrades

This is by design. Deployment Xpress and Workflow templates are a part of the Deployment Xpress functionality, and
Deployment Xpress is restricted to the Out of The Box IdentityEnv environment. The tasks are provided as part of the
"Use Case" plugins. See Deployment Xpress for more information.

Bulk Loader Task for a Large File Fails

Valid for UNIX

Symptom:

The Bulk Loader task for a large file (example, more than 1500 records) fails.

Solution:

Set the value of the following parameter to 2m in the web.xml file:

uploadThresholdSize

The web.xml is available at the following location:

<APPSERVER_HOME/iam_im.ear//user_console.war/WEB-INF/
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Time Synchronization Error

Ensure that the time that is configured in the Identity Manager User Console and the Identity Manager Server are in sync,
even though they are in different time zones. If the time is not in sync, the resubmit task operation will not work properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Navigate to Environment, Advanced Settings, User Console.
3. In the section General Behavior, select Retain Server Date and Time.
4. Click Save.
5. Restart your environment.

HTTPS Connection to JCS Console Fails

Symptom:

HTTPS connection to JCS console fails with SSL_PROTOCOL_ERROR error.

Solution:

Perform the following steps:

1. Open the java file available at the following location:
<ConnectorServer>/jvm/lib/security/java

2. Change the following line:
From:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3, RC4, DH keySize < 768

To:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3, RC4, DH keySize < 768, ECDH, ECDHE

3. Restart JCS.

Connector Server Installation Fails

Problem:

While installing or upgrading Identity Manager, the JCS installation may fail. The failure occurs when the JCS service
takes more time to start. The connector server cannot be installed if the JCS service does not start within a stipulated time
period.

Symptom:

You see the following error information in the /tmp/im_connector_server_install.log file, if the installation fails:

        Oct 1, 2017 2:43:43 PM), Install, com.ca.etrust.install.admin.connectorserver.SOAConfigureJCS, err,

 ProductException: (error code = -1; message="Failed to start JCS Service")

        STACK_TRACE: 15

        ProductException: (error code = -1; message="Failed to start JCS Service")

        at com.ca.etrust.install.admin.connectorserver.ConfigureJCS.startService(ConfigureJCS.java:1026)

        at com.ca.etrust.install.admin.connectorserver.ConfigureJCS.install(ConfigureJCS.java:286)

        at com.ca.etrust.install.admin.connectorserver.SOAConfigureJCS.install(SOAConfigureJCS.java:368)

        at com.ca.etrust.install.admin.connectorserver.ConfigureJCS.replace(ConfigureJCS.java:131)

        at

 com.installshield.product.service.product.PureJavaProductServiceImpl.replaceProductAction(PureJavaProductServiceImpl.java:1928)

        at com.installshield.product.service.product.PureJavaProductServiceImpl

$InstallProduct.getResultForReplaceProductAction(PureJavaProductServiceImpl.java:5429)
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        at

 com.installshield.product.service.product.InstallableObjectVisitor.replaceComponent(InstallableObjectVisitor.java:578)

        at

 com.installshield.product.service.product.InstallableObjectVisitor.visitInstallableComponents(InstallableObjectVisitor.java:335)

        at

 com.installshield.product.service.product.InstallableObjectVisitor.visitProductBeans(InstallableObjectVisitor.java:133)

Solution:

If the installation fails, use one of the following workarounds:

Workaround 1:

Increase the Timeout for JCS service, as follows, and rerun the Connector Server installer:

• On Windows: SET JCS_SERVICE_TIMEOUT=600
• On Linux: Export JCS_SERVICE_TIMEOUT=600

Workaround 2:

On WebLogic systems, stop the JCS service and the WebLogic server before installation. Also, clear the Cache of the
WebLogic instance, by deleting the following files:

• rm -rf ~/user_projects/domains/<your domain>/servers/<your server>/tmp
• rm -rf ~/user_projects/domains/<your domain>/servers/<your server>/cache

Reinstalling Identity Manager Server with "-DMANUAL_DEPLOYMENT=1" Throws an Error

Symptom:

When you install and reinstall Identity Manager Server using -DMANUAL_DEPLOYMENT=1, an error is thrown as follows:

Copy Folder:              

        Destination: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/generic-ear/IdentityManager

        Status: WARNING

        Additional Notes: WARNING - There was a problem copying /tmp/386491.tmp/IdentityMinder.ear 

        Modify Text File - Single File:   No Target Chosen 

        Status: ERROR

        Additional Notes: ERROR - Unable to locate ASCII text file to be manipulated.  Deferring...

Workaround:

Delete the generic-ear directory before reinstalling Identity Manager Server using -DMANUAL_DEPLOYMENT=1.

"Filter [FacesFilter]: could not be initialized" Error

Symptom:

When a user tries to log in to Identity Manager User Console, the following error is displayed on the browser:

Filter [FacesFilter]: could not be initialized

Solution:

Log in to WebSphere admin console and change JSF Implementation from DEFAULT to SunRI1.2 under Enterprise
Applications, castylesr5.1.1, JSP, JSF, and restart the server. With this workaround, the user console is displayed
without any errors.

User Console URL:

http://<hostname>:<port_number>/iam/im/<environment_name>/index.jsp
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Config Xpress Limitations When Migrating Between Environments

Symptom

Config Xpress does not promote policy-based mappings.

Solution:

Config Xpress promotes static workflow mappings but not the policy-based mappings. You can promote policy-based
workflow mappings using the import and export feature of Management Console.

Perform the following actions:

1. Export the Environmentsetting.xml from the Advance Settings in the Management Console from one environment. The
Environmentsetting.xml file contains both types of Workflow Mappings.

2. Import the Environmentsetting.xml file into the new environment.

QnA as "Reset password behavior" Fails

QnA as "Reset password behavior" fails when using the default Question and Answer Configuration setting, under the
environment administrator of Identity Manager tasks.

Symptom

Upon selecting the QnA as "Reset password behavior" with default Question and Answer configuration settings, the reset
password fails and throws the following error:

"ERROR [im.webservices.QuestionAndAnswerResource] (http-/0.0.0.0:8443-1) Failed to process get user credential

 questions. Message:java.lang.NullPointerException in the server log file"

Solution:

Perform these steps to make reset password work with the QnA as Reset password behavior:

1. Log in to Identity Manager User Console as SuperAdmin.
2. Navigate to Environment Administrator, Question and Answer Configuration.
3. Click Submit.

NOTE
Even the default values of 'Enable' option and 'Number of Authentication questions' apply only after
performing this step.

Error When Exposing Many Services

Symptom:

When many services are exposed from Identity Manager, Axis2 generates large stub class violating the JVM compilation
rule and returns the following error:

error: code too large for try statement

Solution:

When you receive such compilation error, perform the following steps:

1. Open the generated Stub class file from the following samples directory:
<samples_dir>\wsdl2java\src\tew6\wsdl

Axis2 generates the stub class in the following format:
<Service_name>Stub.java

Note: Retrieve the service name from WSDL.
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2. In the stub class file, split fromOM and populateFaults methods. The following script is an example of the fromOM
method from the stub class file:
public org.apache.xmlbeans.Xmlobject fromOM (

org.apache.axiom.om.OMElement param,

java.lang.Class type,

java.util.Map extraNamespaces) throws

org.apache.axis2.AxisFault {

try {

.......

.......

.......

}catch (java.lang.Exception e) {

throw org.apache.axis2.AxisFault.makeFault(e);

}

return null;

}

3. Split the method script into two halves and name the other half, for instance, fromOMExtended.
4. Call the newly created method from the fromOM method. The following script is an example of the modified fromOM

method:
public org.apache.xmlbeans.Xmlobject fromOM (

org.apache.axiom.om.OMElement param,

java.lang.Class type,

java.util.Map extraNamespaces) throws

org.apache.axis2.AxisFault {

try {

.......

.......

.......

}catch (java.lang.Exception e) {

throw org.apache.axis2.AxisFault.makeFault(e);

}

//invoking the new method

return this. fromOMExtended(param, type, extraNamespaces);

}

5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 for populateFaults method.
6. Save the changes and run the following command from the samples directory to compile the changes:

sample_dir_location> ant -Dnowsdlgen=true

The compilation returns no error.

User Password Stored in Clear Text

Symptom:

The password for the secure management console bootstrap user is stored in clear text.

Solution:

Use password tool that is bundled with the installation package to encrypt the password with the - JSAFE option. For more
information, see The Password Tool.

Too Many Approvers in ApproversList

Symptom:
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Too many Approvers in ApproversList return the following error:

ORA-12899: Value too large for column error 

The task fails and the workflow does not continue.

Solution:

Run the following SQL commands in the Oracle database where the report database (object store) is stored.

ALTER TABLE WP_ACT_DATA   MODIFY (VAR_VALUE NVARCHAR2(2000));

ALTER TABLE WP_ACTI_DATA  MODIFY (VAR_VALUE NVARCHAR2(2000));

ALTER TABLE WP_PROC_DATA  MODIFY (VAR_VALUE NVARCHAR2(2000));

ALTER TABLE WP_PROCI_DATA MODIFY (VAR_VALUE NVARCHAR2(2000));

Error While Installing Identity Manager with UTF-8 Characters

Symptom:

While installing Identity Manager in a non-English environment, if you provide UTF-8 characters in the installation path
or database fields (such as, Database Name, Database Username, and Database Password), the installation fails. The
installer throws the following error in the log file.

C:/Users/Administrator/AppData/Local/Temp/1/598343.tmp/installFragments/dataSource.xml:329: Invalid byte 2 of

 4-byte UTF-8 sequence.

Solution:

Use non UTF-8 characters (English text) in the installation path or database details (such as, Database Name, Database
Username, and Database Password). And, proceed with installation on the following supported foreign non-English
languages: Danish, Dutch, Finnish, French, French Canadian, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Polish,
Portuguese (Brazil), Spanish, Swedish.

Connection Errors After Identity Manager Server Upgrade

Symptom:

After upgrading Identity Manager, you get connection error when you access Identity Governance from Identity Manager.

Solution:

After an upgrade, perform the following configuration:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to System, Web Services, Delete Web Services Configuration,
Search.

2. Delete the IMRCM configuration.
3. Log in to the Identity Governance web portal.
4. Go to Administration, Universes, and select the universe that is configured to integrate with Identity Manager.
5. Go to Connectivity tab and select the Identity Manager connector.
6. Click Test and confirm that the connection is successful.

Warning Message When Running a Snapshot DDL Script

Symptom:

The following SQL script produces an invalid index when run on Microsoft SQL database:

IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/IdentityManager/tools/imrexport/db/SqlServer/ims_mssql_report.sql

The script returns with the following warning message:
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WARNING
The maximum key length is 900 bytes. The index 'imruser6_index_3' has maximum length of 1260 bytes. For
some combination of large values, the insert/update operation fails.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following code to create a stored procedure:
CREATE PROCEDURE sp_imruser6_index_3_exists

AS

BEGIN

DECLARE @MAX_LEN integer

DECLARE @sql_cmd nvarchar(255)

DECLARE @stmt nvarchar(255)

    SET @MAX_LEN = (SELECT SUM(max_length)AS TotalIndexKeySize FROM sys.columns WHERE name IN

 (N'imr_userdn', N'imr_reportid') AND object_id = OBJECT_ID(N'imruser6'))

         IF EXISTS (SELECT name FROM sysindexes WHERE name = 'imruser6_index_3') DROP INDEX

 imruser6_index_3 on imruser6

    IF (@MAX_LEN > 900)

        CREATE INDEX imruser6_index_3 ON imruser6 (imr_reportid) INCLUDE(imr_userdn)

    ELSE

        CREATE INDEX imruser6_index_3 ON imruser6 (imr_reportid, imr_userdn)

END

GO

Stored procedure is now created.
2. Use the following command to run the stored procedure:

EXEC sp_imruser6_index_3_exists 

After successfully executing the stored procedure, the column imr_userdn under imruser6_index_3 becomes as included
column.

Provisioning Directory Creation Through Management Console Fails

When creating a Provisioning Directory through Management Console, the Provisioning Server domain name field does
not allow foreign language characters as the domain name. You may see the following error message:

“could not connect to the LDAP server machinename:20389 with userDN

 etGlobalUserName=admin,eTGlobalUserContainerName:GlobalUsers,eTNamespacename=CommonObjects,dc=foreignChars,

 dc=eta and specified password.”

User Password Authentication Fails

When you specify the 'AttributeLevelEncryption' data classification for attributes in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml), Identity Manager encrypts the attribute value in the user store. If the user store provides encryption
capabilities on the User Password attribute, do not configure encryption for this attribute. If 'AttributeLevelEncryption'
is configured for the User Password attribute, then the user will not be allowed to log in to Identity Manager or other
applications that rely on user password authentication.

We recommend not to use AttributeLevelEncryption for user passwords when the native user store already provides
encryption.

Specifying LDAP Distinguished Name When Using TEWS

Symptom:
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When using TEWS to call the task "CreateOracleServerAccountTemplate", you can get the following error message:

Error Message: <code>500</code>

<description>Failed to execute CreateOracleServerAccountTemplate. ERROR

MESSAGE: com.ca.iam.model.IAMParseException: Not a valid IAM handle:

'UHGUSERS' ProcessStep::Unknown TabName: null ERRORLEVEL::Fatal</description> 

Solution:

When working with Provisioning Directory, provide Distinguished Name in the given format for TEWS:

EndPoint=WSDLOracle4,Namespace=Oracle Server,Domain=im,Server=Server

setpasswd Fails on 64-bit Linux Systems

Symptom:

On Linux 64-bit systems, setpasswd fails and throws the following error:

"/opt/CA/SharedComponents/csutils/bin/expect: error while loading shared libraries: libtcl8.4.so: cannot open

 shared object file: No such file or directory"

Solution:

Set LD_LIBRARY_PATH to the following value:

/opt/CA/SharedComponents/csutils/lib/tcl8.4

Cannot Connect to Identity Manager Server when configuring the Password Synchronization Agent

Symptom:

When configuring the 64-bit Password Synchronization Agent (PSA), unable to connect to the Identity Manager server to
retrieve the list of available Active Directory endpoints.

Solution:

You can configure only the ciphers that the CA IAM Connector Server uses. Add the three new SSL FIPS ciphers to the
cipher suite that CA IAM Connector Server uses.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the following configuration file in a text editor:
cs_home/jcs/conf/server_osgi_shared.xml

2. Locate the defaultCipherSuite property in the file. Given is the sample snippet of the XML file.
<property name="defaultCipherSuite"><value>FIPS_TLS_PLUS_SSL_Ciphers</value></property>

<property name="cipherSuites">

            <map>

                <entry key="FIPS_TLS_PLUS_SSL_Ciphers">

                    <list>

                        <value>TLS_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA</value>

                        <value>TLS_DHE_RSA_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA</value>

                        <value>TLS_DHE_DSS_WITH_AES_128_CBC_SHA</value>

                      </list>

In this example, FIPS_TLS_PLUS_SSL_Ciphers is the default suite that corresponds to the list of ciphers under
cipherSuites property.

3. Add the following entries to the list:
<value>SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA</value>

<value>SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA</value>
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<value>SSL_DHE_DSS_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA</value>

4. Click Save.
5. Restart the CA IAM CS service.

The 64-bit Active Directory PSA now connects without an error.

Duplicate Name in View Submitted Tasks

Symptom:

In a heavy-loaded High Availability environment, Identity Manager server may send concurrent requests to the
Provisioning Server and may introduce race conditions in the Provisioning Server when handling parallel modification
requests on the same Global User.

Solution:

Change the following Provisioning Manager setting to No and restart the Provisioning Server.

Identity Manager Server/Allow Concurrent Modification on Same Global User

Note: If program Exit accesses Global Users, leave this parameter set to Yes.

Specifying Multiple Values to a Single Valued Compound Attributes Causes Problem

If you modify a single valued compound attribute in Identity Manager for a dynamic endpoint, specify only a single value.
If you specify multiple values, the existing value is cleared and the attribute is not given a value. The problem does not
occur in the Provisioning Manager.

Limitations of Bulk loader in Relationship Attribute Level

Bulk loader cannot update the task operations on the user objects in the relationship attribute level.

• Relationship attributes that are not updated by Bulk Loader are Users access roles, Users admin roles, Users
provisioning roles, Users group membership, and Groups group.

• Relationship attributes that would get overwritten when you replace old attribute values with new attribute values from
the bulk loader file are Groups Administrators, and Custom or default Multi-valued attribute.

Creation of Provisioning-Enabled Environment using Tokenized Template Fails

When you create Provisioning-enabled environment using tokenized template, an error is thrown. This is because Identity
Manager cannot assign the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role to the inbound administrator defined in the
Environment creation wizard.

If the environment template has tokens or translated strings for the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role name, the
search fails and the NoSuchObjectException is thrown.

"Skip to Main Content" Does Not Work in Mozilla Firefox

Symptom:

The Skip to main content link that is placed at the top-right of the Identity Manager User Console, does not work with
Mozilla Firefox. This link moves the mainframe of the page to the top.

Solution:

Use the supported version of Microsoft Internet Explorer with JAWS.

Concurrent Changes to a User Fails

The modify user task fails in these scenarios:
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• Disable a user while modifying that user.
• Add the forcePasswordChange attribute to the User Profile screen while modifying a user.

Change in Policy Xpress Syntax Causes an Error

Symptom:

A change in the Policy Xpress syntax, can result in an error. It occurs if the policy uses string parsing for the account
identifier and the user has multiple accounts on a flat endpoint. Endpoints such as Oracle, OS400, and Microsoft SQL
have accounts as a virtual container, which sits below the endpoint name. Starting at 12.6.1, the syntax of account
identifier is as follows:

• For flat connectors, EndpointName: EndpointName:AccountName
• For hierarchical connectors, EndpointName:AccountContainerPath:AccountName

Solution:

Locate Policy Xpress policies that use string parsing for the account identifier, and update those policies to conform to the
new syntax.

Change Actions Not Part Of The Use Case Restored

In Deployment Xpress, suppose that you restore a use case from release 14.2 backup that shares an existing
administrative role (such as System Manager).

The user would expect that the change actions that were NOT part of the use case and are part of the EXISTING role
should be available. Instead, the change actions that were NOT part of the use case and are part of an existing role are
undeployed.

Here is scenario:

1. Install Identity Manager 14.2 and deploy a use case that shares an existing administrative role (such as System
Manager).

2. Back up the Deployment Xpress use case in the Portal interface.
3. Restore the use case that you backed up in 14.2 to the latest Identity Manager Environment.
4. Un-deploy the use case.

OOTB Deployment Fails in the WebLogic Cluster

Symptom:

In a WebLogic cluster, unable to deploy OOTB environment even after the Identity Manager server starts successfully.

Solution:

• Stop the WebLogic cluster nodes.
• Delete the stage folder in all cluster nodes. You can locate the stage folder at <WebLogic_Home>/user_projects/

domains/<Cluster_Domain>/servers/<cluster_Node1>.
• Start the cluster node1.
• Wait until the cluster node 1 starts successfully with OOTB environment, and then start the remaining cluster nodes.     

                                                                                                                     //

WorkPoint Client Error in the Weblogic Cluster

Symptom:

In a WebLogic cluster, the following error message appears in the Identity Manager server startup logs:
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Error [com.workpoint.servlet.client.WpClientServlet] An exception has occurred attempting to retrieve

 authentication information from the server.

java.rmi.RemoteException: Attempt failed to retrieve authentication information from the server.

Either the server is not running or the client configuration may not be set up correctly.

Solution:

• Stop the WebLogic cluster nodes.
• Delete the stage folder in all cluster nodes. You can locate the stage folder at <WebLogic_Home>/user_projects/

domains/<Cluster_Domain>/servers/<cluster_Node1>.
• Start the cluster node1.
• Wait until the cluster node 1 starts successfully with OOTB environment, and then start the remaining cluster nodes.

Update to SAP Help Topic

The help for the defaults tab related to SAP R/3 accounts should have this definition for Decimal Notation.

• Specifies the different ways to represent decimal notations.
You can choose from the following:
1.234.567,89
1,234,567.89
1 234567,89

Reporting Issues
This document covers the reporting known issues of Identity Manager.

Cannot Proceed to View Reports

[Applicable to Identity Manager 14.4.1]

Symptom:

Unable to view reports in Identity Manager as the "Proceed" button is missing in the reports when the JasperReports
server is configured with SSL.

Solution:

Enable the proxy for reporting as follows:

1. In the Identity Manager user console, navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
2. Select the option - Proxy Report Request.
3. Test the connection and click Submit.

Non-Standard Accounts Reports Fail to Capture System Accounts Data

The Non-Standard Accounts and Non-Standard Accounts Trend reports do not capture System Accounts data; they
only capture Orphan Accounts and Exception Accounts data.

Unable to Capture "Export All Sample Snapshot"

Symptom:

On capturing Export All Sample Snapshot for Snapshots Report, the system might throw the following error:

Fatal: Failed to execute CaptureSnapshotEvent. ERROR MESSAGE: Exception:CaptureSnapshot event has failed

Solution:
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The workaround to avoid this error is as follows:

1. In the Identity Manager server, navigate to <APPLICATION_SERVER_HOME>/iam.ear/config/com/netegrity/config/
imrexport/sample.

2. Open ExportAllTemplate.xml for editing.
3. In the xml file, replace the value of attributes from ##<Attribute Value>## to *.

Example:
Change the text that is highlighted in blue,
-<where satisfy="ANY" attr="Endpoint">

<!--op attribute in value expression has following allowed values -->

<!-- 1.EQUALS (Default) -->

<!-- 2.CONTAINS -->

<value op="EQUALS">##endpointname##</value>

to
-<where satisfy="ANY" attr="Endpoint">

<!--op attribute in value expression has following allowed values -->

<!-- 1.EQUALS (Default) -->

<!-- 2.CONTAINS -->

<value op="EQUALS">*</value>

4. Save the xml file.

No Data in Audit-Assign Revoke Provisioning Roles Report

Symptom:

Audit-Assign Revoke Provisioning Roles Report is generated without data, when Windows Active Directory is used as the
User store.

Solution:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Click Environments, <AD Environment>, Advanced Settings, Auditing.
3. Click Export.
4. Open the Audit Settings XML file, and add the following lines at the end of the file:

<AuditEvent name="RevokeProvisioningRoleEvent" enabled="true" auditlevel="BOTHCHANGED">

    <AuditProfile objecttype="USER" auditlevel="BOTHCHANGED"/>

    <EventState name="COMPLETE" severity="NONE"/>

    <EventState name="INVALID" severity="CRITICAL"/>

 </AuditEvent>

5. Save the XML file.
6. In the Auditing page, import the edited Audit Setting XML file.
7. Restart the environment.

After you apply this workaround, the Audit-Assign Revoke Provisioning Roles report is generated with data.

Satisfy=All Not Working Properly in XML File

In a Snapshot Parameters XML file, satisfy=all and satisfy=any are both behaving as satisfy=any (similar to an OR
operator).

Capture Snapshot Does Not Capture Endpoint Data

Symptom:

When a snapshot definition is created with endpoint object using multiple filters, the endpoint data is not captured.
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Solution:

In the Snapshot Policies tab, in place of selecting multiple endpoint objects, specify '*' to select multiple endpoint objects.

Capture Snapshot Does Not Capture Group Object Data

Symptom:

When a snapshot definition is created with a Group object using "org-filter", the endpoint data is not captured.

Solution:

In the Snapshot Policies tab, in place of selecting org-filter from the drop-down, select "(all)".

Single Reporting Server Cannot Serve both Localized and Non-Localized Environments

CA Business Intelligence Jaspersoft Reporting Server serves multiple Identity Manager environments provided all the
environments are either localized or non-localized.

Provisioning Issues
Learn about the provisioning-related known issues of Identity Manager.

Unable to Acquire JNDI-Based Endpoints

[Applicable if using Java version higher than 1.8.0_330]

Symptom:

JNDI-based endpoint creation fails with the following exception:

javax.naming.NamingException: Cannot parse url: ldap://<Endpoint_Hostname>:<port>/ [Root exception is

 java.net.MalformedURLException: unsupported authority: <Endpoint_Hostname>:<port>]

Root Cause:

Java is now strict on parsing the URL strings in the built-in JNDI providers. For more details, see Oracle Release Notes.

Workaround:

1. Do the following
– [Linux] Add the following argument to /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer/data/jvm_options.conf file:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldapURLParsing=legacy

– [Windows]
a. In the Windows registry, navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node

\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs\Parameters\Java.
b. Add the following argument to Options:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldapURLParsing=legacy

2. Restart Java Connector Server (JCS).

Provisioning Errors on SAP Account Change

Symptom:

When attempting to change the SAP R3 account from Provisioning Manager, the following error is logged:

DB add failed: Object class violation

Root Cause:
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The Linux Provisioning Directory contains an incorrect SAP dxc schema.

Workaround:

1. Stop Provisioning Directory.
dxserver stop all

2. Navigate to <CA_Directory_Install_DIR>/dxserver/config/schema.
3. Replace etrust_sap.dxc with the etrust_sap.dxc file in the attached zip file.
4. Start Provisioning Directory.

dxserver start all

Issue with Multi-Valued Custom Attributes for Provisioning Roles

The Identity Manager Provisioning Manager supports multi-valued custom attributes in Provisioning Roles, whereas
the Identity Manager User Console supports single-valued custom attributes in Provisioning Roles. When you edit the
Provisioning Roles custom attributes in the Provisioning Manager, the notifications to Identity Manager will not include
any custom attribute changes. So, we recommend that you edit the Provisioning Roles custom attributes in the Identity
Manager User Console using Modify Provisioning Role task. We also recommend that you use only single-valued custom
attributes in the Provisioning Roles.

Unable to Add an Endpoint

If you delete and re-add an endpoint with the same name, sometimes the Provisioning Server throws an error saying that
the endpoint already exists. This error can occur when you have configured multiple connector servers to manage that
endpoint, and not all connector servers are notified of the endpoint deletion.

Workaround:

Restart all connector servers that are configured to manage the endpoint.

Correlation of Microsoft SQL Endpoint Fails

Symptom:

Correlation of Microsoft SQL endpoint fails and throws the following error:

Object MS SQL Logins global users creation failed. Unable to determine object class from distinguished name.

This error occurs when all containers are selected for the Microsoft SQL endpoint, and not just the container with
accounts.

Solution:

1. Create an Explore and Correlate definition and search for the Microsoft SQL endpoint.
2. Search for all containers but select only the endpoint -name as a container.
3. Select explore and correlate attributes.
4. Execute the Explore and Correlate definition.

CA Single Sign-On Login Name Restriction for Global User Name

A global user with the following characters in its user name, cannot log in to the Single Sign-On Policy Server.

&

*

:

(

)
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Solution:

Avoid using these characters in the global user name.

JNDI Account Creation Fails

Creation of JNDI accounts with multiple structural object classes fails.

Endpoint Type Issues
This document covers the endpoint-related known issues of Identity Manager.

General Issues

• Active Directory Endpoint Fails After an Upgrade
Symptom:
Creation and modification of an Active Directory endpoint fails after you upgrade Identity Manager from releases prior
to 14.2.
Solution:
After an upgrade, import the Active Directory Role Definition and then create or modify the Active Directory endpoint.

• Error Removing Groups from Active Directory Account Template Using User Console
Symptom:
Account templates originating from the Provisioning server need to use the Domain=All account policy. If not, the
account template generates an error.
Solution:
Identity Manager (via JIAM) assumes Domain=All as part of its account template group memberOf implementation
for Active Directory endpoints. When Domain=All account policies are created from the Provisioning Manager, the
memberOf appears in this format:
CN=groupAD2,OU=Mark,DC=?
This format works whether the policies are created on the Provisioning Manager or the Identity Manager UI. However,
if Domain=All is not used, then the resulting memberOf appears in this format:
CN=groupAD2,OU=Mark,DC=adperf,DC=com\;adwin2k12.adperf.com
This type of policy will not be interpreted correctly by Identity Manager, so the policy would have to be altered in the
Provisioning Manager to conform to the Identity Manager-friendly format. For more nforamtion about creating an
account template, see Create an Account Template.

• Lync Operation Error
Symptom:
When you enable a user for Skype/Lync features, you might get the following error due to the Domain Controller
replication latency in forest.
LDAP: error code 70 - Error occurred while setting Lync User attributes: Management object not found for

 identity "<user account>"

Solution:
– Set the value of the environment variable ADS_LYNC_OPERATION_DELAY to 0, which is the preferred option.

When you set the value to 0, the same Domain Controller performs all Skype/Lync operations.
– If the problem still persists, set the value of the environment variable greater than 0. When you set the value

greater than 0 (in second), interval is introduced during the Skype/Lync operations to resolve the replication latency
problem.

Note: Set the value in such a way that the interval is equal or greater than the time it takes for the replication to occur.

• W2KNamespace.dll Module Fails
Symptom:
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The following error appears while performing Windows NT and Active Directory endpoint operations with C++
Connector Server (CCS):
Failed to load module W2KNamespace.dll

Solution:
Install .NET 3.5 version on the CCS system irrespective of any existing .NET version.

• Group Membership Information Missing After an Upgrade
Symptom:
After you upgrade Identity Manager from releases prior to 14.2, Group Membership information fails to appear in
Groups tab of the Active Directory Account Template, and checkboxes with the blank row appear.
Solution:
Import the Active Directory Role Definition in the Management Console.

• Explore and Correlate Operation Fails after an Hour
Long running operations like explore and correlate can fail, if a load balancer or CA Directory router is being used in
front of a Provisioning Server. To overcome this issue, update the load balancer settings such that the connection does
not close.
For the CA Directory router, the <router-name>.dxc file available in the following location contains a setting for the
connection duration:
dxserver/config/limits/

Update the setting as follows:
set bind-idle-time = 18000;

• Issue in Retrieving Account Attribute Values
Symptom:
Identity Manager does not retrieve additional account attribute values through Policy Xpress that triggers on
ReverseSyncDetection for a new account with account attributes as data elements.
Solution:
Ensure that the ADS AccountName/User Logon Name and Display Name match while creating an account on the ADS
endpoint using ReverseSyncDetection.

• Groups of Other Domains Not Displayed
Symptom:
While modifying or viewing the Active Directory group properties using the Identity Manager User Console, the
Member Of tab does not list all the groups. Groups from the same domain are listed but groups from other domains in
a Forest are not listed. New groups from other domains can be added to the Member Of tab.
Solution:
Groups from other domains in a Forest are not displayed if the Global Catalog option is disabled on the domain to
which the primary group (the group that is being modified) belongs. To resolve this issue, enable the Global Catalog
option on the domain of the primary group.

• Account Status of a Non-Existent Account Displayed Incorrectly
In the Identity Manager user console, account status of a natively deleted account is not displayed correctly. A success
message is displayed when suspending an endpoint that does not exist.

• Account Templates are not Synchronized with Accounts
Symptom:
When you create or modify a task in Identity Manager User Console, explicit account synchronization is not supported.
Solution:
Use Provisioning Manager to synchronize accounts with account templates.

• Cannot Delete an Endpoint Type
You cannot delete an endpoint type from Identity Manager.
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SCIM

• Special Character in Username
When using the SCIM-based connectors such as ServiceNow, username must not contain double quotes. If double
quotes are used, the Explore and Correlate operation does not work correctly.

Microsoft SQL Server

• Explore Fails for New Accounts with Offline Databases in MSSQL Endpoint
Symptom:
While creating the Explore and Correlate definition, you select all the containers including the offline database and the
main container of the endpoint. On executing the Explore and Correlate definition, the task fails with an error message.
The error occurs whether we select Offline DBs or main container, or both.
Solution:
a. Modify the Explore and Correlate definition for the MSSQL endpoint by not selecting the following options:

• Main container
• Offline DBs

b. Select the MSSQL login container.
Note: The Explore and Correlate definition is modified on adding the MSSQL Login.

CA Privileged Access Manager

• 'Now' option for Activate Account picks up the date set for 'Later'
Symptom:
When an Account Template created with a Later date in the Activate Account option is modified and changed to Now,
the Account Activation date shows the date set previously.
Solution:
While modifying the Account Template, select the 'Later' option and clear the Date mentioned in the Account Activation
field. 

CA Top Secret

• Modifying an Endpoint Directly Causes Failure
When an endpoint is modified directly (not using the Provisioning Server), failure occurs when importing. This failure is
because of inconsistent data between the endpoint and Provisioning Server. Two examples include:
– Someone removed tables from the MSSQL endpoint using native tools which resulted in some users getting

resources that no longer exist. To resolve this failure, re-explore the endpoint using the Provisioning Server.
– Someone deleted some server roles on the endpoint. The account templates that still had those server roles

assigned received extra roles that do not exist on the endpoint anymore. To resolve this failure, manually remove
those "removed" server roles from the account templates.

• Endpoints with Retry Autolock must be Configured with a Generous Retry Limit
Consider an endpoint that has the 'N' retry autolock behavior. The account that is used to connect to the endpoint
using CA IAM Connector Server must be configured to have a generous Retry Limit “N”.
When the account is natively locked due to "N" being exceeded, it may be necessary to use native tools to unlock the
account before the endpoint is acquired again. This situation depends on the exact native "locked" behavior of the
endpoint.

CA Access Control

• Calender Window Buttons Appear in English
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When creating an account template in the CA Access Control endpoint, the OK and CANCEL buttons in the calender
window appear in English under the Login tab.

• Removing Groups from an Access Control Account
Symptom:
When you remove a native group from a native user account that the Access Control Connector that is provisioned, the
native groups are removed in a two-step process. The two-step process removes all existing group memberships and
then adds back all required group memberships. This results in the correct group membership for the account, but can
cause operational concerns for some customers.
Solution:
If you do not want to use the two-step process, you can use Connector Xpress to create a C++ Connector Server
(CCS) definition. The CCS definition can connect to the Provisioning Server directly, instead of routing through the
CA IAM Connector Server. This workaround results in one-step group modification for ACC accounts. However,
you cannot use the User Console to manage the ACC account group membership. To manage ACC account group
membership, use the Provisioning Manager.

CA Arcot

• Protecting ArcotID Tasks When CA SSO Protects
If CA Single Sign-On protects Identity Manager using CA Advanced Authentication scheme, the following tasks are
disabled in Identity Manager:
– Create/Reset My ArcotID
– Download My ArcotID
These tasks are disabled because CA Single Sign-On defines one authentication scheme for a protected resource.
All Identity Manager protected tasks have the same URL, which is protected by one CA Single Sign-On authentication
scheme. As a result, the same authentication scheme covers all Identity Manager tasks.
When ArcotID authentication protects the Identity Manager URL, users have to provide an ArcotID to access tasks.
Users who access tasks (Create/Reset My ArcotID and Download My ArcotID) do not have an ArcotID yet, so they
cannot provide an ArcotID to access the tasks.
To fix this issue, use an authentication scheme other than CA Advanced Authentication when CA Single Sign-On
protects Identity Manager tasks. Examples: Active Directory or LDAP

NOTE
Create/Reset My ArcotID or Download My ArcotID are sensitive tasks. We recommend that you configure
these tasks as protected tasks. If you configure these tasks as public tasks, users can access them without
providing credentials. For more information about public tasks, see Self-Service Tasks.

Active Directory

• Configure Exchange Preferred Domain Controller Settings
In some managed Exchange environments, the preferred Domain Controller that are used by Exchange servers is
different from the Domain Controller that are used by the Active Directory connector. As a result, the Active Directory
replication latency can introduce the mailbox creation failure. To prevent the mailbox creation failure, configure the
Exchange Server so that it communicates directly with the Active Directory connector-preferred Domain Controller.
To resolve the issue, set the ADS_E2K_SEND_DC system environment variable on the IM_CCS computer to 1.

NOTE
By default the value of the ADS_E2K_SEND_DC system environment variable value is 0.

• Reduce the Time to View Accounts
For some systems, viewing account data can take a long time. This delay can be due to the time taken to retrieve
terminal services attributes. You can avoid this delay by setting a timeout value for these attributes.
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Follow these steps:
a. Set the following configuration parameter:

ADS_WTS_TIMEOUT

• -1
Indicates that the connector does not attempt to retrieve terminal services attributes. Use this option if you do
not want to manage these attributes.

• 0
(Default) No timeout. The connector waits until terminal services attributes are retrieved.

• 1..seconds
Specifies the time (in seconds) that the connector waits for terminal services attributes to be returned. For
example: 1..2147483647.

You can set this parameter in the following ways:
b. In data\ads\<endpoint_name>.cfg

• In data\ads\config.opt
• As a system environment variable

c. Restart CCS.

CA SSO Connector for Advanced Policy Server (PLS)

• Advanced Policy Server (PLS) Connector Cannot Add More than 2000 Accounts to Applications
You cannot add more than 2000 PLS accounts to an application at one time. If you have more than 2000 PLS
accounts to add, you must split the accounts into multiple operations.

DB2 and DB2 for z/OS

• Unable to Save a Date Datatype
Symptom:
When you set date type attribute on a DB2 endpoint (JDBC DB2 for IBM), you get the following error:
Bad SQL Grammar: Data type mismatch. (YYYY-MM-DD)

Solution:
Edit the Connection URI on the endpoint page in Provisioning Manager and add date format=iso. The final URI
appears as:jdbc:as400://<host>:CA Portal/<db>;prompt=false;date format=iso;. Note the spacing between date and
format.

Google Apps

• Error on Creating Google Apps Account
Symptom:
When you create a Google Apps account, you get the following error:
Failed to Execute CreateGoogleAppsUser Google Apps account has been created, but some additional operation

 failed

The account is created in Identity Manager and on the Google Apps endpoint, but it is not visible in the Identity
Manager User Console because it is not associated with the global user.
Solution:
The error occurs when you create an account using the same nickname and username.
To fix this error, do an explore and correlate on the Google Apps endpoint. On applying this workaround, the account
that you have created is now associated with the global user and visible in the  Identity Manager User Console.

• Google Apps Account Search Fails
Symptom:
When you search for a Google Apps account based on the first or last name, search fails.
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Solution:
Google Apps may take up to 30 minutes to update the first name and last name of a user. Therefore, searching for the
new name in Identity Manager fails. Wait 30 minutes after a name change before using the new name in the search.

PeopleSoft

• Search May Fail in Provisioning Manager
When you use the Provisioning Manager to search for a PeopleSoft endpoint with PeopleTools 8.49, the search for
PPS Users for assignment to the "Alternate User ID", "Supervising User ID" and "Reassign Work To" fields does not
return search results.
There are two workarounds for this issue:
– Use the Identity Manager User Console to manage PeopleSoft endpoints (preferred).
– Enter the value in the Provisioning Manager fields without performing any search. The value is still subject to

validation; if the entered value is not a PPS User, the assignment fails on clicking the “Apply” button.

SAP

• Error while Acquiring an SAP Endpoint with Secure Network Communication (SNC) in the Virtual Appliance
Environment
[Applicable to Identity Manager 14.4.1]
When you acquire an SAP endpoint with SNC in the Virtual Appliance environment, you get the following error:
Unable to load GSS-API Shared Library named "sncgss.so"

To resolve this issue, use the remote connector server to acquire an SAP endpoint with SNC in the Virtual Appliance
environment.

• Assigning SAP Contractual User Types
When you assign a contractual user type to a user in the License Data tab, the change can be applied to the master
system but not to any child system.
You can change the contractual license type for the children, natively.

• Mandatory Fields in the SAP Contractual User Type Attribute
The Contractual User Type that can be specified in the License Data tab of an account, cannot have mandatory fields
other than the LIC_TYPE field. For example, if you have to specify the name of an SAP R/3 System (SYSID) to use
Contractual User Type, the assignment fails. It throws an error saying that the SAP R/3 System name is missing.

• The Contractual User Type Attribute Does Not Work for all License Types
The Contractual User Type Attribute in the Account License Data Tab does not work for all License Types.
When a User type is selected from the available list, only some user types work. Some license types produce the
"BAPI" function call error. The reason is that some User types contain extra fields that are not recognized.

Siebel

• Error when Creating an Account on Multiple Endpoints
An account template that lists multiple endpoints can only list Siebel groups that exist on all endpoints.

UNIX v2

• Reset User Password Task Works Differently in Various Platforms
When a Reset User Password task is performed in SUSE and HP-UX endpoints, the user account gets enabled from
the suspended state. But for RHEL, Solaris, and AIX endpoints, the user account remains in the suspended state.
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Support for JBoss EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x
Learn how to migrate JBoss EAP 7.2.x/WildFly 15.x to JBoss EAP 7.4.x/WildFly 23.x respectively.

This page contains the following topics:

• Overview
• Prerequisites
• Run the Migration Tool
• Scenario Specific Manual Steps
• Migration to JBoss 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x on Identity Manager Unicast Cluster
• Troubleshooting
• Manual Performance Settings Post Migration

Overview

The migration process described in this topic is for instances of Symantec IGA deployed to JBoss EAP 7.2.x
or WildFly 15.x, and now need to deploy to JBoss EAP 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x. Versions of Symantec IGA since 14.4.x
now support running Identity Portal, Identity Governance, and Identity Manager in JBoss 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x. Red Hat
and WildFly have provided a "lift and shift" upgrade strategy to these versions. This strategy uses the Red Hat JBoss
Application Migration Toolkit and the JBoss Server Migration Tool. These tools work on both JBoss EAP and WildFly
servers.

The JBoss EAP Migration Guide provides full details on the migration strategy and process for your reference. Symantec
IGA completed the migration analysis as outlined in the Migration Analysis Toolkit. The results show that the three
Symantec IGA Servers passed the criteria for Migration based on the deployment configurations supported by the
Symantec IGA installers. To enhance the migration experience, Symantec IGA provides a wrapper script that executes
both pre- and post-Server Migration tool changes and validations. This script, called the Symantec_migrate_tool script,
performs the following functions:

1. Validates the source and destination server versions supported by Symantec IGA.
2. Adjusts certain configuration parameters to those supported by EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x, prior to invoking the

Server Migration tool.
3. Invokes the native migration tool.
4. Performs post-migration tool steps and additional verifications.

Prerequisites

Before running the migration tool, ensure that the following prerequisites are met on each of the nodes.

1. Download and extract JBoss EAP 7.4 GA or WildFly 23.x (Jakarta EE Full & Web Distribution) on the existing Identity
Manager server.

2. [Applicable to JBoss EAP] Download and apply the latest patch on JBoss EAP 7.4.
3. [Applicable to WildFly] Download v1.11.0 binary distribution of the JBoss Server Migration Tool from the JBoss Server

Migration Tool GitHub repository.
4. Click here to download the Symantec Migration Tool, and then extract it.

NOTE
The Migration tool does not migrate JMS message data. All the Identity Manager Admin Tasks need to be in
a state that does not depend on an Event message to continue processing. These states include: Pending
Workflow Approval, Completed, Failed, Partially Completed, Scheduled, and Cancelled. All other Identity
Manager Tasks that are in progress rely on JMS messages in the Identity Manager Event Queue for continued
processing will not be migrated. Those tasks will need to be resubmitted after migration.

The patch contains the following files:
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• Symantec_migrate_tool.sh
• Symantec_migrate_tool.bat
• Symantec_migrate_im_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ig_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ip_sqlserver_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ip_oracle_environment.properties
• im_ref_fix.xml
• modifyconfiguration.jar

Run the Migration Tool

Run the migration tool on each of the nodes by following the given steps:

1. Stop the Identity Manager application server on all the nodes.
2. From the command line, navigate to the location where you had downloaded and extracted the Symantec Migration

Tool.
3. Depending on operating system, run the migration tool with the following arguments: Running it without any

parameters will provide you with command line help.
– Windows:

Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s [source-dir] -t [output-dir]
– Linux:

Usage: Symantec_migrate_tool.sh -s [source-dir] -t [output-dir]
[source-dir] is the source application server and [output-dir] is the target application server in the following steps.
Note:There are two points to this note regarding custom modules and custom data drivers:
A) Custom Modules: The Symantec migration script handles all the dependency modules present in
the <Application Server>/modules folder installed and configured by the Symantec Identity Manager
Installation. If you have any other custom modules configured apart from the defaults, include them in
Symantec_migrate_im_environment.properties file. Default content in this file appears as follows:
##################################################

Symantec Migration Environment

################################################### 

Please refer to user guide for these properties specification

######## 

TASKS

domain.skip=false

standalone.skip=false

### If set any deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive modedeployments.migrate-

deployments.skip=false

### If set any persistent deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive modedeployments.migrate-

persistent-deployments.skip=false

### If set any deployment found in a directory watched by a deployment scanner, is not migrated in non-

interactive modedeployments.migrate-deployment-scanner-deployments.skip=false

# a list with module names to

 migratemodules.includes=com.ca.iam.crypto,com.ca.iam.bouncy,com.ca.iam.idmutils,com.ca.iam.nim,com.ca.iam.cajaspersubsystem.logging.update.remove-

console-handler.skip=falsesubsystem.undertow.update.add-undertow-https-listener.skip=true

For example: If the existing JBoss EAP 7.2.x has a custom module configured in the custom/org/test/
directory, include this custom module (custom.org.test) for migration in the modules.include property, so the
modules.include property file appears like the following example:
##################################################

Symantec Migration Environment

################################################### 
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Please refer to user guide for these properties specification 

########

TASKS

domain.skip=false

standalone.skip=false

### If set any deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive modedeployments.migrate-

deployments.skip=false

### If set any persistent deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive modedeployments.migrate-

persistent-deployments.skip=false

### If set any deployment found in a directory watched by a deployment scanner, is not migrated in non-

interactive modedeployments.migrate-deployment-scanner-deployments.skip=false

# a list with module names to migrate

 modules.includes=com.ca.iam.crypto,com.ca.iam.bouncy,com.ca.iam.idmutils,com.ca.iam.nim,com.ca.iam.cajasper,custom.org.testsubsystem.logging.update.remove-

console-handler.skip=falsesubsystem.undertow.update.add-undertow-https-listener.skip=true

B) Custom Data Drivers: If custom data drivers were added to the <Application Server>/modules/com/ca/iam/jdbc/
folder, treat them as custom modules and include them in the modules.include property as mentioned in point (a),
using the full name as com.ca.iam.jdbc.<custom_data_driver>.

For Linux, run Symantec_migrate_tool.sh with the following arguments:

Symantec_migrate_tool.sh -s “<Location where the existing EAP 7.2.x or WildFly 15.x application

 server is installed>” -t “<Location where the latest EAP 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x application server is

 installed>”

For Windows, run Symantec_migrate_tool.bat with the following arguments:
C:\SymantecMigrationTool>Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s “<Location where the existing EAP 7.2.x or WildFly

 15.x application server is installed>” -t “<Location where the latest EAP 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x

 application server is installed>” 

NOTE

If the folder name in the application server path contains spaces, add the short name path of that folder
name to the tool. The short name on Windows can be retrieved using the dir /x command. For example,
the short name path for “Program Files” is PROGRA~1. For example:

C:\jbossMigration>Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s “C:\PROGRA~1\IM\Server\jboss-7.2” -t “C:\jboss-7.4
Note: For the WildFly migration from 15 to WildFly 23, the Symantec Migration script prompts for the location of
the Native migration tool, that is, the jboss-server-migration tool. When prompted to enter the Absolute Path of the
Native Migration tool, enter the path where the jboss-server-migration.<sh>/<bat> file resides.
When prompted, enter this absolute path.

4. The Symantec migration script proceeds with pre-migration, invoking the Native migration tool. The Migration Result:
SUCCESS message appears when these two steps successfully complete. The Press any key to continue…
message appears. Press the Enter key to proceed with the Post migration step.

If the migration fails, the migration utility exits without any prompt to proceed further. Refer to both the Console output of
the Symantec Migration tool, and the migration.log stored in the Native tool migration folder (under logs/ folder) for more
information as to why the migration might have failed.

NOTE
If the migration fails and if you plan to reattempt the migration, completely remove the migrated folder (that is,
EAP 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x) and re-install/extract the target application servers (EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x)
again before retrying. Once the post migration step completes, the Symantec migration script exits.

Scenario-Specific Manual Steps

Perform the steps that correspond with the following deployment scenarios.
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Shared-store is Migrated to Replication

The migration utility wrapper (Symantec_migration_tool) migrates the shared store to replication. Migration retains
the group-names and the cluster name for the live and backup servers, and carries them over to JBoss 7.4.x/WildFly
23.x if they are present in the existing JBoss 7.2.x/WildFly 15.x deployment. If they are not present they are named as
“node1”(for live server) and “node2” (for backup) on each Node of the cluster. Follow the Journal Files for Replication
steps to configure the group names post migration.

The journal file configuration for the shared store is removed in the standalone xml and replaced with the replication
configuration as shown below.

NOTE
The location for "live-queue" and the "backup-queue" are set by default, and can be changed.

The location for the journal files for live server appears as follows:
<bindings-directory path="live-queue/bindings"/>

<journal-directory path="live-queue/journal"/>

<large-messages-directory path="live-queue/large-messages"/>

<paging-directory path="live-queue/paging"/>

And for backup:

<bindings-directory path="backup-queue/bindings"/>

<journal-directory path="backup-queue/journal"/>

<large-messages-directory path="backup-queue/large-messages"/>

<paging-directory path="backup-queue/paging"/>

SSL configured on the Source Application Server

• The Native Migration tool handles the SSL configuration migration when migrating from JBoss EAP 7.2.x to EAP
7.4.x, along with the keystore file. If the keystore is placed inside the ~/EAP7.2.x/standalone/configuration/ folder
and mentioned in the configuration xml using the JBoss property jboss.server.config.dir, the Native migration tool
handles the file copy to the target application server (that is, the EAP 7.4.x configuration folder) found here: ~/jboss
7.4.x/standalone/configuration/

• The Native Migration tool handles the SSL configuration migration when migrating from WildFly 15.x to WildFly 23.x
but does not migrate the keystore file, if the keystore is placed inside the ~/wildfly15.x/standalone/configuration/
folder and mentioned in the configuration xml using the property jboss.server.config.dir. Manually copy this file to the
target application server configuration folder:
~/wildfly23.x/standalone/configuration/

XML Style Comments in a Custom JSP

Multiline XML style comments in JSP are not supported in EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x, please remove such commented
lines from any custom JSP. The Symantec migration script handles one such case for NIM integration JSP installed by
Identity Manager.  The tool does not handle any other cases.

Application Startup Configured as Service

If the application server startup was configured as a service, then the Symantec migration script does not reconfigure the
service with the target application server after migration. You must update the service manually. For more information, see
these topics in these external links:

• Configuring JBoss EAP to Run as a Service
• Run WildFly as a Windows Service

Migration to JBoss 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x on Identity Manager Unicast Cluster

1. Navigate to <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/configuration.
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2. Open the standalone-full-ha.xml file for editing.
3. In the subsystem element of type jgroups (<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:jgroups:6.0">), do the following

edits.
a. In the transport element of type TCP and UDP, add the following property in case you want to avoid discarded

messages:
<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

Sample code snippet after adding the property:
<stack name="tcp">

<transport type="TCP" socket-binding="jgroups-tcp">

<property name="port_range">50</property>

<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

</transport>....</stack>

<stack name="udp">

<transport type="UDP" socket-binding="jgroups-udp">

<property name="port_range">50</property>

<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

</transport>....</stack>

b. In the protocol element of type org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING, do the following edits.
a. Change FNQ name in the protocol type from org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING to TCPPING.
b. Remove the following two properties:

• <property name="num_initial_members">
• <property name="timeout">

Sample code snippet after the edits:
<protocol type="TCPPING" module="org.jgroups">

<property name="initial_hosts">host1,host2</property>

<property name="port_range">1</property>

</protocol>

c. In the protocol element of type pbcast.GMS, add join_timeout property with the same timeout value that you had
configured in the pre-migration setup. This property is a replacement for the timeout property removed in step b.
The following is a sample code snippet after adding the property:

<protocol type="pbcast.GMS" module="org.jgroups">

<property name="join_timeout">5000</property>

</protocol>

Troubleshooting

Use the following steps to guide you through some issues that you may encounter.

Unable to Parse web.xml

Symptom:

After migrating an existing JBoss EAP/WildFly application server to the supported version, the application server log
shows the following error:

15:07:13,219 FATAL [org.apache.myfaces.shared_impl.webapp.webxml.WebXmlParser] (ServerService Thread Pool --

 124) Unable to parse web.xml: java.net.UnknownHostException: java.sun.com

 at java.net.AbstractPlainSocketImpl.connect(AbstractPlainSocketImpl.java:184) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connect(PlainSocketImpl.java:172) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.SocksSocketImpl.connect(SocksSocketImpl.java:392) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.Socket.connect(Socket.java:589) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.Socket.connect(Socket.java:538) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at sun.net.NetworkClient.doConnect(NetworkClient.java:180) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]
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Cause:

Identity Manager is unable to access the http://java.sun.com/dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd file which resides on the Internet. The
Document Type Definition (DTD) file defines the structure, and the legal elements and attributes of an XML document.
Identity Manager requires access to the dtd file to parse the \standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-
INF\web.xml file.

Solution:

1. Download web-app_2-3.dtd.
2. Open the user_console.war/WEB-INF/web.xml file for editing.
3. In the web.xml file, change the following line:

<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.3//EN" "http://java.sun.com/

dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd">

To
<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.3//EN" "/absolute path of the

 dtd location/web-app_2_3.dtd">

4. Restart the application server.

Deployment Fails with WFLYUT0063 Error with Web Service in EAP 7 if There is No http-listener

Symptom:

There is a known issue with EAP 7.x, as described here: https://access.redhat.com/solutions/3464611. Use the
following recommended resolution, which involves adding the missing lines to the standalone configuration file:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:webservices:2.0">

<modify-wsdl-address>true</modify-wsdl-address>

<wsdl-host>${jboss.bind.address:127.0.0.1}</wsdl-host>

<wsdl-port>8080</wsdl-port>

<wsdl-secure-port>8443</wsdl-secure-port>

<wsdl-uri-scheme>https</wsdl-uri-scheme>

...

</subsystem>

Solution:

Add the missing lines, which are typically:

<wsdl-port>8080</wsdl-port>

<wsdl-secure-port>8443</wsdl-secure-port>

<wsdl-uri-scheme>https</wsdl-uri-scheme>

The ejb Subsystem with Remote Service Displays an Error during the EAP 7.4.x Application Server Startup

Symptom:

The ejb subsystem with a remote service displays an error during the EAP 7.4.x application server startup. The message
appears similar to the following message:

("subsystem" => "ejb3"),   ("service" => "remote")]) - failure description: {    "WFLYCTL0412: Required

 services that are not installed:" => ["jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector"],

   "WFLYCTL0180: Services with missing/unavailable dependencies" => ["org.wildfly.clustering.cache.registry-

entry.ejb.client-mappings is missing [jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector]",

 "org.wildfly.ejb.remote is missing [jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector]"

Solution:

The solution has two parts.
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1) For the remote subsystem, remove the remoting-connector, that is, change the subsystem

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

<connector name="remoting-connector" socket-binding="remoting" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

2) Change the connector-ref that is present in http-remoting-connector to use https instead of http. So change

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="https" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

JBoss Modcluster Error

Symptom:

After the migration, the following error appears with a modcluster subsystem:
ERROR [org.JBoss.as.controller] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYCTL0362: Capabilities required by resource

 '/subsystem=modcluster/proxy=default' are not available: org.wildfly.undertow.listener.ajp; Possible

 registration points for this capability:/subsystem=undertow/server=*/ajp-listener=*             /

subsystem=undertow/server=*/http-listener=*             /subsystem=undertow/server=*/https-listener=* FATAL

 [org.JBoss.as.server] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYSRV0056: Server boot has failed in an unrecoverable

 manner; exiting. See previous messages for details.

Solution:

Match the default proxy listener name to the ajp-listener name defined in the undertow subsystem.

For Example:

Please replace with actual text

And the undertow listener name for the listener:

Please replace with actual text

Migration Script Fails to Start

Symptom:

The migration script fails to start.

Solution:

The value for the JBOSS_HOME environment variable must match the destination folder for the JBoss/WildFly migration.
Edit the JBOSS_HOME environment variable accordingly.

Identity Manager Server Startup Failure
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Symptom:

The Identity Manager server fails to start after the migration to JBoss EAP 7.4.x or WildFly 23.x, and displays the following
error:
ERROR [org.jboss.msc.service.fail] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 86) MSC000001: Failed
 to start service org.wildfly.clustering.jgroups.channel.node1_live_to_node2_backup:
 org.jboss.msc.service.StartException in service
 org.wildfly.clustering.jgroups.channel.node1_live_to_node2_backup:
 java.lang.IllegalStateException: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException:
 java.security.PrivilegedActionException: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Unrecognized
 TCPPING properties: [num_initial_members, timeout] 

Solution:

The num_initial_members and timeout variables are deprecated in JBoss EAP 7.4.x and WildFly 23.x. Comment those
two variables in the standalone-full-ha.xml file, and then restart the server. 

JBoss EAP Startup Failure

Symptom:

Post-migration, JBoss fails to start with the following error:
ERROR [org.jboss.as.controller.management-operation] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYCTL0348:
 Timeout after [300] seconds waiting for service container stability. Operation will roll
 back. Step that first updated the service container was 'add' at address '[    ("core-
service" => "management"),    ("management-interface" => "native-interface") ]'

Root Cause:

The default deployment timeout for JBoss EAP 7.4.x is set to 300 seconds. If the application server takes more than 300
seconds to start, the deployment fails.

Solution:

Increase the deployment timeout to a desired value in the <JBoss_Home>/bin/standalone.conf file. For example:
Change the timeout value to 600 seconds
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djboss.as.management.blocking.timeout=600"

Errors During the Identity Manager Server Startup Post Migration

Symptom:

Authentication fails during migration with the following errors:
ERROR [ims.llsdk6.ManagedObjectDescriptorTypeProvider] (ServerService
 Thread Pool -- 103) java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException:
 java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetExceptionEventually it fails with below
 error:Caused by: java.lang.SecurityException: PBOX00016: Access denied:
 authentication failed          ERROR [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler]
 (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95) Keyfile '/com/netegrity/config/keys/FIPSkey.dat'
 not found. Unable to get secret key: /com/netegrity/config/keys/FIPSkey.dat
 (Too many open files)ERROR [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler]
 (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95) Exception caught while decrypting      ERROR
 [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95)
 java.lang.NullPointerException 

Solution:

There are too many open files.

On all JBoss or WildFly servers, set the Open Files (ulimit –n) to at least 5000 for the user that runs the JBoss or WildFly
process, as described here.
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Unable to Start JBoss Service

Symptom:

After configuring JBoss 7.4.x to run as a Windows service, the JBoss service does not start and the following error is
logged in the stderr log file:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: WFLYSRV0191: Can't use both --server-config and --initial-server-config

Reason:

The service.bat file that creates the Windows service does not point to the right standalone-full.xml for standalone or
standalone-full-ha.xml for cluster setup. The file also contains an extra startup parameter (--server-config=!CONFIG!).

Solution:

1. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
2. Uninstall the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat uninstall

3. Edit the service.bat file.
– Change "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone.xml

to
Standalone: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full.xml
Cluster: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full-ha.xml

– Change
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#--server-
config=!CONFIG!"
to
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#".

4. Save the file.
5. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
6. Install the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat install

Manual Performance Settings Post Migration

Refer to the Fine Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations topic for performance settings. Refer to the following specific
migration-related steps for more performance settings.

NOTE

Update both the standalone-full.xml AND standalone-full-ha.xml files with the following changes, regardless
of the cluster configuration. In the EJB subsystem, the standalone-full.xml, AND standalone-full-ha.xml files,
the resource adapter reference name is migrated with the existing name hornetq-ra.rar.

Make the following required updates in the standalone-full-ha.xml file even if you are not using a cluster.

Change this name to activemq-ra.rar:

Change from:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ejb3:5.0">

….

….

<mdb>

<resource-adapter-ref resource-adapter-name="${ejb.resource-adapter-name:hornetq-ra.rar}"/>

<bean-instance-pool-ref pool-name="mdb-strict-max-pool"/>

</mdb>
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….

….

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ejb3:5.0">

….

….

<mdb>

<resource-adapter-ref resource-adapter-name="${ejb.resource-adapter-name:activemq-ra.rar}"/>

<bean-instance-pool-ref pool-name="mdb-strict-max-pool"/>

</mdb>

….

….

</subsystem>

In the activemq subsystem, the pooled connection factory is migrated with the existing name as hornetq-ra. Change this
to activemq-ra.

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

<server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

…..

…..

<pooled-connection-factory name="hornetq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" client-failure-check-

period="300000" connection-ttl="600000" transaction="xa">

…..

</server>

……

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

<server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

…..

…..

<pooled-connection-factory name="activemq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" client-failure-check-

period="300000" connection-ttl="600000" transaction="xa">

…..

</server>

……

</subsystem>

Additionally, in cluster setup, add the ha=”true” attribute:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

<server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

…..

…..

<pooled-connection-factory name="activemq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" client-failure-check-

period="300000" connection-ttl="600000" ha=”true” transaction="xa">

…..

</server>

……
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</subsystem>

In cluster installations, there are address-settings elements for primary and backup servers in the standalone configuration
xml file. The default max-size-bytes should be configured to 50MB, with PAGE mode and the 5MB as page size.

NOTE
If these were already configured and existing in your environment, then ensure the address-full-policy is set as
“PAGE”.

<address-settings>

<address-setting match="#">

<dead-letter-address>jms.queue.DLQ</dead-letter-address>

<expiry-address>jms.queue.ExpiryQueue</expiry-address>

<redelivery-delay>0</redelivery-delay>

<max-size-bytes>52428800</max-size-bytes>

<page-size-bytes>5242880</page-size-bytes>

<message-counter-history-day-limit>10</message-counter-history-day-limit>

<address-full-policy>PAGE</address-full-policy>

</address-setting>

</address-settings>

Support for JBoss EAP 7.2.x and WildFly 15.x
Learn how to migrate JBoss EAP 6.4/WildFly 8.2 to JBoss EAP 7.2.x/WildFly 15.x respectively.

This page contains the following topics: 

Overview

The migration process described in this topic is for instances of Symantec IGA deployed to JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2,
and now need to deploy to JBoss EAP 7.2.x or WildFly 15.x. Versions of Symantec IGA since14.2 now support running
Identity Portal, Identity Governance, and Identity Manager in JBoss 7.2 GA and WildFly 15.0.1. Red Hat and WildFly.org
have provided a "lift and shift" upgrade strategy to these versions. This strategy uses the Red Hat JBoss Application
Migration Toolkit and the JBoss Server Migration Tool. These tools work on both JBoss EAP and WildFly servers.

The JBoss EAP 7.2 Migration Guide provides full details on the migration strategy and process for your reference.
Symantec IGA completed the migration analysis as outlined in the Migration Analysis Toolkit. The results show that the
three Symantec IGA Servers passed the criteria for Migration based on the deployment configurations supported by the
Symantec IGA installers. To enhance the migration experience, Symantec IGA provides a wrapper script that executes
both pre- and post-Server Migration tool changes and validations. This script, called the Symantec_migrate_tool script,
performs the following functions:

1. Validates the source and destination Server versions supported by Symantec IGA
2. Adjusts certain configuration parameters to those supported by EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.1, prior to invoking the

Server Migration tool.
3. Invokes the Server Migration Tool from Red Hat and WildFly.org.
4. Performs post-migration tool steps and additional verifications.

WARNING
If you migrate to the supported version of the JBoss/WildFly application server for Identity Manager 14.2, you
can not upgrade from Identity Manager version 14.2 to 14.3. You can upgrade to version 14.4.

Migrating Identity Manager Servers
This page describes the process for migrating Identity Manager Servers.
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Identity Manager Migration Prerequisites

Before running the migration tool, ensure that the following prerequisites are met on each of the nodes.

1. Install JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.1 on the existing Identity Manager server.
2. Click here to download the Symantec Migration Tool, and then extract it.
3. For WildFly 15, click here to download the v1.5.x binary distribution of the JBoss Server Migration Tool from the JBoss

Server Migration Tool GitHub repository. For JBoss EAP 7.2 GA, the tool is already part of the GA distribution installed
in Step 2.

4. Ensure that the continuous import and export operations between Identity Manager and Identity Governance are
stopped and the JMS queues are empty.

5. Update the JBOSS_HOME environment variable to match the new JBoss/WildFly destination folder.

NOTE
The Migration tool does not migrate JMS message data. For Identity Manager, all Identity Manager Admin
Tasks need to be in a state that does not depend on an Event message to continue processing. These states
include: Pending Workflow Approval, Completed, Failed, Partially Completed, Scheduled, and Cancelled. All
other Identity Manager Tasks that are in progress rely on JMS messages in the Identity Manager Event Queue
for continued processing will not be migrated. Those tasks will need to be resubmitted after migration.

The patch contains the following files:

• Symantec_migrate_tool.sh
• Symantec_migrate_tool.bat
• Symantec_migrate_im_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ig_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ip_sqlserver_environment.properties
• Symantec_migrate_ip_oracle_environment.properties

Starting with an existing node with either EAP 6.4.X or WildFly 8.2, use the following graphic details for the entire
migration procedure:
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Run the Migration Tool

NOTE

Shared store (High Availability Cluster configuration) mode is not supported. The migration tool will migrate an
existing shared-store to use replication. Refer to the following manual steps for any configuration changes you
want post migration.

Run the migration tool on each of the nodes by following the given steps:

1. Stop the Identity Manager Application server on all the nodes.
2. From the command line, navigate to the location where you had downloaded and extracted the Symantec Migration

Tool.
3. Depending on operating system, run the migration tool with the following arguments:  Running it without any

parameters will provide you with command line help.
– Windows:

Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s [source-dir] -t [output-dir]
– Linux:

Usage: Symantec_migrate_tool.sh -s [source-dir] -t [output-dir]
[source-dir] is the source application server and [output-dir] is the target application server in the following steps.
Note:There are two points to this note regarding custom modules and custom data drivers:
A) Custom modules: The Symantec migration scripts handles all the dependency modules present in
the <Application Server>/modules folder installed and configured by the Symantec Identity Manager
Installation. If you have any other custom modules configured apart from the defaults, include them in
Symantec_migrate_im_environment.properties file. Default content in this file appears as follows:
###############################################

###            Symantec Migration Environment                        

###

###############################################

# Please refer to user guide for these properties specification #

####### TASKS

domain.skip=false

standalone.skip=false

### If set any deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive mode

deployments.migrate-deployments.skip=false

### If set any persistent deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive mode

deployments.migrate-persistent-deployments.skip=false

### If set any deployment found in a directory watched by a deployment scanner, 

is not migrated in non-interactive mode

deployments.migrate-deployment-scanner-deployments.skip=false

# a list with module names to migrate

modules.includes=com.ca.iam.crypto,com.ca.iam.bouncy,

com.ca.iam.idmutils,com.ca.iam.nim,com.ca.iam.cajasper

subsystem.logging.update.remove-console-handler.skip=false

subsystem.undertow.update.add-undertow-https-listener.skip=true

For example: If the existing JBoss EAP 6.4.X has a custom module configured in the custom/org/test/
directory,include this custom module (custom.org.test) for migration in the modules.include property, so the
modules.include property file appears like the following example:
###############################################

###            Symantec Migration Environment                        

###

###############################################

# Please refer to user guide for these properties specification #
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####### TASKS

domain.skip=false

standalone.skip=false

### If set any deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive mode

deployments.migrate-deployments.skip=false

### If set any persistent deployment found is not migrated in non-interactive mode

deployments.migrate-persistent-deployments.skip=false

### If set any deployment found in a directory watched by a deployment scanner, is not migrated in non-

interactive mode

deployments.migrate-deployment-scanner-deployments.skip=false

# a list with module names to migrate

 modules.includes=com.ca.iam.crypto,com.ca.iam.bouncy,com.ca.iam.idmutils,

com.ca.iam.nim,com.ca.iam.cajasper,custom.org.test

subsystem.logging.update.remove-console-handler.skip=false

subsystem.undertow.update.add-undertow-https-listener.skip=true

B) Custom data drivers: If custom data drivers were added to the <Application Server>/modules/com/ca/iam/jdbc/
folder, treat them as custom modules and include them in the modules.include property as mentioned in point (a),
using the full name as com.ca.iam.jdbc.<custom_data_driver>.

For Linux, run Symantec_migrate_tool.sh with the following arguments:
Symantec_migrate_tool.sh -s “<Location where the existing EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8
 application server is installed>” -t “<Location where the latest EAP 7.2 or WildFly
 15 application server is installed>”
For Windows, run Symantec_migrate_tool.bat with the following arguments:
C:\SymantecMigrationTool>Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s “<Location where the existing
 EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8 application server is installed>” -t “<Location where the
 latest EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15 application server is installed>” 

NOTE

If the folder name in the application server path contains spaces, add the short name path of that folder
name to the tool. The short name on Windows can be retrieved using the dir /x command. For example,
the short name path for “Program Files” is PROGRA~1. For example:

C:\jbossMigration>Symantec_migrate_tool.bat -s “C:\PROGRA~1\IM\Server\jboss-6.4” -t “C:\jboss-7.2
– Note: For the WildFly migration from 8.2.X to WildFly 15.0.1, the Symantec Migration script prompts for the location

of the Native migration tool, that is, the jboss-server-migration tool. When prompted to enter the Absolute Path of
the Native Migration tool, enter the path where the jboss-server-migration.<sh>/<bat> file resides.
When prompted, enter this absolute path.

4. The Symantec migration script proceeds with pre-migration, invoking the Native migration tool. The Migration Result:
SUCCESS message appears when these two steps successfully complete. The Press any key to continue…
message appears. Press the Enter key to proceed with the Post migration step.

If the migration fails, the migration utility exits without any prompt to proceed further. Refer to both the Console output of
the Symantec Migration tool, and the migration.log stored in the Native tool migration folder (under logs/ folder) for more
information as to why the migration might have failed.

NOTE
If the migration fails and if you plan to reattempt the migration, completely remove the migrated folder (that is,
EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.1) and re-install/extract the target application servers (EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.1)
again before retrying. Once the post migration step completes, the Symantec migration script exits.

Scenario-Specific Manual Steps

Perform the steps that correspond with the following deployments scenarios.
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Shared-store is Migrated to Replication

The migration utility wrapper (Symantec_migration_tool) migrates the shared store to replication. Migration retains the
group-names and the cluster name for the live and backup servers, and carries them over to JBoss 7.2/WildFly 15 if they
are present in the existing JBoss 6.4/WildFly 8.2 deployment. If they are not present they are named as “node1”(for live
server) and “node2” (for backup) on each Node of the cluster. Follow the Journal Files for Replication steps to configure
the group names post migration.

The journal file configuration for the shared store is removed in the standalone xml and replaced with the replication
configuration as shown below.

NOTE

The location for "live-queue" and the "backup-queue" are set by default, and can be changed.

The location for the journal files for live server appear as follows:
<bindings-directory path="live-queue/bindings"/>

<journal-directory path="live-queue/journal"/>

<large-messages-directory path="live-queue/large-messages"/>

<paging-directory path="live-queue/paging"/>

And for backup:

<bindings-directory path="backup-queue/bindings"/>

<journal-directory path="backup-queue/journal"/>

<large-messages-directory path="backup-queue/large-messages"/>

<paging-directory path="backup-queue/paging"/>

SSL configured on the Source Application Server

• The Native Migration tool handles the SSL configuration migration when migrating from JBoss EAP 6.4.X to EAP
7.2, along with the keystore file. If the keystore is placed inside the ~/EAP6.4.X/standalone/configuration/ folder
and mentioned in the configuration xml using the JBoss property jboss.server.config.dir, the Native migration tool
handles the file copy to the target application server (that is, the EAP 7.2 configuration folder) found here: ~/jboss 7.2/
standalone/configuration/

• The Native Migration tool handles the SSL configuration migration when migrating from WildFly 8.2.X to WildFly 15.0.1
but does not migrate the keystore file, if the keystore is placed inside the ~/wildfly8.2.X/standalone/configuration/
folder and mentioned in the configuration xml using the property jboss.server.config.dir. Manually copy this file to the
target application server configuration folder:
~/wildfly15.0.1/standalone/configuration/

XML Style Comments in a Custom JSP

Multiline XML style comments in JSP is not supported in EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.1, please remove such commented
lines from any custom JSP. The Symantec migration script handles one such case for NIM integration JSP installed by
Identity Manager.  The tool does not handle any other cases.

Application Startup Configured as Service

If the application server startup was configured as a service, then the Symantec migration script does not reconfigure the
service with the target application server after migration. You must update the service manually. For more information, see
these topics in these external links:

• Configuring JBoss EAP to Run as a Service
• Run WildFly as a Windows Service
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Migration of JBoss EAP 6.4 to 7.2 on Identity Manager Unicast Cluster

1. Navigate to <JBoss/WildFly_Home>/standalone/configuration.
2. Open the standalone-full-ha.xml file for editing.
3. In the subsystem element of type jgroups (<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:jgroups:6.0">), do the following

edits.
a. In the transport element of type TCP and UDP, add the following property in case you want to avoid discarded

messages:
<property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property>

Sample code snippet after adding the property:
<stack name="tcp">

     <transport type="TCP" socket-binding="jgroups-tcp">

          <property name="port_range">50</property>

          <property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property> 

     </transport>

....

</stack>

<stack name="udp">

     <transport type="UDP" socket-binding="jgroups-udp">

          <property name="port_range">50</property>

          <property name="log_discard_msgs">false</property> 

      </transport>

....

</stack>

b. In the protocol element of type org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING, do the following edits.
a. Change FNQ name in the protocol type from org.jgroups.protocols.TCPPING to TCPPING.
b. Remove the following two properties:

• <property name="num_initial_members">
• <property name="timeout">

Sample code snippet after the edits:
<protocol type="TCPPING" module="org.jgroups">

     <property name="initial_hosts">host1,host2</property>

     <property name="port_range">1</property>

</protocol>

c. In the protocol element of type pbcast.GMS, add join_timeout property with the same timeout value that you had
configured in the pre-migration setup. This property is a replacement for the timeout property removed in step b.
The following is a sample code snippet after adding the property:

<protocol type="pbcast.GMS" module="org.jgroups">

      <property name="join_timeout">5000</property>  

</protocol>

Troubleshooting

Use the following steps to guide you through some issues that you may encounter.

Unable to Parse web.xml

Symptom:

After migrating an existing JBoss EAP/WildFly application server to the supported version, the application server log
shows the following error:
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15:07:13,219 FATAL [org.apache.myfaces.shared_impl.webapp.webxml.WebXmlParser] (ServerService Thread Pool --

 124) Unable to parse web.xml: java.net.UnknownHostException: java.sun.com

 at java.net.AbstractPlainSocketImpl.connect(AbstractPlainSocketImpl.java:184) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.PlainSocketImpl.connect(PlainSocketImpl.java:172) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.SocksSocketImpl.connect(SocksSocketImpl.java:392) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.Socket.connect(Socket.java:589) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at java.net.Socket.connect(Socket.java:538) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

 at sun.net.NetworkClient.doConnect(NetworkClient.java:180) [rt.jar:1.8.0_181]

Cause:

Identity Manager is unable to access the http://java.sun.com/dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd file which resides on the Internet. The
Document Type Definition (DTD) file defines the structure, and the legal elements and attributes of an XML document.
Identity Manager requires access to the dtd file to parse the \standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-
INF\web.xml file.

Solution:

Non-Virtual Appliance Deployment:

1. Download web-app_2-3.dtd.
2. Open the user_console.war/WEB-INF/web.xml file for editing.
3. In the web.xml file, change the following line:

<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.3//EN" "http://java.sun.com/

dtd/web-app_2_3.dtd">

To
<!DOCTYPE web-app PUBLIC "-//Sun Microsystems, Inc.//DTD Web Application 2.3//EN" "/absolute path of the

 dtd location/web-app_2_3.dtd">

4. Restart the application server.

Virtual Appliance Deployment:

The Virtual Appliance config user has no write privilege to modify the web.xml file. Follow these steps as a workaround:

1. Download web-app_2-3.dtd.
2. Build a Windows Server with IIS that runs on the network reachable by the Virtual Appliance.
3. Create a dtd directory under the C:\inetpub\wwwroot directory and store the downloaded web-app_2_3.dtd file.
4. Using IIS manager, select the Default Web Site node. Double-click MIME Type and modify .dtd entry to have

application/octet-stream MIME type.
5. Restart the IIS service.
6. On the Virtual Appliance, add the following custom host entry in /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/hosts file.

<IIS machine IP Address>     java.sun.comss

7. On the Virtual Appliance, run alias - configureCustomHostRecords.
8. On the Virtual Appliance, restart Identity Manager.

Deployment Fails with WFLYUT0063 Error with Web Service in EAP 7 if There is No http-listener

Symptom:

There is a known issue with EAP 7.x, as described here: https://access.redhat.com/solutions/3464611. Use the
following recommended resolution, which involves adding the missing lines to the standalone configuration file:

 <subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:webservices:2.0">

        <modify-wsdl-address>true</modify-wsdl-address>

        <wsdl-host>${jboss.bind.address:127.0.0.1}</wsdl-host>

        <wsdl-port>8080</wsdl-port>

        <wsdl-secure-port>8443</wsdl-secure-port>
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        <wsdl-uri-scheme>https</wsdl-uri-scheme>

        ...

    </subsystem>

Solution:

Add the missing lines, which are typically:

<wsdl-port>8080</wsdl-port>

<wsdl-secure-port>8443</wsdl-secure-port>

<wsdl-uri-scheme>https</wsdl-uri-scheme>

The ejb Subsystem with Remote Service Displays an Error during the EAP 7.2 App Server Startup

Symptom:

The ejb subsystem with a remote service displays an error during the EAP 7.2 App Server startup. The message appears
similar to the following message:

   ("subsystem" => "ejb3"),

   ("service" => "remote")]) - failure description: {

    "WFLYCTL0412: Required services that are not installed:" =>

 ["jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector"],

   "WFLYCTL0180: Services with missing/unavailable dependencies" => ["org.wildfly.clustering.cache.registry-

entry.ejb.client-mappings is missing [jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector]",

 "org.wildfly.ejb.remote is missing [jboss.remoting.remotingConnectorInfoService.http-remoting-connector]"

Solution:

The solution has two parts.

1) For the remote subsystem, remove the remoting-connector, that is, change the subsystem

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

      <connector name="remoting-connector" socket-binding="remoting" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

       <http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

        </subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0"

    <http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

 </subsystem>

2) Change the connector-ref that is present in http-remoting-connector to use https instead of http. So change

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

    <http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="http" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:4.0">

     <http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="https" security-realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

JBoss Modcluster Error
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Symptom:

After the migration, the following error appears with a modcluster subsystem:
ERROR [org.JBoss.as.controller] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYCTL0362: Capabilities required by resource

 '/subsystem=modcluster/proxy=default' are not available: org.wildfly.undertow.listener.ajp; Possible

 registration points for this capability:/subsystem=undertow/server=*/ajp-listener=*             /

subsystem=undertow/server=*/http-listener=*             /subsystem=undertow/server=*/https-listener=* FATAL

 [org.JBoss.as.server] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYSRV0056: Server boot has failed in an unrecoverable

 manner; exiting. See previous messages for details.

Solution:

Match the default proxy listener name to the ajp-listener name defined in the undertow subsystem.

For Example:

And the undertow listener name for the listener:

Migration Script Fails to Start

Symptom:

The migration script fails to start.

Solution:

The value for the JBOSS_HOME environment variable must match the destination folder for the JBoss/WildFly migration.
Edit the JBOSS_HOME environment variable accordingly.

Identity Manager Server Startup Failure

Symptom:

The Identity Manager Server fails to start after the migration from WildFly 8.2 to 15.0.1, and displays the following error:
ERROR [org.jboss.msc.service.fail] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 86) MSC000001: Failed
 to start service org.wildfly.clustering.jgroups.channel.node1_live_to_node2_backup:
 org.jboss.msc.service.StartException in service
 org.wildfly.clustering.jgroups.channel.node1_live_to_node2_backup:
 java.lang.IllegalStateException: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException:
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 java.security.PrivilegedActionException: java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: Unrecognized
 TCPPING properties: [num_initial_members, timeout] 

Solution:

The num_initial_members and timeout variables are deprecated in EAP 7.2. Comment those two variables in the
standalone-full-ha.xml file, and then restart the server. 

JBoss EAP Startup Failure

Symptom:

Post-migration, JBoss fails to start with the following error:
ERROR [org.jboss.as.controller.management-operation] (Controller Boot Thread) WFLYCTL0348:
 Timeout after [300] seconds waiting for service container stability. Operation will roll
 back. Step that first updated the service container was 'add' at address '[    ("core-
service" => "management"),    ("management-interface" => "native-interface") ]'

Root Cause:

The default deployment timeout for JBoss EAP 7.2 is set to 300 seconds. If the application server takes more than 300
seconds to start, the deployment fails.

Solution:

Increase the deployment timeout to a desired value in the <JBoss_Home>/bin/standalone.conf file. For example:
Change the timeout value to 600 seconds
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Djboss.as.management.blocking.timeout=600"

Errors During the Identity Manager Server Startup Post Migration

Symptom:

Authentication fails during migration with the following errors:
ERROR [ims.llsdk6.ManagedObjectDescriptorTypeProvider] (ServerService
 Thread Pool -- 103) java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException:
 java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetExceptionEventually it fails with below error:Caused
 by: java.lang.SecurityException: PBOX00016: Access denied: authentication failed
          
ERROR [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95)
 Keyfile '/com/netegrity/config/keys/FIPSkey.dat' not found. Unable to get secret key: /
com/netegrity/config/keys/FIPSkey.dat (Too many open files)
ERROR [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95)
 Exception caught while decrypting
      
ERROR [com.netegrity.crypto.AESCBCPKCS5PaddingHandler] (ServerService Thread Pool -- 95)
 java.lang.NullPointerException 

Solution:

There are too many open files.

On all JBoss or WildFly servers, set the Open Files (ulimit –n) to at least 5000 for the user that runs the JBoss or WildFly
process, as described here.

Unable to Start JBoss Service

Symptom:

After configuring JBoss 7.2 to run as a Windows service, the JBoss service does not start and the following error is logged
in the stderr log file:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: WFLYSRV0191: Can't use both --server-config and --initial-server-config
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Reason:

The service.bat file that creates the Windows service does not point to the right standalone-full.xml for standalone or
standalone-full-ha.xml for cluster setup. The file also contains an extra startup parameter (--server-config=!CONFIG!).

Solution:

1. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
2. Uninstall the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat uninstall

3. Edit the service.bat file.
– Change "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone.xml

to
Standalone: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full.xml
Cluster: "%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full-ha.xml

– Change
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#--server-
config=!CONFIG!"
to
set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#".

4. Save the file.
5. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.
6. Install the JBoss service by running the following command:

service.bat install

Manual Performance Settings Post Migration

Refer to the Fine Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations topic for performance settings. Refer to the following specific
migration-related steps for more performance settings.

NOTE

Update both the standalone-full.xml AND standalone-full-ha.xml files with the following changes, regardless
of the cluster configuration. In the EJB subsystem, the standalone-full.xml, AND standalone-full-ha.xml files,
the resource adapter reference name is migrated with the existing name hornetq-ra.rar.

Make the following required updates in the standalone-full-ha.xml file even if you are not using a cluster.

Change this name to activemq-ra.rar:

Change from:

 <subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ejb3:5.0">

         ….

         ….

           <mdb>

                 <resource-adapter-ref resource-adapter-name="${ejb.resource-adapter-name:hornetq-ra.rar}"/>

                <bean-instance-pool-ref pool-name="mdb-strict-max-pool"/>

            </mdb>

          ….

          ….

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ejb3:5.0">

         ….
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         ….

           <mdb>

                 <resource-adapter-ref resource-adapter-name="${ejb.resource-adapter-name:activemq-ra.rar}"/>

                <bean-instance-pool-ref pool-name="mdb-strict-max-pool"/>

            </mdb>

          ….

          ….

</subsystem>

In the activemq subsystem, the pooled connection factory is migrated with the existing name as hornetq-ra. Change this
to activemq-ra.

From:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

            <server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

            …..

            …..

       <pooled-connection-factory name="hornetq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" 

                               client-failure-check-period="300000" connection-ttl="600000" transaction="xa">

…..

            </server>

            ……

</subsystem>

To:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

            <server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

            …..

            …..

       <pooled-connection-factory name="activemq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" 

                               client-failure-check-period="300000" connection-ttl="600000" transaction="xa">

…..

            </server>

            ……

</subsystem>       

Additionally, in cluster setup, add the ha=”true” attribute:

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:messaging-activemq:5.0">

            <server name="default" persistence-enabled="true">

            …..

            …..

       <pooled-connection-factory name="activemq-ra" entries="java:/JmsXA" connectors="in-vm" 

               client-failure-check-period="300000" connection-ttl="600000"  ha=”true” transaction="xa">

…..

            </server>

            ……

</subsystem> 

In cluster installations, there are address-settings elements for primary and backup servers in the standalone configuration
xml file. The default max-size-bytes should be configured to 50MB, with PAGE mode and the 5MB as page size.
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NOTE

If these were already configured and existing in your environment, then ensure the address-full-policy is set as
“PAGE”.

<address-settings>

     <address-setting match="#"

          <dead-letter-address>jms.queue.DLQ</dead-letter-address>

          <expiry-address>jms.queue.ExpiryQueue</expiry-address>

          <redelivery-delay>0</redelivery-delay>

          <max-size-bytes>52428800</max-size-bytes>

          <page-size-bytes>5242880</page-size-bytes>

          <message-counter-history-day-limit>10</message-counter-history-day-limit>

     <address-full-policy>PAGE</address-full-policy>

</address-setting>

</address-settings>

Patch Deployer Tool
IMPORTANT
Patch Deployer Tool (PDT) is only applicable to an on-premise Identity Manager deployment.

Identity Manager 14.4.1 includes a tool that helps customers deploy patches automatically to their Identity Manager server
environments. This tool has some of marquee features:

Automatic Deployments of Artifacts
The Patch Deployer Tool automatically places the various files shipped with the CP bundle to their respective locations
on the Identity manager server. This deployment avoids the manual effort required to pick and place individual files to
different locations within the Identity manager server. Refer to the ReadMe.txt file in the tool for more details.

Version Compatibility Checks
All the jar files shipped with the CP release bundle are verified against the jar files already deployed in customer
environment for version compatibility. Any JAR files already deployed with a later version number than the JAR file in the
patch automatically declines the tool deployment, avoiding system instability issues that may arise from two different or
incompatible JAR file versions. Refer to the ReadMe.txt file in the tool for more details.

Automatic Backups of Your Custom Modifications
This tool backs up files present in ‘custom’ folders in any of our supported application servers. The custom folder is
primarily meant for customization of user screens, task definition changes, and so on. If there are changes made in this
folder as part of your customization requirements, then the tool would not make any replacements in this folder. There are
various options available to control this behavior by configuring desired options to your needs. Refer to the ReadMe.txt file
in the tool for more details.

Filtered Deployments
The Patch Deployer Tool can also limit the deployment to only specific file types. Limiting the deployment to specific
file types when you know there are only a few file types that must be deployed from the CP bundle. Refer to
the ReadMe.txt file in the tool for more details about how to use this option to control this through a configuration setting.

Applicable Components
The current release covers only the Identity Manager server.

Component Does the PDT Apply?
Identity Manager Server √
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Component Does the PDT Apply?
Provisioning Server x
Provisioning Directory x
Connector Server x
C++ Connector Server x
Connector Xpress x
Provisioning Components x

Running the PDT Tool
To run this tool, follow these steps:

1. Locate and extract the Patch Deployer Tool (CP-PATCH-DEPLOYER-TOOL-1441.tar.gz) from the latest cumulative
patch.

2. Extract the zip file - PatchDeployerTool.zip.
3. Edit the deploy.bat/sh file in PDT to provide the JAVA_HOME value. For example:

set JAVA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_211
4. Edit the CPDeployer.properties file in the config folder to complete the mandatory properties.
5. Make sure the deploy.patch.path property value points to the path where you downloaded the ‘patch to a temporary

location in step 1.
NOTE

Point the path to the respective App server folder. For example, if your current Application server is JBoss,
provide the absolute path to the JBoss folder. For example:
deploy.patch.path=/opt/UAT/ CP-IM-1442/CP-IMS-1442/jboss

The absolute path for WebSphere would appear similar to the following example:
deploy.patch.path=/opt/UAT/CP- IM-1442/CP-IMS-1442/websphere

6. Provide a value for the deploy.custom.folder.action property to define what action the PDT should take for the
custom folder during the deploy process:
– SKIP: The default action on the custom folder is SKIP. No files are deployed to the custom folder.
– OVERRIDE: Overrides all the files in custom folder with patch files. Select this option when there are no

customizations done in this folder.
– BACKUP_AND_OVERRIDE: Backs up the custom folder and then creates a new folder with the name

PATCH_BKP_custom.
NOTE

It is recommended to move the PATCH_BKP_custom folder away from the application server path after
the patch deployment process completes.

7. Run the deploy.bat or deploy.sh file by passing –d as the command-line switch to start the deployment. For example:
– Windows:

C:\PatchDeployerTool>deploy.bat –d
– Linux:

[root@imserv_1 opt]# ./deploy.sh –d
NOTE

This tool has a trial mode feature that allows you to dry run the deployment to see the output, without
actually deploying any artifacts to the Identity Manager Server. An HTML report generated after this dry
run contains the details.

To run PDT in trial mode, use switch -t with –d
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To have PDT only deploy particular file types, use –p switch. This requires a value for the
deploy.file.extensions property to set in the \config\CPDeployer.property file.

8. After PDT finishes the deployment, an HTML report named CPDeployerReport.html generates in the \output folder.
NOTE

You can run PDT as many times as you want, unless the report appears with no errors/warnings.

Deprecated Platforms
The following platforms are deprecated in Identity Manager 14.4 and later patch releases:

Deprecated Platform Migration Option

Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) Connectors
• Azure - WSL7
• Box - WSL7
• GoogleApps - WSL7
• ServiceNow - WSL7
• Zendesk - WSL7
You can find the official product advisory note for the deprecation of Layer
7 connectors on our support site.

REST Connectors
• Azure
• Box
• G Suite
• ServiceNow
• Zendesk
To migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors, see Migrate to
REST Connectors.

JBoss EAP 6.4 JBoss EAP 7.2.x
WildFly 8.2 WildFly 15.x

Product Community
Welcome to the Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) community.

Our product community keeps you informed about the latest happenings in the Symantec IGA space in the form of
announcements, events, and blogs such as,

• Product webinars
• Release announcements
• Invitation to the beta programs
• Platform support matrix

The community forum also lets you post a query or any ideation that is related to a specific product feature.

Documentation for Older Releases
Identity Manager documentation in the Techdocs platform is available from release 12.6.5 onwards.

To view documentation for older/legacy releases, see Bookshelves and PDFs.
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Platform Support Matrix
Platform Support Matrix for Symantec Identity Manager.

This document covers the supported environments (such as Operating Systems, Application Servers, RDBMS, Directory
Servers, and other components) for hosting  Identity Manager Server components, including  Identity Manager (J2EE) and
Provisioning Server.

• Server Environments
• Client Environments
• Reporting Server
• Password Management Components
• Connectors and Endpoint Types
• Support for SQL Always On Accessibility Features
• Appendix

Server Environments
The following sections describe the supported environments (such as operating systems, application servers, and
RDBMS) for hosting Identity Manager server components.

Supported Server Operating Systems

Operating System Release Version/ Level

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 • Standard Edition and Essentials Edition.
• Latest Service Pack assumed.

Red Hat Enterprise Linux
CentOS

6.x, 7.x, 8.x
7.x, 8.x

• Supported on all the application servers that
the product supports.

Note: When a third-party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, we will no longer provide support
for that third-party product. Third-party products under extended vendor support are not supported by us.

Supported Virtualization Platforms

Identity Manager supports all virtualization technologies as defined in the Virtualization Policy.
For more details, see Support Statement for Virtualization.
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Supported Application Servers

Application Server Release JDK/JRE Comments

JBoss/WildFly • JBoss EAP 7.2.x
• JBoss EAP 7.4.x

(Supported with the
Migration Tool)

• WildFly 15.x
• WildFly 23.x (Supported

with the Migration Tool)

• Oracle Java 8 (1.8.x)
• AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.x

• Important!
Symantec IGA has shifted the
primary support from Oracle
JDK to AdoptOpenJDK, a
popular free version of Java
that derives its source from
OpenJDK. Existing customers
with valid licenses from Oracle
may continue to run our
products using Oracle JDK.
However, in such cases, the
customer is responsible for
obtaining support from Oracle to
address any future Java security
and vulnerability issues that may
arise.

• Unicast and Multicast are
supported.

• Domain mode is not supported.
• For cluster support, one

computer per node is supported.
Use default ports.

Oracle WebLogic 12c R2 (12.2.1.x) Oracle Java 8 (1.8.x) • Minor version of JDK 1.8.x must
be 131 or higher.

IBM WebSphere 8.5.5.11 and later IBM Java 8 (1.8.x) • Fix pack 8.5.5.9-WS-WAS-
IFPI73197.

• WebSphere 8.5.x supports only
JSF/MyFaces 1.2
(JSF/MyFaces 2 is not currently
supported).

WARNING

• Starting from release 1.8.0_181, Java has enabled endpoint identification on LDAPS (secure LDAP over
TLS) connections. This results in LDAP connection failure when the LDAP endpoint does not have a
certificate matching the name of the endpoint. To avoid LDAP connection failure, apply the workaround
mentioned at Java Upgrade LDAP Issue.

• Multi-node deployments require a true cluster (silo approach is not supported).

Supported Repositories

The following table lists the platforms certified for maintaining user information as well as other organizational information
(such as groups). Note that other LDAP v3 servers and RDBMS are supported for this repository as long as they are
verified as part of the Partner program. Also, note that any LDAP server must be compliant with the X.521 object definition
standards (see http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/recommendations/rec.aspx?rec=X.521).
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The table also lists the platforms certified and supported for the Identity Manager runtime database. A runtime database
is a required repository for storing environment configuration information, workflow configuration and status, task history
information, reporting snapshot data and (if configured) audit records.

Database / Directory User Store Runtime
Store

Provisioning
Store

Symantec Directory
• 14.1
Note: Identity Manager supports only Symantec
Directory 64-bit. Ensure that you use at least
Symantec Directory version 14.1 SP2.

Yes No Yes

Oracle Directory Server Enterprise Edition 11.x,
Oracle Unified Directory 12.x

Yes No No

Microsoft Active Directory 2012 R2 (including
Lightweight Directory Services), 2016, 2019

Yes No No

Novell eDirectory 8.8.x Yes No No

Oracle OID 11g r1 Yes No No

Red Hat Directory Server 9.x, 10.x Yes No No

Open LDAP 2.4 Yes No No

Oracle Database
• 19c (RAC + Container DB multi tenancy)

Yes Yes No

Microsoft SQL Server
• Standard and Enterprise Editions

– 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019
• Enterprise Edition

– 2016, 2017 and 2019 including SQL
Always On Availability Group

Yes Yes No

Notes:

• Identity Manager does not support a combined user store and provisioning directory for new as well as upgraded
environments.

• Includes support for all service packs / releases.

Additional Interoperability Matrix

The following table lists additional interoperability of Identity Manager with other products. Please note that additional
products are supported as target endpoints as well as repositories.

Product Release / Product Comments / Supported Versions

Symantec SiteMinder 12.8.x • Latest Service Pack and Cumulative Release
are assumed.

• For more details, refer to the SiteMinder
Platform Support Matrix.

Symantec Identity Governance 14.3 and later • Latest Service Pack and Cumulative Release
are assumed.
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Normalized Integration
Management for Service
Management

3.2 • ServiceAide - NorthStar
• SAP Solution Manager ITSM - 7.3 SP3
• CA Service Desk Manager - 14.1, 17.1
• ServiceNow - Jakarta, Kingston
• BMC Remedy - 8.1, 9.1
• HP ServiceManager - 9.32, 9.41
• Salesforce Service Cloud - Winter 2019

NOTE
The .x in the release numbers denote the actively supported releases.

Client Environments
The following sections list the client environments that Identity Manager supports; this includes supported Web Browsers,
Web Services clients, and environments for running Provisioning Manager (Formerly known as Admin Manager), Bulk
Loader Client, and ConfigXpress.

Supported Operating Systems

Operating System Release Comments

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 • Standard Edition and Enterprise Edition
• Latest SP assumed

Microsoft Windows 8, 10, 11 • Enterprise Edition

Note: When a third-party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, we will no longer provide support
for that third-party product. Third-party products under extended vendor support are not supported by us.

Client Requirements

Item Platform
Web Browser Microsoft Edge Chromium

Mozilla Firefox

Google Chrome

Apple Safari

Web Services Client Apache Axis

Apache Axis2

Microsoft .Net

Reporting Server
View platform support matrix for the reporting server that Identity Manager supports.

Identity Manager supports the following reporting servers:

• CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server - 7.1.1
CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server is packaged with Identity Manager.

• Symantec IGA JasperReports Server - 8.1
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Starting from Symantec IGA 14.4.2, we support and distribute Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 with Identity
Manager. Since JasperReports Server 7.1.x has reached End-of-Service (EOS), we encourage you to migrate
JasperReports Server to 8.1.

NOTE
Customers can also install their copy of the reporting server and deploy Identity Manager reports on top of their
installation.

The reporting servers support the following platforms:

Required System Resources

Resource Minimum Recommended

Memory (RAM) 8 GB (6 GB Free) 16 GB

Disk 10 GB 40 GB

CPU 4 core minimum 2.5 GHz multi-core Pentium for Windows and Linux

Operating Systems
The reporting servers support the following operating systems on 64-bit:

• RHEL 7.x, 8.x
• Windows Server 2016, 2019

Databases

Reporting Server Database (64-bit)

CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.1 • PostgreSQL - 9.x, 10.x
• Microsoft SQL Server - 2014, 2016, 2017
• MySQL - 5.x
• Oracle - 19c

Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 • PostgreSQL - 9.x, 10.x, 11.x, 12.x
• Microsoft SQL Server - 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019
• MySQL - 5.x, 8.x
• Oracle - 19c

NOTE

• For Microsoft SQL Server, instances are not supported.
• PostgreSQL 9.6 is shipped with CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.1. You can select

PostgreSQL 9.6 for installation through the GUI installer. An existing, pre-installed instance of the preferred
database might be referenced from within the JasperReports Server installer.

• PostgreSQL is not shipped with Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1.
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Application Servers

Reporting Server Application Server (64-bit)

CA Business Intelligence JasperReports
Server 7.1.1

Apache Tomcat 8.5.x (exe or zip installation)

Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 Apache Tomcat 9.0.x (exe or zip installation)

NOTE

• Apache Tomcat 8.5 is bundled with CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.1 and can be
selected for installation through the GUI installer. An existing, pre-installed instance of the preferred version
of Tomcat can be referenced from within the installer.

• Apache Tomcat is not shipped with Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1. After you extract and copy
Apache Tomcat to the desired location, ensure that you enable permission 755 on the Apache Tomcat root
folder.

Password Management Components
NOTICE
Symantec IGA has deprecated the following agents and support for the same will be discontinued from January
31, 2023.

• Provisioning Password Synchronization Agents
– Microsoft Active Directory (32 bit)

NOTE
Microsoft Active Directory is still supported with the 64-bit agent.

– UNIX Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, RH Linux, and SuSE Linux
– IBM i5/OS (AKA OS/400)

• Microsoft Windows Login Dialog Modules
– Credential Provider (32 bit)

NOTE
Credential Provider 64-bit is a supported component.

The following sections list the password management components including password synchronization (reverse) agents
and Windows login dialog modules (Credential Provider) that Identity Manager supports.

Provisioning Password Synchronization Agents

Endpoint Comments

Microsoft Active Directory 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019
* 64-bit password synchronization agent supported

UNIX Solaris, AIX, HP-UX, RH Linux, and SuSE Linux

CA ACF2 15.1

CA Top Secret 15, 16

IBM i5/OS (AKA OS/400) 6.1, 7.x
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NOTE

• Password Synchronization Agent for RH Linux and SuSE Linux is supported only on a 32-bit Operating
System.

• CA ACF2 and CA Top Secret Password Synchronization Agent support is for a Windows Provisioning Server
deployment only.

• When a third-party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, we will no longer provide
support for the third-party product. Third-party products under extended vendor support are not supported by
us.

Microsoft Windows Login Dialog Modules
Microsoft Windows login dialog modules add password reset services ("forgotten password") to the standard windows
login dialog.

Endpoint Comments

Microsoft Windows Credential Provider Microsoft Windows 8 and 10
Latest Service Pack assumed

NOTE
The .x in the release numbers denote the actively supported releases.

Connectors and Endpoint Types
Learn about the Identity Manager and Identity Governance Platform connector matrix for endpoints.

NOTICE

• Layer 7 (CA API Gateway) connectors are deprecated and support for the same will be discontinued from
June 30, 2022. Migrate to the REST variant of the WSL7 connectors for continued support.

• Exchange Remote agents are deprecated and support for the same will be discontinued from January 31,
2023. Migrate to exchange agentless mode for continued support.

This document covers the connector matrix for endpoints that are supported by Identity Manager and Identity
Governance.

Supported Connector Servers

The software prerequisites for installing Java Connector Server (CA IAM CS) and C++ Connector Server (CCS) are as
follows:

Operating System Release CA IAM CS CCS Version / Level

Microsoft Windows 2012, 2012 R2, 2016,
2019

Yes Yes • Standard Edition and Enterprise Edition
• Latest Service Pack assumed

Red Hat Linux 6.x, 7.x, 8.x Yes No

Supported Connector Xpress Platforms
The software prerequisites for installing Connector XPress are as follows:

Operating System Release Version / Level

Microsoft Windows 8, 10 • Latest Service Pack assumed
• Enterprise Edition
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Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 • Latest Service Pack assumed
• Standard Edition and Essentials Edition

Certified Connector Xpress Endpoint Types

Connector Xpress allows creation of dynamic connectors using Connector Xpress for RDBMS (JDBC) wizard or LDAP
(JNDI) wizard to manage rows in arbitrary database tables or LDAP repositories.

Connector Xpress also allows creation of custom SCIM connector endpoint type using the Layer7 Plugin.

The endpoints that are certified with Connector Xpress are tabulated below.

Notes:

• To understand what Shallow and Deep means, see Shallow and Deep Use Cases.
• The .x in the release numbers denote the actively supported releases.

Endpoint Endpoint Release Supported by IM Supported by IG IG Mapping (Shallow/Deep) Connector Server
Platform

Agent Less Communication
between IM and Endpoint

Comments

Symantec Directory 14.1 Yes Yes Shallow CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Directory Server Enterprise
Edition (DSEE)

6.3, 7.x Yes Yes Shallow CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

IBM DB2 11.1 Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

IBM DB2 for z/OS 12.1.0 Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

IBM DB2 for iSeries/400 7.x Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

Informix 11.x Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

Microsoft Active Directory
Lightweight Directory Services

2012, 2012R2, 2016,
2019

Yes Yes Shallow CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Microsoft SQL Server 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019 Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

MySQL Enterprise Server 5.x Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

Novell eDirectory 8.8.x Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Open LDAP 2.4 Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Oracle Internet Directory 10g, 11g Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Oracle Server 19c Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS
19c includes container
database

Oracle Unified Directory 12.x Yes No   No CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

Postgres 9.3 Onwards Yes Yes Shallow CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

Red Hat Directory Server 10.x Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes LDAP

System for Cross-Domain
Identity Manager Outbound
Connector (SCIM)

1.1
2.0

Yes No NA CA IAM CS Yes SCIM

Sybase Adaptive Enterprise
Server

v15.01 Yes Yes Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes RDBMS

Supported Connector Endpoint Types

The following matrix lists the connectors for endpoints that are supported by Identity Manager and Identity Governance.
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Notes:

• To understand what Shallow and Deep means, see Shallow and Deep Use Cases.
• The .x in the release numbers denote the actively supported releases.

Endpoint Endpoint Release Supported by IM Supported by IG
using IM Integration

Supported by IG using
Standalone CA IAM CS

Comments IG Mapping
(Shallow /Deep)

Connector Server
Platform

Agent Less Communication
between IM and Endpoint

Amazon Web Services NA Yes Yes Yes Integration using the
"AWS Identity and Access
Management Query API"
Version 2010-05-08

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Azure
(REST Based)

NA Yes Yes Yes - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Azure (CA API Gateway
Based)

SSG 10.x Yes Yes No - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Box
(REST Based)

NA Yes Yes No - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Box
(CA API Gateway Based)

SSG 10.x Yes No No - NA CA IAM CS Yes

CA Privileged Access Manager 3.2.x, 3.3.x Yes Yes Yes - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

CA Privileged Access Manager
Server Control

14.1 Yes Yes No - Shallow CCS Yes

CA Privileged Identity Manager 12.6 SPx, 12.8 SPx Yes Yes No CA PIM r12.7 and r12.9 support
r12.6 SPx and r12.8 SPx
endpoints respectively.

Shallow CCS Yes

CA Strong Authentication 8.x Yes Yes Yes * Arcot Platform 1.0.8.3 (or
higher) is required.
* Minimum of 6.2.2 version is
required.
* RegFort 5.8.1 is also
supported if UDS is shared with
Webfort.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

CA-ACF2 15, 15.1 Yes Yes No Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r15 or r15.1.

Shallow IMPS No

CA ACF2 (v2) 15.1, 16 Yes No No Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r15 or r15.1 or 16

NA CA IAM CS No

CA ACF2 ACFESAGE 15, 16 No No Yes * Requires ACFESAGE utility
(contact CA mainframe support)
to extract data from mainframe
system.
* Version PTF - R034346 of the
ACFESAGE utility has been
certified.

Shallow and Deep NA -

CA-Top Secret 15, 15.1 Yes Yes No Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r15 or r15.1.

Shallow IMPS No

CA-Top Secret (v2) 15.1, 16 Yes Yes Yes Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r15 or r15.1.

Shallow CA IAM CS No
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CA-Top Secret TSSCFILE 15 No No Yes * Requires TSSCFILE utility
(contact CA mainframe support)
to extract data from the
mainframe system.
* r15 version of the TSSCFILE
utility has been certified.

Shallow and Deep NA -

Flat file (CSV) NA Yes Yes No Supports Pentaho Data
Integration (Kettle) API version
4.4.0.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

G Suite
(REST Based)

NA Yes Yes No - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Google Apps
(CA API Gateway Based

SSG 10.x Yes Yes No Integration using the 'Google
Apps Admin SDK Directory
API".

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

HP-UX (v2) 11i v3 Yes Yes Yes It is also available as a remote
component utilizing ssh.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

IBM AIX (v2) 7.1, 7.2 Yes Yes Yes It is also available as a remote
component utilizing ssh.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

IBM DB2 UDB 11.1 Yes No No See note 1 and 2 NA CCS Yes

IBM DB2 z/OS 12.1.0 Yes Yes Yes See note 1 and 2 Shallow CCS Yes

IBM i5/OS (AKA OS/400) 7.x Yes Yes Yes - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

IBM Lotus Notes Domino
Server

9.x Yes Yes Yes * Domino Server supported on
Windows, AIX and Linux.
* Supports Lotus Domino server
9.x with ID VAULT feature
enabled.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

IBM RACF - Security Server for
z/OS

2.1, 2.2 Yes Yes No Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r14.1 or r15 or r15.1.

Shallow IMPS No

IBM RACF - Security Server for
z/OS (v2)

2.1, 2.2 Yes Yes Yes Requires CA LDAP Server for
z/OS r14.1 or r15 or r15.1.

Shallow CA IAM CS No

IBM RACF IRRDBU00 2.1, 2.2 No No Yes * Requires IRDBU00 utility
(contact CA mainframe support)
to extract data from the
mainframe system.
* Version 1.9, 1.10 of the
IRRDBU00 utility has been
certified.

Shallow and Deep NA -

Kerberos 5.0 Yes No Yes Sun Implementation on Solaris
10 only
See note 2

NA CA IAM CS Yes

Microsoft Active Directory 2012, 2012R2,
2016, 2019

Yes Yes Yes - Shallow CCS Yes

Microsoft Skype for Business
Server

2015, 2019 Yes Yes Yes Earlier known as Lync Server.
Skype for Business Server
2015 supports Lync 2013,
Skype for Business 2015 and
2016 clients.

Shallow CCS Yes
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Microsoft Exchange 2013, 2016, 2019 Yes Yes Yes * Exchange 2013/2016 agent is
64-bit only.
* Exchange connector can run
in either agent or agentless
mode.
Note: Remote agent is
deprecated.

Shallow CCS Yes

Microsoft SQL Server 2014, 2016, 2017, 2019 Yes Yes Yes See note 1 Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Microsoft Office 365 All Business and
Enterprise plans

Yes Yes Yes For the Business plans which
do not have Exchange, the
flag "Business Class Email
Enabled" of Endpoint Screen
need to be deselected.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Microsoft Windows 8 -Enterprise Edition Yes No No Support for 64-bit Enterprise
Editions

NA CCS No

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012R2, 2016,
2019

Yes Yes No - Shallow CCS No

Novell SuSE Linux Enterprise
Server (v2)

12.x, 15.x Yes Yes Yes It is also available as a remote
component utilizing ssh.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Oracle E-Business Suite 12.x Yes Yes No - Shallow CCS Yes

Oracle Server 19c Yes Yes Yes * RAC not supported.
* Oracle Server is also
supported dynamically via
Connector Xpress.
* 19c includes container
database

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Oracle Solaris (v2) 11.x Yes Yes Yes Solaris 11 Zones (Whole Root
and Sparse) are supported.
It is also available as a remote
component utilizing ssh.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

PeopleSoft HRMS 9.1, 9.2 Yes Yes Yes *PeopleTools v8.48, v8.49,
v8.50
*PeopleTools v8.5x for
PeopleSoft HRMS 9.1 and 9.2

Shallow and Deep CA IAM CS Yes

PeopleSoft Financials 9.1, 9.2 Yes No No PeopleSoft Financials 9.1 and
9.2 support PeopleTools v8.59.

NA CA IAM CS Yes

Red Hat Enterprise Linux (AS,
ES) (v2)

6.x, 7.x, 8.x Yes Yes Yes * The equivalent versions of
CentOS are supported.
* It is also available as a remote
component utilizing ssh.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

RSA SecurID 7.1 SP4, 8.x Yes Yes (for 7.1 SP4 only) No * Windows 2003 SP2 and
Solaris 10 support
* Red Hat Linux 5.x supported
for 7.1 only
* RSA SecurID 7.1 releases
prior to SP3 are no longer
supported.
* Agentless and CA IAM CS for
RSA SecurID 7.1

Shallow and Deep - -
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Salesforce 40 Yes Yes Yes Integration using the
"Force.com Web Services API"
Version 40.0

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

SAP ERP (R/3) 4.6C (SP50+), 4.7 (EXT
110 - SP51+), 4.7 (EXT
200 - SP51+)

Yes Yes Yes * SAP 4.6C, minimum Basis
Support Package level 50
* SAP 4.7 EXT 110 & 200,
minimum Basis Support
Package level 51
* Supports JCO Library V3.0

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

SAP NetWeaver (R/3) 2004 (Kernel 6.40), 7.0
(Kernel 7.0), 7.3 (Kernel
7.20), 7.4, 7.5

Yes Yes Yes * Covers AS ABAP type servers
* ECC 5.0 (6.40) & ECC
* 6.0 (7.0) supported

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

SAP NetWeaver S/4HANA Kernel 7.5 Yes Yes Yes * Covers AS ABAP type servers
* In the Identity Manager User
Console, the SAP NetWeaver
(R/3) endpoint type represents
SAP S/4HANA endpoint.

Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

SAP UME SAP NetWeaver
2004 (SPS 14+) SAP
NetWeaver 7.0 (SPS 05+)

Yes Yes Yes Covers AS JAVA type servers. Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Siebel CRM 8.x Yes No No Not supported on CCS running
on Windows 2008/2012 due
to the Siebel Client support
limitation.

NA CCS Yes

System for Cross-Domain
Identity Management (SCIM)

1.1
2.0

Yes No No - NA CA IAM CS Yes

ServiceNow (CA API Gateway
Based)

SSG 10.x Yes Yes No - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

ServiceNow (REST Based) NA Yes No No - NA CA IAM CS Yes

Zendesk (REST Based) NA Yes Yes No - Shallow CA IAM CS Yes

Zendesk (CA API Gateway
Based)

SSG 10.x Yes No No - NA CA IAM CS Yes

Note Comments

1 Also available as a dynamic Connector via Connector Xpress.

2 In an Integrated deployment, this Connector supports Provisioning but not Compliance. To request Compliance support for this Connector, please raise an enhancement request via support.

Note: For more information about connectors, see Identity Governance and Administration Connectors.

Support for SQL Always On Availability Group
Symantec IGA supports MS SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016, 2017 and 2019 including SQL Always On Availability
Group.

This document covers the supported configurations and the best effort support for SQL Always On Availability Group.

Supported Configurations

SQL Always On Availability Group configuration is supported in the following scenarios:
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• All availability nodes are part of a single Microsoft Windows Domain
• Availability Group is created based on the Windows Server Failover Clustering
• All Symantec IGA databases (availability databases) are part of a single Availability Group
• SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016, 2017 and 2019 (Latest SP assumed)

Best Effort Support

We provide best effort support for the following configurations as long as Microsoft supports:

• Distributed Availability Group that belongs to different network subnets
• Availability nodes are members of different Microsoft Windows Domains
• SQL Server Standard Edition 2016, 2017 and 2019 (Latest SP assumed)

Unsupported Platforms

Symantec IGA does not support SQL Always On Availability Group hosted on the following platforms:

• Linux/Non-Windows platform

JasperReports Server Configuration

IMPORTANT

Identity Manager database “Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always
On Availability Group” is compatible with JasperReports Server 7.1.1 and 8.1. This means that JasperReports
Server 7.1.1 and 8.1 can fetch data for reporting from Identity Manager environment configured with SQL
Always ON.

For JasperReports Platform Support Matrix, click here.

When using JasperReports Server for reporting, if you want to fetch reports from the Secondary Read Replicas instead
of Primary Replica, append the ApplicationIntent=ReadOnly connection parameter to the connection string in the
JasperReports Data Source configuration.

Given is an example of the data source configuration:
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In this example,

• IDSAG.forwardinc.com is the Availability Group Listener
• 1433 is the listener port
• IMDB is the database name
• ApplicationIntent=ReadOnly;indicates that the connection is read-only

Appendix
This page contains the following sections:

Linux Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement

This Support Statement applies to Identity Manager that offers documented support for one or more Linux Reference
Platforms.

Broadcom strives to meet our clients' diverse and ever changing needs. Broadcom products support and manage many of
today's leading platforms, operating systems and applications across the IT enterprise.

A Linux Reference Platform is a specific version of a particular Linux variant, such as Red Hat Enterprise Server 6/7,
which is used in development, QA, and Support, and is documented as a supported environment in which to run Identity
Manager.

To verify the Linux Reference Platforms supported for Identity Manager, review the system requirements section of the
respective product documentation, or check with Broadcom Support.
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Many of our clients use variants of the Linux operating system as their production operating system platform, for example,
Oracle Enterprise Linux, SUSE, etc.

Some of those Linux variants claim compatibility (compatibility modes) with Identity Manager supported Linux Reference
Platforms.

Note: Broadcom does not test every possible configuration of Identity Manager running on the many Compatible Linux
Variants available and cannot certify specific client configurations.

To facilitate a quick resolution and isolate the root cause of any potential product issue encountered running on
Compatible Linux Variants, Broadcom is establishing the following support protocol for Identity Manager operated in these
environments:

• The current GA version of a Linux Reference Platform and the prior major version of that environment are supported.
Any exceptions will be noted in respective product documentation.

• The client is responsible for properly configuring their Linux Variant to be compatible with a Linux Reference Platform
supported by Identity Manager.

• The client is responsible for having an active maintenance agreement for both their Identity Manager and for the
Compatible Linux variant.

• While Broadcom does not require that clients recreate each issue on a Linux Reference Platform before contacting
support, we can request that the client diagnose and troubleshoot specific issues without the Linux Variant
"variable" through reproducing the issue on the Linux Reference Platform. Broadcom will only do this when we have
reason to believe the issue is directly related to the Compatible Linux Variant environment.

• While functional problems are rare under Compatible Linux Variants, problems may occur related to the third-party
components embedded in applications, and those embedded products' support of Compatible Linux Variants may
be limited or unavailable. Diagnosis and resolution of this class of problem may require the client to return to a Linux
Reference Platform.

• Compatible Linux Variants are diverse; Broadcom may require extra time to understand, collect data, troubleshoot and
possibly reproduce reported issues.

• If Broadcom Support cannot directly identify the root cause as a Broadcom or a Compatible Linux Variant issue, client
can open a support issue with their Compatible Linux Variant vendor and any other necessary third-party vendors
to expedite the resolution of the issue. Broadcom, the vendor(s), and the client will work together toward a quick
resolution were there business relationship mechanism to do so.  Broadcom, Novell, and many other software vendors
belong to the Technical Support Alliance Network (http://www.tsanet.org) that may be engaged by either Broadcom or
the Compatible Linux variant vendor if and when the need for a third-party arises as long as active maintenance exists
for the Broadcom and third party vendor's product.  Note if the customer does not have a Vendor support agreement
for the Linux variant, there is no third party Broadcom may work with.

• Any known issues with running Identity Manager on specific Compatible Linux Variants will be noted in the respective
product documentation.

Reasonable Commercial Effort Statement

Broadcom Technical Support will make a reasonable commercial effort to troubleshoot and/or resolve customer support
requests that involve the use of currently supported versions of Identity Manager on or with "unsupported" platforms as
follows:

• Broadcom Technical Support will accept support incidents (support requests) involving a software platform or a
combination of software platforms that is not officially supported per the then-current Broadcom published platform
support matrices. Broadcom will troubleshoot the issue up to the point that Broadcom has reason to believe that the
problem is related to the use of software that is not specified in a then-current platform supported matrix. At such point,
Broadcom shall require that the customer reproduce the problem on a fully supported combination of platforms before
Broadcom proceeds in troubleshooting the incident.
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Third Party Products End of Support Statement

When a third party product reaches the end of its primary or mainstream support, Broadcom will no longer provide support
for that third party product or any Identity Manager components that interoperate with the third party product. Third party
products under extended vendor support are not supported by Broadcom. Examples of third party products are: web
server, application server, operating system, directory, database, etc.
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Section 508 Compliance and Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to ensure that all customers, regardless of disabilities, can successfully access our products to
accomplish their vital business objectives.

Section 508 requires that the website content is accessible to people with disabilities. This applies to Web applications,
Web pages and all attached files on the Intranet, as well as, the Internet. Click here for more information about Section
508 guidelines and standards.

In accordance with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (29 U.S.C. 794d), as amended by the Workforce Investment
Act of 1998 (P.L. 105-220), August 7, 1998, we have introduced a new Identity Manager User Console UI skin named
ui7-508, which caters to the needs of people with disabilities.

The format of the new ui-508 skin URL is: http://<hostname>:<port>/iam/im/<environment_alias>/ui7-508

Example of the ui-508 skin URL: http://myComputer.com:8080/iam/im/identityEnv/ui7-508

The elements of the new ui7-508 Identity Manager User interface skin are intuitive and understandable by people with
disabilities. The new interface offers accessibility and compliance enhancements in the following areas:

• Keyboard
• Screen Reader

Accessibility with Keyboard
To enable seamless navigation in the user interface using the tab key, the following enhancements are introduced in the
Identity Manager ui7-508 skin:

• While navigating through the tree menu in the user interface using the tab key, the menu items receive keyboard focus
and are highlighted with a blue border around them.
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NOTE
The highlighted blue borders, work out-of-the-box on Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. In Google
Chrome, you need to configure additional browser settings as follows:

1. In the Developer Tools, select the Menu (three vertical lines) icon located at the upper-right corner, then
click More tools, Network conditions.

2. In the User agent field, deselect the Select Automatically checkbox.
3. Enter a custom user agent.

This setting disables the user agent style sheet which takes priority by default on Google Chrome.
• The expandable (+) and collapsible (-) controls are removed from the menu tree. These controls are confusing to users

as they lack keyboard focus.
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• In the Search Results screen, the sorting images (arrow up and down) are integrated with the table header text for
better focus and keyboard navigation. For better readability, Unicode characters are used for sorting search results.
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Screen Reader Capability

The new ui7-508 skin is equipped with the following enhancements that empower users to hear content and navigate with
the keyboard using a screen reader.

• In the Search Results screen, the managed objects that use TaskMenuWidget (Example: User search in the Manage
User task, Group search in the Manage Group task, Organization search in the Manage Organization task, Account
search in the Modify User's Endpoint Account task) are encapsulated within the Actions button. The encapsulation
of the Actions button and the managed object result in better keyboard accessibility and readability by screen readers.
Example 1: In the Manage Users screen, search for users. Note that in the search results, the Actions button is
integrated with the managed users. See the highlighted text in the following image.

Example 2: In the Modify User’s Endpoint Accounts screen, search for users. Select a user from the search results.
Next, search for the user accounts on an endpoint. Note that in the search results, the Actions button is integrated with
the managed users’ account. See the highlighted text in the following image.

• Identity Manager supports dynamic generation of HTML based on the selected search filter options. The search page
context auto refreshes every time the options under the where clause change. The screen reader control menu (for
example, JAWS control menu) reads from the HTML and presents the up-to-date information to the end-users as
shown in the following image.
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Getting Started
An overview of features and basic use of Symantec Identity Manager.

Welcome to Identity Manager, an identity management system that you use to streamline the process of managing user
accounts and giving users access to applications.

Identity Manager may have been customized at your site before you use it. Therefore, the User Console you see may
appear different from the console described in this Help system.

User Management and Application Access
The typical Information Technology (IT) department faces a constant demand to maintain user accounts. IT administrators
must address urgent needs of users, such as resetting forgotten passwords, creating new accounts, and providing
supplies and office equipment.

Simultaneously, IT administrators must provide users with various levels of access to applications. For example, a
department manager generates purchase orders and needs an account in a financial application.

To address the escalating demands on IT, Identity Manager provides an integrated method of managing users and their
access to applications, including:

• Assignment of privileges through roles. Specifically:
– Roles that enable administrators to create and maintain user accounts
– Roles that provision additional accounts to existing users (requires provisioning support)

• Delegation of the management of users and application access
• Self-service options so users can manage their own accounts
• Integration of business applications with Identity Manager
• Options to customize and extend Identity Manager

Role-Based Entitlements
You assign privileges to users by assigning roles. A role contains tasks that correspond to application functions in Identity
Manager, such as the Create User task, functions in an application, such a Create Purchase Order function or account
templates that give the user accounts, such as an SAP account. When users are assigned a role, they receive the
corresponding privileges.

Identity Manager provides the following roles:

If you remove a task or account template from a role, the user can no longer perform that task, use an endpoint account,
or use an application function.

Admin Roles

The admin roles control what a user can do in Identity Manager. A system administrator assigns a role to a user; that
role defines a set of tasks that the user can perform. Users can perform administrative tasks on user accounts, such as
changing a password or updating a job title.

Different users have different levels of access to these tasks. For example, an Employee role could contains tasks that
give users the ability to modify their name and address, whereas the Human Resources Manager role contains tasks to
modify the user's title and salary.

The following illustration shows four tasks combined into one admin role and assigned to three users:
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Figure 2: The Provisioning Tasks illustration shows four tasks which are combined into one admin role and
assigned to three user

Provisioning Roles

To grant users access to accounts in additional applications, such as an email system, you assign provisioning roles.
Provisioning roles contain account templates, which define the attributes that exist in one type of account. For example,
an account template for an Exchange account defines attributes such as the size of the mailbox. Account templates also
define how Identity Manager user attributes are mapped to accounts.

The following illustration shows four accounts combined into one provisioning role and assigned to three users. Each user
receives four accounts, when you assign the provisioning role to that user.
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Figure 3: The Provisioning Roles illustration shows four accounts that are combined into one provisioning role
and assigned to three users and then each user receives four accounts, when you assign the provisioning role to
that user

Access Roles
Access roles provide an additional way to provide entitlements in Identity Manager or another application. For example,
you can use access roles to accomplish the following:

• Provide indirect access to a user attribute
• Create complex expressions
• Set an attribute in a user profile, which is used by another application to determine entitlements

Access roles are similar to identity policies in that they apply a set of business changes to a user or group of users.
However, when you use an access role to apply business changes, you can see which users the changes apply to by
viewing the members of the access role.

In most cases, access roles are not associated with tasks.

NOTE
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, access roles can also provide access to applications that are
protected by CA SSO. In this case, access roles do include access tasks. For more information, see the chapter
on SiteMinder integration in the Configuration Guide.
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Admin Roles for User Account Management
In Identity Manager, you manage user store objects (users, groups, and organizations) through admin roles. You also use
admin roles to manage the roles and tasks through which you manage user store objects. For example, you use admin
roles to modify profile attributes of users, give users options for managing their own accounts, and to approve tasks that
use workflow.

This page contains the following topics:

Profile Management at the Attribute Level

You can create admin roles for different administrators who need to read or write different profile attributes. For example, a
company may have several employees who perform operations on user profiles, each accessing different attributes. The
following figure shows three roles and their associated tasks. Each role has different access to profile attributes.

Figure 4: Three roles and their associated tasks

In this example, three roles can manage different attributes for the same user, Dan Walton:

• A Help Desk administrator views user names and addresses and resets user passwords.
• A Human Resources administrator modifies user IDs, user names, addresses, titles, and number of vacation days.
• An IT manager modifies the title of users and views their name and number of vacation days.

Whatever roles you have when you log in to Identity Manager, a series of tabs, called categories, appear based on
the admin role assigned to your Identity Manager account. You click a tab to see the tasks that you can perform in that
category. The categories and the tasks in those categories that a user sees are determined by the user's admin roles.

Workflow Approval of Admin Tasks

To help automate business processes, you can design an admin task to generate a workflow process. A workflow process
automates a well-defined procedure that a company repeats frequently. Identity Manager includes the WorkPoint workflow
engine.
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Workflow processes are triggered by Identity Manager events which are part of an admin task. For example, the Create
User task includes events called CreateUserEvent and AddToGroupEvent. When an event occurs, the workflow engine
can:

• Require approvals--An approver must approve an event, such as modifying a user profile, before Identity Manager
updates a user store. Approvers are administrators who have the Approver role for a particular task.

• Send notifications--The workflow engine can notify users of an event’s status at different stages of a process, such as
when a user initiates an event or when an event is approved.

• Generate work lists--Work lists specify the tasks that a particular user must perform. The workflow engine updates
administrators’ work lists automatically.

For common events, you can use the workflow processes supplied with Identity Manager. Alternatively, you can create
custom workflow processes.

Provisioning Roles for Additional Accounts
In Identity Manager, you provide additional accounts to users by using provisioning roles. Provisioning roles contain
account templates, which define accounts that exist in managed endpoints, such as an email server. Once you have users
in Identity Manager, you can assign provisioning roles to some of those users. The user receives the accounts defined by
the templates in the role. 

Figure 5: Role with Account Templates
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The account templates define the characteristics of the account. For example, an account template for an Exchange
account might define the size of the mailbox. The account templates also define how user attributes are mapped to
accounts.

To be able to use provisioning roles, you must install the Provisioning Server with the Identity Manager server. Then, you
create account templates in the User Console.

Self Service Options for Users
To further reduce the IT workload, Identity Manager includes features for registering new users and supplying a forgotten
password. These features require no administrator involvement. The user gains access to Identity Manager through
a public console, which requires no login account. Through this console, a user can self-register at a site or request a
reminder about a forgotten password.

To save the time of IT administrators, Identity Manager users can manage their own accounts. Because users have a self-
management role, they can:

• Maintain personal information
• Change their own password
• Join self-subscribing groups

Customization and Extensibility
You customize these Identity Manager features:

• The Identity Manager directory, which describes a user store structure to Identity Manager.
• The appearance and functionality of the user interface.
• User entry screens, which determine the fields and layout of each task screen.
• Validation of user data entry, through regular expression, JavaScript, or Java implementations.
• Workflow, which defines automated workflow processes. Create or modify processes by linking approvers and actions

in the WorkPoint Process Designer.
• Email messages, which inform users of a task’s status.
• Task submission, which can be sent by a third-party application to the Identity Manager Task Execution Web Service

(TEWS). TEWS processes the remote task request. Remote task requests comply with WSDL standards.

You can extend Identity Manager’s functionality using the following APIs:

• Logical Attribute API
Enables you to display an attribute differently than how it is stored physically in a user directory.

• Business Logic Task Handler API
Allows you to perform custom business logic during data validation or transformation operations.

• Workflow API
Provides information to a custom script in a workflow process. The script evaluates the information and determines the
path of the workflow process accordingly.

• Participant Resolver API
Enables you to specify the list of participants who are authorized to approve a workflow activity.

• Event Listener API
Enables you to create a custom event listener that listens for a specific Identity Manager event or group of events.
When the event occurs, the event listener can perform custom business logic.

• Notification Rule API
Lets you determine the users who should receive an email notification.

• Email Template API
Includes event-specific information in an email notification.
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NOTE
 For more information on the Identity Manager APIs, see the Programming Guide for Java.

When Identity Manager includes provisioning, you can also extend provisioning functionality as follows:

• Custom connectors
Enable communication between a Provisioning Server and an endpoint system. The code that makes up a connector
can include a GUI plug-in, server plug-in, and agent plug-in.
A dynamic connector can be generated by Connector Xpress, and a custom static connector can be developed in Java
or C++.

NOTE
 For more information, see the Connector Xpress Guide: How to Filter Values Using Regular Expressions
(RegEx) in Connector Xpress.

• Program exits
Enable you to reference custom code from the Provisioning Server process flow.

NOTE
 For more information about extending provisioning functionality, see the Programming Guide for
Provisioning, which is available in the Legacy Components media.

CA Identity Governance Integration
CA GovernanceMinder is an identity lifecycle management product that enables you to quickly and accurately develop,
maintain, and analyze role models. It also provides centralized identity compliance policy controls and automates
processes associated with meeting compliance and security demands. Using CA GovernanceMinder, you can do the
following:

• Validate that Identity Manager user privileges are granted in accordance with business compliance policies
• Get suggested roles and compliance checking when creating or modifying Identity Manager users, roles, and accounts
• Understand what roles exist in your organization, establish a role model that fits your organization, and re-create the

desired role model within Identity Manager
• Analyze and maintain that role model as business evolves

Identity Manager integrates with CA GovernanceMinder in two ways:

• CA GovernanceMinder Connector for Identity Manager
A special type of connector that automatically synchronizes the privilege data between Identity Manager and CA
GovernanceMinder. By using this connector, you can import data from Identity Manager to CA GovernanceMinderor
export data from CA GovernanceMinder to Identity Manager.

• Smart Provisioning
When Identity Manager integrates with CA GovernanceMinder, you can configure additional functionality that
allows you to use role and compliance information, which is available in a role model, to support day-to-day
identity management operations. Changes made in Identity Manager dynamically update the role model in CA
GovernanceMinder.

NOTE
For more information about CA GovernanceMinder integration with Identity Manager, see the  Identity Manager
Integration Guide found in the CA GovernanceMinder bookshelf.

CA User Activity Reporting Integration
Beginning at Identity Manager r12.6, CA Enterprise Log Manager is called CA User Activity Reporting (CA UAR).

CA UAR uses the CA Common Event Grammar (CEG) to map events that originate in various systems in a standard
format, and stores all events, even those which are not yet mapped, for review and analysis. Furthermore, CA UAR
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provides users with a high-volume solution for managing and reporting on collected data, using configurable database
queries and/or reports to search for various types of information and events.

CA UAR provides better wider and deeper insight into un-managed systems and systems outside of Identity Manager's
purview and control and also lets you investigate deeper into identities.

Integrating with Identity Manager lets you view CA UAR identity centric reports and/or dynamic queries into CA UAR
user Console using the Identity Manager User Console. From the User Console you can configure how existing Identity
Manager/CA UAR reports and/or queries are viewed and modified while you investigate deeper into a specific identity.  

CA UAR Reports

The following CA UAR Reports are provided with CA UAR role definitions by default:

Task Invokes Report

System All Events by User Identity Manager - System All Events filtered by user ID

Account Management by Host Account Management by Host

Account Creations by Account Account Creations by Account

Account Deletions by Account Account Deletions by Account

Account Lockouts by Account Account Lockouts by Account

Certification Process Activity by Host Identity Manager - Process Activity by Host

Password Policy Modify Activity Identity Manager - Policy Modify Activity

Processing Business Changes
You can automate the processing of certain identity management tasks by using identity policies. An identity policy is a set
of business changes that occurs when a user meets a certain condition or rule. You can use identity policy sets to:

• Automate certain identity management tasks, such as assigning roles and group membership, allocating resources, or
modifying user profile attributes.

• Enforce segregation of duties. For example, you can create an identity policy set that prohibits members of the Check
Signer role from having the Check Approver role, and restricts anyone in the company from writing a check over
$10,000.

• Enforce compliance. For example, you can audit users who have a certain title and make more than $100,000.
Identity policies that enforce compliance are called compliance policies. 

The business changes associated with an identity policy include:

• Assigning or revoking roles, including provisioning roles (when Identity Manager includes provisioning)
• Assigning or revoking group membership
• Updating attributes in a user profile

For example, a company may create an identity policy which states that all Vice Presidents belong to the Country
Club Member group and have the role Salary Approver. When a user’s title changes to Vice President and that user is
synchronized with the identity policy, Identity Manager adds the user to the appropriate group and role. When a Vice
President is promoted to CEO, she no longer meets the condition in the Vice President identity policy so the changes
applied by that policy are revoked, and new changes based on the CEO policy are applied.

The change actions that occur based on an identity policy contain events which can be placed under workflow control
and audited. In the previous example, the Salary Approver role grants significant privileges to its members. To protect
the Salary Approver role, the company can create a workflow process that requires a set of approvals before the role is
assigned, and they can configure Identity Manager to audit the role assignment.
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To simplify identity policy management, identity policies are grouped in an identity policy set. For example, the Vice
President and CEO policies may be part of the Executive Privileges identity policy set.

Complying with Business Policies

Compliance is an aspect of corporate governance that includes a wide range of procedures that ensure a company and
its employees comply with business policies. These compliance procedures often involve documenting, automating, and
auditing the allocation of entitlements to applications and systems.

Identity Manager includes the following features, which support compliance management:

• Smart Provisioning
Smart Provisioning is a collection of functionality that simplifies provisioning role assignment when Identity Manager
integrates with CA GovernanceMinder. This functionality includes:
– Suggested Provisioning Roles

Identity Manager can provide administrators with a list of provisioning roles that may be appropriate to assign to
a user. The list of provisioning roles is determined by CA GovernanceMinder, based on criteria entered by the
administrator.
Suggested provisioning roles help ensure that users have the correct privileges, while maintaining a company's role
model.

– Compliance and Pattern Messages
Identity Manager administrators can validate proposed changes against a role model in CA GovernanceMinder
before committing changes. Validating changes before they are committed helps companies maintain the role model
that they have defined for their operations.
Users can validate proposed changes to provisioning roles (assigning or removing them), and changes to user
attributes.
Identity Manager performs two types of policy validations:
• Compliance

Proposed changes are validated against the CA GovernanceMinder role model to see if they violate explicit,
predefined business policy rules in CA GovernanceMinder.

• Pattern
Proposed changes are compared to the CA GovernanceMinder role model to see if they cause the subject of the
change to become "out of pattern." Identity Manager also makes sure that the changes do not significantly alter
an established pattern in the role model.
You can configure Identity Manager to perform these validations automatically when users perform certain tasks,
or allow users to initiate the validation manually.

You can implement Smart Provisioning in a Identity Manager Environment once there is an established role model,
based on Identity Manager data, in CA GovernanceMinder.

NOTE
For more information, see Administrating.

• Identity policies
You can create a compliance policy, a type of identity policy, which prohibits users from having certain privileges if they
have other privileges. For example, you can prohibit users who can approve checks from issuing checks.
Compliance policies enforce a segregation of duties in your environment.

• Compliance reports
Identity Manager includes sample reports that display the compliance status for users in your environment. Using
these reports, you can see which users are not compliant with your business policies.

Compliance Reports

Identity Manager includes the sample reports in the following table that you can use to monitor compliance with corporate
business policies.
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Description

Role Members Displays the roles in the report database and lists the members of
those roles

Roles Displays the following information for each role in the report
database:
Tasks associated with the role
Member policies and role members
Administrator policies and role administrators
Owner policies and role owners

Tasks Roles Displays the tasks in the reporting database and the roles with
which they are associated

User Roles Displays the users in the reporting database and lists each user’s
roles

Non-Standard Accounts Trend Displays non-standard accounts trends for orphan accounts,
system accounts, and exception accounts

Non-Standard Accounts Displays all orphan, system, and exception accounts

Orphan Accounts Displays all endpoint accounts with no global user in the
Provisioning Server

Policies Displays all identity policies

User Profile Displays the following information for users:
Name
User ID
Groups where the user is a member or administrator
Roles where the user is a member, administrator, or owner

Endpoint Accounts Displays accounts per endpoint (you can choose which endpoint
to view)

Role Administrators Displays roles and their administrators

Role Owners Displays roles and their owners

Snapshots Displays all exported snapshots

User Account Displays a list of users and their accounts

User Entitlements Displays user’s roles, groups and accounts

User Policy Sync Status Displays the user’s status per policy (which policies should be
allocated, deallocated or reallocated)

Enforcing Segregation of Duties Requirements
Segregation of Duties (SOD) requirements prevent users from receiving privileges that may result in a conflict of interest
or fraud. Identity Manager provides the following functionality to support SOD: 

•  Preventative identity policies
These policies, which execute before a task is submitted, allow an administrator to check for policy violations before
assigning privileges or changing profile attributes. If a violation exists, the administrator can clear the violation before
submitting the task.
For example, a company can create a preventative identity policy that prohibits users who have the User Manager
role from also having the User Approver role. If an administrator uses the Modify User task to give a User Manager the
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User Approver role, Identity Manager displays a message about the violation. The administrator can change the role
assignments to clear the violation before submitting the task.

•  Policy Validation through Smart Provisioning
Identity Manager administrators can validate proposed changes to provisioning roles and user attributes against
Business Policy Rules (BPRs) in CA GovernanceMinder before committing changes. BPRs represent various
constraints on privileges. For example, a BPR may prevent users who have a purchasing department role, which
allows members to order stock from subcontractors, from also having the subcontractor payment role. A system
administrator, business manager, auditor, or role engineer creates BPRs in CA GovernanceMinder.
 

 

Transforming Data in the User Store
In some cases, you may want Identity Manager to transform data before it is stored in the user store. For example, you
may want to store information in a different format than it is entered, or you may want changes applied when certain types
of information are present.

Identity Manager includes the following features for transforming data: 

• Identity Policies
• Logical Attribute Handlers

NOTE
 You can also use identity policies and logical attribute handlers to implement custom business logic.

Logical Attribute Handlers

Logical attribute handlers are custom Java code that transform user attribute values used on Identity Manager task
screens. Using logical attribute handlers, you can control how a physical attribute is displayed on a task screen. You can
also use logical attribute handlers to transform a display value, such as cost, on the task screen to one or more physical
attributes, such as unit price and quantity, that are stored in the user store.

NOTE
 For more information about logical attribute handlers, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Applying Custom Business Logic
You can customize Identity Manager to implement the business logic that your company requires. Identity Manager
includes the following options for implementing custom business logic:

• Identity Policies -- You can use identity policies to define a set of business changes that occur when a user meets
a certain condition or rule. For example, identity policies can automate certain identity management tasks, such as
assigning roles, or enforce business rules, such as preventing users from signing and approving checks over $20,000.

NOTE
For more information about identity policies, see Administrating.

• Logical Attribute Handlers -- You can associate these handlers with Identity Manager task screens to control the
display and modification of attribute values.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• Business Logic Task Handlers -- Enable you to perform custom business logic, such as the following, during data
validation operations for a Identity Manager task:
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– Enforcing custom business rules (for example, an administrator cannot be allowed to manage more than five
groups).

– Validating customer-specific task screen fields (for example, the value of an Employee ID field must exist in the
master Human Resources database).

Business logic task handlers can be implemented in Java or JavaScript.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• Workflow -- Allows you to create custom process definitions, which are associated with a Identity Manager event.

NOTE
Before deciding whether to implement business logic in a business logic task handler or a workflow process, see
the following sections:

Business Logic Task Handler Considerations

Business Logic Task Handlers perform business logic validation during the synchronous processing phase of the task,
which occurs prior to event generation. This allows you to:

• Perform task-level validation. For example, you can add or remove members of a group based on their office location,
which is specified in the user profile screen.

• Prevent a task from being submitted if the validation fails.
• Automatically transform all of the information on a task screen so that it conforms to your business policies prior to task

submission.

NOTE
You should not implement activities that take a long time to complete in a Business Logic Task Handler. Long
running activities delay the submission of the task and are not well-suited for the synchronous phase where user
interaction occurs. Instead, use a workflow process, which executes during the asynchronous phase of the task.

Workflow Process Considerations

Workflow processes are called during the asynchronous phase of the task and are associated with the execution of
individual events. This allows you to:

• Execute approval activities based on the individual event data
• Execute long running custom business logic activities

While the Workflow API allows you to obtain task-level data from a Workflow Activity, typically you are operating in the
context of that specific event under workflow.

Approving Business Changes
Workflow describes a process that consists of one or more steps that must be performed in order to accomplish some
business objective, such as executing a hiring procedure, or obtaining a user’s credit score from an external system.
Typically, one of the steps in a workflow process involves approving or rejecting the business change.

In Identity Manager, a workflow process is associated with an event, an action that occurs during task processing. When
an event enters the Pending state in its lifecycle, Identity Manager invokes any associated workflow process and pauses
the event execution until the process completes. Identity Manager then performs or rejects the event based on the results
of the workflow process.

This sequence is shown in the following diagram:
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Figure 6: Work Flow for approving business change

Identity Manager includes the InSession WorkPoint workflow engine for creating and managing workflow processes.

Performance and Optimization
Identity Manager performance depends on the individual performance of different features and components.

You can optimize the following functionality in a Identity Manager environment:

• Roles
• Tasks
• Group membership and management
• Identity policies

For additional performance gains, you can also tune the following components:

• User store
• Provisioning components
• Runtime components, including the databases, such as the task persistence database, and application server settings

To ensure best performance, configure the Identity Manager functionality using the guidelines in the following sections.
Then, measure performance and tune components, as needed. Because the components work together, it may take
several iterations before you find the best tuning settings for your environment.

Role Optimizations
Role evaluation affects performance at Login time. When a Identity Manager user attempts to log into the User Console,
the following actions occur:

1. Identity Manager prompts the user to supply credentials, such as a user name and password.
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2. The user's credentials are authenticated using one of the following methods:
– Identity Manager native authentication
– SiteMinder authentication, if the Identity Manager implementation includes SiteMinder

3. Identity Manager evaluates every member policy for every admin role in the environment to determine which admin
roles apply to the user.

NOTE
This evaluation occurs only once for a given user. After the initial evaluation, Identity Manager caches the
results. Identity Manager uses the cached information until a change occurs to the user or to the set of
member policies, which causes Identity Manager to refresh the information in the cache.

4. The Identity Manager User Console displays the categories that the user can view based on his roles.

This process occurs for every user that logs into the User Console. If a Identity Manager environment contains a large
number of roles, or inefficient member policies, role membership evaluation can significantly impact performance. In this
case, the initial screen that users see when they log into the User Console may display slowly.

NOTE
Identity Manager does not need to evaluate member policies when a user accesses a public task to self-register
or to request a forgotten password. In these cases, Identity Manager does not need a list of the user's roles
because it does not display the complete User Console.

Role Objects and Performance

To support each role, Identity Manager creates a number of objects in the Identity Manager object store, depending on
the role configuration. Identity Manager creates one base object for each role. In addition to the base object, Identity
Manager creates one object for each policy. Large numbers of role objects may impact the performance of the object store
searches and policy evaluations.

Object Store Performance

Identity Manager stores information that it needs to manage users and entitlements in an object store. Having a large
number of role objects in the object store may cause the following issues:

• Searches for managed objects on Identity Manager tasks screens may take longer.
To reduce the impact on searches, index attributes used in searches.

• Role management tasks may execute slowly.
Some examples of role management tasks that are affected by a large object store include the following:
– A Create Admin Role task is slow because Identity Manager must confirm that the role name is unique in the object

store.
– The Delete Admin Role task must remove all objects created to support the role and the object cache must be

updated.
• Identity Manager takes a long time to evaluate role policies.

Identity Manager caches information in the object store to improve performance.

Optimize Role Policy Evaluation

For each admin role, you can create three types of policies:

• Member policies
Define a member rule, which determines the users who receive the role, and scope rules, which determine the objects
that role members can manage

• Admin policies
Define admin rules, scope rules, and administrator privileges for a role

• Owner policies
Define who can modify a role
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To optimize performance when Identity Manager evaluates role policies, consider the following:

• Limit the number of admin roles in a Identity Manager environment.
• Follow the guidelines for creating policy rules.
• Tune the user store.
• Tune the policy store, if Identity Manager includes SiteMinder.

Guidelines for Policy Rule Creation

One of the key factors in determining the overall performance of role policy evaluations is the amount of time it takes to
evaluate any single policy rule. To improve policy rule evaluation time, note the following when you create a policy:

• When possible, limit the number of policy objects that Identity Manager creates and the number of user store searches
that it performs by creating policy rules with complex expressions.
A single rule with a complex expression is more efficient than multiple rules with simple expressions.

• When possible, select the most efficient and scalable type of policy rule.
• Enable the in-memory evaluation option for policy rules.

The in-memory evaluation option significantly reduces policy evaluation time by retrieving information about a user to
be evaluated from the user store and storing a representation of that user in memory. Identity Manager uses the in-
memory representation to compare attribute values against policy rules.
For more information about the in-memory evaluation option, see the Configuring section.

• Tune the user store.
• Tune the policy store, if your Identity Manager implementation includes SiteMinder.

Limit Policy Objects and User Store Searches

Each rule in a role policy requires a set of objects in the object store. When Identity Manager evaluates a rule, it loads
these objects and performs any required user store searches.

The following example shows a member policy that includes three member rules. Each rule includes four scope rules.
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In this example, CA IdentityMinder creates the objects and performs the user store searches described in the following
table when evaluating and applying the member policy.

Rule Policy Objects Potential User Store Searches
Member rule: where (Department =
"Administration")
User scope: City = "Boston"
Group scope: Group Name = "Product
Team"
Provisioning role scope: Name =
"Employee"
Access Task Scope:Name = "Development"

5 5 (one for each rule definition object)

Member rule: where (Department =
"Engineering")
User scope: City = "Boston"
Group scope: Group Name = "Product
Team"
Provisioning role scope: Name =
"Employee"
Access Task Scope:Name = "Development"

5 5

Member rule: where (Department = "Human
Resources")
User scope: City = "Boston"
Group scope: Group Name = "Product
Team"
Provisioning role scope: Name =
"Employee"
Access Task Scope:Name = "Development"

5 5

In this example, Identity Manager creates 15 objects and executes 15 directory searches to determine membership and
scope.

To limit the number of policy objects and user store searches that Identity Manager performs, combine rules into complex
expressions. The following example specifies the same entitlements in the first example as one member rule.
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In this example, Identity Manager creates only ten policy objects and performs only five user store searches.

Rule Policy Objects Potential User Store Searches
Member rule:
where (Department = "Administration") OR
where (Department = "Engineering") OR
where (Department = "Human Resources")
User scope: City = "Boston"
Group scope: Group Name = "Product
Team"
Provisioning role scope: Name =
"Employee"
Access Task Scope:Name = "Development"

5 5

Select Scalable Policy Rule Types

In addition to the number of policy rules, the type of policy rule may also impact performance. Typically, policy rules are
constructed based on how the user store is structured and how entitlements are determined. For example, you may create
policy rules based on group membership, organization, or user attributes. However, when there are multiple ways to
construct policy rules, consider the performance guidelines in the following table before deciding which type of rule to
construct.

NOTE
The policy rule types in the following table are listed in order of performance, beginning with the most efficient
rule type.

Policy Rule Type Performance Notes

Organization Best overall performance
Does not require a search in LDAP directories. Identity Manager
uses the DN of the user being evaluated and the DN of the
organization in the policy rule

Role Identity Manager stores role object information and previous
evaluations in the object store cache
In most cases, performance will be as good as organization policy
rules

User attribute Provides the best user store search performance, and is the least
affected by large user populations
Allows you to enable in-memory evaluation for significant
performance gains

Group Membership Performance depends on group size and user store type

Task Optimizations
In Identity Manager, the tasks that a user sees in the User Console depend on that user's specific privileges. To display
and execute tasks, Identity Manager must perform multiple security evaluations, which may have a significant impact on
performance when applied over all of the users in a Identity Manager environment.

This page contains the following topics:

Identity Manager performs security evaluations when the following actions occur:

• A user logs into the User Console
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In this case, Identity Manager must evaluate a user's roles to determine which tasks that user can access in the User
Console.

• A user invokes a task
When a task is invoked, Identity Manager must determine which objects that user can manage with that task.

• A user accesses a relationship tab
A relationship tab is any tab where a user can view or manage a one-to-many relationship between the task's subject
and a set of entitlements. An example of a relationship tab is the Admin Roles tab, which displays the roles that a user
has.

• A user adds objects on a relationship tab
For example, Identity Manager performs additional security checks when a user adds additional roles to another user
on the Admin Roles tab.

Task performance is affected by the following:

• Task scope, which determines where an administrator can use a task
• Relationship tabs, which display an object's relationship to other objects

Task Scope Evaluation and Performance

When an administrator uses an admin task that involves searching for a managed object, such as a user, group,
organization, task, or role, Identity Manager evaluates and applies task scope rules. These rules can significantly impact
the amount of time Identity Manager takes to display the list of objects to select for the task.

NOTE
Unlike member, admin, and owner policy evaluations, information about scope rule evaluations is not stored in a
cache.

Task scope is determined by the following:

• The type of object that the task manages.
• Scope rules that apply to the admin role that includes the task. Scope rules are defined in member, owner, and admin

policies.
• Any user-defined search criteria.

For example, consider a Modify User task, which is included in the User Manager role. The User Manager role has
a member policy with a scope rule that allows User Managers to manage users in the Employees organization. An
administrator opens the Modify User task and enters the search criteria: Last Name starts with A. In this case, the scope
for the Modify User task is all users in the Employees organization whose last name starts with A.

How Identity Manager Renders Relationship Tabs

A relationship tab allows users to view and manage the relationship that a task's subject has with a set of entitlements.
For example, the Provisioning Roles tab shows the provisioning roles that a user has.

To determine the objects that appear on a relationship tab, Identity Manager performs numerous security evaluations,
which can significantly impact performance.

The following example shows the steps that Identity Manager takes to render the Provisioning Roles tab:

1. An administrator clicks the Provisioning Roles tab in the Modify User task.
2. Identity Manager retrieves the provisioning roles where the selected user is a member.
3. If the tab is configured to allow management of role administrators, Identity Manager makes a second call to retrieve

the list of provisioning roles where the selected user is an administrator.
4. Identity Manager evaluates each provisioning role that the user has to see if the administrator who initiated the task

can manage membership for that role.
If the administrator can manage role members, Identity Manager displays an active check box in the Membership
column for that role in the list of roles on the tab.
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5. Identity Manager evaluates each provisioning role that the user has to see if the administrator who initiated the task
can manage administrative rights for that role.
If the administrator can manage administrative rights, Identity Manager displays an active check box in the
Administrator column for that role in the list of roles on the tab.
Identity Manager must complete steps 2-5 to display the provisioning roles the user currently has. If the administrator
needs to assign a new provisioning role, the following additional steps are required.

6. The administrator clicks the Add button to locate new provisioning roles to assign.
7. Identity Manager displays a search screen that the administrator can use to search for the role to add.
8. The administrator enters a search filter to find the role to add.
9. Identity Manager returns the list of provisioning roles that meet following criteria:

– The roles match the search filter entered by the administrator.
– The administrator can manage membership for the roles.
– The user is in the administrative scope of the administrator for the roles.
– The user does not already have the provisioning roles.

10. Identity Manager repeats step 9 to determine the roles where the administrator can manage administrative privileges.

Relationship Tabs and Performance

Because of the number of security evaluations Identity Manager performs, rendering a relationship tab can significantly
impact performance. The factors that determine performance vary depending on the type of tab.

For role relationship tabs, the following factors can impact performance:

• Number of roles where the task's subject is a member
• Number of roles where the task's subject is an administrator
• Number of total objects in the system that Identity Manager requires to calculate the subject's roles
• Number of member/admin policies per role
• Complexity of the member/admin policy scope rules
• The ability to maintain cached authorizations for the task invokers to limit the effect of the security enforcements

To determine group membership and administrative privileges on group relationship tabs, Identity Manager must search
all of the groups in the user store. Performance of these searches depends on the following factors:

• Number of group objects in the user store
• Number of members in any group
• Performance of the database or directory where the user store exists

Task Processing and Performance

Admin tasks include events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete the task. A task may include multiple
events. For example, the Create User task may include events that create the user's profile, add the user to a group, and
assign roles.

When Identity Manager processes a task, it processes each event associated with the task. During event processing,
Identity Manager saves each event four times. This allows Identity Manager to preserve in-process actions in the event of
an unexpected system shutdown.

When Identity Manager processes multiple events at the same time, the events are added to a queue. When the first
event completes the first stage of its lifecycle, it is saved, and then moved to the back of the queue to wait for the second
stage processing to begin. Identity Manager then completes the first processing stage for the next event in the queue, and
that event moves to the end of the queue. The process continues until all of the events in the queue have completed the
first processing stage. Then, the first event in the queue begins the second processing phase. This continues until all of
the events in the queue complete all four processing stages.
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Under normal load conditions, this behavior does not impact performance. However, if the system is processing a large
number of tasks and events, such as during a bulk load of a large user population, each event and task must wait longer
in the queue and, therefore, has a longer completion time.

To prevent performance issues under load conditions, consider the following actions:

• Use the Task Priority setting on a task's Profile tab.
The Task Priority setting allows you to set the priority of a task to High, Medium, or Low.
Tasks that need to be processed immediately should be set to High. Tasks involved in a bulk load should be set to Low.
If a task priority is set, the events associated with the task are processed with other tasks that have the same priority.
For example, if the Modify User task is set to High priority, and an administrator modifies a user profile, Identity
Manager processes that task before tasks with Medium or Low priority. If there are other High priority tasks, Identity
Manager completes the first processing stage for the first High priority event and then moves that event to the end of
the list of other High priority events.

• Install a separate, dedicated Identity Manager Server to handle bulk load operations

Guidelines for Optimizing Tasks

The default tasks, which Identity Manager deploys when you create a Identity Manager environment, are configured
to support a wide range of administration use cases. Most Identity Manager implementations do not require all of the
functionality provided in the default tasks. After creating a Identity Manager environment, modify these tasks to suit
specific administration needs.

The following steps provide guidelines for modifying tasks:

• Create specialized user management tasks
The default Create User, Modify User, and View User tasks provide full administrative capabilities. In most
implementations, only a small number of administrators need all of the available capabilities.
Create new tasks that include only the required capabilities. For example, if most user management tasks involve only
profile and group management, create a new Modify User task that includes only the Profile and Group tabs. Remove
the Admin Roles, Access Roles, and Provisioning Roles tabs, which are available in the default Modify User task.
Unused tabs can cause significant overhead if they are left in frequently used tasks. This is especially true when using
a Task Execution Web Service (TEWS) client, where these tabs may be inadvertently activated through the tab java
class, which is provided with Identity Manager.
The specialized tasks that you create should match the delegated administration model that you defined for your
environment.

• Disable Manage Administrators in relationship tabs
By default, all relationship tabs provide the ability to manage administrative rights for the object that the tab manages,
such as roles and groups. Most implementations do not need to provide this functionality to administrators.
To eliminate the additional overhead that occurs when Identity Manager evaluates administrative rights, clear the
Manage Administrators option on the following tabs, if this functionality is not required:
– Admin Roles
– Provisioning Roles
– Access Roles
– Groups
To enable users to manage administrative rights on specific tabs, create copies of the default tabs, enable the Manage
Administrators option, and disable the Manage Members option. Add the new tabs to specialized tasks, which are only
used by the administrators who need them. 

• Enable scoped searches in role relationship tabs
You can configure each role tab to include searches that allow administrators to specify criteria for new roles to assign
to a user. Role searches limit the number of member and admin policy rules that Identity Manager must evaluate to
determine which roles an administrator can assign to a user.

• Set task synchronization options
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For each Identity Manager task, you can specify a user synchronization option, which synchronizes users with identity
policies, and a provisioning account synchronization option, which synchronizes users with provisioned accounts. The
options enable you to synchronize users when a task completes, or when an event completes.
To eliminate evaluation and processing time, set the synchronization to occur when a task completes, instead of when
events complete.

Group Member/Administrator Optimization
To improve performance of searches for group members and administrators, consider the following:

• Define well-known attributes in the directory configuration file (directory.xml), which describes the user store structure
and contents to Identity Manager.
A well-known attribute is an attribute that has a special meaning in Identity Manager.
To improve group member\administrator searches, define the following well-known attribute for the user object:
–  %MEMBER_OF%

Identifies an attribute on the user object that stores a list of groups where the user is a member.
When defined, this attribute can prevent Identity Manager from searching all of the members in all of the groups in
the user store. Group searches can significantly affect performance in very large groups.

• Specify the Group Type in the directory configuration file
Identity Manager supports three types of groups: standard groups, nested groups, and dynamic groups.
When you define the group object in the directory configuration file, you can specify the type of groups that the user
store supports. If your implementation does not support nested or dynamic groups, set the Group Type attribute as
follows:
GroupType = NONE
The setting NONE specifies support for standard groups.
The default Group Type setting is ALL, which may impact performance.
 Note: For more information about well-known attributes and group types in the directory configuration file, see
the Configuration section. 

• Set the Provisioning Directory cache indices to improve GlobalGroup performance:
For Identity Manager implementations that include a combined user store and Provisioning Directory, GlobalGroup
membership can be optimized for policy rule evaluation for roles and identity policies.
To enable this optimization, you index the following attributes, which the Provisioning Server uses to resolve group
membership, in the Provisioning Directory cache:
–  eTID

The unique object ID attribute. For group membership lookups, the value is a specific user or group involved in the
lookup.

–  eTPID
The parent ID of the object used when searching for membership relationships.

–  eTCID 
The child ID of the object used when searching for membership relationships.

Additionally, add the following hash entries:
–  eTSuperiorClass

The type of the parent object in a membership lookup
–  eTSubordinateClass

The type of the child object in a membership lookup
 Note: For more information about the Provisioning Directory cache, see the Installation section. 

Identity Policy Optimizations
An identity policy is a set of business changes that occurs when a user meets a certain condition or rule. These changes
can include assigning or revoking roles, assigning or revoking group membership, and updating attributes in a user profile.
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Identity Manager evaluates identity policies when user synchronization occurs.

Identity policy performance is affected by the following:

• How the identity policies are configured
• How often user synchronization occurs

This page contains the following topics:

How Users and Identity Policies Are Synchronized

When using identity policies, it is important to understand how Identity Manager evaluates and applies the policies to
users. Without a thorough understanding of the user synchronization process, you may configure identity policy sets that
yield unexpected results.

The following procedure describes how Identity Manager evaluates and applies identity policies:

1. The user synchronization process begins:
– Automatically -- You can configure Identity Managertasks to automatically trigger user synchronization
– Manually -- Use the Synchronize User task in the User Console to synchronize a user.

2. Identity Manager determines the set of identity policies that apply to a user.
3. Identity Manager compares the set of identity policies that apply to a user with the list of policies that have already

been applied to that user.

NOTE
The list of policies that have been applied to a user is stored in the %IDENTITY_POLICY% well-known
attribute in the user profile. For information on configuring this attribute, see the Configuration Guide.

4. After Identity Manager evaluates all of the policies for a user, it applies policies in the following order:
a. Identity policies from the deallocation list
b. Identity policies from the allocation list
c. Identity policies from the reallocation list

5. After the identity policies have been applied, Identity Manager reevaluates the policies to see if any additional changes
are needed based on changes that occurred in the first synchronization process (steps 2-4).
This is to ensure that changes made by applying identity policies did not trigger other identity policies.

6. Identity Manager continues to reevaluate and apply identity policies until the user is synchronized with all applicable
policies, or until Identity Manager reaches the maximum recursion level, which is defined in the Management Console.
For example, an identity policy may change a user's department when the user is assigned a role. The new
department triggers another identity policy. However, if the recursion level is set to 1, the subsequent change is not
made until the user is synchronized again.
For more information about setting the recursion level, see the Management Console Online Help.

Design Efficient Identity Policies

Use the following guidelines when you create identity policies:

• Limit the number of policy objects
Identity Manager creates objects in the object store that support identity policies. To reduce the number of objects in
the object store, create identity policies with complex expressions.
A similar approach is recommended for role policies.

• Limit identity policy set iterations
You can configure the recursion level for an identity policy, which determines the number of times that Identity Manager
evaluates and applies identity policies when a user is synchronized. For example, an identity policy may change a
user's department when the user is assigned a role. The new department triggers another identity policy. However, if
the recursion level is set to 1, the subsequent change is not made until the user is synchronized again.
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Setting the recursion level limits the number of times that Identity Manager must evaluate identity policies.
• Limit dependencies between identity policy rules

You can create an identity policy where the change action (Action on Apply Policy or Action on Remove Policy) of one
policy is used in the identity policy condition of another policy as shown in the following table.

Identity Policy Condition Action on Apply Policy Action on Remove Policy

where (Job Code = "100") Make member of (provisioning role
"Account Manager")

Remove member of (provisioning role
"Account Manager")

Who are members of (provisioning role
"Account Manager")

Make member of (group "Account
Managers")

Remove member of (group "Account
Managers")

When Identity Manager evaluates this type of policy, it must evaluate and apply changes at least twice to ensure that both
conditions are met. The recursion level, which is set for an entire Identity Manager environment, must be greater than 1,
which then causes additional evaluations for each identity policy set.

Limit the Tasks that Trigger User Synchronization

Identity policies are evaluated and applied during the user synchronization process. You can configure automatic
synchronization by specifying one of the following user synchronization options for a task:

• On Task Completion
Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process after all of the events in a task have completed.

• On Every Event
Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process when each event in a task completes.

For best performance, limit the number of tasks that trigger automatic user synchronization.

Consider the following when configuring user synchronization:

• Disable user synchronization for password tasks
In most cases, passwords are not used in identity policy conditions.

• Disable user synchronization for the Synchronize User task
Since the Synchronize User task triggers identity policy evaluations, Identity Manager performs the evaluations again if
the user synchronization option is enabled for this task.

• Create specialized tasks
When possible, create tasks that execute modifications that trigger identity policy conditions and enable user
synchronizations for those tasks only.

Optimize Identity Policy Rule Evaluation

To reduce the evaluation time for identity policy conditions that include user-attributes, you can enable an in-memory
evaluation option. When the in-memory evaluation option is enabled, Identity Manager retrieves information about a
user to be evaluated from the user store and stores a representation of that user in memory. Identity Manager uses the
in-memory representation to compare attribute values against policy conditions. This limits the number of calls Identity
Manager makes directly to the user store.

NOTE
For more information about the in-memory evaluation option, see the Configuration Guide.

User Store Tuning
User store tuning involves a number of steps, including the following:
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• Optimizing the structure of the user store
• Tuning underlying stores
• Implementing load balancing and replication

These steps depend on the type of user store that you are using. For tuning information in these areas, see the
documentation for the database or directory that contains the user store.

In addition to the general tuning considerations, the following tuning considerations are specific to Identity Manager:

•  Measure user store search performance
For optimum performance, Identity Manager policy evaluation searches should complete within 10-20 milliseconds.
To ensure that Identity Manager can consistently complete these searches in the recommended time, consider testing
search performance under multiple load conditions.
You can also use this measurement to determine when a user store reaches its physical limits and additional servers
are required for load balancing. 

•  Index attributes
Index each attribute that is used in a role policy or identity policy. Indexing attributes can provide significant
performance improvements.

NOTE
 For information about indexing attributes, see the documentation for the LDAP directory or relational
database that contains the user store.

•  Cache LDAP Binds
In Identity Manager, all directory LDAP binds are executed by the proxy user defined on the Identity Manager Directory
object. For each connection, the same LDAP bind occurs for this same user repeatedly.
If you are using an LDAP directory as a user store, configure the directory to cache LDAP binds (or sessions), if the
directory supports it.

•  Enable user store caches
When Identity Manager evaluates the policy decisions for a user, that information is stored in an authorization cache.
When the cached information expires, Identity Manager evaluates all policies for that user again.
To improve performance of user store searches in subsequent policy rule evaluations, enable the user store to cache
searched data, if your user store supports it.
CA Directory includes a cache, called dxCache, which is an in-memory database implementation that can search
across cached data.

NOTE
 For more information about CA Directory, see the CA Directory Administrator Guide.

Tuning for Provisioning Components
When an Identity Manager implementation includes provisioning, use the following optimizations to ensure the best
performance:

• Optimize the connection between the Identity Manager Server and the Provisioning Server
Identity Manager communicates with the Provisioning Server using the Java IAM (JIAM) API. To improve
communication performance, you configure the following:
– JIAM session pool for multiple connections to the Provisioning Server

Note: It is recommended to set the initial sessions value to 8, and the maximum sessions to 128.
– JIAM cache for objects retrieved from the Provisioning Server

NOTE
For information on JIAM configuration settings, see the Administrating section.

• Set account synchronization to occur at the end of a task, instead of the end of each event
• Tune the Provisioning Server
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Runtime Components Tuning
Business changes in Identity Manager are accomplished through tasks. A task includes one or more events, which
represent activities that Identity Manager performs to complete the task. For example, a Create User task may include the
CreateUserEvent and the AddToGroupEvent.

Identity Manager includes the following components, which process tasks and events at runtime:

• Identity Manager databases, which support Identity Manager functionality
• JMS messages, which are responsible for processing events

This page contains the following topics:

Automatically Load Managed Object Cache

To improve start up time, beginning with version 14.4.1, Identity Manager pre-populates managed object cache
asynchronously at start-up time.

To turn off this feature off and return to synchronous pre-population, set AsyncCachePreload to false in following
configuration file:

/com/netegrity/config/objectstorecache.properties

Tuning Identity Manager Databases

When executing tasks, Identity Manager uses the following databases:

• Task persistence
Maintains information about Identity Manager tasks and events over time. This allows Identity Manager to restore the
last known state of events and tasks in the case of system failure.
Note: This database has the most significant impact on Identity Manager performance because the task and its events
are saved and retrieved from the database during state transitions.

• Audit
Provides a historical record of operations that occur in a Identity Manager environment.

• Workflow
Stores workflow process definitions, jobs, scripts, and other data required by the workflow engine.

• Reporting
Stores snapshot data, which reflects the current state of objects in Identity Manager at the time the snapshot is taken.

Identity Manager communicates with each database through a JDBC connection pool. You create and configure a JDBC
connection pool in the application server that hosts Identity Manager. When you configure the JDBC connection pool, note
the following:

• Consider the number of concurrent tasks that will execute at any one time.
• Consider the other runtime components when you configure the JDBC connection pool size. Each runtime component

works in conjunction with the other runtime components.
Note: The recommended setting for the initial connection pool value to 128.

• For the task persistence database, the number of database connections in the pool must allow each executing task to
retrieve and update task and event data throughout the lifetime of the task.

• The task persistence database uses prepared statements. Be sure to configure the prepared statement cache for the
database that you are using to store task persistence data.
Note: See the documentation for the database that you are using for task persistence for information about configuring
the prepared statement cache.
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JMS Settings

A Identity Manager task includes events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete a task.

During an event's life cycle, it transitions through the following states:

• BEGIN
• APPROVED
• EXECUTING
• COMPLETED
• INVALID

Workflow controlled events can also have such states as the following:

• PENDING
• REJECTED

Identity Manager uses JMS messages to control these state transitions.

How JMS Messages Drive Event Transitions

Identity Manager uses JMS messages to drive an event’s state transitions. The following procedure describes the steps
involved:

1. A user submits a task.
2. The task generates one or more events.
3. When an event is ready for processing, Identity Manager sets the event's state to BEGIN and the event is persisted in

the task persistence database.
4. Identity Manager creates a JMS message containing the event ID and posts that message to the Event Message

Queue.
5. Upon receiving the message, JMS then invokes an instance of the Event Message Driven Bean, which is an

implementation of the Event Controller.
6. The Event Controller uses the event ID in the message to retrieve the event from the task persistence database, and

executes the actions for the event’s current state.
7. Upon completion of that state, the event is set to the next state, persisted in the task persistence database, and a new

JMS message is posted for processing the next state.
This cycle continues until the event has completed its state machine.

JMS Messages and Performance

For any event, there are three to five states that require JMS messages for state transition:

• BEGIN
• PENDING (only under Workflow control)
• APPROVED or REJECTED
• EXECUTING
• COMPLETED or INVALID

To process a single event, the following actions take place:

• Three to five posts to the Events Message Queue
• Three to five invocations of the Message Driven Bean
• Six to ten connections to the task persistence database (one read action and one write action per state)

These actions may impact the amount of time it takes Identity Manager to process a task.

To ensure best performance during state transitions, tune the JMS resources in the application server that hosts Identity
Manager so that adequate JMS resources are available.
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Tuning JMS Settings

The following application server JMS tuning parameters define Queue connections and Message Driven Bean instance
pools.

• WebSphere JMS Tuning
WebSphere provides Queue Connection Factories two parameters that you can configure to improve performance.
Use the WebSphere Administration Console to set the following properties:
– Under Resources, locate the following Queue Connection Factories: iam-im-neteQCF and iam-im-

wpConnectionFactory.
– For each one, edit the connection pool properties to set the maximum connections to 128.

• WebLogic Tuning
In WebLogic application servers, Queue Connection Factories obtain connection-handling threads from the server's
JMS Thread Pool or the default execute pool, depending on the JMS Thread Pool size. If the JMS Thread Pool size is
0, then WebLogic uses the threads in the execute pool.

NOTE
We recommend setting the number of JMS Thread Pool threads equal to the maximum Bean Pool size for
the Identity Manager Event Message Driven Bean, which is set to 128 by default.

You use the WebLogic Server Console to set the JMS Thread Pool size in the JMS Services properties for the domain
and server where Identity Manager is installed.
The Identity Manager Event Message Driven Bean pool size is set by modifying the max-beans-in-free-pool setting in
the descriptor file in the following location:
WebLogic_home\domain\applications\iam_im.ear\identityminder_ejb.jar\META-INF\weblogic-ejb-jar.xml
<weblogic-enterprise-bean>

        <ejb-name>SubscriberMessageEJB</ejb-name>

        <message-driven-descriptor>

            <pool>

                <max-beans-in-free-pool>128</max-beans-in-free-pool>

                <initial-beans-in-free-pool>16</initial-beans-in-free-pool>

            </pool>

            <destination-jndi-name>com.netegrity.ims.msg.queue</destination-jndi-name>

        </message-driven-descriptor>

    </weblogic-enterprise-bean>

• JBoss/WildFly Tuning
By default, the JMS Session Pool (slsb), and Event Message Driven Bean pool (mdb) size is set to 20. We recommend
you to change the pool size by following the given steps:
a. On the system where Identity Manager is deployed, navigate to <jboss_home>/standalone/configuration.
b. Open standalone-full.xml (standalone deployment) or standalone-full-ha.xml (cluster deployment), and modify

the max-pool-size as desired.
<pools>  

     <bean-instance-pools> 

     <!-- A sample strict max pool configuration -->   

     <strict-max-pool instance-acquisition-timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES" max-

pool-size="20" name="slsb-strict-max-pool"/> 

     <strict-max-pool instance-acquisition-timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES" max-

pool-size="20" name="mdb-strict-max-pool"/>    

     </bean-instance-pools>

</pools>

c. Save the changes.
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Ports
To connect with external connectors and endpoints, Identity Manager uses specific ports. Open the following ports before
connecting to the corresponding systems: 

System Port Number
UNIX 4104 (TCP, UDP)

4105 (TCP, UDP)
CA ACF2 389

636 (for SSL)
RACF 389

636 (for SSL)
CA Access Control 5249 (TCP)

8891 (TCP)
AS400 8470

9470
8475
9475
8476
9476
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Installing
To install Identity Manager, perform the following steps:

WARNING

Review and follow the Installation Considerations before you begin any installation!

1. Install the prerequisite hardware and software and configure your system as required.
2. Install the Identity Manager Server on a single node or an application server cluster.
3. (Optional) Configure separate databases.
4. (Optional) Install the report server.
5. (Optional) Install alternate Provisioning Directories, alternate Provisioning Servers, and connector servers for High

Availability provisioning capabilities.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Planning Your Implementation
To plan a Identity Manager implementation, you decide how Identity Manager will manage users and what functionality
you need to accomplish your business objectives. Some questions to consider are:

• How do I manage users?
• Do I need account provisioning?
• What are my custom business requirements and should I implement them using workflow?

Based on the decisions you make, you can determine the best way to implement Identity Manager for your environment.

Decide What to Manage
Deciding what you want to manage will help you determine which components you want to install. Using Identity Manager,
you can manage the following:

User Identities

User identities represent the people that a company needs to manage, such as employees, contractors, suppliers, and
others.

To manage user identities, you need to install only the Identity Manager Server and the Administrative Tools.

How to Configure User Management Support

In Identity Manager, you manage users with admin roles, which determine the Identity Manager tasks that administrators
can perform.

Note: Before implementing user management in Identity Manager, you should determine which functionality you need and
develop a plan for implementing that functionality in stages.

To configure user management support, you complete the following high-level steps:

1. Install the Identity Manager Server and Administrative tools.
If you need to provision accounts to managed users, you will also need to install support for provisioning.

NOTE
See the Installation Guide for instructions.
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2. Create the following in the Identity Manager Management Console:
– Identity Manager directory

Describes a user store to Identity Manager. It includes the following:
• A pointer to a user store, which stores managed objects such as users, groups, and organizations.
• Metadata that describes how managed objects are stored in the directory and represented in Identity Manager.

– Identity Manager environment
Provides a management namespace that lets Identity Manager administrators manage objects such as users,
groups, and organizations, with a set of associated roles and tasks. The Identity Manager environment controls the
management and graphical presentation of a directory.

NOTE
For more information about Identity Manager directories and environments, see the Configuration Guide.

3. Modify the default admin roles and tasks to suit your business requirements.
Typical role modifications include adding or removing default tasks from existing admin roles, or creating new admin
roles, which are based on the default roles.
Typical task modifications include customizing the default user profile tabs to include only the information that you want
to manage. (The default profile tabs include all attributes that are defined for users.)
For information about modifying the default admin roles and tasks, see the User Console Design Guide.

4. Assign the admin roles to users who will perform user management tasks.

Access to Accounts on Endpoint Systems (Provisioning)

The decision to implement provisioning depends on the type of information that you need to manage. If you are managing
a central user directory and you do not want to manage user accounts in other systems, you do not need provisioning. If
you want to manage user accounts over a variety of systems, then you should implement provisioning support.

Provisioning capabilities are provided through the Provisioning Server, which is integrated with Identity Manager. The
Provisioning Server provides the following functionality for account provisioning:

NOTE
Provisioning information is stored in a Provisioning Directory. If Identity Manager maintains users in another type
of directory, your deployment will include a Identity Manager user store and a provisioning directory.

top

Endpoint Management

To provision accounts, you define and manage endpoints in the Identity Manager User Console. An endpoint is a system
for which users need access. Examples of endpoints include Oracle databases, UNIX NIS servers, Windows servers, and
Microsoft Exchange servers. Use Account templates to create accounts and determine the user capabilities in managed
endpoints.

NOTE
You can also use the Provisioning Manager to define and manage endpoints. Although we recommend using
the User Console for most endpoint management tasks, there are some tasks that require the Provisioning
Manager, such as managing certain endpoint attributes and managing endpoint objects other than accounts. For
more information about the Provisioning Manager, see the Provisioning Reference.

Account Synchronization

You can synchronize user accounts across multiple managed endpoints. When account synchronization is enabled, a
change made to a user profile in the Provisioning Server is propagated to all of the endpoints where that user has an
account.
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NOTE
You specify account synchronization settings on the Profile tab for a Identity Manager task. For more information
about configuring account synchronization, see the Administrating Section.

Account Templates

Account templates define how a user is represented in a managed endpoint. For example, a template for an Exchange
account could define the format of a user’s email address, such as <first initial><last name>@mycompany.com
.

Account templates also determine the privileges a user has within a managed system. For example, in addition to defining
the format of an email address, a template for an Exchange account may also limit a user’s mailbox size.

You create and manage account templates in the User Console.

Explore and Correlate Functionality

The Explore and Correlate features simplify endpoint management by discovering and synchronizing changes in
managed sytems.

The Explore feature finds objects, including accounts, in endpoints, and stores references to them in the Provisioning
Directory. You can use the Explore feature to detect any new objects to be managed. For example, if you provision
accounts in an LDAP directory and new organizations are added in that directory, you can use the Explore feature to
introduce those new organizations for use in account templates.

The Correlate feature associates an account in a managed endpoint with a global user in the Provisioning Directory. When
a change is made to the account through the endpoint, the Correlate feature can synchronize those changes with the
global user account.

NOTE
For more information about the Explore and Correlate functionality, see the Administrating Section.

How to Configure Support for Provisioning

After deciding to implement provisioning, you complete the following high-level steps.

1. Use the Identity Manager Server installer to install the Identity Manager Server, the Provisioning Server, the
Provisioning Directory Initialization, and the Administrative Tools.

NOTE
For more information about installing Identity Manager components, see the Installation Guide.

2. Configure the Provisioning Manager to connect to the Identity Manager Server.
3. Configure Provisioning in the Identity Manager Management Console:

a. Enable Provisioning.
b. Configure an environment for Provisioning by completing the following:

• Importing custom role definitions
• Configuring an inbound administrator
• Connecting the environment to the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
For more information, see the Configuration Guide.

4. Create endpoints in the User Console.
This allows Identity Manager to manage the endpoint.
Note: For more information about endpoint management, see the Administrating Section.

5. Explore and correlate the endpoint.
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When you explore an endpoint, Identity Manager finds the objects in the endpoint and stores instances of them in the
provisioning directory. This action populates the provisioning directory with accounts and other objects found in the
endpoint.
When you correlate accounts on an endpoint, Identity Manager associates them with a global user in the provisioning
directory. You may choose whether the correlate function creates any global users that are not present or whether it
associates accounts with no matching global user to the [default user] global user.

6. Create and maintain endpoint accounts by using account templates, which contain the attributes that are used to
create accounts.

7. Associate the account templates with provisioning roles.
When you assign provisioning roles to users, Identity Manager creates accounts in the associated endpoints for those
users.
Note: For information about account templates and provisioning roles, see the Administrating Section.

Determine Audit Requirements
 Identity Manager includes auditing capabilities that allow you to monitor activities in a Identity Manager environment.

This information is stored in an audit database. The amount and type of information that is stored in the audit database is
configurable. 

You view audit data in the User Console through a task called View Submitted Tasks. This task allows administrators to
search for and view tasks that occur in the system. Administrators can view task information at a high level or view task
and event details.

 Identity Manager Auditing Considerations

Audit data provides a historical record of operations that occur in a Identity Manager environment. To audit data in Identity
Manager, you need the following:

Audit Database

When you use the Identity Manager Installer, Identity Manager configures a connection to a single database, called
the Identity Manager Database, and creates a data source to connect to the database tables for auditing.

NOTE
 The Identity Manager Database also includes data that is used by other Identity Manager functionality, including
task persistence, workflow, and reporting. For scalability purposes, you can create a new, separate instance of a
database for auditing.

Audit Settings

You configure audit settings in an audit settings file. An audit settings file determines the amount and type of information
that Identity Manager audits. You can configure an audit settings file to do the following:

• Enable auditing for a Identity Manager environment.
• Enable auditing for some or all of the Identity Manager events generated by admin tasks.
• Record event information at specific states, such as when an event completes or is cancelled.
• Log information about attributes involved in an event. For example, you can log attributes that change during a

ModifyUserEvent event.
• Set the audit level for attribute logging. 

NOTE
 For more information about configuring auditing, see the Configuration Guide.
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CA Audit Considerations

CA Audit is an audit management system that enables you to collect and store security related data for auditing, reporting,
compliance verification and event monitoring.

To integrate with CA Audit, you install the iRecorder component when you install the Identity Manager Server. The
iRecorder retrieves events from Identity Manager. Based on policies in the CA Audit Policy Manager, the iRecorder
ignores the event or routes it through to CA Audit.

Decide User Store Requirements
A Identity Manager implementation must include a user store that contains the user identities that Identity Manager
maintains. Typically, this is an existing user store that an enterprise uses to store information about its users, such as
employees and customers.

This page contains the following topics:

If your implementation includes provisioning, Identity Manager also requires a provisioning directory that includes global
users, which are associated with accounts on endpoints such as Microsoft Exchange, Active Directory, and Oracle.

How to Choose a User Store Solution

To manage an existing user store, use Identity Manager to manage it, and then create a separate Provisioning Directory.
However, in implementations where you can choose a user store option, consider the key differences in the following
table.

Important! CA Technologies strongly recommends using a separate user store and Provisioning Directory for new
deployments.

Capability Separate User Store and Provisioning
Directory

Single User Store and Provisioning
Directory

User Object Support Yes Yes (custom schema)

Group Object Support Yes Yes (custom schema)

Group Membership Support Yes Yes (proprietary model)

Organization Object Support Yes No

Direct Provisioning Support No Yes

Additional user store required for
provisioning

Yes No

Recommended number of users Millions of users Tens of thousands of users

Managing Multiple User Stores

An enterprise may maintain multiple user stores. In each user store, the user identity allows access to different corporate
resources. You can use one of the following methods to manage multiple user stores:

• Use Identity Manager to directly manage the Provisioning Directory and use the Provisioning Server to indirectly
manage the users and accounts in the different user stores.
This approach enables you to:
– Centrally manage users who can be assigned various enterprise resources from one location
– Implement common security and business rules across enterprise resources. This may include the following:
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• Role-based access control
• Delegated administration
• Tasks and screens that are customized based on the type of corporate identities they manage
• Identity policies for rule-based identity management
• Customization and extensibility

NOTE
For information on these features, see the Administrating Section.

• Create a separate Identity Manager environment to manage each user store.
With this method, information is not shared between environments.

Select Components to Install
The following table lists the components to install to support the functionality that you want to implement.

NOTE
For instructions on installing these components, see the Installing section.

If you want to... Install these components
Manage user identities in an existing corporate user store Identity Manager Server
Provision accounts in endpoint systems Provisioning Server

Provisioning Directory
Provisioning Manager
Connectors
Connector Servers

Implement one or more of the following features:
Advanced authentication
Advanced password policies
Different console skins for different sets of users
Configure locale preferences for users

SiteMinder Policy Server
Policy store
SiteMinder Web Agent
Identity Manager Extensions to the Policy Server
Note: For instructions on installing the SiteMinder Policy Server
and policy store, see the CA SSO Web Access Manager Policy
Server Installation Guide. For instructions on installing the Web
Agent, see the CA SSO Web Access Manager Web Agent
Installation Guide.

Generate reports on Identity Manager activity Report Server
Create an Identity Manager environment during installation Out of the Box Environment

Decide Hardware Requirements
The hardware that you need for a Identity Manager installation depends on the functionality that you want to implement
and the size of your deployment.

The following sections describe typical Identity Manager implementations and their required hardware.

Deployment Types

When planning the hardware needed for a Identity Manager deployment, consider the features that you want to implement
and the initial size of the deployment. Use one of the following categories to estimate the size of the deployment.

NOTE
The deployment type you select determines the size of the DxGrid file that is used by the Provisioning Directory.
You specify the deployment type when you install the Identity Manager Server.
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• Demonstration
A single server deployment for use in demonstrations or basic testing in a Development environment. A demonstration
deployment supports up to 10,000 provisioned accounts.

NOTE
This implementation type does not support production implementations.

• Basic
A high availability implementation that is suitable for most small to medium size implementations. A basic
implementation supports up to 400,000 provisioned accounts.
This type of implementation requires two servers for running the Identity Manager application and its components and
two servers for running the Identity Manager database and the user store.

• Intermediate
A high availability implementation that is suitable for medium size implementations. An intermediate deployment
supports up to 600,000 provisioned accounts.

• Large Enterprise
A high availability implementation that includes additional server clusters to address additional users and an increased
number of transactions. A large deployment supports more than 600,000 provisioned accounts.

NOTE
For more information about high availability implementations, see the Installation Guide.

 

Additional Requirements for Provisioning

In addition to the components required for a basic Identity Manager implementation, the following additional components
are required when Identity Manager includes provisioning:

• Provisioning Server
Can be installed on the same machine as the Identity Manager server.

• Provisioning Directory Initialization

WARNING
The Provisioning Directory Initialization must be installed on CA Directory.

• Provisioning Manager
Can be installed on any Windows machine that can access the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
In a development environment, these components can be installed on one machine that also includes the basic
installation components.

Additional Requirements for SiteMinder Integration

When Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder, the implementation must include the components in the basic Identity
Manager installation, plus the following additional components:

• Policy Server
Provides policy management, authentication, authorization, and accounting services.
The Policy Server can be installed on the same machine as the Identity Manager Server, if the Policy Server is
dedicated to Identity Manager. If the Policy Server is protecting other applications, we recommend installing it on a
separate machine to ensure best performance.

• Policy Store
Contains all of the Policy Server data. You can configure a policy store in a supported LDAP or relational database. In
high availability implementations, we recommend installing the policy store on a separate server.

• Extensions to the Policy Server
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Enables a SiteMinder Policy Server to support Identity Manager. Install the extensions on each SiteMinder Policy
Server system in your Identity Manager implementation.

• SiteMinder Web Agent
Works with the SiteMinder Policy Server to protect the User Console. Installed on the system with the Identity Manager
Server.

Choose a Method to Import Users
If you need to import users into an existing user store, the method you select should be based on your business
requirements.

The following sections describe options for importing users.

How to Import Users into a New User Store

After you decide how to store user data, you may need to import users from one store to another. Depending on your
implementation, you can use different methods to import users.

NOTE
After importing users into a new user store, you can use identity policies to apply changes to imported users.

Import Users Through

Identity Manager provides the following methods for adding users to a user store that it manages directly.

Method Features Limitations

Bulk Loader Allows you to use the Bulk Loader task in
the User Console to upload feeder files that
are used to manipulate large numbers of
managed objects simultaneously.
The advantage of the Bulk Loader method
is that you can automate the process of
manipulating a large number of managed
objects using an information (feeder) file.
The Bulk Loader task can also be mapped
to a workflow process.

If you are using the Bulk Loader, you may
see out-of-memory exceptions depending
on the number of users you are importing.
To address this issue, increase the JVM
memory settings.

Remote Task Invocation via Task Execution
Web Service (TEWS)

Allows execution of any Identity Manager
task that is enabled for Web Services,
including the Create User task.
If the task is configured for User
Synchronization, Identity Manager will
execute any applicable identity policies.

Performance characteristics of web service
model may not be well-suited for high-
throughput requirements of bulk import
operations

IM API Provides User-based APIs that can be
invoked directly for creating users via a
Java client
Provides the highest throughput
capabilities.

Bypasses audit and security mechanisms
provided by the Task Server.
Does not support execution of Identity
Policies.

Execute Identity Policies on Imported Users

An identity policy is a set of business changes that occur when a user meets a certain condition or rule. These changes
can include assigning or revoking roles (including provisioning roles for users in the provisioning directory), assigning or
revoking group membership, and updating attributes in a user profile.

You can use identity policies to apply changes to user accounts after they have been imported to a new user store.
Choose one of the followign approaches.
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One-Step Approach

You can use the following import methods to execute identity policies on users that you import into a new user store in a
single step:

• Bulk Loader in the User Console
• Create User Task Execution via TEWS
• Inbound Synchronization

Two-Step Approach

Using a two step approach, you first import users and then execute identity policies against the those users. You can use
this method when Identity Manager manages users in the Provisioning Server. This method may provide more flexibility,
depending on your import requirements.

1. Use one of the import tools for adding users into the Provisioning Directory.
2. Invoke the Identity Manager Synchronize User Task through TEWS on each of the imported users.

Import Users Through the Provisioning Server

The Provisioning Server includes bulk import options for adding and managing users in the Provisioning Directory. The
following tables describe the methods for importing users into the Provisioning Directory.

Method Features Limitations

Batch utility (etautil) A command line interface utility that allows
you to manage objects in the Provisioning
Directory

Currently supported for Windows systems
only

Explore and Correlate Discovers new objects that the Provisioning
Server can manage in a known endpoint
(including users)
Provides correlate capabilities for object
instances that exist in the endpoint and the
Provisioning Server.
Additional information exists in Explore and
Correlate Functionality.

By default, the Explore and Correlate
functionality is available for the currently
supported connectors. Can be extended
with custom connectors
The Correlate option may affect scalability
when working with large user populations.
If you select this import option, be sure to
evaluate the performance and scalability
implications.

Synchronize Global Users with the Identity Manager User Store

After you import users into the Provisioning Server, you can use the following methods to add those users to the Identity
Manager user store:

• Inbound Synchronization
Inbound Synchronization keeps Identity Manager users up to date with changes that occur in the Provisioning
Directory. Changes in the Provisioning Directory include those made using Provisioning Manager or systems with
connectors to the Provisioning Server.
Note the following when using inbound synchronization to import users:
– In the Identity Manager Management Console, you can customize how the attributes from the inbound request are

mapped to attributes in the Identity Manager task.

NOTE
For more information, see the Administrating Section.

– Consider which Provisioning Server changes require synchronization with the corporate user store. Synchronizing a
large number of changes may impact performance and scalability.

• Provisioning Roles and Account Templates
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The Provisioning Server can manage accounts in the Identity Manager user store using provisioning roles and account
templates. This requires that a managed endpoint, which points to the Identity Manager user store has been acquired
and the appropriate account templates and roles exist. In this case, global users created through one of the options
described in Import Users Through the Provisioning Server can be assigned a provisioning role that creates the user
account in the Identity Manager user store.

Develop a Deployment Plan
When planning a large implementation, you should deploy Identity Manager functionality in stages. The following
deployment order allows you to gain significant value from Identity Manager quickly, evaluate the changing needs of your
implementation over time, and carefully construct your environment for best performance and scalability:

After each deployment stage, be sure to evaluate performance and make adjustments before proceeding to the next
stage. Optimizing Identity Manager provides information on performance, tuning, and scalability.

Deploy Self-Service and Password Management

Deploy self-service tasks and password management before deploying other Identity Manager features for the following
reasons:

• Self-service tasks and password management are easy to deploy and provide significant value quickly.
• These features are independent of the delegated administration model and can be reconfigured as needed to address

changing business needs.
• These features typically generate the highest volume of tasks that Identity Manager processes on a regular basis.

Because of this, they provide a way to test the scalabilty of your implementation before you deploy additional features.

To deploy self-service tasks, you complete the following steps:

1. Configure the self-registration task.
This is a public task, which is enabled by default during installation. To configure this task, you add or remove fields
from the default self-registration task, as needed.

2. Deploy the Self Manager role.
The member rule for this role should be configured to apply to all users, or should include a member rule that
automatically assigns the role to new users. For example, you can create a member rule that assigns the Self
Manager role to all full-time employees. When a user self-registers, Identity Manager can set the employee type to full-
time (by using a logical attribute handler, or business task handler). The user meets the criteria in the member rule and
receives the Self Manager role automatically.

NOTE
When you configure member rules for the Self Manager role, do not allow administrators to add or remove
role members. Since the role is assigned automatically, there is no need for an administrator to explicitly
assign the role.

To deploy password management capabilities, complete the following steps:

1. Configure the public password management tasks, such as the Forgotten Password task.
2. Create password policies that determine how passwords are created and when they expire.
3. Deploy the Password Manager role, which enables role members to reset user passwords.

NOTE
For information on roles, tasks, and password management, see the Administrating Section.

Deploy Identity Policies

An identity policy is a set of business changes that occurs when a user meets a certain condition or rule. You can
use identity policies to provide business-driven entitlements before a complete delegation model is deployed. For
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example, you can create an identity policy that assigns the Sales Manager provisioning role, which grants access to sales
applications, to all users whose title is Sales Manager. When a sales representative is promoted to Sales Manager, he
automatically receives access to all of the systems he needs to do his job without waiting for administrator involvement.

To deploy identity policies, you complete the following steps:

1. Configure identity policies that are triggered by changes to user profile attributes.
2. Configure the User Manager role to allow a small number of administrators to use user tasks, such as Create User and

Modify User, to change the attributes that trigger the identity policies.
Be sure to configure the scope rules in the User Manager member policies to determine the set of users that role
members can manage.

Note the following when deploying identity policies:

• Consider initially creating identity policies that grant entitlements that do not require workflow approvals. This allows
you to deploy identity policies without having to define workflow processes, approval forms, and approver models.

• Before creating identity policies, you should be familiar with other methods of implementing business rules in Identity
Manager, such as data validation rules, logical attributes, business logic task handlers, and workflow processes, to
determine which method provides the best solution.

• Identity policies are an efficient way to assign entitlements in Identity Manager, however, they may significantly impact
performance.

• For the initial deployment of user tasks, consider removing or hiding relationship tabs, such as Roles tabs, that
manage the same entitlements as identity policies. This prevents the risk of unauthorized entitlements and prevents
the potential performance impact of improperly constructed roles.

Deploy Workflow Approvals

Workflow approvals can add an additional level of security and automation to your Identity Manager implementation.

Deploying workflow approvals requires the following tasks:

1. Decide which events or tasks require approvals.
2. Define the set of approvers, called participants, for each workflow process.

NOTE
All participants are determined dynamically by participant resolvers. To maintain good performance, limit the
number of participants to thirty users.

3. Configure approval forms.
4. Define custom workflow processes, if needed.

Environment and Task Level Workflow Approvals

Identity Manager supports two types of approvals: environment-level approvals and task-level approvals. Environment-
level approvals are defined for all instances of an event, regardless of the tasks they are associated with. Task-level
approvals are defined for a specific event associated with a specific task. Task-level approvals take precedence over
environment-level approvals.

Most approvals are defined at the environment level to ensure that the same workflow activities occur for an event,
regardless of the task that it is associated with. However, in the following situations, consider implementing task-level
workflow:

• You have specialized tasks that execute specific business changes that generate events, which do not require
approvals.

• You have changes actions, triggered by identity policies, that generate events that do not require workflow approval.
• You need the flexibility to associate specific workflow processes with task-specific changes.
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Environment-level approvals may require significant processing and system resources as the volume of transactions
increases. This may eventually introduce performance and scalability issues. Using task-level approvals, where
appropriate, may reduce or eliminate these issues.

Deploy Delegated Administration for Users, Groups and Organizations

Delegated administration is the management of users and their entitlements by having different Identity Manager users
perform the functions of modifying, assigning, and using a role.

NOTE
Delegation models must be carefully constructed to ensure good performance and scalability in your Identity
Manager implementation.

Delegation is enforced by scope rules, which are defined in member and admin policies for admin roles. A scope rule
determines the objects on which a role member can use the role. For example, a scope rule may enable a User Manager
to manage users in his department, but not in other departments.

Generally, scope rules should reflect the logical structure of the user store. For example, in a hierarchical LDAP user
store, scope may be defined by organizations. In a relational database, scope can be defined using attributes such as
department ID.

Note the following when deploying delegated administration for users, groups, and organizations:

• Limit access to relationship tabs, such as the Admin Roles and Provisioning Roles tabs, in user-related tasks. These
relationship tabs are included in default user tasks, such as Create User and Modify User. Consider removing them
from the default tasks and using them only in specialized tasks which are associated with a small number of admin
roles.

• Identity Manager evaluates each scope rule dynamically; scope information is not cached. Consider creating scope
rules that contain simple directory queries to ensure good performance.

• Evaluate the performance of scope rules by determining how long it takes Identity Manager to return the objects an
administrator can manage.

Deploy Delegated Administration for Roles

Delegated administration of roles grants the most significant privileges in Identity Manager and can have the greatest
effect on performance. For these reasons, you should consider deploying delegated administration for roles after you have
deployed all other functionality.

When deploying delegated administration for roles, note the following:

• Limit the number of admin roles, admin role members, and admin role administrators to protect the environment and
ensure good performance.

• Once you deploy delegated administration for roles, conduct performance and scalability tests. Optimize the
environment as needed.

CA Identity Manager Components
An Identity Manager implementation may include some or all of the following components:

• Servers
• User Stores
• Databases
• Connectors

Servers
An Identity Manager implementation includes one or more types of servers, depending on the functionality you need.
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• Identity Manager Server (required).
Executes tasks within Identity Manager. The J2EE Identity Manager application includes the Management Console
and the User Console.

• Identity Manager Provisioning Server
Manages accounts on endpoint systems.This server is required if the Identity Manager installation will support
account provisioning.Note: You must have the Provisioning Directory installed remotely (or locally for a demonstration
environment only) on a CA Directory Server before installing the Provisioning Server.

• SiteMinder Policy Server
Provides advanced authentication for Identity Manager, and provides access to SiteMinder features, such as Password
Services and Single Sign-On.
This server is optional.

Databases
Identity Manager uses data sources to connect to databases that store information required to support Identity
Manager functionality. These databases can reside in a single physical instance of a database, or in separate instances.

•  Object Database (required)
Contains Identity Manager configuration information.

•  Task Persistence Database (required)
Maintains information about Identity Manager activities and their associated events over time. This information allows
the system to accurately track Identity Manager activities, even if you restart the Identity Manager Server.

•  Archive Database (required)
Archives data from the Task Persistence Database.

•  Workflow Database
Stores workflow process definitions, jobs, scripts, and other data required by the Workflow Engine.

•  Audit Database
Provides a historical record of operations that occur in a Identity Manager environment.

NOTE
You can configure the amount and type of information that Identity Manager stores in the audit database. See
the Configuration Guide for more information.

•  Reporting Database
Stores snapshot data that reflects the current state of objects in Identity Manager at the time the snapshot is taken.
You can generate reports from this information to view the relationship between objects, such as users and roles.

When you use the Installer, Identity Manager configures a connection to a single database, called the Identity
Manager Database, that contains the tables for each database type.

NOTE
You can create a data store for task persistence, workflow, auditing, or reporting in a separate database and
configure Identity Manager to connect to it. For more information, see the Installation Guide.

User Store and Provisioning Directory

Identity Manager coordinates two user stores:

• The  Identity Manager user store, the user store maintained by Identity Manager. Typically, this is an existing store that
contains the user identities that a company needs to manage.
The user store can be an LDAP directory or a relational database.
In the Management Console, you create an Identity Manager Directory object to connect to the user store and to
describe the user store objects that Identity Manager will maintain.

• The Provisioning Directory, the user store maintained by the Provisioning Server.
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It is an instance of CA Directory and includes global users, which associate users in the Provisioning Directory with
accounts on endpoints such as Microsoft Exchange, Active Directory, and SAP.
Only some Identity Manager users have a corresponding global user. When an Identity Manager user receives a
provisioning role, the Provisioning Server creates a global user.

Separate User Store and Provisioning Directories

The following figure shows a separate user store and Provisioning Directory, which is the supported scenario for a new
installation of Identity Manager

Figure 7: The graphic shows how a User Store and Provisioning Directories example with an endpoint, such as a
Human Resources application, might update the email addresses of users.

• An Identity Manager administrator uses an admin task that edits a user in the user store, which affects the Provisioning
Directory.
This change may also update an endpoint (such as an email server) which has a connector to the Provisioning Server.
A change made in the Provisioning Server (or an endpoint with a connector to the Provisioning Server) updates the
Identity Manager user store and Provisioning Directory.

For example, an endpoint, such as a Human Resources application, might update the email addresses of users.
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Connector Components
A connector is the software interface to an endpoint. The Provisioning Server uses the connector to communicate with the
endpoint. It translates Provisioning Server actions into changes on the endpoint, such as “Create a new email account on
a Microsoft Exchange endpoint.”

Examples of endpoints are UNIX workstation, Windows PC, or an application such as Microsoft Exchange (for email).

This page contains the following topics:

Connector Servers

A connector server is a Provisioning Server component that manages connectors. It can be installed on the Provisioning
Server system or on a remote system.

A Connector Server works with multiple endpoints. For example, if you have many UNIX workstation endpoints, you might
have one Connector Server that handles all connectors that manage UNIX accounts. Another Connector Server might
handle all connectors that request Windows accounts.

The distributed Connector Server works with multiple Connector Servers. It provides load balancing when one Connector
Server is busy and high availability when a Connector Server is down.

There are two types of connector servers:

• CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM Connector Server) manages connectors written in Java
• C++ Connector Server (CCS) manages connectors written in C++

 

C++ Connector Server

The C++ Connector Server is a connector server that manages C++ connectors. It can be installed on the Provisioning
Server or on a remote system. The C++ Connector Server provides an object-oriented application framework that
simplifies development of connectors, which are responsible for communication between the C++ Connector Server and
the endpoint.

CA IAM Connector Server

CA IAM Connector Server is a server component which handles hosting, routing to, and management of Java connectors.
CA IAM Connector Server provides a Java alternative to the C++ Connector Server. It is architecturally and functionally
similar to the C++ Connector Server, except that it has a Java API instead of a C++ API, which allows your connectors to
be implemented in Java. In addition, CA IAM Connector Server is data-driven rather than code-driven, which allows more
functionality to be addressed by the container (or CA IAM Connector Server) instead of by connectors themselves.

The Provisioning Server handles provisioning of users, and then delegates to connectors (using the C++ Connector
Server or CA IAM Connector Server) to manage endpoint accounts, and groups.

Connectors and Agents

 Identity Manager Connectors run as part of the wider Provisioning Server architecture and communicate with the systems
managed in your environment. A connector acts as a gateway to a native endpoint type system technology. For example,
machines running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS connector is installed on a Connector
Server with which the Provisioning Server can communicate. Connectors manage the objects that reside on the systems.
Managed objects include accounts, groups, and optionally, endpoint type-specific objects.

Connectors are installed on the Connector Server and some components are installed on the Provisioning Server (for
example, Server plug-in) or Provisioning Manager (user interface plug-ins).

Some connectors require an agent on the systems they manage in order to complete the communication cycle, in which
case, they can be installed using the Provisioning Installer. Agents can be separated into the following categories:
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•  Remote Agents
Installed on the managed endpoint systems

•  Environment Agents
Installed on systems, such as CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and RACF

Certain components work on UNIX and Windows, including the following C++ Connector Server-based options:

• UNIX (ETC, NIS)
• Access Control (ACC)

NOTE
 The UNIX ACC connector can manage UNIX ACC endpoints only. The Windows ACC connector is required
to manage the Windows ACC endpoints but can also manage UNIX ACC endpoints.

• CA-ACF2
• RACF
• CA-Top Secret

The other C++ Connector Server-based connectors can be accessed from the Solaris Provisioning Server by relying
on the Connector Server Framework (CSF). The CSF allows a Provisioning Server on Solaris to communicate with
connectors running on Windows.

NOTE
 The CSF must run on Windows to use these connectors.

Connector Xpress

Connector Xpress is Identity Manager utility for managing dynamic connectors, mapping dynamic connectors to
endpoints, and establishing routing rules for endpoints. You can use it to configure dynamic connectors to allow
provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

Connector Xpress lets you create and deploy custom connectors without the technical expertise generally required when
creating connectors managed by the Provisioning Manager.

You can also set up, edit, and remove a connector server configuration (both Java and C++) using Connector Xpress.

The primary input into Connector Xpress is the native schema of an endpoint system. For example, you can use
Connector Xpress to connect to a RDBMS and retrieve the SQL schema of the database. You can then use Connector
Xpress to construct mappings from those parts of the native schema that are relevant to identity management and
provisioning. A mapping describes how the provisioning layer represents an element of the native schema.

Connector Xpress generates metadata that describes, to a dynamic connector, the runtime mappings to a target system.

The output of Connector Xpress is a metadata document produced when you complete your mappings. The metadata is
an XML file that describes the structure of your connector to CA IAM Connector Server.

It describes the Provisioning Server classes and attributes and how they are mapped to the native schema.

The metadata is used to create dynamic endpoint types on one or more Provisioning Servers.

NOTE
 For more information on using Connector Xpress, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

Additional Components
Identity Manager includes some additional components that support Identity Manager functionality. Some of these
components are installed with Identity Manager and some must be installed separately.

This page contains the following topics:
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WorkPoint Workflow

WorkPoint workflow engine and WorkPoint Designer are installed automatically when you install Identity Manager. These
components enable you to place a Identity Manager task under workflow control, and to modify existing workflow process
definitions or create new definitions.

Provisioning Manager

The Identity Manager Provisioning Manager manages the Provisioning Server through a graphical interface. This is used
for administrative tasks such as managing Provisioning Server options. In some cases, you may also use the Provisioning
Manager to manage certain endpoint attributes, which you cannot manage in the Identity Manager User Console.

The Provisioning Manager is installed as part of the Identity Manager Administrative Tools.

Note: This application runs on Windows systems only.

For more information about the Provisioning Manager, see the corresponding section.

Report Server

Identity Manager provides reports that you can use to monitor the status of a Identity Manager environment. Identity
Manager supports CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server for Report Server.

Note: For installation instructions, see the Installation section.

Out of the Box Environment

From Identity Manager release 12.6.08 onwards, you have an option to install the Identity Manager environment
automatically during installation.

Note: For more information, see the section Install Identity Manager Environment.

Sample CA Identity Manager Installations
With Identity Manager, you can control user identities and their access to applications and accounts on endpoint systems.
Based on the functionality you need, you select which Identity Manager components to install.

This page contains the following topics:

NOTE
In all Identity Manager installations, the Identity Manager Server is installed on an application server. You use
the Identity Manager Installer to install the other components you need.

The following sections illustrate some examples of Identity Manager implementations at a high level.

Installation with Provisioning Components

Identity Manager provisioning allows you to create an Environment that connects to a Provisioning Server for provisioning
accounts to various endpoint systems. You can assign provisioning roles to users you create through Identity Manager.
Provisioning roles are roles with account templates that define accounts that users can receive on endpoint systems.
Accounts provide users with access to additional resources, such as an email account.

When you assign a provisioning role to a user, that user receives the accounts defined by the account templates in
the role. The account templates also define how user attributes are mapped to accounts. The accounts are created in
managed endpoints defined by the account templates.

The following figure is an example of a Identity Manager installation with provisioning:
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Figure 8: The following graphic shows the architecture of a CA Identity Manager installation with provisioning.

Installation with SiteMinder Policy Server

A CA Single Sign-on (formerly SiteMinder) Policy Server provides advanced authentication and protection for your Identity
Manager environment. The following figure is an example of a Identity Manager installation with a CA Single Sign-on
Policy Server:
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Figure 9: The following graphic shows the architecture of a CA Identity Manager installation with CA Single Sign-
on.

A Identity Manager implementation that includes SiteMinder includes all of the components of the basic installation or the
installation with provisioning, plus these additional components:

• CA Single Sign-on Web Agent
Works with the CA Single Sign-on Policy Server to protect the User Console. The Web Agent is installed on the system
with the Identity Manager Server.

• CA Single Sign-on Policy Server
Provides advanced authentication and authorization for Identity Manager, and other functionality such as Password
Services and Single-Sign On.

• Extensions for CA Single Sign-on Policy Server
Enables a CA Single Sign-on Policy Server to support Identity Manager. Install the extensions on each CA Single Sign-
on Policy Server system in your Identity Manager implementation.

• CA Single Sign-on Policy Store
Stores information that SiteMinder needs to manage access to Web resources.
When Identity Manager integrates with CA Single Sign-on, the policy store also includes information about Identity
Manager directories and environments so that CA Single Sign-on can provide advanced authentication.
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NOTE
The components are installed on different platforms as examples. However, you can choose other platforms.
The Identity Manager databases are on Microsoft SQL Server and the user store is on Symantec Directory. The
CA Single Sign-on Policy Store is on AD LDS on Windows.

Sample Single Node Installation
In a single node installation, the Identity Manager Server is installed on one application server node. Also, one copy of
each provisioning component is installed, but components can be on different systems. The following figure is an example
of a single node Identity Manager installation with a Provisioning Server on the same system and a Provisioning Directory
on another system:

Figure 10: The following graphic is an example of a single node CA Identity Manager installation with a
Provisioning Server on the same system and a Provisioning Directory on another system

This example also illustrates choices for platforms. In this case:

• The Identity Manager server is installed on Windows.
• The user store is on the Symantec Directory.
• The databases are on Oracle

These platforms are only examples. You can select other platforms instead.

• CA Identity Manager Server
Executes tasks within CA Identity Manager. The J2EE CA Identity Manager application includes the Management
Console (for configuring environments), and the User Console (for managing an environment).

• CA Identity Manager Administrative Tools
Provides tools and samples for configuring and using CA Identity Manager. The tools include Connector Xpress, the
Java Connector Server SDK, configuration files, scripts, utilities, and JAR files that you use to compile custom objects
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with CA Identity Manager APIs and API samples. The Provisioning Manager and WorkPoint Designer are also included
with the Administrative Tools.
The default installation location for most Administrative Tools follows:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools
However, the default location for Provisioning Manager, which is only installed on Windows, follows:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Manager
Note: The Tools\db directory also includes a document that describes the database schema.
Report Server
Uses CA Business Intelligence. You use this server to include data from the Snapshot Database, which contains
information from the Identity Manager Object Store and the Identity Manager user store. An example of a Snapshot
Report is the User Profile report. You can also create reports with a disabled snapshot applied, which include data from
other data sources, such as the Audit Database.

• CA Identity Manager Databases
Store data for CA Identity Manager. The databases store information for auditing, task persistence, snapshots
(reporting), workflow, and CA Identity Manager objects. Each database must be a relational database.
Note: For a complete list of supported relational databases, see the CA Identity Manager support matrix on the CA
Support Site.

• Identity Manager User Store
Contains users and their information. This store can be a pre-existing user store already in use by the company. This
user store can be LDAP or a relational database.

• Identity Manager Provisioning Server
Manages accounts on endpoint systems. On the same system or another system, you can also install Connector
Servers, which manage Java or C++ based connectors to endpoints.

• Identity Manager Provisioning Directory
Specifies the Provisioning Directory schema to CA Directory. This schema sets up the Directory System Agents
(DSAs) within CA Directory. The Identity Manager user store can also be the Provisioning Directory.

• Identity Manager Provisioning Manager
Manages the Provisioning Server through a graphical interface. This tool is used for administrative tasks such as
synchronizing accounts with account templates. The Provisioning Manager is installed as part of the Identity Manager
Administrative Tools or can be installed separately from those tools.

NOTE
This application runs on Windows only.

Sample Installation with Multiple Endpoints
Installing a Provisioning Server allows administrators to provision accounts on endpoints such as email servers,
databases, and other applications to end users. To communicate with the endpoint systems, you install connector servers
for endpoint-specific connectors, such as an SAP connector. 

A typical installation scenario involves separate systems for the user store and the Provisioning Directory, which remained
synchronized.

This example illustrates the use of Identity Manager to provide access to accounts on Active Directory, UNIX, SAP, Oracle,
and mainframe systems.
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Figure 11: Image showing an installation with multiple end points
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Sample Installation with CA Single Sign-on
Identity Manager can be integrated with a CA Single Sign-on, or CA SSO, (formerly called SiteMinder) Policy Server,
which provides advanced authentication and protection for your environments. The following figure is an example of a
Identity Manager installation that uses a  Policy Server for authentication and authorization:

The CA SSO elements are defined as follows:

• CA SSO Web Agent
Works with the CA SSO Policy Server to protect the User Console. Installed on the system with the Identity Manager
Server.

• CA SSO Policy Server
Provides advanced authentication and authorization for Identity Manager and facilities such as Password Services,
and Single Sign-On.

• CA SSO Policy Server Extensions
Enable a CA SSO Policy Server to support Identity Manager. Install the extensions on each CA SSO Policy Server
system in your Identity Manager implementation.

The Identity Manager components are defined in the previous example on a single node installation; however, in this
example, the components are installed on different platforms. The Identity Manager databases are on Microsoft SQL
Server and the user store is on Symantec Directory. The CA SSO Policy Store is on AD LDS on Windows, which is one of
several supported platforms for a policy store.
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Figure 12: Image showing a sample Installation with CA Single Sign-on

Sample High-Availability Installation
Before you install Identity Manager, consider the goals for your implementation. For example, one goal could be a resilient
implementation that consistently provides good performance. Another goal could be scalability.

A high-availability implementation provides the following features:

• Failover -- Switches to another system automatically if the primary system fails or is temporarily offline for any reason.
• Load balancing -- Distributes processing and communications activity evenly across a computer network so that

performance remains good and no single device is overwhelmed.
• Various deployment tiers that provide the flexibility to serve dynamic business requirements.

To provide these high-availability features, the following implementation options exist:
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• The Identity Manager Server can be installed on an application server cluster to allow the failover to any of the node
in the cluster, providing uninterrupted access to users. The application server can be a 64-bit format, which provides
better performance than a 32-bit application server.

• The Provisioning Server uses a CA Directory router to route traffic to a Provisioning Directory.
• Identity Manager includes connector servers that you configure per-directory or per-managed systems. Installing

multiple connector servers increases resilience. Each connector server is also an LDAP server, similar to the
Provisioning Server.

Example High Availability Installation
The following diagram is an example that provides high availability for the Identity Manager Server,
Provisioning Server, Provisioning Directory, and CA Single Sign-on (formerly known as SiteMinder) Policy
Server. The use of alternate components and clusters provide the high availability features.
Figure 13: Image of a sample High Availability Installation

In addition to illustrating high availability, this figure shows the different platforms that are used for the
components comparing to the SiteMinder illustration. For example, the database uses Oracle instead of
Microsoft SQL Server, which appeared in the previous illustration.  Server Architecture A Identity Manager
implementation may span a multi-tiered environment that includes a combination of hardware and software,
including three tiers:

• Web Server tier
• Application Server tier
• Policy Server tier (optional)

Each tier may contain a cluster of servers that perform the same function to share the workload for that tier.
You configure each cluster separately, so that you can add servers only where they are needed. For example,
in a clustered Identity Manager implementation, a group of several systems may all have a Identity Manager
Server installed. These systems share the work that Identity Manager Server has performed.
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NOTE
Nodes from different clusters may exist on the same system. For example, an application
server node can be installed on the same system as a Policy Server node.

Provisioning Components Architecture Provisioning provides high availability solutions in the following
three tiers:

• Client tier
The clients are the Identity Manager User Console, Identity Manager Management Console and the
Provisioning Manager. You can group clients that are together based on their geographic locations,
organizational units, business functions, security requirements, provisioning workload, or other
administration needs. Generally, we recommend keeping clients close to the endpoints they manage.

• Provisioning Server tier
Clients use primary and alternate Provisioning Servers, in order of their failover preference. Client requests
continue to be submitted to the first server until that server fails. In other words, the connection stays
active until the server fails. If a failure occurs, the client reviews the list of configured servers in order of
preference to find the next available server.
The Provisioning Server can have multiple connector servers in operation. Each connector server handles
operations on a distinct set of endpoints. Therefore, your organization could deploy connector servers on
systems that are close in the network to the endpoints. For example, assume that you have many UNIX /
etc endpoints. In such case, install one connector server on each server so that each connector server
controls only the endpoints on the server where it is installed.
Installing Connector Servers close to the endpoints also reduces delays in managing accounts on
endpoints.

• CA Directory tier (Provisioning Directory)
Provisioning Servers uses a CA Directory router to send requests to primary and alternate Provisioning
Directories in order of preference.

Installation Prerequisites
Before you attempt to install Identity Manager, ensure that you fulfill the installation prerequisites in the order as given in
the following diagram.

For information about prerequisites, see the following links in the following order:

• Hardware Specifications
• Software Specifications
• Central Databases
• Single Sign-On Integration (Optional)
• Install supported JDK
• Download the product from support.
• Install CA Directory
• FIPS Compliance (Optional)

Hardware Specifications
Before you deploy Identity Manager in your environment, ensure that the components that are required for Identity
Manager installation meet the minimum hardware requirements:
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All Components on One System

Hosting the entire Identity Manager product on a single physical system is not recommended for production environments.
However, to do so, the hardware requirements are as follows:

Resources Minimum Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel (or compatible) 3.1 GHz

Memory 32 GB

Available Disk Space 6 GB to 14 GB depending on the number of accounts

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system, quad core

Swap or Paging Space 6 GB

Identity Manager Server

Identity Manager Server requirements consider the hardware requirements of an application server too.

Resources Minimum Hardware Specifications Recommended Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz,
Dual core

Memory 8 GB 16 GB

Available Disk Space 8 GB 16 GB

Temp Space 2 GB 4 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core

Swap or Paging Space 2 GB 4 GB

Provisioning Server

Resources Minimum Hardware Specifications Recommended Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz

Memory 4 GB 8 GB

Available Disk Space 4 GB 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core

Provisioning Directory

Resources Minimum Hardware Specifications Recommended Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz

Memory 4 GB 8 GB
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Available Disk Space 2 GB to 10 GB, depending on the number
of endpoint accounts
• Compact - Up to 10,000 accounts, 0.25

GB per data file (total 1 GB)
• Basic - Up to 400,000 accounts, 0.5 GB

per data file (total 2 GB)
• Intermediate - Up to 600,000 accounts,

1 GB per data file, total 4 GB
• Large - Over 600,000 accounts, 2 GB

per data file, total 8 GB

2 GB to 10 GB, depending on the number
of endpoint accounts
• Compact - Up to 10,000 accounts, 0.25

GB per data file (total 1 GB)
• Basic - Up to 400,000 accounts, 0.5 GB

per data file (total 2 GB)
• Intermediate - Up to 600,000 accounts,

1 GB per data file, total 4 GB
• Large - Over 600,000 accounts, 2 GB

per data file, total 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor, 64-bit operating system,
and CA Directory (64-bit version) for
intermediate and large deployments

64-bit processor and operating system

Standalone Connector Server

Resources Minimum Hardware Specifications Recommended Hardware Specifications

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz

Memory 4 GB 8 GB

Available Disk Space 4 GB 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core

CA Single Sign-On

Refer to CA Single Sign-On Platform Support Matrix.

CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server

Refer to CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server System Requirements.

Software Specifications
Before you deploy Identity Manager in your environment, ensure that you meet the software requirements that are
detailed in the following topics:

• Platform Support Matrix
• Operating System Requirements
• IPv6 Support

Operating System Requirements
For a successful installation of Identity Manager, ensure that you adhere to the Operating System requirements detailed in
the following sections:

Linux Requirements

Before you install Identity Manager on a Linux system, ensure that the required rpm packages are installed on the system.
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If you have subscribed to Red Hat subscription manager, we recommend you to use "yum" to install packages. Else, you
can use "rpm" to install packages.

When using "rpm", you can use Add/Remove software to resolve dependencies. Before you resolve dependencies,
ensure that you clear the Only Native Packages Filter option. Using this approach, you select and install the required
i686 architecture dependencies.

Note: The i686 suffix specifies that the library is 32-bit for the x86 processor.

Server

Install the following packages in the given order on Identity Manager Server:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libXext.i686.rpm
3. libXtst.i686.rpm
4. ncurses-devel.i686.rpm
5. ksh.rpm
6. libXmu.i686.rpm
7. libXft.i686.rpm
8. libXpm.i686.rpm

CA Directory

Install the following packages in the given order on CA Directory:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libXext.i686.rpm
3. libXtst.i686.rpm
4. ncurses-devel.i686.rpm
5. ksh.rpm
6. libXmu.i686.rpm
7. libXft.i686.rpm
8. libXpm.i686.rpm

Provisioning Server

Install the following packages in the given order on Provisioning Server:

1. compat-libstdc++*.i686.rpm

WARNING
Red Hat has stopped shipping "compat-libstdc++*.i686.rpm" with RHEL from 7.x onwards, and hence you
cannot install this RPM using yum. Therefore, you must download the RPM from the Red Hat website and
install on the system that hosts the Provisioning Server.

2. libstdc++.i686.rpm
3. libidn.i686.rpm
4. libgcc.i686.rpm

Note: The following two packages are applicable to RHEL 8.x only.
5. libnsl.i686
6. libxcrypt.i686

Also, ensure that the minimum value of <SEMMNI> parameter in Kernel.sem is 256.

Provisioning Directory

C Shell, an enhanced version of csh, is required to install the Provisioning Directory on RHEL platform.
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Run the following command to install C Shell:

$>  yum install tcsh

CA IAM Connector Server

Install the following packages in the given order on CA IAM Connector Server:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libX11.i686.rpm
3. libxcb.i686.rpm
4. libXtst.i686.rpm
5. libXau.i686.rpm
6. libXi.i686.rpm
7. libXext.i686
8. nss-softokn-freebl.i686.rpm
9. libXmu.i686.rpm
10. libXft.i686.rpm
11. libXpm.i686.rpm

Sufficient Entropy

On a Linux system, ensure that sufficient entropy is available. Identity Manager requires random data from /dev/random to
perform essential cryptographic functions. If data in /dev/random is exhausted, Identity Manager processes must wait for
random data to be available. This waiting results in poor performance. Use rngd and rng-tools to ensure that /dev/random
has sufficient data and reading processes are not blocked.

Run the following command to test entropy:

watch -n 1 cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail

If the return value is less than 1000, then consider adding an Entropy Pump to all servers.

stat Command Verification

Before installing any Identity Manager components, you must have the 'stat' command installed. To determine if you have
it already installed, use the following command:

stat -c %U <ANY-DIRECTORY-NAME>

This command should return the 'OWNER' of the directory name specified.

If the command returns "command not found" or any such errors, ensure that you install the required "GNU core util"
package.

IPv6 Support
Consider the following points for deploying Identity Manager environment that supports IPv6:
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• For Identity Manager to support IPv6 addresses, all components in the Identity Manager implementation (including the
operating system, JDK, directory servers, and databases) must also support IPv6 addresses.

• If Identity Manager integrates with CA Single Sign-On, the Web Server plug-in for the application server must also
support IPv6.

• When you connect to CA Single Sign-On or any database using a JDBC connection from Identity Manager, specify the
host name and not the IP address.

• The Report Server can be installed on a dual-stack host, which supports IPv4 and IPv6, but the communication to the
server must be via IPv4.

• When you configure a connection to the Report Server in the Identity Manager Management Console, the server name
must be in IPv4 format.

•  Identity Manager does not support IPv6 link local addresses.
• In an IPv4 or IPv6 environment, if you want to configure CA Directory DSAs to listen on multiple addresses, add the

additional addresses to your DSA knowledge files. For more information, see CA Directory documentation.

Central Databases
Identity Manager requires a relational database to store objects and data for auditing, snapshots (reporting), workflow, and
task persistence.

After you install Identity Manager and start the application server, all the database schemas are created automatically.
However, post-installation of Identity Manager, you can configure separate databases for auditing, snapshots (reporting),
workflow, and task persistence. To create these databases, see Separate Database Configuration.

NOTE

• We recommend a separate database for task persistence as it provides best performance.
• While creating a database, ensure that you configure the collation to SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS to

avoid collation conflicts during the Identity Manager server startup.
• Identity Manager requires the Oracle schema user to have specific permissions to use Oracle XA. Contact

your database administrators and ask them to grant the necessary permissions. For more information, see
the following technical documents:
– IBM
– Oracle

• If JBoss/WildFly is used with Microsoft SQL server as database, then enabling XA transaction is mandatory.

Prepare the Central Database for Installation

A database administrator prepares the central database for Identity Manager installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Install a supported RDBMS as the central database. For a list of supported RDBMS, see Platform Support Matrix.
2. Verify that the database can be accessed locally and from a remote client.
3. Configure the RDBMS for Identity Manager:

– Oracle
a. Create a tablespace.
b. Create a user.
c. Grant the user rights to the new database.
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• Create/alter/drop tables
• Create/alter/drop view
• Create/alter/drop INDEX
• Create/replace/drop stored procedures
• Create/replace/drop functions
• Create/drop sequence
• Create/replace/drop triggers
• Create/replace/drop types
• Insert/select/delete records
• CREATE SESSION / connect to database

– SQL Server
a. Create a database instance in SQL Server.
b. Create a user and grant this user the necessary rights (such as public and db_owner rights) to the database by

editing the properties of the user.

NOTE
The user must have at least select, insert, update, and delete permissions for all of the tables created
by the .sql script for creating the database, and must be able to execute all of the stored procedures (if
applicable) defined in these scripts.

c. While editing the user properties, set the database that you have created as the default database for the user.
d. Set the Server Authentication to SQL Server and Windows Authentication Mode from SQL Server

Properties, Security tab.

You have prepared the central database for Identity Manager installation.

Oracle Configuration for Deploying Report Schema

To ensure that the Oracle database deploys the report schema correctly, set the following values in the Oracle database:

1. Database character set needs to be AL32UTF8.
select * from nls_database_parameters where parameter like '%SET%';

2. Database block size:
3. • The value of Show parameter db_block_size must be 8192.

• The value of Select BLOCK_SIZE from v$controlfile; must be 16384.
4. NLS_LENGTH_SEMANTICS – This value must be BYTE for the DDL to work properly.

If these values are not correctly set, deploying Identity Manager Server Report Schema can fail on Oracle with the
following error: 

Error in creating Report Snapshot database schema.

java.sql.SQLException:ORA-01450: maximum key length (6398) exceeded.

Install CA Directory
Before you install Identity Manager, ensure that you install CA Directory on the system where you plan to install
Provisioning Server and Provisioning Directory. A supported version of CA Directory is included in your installation
media. For details on installation, see CA Directory documentation.

NOTE
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• While installing CA Directory, the installer prompts for DXagent service details, namely, Client certification
name and Client certificate password. Because Identity Manager does not use DXagent or REST API
calls, you can enter any certificate name and password and proceed with the installation.

• If you plan to install Provisioning Server and Provisioning Directory on different systems, then install CA
Directory on the system where you plan to install Provisioning Server. This installation is for routing purposes,
so that the Provisioning Server can communicate with the remote Provisioning Directory.

• We recommend that you disable all antivirus software before installation. If antivirus software is enabled, you
may encounter installation errors. You can enable antivirus protection after the installation is complete.

FIPS Compliance (Optional)
For Identity Manager to support FIPS 140-2 compliance, all components in the Identity Manager environment must be
FIPS 140-2 enabled. 

The following sections guide you to generate a FIPS encryption key using pwdtools utility, and also guide you to create
an encryption parameters file.

Generate FIPS Encryption Key 

When you run Identity Manager installer, you are given the option to enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode. You need a
FIPS encryption key to enable FIPS 140-2 during installation.

You can use the FIPS-compliant password tool utility (pwdtools.bat/sh) to generate the encryption key. You can locate the
password tool utility in the installation media at PasswordTool\bin.

The syntax to run the password tool utility is:

pwdtools -{FIPSKEY|JSAFE|FIPS|RC2} -p plain text [-k <key file location>] [-f <encrypting parameters file>]

Create an Encryption Parameters File

During the installation of the Identity Manager server, you are given the option to set an encrypting parameters file. This
parameters file is used to customize encryption code by supplying user-defined parameters such as the key length for
every encryption algorithm that is used by Identity Manager, seed size, and IV size for FIPS encryption key and the whole
keys for non-FIPS algorithms - RC2 and PBE.

These parameters should be supplied as a properties file with the following possible keys: PBKey, PBSalt, PBKeySize,
RCKey, RCKeySize, AEKey, AEKeySize, AESeedSize, AEIVSize.

Valid key size values that are allowed by the encryption algorithms are as follows:

• For PBE and RC2, the maximum key length is 128 bytes
• For AES, the valid key sizes are 16 bytes, 24 bytes, and 32 bytes

WARNING

• Use the same FIPS 140-2 encryption key in all the components installation, even though you install
components on different Operating Systems. Ensure that you safeguard the Password Tool generated key
file.

• Use the same encrypting parameters in all installations. You should not change encrypting parameters after
installation.

• To install Provisioning components in FIPS 140-2 mode, go for Custom installation. If you do not go with
Custom installation, the installer might skip FIPS 140-2 mode configuration.
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Enable FIPS on Application Servers

If you plan to integrate Identity Manager with CA Single Sign-On (with FIPS Mode enabled), ensure that you enable FIPS
mode in the application servers that hosts Identity Manager. See step 9 in Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource
Adapter to see how to edit the ra.xml file to enable FIPS mode.

WebSphere and WebLogic, as third-party products, require additional configuration. Refer to the respective articles:

• WebSphere:  Activate FIPS for WebSphere Application Server
• WebLogic:  Activate FIPS for WebLogic Application Server

Set up CA Single Sign-On Integration (Optional)
If you plan to integrate Identity Manager with CA Single Sign-On (formerly CA SiteMinder), you must fulfill the following
pre-requisites:

Install the Policy Server

Follow CA Single Sign-On installation documentation to install Policy Server. If you plan to make the Policy Server highly
available, configure it as a Policy Server cluster. 

Ensure that each Policy Server in the cluster uses the same policy store.

 After you complete the Policy Server installation, verify if you can ping the Policy Server from the system that would host
the Identity Manager Server.

Install the Identity Manager Extensions for CA Single Sign-On

Before you install the Identity Manager server, you must add extensions to each Policy Server. 

If the Policy Server is on the system where you plan to install Identity Manager server, you can install extensions at the
time of installing Identity Manager server.

1. Stop CA Single Sign-On services.
2. Set the default directory location to the root of the CA Single Sign-On installation area.
3. Issue the following command:

./stop-all

All CA Single Sign-On executables will shut down.
4. Install the Identity Manager Extensions for CA Single Sign-On.

–  Windows: From your installation media, run the following program in the top-level folder:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

–  Linux: From your installation media, run the following program in the top-level folder:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.
5. Select Extensions for CA Single Sign-On.
6. Complete the instructions in the installation dialog boxes.
7. Issue the following command:

./stop-all

All CA Single Sign-On executables will shut down.
8. Issue the following command:

./start-all

All CA Single Sign-On executables will start.
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Install JCE Libraries

Identity Manager server requires Java Cryptography Extension (JCE) libraries when integrated with CA Single Sign-On.

Before you install Identity Manager Server, perform these steps:

1. Download and install the Java Cryptography Extension Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files.
2. Select the one that works with your application server and JDK.

The download ZIP file includes a Readme text file with installation instructions.

Complete the Installation Worksheets
The CA Identity Manager installation program asks you for information about previously installed software
and the software that you are installing. Verify that you provide hostnames (and not IP addresses) in the installer screens.

Note: Use the following Installation Worksheet to record this information. We recommend that
you complete the worksheet before starting the installation.

Provisioning Directory Information

Record the following Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server information you need during the Identity Manager
installation.

Field Name Description Your Response

Provisioning Directory Hostname The hostname of the Provisioning Directory
system if it is remote.
You need the hostnames for the primary
and any alternate Provisioning Directories.

Shared Secret The special password for the Provisioning
Directory. Use the same password for the
primary and any alternate Provisioning
Directories.

Provisioning Server Hostname The host names of the primary and any
alternate Provisioning Servers.

Application Server Information

JBoss or WildFly Information

Record the following JBoss information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

JBoss Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Access URL and port The URL and port number for one of the
following cases:

For a single node installation, the system
that hosts the Identity Manager Server
(system that hosts the application server).

For a cluster installation, the web server
that provides load balancing.
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Java Virtual Machine The path to the Java executable for the
JDK.

WebSphere Information

Record the following WebSphere information you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

WebSphere Install Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Server Name The name of the system on which the
application server is running.

Profile Name The name of the profile you want to use for
Identity Manager.

Cell Name The name of the cell in which the
application server is located.

Node Name The name of the node in which the
application server is located.

Cluster Name The cluster name for high-availability
implementations. This is only needed if
you plan on installing Identity Manager in a
clustered environment.

Access URL and port The application URL and port number of the
system that will host the Identity Manager
Server (system that will host the application
server).

WebLogic Information

Record the following WebLogic information you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

WebLogic Binary Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Domain Folder The name of the WebLogic domain you
created for Identity Manager.

Default: base_domain

Server Name The name of the WebLogic server on which
the domain is configured.
Default: AdminServer

Cluster Name The name of the WebLogic cluster if
you plan to install Identity Manager in a
clustered environment.

Access URL and port The application URL and port number of the
system that will host the Identity Manager
Server (system that will host the application
server) or the web server port and URL for
a clustered environment.
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Database Connection Information

An Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server database must already be configured and working. Record the following database
information you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

Database Type The database type (vendor/version) of the
database created for task persistence,
workflow, audit, reporting, object storage,
and task persistence archive.

Host Name The hostname of the system where the
database is located.
Note: Be sure that you provide a hostname
and not an IP address.

Port Number The port number of the database.

Database Name The database identifier.

Username The username for database access.
Note: This user must have administrative
rights to the database unless you plan to
import the schema manually.

Password The password for the user account with
administrative rights.

Login Information

Record the following passwords which you need during the Provisioning Components installation.

Field Name Description Your Response

Username A username that you create to log in to the
provisioning components.
Avoid the username siteminder if you have
that product installed. This name conflicts
with CA SSO.

Provisioning Server password A password for this Server.

C++ Connector Server password A password is needed for this server. Each
C++ Connector Server can have a unique
password.

Provisioning Directory password A password which Provisioning Server uses
to connect to Provisioning Directory.
For an alternate Provisioning Server, enter
the Provisioning Directory password which
is created for the primary Provisioning
Server.
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(Optional) CA Single Sign-On Information

If you plan to use a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server to protect Identity Manager, record the following information:

Field Name Description Your Response

Policy Server Host Name The hostname of the CA Single Sign-On
Policy Server.

CA Single Sign-On Administrator Name The administrator username for the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server.

CA Single Sign-On Administrator Password The administrator user password for the CA
Single Sign-On Policy Server.

CA Single Sign-On Folder (Solaris Only) The location of SiteMinder on the system
with a CA Single Sign-On Policy Server
installed.

CA Single Sign-On Agent Name The name of the SiteMinder Agent that
Identity Manager uses to connect to CA
Single Sign-On.

CA Single Sign-On Shared Secret The shared secret of the given Agent
Name.

Check Connectivity to CA Single Sign-On Policy Server

During the installation of CA Identity Manager, selecting the Connect to Existing CA Single Sign-On Policy Server option
pings the Policy Server host to establish the connection between the CA Identity Manager host and the Policy Server host.
If there is a firewall between the hosts, the connection fails and the installation cannot continue.

NOTE

: The firewall's ICMP traffic is typically across port 7.

To verify that the connection is established between the hosts using Ping, do one of the following:

• Disable ICMP denial for the step of checking for Policy Server host and enable it immediately after.
• Create a new rule to allow ICMP traffic between the CA Identity Manager host and the Policy Server host. It can be

disabled immediately after checking the connectivity to Policy Server.

UNIX and Console Mode Installers
The Linux executable name for the installation program is ca-im-<release>-linux.bin where release represents the
current release of Identity Manager.

If you are performing an installation in console mode, such as on a UNIX workstation, you add another option to the
command line.

• For the main installation, add -i console. For example:
./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -i console

• For installation of provisioning components, add -console to the setup command.

Non-Provisioning Installers
Given are the Windows and Linux program names for the installers that provide options to install provisioning software. If
you prefer to see no provisioning options, you can use these installers:

• For Windows, use IMWithoutProvisioning\ca-im-web-<release>-win.bat
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release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

Install on JBoss or WildFly
In this article, we cover the following topics that help you install CA Identity Manager on a JBoss or WildFly application
server:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Install JBoss or Wildfly
Identity Manager works with WildFly 15 and JBoss 7.2 (EAP). Therefore, install WildFly or a new version of JBoss if
your version is before 7.2. You can install new version on the same system as the previous version, but in a different
file location from the previous version. Also, install the JDK identified in the support matrix as supporting your version of
JBoss.

Note: For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Platform Support Matrix.

When using JBoss as the application server, note the following points:

• The Identity Manager Server is a J2EE application that is deployed on a supported application server.
• The iam_im.ear is deployed in the appserver_home/standalone/deployments folder.

WARNING
Warning! If any datastore file in the deploy directory is modified, JBoss loses the connection to that datastore
and should be restarted.

• Install the required version of the JDK before installing the Identity Manager Server. You can download the JDK from
the following Oracle URL:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index.html

Installation Worksheets

JBoss or WildFly Information

Database Connection Information

Verify that an Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server Database is already configured and working. Record the following database
information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

Database Type The type (vendor/version) of a database
that is created for task persistence,
workflow, audit, reporting, object storage,
and task persistence archive.

Host Name The hostname of the system where the
database is located.
Note: Verify that you have provided a
hostname and not an IP address.

Port Number The port number of the database.

Database Name The database identifier.
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Username The username for database access.
Note: This user must have administrative
rights to the database unless you plan to
import the schema manually.

Password The password for the user account with
administrative rights.

Provisioning Login Information

Record the following passwords which you need during the Provisioning Components installation.

Field Name Description Your Response

Username A username that you create to log in to the
provisioning components.
Avoid the username siteminder if you have
that product installed. This name conflicts
with CA SSO.

Provisioning Server password A password for this Server.

C++ Connector Server password A password is needed for this server. Each
C++ Connector Server can have a unique
password.

Provisioning Directory password A password which Provisioning Server uses
to connect to Provisioning Directory.
For an alternate Provisioning Server, enter
the Provisioning Directory password which
is created for the primary Provisioning
Server.

SiteMinder Information

If you plan to use a SiteMinder Policy Server to protect Identity Manager, record the following information:

Field Name Description Your Response

Policy Server Host Name The hostname of the SiteMinder Policy
Server.

SiteMinder Administrator Name The administrator username for the
SiteMinder Policy Server.

SiteMinder Administrator Password The administrator user password for the
SiteMinder Policy Server.

SiteMinder Folder (Solaris Only) The location of SiteMinder on the system
with a SiteMinder Policy Server installed.

SiteMinder Agent Name The name of the SiteMinder Agent that
Identity Manager uses to connect to
SiteMinder.

SiteMinder Shared Secret The shared secret of the given Agent
Name.
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Install CA Identity Manager on JBoss/WildFly
The following are the physical application components of Identity Manager.

Components Description
Identity Manager Server Provides the core functionality of the product.

Administrative Tools Includes tools such as,

• Workflow Designer, thick client interface for WorkPoint
Workflow Server to design and manage workflow process.

• Provisioning  Manager, which runs only a Windows system,
manages the Provisioning Server through a graphical
interface. This interface is used for administrative tasks,
such as managing Provisioning Server options and endpoint
attributes, that cannot be managed from the Identity Manager
User Console.

• CA Connector Server SDK, lets you write custom Java
connectors.

• CA Connector Server Samples, provides sample scripts that
can be used to design and write custom Java connectors.

• Connector Xpress, manages dynamic connectors, maps
them to endpoints, and establishes routing rules. Dynamic
connectors allow provisioning and management of SQL
databases and LDAP directories.

Provisioning Directory A user store that is maintained by the Provisioning Server. It is an
instance of CA Directory and includes global users that associate
users in the Provisioning Directory with accounts on endpoints.

Provisioning Server Enables provisioning in Identity Manager. Installation of this server
includes the C++ Connector Server, which manages endpoints
that use C++ connectors.

Manages changes to all target systems, and applies provisioning
and deprovisioning policies based on changes to user attributes.
This server supports account provisioning.

Installation of this server includes the C++ Connector Server,
which manages endpoints that use C++ connectors.

CA Connector Server
(aka Java Connector Server)

Handles hosting, routing to and management of Java and C++
connectors.

Extensions for SiteMinder Extends CA Single Sign-On (Formerly SiteMinder) Policy Server
support to protect Identity Manager. Install these extensions on
the same machine where the Policy Server is installed.

Out of the Box Environment Installs out of the box user store, provisioning store and
environments.

You can install these components either on a single node or in a distributed environment.

For a production environment, use separate systems. For example, we recommend that the Provisioning Directory and
a database (SQL or Oracle) are on a separate system from the Identity Manager Server and the Provisioning Server.
If you are integrating Identity Manager with CA Single Sign-On, we recommend installing it on a separate system. The
Administrative Tools can be installed on any system.

The following topics are covered:
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Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Install CA Identity Manager on a Single JBoss/WildFly Node
In a single node installation, you install all components of Identity Manager on a single machine.

Note: If you are integrating Identity Manager with CA Single Sign-On, we recommend installing CA Single Sign-On on a
separate machine.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that you have installed JDK and CA Directory on the machine where you plan to install Identity Manager
components.

2. Run the product installer from the installation media.
Windows: ca-im-<release>-win.exe

Linux: ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

Note: While installing Identity Manager components on a Linux machine using UBER installation, the installer does
not provide the option to install Provisioning components. To install Provisioning components, see Install Optional
Provisioning Components.

3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.
a. Select Components Select the components that you would like to install.

• Identity Manager Server
• (Optional) Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server: Select this option only when you integrate Identity

Manager with CA Single Sign-On.
• Identity Manager Administrative Tools
• Identity Manager Provisioning Server
• Identity Manager Provisioning Directory
• (Optional) Extensions for SiteMinder: Select this option only when you integrate Identity Manager with CA Single

Sign-On. Ensure that you install SiteMinder extensions on the machine where CA Single Sign-On Policy Server
is installed.

• Out of the Box Environment
b. Select Deployment Size

Select the deployment size that suits your requirement:
• Compact: Supports up to 10,000 accounts, and the required space is 1GB.
• Basic: Supports up to 400,000 accounts, , and the required space is 2GB.
• Intermediate: Supports up to 600,000 accounts, and the required space is 4GB.
• Large: Supports more than 600,000 accounts, and the required space is 8GB.

c. Provisioning Server Hostnames
Enter the host name where you want the Provisioning Server to be installed. By default, the local hostname is
added.

d. Provisioning Directory Information
• Provisioning Directory Host: Enter the host name where you want the Provisioning Directory to be installed.

The Provisioning Server stores the provisioning data in the Provisioning Directory. By default, the local
hostname is added.

• Provisioning Directory Shared Secret: Enter the password to gain access to the Provisioning Directory.
e. Destination Location

Enter the location where you want Identity Manager and its components to be installed. The default location is C:
\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager.

f. FIPS Information
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• Enable FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode: Select this option if you want Identity Manager to be FIPS 140-2
compliant.

• FIPS Key Location: Enter the location of the FIPS key. For information about how to generate FIPS key, see
FIPS Compliance.

g. Application Server Information
Select JBoss as the application server to host Identity Manager.

h. JBoss Application Server Information
• JBoss Folder: Enter the location of the application server home directory.
• Access URL and Port: Enter a fully qualified URL and port of the machine that hosts the application server.

Notes:
• Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot

access the URL after the installation.
• Be sure to supply the port number that corresponds to the configuration of JBoss/WildFly. Ports 1099 and

8080 are used by default. However, conflicts occur when the other applications on the system use these
ports. For example, Oracle by default starts XDB service on port 8080. Configure either JBoss/WildFly or the
other application to use a different port.

i. Application Server Information
Select this option to apply fine-tuned configurations that improve the performance of the JBoss or WildFly
application server. For more information, see Fine-Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations.

j. Select Java Virtual Machine
Enter path to the JDK Java executable file.

k. Key Encryption Information
• Enable Custom Key Encyrption: Select this option to enable custom key and password encryption.
• Encryption Properties Location: Enter the location of the key encryption properties file. For information about

how to create an encryption parameters file, see FIPS Compliance.
l. Select Database Type

Select the database type as either Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server.
m. Database Connection Information

a. Host Name: Enter the hostname of the machine where database is located. Ensure that you provide a
hostname and not an IP address.

b. Port Number: Enter the port number of the database.
c. (Only for Microsoft SQL Server) Database Name: Enter the name of the database.
d. (Only for Oracle) Service: Enter the name that identifies the database on the system.
e. Username: Enter the username for database access. This user must have administrative rights to the

database unless you plan to import the schema manually.
f. Password: Enter the password for the user account with administrative rights.

n. Login Information
a. Username and Password: Enter user credentials to connect to the embedded components (Administrative

Tools) and administer the Provisioning Server.
b. Enable Secure Login for Management Console: Select this option to enable security login for Management

Console. If this option is enabled, the Username and Password that you specify in this screen is used as the
default login credentials to access Management Console.

o. HTTP Proxy Settings
Configure proxy details. The Java Connector Server forwards requests to the C++ Connector Server via this proxy.
a. Enable global HTTP Proxy Settings: Select this option to enable global proxy.
b. Host: Enter the host name of the proxy server.
c. Port: Enter the port of the proxy server.
d. Domain: Enter the domain of the proxy server.
e. Username and  Password: Enter the user credentials to gain access to the proxy server.
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p. SiteMinder Policy Server Information
Note: We recommend installing CA Single Sign-On on a separate machine.CA Identity Manager uses the following
information to communicate with CA Single Sign-On:
a. Policy Server Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts CA Single Sign-On.
b. SiteMinder Administrator Name and Password: Enter admin credentials to gain access to the machine that

hosts CA Single Sign-On.
q. User Store Connection Parameters

Create a User Store to store user identities. The user store can be an LDAP directory or a relational database.
a. Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts the User Store.
b. Store Name: Enter a name for the User Store.
c. Port Number: Enter the port number for the User Store. Default is 10101.
d. Search Root: The default search root value is ou=im,ou=ca,o=com.
e. Username: The default user who can access the user store is imadmin, that is, CA Identity Manager

administrator.
r. Provisioning Store Information

Enter the Provisioning Store information.
a. Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts the Provisioning Store.
b. Port: Enter the port for the Provisioning Store. Default is 20389.
c. Domain: The default domain name is im.
d. Username and Password: Enter the name of the user who can access the Provisioning Store.

s. Out of the Box Environment Information
a. Name: The default out of the box environment name is identityEnv.
b. Base URL: Enter the URL to access Identity Manager environment. Example: http://

exampleHost:8080/iam/im
c. Title: Enter a title for  Identity Manager environment.

t. After you complete the installation wizard, click Install to trigger the installation process.
u. Click Finish.

Install CA Identity Manager in a Distributed JBoss/WildFly Environment
In a distributed installation, you install Identity Manager components on separate machines in the given order:

Install Provisioning Directory

Follow the given steps to install Provisioning Directory:

1. Log in to the system as a local administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux)
2. Ensure that CA Directory is already installed on the system.
3. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, Provisioning Directory.
4. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
5. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Provisioning Directory Deployment Size
Select the deployment size that suits your requirement:
• Compact: Supports up to 10,000 accounts
• Basic: Supports up to 400,000 accounts
• Intermediate: Supports up to 600,000 accounts
• Large: Supports more than 600,000 accounts
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Note: If you are installing a Provisioning Directory in an established Identity Manager installation, ensure to make
the deployment size large enough. Otherwise, an error occurs because the data does not fit when loaded into the
data files.

b. Directory Name for Provisioning Directory
Select a directory to install Provisioning Directory.

c. Directory Name for CA Directory - DXGrid Data
Select a directory to create CA Directory - DXGrid Data for the Provisioning Directory DSAs.

d. Configure FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager are
FIPS-compliant.
Notes:
• To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager

are FIPS-compliant.
• The FIPS key must be same for all the components of Identity Manager.

e. Provisioning Directory Configuration
Enter the host name, domain name and shared secret of the Provisioning Directory.

f. Provisioning Directory High Availability Configuration
If you are installing Provisioning Directory on multiple systems in a High Availability setup, add the hostname of the
additional Provisioning Directories.

g. Primary Provisioning Directory Configuration
If you are installing Provisioning Directory on multiple systems in a High Availability setup, then select the primary
Provisioning Directory.

h. Provisioning Server Hostnames
Enter the host names of the Provisioning Server to which the Provisioning Directory connects to.

6. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
7. After the installation completes, click Finish.
8. If you have additional Provisioning Directories, repeat the same steps.

Install Provisioning Server

Follow the given steps to install Provisioning Server:

1. Log in to the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Ensure that CA Directory is already installed on the system. Also ensure that you have the details of the remote

Provisioning Directory.
3. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, ProvisioningServer.
4. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
5. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Setup Type
Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
• Typical: This type lets you install Provisioning Server with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install Provisioning Server with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for Provisioning Server

Select a directory to install Provisioning Server.
c. Installation Type

Select the appropriate installation type:
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• Provisioning Server and Connector Server (C++): Select this option to install both Provisioning Server and
Connector Server (C++) on the same machine.

• Connector Server (C++) Only: Select this option to remotely install Connector Server (C++) only. See Install
Remote Connector Server (C++).

• Provisioning Server Only: Select this option to install Provisioning Server only.
d. Provisioning Directory Details

Enter the host name of the first Provisioning Directory Server, port, distinguished name, and shared secret
information that Provisioning Server uses to store its data.

e. Provisioning Directory High Availability Configuration
If you have installed Provisioning Directory on multiple systems in a High Availability setup, add the hostnames of
the additional Provisioning Directories.

f. Primary Provisioning Directory Configuration
If you have installed Provisioning Directory on multiple systems in a High Availability setup, select the primary (first)
Provisioning Directory.

g. Provisioning Connectors
Select the connectors that would be managed by Connector Servers.

h. Primary or Alternate Provisioning Server
Select Configure the primary server.
Note: If you are installing additional Provisioning Servers in a cluster setup, then select Configure an alternative
server.

i. Provisioning Domain Configuration
Specifies the domain that is managed by the Provisioning Server. Default: im

j. Provisioning Domain Administrator
While establishing a domain, the Provisioning Server creates a built-in super user account that is associated with
the Domain Administrator profile. This user has full access to every resource in the domain. Enter the following
information about the super user account:
• Username: Specifies the name of the super user. Default: etaadmin
• Password/Confirm Password: Specifies the super user password.

k. Provisioning Component Passwords
In all fields, enter the same value that you entered for shared secret while installing the Provisioning Directory.

l. Configure FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
Select Active FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode if you want Provisioning Server to be FIPS 140-2 compliant. Next,
select the location where the FIPS key resides.
Notes:
• To generate FIPS key, see FIPS Compliance.
• To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager

are FIPS-compliant.
• The FIPS key must be same for all the components of Identity Manager.

m. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
n. After the installation completes, click Finish.
o. Click Finish.

Install Remote C++ Connector Server

Follow the given steps to install a remote C++ Connector Server:

1. Log in to the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Ensure that you have the details of the remote Provisioning Server.
3. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, Provisioning Server.
4. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
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5. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.
a. Setup Type

Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
• Typical: This type lets you install C++ Connector Server with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install C++ Connector Server with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for C++ Connector Server

Select a directory to install C++ Connector Server.
c. Installation Type

Select C++ Connector Server Only.
d. Provisioning Server Details

To forward Provisioning Server requests to the C++ Connector Server, you must register the Provisioning Server
details:
a. Select Register this installation with a Provisioning Server?. Since the Provisioning Server forwards

requests to a C++ Connector Server, you must register Connector Server with the Provisioning Server.
b. Domain: Enter the domain that is managed by the Provisioning Server. Default: im
c. Server Host: Enter the host name of the primary Provisioning Server.
d. Server Port: Enter the port of the primary Provisioning Server. Default: 20390
e. Username and Password: Enter the name and password of the domain administrator that you entered

while installing Provisioning Server.
f. Act as catch-all?: Select this option if you want this C++ Connector Server to manage all endpoints.

e. Provisioning Connectors
Select the connectors that would be managed by Connector Server (C++).

f. Provisioning Component Passwords
In the C++ Connector Server field, enter the same value that you entered for shared secret while installing the
Provisioning Directory

g. Configure FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode
Select Active FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode if you want Connector Server (C++) to be FIPS 140-2 compliant.
Next, select the location where the FIPS key resides.
Notes:
• To generate FIPS key,
• To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager

are FIPS-compliant.
• The FIPS key must be same for all the components of Identity Manager.

h. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
i. After the installation completes, click Finish.

Install CA IAM Connector Server

Follow the given steps to install CA IAM Connector Server (aka Java Connector Server):

1. Log in to the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Ensure that you have the details of the remote Provisioning Server.
3. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, ConnectorServer.
4. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
5. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Setup Type
Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
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• Typical: This type lets you install CA IAM Connector Server with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install CA IAM Connector Server with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for CA IAM Connector Server

Select a directory to install CA IAM Connector Server.
c. Installation Type

Select Connector Server (C++) Only.
d. Legacy Connector Server (C++) Management

Select the appropriate Legacy Connector Server management option:
• No Legacy Connector Server (C++) Management: Select this option when there are no requests to be

handled by the C++ Connector Server.
• Remote Legacy Connector Server (C++) Management: Select this option to forward requests from CA IAM

Connector Server to an existing remote C++ Connector server.
• Local Legacy Connector Server (C++) Management: Select this option to install a local C++ Connector

Server. The CA IAM Connector Server forwards requests to the locally installed C++ Connector Server.
e. Provisioning Server Details

To forward Provisioning Server requests to CA IAM Connector Server, you must register the Provisioning Server
details:
• Select Register this installation with a Provisioning Server?. Since the Provisioning Server forwards

requests to CA IAM Connector Server, you must register the Provisioning Server with CA IAM Connector
Server.

• Domain: Enter the domain that is managed by the Provisioning Server. Default: im
• Server Host: Enter the host name of the primary Provisioning Server.
• Server Port: Enter the port of the primary Provisioning Server. Default: 20390
• Username and Password: Enter the name and password of the domain administrator that you entered

while installing Provisioning Server.
• Act as catch-all?: Select this option if you want CA IAM Connector Server to manage all endpoints.

f. Provisioning Directory DSA Management Details
Enter the Provisioning Directory DSA management details if you are adding new tenants. To add new tenants, CA
IAM Connector Server must connect to the Provisioning Directory DSA Management to dump data snapshot.
• Select Create the data snapshot.
• Host: Enter the host name of the Provisioning Directory DSA Management.
• Port: Enter the port on which the Provisioning Directory DSA Management listens.
• Username and Password: Enter the user credentials to gain access to Provisioning Directory DSA

Management.
g. Legacy Connector Server (C++) Details

(Applicable only when Remote Legacy Connector Server (C++) Management is selected)
Enter the details of a remote C++ Connector Server. CA IAM Connector Server uses these details to forward
requests to the remote C++ Connector Server.
• Server Host: Enter the host name of the remote C++ Connector Server.
• Server Port: Enter the port of the remote C++ Connector Server.
• Username and Password: Enter the user name and password to gain access to the remote C++ Connector

Server.
h. CA IAM Connector Server Configuration

Specifies the LDAP ports and user password that the Provisioning Server uses to communicate with CA IAM
Connector Server.
Note: Type the same shared secret that you entered while installing Provisioning components.

i. Port Configuration Configure the communication ports.
j. HTTP Proxy Settings
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Configure proxy details. CA IAM Connector Server forwards requests to the C++ Connector Server via this proxy.
a. Enable global HTTP Proxy Settings: Select this option to enable global proxy.
b. Host: Enter the host name of the proxy server.
c. Port: Enter the port of the proxy server.
d. Domain: Enter the domain of the proxy server.
e. Username and  Password: Enter the user credentials to gain access to the proxy server.

k. Select Active FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode if you want CA IAM Connector Server to be FIPS 140-2 compliant.
Next, select the location where the FIPS key resides. Notes:
• To generate FIPS key, see FIPS Compliance.
• To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager

are FIPS-compliant.
• The FIPS key must be same for all the components of Identity Manager.

l. DirSync
Select Enable DirSync if you want the on-premise corporate directory to be synchronized with CA IAM Connector
Server endpoints directly without the Provisioning Server.

m. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
n. After the installation completes, click Finish.

Install Provisioning Manager

Follow the given steps to install Provisioning Manager. Note that the Provisioning Manager can be installed only a
Windows machine.

1. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, Provisioning Manager.
2. Run setup.exe.
3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Setup Type
Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
• Typical: This type lets you install Provisioning Manager with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install Provisioning Manager with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for Provisioning Manager

Select a directory to install Provisioning Manager.
c. Select Active FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode if you want Provisioning Manager to be FIPS 140-2 compliant. Next,

select the location where the FIPS key resides. Notes:
• To generate FIPS key, see  FIPS Compliance.
• To enable FIPS 140-2 compliance mode on Identity Manager, ensure that all components of Identity Manager

are FIPS-compliant.
• The FIPS key must be same for all the components of Identity Manager.

d. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
e. After the installation completes, click Finish.
f. Open the Provisioning Manager with Run As Administrator rights.
g. Log in to the Provisioning Manager with the super admin user credentials. Default: etaadmin.

Notes:
a. You have created the super admin user while installing the Provisioning Server.
b. If you are connecting Provisioning Manager to a remote Provisioning Server, you must configure the setup

using Provisioning Manager Setup.
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Install Connector Xpress

Follow the given steps to install Connector Xpress:

1. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, ConnectorXpress.
2. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Setup Type
Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
• Typical: This type lets you install Connector Xpress with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install Connector Xpress with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for Connector Xpress

Select a directory to install Connector Xpress.
c. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
d. After the installation completes, click Finish.
e. Open Connector Xpress.
f. In the right-pane, right-click Provisioning Servers and click Add Server. Enter the Provisioning Server details.
g. In the right-pane, expand Provisioning Servers and then expand the server that you added.
h. Enter the super admin user password.

Note: You have created the super admin user while installing the Provisioning Server.

Install Connector Server SDK

Follow the given steps to install Connector Server SDK:

1. In the installation media, navigate to Provisioning, ConnectorServerSDK.
2. Run setup.exe or setup.sh.
3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.

a. Setup Type
Select the setup type that suits your requirements:
• Typical: This type lets you install CA Connector Server SDK with the suggested configurations.
• Custom: This type lets you install CA Connector Server SDK with configurations of your choice; this type is

recommended for advanced users.
b. Directory Name for CA Connector Server SDK

Select a directory where you want to install CA Connector Server SDK.
c. After you complete the installation wizard, the installation process starts.
d. After the installation completes, click Finish.

Install Server

Follow the given steps to install CA Identity Manager Server:

1. Ensure that you have installed JDK and the supported version of JBoss/WildFly on the machine where you plan to
install Identity Manager Server

2. Run the product installer from the installation media.
Windows: ca-im-<release>-win.exe

Linux: ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard as required.
a. Select ComponentsSelect the components that you would like to install.
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• Identity Manager Server
• (Optional) Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server: Select this option only when you integrate Identity

Manager with CA Single Sign-On.
• Identity Manager Administrative Tools
• (Optional) Extensions for SiteMinder: Select this option only when you integrate Identity Manager with CA Single

Sign-On. Ensure that you install this component on the machine where CA Single Sign-On Policy Server is
installed.

• Out of the Box Environment
b. Destination Location

Enter the location where you want Identity Manager and its components to be installed. The default location is C:
\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager.

c. FIPS Information
• Enable FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode: Select this option if you want Identity Manager to be FIPS 140-2

compliant.
• FIPS Key Location: Enter the location of the FIPS key. For information about how to generate FIPS key, see

FIPS Compliance.
d. Application Server Information

Select JBoss as the application server to host Identity Manager.
e. JBoss Application Server Information

• JBoss Folder: Enter the location of the application server home directory.
• Access URL and Port: Enter a fully qualified URL and port of the machine that hosts the application server.

Notes:
• Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot

access the URL after the installation.
• Be sure to supply the port number that corresponds to the configuration of JBoss/WildFly. Ports 1099 and

8080 are used by default. However, conflicts occur when the other applications on the system use these
ports. For example, Oracle by default starts XDB service on port 8080. Configure either JBoss/WildFly or the
other application to use a different port.

f. Application Server Information
Select this option to apply fine-tuned configurations that improve the performance of the JBoss or WildFly
application server. For more information, see Fine-Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations.

g. Select Java Virtual Machine
Enter path to the JDK Java executable file.

h. Key Encryption Information
• Enable Custom Key Encyrption: Select this option to enable custom key and password encryption.
• Encryption Properties Location: Enter the location of the key encryption properties file. For information about

how to create an encryption parameters file, see FIPS Compliance.
i. Select Database Type

Select the database type as either Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server.
j. Database Connection Information

a. Host Name: Enter the hostname of the machine where database is located. Ensure that you provide a
hostname and not an IP address.

b. Port Number: Enter the port number of the database.
c. (Only for Microsoft SQL Server) Database Name: Enter the name of the database.
d. (Only for Oracle) Service: Enter the name that identifies the database on the system.
e. Username: Enter the username for database access. This user must have administrative rights to

the database unless you plan to import the schema manually.
f. Password: Enter the password for the user account with administrative rights.
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k. Login Information
a. Username and Password: Enter user credentials to connect to the embedded components (Administrative

Tools) and administer the Provisioning Server.
b. Enable Secure Login for Management Console: Select this option if you want to enable security login for

Management Console. If this option is enabled, the Username and Password that you specify in this screen is
used as the default login credentials to access Management Console.

l. SiteMinder Policy Server Information
CA Identity Manager uses the following information to communicate with CA Single Sign-On (Formerly
SiiteMinder):
a. Policy Server Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts CA Single Sign-On.
b. SiteMinder Administrator Name and Password: Enter admin credentials to gain access to the machine that

hosts CA Single Sign-On.
m. User Store Connection Parameters

Create a User Store to store user identities. The user store can be an LDAP directory or a relational database.
a. Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts the User Store.
b. Store Name: Enter a name for the User Store.
c. Port Number: Enter the port number for the User Store. Default is 10101.
d. Search Root: The default search root value is ou=im,ou=ca,o=com.
e. Username: The default user who can access the user store is imadmin, that is, CA Identity Manager

administrator.
n. Provisioning Store Information

Enter the Provisioning Store information.
a. Host Name: Enter the name of the machine that hosts the Provisioning Store.
b. Port: Enter the port for the Provisioning Store. Default is 20389.
c. Domain: The default domain name is im.
d. Username and Password: Enter the name and password of the domain administrator that you entered

while installing Provisioning Server. Default Username: etaadmin.
o. Out of the Box Environment Information

a. Name: The default out of the box environment name is identityEnv.
b. Base URL: Enter the URL to access Identity Manager environment. Example:http://exampleHost:8080/iam/im
c. Title: Enter a title for  Identity Manager environment.

p. After you complete the installation wizard, click Install to trigger the installation process.
q. Click Finish.

Verify CA Identity Manager Installation on JBoss/WildFly
After installing Identity Manager, verify the following:

1. Ensure that all services that are used by Identity Manager are up and running:
– CA Directory - <Hostname>-impd-co
– CA Directory - <Hostname>-impd-inc
– CA Directory - <Hostname>-impd-main
– CA Directory - <Hostname>-impd-notify
– CA Directory - <Hostname>-router
– CA Directory - UserStore
– CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (C++)
– CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java)
– CA Identity Manager - Provisioning Server

2. Start the Identity Manager Server by entering the following command from the appserver_home/bin directory:
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Windows: standalone.bat

Linux: ./standalone.sh

3. Access the Management Console and verify the following points:
– You can access the following URL from a browser:

http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example: http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port/iam/immanage

– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.

4. Verify that you can access CA Identity Manager User Console using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/<environment_name>

Install Optional Provisioning Components on JBoss/WildFly
Optional Provisioning Components for CA Identity Manager are in the im-pc-release.zip.

The ZIP file includes the following:

•  Remote Agents
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent) to install these
components. If you want IPv6 support, you must install your agents.

•  Password Synchronization Agents
Run the Password Synchronization Agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install
this component.

•  Credential Provider
Run the Credential Provider installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install this component.

•  Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed
Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients) to install this component.

•  CA IAM Connector Server SDK
Run the CA IAM Connector Server SDK installer from the CA Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning) to install
this component.

•  CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure) to install this
component.

The Identity Manager installer installs all connectors by default. However, in some cases, install an agent on an endpoint
system you are managing before you can use the related connector.

Connectors that are run on the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems that are managed by an endpoint.
For example, systems running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS Connector is installed on
the Provisioning Server.

JBoss or Wildfly Cluster Installation

Installation Status

This table shows you where you are in the installation process:

You Are Here Step in Installation Process

1. Install prerequisite hardware and software and configure your system as required.
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X 2. Perform one of these installations:
Single node installation
Installation on an application server cluster
3. (Optional) Create separate databases.

4. (Optional) Install the Report Server.

5. (Optional) Install alternate Provisioning Directories, alternate Provisioning Servers, and
connector servers to support failover and load balancing.

Sample JBoss or WildFly Cluster

On JBoss Enterprise Application Platform (EAP) 7.2 or JBoss Wildfly 15, Identity Manager supports clusters that use
either the unicast or multicast form of communication between nodes. In either type of cluster, you create a master node
and it is usually the node that starts first in the cluster. As other nodes start, they receive deployment files from the master
node. If the master node fails, another node becomes the new master node.

The following figure shows the relationship between the nodes and cluster members. Each node contains one cluster
member. Each member of the cluster has a unique Server Peer ID. The primary node would be cluster member 1,
assuming it was created first.

Figure 14: Sample JBoss or WildFly Cluster

In this figure, the following components exist:

• Identity Manager Server
Provides the core functionality of the product.

• Live and Backup ActiveMQ Instances
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Provides messaging functionality for members of the cluster. On each node, you configure two ActiveMQ instances, a
live instance and a backup.

• Journal Files
Persists ActiveMQ messages using journal files without using a database. You configure each ActiveMQ instance to
store journal files. In this example, all nodes share a set of journal files, which are on a Storage Area Network (SAN)
Server. This scenario is referred to as a Shared Store.
If you choose Replication instead of a Shared Store during installation, journal files are stored on each node.

Decide to Use Unicast or Multicast

We recommend testing both options to determine the best choice for your organization.

Consider unicast in these situations:

• The servers in your JBoss cluster are on different subnets. This situation commonly exists when you install a JBoss
cluster on virtual machines.

• If network congestion is a concern, unicast helps to reduce how many packets are sent between cluster nodes.

Consider multicast if the deployment of JBoss is on a single network.

Install on the Cluster
The following procedures describe how to set up multiple JBoss or WildFly application servers with the same CA Identity
Manager application on each server. In this type of cluster, each JBoss application server acts independently of the other
application servers, but they share the load through JMS messaging.

This page contains the following topics:

Test the Default Multicast Address

Use this procedure to test if you can use the default multicast address. The run script uses a multicast address, either the
default address or an alternative address supplied by your network administrator.

The first part of the test may succeed, but subsequent parts of this test may fail. Therefore, perform full testing in different
directions to determine the reliability of multicast for your installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Install JBoss or WildFly and the JDK on the computer.

Run sender on first node as follows:
2. Navigate to the main folder:

appserver-home\modules\system\layers\base\org\jgroups\main.
3. Run the following command:

WildFly: java -cp jgroups-4.0.15.Final.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastSenderTest -mcast_addr 224.10.10.10 -port 5555
JBoss: java -cp jgroups-4.0.15.Final-redhat-00001.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastSenderTest -mcast_addr 224.10.10.10 -
port 5555

Run receivers on other nodes in the cluster as follows:
4. Navigate to:

appserver_home\modules\system\layers\base\org\jgroups\main.
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5. Run the following command:

WildFly: java -cp  jgroups-4.0.15.Final.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastReceiverTest -mcast_addr 224.10.10.10 -port 5555
JBoss: java -cp jgroups-4.0.15.Final-redhat-00001.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastReceiverTest -mcast_addr 224.10.10.10
-port 5555

Send a message from the first node as follows:
6. On the console of the first node, enter any text and press enter.
7. Confirm that a reply appears, to acknowledge the text was sent.
8. Confirm that the message appears on the console of all other nodes in the cluster.
9. If either the send or receive test fails, ask your network administrator to provide a multicast address that works and

repeat this test.

Create the Master Node

You create the  cluster by creating the master node, the first node in the cluster. If you require replication topology, we
recommend deploying with Multicast.

Follow these steps:

1. Install JBoss or WildFly and the JDK on the computer.
2. Start the CA Identity Manager installation program.

– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the installation program. For example, for Linux:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.
Important! Make sure that you have the collected the information needed by the installer, such as user names, host
names, and ports.

3. Complete the section requesting database credentials by entering the same values from the previous release of CA
Identity Manager.

4. Complete the Select Components section by including the CA Identity Manager Server and any other components that
you need on this system. 

5. Complete the other sections based on your requirements for the installation.
6. When you enter any password or shared secret in the installation, be sure to provide a password that you can recall

when needed.
7. Complete the JBoss or WildFly Information page as follows:

a. Enter a fully qualified URL and port number of the application server in the Access Server URL field. Note:
Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot access
the URL after the installation.

b. Select Cluster Installation.
c. Enter a Peer ID, a unique number between 0 and 255. Make a record of the Peer ID, so that you use a different

number for other nodes.
8. Select the Advanced Cluster Options.

– Choose Multicast or Unicast as the messaging protocol.
– Replication stores journal files on each node.

NOTE

Versions of JBoss and WildFly prior to JBoss 7.2 and Wildfly 15 supported a shared store option.
Beginning with JBoss 7.2 and Wildfly 15, replication is now the only supported option.
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9. If you chose multicast, skip to the next step. If the multicast address test failed, edit the MULTI_CAST_ADDRESS
value in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file. Enter a unique multicast address.

10. If you chose Unicast, skip to the next step. Supply a list of unicast initial hosts of the systems where JBoss is installed.
11. If you are installing on a system that supports IPv6, modify one of the following properties in the IDM_OPTS entry

in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file:
– For IPv6 only systems on Linux, uncomment the following entry:

IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true"

– For IPv6/IPv4 systems, uncomment the following entry:
IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

12. If any issues occur during installation, inspect the Installation Logs.

Add Cluster Nodes

We recommend that you install each cluster node on a separate system. However, if you install all nodes on one system,
each node needs a separate appserver_home. This precaution is necessary to avoid contention over the workpoint.log in
the appserver_home/bin directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Install JBoss and the JDK on the computer.
2. Install the CA Identity Manager® server on that system.

– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.
3. Be sure to supply the same values for FIPS, SiteMinder, database, and shared secret details and all other values

entered for the master node.
4. Select Cluster Installation.
5. Enter a Peer ID that is different from the other nodes you have created.
6. Select the Advanced Cluster Options, matching the choices you made in the master node procedure.
7. If you chose multicast, skip to the next step. If the multicast address test failed, edit the MULTI_CAST_ADDRESS

value in the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file. Enter a unique multicast address.
8. If you chose Unicast, skip to the next step. Confirm the same set of unicast initial hosts you supplied for the master

node.
9. If you are installing on a system that supports IPv6, modify one of the following properties in the IDM_OPTS entry in

the standalone.bat or standalone.sh file:
– For IPv6 only systems on Linux, uncomment the following entry:

IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true"

– For IPv6/IPv4 systems, uncomment the following entry:
IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

Configure Journal Files

To implement high availability, Identity Manager uses the ActiveMQ messaging provider. ActiveMQ persists messages
using journal files without using a database. Identity Manager stores journal files based on the following installation
choice:

• Replication method -- Identity Manager stores journal files on each node.
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Journal Files for Replication

If you chose Replication during the installation, the installation program configured the first node with two ActiveMQ
instances, a live instance and a backup. On each additional node, you configure live and backup ActiveMQ instances.

Make sure to selected a minimum of a three node cluster to avoid the "split brain" scenario, meaning both primary and
backup are live at the same time. Replicated HA requires quorum voting to determine whether a backup should go live.
It is impossible to have a majority quorum with less than three live nodes; the effective quorum for smaller configurations
is all nodes. The only way to get a majority vote with 1 or 2 nodes is if all nodes are live. Running replicated HA without a
quorum of 3 or more live servers creates a high risk of a split-brain scenario.

Follow these steps:

1. On all your cluster nodes, navigate to the following location:
appserver_home/standalone/configuration

2. Edit the standalone-full-ha.xml file.
3. Navigate to the Activemq subsystem and locate the default server broker configuration. Replace the placeholder value

for group name attribute with actual names of your choice.
<replication-master cluster-name="my-cluster" group-name="live-node-name-here" check-for-live-

server="true" />

4. Locate the backup server broker and replace the placeholder value with the actual value of your choice.
<replication-slave allow-failback="true" cluster-name="my-cluster" group-name="backup-group-name-here" />

NOTE

Group name provides a means of defining affinity between nodes in the same cluster. A primary and backup
with the same group name should get paired together. This provides a means of ensuring right live-backup
pairs, for example that two brokers on the same host don't get paired as master and slave. Choose the group
name so that they get paired with corresponding nodes, as shown in the following graphic:

5. For a cluster of three or more nodes, edit standalone-full-ha.xml in a similar manner.
For example, make these changes for a three-node cluster:
– Node 1

• A live ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-1
• Backup ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-2

– Node 2
• A live ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-3
• Backup ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-1

– Node 3
• A live ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-2
• Backup ActiveMQ is a member of backup group group-3
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Configure Standalone.bat/sh

Follow these steps to configure your standalone executable file. This configuration will also eliminate bind errors stating
'cannot bind to 0.0.0.0'.

Follow these steps on all Cluster Nodes:

1. Navigate to appserver_home/bin/ and then either standalone.sh (for Linux) or standalone.bat (for Windows).
2. Modify the line BIND_ADDRESS=0.0.0.0 to BIND_ADDRESS=Machine  IP Address.
3. Uncomment a line according to your environment:

– IPv6 Only: REM set "IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true".
– IPv6 and IPv4: REM set "IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true"

4. Restart your application server.

Recommended Fine-Tune JBoss or Wildfly Cluster Configuration

You can enhance the performance of the JBoss or Wildfly application server cluster by applying fine-tune configurations
that we are recommending. You can find the recommended fine-tuned configurations at Fine Tune JBoss or WildFly
Configurations.

Configure the Socket Size

For Linux deployments, the default socket size is 128 KB. You can test for performance between 2.4 MB and 20 MB. CA
recommends increasing the socket size with a minimum of 2.4 MB.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following cat commands to view your sockets sizes:
/proc/sys/net/core/rmem_default (default socket receive buffer)

/proc/sys/net/core/wmem_default (default socket send buffer)

/proc/sys/net/core/rmem_max (max socket receive buffer)

/proc/sys/net/core/wmem_max (max socket send buffer size)

2. Increase the socket sizes with the following commands:
Note: In the following example, 2516582 equals 2.4 MB.
sysctl -w net.core.rmem_default=2516582 

sysctl -w net.core.wmem_default=2516582

sysctl -w net.core.rmem_max=2516582 

sysctl -w net.core.wmem_max=2516582 

Extending Existing Cluster

This section helps in adding new nodes to your cluster setup configured with versions of Identity manager previous to
v14.4. Use the following steps when your existing cluster nodes are upgraded from a previous version of Identity Manager
to v14.4. If you are planning to add an extra cluster node to an existing cluster environment, you have to apply few
configuration changes to your newly-installed JBoss standalone-full-ha.xml file.

After installing IDM in a new server node, follow these steps:

1. Edit standalone-full-ha.xml file in newly installed node and locate activemq subsystem. Modify the group-names in
default and backup server configuration that matches with group-names in other nodes. For example:
Master

 <replication-master check-for-live-server="true" cluster-name="my-cluster" group-name="node-1" />

Backup:

  <replication-slave allow-failback="true" cluster-name="my-cluster" group-name="node-3" />

2. Edit the standalone-full-ha.xml file, and locate messaging-activemq subsystem.
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3. Make sure Jgroup channel names are the same as your existing nodes.
4. Copy the following xml elements from any of existing node and replace them in the newly added node's jgroups

subsystem:
– <channels default="auto">
– <channel name="auto" stack="tcp"/>
– <channel cluster="ejb" name="ee" stack="tcp"/>
Your channels should look similar to the following example (this example is from unicast):
Figure 15: Unicast example of extending the existing cluster

For a unicast cluster, change the port_range value that matches your existing node value. Usually this value in a new
node will be 1. Change this value to be the same as in the existing node value.

5. Locate the socket-binding-group, and make sure the ports used in all nodes, including this fresh node, are the same. If
required, copy and paste the content from the <socket-binding-group> section of your existing standalone-full-ha.xml
file to the newly-installed server node.

6. Clear tmp and data folders from the JBoss standalone directory, and then restart all server nodes one after the other.

Post Installation for the Cluster
There are a number of steps you need to complete after installing the cluster:

1. Configure the JK Connector
2. Start the JBoss Cluster
3. Verify the Clustered Installation
4. Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager
5. Install Optional Provisioning Components

These steps are detailed in the following sections:

Configure the JK Connector

In this section, we are using IIS as a sample proxy for a cluster. Note that you can use any proxy of your choice to front a
cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Install a JK connector based on these instructions from JBoss.org linked here.
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2. Note the following when you use this procedure:
a. When you configure the modjk workers, use the workers.properties file in this location:

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples
\ConnectorConfiguration\windows\IIS_JBoss
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/samples/Cluster/JBoss/ConnectorConfiguration

b. In this file, replace worker.workerN.* (the worker name) with your corresponding node’s Peer ID.
If you have more than two nodes, copy a worker.workerN.* set for each additional node and rename the worker
name.

c. Fill in the worker.workerN.host field with your corresponding nodes’ hostnames.
For example, consider a cluster where the Identity Manager server is installed on three JBoss hosts named
myhostA, myhostB, and myhostC, using Peer IDs 1, 2, and 3. The workers.properties file appears as follows:
worker.worker1.port=8009

worker.worker1.host=myhostA

.

.

worker.worker1.recovery_options=28

worker.worker2.port=8009

worker.worker2.host=myhostB

.

.

worker.worker2.recovery_options=28

worker.worker3.port=8009

worker.worker3.host=myhostC

.

.

worker.worker3.recovery_options=28

.

.

worker.router.balance_workers=worker1,worker2,worker3

d. Copy the uriworkermap.properties file in the above location to APACHE_HOME/conf.
e. Omit the step about configuring Tomcat for session stickiness. This feature is already configured by the installer

and in the workers.properties file.

Verify Cluster Setup

After making your desired changes in the messaging subsystem, verify that your cluster nodes collaborate with each node
in the cluster and form an appropriate primary and secondary cluster pairs.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the first node of your cluster, and search the JBoss server.log file for the text “Received new cluster”, similar to
the following example:
2021-01-22 12:29:31,251 INFO  [org.infinispan.CLUSTER] (MSC service thread 1-2) ISPN000094: Received new

 cluster view for channel ejb: [AI64-NODE-1|0] (1) [AI64-NODE-1]]
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Because you
are starting the very first node in the cluster, node 1 is not able to reach the other server nodes in the cluster as they
are not yet started. Wait for the Identity Manager server to successfully complete its deployment and initialization
process.

2. Start the second node and search the log file receiving a cluster view from Node-1. Because Node 1 has already
started, Node 2 is able to communicate and collaborate with node 1. You should see a log entry similar to the following
sample that shows Node 2 can collaborate with Node 1:
2021-01-22 12:43:18,768 INFO  [org.infinispan.CLUSTER] (MSC service thread 1-5) ISPN000094: Received new

 cluster view for channel ejb: [AI64-NODE-2|1] (2) [AI64-NODE-1, AI64-NODE-2]

3. Wait for the Identity Manager  server to successfully complete its deployment and initialization processes.
4. Start the third node and observe the server log file for node 3 receiving a cluster view from two other nodes. You

should see a log entry similar to the following sample:
2021-01-22 12:49:57,038 INFO  [org.infinispan.CLUSTER] (MSC service thread 1-6) ISPN000094: Received new

 cluster view for channel ejb: [AI64-NODE-3|2] (3) [AI64-NODE-1, AI64-NODE-2, AI64-NODE-3]

In step 1, when node 1 was started, node 1 did not received cluster view from the other two nodes, as they were
unavailable. Now we need to restart the node 1 and node 2 so that they collaborate with other nodes. In an idle
situation, the server log in all the nodes should appear similar to the log below, which displays all three node names:

Backup announcement:

Make sure to verify the HA cluster setup for failover and failback feature is working properly. Once the server nodes start
and collaborate with the other nodes of a cluster, the server log displays the text “backup announced” or “waiting live to
fail”, similar to the following sample:
2021-01-22 12:50:07,742 INFO  [org.apache.activemq.artemis.core.server] (Thread-8 (ActiveMQ-server-

org.apache.activemq.artemis.core.server.impl.ActiveMQServerImpl$5@20d5a1c9)) AMQ221031: backup announced

NOTE

For a well configured cluster setup, ensure that thebackup announced message appears in the server.log file.

Start the JBoss Cluster

Once all configuration is complete, start all servers in the following order.

Follow these steps:

1. Start one of the SiteMinder Policy Servers that supports CA Identity Manager.
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NOTE

: If you have a Policy Server cluster, make sure that only one Policy Server is running while you create CA
Identity Manager directories, create or modify CA Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint
settings.

2. From a command line, navigate to:
jboss_home/bin

3. Start the CA Identity Manager server by entering the following command:
– On Windows:

standalone.bat
– On UNIX:

./standalone.sh
4. Wait for a message that shows that the server has started. This message similar to the following message appears in

a console window:

---- CA IAM FW Startup Sequence Complete. ----

5. If you have already installed a SiteMinder Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the SiteMinder Web
Agent and the application server proxy plug-in.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered installation:

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and CA IdentityMinder nodes that you stopped.
2. Access the CA IdentityMinder Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

host_nameDefines the fully-qualified host name for the server where CA IdentityMinder is
installedportDefines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager

If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.

NOTE
To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click Ok.

You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.
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Install Optional Provisioning Components

Optional Provisioning Components for CA Identity Manager are in the im-pc-release.zip

Note:  release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.

The ZIP file includes the following:

• Remote Agents
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent) to install these
components. If you want IPv6 support, you must install your agents.

• Password Synchronization Agents
Run the Password Synchronization Agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install
this component.

• Credential Provider
Run the Credential Provider installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install this component.

• Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed
Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients) to install this component.

• CA IAM Connector Server SDK
Run the CA IAM Connector Server SDK installer from the CA Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning) to install
this component.

• CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure) to install this
component.

The CA Identity Manager installer installs all connectors by default. However, in some cases, install an agent on an
endpoint system you are managing before you can use the related connector.

Connectors that are run on the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems managed by an endpoint. For
example, systems running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS Connector is installed on the
Provisioning Server.

Note: For more information about each connector, see the Connectors Guide

More information exists for these components in the following guides:

• Credential Provider (Administrating Section)
• Password Synchronization Agent (Administrating Section)
• Connector Xpress (Connectors Wiki)
• Agents for use with connectors (Connectors Wiki)

Troubleshooting

Communication Errors in a Multicast JBoss Cluster Setup

Symptom:

In a multicast JBoss cluster configuration, communication between the cluster nodes does not work properly because of
the hornetq messaging errors.

HQ224055: Bridge Failed to ack: java.lang.IllegalStateException: Journal must be in state=LOADED, was

 [STOPPED]

at org.hornetq.core.journal.impl.JournalImpl.checkJournalIsLoaded(JournalImpl.java:1005)

[hornetq-journal-2.3.25.Final-redhat-1.jar:2.3.25.Final-redhat-1]

Solution:
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Perform the following steps on all the clustered nodes:

1. Open <jboss_home>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full-ha.xml.
2. In the socket-binding tag, ensure that the multicast-address for the messaging-group and modcluster is set to a

public interface. This configuration is already defined if the cluster is running in the same subnet.

<socket-binding name=”messaging-group” port=”0” multicast-address=”${jboss.messaging.group.address:231.7.7.7}”

 multicast-port=”${jboss.messaging.group.port:9876}”/>

<socket-binding name=”modcluster” port=”0” multicast-address=”224.0.1.105” multicast-port=”23364”/> 

Fine Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations
NOTE
The fine-tune configurations described in this document are applicable only to JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.x.

By default, the Identity Manager installer applies basic configurations to the JBoss or WildFly application server. With
basic configurations, the performance of an application server might be less than optimal. To enhance the performance,
we recommend fine-tuned configurations which you can apply by selecting “Apply Recommended Application Server
Configuration” in the “Application Server Information” page of the installer wizard.

The configurations that are fine-tuned to improve the performance of the JBoss or WildFly application server are,

• JVM Settings
• ActiveMQ Settings

Recommended Configurations

This section covers the configurations that we recommend for improving the performance of the JBoss or WildFly
application server. In case you have not applied the recommended configurations while installing the product, post-
installation you can manually apply these recommended configurations on the application server.

1. Set the JVM settings:
– Windows

a. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/bin.
b. Open standalone.conf.bat for editing.
c. Set the JVM parameters in JAVA_OPTS with the following recommended values:

• JVM Minimum Heap Size: 512 MB
• JVM Maximum Heap Size: 4 GB

NOTE

If more than 4 GB is required, use the recommended settings described in Fine Tuning Garbage
Collection for more aggressive garbage collection.

• Generic JVM Arguments: -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -
Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

Example:
set "JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Dcom.sun.jersey.server.impl.cdi.lookupExtensionInBeanManager=true"

– Linux
a. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/bin.
b. Open standalone.conf for editing.
c. Set the JVM parameters in JAVA_OPTS with the following recommended values:

• JVM Minimum Heap Size: 512 MB
• JVM Maximum Heap Size: 4 GB
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NOTE

If more than 4 GB is required, use the recommended settings described in Fine Tuning Garbage
Collection for more aggressive garbage collection.

• Generic JVM Arguments: -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -
Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

Example:
JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS -Xms512m -Xmx512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:

+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom -

Dcom.sun.jersey.server.impl.cdi.lookupExtensionInBeanManager=true"

2. Increase the JMS maxSessions parameters by editing the following files with these suggested values:
– Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/bin, open the standalone-full-ha.xml file, and then change max-pool-size to 300.

Note that this is a server-wide setting. The size of the combined individual message bean maxSession values
should not exceed this setting.

– In ejb-jar.xml, for each MessageBean, you must add an activation-config element, and change maxSession to 100.
– In jboss-ejb3.xml, for each MessageBean, you must add an activation-config element, and change maxSession to

100.
Follow these steps:
A. Open the following file:
[Wildfly home]\standalone\configuration\standalone-full-ha.xml
B. Edit the file to change max-pool-size to 300:
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:ejb3:2.0">

            ....

            <pools>

                <bean-instance-pools>

                    <!-- A sample strict max pool configuration -->

                    <strict-max-pool name="slsb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="20" instance-acquisition-

timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>

                    <!-- Broadcom recommended max pool size increased from 20 - 300 -->

                    <!--  This is a server wide setting. The combined individual msg queue maxSession

 values should not exceed this setting.   -->

                    <strict-max-pool name="mdb-strict-max-pool" max-pool-size="300" instance-acquisition-

timeout="5" instance-acquisition-timeout-unit="MINUTES"/>

                </bean-instance-pools>

            </pools>

         ....

        </subsystem>

C. Open the following file:
 [Wildfly home]\stanadlone\deployments\iam_im.ear\iam_im_idenityminder_ejb.jar\Meta-INF\ejb-jar.xml

D. For each of the three MessageBean configurations used by Identity Manager, add the following activation-config
element, and define the maxSession property with the values shown:
<enterprise-beans>

        <message-driven id="MessageBean_1">

            <ejb-name>SubscriberMessageEJB</ejb-name>

            <ejb-class>com.netegrity.ejb.message.subscriber.SubscriberMessageBean</ejb-class>

            <transaction-type>Bean</transaction-type>

         <env-entry id="EnvEntry_1">

                <description/>

                <env-entry-name>nete-properties/jmslistener</env-entry-name>

                <env-entry-type>java.lang.String</env-entry-type>

                <env-entry-value>com.netegrity.ims.msg.queue</env-entry-value>
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            </env-entry>

               

            <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                <activation-config>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                </activation-config>

        </message-driven>

        <message-driven id="ServerCommands">

            <ejb-name>ServerCommandsEJB</ejb-name>

            <ejb-class>com.netegrity.ejb.message.subscriber.ServerCommandMessageBean</ejb-class>

            <transaction-type>Container</transaction-type>

                <activation-config>

                      <activation-config-property>

                           <activation-config-property-name>messageSelector</activation-config-property-

name>

                           <activation-config-property-value>MessageFormat = '1.0'</activation-config-

property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                     

                <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                </activation-config>

               

        </message-driven>

        <message-driven id="RuntimeStatusDetail">

            <ejb-name>RuntimeStatusDetailEJB</ejb-name>

            <ejb-class>com.netegrity.ims.statusDetail.RuntimeStatusDetailMessageBean</ejb-class>

            <transaction-type>Bean</transaction-type>

               

            <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                <activation-config>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                </activation-config>

               

        </message-driven>

E. Open the following file:
[Wildfly home]\stanadlone\deployments\iam_im.ear\iam_im_idenityminder_ejb.jar\Meta-INF\jboss-ejb3.xml

F. Add the following activation-config element, and define the maxSession property with the values shown:
<message-driven>

            <ejb-name>SubscriberMessageEJB</ejb-name>

                <ejb-class>com.netegrity.ejb.message.subscriber.SubscriberMessageBean</ejb-class>
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                <activation-config>

                      <activation-config-property>

                           <activation-config-property-name>destinationType</activation-config-property-

name>

                           <activation-config-property-value>javax.jms.Queue</activation-config-property-

value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>destination</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>queue/iam/im/jms/queue/

com.netegrity.ims.msg.queue</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                      

                <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

               

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>clientFailureCheckPeriod</activation-config-

property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>600000</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>connectionTTL</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>-1</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                 </activation-config>

        </message-driven>

        <message-driven>

            <ejb-name>ServerCommandsEJB</ejb-name>

                <activation-config>

                <activation-config-property>

                    <activation-config-property-name>destinationType</activation-config-property-name>

                    <activation-config-property-value>javax.jms.Topic</activation-config-property-value>

                </activation-config-property>

                <activation-config-property>

                    <activation-config-property-name>destination</activation-config-property-name>

                    <activation-config-property-value>topic/iam/im/jms/topic/ServerCommandTopic</

activation-config-property-value>

                </activation-config-property>

                   

                <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                                     

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>clientFailureCheckPeriod</activation-config-

property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>600000</activation-config-property-value>
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                      </activation-config-property>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>connectionTTL</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>-1</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

            </activation-config>

        </message-driven>

        <message-driven>

            <ejb-name>RuntimeStatusDetailEJB</ejb-name>

                <ejb-class>com.netegrity.ims.statusDetail.RuntimeStatusDetailMessageBean</ejb-class>      

     

                <activation-config>

                <activation-config-property>

                    <activation-config-property-name>destinationType</activation-config-property-name>

                    <activation-config-property-value>javax.jms.Queue</activation-config-property-value>

                </activation-config-property>

                <activation-config-property>

                    <activation-config-property-name>destination</activation-config-property-name>

                    <activation-config-property-value>queue/iam/im/jms/queue/RuntimeStatusDetailQueue</

activation-config-property-value>

                </activation-config-property>

                     

                <!-- Broadcom recommended activation config property - maxSession = 100  -->

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>maxSession</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>100</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                                     

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>clientFailureCheckPeriod</activation-config-

property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>600000</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

                      <activation-config-property>

                         <activation-config-property-name>connectionTTL</activation-config-property-name>

                         <activation-config-property-value>-1</activation-config-property-value>

                      </activation-config-property>

            </activation-config>

        </message-driven>

Fine Tuning Garbage Collection

You can adapt and tune the garbage collection for your application performance needs by entering the following options
with changed settings on the JVM command line:

-Xms8g 

-Xmx8g 

-XX:+UseG1GC 

-XX:ConcGCThreads=12 

-XX:ParallelGCThreads=22 

-XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1000 

-XX:InitiatingHeapOccupancyPercent=40 

-XX:G1HeapWastePercent=2 
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-XX:G1ReservePercent=15 

-XX:+UnlockExperimentalVMOptions 

-XX:G1OldCSetRegionThresholdPercent=15 

-XX:G1MixedGCLiveThresholdPercent=90 

-XX:G1NewSizePercent=20 

-XX:G1MaxNewSizePercent=25  

• -XX:ConcGCThreads=12
Sets the number of parallel marking threads. Sets n to approximately 1/4 of the number of parallel garbage collection
threads (ParallelGCThreads).

• -XX:ParallelGCThreads=22
Sets the value of the STW worker threads. Sets the value of n to the number of logical processors. The value of n is
the same as the number of logical processors up to a value of 8.

• -XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1000
Sets a target value for desired maximum pause time. The default value is 200 milliseconds. The specified value does
not adapt to your heap size.

• -XX:InitiatingHeapOccupancyPercent=40
Sets the Java heap occupancy threshold that triggers a marking cycle. The default occupancy is 45 percent of the
entire Java heap.

• -XX:G1HeapWastePercent=2
Sets the percentage of heap that you are willing to waste. The Java HotSpot VM does not initiate the mixed garbage
collection cycle when the reclaimable percentage is less than the heap waste percentage. The default is 10 percent.

• -XX:G1ReservePercent=15
Sets the percentage of reserve memory to keep free so as to reduce the risk of to-space overflows. The default is 10
percent. When you increase or decrease the percentage, make sure to adjust the total Java heap by the same amount.

• -XX:G1OldCSetRegionThresholdPercent=15
Sets an upper limit on the number of old regions to be collected during a mixed garbage collection cycle. The default is
10 percent of the Java heap.

• -XX:G1MixedGCLiveThresholdPercent=90
Sets the occupancy threshold for an old region to be included in a mixed garbage collection cycle. The default
occupancy is 65 percent. This is an experimental flag.

• -XX:G1NewSizePercent=2
Sets the percentage of the heap to use as the minimum for the young generation size. The default value is 5 percent of
your Java heap. This is an experimental flag.

• -XX:G1MaxNewSizePercent=25
Sets the percentage of the heap size to use as the maximum for young generation size. The default value is 60
percent of your Java heap. This is an experimental flag.

JBoss or Wildfly Post-Installation
After installing JBoss or Wildfly, you have to configure Identity Manager as a Windows Service, as well as set up the
Logging.jsp file. Both procedures are detailed in the following sections.

Configure IPv6 Support

If you are installing on a IPv6 supported JBoss system, some configuration is required.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the standalone.bat/sh file located in appserver_home\bin.
2. Uncomment one of the following properties in the IDM_OPTS entry:

– For IPv6 only systems, uncomment the following entry:
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#IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv6Addresses=true" 

– For IPv6/IPv4 systems, uncomment the following entry:
#IDM_OPTS="$IDM_OPTS -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true" 

NOTE
These properties are shown for UNIX; however, they are the same as found after a REM in Windows.

3. Save the file.

Configuring JBoss EAP and WildFly as Services

You can configure JBoss EAP and WildFly to run as a service. See the following articles:

Configuring JBoss EAP to Run as a Service

https://access.redhat.com/documentation/en-us/red_hat_JBoss_enterprifse_application_platform/7.0/html/
installation_guide/configuring_JBoss_eap_to_run_as_a_service

Run WildFly as a Windows Service

https://community.i2b2.org/wiki/display/getstarted/2.4.2.4+Run+Wildfly+as+a+Windows+Service

Run WildFly as a Service on Linux

https://community.i2b2.org/wiki/display/getstarted/2.4.2.3+Run+Wildfly+as+a+Linux+Service

Troubleshooting

After configuring JBoss 7.2 or WildFly 15 to run as a service, and the service does not start, the following error may
appear in the stderr log file:

java.lang.IllegalArgumentException: WFLYSRV0191: Can't use both --server-config and --initial-server-config

If that hppens, the reason is that the service.bat (windows) or jboss-eap-rhel.sh/wildfly-init-redhat.sh (linux) file that
runs the service does not point to the correct standalone-full.xml ffile for standalone, or standalone-full-ha.xml file for a
cluster setup. The file also contains an extra startup parameter (--server-config=!CONFIG!).

Solution:

For Widows:

1. Open a command line and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.

2. Uninstall the JBoss/WildFly service by running the following command:

service.bat uninstall

3. Edit the service.bat file:

Change

"%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone.xml

As follows for

Standalone:

"%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full.xml

Cluster:

"%CONFIG%"=="" set CONFIG=standalone-full-ha.xml 

Also change
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set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#--server-config=!CONFIG!" 

to

set STARTPARAM="/c#set#NOPAUSE=Y#&&#!START_SCRIPT!#-Djboss.server.base.dir=!BASE!#"

4. Save the file.

5. Open a command line prompt and navigate to the JBoss bin directory.

6. Install the JBoss/WildFly service by running the following command: service.bat install

For LINUX:

1. Navigate to /etc/init.d directory.

2. Edit the file that runs the service as follows:

For JBoss

Edit the jboss-eap-rhel.sh file and change

daemon --user $JBOSS_USER LAUNCH_JBOSS_IN_BACKGROUND=1 JBOSS_PIDFILE=$JBOSS_PIDFILE "$JBOSS_SCRIPT -c

 $JBOSS_CONFIG $JBOSS_OPTS &" >> $JBOSS_CONSOLE_LOG 2>&1 

to

daemon --user $JBOSS_USER LAUNCH_JBOSS_IN_BACKGROUND=1 JBOSS_PIDFILE=$JBOSS_PIDFILE "$JBOSS_SCRIPT $JBOSS_OPTS

 &" >> $JBOSS_CONSOLE_LOG 2>&1

For WildFly

Edit the wildfly-init-redhat.sh file, and change

daemon --user=$JBOSS_USER --pidfile=$JBOSS_PIDFILE LAUNCH_JBOSS_IN_BACKGROUND=1 JBOSS_PIDFILE=$JBOSS_PIDFILE

 "$JBOSS_SCRIPT -c $JBOSS_CONFIG $JBOSS_OPTS &" >> $JBOSS_CONSOLE_LOG 2>&1 

to

daemon --user=$JBOSS_USER --pidfile=$JBOSS_PIDFILE LAUNCH_JBOSS_IN_BACKGROUND=1 JBOSS_PIDFILE=$JBOSS_PIDFILE

 "$JBOSS_SCRIPT $JBOSS_OPTS &" >> $JBOSS_CONSOLE_LOG 2>&1 

3. Save the file.

4. Start the service:

For JBoss:

service jboss-eap-rhel start

For Wildfly:

service wildfly start 

Install on WebSphere
The following sections show you how to install on WebSphere.

WARNING

CA Identity Manager requires the Oracle schema user to have specific permissions to use Oracle XA. Contact
your database administrators and ask them to grant the necessary permissions. For more information, see the
following technical documents: 
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•  IBM 
•  Oracle 

NOTE
 JBOSS/Wildfly users should follow the same instructions. 

Install WebSphere Application Server
Identity Manager works with WebSphere  8.5.x. If you need a new version of the IBM WebSphere, install the WebSphere
server as described in IBM’s documentation. During the installation, perform these actions:

• Select the appropriate plug-in for your Web Server.
• Select the Server and Client options.
• Install the latest FixPack to the server and the required JDK.

NOTE
For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Identity Manager support matrix on CA Support.

When you create WebSphere cell and node names, remember they are case sensitive in all operating systems. Verify that
these names are in the correct case when you install Identity Manager.

Contents:

Set the Sun Reference Implementation as the JSF Implementation Container

Before you install Identity Manager, you must set the Sun Reference Implementation as the JSF Implementation
container. If you have already installed Identity Manager, do not open the user console before completing this task.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere management console, and browse to the Enterprise Applications section.
2. Select an application you manage. You can choose any application.
3. From the Configuration pane, select JSP and JSF options under Web Module Properties.
4. Under JSF implementation, select your Sun Reference implementation, and apply the change.
5. Restart your WebSphere application server for the changes to take effect.

Disable Global Security

TIP
Disable security before the installation. Verify that the Security Enabled option is unchecked. This action will
ensure that the profile can be created without a problem.

After installation, enable global security. Note that workflow requires a user for CORBA naming services when global
security is enabled. You add an IDM workflow user to WebSphere. In the WebSphere administrative console, locate the
Naming area. Under CORBA naming service users, add the user IDM with appropriate permissions.

Verify WebSphere

Use the following tests to verify that WebSphere is working:

• Test whether the WebSphere application server is installed correctly by accessing IBM’s snoop utility at the following
URL:
http://hostname:port/snoop
Example:
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http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:9080/snoopIf WebSphere is installed correctly, the Snoop Servlet—Request Client
Information page is displayed in the browser.

• If you have a web server installed, test that the WebSphere application server plug-in is installed correctly. Use IBM’s
snoop utility without including the application server port in the URL:
http://hostname/snoop
Example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com/snoop
If WebSphere is installed correctly, the same Snoop Servlet—Request Client Information page is displayed in the
browser. This means that profile was created and has at least one server which is configured with the plug-in.

For additional help with WebSphere, contact IBM customer support.

Configure WebSphere for Identity Manager

Perform the following steps to ensure that your Identity Manager installation succeeds on WebSphere.

1. Save any changes to the WebSphere configuration via the Admin Console (Save to Master Configuration).
2. Shut down the application server.
3. Remove the contents of the following folders:

– Temp Directory:
• Windows: %temp%
• Unix: /tmp/*

– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/temp/*
– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/wstemp/*
– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/tranlog/*
– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/configuration/*
– Websphere_home/deploytool/itp/configuration/org.*, leaving only config.ini in this directory

4. In the Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/properties/soap.client.props file, set com.ibm.SOAP.requestTimeout
to 1800 or higher.

NOTE
For more information, see your WebSphere documentation.

WARNING
Restart your WebSphere application server before starting the Identity Manager installation.

Enable XA Transactions for Microsoft SQL Server

If you are using WebSphere with Microsoft SQL Server, enable XA transactions on Microsoft SQL Server. Identity
Manager needs an XA data source for the database transactions to work properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the SQL Server JDBC Driver version 6.4 from Microsoft.

NOTE
The download may first present an HTM file that is a license agreement for you to approve.

2. Run the program to install the JDBC driver.
3. Perform the following two procedures included in the Microsoft topic Understanding XA Transactions:

– Running the MS DTC Service
– Configuring the JDBC Distributed Transaction Components

4. In performing these procedures, verify the following are true:
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– When you run the xa_install.sql script, make sure you get a script complete message. You can ignore the drop table
errors, which appear the first time that you run the script.

– When you add the user to the SqlJDBCXAUser role, add that user to the master database.

Configure SSL

If you upgraded your application server and you are using a user directory with SSL, be sure that SSL is configured on
your application server before the upgrade.

WebSphere Single Node Installation
Contents:

Installation Status

This table shows you where you are in the installation process:

You Are Here Step in Installation Process

1. Install prerequisite hardware and software and configure your
system as required.

X 2. Perform one of these installations:
Single node installation
Installation on an application server cluster
3. (Optional) Create separate databases.

4. (Optional) Install the Report Server.

5.(Optional) Install alternate Provisioning Directories, alternate
Provisioning Servers, and connector servers to support failover
and load balancing.

Identity Manager Components

In a single node installation, you install one copy of each component, but use two or more systems for where you install
them.

Note: If you intend to install multiple copies of components for high availability, see the chapters on installation on a
cluster and high-availability provisioning installation.

Install one of each of the following components on a system at your site:

• CA Identity Manager Server -- Installs the server that provides the core functionality of the product.
• CA Identity Manager Administrative Tools -- Installs tools such as the Provisioning Manager, which runs on a Windows

system, the SDK for CA IAM Connector Server, and Connector Xpress.
Connector Xpress manages dynamic connectors, maps them to endpoints, and establishes routing rules. Dynamic
connectors allow provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

• Provisioning Server -- Enables provisioning in CA Identity Manager. Installation of this server includes the C++
Connector Server, which manages endpoints that use C++ connectors.

• CA IAM Connector Server -- Manages endpoints that use Java connectors. CA IAM Connector Server is registered
with the Provisioning Server when you install it.

• Provisioning Directory Initialization -- Configures a CA Directory instance to store provisioning data. Use the installation
program on each system where CA Directory is installed.

• Extensions for SiteMinder -- Extends the SiteMinder Policy Server if you are using it to protect CA Identity Manager.
Install these extensions on the same system as the Policy Server before you install the
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Identity Manager Server.

How to Perform a Single Node Installation

top

Install ##Components

For a production environment, use separate systems for data servers. For example, we recommend that the Provisioning
Directory and a database (SQL or Oracle) are on a separate system from the Identity Manager Server and the
Provisioning Server. If you are installing SiteMinder, you may also prefer to have it on a separate system. The
Administrative Tools can be installed on any system.

NOTE
Use the Identity Manager installer to perform the installation on the systems required. In the procedures that
follow, the step to run the installer refers to this program in your installation media's top-level folder:

• Windows:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

• Linux:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

For each component that you install, be sure that you have the required information for installer screens, such as host
names and passwords. If any issues occur during installation, check the installation logs.

To install the Extensions for SiteMinder:

1. Log into the system where SiteMinder is installed as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Stop the SiteMinder services.
3. Run the installer and select Extensions for SiteMinder.

To install the Identity Manager Server:

1. If you have installed SiteMinder on a separate system, be sure that you have installed the extensions for SiteMinder
there also.

2. Log in to the system where the application server is installed as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
3. Stop the application server.
4. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Server.

Note: Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot
access the URL after the installation.

5. If you have SiteMinder on the local system, select Extensions for SiteMinder. If it is on a remote system, select
Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server.

To install the Provisioning Directory:

1. Log into the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Be sure that CA Directory is already installed on the system.
3. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Provisioning Directory Initialization.
4. Answer the question about deployment size. Consider the following guidelines, while allowing room for future growth:

– Compact -- up to 10,000 accounts
– Basic -- up to 400,000 accounts
– Intermediate -- up to 600,000 accounts
– Large -- more than 600,000 accounts
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5. When you enter any password or shared secret in the installation, be sure to provide a password that you can recall
when needed.

To install the Provisioning Server, follow the steps:

1. Log into the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Be sure that CA Directory is already installed and you have the details of the remote Provisioning Directory.
3. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Provisioning Server.

Configure Workflow for Your Profile

If you have not used the default WebSphere profile for your installation, you configure workflow for the WebSphere Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the WebSphere Console.
2. Navigate to Servers, Server Types, Application Servers, server_name.
3. Under Communications, Expand Ports.
4. Make note of the port used for the BOOTSTRAP_ADDRESS.
5. Edit Workpoint-client.properties file located in iam_im.ear, config.
6. Locate the WebSphere section in this file.

# java.naming.provider.url=iiop://localhost:2809

7. Replace 2809 with the profile’s port that is used for the BOOTSTRAP_ADDRESS.
8. Restart this server.

Verify that the Server Starts

Follow these steps:

1. Start Identity Manager as follows:
– Windows:

Click Start, Programs, IBM WebSphere, Application Server Network Deployment version, Profiles, Profile Name

NOTE
To view status information, use the First Steps console, which you access from the same location as the
Start the Server command mentioned above. In the First Steps console, select Start the Server.

– UNIX:
a. Navigate to websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin from the command line.
b. Enter the following command:

startserver websphere_server
When you see a message that resembles the following, the server has completed its startup process:
Server server1 is open for e-business

2. Access the Management Console and confirm the following points:
– You can access the following URL from a browser:

http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port-number/iam/immanage

– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.
Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager
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If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.

NOTE
To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click Ok.

You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.

Install Optional Provisioning Components

Optional Provisioning Components for CA Identity Manager are in the im-pc-release.zip

release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.

The ZIP file includes the following:

• Remote Agents
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent) to install these
components. If you want IPv6 support, you must install your agents.

• Password Synchronization Agents
Run the Password Synchronization Agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install
this component.

• Credential Provider
Run the Credential Provider installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install this component.

• Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed
Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients) to install this component.

• CA IAM Connector Server SDK
Run the CA IAM Connector Server SDK installer from the CA Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning) to install
this component.

• CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure) to install this
component.

The CA Identity Manager installer installs all connectors by default. However, in some cases, install an agent on an
endpoint system you are managing before you can use the related connector.

Connectors run on the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems managed by an endpoint. For example,
systems running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS Connector is installed on the
Provisioning Server.

Note: For more information about each connector, see the Connectors Wiki .

More information exists for these components in the following guides:

• Credential Provider (Administration Guide)
• Password Synchronization Agent (Administration Guide)
• Connector Xpress (Connectors Wiki)
• Agents for use with connectors (Connectors Wiki)
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WebSphere Cluster Installation

When you install software for a WebSphere cluster, you set up the following:

• One WebSphere Deployment Manager
Manages the other federated profiles in the cell through node agents.

• One or more nodes
Each node contains one or more cluster members (also called servers), which run the Identity Manager Server.

• Node agent
A process that manages communication between the Deployment Manager and the federated profile.

• Service Integration Bus
Groups resources in WebSphere to simplify administration. The WebSphere cluster is added as a member of the bus.

• Message Engine
Provides messaging functionality for members of the service integration bus. One message engine exists for the
cluster.

• Message Store
Stores messages and transaction status for the message engine.

• A Web ServerDistributes the load to the appropriate server and, if SiteMinder is installed, protects access to the
cluster members.

This page contains the following topics:

The following figure shows the relationship between the Deployment Manager, message engine, message store, nodes,
and cluster members. The Identity Manager Server is installed from the Deployment Manager system to each cluster
member.

NOTE
For more information about these components, see the WebSphere System Management and Administration
Redbook.
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Figure 16: The figure shows the relationship between the Deployment Manager, message engine, message store,
nodes, and cluster members. The CA Identity Manager Server is installed from the Deployment Manager system
to each cluster member

Prerequisites

Before you configure Identity Manager on a WebSphere cluster, you should be familiar with the concepts and procedures
for creating a WebSphere cluster. See the IBM WebSphere documentation for more information about WebSphere
clusters.

NOTE

Do not enable WebSphere Security on the Network Deployment server until the installation completes. After
the installation completes, you can enable the security feature. See the topic shown below: Enable WebSphere
Security After Configuration.

Also, be sure you have performed the procedures in Installation Prerequisites.

Install WebSphere on each Node

On each system that you have used for a cluster member, install WebSphere.
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Follow these steps:

1. Install the IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment software on each cluster member.
2. Create a Deployment Manager profile without admin credentials.
3. Use the Profile Creation Wizard to create a custom profile for each node.

You use this profile to configure a connection to the Deployment Manager.
4. Start each node as follows:

a. Navigate to was_home\WebSphere\AppServer\bin on the system where the managed node is located.
b. Execute the startNode.bat\.sh command.

5. Confirm that a single cell has all the nodes associated with it at this location:
was_home/profiles/Deployment_Manager_Profile/config/cells/Cell_Name/Nodes/

You should see all federated nodes displayed as folder names.

Creation of profiles may sometimes fail if the bootstrap ports (default: 2809) are not unique. You can check for an error
message in the pctLog.txt file in the created profiles’ logs folder. For example:

(Oct 10, 2007 6:45:55 PM), Install, com.ibm.ws.install.ni.ismp.actions.ISMPWSProfileLaunchAction, err,

 INSTCONFFAILED: Cannot complete required configuration actions after the installation. The configuration

 failed. The installation is not successful. Refer to C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\logs\wasprofile

\wasprofile_create_CustomIMFromNode.log for more details.

Inspecting the wasprofile_create_CustomIMFromNode.log shows that this failure was due to Bootstrap ports that is not
unique.

Create the Cluster with One Member

NOTE
You now configure the cluster with a single member. The other cluster members are added in a subsequent
procedure after you install Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Administrative Console, verify that the nodes show a Synchronized status.
2. Use the Create New Cluster wizard to create the cluster with one member.

NOTE
Make a note of the cluster name and the server node name that you create in using this wizard. The server
node is the cluster member node.

3. Stop the cluster member, but leave the Node Agents running.

Install Identity Manager on a WebSphere Cluster

The following procedures describe how to install Identity Manager on a WebSphere cluster.

truetop

During the installation, the following EARs are installed on the cluster domain:

• iam_im.ear
• ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear

When you supply a cluster name during the installation, these primary resources are configured:
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• Distributed queues/topics targeted to the cluster
• Connection factories targeted to the cluster
• Data sources targeted to cluster
• iam_im-IMSBus, the Service Integration Bus for Identity Manager
• Message engine store for the cluster
• Core group policies used by the message engine

Run the Installation from the Deployment Manager

Once you have created the WebSphere cluster, you can install Identity Manager on it. To install the Identity Manager on all
cluster members, you use this procedure and the procedures that follow it.

NOTE
In previous releases of Identity Manager, creating a message store and message engine was a manual process.
In this release, you create an empty message store database and supply that database name when you run the
Identity Manager installer. WebSphere then populates the message store table, creates the message engine,
and deploys the Identity Manager application ear and binaries to each node in the cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform these steps if you are using Microsoft SQL server:
a. Open SQL Management Studio.
b. Locate the user who owns the message store database.
c. Set that user's default schema to dbo. 

2. Log into the system with the Deployment Manager.
– On Windows, log in as the Windows Administrator.
– On UNIX, log in as root.

3. Stop the first cluster member, the only cluster member that you have configured so far.
4. Start the Node Agent for that cluster member.
5. Make sure the WebSphere Deployment Manager server is up and running.
6. On the system that hosts the Deployment Manager, run the Identity Manager installation.

– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the installation program.
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

WARNING
Be sure that you have the collected the information needed by the installer, such as user names, host
names, and ports.

7. Complete the Select Components section by including the Identity Manager Server and any other components that
you need on this system.

NOTE
If you see options to upgrade the workflow database and migrate task persistence data, enable those
options. They appear in some scenarios when your previous installation was Identity Manager r12.

8. When you enter any password or shared secret in the installation, be sure to provide a password that you can recall
when needed.

9. Complete the other sections based on your requirements for the installation.
The WebSphere section includes these fields:
– WebSphere Install Folder

The folder or directory where WebSphere is installed. You find this location in the Windows or UNIX file system.
– Server Name
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The first cluster member in the WebSphere cluster. You find this name in the WebSphere console.
– Profile Name

The deployment manager profile. You find this name in the Windows or UNIX file system at the path:
was_home/profiles/Deployment_Manager_Profile

– Cell Name
The deployment manager's cell which can be found in the WebSphere console.

NOTE
Cell names are case sensitive in all operating systems. Be sure to use the correct case.

– Node Name
A node that contains the Server Name you supplied on this screen. You find this name in the WebSphere console.

NOTE
Node names are case sensitive in all operating systems. Be sure to use the correct case.

– Cluster Name
The name of the cluster. You find this name in the WebSphere console.

– Access URL and port
The URL and port number of the Web Server used for load balancing.
Note: Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot
access the URL after the installation.

10. Complete the Message Store section. The installer creates a JDBC data source as the Message Engine message
store based on the following information you provide:
– Hostname
– Port
– Database name

Enter the message store database.
– Username

Enter the user who owns the message store database.
– Password
– Schema name

For Microsoft SQL Server, enter dbo.
For Oracle, enter the user who owns the message store database.

If any issues occur during installation, inspect the installation logs.

WARNING
Warning! Do not start the cluster yet, as it will not function. Complete the remaining procedures, which conclude
with the steps to start the cluster.

Add Cluster Members

You can now add members to the cluster using the first cluster member as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Administrative Console for the Deployment Manager, go to Servers, Clusters.
2. Add a cluster member, selecting one of the nodes for which you created a profile.
3. Copy sqljdbc.jar (for Microsoft SQL Server) or ojdbc14.jar (for Oracle) to the cluster member from the deployment

manager system.
On the deployment manager system, the JAR file is in the WAS_INSTALL_ROOT/lib directory. You copy it to the same
folder on the system for this cluster member.

4. Repeat this procedure for each cluster member added to the cluster.

Assign the Core Group Policy for the Cluster
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To enable high availability and workload management in the cluster, a core group policy now exists for the message
engine. This policy, IMSPolicy, defines the preferred cluster member to use for the message engine. If that cluster
member fails, the message engine switches to another cluster member, but returns to the preferred cluster member when
it becomes available again.

Perform the following procedure once for each cluster member to add cluster members to this policy. For more information
about this topic, see Setting up Preferred Servers in the Default Messaging Provider section of the WebSphere System
Management and Administration Redbook.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Console, locate the IMSpolicy.
It is under Core Group, Default Core Group, Policies.

2. Select Preferred Servers.
A list of Core Group Servers appears.

3. Add each cluster member under Preferred Servers.
Do not select node agents or the Deployment Manager.
The first cluster member in the list is the one that the messaging engine uses by default. Move the cluster member up
or down in the list until they appear in the order in which they should be used.

4. Click OK to save the changes.

Configure Workflow for Cluster Members

Note: This version automatically configures the workflow for cluster members during installation.

Configure the Proxy Plug-In for the Web Server

You install the proxy plug-in so that WebSphere can communicate with the web server.

Follow these steps:

1. See the WebSphere Management and Administration Redbook for instructions about installing the proxy plug-in for the
web server. The chapter on Session Management discusses this plug-in.

2. Restart the Web server to activate the plug-in.
– For IIS Web Servers -- In the master WWW service, be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (sePlugin) appears after

the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in and that the WebSphere plug-in started successfully.
– For Sun Java System Web Servers -- Be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (libns41_http.so) is loaded after the

SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in (NSAPIWebAgent.so)
For Sun Java System 6.0 Web Servers, check the order of plug-ins in <sun_java_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf.
For Sun Java System 5.x Web Servers, copy the following lines from <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf to <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/obj.conf
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="as_init,as_handler,as_term" shlib="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/

libns41_http.so"

Init fn="as_init" bootstrap.properties="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/config/cells/plugin-cfg.xml"

Add the following after AuthTrans fn="SiteMinderAgent" in the obj.conf file:
Service fn="as_handler"

– For Apache Web Servers -- In the Dynamic Shared Object (DSO) Support section of Apache_home/config/
httpd.conf, be sure that the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in ( "http://mod2_sm.so" scope="external">mod2_sm.so)is
loaded before the WebSphere plug-in (mod_ibm_app_server_http.so).

Set the Virtual Host Alias

To enable access to any node beyond the first node in the cluster, use the value for WC_defaulthost port as a virtual host
alias.
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Follow these steps:

1. Go to the General Properties page.
2. Locate the Communications section.
3. Make a note of the value for WC_defaulthost port.
4. Go to the Hosts Alias page.

This page is under Environment, Virtual host, default host.
5. Verify the port on the second node.

The value must match the value for WC_defaulthost on the General Properties page.
6. If the values differ, change the Host Alias to match the General Properties value.
7. Repeat this procedure for each node beyond the first two nodes.

Start the WebSphere Cluster

To start the WebSphere cluster, you start the Deployment Manager and then start each managed node.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a Policy Server that supports Identity Manager.

NOTE
If you have a Policy Server cluster, only one Policy Server should be running while you create Identity
Manager directories, create or modify Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint settings.

2. Run the Deployment Manager.
3. On the first managed node, complete the following steps:

a. Navigate to was_home\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles\Custom01\bin.
b. Execute the startNode.bat\.sh command.

The first managed node starts.
4. Repeat step 3 on each node in the cluster.
5. Start each cluster member in Servers, Clusters, cluster_name, Cluster Members in the WebSphere Administrative

Console on the Deployment Manager.
6. Verify that the messaging engine for the cluster is running in Service integration, Buses, iam_im-IMSBus, Messaging

Engines in the WebSphere Admin Console on the Deployment Manager.
7. If you have installed a SiteMinder Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the SiteMinder Web Agent and

the application server proxy plug-in.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered installation:

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and CA IdentityMinder nodes that you stopped.
2. Access the CA IdentityMinder Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

host_nameDefines the fully-qualified host name for the server where CA IdentityMinder is
installedportDefines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment
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Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager

If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.

NOTE
To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click Ok.

You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.

Enable WebSphere Security After Configuration

Use the following steps to enable WebSphere Security after configuration.

Update the Workpoint Setting in

Create an application user on the authorization directory used for protecting the WebSphere Console. This example uses
a user named imwp.

Follow these steps:

1)     Log in to the WebSphere console with an Admin user

2)     In the WebSphere Console, select Applications, Application Types, webSphere enterprise application.

3)     Click the iam_im application.

4)     Under modules, select Manage Modules.

5)     Click WorkflowRA.

6)     Under Additional Properties, select Resource Adapter.

7)     Select J2C connection factories.

8)     Click com.netegrity.ra.workflow.IworkflowConnectionFactory.

9)     Under Additional Properties, select Custom properties.

10)  Click Password.

11)  Type the Identity Manager WP User password, and then click OK.

12)  On the Ant Trail, click J2C connection factories:

13)  Click iam_im-Workflow.

14)  Repeat steps 9 through 11.

15)  Sync and then save the changes.
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NOTE

Do not restart the Network Deployment server until you finish the next section.

Enable WAS Security Support for CA Identity Manager Workflow Service

This example also uses a user name called imwp.

1)     In the WebSphere console, select Security, and then select Global  Security.

2)     Select the enable administrative security checkbox, and then click Administrative user roles.

3)     Click Add.

4)     Type *IMWP  and then click Search.

5)     Select the user, assign the configurator Role, and then click OK.

6)     On the ant trail, select the Global Security link.

7)     On the right-side menu, expand RMI/IIOP security, and then click CSIv2 inbound communications.

8)     Change the Transport option to SSL-supported, and then click OK.

9)     Repeat step 8 for the CSIv2 outbound communication.

10)  On the left-side menu, select Environment, Naming, CORBA  naming service users.
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11)  Click Add.

12)  Type *IMWP  and then click Search.

13)  Select the user, assign all available roles, and then click OK.

14) On the left-side menu, select Service  integration, and then click Buses.

15)  Click iam_im-IMSBus.

16)  Under Additional Properties, click Security.

17)  Under General Properties, make sure the Enable bus security option is NOT selected.

18)  Save and synchronize the changes to all nodes.

19)  Restart the Network Deployment Server.
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Fine Tune WebSphere Configurations
By default, the Identity Manager installer applies basic configurations to the WebSphere application server. With basic
configurations, the performance of the application server might be less optimal. To enhance the performance, we
recommend fine-tuned configurations which you can apply by selecting “Apply Recommended Application Server
Configuration” in the “Application Server Information” page of the installer wizard.

The configurations that are fine-tuned to improve the performance of the WebSphere application server are,

• JVM Settings
• Webcontainer Settings
• TransactionService Settings
• Thread Pool Settings

Recommended Configurations

This section covers the configurations that we recommend for improving the performance of the WebSphere application
server. In case you have not applied the recommended configurations while installing the product, post-installation you
can manually apply these recommended configurations on the application server.

To apply the recommended configurations, you can either run a script (jacl) or apply the configurations manually in the
WebSphere console.

Method 1: Run jacl script

1. Open a Command Prompt.
2. Navigate to <WebSphere_HOME>/AppServer/bin.
3. Run recommendedSettings.jacl script as follows:

wsadmin.bat -f ../WebSphere-tools/recommendedSettings.jacl <nodename> <servername> <OS_Type>

Example:
wsadmin.bat -f ../WebSphere-tools/recommendedSettings.jacl myNodeName myServerName windows

Method 2: Apply the Configurations in WebSphere

1. Log in to the WebSphere console.
2. Set Java Configurations:

a. In the console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
b. Select the application server.
c. Click Server Infrastructure, Java and Process Management, Process Definition, Java Virtual Machine.
d. Set the Initial heap size to 8192 MB, and Maximum heap size to 8192 MB.
e. Add the following values in the Generic JVM Argument field:

Windows:
-Xgcpolicy:gencon -Dsun.reflect.inflationThreshold=0 -Xdump:none -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=200 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=200 -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=3000 -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=0

 -DdisableWSAddressCaching=true -Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionKeepAlive=true -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.maxConnection=1200 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionIdleTimeout=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionPoolCleanUpTime=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionTimeout=0

Linux:
-Xgcpolicy:gencon -Dsun.reflect.inflationThreshold=0 -Xdump:none -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./

urandom -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=200 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=200 -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=3000 -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=0
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 -DdisableWSAddressCaching=true -Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionKeepAlive=true -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.maxConnection=1200 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionIdleTimeout=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionPoolCleanUpTime=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionTimeout=0

f. Click OK, Save.
3. Set Web Container configurations:

a. In the console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
b. Select the application server.
c. Click Container Settings, Web Container Settings, Web Container.
d. Click Additional Properties, Custom Properties.
e. Add the following properties:

• com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.extractHostHeaderPort=true
• trusthostheaderport=true
• com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.invokefilterscompatibility=true
• com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.redirectcontextroot = true

f. Click OK, Save.
4. Set Transaction Service Timeouts configurations:

a. In the console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
b. Select the application server.
c. Click Container Settings, Container Services, Transaction Service.
d. Configure Total transaction lifetime timeout to 3000, and Maximum transaction timeout to 3000.
e. Click OK, Save.

5. Set Thread Pools configurations:
a. In the console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
b. Select the application server.
c. Click Additional Properties, Thread pools.
d. Configure the minimum and maximum values of the given properties as follows:

• SIBJMSRAThreadPool: Min = 35, Max = 128
• WebContainer: Min = 50, Max = 120
• server.startup: Min = 1, Max = 20

e. Click OK, Save.

NOTE

In a cluster, the installer applies recommended configurations on the master node only. To apply recommended
configurations on all nodes, post-installation perform the following steps:

1. Start all the cluster node agents, nodes and servers.
2. Open a Command Prompt from the master node, and navigate to <WebSphere>/AppServer/bin and run

recommendedSettingsCluster.jacl script as follows:
– Windows

wsadmin.bat -f ../WebSphere-tools/recommendedSettingsCluster.jacl windows
– Linux

wsadmin.sh -f ../WebSphere-tools/recommendedSettingsCluster.jacl linux

WebSphere Manual EAR Deployment
Learn how to manually deploy Identity Manager on WebSphere.
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This topic covers the following sections:

Review Prerequisites

Review the following prerequisites before manually deploying Identity Manager.

• Create the required JDBC resources, edit data sources, and set connection pool properties.
• Verify that you have met the WebSphere prerequisites.
• Create a WebSphere cluster if you need high availability for the Identity Manager server.

Create the Primary Resources

To create the JMS resources and the service integration bus, run a JACL script located in the WebSphere-tools folder.
Based on your situation, use the single node or cluster procedure that follows.

Creating Primary Resource on a Standalone Node:

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command line and move to the following location:
websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin

2. Run the imssetup.jacl as follows:
wsadmin -f websphere_tools/imssetup.jacl myNodeName myServerName

3. To validate the resources were created, review the resource settings from the Webphere Administrative Console.
Specifically:
a. Check under Service Integration, Buses.
b. Check under Resources, JMS for the following items:

• Queue connection factories
• Topic connection factories
• Queues
• Topics
• Activation specifications
Each Identity Manager resource begins with an iam prefix.

Creating Primary Resource on a Cluster

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the CreateCoreGroupPolicy.jacl from WAS_ROOT/bin to the Deployment Manager profile/bin folder.
2. Edit the IMSCoreGroupPolicy.properties for the following variables:

– $WAS_CLUSTER$ - The cluster name. The entire string that contains this variable corresponds to the messaging
engine name.

– $WAS_NODE$ - The node where the cluster member is created; it can be different from Deployment Manager
Node name.

– $WAS_SERVER$ - The name of the cluster member.
3. Open a command line and move to the following location:

websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin

4. Run the imsSetupCluster.jacl for each node of the cluster as follows:
wsadmin -f websphere_tools/imsSetupCluster.jacl NodeName ClusterMemberName ClusterName SchemaName

NOTE
SchemaName parameter is a string passed to imsSetupCluster.jacl to specify the schema name for the
messaging engine associated with each cluster member. This string can be changed later.
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5. To validate the resources were created, review the resource settings from the Webphere Administrative Console.
Specifically:
a. Check under Service Integration, Buses.
b. Check under Resources, JMS for the following items:

• Queue connection factories
• Topic connection factories
• Queues
• Topics
• Activation specifications
Each Identity Manager resource begins with an iam prefix.

(Cluster) Assign the Core Group Policy

To enable high availability and workload management in the cluster, a core group policy now exists for the message
engine. This policy, IMSPolicy, defines the preferred cluster member to use for the message engine. If that cluster
member fails, the message engine switches to another cluster member, but returns to the preferred cluster member when
it becomes available again.

Perform the following procedure once for each cluster member to add cluster members to this policy. For more information
about this topic, see Setting up Preferred Servers in the Default Messaging Provider section of the WebSphere System
Management and Administration Redbook.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Console, locate the IMSpolicy.
It is under Core Group, Default Core Group, Policies.

2. Select Preferred Servers.
A list of Core Group Servers appears.

3. Add each cluster member under Preferred Servers.
Do not select node agents or the Deployment Manager.
The first cluster member in the list is the one that the messaging engine uses by default. Move the cluster member up
or down in the list until they appear in the order in which they should be used.

4. Click OK to save the changes.

Generate the EAR Files

Follow these steps:

Run the Identity Manager installer and select "Generate EAR file only".

The installer creates the following folders:

• install_location\IAM Suite\WebSphere-ear:
Contains EAR files and exploded backup files

• install_location\IAM Suite\WebSphere-tools
Contains JACL scripts and other tools

The installer creates the following EAR files at install_location\IAM Suite\WebSphere-ear:

• WAS_IMR12.ear
This is the compressed iam_im.ear (the EAR file of the Identity Manager application).

• WAS_caStyles.ear
This is the compressed castyles5.1.1.ear (the EAR file for the Identity Manager style sheets).

Copy Bouncy Jar Files

Copy the Bouncy jar (bc-fips.jar) file to the application server lib folder from the Identity Manager Admin tools library folder.
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Deploy the castylesr5.1.1.ear File

After generating the EAR files, start your deployment with WAS_caStyles.ear.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, click Applications, New Application, New Enterprise Application.
2. Supply the location of the WAS_caStyles.ear file.
3. Keep all default settings.
4. Under Select installation options, select the following options:

– Distribute application
– Create MBeans for resources

5. On the Map modules to servers page:
– Verify that the cell and server name are listed.
– Select the Module CA Styles r5.1.1.

6. On the Map virtual hosts for Web modules page, select Web module CA Styles R5.1.1.
7. Select default_host under Virtual host column.
8. Click Next, then Finish.

The application is installed.
9. Save directly to the master configuration.
10. Click Applications, Application Types, WebSphere enterprise applications.
11. Select castyles5.1.1 and click Start.
12. Verify that the status field changed to Started.

Note: Change the JSF Implementation of CA Styles equal to iam_im.ear to avoid JSF mismatch.

Deploy the iam_im.ear

Two options exist for deploying the iam_im.ear to WebSphere. You can use a JACL script or you can use the WebSphere
Administrative Console.

Deploy the iam_im.ear with a JACL Script

The simplest method to deploy the iam_im.ear is to use a JACL script.

Follow these steps:

To deploy the iam_im.ear with JACLs, perform the following steps.

1. Copy the compressed iam_im.ear file to the following directory.
websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin

2. Open a command line and move to the preceding directory.
3. Run one of the following commands:

Single Node: wsadmin -f WebSphere-tools/imsinstall.jacl path_to_EAR
Cluster: wsadmin -f WebSphere-tools/imsinstall.jacl path_to_EAR ClusterName

WARNING
If this procedure succeeds, continue to the following section entitled "Edit the user_console.war". If this
procedure fails, use the following procedure entitled "Deploy the iam_im.ear from the WebSphere Administrative
Console".

Deploy the iam_im.ear from the WebSphere Administrative Console

If deploying the iam_im.ear using a JACL script did not work, use this procedure instead.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the WebSphere Administrative Console.
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2. Click Applications, New Applications, New Enterprise Application.
3. Click Install.
4. Supply the location of the WAS_IMR12.ear file that you generated.
5. Fill in the dialog as follows:

a. Select Fast Path.
b. Expand the Choose to generate default bindings and mappings.
c. Select Generate Default Bindings.

6. On the Installation Options page, no changes are needed.
7. On the Map modules to servers page:

a. Fill in the Clusters or Servers field as appropriate.
b. Select all the modules.

8. On the Map virtual hosts to Web modules page, select all modules.
9. Do not select options for installing enterprise applications and modules in Metadata for module screen. If you select

an option, the deployment will fail with the following error:
“cvc-pattern-valid: Value 'ø' is not facet-valid with respect to pattern”

10. Verify the Summary page appears similar to the following table:

Options Values

Precompile JavaServer Pages files No

Directory to install application

Distribute Application Yes

Use Binary Configuration No

Deploy enterprise beans Yes

Application name iam_im

Create MBeans for resources Yes

Override class reloading settings for Web and EJB modules No

Reload interval in seconds

Deploy Web services No

Validate Input off/warn/fail warn

Process embedded configuration No

File Permission .*=\.dll=755#.*\.so=755#*.\.a=755#*.\..sl=755

Application Build ID Unknown

Allow dispatching includes to remote resources No

Allow servicing includes from remote resources No

Business level application name

Asynchronous Request Dispatch Type Disabled

Allow EJB reference targets to resolve automatically No

Deploy client modules No

Client deployment mode Isolated

Validate schema No

Cell/Node/Server Click here
11. Click Finish to deploy the ear.
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Note: This step takes some time to complete.
12. Save the installation directly to the master configuration.

Create Policy Server and Workflow Objects

If you successfully deployed the iam_im.ear using the JACL script, you can omit this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere application servers.
2. On the Application servers page, click the server-name.
3. Under Applications, click Installed applications.
4. Click iam_im on the page that appears.
5. Under Modules, click Manage Modules.
6. Click PolicyServerRA in the list of modules.
7. Under Additional Properties, click Resource Adapter.
8. Under Additional Properties, click J2C connection factories.
9. Click New to create the object with the following values:

Name: iam_im-PolicyServerConnection
JNDI Name: iam/im/rar/nete/rar/PolicyServerConnection

10. In the messages box at the top of the screen, save directly to master configuration.
11. Follow these steps to create the Workflow connector object:

a. Return to the Manage Modules page.
To go to that page, repeat steps 1 through 5 or click Manage Modules in the breadcrumbs.

b. Click WorkflowRA.
c. Under Additional Properties, click Resource Adapter.
d. Under Additional Properties, click J2C connection factories.
e. Create the Workflow connector object with these values:

Name: iam_im-Workflow
JNDI Name: iam/im/rar/Workflow

Create Message Driven Bean Listener Bindings

If you successfully deployed the iam_im.ear using the JACL script, you can omit this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, go to Applications, Application Types, WebSphere Enterprise Applications.
2. Click iam_im.
3. Under Enterprise Java Bean Properties, select Message Drive Bean listener bindings.
4. Under Listener bindings, click Activation Specification.
5. For the identityminder_ejb.jar, fill in these values for each EJB module:

EJB Listener Bindings

SubscriberMessageEJB Target Resource JNDI Name:
iam/im/ACT
Destination JNDI name:
iam/im/jms/queue/com.netegrity.ims.msg.queue

ServerCommandsEJB Target Resource JNDI Name:
iam/im/ServerCommand
Destination JNDI name:
iam/im/jms/topic/topic/ServerCommandTopic
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RuntimeStatusDetailEJB Target Resource JNDI Name:
iam/im/jms/RuntimeStatusDetailQueue
Destination JNDI name
iam/im/jms/queue/queue/RuntimeStatusDetailQueue

6.    Click OK.

7.    Save your changes directly to the master configuration.

8.    Restart WebSphere.

Edit the user_console.war

Use this procedure to change the starting weight and reset the class loader order in the user_console.war file.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Application, WebSphere enterprise applications, iam_im.
2. Under Modules, click Manage modules.
3. Click IMS-UI.
4. Set the starting weight to 4000.
5. Set the class loader order to the following choice:

Classes loaded with local class loader first (parent last)
6. Click Okay.
7. Save directly to the master configuration.

(Optional) Connect to SiteMinder

To connect to a SiteMinder Policy Server, perform the following steps. For a cluster, perform these steps on each cluster
member.

Follow these steps:

1. On the WebSphere application server system, navigate to was_home/bin/.
2. Edit the startServer.sh file. Add the following path to the SMPS variable under the Start CA IAM Suite section:

was_home/profiles/profile_name/installedApps/profile_name/iam_im.ear/library
3. Start the WebSphere application server.
4. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, go to Application servers, your_server, Install Applications, IdentityMinder,

Manage Modules, policyserver.rar, IdentityMingerPolicyServerRA, J2C connection factories.
5. Click on the object with the following JNDI name:

nete/rar/PolicyServerConnection
6. Click on Custom Properties.
7. Set the following properties:

– ValidateSMHeadersWithPS = true
– Enabled = true
– ConnectionUrl = hostname of the SiteMinder system
– Username = SiteMinder administrative user
– AdminSecret = SiteMinder administrative user password
– AgentName = SiteMinder Agent name
– AgentSecret = SiteMinder Agent secret

8. In the SiteMinder Administrative UI, create an Agent configuration object for the Agent protecting your WebSphere
resources.
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NOTE
For more details on creating an Agent configuration, see the SiteMinder Policy Server Configuration Guide.

9. Navigate to the following location:
was_home\config\cells\cellname\applications\iam_im.ear\deployments\IdentityMinder\user_console.war\WEB-INF

10. Edit the web.xml file and set enabled=false for the AgentFilter and the FrameworkAuthFilter. For example:
   <filter-name>AgentFilter</filter-name>

     <filter-class>com.netegrity.proxy.AgentFilter</filter-class>

        <init-param>

            <param-name>EnableAgent</param-name>

            <param-value>false</param-value>

        </init-param>

 <filter-name>FrameworkAuthFilter</filter-name>

    <filter-class>com.netegrity.webapp.authentication.FrameworkLoginFilter</filter-class>

        <init-param>

            <param-name>Enable</param-name>

            <param-value>false</param-value>

        </init-param>

11. Run the Identity Manager installer on the SiteMinder system and install the Extensions for SiteMinder.

(Optional) Connect to CA Identity Governance

If you have CA Identity Governance (IG) in your installation, configure WebSphere to connect to IG.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the WebSphere Administrative Console.
2. Create a queue as a bus destination as follows:

a. Click Service Integration, Buses.
b. Click iam_im-IMSBus.
c. Under Destination Resources, click Destinations.
d. Click New.
e. Click Queue.
f. For Identifier, enter AnalyticsNotificationQueue.

3. Create a JMS queue as follows:
a. Click Resources, JMS, Queues.
b. Click New.
c. Click Default messaging provider.
d. Supply these values for the following fields:

• Name
AnalyticsNotificationQueue

• JNDI Name
iam/im/jms/queue/analytics/AnalyticsNotificationQueue

• Bus Name
IMSBus

• Queue Name
AnalyticsNotificationQueue

4. Create an activation specification for the queue as follows:
a. Click Resources, JMS, Activation Specifications.
b. Click New.
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c. Click Default messaging provider.
d. Supply these values:

• Name
AnalyticsNotificationQueueActSpec.

• JNDI Name
iam/im/jms/analytics/AnalyticsNotificationQueue/ActSpec

• Destination JNDI name
iam/im/jms/queue/analytics/AnalyticsNotificationQueue
This name must match the JNDI Name created in Step 3.

Create a Provisioning Server Shared Secret

You need to create a shared secret to communicate with the Identity Manager server.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate an encrypted shared secret using the Password Tool.
2. Update the Provisioning Server shared secret in the systemWideProperties.properties file.

Perform Post-Deployment Steps for the Cluster

If you are performing manual EAR deployment to a cluster, perform the following procedures that apply to deployment on
a cluster.

Add Cluster Members

You can now add members to the cluster using the first cluster member as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Administrative Console for the Deployment Manager, go to Servers, Clusters.
2. Add a cluster member, selecting one of the nodes for which you created a profile.
3. Copy sqljdbc.jar (for Microsoft SQL Server) or ojdbc8.jar (for Oracle) and bcprov-jdk15on-156.jar to the cluster

member from the deployment manager system.
On the deployment manager system, the JAR file is in the WAS_INSTALL_ROOT/lib directory. You copy it to the same
folder on the system for this cluster member.

4. Repeat this procedure for each cluster member added to the cluster.

Assign the Core Group Policy for the Cluster

To enable high availability and workload management in the cluster, a core group policy now exists for the message
engine. This policy, IMSPolicy, defines the preferred cluster member to use for the message engine. If that cluster
member fails, the message engine switches to another cluster member, but returns to the preferred cluster member when
it becomes available again.

Perform the following procedure once for each cluster member to add cluster members to this policy. For more information
about this topic, see Setting up Preferred Servers in the Default Messaging Provider section of the WebSphere System
Management and Administration Redbook.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Console, locate the IMSpolicy.
It is under Core Group, Default Core Group, Policies.

2. Select Preferred Servers.
A list of Core Group Servers appears.

3. Add each cluster member under Preferred Servers.
Do not select node agents or the Deployment Manager.
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The first cluster member in the list is the one that the messaging engine uses by default. Move the cluster member up
or down in the list until they appear in the order in which they should be used.

4. Click OK to save the changes.

Configure Workflow for Cluster Members

This version automatically configures the workflow for cluster members during installation.

Configure the Proxy Plug-In for the Web Server

Install the proxy plug-in so that WebSphere can communicate with the web server.

Follow these steps:

1. See the WebSphere Management and Administration Redbook for instructions about installing the proxy plug-in for the
web server. The chapter on Session Management discusses this plug-in.

2. Restart the Web server to activate the plug-in.
– For IIS Web Servers -- In the master WWW service, be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (sePlugin) appears after

the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in and that the WebSphere plug-in started successfully.
– For Sun Java System Web Servers -- Be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (libns41_http.so) is loaded after the

SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in (NSAPIWebAgent.so)
For Sun Java System 6.0 Web Servers, check the order of plug-ins in <sun_java_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf.
For Sun Java System 5.x Web Servers, copy the following lines from <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf to <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/obj.conf
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="as_init,as_handler,as_term" shlib="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/

libns41_http.so"

Init fn="as_init" bootstrap.properties="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/config/cells/plugin-cfg.xml"

Add the following after AuthTrans fn="SiteMinderAgent" in the obj.conf file:
Service fn="as_handler"

– For Apache Web Servers -- In the Dynamic Shared Object (DSO) Support section of Apache_home/config/
httpd.conf, be sure that the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in (mod2_sm.so)is loaded before the WebSphere plug-in
(mod_ibm_app_server_http.so).

Start the WebSphere Cluster

To start the WebSphere cluster, you start the Deployment Manager and then start each managed node.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a Policy Server that supports Identity Manager.

NOTE
If you have a Policy Server cluster, only one Policy Server should be running while you create Identity
Manager directories, create or modify Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint settings.

2. Run the Deployment Manager.
3. On the first managed node, complete the following steps:

a. Navigate to was_home\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles\Custom01\bin.
b. Execute the startNode.bat\.sh command.

The first managed node starts.
4. Repeat step 3 on each node in the cluster.
5. Start each cluster member in Servers, Clusters, cluster_name, Cluster Members in the WebSphere Administrative

Console on the Deployment Manager.
6. Verify that the messaging engine for the cluster is running in Service integration, Buses, iam_im-IMSBus, Messaging

Engines in the WebSphere Admin Console on the Deployment Manager.
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7. If you have installed a SiteMinder Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the SiteMinder Web Agent and
the application server proxy plug-in.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered  installation, complete the following steps:

1. Start the databases used by the Identity Manager server.
2. Start any extra Policy Servers and CA Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.
3. Access the Management Console and confirm the following:

– You can access the following URL from a browser:
http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port-number/iam/immanage

– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.

4. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Install on WebLogic
WARNING

Identity Manager requires the Oracle schema user to have specific permissions to use Oracle XA. Contact
your database administrators and ask them to grant the necessary permissions. For more information, see the
following technical documents:

•  IBM 
•  Oracle 

NOTE
 JBOSS/Wildfly users should follow the same instructions. 

Install WebLogic Application Server
The following sections provide information to aid users with an Oracle WebLogic application server. If you are comfortable
using WebLogic, you may alter the instructions in the following sections. However, note the following:

• The Identity Manager Server is a J2EE application that is deployed on a supported application server.
• If you are installing Identity Manager on Solaris, run the installation as root.
• Be sure to install WebLogic in a directory pathname that contains no spaces.
• Identity Manager takes advantage of the auto-deployment feature of WebLogic. When creating your WebLogic domain,

be sure to select a domain type that supports auto-deployment.
• The Application Server connects to the Provisioning Server and other servers by SSL. See the Application Server

documentation for information on configuring SSL, including information on certificates and keys.

Contents:

Install WebLogic

On the system where you plan to install the Identity Manager Server, perform the following steps:

1. Install the application server using the Oracle WebLogic Documentation.
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2. Install a supported Java Development Kit (JDK) or Java Runtime Environment (JRE) for Identity Manager on the
application server system.
Ensure the JDK or JRE is the 64-bit version.

NOTE
For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Identity Manager support matrix on CA Support.

Create a WebLogic Application Server Instance

Before you install Identity Manager Server, create a WebLogic domain using the Configuration Wizard that is part of the
WebLogic installation and do the following:

• Note the name of the domain. You will need the domain name when you install Identity Manager.
• Select the Basic WebLogic Server Domain template.

NOTE
If you select Production Mode when you create the domain, start the domain to verify that it is running
correctly, and then stop it before installing Identity Manager.

• Verify that the JAVA_HOME variable is set in the setDomainEnv.cmd/.sh file, which is located in
weblogic_home\user_projects\domains\weblogic_domain\bin.

Verify the WebLogic Domain

Verify the following:

• The WebLogic application server is running.
• You can access the WebLogic Server Administration Console at the following URL:

http://hostname:port/console
Example:
http://myserver.mycompany.com:7001/console

• In the WebLogic Server Administration Console, under Domain Configurations, select the Domains link.
The newly created domain appears in the list of existing domains.

NOTE
Once you have completed the verification, shut down the application server to prepare for a Identity Manager
installation. If you are running a Identity Manager installation on a WebLogic domain in Production mode,
initialize the domain first by starting and shutting down the server.

WebLogic Single Node Installation

Installation Status

This table shows you where you are in the installation process:

You Are Here Step in Installation Process

1. Install prerequisite hardware and software and configure your
system as required.

X 2. Perform one of these installations:
Single node installation
Installation on an application server cluster
3. (Optional) Create separate databases.

4. (Optional) Install the Report Server.
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5.(Optional) Install alternate Provisioning Directories, alternate
Provisioning Servers, and connector servers to support failover
and load balancing.

Identity Manager Components

In a single node installation, you install one copy of each component, but use two or more systems for where you install
them.

Note: If you intend to install multiple copies of components for high availability, see the chapters on installation on a
cluster and high-availability provisioning installation.

Install one of each of the following components on a system at your site:

• Identity Manager Server -- Installs the server that provides the core functionality of the product.
• Identity Manager Administrative Tools -- Installs tools such as the Provisioning Manager, which runs on a Windows

system, the SDK for CA IAM Connector Server, and Connector Xpress.
Connector Xpress manages dynamic connectors, maps them to endpoints, and establishes routing rules. Dynamic
connectors allow provisioning and management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

• Provisioning Server -- Enables provisioning in CA Identity Manager. Installation of this server includes the C++
Connector Server, which manages endpoints that use C++ connectors.

• CA IAM Connector Server -- Manages endpoints that use Java connectors. CA IAM Connector Server is registered
with the Provisioning Server when you install it.

• Provisioning Directory Initialization -- Configures a CA Directory instance to store provisioning data. Use the installation
program on each system where CA Directory is installed.

• Extensions for SiteMinder -- Extends the SiteMinder Policy Server if you are using it to protect CA Identity Manager.
Install these extensions on the same system as the Policy Server before you install the Identity Manager Server.

How to Perform a Single Node Installation

Use the following checklist to perform a basic installation of CA Identity Manager:

Steps

1. Install CA Identity Manager components on the systems
required.

2. Verify the CA Identity Manager Server starts.

3. Configure Provisioning Manager if installed on a remote system.

4. Install optional provisioning components.

Install Components

For a production environment, use separate systems for data servers. For example, we recommend that the Provisioning
Directory and a database (SQL or Oracle) are on a separate system from the Identity Manager Server and the
Provisioning Server. If you are installing SiteMinder, you may also prefer to have it on a separate system. The
Administrative Tools can be installed on any system.

NOTE
Use the Identity Manager installer to perform the installation on the systems required. In the procedures that
follow, the step to run the installer refers to this program in your installation media's top-level folder:

• Windows:
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ca-im-<release>-win.exe

• Linux:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

NOTE
release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

For each component that you install, make sure that you have the required information for installer screens, such as host
names and passwords. If any issues occur during installation, check the installation logs.

To install the Extensions for SiteMinder:

1. Log into the system where SiteMinder is installed as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Stop the SiteMinder services.
3. Run the installer and select Extensions for SiteMinder.

To install the Identity Manager Server:

1. If you have installed SiteMinder on a separate system, ensure that you have installed the extensions for SiteMinder
there also.

2. Log into the system where the application server is installed as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
3. Stop the application server.
4. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Server.

Note: Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot
access the URL after the installation.

5. If you have SiteMinder on the local system, select Extensions for SiteMinder. If it is on a remote system, select
Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server.

To install the Provisioning Directory:

1. Log into the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Ensure that CA Directory is already installed on the system.
3. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Provisioning Directory Initialization.
4. Answer the question about deployment size. Consider the following guidelines, while allowing room for future growth:

– Compact -- up to 10,000 accounts
– Basic -- up to 400,000 accounts
– Intermediate -- up to 600,000 accounts
– Large -- more than 600,000 accounts

To install the Provisioning Server:

1. Log into the system as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Linux).
2. Ensure that CA Directory is already installed and you have the details of the remote Provisioning Directory.
3. Run the installer and select the Identity Manager Provisioning Server.

Verify the Server Starts on WebLogic

To start Identity Manager on WebLogic, you use the startWebLogic.cmd file for Windows, or the startWebLogic.sh file on
UNIX. This file is located in the Weblogic domain directory that was created for your Identity Manager domain.

NOTE
If you are using WebLogic in production mode, the Identity Manager EAR may not auto-deploy the first time you
start the application server after an install or upgrade. If this should occur, deploy the iam_im.ear manually from
the weblogic_domain\applications folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to weblogic_domain/bin from a command line.
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2. Enter the following:
– Windows: startWebLogic.bat
– UNIX: ./startWebLogic.sh
You may be prompted for the WebLogic administrator name and password for the application server to start up.

3. If prompted, enter the WebLogic administrator name and password that you provided when you created the domain.

NOTE
The first time you start the Identity Manager Server, Identity Manager’s JSP files are precompiled. This can
cause the initial start up to take some time.

When you see the following message, the server has completed its startup process:
<Server started in RUNNING mode>

4. Access the Management Console and confirm the following points:
– You can access the following URL from a browser:

http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port-number/iam/immanage

– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.
Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager

If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.

NOTE
To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click Ok.

You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.

Install Optional Provisioning ComponentsOptional Provisioning Components for CA Identity Manager are in the
im-pc-release.zip

Note: release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.

The ZIP file includes the following:

• Remote Agents
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent) to install these
components. If you want IPv6 support, you must install your agents.

• Password Synchronization Agents
Run the Password Synchronization Agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install
this component.

• Credential Provider
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Run the Credential Provider installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install this component.
• Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed

Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients) to install this component.
• CA IAM Connector Server SDK

Run the CA IAM Connector Server SDK installer from the CA Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning) to install
this component.

• CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure) to install this
component.

The CA Identity Manager installer installs all connectors by default. However, in some cases, install an agent on an
endpoint system you are managing before you can use the related connector.

Connectors run on the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems managed by an endpoint. For example,
systems running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS Connector is installed on the
Provisioning Server.

Note: For more information about each connector, see the Connectors Wiki .

More information exists for these components in the following guides:

• Credential Provider (Administration Guide)
• Password Synchronization Agent (Administration Guide)
• Connector Xpress (Connectors Wiki)
• Agents for use with connectors (Connectors Wiki)

WebLogic Cluster Installation
A WebLogic Server cluster consists of multiple WebLogic Server instances that work together to provide increased
scalability and reliability. This page contains the following topics:

WebLogic Clusters

A WebLogic Server cluster consists of multiple WebLogic Server instances that work together to provide increased
scalability and reliability.

NOTE
Before you configure a WebLogic cluster, you should be familiar with WebLogic clusters and JMS objects. See
Oracle WebLogic Documentation.

WebLogic clusters include the following components:

• One Administration Server, which configures and manages the WebLogic Server instances in its domain
• Managed Server nodes, each of which run the Identity Manager Server
• Node Manager, a WebLogic Server utility that enables you to start, shut down, and restart Administration Server and

Managed Server nodes from a remote location.
You install the Node Manager on each WebLogic server in the cluster.

The following figure shows the relationship between the Administration Server and three Managed Server nodes in a
WebLogic cluster.
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Figure 17: The following figure shows the relationship between the Administration Server and three Managed
Server nodes in a WebLogic cluster

Install Identity Manager on a WebLogic Cluster

The following procedures describe how to install Identity Manager on an Oracle WebLogic cluster.

Create a WebLogic Cluster

The instructions in this section describe how to configure a cluster based on the multi-tier architecture described in the
Oracle WebLogic Documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Decide which system in the cluster will be the Administration Server, and which systems will be the managed nodes.
2. Install WebLogic on the Administration Server and the managed nodes.
3. Use the WebLogic Configuration Wizard to create the WebLogic domain on the Administration Server.
4. Customize the WebLogic domain for the cluster.
5. On the node where you create the Administration Server, create a cluster domain.

This domain can serve as the source location from where the application will be deployed to the managed server
nodes.

WebLogic Cluster Nodes and Their Role with Identity Manager

For Identity Manager, the WebLogic Administration Server is used to stage the Identity Manager Server Application for
propagation to the cluster’s managed nodes. The installed Identity Manager Server on the Administration Server is not a
fully-configured instance, and should not be used for any other purpose than propagation to the managed nodes. Only the
managed nodes contain fully configured IM Server Applications.
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Register Node Manager

Node Manager is the WebLogic utility that starts the Administration Server and managed nodes from a remote location.
Oracle recommends registering Node Manager on each managed node in a cluster. For instructions on registering Node
Manager, see Oracle WebLogic Documentation.

Verify the WebLogic Cluster

Verify that you can start and stop each managed node.

Follow these steps:

From the WebLogic Admin Console:

1. Set up user and password for each managed node:
a. In an internet browser, go to http://admin server machine:7001/console
b. Choose Environment, servers, Server Name
c. Go to Server Start tab.
d. Provide the user and password that you used to set up the managed node.

2. Perform these actions on each node manager system:
a. Start the Node Manager on each managed node.

• For Windows: Run startNodeManager.cmd script which is available at WL_HOME\user_projects\domains
\base_domain\bin.

• For Linux: Run startNodeManager.sh script from WL_HOME/user_projects/domains/base_domain/bin.
A sample startNodeManager.sh script is installed in WL_HOME\server\bin. Edit this script for your environment.

b. Start each of the managed servers/machines. In the WebLogic Admin Console, go to:
Environment->servers, Server Name, control, start

3. Choose cluster domain. In the right panel, click Security tab and enable Anonymous Admin Lookup Enabled and
Cross Domain Security Enabled. Next, save the changes.

4. Stop the Admin server and all managed servers in preparation for installing Identity Manager.

Install Identity Manager on the WebLogic Cluster

Before deploying Identity Manager to the cluster, deploy it in a cluster domain in the Administration Server to verify that it
installs correctly. The cluster admin server serves as a staging area for deploying Identity Manager to other nodes in the
cluster.

When you supply a cluster name during the installation, these primary resources will be configured:

• Distributed queues/topics with Round-Robin as the default load-balancing algorithm, all targeted to cluster name
provided.

• Connection factories targeted to cluster name provided.
• Data sources also targeted to cluster name provided.
• Two JMS modules: imjmsmodule and wpjmsmodule.

During the installation, the EAR files (iam_im.ear and ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear) are installed to the cluster domain at the
following root:

WL_HOME\user_projects\domains\weblogic_domain\applications

Once the managed node server is started, the EAR files are pushed to this location on the managed nodes:

WL_HOME\common\nodemanager\servers\server-name\stage

NOTE
Make sure that you have the required information for installer screens, such as host names and passwords. If
any issues occur during installation, check the installation logs.
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Follow these steps:

1. Update the /etc/hosts file if you are installing on a UNIX system.
Include IP addresses and hostnames of any remote system that you plan to include during the installation.

2. On the system that hosts the WebLogic Admin Server, install the Identity Manager server using the installation
program:
– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:

ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.
3. When you enter any password or shared secret in the installation, be sure to provide a password that you can recall

when needed.
4. Complete the WebLogic section as follows:

– WebLogic Binary Folder
The location of the application server home directory.

– Domain Folder
The name of the WebLogic domain you created for Identity Manager.

– Server Name
The name of the WebLogic server on which the domain is configured.

– Cluster Name
The name of the cluster.

– Access URL and port
Supply the URL and the port number for the web server used for load balancing.
Note: Ensure that you enter a resolvable hostname in the application server Access URL field. Else, you cannot
access the URL after the installation.

5. Complete the Database Connection Information section using the information you collected about your Oracle or
Microsoft SQL Server database.

6. Complete the Login Information section with a password that conforms to your organization's requirements.
7. If you are connecting to SiteMinder, complete the Policy Server section that appears.
8. Verify your choices are correct on the Installation Summary, then click Install.

Configure Managed Nodes

The Identity Manager installer installs JAR files on the Administration Server. The managed nodes need these files, but
they are outside the EAR and are not pushed to the nodes. Using this procedure, you copy the JAR files to each managed
node and configure the JDBC drivers on each node.

NOTE
This procedure also applies after you have installed Identity Manager and you want to add more nodes.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the database JDBC drivers to all other managed nodes. Copy the sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc8.jar from
WL_HOME/server/lib on the admin server to WL_HOME/server/lib/ on the node.

2. Log on to a node where you installed Node Manager.
3. If you have installed Node Manager as a Windows service, it must be disabled first as follows:

a. Double-click Administrative Tools on the Control Panel.
b. Double-click the Services icon.
c. Double-click Oracle WebLogic NodeManager.
d. Click Stop.
e. Click Startup type and select Disabled.

4. On the Admin Server, start WebLogic.
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5. Open the WebLogic Admin Server Administration console:
a. Navigate to Environment, Servers, Server, Server Start tab.
b. Fill in Java Home with Sun JDK home location of the JDK shipped with the application server.
c. Fill in the Java Vendor with Sun. Click Save.
d. Copy JDBC driver (sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc.jar) to <WL_HOME>/server/lib folder, and set DB_DRIVER_CLASSPATH

environment variable in <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin/commExtEnv.cmd.
e. Navigate to <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin, and open a command prompt and run commEnv.cmd/

sh
f. (Linux only) Set owner permissions to the Oracle user and group for jdbc and jms folders available at

<WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/config.
g. Log on to the next node and repeat this procedure.

Identity Manager on WebLogic Cluster Secondary Server Node

The Secondary Server node fails to start after installing and configuring CA Identity Manager on WebLogic Cluster. Here
the Cluster nodes are Server1 and Server2.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to WebLogic Admin Server Console.
2. Navigate to Environment, Server, Server1.
3. Select "Server Start" tab.
4. From the Arguments list, delete following command:

"- Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory"

5. Repeat the same steps for Server2.

Create a Distributed JMS Server for WebLogic

WARNING

You only have to perform these steps for a new, fresh install! If you are updating the JMS server will be updated
automatically.

To configure a WebLogic cluster for high availability, configure a distributed JMS server to manage queues and topics in
JMS Modules for the cluster. Follow these steps:

1. Create an IM_JMS_filestore directory on the managed node, for example:
WL_HOME\user_projects\IM_JMS_filestore

2. Under Admin Console, go to Services, Messaging, JMS Servers, New JMS Server.
3. Configure the following JMS objects in the Persistent Store section:

– JMS File Store
Name: IM_JMS_filestore
Directory:  pathname/IM_JMS_filestore

– JMS Server
Server Name: jms_server_name (any meaningful name)
Persistent Store: jms_store_name (the JMS File Store that you configured)

NOTE
Target: Set the target for these objects to the server where the JMS service will run. Use the
imjmsmodule created during the installation. The required distributed queues and topics were already
created for use in the cluster during installation.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for each managed node per server in the cluster.
5. Target GeneralMonitorCFdeployment subdeployment to each of the IM JMS servers you created. Associate

GeneralMonitorCFdeployment with these resources:
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– iam_im IMS Events
– iam_im Run time status
– iam_im ServerCommandTopic
– iam_im General Monitor Messages

6. To continue the configuration, configure a distributed JMS Server for workflow.

Modify the Plug-in for an IIS Web Server

Follow these steps:

1. Configure proxying by file extension and by path. When you configure proxying by file extension, add an application
mapping in the App Mapping tab with the following properties:
– Executable: IISProxy.dll
– Extension: .wlforward

2. Make these changes to the iisproxy.ini file, remove or comment out the WebLogicHost and WebLogicPort entries. For
example, comment out these entries:
WebLogicHost=localhost

WebLogicPort=7001

3. Add a WebLogicCluster entry in this format:
WebLogicCluster="wl_hostname:port,wl_host:port,..."

For example, this cluster has two nodes:
WebLogicCluster=north.com:7101,south.com:7201

NOTE
Be sure to use host names, not IP addresses. The host names work even if you use dynamic IP addresses.

Modify the Plug-in for an iPlanet Web Server

Follow these steps:

Make these changes to the obj.conf file:

1. Locate each line that includes WebLogicHost and WebLogicPort parameters. For example:
Service fn="wl-proxy" 

WebLogicHost="north.com" WebLogicPort="7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

2. Replace these parameters with a WebLogicCluster parameter in this format:
WebLogicCluster="wl_host:port,wl_host:port,..."

For example, this cluster has two nodes:
Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicCluster="north.com:7001,south.com:7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

NOTE
Be sure to use host names, not IP addresses. The host names work even if you use dynamic IP addresses.

Start the WebLogic Cluster

After you configure managed nodes, you start the WebLogic cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Start one of the CA Single Sign-On (formerly SiteMinder) Policy Server that supports Identity Manager if you are using
CA Single Sign-On.

NOTE
If you have a Policy Server cluster, only one Policy Server should be running while you create Identity
Manager directories, create or modify Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint settings.

2. Start the Node Manager on each managed node.
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– For Windows: Run startNodeManager.cmd script which is available at WL_HOME\user_projects\domains
\base_domain\bin.

– For Linux: Run startNodeManager.sh script from WL_HOME/user_projects/domains/base_domain/bin.
3. In the Domain Structure panel, click on domain (Example: clusterDomain).
4. On the right side panel, click Security tab.
5. In the General tab, enable Anonymous Admin Lookup Enabled and Cross Domain Security Enabled.
6. Use the WebLogic Administration Console to start the managed nodes:

a. Navigate to Environment, servers, managed node, control, start/stop.
b. Repeat for each managed node in the cluster.

7. If you have already installed a CA Single Sign-On Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the SiteMinder
Web Agent and the application server proxy plug-in.

8. After the Installer completes, the Weblogic cluster has to activate the changes: in the Change Center of the
Administration Console, click Activate Changes. The state changes to “distribute initializing”

9. Restart the individual servers that are part of the cluster.

NOTE

This activation process can take 15 to 20 minutes.

The application will now be Active.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered installation:

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and CA IdentityMinder nodes that you stopped.
2. Access the CA IdentityMinder Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

host_nameDefines the fully qualified host name for the server where CA IdentityMinder is
installedportDefines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager

If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.

NOTE
To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, CA, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click Ok.

You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.
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Install Optional Provisioning Components

Optional Provisioning Components for CA Identity Manager are in the im-pc-release.zip

Note:  release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.

The ZIP file includes the following:

• Remote Agents
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent) to install these
components. If you want IPv6 support, you must install your agents.

• Password Synchronization Agents
Run the Password Synchronization Agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install
this component.

• Credential Provider
Run the Credential Provider installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent) to install this component.

• Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed
Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients) to install this component.

• CA IAM Connector Server SDK
Run the CA IAM Connector Server SDK installer from the CA Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning) to install
this component.

• CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure) to install this
component.

The Identity Manager installer installs all connectors by default. However, in some cases, you may need to install an agent
on an endpoint system you are managing before you can use the related connector.

Connectors that are run on the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems that are managed by an endpoint.
For example, systems running Active Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS Connector is installed on
the Provisioning Server.

Note: For more information about each connector, see the Connectors Guide

More information exists for these components in the following guides:

• Credential Provider (Administrating Section)
• Password Synchronization Agent (Administrating Section)
• Connector Xpress (Connectors Wiki)
• Agents for use with connectors (Connectors Wiki)

Fine Tune WebLogic Configurations
By default, the Identity Manager installer applies basic configurations to the WebLogic application server. With basic
configurations, the performance of the application server might be less optimal. To enhance the performance, we
recommend fine-tuned configurations which you can apply by selecting “Apply Recommended Application Server
Configuration” in the “Application Server Information” page of the installer wizard.

To improve the performance of the WebLogic application server, we have fine-tuned the JVM configurations.

Recommended Configurations

This section covers the configurations that we recommend for improving the performance of the WebLogic application
server. In case you have not applied the recommended configurations while installing the product, post-installation you
can manually apply these recommended JVM configurations on the application server.

1. Set the JVM Settings:
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– Windows
a. Navigate to <WebLogic_DIR>/bin.
b. Open setDomainEnv.cmd for editing.
c. Set MEM_ARGS with the following recommended values:

set MEM_ARGS=-Xms8192m -Xmx8192m

d. In the WebLogic Management Console, navigate to Environment, Servers, <Server Name>, Server Start.
e. The Arguments field must contain the following recommended values:

set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:

+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -

 Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory

– Linux
a. Navigate to <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/ bin.
b. Open setDomainEnv.sh for editing.
c. Set MEM_ARGS with the following recommended values:

MEM_ARGS="-Xms8192m -Xmx8192m"

d. In the WebLogic Management Console, navigate to Environment, Servers, <Server Name>, Server Start.
e. The Arguments field must contain the following recommended values:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m

 -Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory

2. Restart the WebLogic application server.

NOTE

In a cluster, the installer applies recommended configurations on the master node only. To apply recommended
configurations on all nodes, post-installation perform the following steps:

1. Stop the cluster node agents, nodes and servers.
2. Navigate to the following directory in the master node, and open config.xml:

<WEBLOGIC_CLUSTER_DOMAIN_DIR>/config
3. Update <server-start> arguments for each cluster node with the following arguments (highlighted in bold):

Windows:
<server-start>

     <name>Server1</name>

 <arguments>-server -Xms8192m -Xmx8192m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:

+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -

 Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory</arguments>

</server-start>

Linux:
<server-start>

     <name>Server1</name>

 <arguments>-server -Xms8192m -Xmx8192m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication

 -XX:+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom -XX:+UseLargePages -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -

Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory</arguments> 

</server-start>
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Separate Database Configuration (Optional)
Identity Manager requires a relational database to store objects and data for auditing, snapshots (reporting), workflow,
and task persistence. When installing Identity Manager, all of the database schemas are created automatically when the
application server is started. However, for scalability purposes, you may want to create a separate database to replace
any one of the existing database schemas initially created by Identity Manager during installation.

You can create a separate database instance for each of the following:

NOTE

For 14.4 and later, If you created a Workflow data source separate database to replace any one of the existing
database schemas initially created by Identity Manager during installation, update the <app server home>/
iam_im.ear/config/workpoint –server.properties file as follows:

• workpoint.db.provider=<oracle/sqlserver(based on DB type)>
• workpoint.db.name=<DB name for MSSQL, or service name for oracle>

• Workflow
See Run Workflow Database Script.

• Auditing
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db

• Task Persistence
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db

• Object Store:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db

• Snapshots (reporting):
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\imrexport\tools\db

• Archive (task persistence archive):
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db

WARNING
The Windows default locations for Identity Manager database schema files are shown above.

Complete the tasks detailed in the following sub-sections.

WARNING

Identity Manager requires the Oracle schema user to have specific permissions to use Oracle XA. Contact
your database administrators and ask them to grant the necessary permissions. For more information, see the
following technical documents:

• IBM
• Oracle

NOTE

JBOSS/Wildfly users should follow the same instructions.

Create a Database Instance

Create an MS SQL Server Database Instance

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a database instance in SQL server.
2. Create a user and grant this user the necessary rights (such as public and db_owner rights) to the database by editing

the properties of the user.
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NOTE
The user must have at least select, insert, update, and delete permissions for all of the tables created
by the .sql script for creating the database, and must be able to execute all of the stored procedures (if
applicable) defined in these scripts.

For example, the user must have these permissions on the tables defined in the following default location:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db\taskpersistence\sqlserver\idm_db_sqlserver.sql
3. While editing the user’s properties, set the database you just created as the default database for the user.
4. Ensure the Authentication setting has a value of SQL Server on the Security tab of the SQL Server Properties dialog

for the server where the database is installed.

NOTE
For complete information about Microsoft SQL Server, see your Microsoft SQL Server documentation.

Create an Oracle Database Instance

 Follow these steps: 

1. Create a new tablespace.
2. Create a new user.
3. Grant the user rights to the new database.

– Create/alter/drop tables
– Create/alter/drop view
– Create/alter/drop INDEX
– Create/replace/drop stored procedures
– Create/replace/drop functions
– Create/drop sequence
– Create/replace/drop triggers
– Create/replace/drop types
– Insert/select/delete records
– CREATE SESSION / connect to database

4. Give DBA rights to the user.

NOTE
For complete information about Oracle, see your Oracle documentation.

(WebSphere) Create JDBC Resources
 Follow these steps: 

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, click Resources, JDBC, JDBC Providers.
2. For Scope, select Node=manualNode, Server=<server-name>.
3. Click New.
4. Complete the Create New JDBC provider page with your choices for your database.
5. Fill in the database class page information. 
6. Validate the Summary page and click Finish.

Edit the Data Source
Edit the data source in your application server:
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JBoss or WildFly

Follow these steps:

1. In a text editor, open the appropriate data source descriptor in one of the following locations:

• appserver_home\standalone\configuration\standalone-full.xml (single node installation)
• appserver_home\standalone\configuration\standalone-full-ha.xml (clustered installation)

The following are the JNDI data source descriptors:

1. – Task Persistence: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/idm
– Workflow: /jdbc/WPDS
– Auditing: iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource
– Snapshots: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/reportsnapshot
– Object Store: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/objectstore
– Archive: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/archive 

2. Change the Database Name, User, and Password in the data source descriptor to the appropriate values for the new
database.

WARNING
For your version of JBoss, the username and password may instead be in appserver_home\server\default
\conf\login-config.xml. If so, you can create a JBoss security realm, which is required to support FIPS.
This approach also avoids having a username and password in clear text. For more information, see the
Configuration Guide.

The database schema (SQL scripts) will be automatically applied when you restart Identity Manager.

WebSphere

Follow these steps:

1. Within the WebSphere Administrative Console, click Resources, JDBC, Data sources.
2. For Scope, select Node=manualNode, Server=server- name.
3. Click New to create the data source as follows:

– For Data source name, enter iam_im Object Store Data Source
– For JNDI name, enter iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/objectstore

4. Select the JDBC provider.
5. Enter the database specific properties for your environment.
6. For Setup security aliases, accept the defaults.
7. On the Summary page, click Finish.
8. Save changes directly to the master configuration.
9. Add custom properties to the Data Source using the following steps:

a. From the Data sources page, select iam_im Object Store Data Source.
b. Under Additional Properties, select Custom properties.
c. Depending on your database, add the following properties

• SQL: user=<username>, password=<password>, enable2Phase=true, selectMethod=cursor
• Oracle: user=<username>, password=<password>
          Note: Be sure that the JDBC provider is created as XA.

10. Save changes directly to the master configuration
The database schema (SQL scripts) are automatically applied when you restart Identity Manager.

11. Test the data source connection.
Failures are typically classpath or credentials related. If the test connection passed, then the Data Source
configuration is complete.
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12. Four additional data sources need to be configured. Repeat this procedure, but use the data sources and JNDI names
in the following table:

Data Source JNDI Name

iam_im Task Persistence Data Source iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/idm

iam_im Workflow Data Source iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/WPDS

iam_im Snapshots Data Source iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/reportsnapshot

iam_im Archive Data Source iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/archive

WebLogic

Follow these steps:

1. Within the WebLogic Server Administration Console, open the appropriate data source descriptor.
The JNDI names for the data source descriptors are as follows:
– Task Persistence: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/idm
– Workflow: WPDS
– Auditing: iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource
– Snapshots: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/reportsnapshot
– Object Store: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/objectstore
– Archive: iam/im/jdbc/jdbc/archive 

2. Change the DatabaseName, User, and Password in the data source descriptor to the appropriate values for the new
database.
The database schema (SQL scripts) will be automatically applied when you restart Identity Manager.

3. Disable Support Global Transactions on the data source.

The database schema (SQL scripts) are automatically applied when you restart Identity Manager or you can run the
scripts to apply the changes now.

Run the SQL Scripts
SQL scripts are automatically run against the databases when Identity Manager starts. However, if you want to run the
SQL scripts yourself, perform the following steps before you restart the application server:

These scripts are installed with the Identity Manager Administrative Tools.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Microsoft SQL Server: Open the Query Analyzer tool and select the script you need.
– Oracle: Open the SQL prompt for the script you need.

2. Select one of the following scripts (shown with the default Windows locations) depending on what the database was
created for:
– Task Persistence:

• Microsoft SQL Server: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db\taskpersistence
\sqlserver\idm_db_sqlserver.sql

• Oracle on Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db\taskpersistence\oracle9i
\idm_db_oracle.sql

• Oracle on UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/db/taskpersistence/oracle9i/
idm_db_oracle.sql

– Auditing:
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• Microsoft SQL Server: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db\auditing\sqlserver
\ims_mssql_audit.sql

• Oracle on Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\db\auditing\oracle
\ims_oracle_audit.sql

• Oracle on UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/db/auditing/oracle/
ims_oracle_audit.sql

– Snapshots:
• Microsoft SQL Server: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\sqlserver

\ims_mssql_report.sql
• Oracle on Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\oracle

\ims_oracle_report.sql
• Oracle on UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/imrexport/db/oracle/

ims_oracle_report.sql
– Object:

• Microsoft SQL Server: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\db
\objectstore\sql_objectstore.sql

• Oracle on Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\db
\objectstore\oracle_objectstore.sql

• Oracle on UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/db/objectstore/
oracle_objectstore.sql

– Workflow: See Run Workflow Database Script.
3. Run the script file.
4. Verify that no errors appeared when you ran the script.

Run Workflow Database Script
Identity Manager includes SQL scripts for setting up a new workflow database instance.

To run the CreateDatabase script:

 Follow these steps: 

1. Add the path to the sqljdbc.jar to the DB_CLASSPATH attribute in the CreateDatabase.bat or .sh script before you run
it.

2. From a command prompt, run CreateDatabase.bat or sh. The default location for this script is:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\Workpoint\install.
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/Workpoint/install.
A command prompt window and the WorkPoint application open.

3. Select the database type from the drop-down.
4. Use the following guidelines to fill in fields in the configuration utility:

– For the JDBC Class parameter, enter:
Oracle: oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
SQL Server: com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver

– For the JDBC URL, enter:
Oracle: jdbc:oracle:thin:@wf_db_system:1521:wf_oracle_SID
SQL Server: jdbc:sqlserver://wf_db_system:1433; databaseName=wf_db_name 

– For the Database User ID parameter, enter the workflow user you created when creating the workflow database.
– For the Password parameter, enter the password you created for the workflow user.
– For the Database ID, enter WPDS

5. Accept the default check box selections.
6. Click the Initialize button.
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When the configuration is complete, a message that resembles the following appears in the Command Prompt
window:
The create database process finished with 0 errors.

7. Restart the application server.

Switch between Oracle JDK and AdoptOpenJDK for Connector Xpress
Symantec IGA has shifted the primary support from Oracle JDK to AdoptOpenJDK, a popular free version of Java that
derives its source from OpenJDK. If you have an active license and a support agreement with the Oracle vendor, you can
use Oracle JDK else switch to AdoptOpenJDK.

To switch between Oracle JDK and AdoptOpenJDK for Connector Xpress, update the JAVA_RUNTIME_PATH variable in
ConnectorXpress.bat (Windows) or ConnectorXpress.sh(Linux) at <ConnectorXpress_install_location>/bin.

Connector Server Installation
This section contains the tasks you need to complete to install the Connector Server.

• Connector Server Prerequisites
• Install CA IAM Connector Server
• Install C++ Connector Server
• Install CA IAM Connector Server Silently
• Install SDK for CA IAM Connector Server
• Install Connector Samples
• Set Up JDBC Support

Connector Server Prerequisites
To prepare for connector server installation, review the following information.

Contents:

System Requirements

You do not need to install CA IAM Connector Server on the same computer as the Provisioning Server or Identity
Manager Server. Some connectors require an agent on the endpoint. For more information, check the CA Identity
Management and Governance Connectors documentation. The installation program for CA IAM Connector Server
includes its own Java Virtual Machine, so you do not need to install Java separately.

Time Zone Considerations

In a typical environment, times are stored in the Provisioning Server and on various endpoints referred to by CA IAM
Connector Server. No need exists for components to run on servers that have the same time zone. However, they should
all use the same absolute time.

File Locations

The default Windows and UNIX directories are listed in the following table. Your actual installation directories depend on
your operating system and selections during the installation process.

Default DirectoryPath Notation

Windows UNIX

im-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager /opt/CA/IdentityManager
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imps-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager
\Provisioning Server

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer

cs-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager
\Connector Server

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

cs-sdk-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager
\Connector Server SDK

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServerS
DK

conxp-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager
\Connector Xpress

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorXpress

32-bit and 64-bit Applications

CA IAM Connector Server is a 64-bit application. C++ Connector Server (CCS) is a 32-bit application. If it is installed on a
64-bit operating system, CCS runs as a 32-bit application.

Some connectors require third-party clients to be present on the CCS host. For example, Oracle Applications require
Oracle Client and DB2 requires DB2 Connect. Some of these third-party applications come in both 32-bit and 64-bit
modes. Install the 32-bit client if you want to manage endpoints on CCS.

Install CA IAM Connector Server

Install CA IAM Connector Server

To host, route to, and manage Java connectors, install CA IAM Connector Server. If you plan to install more than one CA
IAM CS, see the chapter on High Availability Provisioning Installation for additional guidelines.

WARNING
Warning! We recommend that you disable all antivirus software before installing CA IAM Connector Server
or its SDK. If anti-virus software is enabled while installation processes are taking place problems can occur.
Remember to re-enable your antivirus protection after you complete the installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the system as a Windows administrator or a UNIX or Linux root user.
2. Ensure that the time settings on all computers that will host connector servers match.
3. For Linux systems, ensure that the prerequisite packages are installed.
4. Launch the installer.

You can install CA IAM Connector Server using the main installer that installs all Identity Manager components, or you
can navigate to the following subfolder and run the setup file.
Provisioning\ConnectorServer

5. Select the setup type (Typical or Custom). If you choose Typical, you cannot change the installation location, but you
can change everything else.

6. Enter an installation path (Custom setup type only).
7. Configure Connector Server C++ Management:

– None -- Does not install CCS. If you install CCS later, it will not be managed by CA IAM Connector Server.
– Local -- Installs CCS on the same computer as CA IAM Connector Server. CCS will be managed by CA IAM

Connector Server.
– Remote -- Configures CA IAM Connector Server to manage an existing remote CCS.

8. (Recommended) Register the CA IAM Connector Server installation with a provisioning server.

TIP

We recommend that you always register CA IAM Connector Server with the Provisioning Server. Registering
tells the Provisioning Server to use the CA IAM Connector Server being installed to manage all the static
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connectors that have been deployed to it. If you want a different connector server to manage a specific static
or dynamic connector, you can use Connector Xpress to specify the instance of CA IAM Connector Server
that you want to manage the connector.

It is also possible to use Connector Xpress to create new namespaces in a Provisioning Server, where
the connector has already been deployed to a particular instance of CA IAM Connector Server. Either
use bundled template files, or where they are not available, create a project by importing the connector's
metadata. When the metadata is available, deploy a new namespace.

Use the following information:
– Domain

Defines the Provisioning Server domain.
– Server Host

Defines the Provisioning Server.
– Server Port

Defines the port on which the Provisioning Server runs.
– Username

Specifies the Provisioning Server administrator.
– Password

Defines the Provisioning Server administrator password.
9. (Optional) Register with the Cloud CA IAM Connector Server. When you connect a cloud version of the connector

server with an on-premises version, the two connector servers can communicate to manage connections to cloud and
on-premises endpoints.

10. Configure a password and the following ports:
– Message broker ports

The message broker sends messages between instances of CA IAM Connector Server on different computers:
• HTTP port (default 22001)
• HTTPS port (default 22002)

– Web ports
You can log in to CA IAM Connector Server though a web interface, using these ports:
• HTTP port (default 20080)
• HTTPS port (default 20443)

– RMI Registry port
You can use this port to view information about the running Java process (default 22099).

11. (Optional) Configure an HTTP Proxy. The details of this proxy can be used for the following applications:
– When communicating with a cloud connector server.
– When creating a Google Apps or Salesforce endpoint. For these endpoints, you can either use this HTTP proxy

or no proxy. You cannot specify a different proxy. To change the HTTP proxy details, run this installation program
again, and enter the new proxy details.

NOTE
If your organization has a direct connection to the internet, we recommend that you do not set up an HTTP
proxy.

Use the following information to set up the HTTP proxy:
– Host

Specifies the name of the HTTP proxy server that you want to use to connect to endpoints.
– Port

Specifies the port on which CA IAM Connector Server can access the HTTP proxy.
– Domain

Specifies the domain of the HTTP proxy.
– Username
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Specifies the user name you want to use to log in to the proxy server.

NOTE
We recommend that you specify a user name and password if your organization's proxy server requires
authentication.

– Password
Specifies the domain password for the HTTP proxy.

12. (Optional) Activate FIPS 140-2 Compliance Mode.
13. Click Next.

The installation program installs CA IAM Connector Server, and then creates a new service. On Windows this is added
to Services, and on UNIX it is a script.

Switch between Oracle JDK and AdoptOpenJDK for CA IAM Connector Server (JCS)
Symantec IGA has shifted the primary support from Oracle JDK to AdoptOpenJDK, a popular free version of Java that
derives its source from OpenJDK. If you have an active license and a support agreement with the Oracle vendor, you can
use Oracle JDK, else switch to AdoptOpenJDK.

Follow these steps to switch between Oracle JDK and AdoptOpenJDK for JCS:

• [Windows] Update the following registry keys:
a. Set a value for -Djava.endorsed.dirs and -Djava.ext.dirs in \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE

\WOW6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs\Parameters\Java\Options.
b. Set the JVM path in \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity

Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs\Parameters\Java\Jvm.
c. Set the "Environment" variable in \HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\WOW6432Node

\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs\Parameters\Environment.

Install C++ Connector Server
NOTE
When you install CA IAM Connector Server, you can install the C++ Connector Server (CCS). The procedure
in this topic applies for a single connector server. If you plan to install more than one CCS, see High Availability
Provisioning Installation (Optional).

This connector is only available for Windows operating systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following program where you unpacked the install package.
Provisioning\Provisioning Server\setup.exe

2. Complete the instructions in the installer dialog boxes.

NOTE
This installation program also gives you the option to install alternate Provisioning Servers. However, for that
component, a different procedure applies.

Install CA IAM Connector Server Silently
You can install the CA IAM Connector Server silently. Before you run a silent installation, create a response file.

NOTE
 Use fully qualified path names when generating and running response files. For example, responsefile.txt is not
valid but C:\responsefile.txt is valid.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. In a command window, navigate to the following location within the extracted installation files:
Servers/ConnectorServer

2. To create a response file enter the following command and then enter the required values in the template:
setup  - options-template filename

3. Start the silent installation using the following command:
setup  - options filename -silent

NOTE
To create a response file and install CA IAM Connector Server at the same time, use the following command:

setup -options-record filename

Install SDK for CA IAM Connector Server
To learn how to write connectors by looking at worked examples, install the SDK for CA IAM Connector Server, and the
sample connectors. These examples are described in the Connectors Programming Guide.

WARNING
Install the SDK on a different computer from the computer where you installed the CA IAM Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Identity Manager installation download or other media, then extract the product files (ZIP or TAR).
2. Navigate to the following subfolder:

Provisioning/ConnectorServerSamples

NOTE
In this folder, the compressed file jcs-connector-sdk contains the SDK itself. The other files each contain one
sample connector.

3. Copy the files from this folder to the following subfolder:
Provisioning/ConnectorServer

4. Run the installation program for CA IAM Connector Server.

NOTE
For more information about the SDK for CA IAM Connector Server, read the cs-sdk-home/Readme.txt.

Install Connector Samples
WARNING
We recommend that you use the sample connectors only in a test environment. We do not support the sample
connectors. Therefore, no uninstallation program exist for these samples.

Extract the installer for your operating environment and the samples archive to the same folder before performing an
install.

Set Up JDBC Support
For some connectors you must activate JDBC connection yourself. The installer cannot activate these connectors
because we cannot legally ship some drivers and licenses with CA IAM Connector Server, or because these connectors
require additional manual configuration before activation.

WARNING
After you upgrade to a newer version of the connector server, run the following procedures again.
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• Set Up License Files for the DB2 for z/OS Connector
• Set Up License Files for the Sybase Connector
• Set Up Windows Authentication for the SQL Server Connector

Set Up License Files for the DB2 for z/OS Connector
The DB2 for z/OS connector uses JDBC, and it requires a license file to connect to the DB2 endpoint. The license file is
available only if you already have a license for DB2 Connect.

For information, see the following IBM technotes:

• IBM technote: Location of the db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar file
• IBM technote: DB2 JDBC driver is not licensed for connectivity

Follow these steps:

1. Install or upgrade CA IAM Connector Server.
The installation registers CA IAM Connector Server with the provisioning server, creates the DBZ endpoint type, and
populates it with its associated metadata.

2. Find db2jcc_license_cisuz.jar, which is in the following location on the DB2 Connect activation CD:
/db2/license

3. Copy the license file to the following location on the CA IAM Connector Server computer:
cs_home/jcs/resources/jdbc

4. Run the jdbc_db2_zos script in the same location.
This script creates a bundle that contains the license file, which you deploy using CA IAM Connector Server.

5. Log in to CA IAM Connector Server.
At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports from
the popup menu.

CA IAM Connector Server can now connect to DB2 endpoints.

Set Up License Files for the Sybase Connector
To connect to a Sybase endpoint, CA IAM Connector Server requires a file from the Sybase SDK for JDBC. You must also
have a license for Sybase.

Note: Sybase can only be administered as a DYN/JDBC endpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the following driver file. You can download this from www.sybase.com, and it is also included on your Sybase
product media:
jConnect-6_05.zip 

2. Extract the following file from the ZIP:
jConnect-6_0\classes\jconn3.jar

3. Copy the jconn3.jar file into the following location:
conxp_home/lib/ 

4. Stop and restart any Connector Xpress sessions.
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5. In a command window, navigate to the following location:
cs-home/jcs/resources/jdbc 

6. Run the following script:
– Windows: jdbc_sybase_post_install.bat
– UNIX: jdbc_sybase_post_install
This script creates a bundle that contains the license file, which you deploy using CA IAM Connector Server.

7. Log in to CA IAM Connector Server.
At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
Add the new bundle:

NOTE
You can deploy the OSGI bundle from the connector server GUI or copy the jar files to ca-home/jcs/data/
bundles/restore. Then restart the connector server and wait up to ten minutes for it to load.

Find the main connector bundle in the Bundles list, then right-click its name in the list and select Refresh Imports from
the popup menu.

CA IAM Connector Server can now connect to Sybase endpoints.

Set Up Windows Authentication for the SQL Server Connector
Microsoft SQL Native Authentication on Windows can only be activated when both Connector Xpress and CA IAM
Connector Server are running on Windows operating systems. The required library sqljdbc_auth.dll is bundled with
Connector Xpress, or you can download it from Microsoft.

If you plan to use Connector Xpress, it must run on the same domain as the Microsoft SQL Server endpoint. Also, SQL
Server must be configured to allow the user to access the appropriate database instances.

Follow these steps:

1. Update the CA IAM Connector Server service to run as the required Windows user.
By default the service is set to run as the local SYSTEM user. However, if you are using trusted authentication, run the
service as a domain user. Perform these steps:
a. Click Start, Control Panel, Administrative Tools, Services.
b. Right-click Identity Manager-Connector Server (Java), then click Properties.
c. Select the Account check box, and then complete the details of the domain user under which you want to run the

service.
2. Stop and restart the CA IAM Connector Server service.
3. When you set up Microsoft SQL datasource in Connector Xpress, select the Native check box on the Edit Sources

dialog.
Connector Xpress adds the following to the JDBC URL used for the connection:
integratedSecurity=true

NOTE
For more information about configuring data sources, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

High Availability Provisioning Installation (Optional)
To implement high availability for provisioning components, install alternate Provisioning Servers and Provisioning
Directories, and connector servers for C++ and Java connectors.

The following list describes the steps involved in installing provisioning components for high availability:

1. Install primary and alternate Provisioning Servers and provisioning directories for load balancing and failover.
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2. Install several connector servers for load balancing and failover.
3. Enable clients of the provisioning server to fail over.

These steps are described in the following sections;

• Redundant Provisioning Directories
• Redundant Provisioning Servers
• Redundant Connector Servers
• Failover for Provisioning Clients

Redundant Provisioning Directories
To support failover, you can install primary and alternate Provisioning Directories. For example, you may have two
systems, one with the Provisioning Server and the primary Provisioning Directory on it. The second system has the
alternate Provisioning Directory. If the primary Provisioning Directory fails, the alternate Provisioning Directory is assigned
automatically.

This page contains the following topics:

Install the primary Provisioning Directory 

Install the primary Provisioning Directory using the Provisioning Directory installer from where you unpacked the install
package.

•  Windows: 
Unpacked-Install-Package\Provisioning\Provisioning Directory\setup.exe

•  UNIX: 
Unpacked-Install-Package/Provisioning/ProvisioningDirectory/setup

Install one or more alternate Provisioning Directories.

1. Log in as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Solaris) into the system where you plan to install the
alternate Provisioning Directory.

2. Ensure that CA Directory is installed on this system.
3. Copy custom schema files to the %DXHOME%/config/schema directory if any of the following is true for the primary

Provisioning Directory:
– COSX (etrust_cosx.dxc) has been modified
– LDA connector (etrust_lda.dxc) is installed
– A custom C++ connector schema has been created
The Provisioning Directory installation checks the %DXHOME%/config/schema directory for extra schema files named
etrust_*.dxc, and adds them to the group schema file, impd.dxg. If the custom schema files are not copied locally, data
replication between the Provisioning Directories fails.

4. Run the Provisioning Directory installer from where you unpacked the install package.
–  Windows: 

Unpacked-Install-Package\Provisioning\Provisioning Directory\setup.exe

–  UNIX: 
Unpacked-Install-Package/Provisioning/ProvisioningDirectory/setup

5. Select High Availability, and respond to the questions about the hostnames for systems where other Provisioning
Directories are installed and which system is the primary Provisioning Directory.

6. Respond to other questions using the same answers given during the primary Provisioning Directory installation for:
– Deployment Size
– Shared Secret
– FIPS key
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7. Respond to this question based on how and when you want to replicate data from the Primary Provisioning Directory:
Do you want to start replication to the Provisioning Directory.

If you are upgrading from a previous release, you may have a significant amount of data to replicate. You should
deselect the checkbox if you do not want replication to start at this time. After the installation, you would then need to
copy an LDIF data dump or online backup files from an existing Provisioning Directory and load the data or start the
DSAs manually, which will start automatic replication.

WARNING
 If alternate Provisioning Directory installation failed, data replication may have occurred before the failure.
If so, the master and alternate Provisioning Directories have a record that replication occurred. If you now
reinstall the alternate Provisioning Directory, that data is not replicated again. Instead, use the High Availability
Configuration command on the primary and alternate Provisioning Directories to remove and add back the
alternate Provisioning Directory before you reinstall it.

Reconfigure Systems with Provisioning Directories

You can change the configuration of which systems have a Provisioning Directory.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log into the system where the primary Provisioning Directory is installed.
2. On a command line prompt, navigate to the high availability sub-directory where you installed the Provisioning

Directory. For example:
cd C:\\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Directory\highavailability

3. Enter this command:
highavailability.bat 

The command displays a summary of the current configuration: the domain name, the hostname of each Provisioning
Server and Provisioning Directory, and which one is the Primary Provisioning Directory.

4. Respond to prompts for the hostnames for each alternate Provisioning Directory that you plan to add.
If you plan to install alternate Provisioning Servers, you can add their hostnames now by responding to the prompts.

5. Log in to all other Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Servers and repeat steps 2 through 4.
The configuration on each system needs to match.

Redundant Provisioning Servers
Multiple Provisioning Servers share the workload of a provisioning domain, providing performance, scalability, and high
availability. The first Provisioning Server installed is called the primary Provisioning Server. Additional servers are called
alternate Provisioning Servers.

As shown in this illustration, you can configure multiple alternate Provisioning Servers for one primary Provisioning Server.
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Figure 18: This image shows multiple alternate, redundant Provisioning Servers for one primary Provisioning
Server
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In this illustration, three Provisioning Servers are configured to serve the provisioning domain. All servers are configured
to use the Provisioning Directory of the primary Provisioning Server installation.

This page contains the following topics:

Router DSA for the Provisioning Server

The Provisioning Server communicates through a CA Directory router DSA, and not directly to the Provisioning Directory.
The router DSA, imps-router, is installed with the Provisioning Server installer. This DSA accepts requests from the
Provisioning Server and routes them to the appropriate Provisioning Directory DSA (impd-co, impd-main, impd-inc, or
impd-notify) depending on the prefix.

In a high-availability installation, the imps-router DSA has connection information for Provisioning Directory DSA on at
least one alternate Provisioning Directory system. If a primary Provisioning Directory DSA becomes unavailable, the
router DSA attempts to use an alternate DSA.

The imps-router DSA has been assigned ports 20391, 20391, 20393 (for address, SNMP, and console respectively).

NOTE

: In previous releases the etrustadmin DSA used port 20391. Any connections to 20391 on the Provisioning
Directory system fail unless the Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server are on the same system.
Therefore, reroute these connections to port 20391 on the Provisioning Server system.

NOTE

For CA Directory DSAs running on one system to communicate with DSAs on another system, they must
have connection information for each other. So during Provisioning Directory installation, you identify each
Provisioning Server that can connect to it.

Install Primary Provisioning Server

Follow these steps:

1. Install the primary Provisioning Server using the Provisioning Server installer from where you unpacked the install
package.
– Windows:

Unpacked-Install-Package\Provisioning\Provisioning Server\setup.exe

– UNIX or Linux:
Unpacked-Install-Package/Provisioning/ProvisioningServer/setup

2. Install one or more alternate Provisioning Servers. See the next section.
3. Enter the alternate Provisioning Server host and port number when you enable provisioning in the Identity Manager

Management Console. For details, see the Configuration Guide.

Install Alternate Provisioning Servers

Once you have performed the prerequisite configuration involving the highavailability command, you can install one or
more Provisioning Servers.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in as a Local Administrator (for Windows) or root (for Solaris) on each system that will host an alternate
Provisioning Server.

2. Make sure that CA Directory is installed on this system.
3. Copy custom schema files to the %DXHOME%/config/schema directory if any of the following is true for the primary

Provisioning Directory:
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– COSX (etrust_cosx.dxc) has been modified
– LDA connector (etrust_lda.dxc) is installed
– A custom C++ connector schema has been created
The Provisioning Directory installation checks the %DXHOME%/config/schema directory for extra schema files named
etrust_*.dxc, and adds them to the group schema file, impd.dxg. If the custom schema files are not copied locally, the
Provisioning Server will not route any custom schema.

4. Run the Provisioning Server installer from where you unpacked the install package.
– Windows:

Unpacked-Install-Package\Provisioning\Provisioning Server\setup.exe

– UNIX:
Unpacked-Install-Package/Provisioning/ProvisioningServer/setup

5. Complete the instructions in the installer dialog boxes.
You can select a check box during installation to configure Provisioning Directory high availability. If you choose this
option, you must supply the hostnames of any alternate Provisioning Directories and specify the primary Provisioning
Directory.

Reconfigure Systems with Provisioning Servers

If needed, you can change the configuration of which systems have a Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the system where the primary Provisioning Directory is installed.
2. On a command line prompt, navigate to the location where you installed the Provisioning Directory or Provisioning

Server. You find the highavailability sub-directory there. For example:
cd C:\\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Directory\highavailability

3. Enter this command:
highavailability.bat 

The command displays a summary of the current configuration: the domain name, and the hostname of each
Provisioning Server and Provisioning Directory.

4. Respond to the prompts to provide the hostnames required for each Provisioning Server that you want to add.
If you plan to also install alternate Provisioning Directories, you can add their hostnames now by responding to the
command prompts.

5. Log in to each system that will host a Provisioning Directory and repeat Steps 2 through 4.
The configuration on each system needs to match.

Configure Provisioning Server Failover

For Identity Manager to configure failover or load balancing of Provisioning Servers, you define Failover or Load Balance
definitions in the Provisioning Directory associated with the Identity Manager Environment. For more information, see
Enable Provisioning Server Access. For more information on how to add load-balancing Provisioning servers and
failovers, see Adding Load-Balancing Provisioning Servers.

Adding Load-Balancing Provisioning Servers
Identity Manager can use round-robin, linear scaling, load balancing support, without any restrictions on either types of
provisioning operations or existing runtime limitations. This load balancing distributes client requests across a group of
Provisioning servers. A client request is forwarded to each server in turn. The algorithm instructs the load balancer to go
back to the top of the Provisioning server list and repeats again.

This page contains the following topics:
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NOTE

This feature is only available to Identity Manager version 14.3 CP2 and later.

Approach and Architecture

Identity Manager can use round-robin, load balancing support, without any restrictions on either types of provisioning
operations or existing runtime limitations. This load balancing approach distributes client requests across a group of
Provisioning servers. A client request is forwarded to each server in turn. The algorithm instructs the load balancer to go
back to the top of the Provisioning server list and repeats again.

This load balancing solution supports all provisioning operations for a given task stays with the same Provisioning server.
See "Load Balancing a Task’s Provisioning Operations" later in this section for more information. Identity Manager does
this with directives in the provisioning directory.xml that can designate load-balancing servers in addition to the current
failover server directives.

NOTE

The com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.timeout property can influence the speed of failover between IMPS servers.
Set this property using the -D parameter in the application server in milliseconds. For example, to set for 1
second failover, set the following:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.timeout=1000

How low the value depends on your network speed. Lower than 500ms is not recommended if you encounter
connection failures.

Note that the load balancing feature can be influenced by a practice called IP Switching. Some customers may be using
IP Switching to force a local Identity Manager Provisioning Server to service requests from a particular Identity Manager
Server. Any such configuration must be reverted to allow the Identity Manager Server load balancing feature to
work as designed.

IP Switching usually involves a configuration where the same hostname can resolve to different IP addresses on different
machines. Such a configuration can force a particular Identity Manager Provisioning Server to service requests for a
particular Identity Manager Server. This IP Switching configuration is often used to avoid placing the entire load on a
single Identity Manager Provisioning Server. Again, any such configuration must be reverted to allow the Identity Manager
Server load balancing feature to work as designed.

The Load Balancing feature assumes a task affinity model where all provisioning requests from the same task are routed
to the same Identity Manager Provisioning Server. Identity Manager Events generated from any given task can execute
on any Identity Manager cluster node. If the Identity Manager Provisioning Server IP addresses differ on each Identity
Manager cluster node, then task level affinity cannot be achieved. It is for this reason we recommend removing the IP
Switching configuration.

The standard high availability model for the Identity Manager Provision, described here, follows the design in this graphic:
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Figure 19: Standard High Availability Model
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The standard high availability model for the Identity Manager Provision server vApp follows the design in this graphic:
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Figure 20: Standard High Availability Model for Identity Manager, including vApp
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The Provisioning Server Load Balancing model follows the design in this graphic:
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Figure 21: Load-Balancing Provisioning Server Model
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The load balancing Provisioning Directory configuration includes a ‘loadbalance’ directive. This directive follows the
current failover paradigm: A single server must be defined in the ‘host’ element, with additional load balanced servers
defined in the ‘loadbalance’ element.

Load Balancing a Task’s Provisioning Operations

Provisioning Servers defined in a load balanced mode means the Identity Manager Server uses task-level affinity. Task-
level affinity ensures all of a task’s related provisioning operations are sent to the same server. The provisioning server’s
user, user’s roles, endpoint accounts, and endpoint capabilities remain in a consistent state across the lifetime of the
Identity Manager task. The Provisioning Directory operates a round-robin, load balancing algorithm. The Task Engine
invokes the Provisioning Directory to determine the next available Provisioning server from the load balancing pool. The
targeted Provisioning server is stored with the task session. All subsequent provisioning operations for the lifetime of that
task connect to that Provisioning server.

NOTE

If load balancing is enabled on an environment, then it is good practice to not change back to a non-load
balancing configuration unless all tasks have reached finality (a final state). The reason is that tasks created
in a load balancing enabled environment will have particular Provisioning information imprinted, and if the
environment context is switched, these tasks will need to be serviced by the available IMPS in the new context.
Although the Provisioning server processes these tasks, it is advised to avoid switching between contexts.

The following graphic shows and example of load balancing using Task Session Affinity:
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Figure 22: Load Balancing Using Task Session Affinity

Defining Load Balancing Servers

This section defines examples for defining load-balancing Provisioning servers. This section contains the following sub-
topics:

• Overview
• Configuring Load Balanced and Failover Mode
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Overview

For example, suppose you have three Provisioning Servers in your deployment that you need to define in load balanced
mode named:

• imps_srv01
• Imps_srv02
• imps_srv03

You would define the required configuration in the Connection element of your provisioning directory.xml file as follows:

<Connection 

  host=“imps_srv01.gpc.net" port="20389"

  loadbalance=“imps_srv02.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv03.gpc.net:20389” 

 /> 

After you define the load balanced Provisioning Servers and configure them in your environment, they appear in the URL
element of the Provisioning Directory Properties screen. For example:

Figure 23: Provisioning Directory Properties screen with the Load Balance Servers in the URL field

The View Submitted Tasks screen’s Provisioning Server field lists on the Provisioning Server on which the task actually
took place.
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Figure 24: View Submitted Tasks screen’s Provisioning Server field showing the Provisioning Server on which
the task actually took place

Configuring Load Balancer and Failover Mode

This section contains the following topics:

• Configuration Overview
• Enable Load Balancing for an Existing Provisioning Directory
• Enable Load Balancing for an New Provisioning Directory

Configuration Overview

This section describes how to configure the Provisioning directory.xml to support configure both failover and load
balancing modes. Both modes still rely on the primary host model that is a Connection element requirement.

For example, suppose there are five Provisioning Servers that you need to define in load balanced and failover mode:

• imps_srv01
• imps_srv02
• imps_srv03
• imps_srv04
• imps_srv05

The required configuration would be defined as follows in the Connection element of your provisioning directory xml:

<Connection

   host=“imps_srv01.gpc.net" port="20389"

   loadbalance=“imps_srv02.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv03.gpc.net:20389”

   failover=“imps_srv04.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv05.gpc.net:20389”  

/> 

This configuration creates three pools of virtual servers with the primary servers in each bank consisting of imps_srv01,
imps_srv02, and imps_srv03. The legacy failover server list constructed will include imps_srv01 + imps_srv04 +
imps_srv05.

Each primary server has its own list of failover servers, not including itself:

Primary Server Server Pool
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Pool 1 imps_srv01 imps_srv02, imps_srv03,imps_srv04,
imps_srv05

Pool 2 imps_srv02 imps_srv01, imps_srv03,imps_srv04,
imps_srv05

Pool 3 imps_srv03 imps_srv01, imps_srv02,imps_srv04,
imps_srv05

NOTE

This structure is in keeping with legacy failover construct that always includes the host element as part of the list.

Enable Load Balancing for an Existing Provisioning Directory

Use the following procedure to enable load balancing for an existing Provisioning Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console.
2. Select Directories, and then the name of the provisioning directory you want to enable.
3. Select Export, and then save it as an XML file.
4. Modify the exported provisioning directory XML file to configure the loadbalance property in the host connection

element. For example:
<Connection

   host=“imps_srv01.gpc.net" port="20389"

   loadbalance=“imps_srv02.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv03.gpc.net:20389”

   failover=“imps_srv04.gpc.net:20389,imps_srv05.gpc.net:20389”  

/>

5. Import the updated provisioning directory XML: In your directory location, select Update, browse for and select your
updated directory XML file, and then select Next.

6. Restart the Identity Manager Environment.
7. Restart the application server.

Enable Load Balancing for a New Provisioning Directory

Use the following procedure to enable load balancing for a new Provisioning Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to admin_tools\directoryTemplates\ProvisioningServer\directory.xml.
2. Add the loadbalance property in the host connection element as described previously, and then save it.
3. Create the directory using this updated xml.

a. On the Directories page, select Create or Update from XML. The Import Directory page appears.
b. Select Choose File to browse for and select the directory file you modified in step 2.
c. Click Next to display the Provision directory details page.
d. Complete the fields, and then click Next, and then Finish.

4. Create the Identity Manger Environment.
5. Restart the application server.

Troubleshooting: Increase the hostname Field Size

When adding a large number of server names to the Connection element's failover and load-balance sections in the
provisioning server.xml, make sure the hostname field in the IM_DIR_CONNECTION table is a sufficient size. It may be
necessary to increase this field's size.
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Use the following are steps to expand the hostname field on the IM_DIR_CONNECTION table.

NOTE

Perform these steps in a test environment before attempting them on a production environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the contents of IM_DIR_CONNECTION into IM_DIR_CONNECTION_backup:
select * into IM_DIR_CONNECTION_backup from IM_DIR_CONNECTION ;

2. Remove IM_DIR_CONNECTION using this command:
 drop table IM_DIR_CONNECTION;

3. Create a new IM_DIR_CONNECTION table with hostname size 1024:
//For SQL ServerCREATE TABLE [dbo].[IM_DIR_CONNECTION](

    [UNIQUE_NAME] [nvarchar](64) NOT NULL,

    [CONNECTION_NAME] [nvarchar](255) NOT NULL,

    [PROTOCOL] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [HOSTNAME] [nvarchar](1024) NULL,

    [PORT] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [USER_ID] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [PASSWORD] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [LDAP_SEARCH_ROOT] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [JDBC_DATASOURCE] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [PASSWORD_DATA_ATTR] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [PASSWORD_ATTR] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

    [OBJECT_NAME] [nvarchar](255) NULL,

 CONSTRAINT [PK_IM_DIR_CONNECTION] PRIMARY KEY CLUSTERED 

(

    [UNIQUE_NAME] ASC

)WITH (IGNORE_DUP_KEY = OFF) ON [PRIMARY]

) ON [PRIMARY]

GO//For OracleCREATE TABLE IM_DIR_CONNECTION ( 

    UNIQUE_NAME           NVARCHAR2(64) NOT NULL,

    CONNECTION_NAME       NVARCHAR2(255) NOT NULL,

    PROTOCOL              NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    HOSTNAME              NVARCHAR2(1024) NULL,

    PORT                  NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    USER_ID               NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    PASSWORD              NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    LDAP_SEARCH_ROOT      NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    JDBC_DATASOURCE       NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    PASSWORD_DATA_ATTR    NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    PASSWORD_ATTR         NVARCHAR2(255) NULL,

    OBJECT_NAME           NVARCHAR2(255) NULL 

    );ALTER TABLE IM_DIR_CONNECTION    ADD ( CONSTRAINT PK_IM_DIR_CONNECTION

    PRIMARY KEY (UNIQUE_NAME)

    NOT DEFERRABLE INITIALLY IMMEDIATE );

4. Copy the contents of the backup table into IM_DIR_CONNECTION:
insert into IM_DIR_CONNECTION select * from IM_DIR_CONNECTION_backup ;

5. Remove the backup table:
drop table IM_DIR_CONNECTION_backup ;

6. Re-import the provisioning server.xml to have all the load balancing server names.
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Redundant Connector Servers
With the Connector Server Framework (CSF), you can run multiple Connector Servers and configure the Provisioning
Servers to communicate with Connector Servers in specific contexts.

As a result, the Provisioning Server can:

• Support Connector Servers on different platforms to manage endpoint types that are unavailable on the platform where
the Provisioning Server is installed.

• Communicate with multiple Connector Servers, which each manage a different set of endpoint types or endpoints.
Therefore, endpoint types or endpoints can be managed on a parallel basis to achieve load balancing.

Contents:

Installing Multiple Connector Servers

When you configure multiple instances of a connector server as network peers, they automatically synchronize the
password used by their administrative account. For this reason, we recommend that you set the same account details
during installation.

If you install multiple instances of a connector server on the same computer, ensure that each instance uses unique
port numbers. If any port numbers are used by more than one instance of a connector server, the servers will behave
unpredictably.

Connector Server Framework

The use of several Connector Servers is called the Connector Server Framework. The Connector Server Framework has
two important characteristics:

• Scalability - multiple connector servers may share the load of working on a set of endpoints.
For example, a lengthy exploration of an endpoint on one connector server does not influence the ability to operate on
an endpoint that is being controlled by another Connector Server

• Communication channel security - communication between Provisioning Server and connector server is encrypted
using TLS.
If an endpoint type uses a proprietary protocol to communicate between the connector server and endpoints of
that protocol, the extent of use of the proprietary protocol may be limited to a local network, or even to just local
communication inside one server.

When deciding on an implementation strategy, consider these factors so that you protect the Connector Servers in your
organization against unauthorized access:

• The Connector Server may be configured to disclose passwords in clear text.
Any person with access to the system running the Connector Server and with sufficient privileges to modify the
configuration of the Connector Server and to restart the Connector Server can make the Connector Server log
passwords appear in clear text. 
The Connector Server is based on the open source slapd process. The instructions to make a slapd process log
incoming passwords in clear text are in the public domain, for example, by looking at the manual pages at http://
www.openldap.org

• The Connector Server is only protected by a bind password.
The Connector Server trusts any client who connects to it and is able to provide the proper credentials, such as Bind
DN and Bind Password. The Connector Server does not know if the connection comes from a Provisioning Server or
not. Any user with internal access may disclose the bind password, then connect to the Connector Server from another
server, and so have administrator privileges over the endpoints controlled by the Connector Server.

• The Connector Server is not protected against brute force attacks on the bind password
Unlike the Provisioning Server, the Connector Server is not protected against repeated attempts at binding with
different passwords. An attacker may therefore try to guess the password by brute force attack. Should an attacker
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succeed in guessing the bind password, then the road is open for the attacker to control the endpoints under control of
the Connector Server.

For these reasons you are advised to design your implementation such that

• The same organizational unit is responsible for administrative access to all Provisioning Servers and connector
servers.

• Your connector servers are suitably protected by firewalls or similar such that the ports may not be reached by
unauthorized means.

• The ability to connect to Provisioning Servers and connector servers on non-TLS ports should be disabled in your
production environments.

If you install multiple connector servers on one computer, make sure that each instance uses a unique set of port
numbers.

Load-Balancing and Failover

Failover and load-balancing of connector requests is achieved by each provisioning server based on the CSF
configuration defined using csfconfig or Connector Xpress.

Each provisioning server consults the CSF configuration that applies to it and determines which Connector Servers
it should use to access each endpoint or endpoint type. Failover and load-balancing occur when there are multiple
connectors servers configured to serve the same endpoint or endpoint type.

Failover and load-balancing are unified and cannot be controlled separately. One cannot indicate that a particular
connector server is to remain idle except when needed for failover. Instead, a provisioning server that is configured to
use two or more connector servers interchangeably will distribute work between these connector servers (load balancing)
during normal operation. Should one or more of the Connector Server become unavailable, the remaining connector
servers will provide failover support for the unavailable connector servers.

Reliability and Scalability

With the Connector Server Framework (CSF), the Connector Server high availability features increase reliability and
scalability.

Reliability is enhanced by having multiple Connector Servers serve a Provisioning Server, so it can continue to function if
one or more Connector Servers become unavailable.

For example, if one Connector Server manages the UNIX endpoint type and another manages the Active Directory
endpoint type; and the Active Directory Connector Server becomes unavailable, the Provisioning Server can still manage
the UNIX endpoint types.

Scalability is achieved by having a mechanism to add more Connector Servers to manage an increasing amount of
endpoint types or endpoints. For example, if the number of endpoint types increases to 100, the Provisioning Server can
be configured to have 20 Connector Servers, with each Connector Server managing five endpoint types. Or configure 20
Connector Servers with each Connector Server managing overlapping sets of 10 endpoint types to allow for failover and
load balancing behaviors as well.

Multi-Platform Installations

The Connector Server Framework is the configuration of Connector Servers that exist on multiple systems, which could be
Windows or Solaris systems.

The following use cases are supported:

• Use Case 1
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– Provisioning Server and connector server installed on a Solaris system.
– A second Connector Server installed on a Windows system, serving the non-multi-platform connectors.

• Use Case 2
– Provisioning Server and connector server installed on a Windows system.
– A second Connector Server installed on Solaris system, serving the multi-platform connectors.
– A third Connector Server installed on a remote Windows system, serving the other connectors.

• Use Case 3
– Provisioning Server installed on a Windows or Solaris system and a Connector Server installed on the same

system.
– Multiple additional Connector Servers installed on Windows or Solaris systems, serving as endpoint agents. This

scenario is important for cases where the connector is using a proprietary or un-secured communication channel.
Using this topology, the important segment of network traffic is secured by the standard Provisioning Server to
Connector Server communication protocol and not by the proprietary protocol.

Configure Connector Servers

You configure the Connector Server Framework by using the csfconfig command or by using Connector Xpress. The
csfconfig command uses the data in the Windows Registry (or UNIX counterpart created for Provisioning Server) to
connect to a Provisioning Server. The csfconfig command must run on the system where one of the Provisioning Server
runs.

Using the command, you can:

• Add or modify a Connector Server connection object with information such as the connector server, host, and port.
• Define for which endpoints or endpoint types the connector server is used; possibly varying this definition for alternate

provisioning servers.
• Delete the Connector Server connection information object.
• List all connector server connection objects in a domain.
• Show one or all connector server connection objects for one or all connector servers

The csfconfig command uses the authorizations provided by a global user credential, so that global user must have the
necessary administrative privileges to manipulate the appropriate ConfigParam and ConfigParamContainer objects.

csfconfig Command

To use the csfconfig command, the command line syntax is:

csfconfig [--help[=op]]  [operation] [argument]

You can use these arguments in any order. The operation argument is required unless you are using the --help argument.

The --help[=op] option provides minimal on-line help. The “=op” argument may be used to list the arguments that are
required or optional for the operation. For example, “--help=add” will provide a description of the add operation, while “--
help” will provide general information.

If help is requested, other arguments are ignored and no request is sent to the server.

NOTE
The domain parameter can be omitted as it is always the domain used in the whole installation.

The following operations are available.

• add
Add a new CS connection object. A name will be generated by this operation if one is not specified by the user.
Required arguments: auth, host, pass. Optional arguments: authpwd, br-add, desc, domain, name, port, usetls, debug.

• addspec
Adds a branches specialization for one provisioning server.
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When you have installed alternative provisioning servers, sometimes a connector server is not to be used by all of
these Provisioning Servers. Or sometimes different provisioning servers will want to use the same connector servers
for different branches (endpoint types or endpoints). A branches specialization is a list of branches that is specific to
one provisioning server. Only provisioning servers without a specialization will use the branches specified in the main
CS connection object. Required arguments: auth, name, server. Optional arguments: authpwd, br-add, domain, debug.

• list
List all CS connection objects. Required arguments: auth. Optional arguments: authpwd, domain, debug.

• modify
Modify a CS connection object. Required arguments: auth, name. Optional arguments: authpwd, br-add, br-rem, desc,
domain, host, pass, port, usetls, debug.

• modspec 
Edits a specialization created by addspec. Required arguments: auth, name, server. Optional arguments: authpwd, br-
add, br-rem, domain, debug.

• remove
Remove an existing CS connection object. Required arguments: auth, name. Optional argument: authpwd, debug.

• remspec
Removes a specialization created by addspec. Required arguments: auth, name, server. Optional arguments:
authpwd, domain, debug.

• modify
Modify a CS connection object. Required arguments: auth, name. Optional arguments: authpwd, br-add, br-rem, desc,
domain, host, pass, port, server, tls, usetls.

• show
Show a specific CS connection object or show all CS connection objects. The output shows the host and port of the
connector server if it is available. Required arguments: auth. Optional arguments: authpwd, name, domain, debug.

Each operation takes several arguments in the form “name=value”. Spaces are not allowed before or after the “=” symbol,
and if the value contains any spaces, the argument must be quoted appropriately for the platform (Windows or UNIX).
Except as noted, the value must be provided, and must be non-empty.

The following arguments are used for the operations as noted above:

• auth=<value>
Identify the global user for authentication.
Value format: “name” where name is the global user's name.

• authpwd=<value>
Identify a file containing just the global user's password on the first line. If this argument is not specified, the user will
be prompted for a password.
Value format: any appropriate operating system file path.

• br-add=<value>
Add a new branch. This argument may be specified multiple times to add multiple branches.
Value format: “[[endpoint,]endpoint type][@[domain]] ”. Use a branch of “@” by itself to represent all branches. Add
“endpoint type” or “endpoint,endpoint type” to identify a specific endpoint type or endpoint.

• br-rem=<value>
Remove an existing branch. This argument may be specified multiple times to remove multiple branches.
Value format: same format as specified for br-add.

• debug=<value>
Turns on trace logging for the command. Tracing messages are written to the file PSHOME\logs
\etaclientYYYYMMDD.log file.
Value format: The value “yes" enables logging.

• desc=<value>
Provide an arbitrary description for the object. If not specified in an add operation, it will default to the value of the host
argument.
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Value format: an arbitrary string.
• domain=<value>

Define the default domain. If not specified, the domain specified in the auth argument is used as the default.
As the value can only be the default, this parameter can always be omitted

• host=<value>
Define the name of the host on which the Connector Server runs.
Value format: any legal host name or IP address.

• name=<value>
The name of the Connector Server object. If not specified during Add, csfconfig will assign a name and display what
name was created.
Value format: A case-insensitive string of one or more characters consisting of upper-case English letters (A-Z), lower-
case English letters (a-z), digits (0-9), hyphen(-) or underscore(_).

• pass[=<value>]
Define the file containing the password for the Connector Server connection object. If the value is not specified, the
user will be prompted.
Value format: any appropriate OS file path.
Important! The password you must specify is the password you entered when you installed that Connector Server or
you changed subsequent to install by running the pwdmgr utility on that Connector Server system. 
For Linux, Solaris use the following path to run pwdmgr utility:

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/lib

• port=<value>
Define the port number for the object. This must be a valid number for a port where the Connector Server listens for
connections.
Value format: an integer.

• server[=<value>]
In addspec, modspec and remspec commands, define the name of the Provisioning Server that is served by the
Connector Server . The branches defined in a specialization override, for a particular provisioning server, the branches
defined in the CS configuration object by add and modify commands.
Value format: the name of the host where the Provisioning Server is running as returned by the system's hostname
command.
Note: The Connector Server configuration objects are stored with the other domain configuration parameters in the
provisioning directory. While the Connector Server configuration parameters cannot be viewed or changed with the
provisioning manager directly, one can use the provisioning manager (System task, Domain Configuration button) to
get a list of known provisioning servers. To do this, open the “Servers” parameter folder and the known provisioning
servers will be listed.

• usetls[=<value>]
Indicate if TLS should be used to communicate with the Connector Server. The value is optional for the add operation
only, in which case it defaults to “yes.” .
Value format: a string “yes” or “no”.

Upon successful completion of the add operation, the name of the newly created Connector Server connection object will
be listed. If the name parameter is missing, a name is generated. For example:

Created CS object with name = SA000

For most operations, successful or not, the status and a message (if any) will be shown. For example:

The host name, port number, or TLS flag was successfully changed. The branch settings were successfully

 changed.

For some errors, such as invalid command line parameters, no status code or server error message is displayed. In these
cases, a simple statement of the error will be shown. For example:
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$ csfconfig add

No authentication information supplied.  

For on-line help, use "--help [=<op>]"

csfconfig Command Examples

To specify that the UNIX and CA Access Control endpoint types should be served by the Connector Server running on
host "sunserver01" and the remaining endpoint types served by a Connector Server running on host "windows02", issue
the following commands.

Each command execution prompts you for the etaadmin password.

csfconfig add \

auth="etaadmin" \

br-add="UNIX  -  etc" \

br-add="UNIX  -  NIS-NIS plus Domains" \

br-add="Access Control" \

host="sunserver01" \

usetls="yes"

csfconfig add \

auth="etaadmin" \

br-add="@" \

host="windows02" \

usetls="yes"

C++ Connector Server on Solaris

The C++ Connector Server installed on Solaris can manage only Solaris UNIX ETC and ACC endpoints. For all other
Connectors, install the C++ Connector Server on a Windows system and register it with the Provisioning Server installed
on Solaris. During installation, specify that this Connector Server is your default C++ Connector Server. 

Failover for Provisioning Clients
Client-tier configuration includes the following tasks:

• Configure the Windows client-tier failover
• Configure the Provisioning Manager to communicate with their local Provisioning Servers, and fail over to the remote

Provisioning Server

You use the same Provisioning Manager dialog to accomplish both of these tasks, on each server in turn.

The configuration shown in the following illustration lets Provisioning Manager submit identity provisioning requests to one
Provisioning Server and fail over to another server:
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Figure 25: This image shows how the Provisioning Manager submits identity provisioning requests to one
Provisioning Server and fail over to another server

The Provisioning Manager sends requests to the default Provisioning Server and fails over to another server.

This page contains the following topics:

Enable User Console Failover

If the application server for the Identity Manager Server fails, it does not receive Provisioning Server updates. As a result,
the Identity Manager User Console does not show provisioning changes. Therefore, you should configure an alternate
URL for the Identity Manager Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Provisioning Manager.
2. Click System, Identity Manager Setup.
3. Fill in the host name and port for another system in the cluster.
4. Fill in the environment.

It must be the same one that is on the primary URL.
5. Click Add.

Enable Provisioning Manager Failover

You can enable Provisioning Manager failover on both the primary and secondary host servers. When this procedure is
complete, you will have configured each server for failover to the other.

Follow these steps:

1. Launch the Provisioning Manager.
2. Select File, Preferences, and select the Failover tab.
3. Mark the Enable Failover check box. By default, the local Provisioning Server is already defined.
4. Click Add.
5. Enter the host name of the remote Provisioning Server.

Example: On im01, enter the server host for im02. On im02, enter the server host for im01.
6. Enter 20389 for the LDAP port value and 20390 for the LDAP/TLS port value, respectively.
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7. Adjust the preference order by moving the entries up and down in the list.
8. Click OK.
9. Restart the Provisioning Manager to enable your changes.

Test the Provisioning Manager Failover

You can test your client failover configuration by performing the following procedure:

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Identity Manager - Provisioning Server service on one domain server.
2. Issue one or more operations using Provisioning Manager for this server installation.

Since you stopped the Identity Manager - Provisioning Server service locally, the traffic flows to the failover domain
server. If it does not, check your configuration and try the test again.

Silent Installation
You can run a silent installer to automate the Identity Manager installation process.

Scenario 1:

If you have performed an initial installation of Identity Manager using the installer wizard and you are performing
subsequent installations using silent mode installation, then perform these steps:

1. Modify the im-installer.properties file using a text editor. The im-installer.properties file is at <Install_DIR>/
IdentityManager/install_config_info.
The parameters in the file contain values that are entered during the initial Identity Manager installation. Review the file
parameters, and change the parameter values as needed.

NOTE

• Before you modify, take a backup of the im-installer.properties file for reference.
• Do not add extra spaces between the parameter name, the equal sign (=), and the attribute value.
• All directory names on Windows must contain either double back slashes or forward slashes, but not

single backslashes.
2. Run the following command to trigger silent installation:

– Windows:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe -f im-installer.properties -i silent

– Linux:
./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -f im-installer.properties -i silent

Scenario 2

If you are performing first-time installation of Identity Manager using silent installation mode, then follow the given steps:

1. Download the im-installer.zip file, a nd then extract the im-installer.properties file. Click here to download the im-
installer.zip file.

2. Modify the im-installer.properties file using a text editor. Review the file parameters, and add values as needed.
3. Run the following command to trigger silent installation:

– Windows:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe -f im-installer.properties -i silent

– Linux:
./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -f im-installer.properties -i silent

After the installation, the im-installer.properties file is available at <Install_DIR>/IdentityManager/install_config_info.
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NOTE

For more information, click the following link:

• im-installer.properties File Parameters

im-installer.properties File Parameters
This article describes the parameters that you can configure in the im-installer.properties file to install Identity Manager
in the Silent Mode.

Parameter Instructions
DEFAULT_COMPONENTS Specifies the components that you would like to install:

• Server: Identity Manager Server
• Exten: Extensions for SiteMinder, if installed locally.
• Admin: Identity Manager Administrative Tools
• Provision: Identity Manager Provisioning Server
• Directory: Identity ManagerProvisioning Directory
• OOTB: Out of the Box Environment

Note: To install more than one component, separate components
by comma.

Example:

DEFAULT_COMPONENTS=Server,Admin,Provision,Directory,OOTB

DEFAULT_INSTALL_FOLDER Specifies the location to install Identity Manager and its
components.

DEFAULT_GENERIC_USERNAME Specifies a user that connects to Identity Manager components,
and administers the Provisioning Server.

Default: imuser

DEFAULT_GENERIC_PASSWORD Specifies the user password to connect to Identity Manager
components, and administer the Provisioning Server.

DEFAULT_SECURE_MANAGEMENT_CONSOLE Specifies whether to enable secure login for Management
Console. If enabled, a default user is created with login credentials
that are provided for DEFAULT_GENERIC_USERNAME and
DEFAULT_GENERIC_PASSWORD.
Values: true, false

Provisioning Components
DEFAULT_CONFIG_REMOTE PROVISIONING Specifies whether to configure the Provisioning Server to a remote

Provisioning Directory.
Values: true, false

DEFAULT_DEPLOYMENT_SIZE Specifies the deployment size of the Provisioning Directory.
Values:
• 1: Compact
• 2: Basic
• 3: Intermediate (64 Bit only)
• 4: Large (64 Bit Only)

DEFAULT_DIRECTORY_IMPS_HOSTNAMES Specifies the host names of all the Provisioning Servers that
connect to the Provisioning Directory.
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DEFAULT_DOMAIN_NAME Specifies the domain name of the Provisioning Server.
Default: im

DEFAULT_DIRECTORY_HOST Specifies the host name of the system where the Provisioning
Directory is installed.

DEFAULT_DIRECTORY_PORT Specifies the port number of the system where the Provisioning
Directory is installed.
Default: 20394

DEFAULT_DIRECTORY_PASSWORD Specifies the password to access the Provisioning Directory.
Encryption Parameters
DEFAULT_FIPS_MODE Specifies whether to enable FIPS 140-2 compliance.

Values: true, false
DEFAULT_FIPS_KEY_LOC Specifies the absolute path of the FIPS key file.

For details, see The Password Tool.
DEFAULT_KEY_PARAMS_ENABLED Specifies whether to enable custom key encryption.

Values: true, false
DEFAULT_KEY_PARAMS_LOC Specifies the absolute path of the custom key encryption file.
Application Server Parameters
DEFAULT_ APPLY_RECOMMENDED_SETTINGS Specifies whether the installer must apply the fine-tuned

configuration to enhance the performance of the application
server.
Values: true, false
For more information, click the following links:
• Fine-Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations
• Fine-Tune WebSphere Configurations
• Fine-Tune WebLogic Configurations

DEFAULT_APP_SERVER Specifies the application server to host Identity Manager.

Values: JBoss7, WebLogic, WebSphere

DEFAULT_APP_SERVER_URL Specifies the fully qualified URL of the application server hosting
Identity Manager, including the port.

Example: http://APP_Server_Name.ca.com:8080

DEFAULT_JAVA_HOME Specifies the path to JDK.
JBoss Parameters
DEFAULT_JBOSS_FOLDER Specifies the full path of the directory where the JBoss application

server is installed.
DEFAULT_JBOSS_PROFILE Specifies the JBoss profile name. Default: default
JBOSS_CLUSTER_SERVER_ID Specifies a unique Server Peer ID from 0 through 255 for the

cluster node.
DEFAULT_JBOSS_CLUSTER_INSTALL Specifies whether to enable cluster mode.

Values: true, false
DEFAULT_JBOSS_CLUSTER_UNICAST Specifies whether to enable the Unicast messaging protocol.

Values: true, false
DEFAULT_JBOSS_CLUSTER_REPLICATION Specifies whether to enable the Replication High Availability

method.
Values: true, false
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DEFAULT_JBOSS_CLUSTER_UNICAST_HOSTNAMES Specifies a list of hosts in your cluster.
Enter a comma separated list of HOSTNAME[PORT] entries. For
example: 10.1.1.1[7600],20.2.2.2[7600],30.3.3.3

WebLogic Parameters
DEFAULT_BINARY_FOLDER Specifies the full path where the WebLogic is installed.

Example: C:\Oracle\Middleware\weblogic\
DEFAULT_DOMAIN_FOLDER Specifies the full path of the WebLogic domain you created for

Identity Manager.

DEFAULT_SERVER_NAME Specifies the name of the WebLogic server instance you created
for use with Identity Manager.

DEFAULT_BEA_CLUSTER Specifies the WebLogic cluster name.
WebSphere Parameters
DEFAULT_WEBSPHERE_FOLDER Specifies the full path where the WebSphere is installed.

DEFAULT_WAS_NODE Specifies the node where the application server is located.
Example:
C:/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/profiles/AppSrv01/config/cells/
My_Machine-was1Node01Cell/nodes

DEFAULT_WAS_SERVER Specifies the system where the application server is running.
Example:
C:/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/profiles/AppSrv01/config/cells/
My_Machine-was1Node01Cell/nodes/My_Machine-was1Node01/
servers

DEFAULT_WAS_CELL Specifies the cell where the application server is located.
Example:
C:/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/profiles/AppSrv01/config/cells

WAS_PROFILE Specifies the location of the WebSphere profile files.
Example:
C:/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/profiles

DEFAULT_WAS_CLUSTER Specifies the WebSphere cluster name.
DEFAULT_WAS_NO_AUTO_DEPLOY Values: true or false

If set to true, Identity Manager is not deployed on WebSphere. You
must manually deploy the EAR file.

For more details, see WebSphere Manual EAR Deployment.

SiteMinder (formerly, CA SiteMinder) Parameters
DEFAULT_PS_HOST Specifies the fully qualified domain name of the Policy Server.

Note: If the Policy Server is not using the default ports
(44441,44442,44443), you must append ports to the
DEFAULT_PS_HOST after the hostname, which is separated by
commas.

Example:

DEFAULT_PS_HOST=<policyserverhost>,<port1>,<port2>,<port

DEFAULT_PS_USER Specifies the name of the Policy Server administrator.
DEFAULT_PS_PW Specifies the password of the Policy Server administrator.
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DEFAULT_AGENT_NAME Specifies the agent that Identity Manager uses to connect to CA
Single Sign-On.

Default: imuser

DEFAULT_AGENT_PW Specifies the password of the agent that is used to connect to CA
Single Sign-On.

DEFAULT_MIGRATE_DIR_ENV Not Applicable
DEFAULT_DIR_ENV_EXPORT Not Applicable
DEFAULT_PS_ROOT (Linux Only) Specifies the directory where the Policy Server is

installed.
DEFAULT_USE_SITEMINDER Specifies whether to use the CA Single Sign-On (formerly, CA

SiteMinder) to provide advanced security.
Values: true, false

Database Parameters
DEFAULT_DB_HOST Specifies the host name of the Identity Manager database.

DEFAULT_DB_PORT Specifies the port of the Identity Manager database.

DEFAULT_DB_NAME Specifies the name of the Identity Manager database.

For MS SQL, the value is the database name.

For Oracle, the value is the service name.

DEFAULT_DB_USER Specifies the name of a user who administers the Identity
Manager database.

DEFAULT_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Identity
Manager database.

DEFAULT_DB_TYPE Specifies the database type.

Values: oracle10, mssql2005

HTTP Proxy Parameters
DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_ENABLED Specifies whether to enable global proxy settings for the

Connector Server.
Values: true, false

DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_HOST Specifies the host name of the proxy server.
DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_PORT Specifies the port of the proxy server.
DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_DOMAIN Specifies the domain of the proxy server.
DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_USERNAME Specifies the user who administers the proxy server.
DEFAULT_HTTP_PROXY_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the proxy

server.
Out of the Box Environment Parameters
DEFAULT_USER_STORE_TYPE Not applicable
DEFAULT_CADIR_USER_STORE Specifies CA Directory as the default user store.

Default: 1 (CA DIR)
DEFAULT_ORACLE_USER_STORE Not applicable
DEFAULT_MSSQL_USER_STORE Not applicable
DEFAULT_MYSQL_USER_STORE Not applicable
DEFAULT_CADIR_HOST_NAME Specifies the host name of the CA Directory.
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DEFAULT_CADIR_STORE_NAME Specifies the store name of the CA Directory instance.
Example: UserStore

DEFAULT_CADIR_PORT Specifies the CA Directory instance port.
Default: 10101

DEFAULT_CADIR_SEARCH_ROOT Specifies the search root of the CA Directory.
Default: ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

DEFAULT_CADIR_LOGIN Specifies a user who gains access to CA Directory.
Default: imadmin

DEFAULT_CADIR_PASSWD Specifies the password of a user who gains access to CA
Directory.

DEFAULT_PROV_STORE_HOSTNAME Specifies the host name of the Provisioning Directory.
DEFAULT_PROV_STORE_PORT Specifies the port of the Provisioning Directory.

Default: 20389
DEFAULT_PROV_STORE_DOMAIN Specifies the domain of the Provisioning Directory.

Default: im
DEFAULT_PROV_STORE_ADMIN Specifies the user who administers the Provisioning Directory.

Default: imuser
DEFAULT_PROV_STORE_PASSWORD Specifies the password of the user who administers the

Provisioning Directory.
DEFAULT_IME_NAME Specifies the name of the Identity Manager environment.

Default: identityEnv

DEFAULT_IME_BASE_URL Specifies the fully qualified URL of the application server hosting
Identity Manager, including the port and the identity manager
environment.

Example: http://mymachine.ca.com:8080/iam/im

DEFAULT_IME_TITLE Specifies a text that describes the Identity Manager environment.

Default: Identity Manager

WebSphere Message Engine Database Parameters
DEFAULT_ME_DB_HOST Not applicable
DEFAULT_ME_DB_PORT Not applicable
DEFAULT_ME_DB_NAME Not applicable
DEFAULT_ME_DB_USER Not applicable
DEFAULT_ME_DB_PASSWORD Not applicable
DEFAULT_ME_DB_SCHEMA Not applicable
Object Store Datastore Parameters
DEFAULT_OS_DB_HOST Specifies the Object Store host name.
DEFAULT_OS_DB_PORT Specifies the Object Store port.
DEFAULT_OS_DB_NAME Specifies the instance name of the Object Store.
DEFAULT_OS_DB_USER Specifies the user who administers the Object Store.
DEFAULT_OS_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Object

Store.
Task Persistence Datastore Parameters
DEFAULT_TP_DB_HOST Specifies the Task Persistence database host name.
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DEFAULT_TP_DB_PORT Specifies the Task Persistence database port.
DEFAULT_TP_DB_NAME Specifies the instance name of the Task Persistence database.
DEFAULT_TP_DB_USER Specifies the user who administers the Task Persistence

database.
DEFAULT_TP_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Task

Persistence database.
Audit Datastore Parameters
DEFAULT_AUDIT_DB_HOST Specifies the Audit database host name.
DEFAULT_AUDIT_DB_PORT Specifies the Audit database port.
DEFAULT_AUDIT_DB_NAME Specifies the instance name of the Audit database.
DEFAULT_AUDIT_DB_USER Specifies the user who administers the Audit database.
DEFAULT_AUDIT_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Audit

database.
Reporting Snapshot Datastore Parameters
DEFAULT_RS_DB_HOST Specifies the Reporting database host name.
DEFAULT_RS_DB_PORT Specifies the Reporting database port.
DEFAULT_RS_DB_NAME Specifies the instance name of the Reporting database.
DEFAULT_RS_DB_USER Specifies the user who administers the Reporting database.
DEFAULT_RS_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Reporting

database.
Workflow Datastore Parameters
DEFAULT_WF_DB_HOST Specifies the Workflow database host name.
DEFAULT_WF_DB_PORT Specifies the Workflow database port.
DEFAULT_WF_DB_NAME Specifies the instance name of the Workflow database.
DEFAULT_WF_DB_USER Specifies the user who administers the Workflow database.
DEFAULT_WF_DB_PASSWORD Specifies the password of a user who administers the Workflow

database.

Note: The installation program ignores any parameters that do not apply to the component you are
installing. For example, if you set DEFAULT_COMPONENTS to Exten, only the DEFAULT_PS_ROOT and
DEFAULT_USE_SITEMINDER parameters are used.

Uninstall and Reinstall

Uninstall Identity Manager

To fully uninstall Identity Manager, remove Identity Manager software components and clean up the Identity Manager-
specific configuration in your application server. Complete the following procedures:

Remove Identity Manager Objects with the Management Console

In order to remove objects created automatically by Identity Manager when you configure environments and directories,
use the Management Console.

1. Open the Management Console:
http://im_server:port/iam/immanage

2. Click Environments, and select all of the check boxes for the existing Environments.
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3. Click Delete.
4. Click Directories, and select all of the check boxes for the existing Directories.
5. Click Delete.

(Optional) Remove the Identity Manager Schema from the Policy Store

If you were using a SiteMinder Policy Server, remove the Identity Manager schema from the policy store.

Remove from SQL Policy Store

On systems where you installed the Identity Manager Extensions for SiteMinder, remove the Identity Manager schema.
The default location for the command to remove the schema follows:

• SQL Server:
<installpath>\tools\policystore-schemas\MicrosoftSQLServer

• Oracle:
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/policystore-schemas/OracleRDBMS

Windows: <installpath>/tools/policystore-schemas/OracleRDBMS

Remove schema from LDAP Policy Store

NOTE
If you are using Microsoft Active Directory or Microsoft ADAM as a policy store, you do not need to complete this
procedure. You cannot remove schema objects from these policy stores. However, you can disable them. For
more information, see the documentation for your directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete one of the following:
– If you are using Symantec Directory as a policy store, remove the etrust_ims.dxc file from dxserver_home\config

\schema.
where dxserver_home is the install location of Symantec Directory.
Note: There are no other steps required to remove the schema from a Symantec Directory Server. Continue with
Uninstall Identity Manager Software Components.

– If you are using another LDAP directory as a policy store, skip to Step 2.
2. Navigate to the policystore-schemas folder. These are the default locations:

– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\policystore-schemas
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/policystore-schemas

3. Use the appropriate LDIF schema file from the following table to remove the schema from the directory.

NOTE
For more information on removing schema files, see the documentation for your directory.

Directory Type LDIF File

Novell eDirectory novell\novell-delete-ims8.ldif

Oracle Internet Directory (OID) oracle-internet-directory\oracle-internet-directory-delete-ims8.ldif

For more information, search for CA SSO Web Access Manager Policy Server Installation.

Uninstall Provisioning Directories and Provisioning Servers

Use the highavailability command to uninstall Provisioning Directories and Provisioning Servers from this location:

Unpacked-Install-Package\Provisioning\Provisioning Directory\highavailability
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Uninstall Identity Manager Software Components

Use the instructions in this section to uninstall Identity Manager components from each system on which you installed a
component. For example, if you installed the Identity Manager Server and the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on
separate systems, uninstall components from both systems.

Windows

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Start, Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs and select Identity Manager.
2. Select Identity Manager.
3. Click Change/Remove.

All non-provisioning components are uninstalled.
4. For any provisioning components, use the individual component installer to uninstall the component.

NOTE
Although you install Provisioning Manager with Administrative Tools, you use the Provisioning Manager
installer to uninstall this component.

UNIX

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
IM_HOME/install_config_info/im-uninstall

2. Run the following script:
sh uninstall.sh

Follow the on-screen instructions.
3. For any provisioning components, use the individual component installer to uninstall the component.

Uninstall Identity Manager from Application Server

To remove Identity Manager from your application server, choose one of the following:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Reinstall Identity Manager

You can reinstall any of the Identity Manager software components by rerunning the installer. When you run the installer,
it detects any Identity Manager components installed on the system. You may reinstall the same components that you
originally installed on the system or other components that were not originally on the system.

WARNING
Warning! Reinstalling the Identity Manager Administrative Tools replaces all of the files in the Administrative
Tools directory. To prevent overwriting custom files, back up the directory where the Administrative Tools are
installed.

Remove CA Identity Manager from JBoss
After you uninstall Identity Manager, there are no additional steps required in the JBoss application server.

To remove the JBoss application server, delete the directory where you installed JBoss.

Remove CA Identity Manager from WebLogic
After uninstalling the Identity Manager software, you can remove the Identity Manager configuration from your WebLogic
application server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Be sure the WebLogic application server is running.
2. Start the Weblogic Admin Console.
3. Delete the following JMS resources in the messaging area:

– imJMSModule and wpJMSmodule.
– wpJMSserver and Hawaii or all JMS servers created manually if you installed a WebLogic cluster

4. In the Deployments area, delete the following applications:
– castyles5.1.1.ear
– iam_im.ear

5. In the Services area, delete the following resources:
– IAM Suite Mail session
– The following JDBC data sources installed by Identity Manager:

• DataSource-archive
• DataSource-audit
• DataSource-rs
• DataSource-os
• DataSource-tp
• DataSource-wf

Remove CA Identity Manager from WebSphere
After uninstalling Identity Manager software, you can remove the Identity Manager configuration from your application
server by using the WebSphere Administrative Console or by executing scripts from the command line.

To remove Identity Manager using the Administrative Console:

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere Administrative Console using the following URL:
http://websphere_server:9060/admin

2. Select Applications, Enterprise Applications.
3. In the Enterprise Applications screen, select the check box next to Identity Manager and click Stop.
4. Select the check box next to Identity Manager and click Uninstall.
5. If you installed the SiteMinder EAR and SiteMinder Agent EAR, stop these applications, and uninstall them as

described previously.
6. Click Save.
7. Click Save to save changes to the master configuration.
8. Remove the ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear file.

NOTE
Only remove the ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear if no other CA product is using it.

To remove Identity Manager using the command line:

Follow these steps:

Identity Manager includes two scripts that you can use to remove Identity Manager from the WebSphere application
server:

• Uninstall script (uninstallApp.jacl) -- Stops the Identity Manager application, then removes it from WebSphere.
• Cleanup script (Ims6Cleanup.jacl) -- Removes the Identity Manager resources, such as those created by running the

uninstallApp.jacl.
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NOTE
Running the Cleanup script removes resources that are used by all Identity Manager installations running on
the same application server. If you have Identity Manager installations on the same system that you do not
want to delete, do not run the Cleanup script. Also, this script does not remove any data sources created by
Identity Manager.

To remove Identity Manager using the command line, perform the following procedure.

1. From the command line, navigate to websphere_home\bin.
2. Be sure that the WebSphere application server is running.
3. Run the Uninstall script as follows:

– Windows: wsadmin -f uninstallApp.jacl
– Unix: ./wsadmin.sh -f uninstallApp.jacl

4. Run the Cleanup script as follows:
– Windows: wsadmin -f Ims6Cleanup.jacl websphere_node
– Unix: ./wsadmin.sh -f Ims6Cleanup.jacl websphere_node
where websphere_node is the name of the WebSphere node where Identity Manager was installed.

5. Remove the ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear file.

NOTE
Only remove the ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear if no other CA product is using it.

6. Remove the service integration bus as follows:
a. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, go to Service Integration, Buses.
b. Remove iam_im-IMSBus.
c. Stop the application server.
d. Remove the node_name.server_name.IMSBus directory under websphere_home\profiles

\websphere_profile\databases\com.ibm.ws.sib\

Disaster Recovery
In the event of a disaster, users can lose access to services that are critical to their jobs. As a result, these users cannot
provide services to other users.

The urgency to restore access to services depends on the actual use of Identity Manager. In some organizations, users
require uninterrupted access to services provided by Identity Manager while other users require system restoration within
a day. In either case, we recommend that you make preparations to protect your Identity Manager implementation from an
event that causes partial or complete loss of your systems.

By configuring a redundant architecture for Identity Manager, you can ensure that services are highly available to users.
When a primary component fails, the alternate component continues to provide the same service. In addition, you can
routinely back up critical systems and software, so you can restore any system or data that is completely lost.

This document provides general planning guidelines for these scenarios. We recommend that you use these guidelines to
develop specific disaster recovery procedures that address your organization's requirements.

To develop an effective disaster recovery plan, you engage in the phases detailed in this section.

 

Define Disaster Recovery Requirements
The following are some general guidelines to consider for defining requirements for a disaster recovery plan:

1. Assemble a team with:
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– Knowledge of the architecture and systems that support Identity Manager
– Knowledge of how to back up the relational databases and LDAP user stores used by Identity Manager

2. Identify potential disaster scenarios to address, including partial or complete loss of systems at one or more sites.
3. List the systems that are critical to be available to support your installation.
4. Define the acceptable maximum downtime for each of these systems.

For example, systems that support an alternate server may have a lower priority for restoration. 
 

Design a Redundant Architecture
To protect against failure of a critical component, consider the following protective actions using alternate components
(servers and directories) and redundant databases at remote locations.

Redundant Architecture

Configure redundancy for Identity Manager, using the Installing section. Include the following components:

• Redundant Identity Manager application server nodes as part of a cluster
• A Policy Server cluster provides failover (if you are using CA SSO to protect Identity Manager)
• Alternate Provisioning Servers, Provisioning Directories, and connector servers. If a primary component is lost, the

system switches over to the alternate component.

Configure redundancy for databases including the following:

• Any of the runtime databases that are part of Identity Manager such as the workflow or audit database.
For more information, see the documentation for your ORACLE or Microsoft SQL Server. 

• The Business Objects database, if you are using the Report Server.
For more information, see the Business Objects Enterprise, Release 2 and Release 2 SP 4 documentation on the SAP
documentation web site. 

Alternate Identity Manager Servers

Providing redundant Application Server nodes for the Identity Manager Server provides scalability and performance
benefits and disaster recovery if individual servers fail. The most common method of providing failover for an application
server is to create a cluster. The procedures for creating the cluster are covered in the cluster section of the Installation
Guide.

 Note: For Identity Manager r12.0 and higher releases, an application server cluster is the only valid method to implement
a multi-node deployment. Identity Manager environments require the industry standard J2EE cluster architecture,
which uses JMS queues for the backbone. As a result, the only valid method of using multiple nodes in a Identity
Manager configuration is an application server cluster.

Alternate Provisioning Components

Several provisioning components have the option of an alternate component to provide high availability. The alternate
component should be at a remote site for the highest protection.

 Multi-Site Provisioning Directories 

You can create primary and alternate provisioning directories with the alternate directories at a remote location. CA
Directory recommends that you install three Provisioning Directories, one primary and two alternate directories.

 Multi-Site Provisioning Servers 

To protect against failure of the primary Provisioning Server, you can configure an alternate Provisioning Server. The
difference between primary and alternate Provisioning Servers is that the primary server installation populates the
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Provisioning Directory container entries. Also, uninstalling a primary server removes those entries. Apart from installation
and uninstallation, the primary and alternate servers function in the same manner.

 Multi-Site Connector Servers 

For either the Java or C++ Connector Server, you can configure multiple connector servers to serve the same endpoint or
endpoint type.

For each connector server you configure, you should configure an alternate connector server at a remote location to
handle the same endpoints. If the connector server fails, the alternate server immediately manages the communication
with the endpoints.

Redundant Databases

The supported database software, Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle, provide the capability to provide redundant
databases. If the main database fails, the redundant database is immediately available. The redundant database should
be at a remote site in case the entire site is affected.

Develop Backup Plans
To protect against the loss of any or all systems, use off-site storage for all data that you back up and a backup schedule
that meets your maximum downtime requirements. The backup and restore procedures use different applications, so they
should be coordinated for recovery of the Identity Manager system as a whole.

Include the following components in your backup plans:

Component Description Backup Method
The Identity Manager User Store An LDAP user directory or a relational

database that contains the records for
Identity Manager users

See the documentation supplied with your
database or LDAP software.

The Identity Manager Databases The databases for Task Persistence,
Workflow, Auditing, Object Store,
Reporting, and Task Persistence Archive
Workflow, Task Persistence, and Auditing
have the highest frequency of change and
backups should be scheduled accordingly.

See the documentation supplied with your
database software.

SiteMinder Policy Store An LDAP user directory or a relational
database with objects for the SiteMinder
Policy Server, if you are using SiteMinder

See the documentation supplied with your
database or LDAP software.

Provisioning Directory An LDAP user directory that contains
the records for provisioning users and
provisioning objects

See the CA Directory documentation.

Application Server JMS persistent stores The stores used to hold Identity Manager
Task Event processing messages

See the Application Server documentation.

Reporting databases Snapshot database
Business Objects database

See the documentation supplied with your
database software.

Custom reports Custom reports and related XML files See the Business Objects Enterprise,
Release 2 and Release 2 SP4
documentation on the SAP documentation
website.
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Include the following components in your backup plans using a file system backup program:

Component Description
Web Server Components Configuration of deployed Web Server components, such as

Application Server plug-ins and SiteMinder Web Agents.
A Web Server front end is required if you are using load balancing
of if you are using SiteMinder to protect access to the User
Console.

XML data files All Identity Manager Directory and Environment files that are used
to create, maintain, and archive Identity Manager Object Store
objects.

Identity Manager customization components Files found under the following deployed iam_im.ear folders:
Config
User_console.war
     WEB-INF\web.xml

Scripts and Programs TEWS scripts, programs, program exits
Connector Xpress components Custom connectors

Connector Xpress project files
Disaster Recovery Documentation Once you create your own documentation for disaster recovery,

back it up regularly in case the instructions change.

 

 

Develop Restore Procedures
The restore procedures depend on the backup method. The recovery process for a failed system depends on the
circumstances. However, in many cases, reinstalling the software is the restore method. For more information, see Install
High-Availability Provisioning.

Restore the Identity Manager User Store

To restore the Identity Manager user store, see the documentation supplied with your database or LDAP software. Verify
that the data store from backup is intact including access to all user stores.

Restore the Identity Manager Databases

To restore the Identity Manager databases, see the documentation supplied with your database. Verify that the data store
from backup is intact including access to all databases.

Restore the SiteMinder Policy Store

To restore the SiteMinder policy store, see the documentation supplied with your database or LDAP software. Verify that
the data store from backup is intact including access to all user stores.

Restore the Identity Manager Server

If you lose a cluster node for a Identity Manager server, perform the following steps:

1. Use the standard documented procedure to add a node.
For more information, see the content on cluster installation in the installing section.

2. Update the connection to the Provisioning Server.
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For more information, see Install High-Availability Provisioning.

Restore a Provisioning Server and Directory

You can restore a lost Provisioning Server by installing an alternate server. If all systems have failed, restore the data lost
during the disaster.

Use the following steps:

1. Copy any custom schema files to CA Directory config\schema directory.
2. Install the new Provisioning Directory.

The datastores will be empty.
3. Restore the data from the backup location.
4. Use the Provisioning Server installer, providing the details for the newly restored Provisioning Directory.

The domain information should be there already.
5. Restore any custom connector and configuration files from backup.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA Directory documentation.

Restore Connector Servers

If you lose a connector server, perform the following steps:

1. Use the Connector Server installer to install a new connector server

NOTE
Register it with the Provisioning Server during installation.

2. Remove the registration of the lost connector server using csfconfig or Connector Xpress.

Restore a Report Server

If you lose the report server, see the Business Objects documentation for the procedures that apply. On the SAP
documentation web site, check for Business Objects Enterprise, Release 2 and Release 2 SP 4 documentation.

Restore Admin Tasks

If an admin task was in process at the time of disaster, it can be recovered under the following conditions.

• Any admin task that was in a Pending state waiting on approvals continues to be available if the stores used to
maintain that state information are preserved. The stores include the Task Persistence database, the JMS store that
holds the task and event JMS Messages, and the Workflow database.

• Tasks in the In Progress state (any state other than Pending) are subject to additional conditions.

NOTE
A task in this state requires the posting of a new JMS Message to the Identity Manager Event message
queue to continue being processed. Outages that occur before that event being posted to the queue prevent
the task from continuing upon recovery. In this situation, two options exist to recover the task:

If the task is present in the View Submitted Tasks task in the failed state, go to the task details page and use
the Resubmit Task option to resubmit the task.

Submit a new task with the same changes.

Document the Recovery Plan
Develop specific disaster recovery documentation that applies to your organization.
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Consider the following approach:

1. Identify the names and locations of systems in your architecture and alternate components for each system.

TIP
For each system, list the software installed, such as the specific JDK installed, the fix release of an
application server, and the amount of memory installed. This detail is necessary for any system that you
decide you need to rebuild completely

2. Write procedures for recovering each component or for rebuilding a complete system, if necessary.
3. Identify a method of locating or resetting usernames and passwords to systems and Identity Manager user interfaces if

they are known only to one or two people.
4. Protect your disaster recovery documentation for loss by creating a backup copy that you store at a well-known off-site

location.

Test the Recovery Plan
To help ensure a successful recovery from a disaster, you can schedule a simulated disaster, where certain systems
become unavailable.
Consider the following tests:
 

Test the Failover Process

All servers or directories should have an alternate server or directory at a remote site, including these components:

•  Identity Manager server
• Provisioning Server
• Provisioning Directories
• C++ and Java Connector Servers
• Report Server
• Policy Server

Manually stop each component and verify that all operations continue to function, using the alternate component. For
example, you could perform the following test of the Provisioning Server:

1. On a system with the Primary Provisioning Server, stop the Provisioning Service services from the Windows services
dialog.

2. In the User Console, perform the following actions:
a. Assign a Provisioning Role to a user.
b. Verify that the endpoint accounts are created for that user.

The accounts being created depend on the alternate Provisioning Server handling the communication with
the Identity Manager server.

This procedure is an example of one test. For each component that you stop, develop similar tests to verify that the
alternate component is in use.

Test the Restore Procedures

According to your disaster recovery documentation, perform a test of each critical component to confirm that you can
restore the lost system.
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Provide Disaster Recovery Training
Once you believe that the recovery procedures are reliable, you help ensure that the people who must implement
the recovery are able to do so. Your organization may require other steps, however, the following are some general
guidelines:

1. Publicize the location of the recovery documentation.
2. Perform a dry-run of the training.
3. Incorporate feedback from the training to help ensure the final disaster recovery procedures are sufficient.

NOTE
You may also choose to use the training as an opportunity to assign recovery coordinators, including one person
as the recovery coordinator and a second person as an alternate coordinator. These people should be instructed
to meet at a documented location to begin the disaster recovery plan.

Installation Log Files
The log files are stored based on where you unpack the installation package. The following examples may have different
top-level directories than these default locations.

Log Files on Windows

If you encounter issues during Identity Manager installation, see this log file:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\caiamsuite.log

The Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default locations:

• C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info (32-bit system)
• C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info (64-bit system)

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory and copied to the Install-Directory\_uninst directory.

Example:

C:\Documents and Settings\user\Local Settings\Temp\imps_server_install.log

Log files on UNIX

If you encounter any issues while performing a Identity Manager installation, see the caiamsuite.log file in this location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/

The Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/install_config_info

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory.

UNIX, Linux, and Non-Provisioning Installations
For UNIX and LINUX systems and scenarios where no provisioning software is needed, some additional instructions
apply.

Contents:

UNIX and Console Mode Installation

The Linux executable name for the installation program is ca-im-<release>-linux.bin where  release represents the
current release of Identity Manager
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If you are performing an installation in console mode, such as on a UNIX workstation, you add another option to the
command line.

• For the main installation, add -i console. For example:
./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -i console

• For installation of provisioning components, add -console to the setup command.

Red Hat Linux 64-bit Installation

If you plan to install Identity Manager on a Red Hat Linux 64-bit system, you need to prepare the system for the
installation.

Follow these steps:

Install four 32-bit packages using the following commands:

yum install glibc.i686 

yum install libXext.i686 

yum install libXtst.i686 

yum install ncurses-devel.i686 

NOTE
The i686 suffix specifies that the library is 32-bit, for the x86 processor.

Alternatively, the dependencies may be resolved using Add/Remove Software, and unchecking the Only Native Packages
filter option.  Using this approach, you select and install the required i686 architecture dependencies.

The native ksh shell package also needs to be installed. Use the following command:

yum install ksh

Another alternative is to resolve the package dependency by using Add/Remove Software. Using this approach, you
select and install the required i686 architecture dependencies ksh package.

Non-Provisioning Installation

Given are the Windows and Linux program names for the installers that provide options to install provisioning software. If
you prefer to see no provisioning options, you can use these installers:

• For Windows, use IMWithoutProvisioning\ca-im-web-<release>-win.bat

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

Windows Services Started by CA Identity Manager
The following services are started on Windows when you install and start all components of Identity Manager:
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• CA Directory hostname-impd-co
• CA Directory impd-inc
• CA Directory impd-main
• CA Directory impd-notify
• CA Directory impd-router
• Identity Manager Connector Server (C++)
• Identity Manager Connector Server (Java)
• Identity Manager Provisioning Server
• Enterprise Common Services (Transport)
• Enterprise Common Services GUI Framework
• Enterprise Common Services Store-And-Forward Manager

This list of services may be useful for troubleshooting purposes.

Install and Configure CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server
Identity Manager supports CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server for viewing reports.

System Requirements for CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server

Use the following information to help you during the report server installation process.

Pre-Installation Checklist

Use the following checklist to ensure that you meet the minimum system and database requirements before installing the
Report Server:

• Ensure that the computer where you install CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server has 16 GB RAM.
• We recommend Java version to be same on both CA Identity Manager and CA Business Intelligence JasperReports

server.
• Ensure that the system time of CA Identity Manager and JasperReports Server is same.
• If CA Identity Manager is deployed using Virtual Appliance in demo mode, ensure that you copy the database_srv

configuration from Virtual Appliance hosts (/etc) file to the JasperReports Server hosts (/etc) file. In a Windows
JasperReports Server, the hosts file is located at C:\Windows\System32\drivers\etc.

• Reports can be viewed only in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.
• Be sure that the Windows or UNIX system on which you are installing the Report Server meets the minimum system

requirements.
• If you create a database instance for the Snapshot Database, run the following scripts on the new database:

– Microsoft SQL: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\sqlserver
\ims_mssql_report.sql

– Oracle: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\oracle\ims_oracle_report.sql
To execute these scripts, the database user needs DBA, connect, and resource roles and system privileges to
create tables, indexes, sessions, and views with global query rewrite permission.

• On UNIX, set the following parameters as global in the local .profile files:
– ORACLE_BASE: the top-level directory where Oracle is installed.
– ORACLE_HOME: the path to the Oracle root directory under ORACLE_BASE
– LD_LIBRARY_PATH: $ORACLE_HOME/lib32:$ORACLE_HOME/lib

If Oracle is a 64-bit installation, use lib32. Use SQL Plus to connect to the oracle database instance to determine if it
is a 64-bit installation.

– ORACLE_SID: the SID name that is used in the tnsnames.ora file.
– JAVA_HOME: the path to the Java root directory. Business Objects installs a JDK in the following location:
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report_server_home/jre

Note: JDK 1.8 is the minimum version that is supported for reports.
– PATH: $LD_LIBRARY_PATH:$JAVA_HOME:$JAVA_HOME/bin:$ORACLE_HOME/bin:$PATH
– LC_ALL: en_US.UTF-8

Note: Be sure that the CASHCOMP environment variable is empty.
• On UNIX systems:

– 3 GB of free space is required under /tmp.
– You need access to a non-root user account to install the Report Server.

This user should have a home directory in the local file system. For example, the following command creates a user
with a local home directory:
useradd -u 505 -g 0 -d /export/home/cabi -m cabi

Also, add the non-root user to the install group and any group for which the root user is a member.
– Enter the database server name in the /etc/hosts file if the database server is not on the same system as the Report

Server. (If you have DNS, this step is unnecessary.)
– If you encounter problems, inspect the SDK.log under these locations:

/opt/CA/SharedComponents/CommonReporting4/ca-install.log
/opt/CA/SharedComponents/CommonReporting4/CA_Business_Intelligence_InstallLog.log

Installation Information

Record the following information that you need during the Report Server installation:

• Administrator Password
Defines the password to log in to the Business Objects Infoview console.

• User Name
Identifies the username for the Report Database.

• Password
Identifies the administrative password credentials for the Report Database.

• Pre-Installed Tomcat Information
Identifies the path and port numbers for any previous installation of Tomcat. If you do not want to use a previous
installation of Tomcat, Report Server installer can install Tomcat.

• Tomcat Port Numbers
Identifies the Tomcat connection, redirect, and shutdown ports.

Note: If you install the Report Server on the same system as the Identity Manager, ensure that the Tomcat connection
port does not conflict with the port number you specified for the application server URL when installing the Identity
Manager

Install CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server

Note: On UNIX, ensure that the folder and sub folders containing the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server installation files have executable permissions.

Example:

chmod 755 -R <CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server Installation Root Folder>

Install CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server in a different computer that does not have CA Identity Manager
installed. For detailed installation instructions, see the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server documentation.
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NOTE

• To install JasperReports Server with an external database - MSSQL, it is mandatory to use a database user
with dbcreator and sysadmin roles assigned.

• CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server Release 6.3 supports cluster configuration (High
Availability).

Prerequisites for Using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server

Perform the following steps using the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server UI:

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server UI as a Superuser.
2. Create an organization with name as IAM.

a. Navigate to Manage, Organizations.
b. Under root organization, create an organization with name as IAM

3. Create a user under the newly created organization.
a. Navigate to Manage, Users.
b. Select the newly created IAM organization.
c. Click Add User.
d. Specify the user details.
e. Click Add User to IAM.

4. Import the CA Identity Manager Reports zip file. The reports zip file is available in the following location, depending
upon the CA Identity Manager Report database type:
For MS-SQL, the Jasper_sql_reports.zip file is available in the following location:
Non-vApp:

<CA_Identity_Manager_Install_Home>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM

 Standard Reports\Ms-SQL_Reports

vApp:

<Product_Download_Location>\CA-IM_Tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard Reports\Ms-SQL_Reports

For Oracle, the Jasper_oracle_reports.zip file is available in the following location:
Non-vApp:

<CA_Identity_Manager_Install_Home>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM

 Standard Reports\Oracle Reports

 

vApp:

<Product_Download_Location>\CA-IM_Tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard Reports\Oracle Reports

a. Navigate to Manage, Server Settings.
b. Under Settings, click Import.
c. Click Choose File to select the appropriate zip file from your local computer.
d. Click Import.

You can import the reports zip file using a command-line utility also. See the following section for details.
5. Set permissions to the newly created user .

a. Set user permissions for the IAM organization.
a. Navigate to View, Repository, root, Organizations, IAM.
b. Right-click the IAM folder and click Permissions.
c. In the Permissions dialog, click User.
d. Select Read Only to assign a user read-only permission to the IAM organization.
e. Click Apply.
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b. Set user permissions for the datasources folder.
a. Navigate to View, Repository, root, Organizations, IAM, IM, datasources.
b. Right-click the datasources folder and click Permissions.
c. In the Permissions dialog, click User.
d. Select Read + Write to assign a user read and write permission to the datasources folder.
e. Click Apply.

Import the CA Identity Manager Reports File Using Command-Line Utility

Import the Identity Manager reports zip file using the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server UI to configure the
Server settings. For detailed instructions about these configurations, see CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server
documentation.

You can import the reports zip file using a command-line utility also.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager computer, navigate to the following location:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM

 Standard Reports

2. Depending up on the object store that is used for Identity Manager, navigate to the folder MS-SQL Reports or Oracle
Reports.

3. Copy the zip file from the reports folder and place the zip file in a location of your choice in the CA Business
Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer.

4. In the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer, navigate to the buildomatic folder. The buildomatic
folder is located in the installer location.

5. At the command prompt, run the following command:
js-import --input-zip myExport.zip

The reports zip file is imported.

Copy the Required Files to CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server

During Identity Manager installation, the installer creates the Jaspersoft token authentication key file (iam.jks) and the
iam.properties in the following folder:

\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\keystore\

The installer copies these files to the following corresponding folders based on the application server type:

JBoss:

<JBOSS_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/

WebSphere:

<WAS_HOME>/properties/

WebLogic:

<WEBLOGIC_HOME>/config/cajasper/

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the iam.properties file and iam.jks file to the config folder under the WEB-INF folder, in the CA Business
Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer.
Example:
<TOMCAT_HOME>\webapps\<web_application_name>\WEB-INF\config\
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<web_application_name>: Specifies the name of the web application that is mentioned in the sample-properties file
while installing the JasperReports Server.
Notes:
– In a Virtual Appliance environment, copy iam.jks to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/keystore. You

can either copy iam.jks from the JasperReports server, or create one and copy.
– If using a cluster environment for both Identity Manager server and CA Business Intelligence JasperReports server,

ensure that you maintain the same copy of iam.properties and iam.jks files in all nodes.
2. Restart the Tomcat server in the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer.

WARNING
During upgrade or reinstallation of the Identity Manager Server, the iam.properties file and iam.jks file are  not 
overwritten to the application server-specific folders.

You are now ready to use CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server for reporting.

For more information about the steps to request a report, see Reporting Using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server.

Support for Multiple CA Identity Manager Environments

You can use a CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server for one or more Identity Manager environments. Specify
the report server details in the Report Server Connection page in the Identity Manager UI.

You can use the same report server for multiple environments or can use a separate one for each environment.

WARNING

Verify that the .jks files are copied to the computer that has the report server installed.

Note: CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server release 6.3 supports the product that is deployed in a cluster.

Localization Support

WARNING
To view the localized reports, ensure that you import the latest reports zip file available in the product installed
location.

You can generate the reports using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server  6.3.0 version in the following non-
English languages:

• Brazilian Portuguese
• French
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Spanish

Security Recommendation

For secure access to Identity Manager server reports, perform the following recommended configurations:

1. Set appropriate permissions to the JasperReport user. For permissions, see point 5 in topic, see "Prerequisites for
Using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server".

2. Use secure mode of communication (HTTPS) to the JasperReport server.
3. Enable Proxy for reporting. To enable Proxy, see section Configure the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server Connection in topic How to Run a Snapshot Report - CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.
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Encrypt the Database Password after Installing Jaspersoft

If you are using Jaspersoft 6.3 or later, you can both change and encrypt the password after installing Jaspersoft. Follow
these steps:

1. Stop the Tomcat Service.
2. In the Jaspersoft Report Server installer software, navigate to the buildomatic\sample_conf\ folder.
3. Copy the  <database>_master.properties file to the buildomatic folder. The buildomatic folder is located in the

installer location.
4. Rename <database>_master.properties to default_master.properties.
5. Open the default_master.properties file, and enter a value for appServerDir and dbPassword attributes.
6. At the end of the file, add "encrypt=true", or uncomment the following line: #encrypt=true
7. Make sure there is no encrypt.done=true parameter in the end of the file. If it’s there, remove it.
8. Steps 8 and 9 are only for For Non-administrators:

a. Copy the .jrsksp and .jrsks files from the user home directory. For example, C:\User\<LoggedIn-User>) to the
<Tomcat_Home>/conf folder.

b. At the Command Prompt, navigate to the buildomatic folder and run the following commands:
For Windows:

– set ks=<Tomcat_Home>/conf
– set ksp=<Tomcat_Home>/conf
     For Linux:
– export ks=<Tomcat_Home>\conf
– export ksp=<Tomcat_Home>\conf

9. In the Command Prompt, navigate to the buildomatic folder and run the js-ant command. This command should run
and exit successfully.
Note: Non-administrators must run the js-ant command from the same Command Prompt window that they had
opened in step 8.

10. Save and close the default_master.properties file.
11. In the buildomatic folder, execute the following command:

js-ant refresh-config 
12. Open the default_master.properties file again. Notice that the database password string should now appears similar

to ENC-<some encrypted string>.
13. Copy the entire database password string.
14. Navigate to <Tomcat_Home>\webapps\jasperserver-pro\META-INF\ and open context.xml. Replace the plain text

password with the encrypted password.
15. Restart the tomcat service with the following command:

-Duser.home=<Tomcat_Home>/conf

Note: If Tomcat is running as a Windows service, add this run-time argument to the registry. If Tomcat runs using a
batch file, include this run-time argument in the batch file.

Regenerate Token to Authenticate CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®
Server
Use the Jaspersoft key generation utility to regenerate a token that Identity Manager can use to authenticate the CA
Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\

2. Run the utility:
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WARNING

Before you run the utility, ensure that the iam.properties file exists in \CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite
\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\keystore\. If not present, the utility fails to generate iam.jks file.

In Windows:
JasperKeyGenUtil.bat

In UNIX:
JasperKeyGenUtil.sh

A new iam.jks file is created in the following location:
\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\keystore\

3. Replace the old files with the new set of files (iam.properties & iam.jks) in the corresponding folders based on the
application server type:
JBoss:
<JBOSS_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/

WebSphere:
<WAS_HOME>/properties/

WebLogic:
<WEBLOGIC_HOME>/config/cajasper/

4. Restart the application server.
5. Copy the iam.properties file and iam.jks file to the config folder under the WEB-INF folder, in the CA Business

Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer. Create the config folder if not available already.
Example:
<TOMCAT_HOME>\webapps\jaspersoft\WEB-INF\config\

6. Restart the Tomcat server in the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer.

WARNING
During upgrade or reinstallation of the Identity Manager Server, the iam.properties file and iam.jks file are not
overwritten to the application server-specific folders.

Install and Configure Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
Learn how to install and configure Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 for enterprise reporting.

IMPORTANT
Starting from Symantec IGA 14.4.2, we support and distribute Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 for
reporting. To migrate an existing CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.1 to 8.1, see Migrate
to Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1.

Pre-Installation Checklist

• Ensure that the hardware and software requirements are met.
– PostgreSQL is not shipped with Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1.
– Apache Tomcat is not shipped with Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1. After you extract and copy Apache

Tomcat to the desired location, ensure that you enable permission 755 on the Apache Tomcat root folder.
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• Java version must be the same on Identity Manager and JasperReports Server.
• The system time of Identity Manager, JasperReports Server, and databases must be the same.
• If you are installing JasperReports Server on the same system as Identity Manager, ensure that the Web Application

(Tomcat) connection port does not conflict with the application server URL port of Identity Manager.
• To install JasperReports Server with an external database - MSSQL, it is mandatory to use a database user

with dbcreator and sysadmin roles assigned.
• To create an external database using the JasperReports server installer, it is required that you assign the dbcreator

and sysadmin roles to the database user.
• If you are creating an instance of the Snapshot database, run the following scripts on the new database:

– Microsoft SQL: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\sqlserver
\ims_mssql_report.sq

– Oracle: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity\tools\imrexport\db\oracle\ims_oracle_report.sql
To execute these scripts, the database user needs DBA, connect, and resource roles and system privileges to
create tables, indexes, sessions, and views with the global query rewrite permission.

Install JasperReports Server 8.1

Follow these steps to install JasperReports Server 8.1:

1. Download and extract Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 patch on a computer where you plan to install
JasperReports Server 8.1. The extracted patch contains the folder - iga-jasperreports-server-8.1.

2. Configure prerequisite properties for the JasperReports Server installation.
a. From the extracted location, navigate to iga-jasperreports-server-8.1, buildomatic, sample_conf. The

sample_conf folder includes sample configuration files for each of the supported databases.
b. Copy a sample properties file (example: mysql_master.properties) for the database that you support, and paste

it into the buildomatic folder.
c. Rename the sample database properties file to default_master.properties.
d. Edit the following properties in the default_master.properties file.

• appServerType: Specifies the application server type for the JasperReports Server installation.
Example: Tomcat

• appServerDir: Specifies the application server root directory.
Example: C:\\apache-tomcat-9.0.55

• dbType: Specifies the database type for the JasperReports Server.
Example: sqlserver

• dbHost: Specifies the location where the JasperReports Server database is hosted.
Example: localhost

• dbUsername: Specifies the name of the user that is connected to the JasperReports Server database.
• dbPassword: Specifies the password to gain access to the JasperReports Server database.
• js.dbName: Specifies the name of the JasperReports server database. The default database name is

jasperserver.
• webAppNamePro: Specifies the web application name of the JasperReports Server. The default web

application name is jasperserver-pro, and we recommend not changing the default name.
• If you want to encrypt the database password, then uncomment the line encrypt=true.

e. Run the following command to verify if the prerequisite properties are properly configured in the
default_master.properties file.
Windows:

<Extracted_Location>\iga-jasperreports-server-8.1\buildomatic > brcm-js-install.bat test

Linux:

<Extracted_Location>/iga-jasperreports-server-8.1/buildomatic > sh brcm-js-install.sh test

f. Run the following command to install JasperReports Server.
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Windows:

<Extracted_Location>\iga-jasperreports-server-8.1\buildomatic > brcm-js-install.bat

Linux:

<Extracted_Location>/iga-jasperreports-server-8.1/buildomatic > sh brcm-js-install.sh

3. Next, proceed with the post-installation tasks.

For information about how to configure and generate a report, see Reporting Using Symantec IGA JasperReports Server
8.1.

Post-Installation Tasks
Learn about the tasks to be performed after the successful installation of the JasperReports Server.

Configure Token-Based Authentication

Configure token-based authentication to enable seamless user access between Identity Manager and JasperReports
Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy iam.jks and iam.properties files from Identity Manager Server to JasperReports Server. Depending on the
application server, these two files are available at the following location in the Identity Manager Server.
<JBOSS_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/

<WAS_HOME>/properties/

<WEBLOGIC_HOME>/config/cajasper/

2. Paste these two files at the following location in the JasperReports Server.
<ApplicationServer_HOME>/webapps/<web_application_name>/WEB-INF/config/

NOTE

• Ensure that you maintain the same copy of iam.jks and iam.properties files in all nodes in both the
Identity Manager Server and JasperReports Server cluster environments.

• In a Virtual Appliance environment, follow these steps to configure token-based authentication:
a. Copy iam.jks and iam.properties from /opt/CA/Identity Manager/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/

tools/JasperKeyGen/keystore. If the files are not present in the Keystore or you want to create a
new token, follow generate a new token.

b. Paste the files at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/keystore.
3. Start the JasperReports Server.

C:/apache-tomcat-9.0.55/bin > startup.bat/sh

NOTE

• During upgrade or reinstallation of the Identity Manager Server, the iam.properties and iam.jks files are not
overwritten to the application server-specific folders.

• Post upgrade of JasperReports Server, iam.jks and iam.properties files are lost
from <ApplicationServer_HOME>/webapps/<web_application_name>/WEB-INF/config/ location. You must
copy these files again from Identity Manager and restart the JasperReports Server.

• By default, Identity Manager generates a token key for authentication. You can also regenerate a token by
following the topic - Regenerate a Token for Authentication.

You can now access the JasperReports Server web interface.

The format of the JasperReports Server URL is http://<report_server_host_name>:<port>/<web_application_name>

An example of the web interface URL is - http://myJasperServer.com:8080/jasperserver-pro
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Import Identity Manager Reports Zip File into the JasperReports Server

Import the Identity Manager reports (zip) file into the JasperReports Server either manually or automatically.

Automatic Method

1. Navigate to iga-jasperreports-server-8.1, brcm-imag-config, bin.
2. Configure the following prerequisite properties in the config.properties file before importing the reports zip file.

a. REPORT_SERVER_URL: Specifies the URL of the JasperReports Server.
b. ORGID: Specifies an organization name that uniquely identifies a user. The default organization name for Identity

Manager users is IAM.
c. SUPER_USER_ID: Specifies the name of a user with access to the JasperReports Server. The default user name

is the superuser.
d. ZIP_FILE_LOC: Specifies the location of the reports (zip) file. You can find the following default reports files for

SQL and Oracle database at iga-jasperreports-server-8.1, brcm-imag-config, bin.
• Jasper_oracle_reports.zip
• Jasper_sql_reports.zip

NOTE
If you are using a custom reports (zip) file, ensure that you place the file at iga-jasperreports-server-8.1,
brcm-imag-config, bin. Also, ensure that you provide the custom reports (zip) file name as input to
ZIP_FILE_LOC.

e. DELETE_ORG_AND_DEPLOY: Set this property to "true" if you wish to delete an existing reports file and reimport
a new file.

NOTE
Ensure that you take a backup of the reports file before reimporting it.

f. UPDATE_DATASOURCES: Set this property to "true" if you wish to update JasperReports Server with the
following data source details for the Snapshot and Audit databases.
• SNAPSHOT_JDBC_URL: Specifies the URL of the snapshot database.

Format for SQL: jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://<dbhost>:<port>;DatabaseName=<dbname>
Format for Oracle: jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://<dbhost>:<port>;ServiceName=<servicename>

• SNAPSHOT_JDBC_USERNAME: Specifies the name of the user to access the snapshot database.
• AUDIT_JDBC_URL: Specifies the URL of the audit database.

Format for SQL: jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://<dbhost>:<port>;DatabaseName=<dbname>
Format for Oracle: jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://<dbhost>:<port>;ServiceName=<servicename>

• AUDIT_JDBC_USERNAME: Specifies the name of the user to access the audit database.
3. Run the following tool to import the reports file.

Windows:

<Extracted_Location>\iga-jasperreports-server-8.1\brcm-imag-config\bin > importbinary.bat

Linux:

<Extracted_Location>/iga-jasperreports-server-8.1/brcm-imag-config/bin > importbinary.sh

When asked, provide the user password for JasperReports Server, audit database, and snapshot database
respectively. The tool imports the binary reports file and updates the data sources as configured in the
config.properties file.

Manual Method

IMPORTANT
Manual import of reports file is applicable only in case of fresh installation of JasperReports Server 8.1.

1. Log in to the JasperReports Server web interface as a superuser.
2. Navigate to Manage, Server Settings.
3. Under Settings, click Import.
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4. Click Choose File to select the reports file. You can find the following default reports zip file for SQL and Oracle
database at iga-jasperreports-server-8.1, brcm-imag-config, bin.
– Jasper_oracle_reports.zip
– Jasper_sql_reports.zip

5. Click Import.

Configure Chrome/Chromium Executable Path

Follow these steps to configure the Chrome/Chromium path for reporting:

1. In the JasperReports Server, navigate to <Apache_Installed_DIR>\apache-tomcat-<version>\webapps
\<WebApplicationName>\WEB-INF.
Example:

C:\apache-tomcat-9.0.55\webapps\jasperserver-pro\WEB-INF\js.config.properties

2. Open js.config.properties and add the following Chrome/Chromium executable path.
# Path to Chrome/Chromium executable, required for dashboard and visual components export

# Example (chromium-headless package installed in CentOS 7): chrome.path=/usr/lib64/chromium-browser/

headless_shell

chrome.path=C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Google\\Chrome\\Application\\chrome.exe

Enable TLS Connection between Symantec IGA JasperReports Server and
Databases
Learn how to enable TLS connection between Symantec IGA JasperReports server and its databases (SQL server and
Oracle).

SQL Server

Follow these steps to enable TLS communication between Symantec IGA JasperReports server and SQL server
database:

1. Download and install the native SQL server JDBC driver (For example, sqljdbc4.2.jar).
2. Place the jar file in the following directory and rename it to sqljdbc-<version>. For example, sqljdbc-4.2.jar.

<Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/sqlserver/jdbc

3. Move the TIBCO provided SQL server JDBC driver (For example, TIsqlserver-5.14.1.jar) to a backup location.
4. Modify the <Install_DIR>/buildomatic/default_master.properties file as follows:

# 1) Setup Standard SQL Server JDBC Driver

#

# Uncomment and modify the value to native

jdbcDriverMaker=native

#

# Uncomment and modify the value in order to change the default

# Driver will be found here: <path>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/sqlserver/native.jdbc

#

maven.jdbc.groupId=sqlserver

maven.jdbc.artifactId=sqljdbc

maven.jdbc.version=4.2

NOTE
jsinstall concatenates the value of maven.jdbc.artifactId and maven.jdbc.version with a hyphen (For
example, sqljdbc-4.2), and the concatenated value must match the name of the jar file that is placed in
<Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/sqlserver/jdbc location.
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5. Open the <Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/sqlserver/db.template.properties file for editing:
a. Comment the following connection strings:

#admin.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false

#js.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};databaseName=

${js.dbName};sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false

#sugarcrm.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};databaseName=

${sugarcrm.dbName};sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false

#foodmart.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};databaseName=

${foodmart.dbName};sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false

b. Create a copy of the above connection strings and modify them to include the connection string for native SQL
server together with the SSL connection parameters. The Microsoft connection string format is as follows:
String connectionUrl =  

    "jdbc:sqlserver://localhost:1433;" +  

     "databaseName=AdventureWorks;integratedSecurity=true;" +  

     "encrypt=true; trustServerCertificate=false;" +  

     "trustStore=storeName;trustStorePassword=storePassword";

The modified connection strings must appear as follows:
admin.jdbcUrl=

     jdbc:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};

     sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false;

     encrypt=true;

     trustServerCertificate=false;

     trustStore=storeName;

     trustStorePassword=storePassword

js.jdbcUrl=

     jdbc:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};

     databaseName=${js.dbName};

     sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false;

     encrypt=true;

     trustServerCertificate=false;

     trustStore=storeName;

     trustStorePassword=storePassword

sugarcrm.jdbcUrl=

     jdbc:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};

     databaseName=${sugarcrm.dbName};

     sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false;

     encrypt=true;

     trustServerCertificate=false;

     trustStore=storeName;

     trustStorePassword=storePassword

foodmart.jdbcUrl=

     jdbc:sqlserver://${dbHostOrInstance};

     databaseName=${foodmart.dbName};

     sendTimestampEscapeAsString=false;

     encrypt=true;

     trustServerCertificate=false;

     trustStore=storeName;

     trustStorePassword=storePassword
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NOTE

• trustStore must contain the full path including the file with extension.
• A keystore can also be used as a truststore which means the value of trustStore and

trustStorePassword parameters is that of the keystore.
6. Rerun ./jsinstall.sh [minimal]
7. Run the following command:

CALL ../brcm-imag-config/bin/js-copy.bat

8. Start the JasperReports server.

Oracle

Follow these steps to enable TLS communication between Symantec IGA JasperReports server and Oracle database:

1. Download and install the native Oracle JDBC driver (For example, ojdbc8.jar).
2. Place the jar file in the following directory and rename it to ojdbc-<version>. For example, ojdbc-8.jar.

<Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/oracle/jdbc

3. Move the TIBCO provided Oracle JDBC driver (For example, TIoracle-6.0.0.jar) to a backup location.
4. Modify the <Install_DIR>/buildomatic/default_master.properties file as follows:

# 1) Setup Standard Oracle JDBC Driver

#

# Uncomment and modify the value to native

jdbcDriverMaker=native

#

# Uncomment and modify the value in order to change the default

# 1a) Driver will be found here: <path>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/oracle/native.jdbc

#

maven.jdbc.groupId=oracle

maven.jdbc.artifactId=ojdbc

maven.jdbc.version=8

#

NOTE
jsinstall concatenates the value of maven.jdbc.artifactId and maven.jdbc.version with a hyphen (For
example, ojdbc-8), and the concatenated value must match the name of the jar file that is placed in
<Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/oracle/jdbc location.

5. Open the <Install_DIR>/buildomatic/conf_source/db/oracle/db.template.properties file for editing:
a. Comment the following connection strings:

#admin.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://${dbHost}:${dbPort};

${dbSidOrServiceNameProp}${AdditionalAdminProperties}

#js.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://${dbHost}:${dbPort};${dbSidOrServiceNameProp}

#sugarcrm.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://${dbHost}:${dbPort};CatalogOptions=0;

${dbSidOrServiceNameProp}

#foodmart.jdbcUrl=jdbc:tibcosoftware:oracle://${dbHost}:${dbPort};CatalogOptions=0;

${dbSidOrServiceNameProp}

b. Create a copy of the above connection strings and modify them to include the connection string for native Oracle
together with the SSL connection parameters. The Oracle connection string format is as follows:
jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=2484)(HOST= myhost))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=orcl))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="CN=testcert.oracle.com")))

The modified connection strings must appear as follows:
admin.jdbcUrl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=2484)(HOST=myhost))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=orcl))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="CN= testcert.oracle.com")))
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js.jdbcUrl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=2484)(HOST=myhost))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=orcl))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="CN=testcert.oracle.com"))) 

sugarcrm.jdbcUrl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=2484)(HOST=myhost))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=orcl))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="CN=testcert.oracle.com"))) 

foodmart.jdbcUrl=jdbc:oracle:thin:@(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=TCPS)(PORT=2484)(HOST=myhost))

(CONNECT_DATA=(SID=orcl))(SECURITY=(ssl_server_cert_dn="CN= testcert.oracle.com ")))

NOTE

• trustStore must contain the full path including the file with extension.
• A keystore can also be used as a truststore which means the value of trustStore and

trustStorePassword parameters is that of the keystore.
6. Rerun ./jsinstall.sh [minimal]
7. Run the following command:

CALL ../brcm-imag-config/bin/js-copy.bat

8. Start the JasperReports server.

Regenerate Token to Authenticate JasperReports Server
Use the Jasper key generation utility to regenerate a token that Identity Manager can use to authenticate the
JasperReports Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
\opt\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\

2. Run the utility:

WARNING
Before you run the utility, ensure that the iam.properties file exists in \opt\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite
\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\keystore\. If not present, the utility fails to generate the iam.jks file.

In Windows:
JasperKeyGenUtil.bat

In UNIX:
JasperKeyGenUtil.sh

A new iam.jks file is created in the following location:
\opt\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\JasperKeyGen\keystore\

3. Replace the old files with the new set of files (iam.properties & iam.jks) in the corresponding folders depending on the
application server type:
JBoss:
<JBOSS_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/

WebSphere:
<WAS_HOME>/properties/

WebLogic:
<WEBLOGIC_HOME>/config/cajasper/

4. Restart the application server.
5. Copy the iam.properties file and iam.jks file to the config folder under the WEB-INF folder, in the JasperReports

Server. Create the config folder, if not available.
Example:
<TOMCAT_HOME>\webapps\<web_application_name>\WEB-INF\config\

6. Restart the Tomcat server in the JasperReports Server.
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WARNING
During upgrade or reinstallation of the Identity Manager Server, the iam.properties and iam.jks files are not
overwritten to the application server-specific folders.

Localization Support
You can generate reports using Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 in the following non-English languages:

• French
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Japanese
• Spanish

Install CA Identity Manager Environment and User Store
The installer now lets you install a Identity Manager Environment and a Identity Manager User Store. The environment is
created only for a new installation and reinstallation. CA Directory is the default User Store that is installed.

This article contains the following sections:

CA Identity Manager User Store

The Identity Manager User Store is a CA Directory LDAP User Store that deploys a user schema that can be used for
building your Identity Manager solution. The default Environment that is deployed is based on this user schema. For
more information about the type of attributes, their purpose, and how they are mapped to CA Directory that is used by the
default Environment, see CA Identity Manager User Schema.

You can use an existing CA Directory or can install a new one. If you select Default User Store in the installer, a User
Store Connection Parameters page appears. If the hostname displayed in the page is the local computer, then the installer
checks for an existing CA Directory and uses that instance, else the installer installs CA Directory.

Note: The existing CA Directory can be the same one that is used for the CA Identity Manager Provisioning Directory.

If the hostname specified in the User Store Connection Parameters page is a remote computer, then the installer checks
for a CA Directory instance on the remote computer. To use the remote CA Directory User Store, create a DSA in the host
computer. For more information, see Create a DSA in the CA Directory Host Computer.

CA Identity Manager Environment Deployment Considerations

WARNING
Workflow and Web service are enabled for the Out of the Box Identity Manager environment.

Because Web service and Workflow settings are enabled for the Out of the Box Environment, perform the following
pre-configuration steps before starting the WebSphere Application Server (WAS) in both stand-alone and cluster mode
setups:

• See Enable XA Transactions for Microsoft SQL Server in Prepare WebSphere for Upgrade.
• See Edit workpoint-client.properties in Configure WorkPoint Administrative Tools.

CA Identity Manager Environment (Out of the Box)

You can install the Out of the Box (OOTB) Identity Manager environment by following the given procedure:

1. Run the Identity Manager installer.
2. Provide the required information in the installer until the page where you specify the Identity Manager Management

Console details.
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3. In the Select Components page of the installer, ensure that Out of the Box Environment is selected.
4. Leave the values in the User Store Connection Parameters page of the installer as is. The values are of the local CA

Directory user store. The CA Directory User Store can be local or remote. If you want to use a remote CA Directory
User Store, provide details of the remote CA Directory.

5. In the Provisioning Store Information page of the installer, specify the details of the Provisioning Server. The
Provisioning Server can be local or remote. If you want to use a remote Provisioning Server, provide the details of the
remote Provisioning Server.

6. Click Next.
7. The Out of the Box Environment Information page of the installer displays details of the environment.

WARNING
In a cluster setup, the proxy URL must be provided as the base URL for the out of the box environment:

Example:http://<clusterproxy_hostname>:<port>/iam/im
Note: In a cluster configuration, installing the environment in one node suffices.

8. Click Install.
Identity Manager and the selected components (if any) are installed with the OOTB environment. By default, the Active
Directory and Azure Connector Role Definitions are imported into the OOTB environment.
Note: Since the Active Directory and Azure Connector Role Definitions are imported by default into the OOTB
environment, these definitions are grayed out in the Management Console (Environments, identityEnv, Role and Task
Settings, Import).

9. Start the Identity Manager server to access the environment.
Example:
http://<fully_qualified_domain_name>:<port>/iam/im/identityEnv
Default login credentials:
Username: imadmin
Password: test

Configure CA SSO for the OOTB CA Identity Manager Environment

Post installation of CA Identity Manager with OOTB environment configuration and before starting the application server,
use the following procedure to configure CA SSO in the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. From Admin tools folder, import the policy store schema into policy store.
2. Complete the CA SSO integration.
3. Navigate to the following location:

iam_im.ear\user_console.war\META-INF\

4. Open the SampleEnvironment.properties file.
5. If necessary, modify the base URL in the properties file as follows.

http://<CA_SSO_web_agent_proxy_host_FQDN>:<web_agent_proxy_port>/iam/im

6. Save the properties file.
7. Start the application server to deploy the directories and environment.

Create a DSA in the CA Directory Host Computer

To use a remote CA Directory user store with the Out of the Box CA Identity Manager environment, create a DSA in the
CA Directory host computer.

NOTE

Download the sample DSA file and extract it before you start the configuration. It contains the following sample
files:
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• im.dxg
• im_user.dxc
• im_user_aux.dxc
• imusers.ldif

Follow these steps:

1. Create a DSA on the host computer with the same port on which the user store is trying to connect.
In Windows:
a. Execute the following command to create a DSA.

dxnewdsa <DSA_Name> 10101 ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

b. Execute the following command to stop the DSA.
dxserver stop <DSA_Name>

c. Copy the im.dxg, im_user.dxc, and im_user_aux.dxc schema files to the following location:
%DXHOME%\config\schema

d. Edit the <DSA_Name>.dxi file in the following location to point to the im.dxg schema file instead of default.dxg
schema file:
%DXHOME%\config\servers

The updated path must be as follows:
source "..\schema\im.dxg";

e. Execute the following command to use the imusers.ldif file to populate data in DSA:
%DXHOME%\bin\dxloaddb -v <DSA_NAME> c:\imusers.ldif

f. Execute the following command to restart the DSA instance:
dxserver start <DSA_Name>

In UNIX:
a. Execute the following command to create a DSA:

$DXHOME/bin/dxnewdsa <DSA_Name> 10101 ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

b. Execute the following command to stop the DSA:
$DXHOME/bin/dxserver stop <DSA_Name

c. Copy the im.dxg, im_user.dxc, and im_user_aux.dxc schema files to the following location:
$DXHOME/config/schema

d. Edit the <DSA_Name>.dxi file in the following location to point to the im.dxg schema file instead of the default.dxg
schema file:
$DXHOME/config/servers

The updated path must be as follows:
source "../schema/im.dxg";

e. Execute the following command to use the imusers.ldif file to populate data in DSA:
%DXHOME%/bin/dxloaddb -v <DSA_NAME> c:/imusers.ldif

f. Execute the following command to restart the DSA instance:
$DXHOME/bin/dxserver start <DSA_Name>

CA Identity Manager Environment and User Store Enhancements
The CA Identity Manager Environment and User Store have been enhanced in this release.

This article contains the following sections:
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CA Identity Manager User Store Enhancements

The User Store schema file now includes the following User and Group attributes.

Object CA Identity Manager User Store
Schema File

New Attributes Description

imLoginID New alternate login ID single-
value string attribute.
Note: For more information,
see the section Alternate
Login ID in the next section CA
Identity Manager Environment
Enhancements.

imLOA Leave of Absence string
attribute

imLegalHold Legal Hold string attribute

imUser im_user.dxc

imBinary02-04 Three additional custom binary
attributes

imGroup im_group.dxc (New) imGroupType New group type single-value
string attribute.

 

To support the Login ID as an alternate naming and authentication attribute the ‘imadmin’ and ‘publicuser’ identities are
populated in the User Store with the loginID attribute value set to the userID value.

Note: For information about upgrading existing User Store deployments with the new schema, see the topic Upgrading
CA Identity Manager Environment and User Store.

CA Identity Manager Environment Enhancements

The following enhancements have been made in this release. 

Alternate Login ID

The Environment and User Schema support an alternate unique name and login attribute by default. Previously
%USER_ID% was the default unique name and login attribute. In this release, the attribute %LOGIN_ID% has been
provided as an alternate to User ID.

From this release, the CA Identity Manager User Store schema, the CA Identity Manager User Store, and the IdentityEnv
environment have been updated to support use of Login ID by default.

Login ID Attribute Characteristics.

The Login ID attribute is defined to allow an alternate attribute used for authentication. User ID is still required on all
identities since it is still the naming attribute and is used in the construction of the Distinguished Name. The Login ID
attribute like the user ID must be unique across the User Store. When configuring the authentication attribute unlike the
User ID the Login ID can be modified post creation within the CA Identity Manager tasks.

Example: A user with Login ID

dn: uid=smija03,ou=people,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com

objectClass: imUser

objectClass: inetOrgPerson

objectClass: organizationalPerson

objectClass: person
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objectClass: top

cn: Jay Smith

givenName: Jay

sn: Smith

uid: smija03

imloginId: jsmith

email: jsmith@forwardinc.com

Authenticating with Login ID

The %LOGIN_ID% attribute is now used as the authentication attribute for logging into the CA Identity Manager
Environment. The User Console authentication attribute has been changed to authenticationAttribute="%LOGIN_ID%".
This setting is defined in the Management Console, Environment, Advanced Settings page. All interfaces including web
browser and web services (TEWS and REST) support authenticating with this alternate naming attribute.

User Screens Supporting Login ID

To support the use of Login ID, the user screens have been modified to use Login ID in addition to User ID. The following
screens support Login ID:.

Screen Type Tasks Modifications

User Profile Screens Create User, Self-Registration, Modify User Create tasks populate Login ID with same
value as User ID. Modify tasks support
changing Login ID.

User Search and List Screens Multiple tasks Login ID is added as a search filter. Login
ID becomes the default filter and is the
first column in list screens. User ID is also
available. 

Password Profiles Change My Password, Reset User
Password

Login ID is added with User ID as read-only
attribute to confirm user identity.

Forgotten Password Forgotten Password tasks Default Identity screen now uses Login ID
in place of User ID.

Logical Attribute Handlers in OOTB Environment
The Identity Manager installer includes Logical Attribute Handlers (LAH) which are automatically configured when you
select OOTB configuration. The handlers are used extensively by the business process templates.

Generic Handlers

Class Name: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.GenericHandler

The Generic Handlers add a screen only logical attribute that operates no logic. These handlers are used to add a logical
attribute in cases that a screen logical is not sufficient. The OOTB configuration includes |requestID| which is used to store
the CA Identity Portal request number for usage in the Identity Manager tasks and email notifications.

Alternate Login ID Handler

Class Name: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.AlternateLoginIDHandler

The Alternate Login ID Handler is used to copy a value from one physical attribute to another, to be used as a login
attribute. Placing |ALTERNATE_LOGIN_ID| on a screen, populates the physical attribute that is defined in LOGIN_ID (the
default is %LOGIN_ID%) according to the rules defined in the Condition element User Defined Properties.
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The handler can follow two types of formats:

• Simple Condition Format: 
x=y
Example:
%LOGIN_ID%=%ACCOUNT_ID1%
which means that the %LOGIN_ID% field must be set with the value that is stored in %ACCOUNT_ID1% field.

• Complex Condition Format: 
[case x=y then z=k]+[default l=m]
Example: 
case EmployeeType=Contractor then %LOGIN_ID%=%ACCOUNT_ID1% case EmployeeType=Employee then
%LOGIN_ID%=%EMAIL% default %LOGIN_ID%=%ACCOUNT_ID0% 
which means that, 
if EmployeeType=Contractor then set the %LOGIN_ID% field with the value that is stored in %ACCOUNT_ID1% field 
else if EmployeeType=Employee then set the %LOGIN_ID% field with the value that is stored in %EMAIL% field 
else set the %LOGIN_ID% field with the value that is stored in %ACCOUNT_ID0% field.

The default setting is %LOGIN_ID%=%USER_ID%, which populates the %LOGIN_ID% with the value of %USER_ID% if
the |ALTERNATE_LOGIN_ID| is in the screen.

Date Display Handler

Class Name: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.DateDisplayHandler

The Date Display Handler displays the date that is stored in a physical attribute according to the format User
Defined Properties. The format is based on a simple date format that is described in oracle documentation: http://
docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/text/SimpleDateFormat.html. 

The storage format in the directory is always. yyyyMMddHHmmSS.

The display format is based on the Format property and can be UNIX, WINDOWS, LDAP, or any simple date format. The
default format is dd MMM yyyy

Out of the box, the following attributes are defined:

date1 |ACTIVATION_DATE| %ACTIVATION_DATE%

date2 |CREATION_DATE| %CREATION_DATE%

date3 |EXPIRATION_DATE| %EXPIRATION_DATE%

date4 |LAST_CERTIFIED_DATE| %LAST_CERTIFIED_DATE%

date5 |LAST_LOGIN_DATE| %LAST_LOGIN_DATE%

date6 |LAST_MODIFED_DATE| %LAST_MODIFED_DATE%

Mapping from Logical to Physical attributes is done according to their order in the list.

Note: If you are using the handler with the CA Identity Portal form, ensure the format is in sync with the CA Identity Portal
date format.

Temporary Password Handler

Class Name: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.TempPasswordHandler

The Temporary Password Handler generates a password policy-compliant random password. The %PASSWORD%
physical and the |TEMP_PASSWORD| logical must be present on the screen in order to generate the password.
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A session attribute TEMP_PASSWORD is generated which can be used to notify a user of password change while not
displaying the value in the logs or VST.

Note: The handler will not evaluate regEx style policies.

Unique ID Handler

Class Name: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.UniqueIdHandler

The Unique ID Handler populates a physical attribute with a 128-bit Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) which is used to
uniquely identify a user. By default, the Logical |USER_ID| is mapped to the physical %USER_ID%.

User Full Name Handler

com.netegrity.ims.adapters.FullNameHandler

The User Full Name Handler generates a full name for users based on the name component. The |FULL_NAME| logical is
used to populate %FULL_NAME% physical attribute. Use this handler in cases where the full name must be regenerated.
Use the physical %FULL_NAME% to display the full name.

The Format property can use the following tokens to generate the full name.

%NAME_PREFIX% %P%

%FIRST_NAME% %F%

%MIDDLE_NAME% %M%
%I%

%M% uses full string
%I% only the first character and a period

%LAST_NAME% %L%

%NAME_SUFFFIX% %S%

Default format is %F% %I% %L%. For example, suppose one ID is Examp03.  The counter is 03.  So that means that
there are two previous employees that have an ID prefix of Examp.  So %C,2 means that at the end of %l,3%f,2, append
the counter indicating the total number of people now with that ID prefix and express the counter in two digits with leading
zeros.

User ID Build Handler

com.netegrity.ims.adapters.UserIDBuildHandler

The User ID Build Handler generates a login ID based on components for the user name, a counter, and strings. By
default, the |LOGIN_ID| LAH is used to generate the value for the %LOGIN_ID% physical attribute.

Note: If you need to display the login id (example, in a modify task), use the physical %LOGIN_ID%. Using this handler in
modify task, generates a new login ID.

Each rule string must be configurable for the sub string. Example, %F,1% First character of the first name. This handler
converts all resulting strings to lower case.

Use the Format property to set the ID structure.

Well Known Rule String  Notes

%FIRST_NAME% %F%

%MIDDLE_NAME% %M% Full string

%LAST_NAME% %L%
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Counter %C% Counter is accumulating in the scope of the
users ID.
Example: Length implies leading zeros

Fixed char or numeral

The default format is %L,3%%F,2%%C,2. 

Example: The first John Doe in the system is doejo01.

Configure IM Multi Data Stores
The IM Multi Database installer provides a user interface to configure separate data stores for Task Persistence, Archive,
Audit, Report Snapshot and Workflow databases after the installation of Identity Manager. The IM Multi Database installer
is located in  MultiDBInstaller folder of Identity Manager Server Components.

NOTE

The IM Multi Database installer only supports fresh installation of  Identity Manager and does not support
upgrade process.

Configure Multi Data Stores using IM Multi Database Installer

NOTE

Stop the Identity Manager server before you run the installer.

You can configure Multi Data Stores in the following modes: 

Installation Wizard

Follow these steps to run the IM Multi Database Installer in Wizard mode:

1. Navigate to the location where you downloaded Identity Manager Server Components. 
2. Run ca-im-multiDataBase-win.exe file for Windows or ca-im-multiDataBase-linux.bin for Linux in 

MultiDBInstaller folder.

NOTE
The current environment information appears in the Introduction window. Verify the information. 

3. Click Next.  
The default information about Host Name, Port, DB Name, User Name/Service Name of the Task Persistence, 
Audit, Archive, Report Snapshot and Workflow data stores appears in Provide Multi Database
Information window. Modify the information as required.

NOTE
The system displays error if you provide incorrect information in any of the required fields of Task
Persistence, Audit, Archive, Report Snapshot and Workflow data stores.

4. Click Next.
5. Click Install, Done.

 After the installation is complete, the data source values for the supported app servers such as Jboss EAP / Wildfly,
Weblogic and Websphere are updated.

Console Mode

Follow these steps to run the the Multi Database Installer in Console mode:

1. Open command prompt and enter the location where you downloaded Identity Manager Server Components.
2. Execute the following command to run ca-im-multiDataBase-win.exe file for Windows and ca-im-multiDataBase-

linux.bin for Linux:
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ca-im-multiDataBase-win.exe -i console

ca-im-multiDataBase-linux.bin -i console

3. Press Enter to see the default information about Host Name, Port, DB Name, User Name of the Task Persistence, 
4. Enter the password.
5. Repeat step 3 and 4 for Audit, Archive, Report Snapshot and Workflow data stores. Modify the information as

required.

NOTE
The system displays error if you provide incorrect information for the required fields of Task
Persistence, Audit, Archive, Report Snapshot and Workflow data stores.

The IM Multi database is installed in the IM Multi Database folder under Identity Manager.

After the installation is complete, the data source values for the supported app servers such as Jboss EAP / Wildfly,
Weblogic and Websphere are updated.

Silent Installation

Follow these steps to run the Multi Database Installer in Silent mode:

1. Modify the multidb_silent_install.properties file under MultiDBInstaller folder using a text editor. 
2. Enter the following  parameter values:

– Task Persistence Parameters

# Task Persistence properties

TP_HOST=

TP_PORT=

TP_USER=

# set the password in silent installation

TP_PASSWORD=

#This property value needs to be set for Microsoft SQL Server

TP_DBNAME=

#This property value needs to be set for Oracle Server

TP_SERVICE=

– Audit Parameters

# Audit properties

AUDIT_HOST=

AUDIT_PORT=

AUDIT_USER=

#set the password in silent installation

AUDIT_PASSWORD=

#This property value needs to be set for Microsoft SQL Server

AUDIT_DBNAME=

#This property value needs to be set for Oracle Server

AUDIT_SERVICE=

– Report Snapshot Parameters

# Report Snapshot properties

RPT_HOST=

RPT_PORT=

RPT_USER=

#set the password in silent installation

RPT_PASSWORD=
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#This property value needs to be set for Microsoft SQL Server

RPT_DBNAME=

#This property value needs to be set for Oracle Server

RPT_SERVICE=

– Workflow Parameters

# Workflow properties

WF_HOST=

WF_PORT=

WF_USER=

#set the password in silent installation

WF_PASSWORD=

#This property value needs to be set for Microsoft SQL Server

WF_DBNAME=

#This property value needs to be set for Oracle Server

WF_SERVICE=

– Archive Parameters

# Archive properties

ARCHIVE_HOST=

ARCHIVE_PORT=

ARCHIVE_USER=

#set the password in silent installation

ARCHIVE_PASSWORD=

#This property value needs to be set for Microsoft SQL Server

ARCHIVE_DBNAME=

#This property value needs to be set for Oracle Server

ARCHIVE_SERVICE=

3. Run the following command to start installation:
ca-im-multiDataBase-win.exe -i silent -f <path of the silent-properties-file>

IM Multi Database installation is complete.

Uninstall IM Multi Database Installer

To uninstall IM Multi Database, delete IM Multi Database folder in Identity Manager installation folder.

Configure a Remote Provisioning Manager
If you installed the Provisioning Manager on a different system from the Provisioning Server, you configure communication
to the server.  

NOTE
 To install the Provisioning Manager, install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools on a Windows system.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the Windows system where you installed Provisioning Manager.
2. Go to Start, Programs, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager Setup.
3. Enter the hostname of the Provisioning Server.
4. Click Configure.
5. For an alternate Provisioning Server, select the domain name from the pull-down list.
6. Click OK.
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You can now start the Provisioning Manager and see the domain name that you configured.
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Upgrading
The following cases help you decide whether to upgrade or migrate an existing deployment of Identity Manager to the
latest release:

Case 1: If the third-party components (Application Server, Operating System, Database/LDAP) used in your current
deployment are supported by Identity Manager latest release, go for upgrade.

Case 2: If the third-party components that are used in your current deployment are not supported by Identity Manager
latest release, then refer to the third-party support matrix to check if you can upgrade them to the supported versions.

Case 3: If you cannot upgrade the third-party components to versions supported by Identity Manager latest release, go for
migration.

To check the supported versions of third-party components, see Platform Support Matrix.

Figure 26: Upgrade or Migration Paths

Upgrade Identity Manager

WARNING

Review and follow the Upgrade Considerations before you begin any upgrade!

Perform the following steps to upgrade Identity Manager:

1. Verify that your systems meet all upgrade prerequisites.
2. Upgrade provisioning components.
3. Upgrade the Identity Manager Server on the node or cluster.
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4. Upgrade the Report Server.
5. Perform post-upgrade configuration.

Note: Upgrading CA Identity Manager to the current release upgrades the out of the box CA Identity Manager
environment too.

Upgrade Prerequisites
Meet the following requirements to meet all prerequisites before upgrading:

• Hardware Requirements for Upgrade
• Software Requirements for Upgrade
• Upgrade CA Directory

WARNING
Ensure that you disable all antivirus software before installation to avoid issues during installation of the product.
Remember to re-enable your antivirus protection after you complete the installation.

Hardware Requirements for Upgrade
Verify that the following components meet the hardware requirements for the Identity Manager upgrade:

All Components on One System

Hosting the entire Identity Manager product on a single physical system is not recommended for production environments.
However, to do so, the hardware requirements are as follows:

Component Minimum

CPU Intel (or compatible) 3.1 GHz (Windows or Red Hat Linux)

Memory 32 GB

Available Disk Space 6 GB to 14 GB depending on the number of accounts

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system, quad core

Swap or Paging Space 6 GB

Identity Manager Server

NOTE

The Identity Manager Server requirements take into account the requirements of an application server.

Component Minimum Recommended

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz (Windows or
Red Hat Linux)

Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz
(Windows or Red Hat Linux), Dual core

Memory 8 GB 16 GB

Available Disk Space 8 GB 16 GB

Temp Space 2 GB 4 GB

Swap or Paging Space 2 GB 4 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core
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Provisioning Server

Component Minimum Recommended

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz (Windows or
Red Hat Linux)

Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz
(Windows or Red Hat Linux)

Memory 4 GB 8 GB

Available Disk Space 4 GB 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core

Standalone Connector Server

Component Minimum Recommended

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz (Windows or
Red Hat Linux)

Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz
(Windows or Red Hat Linux)

Memory 4 GB 8 GB

Available Disk Space 4 GB 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor and operating system for
intermediate and large deployments, dual
core

64-bit processor and operating system,
quad core

Provisioning Directory

Component Minimum Recommended

CPU Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz (Windows or
Red Hat Linux)

Dual core Intel (or compatible) 3.0 GHz
(Windows or Red Hat Linux)

Memory 4 GB 8 GB

Available Disk Space 2 GB to 10 GB, depending on the number
of endpoint accounts
• Compact - Up to 10,000 accounts, 0.25

GB per data file (total 1 GB)
• Basic - Up to 400,000 accounts, 0.5 GB

per data file (total 2 GB)
• Intermediate - Up to 600,000 accounts,

1 GB per data file, total 4 GB
• Large - Over 600,000 accounts, 2 GB

per data file, total 8 GB

2 GB to 10 GB, depending on the number
of endpoint accounts
• Compact - Up to 10,000 accounts, 0.25

GB per data file (total 1 GB)
• Basic - Up to 400,000 accounts, 0.5 GB

per data file (total 2 GB)
• Intermediate - Up to 600,000 accounts,

1 GB per data file, total 4 GB
• Large - Over 600,000 accounts, 2 GB

per data file, total 8 GB

Processor 64-bit processor, 64-bit operating system,
and CA Directory (64-bit version) for
intermediate and large deployments

64-bit processor and operating system

Software Requirements for Upgrade
Before upgrading Identity Manager, be sure all software components are at minimum supported versions.
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NOTE
For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Identity Manager Platform Support Matrix.

Also make sure to meet the requirements in the following sections:

• Before You Upgrade
• Operating System Requirements for Upgrade

Before You Upgrade
For a successful upgrade of Identity Manager, review the requirements detailed in the following sections to see if they
apply to your environment:

Revert the Audit Schema Version

Before upgrading from Identity Manager 14.2 CP6 to 14.4 GA, you must revert the audit schema version in the Identity
Manager Audit Database to 14.2.0.0.0.

Configure SSL

Before you upgrade, if you are using a user directory with SSL, ensure that SSL is configured on your application server.

Install JCE Libraries for Symantec SiteMinder

As of r12.5 SP7, if you are also using Symantec SiteMinder the Identity Manager server requires the Java Cryptography
Extension (JCE) libraries.

Before you upgrade the Identity Manager server, download and install the Java Cryptography Extension Unlimited
Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files. Select the one that works with your application server and JDK. The download ZIP file
includes a ReadMe text file with installation instructions.

Back Up Custom Code

Before you upgrade, be sure to back up your custom code, including the following files and locations:

• C++ custom connectors
• Provisioning manager plug-ins for Java custom connectors
• Each cluster member’s customizations, such as non-default ports for workflow
• Custom files inside the EAR, for example, files under the IdentityMinder.ear/custom/ directory. Do not back up any files

under the following folders:
– resourcesBundles
– identitymanager
– provisioning

• Common program exits
• Custom email templates in the following location:

...\IdentityMinder.ear\custom\emailTemplates

• Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) DLLs
• Identity Manager Server custom code, such as Event Listener class files, Business Logic Task Handler (BLTH) class

files, and Logical Attribute Handler (LAH) class files, and property files at the following location:
 ...\IdentityMinder.ear\config

• Customized skin folder at the following location:
...\IdentityMinder.ear\user_console.war\app\imcss\

• Customized help, back up the help property file at the following location:
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..\IdentityMinder.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\

Also, back up the help page HTML files mentioned in this property file.

Operating System Requirements for Upgrade
NOTE
Review the Before You Upgrade topic to see if your environments meet these requirements.

For a successful upgrade of Identity Manager, ensure that you adhere to the Operating System requirements detailed in
the following sections:

Linux Requirements

Before you upgrade Identity Manager on a Linux system, ensure that the required rpm packages are installed on the
system.

If you have subscribed to Red Hat subscription manager, we recommend you to use "yum" to install packages. Else, you
can use "rpm" to install packages.

When using "rpm", you can use Add/Remove software to resolve dependencies. Before you resolve dependencies,
ensure that you clear the Only Native Packages Filter option. Using this approach, you select and install the required
i686 architecture dependencies.

Note: The i686 suffix specifies that the library is 32-bit for the x86 processor.

Server

Install the following packages in the given order on Identity Manager Server:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libXext.i686.rpm
3. libXtst.i686.rpm
4. ncurses-devel.i686.rpm
5. ksh.rpm
6. libXmu.i686.rpm
7. libXft.i686.rpm
8. libXpm.i686.rpm

CA Directory

Install the following packages in the given order on CA Directory:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libXext.i686.rpm
3. libXtst.i686.rpm
4. ncurses-devel.i686.rpm
5. ksh.rpm
6. libXmu.i686.rpm
7. libXft.i686.rpm
8. libXpm.i686.rpm

Provisioning Server

Install the following packages in the given order on Provisioning Server:

1. compat-libstdc++*.i686.rpm
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WARNING
Red Hat has stopped shipping "compat-libstdc++*.i686.rpm" with RHEL from 7.x onwards, and hence you
cannot install this RPM using yum. Therefore, you must download the RPM from the Red Hat website and
install on the system that hosts the Provisioning Server.

2. libstdc++.i686.rpm
3. libidn.i686.rpm
4. libgcc.i686.rpm

Note: The following two packages are applicable to RHEL 8.x only.
5. libnsl.i686
6. libxcrypt.i686

Also, ensure that the minimum value of <SEMMNI> parameter in Kernel.sem is 256.

Provisioning Directory

C Shell, an enhanced version of csh, is required to install the Provisioning Directory on RHEL platform.

Run the following command to install C Shell:

$>  yum install tcsh

CA IAM Connector Server

Install the following packages in the given order on CA IAM Connector Server:

1. glibc.i686.rpm
2. libX11.i686.rpm
3. libxcb.i686.rpm
4. libXtst.i686.rpm
5. libXau.i686.rpm
6. libXi.i686.rpm
7. libXext.i686
8. nss-softokn-freebl.i686.rpm
9. libXmu.i686.rpm
10. libXft.i686.rpm
11. libXpm.i686.rpm

Sufficient Entropy

On a Linux system, ensure that sufficient entropy is available. Identity Manager requires random data from /dev/random to
perform essential cryptographic functions. If data in /dev/random is exhausted, Identity Manager processes must wait for
random data to be available. This waiting results in poor performance. Use rngd and rng-tools to ensure that /dev/random
has sufficient data and reading processes are not blocked.

Run the following command to test entropy:

watch -n 1 cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail

If the return value is less than 1000, then consider adding an Entropy Pump to all servers.

stat Command Verification

Before installing any Identity Manager components, you must have the 'stat' command installed. To determine if you have
it already installed, use the following command:

stat -c %U <ANY-DIRECTORY-NAME>

This command should return the 'OWNER' of the directory name specified.
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If the command returns "command not found" or any such errors, ensure that you install the required "GNU core util"
package.

Upgrade CA Directory
You must upgrade CA Directory before upgrading the Provisioning Directory.

We recommend you to upgrade CA Directory to the supported version that is bundled with Identity Manager.  To check the
supported CA Directory version, see Platform Support Matrix.

To upgrade CA Directory, navigate to the CA Directory installation folder on the Identity Manager media and run the
dxsetup.exe file. The correct version of CA Directory is included on the Identity Manager installation media. The version of
CA Directory included on the Identity Manager installation media contains fixes specific to the Provisioning Directory; this
version is not licensed for general use as a User Store or Enterprise Directory.

 Notes: 

While upgrading CA Directory, note the following behavior:

• The installer prompts for DXagent service details, namely,the Client certification name and Client certificate
password. Becasue Identity Manager does not use DXagent or REST API calls, you can enter any certificate name
and password and proceed with the upgrade.

• The installer prompts you to install DXadmind for DXmanager. Since the Provisioning Directory does not use
DXmanager, you can safely uncheck this option.

• If you see an error that asks you to close cmd.exe or to stop Identity Manager, click Ignore and proceed with the
upgrade.

 

Non-Provisioning Installer Files
Given are the Windows and Linux program names for the installers that provide options to install provisioning software. If
you prefer to see no provisioning options, you can use these installers:

• For Windows, use IMWithoutProvisioning\ca-im-web-<release>-win.bat

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

UNIX and Console Mode Installation
The Linux executable name for the installation program is ca-im-<release>-linux.bin where  release represents the
current release of Identity Manager

If you are performing an installation in console mode, such as on a UNIX workstation, you add another option to the
command line.

• For the main installation, add -i console. For example:
./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -i console

• For installation of provisioning components, add -console to the setup command.
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Upgrade Worksheets
Complete the following worksheets to record the relevant information for each component of your Identity Manager
deployment.

Provisioning Directory

Record the following provisioning information that you need during the Provisioning Directory upgrade:

Field Name Description Your Response

Directory Name The file system directory where you want
the Provisioning Directory installed.

Shared Secret The password for the Provisioning
Directory.

Provisioning Directory Hostnames The hostnames of any alternate
Provisioning Directory systems in a high-
availability configuration.

Provisioning Server Hostnames The hostnames of the primary Provisioning
Server and any alternate Provisioning
Servers already installed or to be installed.

Provisioning Directory Deployment Size The deployment size that best suits your
environment. See the following note.

Note: If you choose a deployment size that is too small for your environment, the existing data does not fit when loaded
into the data files, and an upgrade error occurs. Consider the following guidelines, allowing for future growth:

• Compact -- up to 10,000 accounts
• Basic -- up to 400,000 accounts
• Intermediate -- up to 600,000 accounts
• Large -- more than 600,000 accounts

For each choice, the disk space required is covered under Hardware Requirements in this section.

Provisioning Server

Record the following provisioning information that you need during the Provisioning Server upgrade:

Field Name Description Your Response

Directory Host The hostname of the system with the
primary Provisioning Directory installed.

Directory Port The port number of the system with the
Provisioning Directory installed.
Default: 20394

Directory DN The DN for binding to the Provisioning
Directory.
Default:
eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=etadb

Shared Secret The password for binding to the
Provisioning Directory.
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Provisioning Directory Hostnames The hostnames of any systems with
alternate Provisioning Directories installed.

Username The Provisioning domain administrator's
username.

Password The Provisioning domain administrator's
password.

Description Provide a description for the Provisioning
administrator.

CA IAM Connector Server

The CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS) is the new name for the Java Connector Server. Record the following
provisioning information that you need during the CA IAM CS upgrade:

Field Name Description Your Response

Password The password for the Provisioning Server
administrative user.

Component Password The password for CA IAM CS that the
Provisioning Server uses for authentication.

Database Connection

An Oracle or Microsoft SQL Server database must already be configured and working. Record the following database
information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

Database Type The database type (vendor/version) of the
database created for task persistence,
workflow, audit, reporting, object storage,
and task persistence archive.

Host Name The hostname of the system where the
database is located.
Note: Be sure that you provide a hostname
and not an IP address.

Port Number The port number of the database.

Database Name The database identifier.

Username The username for database access.
Note: This user must have administrative
rights to the database unless you plan to
import the schema manually.

Password The password for the user account with
administrative rights.

Application Server

JBoss
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Record the following JBoss information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

JBoss Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Access URL and port The URL and port number for one of the
following cases:
For a single node installation, the system
that hosts the Identity Manager Server
(system that hosts the application server).
For a cluster installation, the web server
that provides load balancing.

Java Virtual Machine The path to the Java executable for the
JDK.

WebLogic

Record the following WebLogic information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

WebLogic Binary Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Domain Folder The name of the WebLogic domain you
created for Identity Manager.
Default: base_domain

Server Name The name of the WebLogic server on which
the domain is configured.
Default: AdminServer

Cluster Name The name of the WebLogic cluster if
you plan to install Identity Manager in a
clustered environment.

Access URL and port The application URL and port number of the
system that will host the Identity Manager
Server (system that will host the application
server) or the web server port and URL for
a clustered environment.

WebSphere

Record the following WebSphere information that you need during the Identity Manager installation:

Field Name Description Your Response

WebSphere Install Folder The location of the application server home
directory.

Server Name The name of the system on which the
application server is running.

Profile Name The name of the profile you want to use for
Identity Manager.
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Cell Name The name of the cell in which the
application server is located.

Node Name The name of the node in which the
application server is located.

Cluster Name The cluster name for high-availability
implementations. This is only needed if
you plan on installing Identity Manager in a
clustered environment.

Access URL and port The application URL and port number of the
system that will host the Identity Manager
Server (system that will host the application
server).

Login

Record the following passwords which you need during the Provisioning Components installation.

Field Name Description Your Response

Username A username that you create to log in to the
provisioning components.
Avoid the username siteminder if you have
that product installed. This name conflicts
with CA SSO.

Provisioning Server password A password for this Server.

C++ Connector Server password A password is needed for this server. Each
C++ Connector Server can have a unique
password.

Provisioning Directory password A password which Provisioning Server uses
to connect to Provisioning Directory.
For an alternate Provisioning Server, enter
the Provisioning Directory password which
is created for the primary Provisioning
Server.

CA SSO

If you plan to use a CA SSO Policy Server to protect Identity Manager, record the following information:

Field Name Description Your Response

Policy Server Host Name The hostname of the CA SSO Policy
Server.

CA SSO Administrator Name The administrator username for the CA
SSO Policy Server.

CA SSO Administrator Password The administrator user password for the CA
SSO Policy Server.

CA SSO Folder (Solaris Only) The location of CA SSO on the system with
a CA SSO Policy Server installed.
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CA SSO Agent Name The name of the CA SSO Agent that
Identity Manager uses to connect to CA
SSO.

CA SSO Shared Secret The shared secret of the given Agent
Name.

Upgrade Provisioning Components
The following sections show you what you need to do to upgrade the provisioning components.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Upgrade the Provisioning Directory
For the provisioning components to work with Identity Manager, upgrade the Provisioning Directory schema and CA
Directory.

NOTE
If you want to install your Provisioning Directory on a new system, migrate the Provisioning Directory instead of
performing an upgrade.

When upgrading Provisioning Directory, the installer asks you to perform one of these actions:

• Close cmd.exe
• Stop Identity Manager

If you encounter either message, click Ignore and continue with the upgrade.

Follow these steps:

1. If you have primary and alternate Provisioning Directories, back up your primary Provisioning Directory.
2. Stop the Provisioning Server services.
3. (Linux Only) Create a folder under "/" and copy the Identity Manager installation package to that folder. Alternatively,

you can copy the installation package to /tmp.
4. In the Identity Manager installation package folder, navigate to the ProvisioningDirectory folder and run setup.exe.
5. The upgrade wizard starts.
6. Go through the wizard and enter the required information for the upgrade.

– If you are installing the Provisioning Directory in an FIPS 140-2 enabled environment, select the FIPS 140-2
Compliance mode check box during installation and provide the FIPS Key File.

– During upgrade, you can select a check box to configure Provisioning Directory High Availability. If you choose this
option, you supply the host names of all alternate Provisioning Directories and specify the primary Provisioning
Directory.

7. Click Finish to complete the Provisioning Directory upgrade.
8. When the upgrade completes, upgrade any alternate Provisioning Directories.

Migrate the Provisioning Directory
Migrate an existing Provisioning Directory when its hardware, operating system, and CA Directory do not meet the
specifications that are supported in the current release.

In this article, we discuss how to migrate Provisioning Directory to a new supported system.
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Migrate the Provisioning Directory

Follow these steps:

1. On the new server, install the same version of the provisioning components that you had installed on the existing
system, in the following order:
a. CA Directory
b. Provisioning Directory
c. Provisioning Server
d. CA IAM (Java) Connector Server
Consider the following points before installing the provisioning components on the new system:
– The version of the Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server that you are installing must be same.
– While installing the Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server, ensure that you provide the same provisioning

domain name and passwords as of the existing system.
2. Add the new server as the secondary node to the existing cluster. By doing so, you allow data replication to the new

server.
3. Migrate the Provisioning Directory.

a. Back up custom schema files by copying %DXHOME%/config/schema directory from the existing Provisioning
Directory, to the same directory on the new system.
Note that the custom schema files are created in the following scenarios:
• The COSX (etrust_cosx.dxc) has been modified.
• The LDA connector (etrust_lda.dxc) is installed.
• A custom C++ connector schema has been created.

b. Stop the provisioning DSAs on the existing system.
dxserver stop existing_system_hostname-impd-notify

dxserver stop existing_system_hostname-impd-main

dxserver stop existing_system_hostname-impd-inc

dxserver stop existing_system_hostname-impd-co

c. Dump the provisioning data from the existing system into the ldif files.
dxdumpdb -f hostname-impd-notify.ldif -v existing_system_hostname-impd-notify

dxdumpdb -f hostname-impd-main.ldif -v existing_system_hostname-impd-main

dxdumpdb -f hostname-impd-inc.ldif -v existing_system_hostname-impd-inc

dxdumpdb -f hostname-impd-co.ldif -v existing_system_hostname-impd-co

Note: -v is for verbose mode. Exercise caution when using this option as it displays output on the screen and posts
the output to your ldif file. This task can slow down the process, especially for very large DSAs. Remove this option
if you are facing performance issues with the dxdumpdb command.

d. Stop the provisioning DSAs on the new system.
dxserver stop new_system_hostname-impd-notify

dxserver stop new_system_hostname-impd-main

dxserver stop new_system_hostname-impd-inc

dxserver stop new_system_hostname-impd-co

e. Load the provisioning data into the DSAs of the new system.
dxloaddb -s new_system_hostname-impd-notify hostname-impd-notify.ldif 

dxloaddb -s new_system_hostname-impd-main hostname-impd-main.ldif

dxloaddb -s new_system_hostname-impd-inc hostname-impd-inc.ldif

dxloaddb -s new_system_hostname-impd-co hostname-impd-co.ldif

f. Start the DSAs on the new system.
dxserver start new_system_name-impd-notify

dxserver start new_system_name-impd-main

dxserver start new_system_name-impd-inc
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dxserver start new_system_name-impd-co

4. Disconnect the new server from the existing cluster and then setup the new server as the primary server.
5. On the new system, upgrade Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, and CA IAM (Java) Connector Server to the

version that you are migrating to.
The upgrade process updates the schema.

The Provisioning Directory now runs on the new system with data migrated from the old system. The old Provisioning
Directory setup can now be removed.

Post Migration Tasks

Perform the following post-migration tasks.

• Task 1: Post-migration, the new system still contains references to the old Provisioning Directory. Follow the given
steps to update them with the new provisioning entries.
– Connect to the new Provisioning Directory using any LDAP tool. Connect using the following connection details:

port: 20391
bind DN: eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb

– Update the following Provisioning Directory entries. They contain attributes (eTDSADbHost, eTDSAHost) with old
system names.
eTDSAName=im,eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=etadb
eTDSAName=im,eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb

– Remove entries representing old provisioning system from
eTConfigParamFolderName=Servers,eTConfigParamContainerName=Parameters,eTConfigContainerName=Configuration,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb

– Remove entries representing old provisioning system from dc=notify,dc=etadb

• Task 2: After you migrate the Provisioning Directory, ensure that the new Provisioning Server points to the new
Connector Server. You can check and add a new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server, either using the
Command Line or Connector Xpress.
– Using Command Line

Given is an example to add a new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server using csfconfig. For details about
the command, see csfconfig.
Example:
To check, run the following command:
csfconfig list auth="etaadmin"

To add the new Connector Server, run the following command:
csfconfig add auth="etaadmin" br-add="PeopleSoft" host="sunserver01" usetls="yes" pass="c:\pass.txt"

– Using Connector Xpress
To add the new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server using Connector Xpress, follow the given steps:
a. Log in to the Connector Xpress.
b. Connect to the migrated Provisioning Server.
c. Navigate to <Provisioning Server Host>, im, CS Configs.
d. Right-click CS Configs, and select New CS Config.
e. In the New Connector Server Configuration window, configure the following:

• Descriptive Name: Enter a name for the new Connector Server.
• Connector Server Host Name: Enter the migrated Connector Server host name.
• Provisioning Server : Enter the migrated Provisioning Server host name.
• Select Make this the default CS.
• Click OK.
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f. Next, delete the old Connector Server from CS Config.
• Task 3: Update Inbound Notification URL to point to the new Identity Manager Server.

a. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
b. Navigate to System, Identity Manager Setup.
c. Replace the old Identity Manager Server details with the new one.
d. Click Apply.

High Availability Configurations

In a High Availability environment, you must change the hostname of the alternate Provisioning Directories in the
<Provisioning Directory_Install_DIR>/_uninst/archive_upgrade.dat file.

To update the hostname in the DSAs referred by the Provisioning Directory, update the address field with the new
hostname in the following configuration files under <CA Directory_Intall_DIR>/dxserver/config/knowledge.

• <hostname>-impd-co.dxc
• <hostname>-impd-inc.dxc
• <hostname>-impd-main.dxc
• <hostname>-impd-notify.dxc
• <hostname>-impd-router.dxc

Reset Provisioning Directory Credentials

This article educates you on how to reset the Provisioning Directory credentials.

For instance, when you restore the Provisioning Directory from a ldif dump file and you do not know the userPassword
on eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb entry, the Provisioning Server
service fails to start. To bring up the Provisioning Server service, you must reset the Provisioning Directory credentials by
following the given steps:

Enable Anonymous Access to the Provisioning Directory

Perform these steps on ALL the Provisioning Directory machines.

1. Log in as the user dsa, or open the shell of user dsa.
sudo su - dsa

2. Stop the Provisioning Directory DSAs.
dxserver stop all

3. In $DXHOME/config/settings/impd.dxc, change the min-auth setting from:
set min-auth = clear-password;
to:
set min-auth = none;

4. Edit all the Provisioning Directory DSAs knowledge files in $DXHOME/config/knowledge folder:
– -impd-co.dxc
– -impd-inc.dxc
– -impd-main.dxc
– -impd-notify.dxc
– -imps-router.dxc
Change the auth-levels setting of each DSA from
auth-levels = clear-password
to:
auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password
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5. Start the Provisioning Directory DSAs.
dxserver start all

Change the userPassword

Change the userPassword on eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb
entry as follows:

1. Use JXplorer or your preferred LDAP browser to connect anonymously to the Provisioning Directory machine on port
20391.

2. Change userPassword to a new password on the following 2 entries. Ensure that the password algorithm is SSHA.
– eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=etadb
– eTDSAContainerName=DSAs,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=etadb

3. Ensure that the JXplorer can connect to the Provisioning Directory on port 20391 with the new password.

Adjust Registry Setting and Allow Provisioning Server to access the Provisioning Directory Anonymously

Perform these steps on ALL the machines hosting the Provisioning Server.

1. Log in as user imps, or open the shell of user imps.
sudo su - imps

2. Delete the following files:
– /opt/CA/SharedComponents/EnterpriseCommonServices/registry/hkey_local_machine/software/

computerassociates/identity_manager/provisioning_server/domains/eta/etpassworddb
– /opt/CA/SharedComponents/EnterpriseCommonServices/registry/hkey_local_machine/software/

computerassociates/identity_manager/provisioning_server/domains/im/etpassworddb

Start the Provisioning Server Service

1. Start the Provisioning Server service.
2. Review the etatrans log, and confirm that the log contains the following information:

ALERT: Repository password cannot be decrypted; ANONYMOUS access used for repository communication. Use

 Password Manager to re-establish repository password and check TLS/SSL settings.

...

Verifying that directory DSA 'impd-main' is available.

...

Verifying that directory DSA 'impd-co' is available.

...

Verifying that directory DSA 'impd-inc' is available.

...

Verifying that directory DSA 'impd-notify' is available.

3. Confirm that the administrative user can log in to the Provisioning Manager and can search the Global Users.

Use pwdmgr Utility to Re-establish Repository Password

Perform these steps on ALL the machines hosting the Provisioning Server.

1. Log in as user imps, or open the shell of user imps.
sudo su - imps

2. cd ~/bin
3. Run pwdmgr utility to re-establish directory password for accessing eta and im domains. For example: (Replace values

in bold with actual values in your environment)
-bash-4.1$ pwdmgr
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Administrator ID: <etaadmin>
Password for administrator:
Component: Administrative (D)irectory, (P)rovisioning Server, (C)++ Connector Server: D
Domain (enter "eta" for the top-level domain): eta
New Password: <new-password>
Confirm Password: <new-password>
Password locked down to the following host configuration
Password host: <impd-machine-name>
Password port: 20391
Password tls port: 20391
Successfully set password
WARNING: You must re-start your Provisioning Server for it to continue to work correctly
-bash-4.1$ pwdmgr
Administrator ID: <etaadmin>
Password for administrator: Component: Administrative (D)irectory, (P)rovisioning Server, (C)++ Connector Server: D
Domain (enter "eta" for the top-level domain): im
New Password: <new-password>
Confirm Password: <new-password>
Password locked down to the following host configuration
Password host: <impd-machine-name>
Password port: 20391
Password tls port: 20391
Successfully set password
WARNING: You must re-start your Provisioning Server for it to continue to work correctly

Disable Anonymous Access to the Provisioning Directory

Perform these steps on ALL the Provisioning Directory machines.

1. Log in as the user dsa, or open the shell of user dsa.
sudo su - dsa

2. In the $DXHOME/config/settings/impd.dxc, change the min-auth setting from:
set min-auth = none;
to:
set min-auth = clear-password;

3. Edit all the Provisioning Directory DSAs knowledge files in $DXHOME/config/knowledge folder:
– -impd-co.dxc
– -impd-inc.dxc
– -impd-main.dxc
– -impd-notify.dxc
– -imps-router.dxc
Change the auth-levels setting of each DSA from
auth-levels = anonymous, clear-password
to:
auth-levels = clear-password

4. Reload the configurations.
dxserver init all
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Restart the Provisioning Server

1. Stop the Provisioning Server.
2. Start the Provisioning Server.
3. Review the etatrans log and confirm that there is no LDAP_INVALID_CREDENTIALS error.
4. Confirm that the administrative user can log in to the Provisioning Manager and can search the Global Users.

Upgrade the Provisioning Server
WARNING
 The Provisioning Server uses an instance of CA Directory to communicate with the Provisioning Directory. Be
sure to install or upgrade CA Directory on the Provisioning Server system, using the CA Directory component
installer, before upgrading the Provisioning Server.

The component CA Directory installer is on the Identity Manager media, under CADirectory_x64.

The Provisioning Server upgrade includes the C++ Connector Server, and also performs all connector upgrades by
default.

Note the following when upgrading the Provisioning Server:

• Before upgrading the Provisioning Server, ensure that inbound requests are completed. You can check the pending
inbound notifications in the Notify DSA of the Provisioning Directory.

• Before upgrading the Provisioning Server, upgrade any alternate Provisioning Directories if they exist. 
• If you have more than one Provisioning Server, upgrade the primary first, then upgrade all alternate Provisioning

Servers.

 To upgrade the Provisioning Server 

1. (Linux Only) Create a folder under "/" and copy the Identity Manager installation package to that folder. Alternatively,
you can copy the installation package to /tmp.

2. In the Identity Manager installation package folder, navigate to Provisioning/ Provisioning Server and
run setup.exe.

3. In the Upgrade Wizard, next to Provisioning Server, click Launch Upgrade. The Provisioning Server upgrade starts. 
4. If you see a Deprecated Connector Warning, check  CA Identity Governance and Connectors documentation for

migration steps to complete after the upgrade.
5. Select the Custom setup type when prompted.
6. Select the appropriate Installation Type, depending on which components are installed on the system (Provisioning

Server, C++Connector Server, or both).
7. You can select a check box during upgrade to indicate Provisioning Directory High Availability. If you select this option,

supply the host names of any alternate Provisioning Directories and specify the primary Provisioning Directory.
8. Complete the Provisioning Domain screens.

Note: You may notice a slight delay when you click Next on the first Provisioning Domain screen.
9. Enter a password for the domain.
10. Supply provisioning components passwords.
11. Go through the wizard and enter the information that you collected for the upgrade.

Your Provisioning Server is upgraded.

Upgrade C++ Connector Server (CCS)
From Identity Manager r12.6, provisioning server communicates with CA IAM CS, not with CCS. CCS now communicates
with CA IAM CS, which then forwards the message.

If your current installation includes a standalone CCS, you need to upgrade it carefully.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Upgrade CCS.
Follow these steps:
a. (Linux Only) Create a folder under "/" and copy the Identity Manager installation package to that folder.

Alternatively, you can copy the installation package to /tmp.
b. In the Identity Manager installation package folder, navigate to Provisioning/ Provisioning Server and

run setup.exe.
c. In the Upgrade Wizard, next to Provisioning Server, click Launch Upgrade.

The upgrade starts. 
d. If you see a Deprecated Connector Warning, check  CA Identity Governance and Connectors documentation for

migration steps to complete after the upgrade.
e. Select the Custom setup type when prompted.
f. Select the Installation Type as C++Connector Server. 
g. You can select a check box during upgrade to indicate Provisioning Directory High Availability. If you select this

option, supply the host names of any alternate Provisioning Directories and specify the primary Provisioning
Directory.

h. Complete the Provisioning Domain screens.
Note: You may notice a slight delay when you click Next on the first Provisioning Domain screen.

i. Enter a password for the domain.
j. Supply provisioning components passwords.
k. Go through the wizard and enter the information that you collected for the upgrade. 

2. Install CA IAM CS on the same computer as the upgraded CCS.
This instance of CA IAM CS will forward communication from the provisioning server to the CCS.

Upgrade CA IAM Connector Server
Follow the procedure detailed in this article to upgrade CA IAM Connector Server.

NOTE

Before upgrading the connector sever, ensure that you take a backup of the existing connector server folder.
The folder is available in your Identity Manager installer path. For example:

• Windows: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server
• LINUX/UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

 Follow these steps: 

NOTE

 When you upgrade CA IAM Connector Server, any changes you made to the XML configuration files are lost.
However, any changes you made to the properties files are preserved. For more information, see Customize the
Configurations for CA IAM CS.

1. Navigate to the following subfolder and double-click the setup file:
Provisioning\ConnectorServer

2. When upgrading to CA IAM CS, note the following:
– Most fields are automatically populated during the CA IAM CS upgrade. You should only need to supply passwords

during the upgrade.
– When providing the component password during the upgrade, you can supply any password that is at least 6

characters long. The installer resets the CA IAM CS component password to te text that you entered in this field.
– During the upgrade, Upgrade Wizard asks you to register CA IAM CS so that updated metadata for existing and

new connectors can be registered with the Provisioning Server.
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Use the following information to register CA IAM CS:
–  Domain

Defines the Provisioning Server domain.
–  Server Host

Defines the Provisioning Server.
–  Server Port

Defines the port on which the Provisioning Server runs.
–  Username

Specifies the Provisioning Server administrator.
–  Password

Defines the Provisioning Manager administrator password.
3. After the installation is complete, deploy every connector that you plan to use. For instructions, See Add a Connector

in the Connectors wiki.

NOTE
Each of the connectors requires additional files. If you plan to use any connectors, follow the instructions in
the Connectors wiki to deploy each connector and the related files.

Upgrade the Provisioning Manager
The Provisioning Manager will appear as an option in the Upgrade Wizard. To upgrade the Provisioning Manager, click
Launch Upgrade across from this component.  

The Provisioning Manager upgrade does not need any new information. Once launched, the upgrade runs and the
Provisioning Manager is updated on your system.

Upgrade Other Provisioning Components
Learn about upgrading the other provisioning components.

If you are using any of the following provisioning components in your Identity Manager deployment, they must be
upgraded as described.

• Connector Xpress
Run the Connector Xpress installer from the Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning).

• CA IAM CS SDK
Run the CA IAM CS SDK installer from the Identity Manager media (under \Provisioning).

• CCI Standalone
Run the CCI Standalone installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Infrastructure).

The following provisioning components can be upgraded by uninstalling and reinstalling the new version:

• Remote Agents (Exchange200x, Exchange2010-16, RSA, UNIX, Windows200x)
Run the specific remote agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \RemoteAgent).

• Agents (AS400, CredentialProvider, CredentialProvider-x64, Gina, PasswordSync, PasswordSync-x64)
Run the specific agent installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Agent).

• Bulk Loader Client/PeopleSoft Feed
Run the Bulk Loader Client installer from the Provisioning Component media (under \Clients).
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Upgrade on JBoss or WildFly
WARNING

If your existing Identity Manager deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we
recommend migrating to the supported version - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool. 

For a successful migration to JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x, follow the migration procedure documented at
Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

This article covers the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Prepare for Upgrade
This product works with JBoss 7.2 (EAP) and WildFly 15 and later. You can install new version on the same system as
the previous version, but in a different file location from the previous version. Also, install the JDK identified in the support
matrix as supporting your version of JBoss.

Note: For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Platform Support Matrix.

When using JBoss as the application server, note the following points:

• The Identity Manager Server is a J2EE application that is deployed on a supported application server.
• Policy XPress is enhanced to support Web Services SOAP (with basic authentication method) and REST (with basic

authentication, proxy authentication, and OAuth authentication methods) such that it can be integrated with external
applications that provide a web service interface.

• Install the required version of the JDK before installing the Identity Manager Server. You can download the JDK 8 from
the following Oracle URL:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/index.html  and https://adoptopenjdk.net/

• Remove "tmp" directory from <WildFly/JBoss_HOME>\standalone.

WARNING
If any datastore file in the deploy directory is modified, JBoss loses the connection to that datastore and should
be restarted.

Upgrade on a Single Node
Based on the version of JBoss that is installed, you upgrade Identity Manager. When you

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of CA Identity Manager installed and install the new Identity Manager to replace it.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Upgrade or Migration Procedure
JBoss 7.2 Upgrade on a Single NodeUpgrading on a Single Node
WildFly 15 Upgrade on a Single Node

Upgrading on a Single Node
If your JBoss or WildFly application server is on a version supported by Identity Manager latest release, you can upgrade
the Identity Manager server.

For supported versions, see Platform Support Matrix.
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Follow these steps:

1. Run the Identity Manager upgrade installer on the system where the previous version of Identity Manager is installed.
2. Respond to the prompts that appear.

NOTE

The upgrade process for 14.4 enforces the user to run the migration utility before proceeding with the
Upgrade process: the new 14.4 Installer automatically detects this state and prompts the user if the migration
utility has been run on the current version. For a successful migration to JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x,
follow the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

Reference Information:

• When you select "Apply Recommended Application Server Configuration” in the “Application Server
Information” page of the upgrade installer wizard, the installer overwrites the existing application server configurations
with the new fine-tuned configurations. The fine-tuned configurations are aimed at optimizing the performance of an
application server.
Before overwriting, the installer takes a backup of the following existing configuration files. The backup files are
suffixed with ".bak".
– Standalone

• Windows: <JBOSS_HOME>\bin\standalone.conf.bat
• Linux: <JBOSS_HOME>/bin/standalone.conf

– Cluster
• Windows: <JBOSS_HOME>\bin\standalone.conf.bat
• Linux: <JBOSS_HOME>/bin/standalone.conf
• <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full-ha.xml

For information about fine-tuned configurations, see Fine-Tune JBoss or WildFly Configurations.
• The installer upgrades the following components:

– EAR folder names
– All binaries (jars/JSPs)
– All property files (resource bundles, and so forth)
– All additional JMS queues
– Global Transaction support on data sources
– OOTB Directories and Environments

• All unused files are deleted.
• The upgrade installer preserves the following configuration files:

– Policy Server Connection (ra.xml)
– Data Store Definitions (standalone-full.xml)

• The upgrade installer preserves the extra files and folders that you create for customization in the following folders:
– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/Custom
– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/Config
– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app
– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console_war/ui

NOTE

However, the upgrade installer does not preserve any changes that are done to the existing files in these
folders. After the upgrade, you must manually merge your changes by using the backup that is taken by the
installer at the following locations.
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– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/
custom

– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/
config

– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/
user_console.war/app

– <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/
user_console.war/ui

• Post-upgrade when you start the application server, a backup of the User Directory, Provisioning Directory,
and OOTB Environment-related files is taken only when the OOTB environment is installed in the previous
release. The backup is taken at <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/identityEnv-Backup-
<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>.
Note: In case you want to restore the pre-upgraded environment, you can import the environment backup through the
Management Console.

• Identity Manager maintains custom mappings of the active service desk solution only. For non-active NIM Service
Desk solutions, the custom field mappings are not upgraded automatically. Post upgrade, you must manually update
the custom field mappings for non-active service desk solutions by navigating to System, NIM SM Integration,
Customize Service Desk Field Mappings in Identity Manager User Console.

Verify the Upgraded Node
When you have completed all the steps, check that the upgrade was successful.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Start the databases used by the Identity Manager server.
2. Start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.
3. Access the Management Console and confirm the following points:

– You can access the following URL from a browser:
http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example:
 http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port-number/iam/immanage

– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.

4. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment 

Upgrade on a Cluster
Based on the version of your application server, you upgrade Identity Manager. See the following definitions of this term:

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of Identity Manager installed and install the new Identity Manager to replace it.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Procedure to Perform
JBoss 7.2 or WildFly 15 Upgrade on a Cluster
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Upgrading on a Cluster
Upgrade the Identity Manager server by using this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Identity Manager installer on the system where Identity Manager is installed.
The Upgrade Wizard starts.

2. Click Launch Upgrade from the Upgrade Wizard.
3. Select the Full Upgrade option.

NOTE

The upgrade process for 14.4 forces the user to run the migration utility before proceeding with the Upgrade
process: the new 14.4 Installer automatically detects this state and prompts the user if the migration utility
has been run on the current version. For a successful migration to JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x, follow
the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

4. Respond to the prompts that appear.
5. Repeat these steps on the other systems where Identity Manager is installed.

NOTE
The following components are upgraded with the installer:

• EAR folder names
• All binaries (jars/JSPs)
• All property files (resource bundles, and so forth)
• All additional JMS queues
• Global Transaction Support on data sources
• Directories and Environments

All unused files will be deleted.

The following custom configuration files will be preserved:

• Policy Server connection
• Data store definition

Post Upgrade Steps for the Cluster

Configure the JK Connector using IIS Proxy

In this section, we are using IIS as a sample proxy for a cluster. Note that you can use any proxy of your choice to front a
cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Install a JK connector based on these instructions from JBoss.org linked here.
2. Note the following when you use this procedure:

a. When you configure the modjk workers, use the workers.properties file in this location:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples
\ConnectorConfiguration\windows\IIS_JBoss
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/samples/Cluster/JBoss/ConnectorConfiguration

b. In this file, replace worker.workerN.* (the worker name) with your corresponding node’s Peer ID.
If you have more than two nodes, copy a worker.workerN.* set for each additional node and rename the worker
name.

c. Fill in the worker.workerN.host field with your corresponding nodes’ hostnames.
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For example, consider a cluster where the Identity Manager server is installed on three JBoss hosts that are
named myhostA, myhostB, and myhostC, using Peer IDs 1, 2, and 3. The workers.properties file appears as
follows:
worker.worker1.port=8009worker.worker1.host=myhostA..worker.worker1.recovery_options=28worker.worker2.port=8009worker.worker2.host=myhostB..worker.worker2.recovery_options=28worker.worker3.port=8009worker.worker3.host=myhostC..worker.worker3.recovery_options=28..worker.router.balance_workers=worker1,worker2,worker3

d. Copy the uriworkermap.properties file in the above location to APACHE_HOME/conf.
e. Omit the step about configuring Tomcat for session stickiness. This feature is already configured by the installer

and in the workers.properties file.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered installation:

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you have stopped.
2. Access Identity Manager Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

host_name: Defines the fully qualified host name for the server where Identity Manager is installed
port: Defines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Upgrade on WebLogic
 

Prepare WebLogic for Upgrade
Identity Manager works with WebLogic 12c R2 (12.2.1.x).

On the system where you plan to install Identity Manager Server, perform the following steps:

1. Install a supported Java Development Kit (JDK) or Java Runtime Environment (JRE).
2. Install a 64-bit JDK or JRE.
3. Install the application server using the Oracle WebLogic Documentation.
4. Remove "tmp" directory from <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/servers/<server_name>/tmp.

Upgrade or Migration on a Single WebLogic Node
Based on the version of your application server, you upgrade or migrate Identity Manager. Note the following term
definitions:

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of Identity Manager installed and install the new release of Identity Manager to replace
it.

• Migration
Uninstall the previous version of Identity Manager, and then install the new release of  Identity Manager.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Upgrade or Migration Procedure
WebLogic 8.1, 9.2, 10, 11 Migration on a WebLogic Node
WebLogic 12c Upgrade on a Weblogic Node
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Upgrade on a WebLogic Node
Upgrade an existing Identity Manager deployment if its hardware, operating system, user store, object store, and CA
Directory are supported by the latest release of Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the WebLogic application server version is 12c R2 (12.2.1.x).
Note: If the existing WebLogic application server version is 12.1.x, you must upgrade to WebLogic 12.2.1.x. The
minimum JDK version that is supported by WebLogic 12.2.1.x is 1.8.131. Before you upgrade, back up the existing
WebLogic application server domain that is used for Identity Manager installation.
Post WebLogic application server upgrade, perform the following steps to reconfigure the existing application server
domain to the newer version.
a. Ensure that the newly installed JAVA_HOME is set to WebLogic 12.2.1.x supported Java version (1.8.131 or

above).
b. Set WL_HOME environment variable to the new WebLogic installation path <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/wlserver.
c. Copy JDBC driver (sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc.jar) to <WL_HOME>/server/lib folder, and set DB_DRIVER_CLASSPATH

environment variable in <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin/commExtEnv.cmd.
d. (Linux Only) Set owner permissions to the Oracle user and group for jdbc and jms folders available at

<WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/config.
e. Navigate to <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin, and perform the following steps:

a. Open a command prompt and run commEnv.cmd/sh.
b. Next, run reconfig.cmd/sh.

f. In the Wizard that opens, reconfigure the existing domain and data sources to the new one.
Note: While reconfiguring the data sources, ensure that you select Don't convert option.

2. Run the Identity Manager upgrade installer on the system where the previous version of Identity Manager was
installed.

3. Respond to the prompts that appear.

Reference Information:

• When you select "Apply Recommended Application Server Configuration” in the “Application Server
Information” page of the  upgrade installer wizard, the installer overwrites the existing application server
configurations with the new fine-tuned configurations. The fine-tuned configurations are aimed at optimizing the
performance of an application server.
Before overwriting, the installer takes a backup of the following existing configuration files. The backup files are
suffixed with ".bak".
– Standalone

• Windows: <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>\bin\setDomainEnv.cmd
• Linux: <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/bin/setDomainEnv.sh

For information about fine-tuned configurations, see Fine-Tune WebLogic Configurations.
• The installer upgrades the following components:

– EAR folder names
– All binaries (jars/JSPs)
– All property files (resource bundles, and so forth)
– All additional JMS queues
– Global Transaction support on data sources
– OOTB Directories and Environments

• All unused files are deleted.
• The upgrade installer preserves the following configuration files:
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– Policy Server Connection (ra.xml)
– Data Store Definitions

• The upgrade installer preserves the extra files and folders that you create for customization in the following folders:
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/custom
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/config
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/ui
However, the upgrade installer does not preserve any changes that are made to the existing files in these folders.
After the upgrade, you must manually merge your changes by using the backup taken by the installer at the following
locations.
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

custom
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/config
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

user_console.war/app
– <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

user_console.war/ui
• Post-upgrade when you start the application server, a backup of the User Directory, Provisioning Directory,

and OOTB Environment-related files is taken only when the OOTB environment is installed in the previous
release. The backup is taken at <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/applications/iam_im.ear/identityEnv-Backup-
<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>.
Note: In case you want to restore the pre-upgraded environment, you can import the environment backup through the
Management Console.

• Identity Manager maintains custom mappings of the active service desk solution only. For non-active NIM Service
Desk solutions, the custom field mappings are not upgraded automatically. Post upgrade, you must manually update
the custom field mappings for non-active service desk solutions by navigating to System, NIM SM Integration,
Customize Service Desk Field Mappings in Identity Manager User Console.

Migration on a WebLogic Node
Migrate an existing Identity Manager deployment if its hardware, operating system, user store, object store, and CA
Directory are not supported by the latest release of Identity Manager.

To migrate an existing Identity Manager deployment, follow these steps:

1. Considerations
2. Migrate Database
3. Upgrade Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server
4. Install Provisioning Components
5. Migrate Provisioning Directory
6. Install the Latest Version of CA Identity Manager Server
7. Migrate User Store
8. Post Migration Tasks

Considerations

• Before migrating, ensure that the JMS transaction queue is empty, else the transaction data is lost after migration.
• Export Directories and Environment configurations from the existing deployment.
• Refer to the supported hardware and software versions.
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Migrate Database

If the latest release of Identity Manager does not support an existing database, ensure that you migrate database to the
supported version.

Upgrade Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, and Java Connector Server

You must upgrade an existing Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, and Java Connector Server to the latest version
to get the new schema changes.

WARNING

If you migrate Provisioning Directory without upgrading it, the new schema changes will be overwritten with the
old schema.

Install Provisioning Components

Ensure that you install the latest version of the following Provisioning components in your new deployment:

• Provisioning Directory
• Provisioning Server
• Connector Server
• Connector Xpress
• Provisioning Manager
• Connector Server SDK

Notes:

• If you have used FIPS in your previous installation of provisioning components, ensure that you use the same FIPS
key in the new installation.

• Use the same credentials that you used in the previous installation of the provisioning components.

Migrate Provisioning Directory

After you upgrade existing Provisioning Directory to the latest version, the next step is to migrate the Provisioning
Directory.

1. Migrate Provisioning Directory
Note: Use the same credentials that you used in the previous installation of the Provisioning Directory.

2. After you migrate the Provisioning Directory, ensure that the new Provisioning Server points to the new Connector
Server. You can check and add a new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server, either using the Command Line or
Connector Xpress.
– Using Command Line

Given is an example to add a new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server using csfconfig. For details about
the command, see csfconfig.
Example:
To check, run the following command:
csfconfig list auth="etaadmin"

To add the new Connector Server, run the following command:
csfconfig add auth="etaadmin" br-add="PeopleSoft" host="sunserver01" usetls="yes" pass="c:\pass.txt"

– Using Connector Xpress
To add the new Connector Server to the Provisioning Server using Connector Xpress, follow the given steps:
a. Log in to the Connector Xpress.
b. Connect to the migrated Provisioning Server.
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c. Navigate to <Provisioning Server Host>, im, CS Configs.
d. Righ-click CS Configs, and select New CS Config.
e. In the New Connector Server Configuration window, configure the following:

• Descriptive Name: Enter a name for the new Connector Server.
• Connector Server Host Name: Enter the migrated Connector Server host name.
• Provisioning Server : Enter the migrated Provisioning Server host name.
• Select Make this the default CS.
• Click OK.

f. Next, delete the old Connector Server from CS Config.
3. Update Inbound Notification URL to point to the new Identity Manager Server.

a. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
b. Navigate to System, Identity Manager Setup.
c. Replace the old Identity Manager Server details with the new one.
d. Click Apply.

Install the Latest Version of CA Identity Manager Server

Install the latest version of Identity Manager server by following the given steps:

1. Ensure that the machine where you plan to install Identity Manager server has the Server Environments installed.
2. Start Identity Manager installation program.

Windows: ca-im-<release>-win.exe 

Linux: ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

3. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard by supplying appropriate information:
Notes:
– If you want to create an OOTB environment or update an existing OOTB environment, select Out of the Box

Environment in the new installation of Identity Manager server.
– Provide the same database credentials that you had provided in the previous installation.
– If you have used FIPS in your previous installation, ensure that you use the same FIPS key and key encryption

parameters file in the new installation of Identity Manager server.
– In the Login Information screen, enter the same user credentials that you provided in the previous installation.

These credentials are used to connect to the embedded components (Administrative Tools) and administer the
Provisioning Server.

4. Review the summary and click Install.
5. After the installation completes, click Finish.

Note: If you have different database stores for task persistence, workflow, audit, and reports, then post installation you
must update the data sources manually to point to the separate stores.

6. Start the WebLogic application server.
On the application server startup, the Provisioning Directory, User Store, and Environment will fail to start if your old
and new host names are different. To solve this issue, perform the following steps:
– ��Provisioning Store

a. In Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Directories, <Provisioning_Directory_Store>, Export.
b. Save the <Provisioning_Store>.xml on your local disk.
c. In the xml file, replace old hostname with the new one.

<Connection port="<Provisioning_Directory_Port>" host="<Host_Name"/>

– User Store
a. a. In Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Directories, <User_Store>, Export.

b. Save the <Provisioning_Store>.xml on your local disk.
c. In the xml <User_Store>, replace old hostname with the new one.
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<Connection port="<User_Store_Port>" host="<Host_Name"/>

Migrate User Store

To migrate User Store to a new system, follow the given steps if your User Store is CA Directory:

Non-OOTB Environment

1. Ensure that CA Directory is installed on the new system.
2. Copy %DXHOME%/config/knowledge/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxc from the existing User Store to the same

directory on the new system. Next, edit the copied file to modify address to the latest system name.
address = tcp "<New System Name>" port <port>

3. Copy %DXHOME%/config/servers/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxi from the existing User Store to the same directory
on the new system.

4. Copy the following schema files from the existing User Store to the same directory on the new system.
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_group.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user_aux.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/<custom_file>.dxc, if any

5. Update %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg with the custom (<custom_file>.dxc) schema definitions.
6. Stop the User Store DSA on the old system and dump the data.

dxdumpdb -f <filename> -v <DSA_Name>

For example:
dxdumpdb -f UserStore.ldif -v UserStore 

Note: -v is for verbose mode. Exercise caution when using this option because it displays the output on the screen
and also posts the output to your ldif file. This task can slow down the process, especially for large DSAs. Remove this
option if you have performance issues with the dxdumpdb command.

7. Load the data file into the new system.
dxloaddb -s <DSA_Name> <filename> 

8. Restart the User Store DSA on the new host.
dxserver start <DSA_Name>

The User Store runs on the new system with data from the old system.

OOTB Environment

1. Ensure that CA Directory is installed on the new system.
2. Manually merge customizations from the following existing file to the same file on the new system:

– %DXHOME%/config/servers/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxi
3. Manually merge the schema customizations from the following existing files to the same files on the new system:

– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_group.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user_aux.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg

4. Copy the customized schema files (%DXHOME%/config/schema/<custom_file>.dxc, if any) from the existing User
Store to the same directory on the new system:

5. Stop the User Store DSA on the old system and dump the data.
dxdumpdb -f <filename> -v <DSA_Name>

For example:
dxdumpdb -f UserStore.ldif -v UserStore 
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Note: -v is for verbose mode. Exercise caution when using this option because it displays the output on the screen
and also posts the output to your ldif file. This task can slow down the process, especially for very large DSAs.
Remove this option if you have performance issues with the dxdumpdb command.

6. Load the data file into the new system.
dxloaddb -s <DSA_Name> <filename> 

7. Restart the User Store DSA on the new host.
dxserver start <DSA_Name>

8. If migrating from release 12.6.08 to 14.x, update imloginid for the default users (imadmin and publicuser).
dxmodify -c -h <New System Name> -p <DSA_Port> -D <DSA_Bind_DN> -w <password> -f /iam_im.ear/

management_console.war/WEB-INF/ootb/update-imusers.ldif

The User Store runs on the new system with data from the old system.

Post Migration Tasks

Perform the following post migration tasks:

• Add your customizations to the new deployment. For example: custom, config, skin
• In Identity Manager Management Console, export user store and provisioning store directory xmls, modify them to

reflect the new hostname and ports, add customizations if any, and then reimport.
• Manually merge customizations (Role Definitions and Directory Configurations) to the new Directories and

Environment using the files that you exported in a pre-migrated setup.
• Post Migration NIM Integration Tasks

– Identity Manager maintains custom mappings of the active service desk solution only. For non-active NIM Service
Desk solutions, the custom field mappings are not migrated automatically. Post migration, you must manually
update the custom field mappings for non-active service desk solutions by navigating to System, NIM SM
Integration, Customize Service Desk Field Mappings in Identity Manager User Console.

– After Identity Manager server starts, ensure that you submit the Service Desk Integration configurations by
navigating to System, NIM SM Integration, Configure Service Desk Integration in Identity Manager User
Console. By submitting these configurations, you reset CA NIM SM host URL to the current application host in the
database.

– Before working with the Service Desk integration, ensure that the connection pre-requisites are met by following the
documentation at Configure Service Desk Integration.

Verify the WebLogic Single Node Upgrade
When you have completed all upgrade procedures, verify that the upgrade was successful.

To verify the upgrade

1. Start the application server.
2. Start the Management Console as follows:

http://im_server_host_name:port/iam/immanage

– host_name
Defines the fully qualified host name for the server where Identity Manager is installed

– port
Defines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment
a. Verify that you are prompted for the appropriate credentials.
b. Log in using the account with the System Manager role.
c. Verify that the correct roles are assigned to this account.
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4. If these steps succeeded, start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.

NOTE
If you still need to modify a Identity Manager environment, skip this step until you are done.

Upgrade or Migration on a WebLogic Cluster
Based on the version of your application server, you upgrade or migrate Identity Manager. See the following definitions of
these terms:

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of Identity Manager installed and install the next version of Identity Manager to replace
it.

• Migration
You uninstall the previous version of Identity Manager and then install the next version of CA Identity Manager.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Upgrade or Migration Procedure
WebLogic 8.1, 9.2, 10, 11 Migrate on a WebLogic Cluster
WebLogic 12c Upgrade on a Weblogic Cluster

Upgrade a WebLogic Cluster
Upgrade an existing Identity Manager cluster deployment if its hardware, operating system, user store, object store, and
CA Directory are supported by the latest release of Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the WebLogic application server version is 12c R2 (12.2.1.x) on all the cluster nodes.
Note: If the existing WebLogic application server version is 12.1.x, you must upgrade to WebLogic 12.2.1.x. The
minimum JDK version that is supported by WebLogic 12.2.1.x is 1.8.0_131. Before you upgrade, back up the existing
WebLogic application server domain that is used for CA Identity Manager installation.
[Applicable to the Master Node in the Cluster Deployment]
Post WebLogic application server upgrade, perform the following steps on the master cluster node to reconfigure the
existing application server domain to the newer version.
a. Ensure that the newly installed JAVA_HOME is set to WebLogic 12.2.1.x supported Java version (1.8.0_131 or

above).
b. Set WL_HOME environment variable to the new WebLogic installation path <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/wlserver.
c. Copy JDBC driver (sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc.jar) to <WL_HOME>/server/lib folder, and set DB_DRIVER_CLASSPATH

environment variable in <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin/commExtEnv.cmd.
d. Navigate to <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin, and perform the following steps:

a. Open a Command Line Interface and run commEnv.cmd/sh.
b. Next, run reconfig.cmd/sh.

e. In the Wizard that opens, reconfigure the existing domain and data sources to the new one.
Note: While reconfiguring the data sources, ensure that you select Don't convert option.

f. (Linux only) Set owner permissions to the Oracle user and group for jdbc and jms folders available at
<WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/config.

[Applicable to the Other Nodes in the Cluster Deployment]
Post WebLogic application server upgrade, perform the following steps on the other cluster nodes to reconfigure the
existing application server domain to the newer version.
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a. Ensure that the newly installed JAVA_HOME is set to WebLogic 12.2.1.x supported Java version (1.8.0_131 or
above).

b. Set WL_HOME environment variable to the new WebLogic installation path <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/wlserver.
c. Copy JDBC driver (sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc.jar) to <WL_HOME>/server/lib folder, and set DB_DRIVER_CLASSPATH

environment variable in <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin/commExtEnv.cmd.
d. Navigate to <WL_HOME>/../oracle_common/common/bin, and open a command prompt and run commEnv.cmd/

sh.
2. Remove the castyles.ear and iam_im.ear from the stage on each server in the cluster.

WARNING
The new version of these files cannot be deployed if the old versions still exist.

3. On the system that hosts the WebLogic Admin Server, install the CA Identity Manager server using the installation
program:
– Windows:

From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux:
From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of CA Identity Manager.
4. Click Launch Upgrade from the Upgrade Wizard.
5. Choose the Full Upgrade option.
6. Respond to the prompts that appear.

On successful upgrade, the following components are upgraded with the installer:
– EAR folder names
– All binaries (jars/JSPs)
– All property files (resource bundles, and so forth)
– All additional JMS queues
– Global Transaction Support on data sources
– Directories and Environments
All unused files are deleted.
The following custom configuration files are preserved:
– Policy Server connection
– Data store definitions

7. Post-upgrade of CA Identity Manager, perform the following steps:
a. Take a backup of the master domain using the pack utility, so that you can deploy it in the other cluster nodes.

a. Open a Command Line Interface.
b. Navigate to <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/wlserver/common/bin.
c. Run the pack utility.

pack.cmd/sh -managed=true -domain=%DOMAIN_HOME% -template=/<cluster-template>.jar -

template_name=<Domain Name> -log=/<pack>.log

The <cluster-template>.jar file is created and stored in the specified location.
b. Create domain in all the other cluster nodes using the unpack utility.

a. Copy the <cluster-template>.jar file from the master node to all the other nodes in the cluster.
b. Open a Command Line Interface.
c. Navigate to <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/wlserver/common/bin.
d. Run the unpack utility.

unpack.cmd/sh -domain=%DOMAIN_HOME% -template=<Location where the <cluster-template>.jar is copied>
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c. Comment the following lines in the <WebLogic_12cR2_HOME>/user_projects/domains/<domain name>/config/
jms/iam_im_imjmsmodule-jms.xml file, in all the cluster nodes.
<uniform-distributed-queue name="iam_im StatusNotificationsQueue">, 

    <sub-deployment-name>iam_im GeneralMonitorCFdeployment</sub-deployment-name>

    <jndi-name>queue/iam/im/jms/queue/StatusNotificationsQueue</jndi-name>

    <load-balancing-policy>Round-Robin</load-balancing-policy>

</uniform-distributed-queue>

d. Remove the arguments from the secondary cluster nodes.
a. Log in to WebLogic Admin Server Console. Consider Server1 and Server2 as cluster nodes.
b. Navigate to Environment, Server, Server1.
c. Select Server Start tab.
d. From the Arguments list, delete following command:

"- Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory"

e. Repeat the same steps for Server2.

Upgrade Application Settings in a WebLogic 12c (12.2.1.x) R2 Cluster

For WebLogic 12c R2 (12.2.1.x), complete this procedure after the installer finishes the upgrade. Open WebLogic and
configure the states of the new Identity Manager applications and restart the servers.

Follow these steps:

1. From the WebLogic Administration Console, verify the applications castylesr5.1.1.ear and iam_im.ear are in the
State distribute Initializing.

2. In the Change Center, set the Application State to Active by selecting Activate Changes.
3. Restart the individual servers. The process takes approximately 20 minutes.
4. Open the WebLogic Administration Console, and verify that castylesr5.1.1.ear and iam_im.ear are in the State

Active.

Migration on a WebLogic Cluster
Migrate an existing Identity Manager cluster deployment if its hardware, operating system, user store, object store, and
CA Directory are not supported by the latest release of Identity Manager.

To migrate an existing Identity Manager cluster deployment, follow these steps: 

Considerations

• Before migrating, ensure that the JMS transaction queue is empty, else the transaction data is lost after migration.
• Export Directories and Environment configurations from the existing deployment.
• Refer to the supported hardware and software versions.

Migrate Database

If the latest release of Identity Manager does not support an existing database, ensure that you migrate database to the
supported version.

Upgrade Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, and Java Connector Server

You must upgrade an existing the Provisioning Directory, Provisioning Server, and Java Connector Server to the latest
version to get the new schema changes.

WARNING
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If you migrate Provisioning Directory without upgrading it, the new schema changes will be overwritten with the
old schema.

Install Provisioning Components

Ensure that you install the latest version of the following Provisioning components in your new deployment:

• Provisioning Directory
• Provisioning Server
• Connector Server
• Connector Xpress
• Provisioning Manager
• Connector Server SDK

Notes:

• If you have used FIPS in your previous installation of provisioning components, ensure that you use the same FIPS
key in the new installation.

• Use the same credentials that you used in the previous installation of the provisioning components.

Migrate Provisioning Directory

After you upgrade existing Provisioning Directory to the latest version, the next step is to migrate the Provisioning
Directory.

1. Migrate Provisioning Directory
Note: Use the same credentials that you used in the previous installation of the Provisioning Directory.

2. After you migrate the Provisioning Directory, ensure that the new Provisioning Server points to the new Connector
Server. To check and add a new connector server to the Provisioning Server, use csfconfig command.
– Using Command Line

Given is an example to add a new Connector Server to the Provisoning Server using csfconfig. For details about
the command, see csfconfig.
Example:
To check, run the following command
csfconfig list auth="etaadmin"

To add the new Connector Server, run the following command:
csfconfig add auth="etaadmin" br-add="PeopleSoft" host="sunserver01" usetls="yes" pass="c:\pass.txt"

– Using Connector Xpress
To add the new Connector Server to the Provisoning Server using Connector Xpress, follow the given steps:
a. Log in to the Connector Xpress.
b. Connect to the migrated Provisioning Server.
c. Navigate to <Provisioning Server Host>, im, CS Configs.
d. Righ-click CS Configs, and select New CS Config.
e. In the New Connector Server Configuration window, configure the following:

• Descriptive Name: Enter a name for the new Connector Server.
• Connector Server Host Name: Enter the migrated Connector Server host name.
• Provisioning Server : Enter the migrated Provisioning Server host name.
• Select Make this the default CS.
• Click OK.

f. Next, delete the old Connector Server from CS Config.
3. Update Inbound Notification URL to point to the new Identity Manager Server.

a. Log in to the Provisioning Manager.
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b. Navigate to System, Identity Manager Setup.
c. Replace the old Identity Manager Server details with the new one.
d. Click Apply.

Create a WebLogic Cluster

The instructions in this section describe how to configure a cluster based on the multi-tier architecture that is described in
the WebLogic documentation.

To create a WebLogic cluster

1. Decide which system in the cluster will be the Administration Server, and which systems are the managed nodes.
2. Install WebLogic on the Administration Server and the managed nodes.
3. Use the WebLogic Configuration Wizard to create the WebLogic domain on the Administration Server.
4. Customize the WebLogic domain for the cluster.
5. On the node where you create the Administration Server, create a cluster domain.

This domain can serve as the source location from where the application will be deployed to the managed server
nodes.

Register Node Manager

Node Manager is the WebLogic utility that starts the Administration Server and managed nodes from a remote location.
Oracle recommends registering Node Manager on each managed node in a cluster. For instructions on registering Node
Manager, see Oracle WebLogic Documentation.

Verify the WebLogic Cluster

Verify that you can start and stop each managed node.

Follow these steps:

From the WebLogic Admin Console:

1. Set up user and password for each managed node:
a. In an internet browser, go to http://admin server machine:7001/console
b. Choose Environment, servers, Server Name.
c. Go to Server Start tab.
d. Provide the user and password that you used to set up the managed node.

2. Perform these actions on each node manager system:
a. Start the Node Manager on each managed node.

• For Windows: Navigate to Start, Programs, Oracle WebLogic Server version_number, Tools, Node Manager.
• For Linux: Use the startNodeManager.sh script.
A sample startNodeManager.sh script is installed in WL_HOME\server\bin. Edit this script for your environment.

b. Start each of the managed servers/machines. In the WebLogic Admin Console, go to Environment->servers,
Server Name, control, start.

3. Stop the Admin server and all managed servers.

Install the Latest Version of Identity Manager Server

Before deploying Identity Manager to the cluster, deploy it in a cluster domain in the Administration Server to verify that it
installs correctly. The cluster domain serves as a staging area where you can test Identity Manager and then deploy it on
other cluster nodes.

When you supply a cluster name during the installation, these primary resources are configured:
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• Distributed queues/topics with Round-Robin as the default load-balancing algorithm, all targeted to cluster name
provided.

• Connection factories that are targeted to cluster name provided.
• Data sources that are also targeted to cluster name provided.
• Two JMS modules: imjmsmodule and wpjmsmodule.

During the installation, the following EARs are installed in the cluster domain at weblogic_home\user_projects\domains
\<domain name>\applications.

• iam_im.ear
• ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear

To install Identity Manager on the WebLogic Admin Server

1. Ensure that the machine where you plan to install Identity Manager server has the supported version of WebLogic
installed.

2. Update /etc/hosts file if installing on a UNIX system.
3. Include IP addresses and hostnames of any remote system that you plan to include during the installation.
4. On the system that hosts the WebLogic Admin Server, install server using the installation program:

Windows: ca-im-<release>-win.exe 

Linux: ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

5. Complete the InstallAnywhere wizard by supplying appropriate information.
Notes:
– Provide the same database credentials that you had provided in the previous installation.
– If you want to create an OOTB environment or update an existing OOTB environment, select Out of the Box

Environment in the new installation of CA Identity Manager server.
– Use the same FIPS key and key encryption parameters file that you used in the previous installation.
– When you reach the WebLogic section, complete it as follows:

• WebLogic Binary Folder
The location of the application server home directory.

• Domain Folder
The name of the WebLogic domain you created for Identity Manager.

• Server Name
The name of the WebLogic server on which the domain is configured.

• Cluster Name
The name of the cluster.

• Access URL and port
Supply the URL and the port number for the web server that is used for load balancing.

– In the Login Information screen, enter the same user credentials that you provided in the previous installation.
These credentials are used to connect to the embedded components (Administrative Tools) and administer the
Provisioning Server.

6. Review the summary and click Install.
7. After the installation completes, click Finish.

Notes:
– If any issues occur during installation, check the installation logs.
– If you have different database stores for task persistence, workflow, audit, and reports, then post installation that

you must update the data sources manually to point to the separate stores.

Migrate User Store

To migrate User Store to a new system, follow the given steps if your User Store is CA Directory:
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Non-OOTB Environment

1. Ensure that CA Directory is installed on the new system.
2. Copy %DXHOME%/config/knowledge/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxc from the existing User Store to the same

directory on the new system. Next, edit the copied file to modify address to the latest system name.
address = tcp "<New System Name>" port <port>

3. Copy %DXHOME%/config/servers/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxi from the existing User Store to the same directory
on the new system.

4. Copy the following schema files from the existing User Store to the same directory on the new system.
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_group.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user_aux.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/<custom_file>.dxc, if any

5. Update %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg with the custom (<custom_file>.dxc) schema definitions.
6. Stop the User Store DSA on the old system and dump the data.

dxdumpdb -f <filename> -v <DSA_Name>

For example:
dxdumpdb -f UserStore.ldif -v UserStore 

Note: -v is for verbose mode. Exercise caution when using this option because it displays the output on the screen
and also posts the output to your ldif file. This task can slow down the process, especially for large DSAs. Remove this
option if you have performance issues with the dxdumpdb command.

7. Load the data file into the new system.
dxloaddb -s <DSA_Name> <filename> 

8. Restart the User Store DSA on the new host.
dxserver start <DSA_Name>

The User Store runs on the new system with data from the old system.

OOTB Environment

1. Ensure that CA Directory is installed on the new system.
2. Manually merge customizations from the following existing file to the same file on the new system:

– %DXHOME%/config/servers/<UserStore_DSA_Name>.dxi
3. Manually merge the schema customizations from the following existing files to the same files on the new system:

– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_group.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user_aux.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im_user.dxc
– %DXHOME%/config/schema/im.dxg

4. Copy the customized schema files (%DXHOME%/config/schema/<custom_file>.dxc, if any) from the existing User
Store to the same directory on the new system:

5. Stop the User Store DSA on the old system and dump the data.
dxdumpdb -f <filename> -v <DSA_Name>

For example:
dxdumpdb -f UserStore.ldif -v UserStore 

Note: -v is for verbose mode. Exercise caution when using this option because it displays the output on the screen
and also posts the output to your ldif file. This task can slow down the process, especially for very large DSAs.
Remove this option if you have performance issues with the dxdumpdb command.

6. Load the data file into the new system.
dxloaddb -s <DSA_Name> <filename> 
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7. Restart the User Store DSA on the new host.
dxserver start <DSA_Name>

8. If migrating from release 12.6.08 to 14.x, update imloginid for the default users (imadmin and publicuser).
dxmodify -c -h <New System Name> -p <DSA_Port> -D <DSA_Bind_DN> -w <password> -f /iam_im.ear/

management_console.war/WEB-INF/ootb/update-imusers.ldif

The User Store runs on the new system with data from the old system.

Post Migration Tasks

Perform the following post migration tasks.

General Tasks

• Add your customizations to the new deployment. For example: custom, config, skin
• In Identity Manager Management Console, export user store and provisioning store directory xmls, modify them to

reflect the new hostname and ports, add customizations if any, and then reimport.
• Manually merge customizations (Role Definitions and Directory Configurations) to the new Directories and

Environment using the files that you exported in a pre-migrated setup.
• Post migration, CA Identity Manager continues to point to the old Connector Server. To point to the migrated Connector

Server, follow the given steps:
– Log in to the Connector Xpress.
– Connect to the migrated Provisioning Server.
– Navigate to <Provisioning Server Host>, im, CS Configs.
– Right-click the old Connector Server, and select Edit CS Config.
– In the Connector Server Host Name field, enter the migrated Connector Server host name.
– In the Provisioning Server field, enter the migrated Provisioning Server host name.

• Post Migration NIM Integration Tasks
– Identity Manager maintains custom mappings of the active service desk solution only. For non-active NIM Service

Desk solutions, the custom field mappings are not migrated automatically. Post migration, you must manually
update the custom field mappings for non-active service desk solutions by navigating to System, NIM SM
Integration, Customize Service Desk Field Mappings in Identity Manager User Console.

– After Identity Manager server starts, ensure that you submit the Service Desk Integration configurations by
navigating to System, NIM SM Integration, Configure Service Desk Integration in Identity Manager User
Console. By submitting these configurations, you reset CA NIM SM host URL to the current application host in the
database.

– Before working with the Service Desk integration, ensure that the connection pre-requisites are met by following the
documentation at Configure Service Desk Integration.

Configure Managed Nodes

Identity Manager installer installs JAR files on the Administration Server. The managed nodes need these files, but they
are outside the EAR and are not pushed to the nodes. Using this procedure, you copy the JAR files to each managed
node and configure the JDBC drivers on each node.

Note: This procedure also applies to the additional nodes that you add to the cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the database JDBC drivers to all other managed nodes. Copy the sqljdbc.jar or ojdbc8.jar from
WL_HOME/server/lib on the admin server to WL_HOME/server/lib/ on the node.

2. Log in to a node where you installed Node Manager.
3. If you have installed Node Manager as a Windows service, it must be disabled first as follows:

a. Double-click Administrative Tools on the Control Panel.
b. Double-click the Services icon.
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c. Double-click Oracle WebLogic NodeManager.
d. Click Stop.
e. Click Startup type and select Disabled.

4. On the Admin Server, start WebLogic.
5. Open the WebLogic Admin Server Administration console:

a. Navigate to Environment, Servers, Server, Server Start tab.
b. Fill in Java Home with Sun JDK home location of the JDK shipped with the application server.
c. Fill in the Java Vendor with Sun.
d. Fill in Class Path with the fully resolved content of WEBLOGIC_CLASSPATH from commBaseEnv.{cmd,sh} file

that is shipped with the Application installation that is supplemented by WL_HOME\server\lib\ojdbc8.jar;WL_HOME
\server\lib\sqljdbc.jar where WL_HOME is as set in commBaseEnv.{cmd,sh} file shipped with the product.

e. Verify that the JAVA ARGUMENT is as follows:
-Xms256m -Xmx1024m -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -XX:MaxPermSize=256m -

Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory

To improve the performance of the WebLogic application server, you can Fine-Tuned WebLogic Configurations.
f. Click Save.

6. Log in to the next node and repeat this procedure.

Start the WebLogic Cluster

After you configured managed nodes, start the WebLogic cluster.

NOTE
If WebLogic is in production mode, Identity Manager EAR may not auto-deploy the first time that you start
the application server after installation or upgrade. In this situation, deploy the iam_im.ear manually from the
user_projects\applications folder.

Follow these steps:

1. Start one of the CA Single Sign-On Policy Servers that supports Identity Manager.

NOTE
If you have a Policy Server cluster, only one Policy Server should be running while you create Identity
Manager directories, create or modify Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint settings.

2. Start the Node Manager on each managed node.
– For Windows: Navigate to Start, Programs, Oracle WebLogic Server version_number, Tools, Node Manager.
– For Linux: Use the startNodeManager.sh script.

A sample startNodeManager.sh script is installed in WL_HOME\server\bin. Edit this script for your environment.
3. Use the WebLogic Administration Console to start the managed nodes:

a. Navigate to Environment, servers, managed node, control, start/stop.
b. Repeat for each managed node in the cluster.

4. If you have already installed a CA Single Sign-On Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the CA Single
Sign-On Web Agent and the application server proxy plug-in.

Create a Distributed JMS Server for WebLogic

To configure a WebLogic cluster for High Availability, configure a distributed JMS server to manage queues and topics in
JMS Modules for the cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an IM_JMS_filestore directory on the managed node. For example, on a Windows system:
WL_HOME\user_projects\IM_JMS_filestore

2. Under Admin Console, go to Services, Messaging, JMS Servers, New JMS Server.
3. Configure the following JMS objects in the Persistent Store section:
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– JMS File Store
Name: IM_JMS_filestore
Directory:  pathname/IM_JMS_filestore

– JMS Server
Server Name:  jms_server_name (any meaningful name)
Persistent Store:  jms_store_name (the JMS File Store that you configured)

NOTE
Target: Set the target for these objects to the server where the JMS service runs. Use the imjmsmodule
that is created during the installation. Note that the required distributed queues and topics were already
created for use in the cluster during installation.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for one managed node per server in the cluster.
5. Target GeneralMonitorCFdeployment subdeployment to each of the IM JMS servers you created. Associate

GeneralMonitorCFdeployment with these resources:
– GeneralMonitorCF
– IMS Events
– run-time status
– Server Command Topic
– General Monitor Messages

NOTE
The cluster was used as a target of GeneralMonitorCFdeployment by the installer, so you need to remove it
as a target.

Configure the Proxy plug-in

Install the WebLogic proxy plug-in for your Web Server as described in the WebLogic documentation. Then, modify the
proxy plug-in file using one of the following procedures:

top

Modify the plug-in for an IIS Web Server

Follow these steps:

1. Configure proxying by file extension and by path. When you configure proxying by file extension, add an application
mapping in the App Mapping tab with the following properties:
– Executable: IISProxy.dll
– Extension: .wlforward

2. Make these changes to the iisproxy.ini file, remove, or comment out the WebLogicHost and WebLogicPort entries. For
example, comment out these entries:
WebLogicHost=localhost

WebLogicPort=7001

3. Add a WebLogicCluster entry in this format:
WebLogicCluster="wl_hostname:port,wl_host:port,..."

For example, this cluster has two nodes:
WebLogicCluster=north.com:7101,south.com:7201

NOTE
Be sure to use host names, not IP addresses. The host names work even if you use dynamic IP addresses.

Modify the plug-in for an iPlanet Web Server

Follow these steps:
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Make these changes to the obj.conf file:

1. Locate each line that includes WebLogicHost and WebLogicPort parameters. For example:
Service fn="wl-proxy" 

WebLogicHost="north.com" WebLogicPort="7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

2. Replace these parameters with a WebLogicCluster parameter in this format:
WebLogicCluster="wl_host:port,wl_host:port,..."

For example, this cluster has two nodes:
Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicCluster="north.com:7001,south.com:7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

NOTE
Be sure to use host names, not IP addresses. The host names work even if you use dynamic IP addresses.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

Follow these steps:

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.
2. Access the Identity Manager Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

– host_name
Defines the fully qualified host name for the server where Identity Manager is installed

– port
Defines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access the migrated environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Upgrade on WebSphere
Prepare WebSphere for Upgrade
The Identity Manager Server is a J2EE application that is deployed on a supported application server. When using
WebSphere as the Identity Manager application server, perform the following procedures.

This page contains the following topics:

Upgrade WebSphere

Identity Manager 14.3 works with Websphere 8.5.5.11 or 8.5.5.12 for a new installation or an upgrade.

If you need a new version of the IBM WebSphere, install the WebSphere server as described in IBM documentation. Also
the Installation Considerations.

During the installation, perform these actions:

• Select the appropriate plug-in for your Web Server.
• Select the Server and Client options.
• Install the latest FixPack to the server and the required JDK.

Verify WebSphere

Use the following tests to verify that WebSphere is working:
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• Test whether the WebSphere application server is installed correctly by accessing IBM’s snoop utility at the following
URL:
http://hostname:port/snoop
For example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:9080/snoop
If WebSphere is installed correctly, the Snoop Servlet -- Request Client Information page is displayed in the browser.

• If you have a web server installed, test that the WebSphere application server plug-in is installed correctly. Use IBM’s
snoop utility without including the application server port in the URL:
http://hostname/snoop
For example:
http://MyServer.MyCompany.com/snoop
If WebSphere is installed correctly, the same Snoop Servlet -- Request Client Information page is displayed in the
browser. This means that profile was created and has at least one server which is configured with the plug-in.

For additional help with WebSphere, contact IBM customer support.

Configure WebSphere for the Upgrade

An upgrade on WebSphere may fail due to disk space errors or timeout errors. Perform the following steps to ensure that
your upgrade succeeds on WebSphere.

1. Save any changes to the WebSphere configuration via the Administrative Console (Save to Master Configuration).
2. Shut down the application server.
3. Remove all files and folders in the following directories:

– Temp Directory:
• Unix: /tmp/*
• Windows: %temp%

– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/temp/*
– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/wstemp/*
– Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/tranlog/*
– Websphere_home/deploytool/itp/configuration/org.*, leaving only config.ini in this directory if it exists.

4. In the Websphere_home/profiles/WAS_PROFILE/properties/soap.client.props file, set com.ibm.SOAP.requestTimeout
to 1800 or higher.

NOTE
For more information, see your WebSphere documentation.

Enable XA Transactions for Microsoft SQL Server

If you are using WebSphere with Microsoft SQL Server, enable XA transactions on Microsoft SQL Server. Identity
Manager needs an XA data source for the database transactions to work properly.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the SQL Server JDBC Driver version 6.4 from Microsoft.

NOTE
The download may first present an HTM file that is a license agreement for you to approve.

2. Run the program to install the JDBC driver.
3. Perform the following two procedures included in the Microsoft topic Understanding XA Transactions:

– Running the MS DTC Service
– Configuring the JDBC Distributed Transaction Components
In performing these procedures, verify the following are true:
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– When you run the xa_install.sql script, make sure you get a script complete message. You can ignore the drop table
errors, which appear the first time that you run the script.

– When you add the user to the SqlJDBCXAUser role, add that user to the master database.

Upgrade or Migration on a Single WebSphere Node
This release requires a 64-bit version of WebSphere. Based on the version of your application server, you upgrade or
migrate Identity Manager. See the following definitions of these terms:

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of Identity Manager installed and install Identity Manager 14.3 to replace it.

• Migration
You uninstall the previous version of Identity Manager and then install Identity Manager 14.3.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Upgrade or Migration Procedure
WebSphere 6.1 or 7 Migration on a Node
WebSphere 8.x Upgrade on a Node

Upgrade on a WebSphere Node
If your WebSphere application server is on a version supported by Identity Manager latest release, you can upgrade the
Identity Manager server.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the Identity Manager upgrade installer on the system where the previous version of Identity Manager was
installed.

2. Respond to the prompts that appear.

Notes:

• When you select "Apply Recommended Application Server Configuration” in the “Application Server
Information” page of the upgrade installer wizard, the installer overwrites the existing application server configurations
with the new fine-tuned configurations. The fine-tuned configurations are aimed at optimizing the performance of an
application server.
Before overwriting, the installer takes a backup of the following existing configuration files. The backup files are
suffixed with ".bak".
– Standalone

• <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/config/cells/<Cell_NAME>/nodes/<NODE_NAME>/servers/
<SERVER_NAME>/server.xml

– Cluster: Backup is taken on the master node
• <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Deploy_Manager>/config/cells/<Cell_NAME>/nodes/<NODE_NAME>/servers/

<SERVER_NAME>/server.xml
• <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Node_Profile_Name>/config/cells/<Cell_NAME>/nodes/<NODE_NAME>/

servers/<SERVER_NAME>/server.xml
For information about fine-tuned configurations, see Fine-Tune WebSphere Configurations.

• The installer upgrades the following components:
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– EAR folder names
– All binaries (jars/JSPs)
– All property files (resource bundles, and so forth)
– All additional JMS queues
– Global Transaction support on data sources
– OOTB Directories and Environments

• All unused files are deleted.
• The upgrade installer preserves the following configuration files.

– Policy Server Connection (ra.xml)
– Data Store Definitions

• The upgrade installer preserves the extra files and folders that you create for customization in the following folders:
– <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/<Cell_Name>/iam_im.ear/config
– <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/<Cell_Name>/iam_im.ear/custom
– <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/<Cell_Name>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app
– <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/<Cell_Name>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/ui
However, the upgrade installer does not preserve any changes that are made to the existing files in these folders.
After the upgrade, you must manually merge your changes by using the backup taken by the installer at the following
locations. 
– <WebSphere_HOME>/WebSphere-ear/Identity Manager/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

config
– <WebSphere_HOME>/WebSphere-ear/Identity Manager/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

custom
– <WebSphere_HOME>/WebSphere-ear/Identity Manager/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

user_console.war/app
– <WebSphere_HOME>/WebSphere-ear/Identity Manager/content-backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>/

user_console.war/ui
• Post-upgrade when you start the application server, a backup of the User Directory, Provisioning Directory,

and OOTB Environment-related files is taken only when the OOTB environment is installed in the previous
release. The backup is taken at <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/AppSrv01/installedApps/Cell_Name/iam_im.ear/
identityEnv-Backup-<Release_Version>-<Build_Number>.
Note: In case you want to restore the pre-upgraded environment, you can import the environment backup through the
Management Console.

• Identity Manager maintains custom mappings of the active service desk solution only. For non-active NIM Service
Desk solutions, the custom field mappings are not upgraded automatically. Post upgrade, you must manually update
the custom field mappings for non-active service desk solutions by navigating to System, NIM SM Integration,
Customize Service Desk Field Mappings in Identity Manager User Console.

Migrate a Node on WebSphere
Perform the following steps to migrate Identity Manager on a node to the new version of WebSphere:

Uninstall the Identity Manager Server

Uninstalling this server has no affect on Identity Manager environments and directories, which are stored in Identity
Manager databases. You can still use existing environments and directories after you install the Identity Manager server.

To uninstall the Identity Manager  Server on Windows

1. If you are using CA Single Sign-on (SiteMinder) in your environment, stop the CA Single Sign-on services.
2. Go to Start, Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs.
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3. Select CA IAM Suite (Identity Manager)
4. Click Change/Remove.
5. Select Identity Manager.
6. Click Change/Remove.

All non-provisioning components are uninstalled.

To uninstall Identity Manager components on UNIX

1. Navigate to the following location:
IM_HOME/../IAM_Suite/IdentityManager/install_config_info/iam-suite-uninstall

2. Run the following script:
sh uninstall.sh

3. Navigate to the following location:
IM_HOME/install_config_info/im-uninstall

4. Run the following script:
sh uninstall.sh

For any provisioning components, use the individual component installer to uninstall the component.

Install the new Identity Manager Server on WebSphere

Follow these steps:

1. Install WebSphere and the required FixPacks and JDK.
2. Check that you have removed all unnecessary WebSphere files or they may prevent the upgrade from succeeding.
3. Stop the following items:

– Any installation of WebSphere
– SiteMinder services if installed

4. Start the Identity Manager installation program.
– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:

ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the installation program.
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

NOTE
If you see options to upgrade the workflow database and migrate task persistence data, enable those
options. These options appear in some scenarios when your previous installation was Identity Manager r12.

5. Select the option to install the Identity Manager Server.
6. If you want to create an OOTB environment or update an existing OOTB environment, select Out of the Box

Environment in the new installation of Identity Manager server.
7. Supply the WebSphere details. The WebSphere section includes these fields:

– WebSphere Install Folder
The folder or directory where WebSphere is installed. You find this location in the Windows or UNIX file system.

– Server Name
You find this name in the WebSphere console.

– Profile Name
You find this name in the Windows or UNIX file system at the path:
was_home/profiles/Deployment_Manager_Profile/config/cells/

– Cell Name
The deployment manager's cell which can be found in the WebSphere console.

– Node Name
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A node that contains the Server Name you supplied on this screen. You find this name in the WebSphere console.
– Access URL and port

The fully-qualified system name and port number used by WebSphere.
8. For database credentials, provide the same values that existed at the previous installation.

WARNING
If you are upgrading from Identity Manager r12 and you have different database stores for task persistence,
workflow, audit, and reports, you will need to update the data sources manually after installation to point to
the separate stores. .

9. Create a user on the Login Information section using a password you can recall.
10. Review the summary of your upgrade choices and click Install.

The installer will install the components you selected and gradually update the progress bar.
11. When the installation completes, inspect the Install Complete message. If you see errors on the screen, note the path

for the logs, which explain the errors.

Configure Workflow for Your Profile

If you have not used the default WebSphere profile for your installation, you configure workflow for the WebSphere Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the WebSphere Console.
2. Navigate to Servers, Server Types, Application Servers, server_name.
3. Under Communications, Expand Ports.
4. Make note of the port used for the BOOTSTRAP_ADDRESS.
5. Edit Workpoint-client.properties file under iam_im.ear/config.
6. Locate the WebSphere section in this file.

# java.naming.provider.url=iiop://localhost:2809

7. Replace 2809 with the profile’s port that is used for the BOOTSTRAP_ADDRESS.
8. Restart this server.

Verify that the Identity Manager Server Starts

Follow these steps:

1. Start Identity Manager as follows:
– Windows:

Click Start, Programs, IBM WebSphere, Application Server Network Deployment version, Profiles, Profile Name

NOTE
To view status information, use the First Steps console, which you access from the same location as the
Start the Server command mentioned above. In the First Steps console, select Start the Server.

– UNIX:
a. Navigate to websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin from the command line.
b. Enter the following command:

startserver websphere_server
When you see a message that resembles the following, the server has completed its startup process:
Server server1 is open for e-business

2. Access the Management Console and confirm the following points:
– You can access the following URL from a browser:

http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
For example:
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http://MyServer.MyCompany.com:port-number/iam/immanage
– The Management Console opens.
– No errors are displayed in the application server log.
– You do not receive an error message when you click the Directories link.
Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Upgrade or Migration on a WebSphere Cluster
Based on the version of your application server, you upgrade or migrate Identity Manager. See the following definitions of
these terms:

• Upgrade
You leave the existing version of Identity Manager installed and install Identity Manager to replace it.

• Migration
You uninstall the previous version of , and then install Identity Manager.

See the following table to choose the correct procedure:

Current Application Server Upgrade or Migration Procedure
WebSphere 6.1 or 7 Migration on a WebSphere Cluster
WebSphere 8.x Upgrade on a WebSphere Cluster

Upgrade on a WebSphere Cluster
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the system with the Deployment Manager.
– On Windows, use the Administrator account.
– On UNIX, use the root account.

2. Start the Node Agents for the cluster members.
3. Stop the following items:

– All cluster members
– The WebSphere Deployment Manager
– All CA Single Sign-on services in your environment

4. Run the Identity Manager installer and select the Identity Manager Server.
Note: If you have selected Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server while installing Identity Manager , then the
installer expects the CA Single Sign-on Policy Server to be up and running.

5. If you upgraded from r12.5, update the new index.jsp. For more information, see the User Console Design section.

Migration on a WebSphere Cluster
Perform the following steps to migrate Identity Manager on a cluster to the new version of WebSphere: 

Uninstall the Identity Manager Server

Uninstalling this server has no affect on Identity Manager environments and directories, which are stored in Identity
Manager databases. You can still use existing environments and directories after you uninstall the Identity Manager
server.
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To uninstall the Identity Manager Server on Windows

1. If you are using SiteMinder in your environment, stop the SiteMinder services.
2. Go to Start, Control Panel, Add/Remove Programs.
3. Select CA IAM Suite (Identity Manager)
4. Click Change/Remove.
5. Select Identity Manager.
6. Click Change/Remove.

All non-provisioning components are uninstalled.

To uninstall Identity Manager components on UNIX

1. Navigate to the following location:
IM_HOME/../IAM_Suite/IdentityManager/install_config_info/iam-suite-uninstall

2. Run the following script:
sh uninstall.sh

3. Navigate to the following location:
IM_HOME/install_config_info/im-uninstall

4. Run the following script:
sh uninstall.sh

5. For any provisioning components, use the individual component installer to uninstall the component.

Configure a WebSphere Cluster for the Upgrade
top

Install the Deployment Manager

You set up a WebSphere cluster in the WebSphere Administrator Console.

NOTE
Identity Manager does not support HTTP session persistence in a clustered environment.

To install WebSphere as the Deployment Manager

1. Decide which systems you plan to use for the cluster.
a. Select a system for the WebSphere Deployment Manager. For best performance, the system should not be used

as a node for cluster members.
b. Determine the cluster member nodes.

2. Install the WebSphere Deployment Manager. Use both the installation instructions in the WebSphere System
Management and Administration Redbook and the following guidelines.
During the installation, note the directory where you install the Deployment Manager.
a. Install the IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment software on the Deployment Manager system.

When the installation completes, you are prompted to configure a profile, a WebSphere runtime environment.
b. Run the Profile Creation Wizard to create the profile for the Deployment Manager system. When you are prompted

to select a profile type, select the Deployment Manager profile.
c. Start the Deployment Manager using one of the following methods:

• Run the StartManager.bat (Windows)
• StartManager.sh (Linux) from a command prompt.

The websphere_home/profiles/profile_name/bin folder contains the scripts.

If you registered the Deployment Manager as a Windows Service, use Windows Services to start the Deployment
Manager.

Install WebSphere on each Node
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On each system that you have used for a cluster member, install WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the IBM WebSphere Application Server Network Deployment software on each cluster member.
2. Use the Profile Creation Wizard to create a default profile for each node.

You use this profile to configure a connection to the Deployment Manager.
3. Start each node as follows:

a. Navigate to was_home\WebSphere\AppServer\bin on the system where the managed node is located.
b. Execute the startNode.bat\.sh command.

4. Confirm that a single cell has all the nodes associated with it at this location:
was_home/profiles/Deployment_Manager_Profile/config/cells/Cell_Name/Nodes/

You should see all federated nodes displayed as folder names.

Creation of profiles may sometimes fail if the bootstrap ports (default: 2809) are not unique. You can check for an error
message in the pctLog.txt file in the created profiles’ logs folder. For example:

(Oct 10, 2007 6:45:55 PM), Install, com.ibm.ws.install.ni.ismp.actions.ISMPWSProfileLaunchAction, err,

 INSTCONFFAILED: Cannot complete required configuration actions after the installation. The configuration

 failed. The installation is not successful. Refer to C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\logs\wasprofile

\wasprofile_create_CustomIMFromNode.log for more details.

Inspecting the wasprofile_create_CustomIMFromNode.log shows that this failure was due to Bootstrap ports that is not
unique.

Create the Cluster with One Member

NOTE
You now configure the cluster with a single member. The other cluster members are added in a subsequent
procedure after you install Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Administrative Console, verify that the nodes show a Synchronized status.
2. Use the Create New Cluster wizard to create the cluster with one member.

NOTE
Note the cluster name and the server node name that you create in using this wizard. The server node is the
cluster member node.

3. Stop the cluster member, but leave the Node Agents running.

Run the Installation from the Deployment Manager

Once you have created the WebSphere cluster, you can install Identity Manager on it. To install the Identity Manager on all
cluster members, you use this procedure and the procedures that follow it.

NOTE
At previous releases of Identity Manager, creating a message store and message engine was a manual process.
At this release, you create an empty message store database and supply that database name when you run the
Identity Manager installer. WebSphere then populates the message store table, creates the message engine,
and deploys the Identity Manager application ear and binaries to each node in the cluster.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform these steps if you are using Microsoft SQL server:
a. Open SQL Management Studio.
b. Locate the user who owns the message store database.
c. Set that user's default schema to dbo. 
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2. Log into the system with the Deployment Manager.
– On Windows, log in as the Windows Administrator.
– On UNIX, log in as root.

3. Stop the first cluster member, the only cluster member that you have configured so far.
4. Start the Node Agent for that cluster member.
5. Stop the WebSphere Deployment Manager.
6. On the system that hosts the Deployment Manager, run the Identity Manager installation.

– Windows: From your installation media, run the following program:
ca-im-<release>-win.exe

– Linux: From your installation media, run the installation program.
ca-im-<release>-linux.bin

release represents the current release of Identity Manager.

WARNING
Be sure that you have the collected the information needed by the installer, such as user names, host
names, and ports.

7. Complete the Select Components section by including the Identity Manager Server and any other components that
you need on this system.

NOTE

• If you see options to upgrade the workflow database and migrate task persistence data, enable those
options. They appear in some scenarios when your previous installation was Identity Manager r12. 2.

• If you want to create an OOTB environment or update an existing OOTB environment, select Out of the
Box Environment in the new installation of Identity Manager server.

8. When you enter any password or shared secret in the installation, be sure to provide a password that you can recall
when needed.

9. Complete the other sections based on your requirements for the installation.
The WebSphere section includes these fields:
– WebSphere Install Folder

The folder or directory where WebSphere is installed. You find this location in the Windows or UNIX file system.
– Server Name

The first cluster member in the WebSphere cluster. You find this name in the WebSphere console.
– Profile Name

The deployment manager profile. You find this name in the Windows or UNIX file system at the path:
was_home/profiles/Deployment_Manager_Profile/config/cells/

– Cell Name
The deployment manager's cell which can be found in the WebSphere console.

– Node Name
A node that contains the Server Name you supplied on this screen. You find this name in the WebSphere console.

– Cluster Name
The name of the cluster. You find this name in the WebSphere console.

– Access URL and port
The URL and port number of the Web Server used for load balancing.

10. Complete the Message Store section. The installer creates a JDBC data source as the Message Engine message
store based on the following information you provide:
– Hostname
– Port
– Database name

Enter the message store database.
– Username
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Enter the user who owns the message store database.
– Password
– Schema name

For Microsoft SQL Server, enter dbo.
For Oracle, enter the user who owns the message store database.

If any issues occur during installation, inspect the installation logs.

WARNING

Do not start the cluster yet, as it will not function. Complete the remaining procedures, which conclude with the
steps to start the cluster.

Add Cluster Members

You can now add members to the cluster using the first cluster member as a template.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Administrative Console for the Deployment Manager, go to Servers, Clusters.
2. Add a cluster member, selecting one of the nodes for which you created a profile.
3. Copy sqljdbc.jar (for Microsoft SQL Server) or ojdbc8.jar (for Oracle) to the cluster member from the deployment

manager system.
On the deployment manager system, the JAR file is in the WAS_INSTALL_ROOT/lib directory. You copy it to the same
folder on the system for this cluster member.

4. Repeat this procedure for each cluster member added to the cluster.

Configure the Proxy Plug-In for the Web Server

You install the proxy plug-in so that WebSphere can communicate with the web server.

Follow these steps:

1. See the WebSphere Management and Administration Redbook for instructions about installing the proxy plug-in for the
web server. The chapter on Session Management discusses this plug-in.

2. Restart the Web server to activate the plug-in.
– For IIS Web Servers -- In the master WWW service, be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (sePlugin) appears after

the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in and that the WebSphere plug-in started successfully.
– For Sun Java System Web Servers -- Be sure that the WebSphere plug-in (libns41_http.so) is loaded after the

SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in (NSAPIWebAgent.so)
For Sun Java System 6.0 Web Servers, check the order of plug-ins in <sun_java_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf.
For Sun Java System 5.x Web Servers, copy the following lines from <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/
magnus.conf to <iplanet_home>/https-instance/config/obj.conf
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="as_init,as_handler,as_term" shlib="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/

libns41_http.so"

Init fn="as_init" bootstrap.properties="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/config/cells/plugin-cfg.xml"

Add the following after AuthTrans fn="SiteMinderAgent" in the obj.conf file:
Service fn="as_handler"

– For Apache Web Servers -- In the Dynamic Shared Object (DSO) Support section of Apache_home/config/
httpd.conf, be sure that the SiteMinder Web Agent plug-in (mod2_sm.so)is loaded before the WebSphere plug-in
(mod_ibm_app_server_http.so).
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Post Upgrade Steps for a WebSphere Cluster
Contents:

Start the WebSphere Cluster

To start the WebSphere cluster, you start the Deployment Manager and then start each managed node.

Follow these steps:

1. Start a Policy Server that supports Identity Manager.

NOTE
If you have a Policy Server cluster, only one Policy Server should be running while you create Identity
Manager directories, create or modify Identity Manager environments, or change WorkPoint settings.

2. Run the Deployment Manager.
3. On the first managed node, complete the following steps:

a. Navigate to was_home\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles\Custom01\bin.
b. Execute the startNode.bat\.sh command.

The first managed node starts.
4. Repeat step 3 on each node in the cluster.
5. Start each cluster member in Servers, Clusters, cluster_name, Cluster Members in the WebSphere Administrative

Console on the Deployment Manager.
6. Verify that the messaging engine for the cluster is running in Service integration, Buses, iam_im-IMSBus, Messaging

Engines in the WebSphere Admin Console on the Deployment Manager.
7. If you have installed a SiteMinder Web Agent, start the Web Server where you installed the SiteMinder Web Agent and

the application server proxy plug-in.

Verify the Clustered Installation

When you have completed all steps and started the cluster, check that the installation was successful.

To verify the clustered installation

1. Start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.
2. Access the Identity Manager Management Console as follows:

http://host_name:port/iam/immanage

– host_name
Defines the fully-qualified host name for the server where Identity Manager is installed

– port
Defines the application server port.

3. Verify that you can access an upgraded environment using this URL format:
http://im_server:port/iam/im/environment

Objects Created by the Installation
You install Identity Manager as described in the following procedure. During the installation, the following EARs are
installed on the cluster domain:

• iam_im.ear
• ca-stylesr5.1.1.ear

When you supply a cluster name during the installation, these primary resources are configured:
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• Distributed queues/topics targeted to the cluster
• Connection factories targeted to the cluster
• Data sources targeted to cluster
• iam_im-IMSBus, the Service Integration Bus for Identity Manager
• Message engine store for the cluster
• Core group policies used by the message engine

Redeploying the EAR File
NOTE

In WebSphere, re-deploy the full EAR (Enterprise Application aRchive) file after modifying Identity Manager.
This procedure updates the EAR file for use in an environment. The update includes instruction on how to
enable FIPS support and configure the Work Force engine.

The procedure shows you how to deploy fixes to the EAR and custom files for Identity Manager on versions 12.6.x and
14.x. This procedure also shows you how to perform some post-configurations tasks after the deployment.

Perform the re-packaging of the application (preferably) on a Windows system or a Linux system.

This procedure contains the following steps:

Export IAM_IM Application EAR

1. In the WEBSPHERE console, click Applications , Application Types , WebSphere enterprise Applications.

2. Select the iam_im checkbox, and then click Export.

3. Click iam_im.ear and save the file.
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Unpack IAM_IM EAR File

1. Copy the following directory from the WEBSPHERE ND system to your computer:
Linux location example: /opt/IBM/WebSphere/AppServer/WebSphere-tools
Windows location example: C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\WebSphere-tools

2. Navigate to the WebSphere-tools directory.
3. Only relevant for customer who are running 12.6.5 to 14.x - Edit the unpack.xml file to reflect the following

content:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<project name="Unpackage IDM EAR" default="unpackage" basedir=".">

    <property name="root.dir" value="${basedir}/.." />

    <property name="application.name" value="iam_im"/>

    <property name="build.output.dir" value="${outputdir}/WebSphere-ear/${application.name}.ear"/>

    <property name="temp.dir" value="${application.name}.ear_temp" />

    <!-- build an EAR file for WebSphere deployment -->

    <target name="unpackage">

        <mkdir dir="${temp.dir}"/>

        <mkdir dir="${build.output.dir}"/>

    <echo message="Earpath: ${earpath}"/>

        <unjar src="${earpath}" dest="${temp.dir}"/>

        <!-- rename compressed modules -->

        <move file="${temp.dir}/user_console.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/user_console.temp.war"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/management_console.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/management_console.temp.war"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar" tofile="${temp.dir}/policyserver.temp.rar"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar" tofile="${temp.dir}/workflow.temp.rar"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar" tofile="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar"/>

        

           <move file="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.temp.war"/>

        <!-- unpack compressed modules -->

        <unjar src="${temp.dir}/user_console.temp.war" dest="${temp.dir}/user_console.war"/>
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        <unjar src="${temp.dir}/management_console.temp.war" dest="${temp.dir}/management_console.war"/>

        <unjar src="${temp.dir}/policyserver.temp.rar" dest="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar"/>

        <unjar src="${temp.dir}/workflow.temp.rar" dest="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar"/>

        <unjar src="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar" dest="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar"/>

           <unjar src="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.temp.war" dest="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war"/>

        <!-- remove compressed modules -->

        <delete file="${temp.dir}/user_console.temp.war"/>

        <delete file="${temp.dir}/management_console.temp.war"/>

        <delete file="${temp.dir}/policyserver.temp.rar"/>

        <delete file="${temp.dir}/workflow.temp.rar"/>

        <delete file="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar"/>

          <delete file="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.temp.war"/>

        <copy todir="${build.output.dir}">

            <fileset dir="${temp.dir}"/>

        </copy>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}"/>

    </target>

</project>

4. Only relevant for customer who are running 12.6.5 to 14.x - Save and close the file.
5. Only relevant for customer who are running 12.6.5 to 14.x - Edit the package.xml file and replace the content with

these lines:
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<project name="Package IDM EAR" default="package" basedir=".">

    <property name="root.dir" value="${basedir}/.." />

    <property name="application.name" value="iam_im"/>

    <property name="build.output.dir" value="${root.dir}/WebSphere-ear/${application.name}.ear"/>

    <property name="temp.dir" value="${application.name}.ear_temp" />

    <!-- build an EAR file for WebSphere deployment -->

    <target name="package">

        <mkdir dir="${temp.dir}"/>

        <copy todir="${temp.dir}">

            <fileset dir="${build.output.dir}"/>

        </copy>

        <!-- war up user_console.war -->

        <war destfile="${temp.dir}/user_console.temp.war"

             webxml="${temp.dir}/user_console.war/WEB-INF/web.xml"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/user_console.war/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             basedir="${temp.dir}/user_console.war"

             includes="**"

        />

        <!-- war up management_console.war -->

        <war destfile="${temp.dir}/management_console.temp.war"

             webxml="${temp.dir}/management_console.war/WEB-INF/web.xml"
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             basedir="${temp.dir}/management_console.war"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/management_console.war/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             includes="**"

        />

        <!-- jar up policyserver.rar -->

        <jar destfile="${temp.dir}/policyserver.temp.rar"

             basedir="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             includes="**"

        />

        <!-- jar up workflow.rar -->

        <jar destfile="${temp.dir}/workflow.temp.rar"

             basedir="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             includes="**"

        />

        <!-- jar up identityminder_ejb.jar -->

        <jar destfile="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar"

             basedir="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             includes="**"

        />

       <!-- war up ca-nim-sm.war -->

       <war destfile="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.temp.war"

             webxml="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war/WEB-INF/web.xml"

             basedir="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war"

             manifest="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war/META-INF/MANIFEST.MF"

             includes="**"

    />

        <!-- remove exploded versions -->

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/user_console.war"/>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/management_console.war"/>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar"/>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar"/>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar"/>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war"/>

        <!-- give created archives correct names -->

        <move file="${temp.dir}/user_console.temp.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/user_console.war"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/management_console.temp.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/management_console.war"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/policyserver.temp.rar" tofile="${temp.dir}/policyserver.rar"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/workflow.temp.rar" tofile="${temp.dir}/workflow.rar"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar" tofile="${temp.dir}/identityminder_ejb.jar"/>

        <move file="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.temp.war" tofile="${temp.dir}/ca-nim-sm.war"/>

        <ear destfile="${basedir}/WebSphere_im.ear"

             appxml="${temp.dir}/META-INF/application.xml"

             basedir="${temp.dir}"
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             includes="**"

            >

<!--            <fileset dir="${temp.dir}/config/" includes="**" /> -->

        </ear>

        <delete dir="${temp.dir}"/>

    </target>

</project>

6. Only relevant for customer who are running 12.6.5 to 14.x - Save and close the file.
7. On Linux, run the dos2unix command on both files.
8. Ensure that the JAVA_HOME environment variable is set to the JDK directory.
9. Run the following command to unpack the ear:

unpackage iam_im.ear <Location of you choosing>

You should see the following messages:
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Before you can run IDM WebSphere unpackaging tool, please, specify the location of the

Sun's JDK 1.3 or higher installed on your system.

The JDK you specify here will be used to drive the EAR packaging

./unpackage.sh: line 5: ehco: command not found

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Your JAVA_HOME is currently set to C:\CA\AppServer\java. Please make sure it is correct.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Set the proper class path

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Buildfile: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/unpack.xml

unpackage:

    [mkdir] Created dir: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

    [mkdir] Created dir: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-ear/iam_im.ear

     [echo] Earpath: iam_im.ear

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear into C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/

iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/user_console.temp.war into C:\CA

\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/user_console.war

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/management_console.temp.war into C:

\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/management_console.war

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/policyserver.temp.rar into C:\CA

\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/policyserver.rar

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/workflow.temp.rar into C:\CA

\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/workflow.rar

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar into C:

\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/identityminder_ejb.jar

    [unjar] Expanding: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/ca-nim-sm.temp.war into C:\CA

\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/ca-nim-sm.war
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   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/user_console.temp.war

   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/management_console.temp.war

   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/policyserver.temp.rar

   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/workflow.temp.rar

   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar

   [delete] Deleting: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/ca-nim-sm.temp.war

     [copy] Copying 6961 files to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-ear/iam_im.ear

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

Configure Workflow for Cluster Members

This procedure configures the Cluster members to use Workpoint for workflow processes.

1. Navigate to the WebSphere-ear/iam_im.ear/config directory.
2. If it exists, rename the workpoint-client.properties.new file to workpoint-client.properties.

– Delete the workpoint-client.properties file
– Delete the workpoint-server.properties file

3. If it exists, rename the workpoint-server.properties.new file to workpoint-server.properties.
4. Edit the workpoint-client.properties file.
5. Locate the WebSphere section in this file.
6. Replace the java.naming.provider.url=iiop://localhost: 2809 string as appropriate, using the following string as a

sample (the actual servername and port can change):
java.naming.provider.url=corbaloc::WebSphere:2809,:WebSphere:2811

7. Save and close the file.

WARNING

The bootstrap port in this reference is only a sample. To get the bootstrap port, in the WEBSPHERE console,
click the JVM, click Ports, and then lookup the bootstrap port.

Add Custom Code/Files

If you have you own custom code that you want to implement or resource bundles, place any custom code or resource
bundles in the …/iam_im.ear/custom directory.

Update the email.properties Files

1. Navigate to the …/iam.ear/config/com/netegrity/config directory.
2. Edit the email.properties file: Change the admin.email.address=IMS to

admin.email.address=<the email address you want to send internal CAIM email from)

For example:
admin.email.address=no-replay@ca.com

3. Save and close the file.

Enable FIPS within the RA.XML File

1. Navigate to the …/iam_im.ear/policyserver.rar/META-INF directory.
2. Edit the ra.xml file.
3. Locate the WebSphere section in this file.
4. Locate the following line:

<config-property-name>FIPSMode</config-property-name>

5. Located two lines further, replace the string false with true.
6. Save and close the file.
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Remove Duplicate Application.xml Files

1. Navigate to the …./iam_im.ear/META-INF directory.
2. Remove the application.xml.backup file.

Copy the Ping.jsp and the logging.jsp Files

1. Ensure that you upgrade your CAIM Tools directory on your system.
2. Navigate to \Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples\Admin.
3. Copy the user_console.war folder to  …/iam_im.ear.
4. If prompted, overwrite the files.

Enable Identity Manager Management Console Security

1. Important! Follow the following instructions for the pre-requisites:
Management Console Security

2. Navigate to the WebSphere-ear/iam_im.ear/management_console.war/WEB-INF directory.
3. Edit the web.xml  file:
4. Locate the following line:

<filter-name>ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-name>

<param-value>false</param-value>

Change to:
<filter-name>ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-name>

<param-value>true</param-value>

5. Save and Close file.

Enable WebSphere Security Support for WorkFlow

If you have enabled WebSphere security, follow these instructions.

1. Ask your local WebSphere Admins to create a system account that is used for authorizing WorkFlow.
2. Log in to the WEBSPHERE console as an Admin user.
3. In the WEBSPHERE console, click Security àGlobal Security.
4. Click Administrative user roles.
5. Click Add.
6. Type the system account user name (in this example, imwp), and then click Search.
7. Select the user, assign the configurator Role, and then click OK.
8. Click the Global Security  link on the ant trail.
9. On the right-side menu, click RMI/IIOP security , CSIv2 inbound communications.
10. Change the Transport option to SSL-supported, and click OK.
11. Repeat steps 7-10 for the CSIv2 outbound communication.
12. On the left-side menu, click Environment àNaming , CORBA naming service users.
13. Click Add.
14. Type IMWP, and then click Search. Select the user, assign all available roles, and then click OK.
15. On the left-side menu, click Service integration à Buses.
16. Click iam_im-IMSBus.
17. Click Additional Properties àSecurity.
18. Verify the Enable bus security option is NOT selected:
19. Click Save.
20. Wait for the changes to be synchronized, and then click OK.
21. Restart the Network Deployment Server.
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Update Deployment XML

1. Navigate to the …/iam_im.ear/META-INF/ibmconfig/cells/defaultCell/applications/defaultApp/deployments/
defaultApp directory.

2. Edit the deployment.xml file.
3. Find any line that has the following string in it:

name="FIPSMode" type="java.lang.String" value="false"/>

4. Change the line to:
name="FIPSMode" type="java.lang.String" value="true"/>

5. If you have WebSphere security enabled: Find any line that has the following string in it:
<resourceProperties xmi:id="J2EEResourceProperty_1427384879250" name="UserName" type="java.lang.String"

 value="IDM"/>

<configProperties xmi:id="ConfigProperty_1427384879238" name="Password" type="java.lang.String"

 value="{xor}xxxxx"/>

6. Change the line to:
<configProperties xmi:id="ConfigProperty_1427384879237" name="UserName" type="java.lang.String"

 value="="IMWP"/><configProperties xmi:id="ConfigProperty_1427384879238" 

name="Password" type="java.lang.String" value="<The CAIM WP User password>"/>

For example:
<resourceProperties xmi:id="J2EEResourceProperty_1427384879250" name="UserName" type="java.lang.String"

 value="imwp"/>

<configProperties xmi:id="ConfigProperty_1427384879238" name="Password" type="java.lang.String"

 value="P@ssW0rd"/>

7. Save and close the file.

Apply Identity Manager Patches

See the Cumulative Patches pages for instructions on how to apply a patch. Log in to see the Cumulative Patches link.

Re-Package the EAR File

1. Navigate to the WebSphere-tools directory.
2. Run the following commands:

export JAVA_HOME=C:\CA\AppServer\java

./package.sh

You should see the following messages:
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Before you can run IDM WebSphere packaging tool, please, specify the location of the

Sun's JDK 1.3 or higher installed on your system.

The JDK you specify here will be used to drive the EAR packaging

---------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Your JAVA_HOME is currently set to C:\CA\AppServer\java. Please make sure it is correct.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Set the proper class path

---------------------------------------------------------------------

Buildfile: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/package.xml

package:

    [mkdir] Created dir: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [copy] Copying 6961 files to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

      [war] Building war: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/user_console.temp.war
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      [war] Building war: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/management_console.temp.war

      [jar] Building jar: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/policyserver.temp.rar

      [jar] Building jar: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/workflow.temp.rar

      [jar] Building jar: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/identityminder_ejb.temp.jar

      [war] Building war: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/ca-nim-sm.temp.war

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/user_console.war

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/management_console.war

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/policyserver.rar

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/workflow.rar

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/identityminder_ejb.jar

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp/ca-nim-sm.war

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

     [move] Moving 1 file to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

      [ear] Building ear: C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/WebSphere_im.ear

      [ear] Warning: selected ear files include a META-INF/application.xml which will be ignored (please

 use appxml attribute to ear task)

   [delete] Deleting directory C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools/iam_im.ear_temp

BUILD SUCCESSFUL

Total time: 17 seconds

Update the EAR File in WebSphere

1. In the WEBSPHERE console, click Applications , Application Types , WebSphere enterprise Applications.

2. Select the iam_im checkbox, and then click update.
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3. Select the Remote file system option, and click Browse.

4. Navigate to C:\CA\AppServer\WebSphere-tools, select the WebSphere_im.ear file, and then click OK.
5. Click Next.
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6. Click Next.

7. Click Next.
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8. Select the Cluster, and then click Apply. Once complete, click Next.

9. Click Finish.

The application update starts.
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10. Click Save.

11. Wait for the changes to synchronize, and then click on OK.

12. Start one of the CAIM JVMs.

Upgrade the Report Server
Learn about the upgrade path for the report server.
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The following diagram is a pictorial representation of the supported upgrade versions of Identity Manager along with the
report server versions that each release of Identity Manager supports.

Figure 27: Release Upgrade Support

Use Case 1

If you are upgrading CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server from 6.x/6.4.3 to 7.1.1, perform the following steps:

1. Upgrade CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.
2. Post upgrade, perform the following steps:

a. In the Identity Manager server, navigate to the following location depending on your application server and copy
iam.properties and iam.jks files.
JBoss:
<JBoss_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/cajasper/main/

WebSphere:
<WebSphere_HOME>/properties/

WebLogic:
<WebLogic_HOME>/config/cajasper/

b. Paste iam.properties and iam.jks files that you have copied in step a to the following directory in the report
server. These files are deleted during the upgrade.
<TOMCAT_HOME>/webapps/<web_application_name>/WEB-INF/config/

Important! In a cluster environment, ensure that these files are copied to each node.
c. Restart the Tomcat server.
d. To view reports in the languages that are supported in this release, ensure that you import the latest reports zip file.

Note: Take a backup of the custom reports before importing the latest reports zip file. Once the import is done,
place the custom reports back.
a. Navigate to Manage, Server Settings.
b. Under Settings, click Import.
c. Click Choose File to select the appropriate zip file from your local system. The zip files are at the following

location depending on the database type:
MS-SQL (Jasper_sql_reports.zip):
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<Identity_Manager_Install_HOME>/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/imrexport/ReportDefinitions/IM

 Standard Reports/Ms-SQL_Reports

Oracle (Jasper_oracle_reports.zip):
<Identity_Manager_Install_Home>/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/imrexport/ReportDefinitions/IM

 Standard Reports/Oracle Reports

d. Click Import.
e. Set user permissions.

a. Set user permissions for the IAM organization.
a. Navigate to View, Repository, root, Organizations, IAM.
b. Right-click the IAM folder and click Permissions.
c. In the Permissions dialog, click User.
d. Select Read Only to assign read-only permission to the IAM organization.
e. Click Apply.

b. Set user permissions for the datasources folder.
a. Navigate to View, Repository, root, Organizations, IAM, IM, datasources.
b. Right-click the datasources folder and click Permissions.
c. In the Permissions dialog, click User.
d. Select Read + Write to assign read and write permissions to the datasources folder.
e. Click Apply.

Use Case 2

Migrate CA Business Intelligence JasperReports server 7.1.1 to an external Symantec IGA JasperReports server 8.1.

WARNING

You many encounter BadPaddingException in the following scenarios:

• Post upgrade, you missed copying the latest JKS files to the Identity Manager and JasperReports Server.
• Mismatch of JKS files in Identity Manager and JasperReports Server

Post-Upgrade Configuration
This page lists the configuration procedures required after upgrading the product.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Recompile Custom Code
When you upgrade the Provisioning Server, all connectors are upgraded by default. However, custom connectors and
code will need to be recompiled using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 SP1.

NOTE
 For more information on upgrading specific connectors on endpoints or migrating deprecated connectors to
their replacement connectors, see the Connectors wiki.

The following custom code must be recompiled:

• Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM)
If you are currently using PAM, you must recompile PAM using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 SP1.

NOTE
 For more information on PAM, see the Provisioning Reference Guide.

• Program Exits
If you are currently using Program Exits, you must recompile them using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 SP1.
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NOTE
 For more information on Program Exits, see the Provisioning Reference Guide.

• Custom Java Connectors
CA IAM CS is compatible with the Identity Manager r12 JCS SDK connector code.

NOTE
 For more information on upgrading or migrating custom Java connectors, see the Connector Programming
Guide.

• Custom C++ Connectors
If you are currently using the C++ Connector Server with custom connectors, you must recompile the custom
connectors using Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 SP1.

NOTE
 For more information on custom C++ connectors, see the Programming Guide for Provisioning. This guide is
part of the Provisioning SDK, a separate download available on the CA Support site.

 To recompile custom connector code 

1. Install Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 SP1.
2. Install the Provisioning SDK. The Provisioning SDK is included in a separate download available on the CA Support

Site.
The installer detects the previous SDK version and updates it. Any files or folders, such as custom code placed in the
Provisioning SDK admin folder, are preserved.

3. If the original custom code makefiles did not use eta.dep, update the makefiles as follows:
a. Replace the exception handling flag from /GX to /EHsc.
b. Remove /YX from the compiler command line option.
c. Add the following to the compile flag:

/D "_CRT_SECURE_NO_WARNINGS" /D "_CRT_NON_CONFORMING_SWPRINTFS" /D "_USE_32BIT_TIME_T"

d. Set the correct versions in the makefile, as follows:
• APPVER = 6.0
• _WIN32_IE = 0x0700

e. Add the following to the compile flag:
/D "_BIND_TO_CURRENT_VCLIBS_VERSION"

This tells the compiler to use VS.2008 SP1 libraries and dlls.
f. Merge the built EXE and DLL files with the manifest file.
g. Update the connector source and remove references to obsolete MFC functions.

4. Build the new connector for this release of Identity Manager. Refer to Microsoft's web site if there are compilation
errors.

5. Deploy the connector.

Delete Struts Files
Post-upgrade delete the struts files else the Identity Manager Management Console will fail to load and will throw a Java
NullPointerException.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the application server.
2. Delete the following files from /iam_im.ear/management_console.war/WEB-INF folder:

struts-bean.tld 

struts-config.xml

struts-html.tld 
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struts-logic.tld 

struts-nested.tld 

struts-tiles.tld         

3. Delete the application server cache.
4. Start the application server.

Update Relational Database User Stores
The sample directory.xml files for Relational Database user stores require an update so that group members appear.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Directories.
2. Click the name of the RDB directory to export.

The Properties for the Identity Manager directory window appear.
3. At the bottom of the properties window, click Export.
4. When prompted, save the XML file.
5. Edit the XML file.
6. Remove the following section:

<Table name="tblUsers" primary="true" />

<Table name="tblUserAddress">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserRoles">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserDelegators">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserPasswordhints">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserIdentityPolicy">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblOrganizations">

   <Reference childcol="id" primarycol="org"/>

</Table>

7. Insert the following section where you removed the preceding section.
<Table name="tblUsers" primary="true" />

<Table name="tblUserAddress">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserRoles">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserDelegators">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblUserPasswordhints">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>
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<Table name="tblUserIdentityPolicy">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblOrganizations">

   <Reference childcol="id" primarycol="org"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblGroupMembers">

   <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

<Table name="tblGroupAdmins">

      <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id"/>

</Table>

8. Adapt this code to your specific table and column names to match your user store schema.
9. Save the XML file.
10. In the Management Console, import the updated XML file.

Environment Changes
A number of changes with this release affect Identity Manager environments. To be sure all new or changed features
function correctly, use the following procedures on each Identity Manager environment.

Contents:

Convert an Environment to UI7 Format

You can convert an environment to conform to the CA User Interface version 7 standard:

Follow these steps:

1. Select an environment in the Management Console.
2. Click Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
3. Add a parameter called DefaultConsole.
4. Set the DefaultConsole to ui7.
5. Save and restart the environment.

Update Role Definitions

Each upgrade of Identity Manager requires an update of role definitions. This update is required so that the environment
has the current version of roles and tasks. 

Note: To allow CA Identity Governance to connect to Identity Manager, you must import at least one role definition
to Identity Manager. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment.
3. Navigate to Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Import role definitions in the given sequence:

a. To get new features, you must import role definitions in a sequence depending on the release you are upgrading
from to the current release. 
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For example, if you are upgrading from Identity Manager release 12.6 to 14.3,  you must import the following role
definitions in the given sequence: 
a. Upgrade-12.6-to-12.6SP-RoleDefinitions
b. Upgrade-12.6SP-to-14.0-RoleDefinitions 
c. Upgrade-14-to-14.X-RoleDefinitions

b. To get enhanced features, import role definitions where the Installed version does not match Version column.

After you import the required role definitions, you can view and execute new tasks by assigning them to the appropriate
admin role.

Add Support for Roles Modified in Provisioning Manager

If you modify roles in Provisioning Manager, the changes appear in the User Console after you import a new role definition
file.

Follow these steps:

1. If you did not update the role definitions using the previous section, perform the following steps. Otherwise, skip to step
2.
a. In the Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the environment.
c. Go to Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Scroll to see role definition files under the heading, Category: Provisioning Roles.
f. Select Provisioning Roles Inbound Notification Support.

2. If you did update the role definitions, perform the following steps.
a. Log in to the User Console.
b. Use Modify Admin Role on the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role.

Add the Provisioning Modify Provisioning Role task to this role.
c. Use Modify Admin Role on the System Manager role.

Add the Provisioning Modify Provisioning Role task to this role.

When you next modify a role in Provisioning Manager, the changes for that role appear in the User Console.

Update Existing Account Screens

Some account screens have been updated to include new account functionality. If you have any of the following endpoints
in your environment, import the updated role definitions file for the endpoint to update the account screen in Identity
Manager:
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• ActiveDirectory
• JNDI
• Access Control
• CA-ACF2
• CA-Top Secret
• DB2 Server
• KRB Namespace
• Lotus Domino Server
• Oracle Server
• PeopleSoft
• RSA SecurID 7
• Siebel
• UNIX-etc
• Windows NT
• All dynamic (DYN) connectors

NOTE
All dynamic connector account screens need to be recreated after the upgrade. For more information about
generating new account screens for these connectors, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment.
3. Go to Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.

Multiple role definitions files are listed for import.
5. Select the role definitions file for the account screens you want to update.
6. Click Finish.

Add New Account Screens

Each upgrade of Identity Manager may include support for new types of endpoints. To manage accounts on those
endpoints, you add the new account management screens to the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment.
3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Scroll up to see the heading Category: EndpointType. 

Multiple role definitions files are listed for import.
6. Select the role definitions file for the account screens you want to add.
7. Click Finish.

Add New Report Screens

At 12.6.3, Identity Manager added new screens to the Create Snapshot Definition task. The new screens are the tabs for
Snapshot Policies, Role Settings, User Attributes, and Endpoint Account Attributes. To update that task, you import a role
definition file into the environment.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment.
3. Go to Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.
5. Select snapshot-screen-definitions.xml.
6. Click Finish to import that file and restart the environment.

After you import the role definition file, you can use updated task.

Enable Preventative Identity Policies

A preventative identity policy is a type of identity policy that prevents users from receiving privileges that may result in a
conflict of interest or fraud. These policies support a company's Segregation of Duties (SOD) requirements. To enable
preventative identity policies, import the Upgrade-to-12.6-EnvironmentSettings.xml file.

This file is located under admin_tools\Updates\Environment-Settings.

To enable preventative identity policies

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment and click Advanced Settings.
3. Click Import.
4. Browse for the Upgrade-to-12.6-EnvironmentSettings.xml file under admin_tools\Updates\Environment-Settings.
5. Click Finish.

Add Delegation

If you enable delegation in a Identity Manager Environment, do the following:

• Add the %DELEGATORS% well-known attribute to the directory.xml file.
• If you are using an RDB user store, run the following script to update your user store database with the delegation

table:
– SQL: mssql-userdelegators-add-on.sql
– Oracle: oracle-userdelegators-add-on.sql
These scripts can be found in the following locations:
admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRdb\Organization

admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRdb\NoOrganization

Migrate Tasks to New Recurrence Model

A new, global recurrence model is available for the Execute Explore And Correlate task and the Capture Snapshot Data
task.

To switch to the global recurrence model

1. Migrate existing recurring tasks, as follows:
a. Select the task, either Modify Explore And Correlate Definition or Modify Snapshot Definition.
b. Search for any definitions with recurrence schedules.
c. Select the conversion check box and click Submit.

This converts all recurrence schedules that exist for all definitions of the selected type. Any changes to the
recurrence schedule must be made before the conversion.

2. Add new recurrence tabs, as follows:
a. In the User Console, go to Roles And Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
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b. Select the Execute Explore And Correlate task or the Capture Snapshot Data task.
c. Select the Tabs tab.
d. Select Task Recurrence from the drop-down list.
e. Click the up arrow next to the Task Recurrence tab to move it to the top of the list.
f. Change the tab controller to the Wizard Tab Controller.
g. Click Submit.

3. Remove existing recurrence tabs, as follows:
a. In the User Console, go to Roles And Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Select the Create Explore And Correlate Definition task, the Modify Explore And Correlate Definition task, the

Create Snapshot Definition task, or the Modify Snapshot Definition task.
c. Select the Tabs tab.
d. Click the delete (-) image to the right of the Recurrence tab to remove it.
e. Click Submit.

Update Audit Settings

Starting at Identity Manager r12.5 SP7, a new architecture exists to support multiple EARs. In each environment, changes
are needed for auditing to work.

To update audit settings for an environment

1. Access the Management Console
2. Click Environments, Environment, Advanced Setting, Auditing.
3. Export existing settings and save the file.
4. Locate this line in the exported settings file:

<Audit enabled="true" auditlevel="BOTH" datasource="auditDbDataSource">
5. Change this line to the following: 

<Audit enabled="true" auditlevel="BOTH" datasource="iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource">
6. Import the updated audit settings into the same environment.
7. Repeat this procedure for each environment.

To enable workflow for the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent

1. In the Management Console, select an environment.
2. Click Role and Task Settings.
3. Import the appropriate Upgrade-12-to-12.6-RoleDefinitions.xml file (either the Organization or NoOrganization

version).

NOTE
For new environments created with Identity Manager r12.0 CR1 or later, the
AccumulatedProvisioningRolesUpdate.xml import is not necessary as the approval task is available with new
environments.

4. Restart the application server.
5. Verify that the Approve Accumulated Provisioning Roles task exists by using View Admin Task.
6. Run the Archive.bat program, which is located in the admin_tools\WorkPoint\bin folder.
7. Import the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesApproveProcess.zip, which is located in the admin_tools\WorkPoint\bin

folder.
8. Open Designer.bat to verify that this process definition now exists.

Workflow now supports the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent.
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Update URI Mapping Files
As of r12.5 SP7, the URIs have changed, so you should update the URI mapping files, so that they redirect web requests
to the new targets. See the following table:

Component New URL Old URL
User Console http://hostname:port/iam/im/alias http://hostname:port/idm/alias

Management Console http://hostname:port/iam/immanage http://hostname:port/idmmanage

Add Sample Workflow Processes
To support the Escalation Process template, use the WorkPoint archive tool to import the sample workflow processes as
follows:

1. In WorkPoint Designer, click Import.
WorkPoint Designer location: admin_tools\Workpoint\bin

2. Navigate to admin_tools\workflowScripts and select 12.5to12.5SPUpgradeWFScripts.zip.
This script imports the Escalation Process template.

3. Repeat Steps 3 through 5 for all work items.
4. Click Finish.

NOTE
Be sure that you have configured the WorkPoint Administrative Tools before running the WorkPoint Designer.
For more information about configuring the WorkPoint Administrative Tools, see the Configuration Guide.

Update Oracle Database with Garbage Collection Procedure
To add the Auditing Garbage Collection stored procedure to pre-SP5 Oracle audit databases, execute the
ims_oracle_audit_upgradeto_r125_SP5.sql script against your Oracle Auditing database.

Run the SQL Upgrade Script

Run the SQL Upgrade Script

After the upgrade, the first time you start the Identity Manager server, a script executes. It updates the Task Persistence
table runtimeStatusDetail12 Description column size to 2000 characters.

If the script fails to run, follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– Microsoft SQL Server: Open the Query Analyzer tool and select the script you need.
– Oracle: Open the SQL prompt for the script you need.

2. Select one of the following scripts:
3. Microsoft SQL Server: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\db\taskpersistence

\sqlserver\archive_db_sqlserver_upgrade_to126sp2.sql
– Oracle on Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\db\taskpersistence

\oracle9i\archive_db_oracle_upgrade_to126sp2.sql
– Oracle on UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/db/taskpersistence/oracle9i/

archive_db_derby_upgrade_to126sp2.sql
4. Run the script file.
5. Verify that no errors appeared when you ran the script.
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Import the Upgrade Role Definitions
Import the upgrade role definitions from the Management Console to view the latest user interface screens in the Identity
Manager User Console. The role definitions for import depend on the upgrade versions.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Home, Environments, <environment>, Role and Task
Settings.

2. Click Import.
3. Import the upgrade role definitions by selecting them from the Name column. The role definitions for import depend on

the upgrade versions.

Upgrade Versions Role Definitions to Import

Upgrade from 12 to 12.6SP • Upgrade-12-to-12.5-RoleDefinitions
• Upgrade-12.5-to-12.5SP-RoleDefinitions
• Upgrade-12.5-to-12.6-RoleDefinitions
• Upgrade-12.6-to-12.6SP-RoleDefinitions

Upgrade from 12.6SP to 14.0 Upgrade-12.6SP-to-14.0-RoleDefinitions

Upgrade from 14.0 to 14.4 Upgrade-14-to-14.X-RoleDefinitions
4. Click Finish.

Import Provisioning Retry Workflow Approval Process
WARNING

This procedure is applicable only when you upgrade Identity Manager release 12.6.x onwards to current the
release.

Post-upgrade, import the following two workflow processes that are required for the Unplanned Endpoint Outage
(Endpoint Request Retry) functionality to work.

• ProvisioningRetryOperationProcess
• ProvisioningRetryOperationSplitJob

 Follow these steps: 

1. From the WorkPoint Designer, take a backup of the existing workflow processes by using the Export option available
under File menu.

2. Navigate to <CA_Identity_Manager_Install_DIR>/admin_tools/Workpoint/bin.
3. Edit IdCheck.bat.
4. Based on the Workflow database type, update the database CLASSPATH with the appropriate JDBC driver.

Code snippet with sample configuration:  
rem DB2 8.1

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\db2java.zip;..\lib\db2jcc.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem Derby 10.1

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\derby.jar;..\lib\derbyclient.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem H2

set DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\h2-1.3.168.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem HSQLDB
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set DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\hsqldb.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem MySQL

set DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\mysql-connector-java-5.0.4-bin.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem Oracle 

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\ojdbc6.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem Sybase

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\jconn3.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem SQLServer

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\sqljdbc.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

rem JTDS for SqlServer or Sybase

SET DB_CLASSPATH=..\lib\jtds-1.2.jar;%DB_CLASSPATH%

5. Run IdCheck.bat.
6. In the Fix WorkPoint Database, connect to the Workflow database.
7. Click Analyze.
8. Fix key violations, if any.
9. In the WorkPoint Designer, navigate to��File, Import.
10. In the Import Wizard, select <CA_Identity_Manager_Install_DIR>/admin_tools/workflowScripts/

ProvisioningRetryWorkflowApproveProcess.zip. 
11. After you complete the import wizard, the following two processes must exist in the Workflow Processes list:

– ProvisioningRetryOperationProcess
– ProvisioningRetryOperationSplitJob

12. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to System, Workflows, Configure Global Workflow for Events.
In the events workflow-mapping page, ensure that the Event Name "ProvisioningRetryEvent" is mapped to
Workflow Process "ProvisioningRetryOperationProcess". If the mapping does not exist, you must restart Identity
Manager Server. After restart, verify if the mapping exists.

Verify your Upgrade
Verify the following Identity Manager components in this section to be sure your upgrade completed successfully:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Verify CA Directory and Provisioning Directory After Upgrade
Verify the upgrade of CA Directory and the Provisioning Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the cadir_msi.log, located in the CA Directory installation folder, for any errors.
2. Check the imps_directory_install.log for errors, located under the Provisioning Directory\_uninst for the user who

installed the product.
3. Run the "dxserver status" command. It should return the following:

system_name-impd-co started

system_name-impd-inc started

system_name-impd-main started

system_name-impd-notify started

If one or all of the above services are not started, run the "dxserver start all" command.
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If one or all of the above dsa services will not start, check the corresponding log file under dxserver/logs. To start a dsa
service in debug mode, run the following command for the dsa that will not start:  "dxserver - d start system_name-
impd-main"

4. Verify that Ingres is not running, and that it has been uninstalled from the system.

Verify Provisioning Server and Connector Server After Upgrade
Verify the upgrade of Provisioning Server and Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the imps_server_install.log and the im_connector_server_install.log for errors, located in the
Provisioning_Server\_uninst or Connector_Server\_uninst directory.

2. Verify that both the Identity Manager Provisioning Service and Connector Service have started from the services
window.
If they fail to start, check the corresponding logs located in Provisioning Server Install Location/logs folder.

3. If all of the services have started, log into the Provisioning Manager, pointing to the Provisioning Server installed.
Acquire and Explore/Correlate a few different endpoints to make sure the Connector Server is working properly.

Verify Application Server After Upgrade
When the Identity Manager Application Server initially starts after the upgrade, you should see the following output in the
application server logs:

18:41:20,132 WARN  [default] ################################################

18:41:20,132 WARN  [default] # CA IdentityMinder 14.x.x

18:41:20,132 WARN  [default] ################################################

18:41:20,132 WARN  [default] ---- CA IAM FW Startup Sequence Initiated. ----

18:41:20,132 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 1 : Attempting to start ServiceLocator.

18:41:20,632 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 2 : Attempting to start PolicyServerService

18:41:20,835 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 3 : Attempting to start ServerCommandService

18:41:21,148 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 4 : Attempting to start EnvironmentService

18:41:21,163 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 5 : Attempting to start CacheManagerService

18:41:21,179 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 6 : Attempting to load global plugins.

18:41:30,694 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 7 : Attempting to start AdaptersConfigService

18:41:30,710 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 8 : Attempting to start EmailProviderService

18:41:30,741 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 9 : Attempting to start AuditProviderService

18:41:30,788 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 10 : Attempting to start RuntimeStatusDetailService

.

.

18:41:31,038 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 23 : Attempting to start GlobalInitializer plug-ins

18:41:31,038 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 24 : Attempting to start environments

18:42:15,960 WARN  [EnvironmentService] * Starting environment: XXXX

18:42:18,116 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 25 : Attempting to start SchedulerService

18:42:18,163 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 26 : Attempting to recover events and runtime status details

18:42:18,257 WARN  [default] ---- CA IAM FW Startup Sequence Complete. ----

Verify Runtime Database Schema Upgrades
The following runtime database schema will be updated after the upgrade:
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• Workflow
• Task Persistence
• Archive
• Audit
• Snapshot

When the Identity Manager Application Server initially starts after the upgrade, you should see the following output in the
application server logs:

17:08:22,796 WARN  [default] ################################################

17:08:22,796 WARN  [default] # CA IdentityMinder 12.6.x

17:08:22,796 WARN  [default] ################################################

17:08:22,953 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] ****** Schema for: Task Persistence is up to date.

17:08:23,015 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] ****** Begin to create Archive database schema.

17:08:23,218 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] Archive database schema is created successfully.

17:08:23,234 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] ****** Begin to create Auditing database schema.

17:08:23,593 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] Auditing database schema is created successfully.

17:08:23,625 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] ****** Upgrading Schema for: Snapshot from r12 to r12.5 SP2

17:08:23,891 WARN  [CreateDatabaseSchema] Snapshot database schema is created successfully.

Verify Pending Tasks After Upgrade
Verify that the previous version's pending tasks were migrated to Identity Manager 12.6.5

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the User Console for the Environment that was migrated. 
2. Under the System tab, run View Submitted Tasks and view all tasks whose task status is equal to 'In Progress'.  
3. Additionally, approvers for any pending tasks should log into the Environment and validate that they can see their work

items.

Verify Adapter Classes Load After Upgrade
If any deployment-specific customization includes java-based Logical Attribute Handlers, Business Logic Task Handlers,
Participant Resolvers, or Event Listeners, verify that these adapter classes are loaded properly by verifying the following
Startup steps have completed with no errors:

18:41:30,898 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 12 : Attempting to start LogicalAttributeService

18:41:30,898 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 13 : Attempting to start BLTHService

18:41:30,898 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 14 : Attempting to start ParticipantResolverService

18:41:30,898 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 16 : Attempting to start EventAdapterService

Verify CA Single Sign-On Integration After Upgrade
Verify the following to validate that the CA Single Sign-On integration is operational after an upgrade:

• Communication with the CA Single Sign-On Policy Server
Verify that Startup Step 2, as shown below, has completed with no errors:
18:41:20,632 WARN  [default] * Startup Step 2 : Attempting to start PolicyServerService

• CA Single Sign-On Authentication
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Attempt to login to the User Console, using a valid login ID and password.  A successful login indicates that Identity
Manager is communicating with CA Single Sign-On for authentication.

• Password Management
a. Run the View Password Policies task, select an existing password policy, and verify that its content are the same

as prior to the upgrade.
If the password policies that existed prior to the upgrade are not present, see the Object Store upgrade verification
steps above.

b. Attempt to modify a user's password and be sure the password composition rules from the applicable password
policy are in effect.

c. Reset a user's password using the Reset Password Task, choosing the 'Password Must Change' option.
d. Attempt to login with that user and verify that the login attempt is redirected to the Change Password task.
e. Change the password and verify that the user login is successful.

Note: If any of these validation attempts fail, check the Identity Manager logs and the smps.log on the target policy server.
Typically, the root error will be found on the policy server.

Verify Report Server Upgrade
Perform the following steps to verify the upgrade of the Report Server.

1. Check the CA_Business_Intelligence_InstallLog.log and the ca-install.log for errors, located in the temp directory for
the user who installed the product.

2. On Windows, check the services have started as follows:
a. Click Start, Programs, Business Objects, start the Central Configuration Manager.
b. Click the Manage Servers icon, a box with a checkmark in the top row of icons.
c. Be sure that all of the services are started, with the exception of the WinHTTP Web Proxy. 

If they are not started, start them.
If any of the services fail to start, check the corresponding logs located in the Business Objects Install location/
logging folder.

3. On Solaris, check the services have started as follows:
a. Enter this command: ps-ef | grep bobje
b. Verify all services are started. 

See the Business Objects Enterprise Administrator’s Guide for a list of services.
4. If all services have started, log into the Admin Launchpad, by going to the following URL: 

http://report-server-name:port/CmcApp/logon.faces

5. Launch the Central Management console.

Unattended Upgrades
To enable an unattended Identity Manager upgrade, upgrade the Identity Manager Server and the Provisioning
Components separately.

To perform an unattended installation of the Identity Manager Server, modify the settings in the im-installer.properties
configuration file and run the installer against this file.

For Provisioning Components, you can generate a response file with each of the component installers, which can then be
edited to perform unattended installations.

 Contents: 
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 Identity Manager Server Unattended Upgrade

To upgrade the Identity Manager Server in unattended mode, run the Identity Manager installer against the im-
installer.properties file with one of the following commands:

 Windows: 

ca-im-<release>-win.exe -f im-installer.properties -i silent

 Linux 

./ca-im-<release>-linux.bin -f im-installer.properties -i silent

  release  

Represents the current SP release of Identity Manager.

 Note: For more information on the im-installer.properties configuration file, see the Installation Guide.

Use the im_installer.properties file included for reference in the Installation Guide to perform an unattended upgrade. Be
sure to edit the file with the information required for an upgrade. 

Provisioning Components Unattended Upgrade

Locate the installer for the Provisioning Component you want to upgrade on the installation media. The following
parameters are supported by the Provisioning Component installers:

•  -options-template response_file_name 
Generates a template response file. This file lists the options available for the user to customize the install. It also
contains the text that would be displayed during console install as comments in the response file.

•  -options-record response_file_name 
Records the information entered into the user interface during an installation, and saves the information to a response
file. This file can be used to perform an unattended installation. This is similar to - options-template except that the
details of the response file are filled in and a full install is performed.

Once the response file is configured, use the following commands to invoke the Provisioning Component installers in
unattended mode:

•  Provisioning Directory 
setup.exe -silent -options response_file_name

•  Provisioning Server 
setup.exe -silent -options response_file_name

•  Provisioning Manager 
setup.exe -silent -options response_file_name

Manual Upgrades
If you want to upgrade to the current release of Identity Manager manually, invoke each installer separately for each
component. Each installer can be found on the Identity Manager media. To upgrade manually, perform the following
process in the order listed.

WARNING
Be sure to disable all antivirus software before installation. If antivirus software is enabled while installation takes
place, problems may occur. Remember to re-enable your antivirus protection after you complete the installation.

To upgrade manually to the current release of Identity Manager, perform the following steps:

1. Verify upgrade prerequisites.
2. Collection information for the upgrade.
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3. Back up custom code.
4. Upgrade the Provisioning Directory (includes the CA Directory upgrade).
5. Upgrade the Provisioning Server (includes the C++ connector server).
6. Upgrade the Java Connector Server.
7. Upgrade the Provisioning Manager.
8. Upgrade the Identity Manager Server.
9. Upgrade other provisioning components.
10. Recompile custom code.
11. Upgrade the Report Server.

Manually Upgrade the Provisioning Directory
CA Directory no longer uses Ingres as a data store. Starting at CA Directory r12 SP1, a new memory-mapped file
technology named DXgrid is used. For Provisioning to work with Identity Manager 12.6.3, upgrade the Provisioning
Directory schema and CA Directory.

NOTE
If you want to install your Provisioning Directory on a new system, migrate the Provisioning Directory instead of
performing an upgrade. See the Provisioning Components Upgrade chapter.

WARNING
Upgrading the Provisioning Directory must be done by running the upgrade.bat (or upgrade.sh) file located in
the CADirectory/dxserver directory. Do not perform the upgrade by running the Provisioning Directory setup.exe
file. The upgrade.bat script will examine your system and then upgrade CA Directory after performing any
prerequisite cleanup, then the script will upgrade the Provisioning Directory.

To manually upgrade the Provisioning Directory

1. If you have primary and alternate Provisioning Directories, back up your primary Provisioning Directory.
2. Shut down all Provisioning Directories in your environment.
3. Stop Ingres with the following command:

ingstop  - service(or ingstop -kill)

4. Verify that all of the following Ingres processes are stopped:
– dmfacp.exe
– dmfrcp.exe
– iidbms.exe
– iigcc.exe
– iigcn.exe
– iijdbc.exe
– iistar.exe

5. Restart Ingres with the following command:
ingstart  - service

6. Verify that the Provisioning and Connector services are stopped.
7. (Windows only) Be sure the Local Service account has read/write permissions to the folder where CA Directory will be

installed. 
8. Navigate to the CADirectory/dxserver folder on the Identity Manager installer media.
9. Run the upgrade.bat file.

The Provisioning Directory upgrade wizard starts.

NOTE

• Part of the Provisioning Directory upgrade is the upgrade of CA Directory to the latest bundled r12.0
Service Pack. Due to architectural changes in CA Directory r12 SP1 (and higher), reporting databases
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and unnecessary DSAs are removed before the CA Directory upgrade. Once the CA Directory upgrade
completes, the Provisioning Directory upgrade will resume

• If you are installing the Provisioning Directory in an FIPS 140-2 enabled environment, select the FIPS
140-2 Compliance mode check box during installation and provide the FIPS Key File.

10. Go through the wizard and enter the information you collected for the upgrade. Select a Typical installation type when
prompted during the CA Directory upgrade.
The Provisioning Directory and CA Directory are upgraded.

NOTE
You can select a check box during upgrade to configure Provisioning Directory high availability. If you choose
this option, you must supply the hostnames of any alternate Provisioning Directories and specify the primary
Provisioning Directory. When the upgrade completes, uninstall and reinstall any alternate Provisioning
Directories. For more information, see the Installation Guide.

For details on using CA Directory, you can find CA Directory documentation at Broadcom Support.

Manually Upgrade the Provisioning Server
WARNING
The Provisioning Server uses an instance of CA Directory to communicate with the Provisioning Directory. Be
sure to upgrade CA Directory on the Provisioning Server system, using the CA Directory component installer,
before upgrading the Provisioning Server.

To manually upgrade the Provisioning Server

1. (Windows only) Be sure the Local Service account has read/write permissions to the folder where CA Directory will be
installed. 

2. Navigate to the Provisioning/ProvisioningServer folder on the Identity Manager installer media.
3. Run the setup file.
4. Go through the wizard and enter the information you collected for the upgrade.

Your Provisioning Server is upgraded.

Manually Upgrade CA IAM CS
Perform the following process to manually upgrade the CA IAM CS.

To manually upgrade CA IAM CS

1. Navigate to the Provisioning/ConnectorServer folder on the Identity Manager installer media.
2. Run the setup file.
3. Go through the wizard and enter the information you collected for the upgrade.

Your CA IAM CS is upgraded.

Manually Upgrade the Provisioning Manager
Perform the following process to manually upgrade the Provisioning Manager.

To manually upgrade the Provisioning Manager

1. Navigate to the Provisioning/ProvisioningManager folder on the Identity Manager installer media.
2. Run the setup file.
3. Go through the wizard and enter the information you collected for the upgrade.

Your Provisioning Manager is upgraded.
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Upgrade Log Files
If you encounter issues during Identity Manager installation, see the log files that apply to your system:

Windows

If you encounter issues during Identity Manager installation, see this log file:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\caiamsuite.log

The Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default location:

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info (64-bit)

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory and copied to the Install-Directory\_uninst directory.

Example:

C:\Documents and Settings\user\Local Settings\Temp\imps_server_install.log

UNIX

If you encounter any issues while performing a Identity Manager installation, see the caiamsuite.log file in this location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/

The Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/install_config_info

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory.

Upgrade CA Identity Manager OOTB Environment and User Store
The upgrade installer automatically upgrades the existing OOTB environment and User Store. The upgrade installer
ensures that the changes to the environment settings, and role definition xml files are updated.

Note: On installing Identity Manager current release with OOTB, the Azure Connector and Active Directory role definitions
are imported into the OOTB environment by default. The Azure Connector Role Definition is not imported automatically in
case of an upgrade to the current release of Identity Manager.

Manually Create an OOTB Environment

Before you perform an OOTB environment upgrade, ensure that the OOTB environment is present in your existing
environment. If not present, you can manually create an OOTB environment by following the given steps:

1. Create a DSA in the CA Directory host computer, in case you have deleted the User Store and the Provisioning Store.
2. Navigate to <APP_Server_Deployment_Folder>/management_console.war/WEB-INF/ootb, and copy the following

files:
– Default-IM-Directory.xml
– Default-IM-ProvDirectory.xml
– Environment.xml
– EnvironmentSettings.xml
– Provisioning-RoleDefinitions.xml

3. Place the copied files at <APP_Server_Deployment_Folder>/user_console.war/META-INF, and rename the files as
follows:
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– Rename Default-IM-Directory.xml to UserStoreDirectory.xml
– Rename Default-IM-ProvDirectory.xml to ProvDirectory.xml
– Rename EnvironmentSettings.xml to identityEnv_environment_settings.xml
– Rename Provisioning-RoleDefinitions.xml to identityEnv_environment_roles.xml

4. Open <APP_Server_Deployment_Folder>/user_console.war/META-INF/sampleenvironment.properties for
editing. In the properties file, change the value of the following parameters to a value that suits your business:
– @IMDirVersion
– @IMDirHost
– @ProvIMDirVersion
– @ProvIMDirUser
– @ProvIMDirPassword
– @IMEVersion

5. Restart the Identity Manager Server.

WARNING

In Identity Manager 14.0 release, we introduced a new user search screen filter named Login ID, and it is the
default search filter. If you have upgraded Identity Manager from release 12.6.x to 14.x releases, ensure that you
search users with User ID filter and not the default Login ID filter, else the search results are empty.

Search users by following any of the given methods:

• In the individual user task screens (Example: Modify User, View User, Delete User), change the user search
filter from Login ID to User ID.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Users, Manage Users.
b. Select any user task. For example, select Modify User.
c. In the Search box, select User ID from the drop-down.

• Change the default search filter from Login ID to User ID for all user task screens.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Search for any admin tasks that are related to managing users. Example: Modify User, View User, Delete

User
c. Select the Search tab.
d. Click Browse and select the Search Screen as Default User Search.
e. Click Edit.
f. In the Select Screen Definition screen, change the Default search filter to User ID.
g. Click OK, Select, and Submit

CA Identity Manager Certification Upgrade
This release of Identity Manager provides new SSL certificates for embedded Server Components. You must upgrade the
certificates for the following reasons:

• Existing certificates expire on November 2017
• Existing certificates are based on SHA-1 digest and RSA1024 keysize. Browsers have stopped supporting SHA-1

certificates. The new certificates use SHA-256 and RSA2048 to improve the cryptographic strength of the certificates.

Note: CA identity Manager functions appropriately even after the certificate expires.  

Certificate Update
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CA Identity Manager automatically upgrades the existing certificates, when you are upgrading from previous version to
version 14.0. If the installation uses custom-certificates, it skips the certificate update.

To detect if the installation uses the default or custom certificates, the Installer uses the following MD5 thumbprint of
existing certificates:

  06:E3:68:85:C3:61:8A:91:C5:D4:76:35:AA:E0:E9:D0 (eta_server)

 7E:E4:A8:DB:9D:A7:CB:EB:53:62:49:19:88:12:32:CD (eta_server)

 FA:F6:2F:4C:5B:D3:5F:DE:F8:F1:79:06:AA:7F:44:E3 (eta_client)

 F4:E4:CC:C1:72:7B:E0:21:51:0B:36:E2:81:19:1D:55 (eta_client)

  

If the above thumbprints match your existing thumbprints, then the certificates are OOTB certificates and are automatically
updated  with the release 14.0 certificates.

Manual Certificate Update

• JIAM.jar contains the admincacert.jks in it. If  you are using custom certificates, re-import the certificate in
admincacert.jks and repackage the JAR.

• Password-Sync-X64 agent contains old certificates. You must manually update the certificate for fresh installation or
an upgrade process. To update the certificate see, Certificate Upgrade for Password Sync Agent 32 bit or 64 bit  in
Upgrade Considerations.

Troubleshooting the Certificate Update

• Verify  "Is OOTB Certificate ?"  Yes/No message in the installer logs. If the message is yes, then the installer updated
the certificate.

• If there is a problem with DSA startup, check if impd_trusted.pem file contains DSA certificate of CA.
• Verify if the new certificates are active.

 $> openssl s_client -connect <hostname>:<port> -showcerts

If the certificate is not active, perform the following steps:

• Copy certificate (From –begin certificate--- to –end certificate----) to a file and compare with the OOTB certificates (To
download the certificates, click OOTB certificates)
List out certificate details:
 $> openssl x509 -in <cert.pem> -text

• Check thumbprint:
 $> openssl x509 -in <eta2_servercert.pem> -fingerprint -md5

  output>> MD5 Fingerprint=8B:D8:7C:A9:B9:CA:25:AC:3C:B2:3E:33:FD:24:71:41

 

Migrating CA Identity Manager
When you migrate CA Identity Manager ensure that you reconfigure CCS to your latest Provisioning Server. To
reconfigure perform the following steps:

1. Log into CA IAM Connector Server
2. Connect to the Provisioning server and the Connector Server
3. Expand Provisioning Server Host
4. Right click the CS Configs
5. Enter the Connector Server host name.
6. Select the Make this the default CS check box.

The connector server directs to the latest CCS Server and Provisioning Server.
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Migrate to Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
Starting from Symantec IGA 14.4.2, we support and distribute Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 for
reporting. Since CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server 7.1.x has reached End-of-Service (EOS), we encourage
you to migrate JasperReports Server to 8.1.

Follow these steps to migrate an existing reports server:

1. Export and back up the reports (zip) file from JasperReports Server 7.1.1.
NOTE
Step 1 is applicable only when an existing reports server uses custom reports.

a. Log in to the JasperReports Server web interface as a superuser.
b. Navigate to View, Repository, root, organizations, IAM.
c. Right-click IM and click Export.
d. Select the reports zip file and other options for export, and click Export.

2. Install and configure JasperReports Server 8.1.
3. Copy iam.jks and iam.properties from Identity Manager to JasperReports Server 8.1.
4. Import the reports (zip) file to JasperReports Server 8.1.

IMPORTANT

In using custom reports, ensure that you import the reports (zip) file using Automatic Method ONLY.

Ensure that you place the reports (zip) file that you had exported in step 1 at iga-jasperreports-server-8.1,
brcm-imag-config, bin and provide the custom reports (ZIP) file name as input to ZIP_FILE_LOC in the
config.properties file.

5. Manually link custom audit reports to the audit data source.
NOTE
Step 5 is applicable only when an existing reports server uses custom audit reports.

a. In the JasperReports Server web interface, navigate to View, Repository, root, Organizations, IAM, IM, reports.
b. Select a custom audit report, and click Edit in the top menu.
c. In the left menu, select Data Source.
d. Select an audit data source from the repository.

Example: /organizations/IAM/IM/datasources/IMAuditDS
e. Click Submit.
f. Repeat steps b through e for all custom audit reports.

6. Generate and view reports in Identity Manager.
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Administrating
This section contains the following subsections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Role Planning
To plan your roles, you decide what kind of roles your business or organization needs and how you will delegate the
management of users and their application access. Based on these decisions, you determine each role’s characteristics.

To use roles effectively, consider these types of questions about user needs and administrator responsibilities:

• Which departments and organizations have users to be managed?
• What additional accounts in managed endpoints will users need?
• Which users should be administrators of other users?
• Who should manage the administrators?
• What admin and access tasks are needed in each role?
• Who should create roles and tasks?
• How can I use roles to delegate work?

The last question concerns sharing the work of managing users and granting application access. More information about
the delegation model exists in Delegated Administration.

Based on your answers to these questions, you can decide how many and what kind of roles are needed.

Roles for Identity or Access Management
To enable management of user identities and their access to other accounts, CA Identity Manager provides two types of
roles. With an admin role, a user can manage users, such as modifying a user password or group membership. Admin
roles can also include any task that appears in the User Console. With a provisioning role, a user has access to other
business applications, such as an email system.

Further details about roles are outlined in the following table:

Type of Role Purpose
Admin role Contains admin tasks that, when granted that role, a user can

perform in CA Identity Manager, such as tasks for managing
users.

Provisioning role Contains account templates that define accounts that exist in
managed endpoints, such as an email system. The account
templates also define how user attributes are mapped to these
accounts.

Access role Access roles provide an additional way to provide entitlements in
Identity Manager or another application. For example, you can use
access roles to accomplish the following actions:
Provide indirect access to a user attribute.
Create complex expressions.
Set a profile attribute that another application can use to
determine entitlements.
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Role Characteristics
When you create a role, you define the characteristics shown in the following table:

 Characteristics  Definition 
Role Profile General characteristics of the role.
Tasks One or more tasks, including external tasks, for an admin role.
Account Templates Templates that define accounts in managed endpoints for a

provisioning role.
Member Rules,
Member Policies

A member rule defines conditions for a user to be an access or
admin role member.
A member policy combines a member rule with scope rules.
Note: Provisioning roles have no member rules and policies.
To make a user a member, you use Modify Provisioning Role
Members/Administrators.

Admin Rules,
Admin Policies

An admin rule defines conditions for a user to be a role
administrator.
An admin policy combines an admin rule with a scope rule and
administrator privileges for assigning the role.

Owner Rules Conditions for a user to be a role owner.
Scope Rules Limits on which objects can be managed by the role.
Add Actions,
Remove Actions

Changes to a user profile when a user is added or removed as a
role member or administrator.

Account Templates
Each provisioning role contains account templates. They define the accounts that exist in managed endpoints. For
example, an endpoint for an Exchange account might define the size of the mailbox. The account templates also define
how user attributes are mapped to accounts.

You can choose one or more endpoints for each endpoint type. A user who is assigned the role receives an account in the
endpoint.

Member, Admin, and Owner Rules
Each role includes rules about who can be a member, administrator, or owner of that role. Therefore, a user could be a
member of one role, several roles, or no roles.

Member, admin, and owner rules use the conditions in the following table:

Rule Condition Example Rule Syntax
The user must match one attribute value. Users where title starts with senior where <user-filter>

The user must match multiple attribute
values.

Users where title=manager and
locality=east

where <user-filter>

The user must belong to named
organizations.

Users in organization sales and lower in <org-rule>

The user must belong to organizations that
meet a condition specified by attributes on
the organization.

Users in organizations where Business
Type=gold or platinum

in organizations where <org-filter>
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The user must belong to specific
organizations and match specific user
attributes.

Users where title=manager and
locality=east and who are in organization
sales or marketing

where <user-filter> and who are in <org-
rule>

The user must belong to a specific group. Users who are members of 401K group who are members of group [set the product
group or family]

The user must be a member of a role. Users who are members of the Help Desk
role

who are members of <role-rule>

The user must be an administrator of a role. Users who are administrators of the Sales
Manager role

who are administrators of <role-rule>

The user must be an owner of a role. Users who are owners of the User Manager
role

who are owners of <role-rule>

The user must belong to a group which
meets a condition specified by attributes on
the group.

Users who are members of groups where
owner=CIO

who are members of group <group-filter>

The user must meet a condition based on
an LDAP query.

(Use an LDAP directory for situations where
a query created in the Identity Manager
User Console is insufficient)

user returned by the query ldap_query

Some rules may involve comparing a value to a multi-valued attribute. For the rule to apply, at least one value in a multi-
valued attribute must satisfy the rule. For example, if the rule is Attribute A EQUALS 1, and the value of attribute A is 1, 2,
3 for User X, then User X satisfies the criteria.

The user who creates the role may be unable to modify the role. To be able to modify the role, that user must meet the
conditions in the owner rules.

NOTE
In large implementations, it may take significant time to evaluate member, admin, and owner rules. To reduce
the evaluation time for rules that include user-attributes, you can enable the in-memory evaluation option. For
more information, see the Configuration Guide.

Scope Rules
You combine member and admin rules with scope rules. Scope rules limit objects on which the role can be used.

• For a role member, scope rules control which objects can be managed with the role.
• For a role administrator, scope rules control which users can become role members and administrators.

Scope applies to the primary object of the task. For example, user is the primary object of the Create User task. However,
scope does not apply to the groups for that user, because group is a secondary object.

For most object types, you can specify the types of scope rules in the following table.

Rule Condition Example Rule Syntax
All Role members can manage all objects All
The object must match one or more
attribute values.

Users where title starts with senior where <filter>

NOTE
When you select the filter option, Identity Manager displays two types of filters:

• <attribute> <comparator><value>
An attribute in the object’s profile must match a specific value.

• <attribute> <comparator> admin's <user-attribute>
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An attribute in the object’s profile must match an attribute on the administrator's profile. For example: Users where
manager = admin’s UserID.

Additional options, which are described in the following tables, are available for user, group, and organization objects.

NOTE
The following user scope rules are examples. You can create other rules to handle different relationships
between the administrator and the users that the administrator can manage.

Rule Condition Example Rule Syntax
The user must match one attribute value. Users where member of group sales or cell

phone does not equal null
where <user-filter>

The user must match multiple attribute
values.

Users where title=manager and
locality=USA

where <user-filter>

The user must belong to named
organizations.

Users in organization Australia or New
Zealand
Note: Organization scope rule apply to
suborganizations of the organization
that meets the rule. For example, if the
organization rule is "in Organization1",
the scope rule applies to Organization1.1
and Organization1.2, but does not apply to
Organization1.

in <org-rule>

The user must belong to organizations that
meet a condition specified by attributes on
the organization.

Users in organizations where Business
Type=gold or platinum

in organizations where <org-filter>

The user must belong to specific
organizations and match specific user
attributes.

Users where title=manager and
locality=east and who are in organization
sales or organization marketing

where <user-filter> and who are in <org-
rule>

The attribute on a user’s profile must match
an attribute on the administrator’s profile.

Users where manager = admin’s UserID where <user-attribute> <comparator>
admin’s <user-attribute>
Note: Do use the Not Equal To comparator
with a multi-valued attribute.

The user is in the same organization as the
administrator.

Users in the organization where Jeff (the
administrator) is a member

admin’s organization

The user is in an organization which is
listed on the administrator’s attribute.

Users in sales or marketing organization that is a value in admin’s
<admin-attr>

NOTE
The following group scope rules are only examples. You can create other rules to handle different relationships
between the administrator and the groups that the administrator can manage.

Rule Condition Example Rule Syntax
The group must match one attribute value. Group name where Group name = 401K where <group-filter>
The groups must belong to named
organizations.

Groups in organization accounting and
lower

in <org-rule>

The group must match one attribute value
and belong to named organizations.

Groups where BusinessType = finance and
who are in organization sales and lower

where <group-filter> and who are in <org-
rule>

The group must be listed in an attribute of
the administrator.

Groups where Description = Engineering where <group-attribute> <comparator>
admin’s <user-attribute>
Note: Do use the Not Equal To comparator
with a multi-valued attribute.
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NOTE
The following organization scope rules are only examples. You can create other rules to handle different
relationships between the administrator and the organizations that the administrator can manage.

Rule Condition Example Rule Syntax
The organization must match one attribute
value.

organizations where org Name=finance where <org-filter>

The organization must belong to named
organization.

organizations in finance and lower in <org-rule>

The organization must match one
attribute value and must belong to named
organization.

organizations where org Name=finance and
are in finance and lower

where <org-filter> and are in <org-filter>

Common Guidelines about Rules
Contents

Whatever type of rule that you create, you should understand how Identity Manager processes them.

Evaluation of Operators

In creating rules for a role, you may include >=, <=, <, and > operators. However, these operators are evaluated as strings
by the LDAP directory or relational database. Most user stores compare strings based on the alphabet. Therefore, in
comparing 500 to 1100, the user store may determine that 500 is greater because 5 is greater than 1.

You may be able to change the way strings are compared in the user store. Consult the documentation for the LDAP
directory service or relational database software.

Identity Manager processes OR statements before AND statements. Consider the following example:

where(company=CA and city=Boston or city=Framingham)

NOTE
In this example, Identity Manager processes (Boston or Framingham) first and then performs the logical AND
with company=CA.

Case-Insensitivity of Rules

When you create admin or access roles, the rules that you create may be evaluated in a case-insensitive or case-
sensitive manner depending on the user store.

However, at the end of a create or modify operation, the rules are evaluated internally in a case-insensitive manner before
committing the changes to the user store. For example, if a rule has a condition where title=manager, the rule matches the
user store object, whether it has a title value of manager or Manager.

Add and Remove Actions
You must specify an Add and Remove Action for Identity Manager to correctly manage a role’s membership when an
administrator grants or revokes the role.

• The Add Action must make the user meet the criteria in one of the role’s member rules. For example, if the member
rule for the User Manager role states that role members have "User Manager" as a value of their Admin Roles
attribute, the Add Action must add "User Manager" to the Admin Roles attribute.

• The Remove Action should alter the profile of a user so that the user no longer matches the member rule when the rule
is revoked.
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Each role can have two add actions and two remove actions.

If administrators can add and remove members of the role, you define add and remove actions. Otherwise, the user has
the role by meeting the member rule, such as by belonging to the RoleAdmins group. For example:

• Role A can be assigned by an administrator, so add or remove actions will be defined.
• Role B has a rule that all members of Group "finance" have the role. This role cannot be assigned, so it has no add or

remove action.

When you define add and remove actions, consider using the Admin Role attribute, which Identity Manager can use to
store a list of user's roles. For example, you can configure an add action that adds Employee to a user's Admin Role
attribute when that user is added as a member of the Employee role. When an administrator assigns the Employee role
to a manager who already has the Self Administrator and User Manager roles, the manager's Admin Role attribute would
contain the following values: Self Administrator, User Manager, Employee.

To use the Admin Role attribute, the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% well-known attribute must be mapped to a multi-
valued attribute in user profiles. For more information, see the  Identity Manager Configuration Guide.

WARNING
When defining an add action, avoid setting up a rule that refers to the role you are defining. For example, do not
define the add action that makes a member of Role A by being a member of Role A. This will create a recursive
error that will cause the policy server to restart.

Member Policies
A member policy indicates that if a user meets the member rule, that user has the scope defined in that policy. The
following figure shows a role that has two member policies.

• The first policy indicates that if a role member has the Manager Jones, that member can use the role on users in the
Sales Office and manage them as members of the 401k group.

• The second policy indicates that if a role member is in the city Bend, that role member can use the role on users in the
state of Oregon and manage them as members of the groups that have the Group Admin of Smith.

Admin Policies
An admin policy indicates that if a user meets the admin rule, that user has the user scope and administrator privileges
defined in that policy. The user scope defines where the role is used. The administrator privileges determine if the role
administrator can manage members or manage administrators of the role.

The following figure shows a role that has two admin policies, which are defined as follows:
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• For the first policy, an IT Admin can add and remove role members and administrators from the users in the city of
Boston.

• For the second policy, an administrator in Sales can add and remove members in the state of Ohio.

Role Planning Checklist
Before creating a role, use this checklist of role characteristics.

Role Characteristic Details
Role Profile Define a name and description for the role and set Enabled status.
Tasks Include admin or access tasks.
Account Templates Include account templates that define accounts that exist in

endpoints (provisioning roles only).
Member Policies For each member policy, define:

Member Rules -- Who can use the role
Scope Rules -- Which objects can a role member manage
Add Action -- What happens to the profile of a user who becomes
a member
Remove Action -- What happens to the profile of a user who is
removed as a member

Admin Policies For each admin policy:
Admin Rules -- Who can manage the users as members or
administrators
Scope Rules -- Which users can the administrator manage as
members or administrators
Add Action -- What happens to the profile of a user who becomes
an administrator
Remove Action -- What happens to the profile of a user who is
removed as an administrator

Owner Rules Define who can modify the role.

Admin Roles and Tasks
This section describes how you create roles that contain tasks for managing objects that are based on your individual
business requirements. For example, you create several roles with tasks that manage users and other roles with tasks
that manage the roles you create. Admin roles consist of admin tasks, which represent granular capabilities for managing
objects.
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Admin Roles
You create roles that contain tasks for managing objects that are based on your individual business requirements. For
example, you create several roles with tasks that manage users and other roles with tasks that manage the roles you
create.

Alternatively, you create separate roles with:

• Tasks for administrators to manage users
• Tasks that manage the administrators
• Tasks to manage admin roles
• Tasks to manage access roles

NOTE
You can also use the default admin roles that are supplied with Identity Manager. These roles have tasks that
are grouped in categories similar to the preceding list.

Admin Roles and CA Identity Manager Environments
When you log into a Identity Manager environment, your user account has one or more admin roles. Each admin role
contains tasks, such as Create User, that you use in that Identity Manager environment.

For example, in the central  Identity Manager environment, an admin role, Help Desk, has tasks for resetting passwords.
The role has a member rule that the user must be an IT employee. When IT employees log into the central  Identity
Manager environment, they have the Help Desk role and can reset the passwords of users in that Identity Manager
environment.

Admin Roles and the CA Identity Manager User Console
A Identity Manager environment is viewed through the User Console. Your assigned admin roles determine what you see
in that console as shown in the following table:

Assigned Roles Format of the User Console
System Manager role The category list for all objects and all default admin tasks for

managing those objects
Roles for managing more than one type of object The category list with one item for each type of object you can

manage
Roles for managing one type of object, such as Users The tasks for that object (such as Modify User) without a category

list
An approval role The Work list screen

Appears if the administrator has tasks pending approval (for
example, self-registering users need approval)

NOTE
If you can manage more than one object, the category list appears and shows the objects that you can modify,
such as Users and Groups as tabs across the top of the screen. Select a tab to see tasks in your assigned roles.

NOTE
If your internet browser does not support Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), the User Console uses a different
format. To control that format, see the Configuration Guide.
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Create an Admin Role
You can create an admin role once you know the role requirements. These requirements concern the following questions:

• Users who need this role
• The objects that this role manages
• The Environment with the objects to manage

Begin Admin Role Creation

You create an admin role from the User Console.

To create an admin role

1. Log in to a Identity Manager account that has a role with tasks for creating admin roles.
For example, the first user of an Environment has the System Manager role, which has the Create Admin Role task.

2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, and Create Admin Role.
3. Decide if you want to create or copy a role.

The Profile tab appears where you begin defining the admin role.
4. Define the Admin Role Profile.

Define the Admin Role Profile

On the Profile tab, you define basic characteristics of the role.

To define the profile

1. Enter a name and description, and complete any other custom attributes that are defined for the role.

NOTE
You can specify custom attributes on the Profile tab that specify additional information about admin roles.
You can use this additional information to facilitate role searches in environments that include a significant
number of roles.

2. Select Enabled if you are ready to make the role available for use as soon as you create it.
3. Select Admin Tasks for the Role.

Select Admin Tasks for the Role

On the Tasks tab, you select the admin tasks to include in the role. You can include tasks from different categories or copy
tasks used in another role.

To select admin tasks

1. Select the category in the Filter by Category field.
To view the list of available task categories, click the down arrow icon.

2. Select that task to include in the role in the Add Task field.
Identity Manager adds the task to the list of tasks in the role.

3. Add additional tasks by repeating steps 1 and 2.
4.

Remove a task from the role by clicking the  icon.
5. Define Member Policies for an Admin Role.
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Define Member Policies for an Admin Role

On the Members tab, you create member policies, which determine who can be a role member.

To define member policies

1. Click Add to define member policies. A member policy contains these rules:
– A member rule which defines the requirements for a user to be a role member.

NOTE
The following operators treat numbers as characters in member rules:

For example, '10' will come after '1' but before '2'.
– Scope rules which limit the primary and secondary objects available to tasks in the role.

For example, the role contains a task that modifies users by assigning them to groups. As a result, the user scope
rule limits the users (primary object) that can be found and the group scope rule limits the groups (secondary
object) that can be assigned.

NOTE
Be sure to enter an answer to at least one scope question. The scope rules limit the primary and secondary
objects available to tasks in the role. For example, the role contains a task that modifies users by assigning
them to groups. As a result, the user scope rule limits the users (primary object) that can be found and the
group scope rule limits the groups (secondary object) that can be assigned.

2. Verify that the Member Policy appears on the Members tab.
– To edit a policy, click the right arrow symbol on the left.
– To remove it, click the minus sign icon.

3. On the Members tab, optionally enable the checkbox labeled “Administrators can add and remove members of this
role." Leaving this checkbox disabled means that users become members by meeting a member rule.
Once you enable this feature, the screen expands.

4. In the expanded area, define the Add Action and Remove Action for when a user is added or removed as a role
member.

WARNING
For the add action, avoid setting up a rule that refers to the role you are defining. For example, do not define
the add action that makes a member of Role A by being a member of Role A.

5. Define Admin Policies for an Admin Role.

Define Admin Policies for an Admin Role

On the Administrators tab, you define who can add or remove users as members and administrators of this role.

To define admin policies

1. If you want to make the Manage Administrators option available, enable the check box labeled “Administrators can add
and remove administrators of this role.”
Once you enable this feature, the screen expands.

2. In the expanded area, define the Add Action and Remove Action for when a user is added or removed as an
administrator of the role.

3. Define admin policies, which contain admin and scope rules and at least one administrator privilege (Manage
Members or Manage Administrators).

NOTE
You can add several admin policies with different rules and different privileges for administrators who meet
the rule.

4. To edit a policy, click the arrow symbol on the left. To remove it, click the minus sign icon.
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5. Define Owner Rules for an Admin Role.

Define Owner Rules for an Admin Role

On the Owners tab, you define rules about who can be an owner of the role, a user who can modify the role.

To define owner rules

1. Define owner rules, which determine which users can modify the role.
2. Click Submit.

A message appears to indicate that the task has been submitted. A momentary delay occurs before a user can use the
role.

The role is available to be used. A user who meets conditions in the member rule can now log in to the environment and
that user can use the tasks in the role.

Verify an Admin Role
Follow these steps:

1. Choose Admin Roles.
2. Choose View Admin Role.
3. Select the name of the role.

Alternatively, you can choose System, View Submitted Tasks to see if the role creation task has completed.

Allow Users to Self-Assign Roles
Users can assign certain roles to themselves. For example, you may want to allow users to sign up for the Delegation
Manager role so that they can delegate the work items of one user to another user.

To control the roles that users can assign to themselves, you configure criteria in the Roles Self-Manager task.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the Roles Self-Manager task as follows:
a. Select Roles and Tasks, Modify Admin Task, and search for the Roles Self-Manager task.
b. Select the Tabs tab.

Identity Manager displays the list of tabs that apply to the task.
c. Select the right arrow icon next to the Roles Self Manager tab to edit it.
d. Complete the following fields:

Show only Admin Roles Meeting the Following Rules
Specifies the criteria that Identity Manager uses to determine which roles to allow users to assign to themselves.
To add additional rules, click the plus (+) icon.
User to be used as Admin Role Administrator
Specifies the administrator for roles that users can assign to themselves.
The roles that users can assign to themselves must have the user you select in this field as an administrator and
meet the criteria you specified in the Show Only Admin Roles Meeting the Following Rules field.
List Screen
Specifies the columns and format for the list of roles that a user can select to self-assign a role.

e. Click OK, then click Submit.
2. Add the Roles Self-Manager task to a role, and assign that role to users who should have this capability.
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Admin Tasks
Admin roles consist of admin tasks, which represent granular capabilities for managing objects. For example, you could
manage a user object by using these admin tasks:

• Create User
• View User
• Modify User
• Reset User Password

You create or modify each task to match your exact requirements. Then, you combine the appropriate admin tasks into
admin roles, which you assign to administrators. With these roles, administrators have the exact privileges that they need
to manage objects.

To plan admin task creation, decide which objects you need to manage (user, group, organization, role, or task) and which
administrators use these tasks. For example:

• To manage users, help desk administrators need tasks that manage user attributes, such as a user ID or title.
• To manage users’ access to applications, other administrators need tasks that make users members of access roles.
• To manage the roles used by help desk administrators, higher-level administrators need tasks that manage admin

roles.

For one type of object, such as users, you can create tasks so that different administrators manage different attributes.
For example, the following figure shows a user who is managed by two administrators.

Figure 28: The following figure shows a user who is managed by two administrators
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• Admin 1 has the Reset User Password task; that administrator can view the employee’s user ID and name or reset her
password.

• Admin 2 has the Modify User task; that administrator can view the employee’s user ID and name or modify her title and
vacation days.

A Sample Admin Task
When you create an admin task, you define the content and layout of screens in the task, including:

• The name of the task
• The category where the task appears
• The tabs and fields to use in the task, and field display properties
• The fields an administrator can use in a search query, and the fields displayed in the search results

To understand the elements of a task, consider the Modify User task. In this case, Users is the category, Manage Users is
a subcategory, and Modify User is the task. You create the category and task names when you create a task.

When you choose Modify User, a search screen appears. A search screen provides options for finding the object to view
or modify. Each option is named a filter, which is a limit to the objects found by the search.

After you fill in the search screen, a screen with tabs appears. For example, the following figure shows the tabs for the
Modify User task. The Profile tab appears first and shows user attributes; the other tabs show role and group privileges for
the user.

For the task you create, you decide which tabs to include and determine their order and content.

For example, using the Modify User task as a template, you could create a Modify Contractor task, which has changes to:

• The fields on the Profile tab
• The tabs to include in the task and their content
• The category under which the task appear

You might create this task under a new category, Contractor.

The Modify Contractor task includes some of the fields on the Profile tab in the Modify User task plus other fields, such as
the start date of the contract and the contractor’s company. Administrators can search for a contractor by searching on the
contractor’s name, company, and start date.

The new task also includes a Contractor Roles tab where you add roles for contractors.

Admin Task Usage Options
Identity Manager provides two ways to use admin tasks:

•  Select the task
You select a category and task, and then search for the object to which the task applies.
For example, to modify a user profile, you select the Users category, and then select the Modify User task. You then
search for the user to modify.

•  Select the object
You use "Manage" tasks, such as Manage Users or Manage Groups to search for an object. Once you select the
object, you can display a list of tasks that you can use to manage that object. This method is named object-task
navigation.
For example, to modify a user using this method, you select the User category, then select the Manage User task. You
search for and select the user that you want to manage. In the search results, you click an icon to see a list of tasks
that you can use to manage the selected user. From that list, you can select Modify User or any other appropriate task.
You can also configure task lists in tasks other than Manage tasks. For example, you can add a task list to a
Membership tab. In this case, a task list is available for each member that appears on the Membership tab.
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NOTE
 Only tasks that the current administrator can use appear in the task list for an object.

Default Admin Tasks
Identity Manager includes a set of default admin tasks and roles, which are added to Identity Manager by importing a
Role Definitions file in the Management Console. When you create an environment in the Management Console and you
choose to create the default roles, Identity Manager imports a Role Definitions file automatically.

 Note: To support some functionality, such as account management for certain endpoint types, you may need to import
additional Role Definitions files to create the roles and tasks you need.

In most cases, you can use the default tasks as installed. However, you may need to modify the Profile tab in the default
user tasks, such as Create User, Modify User, and View User. The Profile tab includes all of the fields that are defined
for the user object in the directory configuration file. You may want to limit the number of fields that appear on the tab, or
change the field display properties.

 Note: We recommend that you create a copy of a default task to modify, instead of modifying the default task directly.

Attribute Settings for Reset User Password Admin Task

For Reset User Password to be successful, add the |enable| attribute with Read and Write permissions, while updating
profile of the Reset User Password admin task.

How to Create a Custom Admin Task
An admin task is an administrative function that a user can perform in Identity Manager. Examples of admin tasks include
Create User, Modify Group, and View Role Membership.

 Identity Manager includes default admin tasks that you can modify to suit your business needs.

When you create a custom admin task, you complete the following steps:

NOTE
The section Active Directory Prerequisites includes necessary item when Identity Manager is managing an
Active Directory user store.

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
Identity Manager asks if you want to create a task or create a task-based on an existing task.
For example, select the Modify User task as the basis of the new task.

2. Select Create a Copy of an Existing Task, and search for the task to copy.   

NOTE
 We recommend modifying the copy of a default task, instead of modifying the default task directly.

3. Select OK. A a screen with the following tabs opens:

 Tab  Purpose  See this Topic 
Profile Define the profile of the task being created  Define the Profile of the Task 
Search Limit the range of objects that are managed

by the task
 Define the Task Scope 

Tabs Choose and design the tabs for the task  Choose Tabs for the Task 
Fields Show the fields that are used on all tabs  View Fields in the Task 
Events Select a workflow process for each event if

the Identity Manager environment and the
task uses workflow

 Assign Workflow Processes for Events 
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Role Use Displays the roles that include the task that
you are modifying or viewing

 View Role Use 

Use Case Allows you to add a deployed use case to a
tab

 Add a Use Case to a Task 

NOTE
 For more information about creating custom admin tasks, see the User Console Design Guide.

Define the Profile of the Task
The Profile tab includes general settings for the task.

Note: For more information about admin task profile settings, see the User Console Design Guide.

To define the profile of the task

1. Choose the type of object for the task, which is called the primary object, and the action to perform on it.
2. Complete the required fields and select the appropriate check boxes as needed for the task.

NOTE
If you are creating a task that has similar profile settings as an existing task, click Copy Profile From Another
Task. This option populates the profile settings for the task you are creating with the profile settings from any
existing task that you select. You then add a name and description for the new task.

3. (Optional) Associate a business logic task handler with the task.
4. Once you complete this tab, proceed to the next step, Define the Task Scope.

Admin Task Profile Tab

The Admin Task Profile Tab lets you define general settings for an admin task.

This tab contains the following fields:

• Name
Defines the name of the task.

• Tag
Defines a unique identifier for the task. It is used in URLs, web services, or properties files. The tag can contain ASCII
characters (a-z, A-Z), numbers (0-9), or underscore characters, beginning with a letter or underscore.

• Description
Specifies an optional note about the purpose of the task.

• Task Order
Specifies the display order for the task. If no order is specified, the tasks are displayed in alphabetical order.

• Category
Specifies a category for the task. Categories are displayed as tabs at the top of the screen.

• Category Order
Specifies the order in which the category tab appears. For example, if you set the category order to 3, the category you
specified will appear as the third tab.

• Category 2
Specifies the second level category, which appears as a link below the list of category tabs. The second level category
appears only when the tab for the first level category is selected. For example, if you created a task with the first level
category of Employee and a second level category of Employee Management, the Employee Management category
would appear only after you select the Employee tab.

• Category 2 Order
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Specifies the order in which the second level category appears, if more than one second level category exists in a
primary category.

• Category 3
Specifies the third level category, which appears in the left navigation pane. Tasks are listed under the third level
category. For example, in a default environment, a user with the System Manager or User Manager role sees the third
level category Manage Users when he selects the Users tab.

• Category 3 Order
Specifies the order in which the third level category appears.

• Primary Object
Specifies the object that the task operates on.

• Action
Specifies the operation to perform on the object.

• User Synchronization
Specifies whether the task synchronizes users with identity policies. You can select one of the following options:
– Off (default)

Specifies that this task does not trigger user synchronization.
– On Task Completion

Specifies that Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process after all of the events in a task complete.
This setting is the default synchronization option for the Create User, Modify User, and Delete User tasks. The
default setting for all other tasks is Off.

NOTE
If you select the On Task Completion option for a task that includes multiple events, Identity Manager does
not synchronize users until all of the events in the task complete. If one or more of those events require
workflow approval, this may take several days. To prevent Identity Manager from waiting to apply identity
policies until all events complete, select the On Every Event option.

– On Every Event
Specifies that Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process when each event in a task completes.
For tasks with a primary and secondary event for the same user, setting user synchronization to On Every Event
may result in more identity policies being applied to a user than if the On Task Completion option is selected.

• Account Synchronization
Synchronizes accounts that exist in the Provisioning Server, if you have provisioning enabled.
– Off (default)

Specifies that this task does not trigger account synchronization.
– On Task Completion

Specifies that Identity Manager starts the account synchronization process after all of the events in a task complete.
– On Every Event

Specifies that Identity Manager starts the account synchronization process when each event in a task completes.

NOTE
For best performance, select On Task Completion. However, if you select the On Task Completion option
for a task that includes multiple events, Identity Manager does not synchronize accounts until all of the
events in the task complete. If one or more of those events require workflow approval, this may take
several days. To prevent Identity Manager from waiting to synchronize accounts until all events complete,
select the On Every Event option.

• Hide in Menus
Prevents the task from appearing in menus. Enable this control if the task is only invoked by a URL or by another task.

• Public Task
Makes the task available to users who have not logged in to Identity Manager. The default public tasks are forgotten
password and self-registration.

• Enable Auditing
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Records information about the task in an auditing database. Audit information can be used to generate reports. See
the Configuration Guide.

• Enable Workflow
Enables the Identity Manager events associated with the task to trigger workflow processes, if you have the workflow
engine installed. For example, the events associated with the Delete Group task may trigger a workflow process that
includes an approval step.

• Enable Web Services
Marks the task as one for which Web Services Description Language (WSDL) output can be generated from the
Management Console. Enable this control if you want to use remote task submission. For more information, see the
Programming Guide for Java.

• Workflow Process
Enables configuration for task level workflow. Click the pencil icon to configure  policy-based or non-policy based
workflow.

• Task Priority
Determines the order in which Identity Manager executes tasks. Tasks with a High priority are executed before tasks
with a Medium or Low priority. The default priority for a task is Medium.

NOTE
You can use the View Submitted Tasks task to search for tasks with a specific priority, and then display their
status.

• Business Logic Task Handlers
Associates a business logic task handler with the task.

• Workflow Action Buttons
Add custom action buttons to workflow approval tasks.

• Copy Profile from another task
Copies data from the Profile tab of another task.
For example, you might copy the Profile tab settings from the Modify User task, then add a name and description.

Task Configuration Properties

Task configuration properties control display properties and certain behaviors for the task.

This page contains the following topics:

Task Icon Path

Specifies the URL for a graphic to use as an icon for this task in task lists.

Task Icon Preview

Displays the icon for the task, as it appears in task lists.

Suppress Task Navigation

When selected, hides the top-level navigation and task list once a user selects a task. This prevents users from navigating
away from the current task until they complete required actions or cancel the task.

Target Window

When you provide a value in this field, Identity Manager opens this task in a new browser window. Use this field to open a
new browser window for an external task that redirects users to another website.
You can specify any name for the window.
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NOTE

Do not use this field to open Identity Manager admin tasks in a separate browser window. Identity Manager does
not support multiple browser windows for a single Identity Manager user session.

Task Configuration Properties

You can enter configuration properties for a task

NOTE

All properties are case-sensitive! Enter them exactly as they appear.

CheckRolesNotPolicies

By default, Identity Manager checks all policies to determine if user is a member or an administrator of an Admin role. By
selecting this property, Identity Manager checks if the user is a member or an administrator of the role itself, rather than go
thru the entire list of policies. This check is more efficient in cases where there are only a small number of Admin roles.

DisableDynamicGroupEvaluation

which can be set to "true"

This Task Property disables dynamic group evaluation where ever possible. This should be used if your directory model
includes %GROUP_ADMIN% and %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% which means all evaluation can be managed by Group
attributes alone.

DisableUISecurityCheck

Disables a security check during task session creation to determine if the administrator can execute the task. Setting
DisableUISecurityCheck to true for a task applies the property only to the user interface, and not to TEWS; the reason
is that the administrative tasks are determined for the administrator when the administrator logs in to the user interface.
Seting this property set disables the check when the task executes.

DisableNestedGroupEvaluation

This property disables nested group searches on a per-task basis. Setting this property to True greatly improves the time
needed to return search for nested groups. The default Group Type setting is ALL, which may impact performance.

DisableNestedAdminGroupEvaluation

The DisableNestedAdminGroupEvaluation property applies to groups that are admins of other groups. The
DisableNestedAdminGroupEvaluation property disables these nested group searches on a per-task basis. Setting this
property to true improves the time needed to return searches involving nested groups; this is because nested groups will
not be evaluated on a per-task basis. The default setting is false.

ImmediateTEWSResponse

TEWS responds immediately with a transaction ID after saving the task session to the database. In other words, when a
task generates a task ID and saves the task session, TEWS creates response object. The ImmediateTEWSResponse
property can be set on both the task and/or as an HTTP header variable (such as the HTTP header on the SOAP user
interface).

NOTE
The ImmediateTEWSResponse property only applies to TEWS execute operations and protected tasks. The
ImmediateTEWSResponse property only applies to the JBoss family of application servers. Due to WebSphere
limitations, ImmediateTEWSResponse does not work in a Websphere environment.

isTabsOnDemand

The isTabsOnDemand property determines whether each of your task’s open, related tabs render only when individually
selected, or whether to simultaneously render all of your task’s open, related tabs. In other words, this property
determines when to render a task's related tabs.
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Setting the isTabsOnDemand property to true enables it, meaning that a tab page is initialized at the time of screen
rendering. Setting the property to false means all tabs that are part of the chosen task will be initialized before the screen
is rendered to the user, which can affect UI performance for tasks with a large number of tabs.

Follow these steps:

1. In the task’s Profile screen, click Configuration Properties.
2. Click Add to add the isTabsOnDemand property.
3. Set the value to true to enable it.
4. Click OK.

SwitchTabWhenInvalid

Normally, when a user enters an invalid value for any task-screen attributes configured to require validation (such as
required fields), and then attempt to move to a different tab, the system generates an error. Any errors appear in the top-
half of the tab, and remain in a task until a user enters valid information.

Setting the SwitchTabWhenInvalid configuration property to false means a user will not be able to move (or switch) from
a tab that has any invalid entries to another tab until that tab has all valid entries

NOTE

Setting this property to false makes the property work for all tasks in the environment.

This property applies to any tasks using the Standard tab controller, the Sequence Tab Controller, and Wizard
Tab Controller.

If you enable the SwitchTabWhenInvalid property in your task or environment (in which cas it applies to all
tasks), you can click any validation message to send you to the attribute that failed validation on the page. In
other words, the user can select the error message and go to the screen field attribute that has the error. The
links only work for screen field attributes and pages with a screen context. For example, the links will not work
on View Submitted Tasks as that context does not include a screen.

UseIsRoleAdmin

Checks to see if the Administrator can administer the roles assigned to a user. CA Identity Manager check if the
Administrator can assign the candidate roles to the subject-user. This property uses an algorithm that can be faster than
the default, because the default approach checks every policy (and its role) belonging to the Administrator for a match
with the roles assigned to a user. The default algorithm searches the entire list of possible roles and compares them to
those assigned to the user.

NOTE

Only use UseIsRoleAdmin when the user has a small number of provisioning roles relative to the total number
of provisioning roles in the environment. The UseIsRoleAdmin property can be detrimental to performance if
the subject user has many provisioning roles. Specifically, because every role belonging to the subject user is
cross-checked with the administrator. The more roles, the less-optimal performance.

UseWorkflowApprovalHandler

The UseWorkflowApprovalHandler property allows the user interface thread to revert control to the user in the timeout
period specified for the Identity Manager environment (the Job Timeout property in the User Console’s Advanced
Settings).

The UseWorkflowApprovalHandler property lets you align task-level workflow to the identity manager synchronous
tasks model. Tasks requiring certain types of workflow approval processes, such as multi-step approvals and/or lengthy
participant resolver calculations, can delay both the task submission action and the subsequent return of control back to
the user. The UseWorkflowApprovalHandler property allows the user interface thread to revert control to the user in the
timeout period specified for the Identity Manager environment (the Job Timeout property in the User Console’s Advanced
Settings).
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For example, when using a multi-stage workflow process definition configured at either the task or event-level, Identity
Manager would not return control to the user until the asynchronous phase of the associated Workflow completes. This
can take a long time if the customer has configured custom participant resolvers that perform additional user searches.
This Workflow phase processing is currently handled under the same UI thread run when the user clicks Approve.

The UseWorkflowApprovalHandler Task-level property ensures that a separate thread handles the asynchronous
phase. This means the Task Notification Service is informed about this phase so that the UI thread returns
control in a timely manner as configured in the Job Timeout property for the Identity Manager environment. The
UseWorkflowApprovalHandler is set on the task performing the approval. It can be used for both Task and Event-level
Workflows.

Follow these steps:

1. Assume that you are associating a Modify user task with an out of the box template “TwoStageApprovalProcess”, as
this is the only default multi-stage approval process.

2. Set the new property on the task that actually performs the approval. For this example, run Modify Admin Task,
Approve Admin Task.

3. In the Profile screen, click Configuration Properties.
4. Click Add to add the UseWorkflowApprovalHandler property.
5. Set the value to false to enable it.
6. Click OK.

NOTE
If you have custom workflow process definitions, make sure that you set the property correctly on the task
associated with approvals.

Define the Task Scope
On the Search tab, you define the task scope, which limits the objects available to the task. For example, if the object of a
task is users, you might define the scope as users who are contractors.

NOTE
If the task has no primary object, or if the action is self-modify, self-view, or approve, the Search tab does not
appear.

NOTE
You configure the following settings on the Search tab:

• Search Screen
The search screen limits the scope of the task based on filters. Click Browse to see available search screen options.

NOTE
You may want to create your own search screen. To create a modified version of an existing search screen,
select the search screen and click Copy. You can then modify the search screen without changing the original
search screen definition. To create a search screen, click New.

• Search Options
The search options appear only when the object is a role or group.
– The first option limits the search based on fields that are defined on the search screen. Within these limits, the

search locates all groups or roles in the administrator’s scope.
– Other options limit the search as indicated.
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NOTE

– By default, the group search screens support filtering. This means that administrators can specify criteria to limit the
scope of group searches. To remove the filtering capability, create a search screen that does not contain any fields
to include in a search query.

– Filtering not supported, which appears on the Search tab when the object is a role, means that the task displays
the roles that meet the criteria in the option you select. Search fields that are configured on the search screen are
ignored.

• Modified objects must remain in administrator’s scope
When this check box is selected, Identity Manager displays an error if changes to the task cause the administrator to
lose scope over the primary object. For example, an administrator may use Modify User to change a user's Employee
Type attribute to Manager. This change may put the user outside the administrator’s scope.

Choose Tabs for the Task
On the Tabs tab, name and configure the tabs; each one is a set of fields that you include in the task. You can include
default tabs or can create new ones. For example, the Modify User task includes the following tabs:

• Profile
• Access Roles
• Admin Roles
• Groups
• Delegate Work Items

To edit the definition of a tab, click the edit icon ( ) next to the tab name.

Add the Schedule Tab to an Admin Task

Identity Manager lets you schedule tasks for execution at specific date and time. If you schedule a task that is associated
with a workflow, Identity Manager executes all the tasks as defined in that workflow. To schedule a task, you must add
the Schedule tab to an admin task. Note that you cannot add the Schedule tab to all admin tasks. If the task cannot be
scheduled, the Schedule tab will not be available in the Modify Admin Task screen.

The status of the scheduled tasks can be viewed in View Submitted Tasks. A scheduled task that is not yet executed can
be cancelled via View Submitted Tasks. If a scheduled task is cancelled, and you resubmit that task, the task executes
immediately regardless of the scheduled time for execution.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.

The Select Admin Task page appears.
3. Search and select the desired admin task.
4. Click Tabs.
5. Select the tab controller as either Sequence Tab Controller, Standard Tab Controller, or Wizard Tab Controller from the

drop-down under Which tab controller should be used for this task? section.
For more information about these tab controllers, see Task Flow.

6. Select Schedule from the drop-down under the Which tabs should appear in this task section, and click

.
The Schedule tab is added to the list of tabs that appear in the selected admin task.
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7. Click Submit.
The Schedule tab is added to the selected admin task.

IMPORTANT
If you are scheduling a task in a language other than English, ensure that you perform the following tasks:

1. Navigate to <iam_im.ear_location>/user_console.war/ui/ext-js/src/locale.
2. Open ext-lang-<language_specific>.js file for editing.

For example, if the language used is Japan, then the file name is ext-lang-ja.js.
3. In the javascript file (example, Japan), search for the following text:

Date.formatCodes.a = "(this.getHours() < 12 ? '##' : '##')";

Date.formatCodes.A = "(this.getHours() < 12 ? '##' : '##')";

4. Replace the above two lines with the following lines:
Date.formatCodes.a = "(this.getHours() < 12 ? 'am' : 'pm')";

Date.formatCodes.A = "(this.getHours() < 12 ? 'AM' : 'PM')";

5. Restart Identity Manager.
If using a Virtual Appliance setup, reach out to our support team for a fix.

View Fields in the Task
On the Fields tab, you view the fields that apply to this task. These fields are those created on the tabs for this task. To
change the fields used, return to the Tabs tab and select the tab that requires the change.

Once you complete this tab, proceed to the next step, Assign Workflow Processes for Events.

However, if this Identity Manager environment does not use workflow, you can now click Submit. A message appears
indicating if the task succeeded. If it succeeds, you can add the task to a role, so that role members can start using the
task.

View Role Use
On the Role Use tab, you view the roles that include the task that you are viewing or modifying.

Role owners can add and remove tasks from roles.

NOTE
Default Admin Roles provides a list of tasks in the admin roles that are installed with Identity Manager by default.

Assign Workflow Processes for Events
If you enabled workflow for this Identity Manager environment, use the Events tab to select a workflow process for each
event that the task initiates. The workflow process that you select overrides the one selected by default in the Identity
Manager Management Console.

For more detail on default workflow mappings, see the Advanced Settings chapter of the Configuration Guide.

To complete the creation of this task, click Submit. A message appears indicating if the task succeeded. If it succeeds, you
can add the task to a role, so that role members can start using the task.

Manage an Active Directory User Store
If Active Directory is the user store, you may need to configure certain Active Directory features before creating admin
tasks.
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The sAMAccountName Attribute

The sAMAccountName attribute applies to users and groups. This attribute is required, and must be included on task
screens used to create users and groups.

NOTE
When creating users, the value of the sAMAccountName attribute cannot exceed 20 characters. This restriction
does not apply to groups.

You can write a custom logical attribute handler that generates a unique sAMAccountName automatically when a user
or group is created. In this case, you can include the sAMAccountName attribute as a hidden field on Create User and
Create Group screens.

See the Logical Attributes chapter in the Programming Guide for Java for more information.

Group Type and Scope

In Active Directory, there are two types of groups:

• Security--Listed in Access Control Lists (ACLs), which define permissions for resources and objects.
• Distribution--Used to group objects, such as users and groups. Distribution groups cannot be used to grant privileges

in Active Directory.

Each type of group has a scope that determines the following:

• Member location--Where potential members can reside
• Permissions--Where the group can be used for access privileges (if the group is a security group)
• Group Membership in Other Groups--The location of groups to which the group can belong

Each type of group can have one of the following scopes:

Scope Member Location Permissions Group Membership in Other
Groups

Universal Group members can be
Universal groups, Global
groups, and users from any
domain in the forest.

Can be used to grant access in
any domain in a forest.

Can be members of Domain
Local and Universal groups in
any domain in the forest.

Global Group members can be Global
groups and users located in the
same domain as the group.

Can be used to grant access in
any domain in a forest.

Can be members of Global,
Domain Local, and Universal
groups in any domain in the
forest.

Domain Local Group members can be
Universal groups, Global
groups, and users from any
domain in the forest. Members
can also be Domain Local
groups from the same domain.

Can only be used to grant
access to the domain where the
group resides.

Can only be a member of other
Domain Local groups within the
domain.

Group type and scope are not required attributes; however, if you do not specify group type and scope, Active Directory
creates a security group with global scope.

To create groups of a different type, you can create a custom logical attribute handler. See the chapter on Logical
Attributes in the Programming Guide for Java.

Once you have configured these Active Directory features, proceed to the next step: Create an Admin Task.
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External Tasks for Application Functions
An external task performs the following tasks:

• Allows an administrator to perform a function in an application other than Identity Manager from the User Console
• Optionally passes information to the application to generate user-, group-, or organization-specific tasks.

For example, an external task may pass information about an organization to an application that generates purchase
orders. The administrator performing the task can view open purchase orders for the organization from the User Console.

You can view external tasks by opening the application in a new browser window, or by viewing them as tabs in a Identity
Manager admin task.

Two tabs are available for External tasks. These tabs are configured in the same way; however, they function differently.

• The External tab is a visual tab, which means that the task displays the contents of the URL within a tab.
• External URL is a non-visual tab, which means that the task redirects to the URL entered.

The External Tab

An external tab can be added to any Create, View, or Modify task to make it an external task. For example, if you add an
External tab to a Create User task, the tab appears on that task.

For an External tab:

• No events are generated for an external task.
• You can optionally use managed objects.
• In the External URL field, you can specify the address of the application as:

– A complete address, including the fully qualified domain name--for example:
http://server1.mycompany.org/report/viewUserReport

– A relative path--for example:
/report/viewUserReport
If you specify the relative path, Identity Manager automatically appends the fully qualified domain name of the
server where Identity Manager is installed.

• You configure the attributes to pass to the application on the Profile tab.
• You can include or exclude the admin DN or task name in the URL.

The External URL Tab

You can add an external URL tab to a view task, such as View User. When you use the View User task, you are redirected
to the web site identified by the URL. No other tabs are visible.

For an External URL tab:

• The external URL tab must be the only tab in the task. If there are other tabs associated with the same task, the
external tab will not redirect users to the specified URL.

• The task can generate events which can be audited.
• In the External URL field, you can specify the address of the application as:

– A complete address, including the fully qualified domain name--for example:
http://server1.mycompany.org/report/viewUserReport

– A relative path--for example:
/report/viewUserReport
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If you specify the relative path, Identity Manager automatically appends the fully qualified domain name of the
server where Identity Manager is installed.

• You can optionally use managed objects.
• You can configure attributes to pass to the URL.

Supply a URL for the application that you want to start and include the attributes that you want to pass to the
application.

• You can include or exclude the admin DN or task name in the URL.

Advanced Task Components
Advanced task components allow you to specify custom processing for a task:

• Task-Level Validation validates an attribute value against other attributes in the task. For example, you might validate
that the area code in a user-supplied phone number is appropriate for the user’s city and state.

• Business Logic Task Handlers perform custom business logic before a Identity Manager task is submitted for
processing. Typically, the custom business logic validates data. For example, a business logic task handler may check
a group’s membership limit before Identity Manager adds a new member to the group. If the group membership limit is
reached, the business logic task handler displays a message informing the group administrator that the new member
could not be added.

Create Business Logic Task Handlers

You define a business logic task handler’s fully qualified class name as follows:

1. Create or modify an admin task.
2. On the Admin Profile tab, click Business Logic Task Handlers.

The Business Logic Task Handlers screen appears. This screen lists any existing business logic task handlers
assigned to the task. Identity Manager executes the handlers in the order in which they appear in the list.

3. Click Add.
The Business Logic Task Handler Detail screen appears.

Use the Business Logic Task Handler Detail screen to define the following information for the business logic task handler
you are assigning to the task:

• Name
The name you are assigning to the business logic task handler.

• Description
An optional description of the business logic task handler.

• Java Class
If the business logic task handler is implemented in Java, the fully qualified business logic task handler class name--for
example:
com.mycompany.MyJavaBLTH
Identity Manager expects the class file to be located in the root directory designated for custom Java class files. For
information on deploying Java class files, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• JavaScript Filename
If the business logic task handler is implemented in JavaScript, and the JavaScript code is contained in a file, specify
the file name in this field. For example, you might want to put the JavaScript in a file if the business logic task handler
is to be used by several task screens.
Identity Manager expects the file to be located in the root directory designated for custom JavaScript files. For
information on deploying JavaScript files, see the Programming Guide for Java.
If you store the file in a subdirectory of the root, include the subdirectory name when you specify the JavaScript file
name--for example:
JavaScriptSubDir\MyJavaScriptBLTH.js
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The slashes must be appropriate for the platform where the JavaScript file is deployed.
• JavaScript

You can implement a JavaScript business logic task handler by typing the complete JavaScript code in this field
instead of in a file. For example, you might want to put the JavaScript in this field if the script is very short or if it is to be
used with no other task screens.

• Property and Value
With Java implementations, these fields are optional name/value pairs of data that are passed into the init() method of
the Java business logic task handler, to be used in any way that the handler’s business logic requires.
To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and then click Add.

NOTE
If you add a Java business logic task handler, you restart the application server for the handler to be loaded.

Admin Tasks and Events
Admin tasks include events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete the task. A task may include multiple
events. For example, the Create User task may include events that create the user's profile, add the user to a group, and
assign roles.

Identity Manager audits events, enforces customer-specific business rules associated with events, and, when events are
mapped to workflow processes, requires approval for events.

If multiple events are generated for a task, and the events are mapped to workflow processes, all the workflow processes
must be completed before Identity Manager can complete the task.

Primary and Secondary Events

Generally, events are independent of other events. However, some tasks are associated with a primary event and one or
more secondary events:

• A failure of a primary event results in the automatic rejection of all of its secondary events. For example, if a
CreateUserEvent fails, there is no need for the AddToGroupEvent to occur for the user. It also results in the
cancellation of the associated task.

• A failure of a secondary event does not affect the success or failure of any other events executed for the task or the
execution of the task itself. For example, in a Create User task, an AddToGroupEvent may be rejected, meaning that
the new user cannot be added to a particular group. The user can still be created (CreateUserEvent) and assigned to
provisioning roles (AssignProvisioningRoleEvent), and even be added to other groups.

View the Events for a Task

You can view the events that are associated with a task in the Identity Manager User Console.

To view the events for a task

1. Select Roles and Tasks, and View Admin Tasks in the User Console.
2. Search for and select the appropriate task.
3. Select the Events tab.

Identity Manager displays the events that are associated with the current task.

Events Generated for Unmodified Profiles

User, group, and organization objects each contain a set of physical attributes that are stored in the user directory. If a
physical attribute of one of these objects is changed on a profile tab, Identity Manager generates a Modify event after the
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user submits the task. For example, if a Title attribute is changed on a User Profile tab, Identity Manager generates the
event ModifyUserEvent.

If a user, group, or organization object is represented on a profile tab, but no physical attributes have been changed when
the user clicks Submit, Identity Manager does not generate a Modify event. Instead, the corresponding View event is
generated, as follows:

• ViewUserEvent is generated instead of ModifyUserEvent
• ViewGroupEvent is generated instead of ModifyGroupEvent
• ViewOrganizationEvent is generated instead of ModifyOrganizationEvent

Admin Task Processing
The time it takes to process a task depends on the steps involved. When a task is submitted for processing, Identity
Manager performs the following steps:

1. Identity Manager validates the data being submitted.
This is called the synchronous phase.

2. If the task requires approval, Identity Manager sends the task to the workflow engine.
a. The workflow engine determines approvers, and places the approval task in the approvers’ work lists.
b. Optionally, Identity Manager sends email notifying approvers of the pending work item.
c. An approver reserves the work item (which removes the item from the work lists of other approvers), and approves

or rejects the item.
d. Optionally, Identity Manager sends email notifying involved users of the task’s status.
This is called the asynchronous phase.

3. Identity Manager carries out the task, if the task was not rejected.

Synchronous Phase Processing

During the synchronous phase, Identity Manager can transform and validate data that users enter in task screens, and
can enforce business logic on that data before the task is submitted for processing. The following diagram provides a high
level description of what occurs during this phase.
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Figure 29: The following diagram provides a high level description of what occurs during Synchronous Phase
Task Processing
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Asynchronous Phase Processing

Upon completion of the synchronous phase, the task enters the asynchronous phase for execution. During this phase, a
task generates one or more events. These events may be user-defined, such as creating a user profile or adding a user to
a group, or system-generated, such as writing information to the audit log.

The task controller, a component of the Identity Manager Server, is responsible for the life cycle of a task and its events,
as shown in the following illustration:
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Figure 30: Shows how an asynchronous task controller works
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For most events, the life cycle, execution, and actions are independent from any other event. (Create tasks require the
primary object’s create event to execute before any secondary events.)

Typically, an event transitions through the following states:

• Begin
• Pending
• Approved
• Execute
• Completed
• Post

NOTE
Identity Manager provides hooks, called EventListeners, that "listen for" a specific event or a group of events.
When the event occurs, the event listener performs custom business logic that is appropriate for the event
and the current event state. You can use the Event Listener API to write custom event listeners. See the
Programming Guide for Java for more information.

Images for Admin Tasks
You can create images to use for admin tasks you put on the home page.

Administrators, Users, and Groups
This section describes how create and manage administrators, users, and groups.

Creating Administrators
You can be solely responsible for granting all roles to users in your system. You can also share the work of granting user
roles by designating additional administrators. This approach is named delegated administration.

The following topics explain how to create additional administrators:

• Roles for Identity or Access Management
• Delegated Administration
• Designate a Role Administrator

Delegated Administration
Delegated administration is the use of roles to share the work of managing users and granting application access.

For each role in the system, a user can serve one or more of the following functions:

Function Definition
Role Owner Modifies the role.
Role Administrator Assigns the role to users and other role administrators.
Role Member Uses the role to perform admin or access tasks or use an endpoint

account.

By dividing these functions between users, you can share the work of managing a role. For example, you can have lower-
level administrators manage role membership and higher-level administrators modify the role.

You can implement delegated administration in the following ways:
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• Directly designate a user as an administrator for a given role.
• Configure admin rules for a role. Admin rules define which users can be administrators of a role. The system

automatically creates additional administrators when users meet the criteria specified in the rules.

NOTE
Only an administrator with privileges to modify a role can configure admin rules for that role. Typically, system
administrators perform this activity. To configure admin rules that automatically delegate administration for a
role, see the section entitled Admin Roles in the Reference Information section of the Online Help.

Designate a Role Administrator
You can designate a user as an administrator of a role. The administrator can then assign the role to other users.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with role management tasks.
2. Select Tasks, Roles and Tasks.
3. Select one of the following tasks:

– Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role Members/Administrators
– Provisioning Roles, Modify Provisioning Role Members/Administrators
– Access Roles, Modify Access Role Members/Administrators
A search screen appears.

4. Select the role that you intend to assign to the user.
5. Click the Administrators tab.

A list of current role administrators appears.
6. Click Add a User.

A search screen appears.
7. Search for the user you want to add as an administrator and click Select.

An updated list of role administrators appears.
8. Click Submit.

The user becomes an administrator of the role. This step completes the process of delegating administration of a
provisioning role. The administrator can now assign the role to other users, granting access to the associated endpoint
accounts.

Delegation Steps
Delegated administration occurs as follows:

1. An administrator creates the role with rules for who is a role owner, administrator, or member.
2. A role owner modifies the role, when changes are needed.
3. A role administrator:

– Assigns more role administrators (optional).
– Assigns more role members (optional).
Some users are already role administrators or members by meeting rules defined in the role.

4. A role member uses the role:
– An admin role member manages users and other objects in the Identity Manager environment.
– An access role member performs functions in business applications.
– A provisioning role member uses the accounts defined by policies in the role.
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Delegation Example
You can create a role with rules for who can be a member or administrator. You can then assign the role, so that other
users (who do not already meet the rules) can become a role member or administrator.

Consider the following example of administrators who manage the business application rights of end users:

• Jeff is a role owner for the Accountant role; so when the role requires changes, Jeff modifies the role.
• David and Lisa are role administrators for that role. They assign regional users as role members.
• Other users are role members without being assigned as role members. Instead, they meet the rule to be role

members.
The role members use the Accountant role to generate purchase orders and perform other tasks in financial
applications.

The section Role Characteristics provides details on rules and other characteristics of a role.

Managing Users
User profiles allow administrators to manage user information; manage privilege, application, and service access; and
grant users self-management for their own accounts and services. Creating user profiles is a common task for a system
administrator.

When creating and configuring a user, consider the following user account elements:

Self-Service Tasks: User profiles are configured by default to grant the user access to certain self-service tasks, such
as changing their password and profile information. A system administrator with appropriate tasks can modify which self-
service tasks are granted to a user by default.

Groups: Groups simplify role management. For example, a system administrator with appropriate tasks can configure
multiple roles for the system to assign automatically to a user who is added as a member of a group. Enabling Show
Self Subscribing Groups in the page configuration lets the end user assign themself to be the member of any self-
subscribing group

Admin Roles: Admin roles define the tasks that a user can perform in the User Console. For example, a task can allow
a user to modify user account information, such as the address or job title. Another task can allow a user to administer
tasks, such as granting a user membership in a group. When you assign an admin role to a user, the user can perform the
tasks associated with the role.

Endpoint Accounts and Provisioning Roles: Accounts that exist on other systems are named Endpoints Accounts. You
can assign accounts in endpoints to CA Identity Manager users through provisioning roles. For example, a user needs an
Exchange account for email, an Oracle account for database access, and an Active Directory account to use a Windows
system. When you assign a provisioning role to a user, the user receives the endpoint accounts the provisioning role
specifies.

Access Roles: Access roles provide an additional way to provide entitlements in Identity Manager or another application.
For example, you can use access roles to accomplish the following:

• Provide indirect access to a user attribute
• Create complex expressions
• Set an attribute in a user profile, which is used by another application to determine entitlements

Services: Services allow you to combine you choice of user tasks, roles, groups, and attributes into a single package.
You can manage this package of privileges as a set. For example, all new Sales employees need access to a defined set
of tasks, accounts on specific endpoint systems, and information added to their user account profiles. When you assign a
service to a user, the user receives the entire set of roles, tasks, groups and account attributes the service specifies.

Password Policies: Password policies manage user passwords by enforcing rules and restrictions governing password
expiration, composition, and usage. If a system administrator has created password policies for your environment, those
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policies are applied automatically to new users matching one or more password policies rules. A system administrator with
appropriate tasks can modify password policies.

The following topics illustrate and explain how to create and configure a user:

1. Create a User.
2. Assign Groups.(if needed)
3. Assign a Role to a User (if needed)
4. Assign Services. (if needed)

Create the User Profile
Use this procedure to create a user profile. Depending on how the Create User task is configured, you can also use this
task to define additional profile elements. You can add a user to a group, or can make the user a member of an admin or
provisioning role.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with user management tasks.
The default User Manager role grants the appropriate tasks.

2. Select Tasks, Users, Manage Users, Create User.
The Create User task opens.

3. Complete the fields for the user profile information, as needed.
4. Click Next.
5. Complete the fields on the other tabs in the task, if applicable.

For example, add the user to a group, or assign an admin role, provisioning role, or service to the user, if these options
are available.

6. Click Finish.
The user is created.

Assign a Group to a User
You can make a user a member of a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with user management tasks.
2. Select Tasks, Groups, Modify Group Members.

A list of the groups you can manage appears.
3. Select a group and click Select.

The list of users that are assigned to the group appears.
4. Click Add a user.
5. Search for a user to whom you want to assign the group.

To display a list of all users for whom you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

6. Select a user and click Select.
An updated list of users that are assigned to the group appears.

7. Click Submit.
The specified user becomes a member of the group.

Assign a Role to a User
You can assign provisioning roles to an individual user.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console as a user with the Modify Provisioning Role Members/Administrators task.
2. Select Roles and Tasks.
3. Select one of the following tasks:

– Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role Members/Administrators
– Provisioning Roles, Modify Provisioning Role Members/Administrators
– Access Roles, Modify Access Role Members/Administrators
A search screen appears.

4. Select the role you intend to assign to the user.
The Membership tab appears.

5. Click Add User.
6. Search for a user to whom you want to assign the role.

To display a list of all users for whom you have administrative tasks, click Search without modifying the search criteria.
7. Select a user and click Select.
8. Click Submit.

The specified roles are assigned to the user.

Allowing Users to Self-Register
Self-service tasks allow users to manage their own environment. The Self-Registration task allows users to create their
own user account and profile from a publicly available User Console. For example, Bentley Cola allows new employees
and customers to create their own user accounts and profiles through a link embedded in the Bentley Cola corporate web
site.

The following topics provide details on how to grant users self-registration access.

1. Understand Self-Service Tasks.
2. Give Users Self-Registration Access.
3. Embed a Self-Service Link in a Corporate Web Site.

Embed a Self-Service Link in a Corporate Web Site
To allow access to a public self-service task from a corporate website, you can add a link to any web page. When a user
clicks the link, a task screen opens. When the user completes the task, they are redirected to the User Console by default.

To change the page to which users are redirected, you can append the task.RedirectURL tag to the URL associated with
the link as follows:

<A href="http://domain/iam/im/public_alias/ui7/index.jsp?
task.tag=tasktag&amp;task.RedirectURL=http://domain/redirect_URL">link text</A>

• domain
The fully qualified domain name of the web server in the environment where Identity Manager is running.

• public_alias
A unique string that is added to the URL for access to public tasks.
Public tasks are self-service tasks, such as self-registration or forgotten password tasks. Users do not need to log in to
access public tasks.

NOTE
For more information about public tasks and aliases, see the Configuration Guide.

• tasktag
The unique identifier for the task. To determine the task tag, use Modify Admin Task to view the profile for the task.

• redirect_URL
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The URL to which users are directed after they submit the task.
For example, you can redirect users to a Welcome page after they self-register.

• link text
The text that users click to access the target URL.
For example, a company can add a link that allows users to reset a forgotten password and then directs them to a
welcome page.
The following HTML represents an example of link text:
<A href="http://myserver.mycompany.org/iam/im/Employees/ui7/ index.jsp?
task.tag=ForgottenPasswordReset&amp;task.RedirectURL=http://myserver.mycompany.org/ welcome.html">Reset My
Password</A>
To return users to the page where they accessed the self-service task, specify RefererURL as the value of the
task.RedirectURL tag as follows:
<A href="http://domain/iam/im/public_alias/ui7/index.jsp?task.tag=tasktag&amp;task.RedirectURL=RefererURL</A>

Onboard Multiple Users
To manage users and their assigned roles and tasks, populate the users in your environment. Onboarding many users to
your system manually can be tedious or impossible. The product allows you to automatically onboard your users using the
bulk loader task.

Follow these steps:

1. Gather all of your user data for your environment.
2. Format your user data according to the bulk loader CSV standard.
3. Load the CSV file using the bulk loader task and submit.
4. Wait for your CSP to approve the bulk loader task.
5. Check the progress of your bulk loader task and your used task quota.

This page contains the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Add Users with a Feeder File

You can use the Bulk Loader tab to upload feeder files that are used to manipulate large numbers of managed objects
simultaneously. For example, you can create 1000 users in the system manually, or you can use the Bulk Loader. The
Bulk Loader task can also be mapped to a workflow process.

NOTE
The Bulk Load Client is a command line utility that exists for batch processing. We recommend using the Bulk
Load Client if your environment is in a cluster (for load-balancing purposes). The Bulk Load Client can be found
on the Provisioning Components media.

Follow these steps:

1. Review the Bulk Loader considerations.
2. (Optional) Configure a Proxy Server with the Bulk-Load Client.
3. Create a CSV or XLS feeder file and upload it.
4. Configure the Loader Records Details.

This tab allows you to specify the action and identifier fields in the feeder file.
5. Provide the Loader Actions Mapping.

This tab allows you to select the primary object and specify what task to execute for the action on an object.
6. Provide the Loader Notification Details.

This tab allows you to select users to certify Bulk Loader task changes.
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7. Acknowledge and modify the progress of the Bulk Loader task changes.

Bulk Loader Considerations

You can use the Bulk Loader to upload feeder files that are used to manipulate large numbers of managed objects
simultaneously. Note the following considerations when using the Bulk Loader:

• You can use the Bulk Loader through a proxy server. This configuration is optional, but you should consider it if:
– You want the Bulk Loader to communicate with CA Secure Cloud.
– You receive time-out errors when you execute the Bulk Loader.

• Consider scheduling large bulk loads during non-peak times, such as overnight. Large bulk loads can affect
performance. In some cases, a bulk load that includes many sub tasks can prevent user submitted tasks from
completing until the bulk load finishes.

• If the server goes down during a long-running task, such as uploading many objects, restart the task under View
Submitted Tasks. When the task restarts, it begins from the last successfully executed record.

• Using the bulk loader to manipulate many managed objects, such as creating many users, can affect performance. To
improve performance, consider the following recommendations:
– Divide one large CSV file into multiple small files when using the User Console to do bulk loads. For example, doing

ten bulk loads of 10,000 users is quicker than doing one bulk load of 100,000 users.

NOTE
A CSV file with more than 50,000 entries may cause issues in the system.

– Limit the number of tasks that the user who is performing the bulk load has. For example, performance improves
when the administrator who initiates the bulk load has only a few tasks. When the administrator has many tasks,
Identity Manager has to do more extensive permissions checks, which can affect performance.

– Limit the number of Policy Xpress policies, which are associated with the bulk changes, that involve provisioning.
Also, consider creating simple Policy Xpress policies, which do not affect performance as much as complex policies
during a bulk load operation.

(Optional) Configure a Proxy Server with the Bulk Load Client

This procedure describes how to use a proxy server with the Bulk Load client. Consider this procedure if your recieve
time-out error messages or if your environment inflcudes CA Secure Cloud.
Follow these steps:

1. Open install_path\CA\Identity Manager\Bulk Loader\bin\imbulkloadclient.bat.
2. Locate the string starting with ..\_uninst\_jvm\bin\java
3. Add the following flag:

-Dhttp.proxyHost= proxy_ host  -Dhttp.proxyPort= proxy_ port
4. Restart Identity Manager.

Create a Feeder File

A Bulk Loader file is used to automate repeated actions performed on a large number of managed objects. When you
upload a feeder file, the system parses and reads the feeder file.

The feeder file must have a CSV or XLS extension, and have the following properties:

• The file must contain a header line which specifies physical attributes, logical attributes, or well-known attribute names
of a managed object.

• The header line must include a column that indicates the action to be performed on the records.
• Each row in the feeder file is named a record. The records contain the values for each of the attributes specified by the

header line. The following options are acceptable values for an attribute:
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– Value—the attribute is set to the value you specify.
– Value;Value;Value;...—the attribute is set to the multivalued attribute you specify.
– ' ' (blank)��the attribute is not changed.
– NULL—the attribute is deleted. The deletion sequence is set to NULL by default, but can be edited in the Bulk

Loader File Upload Search screen.

NOTE
To use a hash (#) in the feeder file, enclose the hash mark in double quotes, for example, user#1 should be
specified as "user#1".

WARNING
The feeder file must be saved with UTF-8 encoding.

Sample Feeder File for Creating Users (Non-OOTB Environment)

This sample feeder file creates users with certain required attributes.

action,%USER_ID%,%FIRST_NAME%,%LAST_NAME%,%FULL_NAME%,%PASSWORD%,%EMAIL%

create,JD,John,Doe,John Doe,mypassword,Johndoe@a.com

create,BD,Baby,Doe,Baby Doe,mypassword2,Babydoe@a.com

Sample Feeder File for Creating Users (OOTB Environment)

This sample feeder file creates users with certain required attributes.

action,%USER_ID%,%LOGIN_ID%,%FIRST_NAME%,%LAST_NAME%,%FULL_NAME%,%PASSWORD%,%EMAIL%

create,JD,JD,John,Doe,John Doe,mypassword,Johndoe@a.com

create,BD,BD,Baby,Doe,Baby Doe,mypassword2,Babydoe@a.com

In the preceding code, the feeder file has the following properties:

• Header
The first line of the code is the header line. The header line has physical attributes or well-known attributes for the
managed object 'User'.

• Action
The action column identifies the task to be performed for each record. For example, the preceding file specifies that a
'create' action should be performed on the First Name 'John'.

Sample Feeder File for Enabling Users

This sample feeder file changes the value of the |enabled| logical attribute. You specify the logical attribute in the header,
and the value (in this case, true or false) in each user entry in the file.

action,%USER_ID%,|enable|

MODIFY,user1,false

MODIFY,user2,true

Loader Records Details Tab

The Loader Records Details tab displays a short preview of the records available in your feeder file. The preview table
displays a maximum of 5 records. The preview table is to help users identify if they are uploading the correct file. Also, this
tab allows you to identify the action you want to perform on the managed objects specified in your feeder file. You must
complete the following fields:

• What field represents the action to perform on the object?
Identifies the fields from the feeder file that mention the action you want to perform on the managed objects. For
example, you can use a feeder file with a field 'action' that takes the values Create, Modify, and Delete. You must map
each of these actions to an admin task in Loader Actions Mapping.

• What field will be used to uniquely identify the object?
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Identifies the field from the feeder file that can uniquely identify the primary object.

NOTE
If the feeder file has an invalid header line, the feeder file records will not be displayed in the Loader Records
Details tab. Select another feeder file in the case of invalid header lines. If the feeder file contains some invalid
records, the detailed status of the upload will be in View Submitted Tasks under the System tab.

Loader Actions Mapping Tab

The Loader Actions Mapping tab allows you to select a primary object on which the actions specified in the feeder file will
be performed. You must also map the actions from the feeder file to admin tasks for the selected primary object.

• What is the Primary Object?
Identifies the primary object to be manipulated by Identity Manager using the feeder file. You can select any one of the
following primary objects:
– User
– Groups
– Organization

• Select a task to execute for 'action'
Identifies the admin tasks to be performed for each action specified by the feeder file, such as the Delete or Modify
tasks.

NOTE
You have to map all the actions in the feeder file to an admin task. Also, the admin tasks displayed in this
field are dependent on the primary object selected. For example, if you select 'User' as the primary object,
only the admin tasks related to 'User' are displayed.

• Select a task for non-existing object for 'action'
Identifies the alternate admin tasks to be performed for an action specified in the feeder file in the event that the
managed object does not yet exist within Identity Manager, such as the Create task.

Loader Notification Details Tab 

WARNING
By default, this tab isn't included in the Bulk Loader wizard. You must add it manually by modifying the Bulk
Loader task and adding the Loader Notification Details tab. Also, this tab requires you to enable workflow in the
environment.

The Loader Notification Details tab allows you to select certification managers for the Bulk Loader task. When a Bulk
Loader task completes, Identity Manager creates a Bulk Loader Notification for all certification managers configured for
the task. This notification appears in the Home tab under Bulk Loader Notifications. Clicking on the notification displays
details for tasks initiated by the bulk load operation. Certification managers can then review and acknowledge the changes
detailed in the notifications.

NOTE
To provide a list of certification managers, use any of the available participant resolvers in the drop-down list. For
more information about Participant Resolvers, see the Workflow section of this guide.

Acknowledge Bulk Loader Task Changes

The Bulk Loader Notifications contain details on all the changes that the Bulk Loader task initiated. Certification managers
can review and acknowledge any changes initiated by a Bulk Loader task.

To review and acknowledge Bulk Loader task changes

1. Log in to the User Console as a user that is listed as a certification manager for a Bulk Loader task.
2. Go to Home, View my Bulk Loader Notifications.
3. Select the Bulk Loader Notification you want to review.
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The Manage Bulk Loader Notifications screen appears and displays a table listing all the Bulk Loader task changes
that were initiated.
From this screen, you can do the following:
– To review specific task details for a create or modify object, click the hyperlink under the Description column.
– If there are compliance violations, or if you want to remove a role that was added to a user, you can edit the user

directly from the notification screen by clicking the Edit icon next to the User ID.
– To review any roles added to a user, click the hyperlink under the Requested Role Assignments column associated

with the User ID.
4. Once you have reviewed all the changes for a specific object, select the Acknowledge check box for that object.
5. Once you are done acknowledging changes, click Acknowledge to remove all selected change notifications from the

list.

NOTE
You can select Acknowledge All to acknowledge all of the changes in a Bulk Loader notification. This
deletes the Bulk Loader Notification from the Home tab. Also, you can select the check box at the top of the
Acknowledge column to select all of the change notifications on the screen at that time, and acknowledge
changes screen by screen.

When all user changes associated with a Bulk Loader task are acknowledged, the Bulk Loader Notification disappears
from the Home tab.

Configure Email Notifications for Bulk Loader Tasks

In some environments, bulk operation email notifications are configured by default. To check if bulk operation email
notifications are configured in your system, go to System, Email, View Email, and search on the term 'bulk'.

If no email notifications are configured in your environment, configure the email that is sent when a bulk operation
completes.

Follow these steps:

1. Click System, Email, Create Email in the User Console.
2. Complete the required fields on the Profile tab.
3. On the When to Send tab, complete the following steps:

a. Select Task Completes in the first field.
b. Select Bulk Loader in the second field.

4. Complete the Recipients and Content tabs, then click Submit.
Email notifications are configured for bulk loader tasks.

View Used Task Quota

As a tenant administrator, you may have access to bulk operation tasks. These operations are limited so that you can only
submit a specified number of bulk operations during a specific time period. Functionality that is affected by these limits
includes bulk tasks, bulk loader, and the bulk load client.

If you reach a quota for a given time period and try to submit another bulk operation, the task is put into a scheduled state
until the quota is reset.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, go to System, Manage Task Quota.
2. Click View Used Task Quota and search for the task quota you want to display.

The Task Quota table appears and displays your used quota.

NOTE
You can use View Submitted Tasks (VST) to view how many bulk operations are completed compared to how
many bulk operations are scheduled.
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Aborting Bulk Operations

If you want to abort a bulk operation while viewing the task status in View Submitted Tasks (VST), click Abort. Aborting
the bulk operation stops all task submission. Any tasks that are already submitted by the bulk operation are allowed to
complete.

Enable Bulk Loader Support for the WSS Authentication Token Method
Bulk Loader supports the WSS Authentication Token Method. To use this feature, an administrator must:

• Enable the WSS User Name Token (password Text) property
• Use the wssuser and wsspassword fields in the Imbulkloadclient-wss.properties file to enter the user name and

password of the WSS user account.

The WSS User Name Token (password Text) property is enabled in the Web Services Properties screen:

1. Select Environments, <environment name>, Advanced Settings, Web Services Properties.
2. Select the WSS User Name Token (password Text) option to enable it.

You can now use the wssuser and wsspassword fields in the Imbulkloadclient-wss.properties file:

• wssuser: Enter the name of the WSS user.
• wsspassword: Enter the password that is used with the wssuser.

For example, the user could then run the following command:

 C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Bulk Loader\bin>imbulkloadclient.bat --configFile ..\conf

\imbulkloadclient.properties --format CSV  --inputFile ..\samples\feeder_create_users_nulls.csv --outputFile

 test.log

 

If you are using WSS Authentication, then you can use the imbulkloadclient-WSS.properties file.

Use the -h option to display help.

Obfuscate a Password in the Bulk Loader Client
Obfuscation is a programming technique in which code is intentionally obscured to prevent reverse engineering. Use the
following procedure to obfuscate the password in the bulk loader client.

Follow these steps:

1. In bulk Loader\bin folder, create an empty file called info.txt. This is where the output resides.
2. Run the following command to create an obfuscated password in file info.txt, assuming superadmin and test is the

username and password pair:

imbulkloadclient.bat -S -u superadmin -p test -s http://devenv3-im.ca.com:8080/iam/im/TEWS6/qa  

 -c info.txt

3. Copy the obfuscated password into your imbulkloadclient.properties file. The password can be copied into either the
password or wsspassword elements.

Groups
You can create several types of groups, or a combination of these types:   

• Static group--A list of users who are added interactively
• Dynamic group--Users belong to the group if they meet an LDAP query (Requires an LDAP directory as the user store)
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NOTE
The Dynamic Group Query field is not included in the Create Group task or other group tasks even if this
field exists in the directory.xml for a group. You include Dynamic Group Query field in the task by editing the
associated profile screen. 

• Nested group--A group containing other groups (Requires an LDAP directory as the user store)

NOTE
To view the static, dynamic, and nested groups to which a user belongs, use the Groups tab for the User object.
This tab appears in the View and Modify User tasks by default.

Create a Static Group
You can associate a collection of users in a static group. You manage the static group by adding or removing individual
users from the group's membership list. To see the list of members for a group, use the Membership tab, which is included
with the View and Modify Group tasks by default.

NOTE
The Membership tab displays only the members who are explicitly added to the group. It does not display
members who are added dynamically.

To create a static group:

1. In the User Console, select Groups, Create Group.
2. Choose to create a new group or a copy of a group and click OK.
3. On the Profile tab, enter a group name, group organization, description, and group administrator name.
4. Click the Membership tab.
5. Click Add a user.
6. Search for users to include.
7. Put a check next to the users and click Select.
8. Click Submit.

Create a Dynamic Group
You can create a dynamic group by defining an LDAP filter query using the User Console to dynamically determine group
membership at runtime without having to search and add users individually.

For example, if you wanted to generate a group that lists all U.S. employees of NeteAuto, you could define an LDAP
search filter similar to the following in the Dynamic Group Query field of the User Console:

ldap:///cn=Employees,o=NeteAuto,c=US??sub

You could also modify this query to locate employees outside the United States.

Static, Dynamic, and Nested Groups Example shows an example of a group created by static, dynamic, and nested
groups.

NOTE
You include Dynamic Group Query field in the task by editing the associated profile screen. It is not included by
default in the Create Group task.

NOTE
To enable dynamic groups, system administrators configure support in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml):

• Add the GroupTypes element in the Directory Groups Behavior section as follows:
<GroupTypes type=type>
type can be NESTED, DYNAMIC, or ALL.
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GroupTypes is case-sensitive.
• Map the %DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute to a physical attribute that exists in the user

store.

NOTE
To create a dynamic group:

1. In the User Console, select Groups, Create Group.
2. Choose to create a new group or a copy of a group and click OK.
3. On the Profile tab, enter a group name, group organization, description, and group administrator name.
4. Enter an LDAP search filter like the following example in the Dynamic Group Query field:

ldap:///cn=Employees,o=NeteAuto,c=US??sub?
5. Click Submit.

NOTE
Only an administrator with the Modify Group task can change a group’s dynamic membership.

Dynamic Group Query Parameters
You can use the following dynamic query parameters in the search:

ldap:///<search_base_DN>??<search_scope>?<searchfilter>

• <search_base_DN> is the point from where you begin the search in the LDAP directory. If you do not specify the base
DN in the query, then the group's organization is the default base DN.

• <search_scope> specifies the extent of the search and includes:
– sub -- Returns entries at the base DN level and below
– one -- Returns entries one level below the base DN you specify in the URL. (default)
– base -- Uses one instead, ignoring base as a search option
Using one or base obtains only the users in the Base DN organization.
Using sub obtains all users under the Base DN organization and all sub- organizations in the tree.

• <searchfilter> is the filter that you want to apply to entries within the scope of the search. When you enter a search
filter, use the standard LDAP query syntax as follows:
(<logical operator ><comparison><comparison...>)
– <logical operator> is one of the following:

Logical OR: |
Logical AND: &
Logical NOT: !

– <comparison> indicates <attribute><operator><value>
For example:
(&(city=boston)(state=Massachusetts))
The default search filter is (objectclass=*).

NOTE
Note the following when creating a dynamic query:

• The "ldap" prefix must be lowercase, for example:
ldap:///o=MyCorporation??sub?(title=Manager)

• You cannot specify the LDAP server host name or port number. All searches occur within the LDAP directory that is
associated with the environment.
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The following table includes sample LDAP queries:

Description Query
All users who are managers. ldap:///o=MyCorporation??sub?(title=Manager)
All managers in the New York West branch office ldap:///o=MyCorporation??one?(&(title=Manager)

(roomNumber=NYWest))
All technicians with a cell phone ldap:///o=MyCorporation??one? (&(employeetype=technician)

(mobile=*))
All employees whose employee numbers are between 1000 and
2000

ldap:///o=MyCorporation, (& (ou=employee) (employeenumber
>=1000) (employeenumber <=2000))

All help desk administrators who have been employed at the
company for more than 6 months

ldap:///o=MyCorporation,(& (cn=helpdeskadmin) (DOH =>
2004/04/22)
Note: This query requires that you create a DOH attribute for the
user’s date of hire.

NOTE
 The > and < (greater than and less than) comparisons are lexicographic, not arithmetic. For details on their use,
see the documentation for your LDAP directory server.

Create a Nested Group
If the user store is an LDAP directory, you can add a group as a member of another group. The group is called a nested
group.

The group containing the nested group is called a  parent group. Members of the nested group become members of the
parent group. However, members of the parent group do not become members of a nested group.

Nested groups are similar to email distribution lists where one list can be a member of another. With nested groups, you
can add groups and users as members in the group. By nesting a group in another group's membership list, you could
include all nested groups members.

For example, if you created separate groups for the manufacturing, design, shipping, and accounting divisions of
a company, you can construct a parent group for the entire company by nesting all the separate division groups as
members of the company parent group. As a result, any changes you made to the manufacturing, design, shipping, and
accounting nested groups would be automatically reflected in the nested group for the entire company. A group that is
nested within another group can be dynamic and/or contain other nested groups.

The figure in Static, Dynamic, and Nested Groups Example shows a parent group created by static, dynamic, and nested
groups.

Be aware of the following before creating a nested group:

• Only an administrator with the Modify Group Members task can add or change nested groups from the group’s static
member list in the User Console.

• Only users with the appropriate administrator privileges can modify, add, or remove members from a group.
For example, if parent Group A is created by nested groups B and C, the Group A administrator can only modify the
members of Group A and not B and C. Groups B and C can only be modified by their appropriate administrators.

• To enable nested groups, system administrators configure nested group support in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml):
– Add the GroupTypes element in the Directory Groups Behavior section as follows:

<GroupTypes type=type>
type can be NESTED, DYNAMIC, or ALL.
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GroupTypes is case-sensitive.
– Map the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute to a physical attribute that exists in the user

store.

To create a nested group:

1. In the User Console, select Groups, Create Group.
2. Choose to create a new group or a copy of a group and click OK.
3. On the Profile tab, enter a group name, group organization, description, and group administrator name.
4. On the Membership tab:

a. Click Add a group to add a nested group to this group.
b. Search for an existing group.
c. Put a check next to the group and click Select.
d. Click Submit.

Static, Dynamic, and Nested Groups Example
Groups can be complex, consisting of a combination of dynamic, static, or nested groups. The following figure shows an
example of a parent group created by static, dynamic, and nested groups.
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In the previous figure:

• Parent Group A contains nested groups B and C, two static users, and a dynamic LDAP query that lists all employees
who are younger than 21 years old.

• Group B is composed of four static users.
• Parent Group C contains nested Group D, two static users, and a dynamic LDAP query that lists all employees who

are older than 60 years old.
• Group D contains four static users.
• The top of the figure lists the Group A members that result from the nested groups, dynamic queries, and static user

member lists from Groups B, C, and D.

Group Administrators
On the Administrators tab of the Create or Modify Group tasks, you can specify users and groups as administrators of
a group. When you assign a user as a group administrator, make sure that the administrator has a role with appropriate
scope for managing the group. For example:

1. Use Modify Group to assign a user as an administrator of a group.
2. Assign that user an admin role with group management tasks, such as Modify Group Members, or user management

tasks with a Groups tab.
3. Check that the role has appropriate scope over the group.

a. Use View Admin Role on the role that you assigned with group management tasks.
b. On the Members tab, verify that a policy exists with the following:

A member rule that the group administrator meets
A scope rule that includes the group
A scope rule that includes some users to be added to the group

NOTE
To enable groups to be administrators of other groups, system administrators configure group administrator
support in the directory configuration file (directory.xml):

• Set the AdminGroupTypes type=ALL in the Directory AdminGroups Behavior section. AdminGroupTypes is case-
sensitive.

• Map the %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% well-known attribute to a physical attribute that exists in the user store.

When you assign a group as an administrator, only administrators of that group will be administrators of the group you are
creating or modifying. Members of the administrator group you specify will not have privileges to manage the group. The
following illustration shows a group as an administrator of another group.
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In this example:

• The group Managers is an administrator of the group Product Teams.
• Administrators of the Managers can manage the Product Teams group. Members of the Managers group cannot.

Using Custom Group Membership Tabs
The Group Membership DN tab allows you to manage and view all members of a group via their associated DN. The
Group Membership Filter tab allows you to search for the members of a group that match a certain query filter.

You can install and use the following custom group membership tabs:

• The Group Membership DN tab allows you to manage and view all members of a group via their associated DN.
To ensure good performance when fetching members in large groups, this tab fetches the member’s unique identifier
(DN) instead of the member’s complete record. This reduces the n umber of calls that Identity Manager makes to the
user directory.

• The Group Membership Filter tab allows you to search for the members of a group that match a certain query filter.
Identity Manager then displays members whose unique identifier matches the filter.

For more information, refer to the following sections: ·

Using the Group Membership DN Tab

The Group Membership DN tab allows you to manage and view all members of a group via their associated DN. To
ensure good performance when fetching members in large groups, this tab fetches the member’s unique identifier (DN)
instead of the member’s complete record. This reduces the number of calls that Identity Manager makes to the user
directory.

Restrictions When Using the Group Membership DN Tab

The following restrictions apply to the Group Membership DN tab:

• This tab only supports LDAP user directories.
• This tab manages only static user members found in %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute and static group members

found in the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute (if this attribute is configured) in the Identity Manager
directory configuration.
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Restrictions When Using the Group Membership DN Search Screens

The following restrictions apply to the GROUP MEMBERSHIP DN Search Screens available from the GROUP
MEMBERSHIP DN TAB:

• Cannot be configured as a primary search screen for any tasks, as it is not designed to work that way.
• Can only be configured as a secondary search screen for the GROUP MEMBERSHIP DN TAB itself

Installing and Configuring the Group Membership DN Tab

To use the Group Membership DN tab, complete these steps:

Step 1. Install the tab files to the iam_im ear.

Step 2. Import the role definition for the Group Membership DN tab.

Step 3. Configure the default group profile tab to include the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute.

Step 4. Add the Group Membership DN tab to the Modify and View Group tasks.

Note: These steps are defined in the following sections.

Step 1: Install the Group Membership DN Tab Files

Step 1: Install the Group Membership DN Tab Files

The Group Membership DN package is part of the Identity Manager admin tool kit, and is located here:

<AdminToolKit_home>\samples\CustomTabs\GroupMembershipDN

For example, the path would appear similar to the following:

C:\Program Files\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples\CustomTabs\GroupMembershipDn

The tab files are located in the GroupMembershipDNTab.zip included with this package.

To install the files, follow these steps:

A. Unzip the GroupMembershipDNTab.zip in the iam_im.ear directory.

For example:

• WebLogic:
<WebLogic_home>\bea\user_projects\domains\<WebLogic domain name>\applications\iam_im.ear

• JBoss:
<JBoss_home>\jboss-<version>\server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear

• WebSphere:
<websphere_home>\profiles\<profile_name>\installedApps\<cell_name>\iam_im.ear

B. Restart the application server.

Step 2: Import Group Membership DN Role Definition

The package contains the GroupMembershipDnRoleDefinition.xml file that defines the Group Membership DN tab. Import
this file into your Identity Manager environment.

To import the role definition, follow these steps:

A. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click the Environments link. A list of Identity Manager Environments
appears.

B. Click the name of the Identity Manager Environment where you want to import the role and task settings. The
Properties screen for that environment appears.
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C. Click Role and Task Settings, and then click Import.

D. Either enter the path and file name for the group membership DN role definitions file to import, or browse for the file.

E. Click Finish. The status appears in the Role Configuration Output window.

F. Click Continue to exit.

G. Restart the environment.

Step 3: Configure the Default Group Profile Tab

The Group Membership DN tab requires you to configure the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute on the group profile
screen. You can also optionally configure the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute.

NOTE

If you configure the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute, the user and group members appear on
separate lists. If the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% is not configured, the user and group members
appear on a common list.t

To configure %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute on the group profile screen, follow these steps:

A. In the Identity Manager User Console, for the target Identity Environment, select Roles and Tasks > Admin Tasks >
Modify Admin Task, and then search for and select the Modify Group task.

B. Select the Tabs tab.

C. Edit the Profile tab.

D. Click Browse on the Default Group Profile screen.

E. Select the Default Group Profile screen, or the screen configured for the group profile, and then click Edit.

F. Click the Add button next to theAdd 1 rows of 1 fields before each checked row or at end to add a row to the
screen. Identity Manager adds a Separator in the last row.

G. Edit the Space field property:

   a. In the Attribute Name field, select Group Members.

   b. In the Style field, select Hidden.

   c. In the Permission field, select Read/Write.

   d. Click Apply, then click OK.

   e. Click Select, OK, and then Submit.

H. If you need to configure the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute, repeat steps F and G.

Step 4: Add the Group Membership DN Tab to the Task

After adding the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute to the default Group Profile screen, add the Group Membership
DN tab to the Modify or View Group task using the following steps:

A. In the Identity Manager User Console, for the target Identity Manager Environment, select Roles and Tasks > Admin
Tasks > Modify Admin Task. Search for and select the Modify Group task.

B. Select the Tabs tab.

C. Add the GroupMembershipDN tab.

D. Optionally, click Edit to display the tab all the configuration parameters for the tab.

E. Submit the task.
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Using the Group Membership DN Tab

To use the Group Membership DN tab, execute the Modify or View Group task.

This tab functionally works similar to the GroupMembership Tab.

Removing the Group Membership DN Tab

To remove the Group Membership DN tab from the Modify Group task, follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Admin Roles > Modify Admin Task.

2. Search for and select the Modify Group task.

3. Select the Tabs tab.

4. Delete the GroupMembershipDN tab

5. Click Submit.

Using the Group Membership Filter Tab

The Group Membership Filter tab allows you to search for the members of a group that match a certain query filter.
Identity Manager then displays members whose unique identifier matches the filter.

To ensure good performance when searching for members in large groups, this tab fetches the member’s unique identifier
instead of the member’s complete record. This reduces the number of calls that Identity Manager makes to the user
directory.

Restrictions When Using the Group Membership Filter Tab

The following restrictions apply to the Group Membership Filter tab:

• This tab only supports LDAP user directories.
• This tab manages only static members found in the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute in the Identity Manager

Directory configuration.
• It does not manage groups as group members or nested group members.
• Because the unique identifier of a member contains the %USER_ID% attribute, the filter restricts queries matching the

%USER_ID% attribute.

Installing and Configuring the Group Membership Filter Tab

To use the Group Membership Filter tab, follow these steps:

1. Install the tab files to the iam_im ear.

2. Configure the default group profile tab to include the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute.

3. Add the Group Membership Filter tab to the Modify and View Group tasks.

To use the Group Membership Filter tab, complete these steps:

Step 1: Install the Group Membership Filter Tab Files

Step 2: Configure the Default Group Profile Tab

Step 3. Add the Group Membership Filter Tab to the Task See the corresponding sections for instructions on completing
each step.

Step 1: Install the Group Membership Filter Tab Files

The Group Membership Filter package is part of the Identity Manager admin tool kit, and is located here:
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<AdminToolKit_home>\samples\CustomTabs\GroupMembershipFilter

For example, the path would appear similar to the following:

C:\Program Files\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples\CustomTabs\GroupMembershipFilter

The tab files are located in the GroupMembershipFilterTab.zip included with this package.

To install the files, follow these steps:

A. Unzip the GroupMembershipFilterTab.zip file to the iam_im.ear directory.

For example:

• WebLogic:
<WebLogic_home>\bea\user_projects\domains\<WebLogic Manager Domain name>\applications\iam_im.ear

• JBoss:
<JBoss_home>\jboss-<version>\server\default\deploy\iam_im.ear

• WebSphere:
<websphere_home>\profiles\<profile_name>\installedApps\<cell_name>\iam_im.ear

B. Restart the application server.

Step 2: Configure the Default Group Profile Tab

The Group Membership Filter tab requires the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute on the default group profile tab.

To configure group membership tab on the group profile tab, follow these steps:

A. In the Identity Manager User Console, for the target Identity Manager Environment, select Roles and Tasks > Admin
Tasks >Modify Admin Task, and then search for and select the Modify Group task.

B. Select the Tabs tab.

C. Edit the Profile tab.

D. Click the Browse button for the Default Group Profile screen.

E. Select either the Default Group Profile screen, or the screen that has been configured for group profile, and then click
Edit.

F. Click the Add button next to Add 1 rows of 1 fields before each checked row or at end to add a row to the screen.
Identity Manager adds a Separator in the last row.

G. Edit the Space field property as follows:

   a. In the Attribute Name field, select Group Members.

   b. In the Style field, select Hidden.

   c. In the Permission field, select Read/Write.

   d. Click Apply, then click OK.

   e. Click Select.

   f. Click OK.

   g. Click Submit.

H. If you need to configure the%NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute, repeat steps F and G.

Step 3. Add the Group Membership Filter Tab to the Task

After adding the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute to the default Group Profile screen, add the Group Membership
Filter tab to the Modify or View Group task as follows:
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A. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Admin Roles > Modify Admin Task, and then search for and select the
Modify Group task.

B. Select the Tabs tab.

C. Add the GroupMembershipFilter tab.

D. Edit the GroupMembershipFilter tab as follows:

   a. Select the Manage Members checkbox.

   b. In the List Screen field, click the browse button.

   c. Select Default User List.

   d. In the User Search Screen field, click the browse button.

   e. Select Default User Search.

   f. Select the Manage Members option to allow the user to manage group members.

   g. Click OK.

   h. Click Submit.

Using the Group Membership Filter Tab

To use the Group Membership Filter tab, execute the Modify or View Group task.

In the tab, to search for a set of group members, specify a filter that applies to members’ unique identifier. The filter
supports equals, starts with, ends with, and contains operators.

To display members that meet the search filter, click the Show Members button.

NOTE

If you change the filter and click the Show Members button again, the tab appends the new members to the
existing display. To clear the display, select Clear Members. After clearing the display, any new search fetches
the users again.

To add a user to a group, click Add a user. This displays a user search screen. The functionality is the same as the out-
of-the-box group membership tab. However, after adding a user, clicking Clear members removes the newly-added user
from the display list.Clicking submit after clearing the list will not add the user to the group.

Removing the Group Membership Filter Tab

To remove the Group Membership Filter tab from the Modify Group task, follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Admin Roles > Modify Admin Task.

2. Search for and select the Modify Group task.

3. Select the Tabs tab.

4. Delete the GroupMembershipFilter tab

5. Click Submit.

Password Management
 Identity Manager includes several features for managing user passwords:   
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• Password Policies--These policies manage user passwords by enforcing rules and restrictions governing password
expiration, composition, and usage.

• Password Managers--Administrators who have the Password Manager role can reset a password when a user calls
the Help desk.

• Self-service password management--Identity Manager includes several self-service tasks that allow users to manage
their own passwords. These tasks include:
– Self Registration--Users specify a password when they register at a corporate Web site.
– Change My Password--Users can modify their passwords without help from IT or helpdesk personnel.
– Forgotten Password--Users can reset or retrieve a forgotten password after Identity Manager verifies their identity.
– Reset Password or Unlock Account--Users can reset or retrieve a forgotten password or unlock a windows account

on a system where they access Identity Manager.
– Forgotten User ID--Users can retrieve a forgotten user ID after Identity Manager verifies their identity.

• Password synchronization on endpoint accounts--Password changes are synchronized in Identity Manager, the
Provisioning Server, and its target systems. New passwords are verified against Identity Manager password policies.

CA IdentityMinder and CA SiteMinder® Integration Password Criteria
When CA IdentityMinder is integrated with CA SSO® and uses CA SSO®’s password handling capability, password
policies are obtained from the CA SSO® Policy Store. In this case, construct passwords that meet CA SSO®’s password
criteria. The following punctuation characters are the only punctuation characters that meet CA SSO®  password criteria:

'*', '(', '\',',','@','"',':','#','_','-','!','&','?',')','(','{','}','*','.','/'

WARNING
CA IdentityMinder does not impose any restriction on the use of punctuation characters in passwords. However,
if you intend to use CA SSO®password capability, we recommended that you construct passwords that meet CA
SSO®’s restrictions.

Reset Password or Unlock Account
In the case users forget their passwords on Windows systems, you can configure Self-Service to prompt the user from the
Windows logon screen. You can use this feature by installing the Credential Provider, for Windows VISTA systems

With this feature, the user is logged into Self Service through the Cube web browser where a password change request
page appears. After filling in this page, the user clicks Return to go back to the Windows Logon screen.

Install the Credential Provider
Learn how to install the credential provider.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Identity Manager Provisioning Components download or other installation media.
2. Run the installer (setup.exe) under Agent.

NOTE
For the Credential Provider on a 64-bit operating system, be sure to choose the 64-bit version of this
software.

3. Follow the wizard prompts to answer the questions.
4. If you installed the Credential Provider on a 64-bit operating system, download Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 SP1 (64-

bit).
5. Once the installation completes, Configure the Credential Provider.
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Configure the Credential Provider
You can use a configuration tool to configure a system where you installed the Credential Provider.

Follow these steps:

1. In Windows Explorer, go to the directory where you installed the Credential Provider. For example:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Credential Provider

2. Use Run As Administrator to execute the following exe:
CAIMCredProvConfig.exe

3. Select the first credential provider as the default.
The logon screen may not honor this setting if a second credential provider is in use, such as the Microsoft password
credential provider. If both providers attempt to be the default provider, the logon screen chooses a default provider.

4. Disable the default credential provider.
5. Fill in the Credential Provider Settings fields as follows:

– Link1 URL
The URL used when a user clicks on the Forgot Password link. This link should be a URL to a web interface for
password resetting.
The following is a sample link:
http://eastern.local:8080/iam/im/environment/ca12/index.jsp?

task.tag=forgottenpassword&facesViewId=/app/page/screen/

fp_identify_user.jsp&action.forgottenpassword.identify=1&USER_ID=%username%

For this URL, self registration must be working on the environment. Also, verify the Self Service URL for the Identity
Manager environment works from the system where you are installing the Credential Provider. Occurrences of
%username% are replaced by the value in the username field on the Logon dialog.

– Link2 URL
The URL used when a user clicks on the Unlock Account link. This link should be a URL to a web interface allowing
a user to unlock an account. Occurrences of %username% are replaced by the value in the username field on the
Logon dialog.

– Link3 URL
The URL used when a user clicks on the New Account link. This link should be a URL to a web interface allowing a
user to create an account. The %username% tag is not expected to be part of the URL

– Idle Timeout (in seconds)
Specifies the timeout period for the Password Reset/Unlock screen. If the screen is left idle for the specified period,
it times out and closes.

– Use Custom Title
A customized string replaces the “Powered by …” string that appears on the title bar, or in the Return dialog of the
Credential Provider. The location of the string is based on the Section 508 Compliance setting.

– Domain
The Provisioning domain name.

– Section 508 Compliance (Use Return in menu)
Enables the Return function in a menu. If unchecked, the Return dialog is used.

– Disable All Dialogs
Prevents the Secure Browser from spawning the new dialog windows, such as pop-ups, errors, and print or save
dialogs. 
Note: Disabling this option can result in security vulnerabilities, though you can disable this option for
troubleshooting purposes.

6. Fill in the Secure Browser Settings fields as follows:
– Allow List

A regular expression pattern matching URLs to which access should always be allowed.
– Deny List

A regular expression pattern matching URLs to which access should always be denied.
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7. (Optional) Click Export to export your settings to another system.
8. Click OK to save your settings.
9. Restart the system.

Note: Ensure that you exclude other credential providers so that the CA credential provider is used.

Example:

Follow these steps to exclude the Microsoft account credential provider.

1. In the Run window, type the following command to open the Local Group Policy Editor:
gpedit.msc

2. Navigate to Local Computer Policy, Computer Configuration, Administrative Templates, System, Logon.
3. Double-click "Exclude credential providers.
4. Click Enabled.
5. In the Exclude the following credential providers text box, specify the following:

{F8A0B131-5F68-486c-8040-7E8FC3C85BB6},{60b78e88-ead8-445c-9cfd-0b87f74ea6cd}

6. In the Run window, type the following command:
gpupdate.exe

The specified credential provider is excluded.

Customize the Credential Provider Logo

Follow the Steps:

1. Select your logo and rename it to CAIMCredProv.bmp(existing CA logo name).
2. Open the c:\windows\system32  folder and delete the existing CA logo.
3. Place the renamed CAIMCredProv.bmp logo in  c:\windows\system32   folder.

Note: Ensure that the image that you want to replace as logo is in bmp format.

Credential Provider Registry Settings
If you choose not to use the Credential Provider configuration tool, you can edit the Windows registry settings in the
following key:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider]

• link1_cmd
This link should be the URL to navigate to when a user clicks link 1.

• link2_cmd
This link should be the URL to navigate to when a user clicks link 2. For example, you could add a link that would lead
to a website for unlocking accounts.
If the link2_cmd is blank, only the link1_cmd appears in the Logon Dialog Window.

• link3_cmd
This link should load a URL to a web interface allowing a user to create an account.

• comp508
Enables the Return function in a menu. If unchecked, the Return dialog is used

• domain
The Provisioning domain name.

• langdir
The location of the localized language DLLs.

• disablepwdcp
The Disable Microsoft Password Credential Provider option. 1 is disabled. 0 is enabled.

• CredentialProviderInstallPath
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The full directory path to where the Credential Provider is installed.
• configdir

The full directory path to where the Credential Provider is installed.
• selectdefaultcredential

Select the first credential provider as the default option. Yes is enabled. No is disabled.

Cube Browser Registry Settings
The Cube secure browser component has several registry values that control its behavior. These settings are in the
following Registry key:

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\CA\Cube]

• Type

REG_SZ(String)

• 404
The path to a standard HTML document to be displayed if the machine cannot contact the Identity Manager at startup.

• default
The default page to navigate to when no URL is included in Link1 Command or Link2 Command.

• allow
Explicit Allow ACL. A regular expression for pattern matching URLs that is always allowed. For more information, see
Cube Access Control Lists.

• close
Closes the secure browser and returns the user to the Credential Provider forgotten password dialog.

• deny
Explicit Deny ACL. A regular expression for pattern matching URLs that should always be denied access. For more
information, see Cube Access Control Lists.

• langdir
The location of the localized language DLLs.

• rejectinvalidcerts
Controls whether the Credential Provider accepts only valid SSL certificates. When set to no, this option permits
expired or invalid SSL certificates.
Valid values for this key are yes and no.

• unreachable
Redirects to a URL when the Cube encounters connectivity issues.
Sample Value: file:///C:\unreachable.html

• usecustomtitle
This enables the custom title for the Credential Provider.

• customtitle
This a title you want to appear in the Credential Provider.

Cube Access Control Lists

Cube ACLs are regular expression patterns that explicitly allow or deny permission to navigate to a selected URL. ACLs
evaluate in the following order:

1. Allow (Permission is automatically allowed first)
2. Deny (Denied URLs are checked second)

Access Control List Examples

"allow"="(.pdf)"
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Allow all PDF documents to be displayed.

"deny"="(.doc|.xls)"

Deny access to Microsoft Word and Excel documents.

Cube Browser Support for Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
Credential Provider Cube supports Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 with the following registry setting:

1. Navigate to the following location:
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Internet Explorer\MAIN\FeatureControl\FEATURE_BROWSER_EMULATION

2. Add cube.exe and set the value to 11001.

Customize the Powered by Message
You may notice a "Powered by..." message in the Return dialog or the Return menu option of the Credential Provider. You
can edit or remove this message.

To customize the Powered By message

1. Download ResEdit, a freeware resource editor from http://www.resedit.net.
2. Start ResEdit.
3. Edit the file 1033.dll in the languages folder.
4. Double-click String Table.
5. Remove or modify resource ID 135, the English version of the resource for this message.

Reset a Password for a Windows Login
After the Credential Provider is installed on a Windows system, a Forgot Password link appears on the standard Microsoft
Windows logon dialog. Use this link to reset your password or see clues to help you remember it.

To reset a password for a Windows login

1. Click Login from the Windows Security dialog. The Windows Login dialog appears.
2. Enter a valid user name.
3. Click Forgot Password.

The Identity Manager Password Clue page appears.
If you remember your password, return to the login dialog to continue. Otherwise, perform step 4 to authenticate to
Identity Manager Self Service.

4. Type the answers to the authentication questions.

NOTE
If you do not know the answers to all questions, click Request so that your password can be reset by an
administrator.

You are then prompted to change your password on the next screen.

Credential Provider Silent Install
The Credential Provider supports a silent mode of installation. Six properties are supported

• LINK1
Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider\link1_cmd in the registry.

• LINK2
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Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider\link2_cmd in the registry.
• LINK3

Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider\link3_cmd in the registry.
• DOMAIN

Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider\domain in the registry.
• COMP508

Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\CAIMCredentialProvider\comp508 in the registry.
• USECUSTOMTITLE

Refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\Cube\usecustomtitle in the registry.
• CUSTOMTITLE

refers to the SOFTWARE\CA\Cube\customtitle in the registry.
• REJECTINVALIDCERTS

refers to the SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Cube\rejectinvalidcerts in the registry.
• UNREACHABLE

refers to the location of the unreachable page.

The syntax to set the value of these properties follows:

setup /s /v"/qn LICENSE=Yes INSTALLDIR=\"C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Credential Provider\" LINK1=

\"<url>\" LINK2=\"<url>\"LINK3=\"<url>\" COMP508=\"yes\" REJECTINVALIDCERTS=\"yes\" USECUSTOMTITLE=\"yes\"

 CUSTOMTITLE=\"custom cp title\""

or

setup /s /v"/qn LICENSE=Yes INSTALLDIR=\"C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Credential Provider\" LINK1=

\"<url>\" LINK2=\"<url>\" LINK3=\"<url>\" COMP508=\"yes\" USECUSTOMTITLE=\"yes\" CUSTOMTITLE=\"custom cp title

\" SELECTDEFAULTCREDENTIAL=\"yes\" UNREACHABLE=\"<url>\""

or

setup /s /v"/qn LICENSE=Yes INSTALLDIR=\"C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Credential Provider\" 

LINK1=\"<url>\" LINK2=\" <url>\" LINK3=\"<url>\" COMP508=\"yes\" 

USECUSTOMTITLE=\"yes\" CUSTOMTITLE=\"custom cp title\" SELECTDEFAULTCREDENTIAL=\"yes\" UNREACHABLE=\"file:///

[INSTALLDIR]<file name>\"CUBE_ALLOW=\"\"CUBE_DENY=\"\""

IDLETIMEOUT=\"30\"

• [INSTALLDIR]
Refers to the value of the INSTALLDIR property.

• <url>
Specifies the URL for a unlock account or a forget password.

• <file name>
Defines the name of the unreachable file name.

• CUBE_ALLOW
Refers to allowing the URL invocation from cube.

• CUBE_DENY
Refers to restricting the URL invocation from cube.

• IDLETIMEOUT
Specifies the timeout period (in seconds) for the Password Reset/Unlock screen. If the screen is left idle for the
specified period, it times out and closes.
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Synchronizing Passwords on Endpoints
You can install a password synchronization agent on certain endpoints supported by Identity Manager. The agent
intercepts password change requests on the endpoint and submits the changes to the Provisioning Server.

 Note the Password Sync Agent Enabled Check Box on the Endpoint Settings Tab 

If you have the Password Sync Agent installed on a managed endpoint, you need to manually enable the checkbox on the
Endpoint object to indicates that the Password Sync Agent is installed.

The checkbox will start or stop the Password Sync Agent processing, but is important to set for the Provisioning Server to
record time stamps of the Password Sync Agent changes as they occur. These time stamps, combined with the Password
Sync Agent Response Threshold, prevents what could be an infinite loop when a global user has multiple accounts (either
on the same endpoint or different endpoints) that have a PSYNC Agent. 

NOTE

The Password Sync Agent Response Threshold (default 600 seconds) is found in the Provisioning Manager
under System, and then Domain Configuration.

Enabling the Password Sync Agent checkbox on the endpoint object, whether or not there is a Password Sync Agent on
that endpoint does not lead to a bad effect. However, not having the Password Sync Agent checkbox selected could lead
to issues. 

 

Password Synchronization on Windows
Identity Manager can intercept the password change of a native Windows account and propagate the new password to a
user and all accounts belonging to that user.

When the Password Synchronization Agent detects a password change attempt, the agent intercepts the request and
sends it to the Provisioning Server. The Provisioning Server then propagates the new password to the user and other
accounts associated with that user.

Password synchronization has the following requirements:

• The Password Synchronization Agent must be installed on the system on which password changes are intercepted.
• The system must be managed as an acquired endpoint.
• The Password Synchronization Agent installed check box must be selected on the acquired Endpoint Settings tab.
• The accounts on the managed systems must be explored and correlated to Identity Manager users.
• The environment must allow password changes to come from endpoint accounts. An administrator with access to the

Management Console enables this feature.

WARNING
Use care in formulating password rules, so that one password applies to all systems. For example, if Windows
passwords must be 12 characters, any system that accepts passwords only up to 10 characters will reject the
change during synchronization.

The Identity Manager Server is not aware of the password restrictions on the endpoint. When working with endpoint
accounts, the password policy should be stricter than the password policy of the endpoints.

This page contains the following topics:
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How the Password Synchronization Agent Works

The propagation process begins when a user's password is changed on a Windows system using any method. After the
password is entered, the following occurs:

1. The Windows operating system checks to make sure the password meets its password policy. If Windows does not
accept the password, the change request is rejected, an error message appears, and no further action, including
synchronization, is taken.

2. The Windows system passes the password change request to the Password Synchronization agent, which, if
configured for password quality checking, submits the password to the Provisioning Server for password quality
checking. If the password does not meet the Identity Manager quality rules, the change request is rejected and an
error message displays. The Windows password remains unchanged and no synchronization takes place.

3. A password that meets the quality rules of both Windows and Identity Manager is submitted by the Password
Synchronization Agent to the Provisioning Server for propagation.

4. Identity Manager updates the global user password and propagates the new password accounts associated with the
global user.

NOTE

Your password policies for Windows and Identity Manager must be identical or consistent, because the error
messages displayed are based on the Windows password policy, even if Identity Manager rejects the request.

The password_update_timeout configuration parameter (eta_pwdsync.conf) specifies how long (in seconds) the
PSA waits for the password-change-propagation confirmation from Identity Manager. If the PSA does not receive a
confirmation during that time, it proceeds as if the propagation succeeded and logs a warning (eta_pwdsync.log) that
password change propagation could not be verified. The minimum value for the parameter is zero (0), which means that
the PSA will not wait for confirmation.

How the Enable/Disable Password Sync Works

When the Password SYNC Agent is installed on a Domain Controller, the Agent gets registered in the Domain Controller's
Local Security Authority Notification Package in the registry, and the DLL loads on reboot. The Domain Controller is
a specific Active Directory machine where the password sync agent is installed. This agent is a DLL, and it acts as a
Microsoft password filter that allows Identity Manager to run its own code. For example, the Agent calls into Identity
Manager to change the users password.

NOTE

: You can enable and disable the agent on the fly by editing the PSYNC Agent configuration file on the Domain
Controller. The DLL remains loaded in the lsass.exe, but it behaves as a pass-through if you configured the
agent as "not enabled" in that configuration file.

The other control is on a per global user basis, where each user must have the eTPropagatePassword attribute set to 1
for the Provisioning User to allow the PSYNC Agent requests to work against that global user.

Install the Windows Password Synchronization Agent

You can install the Password Synchronization Agent on any managed Windows computer where global users log on. The
Agent runs in the background on these machines.

Run the Installation Program

Note the following requirements:
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• The Provisioning Server must manage the system on which you are installing the Agent.
• Create a user to act as the Administrator for password changes: suggested name is etapwsad. This user must have

the PasswordAdministrator profile.
• Two Windows Password Synchronization Agents exist in the installation media: one for 32-bit Windows and one for 64-

bit. The 32-bit Password Synchronization Agent is not supported on 64-bit Windows. FIPS is only supported by the 32-
bit Password Synchronization Agent.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Identity Manager installation media.
2. Browse to \Agent\PasswordSync or \Agent\PasswordSync-x64.
3. Run setup.exe.
4. In the InstallShield wizard, accept the license agreement. The option I accept the terms in the license agreement is

enabled only after reading and clicking at the end of the agreement.
5. Respond to the Configuration Wizard as follows:

a. In the Host name field, enter the name of the Provisioning Server system.
b. Change the port as required if your Provisioning Server installation uses a non-default port.

The suggested LDAP port that is used to connect to the Provisioning Server is 20390.
c. Click the Find domain button to retrieve the Provisioning Server Domain.
d. If your Provisioning Server installation is configured for failover follow the on-screen instructions to add a comma

separated list of servers.
e. Click Next.
f. In the Administrator field, enter etapwsad as the default global user name for the Password Synchronization Agent.

This user must have the PasswordAdministrator profile. It does not exist by default.
g. In the Password Administrator field, enter the password of the Administrator.
h. Click Next.
i. From the Endpoint Type drop-down list, select the Endpoint Type of the host on which you are installing the Agent.
j. From the Endpoint Name drop-down list, select the Endpoint name that was used when creating the endpoint in

the User Console.
k. Click Configure.

6. Click Finish when prompted to complete the installation and reboot.

Update the Endpoint in the User Console

In the User Console, update the endpoint to indicate that the agent is installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console.
2. Search for the endpoint with the agent installed.
3. Click the Endpoint Settings tab.
4. Select the Password Synchronization Agent Installed check box.

Enable an Environment for Password Synchronization

After you install the Password Synchronization Agent, you enable the environment to receive password changes that are
made on the endpoints. For this task, an administrator needs access to the Management Console and CA Directory to
enable the environment to accept these changes.

Follow these steps:

1. For new users, you use the Management Console as follows:
a. Select the environment.
b. Click Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
c. Select the Enable Password Changes from Endpoint Accounts check box.
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2. For existing users, set the eTPropagatePassword attribute to 1 in CA Directory.

Configure the Agent for Alternate Servers

To configure the Password Synchronization Agent to use an alternate server, you use the Password Synchronization
Agent Configuration wizard.

To configure an alternate server for the Agent

1. Run PwdSyncConfig.exe located in password_sync_folder\bin.
2. Enter the following configuration information:

– Host
Specify the name of the Provisioning Server system.
This populates the Server URL field with the host name you specify.

– LDAP port
Specify the LDAP port used to connect to the Provisioning Server is 20390. Change this port as required if your
Provisioning Server installation uses a non-default port.

3. Click the Find domain button to retrieve the Provisioning Server Domain.
4. Add the host name and port of the alternate servers in the Server URLs field using the following format:

ldaps://primaryhost:20390,ldaps://alternatehost1:20390
5. Click Next.
6. Complete the remaining fields in the configuration wizard.

Account-Level Password Quality Checking

Password quality checking is performed when accounts on managed endpoints are created or modified or when Identity
Manager user passwords are set. Password quality checking on accounts is limited to checks based on the characters in
the password. Checks of global user passwords that are based on the history of recent changes (frequency of password
update and frequency of password reuse) are not performed on accounts because Identity Manager cannot intercept all
password changes for account passwords. Therefore, it cannot have an accurate password change history with which to
perform these checks.

The checking of account passwords is controlled by the following domain configuration parameters:

• Endpoint/Check Account Passwords
• Endpoint/Check Empty Account Passwords

The value for each parameter specifies for each managed endpoint the level of checking that should be performed. The
endpoint can be specified in the following ways:

ALL

-ALL

<NamespaceName>

-<NamespaceName>

<NamespaceName>:<DirectoryName>

-<NamespaceName>:<DirectoryName>

The forms that include a minus (-) sign, disable the parameter. The forms without it enable the parameter. The
[-]<NamespaceName> forms control all endpoints of the indicated endpoint type, while the
[-]<NamespaceName>:<DirectoryName> forms control individual endpoints. The [-]ALL forms control all endpoints of all
endpoint types. The default value for both parameters is -ALL.

Each of these parameters can be specified many times. If multiple values specify the same endpoint, the last value is
used. You can place general rules first and specific rules later to override the general rule.

The Check Account Passwords parameter provides checking equivalent to global user password quality checking. With
this parameter enabled for an endpoint, Identity Manager checks any password in a requested change for an existing
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account, including attempts to set an empty password. During account creation, if no password is provided, password
quality checking is not performed.

Check Empty Account Passwords provides the added checking of empty passwords when creating accounts. If the
password profile is enabled and requires at least a single-character password, an empty password causes account
creation to fail. This parameter is separate from Check Account Passwords because in some endpoint types it is
acceptable to create an account with no password.

Note: Account password quality checking is skipped for synchronized account passwords if the supplied password
matches the current global user password.

Password Quality Enforcement

The Password Synchronization option intercepts password changes requests on native systems (for example, Windows
NT/ADS) and submits them to Identity Manager. Identity Manager synchronizes the global user password and account
passwords associated with the global user. Both Identity Manager password quality rules for a password profile and native
system password quality rules (Windows NT/ADS) can be used to enforce password quality control.

Configure Password Synchronization

The Password Synchronization Agent is initially configured during installation and can be reconfigured at any time using
the Password Synchronization configuration wizard. Further configuration is possible. For example, you can change
settings for password quality checking or modifying timeouts, using the eta_pwdsync.conf file.

This file is located in the password_sync_folder\data\ folder. All keys in this configuration file are set during the installation
of the Password Synchronization Agent. Therefore, change these keys only if necessary. See the text in this file for more
information.

WARNING
As a precaution, create a backup of the configuration file before editing it.

[Server] Section

Key Description Default

host Specifies the domain server that manages
password propagation.

None

port Specifies the LDAP listening port of the
Provisioning Server.

20411

use_tls Specifies whether TLS/SSL is used to
secure communication between the
Password Synchronization Agent and the
Provisioning Server.

Yes

admin_suffix Specifies the domain suffix of the
administrative user that the Password
Synchronization Agent uses to log in to
Identity Manager.

None

admin Specifies the account name of the
administrative user that the Password
Synchronization Agent uses to log in to
Identity Manager.

None

password Specifies the password for the account
name specified in the admin key.

None
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machine_account Specifies whether Password
Synchronization must handle machine
accounts in the Active Directory.
If you want Password Synchronization to
handle machine accounts in the Active
Directory, set machine_account to "Yes"
else "No".

No

[eTaDomain] Section

Key Description Default

Domain Specifies the Provisioning domain where
you installed the Password Synchronization
Agent.

None

etrust_suffix Specifies the suffix for the entire Identity
Manager product.

None

domain_suffix Specifies the domain suffix for the
Provisioning domain.

None

endpoint type Specifies the endpoint type where you
installed the Password Synchronization
Agent.

None

endpoint Specifies the endpoint for which the
Password Synchronization Agent intercepts
passwords.

None

endpoint_dn Specifies the Distinguished Name of the
endpoint.

None

container_dn Specifies the Distinguished Name of the
container that contains the accounts whose
passwords are being changed.

None

acct_attribute_name Specifies the attribute name of the account,
for example, eTN16AccountName for
Windows NT.

Depends on the endpoint type

acct_object_class Specifies the objectClass of the accounts. Depends on the endpoint type

[PasswordProfile] Section

Key Description Default

profile_enabled Specifies whether the password profile
checking feature is enabled.

No

profile_dn Specifies whether the Password
Configuration Wizard generates a DN for
the password profile.

eTPasswordProfileName=Password
Profile,eTPasswordProfileContainerName=Password
Profile,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=cai,dc=eta

[Timeout] Section

Key Description Default

search_acct_dn Specifies the timeout value when searching
for the account DN.

120 seconds
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pwd_update Specifies the timeout value when
propagating passwords.

400 seconds

pwd_quality_check Specifies the timeout value (in seconds)
when performing password quality
checking.

1

connection_request_timeout Connection/network timeout
(connection_request_timeout) is the
LDAP timeout used when establishing a
connection during password update. This
is also the network timeout for TCP send/
receive that affects all LDAP requests for
password modification.

20 seconds

[Logs] Section

Key Description Default

log_file Specifies the log file that contains
logged messages from the Password
Synchronization Agent.

..\Program files\CA\Identity Manager
Password Sync Agent

log_level Specifies the level of logging. Valid values
are:
1--Init file
2--Password update success or failure
3--Connection debugging
4--Tracing

0, for no logging

Failover

If the Provisioning Server is down or it is heavily loaded, the Password Synchronization Agent can fail over to another
server. Failover requires that multiple Provisioning Servers serve the same domain and the Agent uses those servers.

The section configuring the agent to use alternate servers provides the configuration instructions.

Enable Log Messages

To discover why a password modification was rejected, view the Password Synchronization Agent logs. All logged
messages are stored in the eta_pwdsync.log file. By default, this file is located in the password_sync_folder\Logs folder.

Password Synchronization Agent logging can contain the following:

• Error messages, which are always logged.
• Diagnostic (process flow, trace) messages, which can be enabled or disabled based on the value of the

logging_enabled=yes|no parameter in the eta_pwdsync.conf file.

NOTE
For additional information, review the eta_pwdsync.log and the Provisioning Server logs for the same time
period.

The previous log_level configuration parameter has been deprecated but left for backward compatibility: log_level=0
translates into logging_enabled=no and log_level=anything else translates into logging_enabled=yes. If both old and new
parameters are present in the configuration file, the explicit setting of logging_enabled=yes|no parameter overrides the
indirect setting performed through the old log_level=number.
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Verify the Installation

After the Password Synchronization Agent installation is complete, change a password on the Windows system to verify
that the global user password associated with the account is changed also.

LSASS Protection Mode

Password Synchronization Agent is compatible to work with Local Security Authority Server Service (LSASS) enabled on
Active Directory and WindowsNT endpoints.

Password Synchronization on UNIX and Linux
Identity Manager Password Synchronization uses Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) framework to intercept an
account password change on a UNIX/Linux system, and notifies the Provisioning Server of password change. The
Provisioning Server then propagates password changes to other accounts associated with the global user.

This article contains the following topics:

Supported Platforms

Password Synchronization supports the following operating systems:

• AIX v5.3 on Power platform with PAM enabled
• HP-UX v11.00 on PA-RISC platform
• Solaris v2.6 and higher on Sparc and Intel platforms
• 32-bit Linux on Intel i386 platform
• 64-bit Linux

How UNIX/Linux PAM Works

The given steps help you understand how UNIX/Linux PAM works:

1. UNIX/Linux user password can be changed for reasons such as,
– Decision of the user.
– The user is forced to change the password by system settings or manual intervention.
– The user password is changed by an administrator.

2. The PAM framework password service is notified of the password change.
3. The PAM framework password service invokes the PAM library to update the local UNIX/Linux security files.
4. The PAM framework password service invokes the UNIX/Linux password synchronization module (pam_CA_eta) to

notify the Provisioning Server of the password change.
5. The Provisioning Server updates the password of the associated global user and all accounts that are associated with

the global user.

Setting Up Password Synchronization

You must perform the given steps to set up Password Synchronization:

• Password Synchronization agent must be installed on the UNIX/Linux system where you want the password changes
to be detected.

• Configure the Password Synchronization agent which is installed on the UNIX/Linux system.
• The UNIX/Linux system with Password Synchronization agent installed must be managed as an acquired endpoint in

CA Identity Manager.
• The environment must allow password changes which come from endpoint accounts. An administrator with access to

the Management Console can enable this feature.
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NOTE

• Security Enhanced(SELinux) kernel model must be disabled or run in “Permissive” mode.
• For Linux platforms, the test_sync binary must be accessible by all users, but only the root user and owner

must have execute permission.
Run the following command to make test_sync binary available to all users:
ln -s /etc/pam_CA_eta/test_sync /usr/local/bin/test_sync

• The accounts on the managed system must be explored and correlated to global users.

Install PAM

Install UNIX PAM by following the given steps:

NOTE
On Linux x64 platform, pam_CA_eta.so depends on openldap and openssl libraries. Before installing the agent,
install openldap and openssl libraries by using the following commands:

yum install openldap

yum install openssl

1. Select the package file depending on the UNIX platform that you use:

Operating System Package File Name

HP-UX v11 PA-RISC pam_CA_eta-1.1.HPUX.tar.Z

AIX v5.3 Power pam_CA_eta-1.1.AIX.tar.Z

Solaris Sparc pam_CA_eta-1.1.Solaris.tar.Z

Solaris Intel pam_CA_eta-1.1.SolarisIntel.tar.Z

Linux x86 pam_CA_eta-1.1.Linux.tar.gz

Linux x64 pam_CA_eta-1.1.Linux64.tar.gz
2. Transfer the selected package file to a temporary folder (/tmp) on the UNIX server using FTP in binary mode, or any

other file transfer tool that supports binary files. A sample transfer session might appear as follows:
W:\Pam>ftp user01

Connected to user01.company.com.

220 user01 FTP server (Version 1.2.3.4) ready.

User (user01.company.com:(none)): root

331 Password required for root.

Password:

230 User root logged in.

ftp> cd /tmp

250 CWD command successful.

ftp> bin

200 Type set to I.

ftp> put pam_CA_eta-1.1.HPUX.tar.Z

200 PORT command successful.

150 Opening BINARY mode data connection for pam_CA_eta-1.1.HPUX.tar.Z.

226 Transfer complete.

ftp: 117562 bytes sent in 0,09Seconds 1306,24Kbytes/sec.

ftp> quit

3. Log in as root user on the UNIX server and extract the package file:
# cd /tmp

# zcat pam_CA_eta-1.1.<platform>.tar.Z | tar -xf -
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On Linux, use the following command:
# tar -xzf pam_CA_eta-1.1.<platform-hardware>.tar.gz

4. Copy the configuration and TLS files to the default configuration folder:
# cd pam_CA_eta-1.1

# mv pam_CA_eta /etc

5. Copy the pam_CA_eta module to the Security libraries folder:
On AIX, use the following command:
# cp -p pam_CA_eta.o /usr/lib/security/

On HP-UX, use the following command:
# cp -p libpam_CA_eta.1 /usr/lib/security/

On Linux i386, use the following command:
# cp -p pam_CA_eta.so /lib/security/

On Solaris Sparc or Intel, use the following command:
# cp -p pam_CA_eta.so /usr/lib/security/

On Linux x64, use the following command:
# cp -p pam_CA_eta.so /lib64/security/

6. (Optional) Copy the testing programs:
# cp -p test_config* /etc/pam_CA_eta

# cp -p test_ldap* /etc/pam_CA_eta

# cp -p pam_test* (/usr)/lib/security/

Configure Password Synchronization Agent

Configure the Password Synchronization agent by setting parameters in the following files:

• /etc/pam_CA_eta/pam_CA_eta.conf
• /etc/pam.conf

WARNING

• Because the password of a highly privileged user is stored in the pam_CA_eta.conf configuration file, that file
must be readable only by the root account. Note that the file settings in the package file include owner=root
and mode=500, and the -p switch of the cp command preserves them during installation.

• We recommend you to create a dedicated global user (etapwsad) with PasswordAdministrator profile
to perform Password Synchronization operations. You must use the same user at agent to bind to the
Provisioning Server.

Configure pam_CA_eta.conf File

Configure "pam_CA_eta.conf" file by following the given steps:

1. Navigate to /etc/pam_CA_eta.
2. Edit the "pam_CA_eta.conf" file. In the file, update server, domain, password, and directory-name parameters. You

can change other parameters too, in case you are using non-default values.
#

#    CA - Identity Manager

#

#    pam_CA_eta.conf

#

#    Configuration file for the Unix PAM password module "pam_CA_eta"

#

# keyword: server

# description: the Identity Manager LDAP primary and optional alternate server hostnames
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# value: a valid hostname and an optional alternate server

# default: no default

server ETA_SERVER ALT_SERVER

# keyword: port

# description: the numeric TCP/IP port number of the Identity Manager LDAP server

# value: a valid TCP/IP port number

# default: 20390

# port 20390

# keyword: use-tls

# description: does it use the secured LDAP over TLS protocol ?

# value: yes or no

# default: yes

# use-tls yes

# keyword: remote-server

# description: identifies whether on premise or cloud Identity Manager 

#              server is used.

#              Cloud based server is accessed by proxying the requests 

#              through the on-premise CS, requiring use of remote-server 

#              set to 'yes'.

# value: yes or no

# default: no

# remote-server no

# keyword: time-limit

# description: the maximum time in seconds to wait for the end of an LDAP operation.

# value: a numeric value of seconds

# default: 300

# time-limit 300

# keyword: size-limit

# description: the maximum number of entries returned by the Identity Manager server

# value: a numeric value

# default: 100

# size-limit 100

# keyword: root

# description: the root DN of the Identity Manager server

# value: a valid DN string

# default: dc=eta

# root dc=eta

# keyword: domain

# description: the name of the Identity Manager domain

# value: a string

# default: 'im'

# domain im

# keyword: user

# description: the Identity Manager Global User name used to bind to the 

#              Identity Manager server, this is unused if remote-server
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#              is in use, CS root user (cn=root,dc=etasa) is used for the

#              bind with the the cloud CS using its IMPS details to perform

#              the proxied bind.

# value: a valid Global User name string

# default: etapwsad

# user etapwsad

# keyword: password

# description: the clear-text password of the "binding" Identity Manager 

#              Global User. If remote-server is in use then corresponds to the

#              on-premise Connector Server password as IMPS bind is done by

#              the proxied CS in the cloud.

# value: the password of the above Global User

# default: no default

password SECRET

# keyword: directory-type

# description: the Identity Manager Unix Directory type of this Unix server

# value: v2

# default: v2

# directory-type v2

# keyword: directory-name

# description: the Identity Manager Unix Directory name of this Unix server

# value: a valid Unix Directory name string

# default: no default

directory-name DIRNAME

# keyword: tls-cacert-file

# description: the name of the Identity Manager CA certificate file

# value: a valid full path file name

# default: /etc/pam_CA_eta/et2_cacert.pem

# tls-cacert-file /etc/pam_CA_eta/et2_cacert.pem

# keyword: tls-cert-file

# description: the name of the Identity Manager client certificate file

# value: a valid full path file name

# default: /etc/pam_CA_eta/eta2_clientcert.pem

# tls-cert-file /etc/pam_CA_eta/eta2_clientcert.pem

# keyword: tls-key-file

# description: the name of the Identity Manager client private key file

# value: a valid full path file name

# default: /etc/pam_CA_eta/eta2_clientkey.pem

# tls-key-file /etc/pam_CA_eta/eta2_clientkey.pem

# keyword: tls-random-file

# description: the name of the "pseudo random number generator" seed file

# value: a valid full path file name

# default: /etc/pam_CA_eta/prng_seed

# tls-random-file /etc/pam_CA_eta/prng_seed

# keyword: use-status

# description: this module will exit with a non-zero status code in case of failure.
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# value: yes or no

# default: no

# use-status no

# keyword: verbose

# description: this module will display informational or error messages to the user.

# value: yes or no

# default: yes

# verbose yes

Configure the pam.conf File

The "/etc/pam.conf" file is the main PAM configuration file. You must edit the file to insert a line in the password service
stack.

Note: On some Linux systems, "pam.conf" file is renamed to "system-auth" and is located at "/etc/pam.d/".

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to "/etc", or "/etc/pam.d" directory.
2. Edit the "pam.conf" file or "system-auth" file to insert a Password Synchronization line in the password service stack.

For platform-specific configurations, see the following examples:
For AIX systems, add the following lines at the bottom of the /etc/pam.conf file:
#

# <idmgr> Unix Password Synchronization

#

login   password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog

passwd  password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

rlogin  password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

su      password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

telnet  password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

sshd    password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

OTHER   password  optional    /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog 

For HP-UX systems, add the following lines at the bottom of the /etc/pam.conf file:
#

# <idmgr> Unix Password Synchronization

#

login    password optional    /usr/lib/security/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

passwd   password optional    /usr/lib/security/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

dtlogin  password optional    /usr/lib/security/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

dtaction password optional    /usr/lib/security/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

OTHER    password optional    /usr/lib/security/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

For HP-UX Itanium2, add the following lines at the bottom of the /etc/pam.conf file:
#

# <idmgr> Unix Password Synchronization

#

login    password optional    /usr/lib/security/$ISA/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

passwd   password optional    /usr/lib/security/$ISA/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

dtlogin  password optional    /usr/lib/security/$ISA/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

dtaction password optional    /usr/lib/security/$ISA/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

OTHER    password optional    /usr/lib/security/$ISA/libpam_CA_eta.1 syslog

For Sun Solaris systems, add the pam_CA_eta line after the existing pam_unix line:
#

# Password management
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#

other   password required       /usr/lib/security/pam_unix.so.1

other   password optional       /usr/lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog

For Linux systems, add the pam_CA_eta line between the existing pam_cracklib and pam_unix lines:
password    required     /lib/security/pam_cracklib.so retry=3 type=

password    optional     /lib/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog

password    sufficient   /lib/security/pam_unix.so nullok use_authtok md5 shadow

password    required     /lib/security/pam_deny.so

For Linux x64 systems, add the pam_CA_eta line between the existing pam_cracklib or pam_pwquality and pam_unix
lines in /etc/pam.d/system-auth:
password    required    pam_cracklib.so retry=3 type=

password    optional    /lib64/security/pam_CA_eta.so syslog trace

password    sufficient  pam_unix.so sha512 shadow nullok try_first_pass use_authtok

3. (Optional) You can add the following optional parameters in the pam_CA_eta module line:
– config=/path/file

Indicates the location of an alternate configuration file.
– syslog

Sends errors and informational messages to the local syslog service.
– trace

Generates a trace file for each password update operation. The trace files are named /tmp/pam_CA_eta-
trace.<nnnn> where <nnnn> is the PID number of the password process.

4. [AIX Only] Edit the /etc/security/login.cfg file to set auth_type = PAM_AUTH. This enables the PAM framework, which
is not enabled by default. This is a run-time setting so you need not reboot the system for the changes to take effect.

Update Endpoint Properties

In the CA Identity Manager User Console, update the endpoint to indicate that the Password Synchronization agent is
installed.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Modify Endpoint and search for the endpoint on which the Password

Synchronization agent is installed.
3. Click the Endpoint Settings tab.
4. Select Password Synchronization Agent Installed.

Enable an Environment for Password Synchronization

After you install the Password Synchronization Agent, you must enable the environment to receive endpoint password
changes.

Follow these steps:

1. In Identity Manager Management Console, perform the following steps:
a. Select the environment.
b. Click Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
c. Select Enable Password Changes from Endpoint Accounts.

2. For existing users, set eTPropagatePassword attribute to 1 by using tools such as etautil.
etautil.exe -d <Target Domain> -u <Imps User> -p <Passwd> update 'eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global

 Users,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects' eTGlobalUser GlobalUserName=<GlobalUser Name>  eTPropagatePassword=1
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Troubleshooting

You can troubleshoot the UNIX PAM feature using syslog and trace messages, and by testing the configuration, LDAP/
TLS connection, the password synchronization, and the PAM framework.

Activating Syslog Messages

Add the syslog parameter to the "pam_CA_eta" line in the "/etc/pam.conf" file to let the "pam_CA_eta" module generate
informational and error messages. When the logging option is in use, the UNIX administrator sees information messages
in the syslog files each time a UNIX account changes its password. These messages must provide enough information to
diagnose basic problems.

You could set this option permanently on production systems as it does not require more resources than when running in
silent service.

Activating Trace Messages

If the syslog messages do not provide enough information, the trace mode can provide more details. For each password
update operation, the trace module generates a file that is named /tmp/pam_CA_eta-trace.<nnnn> (where <nnnn> is the
PID of the passwd process) with an entry for most of the function calls used by the module and the data that is used or
returned by those functions.

Even though the trace files are only readable by the root account, they contain the clear-text new passwords. For this
reason, this parameter should not be used permanently on the production system.

Testing the Configuration File

You can use the test_config tool, which is located in the "/etc/pam_CA_eta" directory, to verify the configuration file. First,
you must set up the folder structure as follows:

1. Move "pam_CA_eta" folder under /etc.
2. Copy everything under "pam_CA_eta-1.1" to "/etc/pam_CA_eta".

A sample command line entry is as follows:

/etc/pam_CA_eta/test_config [config=/path/to/config_file]

An example of a session is as follows:

./test_config [config=/path/to/config_file]

# ./test_config

./test_config: succeeded

Trace file is /tmp/test_config-trace.1274

As the command output shows, a trace file was generated which contains all details of the configuration file parsing.

Testing the LDAP/TLS Connection

You can use the test_ldap tool, which is located in the "/etc/pam_CA_eta" directory, to verify the connection to the
Provisioning Server (using the configuration file parameters). A sample command line entry is as follows:

/etc/pam_CA_eta/test_ldap [config=/path/to/config_file]

An example of a session is as follows:

./test_ldap [config=/path/to/config_file]

# ./test_ldap: succeeded

Trace file is /tmp/test_ldap-trace.1277

As the command output shows, a trace file was generated which contains all details of the configuration file parsing and
the connection to the Provisioning Server.

Testing the Password Synchronization
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You can use the test_sync tool, which is located in the "/etc/pam_CA_eta" folder, to verify that the password update of a
local account is effectively propagated by the Provisioning Server. A sample command line entry is as follows:

/etc/pam_CA_eta/test_sync <user> <password> [config=/path/to/config_file]

An example of a session is as follows:

# /etc/pam_CA_eta/test_sync pam002 newpass1234

<idmgr> password synchronization started.

:ETA_S_0245<MGU>, Global User 'pam002' and associated account passwords updated successfully: (accounts

 updated: 2, unchanged: 0, failures: 0)

<idmgr> password synchronization succeeded.

/etc/pam_CA_eta/test_sync: succeeded

Trace file is /tmp/test_sync-trace.2244

As the command output shows, a trace file was generated which contains all details of the configuration file parsing, the
connection to the Provisioning Server, and the update of the account.

When using verbose mode (by using the default verbose yes parameter in the configuration file), the command provides
informational and potential error messages about the password propagation.

Test the PAM Framework

PAM test library is available to verify that the password changes are correctly detected by the PAM framework.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy "pam_test" file to "/usr/lib/security(/hpux32)" folder.
2. Add a password class line for the pam_test library with no parameters.

An example for Solaris is as follows:
other password optional /usr/lib/security/pam_test

3. Issue a passwd command on a test user and then search for the pam_test[<pid>] tagged line in the syslog file.
The command output shows the name of the generated trace file, for example:
pam_test[1417]: Succeeded, trace file is /tmp/pam_test-trace.1417

Password Synchronization on OS400
The Password Synchronization agent lets password changes, made on the OS/400 endpoint system, be propagated to
your other accounts managed by Identity Manager. The Password Synchronization agent works as follows:

1. Install and execute the agent on the OS/400 endpoint system
As part of the installation, the program is registered with the OS/400 system so that when users change their
passwords, the agent sends the password changes on to the Provisioning Server.

2. The Provisioning Server propagates the password change to the associated accounts.
Password changes initiated from the Change Password command (CHGPWD) or Change Password (QSYCHGPW)
API are received by the agent.

3. The agent logs operation success or failure to a log file located in PWDSYNCH/LOG.

To install the Password Synchronization Agent

1. Locate the Provisioning Component installation media.
2. Run the Password Sync Agent installer or OS/400 under \Agent
3. Follow the onscreen instructions to complete the installation.

NOTE
The installation instructions in the Endpoint Agent Software link are included in the following sections.

This page contains the following topics:
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Install the OS400 Password Synchronization Agent

You must have *ADDOBJ privileges and the following are necessary for the agent to receive password change
notifications:

• System value QPWDVLDPGM must be set to *REGFAC
• Program must be registered with the command WRKREGINF EXITPNT(QIBM_QSY_VLD_PASSWRD)
• The environment must allow password changes to come from endpoint accounts. An administrator with access to the

Management Console enables this feature.

The agent is initiated only when a password change is made. To change the password, issue the CHGPWD command.

NOTE
The Global User must be flagged for password synchronization.

On the iSeries

1. Log on as a user with *ALLOBJ and *SECADM privileges (for example, QSECOFR).
2. Create a user called PWDSYNCH:

CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(PWDSYNCH) PWDEXP(*YES)

Note:  As a security measure, the user is created with the password expired.

3. Create a savefile to store the installation package in a library of your choice (for example, MYLIB):
CRTSAVF MYLIB/PWDSYNCH

4. On the Windows machine with the savefile, use FTP to transfer the savefile to the iSeries:
ftp <hostname>

binary

cd MYLIB

put PWDSYNCH.FILE

5. On the iSeries, extract the program from the savefile:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(PWDSYNCH) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(MYLIB/PWDSYNCH)

This command extracts and installs the synch agent into the PWDSYNCH library.
6. Verify the installation:

DSPLIB PWDSYNCH

The following objects should be displayed:

7. Set up the iSeries to use PWDSYNCH as the password validation exit program:
CHGSYSVAL SYSVAL(QPWDVLDPGM) VALUE(*REGFAC)

ADDEXITPGM EXITPNT(QIBM_QSY_VLD_PASSWRD) FORMAT(VLDP0100) PGMNBR(1)

PGM(PWDSYNCH/PWDSYNCH) TEXT('eTrust Admin Password Synch Agent')

8. On the iSeries, specify the connection parameters for your CA IAM Connector Server:
EDTF FILE(PWDSYNCH/CONFIG)
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Install the OS400 Password Synchronization Agent

You must have *ADDOBJ privileges and the following are necessary for the agent to receive password change
notifications:

• System value QPWDVLDPGM must be set to *REGFAC
• Program must be registered with the command WRKREGINF EXITPNT(QIBM_QSY_VLD_PASSWRD)
• The environment must allow password changes to come from endpoint accounts. An administrator with access to the

Management Console enables this feature.

The agent is initiated only when a password change is made. To change the password, issue the CHGPWD command.

NOTE
The Global User must be flagged for password synchronization.

On the iSeries

1. Log on as a user with *ALLOBJ and *SECADM privileges (for example, QSECOFR).
2. Create a user called PWDSYNCH:

CRTUSRPRF USRPRF(PWDSYNCH) PWDEXP(*YES)

Note:  As a security measure, the user is created with the password expired.

3. Create a savefile to store the installation package in a library of your choice (for example, MYLIB):
CRTSAVF MYLIB/PWDSYNCH

4. On the Windows machine with the savefile, use FTP to transfer the savefile to the iSeries:
ftp <hostname>

binary

cd MYLIB

put PWDSYNCH.FILE

5. On the iSeries, extract the program from the savefile:
RSTLIB SAVLIB(PWDSYNCH) DEV(*SAVF) SAVF(MYLIB/PWDSYNCH)

This command extracts and installs the synch agent into the PWDSYNCH library.
6. Verify the installation:

DSPLIB PWDSYNCH

The following objects should be displayed:

7. Set up the iSeries to use PWDSYNCH as the password validation exit program:
CHGSYSVAL SYSVAL(QPWDVLDPGM) VALUE(*REGFAC)

ADDEXITPGM EXITPNT(QIBM_QSY_VLD_PASSWRD) FORMAT(VLDP0100) PGMNBR(1)

PGM(PWDSYNCH/PWDSYNCH) TEXT('eTrust Admin Password Synch Agent')

8. On the iSeries, specify the connection parameters for your CA IAM Connector Server:
EDTF FILE(PWDSYNCH/CONFIG)

Update the Endpoint in the User Console

In the User Console, update the endpoint to indicate that the agent is installed.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console.
2. Search for the endpoint with the agent installed.
3. Click the Endpoint Settings tab.
4. Select the Password Synchronization Agent Installed check box.

Enable an Environment for Password Synchronization

After you install the Password Synchronization Agent, you enable the environment to receive password changes that are
made on the endpoints. For this task, an administrator needs access to the Management Console and CA Directory to
enable the environment to accept these changes.

Follow these steps:

1. For new users, you use the Management Console as follows:
a. Select the environment.
b. Click Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
c. Select the Enable Password Changes from Endpoint Accounts check box.

2. For existing users, set the eTPropagatePassword attribute to 1 in CA Directory.

SSL Configuration

SSL is used to encrypt communication between the synch agent and the Provisioning server. This is important for the
synch agent because SSL sends passwords across the network. SSL is recommended to always be used.

The synch agent must trust the Provisioning Server's certificate in order to connect with SSL. Therefore, the certificate
must be installed on the iSeries machine and configured so that the certificate is trusted by the synch agent. These
tasks are performed by the Digital Certificate Manager, an optional component of OS/400. Please follow the OS/400
documentation regarding installation and setup of the Digital Certificate Manager.

Install the Provisioning Server Certificate

The following operating system components must be installed on your iSeries machine to use SSL:

• Cryptographic access provider licensed program (5722-AC3)
• Digital Certificate Manager (Option 34 of OS/400)
• IBM HTTP Server for iSeries (5722-DG1)

On the iSeries

1. Upload the Provisioning server certificate from the Provisioning server machine to the iSeries. The certificate can be
found at:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server\Data\Tls\server\et2_cacert.pem

2. Log in to the DCM.
Using a web browser, go to http://<hostname>:2001. When prompted, log on as QSECOFR and click Digital Certificate
Manager.

3. Click Select a Certificate Store and select the *SYSTEM certificate store. If this store does not exist, create a store
called *SYSTEM, then enter the certificate store password.

4. Import the certificate as a CA Certificate using the DCM.
Click Manage Certificates, Import Certificate. Select the Certificate Authority (CA) option and enter the file name of
the Provisioning server certificate. (This is where you uploaded the certificate in step 1). Enter the label Provisioning
Server for the certificate.
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5. After importing the CA certificate to the endpoint *SYSTEM keystore, verify that the IBM Directory client
QIBM_GLD_DIRSRV_CLIENT can access the *SYSTEM keystore. Otherwise, the SSL initialization call of the PSA
fails.

6. Configure the Directory Services client application to trust the Provisioning Server certificate by opening Manage
Applications, Define CA Trust List and choosing Directory Services Client.
The Provisioning Server certificate should be listed here if imported correctly from step 4.
Click Trusted for the Provisioning Server certificate, then click OK.

7. Give PUBLIC read permission to the SSL files and grant read access to the *SYSTEM certificate store:
(/QIBM/userdata/ICSS/Cert/Server/default.kdb)

Grant read and execute permission to the parent folder
(/QIBM/userdata/ICCS/Cert/Server)

NOTE
Adopting authority of user PWDSYNCH does not work in the / file system, so access must be granted for all
users.

Un-Install the Password Synchronization Agent

If you need to un-install the Password Synchronization Agent, follow this procedure.

From the password validation exit point

1. Remove PWDSYNCH:
RMVEXITPGM EXITPNT(QIBM_QSY_VLD_PASSWRD) FORMAT(VLDP0100) PGMNBR(1)

2. Delete the synch agent library:
DLTLIB PWDSYNCH

3. Delete PWDSYNCH user
DLTUSRPRF PWDSYNCH

4. Remove the Provisioning server certificate by following the SSL instructions to log onto the DCM and work with the
*SYSTEM certificate store:
Click Manage Certificates, Delete Certificate and select 'Certificate Authority (CA)'
Select 'Provisioning Server' certificate and click Delete.

OS/400 Password Agent Parameter Must be Set Correctly

The "pwd_case_action" parameter must have the value set correctly for it to work. Correct values include:

• pwd_case_action = pwd_case_unchanged
• pwd_case_action = pwd_to_uppercase
• pwd_case_action = pwd_to_lowercase

If pwd_case_action = [invalid value] the password will be forced to uppercase.

NOTE
When setting the flag pwd_case_action to pwd_to_uppercase or pwd_to_lowercase in the OS400 PSA
configuration file, the password might not be propagated back to the global user if the supplied passwords are
not compliant to the password policy settings in Provisioning Server. For example, some password policies may
require the password values to at least contain 1 uppercase or lowercase value.

IM--OS400PSA Note

NOTE
Note the QPWDLVL (Password Level) system value when configuring the Password Synch Agent
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• When QPWDLVL is set to 0 (default value) on the AS400 system, passwords with a length of 1 to 10 uppercase
characters are supported.

• When QPWDLVL is set to 2 or 3, passwords from 1 to 128 characters with mixed case are allowed.

NOTE
By default, the PSA propagates the unchanged password to the Provisioning Server. However, regardless of the
value of QPWDLVL, you can force the PSA to propagate passwords with upper case or lower case by setting
“pwd_case_action” to “pwd_to_uppercase” or “pwd_to_lowercase” respectively.

Silent Installation of Password Synchronization Agent on Windows
You can install Password Synchronization Agent on Windows in the silent mode by following the given steps:

1. Navigate to the Password Synchronization Agent installer location.
2. Open silent_install.conf file for editing. The file contains the following configurable parameters:

NOTE
If the silent_install.conf file is not available in the installer location, create one with the following
configurable parameters and place it in the installer location.

[Settings]

#silent-install= yes|no. DEFAULT=no

silent-install= no

domain= DOMAINNAME

server-host= DOMAIN-HOSTNAME

#server-port= 20390 [DEFAULT]

#namespacename= ActiveDirectory|Windows NT

namespacename= ActiveDirectory

directory-name= DIRECTORY-NAME

#passwordsync-admin-username= BY DEFAULT etapwsad

passwordsync-admin-password= PASSWORDSYNC-ADMIN-PASSWORD        

Based on the Identity Manager environment that you have deployed, edit the following parameters in the
silent_install.conf file:
a. silent-install: Set this parameter to yes to install Password Synchronization Agent in the silent mode.
b. domain: Enter the Provisioning Server domain name.
c. server-host: Enter the Provisioning Server host name.
d. server-port: By default, the Provisioning Server port is set to 20390. To change, uncomment and set the port to a

desired value.
e. namespacename: Enter the endpoint type that you want Password Synchronization Agent to manage. The

supported endpoint types are ActiveDirectory and Windows NT.
f. directory-name: Enter the endpoint name that you had created in the Identity Manager environment for the

selected namespacename.
g. passwordsync-admin-username: Enter the Provisioning Server user name. By default, the username is set to

etapwsad. To change, uncomment and enter a desired user name.
h. passwordsync-admin-password: Enter the password of the Provisioning Server user.
Sample silent_install.conf file:
[Settings]

silent-install= yes

domain= im

server-host= example_myDomain.net

server-port= 20390

namespacename= ActiveDirectory

directory-name= ActiveDirectory_APJ
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passwordsync-admin-username= myUsername

passwordsync-admin-password= myPassword

3. As a local administrator, run the silent installer from the installer location as given below:
Start /WAIT setup.exe /w /s /v"/qn LICENSE=Yes INSTALLDIR=\"<PasswordSynchronizationAgent_Install_DIR>"

 SILENTINSTALLCONF=\"silent_install.conf\""

By default, the Password Synchronisation Agent is installed at C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning
Password Sync Agent for Windows\ location.

Manually Deploying the CA Identity Manager Password Sync Agent (64bit) on
Windows OS
The CA Identity Manager Password Sync Agent uses Installshield on Windows systems, but sometimes the installer fails
with error code 1603. Sometimes this error can be resolved by following the instructions in TEC512991 (which tells you
to remove the C:\Program Files (x86)\Common Files\InstallShield folder and then try installing again), but this solution
does not always solve the problem.

If TEC512991 does not solve the problem, it may be that the problem is related to the IDriver.exe. An updated Installshield
package would be needed, as the current installer is built with an older version of Installshield. Engineering is aware of
this problem but an updated installer has not yet been made available.

Manually deploy the CA Identity Manager Password Sync Agent without using the Installshield installer. The PSYNC
Agent bit version must match the OS bit version (that is, 64-bit or 32-bit). The following procedure is based on the 64-bit
PSYNC Agent.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Copy the C:\Program Files\CA\eTrust Admin Password Sync Agent folder and its contents from your working
machine over to your non-working machine.

2. Edit the System Environment Variables to update the PATH to include C:\Program Files\CA\eTrust Admin Password
Sync Agent\bin; 

3. Edit the System Environment Variables to add LDAPRC=C:\Program Files\CA\eTrust Admin Password Sync
Agent\CALDAP\data\ldap.conf 

4. Edit the Registry to add C:\Program Files\CA\eTrust Admin Password Sync Agent\\Bin\eta_pwdsync.dll to the
Notification Packages under the HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Control\Lsa key.

5. Create a .reg file with the following contents and import it into the registry:
Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates]

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\eTrust Admin]

"PwdNamespc"=""

"PwdPath"="C:\\Program Files\\CA\\eTrust Admin Password Sync Agent\\"

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\eTrust Admin\Components]

[HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\eTrust Admin\Components\Agents]

"eTrust_PWD"="yes"

"eTrust_PWD_MajorVersion"=dword:00000008

"eTrust_PWD_MinorVersion"=dword:00000001

"eTrust_PWD_PatchVersion"=dword:00000002

6. Run C:\Program Files\CA\eTrust Admin Password Sync Agent\Bin\PwdSyncConfig.exe to configure the PSYNC
agent. If this PSYNC agent is another DC in the same domain as the working PSYNC you already have installed then
you would not need to do this step because the eta_pwdsync.conf you copied would be valid already)

7. Restart the Domain Controller.
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NOTE

 If you encounter this problem with 32 bit version of PSYNC Agent and/or if you do not have a working
installation to copy the PSYNC Agent files from then you will need to contact CA Support for further assistance.

Managed Endpoints and Provisioning
This section describes managed endpoints and provisioning.   

Managed Endpoint Accounts
In Identity Manager, you can manage accounts on endpoint systems if your installation of Identity Manager has a
Provisioning Server. You can manage accounts, such as an Exchange, Windows NT, or Oracle account, and manage
orphan and system accounts, which are accounts not currently associated with Identity Manager.

Integrating Managed Endpoints
With Identity Manager, you can manage accounts on multiple systems from a single user interface, the User Console. The
accounts are on systems that are referred to as managed endpoints, or simply endpoints. In the following example, you
manage users on five endpoints. You can assign accounts on any combination of endpoints to a user. When you integrate
the endpoint, Identity Manager associates each endpoint account with a user in the provisioning directory.

Figure 31: Use the User console to manage users on five endpoints
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The following procedures describe how to integrate endpoints, so that endpoint accounts can be managed from the User
Console.

1. Import the Role Definition File 
2. Create Correlation Rules
3. Add the Endpoint to the Environment
4. Create an Explore and Correlate Definition
5. Explore and Correlate the Endpoint

Import the Role Definition File

You import the role definitions from a file that applies to the new endpoint. You can also remove these role definitions after
you import them. Both procedure requires access to the Management Console.

This page contains the following topics:

Import the Role Definition File

Use the following procedure to import the Role Definition file

Follow these steps:

1. From the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the environment where you are adding the endpoint.
3. Select Role and Task Settings.
4. Select Import.
5. Select an endpoint under Endpoint Type.
6. Select Finish.

The status of the import appears in the current window.
7. Select Continue to exit.
8. Restart the environment so that the changes take effect.

Remove the Role Definitions

[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 onwards]

Use the following procedure to remove the Role Definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Management Console, select Environments.
2. Select the environment.
3. Select Role and Task Settings.
4. Select Remove.
5. Select the role definitions to remove, either individually or by using the Select/Deselect All button.
6. Select Finish.

The status of the removal appears in the current window.
7. Select Continue to exit.
8. Restart the environment so that the changes take effect.
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Create Correlation Rules

A Hosting Administrator or an administrator with the Configure Correlation Attributes task can create rules that are used
when you explore an endpoint. The Execute Explore and Correlate task uses these rules for the correlation part of the
task.

Correlation rules determine how an endpoint account attribute is mapped to a user attribute in the User Console. For
example, in Access Control an attribute that is called AccountName exists. You can create a rule to map it to FullName in
the User Console. If the rules cause two mappings to apply to one user attribute, the first parameter value is used.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console.
2. Click System, Provisioning Configuration, Configure Correlation Attributes.
3. Click Add.
4. Define a correlation rule as follows:

a. Select a global user attribute list.
This value refers to the user attribute listed in the Provisioning Directory.

b. Enable the Set a specific account attribute check box.
c. Select an endpoint type.
d. Select an account attribute that applies to the global user attribute.
e. Optionally, complete the Substring fields.

If the Substring from field is empty, processing begins at the start of the string. If the Substring to field is empty,
processing begins at the end of the string.

5. Click OK.
6. Click Submit.

NOTE
Whenever you change a correlation rule, be sure to explore the endpoint even if you previously explored it.

Example of Correlation Rules

The following example provides sample settings for an Active Directory endpoint.

GlobalUserName

FullName=LDAP Namespace:globalFullName

FullName=ActiveDirectory:DisplayName

 CustomField01=ActiveDirectory:Telephone

The following actions occur for each previously uncorrelated account that is found while correlating accounts in an Active
Directory container:

1. The Provisioning Server compares the first parameter value (GlobalUserName) with the Active Directory endpoint
account attribute (NT_AccountID). The server attempts to find the unique global user whose name matches the
NT_AccountID attribute value for that account. If a unique match is found, the Provisioning Server associates the
account with the global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning Server performs Step 5. If no match is
found, the Provisioning Server performs the next step.

2. The Provisioning Server considers the second parameter value (FullName=LDAP Namespace:globalFullName). Since
this value is specific to another endpoint type, it is skipped and the Provisioning Server performs the next step.

3. The Provisioning Server considers the third parameter value (FullName=ActiveDirectory:DisplayName). Since this
value is specific to Active Directory, it is used. The server attempts to find the unique global user whose FullName
matches the DisplayName attribute value for that account. If a unique match is found, the Provisioning Server
associates the account with the global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning Server performs Step 5.
If no match is found, the Provisioning Server performs Step 4.
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4. The Provisioning Server considers the final parameter value (CustomField01=ActiveDirectory:Telephone). Because
this value is specific to Active Directory, it is used. The server attempts to find the unique global user whose Custom
Field #01 attribute is equal to the Telephone attribute value for that account. The name that you gave to the custom
global user attribute using global properties of the System Task is not displayed here. If a unique match is found, the
Provisioning Server associates the account with the global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning
Server performs Step 5. If no match is found, the Provisioning Server performs the next step.

5. The Provisioning Server associates the account with the [default user] object. If the [default user] object does not exist,
the server creates it.

Add the Endpoint to the Environment

You add the endpoint to the environment where you intend to manage it. Any administrator with the Create Endpoint task
can perform this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint.
2. Select an endpoint type.
3. Complete the tabs to fill in the fields.

The required fields begin with a red circle.

NOTE
Avoid using a # symbol in the endpoint name, because this character cannot be searched.

You can use the Attribute Mapping tab to map selected user attributes to account attributes.
4. Click the Attribute Mapping tab.
5. Select Use Custom Settings.
6. Click Add to add and map a user attribute to an account attribute.
7. Repeat to add mappings between all account attributes required and the selected user attribute.
8. Click Submit.
9. Verify the settings by running a View Endpoint task.

 

Create an Explore and Correlate Definition

To add users that exist in an endpoint, you create an explore and correlate definition for that endpoint. Any administrator
with the Create Explore and Correlate Definition task can create the definition.

Follow these steps:

1. In an environment, click Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate Definition.
2. Click Okay to start a new definition.
3. Fill in Explore and Correlate name with any meaningful name.
4. Click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore Method to choose an endpoint and containers if they exist. For a large

endpoint, a container search may take a while; you can use the search filter to narrow the search.
5. Click an explore method for the container. The explore and correlate process includes containers you select and its

sub-containers. For a directory container, it includes all the containers in the sub-tree.
6. Click the Explore/Correlate Actions to perform:

– Explore directory for managed objects -- Finds objects that are stored on the endpoint and not in the
provisioning directory.

– Correlate accounts to users -- Correlates the objects that were found in the explore function with users in the
provisioning directory. Two choices of correlation exist.
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• Use existing users
Use this choice for a correlation rule that matches each account with a previously created user.
If the user is found, the account is correlated with that user. If multiple users are found, the account is correlated
with the default user. If no user is found, the account is correlated with the default user.

• Create users as needed
Use this choice when correlating accounts on your primary endpoint. This option presumes that the accounts on
your endpoint are named exactly the same as the users. The correlation-matching algorithm is unused with this
option. Instead, each account is associated to the user with the same name. If the user does not yet exist, it is
created. No accounts are associated to the default user.

– Update user fields -- If a mapping exists between the object fields and the user fields, the user fields are updated
with data from the objects fields.
Users are created with no optional attributes such as full name, address and telephone numbers. During the
initial acquisition of an endpoint, use this option to set these user attributes using account attribute values. During
subsequent explore and correlates, use this option to refresh the user attributes to apply changes made to the
account attributes, perhaps by tools other than Identity Manager.

7. Click Submit.

Now an administrator with the Execute Explore and Correlate task completes the integration of the endpoint.

Incremental Explore and Correlate

The Explore and Correlate functionality of the endpoint explores all the managed accounts. The Incremental Explore
identifies the newly added accounts in the endpoint and the Incremental correlation phase matches the accounts with the
newly added users in Identity Manager or creates the accounts. The managed objects are fetched from the last successful
explore and correlate performed.

Prerequisites:Ensure the following procedures are completed before performing an Incremental Explore and Correlate.

• After upgrading to  14.3, import the role definitions of Active Directory.
• Perform a Full Explore and Correlate on the Root container selected for Incremental Explore and Correlate. For more

information, see Integrating Managed Endpoints.

To create an Incremental Explore and Correlate definition, follow these steps:

1. On Identity Manager, navigate to Endpoints, Explore and Correlate Definitions, Create Explore and Correlate
Definition.

2. Select a 'Create a new object of type Explore and Correlate' and click OK.
3. Provide an Explore and Correlate Name and click Select Container/Endpoint/Explore method.
4. On the Select Endpoint screen search and select an Active Directory Endpoint.
5. On the Select Container screen search and select a root container with the Explore method set to ‘full sub-tree’.
6. Check the Incremental Explore and Correlate option and click Submit.

The Incremental Explore and Correlate definition is created.

For information on executing the definition created, refer to Explore and Correlate the Endpoint.

Note:
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• Incremental Explore and Correlate can be run only on a Root Container with Explore Method selected as Full Sub-
tree.

• Incremental Explore and Correlate cannot be performed on a container on which only a Partial Explore and Correlate
has been run previously.

• If the connection to Active Directory is lost for any reason during Explore and Correlate (Full or Incremental), a Full
Explore and Correlate needs to be performed again to ensure that there is no loss of data when an Incremental
Explore and Correlate is run later.

• If there are any new users added to Active Directory while a Full Explore and Correlate is in progress, use the Onboard
Accounts option to Explore and Correlate the newly added accounts.

Explore and Correlate the Endpoint

Hosting Administrator or another administrator with the Execute Explore and Correlate task performs this procedure. The
exploration phase of the task identifies the accounts in the endpoint. The correlation phase matches the accounts with
users in Identity Manager or creates the accounts.

NOTE

Before performing an Explore and Correlate operation, ensure that the member of the System Manager role has
the scope to modify, view, delete and execute these operations.

In case a member does not have the scope to modify, view, delete and execute Explore and Correlate
operations, follow these steps to change the scope rules:

1. In Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role.
2. Select System Manager admin role.
3. In the Members tab, click the edit (pencil) icon under Member Policies.
4. In the Scope Rules section of the Member Policy page, select Explore and Correlate from the Add new

scoping rule drop-down.
5. In the Scope Rules section of the Member Policy page, select all from the Explore and Correlate drop-

down.
6. Click OK.

Follow these steps:

1. In an environment, click Endpoints, Execute Explore, and  Correlate.
2. Select Execute now to run explore and correlate immediately, or select schedule new job to run explore and correlate

later or on a recurring schedule.

NOTE
This operation requires the client browser to be in the same time zone as the server. For example, if the
client time is 10:00 p.m. on Tuesday when the server time is 7:00 a.m, the Explore and Correlate definition
will not work.

3. Click an explore and correlate definition to execute.
4. Click Submit.

The user accounts that exist on the endpoint are created or updated in Identity Manager based on the explore and
correlate definition that you created.

5. Verify that the task succeeded as follows:
a. Click System, View Submitted Tasks.
b. Complete the task name field as follows: Execute Explore And Correlate
c. Click Search.
The results show if the task succeeded.
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NOTE
You can abort an Explore and Correlate task when viewing the task status in View Submitted Tasks (VST).
Aborting the task stops the task from processing, leaving the task in the state that it is in when you abort. Any
generated notifications are sent, so that all systems are kept synchronized.

Synchronize Users, Account Templates, and Roles
The integration of multiple endpoints and accounts into a single user management system can result in a loss of
synchronization. The provisioning roles or account templates that are assigned to a user can differ from the actual
accounts that exist for that user.

For example, consider two provisioning roles, one with Active Directory and UNIX account templates and another role with
SAP and Oracle templates. The user "john_smith" has Provisioning Role A, which contains Active Directory and UNIX
account templates, but that user only has an Active Directory account. Possibly the UNIX account template was added to
the role after it was assigned to the user. Therefore, the administrator synchronizes the user with the current provisioning
role definition.

Figure 32: Integration of Endpoints and Accounts

The following are the possible reasons for users to lose synchronization with provisioning roles or account templates:
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• Earlier attempts to create the necessary accounts failed due to hardware or software problems in your network,
causing missing accounts.

• Provisioning roles and account templates change, and this creates extra or missing accounts.
• Accounts were assigned to account templates after they were created, so accounts exist, but they are not

synchronized with their account templates.
• The creation of a new account is delayed because the account was specified to be created later.
• A new endpoint was acquired. During exploration and correlation, the Provisioning Server did not assign provisioning

roles to the users automatically. You update the role to indicate the users who require accounts on the endpoint. Any
account that was correlated to a user is listed as an extra account when the user is synchronized.

• An existing account was assigned to a user by copying the account to the user.
• An account was created for a user other than by assigning the user to a role. For example, you copied a user to an

account template that is not in a provisioning role for that user. The account is listed as an extra account or as an
account with an extra account template. If you copy the user to an endpoint to create an account using the default
account template, that account could be an extra account.

The following sections explain how to perform the three types of synchronization:

• Synchronize users and roles
• Synchronize user with account templates
• Synchronize endpoint account with account templates

Synchronize Users and Roles

Due to various factors, users go out-of-sync with the provisioning roles that are assigned to them.

Few possible reasons for out-of-sync are:

• Earlier attempts to create necessary accounts failed due to hardware or software problems in your network, causing
missing accounts.

• Provisioning roles and account templates change, and this creates extra or missing accounts.
• Administrators use native tools on an endpoint to add or delete accounts. If you have not explored the endpoint again

to update the provisioning directory, users end up having extra or missing accounts.

As a result, an administrator synchronizes users and provisioning roles to ensure that each user has the necessary
account on the managed endpoints as defined in the provisioning role.

Follow the given methods to synchronize users and provisioning roles:

Check Role Synchronization

By using Check Role Synchronization task, an administrator can check if the user accounts comply with the provisioning
roles, and accordingly perform synchronize operation.

An administrator can check the extra and missing accounts of a user. If the user is out-of-sync with the provisioning roles,
the administrator can perform Synchronize operation so that the user has the necessary accounts on the managed
endpoints. This task also ensures that each account belongs to the correct account templates.

Note: Using this task, you can synchronize only one user at a time with the provisioning roles.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Synchronization, Check Role Synchronization.
3. Select a user.

A screen appears showing the expected accounts, extra accounts, and missing accounts of a user.
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4. If the user accounts are out-of-sync, click Synchronize to make the accounts match the account templates in the
provisioning role.
– Add missing accounts: Select this option to create missing accounts on the endpoint. If more than one account

template for the user prescribes the same account, the account is created by merging all relevant account
templates. This account is assigned to those account templates, which are currently not synchronized with the
account.

– Remove extra accounts: Select this option to delete extra user accounts. However, users can have legitimate
reasons for having these accounts. If that is the case, leave this option unchecked.
On certain endpoints, the account deletion function is disabled; therefore, the account is not deleted.

5. Click Yes.

Note: Synchronization does not happen when a template is removed from the provisioning role by using the Modify
Provisioning Role task.

Synchronize User with Roles

By using Synchronize User with Roles task, an administrator can synchronize out-of-sync users with the provisioning
roles that are assigned to them.

Note: You can check the extra or missing accounts of a user with Check Role Synchronization task. However, this task
allows you to check and synchronize only one user at a time with its assigned roles.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Synchronization, Synchronize User with Roles.
3. Select user(s).

– Add missing accounts: Select this option to create missing accounts on the endpoint. If more than one account
template for the user prescribes the same account, the account is created by merging all relevant account
templates. This account is assigned to those account templates, which are currently not synchronized with the
account.

– Remove extra accounts: Select this option to delete extra user accounts. However, users can have legitimate
reasons for having these accounts. If that is the case, leave this option unchecked.
On certain endpoints, the account deletion function is disabled; therefore, the account is not deleted.

Note: When you modify these properties in the Synchronize User with Roles admin task, the same values reflect
here too.

4. Click Yes.

Synchronize User with Roles in Bulk

An administrator can synchronize users with provisioning roles in bulk. To perform bulk synchronization, you must first
enable Remove extra accounts and Add missing accounts properties in the Synchronize User with Roles admin task
and then perform a bulk loader operation.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Modify Synchronize User with Roles admin task to configure properties that let you add missing accounts and

remove extra accounts on endpoints.
a. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Search for Synchronize User with Roles admin task.
c. In the Profile tab, click Configuration Properties.
d. In the Task Configuration Properties screen, configure the following properties:
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– • Remove extra accounts: By default, this property is set to false. Set this property to true to delete extra
accounts on the endpoints.

• Add missing accounts: By default, this property is set to false. Set this property to true to create missing
accounts on the endpoints.

Note: The values that you set for these properties here impacts the same properties that are used in Synchronize
User with Roles task.

a. Click OK.
3. Synchronize users with roles in bulk using Bulk Loader.

a. Navigate to System, Bulk Loader.
b. Upload a file (.csv). This file contains all users that must be synchronized with the provisioning roles.

Note: The action column in the .csv file can have any value other than Create, Modify, and Delete.
c. In the Loader Record Details screen, configure the following fields:

a. What field represents the action to perform on the object?: Select action from the drop-down.
b. What field will be used to uniquely identify the object?: Select a field from the drop-down on which an

action must be performed.
c. Click Next

d. In the Loader Actions Mapping screen, configure the following fields:
a. What is the Primary Object?: Select USER from the drop-down.
b. Select a task to execute for action '<action>': Select Synchronize User with Roles from the drop-down.
c. Click Finish.

Check Role with Users Synchronization

By using Check Role with Users Synchronization task, an administrator can check if the provisioning role is
synchronized with all its assigned users, and accordingly perform synchronize operation to ensure that users have
necessary accounts on endpoints.

Few points to consider:

• Using Check Role with Users Synchronization task, you can synchronize only one role at a time with its assigned
users.

• Check Role with Users Synchronization task from TEWS is not supported.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Synchronization, Check Role with UsersSynchronization.
3. Select a role.

A screen appears showing the missing accounts for the selected role, if any.
4. Click Synchronize to create missing accounts on endpoints.

Synchronize Role with Users

By using Synchronize Role with Users task, an administrator can synchronize provisioning roles with its assigned users.

Few points to consider:
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• You can check the missing accounts for a role with Check Role with Users Synchronization task. However, this task
allows you to check and synchronize only one role at a time with its assigned users.

• In a nested roles scenario, even the included roles are considered for synchronization with users.
• The  Synchronize Role with Users task is supported only for endpoints that are reachable.
• The Synchronize Role with Users task does not support removal of extra accounts. This is not supported because a

user who is assigned to multiple provisioning roles with account templates mapped to the same endpoints lead to out-
of-sync condition.

• Synchronization of multiple provisioning roles with account templates mapped to the same endpoints fails.
• Synchronization of multiple provisioning roles with users from TEWS is not supported.
• To experience good performance, avoid synchronizing multiple roles at a time.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Users, Synchronization, Synchronize Role with Users.
3. Select a role(s) that needs to be synchronized with users.
4. Click Select.
5. Click Yes to confirm synchronization operation.

Synchronize User with Account Templates

Contents

This task synchronizes the attributes for endpoint accounts with the associated account templates for a user. However, full
synchronization depends on these factors:

• Full synchronization of the account occurs in two situations. An account template uses strong synchronization or two or
more account templates were added to an account.

• If an account template uses weak synchronization, this task starts an account synchronization involving only this
template. If the account was previously out of account synchronization with other account templates before this update,
it could still be out of account synchronization afterwards.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console.
2. Select Tasks, Users, Synchronization, Check Account Template Synchronization.
3. Select a user.

A screen appears showing the expected accounts, extra accounts, and missing accounts.
4. Click Synchronize to make the accounts match the template.

a. You can select a checkbox to create the account on the endpoint. If more than one account template for the user
prescribes the same account, the account is created by merging relevant account templates.
This account is assigned to the account templates that are not synchronized with the account. Account
synchronization is not necessary on newly created accounts.

b. You can select a checkbox to delete extra accounts. However, users can have legitimate reasons for having these
accounts. If that is the case, leave this option unchecked.
On certain endpoints, the account deletion function is disabled; therefore, the account is not deleted.

Attributes Only for New Accounts

In an account template, certain attributes are only applied when creating the account. For example, the Password attribute
is a rule expression that defines the password for new accounts. This rule expression never updates the password of an
account. Changes to the password rule expression only affect accounts that are created after the rule expression was set.
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Similarly, a template rule expression for a read-only account attribute affects only accounts that are created after the rule
expression was set. Changing it has no effect on existing accounts.

Synchronize Endpoint Accounts with Account Templates

This task synchronizes an endpoint account after modification of an associated account template. For example, perhaps
an Active Directory account has no groups, but the associated account template is defined to include groups.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console.
2. Select Tasks, Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Check Endpoint Account Synchronization.
3. Select an endpoint.

A screen appears showing accounts on that endpoint, associated account templates, and which attributes are not
synchronized.

4. Click Synchronize to make the attributes for those accounts match what is defined in the account template.
Changes that you make to account templates affect existing accounts as follows:
– If you change the value of a capability attribute, the corresponding account attribute is updated to be synchronized

with the account template attribute value. See the description of weak and strong synchronization.
– Certain account attributes are designated by the connector as not being updated on account template changes.

Examples include certain attributes that the endpoint type allows to be set only during account creation, and the
Password attribute.

This page contains the following additional topics:

Which Attributes are Updated

When you change capability attributes in an account template, the corresponding attribute on the accounts change. This
change has an impact on the attributes for the account. The impact is based on the following factors:

• Whether the account template is defined to use weak or strong synchronization.
• Whether the account belongs to multiple account templates.

Weak Synchronization

Weak synchronization ensures that users have the minimum capability attributes for their accounts. Weak synchronization
is the default in most endpoint types. If you update a template that uses weak synchronization, CA IdentityMinder updates
capability attributes as follows:

• If a number field is updated in an account template and the new number is greater than the number in the account, CA
IdentityMinder changes the value in the account to match the new number.

• If a check box was not selected in an account template and you subsequently select it, CA IdentityMinder updates the
check box on any account where the check box is not selected.

• If a list is changed in an account template, CA IdentityMinder updates all accounts to include any value from the new
list that was not included in the account's list of values.

If an account belongs to other account templates (whether those templates use weak or strong synchronization), CA
IdentityMinder consults only the template that is changing. This action is more efficient than checking every account
template. Because weak synchronization only adds capabilities to accounts, it generally is not necessary to consult those
other account templates.

NOTE
When propagating from a weak synchronization account template, changes that would remove or lower
capabilities could leave some accounts unsynchronized. Remember that with weak synchronization, capabilities
are never removed or lowered. Without consulting other templates for an account, the propagation does not
consider if weak synchronization is sufficient.
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In this situation, use Synchronize Users with Account Templates to synchronize the account with its account templates.

Strong Synchronization

Strong synchronization ensures that accounts have the exact account attributes that are specified in the account template.

For example, suppose that you add a group to an existing UNIX account template. Originally, the account template
made accounts members of the Staff group. Now, you want to make the accounts members of both the Staff and System
groups. All accounts that are associated with the account template are considered synchronized when each account is
a member of the Staff and System groups (and no other groups). Any account not in the Staff group is added to both
groups.

Some other factors to consider include the following situations:

• If the account template uses strong synchronization, any account belonging to groups, other than Staff and System,
are removed from those extra groups.

• If the account template uses weak synchronization, the accounts are added to the Staff and System groups. Any
account that has additional groups that are defined to it remains a member of these groups.

Note: Synchronize accounts with their templates regularly to ensure that the accounts stay synchronized with their
account templates.

Accounts with Multiple Templates

Synchronization also depends on whether the account belongs to more than one account template. If an account has only
one account template and that template uses strong synchronization, each attribute is updated to exactly match what the
account template attribute value evaluates to. The result is the same as if the attribute were an initial attribute.

An account may belong to multiple Account Templates, as would be the case if a user belonged to multiple provisioning
roles each of which prescribed some level of access on the same managed endpoint. When this happens, CA
IdentityMinder combines those account templates into one effective account template that prescribes the superset of the
capabilities from the individual account templates. This account template is itself considered to use weak synchronization
if all its individual account templates are weak or strong synchronization if any of the individual account templates is
strong.

Note: Often you use only weak synchronization or only strong synchronization for the account templates controlling one
account, depending on whether your company's roles completely define the accesses your users need. If your users
do not fit into clear roles and you need the flexibility to grant additional capabilities to your user's accounts, use weak
synchronization. If you can define roles to exactly specify the accesses your users need, use strong synchronization.

The following example demonstrates how multiple account templates are combined into a single effective account
template:  One account template is marked for weak synchronization and the other for strong synchronization. Therefore,
an effective account template is created by combining the two account templates.  The combined template is treated as
a strong synchronization account template. The integer Quota attribute takes on the larger value from the two account
templates, and the multivalued Groups attribute takes on the union of values from the two polices.
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Note: For more information about Strong vs. Weak synchronization, see this article.

Reverse Synchronization with Endpoint Accounts
Although it is the responsibility of Identity Manager to create, delete and modify accounts, it is impossible to prevent an
endpoint system user from performing these operations on their own. This situation can occur due to emergency reasons,
or malicious reasons, such as a hacker. Reverse Synchronization ensures control of the accounts a user has on each
endpoint by identifying discrepancies between Identity Manager accounts and accounts on the endpoints.

For example, if an account was created in the Active Directory domain using an external tool, Identity Manager must be
aware of this potential security issue. In addition, bypassing Identity Manager causes a lack of approval processes, and
audit reports.

Two types of discrepancies between Identity Manager and managed endpoints are as follows:

• A new account detected
• A change within an existing account

You can treat both cases by defining policies to handle the change. Then, using Explore and Correlate to update Identity
Manager, you trigger the execution of policies.
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How Reverse Synchronization Works

Reverse synchronization with endpoint accounts occurs as follows:

1. An administrator or a malicious user creates or modifies an account on an endpoint.
2. When Explore and Correlate runs on that endpoint, the new or modified account is detected.
3. The Provisioning Server sends a notification to the Identity Manager server.
4. The Identity Manager server searches for a reverse synchronization policy that matches the change on the endpoint.
5. If a matching policy is found, it executes. If more than one policy applies to this account and those policies have the

same scope, the highest priority policy runs.
6. Depending on the policy, one of the following actions occurs:

– For a new account, the policy accepts, deletes, or suspends the account or sends it for workflow approval.
– For a modified account, the policy accepts the value, reverts it to the last known value, or sends it for workflow

approval.
7. If workflow is selected, a new event for the workflow is generated and the approvers are set. Then, one of the following

actions occurs:
– For a new account, the approver can accept, delete, or suspend the account or assign it to a user.
– For a modified account, the workflow process is the same as if the value was changed in the User Console, except

that rejected values are reverted at the endpoint.

Map Endpoint Attributes

To use reverse synchronization on an attribute in an endpoint account, you first map it to an attribute visible in the User
Console. Some attributes, such as account name and password, are mapped by default. Other attributes are not mapped.
For example, the Active Directory attribute group membership is not mapped. For some endpoint types, no attributes are
mapped.

To check if the attribute can be mapped

1. In the User Console, click Endpoints, or Tasks, Endpoints.
2. Click Reverse Modify, Create Reverse Sync Modified Account Policy.
3. Choose to create a new policy or a copy of a policy.
4. Click Endpoint Type and choose an endpoint, such as Active Directory.
5. Click Attribute Name to display a list of attributes that can be mapped.
6. Click Cancel.

NOTE
You cancel the policy because you are only using it now to check which attributes can be mapped.

WARNING
You can manage certain attributes only by native tools on the endpoint. So if an endpoint user modifies this type
of attribute, the reverse event fails when the reverse synchronization policy is triggered. However, changes to
other attributes in that reverse event are not reversed. Therefore, avoid mapping attributes that can only be
managed on the endpoint.

To map endpoint attributes for reverse synchronization

1. Click Endpoints, Modify Endpoint.
2. Search for and select an endpoint that requires reverse synchronization.
3. Click the Attribute Mapping tab.
4. Select Use Custom Settings.
5. Click Add to add a new custom attribute.
6. Select an available custom attribute. For example, use CustomField 10 if it is not used in your environment.
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7. Map the custom attribute to the account attribute name that you want to manage.
8. Repeat Steps 5 to 7 to add mappings between all account attributes required and the custom attribute selected.

You can use the same custom attribute (CustomField 10 in our example) for all attributes you want to manage.
9. Click Submit.

To create baseline values for this endpoint

Once all values for an endpoint are mapped, you explore the endpoint. For this operation, you disable inbound notification
and enable it after the explore completes. Disabling notification eliminates notifications that are unnecessary. Otherwise,
every account that has values on the new attributes would generate a notification during the explore operation.

1. In Provisioning Manager, disable inbound notification as follows:
a. Click System, Domain configuration, Identity Manager Server, Enable Notification.
b. Select No.
c. Restart the Provisioning Server to make sure the change takes effect.

2. In the User Console, click Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.

NOTE
Choose an explore and correlate definition that has correlation deselected.

This action repopulates the user store attributes with the new endpoint attribute data. This task may take a while if the
endpoint is large.

3. Reenable inbound notification in Provisioning Manager.
4. Restart the Provisioning Server.

At the next explore and correlate operation for that endpoint, modify account notifications are generated. Notifications
are generated if a change occurred for an attribute that is mapped to a global user attribute and a policy applies to that
attribute.

Policies for Reverse Synchronization

When an account is created or modified on an endpoint, reverse synchronization policies can take appropriate actions
in response. For example, a user creates some Active Directory accounts in several OUs in the corporate domain. Also,
the user modifies some Microsoft Exchange accounts. You can detect the new and changed accounts and provide
appropriate actions as a response using reverse synchronization account policies.

You can do the following using reverse synchronization:

• Configure a policy to accept the new account, reject it, or send it for workflow approval.
• Configure a policy to accept a change to an attribute, revert it to the original attribute, or send it for workflow approval.
• When an account is sent for workflow approval, the approver can perform one of the following actions:

– Reject it (delete/suspend it from the endpoint or change the value to match the Identity Manager user store value)
– Accept it and update the Identity Manager user store to match the account
– Assign it to a user in User Console (in the case of account creation)

This page contains the following topics:

Create a Policy for New Accounts

If you want to define a process for when a new account is detected on an endpoint, you create an account policy that
applies to new accounts. New account policies run when accounts are detected when the Correlate option is included in
the Explore and Correlate definition. If an account was found when running explore only, the policy runs the next time the
Correlate option is included when exploring that endpoint.
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To create a policy for new accounts

1. In the User Console, click Endpoints, or click Tasks, Endpoints.
2. Reverse New, Create Reverse Sync New Account Policy.
3. Enter a name and description for the policy.
4. Enter the following parameters:

– Priority -- The priority of policy. The highest priority policy is the one with the lowest number. If two policies have the
same priority and the same scope, either policy may run. Therefore, be sure to set different priority levels.

– Endpoint Type -- All endpoints or a specific endpoint type.
– Endpoint -- The specific endpoint name. If Endpoint Type is All, the only choice is All endpoints.
– Container -- The container where the account resides. This field applies only to hierarchical endpoints.

Enter the container as a list of nodes, ending with the endpoint. For example, for an AD OU with the path
"ou=child,ou=parent,ou=root,dc=domain,dc=name" the format "child,parent,root" is correct.

– Correlated User -- Controls when to run the policy based on if a correlated user is found in the Provisioning
Directory.

5. Select one of the following Actions:
– Accept -- Takes no action on the account. This choice would be useful if two policies exist, one that rejects all new

accounts, and a higher priority policy that accepts accounts created under a certain OU. Therefore, if the account
was created at that OU, it is accepted. The reject priority does not run since it has a lower priority.

– Delete -- Removes the account from the endpoint.
– Suspend -- Leaves the account in the endpoint, but suspends it.
– Send for Approval -- Submits the change for workflow approval.

6. Perform the following steps if you set Action to Send for Approval:
a. Click the icon next to Workflow Process.
b. Choose a workflow process.
c. Click OK.

7. Click Submit.

If you assigned a workflow process to the policy, you need to create an approval task.

Create a Policy for Modified Accounts

Any account attribute in an endpoint account can be managed by Reverse Synchronization, as long as it is defined in the
attribute mapping.

To define a process for when a discrepancy is found between existing endpoint accounts and their known values in
Identity Manager, you can create an account policy that applies to existing accounts. If an attribute is multivalued, more
than one value might have been added or removed. In this case, the policy is applied to each value separately or you can
create different policies for different values.

To create a policy for modified accounts

1. In the User Console, click Endpoints, pr Tasks, Endpoints.
2. Click Reverse Modify, Create Reverse Sync Modify Account Policy.
3. Enter a name and description for the policy.
4. Enter the following parameters:
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– Priority -- The priority of policy. The highest priority policy is the one with the lowest number. If two policies have the
same priority and the same scope, either policy may run. Therefore, be sure to set different priority levels.

– Endpoint Type -- All endpoints or a specific endpoint type.
– Endpoint -- The specific endpoint name. If Endpoint Type is All, the only choice is All endpoints.
– Container -- The container where the account resides. This field applies only to hierarchical endpoints.

Enter the container as a list of nodes, ending with the endpoint. For example, for an AD OU with the path
"ou=child,ou=parent,ou=root,dc=domain,dc=name" the format "child,parent,root" is correct.

– Attribute -- The physical name.
– Value -- A string representation of the value, which may contain * (asterisk) as a wildcard. The wildcard refers to

any value in the change.
5. Select one of the following Actions:

– Accept -- Updates the account value in the Identity Manager user store to match the value in the endpoint account.
– Reject -- Reverts the attribute to reinstate the original value without affecting other changes to attributes for the

account.
– Send for Approval -- Submits the change for workflow approval.

6. Perform the following steps if you set Action to Send for Approval:
a. Click the icon next to Workflow Process.
b. Choose a workflow process.
c. Click OK.

7. Click Submit.

NOTE
If you assigned a workflow process to the policy, you need to create an approval task.

Create an Approval Task for Reverse Synchronization

You create reverse approval tasks for policies that have a Send to Workflow action. Consider the following guidelines for
creating the tasks:

• For tasks that approve new accounts, you have two choices.
– You can create a generic approval screen for accounts. The profile screen for the task shows only general

information about the account. The Approve Reverse New Account task operates in this manner.
– If the approver needs to see the details of the new account, that screen must be specific to the endpoint type. So

the approval task with the screen should be used only for policies that are specific to that endpoint type. The task
must include the Reverse Approval tab.

• For tasks that approve account modifications, the approval screen must be specific to an endpoint type, so that the
approver can see the changed values.

Reverse approval tasks are identical to approval tasks used for account changes. If an approval task for a specific
endpoint type already exists, that task can be used. For a new account, an additional reverse approval tab is needed. If an
existing approval task for the endpoint type does not exist, use the following procedure.

To create an approval task for reverse synchronization

1. In the User Console, click Taks, Roles and Tasks, or click Roles and Tasks.
2. Click Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
3. Select the modify task for the endpoint.

NOTE
The name would start with modify and state the name of the endpoint type. Modify Active Directory Account
is an example.

4. Make the following changes on the Profile tab:
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– Change the name of the new task.
– Change the task tag.
– Change the action to Approve Event.

5. Make the following changes on the Tabs tab:
a. Remove all Relationship tabs.
b. Add the Reverse Approval tab if the task is to approve new accounts. Move this tab to be the first tab.
c. Copy and edit the approval screens on the tabs as necessary.

NOTE
You may run into problems when using some account screens in an approval task. If so, modify the
default account screen for the tab to make it work in the task.

6. Click Submit.
7. If the task is for new account approvals, add the task to a role to which the approver would belong. The role defines

the user scope, which is used to search for users to whom the new account can be assigned.

Execute Reverse Synchronization

Reverse synchronization occurs when you use the Execute Explore and Correlate task. Using this task, you update the
Identity Manager Provisioning store with the new or changed accounts on an endpoint.

To execute reverse synchronization

1. Create an explore and correlate definition that includes a Correlate option. Correlation is needed to detect new
accounts.

2. Click Tasks, Endpoints, Execute Explore and Correlate.
3. Choose a definition that applies to the endpoint with the new or changed accounts.

NOTE
When correlating to the existing user, the user must exist in the Provisioning Directory, otherwise the user
is correlated to the default user in that directory. The Identity Manager user store is not in the scope of the
Explore and Correlate task.

4. Click Submit.

If a policy has no workflow process, the accounts are already processed as defined in the policy.

NOTE
If multiple attributes were rejected on an account that was detected by reverse synchronization policy, all actions
are put into one event. However, if that event fails due to an issue with one of the attributes, no attributes are
updated.

If workflow is part of the policy, any approvals generated by the reverse synchronization appear under Workflow, View My
Work List for the approver.

For new accounts, the approver has the following choices:

• The approver may choose to suspend or delete the account in the endpoint, by selecting either Delete or Suspend and
then clicking reject.

• Otherwise, the approver may accept the new account by clicking Approve.

NOTE
If an approver does not select a user in the Correlated User field, the account is assigned to the default user.
If the Correlated User field is populated in the approval task, the account is correlated with this user. The
Correlated User field contains the suggested user found by the correlation mechanism if a user can be found.

For modified accounts, the approver has the following choices:
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• For each account, the approver sees which values are changed and can approve or reject them just as if the changes
were initiated in the account management screens.

• The approver sees changes to capability attributes (such as an Active Directory groups) as separate approval events.

To verify if reverse synchronization succeeded

1. Go to System, View Submitted Tasks.
2. Complete the task name field as follows: Provisioning Activity
3. Click Search.

The results show if the reverse synchronization events completed successfully.

Extend Custom Attributes on Endpoints
The Provisioning Server can manage custom endpoint attributes. To enable Identity Manager to read custom endpoint
attributes that are associated with provisioning roles, additional steps are required.

To extend custom attributes on endpoints

1. Generate metadata from the parser table if this connector was created before Identity Manager r12.5.
See the Connector Programming Guide.

2. Use Connector Xpress as follows:
a. Install metadata in the namespace node.
b. Generate a JAR file, property file, and role definition file using the Role Definition Generator.

For details, see the Connector Xpress Guide.
3. Copy the JAR file to this location:

– (Windows) app server home/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib
– (UNIX) app server home\iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib

NOTE
For WebSphere, copy the JAR file to: WebSphere_home/AppServer/profiles/Profile_Name/config/
cells/Cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF

4. Copy the property file to this location:
– (Windows) app server home/iam_im.ear/custom/provisioning/resourceBundles
– (UNIX) app server home\iam_im.ear\custom\provisioning\resourceBundles

NOTE
For WebSphere, copy the properties file to:WebSphere_home/AppServer/profiles/Profile_Name/config/
cells/cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear\custom\provisioning\resourceBundles

5. Repeat the preceding two steps for each node if you have a cluster.
6. Restart the application server.
7. Import the role definition file as follows:

a. In the Management Console, select the environment.
b. Select Role and Task Settings.
c. Click Import.
d. Select the endpoint type and click Finish.

Account Tasks
In the User Console, you can create, modify, view, and delete endpoint accounts that are associated with a Identity
Manager user. You can also assign other endpoint accounts that are not associated with Identity Manager to a user.

Four types of endpoint accounts exist:
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• Provisioned
Accounts created when the user is assigned a provisioning role

• Exception
Accounts created when the user is assigned an account template

• Orphan
Accounts created on the endpoint system and are not associated with any Identity Manager user

• System
Accounts created on the endpoint system, are not associated with any Identity Manager user and are used to manage
the endpoint system

View or Modify Endpoint Accounts

Tasks that allow you to view a user's profile, such as View User or Modify My Profile, include an Accounts tab that lists
that user's accounts on endpoints.

For each account, Identity Manager displays information such as the account name, the endpoint where the account
exists, and the status of the account. For a modify task, additional options are available for changing a user's password
and locking or suspending an account.

In this example, the Accounts tab includes a Search button, which means the tab is configured with a search screen. You
can configure this tab to use a list screen, a search screen, or both.

• When both the screens are configured, the search screen determines the fields in the search results.
• If only a list screen is configured, it determines the fields in the search results.
• If neither screen is configured, the accounts tab uses a static list display, which means that the Accounts tab cannot be

customized for display columns.

For details on the other options you can provide on the Account tab, see the User Console help for the Configure
Accounts tab.

Create a Provisioned Account

The recommended way to create an endpoint account for Identity Manager user is to assign a provisioning role to the
user. The user receives the account with the attributes that are defined in the account templates for that role. When
necessary, changes to that account template, such as the mailbox size for Exchange accounts, update the endpoint
account.
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To create a provisioned account

1. In the User Console, select Manage Users, Modify User.
2. Select a user to modify.
3. Click the Provisioning Roles tab.
4. Click add a provisioning role.
5. Select a role.
6. Click Submit.

Note: To create an account on CA Top Secret v2, ensure that you fill in the Department Name in the Account Template
and User Profile screens.

 

Create an Exception Account

You can create an account directly on the Accounts tab when you use Modify User on a user. This account is named an
exception account. However, because no provisioning role is involved with this account, synchronization of roles with
users does not update this account.

To create an exception account

1. In the User Console, select Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Select a user to modify.
3. Click Create.
4. Select an endpoint.
5. Select a container if one is required for this endpoint type.
6. Complete the fields on each tab.
7. Click Submit.

Assign Orphan Accounts

In the User Console, you can manage orphan accounts, which are accounts not associated with Identity Manager user.

To create a default user for orphan accounts

If the Provisioning Directory is separate from the Identity Manager user store, create the Provisioning Server default user
in the Identity Manager user store. The default user is used for orphan accounts.

1. In the User Console, click Users.
2. Click Manage Users, Create User.
3. Name the user as follows, including the brackets:

[default user]

You can now assign orphan accounts to users.

To assign an orphan account

1. In the User Console, click Endpoints,
2. Click Manage Orphan Accounts.
3. Search for and select a user.
4. Click a user to assign to the orphan user.
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Assign System Accounts

In the User Console, you can manage system accounts, which are endpoint accounts that are used to manage the
endpoint system.

To assign a system account to a user, you create an admin task based on the Manage System Accounts task. The new
task has a specific Identity Manager user who applies for a specific endpoint. You could create one task for each type of
endpoint.

To configure a task to assign system accounts

1. In the User Console, click Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
2. Base the new task on the Manage System Accounts.

For example, you could create a task named Manage Oracle System Accounts to assign system accounts on an
Oracle endpoint type.

3. On the Search tab, click the Browse button to edit the search screen. On that screen, include a search filter for a user
to assign to this system account.

4. Submit the task.
5. Include this task in a role.
6. Assign the role to a user who should assign system accounts for an endpoint to a user.

The user with this role can execute the new task to assign system users to a Identity Manager user.

Move Account Task Screen

Use this task screen to move accounts from one container on an endpoint to another. The fields in this screen are listed
below:

• Move Account Details
Specifies the account, parent container, destination container, endpoint, and endpoint type that you want to move,

• Select Container Button
Click to search for available account containers belonging to the endpoint.

Delete an Endpoint Account

ou can delete an endpoint account in two ways:

1. Using the Modify User task, on the Provisioning Roles tab, remove the role that created that account.
2. Using the Modify User's Endpoint Accounts task, delete the account.

To delete an account with Modify User's Endpoint Accounts

1. In the User Console, select Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Select a user to modify.
3. Search for accounts based on an endpoint type.
4. Select an account.
5. Click the Delete button.

Deleted accounts are recreated when you use Provisioning Manager as follows:

• Synchronize User with Roles recreates provisioned accounts, accounts created when a user has a provisioning role.
• Synchronize Accounts with Account Templates recreates exception (if the account has an account template) and

provisioned accounts.
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Change Password for an Endpoint Account

You can change the password of an endpoint account without knowing the current password.

To change the password of an endpoint account

1. In the User Console, select Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Select a user to modify.
3. Search for accounts based on an endpoint type.
4. Select one or more accounts.
5. Click the Change Password button.
6. Enter a new password.

Identity Manager password policies validate the new password.
7. Click Submit.

Performing Actions on Several Accounts

You can perform several other actions on one or more accounts. For example, you can resume an account that was
suspended, unlock an account when a user entered the wrong password, or assign or unassign an account to a user. The
actions apply to all selected accounts and the procedure is the same.

To perform tasks on several accounts

1. In the User Console, select Users, Modify User's Endpoint Accounts.
2. Select a user to modify.
3. Search for accounts based on an endpoint type.
4. Select one or more accounts.
5. Click any of the buttons under Actions for Selected Accounts.
6. Respond to the dialog that appears and click Submit.

Advanced Account Operations
In the Provisioning Manager, you can perform a number of additional operations on accounts:

• Associate an Account with Different Global Users
• Automatically Explore Accounts
• Delete Accounts
• Use Delete Pending
• Recreated Deleted Accounts

Change the Global User for an Account

The following are instances when you would want to associate an account to a different global user:

• You have two global users with the same name and Identity Manager correlates the account to the wrong person
• Identity Manager correlated an account to the [default user] object and you want to associate it with another global

user object
• You created an account using New and now you want to associate it with a global user

To associate an account with a different global user in the Provisioning Manager, drag and drop the account onto the
correct global user.
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How Automatic Exploration Works

The addition or deletion of accounts or other objects using tools native to the endpoint are unnoticed by Identity Manager
until you explore the endpoint. The exploration process notices additions and deletions (and in some cases modifications)
that have occurred and applies those changes to the Identity Manager representation of the object in the provisioning
directory.

However, if you use the Provisioning Manager to attempt to create an object with the same name before this exploration
occurs, Identity Manager notices that an object with that name already exists and report this error. Identity Manager then
explores that object, creating a representation of it in the provisioning directory. You can immediately start working with
that object. The automatic one-object explore occurs whenever an Add, Move or Rename operation generates an already
exists error from the endpoint when the object does not exist in the provisioning directory.

You can combine automatic exploration with the Synchronization/Automatic Correlation domain configuration parameter
described in the Provisioning Reference Guide. When these features work together, they first process an attempt to create
an account from an account template as an attempt to create a new account. Then, the processing uses the following
steps:

• Notices an unexplored account
• Explores that account automatically
• Correlates the account automatically to the global user
• Adds an account template to the account as though it were an existing account correlated to this global user.

Delete Accounts

If you must delete an account, you can use the following methods in the Provisioning Manager:

• Right-click the account and select Delete
• Right-click a global user and select Delete User and Accounts
• Run the Delete Accounts wizard
• Synchronize global users with provisioning roles and specify that you want to delete extra accounts

When you remove a global user from a provisioning role, the Provisioning Manager provides these choices for account
deletion:

• If you decide to delete these accounts, Identity Manager removes the accounts from the provisioning directory.
• If you decide not to delete the accounts, you can use the Synchronize User with Roles option and select the Delete

Account.

When you remove a global user from a provisioning role before deleting accounts, you can list the accounts for the global
user. Right-click the global user and select List Accounts.

• The account listing displays the provisioning roles to which each account belongs. If an account belongs to one
provisioning role, it is deleted when you remove that user from that role and accept the user synchronization action to
delete the accounts.

• If an account belongs to no provisioning role, it is an extra account and is reported by Check User Synchronization.
The account is deleted if you select the Synchronize the User with Roles menu item on the global user.

Use Delete Pending

Identity Manager can be configured on an endpoint-by-endpoint basis, so accounts on an endpoint are not deleted when
administrators initiate delete or synchronization actions that would typically delete the accounts. Instead, the accounts
are placed in a Delete Pending state in the User Console and in a Suspended state on the managed endpoint. Identity
Manager also removes all account templates from the suspended accounts and clears any multi-valued capability
attributes on the suspended accounts.
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Delete Pending accounts can be identified in the Provisioning Manager on the Statistics tab of the account properties. A
suspended account has a suspend reason of Delete Pending and a timestamp when it entered this state. The storing of
the Delete Pending status and Suspended timestamp permits the writing of a utility that identifies these Delete Pending
accounts and deletes them from the Provisioning Server and the managed endpoint later.

Recreate Deleted Accounts

If you delete an account on a managed endpoint by using a tool other than Identity Manager, the Check Account
Synchronization feature reports the account as missing, because it exists in the Provisioning Directory but not on the
managed endpoint. When this happens, recreate the account on the endpoint by issuing the Synchronize Account with
Account Templates function, which recreates the account using the account templates associated to the account.

If accounts are recreated, Identity Manager logs them as recreated. These accounts can be identified separately from
accounts that have been updated because administrators need to be aware that attributes other than capability attributes
(for example, passwords) have been set to the original account template values.

Provisioning Roles
To simplify account management, you create and maintain accounts using account templates, which are used in
provisioning roles. A provisioning role contains one or more account templates. When you apply that role to a user, the
user receives the accounts as defined by the templates.

These templates provide the basis for accounts on a specific endpoint type. They provide the same type of capabilities as
Provisioning Policies provided in eTrust Admin.

Using account templates, you can:

• Control what account attributes Identity Manager users have on an endpoint when their accounts are created
• Define attributes using rule strings or values
• Combine account attributes from different provisioning roles, so users have only one account, on a specific endpoint,

with all the necessary account attributes
• Create or update account attributes as global users change provisioning roles

Creating Roles to Assign Accounts
In most organizations, administrators spend significant time providing users with login accounts for different systems and
applications. To simplify this repetitive activity, you can create provisioning roles, which are roles that contain account
templates. The templates define the attributes that exist in one type of account. For example, an account template for an
Exchange account defines attributes such as the size of the mailbox. Account templates also define how user attributes
are mapped to accounts.

Consider an example where every employee at Forward, Inc needs access to a database and email. An administrator
wants to avoid creating a database account and an email account for each employee one at a time. Therefore, the
administrator creates a provisioning role for that company. The role contains an account template for a Microsoft
Exchange server, to provide email accounts, and a template for an Oracle database. In this example, the Exchange server
and the Oracle database are named endpoints, which are the system or application where the accounts exist.

Note: Forward, Inc. is a fictitious company name which is used strictly for instructional purposes only and is not meant to
reference an existing company.
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Figure 33: Role with Account Templates

After the roles are created, business administrators, such as managers or support personnel, can assign those roles to
users to give them accounts in endpoints. After users receive the role, they can log in to the endpoint.

Creating a provisioning role that includes an account template is a two-step process.

The following sections explain how to create a role that can be used to assign accounts:

1. Create an Account Template
2. Create a Provisioning Role

Note: When you assign a provisioning role to an existing Identity Manager user, the state of the user changes from
"Active" to "Password Must Change".  As a result, you must change the user password on first login to the Identity
Manager User Console.

Create an Account Template

To simplify account management, you create and maintain accounts using account templates, which are used in
provisioning roles. A provisioning role contains one or more account templates. When you apply that role to a user, the
user receives the accounts as defined by the templates.

These templates provide the basis for accounts on a specific endpoint type.

Using account templates, you can:
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• Control what account attributes users have on an endpoint when their accounts are created
• Define attributes using rule strings or values
• Combine account attributes from different provisioning roles, so users have only one account, on a specific endpoint,

with all the necessary account attributes
• Create or update account attributes as global users change provisioning roles

A default account template for each endpoint type is installed with the Identity Manager server. In a provisioning role,
you can use the default account template or you can create your own account templates for any endpoint that you have
configured.

To create an account template, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Tasks, Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, Create Account Template.
2. Select an endpoint type for the template.
3. In the Account Template tab, enter a name for the account template. Ensure that the Provisioning Role Name does not

contain "*" because it is treated as a regular expression.
4. Select an endpoint to use on the Endpoints tab.
5. Complete the fields in the tabs or use the default values.

Each endpoint type has a different set of tabs. Click Help for field definitions.
6. Click Submit.

NOTE

:

• If more than one endpoint is specified while searching for endpoint objects in the Account Template, the
common subset (intersection) of the related objects is returned. An example is an Active Directory group
that exists on each of the selected endpoints that are associated with the Account Template. When the
search results show attributes other than the object name, it shows the attribute values of the objects that
are associated with the first endpoint. An example is the description attribute for the language object in a
PeopleSoft connector.

• To create an account on CA Top Secret v2, ensure that you fill in the Department Name in the Account
Template and User Profile screens.

Create a Provisioning Role

You create a provisioning role once you decide about the role requirements:

• Which users need other accounts
• Which accounts are associated with the role
• Who the members, administrators, and owners of the role are

NOTE
You cannot rename a provisioning role after it is created.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Provisioning Roles, Create Provisioning Role.
For details on each tab, click the Help link on the screen.

2. Complete the Profile tab.
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NOTE

• Ensure that the Provisioning Role Name does not contain "*" because it is treated as a regular
expression.

• You can specify custom attributes on the Profile tab that specify additional information about provisioning
roles. You can use this additional information to facilitate role searches in environments that include a
significant number of roles.

3. Complete the Account Templates tab.
a. Click an Endpoint Type, such as ActiveDirectory.
b. Click an account template.

The templates that you can click are based on Endpoint Type.
c. Add more account templates as needed for different endpoint types.

4. Complete the Provisioning Roles tab if you want to nest provisioning roles in this tab.
This step requires that you have enabled nested roles for this environment.

5. Complete the Administrators tab by adding admin rules that control who manages members and administrators of
this role.

6. Complete the Owners tab by adding owner rules that control who can modify this role.
7. Click Submit.

To verify that the role was created, click Provisioning Roles, View Provisioning Role.

Sample SOAP Request to Create a Provisioning a Role:

 <soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

    

<soapenv:Header/>

    

<soapenv:Body>

       

<wsdl:TaskContext>

          

<wsdl:admin_id>user_name</wsdl:admin_id>

          

<wsdl:admin_password>password</wsdl:admin_password>

       

</wsdl:TaskContext>

       

<wsdl:CreateProvisioningRole>

          

<wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleSearch>

             

<wsdl:CreateNew>true</wsdl:CreateNew>

          

</wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleSearch>

          

<wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleProfileTab>

             

<wsdl:Name>test_prov6</wsdl:Name>

          

</wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleProfileTab>

  

             

<wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleOwnersTab>
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<wsdl:Policy>

                

<wsdl:add index="0">

                   

<wsdl:Owner>

   

<![CDATA[<MemberRule><AttributeExpression attribute="%USER_ID%" comparator="EQUALS" value="imadmin"/></

MemberRule>]] > 

                   

</wsdl:Owner>

                

</wsdl:add>

             

</wsdl:Policy>

          

</wsdl:CreateProvisioningRoleOwnersTab>

       

</wsdl:CreateProvisioningRole>

    

</soapenv:Body>

 </soapenv:Envelope>

 

Improve Account Template Search Results Return Time

The List Account Template Names Only (fast search) option improves Search-result return time by avoiding creating
account template objects for every result. The search results display only the template names matching the search
criteria. With this option, an object is only created from the selected search result.

This option is found in the Search for Account Templates screen.

For example, select Endpoints, Manage Account Templates, and then Modify Account Templates. The List Account
Template Names Only (fast search) option only retrieves the template name and no other attributes.

Role and Template Tasks
In the User Console, you can create and manage provisioning roles by choosing Roles and Tasks and selecting a
task under Provisioning Roles. Tasks exist for the standard operations, such as making a user a member of a role and
modifying or deleting a role.

Before creating a provisioning role, you need an account template to include in that role or a provisioning role that you
want to import. You can import roles that were created in the Provisioning Manager or eTrust Admin. However, Identity
Manager does not support nested roles that were created in eTrust Admin.

Import a Provisioning Role

Although you manage provisioning roles in the User Console, some provisioning roles may have been created in
Provisioning Manager or an external application. For these provisioning roles, you can reset the role owner to be a Identity
Manager administrator, so you can manage it in the User Console.
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To import a provisioning role

1. Log into the User Console as a user with the System Manager role. Click Tasks, Roles and Tasks.
2. Click Provisioning Roles, Reset Provisioning Role Owners and select a provisioning role created in Provisioning

Manager.
3. Complete the Owners tab by adding owner rules that control who can modify this role.
4. Click Submit.

The role can now be modified, assigned, or viewed by using tasks in the Provisioning Roles category.

Assign New Owners for Provisioning Roles

You can select one or more provisioning roles and assign owner policies to control who can modify the roles.

To assign new owners for provisioning roles

1. Log into the User Console as a user with the System Manager role.
2. Click Tasks, Roles, or click Roles, and Tasks.
3. Click Provisioning Roles, Create Owner Policies for Provisioning Roles.
4. Select one or more provisioning roles.
5. Complete the Owners tab by adding owner rules that control who can modify this role.
6. Click Submit.

Users who meet the new owner policies can modify the selected provisioning roles.

Passwords for Accounts Created by Provisioning Roles

When a user is assigned a provisioning role, account creation for that user fails if the Identity Manager user's password
does not meet the endpoint's password requirements. This situation includes creation of a new user with a temporary
password.

Therefore, set the password policy to match, or be stricter than, the endpoint password requirements. You can set the
password policy by using the Identity Manager Password Policy or the Provisioning Password Profile. If both methods are
used, the policies must match.

Provisioning Role Event Processing Order

Some default Identity Manager tasks include events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete a
task, that determines provisioning role membership. For example, the default Modify User task includes the
AssignProvisioningRoleEvent and the RevokeProvisioningRoleEvent. Assigning or revoking a provisioning role may add
or remove an account on an endpoint. In some cases, the endpoint may require that all Add actions occur before Remove
actions.

To make Identity Manager process Add actions first, you enable the Accumulation of Provisioning Role Membership
Events setting in the Management Console. When this setting is enabled, Identity Manager accumulates all of the
Add and Remove actions into a single event, called the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent. For example, if the
Modify User task assigns a user to three provisioning roles and removes that user from two other provisioning roles, an
AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent is generated which contains five actions: 3 Add actions and 2 remove actions.

When this event executes, all Add actions are combined into a single operation and sent to the Provisioning Server for
processing. Once processing of the Add actions completes, Identity Manager combines the Remove actions into a single
operation and sends that operation to the Provisioning Server.

Enabling this setting affects the following Identity Manager functionality:
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• Provisioning Roles Tab in User Tasks
When an administrator adds or removes a user from a provisioning role using the Provisioning Roles tab, Identity
Manager accumulates those actions into a single event.

• Identity Policies
All provisioning role membership events (AssignProvisioningRoleEvent or RevokeProvisioningRoleEvent )
that are generated as a result of an Identity Policy evaluation are accumulated into a single
AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent. Identity Manager executes this event like any other secondary event. For
example, consider an identity policy set that includes two identity policies: Policy A revokes membership in the
Provisioning Role A and Policy B makes users members of Provisioning Role B. If Identity Manager determines that a
user no longer satisfies Policy A, but now satisfies PolicyB, an AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent that contains two
actions (one for the remove action and one for the add action) is generated. The Add action is executed first and then
the Remove action is executed.

• View Submitted Tasks

NOTE
To view the status of the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent and the status for each of the individual
actions, use the View Submitted Tasks task to view event details. If one of the individual actions fails, the
status of the event is failed, which moves the task to a failed state.

• Workflow
You can associate a workflow process with the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent. In this case, an approver can
approve or reject the entire event, which approves or rejects each of the individual events.
To enable workflow for individual events within the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent, the following additional
configuration is required.
a. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Home, Environments, <env_name>, Advanced

Settings, Provisioning.
b. Under the Provisioning Properties section, select Enable Accumulation of Provisioning Role Membership

Events. Save the configuration and restart the environment for the changes to take effect.
c. You will now see the Approve Accumulated Provisioning Roles task in the View Admin Task screen of the

Identity Manager User Console.
d. Assign this admin task to the System Manager role.

a. Navigate to Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role and select System Manager.
b. In the Tasks tab, select Filter by category as Users and Add Task as Approve Accumulated Provisioning

Roles.
e. Navigate to Modify Admin Task, and search Modify User or any task required for the workflow configuration. In

this example, we use Modify User task.
f. Select the Modify User task. In the Events tab, select the Non-Policy Based value

as AccumulatedProvisioningRolesApproveProcess and click Ok.
g. Workflow is now configured. If you now modify a user and add Provisioning Roles into the Provisioning tab, the

System Manager role member gets a work Item for approval.
• Auditing

Identity Manager audits information about the AccumulatedProvisioningRolesEvent and each individual event.

Enable Nested Roles in an Environment

You can include a provisioning role within another provisioning role. The included role is named a nested role.

For example, you could create an Employee provisioning role. The Employee role would provide accounts needed by all
employees, such as email accounts. You include the Employee role in department-specific provisioning roles, such as a
Finance role and a Sales role. The department provisioning roles would provide accounts related only to that department.
This combination of roles provides the right accounts for each user.
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To enable Nested Roles in an environment

1. In the Management Console, select the environment.
2. Click Role and Task Settings, Import.
3. Select Nested Provisioning Roles Support.
4. Click Finish.
5. Restart the environment.

Include a Role in a Provisioning Role

To include a role in a Provisioning Role

1. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Provisioning Roles, Modify Provisioning Roles.
2. Complete the Provisioning Roles tab by clicking Add a Role and select a provisioning role.

For performance reasons, we recommend limiting role nesting to three levels. For example, you are including in the
current provisioning role (the first-level role) another role (the second-level role), which can contain a third-level role.
We recommend that the third-level role contains no role.

3. Complete the owner policy by modifying the owner rule.
The scope must be equal to or broader than the scope for the role you added.

4. Click Submit.

Attributes and Rule Strings in Account Templates
The attributes in account templates determine how attributes are defined in the account.

This page contains the following topics:

Capability and Initial Attributes

Account templates include two types of attributes:

• Capability attributes represent account information, such as storage size, quantity, frequency limits, or group
memberships. Provisioning Manager bolds the capability attributes on all account template screens to make identifying
capability attributes easy.

• Initial attributes represent all information that is initially set for an account, such as account name, password, and
account status and personal information such as name, address and telephone numbers.

Accounts are considered synchronized with their account templates when all the capability attributes are synchronized.
These are attributes that differ from endpoint type to endpoint type such as group memberships, privileges, quotas, login-
restrictions; they control what the user can do when logging into the account.

Synchronization does not update other account attributes. They are initialized from the account templates during account
creation and they can also be updated during propagation functions. The Provisioning Server provides two propagation
functions (an immediate update of accounts at the time the account template is changed and an update of accounts at the
time global user attributes change).

Finding Capability and Initial Attributes

To find out which attributes are defined as capabilities and which are initial, you need to generate the eTACapability.txt file.
Enter the following command from a Windows Command prompt:

PS_HOME\dumpptt.exe -c > eTACapability.txt

• PS_Home
Specifies C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server\bin
A version of the file is generated for all of the connectors that you have installed.
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Rule Strings in Account Templates

When you create an account template, you use rules strings to define the format of many account attributes. Rule strings
are variables for the actual value. Rules strings are useful when you want to generate attributes that change from one
account to another. When rules are evaluated, Identity Manager replaces the rule strings entered in the account templates
with data specified in the user object.

Note: Rule evaluation is not performed on accounts created during an exploration or on accounts created without
provisioning roles.

The following table lists the rule strings in Identity Manager:

Rule String Description

%AC% Account name

%D% Current date in the format dd/mm/yyyy (the date is a computed value that does not involve the global user information).
This rule string is equivalent to one of the following:
%$$DATE()%
%$$DATE%

%EXCHAB% Mailbox hide from exchange address book

%EXCHS% Mailbox home server name

%EXCMS% Mailbox store name

%GENUID% Numeric UNIX/POSIX user identifier. This rule variable is the same as %UID% as long as the global user UID value is set. However, if the
global user has no assigned UID value, and UID-generation is enabled (Global Properties on System Task), several actions occur. The next
available UID value is allocated, assigned to the global user, and used as the value of this rule variable.

%P% Password

%U% Global user name

%UA% Full address (generated from street, city, state, and postal code)

%UB% Building

%UC% City

%UCOMP% Company name

%UCOUNTRY% Country

%UCUxx% or %UCUxxx% Custom field (xx or xxx represents the two-digit or three-digit field ID as specified on the Custom User Fields tab in the System Task frame)

%uecu01% to %uecu10% Encrypted custom fields to store sensitive and encrypted custom attributes.

%UD% Description

%UDEPT% Department

%UE% Email address

%UEP% Primary email address

%UES% Secondary email addresses

%UF% First name

%UFAX% Facsimile number

%UHP% Home page

%UI% Initials

%UID% Numeric UNIX/POSIX User Identifier

%UL% Last name
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%ULOC% Location

%UMI% Middle initial

%UMN% Middle name

%UMP% Mobile telephone number

%UN% Full name

%UO% Office name

%UP% Telephone number

%UPAGE% Pager number

%UPC% Postal code, ZIP Code

%UPE% Telephone number extension

%US% State

%USA% Street address

%UT% Job title

%XD% Generates the current timestamp in XML dateTimeValue format, a fixed-length string format.
In a dateValue or timeValue attribute, you can write an (:offset,length) substring expression to extract the date or time parts of the
dateTimeValue. For example, %XD:1,10% yields YYYY-MM-DD; and %XD:12,8% yields HH:MM:SS

Values for Attributes

To use a specific, constant value for an account attribute, enter the value in the account template field instead of in a rule
string. For example, you can enter values for specifying frequency limits or quantity size.

If the constant attribute value must contain more than one percent sign, enter two percent signs (%%) each time. Identity
Manager translates them to one percent sign (%) when building the account attribute value. If the account template value
contains only one percent sign, Identity Managerdoes not generate an error. The rule states that if you want a literal value
of 25%, you must specify 25%%. However, as a special case, 25% will be accepted.

Advanced Rule Expressions
To provide greater flexibility than simple global user attribute substitution, you can enter advanced rule expressions,
including the following:

• Substrings of rule expressions using Offset and Length
• Combinations of rule strings and values
• Rule expressions to set multiple values for multivalued account attributes
• Rule variables for other global user attributes
• Invocation of Built-in functions
• Invocation of customer-written Program Exit functions

Combining Rule Strings and Values

You can combine rule strings and constant values into an account template attribute value. For example, if there were no
%UI% rule string, you could obtain the same effect by concatenating multiple rule expressions as follows:

%UF:,1%%UMI:,1%%UL:,1%

The %UA% rule string is equivalent to the following:

%USA%, %UC%, %US%, %UPC%
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You can also combine a rule string with a constant value to create a UNIX home endpoint attribute as follows:

/u/home/%AC%

Rule Substrings

The following is the syntax for creating a substring value of a rule variable:

%var[:offset,length]%

• var
Represents the name of the predefined rule variable as defined in the table shown previously.

• offset
(Optional) Defines the starting offset of the substring suffix. The number 1 represents the first character.

• length
(Optional) Defines the ending offset of the substring suffix. A length value of asterisk (*) indicates to the end of the
value.

For example, to set an account attribute to the first 4 characters of a global user's Building attribute, use the following to
define the variable:

%UB:1,4%

If the Building attribute is empty or has fewer than four characters, the resulting account attribute value will have fewer
than four characters.

Multivalued Rule Expressions

Most rule expressions are single-valued. They start from one user attribute value (possibly empty) and result in one
account attribute value (also possibly empty). However, sometimes you want to consider an empty user attribute as 0
values. Sometimes you may want to generate multiple values to populate a multivalued account attribute value.

The following rule syntax lets you work with zero or more values that a user attribute may contain:

%*var%

The optional multivalued flag asterisk (*) immediately after the first percent sign % of a rule expression indicates that the
result of this rule expression should be 0, 1 or more than 1 value depending on how many values the referenced user
attribute contains.

Most user attribute values are single-valued, so they may only contain 0 or 1 values. However, the custom attributes
(CustomField01 through CustomField99) are multivalued attributes, so a rule variable referencing these attributes may
contain 0, 1, or more than 1 value.

If a user attribute has more than 1 value, but you fail to include the asterisk (*) in your rule expression, then the result of
the rule evaluation will be that of the first value. However, in most cases attribute values are officially unordered and as a
result the value that Identity Manager considers first may not be predictable.

If a user attribute has more than one value, and you include the * in your rule expression, multiple values are generated
for the account attribute. Do not define such a multivalued rule expression in an account template if the account attribute
being set from that account template attribute is not itself multivalued.

You can define an extended account attribute in the ADS endpoint type to be multivalued; and use this multivalued rule
expression syntax to set that attribute. For example, consider an environment that defines an extended ADS account
attribute named patents and custom user attribute number three also named patents.

An ADS account template could define, for the patents attribute, the rule string %*UCU03%. Then, you could change
a user's patents attribute by adding one or more values. When applying the changes to the user, select the option of
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updating the user's accounts. This consults the account's account template, finds the rule variable %*UCU03%, and
knows to copy all of the user's patents to the account's patents attribute.

Similarly, during account creation, rule strings are evaluated. Furthermore, during account template change, if the rule
string has been changed, you can choose to recompute the rule for all accounts associated to the account template.

The %*var% syntax is also meaningful for variables var that refer to single-valued user attributes. This is true only when
concatenation is involved and if the referenced attributes are unset on users.

The optional multivalued flag asterisk (*) indicates that the rule containing a %*var% rule variable evaluates to no value if
the user attribute has no values. This is different from the single-valued rule expression %var%, which always evaluates to
a single value, even if it is an empty string.

To understand this difference, consider the following rule strings:

(310)%UP%

 (310)%*UP%

Both rule strings appear to append area code 310 to the telephone number. However, they are different because if users
have no value for their telephone number, the first rule evaluates to the account value of (310). The second rule string
generates no value and leaves the account attribute unset.

On the other hand, consider the following rule strings that appear to append the telephone extension to the telephone
number:

%UP% %UPE%

%UP% %*UPE%

If everyone has a telephone number, but some do not have extensions, the first rule string generates a value that includes
the phone number for each user with no extension. The second rule string generates no values. In this case, use the first
rule with %UPE%.

Explicit Global User Attribute Rules

Each user has many more attributes than are listed in the previous rule table. You will probably have no need to create
rule expressions referencing any of these other attributes. However, should the need arise, you can use the following
syntax to refer to a specific user attribute:

%#ldap-attribute%

For instance, if you must determine the value of the user's Suspended field, you would determine the corresponding
LDAP attribute name for this field (which is eTSuspended) and create the rule expression that evaluates to 0 or 1, like
eTSuspended:

%#eTSuspended%

As another example, you can obtain the user's assigned provisioning roles with the following rule expression:

%*#eTRoleDN%

These provisioning roles are full LDAP distinguished name values. Perhaps in conjunction with the built-in function
RDNVALUE (see the table that follows), the values would be a little more useful. Note the multi-value indicator asterisk (*)
so as to obtain all of the user's assigned provisioning roles as multiple values.

The substring syntax is also applicable to these rule expressions, so you could use %#eTTelephone:6,*% to mean the
same thing as %UP:6,*. Each asks Identity Manager to strip off the first five characters of the user's telephone field.
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Built-in Rule Functions

You may use built-in rule functions in your rule expressions to perform various transformations on the values.

The general form of a built-in rule function invocation is

%[*]$$function(arg[,...])[:offset,length]%

where the multivalued indicator asterisk (*), offset, and length substring specifications are optional.

The recognized built-in functions are as follows:

Built-in Rule Function Description
ALLOF Merges all the parameters into a multivalued attribute. Order is preserved and duplicates are removed. For example, if user

attributes are set to the following:
eTCustomField01: { A, B }
eTCustomField02: { A, C }
Then, the rule:
%*$$ALLOF(%*UCU01%,%*UCU02%)%
evaluates to three values { A, B, C }.

DATE Returns the current date in the dd/mm/yyyy format. The rule expression %D% is equivalent to one of the following:
%$$DATE()%
%$$DATE%

FIRSTOF Returns the first single value of any of the parameters. Used to insert a default value if an attribute is not set:
%$$FIRSTOF(%UCU01%,'unknown')%
%$$FIRSTOF(%LN%,%UCU01%,%U%)%
If values are of the set, the result is no values. To enter a constant string in an argument, enclose it in single quotes.

INDEX Returns one value of a multivalued attribute. Index 1 is the first value. If the index is greater than the number of values, the
result is the unset (empty) value. The following rules are equivalent to the following:
%$$INDEX(%*UCU01%,1)%
%$$FIRSTOF(%*UCU01%)%

NOTEMPTY Returns the single value of its one argument, but reports a failure if this attribute value is not set.
Example 1:
Fail the account creation or update if the user does not have an assigned UID attribute:
%$$NOTEMPTY(%UID%)%
Example 2:
Use the first name, unless it is not set, in which case use the last name. If neither is set, fail the account creation or update.
%$$NOTEMPTY(
%$$FIRSTOF(
%UF%,
%UL%
)%
)%

PRIMARYEMAIL Returns the primary email address extracted from the multiple email addresses. The expression %UE% is equivalent to the
following:
%$$PRIMARYEMAIL(%UEP%)%

RDNVALUE Treats the attribute value as an LDAP distinguished name and extracts the common name of the object from that DN:
%*$$RDNVALUE(%#eTRoleDN%)%
This returns the common names of all assigned provisioning roles. If the user belongs to two provisioning roles with the
same common name, that role name is listed once.
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REPLACEFIRST [Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]
Returns a new string by replacing the first occurrence of the matching substring with the replacement string.
Format: %$$REPLACEFIRST(Rule String, Matching Substring, Replacement String)%
This rule function supports single-valued and multi-valued arguments.
Example of a single-valued argument:
eTCustomField01: {Java says hello to Java users.}
%$$REPLACEFIRST(%ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to Java users.}
Example of a multi-valued argument:
eTCustomField01: {Java says hello to Java users., Learn Java and create Java programs.}
%*$$REPLACEFIRST(%*ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to Java users., Learn JAVA and create
Java programs.}

REPLACEALL [Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]
Returns a new string by replacing all occurrences of the matching substring with the replacement string.
Format: %$$REPLACEALL(Rule String, Matching Substring, Replacement String)%
This rule function supports single-valued and multi-valued arguments.
Example of a single-valued argument:
eTCustomField01: {Java says hello to Java users.}
%$$REPLACEALL(%ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to JAVA users.}
Example of a multi-valued argument:
eTCustomField01: {Java says hello to Java users., Learn Java and create Java programs.}
%*$$REPLACEALL(%*ucu01%, Java, JAVA)% evaluates to {JAVA says hello to JAVA users., Learn JAVA and create
JAVA programs.}

TOLOWER Converts uppercase text to lowercase:
%$$TOLOWER(%AC%)%

TOUPPER Converts lowercase text to uppercase:
%$$TOUPPER(%U%)%

TRIM Removes leading and trailing blank characters from an attribute value.
For example, “%UF %UL%” would generally create a value with a first and last name separated by a blank character.
However, if the user had an empty first name attribute, this rule would generate a value ending with a trailing blank.
However, using
“%$$TRIM(%UF% %UL%)%
ensures that no leading or trailing blank exists in the account attribute value even if one or the other of First Name and Last
Name was unset.

Provisioning Role Performance
When using Identity Manager with a Provisioning Server, there are some provisioning performance enhancements you
may want to consider.

Enable the JIAM Cache

To enable the JIAM Cache

1. Access the environment settings through the Management Console. Click Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
2. Configure the User Defined Property for the JIAM Cache.

– Property -- JIAMCache
– Value -- true

3. Click Add.
4. Click Save.

The User Defined Property is saved.
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Define the JIAM Cache TTL (Time-to-live)

The JIAM Cache stores information for a specified period of time before the data expires. This period of time is referred to
as time-to-live (TTL). You set the JIAM Cache TTL value (in seconds) to define how long data remains in the cache.

To gain the maximum benefit from locally cached data, you balance performance gains against timely data. We
recommend a minimum TTL value of 1 day with a maximum value of 7 days. See the following table for time-to-live values
to use:

Desired Lifetime TTL Settings (secs)

24 hours (1 day) 86,400

72 hours (3 days) 259,200

120 hours (5 days) 432,000

168 hours (7 days) 604,800

To define the JIAM Cache TTL

1. Access the Environment through the Management Console. Click Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
2. Configure the User Defined Property for the JIAM Cache TTL.

– Property -- JIAMCacheTTL
– Value -- number of seconds that data remains in the JIAM Cache

Default: 300
3. Click Add.
4. Click Save.

The User Defined Property is saved.

Session Pooling

To improve performance, Identity Manager can pre-allocate a number of sessions to be pooled for use when
communicating with the Provisioning Server.

For more information on Session Pooling, see the Management Console Online Help.

Provisioning Tasks for Existing Environments
If you import custom roles definitions and want to enable provisioning on an environment, you must also import the
Provisioning Only role definitions in the Management Console. These role definitions can be found in this folder:

iam_im.ear\management_console.war\WEB-INF\Template\environment

NOTE
For more information on importing role definitions, see the Configuration Guide.

Improving Provisioning Role Search Performance
Identity Manager can help improve searches for provisioning roles when you have thousands of such roles on your
system. Suppose you have 10,000 or more provisioning roles, and you want the Provisioning Roles tab to render
quickly, and you want the search to quickly return results, then you apply both these options.

Improving the Provisioning Roles Tab Rendering Time

Normally, Identity Manager checks to see if the logged in Administrator can manage all the user’s membership and
administration roles. The Delay administrator security check until task submission option in the Configure
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Provisioning Roles screen allows you to avoid this security check when the tab renders.  This option also determines
whether to display all the roles a user has in the Provisioning Roles tab.

Specifically, selecting this option means Identity Manager skips the security check for the Can Manage Members or Can
Manage Admins options, even if they are selected. Identity Manager does NOT check either the roles available to the
user, or the roles that the currently-logged in Administrator can manage when rendering the Provisioning Roles tab.
However, when submitting the task, all security checks run as usual.

NOTE

The Delay administrator security check until task submission option does not apply to searches. For
example, when you search with a role filter, this option does not apply.

Use This Option with the Default Provisioning All Search Option

For environments with upwards of 10,000 provisioning roles, using both this option and the Default Provisioning All
Search option when searching for provisioning roles helps improve real-time search times.

NOTE

The Default Provisioning All Search has been optimized for very fast role searches for environments with
upwards of 10,000 provisioning roles. This optimization happens regardless if the Delay administrator security
check until task submission property is selected. This option is not part of the actual search; it delays the
security checks normally made when rendering the Provisioning Roles tab.

The Default Provisioning All Search option provides all the roles applicable to the subject user regardless of the
administrator (that is, the logged in user).

To enable the “ Delay administrator security check until task submission” option, complete the following steps:

1. Log into the User Console as a user with privileges to modify the Provisioning Roles tab.
2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.  

The Select Admin Task screen opens.
3. Search for and select the task that includes the Provisioning Roles tab.  

The Modify Admin Task screen for the task you selected opens.
4. Select the Tabs tab, and then select the Edit icon next to the Provisioning Roles tab.

The Configure Provisioning Roles screen opens.
5. Select the Delay administrator security check until task submission option, and then select Save.

Managed Services
 

Making Services Available to Users
Services simplify entitlement management. A Service bundles together all the entitlements a user needs for a given
business role. Services are available to the user through Access Request tasks in the User Console. Access Request
tasks enable a user or administrator to request, assign, revoke and renew a Service through the user interface.

Services allow a system administrator to combine user activities and information - tasks, roles, groups, and attributes -
into a single package, which are managed as a set. For example, all new Sales employees need access to a defined set
of tasks, accounts on specific endpoint systems, and specific information added to their user account profiles. A system
administrator creates a service named Sales Administration, containing all the required tasks, roles, groups, and profile
attribute information for a new Sales employee. When an administrator assigns the Sales Administration service to a user,
that user receives the entire set of roles, tasks, groups and account attributes that are defined by the service.

Another way users can access services is to request access themselves. In the User Console, each user has a list
of services available for their request. This list is populated with services marked as "Self Subscribing" by a system
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administrator with the appropriate privileges, typically during service creation. From the list of available services, users
can request access to the services they need. When the user requests access to a service, the request is fulfilled
automatically. The associated tasks, roles, groups and attributes are assigned to the user immediately. A CA Identity
Manager administrator with the appropriate privileges can also configure service fulfillment to require workflow approval,
or to generate email notifications.

The following diagram shows the information to understand, and the steps to perform, to make services available to users.

You can make services available to users using the following methods:

1. Allow users to request access themselves.
In the CA Identity Manager User Console, when the user clicks My Access, then Request & View Access, the
user sees a list of services available for their request. The services that appear in this list are those marked "Self
Subscribing" by a CA Identity Manager administrator with the appropriate privileges, typically during service creation.
When the user requests access, the system assigns the service to the user. The user receives all applications, roles,
groups and attributes associated with the service. If the service includes a Launch Role for an application, an icon and
a link to the application appear in the User Console Home page.

2. Assign a Service Directly to a User.
3. If you assign a service directly to a user, Confirm the Service Assignment.
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Assign a Service Directly to a User
You can assign a service directly to an individual user. This user becomes a member of the service.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Services, Request & View Access.
A list of services you can administer appears.

2. Select the service that you want to assign to a user and click Select.
A list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

3. Click Request Access.
4. Search for a user to whom you want to assign the service.

To display a list of all users for whom you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

5. Select a user and click Select.
An updated list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

6. Click Save Changes.
The user receives the specified service. The user receives all applications, roles, groups, and attributes you included
in the service.

Confirm Service Assignment

Once you have assigned a service to a user, confirm that all tasks associated with the service completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Services, View Service Access Request History.
A search screen appears.

2. Search for the service you assigned to a user.
To display a list of all services over which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.
A list of services you can administer appears.

3. Select the service that you assigned, and click Select.
A history of actions that is associated with the service appears.

4. Click Last Changed to see the most recent actions first.
5. Confirm that the user in question received the service successfully.
6. Click Close.

Modifying a Service
As a system administrator, you can modify a service that you previously created. For example, you can change the
entitlements the service grants to service members by adding a role to the service. You can also adjust admin and owner
rules for the service, service prerequisites, and other administrative details.

If CA Identity Manager has fulfilled a service for a given user, any changes that are made to the service do not propagate
to that user. If you decide to modify a service, users who received the service before you changed it have the original
entitlements. Users who receive the service after you change it have the entitlements that the modified service grants. For
example, consider the following scenario:

As a system administrator, you create a Sales Manager service that grants the Sales Manager role and the Sales group
to service members. Users request the Sales Manager service, and CA Identity Manager fulfills the service by granting
the appropriate role and group to the users. You decide to modify the Sales Manager service to include the Employee
Manager role. Existing members of the service do not then receive the Employee Manager role. Only new members of the
Sales Manager service receive the Employee Manager role, in addition to the Sales Manager role and the Sales group.
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Thus, consider modifying a service only if the service has no members. That is, modify a service only if no user has
requested and received the service, and no administrator has assigned the service to a user.

You can modify administrative information, admin and owner rules, service prerequisites, and entitlements - tasks, roles,
groups, and attributes - for the service.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to a CA Identity Manager account that has service management privileges.
For example, the first user of an environment has the System Manager role, which has the Modify Service task.

2. From the navigation menu, select Tasks, Services.
3. Click Manage Services, then Modify Service.

A search screen appears.
4. Search for a service you want to modify.

To display a list of all services for which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

5. Select a service and click Select.
A confirmation message appears.

6. Click Yes.
7. Click Submit.

CA Identity Manager applies your changes to the service.

Adding a Search to Request and View Access
The Request and View Access task displays a list of services; however, no field exists to search for more services. To add
a search field:  

1. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for Request and View Access.
3. Select the task in the Service category.
4. Click Tabs.
5. Under tab, click the edit icon to the left of Manage Access.
6. Click Browse on the List Screen line.
7. Configure the option that applies to add the correct search.
8. Select the required Screen and click on Edit button to edit the screen.
9. In Configure Standard List Screen, navigate to ‘Select the fields that a user can search on:’ section.
10. Select the search fields and configure search field names.
11. Click OK to save the changes.

Information about the Service Request, such as the Service Request Duration and User Data, appears in the Service
Request approval workflow item. Also, this information is emailed if you assign the AddServiceToUserEvent policy-based
workflow to the Request and View Access task.

Deleting a Service
As a system administrator, you can delete a service. A deleted service is removed entirely from the system.

If users are assigned to a service, you cannot delete the service. Before you delete a service, first check for and remove
all assigned users, or members.

NOTE
Similarly, if a user is a member of a service, you cannot delete the user. First, remove the user as a member of
the service, then delete the user.
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The following topics show the information to understand, and the steps you to perform, to delete a service.

Verifying and Removing Service Members

Before you delete a service, first check for and remove existing members.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to a Identity Manager account that has service management privileges.
For example, the first user of an environment has the System Manager role, which has the Modify Service task.

2. Select Tasks, Services, Request & View Access.
A list of services you can administer appears.

3. Select the service that you want to delete and click Select.
A list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

4. If the service has members, clear the check boxes next to all users.
5. Click Save Changes.

A confirmation message appears.
6. Click Yes.

Identity Managerremoves the members from the service.

How to Delete a Service

You can delete a service that has no service members.

To delete a service:

1. Log in to Identity Manager with an account that has service management privileges.
For example, the first user of an environment has the System Manager role, which has the Delete Service task.

2. Navigate to Services from the left pane or by selecting Tasks..
3. Click Manage Services, Delete Service.

A search screen appears.
4. Search for the service you want to delete.

To display a list of all services for which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

5. Select the service and click Select.
A confirmation message appears.

6. Click Yes to delete the service.

 

Renewing Access to a Service
Some services expire after a certain period of time. Administrators can renew a service for users to prevent an interruption
in their access.

You can renew a service using one of the following methods:

• Select the service, then select the user access to renew
• Select the user, then select the service to renew

Note: Depending on how an environment is configured, end users can also renew their access by using the Renew
Access task.

The following procedure describes how to renew access by selecting the service first. If you want to select the user first,
use the User Access Requests, Manage User Renew Requests task in the Users category.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click Services, Renew Access in the User Console.
2. Search for and select the service that you want to renew.

The User Console displays a list of users who currently have access to the service you selected, and the date their
access expires.

3. Select the duration for the renewal in the Access Request column, then click OK.
The options in the Duration field are determined when the service is created.

4. Click Save Changes.

You can view the status of the service renewal by using the View Access Request History in the User Console.

Synchronization
You configure synchronization in Identity Manager to make sure that the users for the Identity Manager user store and
provisioning directory have matching data. To handle changes from either directory or user store, you configure inbound
and outbound synchronization. 

Inbound Synchronization
Inbound synchronization keeps Identity Manager users up-to-date with changes that occur in the Provisioning Directory.
Changes in the Provisioning Directory occur when Provisioning Server performs provisioning actions on an endpoint, and
stores the corresponding notifications in the Provisioning Directory.

Given is the pictorial representation and description on how Inbound Synchronization works.
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Figure 34: Inbound Synchronization Workflow

How Inbound Synchronization Works:

1. The Provisioning Server performs provisioning actions on endpoints (Example: Create an account) and stores the
inbound notifications in the Provisioning Directory.

2. Provisioning Server pushes the inbound notifications to the Identity Manager.
3. Identity Manager processes the inbound notifications and acknowledges the Provisioning Server.
4. On receiving an acknowledgment, the Provisioning Server deletes the processed notifications from the Provisioning

Directory

NOTE
For more information, see Configure Inbound Notifications

Failover for Inbound Synchronization
An administrator configures multiple application server URLs in the Provisioning Manager to handle failover. When the
primary application server is unreachable due to a configuration error such as unknown environment or environment not
started, the Provisioning Server blocks the delivery of notifications to this server. In such a case, the Provisioning Server
failovers to the next alternate application server URL from the URL list. If none of the application servers are reachable,
the Provisioning Server blocks the notifications in the notified database.

These problems must be resolved before inbound notifications functions properly.
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For information on how to configure failover for Inbound Synchronization, see Configure Synchronization in the
Provisioning Manager.

Outbound Synchronization
Outbound synchronization involves using Identity Manager to create and update users in the provisioning directory.

This page contains the following topics:

Create Provisioning Directory Users

User creation in the provisioning directory occurs only for provisioning related events, such as assigning a provisioning
role to a user. A user is created in the provisioning directory only when you use an admin task that assigns a role to create
the user.

NOTE
 A Provisioning Directory user is also called a global user. A global user is the single user that connects endpoint
accounts.

NOTE
When user creation in Identity Manager triggers user creation in the provisioning directory, Identity
Manager sends an email with a temporary password to the new user’s email address as it is defined in the
provisioning directory. The user can log in to the User Console with that password, however, the user must
then change the password. As a result, the password is synchronized between the user store and provisioning
directory.

If the user has no email address, the user cannot access the User Console until changing the password in the user store.

NOTE
To email a temporary password, email notifications must be enabled for the Environment, and the
CreateProvisioningUserNotificationEvent must be configured for email notification. (See the Configuration
Guide.)

Update Global Users using Identity Manager 

Updates to users in the provisioning directory occur when you use an admin task that modifies users. If no global user
exists, no synchronization occurs.

Outbound mappings match the Identity Manager user events to an outbound event that affects the provisioning directory.

If a user exists in the provisioning directory but not in Identity Manager, you can create that user in the User Console. If
you have mapped attributes for the create task and the users have the same user ID, the attributes for the provisioning
user are updated in the provisioning directory. Now you can manage that user from the User Console.

Delete Global Users using Identity Manager 

By default, outbound synchronization is configured for the Delete User event. When you delete a user in Identity Manager,
the user is also deleted in the provisioning directory and all endpoint accounts.

If Identity Manager cannot delete a user’s account in a managed endpoint, it deletes the user from the remaining
accounts, but does not delete the user from the provisioning directory.

For example, suppose User A has a UNIX account and an Exchange account, which are managed in the Provisioning
Server. When user A is deleted in Identity Manager, the Provisioning Server attempts to delete the user’s accounts. If the
Provisioning Server cannot delete the Exchange account due to a communication error, it deletes user A’s UNIX account,
but does not delete the user from the provisioning directory. However, User A is not restored in the user store.
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Synchronize Users in Create or Modify User Tasks
On the profile tab of a task that creates or modifies users, synchronization controls ensure that changes to the Identity
Manager are also made to the global user. If you create admin tasks that create or modify users and you have Identity
Policies, set the synchronization controls as follows:

• Set User Synchronization to On Task Completion.
• Set Account Synchronization to On Task Completion.

NOTE
For best performance, select the On Task Completion option. However, if you select the On Task Completion
option for a task that includes multiple events, Identity Manager does not synchronize until all of the events
in the task complete. If one or more of those events require workflow approval, this may take several days.
To prevent Identity Manager from waiting to apply identity policies or synchronize accounts until all events
complete, select the On Every Event option.

If you add attributes to admin tasks that manage users, you need to update the Attribute Mappings in the Provisioning
screen in the Management Console. For each user attribute in Identity Manager, a default provisioning attribute exists.

Synchronization Tasks
You can perform the following types of synchronization:

• User Synchronization
Ensures that each user has the necessary accounts on the appropriate managed endpoints, and that each account is
assigned to the appropriate account templates as called out by the user's provisioning roles.

• Account Synchronization
Ensures that the capability attribute values on accounts are the appropriate values as indicated by the account's
assigned account templates. Account synchronization can be strong or weak. Weak synchronization ensures
that accounts capability attributes have at least the minimum capability required by its account templates. Strong
synchronization ensures that account capability attributes have the exact capability required by its account
templates. Account synchronization is strong if the account belongs to at least one account template whose Strong
Synchronization check box is selected.

No corresponding Strong Synchronization check box governs User Synchronization, but a similar concept exists. When
you issue the Synchronize User with Roles menu item on a user, you are presented with two synchronization options:

• Add missing accounts and account template assignments.
• Delete extra accounts and account template assignments.
• By selecting only the Add check box, which is similar to Weak Account Synchronization, you want global users to

have at a minimum all accounts required by their assigned provisioning roles, but you allow users to have additional
accounts not prescribed by current provisioning roles.

Select both the Add and Delete check boxes, which is similar to Strong Account Synchronization, to have the provisioning
roles define exactly which accounts the user should have. Any additional accounts are deleted.

Choose Weak/Strong Account Synchronization or Weak/Strong User Synchronization based on how precisely
provisioning roles are defined. If your users fit into clearly-defined provisioning roles where account access is tied to those
roles, you would use Strong Synchronization.

Note: Some endpoint types set strong synchronization as the default. For more information, see the Connectors wiki.

User synchronization and account synchronization are separate tasks that you must perform individually. Typically,
you perform user synchronization first to ensure that all necessary accounts are created, then perform account
synchronization later so the Provisioning Server assigns or changes the values of the account attributes.

The Provisioning Server provides two sets of synchronization menu options for objects:
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• Check synchronization menu options verify the synchronization and return a list of the accounts that do not comply
with the provisioning roles or account templates.

• Synchronize menu options synchronize global users with their provisioning roles or accounts with their account
templates.

If you perform the check synchronization functions first, the Provisioning Server tells you what corrections the synchronize
functions will perform. If the check synchronization functions find no problem, the synchronize functions do not run.

Why Users Become Out of Sync
The following are some reasons why users become out of sync with their provisioning roles or account templates:

• Earlier attempts to create the necessary accounts failed due to hardware or software problems in your network,
thereby causing missing accounts.

• Provisioning roles and account templates may have changed, thereby creating extra or missing accounts.
• Accounts were assigned to account templates after they were created, so accounts exist that have not been

synchronized with their account templates.
• The creation of a new account is delayed because the account was specified to be created later.
• A new endpoint was acquired. During exploration and correlation, the Provisioning Server does not assign provisioning

roles to the users automatically, so you must update the role to indicate which users should have accounts on the new
endpoint. Any account that was correlated to a user is listed as an extra account when the user is synchronized.

• An existing account was assigned to a user by copying the account to the user, thereby performing a manual
correlation and establishing an extra account.

• An account was created for a user other than by assigning the user to a role. For example, if you copy a user to an
account template that is not in any of the user's provisioning roles, the account is listed as an extra account or as an
account with an extra account template. If you copy the user to an endpoint to create an account using the endpoint's
default account template, that account could be an extra account.

User Synchronization
User synchronization creates, updates, or deletes accounts so they comply with the provisioning role assigned to a user.
So if administrators add or delete accounts on your managed endpoint by using native tools, and you have not performed
a recent re-exploration of your endpoint to update the provisioning directory, User Synchronization may indicate no
problems exists when actually a user may have extra or missing accounts.

This page has the following topics;

User with Roles Synchronization

You can check synchronization on users to list extra accounts or account templates and accounts that are missing. When
you request to synchronize user with roles, the Provisioning Server ensures that the user has all the accounts required by
the person's provisioning roles and ensures each account belongs to the correct account templates.

• With this task, you can select a checkbox to create the account on the endpoint. If more than one account template
in the user's provisioning roles prescribes the same account, the account is created by merging all relevant account
templates.

• During user with roles synchronization, you have the option to delete extra accounts. You may determine that your
users have legitimate reasons for having accounts other than those required by their provisioning roles. If that is the
case, you should not select this delete option.
If an account being deleted resides in a managed endpoint for which account deletions have been disabled, the
account is not actually deleted.
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Create Accounts

Because provisioning roles contain account templates, and account templates are associated to endpoints, a user should
have accounts listed on each endpoint with the correct account attributes.

With this task, you can select a checkbox to create the account on the endpoint. If more than one account template in the
user's provisioning roles prescribes the same account, the account is created by merging all relevant account templates.

This account is assigned to those account templates, which are currently not synchronized with the account. Account
synchronization is not necessary on newly created accounts.

 

Delete Accounts

During user with roles synchronization, you have the option to delete extra accounts. You may determine that your users
have legitimate reasons for having accounts other than those required by their provisioning roles. If that is the case, you
should not select this delete option.

If an account being deleted resides in a managed endpoint for which account deletions have been disabled, the account is
not actually deleted.

Add Account Templates to Accounts

If an account is missing one or more account template assignments, user with account templates synchronization assigns
an existing account to those Account Templates. When an account is assigned to one or more new Account Templates,
account synchronization is run automatically to update the capability attributes of the account to capabilities specified by
the Account Templates.

After account update from user with account templates synchronization, the account may or may not be in sync with
its Account Templates. If one of the Account Templates added was a strong synchronization account template or if
two or more Account Templates were added to an account, user with roles synchronization will start a full account
synchronization on the account. However, if only one weak synchronization account template was added, user
synchronization with account templates synchronization starts an account synchronization involving only this one account
template. If the account was previously out of account synchronization with its other Account Templates before this
update, it could still be out of account synchronization afterwards.

Removing Account Templates from Accounts

User with roles synchronization can also be used to remove extra account templates from an account. This is only done if
you select the delete option. When user synchronization determines that an account needs to be updated to remove one
or more extra account templates, account synchronization is run automatically on the account to synchronize its capability
attributes with the account templates remaining on the account.

This account synchronization that occurs when removing account templates from an account will use strong
synchronization if any of the remaining account templates is marked for strong synchronization and weak synchronization
if all of the remaining account templates are marked for weak synchronization.

Whether weak or strong synchronization is used affects whether account capabilities granted earlier when an account
template was assigned to an account are taken away when that that account template is later removed. With strong
synchronization, a capability granted by an account template, such as a group membership or higher quota, will be taken
away (group membership removed or quota lowered) if none of the account templates remaining on the account prescribe
that capability. However, with weak synchronization, typically the account is unchanged because the Provisioning Server
does not distinguish between on-demand extra capabilities and capabilities granted through account templates.

The exception to this rule is for certain multivalued capability attributes designated as SyncRemoveValues attributes. A
simple multivalued attribute representing a collection of values assigned to the account (a group membership list, say),
will typically be listed as a SyncRemoveValues attribute. For these attributes, the weak synchronization action that occurs
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while removing an account template from an account will remove values prescribed by the account template that is being
removed - as long as that value is not also prescribed by one of the remaining account templates.

For example, if you create your account templates where each account template assigns a unique group membership to
your account, this SyncRemoveValues feature will mean that when you change a global user's provisioning roles so as to
no longer require a particular account template, the account will be updated to no longer belong to the group prescribed
by that account template. You will note that this is not exactly the same as strong synchronization, as group memberships
given to accounts beyond what is prescribed to account templates are retained.

For all single-valued attributes and certain multivalued attributes which are not designated as SyncRemoveValues
attributes, the weak synchronization action while removing an account template from an account is the same as a normal
weak synchronization action - capabilities are never removed.

If you want the capabilities never to be removed by weak synchronization, disable the SyncRemoveValues feature by
setting the domain configuration parameter Synchronize/Remove Account Template Values from Accounts to No.

Account Template Synchronization
Changes that you make to account templates affect existing accounts as follows:

• If you change the value of a capability attribute, the corresponding account attribute is updated, if necessary, to be in
synchronization with the account template attribute value. See the description of weak and strong synchronization.

• Certain account attributes are designated by the connector as not being updated on account template changes.
Examples are certain attributes that the endpoint type only allows to be set during account creation, and the Password
attribute.

This page contains the following topics:

Which Attributes are Updated

When you change capability attributes in an account template, the corresponding attribute on the accounts change. This
change has an impact on the attributes for the account. The impact is based on the following factors:

• Whether the account template is defined to use weak or strong synchronization.
• Whether the account belongs to multiple account templates.

Weak Synchronization

Weak synchronization ensures that users have the minimum capability attributes for their accounts. Weak synchronization
is the default in most endpoint types. If you update a template that uses weak synchronization, Identity Manager updates
capability attributes as follows:

• If a number field is updated in an account template and the new number is greater than the number in the account,
Identity Manager changes the value in the account to match the new number.

• If a check box was not selected in an account template and you subsequently select it, Identity Manager updates the
check box on any account where the check box is not selected.

• If a list is changed in an account template, Identity Manager updates all accounts to include any value from the new list
that was not included in the account's list of values.

If an account belongs to other account templates (whether those templates use weak or strong synchronization), Identity
Manager consults only the template that is changing. This action is more efficient than checking every account template.
Because weak synchronization only adds capabilities to accounts, it generally is not necessary to consult those other
account templates.

NOTE
When propagating from a weak synchronization account template, changes that would remove or lower
capabilities could leave some accounts unsynchronized. Remember that with weak synchronization, capabilities
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are never removed or lowered. Without consulting other templates for an account, the propagation does not
consider if weak synchronization is sufficient.

In this situation, use Synchronize Users with Account Templates to synchronize the account with its account templates.

Strong Synchronization

Strong synchronization ensures that accounts have the exact account attributes that are specified in the account template.

For example, suppose that you add a group to an existing UNIX account template. Originally, the account template
made accounts members of the Staff group. Now, you want to make the accounts members of both the Staff and System
groups. All accounts that are associated with the account template are considered synchronized when each account is
a member of the Staff and System groups (and no other groups). Any account not in the Staff group is added to both
groups.

Some other factors to consider include the following situations:

• If the account template uses strong synchronization, any account belonging to groups, other than Staff and System,
are removed from those extra groups.

• If the account template uses weak synchronization, the accounts are added to the Staff and System groups. Any
account that has additional groups that are defined to it remains a member of these groups.

Note: Synchronize accounts with their templates regularly to ensure that the accounts stay synchronized with their
account templates.

Accounts with Multiple Templates

Synchronization also depends on whether the account belongs to more than one account template. If an account has only
one account template and that template uses strong synchronization, each attribute is updated to exactly match what the
account template attribute value evaluates to. The result is the same as if the attribute were an initial attribute.

An account may belong to multiple Account Templates, as would be the case if a user belonged to multiple provisioning
roles each of which prescribed some level of access on the same managed endpoint. When this happens, Identity
Manager combines those account templates into one effective account template that prescribes the superset of the
capabilities from the individual account templates. This account template is itself considered to use weak synchronization
if all its individual account templates are weak or strong synchronization if any of the individual account templates is
strong.

Note: Often you use only weak synchronization or only strong synchronization for the account templates controlling one
account, depending on whether your company's roles completely define the accesses your users need. If your users
do not fit into clear roles and you need the flexibility to grant additional capabilities to your user's accounts, use weak
synchronization. If you can define roles to exactly specify the accesses your users need, use strong synchronization.

The following example demonstrates how multiple account templates are combined into a single effective account
template. In this example, one account template is marked for weak synchronization and the other for strong
synchronization. Therefore, the effective account template created by combining the two account templates is treated as
a strong synchronization account template. The integer Quota attribute takes on the larger value from the two account
templates, and the multivalued Groups attribute takes on the union of values from the two polices.

Attributes Only for New Accounts

In an account template, certain attributes are only applied when creating the account. For example, the Password attribute
is a rule expression that defines the password for new accounts. This rule expression never updates the password of an
account. Changes to the password rule expression only affect accounts that are created after the rule expression was set.

Similarly, a template rule expression for a read-only account attribute affects only accounts that are created after the rule
expression was set. Changing it has no effect on existing accounts.
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Account Synchronization
Account synchronization updates capability attributes to ensure that the account has the capabilities specified by the
account templates.This synchronization does not affect the account's initial attributes.

To synchronize capability attribute changes in an account template with its accounts, use one of the synchronization menu
options discussed in this section.

This page contains the following topics:

Check Account Synchronization

You can check account synchronization for endpoints and users. This action returns a list of accounts that do not comply
with account templates. The following table describes what happens when you check the synchronization of accounts on
each object:

Object Synchronizes

Endpoint Account attributes for each account on an endpoint and ensures
they comply with associated account templates.

Global user Account attributes for each of a user's accounts and ensures they
comply with associated account templates.

 

Synchronize Accounts

You can perform account synchronization on endpoints, users, and account templates. The following table lists the effect
of account synchronization on each object:

Object Synchronizes

Endpoint Each account on an endpoint with its associated account
templates.

Global user Each account of a global user with each account template
associated to it.

Workflow
A workflow controls an Identity Manager task with a workflow process. A workflow process includes one or more steps
that must be performed before Identity Manager can complete a task that is under workflow control. A job is a runtime
instance of a workflow process.

WorkPoint Designer is a service-based software from WorkPoint LLC, a subsidiary of Planet Group, Inc., that is integrated
with Identity Manager. WorkPoint Designer lets you manage workflow processes and workflow jobs.

A workflow process consists of one or more steps, called activities, that must be performed in order to accomplish some
business task, such as creating or modifying an employee user account. Typically, a workflow process includes one or
more manual activities which require an authorized user, or participant, to approve or reject the task.

A participant is a person who is authorized to perform a workflow activity. In Identity Manager, participants are also called
approvers, since they must approve or reject the task under the workflow control. A participant resolver is a rule or set of
criteria for determining who the participants are.

The individual manual activities in a workflow are called work items in Identity Manager.
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A work list is a workflow-generated list of approval tasks, or work items, that appears in the User Console of the
participant that is authorized to approve the task.

WorkPoint Process Diagram
Learn about a sample WorkPoint process.

Identity Manager tasks trigger Identity Manager events. For example, to create a user, an administrator selects a Create
User task. When this task is initiated, the event CreateUserEvent is triggered.

The following diagram is an example of a simple workflow process (the predefined process CreateUserApproveProcess)
as it appears in WorkPoint Designer. This process is invoked by a CreateUserEvent if the Create User task is
under workflow control.

The process includes a manual activity, Approve Create User, which corresponds to an Identity Manager workflow
approval task of the same name. The participant must approve or reject the approval task, typically by clicking a button in
the User Console, before the task under the workflow control can run to completion.

Figure 35: Simple Workflow CreateUserApproveProcess
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Workflow and Email Notification
When you initiate a task, Identity Manager submits the task for processing. When the task finishes, it displays an
acknowledgment message as follows:

Confirmation:  Task completed.

However, if the task is under the workflow control and it requires approval, the message is as follows:

Alert:  Task pending.

In addition to on-screen messages, Identity Manager can automatically generate email notifications when:

• An event or task requiring approval or rejection by a workflow approver is pending.
• An approver approves an event or task.
• An approver rejects an event or task.
• An event or task is completed.

WorkPoint Documentation
For general information about workflow concepts and for instructions about workflow processes, activities, and jobs in
WorkPoint Designer, see the WorkPoint documentation. To do so, open the following HTML page:

admin_tools\WorkPoint\docs\designer\default.htm

• admin_tools
Defines the installation directory of the Identity Manager administrative tools. The default installation directory is as
follows:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX:  /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

NOTE
Workpoint is a third-party product installed with Identity Manager. Identity Manager supports a subset of
functionality in WorkPoint. For example, Identity Manager does not support the WpConsole. However, the
WorkPoint documentation describes all functionality in the product. Portions of the Workpoint documentation do
not apply to Identity Manager users.

Workflow Control Methods
Identity Manager provides two methods of placing tasks under workflow control.

• Template Method
Identity Manager includes workflow process templates you can use to place tasks under workflow control. The
template method lets you use these templates to configure and manage workflow entirely from within the User
Console. Introduced in Identity Manager r12, these generic process templates can be configured to control most
Identity Manager tasks and events.
The template method enables the following new features:
– Both task-level and event-level workflow control
– Simplified participant resolver configuration for workflow approvers
– Work item delegation, which covers out-of-office scenarios by letting a user delegate another user to approve work

items
– Work item reassignment, which lets a running task be reassigned to another user for approval

• WorkPoint Method
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Identity Manager also includes a set of predefined workflow processes with default event mappings that correspond to
specific Identity Manager tasks. The WorkPoint method requires you to configure and customize these processes from
within WorkPoint Designer. These predefined processes are compatible with releases prior to Identity Manager r12.
The WorkPoint method also enables the following new features:
– Both task-level and event-level workflow control
– Work item delegation, which covers out-of-office scenarios by letting a user delegate another user to approve work

items
– Work item reassignment, which lets a running task be reassigned to another user for approval

NOTE
For greater flexibility and ease of use, CA recommends that you use the template method whenever possible.

Use Workflow Control - Template Method
Introduced in Identity Manager r12, the template method allows you to configure workflow process templates in the User
Console, without having to open WorkPoint Designer.

Template method advantages are:

• Multi-stage process templates can address most workflow needs without requiring customization within WorkPoint
Designer.

• Templates support both task-level and event-level workflow control.
• The same workflow process template can be configured for use with many different tasks while the process design

itself remains unchanged.
• Participant resolvers can be specified easily in the User Console.
• Work item delegation can be performed in the User Console.

Prerequisite Enable Workflow
You must have workflow enabled before you can use it to control Identity Manager tasks. By default, workflow is disabled.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select an Environment.
2. Go to Advanced Settings, Workflow.
3. Select the Enabled check box, and click Save.

NOTE
The Event Mappings on this screen apply only if you use the WorkPoint method to configure workflow. If you
use the template method (recommended), do not map events to processes using this Management Console.

4. Restart the application server.
5. (Optional) Configure the WorkPoint Administrative Tools.

Place Admin Tasks under Workflow Control - Template Method
As an administrator, you can place admin tasks under workflow control using the template method.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify (or Create) Admin Tasks.
2. Search for the task you want under workflow control, and click Select.
3. Do one of the following:

– Implement task-level workflow by clicking the Workflow Process edit button on the Profile tab.
– Implement event-level workflow by selecting one or more events on the Events tab.
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4. Select a process template.
5. Configure participant resolvers.
6. Select workflow approval mode.
7. (Optional) Set an email policy for the workflow process.

NOTE
If you select the EscalationApproval process, a field named Approval Timeout (min) is displayed. This field is
specified in minutes and cannot be empty. By default, the time is set to 60 minutes.

After workflow control is configured, a user with the appropriate role performs the admin task, and the designated
workflow participant approves or rejects the task or event.

Task or Event-Based Workflow
Identity Manager lets you associate workflow processes with either tasks or events. This means that participants can
approve or reject either an entire Identity Manager task, or a specific event within a task.

For example, some Identity Manager tasks generate several events, and an approver may need to review all events
before deciding to approve or reject a request. This is possible under task-level workflow. When a workflow process is
associated with a specific event within a task, an approver cannot see the overall task context within which a request is
made.

This page contains the following topics:

Task-Level Workflow

Task-level workflow lets approvers review all events before deciding to approve or reject a request. Task-level workflow
occurs before any task activity is processed. No events or nested tasks execute before the workflow process job begins.

If task-level workflow is rejected, no part of the task is executed.

NOTE
A task that is configured for task-level workflow control can also be configured for event-level workflow control
simultaneously. Concurrent event-level workflow may be applied globally or for a specific task.

Task-Level Process Attribute

Workflow processes that are compatible with task-level workflow all have a special attribute defined within WorkPoint
Designer. This process level user data attribute, called TASK_LEVEL, is set to true by default in the following process
templates:

• SingleStepApproval
• TwoStageApprovalProcess
• EscalationApproval

When you select an admin task for task-level workflow, only these process templates are available.

NOTE
Although TASK_LEVEL is set to true, the process templates can still be used for event-level workflow. Do not
change this TASK_LEVEL attribute value.

Task-Level Control Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the interaction between Identity Manager and the workflow server when a typical task-
level workflow process is initiated:
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Figure 36: The image shows the interaction between Identity Manager and the workflow server when initiating a
typical task-level workflow process.
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Configure Task-Level Workflow

Task-level workflow occurs before any task activity is processed. No events or nested tasks execute before the workflow
process job begins.

To configure non-policy based task-level workflow

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify (or Create) Admin Tasks.
A Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want under workflow control, and click Select.
A Modify (or Create) Admin Task screen appears.

3. On the Profile tab, verify that Enable Workflow is checked.
4. On the Profile tab, click the Workflow Process button.

The Task Level Workflow Configuration tab appears.
5. Select one of the following process templates from the Workflow Process list:

– SingleStepApprovalProcess
– TwoStageApprovalProcess
– EscalationApprovalProcess
The Task Level Workflow Configuration tab expands.

6. Configure participant resolvers as required by the process template.
The participant requests are added to the process.

7. Click OK.
Identity Manager saves your task-level workflow configuration.

8. Click Submit.
Identity Manager processes the task modification.

Note: To configure policy based task-level workflow see the Policy-Based Workflow section.

Event-Level Workflow

An event can be mapped to a workflow process. When an event that is mapped to a workflow process is triggered, the
workflow process begins. The task that triggered the event is placed in a pending state and is considered under workflow
control.

A workflow process may require a participant to approve or reject an event or task before the process can be complete.
A task that requires manual workflow approval by a participant takes longer to complete than a task not under workflow
control.

After all activities in a workflow process have been carried out, the event mapped to the workflow process is released from
workflow control. When all events triggered by a given task are released from workflow control, the workflow-controlled
task is complete.

While the task is under workflow control, the contents of the task screens are saved in the task persistence database. The
workflow job state (workflow-relevant data) is stored in the WorkPoint database.

Note: The Events tab lists the events that are generated by each tab in a task. After adding a new tab to a task, you must
submit and then reopen the task using Modify Admin Task before the new events are displayed on the Events tab.

Configure Event-Level Workflow

Event-level workflow begins when an event that is mapped to a workflow process is triggered. The task that triggered the
event is placed in a pending state until the participant approves or rejects the task.

To configure non-policy based event-level workflow

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify (or Create) Admin Task.
A Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want under workflow control, and click Select.
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A Modify (or Create) Admin Task screen appears.
3. On the Profile tab, verify that Enable Workflow is checked.
4. On the Events tab, select an event to map to a process template.

The workflow mapping screen appears.
5. Select one of the following process templates from the Workflow Process list:

– SingleStepApproval
– TwoStageApprovalProcess
– EscalationApprovalProcess
The workflow mapping screen expands.

6. Configure participant resolvers as required by the process template.
The participant requests are added to the process.

7. Click OK.
Identity Manager saves your event-level workflow configuration.

8. Repeat steps 3 - 6 for each event you want under workflow control.
9. Click Submit.

Identity Manager processes the task modification.

To configure policy-based event level workflow, see the Policy-Based Workflow section.

NOTE
The Workflow Process list includes processes for use with both the template method and the WorkPoint method:

• When a template method process is selected (either SingleStepApproval, TwoStageApprovalProcess, or
EscalationApproval), the page expands to enable participant resolver configuration.

• When a WorkPoint method process is selected, the page does not expand. Participant resolvers are configured in
WorkPoint Designer.

Types of Process Templates
A workflow process template has the following characteristics:

• Defined in WorkPoint Designer.
• Has manual activities, which correspond to Identity Manager approval tasks.
• Includes special attributes which contain information to identify participants (also called approvers).

Workflow process templates include no information for selecting specific participants. This is provided by Identity Manager
after a user configures a workflow and its participant resolvers. This information is mapped to an event for event-level
workflow control, and to a task for task-level workflow control.

When using the template method, all workflow and participant configuration is done within the User Console.

There are three process templates for use with the template method:

• SingleStepApprovalProcess
• TwoStageApprovalProcess
• EscalationApprovalProcess

This page contains the following topics:

How a Process Template Works

A workflow process template contains a number of places where it requests lists of participants. When the template is
mapped to a Identity Manager task or event, configure participant resolvers for these lists.

At runtime, as shown in the following figure, Identity Manager provides the participant lists to the workflow process based
on your configured information:
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Figure 37: The image shows how a process template works

Single Stage Template Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the SingleStageApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer. The
process template includes two manual activities:

• An approval node for the primary participant. If this user approves or rejects the request, the process runs to
completion.

• An approval node for a default participant. This user can approve or reject the request if the primary participant is not
found.
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Figure 38: The image shows the SingleStageApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer

Two Stage Template Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the TwoStageApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer. The
TwoStageApproval process template includes three manual activities:

• An approval node for the business participant. If this user approves the request, the process proceeds to the technical
approver and, if this user rejects the request, the process runs to completion.

• An approval node for the technical participant. If this user approves or rejects the request, the process runs to
completion.

• An approval node for a default participant. This user can approve or reject the request if either the business or
technical participant is not found.
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Figure 39: The image shows the TwoStageApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer

Escalation Approval Template Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the EscalationApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer. The
process template includes the following manual activities:

• An approval node for the primary participant. If this user approves or rejects the request, the process runs to
completion.

• An approval node for a default participant. This user can approve or reject the request if the primary participant is not
found.

• A timed transition approval node from the primary approver to the escalation approver. This user can approve or reject
the request if the primary participant is found but does not respond in the configured time out period.
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NOTE

To add the timeout option to an existing process, add the user data field PARTICIPANT_TIMEOUT to the activity
node and add 'Escalated' Transition to the node where you need the work item to be escalated.

Figure 40: The image shows the EscalationApproval process template as it appears in WorkPoint Designer

Using the Escalation Approval Template

To use the Escalation Approval Template, import the following ZIP file when upgrading from r12.5 to 12.6.3:

12.5to12.5SPUpgradeWFScripts.zip

The ZIP file is located in the following default locations:
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• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\WorkflowScripts
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/WorkflowScripts

Types of Participant Resolvers
For the template method, there are seven types of participant resolvers:

• Approval Task Role Members
Specifies the participants are members of roles that grant access to the approval task.

• List of Users
Specifies the participants are a specified list of users.

• Group Members
Specifies the participants are members of a specified list of groups.

• Admin Role Members
Specifies the participants are members of a specified list of admin roles.

• Admin Task Members
Specifies the participants are members of admin roles associated with a specified list of admin tasks.

• Dynamic Resolver
Specifies the participants are dynamically selected depending on the task or event being approved.

• Null Resolver
Resolves to a null list with no users.

• Custom
Specifies the participants are determined by a custom participant resolver.

• Manager Approval Resolver
Specifies the participant that is set as Manager of the User Object.

These types are described in more detail below:

Approval Task Role Members

This resolver assigns the activity to all members of all Identity Manager roles that grant access to the approval task. This
resolver requires no further configuration.

List of Users

This resolver assigns the work item to a specified list of users.

Scoping is not enforced. Any user may be added to or removed from the list by anyone who has access to the workflow
configuration screen.

This resolver has the following validation rules:

• At least one user name must be provided.
• The user names must be those of a currently existing users.

Group Members

This resolver assigns the work item to all members of all groups specified in the group list.

Evaluation of who the group members are is performed at the time the work item is created, not at the time the participant
resolver is specified.

Scoping is not enforced. Any group may be added to or removed from the list by anyone who has access to the workflow
configuration screen.

This resolver has the following validation rules:
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• At least one group must be specified
• The group names must be those of currently existing groups

Admin Role Members

This resolver assigns the work item to all members of the admin roles specified in the admin role list.

Evaluation of who the role members are is performed at the time the work item is created, not at the time the participant
resolver is specified.

Scoping is not enforced. Any role may be added to or removed from the list by anyone who has access to the workflow
configuration screen.

This resolver has the following validation rules:

• At least one admin role must be specified.
• The admin role names must be those of currently existing admin roles.

Admin Task Members

This resolver assigns the work item to all members of all admin roles associated with the admin tasks specified in the
admin task list.

Scoping is not enforced. Any task may be added to or removed from the list by anyone who has access to the workflow
configuration screen.

Evaluation of who the role members are and what roles are present on the tasks is performed at the time the work item is
created, not at the time the participant resolver is specified.

This resolver has the following validation rules:

• At least one admin task must be specified.
• The admin task names must be those of currently existing admin tasks.

Dynamic Resolver

This resolver returns a list of users according to a dynamic rule resolved at run-time. Use the following selection to set
dynamic rule constraints:

• Approvers
Specifies the type of user to approve this task.
Note: This only shows those objects that can contain users (or approvers).

• User or Object
Specifies the user or object where the approvers can be found.
– Object associated with the event -- The event under workflow control.
– Initiator of this task -- The user who initiated the admin task.
– Primary object of this task -- The object being created/modified by the task.
– Previous approver of this task -- The previous approvers of this task.

• User Associated with this account
Updates the User or Object Attributes field to list Identity Manager user attributes instead of endpoint account
attributes. The resolver works off attributes at the Identity Manager user level. This check box applies when you select
an endpoint account object, such as an Active Directory account.

• Attribute
Specifies the attribute that contains the approvers.
Note: The Attribute list is sorted in alphabetical order and contains a list of unique display names. Extended attributes
are excluded from the list.

• Event Object Type
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Specifies the type of object from the event.
Note: This appears only if "Object associated with the event" is selected.

Note: Dynamic Resolver with Create Group requires existence of the object. Group membership/administrators
information can be used with dynamic/match attribute resolvers for existing groups only.

Manager Approval Resolver

The Dynamic Resolver has been enhanced to add the previous approver to the supported object list. If the physical
attribute hosting manager information is selected, the configuration routes the approval to a manager.

To configure the resolver for Manager Approval Resolver:

1. Set Approvers to Users
2. Select "Previous approver of this task" from User or Object drop-down list
3. Set the Attribute to the physical attribute containing manager information

Matching Attribute Resolver

This resolver works on objects of type User only. A value from any object available is matched against a field on the user
object. Use the following selection to set matching attribute rule constraints:

• Approvers
Specifies the type of user to approve this task.

• User or Object
Specifies the value that approvers will have in the attribute selected below.
Note: The value retrieved from the user or object should be an acceptable value for a search on user for the selected
attribute.
– Object associated with the event -- The event under workflow control.
– Initiator of this task -- The user who initiated the admin task.
– Primary object of this task -- The object being created/modified by the task.(Only available for task level event

mapping.)
– Previous approver of this task -- The previous approvers of this task.

• User Associated with this account
Updates the User or Object Attributes field to list Identity Manager user attributes instead of endpoint account
attributes. The resolver works off attributes at the Identity Manager user level. This checkbox applies when you select
an endpoint account object, such as an Active Directory account.

• Use or Object Attribute
Specifies the attribute that contains the value to use in the search for approvers.

• Approver Search Attribute
Specifies the attribute that is used in the search to match the value identified above.

Note: When you set 'Approve Create User' task as a Match Attribute Resolver that works on Users, Participant Resolver,
you must change the method signature for the imApprovers script in Workpoint Designer to point to the unique name for
TwoStageProcessDefinition.

Null Resolver

The null resolver returns no users. Depending on how the workflow process is designed, this can cause the process to
skip the approval entirely. The null resolver requires no further configuration.

Custom Participant Resolver

The custom participant resolver is a Java object that determines workflow activity participants and returns a list to Identity
Manager, which then passes the list to the workflow engine. Typically, you write a custom participant resolver only if the
standard participant policies cannot provide the list of participants that an activity requires.
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Note: You create a custom participant resolver using the Participant Resolver API. For more information, see the
Programming Guide for Java.

Set an Email Policy for a Workflow Process
You can specify an email policy for each step of the workflow process. Based on the defined email policy, an email is sent
when a process reaches a corresponding step or activity. For workflow process-related email notifications, you can only
select When to Send type Workflow Pending Email.

NOTE
For more information about email policies, see How to Create Email Notification Policies.

Workflow Example Create User
A company's Identity Manager administrator needs to define a workflow and user roles to handle the following scenario:

• The company Sales Manager hires a new Sales Representative. The Sales Manager must be able to create a Identity
Manager user for the new hire.

• To streamline the hiring process, the participants want to perform only a single work item to approve (or reject) the
task.

• The Sales Director should be primary approver for all new hires. If the Sales Director is not found, the VP of Sales
should be the default approver.

• If the new hire is approved, Identity Manager should send new user email notifications to both the Human Resources
(HR) and Information Services (IS) departments.

This page contains the following topics:

Create User Control Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the logic flow for the create user scenario:
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Figure 41: The images shows the logic flow for the create user scenario.
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Workflow Example Implementation

To implement this example scenario, the administrator needs to perform the following tasks:

• Ensure that the task initiator is a member of the required admin role.
The Sales Manager needs to be a member of the User Manager admin role. This role gives the Sales Manager the
required authority to initiate the Create User admin task for the new hire Sales Representative.

• Enable task-level workflow for the Create User admin task.
Task-level workflow guarantees that only one work item is generated to complete the Create User task. Because there
are several individual events associated with the Create User task, event-level workflow would generate several work
items, and also would be harder to configure.

• Configure the participant resolvers.
The number of possible participant resolvers is determined by the selected workflow process template. The
SingleStageApproval template includes primary and default approvers, other templates allow for more.
Because this scenario requires only two individuals approvers, the User List participant resolver provides the simplest
solution. This resolver allows individual approvers to be selected by name, rather than multiple users to be selected by
role or group.

• Configure email notification.
The Management Console allows email notification for specific tasks and events. For this scenario, task email is
enabled and email notifications are sent when the Create User task completes.
A custom email template is required to send email to the HR and IS departments with the appropriate subject line and
message text.

How to Use the WorkPoint Method
The WorkPoint method applied to Identity Manager releases prior to r12. There are 14 predefined WorkPoint workflow
processes that by default are mapped to specific Identity Manager events. You must use WorkPoint Designer to configure
participant resolvers and otherwise modify workflow processes.

The WorkPoint method also requires you to use the Management Console to map a workflow process to an approval
event to place the corresponding task under workflow control at a global level within the environment.

This section lists the high-level steps involved with placing admin tasks under workflow control using the WorkPoint
method.

Note: For greater flexibility and ease of use, CA recommends that you use the template method whenever possible.

To use the WorkPoint method

1. Configure Workpoint Administrative Tools.
2. In the Management Console:

a. Ensure workflow is enabled for your environment by selecting the Enabled check box in Advanced Settings,
Workflow.

NOTE
The Event Mappings on this screen apply only if you use the WorkPoint method to configure workflow. If
you use the template method (recommended), do not map events to processes using this Management
Console.

b. (Optional) For global event mapping, associate one or more events to the appropriate predefined workflow
process.

c. If necessary, restart the Identity Manager environment.
3. In the User Console:

a. For task-specific event mapping, associate one or more events to the appropriate predefined workflow process.
(optional)
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4. In WorkPoint Designer:
a. Associate an approval task with a workflow process (optional).
b. Configure participant resolvers with a workflow process (optional).

5. In the User Console:
a. After workflow control is configured, the user with the appropriate role performs the admin task.
b. The designated workflow participant approves or rejects the event.

Configure WorkPoint Administrative Tools
WorkPoint Designer is service-based software from Workpoint LLC, a subsidiary of Planet Group, Inc., that is integrated
with Identity Manager. WorkPoint Designer lets you manage workflow processes and workflow jobs. WorkPoint
Administrative Tools include WorkPoint Designer and WorkPoint Archive. To configure WorkPoint Administrative Tools,
install the Identity Manager Administrative Tools. If you have not installed the Identity Manager Administrative Tools, you
can run the installer and select the Identity Manager Administrative Tools option.

NOTE
To use the Administrative Tools for workflow, a supported JDK must be installed on the system where the
Administrative Tools are installed. For a complete list of supported platforms and versions, see the Identity
Manager Support Matrix on the Identity Manager Support site.

The workflow client tools are located in the WorkPoint directory in the Identity Manager Administrative tools. The
Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX:  /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

The tools in this directory let you do the following:

• Create the workflow database schema
• Load the default workflow scripts
• Design and monitor Workflow processes and jobs

This page contains the following topics:

Configure WorkPoint Administrative Tools

To configure the WorkPoint Administrative Tools, edit the workpoint-client.properties file as follows, regardless of the
type of application server you selected during the Identity Manager installation.

To configure the workpoint-client.properties file:

1. Open admin_tools\WorkPoint\conf\workpoint-client.properties in a text editor.
admin_tools is the installed location of the Administrative tools. The Administrative Tools are placed in the following
default locations:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

2. Under the Connection configuration section, locate the serverContextPath property.
3. Change the localhost value of the url “http://localhost:8080/wpServices” to the fully-qualified domain name and

application server port number of the system where you installed the Identity Manager Server.
4. Save the file.

Starting WorkPoint Designer

To start WorkPoint Designer, run the following file:
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• Windows: admin_tools\WorkPoint\bin\Designer.bat
• UNIX:  admin_tools/WorkPoint/bin/Designer.sh

where admin_tools is the installation directory of the Identity Manager administrative tools. The Administrative Tools are
placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

NOTE

You must have workflow components installed and configured before you can run WorkPoint Designer. For
instructions, see the "Configure WorkPoint Administrative Tools" section for your application server.

WorkPoint Processes
Identity Manager includes a number of workflow processes that are predefined in WorkPoint Designer. You can use the
predefined processes with their default event mappings, map the workflow processes to other events, modify workflow
processes by adding or removing activities, and create new workflow processes.

This page contains the following topics:

Global Process to Event Mapping

The mapping of a workflow process to an event at a global level can be a non policy-based or policy-based.

For more information on how to map an event to a workflow process using policy-based workflow, see Global Event
Policy-Based Workflow Mapping.

This table shows the default global workflow process and event mappings that are specified in the Management Console.

WARNING
These are global mappings. The mapped workflow process executes whenever the corresponding event is
generated by any task in the environment.

Workflow Process Mapped Event

CertifyRoleApproveProcess CertifyRoleEvent

CreateGroupApproveProcess CreateGroupEvent

CreateOrganizationApproveProcess CreateOrganizationEvent

CreateUserApproveProcess CreateUserEvent

DeleteGroupApproveProcess DeleteGroupEvent

DeleteOrganizationApproveProcess DeleteOrganizationEvent

DeleteUserApproveProcess DeleteUserEvent

ModifyAccessRoleMembershipApproveProcess AssignAccessRoleEvent
RevokeAccessRoleEvent

ModifyAdminRoleMembershipApproveProcess* AssignAdminRoleEvent
RevokeAdminRoleEvent

ModifyGroupMembershipApproveProcess* AddToGroupEvent
RemoveFromGroupEvent

ModifyOrganizationApproveProcess ModifyOrganizationEvent
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ModifyObjectApproveProcess ModifyObjectEvent

SelfRegistrationApproveProcess SelfRegisterUserEvent

NOTE
Workflow processes marked with an asterisk (*) are not mapped to events by default.

Mapping Processes to Events

You create and modify workflow processes in WorkPoint Designer. When you create a workflow process for Identity
Manager, you do so with a particular Identity Manager task in mind. The execution of this task is controlled by the
workflow process.

In addition to creating the workflow process, you must also do the following:

• Identify the event that is generated by the Identity Manager task, described in Admin Tasks and Events. You can create
a workflow process for any Identity Manager task that generates an event.

• Map the workflow process to an event by doing one of the following:
– Assign a Workflow Process to an Event Globally.

With this global mapping, the workflow process occurs whenever the event is generated in the environment,
regardless of the task that generates the event.

– Assign a Workflow Process to an Event Generated by a Specific Task.
With this task-specific mapping, the workflow process occurs only when the specified task generates the event.

NOTE
If you map an event to a workflow process both globally and to a specific task, the workflow process
associated with the specific task takes precedence.

• Specify a participant resolver for the workflow activity in the workflow process.
• Associate a workflow activity with an approval task.

Map a Process to an Event Globally

You map a workflow process to an event globally so the workflow process executes when the event is generated by any
task in the environment.

NOTE
Although the following procedure works, the  Global Event Level Policy-Based procedure is the now
recommended method of mapping a process to an event.

To map a non-policy based workflow process to an event globally

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed. For example,
myserver.mycompany.com:port.

2. Click Environments, and select the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Click Advanced Settings, and then click Workflow.
4. Do the following to map an event to a workflow process:

a. Select an event from the Event list box.
b. Select a workflow process from the Approve Process list box.
c. Click Add.

5. After you finish mapping events to workflow processes, click Save.
6. Restart the Identity Manager environment for changes to take effect.

Map a Process to an Event in a Specific Task
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You can assign a workflow process to an event that is generated by a particular task. In this case, the workflow process
occurs only when the mapped event is generated by the specified task.

Task-specific mapping provides variable control over the workflow processes that can be executed for the same event. For
example, the following diagram shows two different tasks generating the same event but triggering two different workflow
processes:

Figure 42: The image shows how to map a process to an event in a specific task

In this diagram, each task uses a different workflow process.

• Create User
Specifies the default admin task that triggers CreateUserEvent, which is mapped to CreateUserApproveProcess, a
default workflow process.

• Create Contractor
Specifies a custom task based on Create User. In this case, CreateUserEvent is mapped to
CreateContractorApproveProcess, a custom workflow process created for approving new contractor accounts.

To map a non-policy based workflow process to an event in an existing task

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for an administrator task.
3. Select a task (for example, the Modify User or Create User tasks) and click Select.
4. On the Events tab, select a workflow process for the event in the task.

NOTE
Workflow must be enabled for the event names and the workflow process drop-down menu to appear on this
tab.

5. Click the Edit button to view the Workflow mapping screen.
6. Using the Workflow Process drop-down menu, assign a workflow process to the event name and click OK.
7. Click Submit.

To map a non-policy based workflow process to an event in a new task

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
Note: Be sure you select an existing workflow approval task (such as Approve Create Group or Approve Create User)
as the template for your new workflow approval task.

2. On the Profile tab, enter the information in the appropriate fields.
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3. On the Events tab, select a workflow process for the event in the task.
Note: Workflow must be enabled for the event names and the workflow process drop-down menu to appear on this
tab.

4. Using the Workflow Process drop-down menu, assign a workflow process to the event name and click OK.
5. Click Submit.

NOTE
To map a policy-based workflow process to an event, see the Policy-Based Workflow section.

NOTE
The Workflow Process list includes processes for use with both the template method and the WorkPoint method:

• When a template method process is selected (either SingleStepApproval, TwoStageApprovalProcess, or
EscalationApproval), the page expands to enable participant resolver configuration.

• When a WorkPoint method process is selected, the page does not expand. Participant resolvers are configured in
WorkPoint Designer.

Workflow Activities
Contents

Identity Manager includes a number of workflow activities that are predefined in the WorkPoint Designer. These activities
are assigned to predefined workflow processes.

The predefined workflow processes are single-step processes -- that is, each process contains a single predefined
activity.

Each predefined activity corresponds to a workflow approval task with the same name that is predefined in Identity
Manager. You can use the predefined activities in other workflow processes, and you can create new activities.

You can use the predefined workflow processes without modification or add more activities to them. For information about
adding an activity to a workflow process, see the WorkPoint documentation.

Processes, Tasks, and Activities

The table below lists the predefined workflow activities and the predefined workflow process that each activity is assigned
to by default.

NOTE
The predefined workflow activities and their corresponding workflow approval tasks have the same name.

Workflow Process Workflow Task/Activity

CertifyRoleApprovalProcess** Approve Certify Role

Consultation Process*

CreateGroupApproveProcess Approve Create Group

CreateOrganizationApproveProcess Approve Create Organization

CreateUserApproveProcess Approve Create User

DeleteGroupApproveProcess Approve Delete Group

DeleteOrganizationApproveProcess Approve Delete Organization

DeleteUserApproveProcess Approve Delete User

ModifyAccessRoleMembershipApproveProcess Approve Modify Access Role Membership

ModifyAdminRoleMembershipApproveProcess Approve Modify Admin Role Membership
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ModifyGroupMembershipApproveProcess Approve Modify Group Membership

ModifyIdentityPolicySetApproveProcess Approve Modify Identity Policy Set

ModifyOrganizationApproveProcess Approve Modify Organization

ModifyUserApproveProcess Approve Modify User

SelfRegistrationApproveProcess Approve Self Registration

SingleStepApproval*

TwoStageApprovalProcess*

NOTE
Workflow processes marked with one asterisk (*) are designed for use with the template method. They
are configured in the User Console, and therefore have no default associated tasks or activities. The
CertifyRoleApprovalProcess (**) is a sample process demonstrating a custom participant resolver.

Associate an Activity with an Approval Task

To associate a workflow activity with a workflow approval task, you define a name/value pair in WorkPoint Designer.

NOTE
If a name/value pair is not defined for a workflow activity by default, Identity Manager uses a task with a name
that matches the approval task.

To associate a workflow activity with an approval task

1. Start WorkPoint Designer.
2. Click File, Open, Process.
3. Select a workflow process and click Open.
4. Right click the activity node in the process, and select Properties.
5. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
6. Enter the following in the User Data tab:

– Name -- TASK_TAG.
– Value -- Approval Task Tag name.

7. Click Add.
8. Click OK to save your changes.

Create Approval Tasks for Endpoints

You can create Approval Tasks for account management screens. For tasks that approve account modifications, the
approval screen must be specific to an endpoint type, so that the approver can see the changed values. To create an
approval task for a Create or modify task, follow this procedure:

To create an approval task for an endpoint

1. In the User Console, click Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
2. Select "Create a copy of an admin task" used to manage accounts on the endpoint.

The name would start with create and state the name of the endpoint type. Create Active Directory Account is an
example.

3. Make the following changes on the Profile tab.
4. Change the name of the new task.

– Change the task tag.
– Change the action to Approve Event.
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5. Make the following changes on the Tabs tab:
a. Remove all Relationships tabs.
b. Copy and then edit the approval screens on the tabs as necessary.

NOTE
You may run into problems when using the account screens in an approval task and changes may need
to be made to the default account screen to make them work in an approval task.

6. Click Submit.

Participant Resolvers WorkPoint Method
To specify participants using the WorkPoint method, define the following activity properties in WorkPoint Designer:

• The name of the predefined Identity Manager script which enables communication between Identity Manager and the
workflow server. The script issues a request to Identity Manager for activity participants, and supplies that list to the
workflow server.

• References to one or more participant resolvers.

This page contains the following topics:

Types of Participant Resolvers

Rather than entering a specific list of participants in workflow activity properties, the participants are referenced by an
arbitrary name that is mapped to a participant resolver.

For the predefined process model, there are four types of participant resolvers:

• Role Participant Resolver
Specifies the participants are members of a particular role.

• Group Participant Resolver
Specifies the participants are members of a particular group.

• Custom Participant Resolver
Specifies the participants are determined by a custom participant resolver.

• Filter Participant Resolver
Specifies the participants are selected through a search filter.

Role Participant Resolvers

With role type participant resolvers, Identity Manager retrieves all of the members for that role and returns those members
as participants.

If no resolver type is specified in the UserData parameter of the Activity dialog box, the role type resolver is used by
default.

If you do not specify any participant resolvers in the User Data tab of the WorkPoint Activity Properties dialog box, by
default, Identity Manager finds all available roles containing this approval task and returns back those role members as
participants.

To configure role participant resolvers

1. Start WorkPoint Designer.
2. Click File, Open, Process.
3. Select a workflow process and click Open.
4. Right click the activity node in the process, and select Properties.
5. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
6. Enter the following in the User Data tab:
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– Name -- APPROVER_ROLE_NAME
– Value -- The name of a Identity Manager role (for example, Security Manager)

7. Click Add.
Note: This role does not need to contain any approval tasks.

8. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
9. In the User Data tab, enter the following name/value pair (optional):

Value -- APPROVERS_REQUIRED
Value -- YES.

10. Click Add.
Note: The default approval setting is APPROVERS_REQUIRED=NO. In this case, an activity is approved
automatically if no participants are found.
If APPROVERS_REQUIRED=YES and Identity Manager finds no participants, the activity is not successfully
completed.

11. Click OK to save your changes.

Group Participant Resolvers

With group type participant resolvers, Identity Manager retrieves all of the members for that group and returns those
members as participants.

To configure group participant resolvers

1. Start WorkPoint Designer.
2. Click File, Open, Process.
3. Select a workflow process and click Open.
4. Right click the activity node in the process, and select Properties.
5. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
6. Enter the following in the User Data tab:

– Name -- APPROVER_GROUP_UNIQUENAME
– Value -- The name of a Identity Manager group

7. Click Add.
8. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
9. In the User Data tab, enter the following name/value pair (optional):

– Name -- APPROVERS_REQUIRED
– Value -- YES.

10. Click Add.
Note: The default approval setting is APPROVERS_REQUIRED=NO. In this case, an activity is approved
automatically if no participants are found.
If APPROVERS_REQUIRED=YES and Identity Manager finds no participants, the activity is not successfully
completed.

11. Click OK to save your changes.

Custom Participant Resolvers

The custom participant resolver is a Java object that determines workflow activity participants and returns a list to Identity
Manager, which then passes the list to the workflow engine. Typically, you write a custom participant resolver only if the
standard participant policies cannot provide the list of participants that an activity requires.

NOTE
You create a custom participant resolver using the Participant Resolver API. For information, see the
Programming Guide for Java.
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To configure a custom participant resolver

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed. For example,
myserver.mycompany.com:port.

2. Click Environments, and select the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Click Advanced Settings, Workflow Participant Resolver.
4. On the WorkFlow Participant Resolver screen, click New and enter:

– Name
Specifies the custom participant resolver name, for example, GroupFinder.

– Description
Specifies a description of the custom participant resolver.

– Class
Specifies the Java class name, for example, com.netegrity.samples.GroupFinder

5. Click Save.
6. Start WorkPoint Designer.
7. Click File, Open, Process.
8. Select a workflow process and click Open.
9. Right click the activity node in the process, and select Properties.
10. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
11. Enter the following in the User Data tab:

– Name
APPROVER_CUSTOMRESOLVER_NAME

– Value
Specifies a unique name for the custom resolver. This must match the name you entered on the Custom Type
Participant Resolver screen in the Management Console, for example, GroupFinder.

12. Click Add.
Note: The default approval setting is APPROVERS_REQUIRED=NO. In this case, an activity is approved
automatically if no participants are found.
If APPROVERS_REQUIRED=YES and Identity Manager finds no participants, the activity is not successfully
completed.

13. Click OK to save your changes.

Filter Participant Resolvers

A filter participant resolver enables Identity Manager to search for users or groups that match the filter criteria. You specify
a search filter in WorkPoint Designer, and Identity Manager returns matching approvers for the corresponding workflow
activity.

You create a filter participant resolver on the User Data tab of the WorkPoint Activity Properties dialog box.

Participant Resolvers Filter Syntax

The following are three required attributes that combine to make a search filter:

• Approver attribute, such as title
• Approver attribute operation, such as equals
• Approver attribute value, such as manager

The required search filter attributes combine together in the following order:

attribute operation value
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For example:

title equals manager or department contains payroll

Required Participant Resolver Filter Attributes

The following are required participant resolver filter attributes:

NOTE
For each filter, n is a positive integer indicating the search filter number. The default is 1.

• APPROVER_FILTER_n_ATTRIBUTE
Specifies the approver attribute. For example, Title, Department, User ID. (Approver attribute name strings must match
Identity Manager user attribute name strings.)

• APPROVER_FILTER_n_OP
Specifies the operation associated with the approver attribute. For example, equals, not_equals, or contains.
(Operation keywords are not case-sensitive.)
The following are valid entries for this filter:
– EQUALS
– STARTSWITH
– NOT_EQUALS
– CONTAINS
– ENDS_WITH
– GREATER_THAN
– LESS_THAN
– GREATER_THAN_EQUALS
– LESS_THAN_EQUALS

• APPROVER_FILTER_n_VALUE
Specifies the value associated with the approver. For example, manager, payroll, engineering.

Optional Participant Resolver Filter Attributes

The following are optional participant resolver filter attributes.

• APPROVER_OBJECTTYPE
USER or GROUP (not case-sensitive)
The default is USER.

• APPROVER_ORG_UNIQUENAME
A unique name for an approver's organization. (Organization name strings must match Identity Manager organization
name strings.)
The default is root.

• APPROVER_ORG_AND_LOWER
The approver's organization or sub-organizations:
– 0 means search in the approver's organization.
– 1 means search in all sub-organizations of the approver's organization.
The default is 1.

• APPROVER_FILTER_NO
The number of search filter that you are using. If you have two filters, then this number would be 2.
The default is 1.

NOTE
This filter is required if the number of filters is greater than one.

• APPROVER_FILTER_n_CONJ_TYPE
You can combine search filters using OR or AND conjunction types.
Note: Filters separated by the OR conjunction take precedence over those separated by AND.
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For example, you can specify the AND conjunction type if you are searching for "title equals manager" AND
"department equals development."
Note: n is a positive integer greater than 1 indicating the search filter number.

Add a Participant Resolver Filter

To add participant resolver filters

1. Start WorkPoint Designer.
2. Click File, Open, Process.
3. Select a workflow process and click Open.
4. Right click the activity node in the process, and select Properties.
5. Select Text from the Type drop-down menu.
6. Enter the following in the User Data tab:

– Name -- APPROVER_FILTER_1_ATTRIBUTE
– Value -- A unique role identifier (for example, title).

7. Click Add.
8. Repeat steps 6 and 7 for each attribute in the search filter.

Note: The default approval setting is APPROVERS_REQUIRED=NO. In this case, an activity is approved
automatically if no participants are found.
If APPROVERS_REQUIRED=YES and Identity Manager finds no participants, the activity is not successfully
completed.

9. Click OK to save your changes.

Example Filter Participant Resolver

User ID Title Department

Holly admin1 sysadmin administration

Sarah test1 sysadmin development

John admin2 manager development

Dave admin3 sysadmin accounting

Identity Manager applies the three filters defined in the following table against the preceding user store:

Name Value

APPROVER_FILTER_NO 3

APPROVER_FILTER_1_ATTRIBUTE uid

APPROVER_FILTER_1_OP equals

APPROVER_FILTER_1_VALUE admin*

APPROVER_FILTER_2_CONJ_TYPE AND

APPROVER_FILTER_2_ATTRIBUTE department

APPROVER_FILTER_2_OP equals

APPROVER_FILTER_2_VALUE administration

APPROVER_FILTER_3_CONJ_TYPE OR

APPROVER_FILTER_3_ATTRIBUTE title

APPROVER_FILTER_3_OP equals

APPROVER_FILTER_3_VALUE sysadmin
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Identity Manager applies the filters in the following sequence:

1. Evaluates the second and third filters connected by the OR conjunction.
"department equals administration" OR "title equals sysadmin"
This excludes John and returns Holly, Sarah, and Dave.

2. Evaluates the first and second filters connected by the AND conjunction, (where * is a wild card character.
"uid equals admin*" AND "department equals administration"
This excludes Sarah, and returns Holly and Dave.

The final users returned from the user store are Holly and Dave.

Participant Resolver Order of Precedence

If you do not specify any participant resolvers, by default Identity Manager identifies all available roles containing the
approval task and returns those role members as participants.

If you specify more that one participant resolver, Identity Manager evaluates them using this order of precedence:

1. Custom
2. Role
3. Filter
4. Group

Identity Manager identifies and applies the first resolver in this order of precedence, and ignores any subsequent
remaining resolvers.

You should only have one resolver at a time. Also, make sure that the resolver is configured properly so that Identity
Manager correctly identifies participants.

Specify Workflow Resource Script

Identity Manager is shipped with a script, named IM Approvers, that passes information between Identity Manager and the
workflow server.

When a list of participants is required for a workflow activity, the script passes to Identity Manager the activity name,
the participant identifier provided on the User Data tab of the WorkPoint Activity Properties dialog box, and any other
information provided on the User Data tab. Identity Manager searches for the participants and passes the list back to the
script. The script then provides the list to the workflow server.

When you have a new workflow process definition and the workflow process activity is a Identity Manager workflow
approval task, the IM Approvers script must be specified in the Resources tab of the WorkPoint Activity Properties dialog
box.

To specify the IM Approvers script in WorkPoint Designer

1. In the Resources tab, click Select.
2. In the Select Resources dialog box, select Rule from the drop-down list. This action lists the rules (scripts) that you can

associate with the activity.
3. Select the script name IM Approvers and click Add.
4. Click OK, and then click Apply on the Activity Properties dialog box.

NOTE
Do not modify the IM Approvers script.

Specify Participants for Certify User Tasks

Certify User tasks generate the event CertifyRoleEvent. This event can be subject to workflow approval through the
predefined process CertifyRoleApproveProcess.
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Identity Manager also includes the predefined participant resolver CertifyRoleParticipantResolver, which appears
in your environment by default. Participants for activities in a CertifyRoleApprovalProcess are specified through
CertifyRoleParticipantResolver.

To provide participant configuration information

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed. For example,
myserver.mycompany.com:port.

2. Click Environments, and select the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Click Advanced Settings and then click Miscellaneous.
4. Define name/value pairs that specify the approvers for each role to be certified:

– In the Property field, use the format: role-type.role-name
role-type must be one of these roles: admin, access, provisioning.
role-name is the name of any existing role.
The role-name and role-type must be separated by a period (.).

– In the Value field, specify the IDs of the approvers, and separate the IDs with a semi-colon (;).

In the following example, user certification can be approved for the following roles and by the following participants:

• jsmith01 and ajones19 can approve certification for the User Manager role
• plewis12 is the only approver for the System Manager role
• rtrevor8 and pkitt3 can approve certification for My Access Role

Property Value

admin.User Manager jsmith01;ajones19

admin.System Manager plewis12

access.My Access Role rtrevor8;pkitt3

NOTE
Any unspecified roles will not have approvers for a CertifyRoleEvent.

Processes in WorkPoint Designer
In WorkPoint Designer, you can customize the default workflow processes and activities that come with Identity Manager,
and you can create new ones.

This document presents WorkPoint workflow information that is specific to Identity Manager. For complete information,
see the WorkPoint Designer documentation.

NOTE
When creating a workflow process, consider doing so by making a copy of an existing Identity Manager process,
and then modifying the new process to suit your needs. A workflow process created in this way includes default
Identity Manager-specific elements and nodes such as transition scripts and automated activities.

This page contains the following topics:

WorkPoint Process Diagram

The following diagram shows a typical workflow process with the minimum set of components for a process that controls
a Identity Manager task. The diagram illustrates the predefined process CreateUserApproveProcess, which controls
the execution of a Create User task.
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Figure 43: The images shows a typical workflow process with the minimum set of components for a process that
controls a Identity Manager task.

WorkPoint Process Components

The workflow process contains the following nodes and transitions:

• Start
Every workflow process begins with this node.

• Stop
Every workflow process ends with this node.

• Manual activity
A manual activity requires the approval or rejection of a Identity Manager task by a participant, and must have the
same name as a Identity Manager workflow approval task.
A workflow process that controls a Identity Manager task must include at least one manual activity requesting approval
for that task.

• Automated activity
An automated activity is assigned one of two scripts:
– Notify IM Approve -- Informs Identity Manager to execute the Identity Manager task under workflow control.
– Notify IM Reject -- Informs Identity Manager to cancel execution of the Identity Manager task.
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In general, the Notify IM Approve script is activated if all manual activities are approved, and the Notify IM Reject script
is activated if any manual activity is rejected.

• Unconditional transition
An unconditional transition is a path from one node in the workflow process to another, and is not associated with a
condition script.

• Conditional transition
A conditional transition represents an alternative path from one node in the workflow process to another, and is
associated with a condition script.
A condition script determines whether the transition occurs by evaluating the outcome of the associated activity. If the
script returns true, the transition is performed and the process moves to the next indicated node.
It is possible to have two or more condition scripts return true. This allows an activity to be performed in parallel, since
each script is associated with a different transition.
Note: You can use custom scripts in conditional transitions. For instructions, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Manual Activity Properties

Property settings specific to Identity Manager are listed in the following table. These settings are defined in the specified
tabs of the WorkPoint Designer Activity Properties dialog box.

Property Tab Property Descriptions

Resources IM Approvers -- Specified in the Include list. This script passes
information between Identity Manager and the workflow server.

Agents Nobody Auto Complete -- Specified in the Asynchronous list
and associated with the Available state. This script determines
whether an activity should be considered approved if no activity
participants exist.

User Data Define name/value pairs that Identity Manager uses to retrieve
activity participants. Optionally, you can also define data to be
passed to a custom participant resolver.

Conditional Transition Properties

The following default scripts appear in the Condition tab of the Transition Properties dialog box:

• IM WorkItem Approved
Returns true if the associated activity is approved. The workflow process flows to the next node indicated by the
transition.

• IM WorkItem Rejected
Returns true if the associated activity is rejected. The workflow process flows to the next node indicated by the
transition.

Jobs and Process Instances
A workflow process defines the steps that must take place before Identity Manager can complete a particular task. A job is
a runtime instance of a workflow process.

For example, the default workflow process CreateUserApproveProcess defines the steps that must occur for a new user
to be approved. When a new user is actually created in Identity Manager and the task is submitted for approval, a job
instance of CreateUserApproveProcess is created in WorkPoint Designer.

You can open, view, and modify jobs in WorkPoint Designer using an interface that is very similar to that used for editing
workflow processes.
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Multiple jobs based on the same process can exist simultaneously.

This page contains the following topics:

Filtering Jobs

WorkPoint Designer includes filtering, which lets you search for jobs based on various criteria. For example, you can
search for jobs that:

• Are based on one or more selected workflow processes
• Have a user-defined job reference or a unique job ID
• Are in a particular state (such as active, complete, or suspended)
• Were created or were started within a specified date range

NOTE
For instructions and reference information about job filtering, see the WorkPoint Designer documentation.

Job Status and Properties

When you open a job, the job's workflow diagram is displayed. Workflow activity nodes and transitions are rendered in
color indicating whether that have been performed.

You can view, and in some cases modify:

• Properties of a job, including participant and job history information
• The state of an open job, for example whether it has completed
• Properties of individual nodes and transitions in a job

Activity and Work Item Properties

You can view, and in some cases, modify job activity properties and process activity properties, including the following:

• Activity state information
• Activity approval information
• Approval task (called work item in WorkPoint Designer) information, for example:

– If no participant has the work item reserved (which removes the item from the work lists of other approvers), the
state is Available, and no participant user ID is displayed.

– If a participant has reserved but not yet completed the work item, the state is Open, and the participant’s user ID
and the reservation time are displayed.

– If the work item has been completed, the state is Complete. The user ID of the participant who approved or rejected
the task under workflow control is displayed, along with the time of completion.

Specific work item properties include:

• The work item name and current state
• State history information, including the user IDs of the participants responsible for given states
• Authorized work item participants information

NOTE
For more information about job, activity, and work item properties, see the WorkPoint Designer documentation.

Performing Workflow Activities
In a workflow process, a manual activity is performed by a person designated as an activity participant, who approves or
rejects an event associated with an approval task. Participants perform this activity in Identity Manager.
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The following operations take place when an activity associated with a Identity Manager approval task is performed:

1. Identity Manager notifies the participants.
2. A participant approves or rejects the task.
3. The workflow server completes the activity.

This page contains the following topics:

Find and Notify the Participants

When a workflow activity associated with a Identity Manager approval task begins, the workflow server passes information
about activity participants to Identity Manager. This information is defined in the activity properties. Identity Manager uses
this information to retrieve activity participants and alert them that an approval task is pending.

After identifying the participants, Identity Manager adds a new work item (the approval task) to each participant’s work list.
Optionally, Identity Manager also sends an email notification about the new work item to each participant.

NOTE
If the APPROVERS_REQUIRED activity property is set to false and no participants are found, the task is
considered approved by default.

NOTE
A circle in the Status column indicates that the approval task is available for any participant to claim. A check
mark indicates that the work list owner has accepted the approval task but has not yet completed it.

Accept and Perform the Approval Task

Once participants are found, the activity cannot be completed until one participant accepts the approval task and either
approves or rejects the task under workflow control.

A participant accepts an approval task by clicking the work item name in the Workflow Activity Console, and then clicking
Reserve Item. (Reserving an item removes it from the work lists of other approvers.)

Once a participant accepts an approval task, he commits to making the approval or rejection decision for the task under
workflow control. And, since multiple participants cannot accept the same approval task, the approval task is removed
from the work lists of other participants.

After a participant accepts an approval task, an approval screen appears, in which the participant can take one of these
actions:

• Approve or reject the task under workflow control immediately.
• Release the approval task to make it available to other participants.
• Close the dialog box and complete the activity later. To reopen the Approve Create User dialog box shown above, the

participant clicks the name of the approval task in his work list.

Additionally, the participant can update one or more modifiable fields, if any, on the approval screen. You can make fields
on this screen modifiable when you create the task.

After the participant approves or rejects the task under workflow control, the activity is complete, and the workflow process
can continue along the path determined by the outcome of the activity, as described in the next section.

Workflow Server Completes the Activity
A manual activity appears in the Designer window with two or more conditional transitions leading from it.

Each conditional transition is associated with a script. When a participant completes the activity, the scripts evaluate the
activity outcome. The result of these evaluations determines the direction of the process flow.
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The following illustration shows the Approve Create User activity in the Designer and the corresponding approval task of
the same name in Identity Manager.

Figure 44: The image shows the Approve Create User activity in the Designer and the corresponding approval
task of the same name in Identity Manager

When the activity participant (or approver) clicks the Approve or Reject button in Identity Manager:

1. The Approve Create User activity in the process job instance ends. The scripts associated with the conditional
transitions evaluate the outcome of the activity.

2. The job instance continues, depending on which conditional transition evaluates to true:
– If the activity is approved, script IM WorkItem Approved returns true. The workflow takes the IM WorkItem Approved

transition to the next node. This automated activity, IM Approve, notifies Identity Manager to execute the Create
User task.

– If the activity is rejected, script IM WorkItem Rejected returns true. The workflow takes the IM WorkItem Rejected
transition to the next workflow node. This automated activity, IM Reject, notifies Identity Manager to cancel the
Create User task.

Clearing Unwanted Workpoint Jobs from Runtime
The Workpoint database schema is created during the IM install process, together with all other IM databases and - by
default - as part of the same DB instance / SID.
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The table called WP_PROCI is the only table that contains actual jobs (i.e. Work items). These are the objects we see
when we log into the IME (Identity Manager Environment) and select View My Worklist task.

The spWP_DELETE_JOBS is a stored procedure which comes with the installation. 

For SQL DBs you can find it under your Identity Manager batabase instance -> Programmability.

Before You Begin

1. The SP will run against multiple table in the workpoint DB. You can view the list of tables from its nested stored
procedure spWP_DELETE_JOBS_BYLEVEL, which also comes with the installation. The WP_PROCI table
specifically contains the main handle for a job/worklist object used at runtime. It is where IM pulls the worklist items from.
These items are connected to records in the tasksession12_5 table (i.e. parent and approval tasks). Therefore we should
be mindful of what we decide to remove.

2. In the WP_PROCI table there's a column called PROC_STATE_ID. This is mapped to the table WP_PROC_STATE
which lists the states:

PROC_STATE_ID    NAME

1       Planned
2 ##     Active
3       Error
4       Canceled
5       Complete
6       Suspended
7       Created

3. In the WP_PROCI table there's also column called LU_ID. In order for spWP_DELETE_JOBS to clear jobs, the LU_ID
value of that record should be set to Delete Job. Please make sure the PROC_STATE_ID of the records that you want
deleted are in an end state and not active.

4. BEFORE setting the LU_ID to Delete Job on the unwanted records in the WP_PROCI table and running the SP,
you will need to shutdown all application server nodes. If you don't, the application server will continue to load the
transactions associated with these worklist items from the JMS queue and flood the log file with retries indefinitely. The
retries will always fail because the associated worklist item no longer exists. A restart thereafter will not resolve the
problem, only a clearing of the JMS queue will resolve this. So please have all nodes shutdown before running it. 

Additional Information:

Run the following commands – in order – to delete jobs from the Workpoint database. In this example, we will remove a
job with PROCI_ID = 2077:

update [imdb].[dbo].[WP_PROCI] set proc_state_id = 4 where proci_id = 2077

update [imdb].[dbo].[WP_PROCI] set lu_id = 'Delete Job' where proci_id = 2077

execute spWP_DELETE_JOBS

Workpoint Job View
You can view the runtime status of Workpoint jobs in the User Console from the following:

• Approval tasks
• View Submitted Tasks.
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In new environments, all approval tasks include the View Job tab by default. Only events created in this release support
viewing the job images for all process definitions invoked for the selected event or task in View Submitted Tasks. Events
created in earlier releases do not support the Workflow Job View feature.

Add the View Job Tab to Existing Approval Tabs
For Approval Tasks you must add the new View Job Tab to all existing tasks in order to view the job image for that work
item.

Note: New environments contain this tab for all approval tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Click Search and select an approval task (for example, Approve Create User), and click Select.

The Modify Admin Task: Approve Create User dialog appears.
4. Click the Tabs tab and from the drop-down menu, select View Job (JobView) and click Submit.

The View Job Tab has been added to the approval task.
Repeat for all existing approval tasks.

Policy-Based Workflow
Policy-based workflow allows you to place an event or an admin task under workflow control based on the evaluation of
a rule. This means that instead of an event or an admin task always launching a workflow process, the workflow process
runs and generates a work item only if a rule associated with the event or an admin task is true.

An approval rule is a condition that determines whether to start a workflow process. If started, the workflow process places
the event or an admin task under workflow control by adding a work item to an approver’s work list.

An approval policy is the combination of the approval rule, the rule evaluation type, policy order, policy description, and the
workflow process.

For example, when creating a new group, you can define an approval policy that places the CreateGroupEvent under
workflow control and creates a work item only if the new group is part of a designated parent organization. If the new
group is not part of that organization, the workflow process does not run and no work item is created.

If an event has multiple rules, then all workflow process associated with the event need to be approved in order for the
event to be approved. Similarly for an admin task, you can define an approval policy that places the CreateGroupTask
under workflow control and creates a work item only if the name of the new group starts with Sales. If the name of the new
group does not start with Sales, the workflow process does not run and no work item is created.

You can create a policy rule that is always evaluated or only when a specified attribute of a managed object changes, for
example, when an employee's salary changes value.

NOTE
In earlier versions of policy-based workflow, if any approver made any change to the attributes, they were sent
for re-approval. With attribute level approve and reject, changes at any stage are approved only once. The
work item is never submitted for re-approval even if the attribute contained in the rule is modified. Once an
approver approves a change, they will not see the work item again until a new change is submitted or the task is
resubmitted.

Objects of Rules
A Identity Manager administrator can create approval policies for an event or admin task based on the following objects.
The following are the objects for an event if they apply to a given event and are present during event execution:
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• Initiator of the task - The Identity Manager administrator who executes the task.
• Primary object of the event - The primary object associated with the event.
• Secondary object of the event - The secondary object associated with the event relative to the primary object.

The following are the objects for an admin task:

• Primary Object of the Task - The primary object associated with the task
• Initiator of the Task - The Identity Manager administrator who executes the task.
• Identity Policy Violations - For identity policy violations, the rules are based on the policy name of the identity policy

that caused the violation. For example, Policy Name EQUALS TitlePolicy. The violation message is displayed on
the Task Details tab of the Approval Screen, which is the same as the View Submitted Tasks Task Details. The SOD
violation message is displayed under a new section heading named Identity Policy Violation. An approver can view
these messages and decide to approve or reject the task.

NOTE
If a rule is based on Identity Policy Violation, the evaluation is different from normal evaluation. An SOD
violation once approved does not invoke any other workflow process even if there are other rules that may
evaluate to true for that particular SOD violation. With normal evaluation, it will invoke all the workflow
processes one-by-one even if the same change has been approved by other approvers.

Rule Evaluation
Policy rules can be evaluated for an event in the following two ways:

• Always
A policy with evaluation type of Always gets invoked if the policy evaluates to True irrespective of whether any
attributes contained in the policy are changed or not. On the approval screen for a work item that was generated as a
result of a policy evaluation type of Always, an approver can change any editable attribute on the approval screen.
Note: If the approver clicks the Reject button, the event is rejected.
For Always, evaluation type behaviour is the same for tasks and events.

• Only if an attribute specified in the approval condition changes
A policy with evaluation type of OnChange gets invoked only if the policy evaluates to True and any of the attributes
contained in the policy changed. On the approval screen for a work item that was generated as a result of a policy
with evaluation type of Onchange, the approver can only change the value of those attributes contained in the policy, if
those attributes have a permission of readwrite for that approval screen. All other attributes that exist on the approval
screen have read-only permissions.

NOTE
For event level workflow, if the approver clicks the Reject button, only changes made to the attributes
contained in the approval policy are rejected and the next approval policy in order, gets evaluated.For task
level workflow, if the approver clicks the reject button, the event is rejected.

For both rule types OnChange and Always, when an approver un-does all changes and clicks Approve, the
changes are rejected and audited accordingly.

Rule Evaluation Example

Consider the following policies, all for ModifyUserEvent in the Modify User admin task:

Policy Rule Evaluation

Policy1 User where (User ID = Smith01) Always

Policy2 User where (Title = Manager) When the Title attribute changes

Policy3 User where (Salary >= 80000) When the Salary attribute changes
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Policy1 is evaluated every time administrator invokes the Modify User task for user Smith01, regardless of which attribute
changes.

Policy2 is evaluated when the administrator invokes the Modify User task to change the Title attribute for any user object.
Policy2 is true if Title changes to Manager.

Policy3 is evaluated when the administrator invokes the Modify User task to change the Salary attribute for any user
object. Policy3 is true if salary changes to 80000 or more.

In this example, if an administrator uses the Modify User task to change the Title attribute to Manager for user Smith01,
then both Policy1 and Policy2 evaluate to true, and their respective workflow processes are started. In this case, the
standard ordering priority applies.

Conditional rule evaluation allows an approver of one work item to change an attribute that affects another work item for
the same event while the event is still pending. This is only possible for approval policies that have an evaluation type
of Always. In the preceding example, if an administrator changes an attribute for user Smith01, then Policy1 is true and
generates a work item. While approving the work item generated by Policy1, that approver may, on the same approval
screen, change the Salary attribute for Smith01. In this case, the new Salary value for Smith01 determines whether or not
Policy3 generates a work item for the same instance of ModifyUserEvent. If the approver changes the salary to 90000,
then Policy3 generates a new work item which must be approved before the event itself is approved. Standard ordering
priority applies.

Policy Order
All approval policies contain a Policy Order field in which a positive integer value, ordered from lowest to highest, specifies
priority. The priority for each policy determines the following:

• The order in which approval rules are evaluated
• For rules that are true, the order in which workflow processes are started

A policy with a lower integer value has a higher priority, and its rule is evaluated before a policy with a higher integer
value. For all policies for an event or admin task that are true, the policy with the highest priority starts its workflow
process first.

Policy Order Example

This simple example demonstrates how policy ordering works. In this example, assume the policy rules are always
evaluated.

If an event has multiple policies that are always evaluated, then for the event itself to be approved, all policies must be
approved. However, if one policy associated with the event which has a policy evaluation type as ALWAYS is rejected, the
event itself is rejected.

NOTE
If a policy associated with the even has an evaluation type as Onchange, only the changes associated with
the attributes contained in that policy are rejected. The event itself is not rejected and the next policy in line is
evaluated.

In this example, Policy1, Policy2, and Policy3 all have a policy evalutation type of ALWAYS. Policy1 evaluates to false, the
workflow process named Process1 does not execute, and no work item is generated for User1. Event control immediately
passes to Policy2. Policy2 and Policy3 both evaluate to true. Because of its higher priority, workflow Process2 runs first,
and generates a work item for User2.
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If User2 approves the work item, workflow Process3 runs and generates a work item for User3, who must then approve
the work item for the event itself to be approved. These actions are shown in the following table:

Priority Policy Result Workflow Approver Action

1 Policy1 False Process1 User1 --

2 Policy2 True Process2 User2 Approved

3 Policy3 True Process3 User3 Approved

However if User2 rejects the work item, the event itself is rejected, and no work item is generated for User3, as shown in
the following table:

Priority Policy Result Workflow Approver Action

1 Policy1 False Process1 User1 --

2 Policy2 True Process2 User2 Rejected

3 Policy3 True Process3 User3 --

Next, Policy1, Policy2, and Policy3 all have a policy evaluation type of ONCHANGE. If User2 rejects the work item,
only changes associated with the attributes contained in Policy2 are rejected. Policy3 is then evaluated and Workflow
Process3 runs and generates a work item for User3. If User3 rejects the work item, the event is rejected as all changes
to this event were rejected. If User3 approves the work item, the event is approved and attribute changes contained in
Policy3 get persisted.

 

Priority Policy Result Workflow Approver Action

1 Policy1 False Process1 User1 --

2 Policy2 True Process2 User2 Rejected

3 Policy3 True Process3 User3 Approved

Policy Description
An optional, non-searchable string description attribute has been added to the Approval policy managed object and
appears on resulting work items.

Maximum number of characters supported: 255 characters

You can enter bundle/key information in the following format for the description:

$ (bundle=<fully qualified resource bundles name> : key=<key>)

Approval Policies and Multivalued Attributes
If a rule was set up for a multivalued attribute, there was no way to say that this rule should apply only on newly added or
removed values for the multivalued attribute. By looking at the Policy Evaluation Type for a rule based on a multivalued
attribute, this is now achieved. If the rule evaluation type is Onchange then this rule can only be applied to the new added
or removed values of the multivalued attribute and not on all values of the multivalued attribute.

If the rule must be based on all values of the multivalued attribute irrespective of whether they were newly added or
removed, the evaluation type for that rule must be Always.
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Changes made to multivalued attributes are highlighted on the profile screen with an undo icon. If a rule evaluated to true
because a new value was added or removed to a multivalued attribute, the approver approving this change sees ALL
values contained in the multivalued attribute. Clicking the undo icon reverts the value for that attribute back to its original
value. If an approver wants to see the removed values, clicking the Undo icon shows the original set of values.

Clicking the redo icon shows the new set of values letting the approver differentiate which were the removed values and
which were the added ones. Clicking the approve button approves all the changes to this multivalued attribute. Clicking
the reject button rejects all changes to this multivalued attribute. All subsequent rules pertaining to this multivalued
attribute are not evaluated unless there is a new delta of values for this multivalued attribute.

NOTE
For rules based on multivalued attributes, the values contained in the multivalued attribute are the actual values
and not the display values. For example, the display value for the state MA is Massachusetts. When creating an
approval policy that is based on the state attribute, the rule should look like state=MA.

Consider the following example policies, all for ModifyUserEvent in the Modify User admin task:

Policy Rule Evaluation
Policy1 User where (State = MA) OnChange
Policy2 User where (state = DC) Always

Policy1 is evaluated every time an administrator invokes the ModifyUser task to change the state attribute and evaluates
to true if the value MA is either added or removed from the state attribute.

Policy 2 is evaluated every time the administrator invokes the Modify User task for a user whose state contains the value
DC.

Attributes Highlighted as Changed on Workflow Approval Screens
On an approval screen, additional attributes may appear highlighted as changed even if an administrator did not change
them in the original task. This is because the screen can contain scripts that can change values of various attributes
contained on the screen as a part of screen initialization or screen validation for a change of some other attribute.

Policy Examples
The following business use case examples demonstrate how you can apply workflow approval policies for an event:

• Example 1:
Use Case - An administrator modifies a relational database account belonging to an employee.
Admin Task - ModifyMSSQLAccount
Event  - ModifyMSSQLAccountEvent
Approval Rule  - User where (Title = RDBAcctManager)
Workflow Process - ModAcctApproval (custom workflow process)
Object  - Initiator of the task
Evaluation  - Always evaluate the rule

• Example 2:
Use Case - An administrator modifies an employee's salary to reflect a new raise.
Admin Task - Modify User
Event  - ModifyUserEvent
Approval Rule - User where (Salary >= 100000)
Workflow Process - SalaryChangeApproval (custom workflow process)
Object  - Primary object of the event (user)
Evaluation  - Evaluate only when the Salary attribute changes

• Example 3:
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Use Case - An administrator adds a user to the Contractors group when that user’s title changes to Contractor. This
example could be divided into the following two approval policies:
Policy 1:
Admin Task - Modify User
Event  - ModifyUserEvent
Approval Rule - User where (Title = Contractor)
Workflow Process - SingleStepApproval (default process template)
Object  - Primary object of the event (user)
Evaluation  - Evaluate only when the Title attribute changes
Policy 2:
Admin Task - Modify Group (or Modify Group Membership)
Event  - AddToGroup
Approval Rule - Group where (Group Name = Contractors)
Workflow Process - SingleStepApproval (default process template)
Object  - Secondary object of the event (group)
Evaluation  - Always evaluate the rule

The following business use case examples demonstrate how you can apply workflow approval policies for a task:

• Example 1:
Use Case  - An administrator modifies an Active Directory account belonging to an employee.
Admin Task - ModifyActiveDirectoryAccount
Object  - Initiator of the task
Approval Rule - User where (Title = ActiveDirectoryManager)
Workflow Process - Single Step Approval
Evaluation  - Always evaluate the rule

• Example 2:
Use Case  - An administrator modifies a user whose employee code is HighSecurity.
Admin Task - Modify User
Object - Primary Object of the Task
Approval Rule - User where (employeenumber = HighSecurity)
Workflow Process - Single Step Approval
Evaluation  - Always evaluate the rule

• Example 3:
Use Case - An administrator modifies a user to assign admin roles CheckApprover and CheckSigner.
Admin Task - Modify User
Object  - Identity Policy Violation
Approval Rule  - IdentityPolicy where (Name = CheckRoles)
Workflow Process  - Single Step Approval
Evaluation - Always evaluate the rule

How to Configure Policy-Based Workflow for Events
The procedure for configuring policy-based workflow is similar to that for configuring event-level workflow, with the
additional steps of defining the approval policies which determine whether the workflow executes.

To Configure Policy-Based Workflow

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify (or Create) Admin Task.
A Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want under workflow control, and click Select.
A Modify (or Create) Admin Task screen appears.

3. On the Profile tab, verify that Enable Workflow is checked.
4. On the Events tab, select an event to map to a process template.
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The workflow mapping screen appears.
5. Select the Policy-Based radio button, and then click Add.

The Approval Policy screen appears.
6. Configure an approval policy.
7. Configure participant resolvers as required by your selected workflow process.

The participant requests are added to the process.
8. Click OK.

Identity Manager saves your event-level workflow configuration.
9. Click Submit.

Identity Manager processes the task modification.

NOTE
The Workflow Process list includes processes for use with both the template method and the WorkPoint method:

• When a template method process is selected (either SingleStepApproval, TwoStageApprovalProcess, or
EscalationApproval), the page expands to enable participant resolver configuration.

• When a WorkPoint method process is selected, the page does not expand. Participant resolvers are configured in
WorkPoint Designer.

How to Configure Policy-Based Workflow for Tasks
The procedure for configuring policy-based workflow for tasks is similar to that for configuring task-level workflow, with the
additional steps of defining the approval policies which determine whether the workflow executes.

To Configure Policy-Based Workflow

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify (or Create) Admin Task.
A Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want under workflow control, and click Select.
A Modify (or Create) Admin Task screen appears.

3. On the Profile tab, verify that Enable Workflow is checked
4. On the Profile tab, click on the pencil icon next to the Workflow Process field

The workflow mapping screen appears.
5. Select the Policy-Based radio button, and then click Add.

The Approval Policy screen appears.
6. Configure an approval policy.
7. Configure participant resolvers as required by your selected workflow process.

The participant requests are added to the process.
8. Click OK.

Identity Manager saves your task-level workflow configuration.
9. Click Submit.

Identity Manager processes the task modification.

NOTE
The Workflow Process list includes processes for use with the template method for task-level policy-based
workflow:

• When a template method process is selected (either SingleStepApproval or TwoStageApprovalProcess), the page
expands to enable participant resolver configuration.
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How to Configure an Approval Policy
Configuring an approval policy for an event or task involves the following steps.

1. Select an object to test.
2. Define an approval rule for the object.
3. For primary objects, decide if this is a conditional evaluation.
4. Enter the order of policy evaluation.
5. Configure a workflow process to run if the rule is true.

To configure an Approval Policy

1. On the Approval Policy screen, select an object for the rule to test from the drop-down list.
The screen changes to reflect your selection.

2. From the new drop-down next to the object name, select a condition expression template.
The screen changes to reflect your selection.

3. Create and edit your condition expression as required.
4. Select the Rule Evaluation option button to indicate if the rule is always evaluated, or only if an attribute in the approval

condition changes.
5. Enter a positive integer value to specify the policy evaluation order (in case there are multiple policies for the event).
6. Select and configure the workflow process that executes if the rule evaluates to true.
7. Click OK to save the approval policy.

Policy-Based Workflow Status
Identity Manager administrators can display the status of tasks containing workflow approval policies using the following
standard system tools:

• View Submitted Tasks tab
• User History tab
• Reports and logs

The submitted task and task history information includes:

• Task and event information
• Workflow and approval rule information
• Approval rule evaluation results

See the System tab documentation for submitted task history descriptions.

Global Event Level Policy-Based Workflow Mapping
An event can be mapped to a workflow process from the Management Console, or be associated with policy-based
workflow approval policies in a specific task. The new Configure Global Policy-based Workflow for Events task, lets
administrators set up policy-based workflow mapping for events at the environment level. Unlike setting up policy-based
workflow for an event in an admin task, the configured policy-based workflow mappings are applied to all tasks that
generate the event.

Note: The Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events task works only when workflow is enabled. Executing this
task when workflow is disabled throws an error.

This task has been added to the System tab. When a task is submitted, the workflow process of each event in this task is
retrieved in the following way:

Any workflow configured for the event for that admin task takes precedence. An event can be configured for either policy-
based or non-policy based workflow. If policy-based workflow is configured for the event for that admin task the workflow
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process associated with the policy is invoked. If no rule matched, no workflow is invoked for the event. Likewise, if non-
policy based workflow is configured for the event for that admin task, the workflow process associated with the policy is
invoked. If no workflow was configured for the event for that admin task, global workflow configuration for that event takes
precedence.

Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events Task Screen

The Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events tasks lets an administrator configure policy or non-policy based
workflow for all events in the current environment. Clicking the task displays the default event mapping to workflow
process definitions. Each event mapping can be modified or deleted, and new event mappings can be added for events
that have not been configured.

The fields on the screen are as follows:

• Workflow processes associated with events in this environment.
Specifies the workflow processes associated with approval policies.

• Add New Mappings
Specifies an approval policy to map to a workflow process.

• Add Button
Adds the new mapping.

NOTE
Adding or modifying a mapping opens the Workflow Mapping screen where you can select the process
mappings and approval policies. The behavior is the same as the event level workflow configuration. Clicking the
Add button on the Workflow Mappings page brings up another page where you can configure an approval policy.

Online Requests
Identity Manager lets you create general purpose online request tasks. The default online request implementation is
comprised of a set of related tasks for both self-modification requests and administrative user modification requests.
However, the online request feature could easily be implemented for other Identity Manager request tasks.

A user modification request triggers a workflow process which generates a work item. Workflow participants can either
approve and implement the work item, or reject it. The user initiating the task enters a description of the request in the
history editor, a text area which Identity Manager uses to maintain a history of the request. This history editor can be
configured to allow participants to leave comments about the action they perform on the work item. These comments
become part of the cumulative work item history.

New actions in addition to (or in place of) the standard approve and reject actions are also possible. For example, a
business participant can clarify or comment on the request, and a technical participant can implement the request. These
new activities can be represented by new workflow action buttons like “Clarify” and “Implement” which you can add to the
standard “Approve” and “Reject” buttons on the approval task.

Online Request Tasks
There are five tasks that work together to make up the default online request implementation. These tasks demonstrate
the use of custom requests, history, and workflow action buttons:

Note: The admin tasks (Change My Account and Create Online Request) are configured by default for event-level
workflow using the Consultation Process template.

• Change My Account
This is a self-modification admin task that creates a user account change request. It has a Request tab with a history
editor for describing the request, and a Profile tab with read-only user details.

• Create Online Request
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This is a user modification admin task that creates an account change request for a particular user. It has a Request
tab with a history editor for describing the request, and a Subject Profile tab with read-only user details.

• Approve Online Request
This is an approval task that allows the business participant to approve or reject the task, or to request further
clarification of the task. This task has a Request tab with a history display and a history editor for queries or comments,
a read-only Subject Profile tab, and an Assignees tab.

• Clarify Online Request
This is an approval task that allows the clarifying participant to respond to a clarification request, and sends the
task back to the business participant for approval. It has a Request tab with a history display and a history editor for
comments, and a read-only Subject Profile tab.

• Implement Online Request
This is an approval task that allows the technical participant to implement the task and to add a comment to the task
history. It has an Implement Request tab with a history display and a history editor for comments, a read-only Subject
Profile tab, and an Assignees tab.

Online Request Process
The online request tasks are controlled by a workflow process template called Consultation Process, shown as it appears
in WorkPoint Designer:

Figure 45: The image shows WorkPoint Designer presntation of a workflow process template called Consultation
Process that controls online request tasks
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The Consultation Process includes four manual activities which correspond to approval tasks in the online request
implementation:

• An activity for the business approver, who rejects the work item, approves the work item and passes it on to the
technician, or requests further clarification from the consultant.

• An activity for the consultant, who clarifies the work item and sends it back to the business approver.
• An activity for a default approver, who takes over if either the business approver or consultant cannot be contacted.
• An activity for the technician, who implements the request and completes the work item.

Online Request History
The online request history feature allows participants to create a record of work item actions. As responsibility for the work
item passes from one participant to another, the new participant is able to review work item history before taking action.

Two controls are used to implement online request history:

• The history display is a read-only table containing details of previous history entries in chronological order.
• The history editor is a text box for creating new history entries. It also has an optional button for adding multiple entries

without submitting the work item.

By default, the history editor and history display appear on the Request tabs for all tasks associated with the online
request implementation. 

Using Online Requests
The following steps describe the online request workflow process. For each step, the generated IM task appears in
parentheses. At every step in the process, the participant can add a comment in the history editor. This comment appears
in the history display to the next participant in the workflow process.

1. The Task Initiator requests a modification to a Identity Manager user (Create Online Request).
2. The Business Approver receives a work item, and does one of the following:

– Approves the work item (Approve Online Request).
– Rejects the work item and terminates the workflow process. No new task is generated.
– Requests a clarification from the consultant (Clarify Online Request).

3. The Consultant receives a work item, and does one of the following:
– Adds a clarification and returns the work item to the Business Approver. No new task is generated.
– Cancels the work item and terminates the workflow process. No new task is generated.

4. The Technician receives a work item, and implements the request (Implement Online Request).

Workflow Action Buttons
Approval tasks in Identity Manager historically have Approve and Reject action buttons that appear on their corresponding
work item screens. Workflow action buttons allow administrators to extend the functionality of Identity Manager tasks
and workflows by adding action buttons to approval tasks, and by removing or modifying existing buttons. (The standard
Approve and Reject buttons are implemented in the same manner as custom workflow action buttons.)

For example, a workflow process might require an action that allows mid-level participants to escalate certain cases
to a more senior participant for final approval or rejection. These mid-level participants could add a comment or
recommendation using the history editor, and then send the work item to the senior participant to review and approve or
reject.

Adding or removing workflow action buttons requires appropriate changes to the WorkPoint workflow process that
provides the business logic for handling these new actions.
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Workflow Buttons in Approval Tasks
Workflow action buttons correspond to transition nodes pointing away from manual activity nodes on a WorkPoint
process diagram. For example, in the Consultation Process, the Technician activity node has a single transition called
Implemented. This corresponds to the "Implemented" button on the Implement Online Request approval task.

NOTE
The "Reserve Item" and "Close" buttons are governed by Identity Manager programming logic and are not under
workflow control.

Button Configuration In Identity Manager
To configure a workflow action button, click the button named Workflow Action Buttons on the Profile tab of an Approval
task.

The button Profile tab has a table with a row for each workflow action button. Each button row has the following four
properties, which correspond to columns in the table:

• Display Name
The name that appears on the button in the approval screen. The name is a conditionally localized value, which can be
either a string or a key for a localized string in a resource file.

• Action
The value that is passed back to the workflow process when the option is selected. This value is an attribute of the
corresponding transition node in the WorkPoint process diagram. The value is a non-localized string. The default
settings are “approved” and “rejected”.

• Tool Tip
A short description (or tool tip) of the button action which appears when a user hovers the mouse cursor over the
button. The tool tip is a conditionally localized value, which can be either a string or a key for a localized string in a
resource file.

• Long Description
A longer description of the button action which adds a message describing the action on the "View Submitted Task"
screen. If the description is blank, the message that is displayed on the "View Submitted Task" screen is the button
name. The name is a conditionally localized value, which can be either a string or a key for a localized string in a
resource file.

Adding Workflow Action Buttons
To add a new button to an existing workflow process, perform the following high-level steps:

1. Add the workflow button in Identity Manager.
For instructions, see How to Add a Workflow Action Button.

2. If necessary, add localization keys.
For instructions, see the Configuration Guide.

3. Add any new required nodes in WorkPoint Designer.
For instructions, see the WorkPoint Designer online help.

4. Define a script in the WorkPoint Designer transition node.
For instructions, see Button Configuration in WorkPoint Designer.

The page contains the following topics:

How to Add a Workflow Action Button

You can add workflow action buttons to approval tasks in Identity Manager.
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To add a workflow action button to an admin task

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
The Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the approval task, and click Select.
The Modify Admin Task screen appears.

3. On the Profile tab, click the button named Workflow Action Buttons.
The Workflow Action Button Profile tab appears.

4. Click "Add Button" to add a new button to the approval task.
5. Enter the button property information.
6. Click OK.

Identity Manager saves the new button information.
7. Click Submit.

Identity Manager processes the task modification.

Button Configuration in WorkPoint Designer

In WorkPoint Designer, workflow action buttons are configured using transition node script properties, as shown in the
following figure:
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By default, workflow action buttons use the following script properties to perform a string comparison:

• Left Operand--ACTION_PEFORMED, which is defined in the User Data properties of the preceding manual activity
node.

• Right Operand--The Action value of the button, which is defined in the button profile tab of the User Console.

NOTE
See the WorkPoint Designer online help for information about activity node and transition node scripts and
properties.

Work Lists and Work Items
A work list is a list of work items (or approval tasks) that appears in the User Console of the participant authorized to
approve the task. Work items correspond to manual activities in a workflow process. Work items are represented as rows
in the work list.

Work items can be added to a work list in the following ways:

• A participant resolver determining a list of approvers.
• Receiving delegated work items from another user.
• Reassigning it to another user.

Work items can be removed from a work list in the following ways:

• Completing (approving or rejecting) the work item.
• Reassigning it to another user.
• Reserving it. This removes it from the work list of all other participants.

NOTE
When you accept or reject a work item, the change is not immediate. For example, if you reject a work item, that
item still appears in you work list until the workflow process records the information and progresses the process
to the next node.

The information tabs that appear on a work item depend on whether the work item was generated by workflow under task-
level or event-level control:

• Profile -- Provides profile information about the object affected by the event (event-level only).
• Task Details -- Provides detailed information for all events within the task (task-level only).
• Approvers -- Lists all individual approvers and delegators for the task or event (task-level and event-level)

Displaying a Work List
Your work list appears automatically when you log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console if you have been assigned
as a participant to approve tasks (or work items) initiated by other users.

Follow these steps to view you work list:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Home, View My Work List.

Your work list appears.
Note: At a time, the system displays only 100 work list items that are pending for approval. To view all the work
items, you must change the SQLQueryLimit property value from 100 to 0 in <APPSERVER_DEPLOYMENT_DIR>/
iam_im.ear/workflow.rar/META-INF/ra.xml.

<config-property>

     <config-property-name>SQLQueryLimit</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.Integer</config-property-type>
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     <config-property-value>0</config-property-value>

</config-property>

3. Click the name of a work item to display it.
The selected work item appears.

Administrators can manage work items for users over whom they have scope.

NOTE

 Managing a user's work items allows administrators to reserve a work item. Viewing a user's work list does not
allow work item changes of any kind.

To view the work list of another user:

1. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, select Users, Manage Work Items, View User's Work List.
A select user screen appears.

2. Search for the user whose work list you want to view, and click Select.
The user's work list screen appears.

To manage work items for another user:

1. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, select Users, Manage Work Items, Manage User's Work Items.
A select user screen appears.

2. Search for the user whose work items you want to manage, and click Select.
The user's work list screen appears.

3. Click the name of a work item to display it.
The selected work item appears.

Reserving Work Items
You can reserve a work item to "check it out" and remove it from the work list of other participants. Reserving a work item
holds it for the user performing the reservation.

If the reserving user releases the work item, it becomes available again on the work list of other participants. If the
reserving user approves or rejects the work item, it is completed, and no longer available to other participants.

this page contains the following topics:

Reassignment and Reserved Work Items

If a user has a work item reserved while it is reassigned, the user keeps it reserved. But if the user then releases that work
item, he loses access to it.

An administrator can reassign, reserve, or release another user's work item, but cannot approve or reject another user's
work item. Only the assigned work item participant can do that.

Delegation and Reserved Work Items

While a delegation is active, either the delegate or the delegator may reserve a work item. A work item reserved by one
user cannot appear on another user’s work list.

For example, if a delegate has a work item reserved while the delegation is withdrawn, the delegate keeps the work item
reserved. But if the delegate then releases that work item, he loses access to it.

If a user who is a delegate is deleted while the delegate has a work item reserved, the delegate still retains the work item.
If the delegate then approves the work item, auditing can no longer determine who delegated it.

If a delegate has a work item reserved while the delegation is withdrawn, the delegate retains access until the work item is
completed or released.
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How to Reserve or Release a Work Item

You reserve a work item to "check it out" and remove it from the work list of other participants.

You release a reserved work item to make it available on the work list of other participants.

NOTE
The only way to free a reserved work item is to explicitly release it.

To reserve or release a work item

1. In the User Console, select Home, View My Work List.
Your work list appears.

2. Select the work item you want to reserve or release.
The expanded work item screen appears.

3. Click Reserve Item or Release Item.
Identity Manager confirms your action.

Delegating Work Items
Work item delegation lets a user (the delegator) specify that another user (the delegate) is allowed to approve tasks in the
delegator's work list. A delegator can assign work items to another approver during periods when the delegator is “out of
the office.” Delegators retain full access to their work items during the delegation period.

Delegated work items are not changed in any way. Logging indicates whether a work item was delegated.

Delegation works by allowing the delegate to “impersonate” the delegator and view the items on the delegator's work list.
When viewing a work list, delegates see their own work items as well as the delegator's work items.

Delegation is not transitive. A delegate can only see work items that the delegator has assigned directly. For example,
If user A delegates work items to user B, and user B delegates work items to user C, user C can only see work items
belonging to user B, and not any work items that may have been work items delegated to user B by user A.

This page contains the following topics:

Delegation Well-Known Attribute

Delegation uses the following well-known attribute:

%DELEGATORS%

This well-known attribute stores the names of users who are delegating to the user with the attribute, as well as the time
when the delegation was created.

How to Enable Delegation

You must have workflow approval delegation enabled before you can use a delegate work items to another user. By
default, delegation is disabled.

To enable workflow approval delegation

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed. For example,
myserver.mycompany.com:port.

2. Click Environments, and select the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Click Advanced Settings, and then click Workflow Approval Delegation.
4. Select the Enabled check box, and then click Save.
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How to Delegate for Yourself

You can delegate work items to another user during periods when you are “out of the office.” Delegators still retain full
access to their work items during the delegation period.

To delegate work items for yourself

1. In the User Console, select Home, Out of Office Assistant.
The Out of Office Assistant screen appears.

2. Click Add User.
A select user screen appears.

3. Search for and select one or more users to act as delegate.
The users are added to the delegate list.

4. Click Submit.
The task is submitted and the delegation is saved.

NOTE
Users who are already delegates do not appear in the search results when adding a delegate.

Time-Based Work Item Delegation

In previous releases, you could specify the start time, but not the end time for delegations. Newly created delegations
have their dates for delegation set to true, with the Default start time set to now.

At modification time, start and end dates can be changed. The default end time is one week from start date.

To change the Start or End dates, do the following:

1. From the User Console's Home tab, select Out of Office Assistant.
2. Click the pencil icon next to the User ID whose delegation information want to change.

The Edit Delegation Details screen appears.
3. Click on the Calendar next to Start Date to change the delegation start date.

NOTE
An error message is displayed when the Delegation Start Date selected is before the current date.

4. If you want to select an end date, check the Has End Date checkbox.
The End Date field is now available to set the end date.

5. Click on the Calendar next to End Date to set a date for the delegation to end.
6. Once the dates have been set, Click OK.

Alternately, you can do the same from the Delegate Work Items tab when Creating or Modifying a user.

Enable Time-Based Work Item Delegation

To enable time based work item delegation in an existing environment on upgrade, do the following:

From the Management Console

1. Navigate to the Environments page.
2. Drill down into the selected Environment, Advanced Settings, Work Item Delegation.
3. Uncheck Enabled check box.
4. Save the changes and restart the Environment.
5. Drill down into Advanced Settings, Work Item Delegation.
6. Check Enabled checkbox.
7. Save the changes and restart the Environment.
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NOTE
This procedure is for existing environments only. Time-based workflow item delegation is enable for new
environments.

Out of Office Assistant Screen

You use the following Out of Office Assistant screen to add and remove delegate for yourself:

The Out of Office Assistant screen displays a list of your current delegates. In addition to columns that identify the
delegate, three additional columns are included in the list:

• Start Date
Displays the date the delegation was created.

• End Date
Displays the date the delegation is to end.

• Has Delegates
Indicates whether the delegate has delegated work items to another user.

When you click the pencil icon next to the selected User ID, the Edit Delegation Details screen appears where you can
change the Start Date and specify the End Date for the delegation.

How to Delegate for Another User

Administrators can delegate work items from one user (the delegator) to another. For example, a user may be out of the
office unexpectedly, or an administrator may need to assign a large workload to multiple users.

Administrators can only delegate work items for users over whom they have scope. Similarly, they can only add or remove
users they manage from the list of delegates.

To delegate work items for another user

1. In the User Console, select Users, Manage Work Items, Delegate Work Items.
A select user screen appears.

2. Search for the user whose work items you want to delegate (the delegator), and click Select.
A delegate work items screen appears.

3. Click Add User.
A select user screen appears.

4. Search for and select one or more users to act as delegate.
The users are added to the delegate list.

5. Click Submit.
The task is submitted and the delegation is saved.

NOTE
Users who are already delegates do not appear in the search results when adding a delegate.

How to Remove a Delegation

If a user logs into Identity Manager with delegations in place, Identity Manager displays the following reminder:

You have delegations in place. Please check that they are still required.

To remove a delegation for yourself

1. In the User Console, select Home, Out of Office Assistant.
The Out of Office Assistant screen appears.

2. Click the minus sign (-) for delegates you want to remove.
The delegates disappear from the list.
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3. Click Submit.
The task is submitted and the delegation is removed.

To remove a delegation for another user

1. In the User Console, select Users, Manage Work Items, Delegate Work Items.
A user search screen appears.

2. Search for and select the user whose delegations you want to remove.
The delegates list appears.

3. Click the minus sign (-) for delegates you want to remove.
The delegates disappear from the list.

4. Click Submit.
The task is submitted and the delegation is removed.

NOTE
You can only remove a delegate if you have scope over that user.

Reassigning Work Items
Reassignment allows users and administrators to change the assignees of a work item after it is created. An administrator
can:

• View another user's work list
• Add and remove work item assignees
• Change the reserve status of work items

For example, an administrator can reassign a work item or release a reserved work item from a user who is not acting on
it.

If a user has a work item reserved while it is reassigned, the user keeps it reserved. But if the user then releases that work
item, he loses access to it.

If a delegate has a work item reserved while the delegation is withdrawn, the delegate retains access until the work item is
completed or released.

This page contains the following topics:

The Approvers Tab

You perform reassignment on the Work Item Approvers tab, which displays a list of current work item approvers (or
assignees). When you perform reassignment, you assign the open work item to all approvers in the list. Therefore, to
reassign a work item to a new assignee, you must also remove the current assignee.

How to Reassign Work Items

Reassigning a work item from one user to another is a two-step process:

• Select a new approver.
• Remove the current approver.

NOTE
You must have scope over users to whom you want to reassign.

To reassign your own work item

1. Select Home, View My Work List.
Your work list appears.

2. Select a work item to expand it.
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3. Select the Approvers tab.
The list of all current approvers appears, including the user whose work list you are managing.

4. Click Add Assignees.
A select user screen appears.

5. Search for and select one or more users to whom you want to reassign.

NOTE
For ALL and SUBSET approval modes, you can only reassign a work item to one user.

6. Click the minus sign button (-) to remove yourself as an assignee.
7. Click Perform Reassignment.

The work item appears on the work lists of the reassigned users.

NOTE
An administrator can reassign, reserve, or release another user's work item, but cannot approve or reject
another user's work item. Only the owner of the work item can do that.

To reassign another user's work item

1. Select Users, Manage Work Items, Manage User's Work Items.
A select user screen appears.

2. Search for the user whose work items you want to reassign, and click Select.
The Manage User's Work Items screen appears.

3. Select a work item to expand it.
4. Select the Approvers tab.

The list of all current approvers appears, including the user whose work list you are managing.
5. Click Add Assignees.

A select user screen appears.
6. Search for and select one or more users to whom you want to reassign.
7. Click the minus sign button (-) to remove the current assignee.
8. Click Perform Reassignment.

The work item appears on the work lists of the reassigned users.

Bulk Operations on Work Items
The following bulk operations can be performed on selected work items:

• Approve
• Reject
• Reserve
• Release

When you select any of these operations, Identity Manager validates that the displayed work items are still valid. For
example, if you try to Approve an item that has already been approved by another user, an informational message
appears. In effect, Identity Manager performs a refresh of the list of work items for you before attempting each bulk
operation.

In the User Console, the Configure Work List tab has been enhanced to include a new Supports bulk workflow operations
check box. When this check box is enabled, the user can bulk approve, reject, release, and reserve work items that they
own or work items from any delegators. Administrators can only perform these bulk operations on work items using the
Manage User's Work Items task.

NOTE
Bulk operations cannot be enabled for any View type tasks, such as View My Work List.
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Configure Work List Tab for Bulk Operations

To configure the Work List tab to support bulk operations on work items, follow this procedure.

From the Roles and Task Tab in the User Console

1. Select either:
– Roles and Tasks.
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks.

2. Select Admin Tasks, Manage Admin Tasks.
3. Click Search.
4. Select Manage User's Work Items.
5. From the Tabs Tab, click the pencil icon next to Work List.

The Configure Work List screen appears.
6. Select Support bulk workflow operations.
7. Save the changes and submit the task.

Bulk operations on work items are now available.

Create a Workflow Template for Tasks
A Workflow template lets an administrator configure a template for nonpolicy based workflows for specific events in the
current environment. You can then select this template to apply to specific events.

NOTE

Ensure to enable Workflows within your environment by opening the management Console, and then selecting
Home, Environments, <Environment Name>, Advanced Settings, Workflow, and then selecting the
Enabled checkbox.

Follow these steps:

1. Select System, Workflow, Create Workflow Template to display the Create Workflow Template screen.
2. Complete the screen, and note the following fields:

• Workflow Definition Identifier: This attribute is used by the Portal.
• Primary Managed Object Type: Selecting one displays the corresponding events that can apply to the Object type, in

the Events field. Selecting None or [blank] displays all events.
• Events: Select the events to associate with the template.
• Workflow Process: Select the workflow process associated with events in this template.

1. Selecting a Workflow Process displays the participant resolver configurations. Specify approvers as described
onscreen. For example, you might have to determine a Technical, Business, and a Default approver, depending on the
selected workflow process.

2. Select Submit.

Associate a Workflow Template with an Event

Admins can associate a workflow template to an event by modifying admin task if the event is configured in the workflow
template. If so, triggering the event starts the workflow process that is defined in the workflow template.

Follow these steps:

1. Select System, Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, and then either Create Admin Task, or Modify Admin Task. The
Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want to use with a workflow template, and then Select. A Modify (or Create) Admin Task
screen appears.
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3. On the Profile tab, verify that Enable Workflow is selected
4. Administer the Admin Task as desired.
5. On the Events tab, select an event to map to a workflow template. The workflow mapping screen appears.

Note: If an event in the Admin task is configured in a workflow template, selecting the event displays the Workflow
Template Based option

6. In the Workflow Template Based drop down list, select a workflow template. Selecting a workflow template applies
the Workflow process described in the template to the event. The workflow mapping screen expands.

7. Configure participant resolvers as required by the process template. The participant requests are added to the
process.

8. Select OK. CA Identity Manager saves your event-level workflow configuration.
9. Repeat steps 5 - 7 for each event you want using a workflow template.
10. Select Submit.

For more information, refer to How to Configure Event-Level Workflow.

Policy Xpress
Policy Xpress allows you to create complex business logic (policies) in Identity Manager without the need to develop
custom code. However, the concepts involved in creating Policy Xpress policies are complex and require careful thought
and planning. An administrator using Identity Manager portal screens can configure a policy within Policy Xpress to
implement even the most sophisticated business logic required. As business policies change, an administrator can modify
the policies using configuration screens within Identity Manager without requiring a developer to make underlying code
changes, or more importantly -- with proper change management procedures -- without restarting the Identity Manager
services.

The following types of data can be accessed in a policy:

• Accounts
• Groups
• Attributes
• System roles
• Data sources
• System info
• System events
• Defined variables

All actions done by Policy Xpress are run as events, when possible. For example, a policy that changes a user's attribute,
generates a ModifyUserEvent. This allows for auditing in the system, and for viewing detailed information about tasks
generated by Policy Xpress. As with all system events, events generated by Policy Xpress can be viewed in the View
Submitted Tasks tab. If your Policy Xpress policies are not running as expected, you can use the information available in
View Submitted Tasks to help with troubleshooting.

NOTE

• Not all Policy Xpress actions generate events, for example, writing to a log file does not generate an event in
the system.

• When viewing events in the View Submitted Tasks tab, an event can show as failed because of a Policy
Xpress policy, and not because of the event itself.

• Policy Xpress gives you the ability to execute a policy at the following times relative to events within the
system:
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– Before
– After
– Approved
– Failed
– Rejected
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Policy Xpress Flow
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When a trigger (tasks, events, business logic task handlers, and workflow) happens, Policy Xpress is activated and the
following steps occur:

1. Policy Xpress checks activation times (events) to see if there is a policy that should run at that particular time.
2. A list of policies is generated.
3. Policies are ordered based on priority, and Policy Xpress evaluates policies as follows:

a. Entry rules are checked to see whether the policy should run.
b. If the entry rules allow the policy to run, all action rules are checked for matches.
c. For the matching action rule with the highest priority, the Add Actions for that rule are executed.
d. While executing Add Actions for that rule, the associated Data Elements are evaluated.
e. For any action rule that previously matched but no longer matches, Remove Actions are executed.

4. Once the policy completes, information about the policy is saved on the user object (even if the policy made no
changes).

5. Appropriate events related to the action rules are generated. For example, if the policy modifies a user, the
ModifyUserEvent is generated.

6. The next policy is loaded. Note: The previous flow can be changed using action rules.

Create a Policy
NOTE

Policies created prior to CA Identity Manager Policy Xpress 12.6.7 associated with the
following Function options need to be verified to account for the changes to these screens:

•  Anonymous Auth and Basic Auth for SOAP
• Basic AUTH Invoke for REST

Make the necessary changes to existing policies to accommodate the new variables, and then re-submit to save
them to the database.

WARNING

 IMPORTANT! Although Policy Xpress does not require direct coding, it should still be used with
software development best practices. 

 To create a policy with Policy Xpress, define the following basic elements of a policy.

•  Profile
Defines the policy type and priority, and allows for grouping similar policies for easy management.

•  Events
Define when a policy runs.
Note: Be sure to set the Events parameter carefully. Business logic must run at specific times to prevent data
corruption and to increase performance. For example, setting a user as enabled should occur when the user is
created. Running this logic at all times may cause user accounts that should be disabled to become enabled again.
Another example is giving the user a provisioning role that grants access to a certain system. This role should only be
assigned to the user after a different role has been assigned and approved. Policy Xpress allows for the activation of
its business logic during event and Business Logic Task Handler processing, much like custom adapters. Therefore,
unlike identity policies, the logic can be triggered at any time, and not only at the beginning of a task.

•  Data (Data Elements)
Specify the data used by the policy. Every type of business logic requires some data to work with. That data can be
used to make decisions or it can be used to construct more complex data. Policy Xpress provides many individual
components to gather data. These components are referred to as Data Elements. An example of a data element is a
user's attribute value. For example, Policy Xpress can gather the user's first name and store it as a data element for
later use.

•  Entry Rules
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Define the requirements that must be met before execution. Defining entry rules allows you to specify when Policy
Xpress evaluates policies, which can simplify policies and improve performance. An example of an entry rule is to run
a 'Set Full Name' policy only if the first name or the last name has changed.

•  Action Rules
Define the action taken based on the information gathered. For example, based on a user's department name, Policy
Xpress can assign a user to different roles or specify different account values.
–  Actions

Specify the action to perform. At the end of the process, Policy Xpress performs the actions needed by the business
logic. Policy Xpress works by having an action rule attached to multiple actions, so when the rule is met, the actions
are performed. Actions can include assigning attribute values to a user or an account, executing a command line,
running a SQL command, or generating a new event.

Profile
The profile tab for a Policy Xpress policy contains fields that manage policies and refine policy capabilities.

NOTE
A policy only applies to the environment it is created in. For example, if you create a policy while logged into the
neteauto environment, the policy runs only for the neteauto environment.

Provide the following profile information when creating a policy:

• Policy Name
Defines a unique friendly name for the policy.

• Policy Type
Defines the listeners that trigger the policy. Each policy type has a different configuration.

NOTE
You cannot change this field once the policy is saved.

• Category
Defines a group of related policies. This field allows you to group policies for easy management.

• Description
Specifies a description of the policy.

• Priority
If there are multiple policies that run at a single event, this field specifies when the policy runs. Policies are executed
based on their priority. The lower the number, the higher the priority (priority 1 runs first, 10 runs second, 50 runs third,
and so on).
Setting priority is useful for policies which have a dependency on one another, or breaking a complex policy into two
simple ones, that run one after the other.
For example, there are three policies which run if there is a specific value in the database. Instead of having each
of the policies verify the value in the database, you can create a policy that runs before the other three policies and
checks the value. If the new policy matches the required value, Policy Xpress can set a variable. The other three
policies only run if that variable is set, which prevents redundant access to the database.

• Enabled
Specifies if the policy is active in Identity Manager. You can clear this check box if you want to disable a policy without
deleting it.

• Run Once
Specifies if the policy runs only once. Some policies may need to run every time they meet criteria, and others may
need to run only once. This value determines if action rules that have already executed in the past should execute
again.
For example, adding an SAP role to a user based on department is an action that should only occur the first time the
user matches that department. Alternately, a policy that sets the user's salary level based on title would not be set to
run once, to make sure that no unauthorized changes take place.
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NOTE
The Run Once option applies to an object, it does not apply globally.

This page contains he following topics:

Listeners

Policy Xpress policies are triggered by something that happens in the system. To implement this functionality, listeners
that integrate with the system notify Policy Xpress when an event happens, and provide details about the event that
occurred.

The following listeners are available:

• Event
Listens for every event in the system and all the states associated with the event (before, approved, rejected, and so
on). This listener also reports the name of the event to Policy Xpress. The following states are available for the Event
listener:
– Before
– Rejected
– Approved
– After
– Failed

• UI
Listens for different tasks running in the system during the synchronized state, meaning while a user still has the user
interface for the task open. The following states are available for the UI listener:
– Start -- when the task starts
– Set subject -- when the primary object is found
– Validate On Change -- when an attribute set with the Validate on Change flag changes
– Validate On Submit -- when clicking the submit button
– Submission -- when the task is submitted

• Workflow
Listens for workflow processes that have found approvers. This listener is useful for performing logic based on
approvers, such as sending an email to the approver.

• Submitted task
Listens for submitted tasks not running in the background. This listener is similar to the Event listener, however, it
considers the task as a whole, instead of the task's events. The following states are available for the Submitted task
listener:
– Task started
– Task completed
– Task failed

• Reverse Sync
Listens for notifications in the system that relate to Identity Manager's Explore functionality.

On-Screen Attribute Validation

In addition to the defined triggers (policy types), Policy Xpress can also listen to validation on attributes. This allows you to
create policies that can run when an on-screen attribute that has been flagged as “validate on change” is updated.

This functionality can be used for creating dependant drop-down lists. For example, if there are two drop-down lists on the
screen, Policy Xpress runs when the first drop-down option is selected, then sets the values for the second drop-down list
based on the option selected in the first. An unlimited number of drop-down lists and other screen refreshes can be done.
This differs from Select Box Data by allowing the drop-down options to be populated using any logic, rather than importing
an XML file of static options.
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Another use is populating other attributes based on the value of one attribute. For example, when an administrator selects
a department, Policy Xpress can automatically populate other attributes, such as a department manager, a department
number, and a HR Dept Code. This replaces the need to write logical attribute handler custom code.

To configure validation with a Policy Xpress policy

1. In the User Console, modify a task's profile screen and select the field you want to listen for.
2. Access the field's properties and select Yes in the drop-down list for Validate on Change.
3. In Policy Xpress, create a policy of type 'UI' .
4. Under the Run at Events tab, select the State 'Validate on Change' and the task you modified in Step 1.

Use Case Checking for Offensive Names

When a new user is created, you may want to check if the username is offensive. The following process outlines how to
check for offensive names using a Policy Xpress policy.

1. Be sure that the appropriate fields in the Create User task's profile screen are set to Validate on Change = Yes.
2. In Policy Xpress, create a policy of type 'UI'.
3. Under the Run at Events tab, select the State 'Validate on Change' and the Create User task.
4. Create the following data elements to check the first name:

– Get the first name attribute (Attributes, User attribute, Get)
– Parse the first name to all lower case letters (General, String parser, To lower)
– Check the first name against offensive words in a database table (Data sources, SQL query data).

5. Create similar data elements as in Step 4 to check the last name.
6. Create an action rule as follows:

– Condition -- first name is not equal to "" (this occurs if the query returns a message that the name is offensive)
– Action -- message that displays (Messages, On screen message) indicating the offensive name.
This rule will force the user to change the name before submitting the Create User task again.

7. Create a similar action rule as in Step 6 for the last name.

Events
Depending on the policy type selected on the profile tab, you can configure activation times to establish when the policy is
evaluated. For example, a policy of type Event can be set for evaluation Before a CreateUserEvent. A policy of type Task
can be set for evaluation at Set Subject for DisableUserEvent.

To configure an activation time, select the following fields:

• State
Specifies the time frame or action related to the event that activates the policy. For example, a policy can be set to run
"Before" an event occurs.

• Event Name
Specifies the event that activates the policy, such as a CreateUserEvent.

A policy can have more than one activation time. Every time a specified activation time (a state and an event) occurs in
the system, Policy Xpress searches for all policies with that activation time, and evaluates each policy based on its order.

NOTE
If a policy matches an activation time that occurs in the system, it does not mean that the policy is automatically
run. Rules criteria evaluated later in the process determine if the policy is completed.

Data Elements
Data elements are used for creating policy data. A policy can contain multiple data elements that represent the information
used by the policy.
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NOTE

Policies created prior to CA Identity Manager Policy Xpress 12.6.7 associated with the following Function
options need to be verified to account for the changes to these screens:

• Anonymous Auth and Basic Auth for SOAP
• Basic AUTH Invoke for REST

Make the necessary changes to existing policies to accommodate the new variables, and then re-submit to save
them to the database.

This page contains the following topics:

Policy Xpress uses flexible plug-ins for gathering the data element information. Each plug-in can perform a small,
dedicated task. However, several plug-ins can be used together to build more complex policies. An example of a data
element plug-in is a user attribute element. The goal of the element is to gather information about a certain attribute which
is a part of the user's profile.

Data elements are calculated when they are called, meaning either a rule is using the data element, or another element
needing calculation is using the data element as a parameter.
For example, an SQL query data element can retrieve a value from a table, but it needs the user's department to build the
query. In this case, the department data element must run before the SQL query data element, and then the value can be
used as a parameter.

Data Fields

The following fields define a data element:

• Name
Defines a friendly name that describes the data element. Some data elements are complex (such as getting
variables or retrieving information from the database). Be sure to select a meaningful name to simplify data element
management.

• Category
Provides a grouping of data elements. This field sorts the data elements and makes selection easier.

• Type
Specifies the data element type, each with its own dedicated use. This field is based on the category selected.

• Function
Defines possible variations of the same data. Most data elements only support the Get function.
For example, the user attribute data element has the following functions:
– Get -- returns the values of the attribute
– is multi valued -- returns true if the value is multi-valued
– is logical -- returns true if the value is logical

• Function Description
Provides a pre-populated description of the function. Each function selected provides a different description to help in
understanding its use and what the expected values are.

• Parameters
Defines the parameters passed to the data element. Data elements are dynamic and can do different things based on
the parameters. A user attribute data element returns different results based on the attribute selected. The sub type
option also defines the number of parameters, their names, and the optional values when available.
You can add additional parameters if necessary. The SQL query example accepts two required parameters, the data
source and the query itself. The query can use the "?" to be replaced with values (much like a prepared statement).
Adding additional parameters allows you to set those values.

NOTE
When viewing data elements in Policy Xpress, there is a column titled 'In Use'. A checkmark in this column
means that the data element is used by a rule, an action parameter, or as a parameter to other data elements.
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Use Dynamic Values in Data or Action Elements

Dynamic values are the result of calculated data elements, and their values are only decided at run time. These values
can then be used as parameters of other data elements (that are subsequently calculated, based on priority).

To use a dynamic value as a parameter for a data element

1. In the Policy Data tab, locate the parameter you want to set a dynamic value in.
2. In the empty text field, enter any regular text or select the dynamic value from the right drop-down list.
3. Click OK.

Variables

Policy Xpress has variables that are set with actions and saved as data elements (Variables category). Variables are
shared across all policies that run at the same time, so a variable that has been set can be used by other policies of lower
priority.

For example, a variable can contain a value calculated once by a policy, and then shared across other policies that no
longer need to recalculate the value. The initial policy sets a value to the variable, and policies that run later read that
value by using a data element that has the variable name as a parameter.

A variable can also be a trigger for other policies. In this case, the policies only run if the policy before them has run.

Two Policy Xpress Functions

There are two new Policy Xpress Functions:

• A new Anonymous Auth Invoke function for the REST Base Query type
• The updated Basic Auth Invoke function for the REST Base Query type

Anonymous Auth Invoke Function

The new Anonymous Auth Invoke function (for the REST Base Query type) lets you execute a REST call with anonymous
authentication.  The function also lets you select the Content Type used to make the make the REST query to the
endpoint. It is similar to the Auth Invoke function. See the onscreen Function Description for more information on how to
use this function.

Updated Basic Auth Invoke Function

The updated Basic Auth Invoke function (for the REST Base Query type) has two new parameters:

You can select Content Type used to make the make the REST query to the endpoint. The update also introduces two
types of Auth Methods:

• Preemptive: This default sends the User name and password as credentials directly to the endpoint without a
challenge from the endpoint.

• RAW: This option makes an encoded string out of “username:password”, and then add it to the HTTP Headers.

See the onscreen Function Description for more information on how to use this function.

Get Attribute Values of an Object

You can use a combination of the Data tab’s Type and Function fields to execute an LDAP query to retrieve the attribute
values of the selected object.

NOTE

: You must provide the DN (distinguished name) of that object. Remember that a DN (distinguished name)
uniquely identifies an entry and describes its position in the DIT, such as its user, container and domain.

Follow these steps:
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1.  In the Policy Xpress Data tab, select the following values:

• Category: Data Sources
• Type: LDAP Query
• Function: Get Attribute Values of An Object

2. Complete the Function Description fields:

• User (Full DN): Enter the full DN of the user whose LDAP attributes you want to retrieve.
• Password: Enter the DN password
• LDAP Server Name: Enter the name of the LDAP Server.
• Port: Enter the port number
• Object DN: Enter the DN (distinguished name) of that object. Remember that a DN (distinguished name) uniquely

identifies an entry and describes its position in the DIT, such as its user, container and domain.
• Attribute Name: Enter the names for the attributes that you want to retrieve, separated by commas
• Optionally, use the check box if you want a Secure Connection to the LDAP server.

3. Click OK to save your choices.

Create the Data Elements for a SOAP-Based Query

Use the Data tab to determine the information that you want to retrieve. In this example, you create a data element to
create a request using the SOAP-based Web Service plugin. Create a data element to create a generic SOAP request,
using the SOAP base Web Service plugin. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Data tab, click Add Data Element.
2. Complete the following fields:

– Name: Enter a name
– Category: Data Sources
– Type: SOAP Base Query
– Function: Basic Auth Get

3. Specify the following fields in the SOAP Based Query plugin:
– SOAP Address: http://www.Example-Endpoint.com/mdt_idm_event
– SOAP Action: createRequest
– SOAP Version: 1.1
– SOAP Request Message: Manually entering the SOAP Request Message directly into PXpress can be error

prone. We recommend using the following soap UI as a testing tool to help create the SOAP request before
entering into Policy Xpress:
http://www.soapui.org/
Note: In the SOAP message, the input for the IP address is the ‘GetMobile’ data element.

– Returned Attribute: Because you want to return the name of the country, enter CountryName.
Note: You can click the “Test” button to verify the provided parameters. Verify that you substitute any data element
with the real data as the data elements are not evaluated during testing.

– (Optional) Namespace: This attribute provides a method to avoid element name conflicts. For this example, enter
http://www.Example-Endpoint.com/mdt_idm_event

– (Optional) Service Name: The name of the service. For this example, enter
Example-Conection_mdt_idm_event

– (Optional) Port Type Name: This attribute provides a unique name among all port types defined within in the
enclosing WSDL. For this example, enter
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Example-EndpointSoap
– (Optional) Don't Throw Exception on Error: Select this option if you want to handle SOAPFault exception.
– (Required) Service Method: Select the service method used in the synchronous request response communication,

either Message or Payload.
– (Optional) Add Parameter: Click Add Parameter to pass HTTP Headers to the SOAP request.

Note: When Identity Manager integrates with CA Single Sign-On, it is mandatory to add header, namely, Cookie:
SMCHALLENGE=YES.

4. Create the Action Rule ‘setCountry’ to store the Web Service response into the user’s City attribute.
5. In the Action Rules tab, click Add Action Rule.
6. Complete the Name & Priority fields.
7. Click Add Condition When Matched, and then complete the following fields:

a. Name: SetCountry
b. Category; Attributes
c. Type: Set User Values
d. Function: Set
e. Attribute Name: Country (physicalDeliveryofficeName)
f. Value: {'wsResponse'} 
This is the Data Element used to invoke the SOAP request.

8. Click OK.

Entry Rules
Entry Rules define the conditions for when a policy should run. These conditions use the values gathered by the data
elements in the policy.

There can be multiple entry rules in a policy, and an entry rule can have multiple conditions. At least one entry rule must
be matched, meaning all conditions in that entry rule must be met for a policy to move on to the action rules.

The following fields define an entry rule:

• Name
Provides a friendly name for the entry rule.

• Description
Defines the meaning of the entry rule.

• Conditions
Specifies the criteria to match.

NOTE
Conditions in an entry rule always have an AND operator between them.

Conditions

NOTE
A condition is used in entry and action rules and is comprised of the following components:

• Policy Data
• Operator
• Value

For example, you want to create a condition that checks if a user's department was changed. First, define a Department
Changed data element, then, in the condition, select the Department Changed data element, set the operator to Equals,
and set the value to True.
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NOTE

In the case of a multivalued attribute, the contains comparator only works on exact string matches and not on
partial strings.

Action Rules
Action rules are similar to entry rules in structure, but differ in functionality. Action rules define when action should be
taken. For example, if you want a policy to perform an action when a user's department has changed to Sales, create an
action rule that defines when 'Department = Sales'.

Also, instead of having to match one entry rule, several action rules may be matched. The single action rule with the
highest priority (0 being the highest) is the only one used.

Action rules also contain one or more actions, and the actions are divided into Add Actions and Remove Actions.

The following fields define an action rule:

• Name
Provides a friendly name for the action rule. This name must be unique.

• Description
Defines the meaning of the action rule.

• Conditions
Specifies the criteria to match.

• Priority
Defines which action rule executes, in the case of several action rules matching. This field is useful for defining default
actions. For example, if you have multiple rules, each for a department name, it is possible to set a default by adding
an additional rule with no conditions but a lower priority (such as 10 if all others are 5). If none of the department rules
are matched, then the default is used.

• Add Actions
Defines a list of actions taken when the rule is matched. For example, you can configure a rule that states if the user's
department matches the one configured in the condition, add a specific Active Directory group. Action rules behave
differently, based on the Run Once setting. If the policy is set to run once, the associated actions are performed the
first time the rule matches. The actions are not performed again for each subsequent rule match. In the example
above, the Active Directory group is added to the user only once. If Run Once is not set, then the actions run again as
long as the rule is matched. This field is important for enforcing values.

• Remove Actions
Defines a list of actions to perform when the rule no longer matches. For example, the previous example added an
Active Directory group to the user, based on the department. If the department changes, then the remove action
removes the Active Directory group.

This page contains the following topics:

Actions

Actions perform the business logic after all the decision-making is done. An action works in a similar way to data elements
except at the end. When it runs, it performs a task instead of returning a value.

NOTE
Actions are run in the order they appear in the User Console.

The following fields define an action:

• Action Name
Defines the purpose of the action.

• Category
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Provides a grouping of actions. This field sorts the actions and makes selection easier.
• Type and Function

Defines the type and function of the action taken.
• Function Description

Provides a prepopulated description of the function. Each function selected provides a different description to help in
understanding its use and what the expected values are.

• Parameters
Defines the parameters passed to the action.

Flow Control

By default, policies are sorted by priority and then evaluated one by one. While this flow almost always applies, you can
change the flow, if necessary.

This flow-changing functionality is represented by an action that can be attached to any action rule. Flow-changing
functions are located under the System category of the action.

Important! Use caution when changing process flows. Using these actions may result in an infinite loop. For example,
if you set 'Redo the current policy' on an action rule with no conditions, the rule will always be true, and the policy will
always restart and never exit.

The following four flow-changing functions can be used:

• Stop processing

NOTE
Causes all policies after the current policy to be ignored, and causes Policy Xpress to exit.

Only Policy Xpress exits. If you want to force Identity Manager to stop also, you can use the Exception type
action plug-in.

• Restart all policies
Stops processing the rest of the policies and goes back to the start of the list. This option is useful in cases where the
action of one policy causes another policy, which ran before it and did not execute, to now meet the entry criteria. That
policy is now reevaluated.

• Redo the current policy
Causes a policy to run again. This option is useful for iteration. For example, creating a unique username requires a
policy to run over and over again until it finds a unique name.

• Go to a specific policy
This action requires selecting an existing policy. If that policy is running at the same time as the current policy (can be
before or after) then Policy Xpress jumps to the selected policy. If the new policy is of lower priority, all policies between
the current policy and the selected policy are ignored. If the new policy priority is higher, the process goes back.

NOTE
Because the action may cause Policy Xpress to skip certain policies, use this action type with caution.

Set Objects Associated with Accounts

When creating an Add Action to set an object that is associated with an account, such as Member Of, a specific
relationship format is used to represent the object. The following two types of formats can represent the object in Identity
Manager:

• To represent simple relationships between the object and the account, for example, Active Directory Groups:
NativeGroup=Administrators,Container=Builtin,EndPoint=LocalAD,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server

• To represent binding relationships between the object and the account, for example, SAP Roles:
{"validFromDate":"2009\/12\/01","roleName":"SAPRole=SAP_AUDITOR_ADMIN,EndPoint=sap endpoint,Namespace=SAP

 R3,Domain=im,Server=Server","validToDate":"2009\/12\/31"}
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A binding relationship differs from a simple relationship in that the association between the object and the account has
additional data on it. In the previous example, the parameters validFromDate and validToDate only contain data related
to the association between the account and the SAP role. The validFromDate and validToDate data does not exist on
the account, or the role object.

To discern the format for the relationship, create a data element that Gets the value of the object. The value returned is
the format you use in the Add Action to set that object.

Example: Active Directory Groups

1. Create a Policy Xpress policy with the following settings:
– Policy Type: Event
– Events: After - Modify User

2. In the Action Rule, configure the following Add Action:
– Category: Attributes
– Type: Set Account Data
– Function: Set
– Endpoint Type: Active Directory
– Endpoint: endpoint_name
– Account Name: account
– Attribute: Member Of (groupMembership)
– Value:

NativeGroup=Administrators,Container=Builtin,Endpoint=endpoint_name,Namespace=ActiveDirectory,Domain=im,Server=Server

Advanced
Policy Xpress allows for many configuration variations and also interacts with external components. Due to this flexibility,
errors may occur that are not necessarily bugs, such as an incorrectly configured data source, a missing value returned
from a dynamic data element, or an endpoint which is not responding.

Usually when an error occurs, the system will stop the calculation of policies for the current step. However, you can
change the default error response, based on the error category. For example, if you have a policy that is non-critical, you
can define that the processing should continue in the event of an error.

The Advanced tab allows you to change the default error responses if necessary.

NOTE
We recommend that these error responses be left to their defaults, but for advanced use cases, these settings
can be changed per policy. For example, if you have a policy that is non-critical, you can define that processing
should continue even if the policy failed.

The following error categories can be configured on the tab:

• Validation -- caused by providing incorrect information to a plug-in. This type of error is reported before the action is
attempted.

• Environment -- caused by problems in the environment, such as a failing database server for the SQL plug-in.
• Allowed -- a non-critical error. The default behavior for this error type is to continue processing the request, such as

when sending an email fails.

For each of the previous errors, the following options can be set:

• Fail event -- stops the current action. This is the default for most error types.
• Fail policy -- stops the current policy and all actions associated with it. The rest of the policies continue.
• Ignore -- logs any failure but does not stop the actions or policies.
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Examples of Policy Xpress Policies
Follow the examples that are given in this article to create sample Policy Xpress policies:

Example 1: Create a Policy Xpress policy that notifies a user seven days before the account expires.
In this example, we create a Policy Xpress policy that is evaluated before a user is modified. The policy
calculates the date difference between the current date and the user expiration date. If the date difference is
seven days, then a notification is sent to the user stating "Your user account expires in seven days. Do the
needful! ".  Follow these steps:  

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Policies, Policy Xpress, Create Policy Xpress Policy.
2. In the Profile tab, configure the following fields:

– Policy Name
– Policy Type: Event
– Category
– Priority
– Enabled

3. In the Events tab, add an event with the Event State set to Before, and Event Name set to ModifyUser
Event.

4. In the Data tab, add Data Elements to get values for the following elements:
a. User Email Address

Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: Attributes
c. Type: User Attribute
d. Function: Get
e. Attribute Name: Primary email (%EMAIL%)

b. Current Date:
Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: Date and Time
c. Type: Date
d. Function: Today
e. Simple Date Format Pattern

c. User Expiration Date:
Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: Attributes
c. Type: User Attribute
d. Function: Get
e. Attribute Name: Expiration Date (%EXPIRATION_DATE%)

d. Timespan (Returns the difference between the Current Date and the User Expiration Date in +/-
DD.MM:HH:SS format)
Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: Comparators
c. Type: Comparator
d. Function: Compare Dates
e. First Date: {‘Current Date’}
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f. Second Date: {‘User Expiration Date’}
g. Return Value: Return the Timespan between the two dates

e. Parse Timespan (Get days from Timespan)
Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: General
c. Type: String Parser
d.  Function: Sub-String
e. Complete String: {‘Timespan’}
f. Start Index of the Sub-String
g. End Index of the Sub-String

5. In the Action Rules tab, add an action rule by configuring the following fields:
a. Name
b. Priority
c. Add an Action Rule condition where Data Element = Parse Timespan, Operator=Equals and Value=07.
d. Add the following Action:

Action: Email Notification to a User
Configure the following fields:
a. Name
b. Category: Mail
c. Type: Send Email Messages
d. Function: Email
e. To: {‘User Email Address’}
f. Subject: Your user account expires in seven days. Do the needful!
g. Body
h. From 

Example 2: Create a Policy Xpress policy wherein a manager notifies a user through email when
the user is created. 
Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Policies, Policy Xpress, Create Policy Xpress Policy.
2. In the Profile tab, configure the following fields:

– Policy Name
– Policy Type: Event
– Category
– Priority
– Enabled

3. In the Events tab, add an event with the Event State set to After and Event Name set
to CreateUserEvent.

4. In the Data tab, get the values of User Name, User Email Address, Manager Email Address, Manager
ID.

5. In the Action Rules tab, add an action rule by configuring the following fields:
– Name
– Priority
– Add an action by configuring the following fields:
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• Name
• Category: Mail
• Type: Send Email Message
• Function: Email
• To: {'User Email Address'}
• Subject: User account {'UserName'} is created
• Body

Hi {'UserName'},
Your user account is created in CA Identity Manager. 
Thanks,
{'ManagerID'}

• From: {'Manager Email Address'} 

Invoke Web Services Actions
 

This scenario answers the following question:

As a system administrator, I want Policy XPress to support Web Services (SOAP and REST) so that I can integrate with
external applications that provide a web service interface.  The process is very similar to how you would define the basic
elements of a policy. New functions on the Data tab let you invoke Web Services.

The following steps show you how to:

1. Create a Policy XPress policy to capture the ModifyUserEvent.
2. Call a Web Services operation that retrieves the country name based on the user’s IP address. The IP address is

taken from the user’s mobile attribute name.
3. Store the output of the Web Services operation in the user’s Country attribute.

This section also explains the necessary data functions, as well how to test your functions before submitting them.

Create a Policy XPress Policy to Capture the ModifyUserEvent

To invoke Web Services with Policy Xpress, complete the following steps:

1. Under Policies, Policy Xpress, select Create Policy Xpress Policy, Create a new object of type Policy Xpress,
and then OK.

2. In the Profile tab, specify the required attributes. 
3. In the Policy Type drop down, select Event.
4.  In the Profile tab, Click Add Event.
5. For the Event State, select Before.
6. For the Event Name, select ModifyUserEvent.

Create the Data Elements for a SOAP-Based Query

Use the Data tab to determine the information that you want to retrieve. In this example, you create a data element to
create a request using the SOAP-based Web Service plugin. Create a data element to create a generic SOAP request,
using the SOAP base Web Service plugin. Use the Data tab to determine the information that you want to retrieve. In
this example, you create a data element to create a request using the SOAP-based Web Service plugin. Create a data
element to create a generic SOAP request, using the SOAP base Web Service plugin.
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 Follow these steps:

Use the Data tab to determine the information that you want to retrieve. In this example, you create two data elements
to retrieve the country name based on the user’s IP address using the SOAP-based Web Service plugin. Create the first
data element retrieving the user’s mobile:

1. In the Data tab, click Add Data Element. 
2. Complete the fields:

–  Name: GetMobile
–  Category: Attributes
–  Type: User Attribute
–  Function: Get
–  Attribute Name: Cell Phone (mobile)

3. Click OK to create the element and return to the Data tab.

Create a data element to retrieve the country name based on the IP address, using the SOAP base Web Service plugin.

1. In the Data tab, click Add Data Element.
2. Complete the fields:

–  Name: Enter a name
–  Category: Data Sources
–  Type: SOAP Base Query
–  Function: Basic Auth Get

3. Specify the following fields in the SOAP Based Query plugin:
–  SOAP Address: http://www.webservicex.net/geoipservice.asmx?WSDL
–  SOAP Action: http://www.webservicex.net/GetGeoIP
–  SOAP Version: 1.1.
–  SOAP Request Message: Manually entering the SOAP Request Message directly into PXpress can be error

prone; CA technologies recommends using the soap UI http://www.soapui.org/ as a testing tool to help create the
SOAP request before entering into Policy Xpress.

NOTE

In the SOAP message, the input for the IP address is the ‘GetMobile’ data element.
–  Returned Attribute: Because you want to return the name of the country, enter CountryName.

NOTE

You can click the “Test” button to verify the provided parameters. But make sure substitute any data
element with the real data as the data elements won’t be evaluated during testing.

–  Namespace: Optional. This attribute provides a method to avoid element name conflicts. For this example, enter
http://www.Example-Endpoint.com/mdt_idm_event 

–  Service Name: Optional. The name of the service. For this example, enter
Example-Conection_mdt_idm_event

–  Port Type Name: Optional. This attribute provides a unique name among all port types defined within in the
enclosing WSDL. For this example, enter
Example-EndpointSoap

–  Service Method: Required. Select the service method used in the synchronous request response communication,
either Message or Payload.

4. Create the Action Rule ‘setCountry’ to store the Web Service response into the user’s City attribute.
5. In the Action Rules tab, click Add Action Rule.
6. Complete the Name & Priority fields.
7. Click Add Condition When Matched, and then complete the following fields:

a. Name: SetCountry
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b. Category; Attributes
c. Type: Set User Values
d. Function: Set
e. Attribute Name: Country (physicalDeliveryofficeName)
f. Value: {'wsResponse'}
This is the Data Element used to invoke the SOAP request.

8. Click OK.

Use the following steps to test the previous procedure:

1. Modify a user and specify a IP address in the ‘Cell Phone’ attribute. In this test case, the IP address is the
‘bbc.co.uk’ (212.58.253.67). 

2. View the VST and see the PX policy has been invoked correctly.
3. Verify the Country attribute of the user has been set correctly.

Using the JSON Plug in to Filter Results

 The response to the web service operation contains more than one result, and each result has the same set of
attributes. You can specify which particular result you want to retrieve for that attribute using the JSON Path Plugin.

 Complete the following steps to test the JSON Path plugin.

1. Using the previous Web Service example, we need to clear the ‘Returned Attribute’ field so that the whole web service
response with JSON format will be returned:
{"GetGeoIPResponse":{"GetGeoIPResult":{"CountryName":"United

 Kingdom","ReturnCodeDetails":"Success","ReturnCode":"1","IP":"212.58.253.67","CountryCode":"GBR"},"xmlns":"http:

\/\/www.webservicex.net\/"}}

2. Create a data element using JSON Path plugin to extract the CountryCode attribute from the response.
• Name: jsonResult
• Category: General
• Type: JSON Path
• JSON String: {wsResponse}
• JSON Path: $.GetGeoIPResponse.GetGeoIPResult.

3. In the Action Rules tab, edit the action for the Country attribute of the user to the data element jsonResult. Do this by
entering {‘jsonResult’} in the Value parameter.

4. Modify a user and you should see the Country attribute being set to the country code where the IP address belongs.

Use the SOAPUI to Construct a SOAP Request

The following steps show how to use the SOAPUI as a tool to construct a SOAP request:

1. Download the tool from here http://www.soapui.org/ 
2. Open the tool and create a new SOAP project by specifying a name and the WSDL URL.
3. Right click the ‘Request 1’ under the ‘GetGeoIP’ web service operation and click ‘Show Request Editor’. The editor

screen displays the template of the whole SOAP request.
4. Specify the required parameters.
5. Test the request by clicking Run.
6. If you are satisfied with the request, then you can cut and paste the whole request to the web service plugin.

Check Data Integrity in the Object Store When Policy Xpress Events Fail
The following exception appears even though no policies are defined for your event:

com.ca.identitymanager.policyxpress.exceptions.PxSystemException: 
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Error building data for matching events

Policy Xpress triggers policies that stored in the object store. If the following exception appears, and you do not have a
policy defined, use the procedure below to check for your object store data integrity. This procedure shows you how to
look for left over policies in the run-time database and delete them.

ERROR 

[com.netegrity.ims.exception.EventExecuteStateException] Exception: 

 com.ca.identitymanager.policyxpress.exceptions.PxSystemException: 

Error building data for matching events

 at com.ca.identitymanager.policyxpress.engine.PxProvider.getPoliciesForEvent(Px Provider.java:136) at

Executing the event includes looking in the database for a policy, and, if found, it launches. This info is stored in two tables
in the Identity Manager Object Store database:

• PX_When
• PX_Policy

The PX_When table has 6 columns. Two of them are called: EVENTNAME and POLICYUN. The EVENTNAME holds the
name of the event, and the POLICYUN references a policy object from the PX_Policy table.

The NULL pointer exception error appears if there is a dangling reference between the tables, where the PX_When is
pointing to a non-existent PX_Policy object. The policy object can not be constructed. This might have happened during a
previous delete. If such a dangling reference exists, manually clear it.

Follow these steps:

1. Back up both the PX_When and PX_Policy tables.
2. Run a query on the PX_When table to retrieve all rows that have EVENTNAME that contains the string: Synchronize.

For example, the query may be something like:
 SELECT * from PX_WHEN where EVENTNAME like '%synchronize%'

 

3. For each returned row: look at the POLICYUN value and determine if it exists in the PX_Policy table in the
UNIQUE_NAME column.

4. If the POLICYUN value does not exist in the PX_POLICY table, remove this line from the PX_WHEN table.

How to Filter Values Using Regular Expressions (RegEx) in Connector Xpress
You can filter out either unwanted characters or substrings from entered data. You can also validate that data for
formatting (for example, a phone number, SSN, and so on) before storing it. The Regular Expression processing has not
yet been fully implemented in Connector Xpress.

For example, you are creating a custom LDAP/JNDI endpoint, and would like to filter-out any non-numeric characters from
the telephone number entered by the user.

Different clients connecting to that LDAP can format the data as per their needs, without having to account for arbitrary
formatting characters, such as (, -, +.

Support for Regex conversion using the connector metadata has not been fully implemented. CA recommended that
you create a flex-string type for any attributes that you want to convert and add the regex conversion using the override
connector XML file for the connector type.

Follow these steps:

1. Define a new custom string type. For this use case, create a "NumbersOnly" type:
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2. Edit the JCS_HOME\conf\override\jndi\connector.xml to add regex conversion for that string type. A
sample.connector.xml file is provided for your convenience. Click here to download the connector.xml file, and then
copy it to a new file named connector.xml.
There is also a JDBC override folder if your use case is for JDBC. See the following example for JDBC.

NOTE
appears that in 12.6 the sample.connector.xml file for JDBC is not being created. Manually create a 'jdbc'
subdirectory under JCS_HOME\conf\override and use the connector.xml as a starting point. Click here to
download the connector.xml file.

The new regex conversion section appears similar to the following text:
 <!-- remove non digit characters from the string, e.g. formatting characters in phone numbers -->

 <entry key="FLEXI_STR:numbersonly">

 <bean class="com.ca.jcs.converter.attr.RegexAttributeConverter">

 <!-- style -->

 <constructor-arg>

 <value>perl5</value>

 </constructor-arg>

 <!-- regex -->

 <constructor-arg>

 <value>s/\D//g</value>

 </constructor-arg>

 </bean>

 </entry>

 

3. Restart the Java Connector Server for the changes to take effect.
4. In your connector, define the relevant attribute (TelephoneNumber, in this case) as type "flexi - numbersonly".
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5. Save and deploy your connector as usual.

Enable WSS Authentication Support for Data and Action Plugins
Learn how to enable WSS Authentication support for Data and Action plugins.

Enabling WSS support constructs the WSS header based on the provided user name and password.

NOTE

• You must enable the WSS UsernameToken (Password Text) property on the Web Services Properties
screen.

• WSS authentication supports only anonymous auth.

To enable WSS Authentication support for the Data plugin, follow these steps:

1. Select Policies, Policy Xpress, and either Create or Modify Policy.
2. Complete the other tabs as desired.
3. Select the data tab.
4. In the Type drop-down list, select SOAP Base Query.
5. In the Function drop-down list, select WSS Auth Get.
6. Enter the User Name and Password. Policy XPress constructs the WSS header based on the provided user name

and password.
7. In the SOAP Request Message field, enter you SOAP request, similar to the following request:

NOTE
The SOAP request must only contain the Body without the Envelope tag elements.

<soapenv:Body>          

    <wsdl:TaskContext>                 

        <wsdl:admin_id><username></wsdl:admin_id>            

    </wsdl:TaskContext>          

    <wsdl:ViewGroupQuery>        

        <wsdl:ViewGroupSearch>            

            <wsdl:Subject index="?">            

            <!--You have a CHOICE of the next 3 items at this level-->                 

                <wsdl:UniqueName>NoImplementers</wsdl:UniqueName>             

            </wsdl:Subject>        

        <!--Optional:-->         

        </wsdl:ViewGroupSearch>    
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    </wsdl:ViewGroupQuery>

</soapenv:Body>

8. Click OK.

To enable WSS Authentication support for the Action plugin, follow these steps:

1. Select Policies, Policy Xpress, and either Create or Modify Policy.
2. Complete the other tabs as desired.
3. Select the Action tab.
4. In the Type drop-down list, select SOAP Query.
5. In the Function drop-down list, select WSS Auth Invoke.
6. Enter the User Name and Password. Policy XPress constructs the WSS header based on the provided user name

and password.
7. In the SOAP Request Message field, enter you SOAP request, similar to the following request:

NOTE
The SOAP request must only contain the Body without the Envelope tag elements.

<soapenv:Body>          

    <wsdl:TaskContext>                 

        <wsdl:admin_id><username></wsdl:admin_id>            

    </wsdl:TaskContext>          

    <wsdl:ViewGroupQuery>        

        <wsdl:ViewGroupSearch>            

            <wsdl:Subject index="?">            

            <!--You have a CHOICE of the next 3 items at this level-->                 

                <wsdl:UniqueName>NoImplementers</wsdl:UniqueName>             

            </wsdl:Subject>        

        <!--Optional:-->         

        </wsdl:ViewGroupSearch>    

    </wsdl:ViewGroupQuery>

</soapenv:Body>

8. Click OK.

NOTE

If using custom schema, ensure that you add the custom schema definition to the SOAP body tag as follows:
<soapenv:Body xmlns:gen=“http://www.example.com/springsoap/gen">    

    <gen:TaskContext>        

        <gen:admin_id><username></gen:admin_id>    

    </gen:TaskContext>    

    <gen:ViewGroupQuery>        

        <gen:ViewGroupSearch>             

            <gen:Subject index="?">                 

                <gen:UniqueName>NoImplementers</gen:UniqueName>            

            </gen:Subject>        

        </gen:ViewGroupSearch>   

    </gen:ViewGroupQuery>

</soapenv:Body>

Access Roles
Access roles provide an additional way to provide entitlements in Identity Manager or another application. For example,
you can use access roles to accomplish the following:
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• Provide indirect access to a user attribute
• Create complex expressions
• Set an attribute in a user profile, which is used by another application to determine entitlements

Access roles are similar to identity policies in that they apply a set of business changes to a user or group of users.
However, when you use an access role to apply business changes, you can see which users the changes apply to by
viewing the members of the access role.

In most cases, access roles are not associated with tasks.

NOTE
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, access roles can also provide access to applications that are
protected by CA SSO. In this case, access roles do include access tasks. For more information, see the chapter
on SiteMinder integration in the Configuration Guide.

How Access Roles Manage Entitlements
You can use access roles to manage entitlements by specifying change actions, which occur when a user is added or
removed as a member or administrator of a role.

To use access roles, you complete the following steps:

1. An administrator creates an access role.
2. On the Members tab, the administrator specifies add or remove actions, which determine the actions that Identity

Manager takes when the access role is assigned to a user.
3. The administrator specifies administrator and owner policies, as needed, and submits the task to create the access

role.
4. Access role administrators assign the access role to users.
5. Identity Manager completes the add actions specified in the role.

Example Indirect Profile Attribute Modification
You can use access roles to indirectly change an attribute in a user's profile. For example, a company may not want to
allow any user to directly change another user's title. That company can create an access role that changes a title when
an administrator assigns the role to a user.

To indirectly change an attribute, you set the change actions for the access role. When an administrator assigns the role,
the change action can make one or more changes to an attribute in the user's profile.

To use an access role to indirectly modify an attribute, do the following:

1. Create an access role.
2. On the Members tab, select the Administrators Can Add or Remove Members of this Role checkbox, and click the

arrow icon.
Identity Manager displays additional Add Action and Remove Action fields.

3. In the Add Action or Remove Action fields, select an action from the list box.
Identity Manager displays additional fields based on the option you selected.

4. Configure the Add or Remove actions as needed.
5. Select the Administrator tab to specify the administrators who can add members to the access role you are creating.
6. Select the Owners tab to specify the administrators who can modify the access role definition.
7. Click Submit to complete the access role creation.
8. Assign the access role to users, as needed.
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Create an Access Role
Creating an access role involves these steps:

• Begin Access Role Creation
• Define the Profile of an Access Role
• Define Member Policies for an Access Role
• Define Admin Policies for an Access Role
• Define Owner Rules for an Access Role

Begin Access Role Creation
Follow these steps:

1. Log in to a Identity Manager account with a role that includes a task for creating access roles.
2. Click Access Roles, Create Access Role.

Choose the option to create a role or a copy of role. If you select Copy, search for the role.
3. Continue with next section, Define the Profile of an Access Role.

Define the Profile of an Access Role
Follow these steps:

1. Enter a name, description, and complete any custom attributes defined for the role.

NOTE
You can specify custom attributes on the Profile tab that specify additional information about access roles.
You can use this additional information to facilitate role searches in environments that include a significant
number of roles.

2. Select Enabled if you are ready to make the role available for use as soon as you create it.
3. Continue with the next section, Define Member Policies for an Access Role.

Define Member Policies for an Access Role
On the Members tab:

1. Select Add to define the member policies.
2. (Optional) On the Member Policy page, optionally define a member rule for who should be able to use this role.

This automatically assigns the role to users who match the criteria in the member policy.
3. Verify that the Member Policy appears on the Members tab.

To edit a policy, click the arrow symbol on the left. To remove it, click the minus sign icon.
4. On the Members tab, enable the Administrators can add and remove members of this role check box.

Once you enable this feature, you define the Add Action and Remove Action. These actions define what happens
when a user is added or removed as a member of the role.

5. Continue with the next section, Define Admin Policies for an Access Role.

Define Admin Policies for an Access Role
On the Administrators tab:

1. If you want to make the Manage Administrators option available, enable the Administrators can add and remove
administrators of this role check box.
Once you enable this feature, define the actions for when a user is added or removed as an administrator of the role.
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2. On the Administrators tab, add admin policies that include admin and scope rules and administrator privileges. Each
policy needs at least one privilege (Manage Members or Manage Administrators).
You can add several admin policies with different rules and different privileges for administrators who meet the rule.

3. To edit a policy, click the arrow symbol on the left. To remove it, click the minus sign icon.
4. Continue with the next section, Define Owner Rules for an Access Role.

Define Owner Rules for an Access Role
On the Owners tab:

1. Define owner rules, which determine which users can modify the role.
2. Click Submit.

A message appears to indicate that the task has been submitted. A momentary delay may occur before a user can use
the role.

User Roles Certification
The Identity Manager Role Certification feature allows an administrator to run user roles (Admin, Access, and
Provisioning) certification directly from Identity Manager, including the ability to perform close-loop-remediation (de-
provisioning) activities based on the certification reviewer decisions.

NOTE

The User Synchronization and Account Synchronization option of the Certify User task is enabled by default.
This means that when certifying a user, revoking a Provisioning Role deletes the user's endpoint accounts
based on the underlying endpoint settings.

The following three actors are involved in the user roles certification process:

• Identity Manager Administrator: The Identity Manager administrator creates an interface for the users to manage
and certify user roles directly from Identity Manager User Console.

• Certification Process Manager: A Certification Process Manager is an Identity Manager user assigned the
Certification Process Manager role. An actor with this role is responsible for managing the certification process in an
organization. The certification process includes the following steps:
– Starting a certification on a set of users
– Sending reminders for certification completion
– Ending a certification

• Certify Manager: A Certify Manager is an Identity Manager user assigned the Certify Manager role. An actor with this
role is responsible for certifying user roles in an organization.

The following diagram depicts the actor-based approach to manage and certify user roles from Identity Manager.
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To learn more about the actions each actor performs as part of the user roles certification process, see the following links:

Set up the Interface for Users to Manage and Certify User Roles
Actor: Identity Manager Administrator

The Identity Manager administrator must set up the Identity Manager User Console interface for both the Certification
Process Manager and Certify Manager to carry out the user roles certification process in an organization. As part of the
certification setup process, an administrator must perform the following actions:

• Add the Certification menu to the Tasks menu  
• Add the Certify User task to the Users menu

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with administrator credentials.
2. In the Tasks menu, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role.
3. In the Modify Admin Role screen, select the Certification Process Manager admin role and then choose Select.
4. In the Members tab, add a Member Policy to the System Manager admin role: Select Add and then add members

who are members of the System Manager admin role.
5. Select Submit and then OK
6. Repeat steps 2 through five for the Certify Manager.

In the Tasks menu, you can now view both the Certify User task under the Users menu, and the Certification menu,
as shown in the following image.
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Manage User Roles Certification
Actor: Certification Process Manager

A user with the Certification Process Manager admin role can manage user roles certification from the Identity Manager
User Console. A user with this privilege can trigger a certification process for certifying the user roles.

Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisites:
– Ensure that the user who would manage the certification process is assigned the Certification Process Manager

role in Identity Manager User Console.
– Ensure that the email templates are configured prior to sending email reminders.

2. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with the Certification Process Manager credentials.
3. In the Tasks menu, expand the Certification menu.
4. As part of the certification process, the Certification Process Manager can perform the following activities:

– Begin Certification: The Certification Process Manager starts a certification process on a set of users. Once the
certification process is triggered, Certify Managers can view users for certification in their Identity Manager User
Console interface.
Follow these steps:
a. From the Certification menu, select the Begin Certification Process task.
b. Search for and select users on whom the certification process needs to be triggered.
c. Select Yes to confirm the users for certification.

– Send Reminder: If the Certify Managers have not certified users assigned to them as part of the certification
process, the Certification Process Manager can send an email reminder.
Follow these steps:
a. From the Certification menu, select the Send Certification Reminder Notification task.
b. Search for and select the Certify Managers to send an email reminder for certification completion.
c. Review the Certify Managers that you have selected for an email reminder, and then select Yes. Certify

Managers will receive an email reminder to complete the certification tasks assigned to them.
– Send Final Reminder: If the certification tasks are pending for completion even after sending an initial reminder,

the Certification Process Managers can send a final email reminder to the Certify Managers.
Follow these steps:
a. From the Certification menu, select the Send Final Certification Reminder Notification task.
b. Search for and select the set of users with pending certifications to send an email reminder for certification

completion.
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c. Certify Managers will receive a final email reminder to complete the certification tasks assigned to them.
– End Certification: The Certification Process Manager can end the certification process when reaching the

expiration date.
Follow these steps:
a. From the Certification menu, select the End Certification Process task.
b. Search for and select users to end their certification cycle.
c. Review the users that you have selected for ending their certification cycle, and then select Yes. Once the

certification ends, Certify Managers cannot view users for certification. By default, the users will be suspended.
However this action is configurable.

Certify User Roles
Actor: Certify Manager

A user with Certify Manager admin role can certify user roles from the Identity Manager User Console. The Certify
Manager can either approve or revoke user roles.

Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisites: Ensure that the user who would certify user roles is assigned the Certify Manager role in the Identity
Manager User Console.

2. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with the Certify Manager credentials.
3. In the Tasks menu, navigate to Users, Certify User.
4. Search for and select the user to certify roles.
5. Select the Certify Roles tab.
6. In the User entitlements filter options box, you can filter the user roles for certification based on the entitlement

types: Admin Role, Access Role, Provisioning Role.
7. After selecting the entitlement type(s), select the List entitlements button to view the associated entitlements for user

certification.
8. By default, all the entitlements/roles are selected for a user. You can revoke the roles as desired and click Submit.

Configuring Filter Options for Role Types

Administrators can configure the filter options for role types that can be used as a filter for listing the entitlements. There
are two filter options:

• Always Prompt for Role Type filters: allows you to select which role types to display at the time of the search
• Define Role type filters below: allows you to pre-configure the filters before the search, instead of at the immediate

time of the search

Using the Always Prompt for Role Filter

The Always Prompt for Role Type filters option is the default filter option. This example uses the Certify User task. This
filter lets you determine which of the following role types and role information to display when searching for roles when
you search for them:

• Access Role
• Admin Role
• Provisioning Role

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the User Console with the privileges required to update the task configuration.
2. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks,  Modify Admin Task, and then search for the

Certify User task.
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3. Select the Certify User task.
4. In the Tabs tab, edit the Certify Roles tab as follows.
5. Select the Always prompt for Role type filters radio button.
6. Save the changes by selecting OK and then Submit. Next, you determine the user roles to associate with the Certify

User task.
7. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Users, Manage Users, Certify User task, and then list the users to certify by

selecting Search.
8. Select the user to certify, and then select the Certify Roles tab.
9. Select the checkboxes corresponding to each of the required role types, and then select the List entitlements button.

All the associated roles of the selected role types appear in the list screen.
Figure 46: Certify Roles

Using the Define Role Type Filters Below Option

The Define Role type filters below option allows you to pre-configure the filters before the search, instead of at the
immediate time of the search. This configuration then becomes the default filtered search. This example uses the Certify
User task configuration. Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the User Console with the privileges required to update the task configuration.
2. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task, and search for the Certify

User task.
3. Select the Certify User task.
4. In the Tabs tab, edit the Certify Roles tab as follows.
5. Select the Define Role type filters below radio button.
6. Select the checkboxes corresponding to each of the following role types:

– Display User's Access Roles
– Display User's Admin Roles
– Display User's Provisioning Roles
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Figure 47: Selected options

7. Save the changes by selecting OK and then Submit. Now you can list the user entitlements using the Certify User
task.

8. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Users, Manage Users, Certify User task, and then list the users to be certified by
selecting Search.

9. Select the user to certify, and then select the Certify Roles tab.

All the roles associated entitlements appear on the list screen without any user intervention.
Figure 48: Associated entitlements

Configure the List Screen to Display Additional Custom Fields

You can configure the list screen to display additional or custom fields. For example, you could define which role types, as
well as what type of information to display for each role type (entitlements), to display in the search results. For example,
you could pre-configure the list screen by selecting required attributes for each role type to display additional information
in the list screen. The display name of the selected attributes can be renamed as needed. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the User Console with the privileges required to update the task configuration.
2. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task, and then search for the

Certify User task.
3. Select the Certify User task.
4. In the Tabs tab, edit the Certify Roles tab as follows.
5. Select the checkboxes corresponding to each of the required attributes of the role types.NOTE: You can update the

display name of each of the selected attributes.
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Figure 49: Selected and Custom Display

6. Save the changes by selecting OK, and then Submit.
7. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Users, Manage Users, Certify User task.
8. Select Search to display the list of users to certify.
9. Select the users to certify, and then select the Certify Roles tab. All the selected attributes for each of the entitlements

appear in the list. Also, the header of each column in the list screen display all the labels corresponding to the same
attribute slot.
Figure 50: Display of all the selected labels and attributes

Determine if a Certification Task Requires All Roles to Approve

[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 onwards]

The Certification requires all roles approved option determines if any roles are removed from the user as part of the
certification task.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the User Console with the privileges required to update the task configuration.
2. From the Tasks menu, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task, and search for the Certify

User task.
3. Select the Certify User task.
4. In the Tabs tab, select or clear the Certification requires all roles approved checkbox:
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– If not selected, then there is no change in task default behavior, and the User certification status updates as
CERTIFIED.

– If selected, AND if none of the roles are revoked by the task,  then there is no change in task default behavior, and
the User certification status updates as CERTIFIED.

– If selected, AND if at least one role is revoked by the task, then there will be a change in the task behavior. That is,
the user’s certification status remains REQUIRES_CERTIFICATION. The user certification status will be updated to
CERTIFIED in the subsequent execution of the Certify User task for the user where there is not any revoke of roles.

System Management
Identity Manager includes the following tasks that help administrators to manage Identity Manager environment:

• View Submitted Tasks tasks
Allows administrators to view the status of tasks in the environment. Also removes obsolete tasks from the View
Submitted Task screens.

• Bulk Loader tasks
Uploads feeder files that are used to manipulate large numbers of managed objects simultaneously.

• Bulk Task
Runs a task on an object, such as User, based on the attributes of the object, such as department, city, termination
date, and so on. You can run this task periodically, such as every Saturday.
You can also use this task to make bulk user changes.

• Select Box Data tasks
Allows administrators to upload files that are used to populate options in fields, such as select boxes, in admin tasks.

• Logical Attribute Handler tasks
Allows administrators to manage logical attributes, which are used to display user store attributes (called physical
attributes) in a user-friendly format on task screens.

• JDBC Connection Management tasks
Configures the database server connection details in Identity Manager.

• Email Tasks
Manages email notification policies.

Default System Tasks
Identity Manager includes the following tasks that help administrators to manage Identity Manager environment:

• View Submitted Tasks tasks
Allows administrators to view the status of tasks in the environment. Also removes obsolete tasks from the View
Submitted Task screens.

• Bulk Loader tasks
Uploads feeder files that are used to manipulate large numbers of managed objects simultaneously.

• Bulk Task
Runs a task on an object, such as User, based on the attributes of the object, such as department, city, termination
date, and so on. You can run this task periodically, such as every Saturday.
You can also use this task to make bulk user changes.

• Select Box Data tasks
Allows administrators to upload files that are used to populate options in fields, such as select boxes, in admin tasks.

• Logical Attribute Handler tasks
Allows administrators to manage logical attributes, which are used to display user store attributes (called physical
attributes) in a user-friendly format on task screens.

• JDBC Connection Management tasks
Configures the database server connection details in Identity Manager.

• Email Tasks
Manages email notification policies.
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Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events Task Screen
The Configure Global Policy Based Workflow for Events tasks lets an administrator configure policy or non-policy based
workflow for all events in the current environment. Clicking the task displays the default event mapping to workflow
process definitions. Each event mapping can be modified or deleted, and new event mappings can be added for events
that have not been configured.

The fields on this screen are as follows:

• Workflow processes associated with events in this environment.
Specifies the workflow processes associated with approval policies.

• Add New Mappings
Specifies an approval policy to map to a workflow process.

• Add Button
Adds the new mapping.

NOTE
Adding or modifying a mapping opens the Workflow Mapping screen where you can select the process
mappings and approval policies. The behavior is the same as the event level workflow configuration. Clicking the
Add button on the Workflow Mappings page brings up another page where you can configure an approval policy.

Configure Enterprise Log Manager Connection
Use this screen to manage newly added CA User Activity Reporting (CA UAR) connection tasks.

Note: CA Enterprise Log Manager has been renamed. It is now called CA UAR.

The fields on this screen are listed below:

• Connection Name
Specifies the unique name used for the single CA UAR connection managed object.
This is a read-only field.

• Description
Describes the CA UAR connection.

• Host Name
Specifies the CA UAR server hostname or IP address.
This is a required field.

• Port #
Specifies the CA UAR server connection port.
Default: 52520
This is a required field.

• Certificate Authority Signed SSL Certificate
When checked, specifies a strict SSL certificate check when connecting to a CA UAR server.
If you have a self-signed SSL certificate, for example one installed with CA UAR by default, this check box must not be
selected since the trusted path to the root certificate authority does not exist.

• Certificate Name
Specifies the name of the CA UAR certificate to use for authentication.
This is a required field.

• Certificate Password
Specifies the CA UAR password.
This is a required field.

• Attribute
Not supported. Version is retrieved on an attempt to save connection information as a test.
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Delete Enterprise Log Manager Connection
Select a connection from the list and click Delete. The CA UAR connection is deleted.

JDBC Connection Management
Information for Identity Manager reports can come from multiple sources and each report should be associated with a
specific data source, depending on the information you want to view in the report.

To establish different data sources for reporting (such as an auditing database or task persistence database), create a
connection managed object in Identity Manager. After creating the connection, you can associate a report with a specific
connection managed object by modifying the report task and setting the Connection Object for the Report under the report
task's search tab.

Create JDBC Connection
Use the following steps to provide connection details within Identity Manager.

To create a JDBC Connection

1. Click System, JDBC Connection Management, Create JDBC Connection.
2. Create a new connection object, or choose a connection object based on a specific JNDI data source.
3. Complete all the necessary fields, and click Submit.

A new JDBC Connection is created.

Task Status in CA Identity Manager
Administrators may want to track the status of Identity Manager tasks once they are submitted for processing. Identity
Manager provides the following methods for viewing task status:

• View Submitted Tasks Tab
This tab allows you to search for and display Identity Manager tasks that have been submitted for processing.
Administrators can view task details at a high level or view additional levels of detail.
The View Submitted Tasks tab is included in two default tasks:
– View My Submitted Tasks

Allows administrators to search for and display information about tasks that they submitted for processing.
– View Submitted Tasks

Allows administrators to search for and display information about tasks that other administrators have submitted for
processing.

• User History Tab
This tab, which you can add to user tasks, such as View or Modify User, lets administrators view the following
information for a selected user:
– Tasks performed on the user
– Tasks performed by the user
– Workflow approvals by the user

• Reports
Identity Manager reports enable you to see the current state of a Identity Manager environment. You can use this
information to ensure compliance with internal business policies or external regulations.
Reporting provides additional information about setting up and using reports.

• Logs
Display information about all of the components in a Identity Manager installation, and provide details about all
operations in Identity Manager.
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See the Configuration Guide for more information about Identity Manager logs.
• Task NumbersTask numbers are available in Identity Manager versions 12.6.06 and later. You can use task numbers

in email notifications, and track tasks by number in View Submitted Tasks. For more information on Task Numbers, see
Task Numbers.

How CA Identity Manager Determines Task Status
A task is an administrative function that a user can perform in CA Identity Manager.

Tasks include events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete the task. A task may include multiple events.
For example, the Create User task may include events that create the user's profile, adds the user to a group, and assigns
roles.

Identity Manager tasks and events can be associated with a workflow process, which determines how Identity Manager
performs the required actions, and other custom business logic. Tasks may also be associated with other tasks, called
nested tasks. In this case, Identity Manager processes the nested tasks with the original task.

The status of a task depends on the status of its associated events, workflow processes, nested tasks, and custom
business logic.

View Submitted Tasks
Identity Manager includes a View Submitted Tasks feature that provides information about tasks in a Identity Manager
environment. You can use this feature to search for and view high-level details about actions that Identity Manager
performs. Detail screens provide additional information about each task and event.

Depending on the status of the task, you can use View Submitted Tasks to abort or resubmit a task.

View Submitted Tasks allows you to track the processing of a task from beginning to end. For example, if a Identity
Manager task includes provisioning role assignment, and that assignment triggers the creation of accounts in other
systems, The View Submitted Tasks tab displays all of the details of the original task and the details of the account
creations.

View Submitted Tasks includes details of operations performed in the system. These operations could be the result of a
Identity Manager event, such as EnableUserEvent. The notifications sent by the system are grouped under this event.
View Submitted Tasks displays a message indicating the notifications are In Progress until the End Detail notification is
sent. Then, the message changes to Completed.

By default, Identity Manager includes the View Submitted Tasks tab in two tasks:

• View Submitted Tasks
• View My Submitted Tasks

This page contains the following topics:

Search for Submitted Tasks

Perform the following steps to search for submitted tasks.

To search for submitted tasks:

1. Navigate to System, View Submitted Tasks.
The View Submitted Tasks page appears.

2. Specify search criteria, enter the number of rows to be displayed, and click Search.
The tasks that satisfy your search criteria are displayed.
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NOTE
For more information on specifying attributes in the search criteria, see Search Attributes for Viewing
Submitted Tasks.

Search Attributes for Viewing Submitted Tasks

To review tasks that have been submitted for processing, you can use the search feature in View Submitted Tasks. You
can search for tasks based on the following criteria:

• Approval Tasks Performed By
Identifies the name of the task approver as the search criteria. Searches are based on the user name. To ensure that
you entered a valid user name, use the Validate button.

NOTE

If you select Approval Tasks Performed By criteria to filter the tasks, the Show approval tasks criteria is also
enabled by default.

• Task Number
Identifies the task number assigned to your task or listed in an email notification if your organization uses task
number functionality. You can enable task-number functionality in Identity Manager versions 12.6.06 and higher after
completing the procedure outlined in Task Numbers. You can further refine search based on the following conditions:
– Equals
– Contains
– Starts with
– Ends with

• Task NameIdentifies the task name as the search criteria. You can refine the search by specifying conditions such as
equals, contains, starts with, or ends with the value of the Where Task Name field. For example, you can specify the
search criteria "task name equals Create User" by selecting the equals condition, and entering Create User in the text
field.

• Task Status
Identifies task status as the search criteria. You can select the task status by enabling Where task status equals, and
selecting the condition. You can further refine the search based on the following conditions:
– Completed
– In Progress
– Failed
– Rejected
– Partially Completed
– Aborted
– Scheduled
See Task Status Description for more information.

• Task Priority
Identifies task priority as the search criteria. You can select the task priority by enabling Where task priority equals, and
selecting the condition. You can further refine the search based on the following conditions:
– Low

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a low priority.
– Medium

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a medium priority.
– High

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a high priority.
• Performed On

Identifies tasks that are performed on the selected instance of the object. If you do not select an instance of the object,
the tasks that were performed on all the instances of that object will be displayed.
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NOTE

• The Performed On search filter appears only when the Configure Performed On field is populated in
the Configure Submitted Tasks screen. You use this screen to configure the Submitted Tasks tab.

• The Performed On search filter does not support search based on Endpoints, Accounts and Account
Templates objects.

• Date range
Identifies the dates between which you want to search submitted tasks. You must provide the From and To dates.

• Show unsubmitted tasks
Identifies the tasks in the Audited state. Identifies the tasks that have initiated other tasks or tasks that have not been
submitted. All such tasks will be audited and displayed if you select this tab.

• Show approval tasks
Identifies the tasks that have to be approved as part of a workflow.

• Search archive of submitted tasks
Identifies the submitted tasks that have been archived.

Task Status Description

A submitted task exists in one of the states described below. Based on the state of the task, you can perform actions such
as cancelling or resubmitting a task.

NOTE
To cancel or resubmit a task, you must configure View Submitted Tasks to display the cancel and resubmit
buttons based on the tasks status. For more information on cancelling and resubmitting tasks, see Customize
the View Submitted Tasks Tab.

• In progress
Displayed when any of the following occurs:
– Workflow is initiated but not yet completed
– Tasks, which are initiated before the current tasks, are in progress
– Nested tasks are initiated but not yet completed
– The primary event is initiated but not yet completed
– Secondary events are initiated but not yet completed
You can cancel a task in this state.

NOTE
Cancelling a task will cancel all the incomplete nested tasks and events for the current task.

• Cancelled
Displayed when you cancel any of the tasks or events in progress.

• Rejected
Displayed when Identity Manager rejects an event or task that is part of a workflow process. You can resubmit a
rejected task.

NOTE
When you resubmit a task, Identity Manager will resubmit all the failed or rejected nested tasks and events.

• Partially Completed
Displayed when you cancel some of the events or nested tasks. You can resubmit a partially completed event or
nested task.

• Completed
Displayed when a task is completed. A task is completed when the nested tasks and nested events of the current task
are completed.

• Failed
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Displayed when a task, nested task, or event nested in the current task are invalid. This status is displayed when the
task fails. You can resubmit a failed task.

• Scheduled
Displayed when the task is scheduled to execute at a later date. You can cancel a task in this state.

• Audited
Displayed when the current task is audited.

View Task Details

Identity Manager provides task details, such as the status of a submitted task, nested tasks, and events associated with a
task.

To view details of a submitted task

1. Click the right arrow icon next to the selected task in the View Submitted Tasks tab.
The task details appear.

NOTE
Events and nested tasks (if any) are displayed in the Task Details page. You can view the task details for
each of the tasks and events.

2. Click Close.
The Task Details tab closes and Identity Manager displays the View Submitted Tasks tab with the tasks list.

View Event Details

Identity Manager provides events details, such as the status of a submitted event, event attributes, and any additional
information about the events.

To view details of a submitted event

1. Click the right arrow icon next to an event in the View Task Details page.
The event details appear.

2. Click Close.
The Event Details page is closed.

Description of Event Status

Events in Identity Manager can be in one of the states described below. Based on the event status, you can cancel or
resubmit an event for execution.

Note: To allow administrators to cancel or resubmit an event, you must configure View Submitted Tasks to display the
Cancel and Resubmit Events buttons. When you configure the task, you can specify which administrators can cancel and
resubmit events. For more information on cancelling and resubmitting events, see Customize the View Submitted Tasks
Tab.

• In progress
Displayed when any of the following occurs:
– Workflow or pre-events are initiated, in progress, or approved
– Identity Manager is executing the event
– Identity Manager executes post events
You can cancel an event in this state.

• Rejected
Displayed when Identity Manager rejects an event that is part of the workflow. You can resubmit a rejected event

• Cancelled
Displayed when you cancel any of the events in progress. You can resubmit a cancelled event.

• Completed
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Displayed when an event is completed.
• Failed

Displayed when Identity Manager encounters an exception during execution of an event. You can resubmit a cancelled
event.

NOTE
You cannot resubmit a secondary event until the primary event is in the completed state.

• Scheduled
Displayed when the event is scheduled to execute at a later date. You can cancel an event in this state.

• Audited
Displayed when the current event is audited.

Customize the View Submitted Tasks Tab

You can customize the View Submitted Tasks tab as follows:

• Specify a different task name and tag.
• Change the default display properties. As installed, users see a search screen where they can enter criteria that

determine the tasks that appear in the tab. You can configure the tab to automatically display the submitted tasks for a
current day, preventing users from having to enter search criteria.

• Determine whether audit events appear in the Task Details page.
• Add an additional column to the task display.
• Specify the criteria for cancelling or resubmitting tasks and events.

NOTE
Certain task and event details may include data, such as salaries or passwords, that should not be displayed
in clear text in the View Submitted Tasks tab. You can hide those attributes by specifying data classification
parameters when you define the attributes in the directory.xml file. For more information about the directory.xml
file, see the Configuration Guide.

You can configure the View Submitted Tasks tab by modifying the corresponding admin task.

To configure the View Submitted Tasks tab

1. Click Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
The Select Admin Task page appears.

2. Select Name or Category in the Search Admin Task where field, enter the string you want to search, and click Search.
Identity Manager displays the admin tasks that satisfy the search criteria.

3. Select View Submitted Tasks, and click Select.
Identity Manager displays the task details for the View Submitted Tasks admin task.

4. Click the Tabs tab.
The tabs that are used for View Submitted Tasks tab are displayed.

5. Click the right arrow icon to edit the Submitted Tasks tab.
The tab details appear.

6. Edit the fields to customize the View Submitted Tasks tab as needed. See Configuration Settings for the Submitted
Tasks tab.

Configuration Settings for the View Submitted Tasks Tab

Use the following fields to change the appearance and functionality of the View Submitted Tasks tab.

Name

Defines the name of the task.

Tag
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Defines a unique identifier for the task. It is used in URLs, web services or properties files. It must consist of letters,
numbers, or underscores, beginning with a letter or underscore.

Hide Tab

Identifies that the tab is visible to the users, but will not be executed. If you select this option, CA Identity Manager will
display an error to the users.

Show task lists on load

Displays the tasks that have been submitted for the current.

NOTE
If you have enabled this option, users clicking on View Submitted Tasks will directly see the tasks that were
submitted on the same day.

Show audit events

Specifies if audited events are included in tasks in the View Submitted Tasks page.

Allow custom column

Indicates that you can append a custom column to the tasks table that you can view from the View Submitted Tasks tab
and the User History tab. For example, you can append a column "User ID" to the tasks table that is displayed on the User
History tab.

Custom column heading

Indicates the display name of the custom column.

Custom column attribute

Indicates the attribute that will be used to populate the custom column in the tasks table. For example, if you are
searching for tasks that are performed on employees of an organization, you can append an organization column that
displays the organization for each of the employees.

Cancel Tasks and Events

Identifies the criteria for canceling tasks or events. You can set the scope for this field by selecting one of the following
options:

• Task creator must be current user
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks or events that you have created.
Task creator must be in scope
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks that have been initiated by other users who match the user scope rules
for the admin role that gives you access to the tab.
For example, you received the User Manager role, which includes View Submitted Tasks, because you met the criteria
in a membership rule that includes scope over all users in the Employee organization. You can cancel or resubmit
tasks that are submitted by all users in the Employee organization.
No restrictions
Identifies that any user can cancel or resubmit a task or event.
Not allowed
Specifies that a task or event cannot be cancelled or resubmitted.

Resubmit Tasks and Events

Identifies the criteria for resubmitting a task or event. You can set the scope of this field by selecting one of the following
options:

• Task creator must be current user
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks or events that you have created.
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Task creator must be in scope
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks that have been initiated by other users who match the user scope rules
for the admin role that gives you access to the tab.
For example, you received the User Manager role, which includes View Submitted Tasks, because you met the criteria
in a membership rule that includes scope over all users in the Employee organization. You can cancel or resubmit
tasks that are submitted by all users in the Employee organization.
No restrictions
Identifies that any user can cancel or resubmit a task or event.
Not allowed
Specifies that a task or event cannot be cancelled or resubmitted.

Task Numbers

You can create task numbers for easy viewing and tracking for your users in Identity Manager. Task numbers are
especially helpful for tracking the status of pending requests and approvals.

You can track Identity Manager end-user tasks using sequential task numbers. When enabled, task numbers appear in
both the View Submitted Tasks screen and your task’s email notification policies.

Before you can work with task numbers, you must enable the Use Task Sequence Number option in the
environment’s Miscellaneous Advanced Settings page.  When enabled, the Task Number column appears in the both
the View Submitted tasks screen, as well as making the parameters available in the in View Submitted Tasks Search. The
following option and its parameters include the following list:

•  Use Task Sequence Number: Set to true or false, this option enables the task sequence numbering. To enable, set
this to true.

NOTE

Once set to true for an environment, it cannot be set to false. 
•  Task Sequence Number Min: Sets the start number for the task sequence numbering.
•  Task Sequence Number Max:  Sets the end number for the task sequence. Once reached, it rolls over to the Start

number. The maximum is 9223372036854775807.
•  Task Sequence Number Increment: Sets how increment the sequence numbers. For example, setting Start to 1 and

the increment to 2 means the numbering will be 1, 3, 5, 7 and so on.
• Task Sequence Number Cache Size: Specifies how many values of the sequence the database pre-allocates and

keeps in memory for faster access. For sequences that cycle, this value must be less than the number of values in the
cycle. You cannot cache more values than will fit in a given cycle of sequence numbers. The default value is 200. 

NOTE

Note: Make sure the data source user has the "Create/Drop any sequence", "Create/replace/drop procedure",
and "Create/Drop any trigger" privileges. After enabling at least one environment with the Use Task Sequence
Number option on your system, the parameters cannot be modified in ANY environment that share a system
with the enabled environment. This is true even for in environments that have not enabled the Use Task
Sequence Number option.

The Use Task Sequence Number parameters (Task Sequence Number Min, Task Sequence Number Max, Task
Sequence Number Increment and Task Sequence Number Cache Size) are global for all environments that share a
system with the environment that has enabled the Use Task Sequence Number option.

NOTE

Note: The Identity Manager Server Use Task Sequence Number option has changed in 14.3 CP1.  The
feature now uses Oracle and SqlServer native sequences. The migration to use native sequences is handled
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automatically during Identity Manager Server startup. This migration requires the following Task Persistence
Database user rights:

• Create/drop sequence
• Create/replace/drop trigger
• Create/replace/drop procedure  

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the environment in the Management console by selecting Home, Environments, [environment
name], Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.

2. Set the Use Task Sequence Number option to enable it.
Note: Once set to true (enabled) for an environment, it cannot be set to false.

3. Set the parameters (Task Sequence Number Min, Task Sequence Number Max, and Task Sequence Number
Increment) as desired. These settings apply globally to ANY environment that share a system with this enabled
environment.

4. Click Save, and then click Restart Environment to implement the changes.

To search for a task number, use the Where Task Number drop-down box in the in View Submitted
Tasks Search screen. Values include equals, contains, starts with, and ends with.

 

 

Link View Submitted Task Details to Custom Task Confirmation Page

If you have customized task confirmation pages, you can now add the View Submitted Task Details link to those pages.
To do so, include the following URL in your custom JSPs:

Click <a id="im-view-task-details" href="?task.tag=ViewSubmittedTasks&action.viewsubmitted=1">here</a> to view

 task details

This code adds a link to the Confirmation screen that, when selected, displays the user's corresponding task details in
the View Submitted Tasks page.

Note: Users must either be a member of the Self Manager Role (which includes the View My Submitted Tasks task by
default), or have a different admin role that includes the View My Submitted Tasks task. For more information, see the
readme.txt file available in one of the following locations:

~/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/confirmation_fragment/readme.txt

~/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/confirmation_page/readme.txt

Export Task Information to a File

You can export specific information for an individual task to a file. You can select a task from the View Submitted Tasks
page, and then click Export. This action sends all the task information actually displayed on-screen as an HTML file to
your default downloads location.

NOTE

The Java process download the file to jboss/bin, so it may be a good idea to periodically clean this location.

This file includes information about the task’s history, Identity Policy Violations, Included Events, Initiated Tasks, as well as
Prerequisite and Subsequent tasks. The file name is based on the Task ID number.
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NOTE

This feature is resource intensive, as it requires a great deal of file I/O. Exporting task information is intended to
facilitate troubleshooting, so only information for an individual task exports. For example, if you have a Bulk task
containing many initiated tasks, you need to select an individual task to export.

This topic contains the following sections:

Enable the Export Tasks Option

Exporting task information is intended to facilitate troubleshooting, and is resource intensive, as it requires a great deal of
file I/O. Do not enable this feature by default.

To enable the Export tasks information, complete the following steps:

1. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks. The Select Admin Task page appears.
2. Select Name or Category in the Search Admin Task field, type view submitted tasks, and then select Search.

Identity Manager displays the admin tasks that satisfy the search criteria.
3. Select View Submitted Tasks, and then select Select. Identity Manager displays the task details for the View

Submitted Tasks admin task.
4. Click the Tabs tab. The tabs that are used for View Submitted Tasks tab appear.
5. Select the pencil icon to edit the Submitted Tasks tab. The tab details appear.
6. Select the Allow exporting to file check box, and then select OK.

Use the Export Tasks Option

Exporting task information sends all the task information actually displayed on-screen to your default downloads location
as an HTML file. This file includes information about the task’s history, Identity Policy Violations, Included Events, Initiated
Tasks, as well as Prerequisite and Subsequent tasks. The file name is based on the Task ID number.

To export task information, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to System, View Submitted Tasks. The View Submitted Tasks page appears.
2. Specify search criteria: view submitted tasks, and then select Search. The list of submitted tasks appears.
3. Select a task, and then click OK. The task’s information appears.

NOTE

You can only export information for an individual task. For example, if you have a Bulk task containing many
initiated tasks, you need to select an individual task to export.

4. Select Export. All the task information actually displayed on-screen as an HTML file to your default downloads
location.

User History Tab
The User History tab allows you to view tasks that are related to a user. The task details that are displayed in this tab can
also be viewed in the View Submitted Tasks tab.

NOTE
You cannot add this tab to create tasks, such as Create User.

You can use this tab to view a history of the following tasks:

• Tasks performed on the user
Displays all the tasks that are performed on the selected user.

• Tasks performed by the user
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Displays all the tasks that are performed by the selected user.
• Workflow approvals by the user

Displays all the tasks that the user has approved as part of a workflow.

NOTE
The type of tasks that you can view in this tab depend on the tab's configuration. For more information, see
Customize the User History Tab.

This page contains the following topics:

Search Attributes for Viewing User History

To review tasks that have been submitted for processing, you can use the search feature in View Submitted Tasks. You
can search for tasks based on the following criteria:

• Task Name
a. Identifies the task name as the search criteria. You can refine the search by specifying conditions such as equals,

contains, starts with, or ends with the value of the Where Task Name field. For example, you can specify the search
criteria, task name equals Create User by selecting the equals condition, and entering Create User in the text field.

• Task Status
Identifies task status as the search criteria. You can select the task status by enabling Where task status equals, and
selecting the condition. You can further refine the search based on the following conditions:
– Completed
– In Progress
– Failed
– Rejected
– Partially Completed
– Cancelled
– Scheduled

NOTE
See Task Status Description for more information.

• Task Priority
Identifies task priority as the search criteria. You can select the task priority by enabling Where task priority equals, and
selecting the condition. You can further refine the search based on the following conditions:
– Low

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a low priority.
– Medium

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a medium priority.
– High

Specifies that you can search for tasks that have a high priority.
• Date range

Identifies the dates between which you want to search submitted tasks. You must provide the From and To dates.

Customize the User History Tab

Administrators can customize the User History tab as follows:
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• Specify a different task name and tag.
• Change the default display properties. By default, users can enter criteria that determines which tasks appear in the

tab. Administrators can configure the tab to display the tasks for a current day automatically, preventing users from
having to enter search criteria.

• Determine whether audit events appear in the Task Details page.
• Add a column to the task display.
• Specify the criteria for canceling or resubmitting tasks and events.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Manage Admin Tasks.
The Select Admin Task page appears.

2. Select Name or Category in the Search Admin Task where field, enter the string you want to search, and click Search.
Identity Manager displays the admin tasks that satisfy the search criteria.

3. Select the task that includes the User History tab, and click Select.
Identity Manager displays the task details for the admin task.

4. Click the Tabs tab.
5. Click the Edit icon next to the User History tab.

The tab details appear.
6. Edit the fields to customize the User History tab.

Configuration Settings for the User History Tab

Use the following fields to change the appearance and functionality of the User History tab.

• Name

Defines the name of the task.

Tag

Defines a unique identifier for the task. It is used in URLs, web services or properties files. It must consist of letters,
numbers, or underscores, beginning with a letter or underscore.

Hide Tab

Identifies that the tab is visible to the users, but will not be executed. If you select this option, CA Identity Manager will
display an error to the users.

Show task lists on load

Displays the tasks that have been submitted for the current day.

Note: If you have enabled this option, users clicking on View Submitted Tasks will directly see the tasks that were
submitted on the same day.

Show audit events

Specifies if audited events are included in tasks in the View Submitted Tasks page.

Allow custom column

Indicates that you can append a custom column to the tasks table that you can view from the View Submitted Tasks
tab and the User History tab. For example, you can append a column "User ID" to the tasks table that is displayed on
the User History tab.

Custom column heading

Indicates the display name of the custom column.

Custom column attribute
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Indicates the attribute that will be used to populate the custom column in the tasks table. For example, if you are
searching for tasks that are performed on employees of an organization, you can append an organization column that
displays the organization for each of the employees.

Cancel Tasks and Events

Identifies the criteria for canceling tasks or events. You can set the scope for this field by selecting one of the following
options:

• Task creator must be current user
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks or events that you have created.
Task creator must be in scope
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks that have been initiated by other users who match the user scope
rules for the admin role that gives you access to the tab.
For example, you received the User Manager role, which includes View Submitted Tasks, because you met the
criteria in a membership rule that includes scope over all users in the Employee organization. You can cancel or
resubmit tasks that are submitted by all users in the Employee organization.
No restrictions
Identifies that any user can cancel or resubmit a task or event.
Not allowed
Specifies that a task or event cannot be cancelled or resubmitted.

Resubmit Tasks and Events

Identifies the criteria for resubmitting a task or event. You can set the scope of this field by selecting one of the
following options:

• Task creator must be current user
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks or events that you have created.
Task creator must be in scope
Identifies that you can cancel or resubmit tasks that have been initiated by other users who match the user scope
rules for the admin role that gives you access to the tab.
For example, you received the User Manager role, which includes View Submitted Tasks, because you met the
criteria in a membership rule that includes scope over all users in the Employee organization. You can cancel or
resubmit tasks that are submitted by all users in the Employee organization.
No restrictions
Identifies that any user can cancel or resubmit a task or event.
Not allowed
Specifies that a task or event cannot be cancelled or resubmitted.

• Show Tasks
Determines the tasks that appear in the User History tab.
– Tasks performed on the user

Displays all the tasks that are performed on the selected user.
– Tasks performed by the user

Displays all the tasks that are performed by the selected user.
– Workflow approvals by the user

Displays all the tasks that the user has approved as part of a workflow.

The View User Activity Task

User activity is a history of tasks that involve a specific user. Administrators can use the View User Activity task to track
the following user information:
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• Tasks performed on the user
• Tasks performed by the user
• Workflow approvals performed by the user

To view user activity

1. Navigate to Users, Manage Users, View User Activity.
The Select User screen appears.

2. Search for a user and click Select.
The View User Activity screen appears.

NOTE
For more information on the user activity displayed, see the User Console Online Help.

Logical Attribute Handlers
Identity Manager logical attributes allow you to display user store attributes (called physical attributes) in a user-friendly
format on task screens. Identity Manager administrators use task screens to perform functions in Identity Manager.
Logical attributes do not exist in a user store. Typically, they represent one or more physical attributes to simplify
presentation. For example, the logical attribute date may represent the physical attributes month, day, and year.

NOTE
Logical attributes are processed by logical attribute handlers, which are Java objects that are written using the
Logical Attribute API. (See the Programming Guide for Java.) For example, when a task screen is displayed, a
logical attribute handler might convert physical attribute data from the user store into logical attribute data, which
is displayed on the task screen. You can use pre-defined logical attributes and logical attribute handlers included
with Identity Manager, or create new ones using the Logical Attribute API.

NOTE
For more information on logical attributes, see the Programming Guide for Java.

In the User Console, the Environment category contains tasks for managing logical attribute handlers. The list includes
pre-defined handlers shipped with Identity Manager and any custom handlers defined at your site.

From the Environment task category, you can do the following:

• Create a new logical attribute handler with Identity Manager
• Copy a handler
• Delete a handler
• Modify an existing handler configuration

NOTE
To change the order of execution for logical attribute handlers, use the Management Console.

Create a Logical Attribute Handler
To create a logical attribute handler

1. Navigate to System, Logical Attributes, Create Logical Attribute Handler.
2. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler screen, select Create Standard Logical Attribute Handler and click OK.
3. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler screen, configure the settings for the logical attribute handler.

For a description of each field, click the Help link from this screen.
4. Click Submit.

The handler is added to the list of handlers on the Logical Attribute Handlers screen.
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NOTE
You do not need to restart the application server after configuring logical attribute handlers using the User
Console.

Copy a Logical Attribute Handler
To copy a logical attribute handler

1. Navigate to System, Logical Attributes, Create Logical Attribute Handler.
2. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler screen, select Create a copy of a logical attribute handler definition and click

Search.
3. Select a logical attribute handler (for example, ConfirmPasswordHandler) and click OK.
4. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler screen, configure the settings for the logical attribute handler.

For a description of each field, click the Help link from this screen.
5. Click Submit.

The handler is added to the list of handlers on the Logical Attribute Handlers screen.

NOTE
You do not need to restart the application server after configuring logical attribute handlers using the User
Console.

Create a ForgottenPasswordHandler Logical Attribute Handler
The ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute handler uses separate logical attributes for the following:

• configuration
• runtime questions and answers

To create a ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute handler

1. Navigate to System, Logical Attributes, Create Logical Attribute Handler.
2. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler screen, select Create Standard Logical Attribute Handler and click Search.
3. Select the ForgottenPasswordHandler and click OK.
4. In the Create Logical Attribute Handler: ForgottenPasswordHandler screen, configure the settings for the logical

attribute handler.
For a description of each field, click the Help link from this screen.

5. Click Submit.
The handler is added to the list of handlers on the Logical Attribute Handlers screen.

NOTE
You do not need to restart the application server after configuring logical attribute handlers using the User
Console.

Modify a Logical Attribute Handler
To modify a logical attribute handler

1. Navigate to System, Logical Attributes, Create Logical Attribute Handler.
2. In the Modify Logical Attribute Handler screen, select the handler that you want to modify and click Select.
3. Select a logical attribute handler (for example, ConfirmPasswordHandler) and click OK.
4. In the Modify Logical Attribute Handler screen, configure the settings for the logical attribute handler.

For a description of each field, click the Help link from this screen.
5. Click Submit.
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NOTE
You do not need to restart the application server after configuring logical attribute handlers using the User
Console.

View a Logical Attribute Handler
To view a logical attribute handler

1. Navigate to System, Logical Attributes, Create Logical Attribute Handler.
2. In the View Logical Attribute Handler screen, select the handler that you want to view and click Select.
3. View the logical attribute handler's properties and click Close.

Cleanup Submitted Tasks
With each task submitted, the runtime performance of tasks and events slows as the task persistence database grows.
The garbage collecting of stored procedures mitigates the potential for performance problems or system outages due to
the task persistence database running out of storage space. The ability to archive the tasks, gives the administrator the
ability to view both current task and event information, as well as tasks and events that have been deleted.

In the User Console, Identity Manager administrators can schedule jobs to automatically perform garbage collection and
archive on a recurring basis.

Use Recurrence Tab to Schedule Your Job
Use this tab to schedule your job. The fields in this tab are as follows:

•  Execute now
Runs the job immediately.

•  Schedule new job
Schedules a new job.

•  Modify existing job
Specifies that you want to modify a job that already exists.
 
 Note: This field appears only if a job has already been scheduled for this task.

•  Job Name
Specifies the name of the job you want to create or modify.

•  Time Zone
Specifies the server time zone.
 
 Note: If your time zone is different from the server's time zone, a drop-down box is displayed so you can select
either your time zone or the server's time zone when scheduling a new job. You cannot change the time zone when
modifying an existing job.

•  Daily schedule
Specifies that the job runs every certain number of days starting from the first of the month.
–  Every (number of days)

Defines how many days between job runs.
•  Weekly schedule

Specifies that the job runs on a specific day or days and time during a week.
–  Day of Week 
Specifies the day or days of the week the job runs.

•  Monthly schedule
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Specifies a day of week or day of month that the job runs on a monthly basis.
•  Yearly schedule

Specifies a day of week or day of month that the job runs on a yearly basis.
•  Advanced schedule

Specifies additional scheduling information.
–  Cron Expression

For information about completing this field, see the following link:
 https://www.quartz-scheduler.net/documentation/quartz-3.x/tutorial/crontrigger.html
https://www.quartz-scheduler.net/documentation/quartz-3.x/tutorial/crontrigger.html

•  Execution Time
Specifies the time of day, in 24-hour format, that the job is run. For example, 14:15.

This page contains the following topics:

Execute a Job Now

To execute a job immediately, use the Cleanup Submitted Tasks wizard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to System, Cleanup Submitted Tasks.
The Recurrence step of the wizard appears.

2. Select Execute Now and Next.
The Cleanup Submitted Tasks step of the wizard appears.

3. Enter the minimum age, archive, audit timeout, time limit, and task limit information and click Finish.
The job is submitted immediately.

Schedule a New Job

To schedule a new job, use the Cleanup Submitted Tasks wizard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to System, Cleanup Submitted Tasks.
The Recurrence step appears.

2. Select Schedule a new job, enter the job name and scheduling information for the job and click Next.
The Cleanup Submitted Tasks step appears.

3. Enter the minimum age, archive, audit timeout, time limit, and task limit information and click Finish.
The new job is scheduled.

Modify an Existing Job

To modify an existing job, use the Cleanup Submitted Tasks wizard.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to System, Clean Up Submitted Tasks.
The Recurrence step appears.

2. Select Modify an existing job and choose an existing job, modify the scheduling information, and click Next.
The Cleanup Submitted Tasks step appears.

3. Modify the minimum age, archive, audit timeout, time limit, and task limit information and click Finish.
The existing job is modified.

Delete a Recurring Task

To delete a recurring task, follow this procedure.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to System, Select Delete Recurring Task.
2. Select the task you want to delete.
3. Click Submit.

Cleanup Submitted Tasks Tab
Use this tab to specify the minimum age, archive, audit timeout, time limit, and task limit of the task. Click Finish once you
have completed all required fields. The fields in this tab are as follows:

• Minimum Age
Specifies the minimum age of tasks that are in a final state (Completed, Failed, Rejected, Cancelled, or Aborted)
to clean up. For example, if one month is specified, any tasks that have reached a final state in the last month are
retained. Any tasks that have reached a final state more than a month ago are subject to cleanup and archiving.
This field is a required.

• Archive
Backs up tasks to the archive database before deleting them from the runtime database.
After running a job, selecting Archive commits the data to the archive database, and then removes it from the runtime
task persistence database. Data is not removed until a successful commit to the archive database happens.

• Cleanup via Stored Procedure
If you use the same database for archive and task persistence, Cleanup via Stored Procedure uses stored procedures
to clean up the task persistence database. If it is not selected, CA Identity Manager deletes tasks individually. Using
this option with the Time Limit option causes the Time Limit option to fail. Using a Stored Procedure is faster and less
resource intensive on the application server

• Audit Timeout
Specifies the length of time before tasks in the audit state are subject to cleanup. Tasks in the audit state are not
considered to be in a final state until this length of time has elapsed. Tasks in the audit state have not been submitted

• Time Limit
Limits clean up to a specific amount of time. This field limits clean up to a specific amount of time. This option is only
available if the "Cleanup via Stored Procedure" option is not selected.

• Task Limit
Limits clean up to a specific number of tasks.

• Delete per transactionSelect the number of tasks to delete. 500 is the default.
• Cancel In Progress Tasks Only

Attempts to cancel tasks in progress, and, if successful, places the task in the “Cancelled” state. Because the
Cancelled state is a final state, the task becomes a candidate for cleanup via the usual CleanUpSubmittedTask
feature. No cleanup happens in the CleanUpSubmittedTask when you select the Cancel option.

Cleanup Submitted Task in a Cross Database Scenario

If the Task Persistence and Archive do not share the same database or tablespace, you must run the following scripts
manually prior to performing the cleanup submitted tasks. These scripts work only if the database or tablespace is on the
same server.

NOTE

Standalone Environment:

• Oracle: <Identity Manager_Install_Path>/tools/db/taskpersistence/<DB_Type>/archive_crossdb_oracle.sql
• SQL Server: <Identity Manager_Install_Path>/tools/db/taskpersistence/<DB_Type>/

archive_crossdb_sqlserver.sql
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Virtual Appliance Environment:

• <Virtual Appliance Tools_Install_Path>/CA-IM_Tools/db/taskpersistence

Steps to run the script manually on SQL Server:

1. The Archive database owner who runs the stored procedure must have SELECT and DELETE table privileges on the
Task Persistence database.

2. In the script, replace "TP_DB_Name" with the name of the Task Persistence database.
3. Run the script as the Archive database owner. The script updates the archive stored procedures so that it is

compatible with the multi-database scenario.
4. Run the following command to perform the cleanup submitted task:

exec archiveTaskPersistence '<Environment ID>', "<Minimum Age in YYYY-MM-DD HH:MM:SS:MS format>", <Audit

 Timeout Days>, <Delete per Transaction>, <Task Limit>, <Total Task>

Example:
exec archiveTaskPersistence '6', "2019-01-21 10:03:38.15", 1, 500, 1000, 1

Steps to run the script manually on Oracle Server:

1. Grant SELECT and DELETE privileges to the Archive database owner for the following tables in the Task Persistence
tablespace:
– CMPL_EVENT_OBJECT12_5
– CMPL_EVENT12_5
– CMPL_OBJECT12_5
– CMPL_RSDATTRIBUTE12
– CMPL_RSDETAIL12
– CMPL_TASKSESSION12_5
– EVENT_OBJECT12_5
– EVENT12_5
– LOCK12_5
– OBJECT12_5
– RUNTIMESTATUSDETAIL12
– RUNTIMESTATUSDETAILATTRIBUTE12
– TASKSESSION12_5
– TMP_BULKLOADER12_5
Example: The following commands grant the SELECT and DELETE privileges to the Archive database owner
(ARUSER) for the following tables in the Task Persistence tablespace (TP_SCHEMA_NAME).
grant SELECT on "TP_SCHEMA_NAME"."CMPL_RSDETAIL12" to "ARUSER";

grant DELETE on "TP_SCHEMA_NAME"."CMPL_RSDETAIL12" to "ARUSER";

2. In the script, replace "TP_SCHEMA_NAME" with the schema name of your task persistence tablespace.
3. Run the script as the Archive database owner. The script updates the archive stored procedures so that it is

compatible with the multi database scenario.
4. Use the following command to perform the cleanup submitted task:

 DECLARE

total INTEGER;

BEGIN

archiveTaskPersistence ('<Environment ID>', TO_DATE('<Minimum Age>', 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS'), <Audit

 Timeout Days>, <Delete per Transaction>, <Task Limit>, <Total Task>); 

dbms_output.put_line(total);

END;

 

Example:
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 DECLARE

 total INTEGER;

 BEGIN

 archiveTaskPersistence('6', TO_DATE('2019-01-25 13:30:00', 'YYYY-MM-DD HH24:MI:SS'), 1, 500, 1000,

 total); 

 dbms_output.put_line(total);

 END;

 

Select Box Data
You can populate the options that are available in the following fields:

• Check Box Multi-Select
• Dropdown
• Dropdown Combo
• Multi-Select
• Option Selector
• Option Selector Combo
• Radio Button Single-Select
• Single-Select

These options are stored in Select Box Data XML files. For example, you can use the Select Box Data XML files to
populate options for a City or State drop down box on a Profile tab for the Create User task.

You can also use the Select Box Data XML file to configure a dependency between two fields in an admin task. For
example, the options that are available in the City field may depend on the option a user chooses in the State field.

NOTE
For more information about select box data, see the User Console Design Guide.

Delete Recurring Tasks
An administrator can delete recurring tasks that are no longer in use. When you delete recurring tasks, only the scheduled
recurrence is deleted, and the tasks still exist in the database.

Also, the garbage collection and archiving is not performed for the recurring tasks that are deleted. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Delete Recurring Tasks.
3. Apply filters and search for the recurring tasks that you want to delete.
4. Select the recurring tasks that you want to delete, and click Submit.

Modify Multiple Objects (Bulk Modify)
You can use bulk tasks to perform the following actions:

• Run a task on an object, such as User, based on the attributes of the object, such as department, city, termination
date, and so on.

• Run a task on specific objects periodically, such as every Saturday.
• Make bulk user changes, such as modifying all users within a selected department.
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This functionality differs from the scheduled task functionality by providing a population filter. Unlike scheduled tasks, the
population of objects affected by the bulk task is unknown when you configure the bulk task. Also, bulk tasks affect many
objects, while scheduled tasks only affects one.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a Bulk Task Definition.
2. (Optional) Configure Email Notifications for Bulk Tasks.
3. Execute the Bulk Task.
4. Check the progress of Bulk Tasks.

Create a Bulk Task Definition

To run a bulk task, first create a bulk task definition. In the User Console, navigate to System, Bulk Tasks, Create Bulk
Task Definition. The following components make up a bulk task definition:

• The initiator of the task
• The object type
• The task to perform
• The population filter

This page contains the following topics:

Bulk Task Profile Tab

The Profile tab allows you to define the initiator of the bulk task, the task performed, and the object type to perform the
task on. The following fields must be configured:

• Name
Defines the name of the bulk task.

• Description
Explains the use case for the bulk task.

• Initiator
Defines the user who runs the bulk task once it is triggered. By default, the Initiator is set to the user defining the bulk
task.
The default user scope of the Bulk Task Manager role only allows a user to set themselves as the initiator. This
limitation prevents security issues, such as users disguising their identity by setting the initiator to another user when
running bulk tasks.
However, you can use this field to run a bulk task as another user, for example, a system administrator running a bulk
user task on behalf of the Human Resources director. To allow bulk task users to change the initiator to another user,
change the user scoping of the Bulk Task Manager role.

NOTE
The user you choose as the initiator affects the tasks available and the population filter results, as both are
based on the initiator's scope.

• Object Type
Defines the type of object that the bulk task modifies. You can add object types to the drop-down list, by modifying the
Object Types field in the Profile tab configuration. To modify the Profile tab configuration, modify the admin task that
includes the drop-down list, select the Tabs tab, and edit the Profile tab.
Default: User object types only.

• Task
Specifies the task to perform on the objects that match the population filter. This task list includes most admin tasks,
except the following:
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– Tasks of type View or Create (such as View User and Create User)
– Approval tasks
Note: Not all tasks are available for all users. The list of tasks depends on the object type and the initiator's scope.

• (Optional) Attributes
Define a list of attributes to set on objects that match the population filter. These attributes are useful with tasks that
involve attribute changes, such as Modify User. For example, you can select Department Name as the attribute and
'Sales' as the value, and for every user that matches the population filter, the system changes the Department Name
attribute to Sales.

Set Optional Attributes

You can add optional attributes if you want to make attribute changes on any object found in the population filter.

To set optional attributes

1. Click the Attributes button.
A drop-down list of the attributes that are associated with the task appears.

2. Select the attribute that you want to set.
3. Click Add (plus button).

A new line appears in a table with an empty Values text box next to the attribute.
4. Enter the values that you want to set on the attribute.
5. Repeat Steps 2 through 4 for any attribute you want to set.
6. Click Ok.

NOTE

When you select a multi-valued attribute, you can click the Add (plus) button to set multiple values for that
attribute.

Bulk Task Population Tab

The Population tab allows you to find objects for which the bulk task applies. You can define the population filter with the
following fields:

• Object Filter
Defines the object population using standard filters. The attributes available for the search are based on the object type
that is selected on the profile tab of the bulk task.

• Date Filter
Refines the population filter further using attributes that contain dates, such as a hire date attribute.

• Date Format
Defines the date format that the date filter uses.

• Preview
Displays a list of objects that meet the population filter criteria when the Preview button is clicked. This Preview button
helps verify that the filter is configured correctly, but the population can change over time. Therefore this list should not
be used to indicate objects that will be changed in the future.

NOTE
System filters put a higher priority on the OR operator than the AND operator. For example, "City equals
NYC AND Department equals Sales OR Department equals Purchase" is treated as "(City equals NYC) AND
(Department equals Sales OR Department equals Purchase)".

Date Filter Components

Filtering on dates within bulk tasks is useful as the population can change daily. For example, an object filter that searches
for users whose expiration date has passed can change every day.
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WARNING
If objects are in an LDAP user store, date searches may cause a significant performance reduction due to the
dates being represented as regular strings.

The following fields make up the date filter:

• Attribute
Defines an attribute in the object that contains a date. All attributes for the object are available. If the filter uses an
attribute, the system assumes that the attribute contains a date.
Attribute values must match the date format set in the population tab. Objects that have an invalid date format is
ignored.

• Operator
Refers to past or future dates that are compared to today.

• Day Offset
Defines a lag time from today. For example, if you want to send an email to all users whose profile expires in the
next week, the operator is 'Today or earlier' and the offset is 7, indicating 7 days from today. If you set the offset to -7,
however, the email is sent to all users expired for more than a week. The following table outlines the behavior of the
offset:

Today's Date Operator Day Offset Result

1/10/2010 Today or Earlier 7 Any date on or before 1/17/2010

1/10/2010 Today or Earlier -7 Any date on or before 1/3/2010

1/10/2010 Today or Later 7 Any date on or after 1/17/2010

1/10/2010 Today or Later -7 Any date on or after 1/3/2010

Configure Email Notifications for Bulk Tasks
In some environments, bulk operation email notifications are configured by default. To check if bulk operation email
notifications are configured in your system, go to System, Email, View Email, and search on the term 'bulk'.

If no email notifications are configured in your environment, configure the email that is sent when a bulk operation
completes.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to System, Email, Create Email in the User Console.
2. Complete the required fields on the Profile tab.
3. On the When to Send tab, complete the following steps:

a. Select Task Completes in the first field.
b. Select Execute Bulk Task in the second field.

4. Complete the Recipients and Content tabs, then click Submit.
Email notifications are configured for bulk tasks.

 

Execute a Bulk Task

The Execute Bulk Task task allows you to schedule a bulk task or manually start a bulk task right away. Bulk tasks are
usually scheduled, but starting a bulk task manually does not interfere with any scheduling already configured on the bulk
task, and the bulk task runs immediately. Once you select Execute Bulk Task, select Execute now to start the bulk task
manually.
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To schedule a bulk task to run periodically, use the recurrence functionality. Once you select Execute Bulk Task, select
Schedule new job and choose the options that you want.

The Preview button allows you to see what objects will be affected by the bulk task before starting it.

NOTE
If your bulk task population includes 500 objects, 500 nested tasks are created; one for each object. For
performance reasons, we recommend scheduling bulk tasks with large populations.

Recurrence Tab

Use this tab to schedule your job. The fields in this tab are as follows:

• Execute now
Runs the job immediately.

• Schedule new job
Schedules a new job.

• Modify existing job
Specifies that you want to modify a job that already exists.
Note: This field appears only if a job has already been scheduled for this task.

• Job Name
Specifies the name of the job you want to create or modify.

• Time Zone
Specifies the server time zone.
Note: If your time zone is different from the server's time zone, a drop-down box is displayed so you can select
either your time zone or the server's time zone when scheduling a new job. You cannot change the time zone when
modifying an existing job.

• Daily schedule
Specifies that the job runs every certain number of days starting from the first of the month.
– Every (number of days)

Defines how many days between job runs.
• Weekly schedule

Specifies that the job runs on a specific day or days and time during a week.
– Day of Week
Specifies the day or days of the week the job runs.

• Monthly schedule
Specifies a day of week or day of month that the job runs on a monthly basis.

• Yearly schedule
Specifies a day of week or day of month that the job runs on a yearly basis.

• Advanced schedule
Specifies additional scheduling information.
– Cron Expression

For information about filling out this field, see the following:
https://www.quartz-scheduler.net/documentation/quartz-3.x/tutorial/crontriggers.html

• Execution Time
Specifies the time of day, in 24-hour format, that the job is run. For example, 14:15.

Check the Progress of Bulk Tasks
You can check the progress of bulk tasks by using the following methods:

• Viewing status in View Submitted Tasks
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The View Submitted Tasks screen shows a summary of bulk operations. The summary includes the total number of
tasks, the number of completed tasks, and the number of remaining tasks. The summary also provides information
about the number of tasks in Completed, In progress, and Audited states.

• Receiving email notifications that are sent when a bulk operation completes.

Use Case Bulk User Changes
You want to perform a mass change so that all users in the Sales department will now be in the Purchasing department.

1. Under the Profile tab of Bulk Tasks, create a bulk task definition with the name Change To Purchasing.
2. Set the object type to user.
3. Select Modify User as the task to run.
4. Click Attributes and set the value of department to 'Purchasing.'
5. Under the Population tab, set 'department equals Sales'.
6. Select Execute Bulk Task to run the definition immediately.

Use Case Using Attributes that Contain Dates
You want to create an automated process to disable temporary users twenty days before their termination date.

1. Under Tasks, System, Bulk Tasks, create a bulk task definition with the name Disable Contractor.
2. Set the object type to User.
3. Set the task to perform as Disable User.
4. Enter the following values in the date filter:

– Attribute: Termination Date
– Operator: Before Today
– Disposition: 20
You can add any other attribute in the population filter, such as Employee Type = Contractor. In this case, only
contractors are affected.

Modify the Parser File for the Bulk Loader
To modify the parser used to parse feeder files, configure the corresponding admin task.

To modify the Bulk Loader admin task

1. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Manage Admin Task.
2. Search for the Bulk Loader task.
3. Select the Bulk Loader task, and click Select.
4. Select the Search tab for the Bulk Loader task.
5. Click Browse to locate search screens.

The list of available search screens is displayed.
6. Select a Search screen and click Edit.

The Search screen details appear.
7. (Optional) Edit the Parser Fully Qualified Name.

The Parser Fully Qualified Name must match the name of your parser file.

NOTE
For more information about creating a custom CSV parser, see the Javadoc for the FeederParser class. If
you use JBoss as your application server and you create a custom parser, the custom parser file must be in
the iam_im.ear/user_console_war/WEB-INF/classes directory.
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8. (Optional) Edit the Parser Deletion Sequence field. This field sets the deletion sequence string used to determine
the value in the parsed file to delete from the managed object later. For example, if the deleteSequence is set to
"**NULL**" then the parser returns in the getNextRecord() a list for a single record where null appears for each
"**NULL**" value in the record, and "" appears for each attribute ignore when setting a managed object.

9. Select OK.

Schedule a Bulk Loader Task
The Bulk Loader task can be scheduled in the system. To schedule the Bulk Loader task, add a Scheduler tab to the task.

Web Service Support for the Bulk Loader
The Bulk Loader has a web service API that can be called using the Identity Manager Task Execution Web Service
(TEWS) interface. TEWS allows client applications to submit remote tasks to Identity Manager for execution. This
interface implements the WSDL and SOAP open standards to provide remote access to Identity Manager.

Identity Manager includes Java client samples that demonstrate calling the Bulk Loader as a web service. The Java
samples are located in the following source file:

admin_tools\samples\WebService\Axis\optional\ObjectsFeeder.java

Data samples and documentation for calling the Bulk Loader as a web service are located in the following directory:

admin_tools\samples\Feeder\

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Adjusting Logging Levels in Identity Manager
There are several locations within Identity Manager where logging levels can be configured. This topic explains how to
enable and adjust logging levels for the Provisioning Server, the Java connector server, and the product installation logs.

Provisioning Server

The Provisioning server log level controls several different logs, including the etatrans, etanotify, sa, and satrans logs. The
levels are adjusted in the Provisioning Manager.

The logs are enabled by default. The enable/disable option is located under System > Domain Configuration >
Transaction Log > Enable
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The level of logging can be adjusted in Provisioning Manager under System > Domain Configuration > Transaction Log >
Level.
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The log levels are described in the following list:

0: No trans logging

1: Log external/child errors

2: Log external operations

3: Log child operations

4: Log informative messages

5: Log DSA (Directory Service Agent) errors

6: Log DSA operations
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7: Log search operations

Note: The change in log level will not take effect until the next time the configuration is re-read (default is every 600
seconds but that can also be configured within the Domain Configuration settings) or until the Provisioning Server service
is restarted.

For CA Support, debugging purposes logs should be set to level 7. Logs on lower levels are often unhelpful in
troubleshooting and determining the root cause of an issue.

The log files are located, by default, here: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server\logs

ADS Endpoint Logs

ADS endpoint logs can be valuable when troubleshooting an Active Directory endpoint issue. These logs are not enabled
by default and must be enabled through the Provisioning Manager GUI.

The logs can be enabled by going to Endpoints > Active Directory Endpoint > [your specific AD endpoint] > Logging tab.
Check Enabled, and all of the boxes next to Text File.
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If the CCS is located on the Provisioning Server the log files are located under: \CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server
\logs\ADS

If the connector server is a standalone installation, the log files are located here by default:

\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\ccs\logs\ads

Java Connector Server (JCS)

To set JCS logs to debug, go to the following default installation path on your Java Connector Server:

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\etc
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Make backup copies of org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg and org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.verbose for when debugging log levels
are no longer necessary. Rename org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg to org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.NOT_IN_USE and then rename
org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.verbose to org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.

Restart the Java Connector Server after changing the configuration files for these changes to take effect.

After the necessary logs are generated, you can change the names of org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg and
org.ops4j.pax.logging.cfg.verbose back, or revert to the backup copies of the files. It is recommended that the JCS logs do
not remain in debugging mode during normal use, as this logging level can impact performance.

Java connectors also have their own jcs_conn_<endpoint_name>.log located on the JCS server if the property sheets for
those are set to log. See the ADS endpoint logging section for more details on enabling endpoint specific JCS logging.

The log files are located here by default:

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server\jcs\logs

Installation logs

Windows installations

If you encounter issues during a CA Identity Manager installation, see this log file (the default location):

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\caiamsuite.log

The CA Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default locations:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info (32-bit system)

C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\install_config_info (64-bit system)

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory and copied to the Install-Directory\_uninst directory

To put these logs into debug run the installer from command line and while installshield is loading the installer press and
hold the control(Ctrl) button until it completes at 100%.

Linux Installations

If you encounter any issues while performing a CA Identity Manager installation, see the caiamsuite.log file in this location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/

The CA Identity Manager Server installer logs are written to the following default location:

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/install_config_info

The Provisioning installer logs are written to the user's Temp directory.

To put these logs into debug mode, use ./setuplinux.bin -log @ALL

Note: Some installers require the –console command.

Reporting Using CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server
This section contains the following articles:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Run a Snapshot Report
Identity Manager reports let you see the current state of a Identity Manager environment. You can use this information to
ensure compliance with internal business policies or external regulations.
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You generate Identity Manager reports from management data which describes the relationship between objects in
Identity Manager environment. Examples of management data include the following:

• Profile attributes of the users
• List of roles that contain a certain task
• The members of a role or group
• The rules that comprise a role

In Identity Manager, the reporting setup requires the following components:

• Report Server
Also known as CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server, this server generates reports, communicating directly
with Identity Manager and the Snapshot Database.

• Report Database
The database where the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server stores its own data.

• CA Identity Manager
Identity Manager lets you export Identity Manager object data to the Report Database.

• Snapshot Database
A separate database containing the snapshot data of objects in Identity Manager

A snapshot report include data from the Snapshot Database, which contains information from the Identity Manager object
store and the user store. An example of a snapshot report is the User Profile report. You define the snapshot data that is
added to the Snapshot Database and using snapshot definitions, specify the information to include.

This article contains the following sections:

Configure the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server Connection

Configure the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server details in the Identity Manager User Console to establish
a connection between the two.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager user console.
2. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
3. In the Report Server Connection page, configure the following fields:

– Report Server URL: Enter the Report Server URL.
Example: http://[hostname]:[port]/[contextRoot]
where,
• host name, specifies the host name of the report server.
• port, specifies the port of the report server.
• Context Root, specifies the web application name that is provided in the sample.properties file during the report

server installation.
– User ID and Password: Enter the user login credentials to log in to CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®

Server.
4. Proxy Report Request: By default, proxy is not enabled on Identity Manager for reports. To enable proxy, select this

option.
5. Click Test Connection to check whether the connection is successful.
6. Once the connection succeeds, click Submit.

The CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server is now connected to Identity Manager.

Create a Snapshot Database Connection

Identity Manager needs to know where to export snapshot data to. Create a database connection from Identity Manager to
the Snapshot Database.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Click Reports, Snapshot Tasks, Manage Snapshot Database Connection, Create Snapshot Database Connection.
3. Create a snapshot database connection by completing all the necessary fields.
4. Click Submit.

A new Snapshot Database connection is created.

Capture Snapshot Data

Capture Snapshot captures a snapshot of data from databases, repositories (Examples: User Store, Provisioning Store)
and endpoints, and exports the data to the snapshot reporting database. The data is captured depending on the attributes
that are defined in the Snapshot Definition XML. You can capture a snapshot of report data on demand (Execute Now) or
at scheduled intervals. The data that is captured in the snapshot reporting database is used for report generation.

Before you capture snapshot data, consider reading the following points:

• The OOTB Snapshot Definition XMLs for the following endpoint reports are updated with only those attributes that
are required for report generation. By limiting the attributes, the time taken to capture a snapshot of endpoint data is
significantly reduced thus optimizing the performance.
– Account Details Report
– Endpoint Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Trend Report
– Orphan Accounts Report
If the attributes defined in the OOTB Snapshot Definition XMLs do not suffice your requirement, create custom
Snapshot Definition XMLs.

• Capture Snapshot captures a snapshot of data from endpoints that are online. Endpoints that are marked offline
using Offline Endpoint Management are skipped from data collection thereby improving the performance of Capture
Snapshot. This behavior is applicable to both out-of-the-box and custom endpoint reports.
The out-of-the-box endpoint reports that get impacted by this functionality are:
– Endpoint Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Report
– Orphan Accounts Report
– User Accounts Report
Note: If data for these endpoint reports is collected from Provisioning Directory and not from an endpoint, then Capture
Snapshot captures data even though an endpoint is marked offline.
The data for the following endpoint reports is collected from the Provisioning Directory; so Capture Snapshot captures
data even though an endpoint is marked offline.
– Account Details Report
– Endpoint Details Report
– Non-Standards Accounts Trend Report
Note: An endpoint which is not marked offline but is unresponsive is still considered for data collection by Capture
Snapshot.

• Exporting snapshot data can take a long time if you have a large amount of data to export. We recommend that you
schedule your snapshots when exporting large data.

Follow these steps to Capture Snapshot Data:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click Reports, Snapshot Tasks, Capture Snapshot Data.
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3. Select Execute now to export data immediately, or select Schedule new job to configure a schedule to export data at
scheduled interval.

4. Click Next.
5. Select a snapshot definition.
6. Click Finish.

Snapshot data is exported to the Snapshot Database.
Note: If the Capture Snapshot Data task takes a longer time, you can check the progress of the task by navigating to
the System, View Submitted Tasks in the User Console.

Request a Snapshot Report

To view the report, request a report to a user with report administration privileges. Approval is required because some
reports may require a long time or significant system resources to run. If your report request requires an approval, the
system sends you an email alert.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with report tasks user privileges.
2. Select Reports, Reporting Tasks, and Request a Report.

A list of reports appears.
3. Select the report that you want to request.
4. Provide any parameter information required.
5. Click Apply.

The report is displayed.

Run a Non-Snapshot (Audit) Report
This article describes how an administrator configures an audit database connection and runs a non-snapshot report.

Configure CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server Connection

Specify the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server details in the Identity Manager User Console to establish the
connection between the two.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
3. Specify the Report Server URL.

Example: 
http://[hostname]:[port]/[contextRoot] 

Host Name
Specifies the host name of the report server
Port
Specifies the port of the report server
Context Root
Specifies the web application name that was provided in the sample.properties file during report server installation.

4. Specify the login credentials of the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.
5. Click Test Connection to check whether the connection is successful.
6. Click Submit.

The CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server is now connected to Identity Manager.
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Create a JDBC Connection

Establish a JDBC connection to the audit database to generate non-snapshot reports.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, JDBC Connection Management, Create JDBC Connection.
3. Create a connection object, or choose a connection object based on a specific JNDI data source.
4. Create a JDBC connection for audit database:

a. Connection Name
Specifies the JDBC connection name.

b. Connection Type
Specifies the type of JDBC connection.

c. JDBC Driver Class
Specifies the JDBC Driver Class of the audit database.

d. Database Name
Specifies the name of the audit database.

e. Host Name
Specifies the host name of the audit database.

f. Port
Specifies the port on which the audit database listens.

g. User ID and PasswordSpecifies the ID and password of the user who administers the audit database.
h. Default Connection

Enable this option if you want to make this connection as default.
5. Click Submit.

A new audit database connection is created.

Associate a Connection with a Report Task

Information for Identity Manager reports is captured from multiple sources and each report must associate with a specific
data source, depending on the information you want to view in the report.

Follow these steps:

1. In Identity Manager User Console, go to Tasks, Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for the non-snapshot report task that you want to associate a connection with.
3. Go to the Search tab and click Browse to locate the search screens.
4. Edit the search screen for the non-snapshot report task and choose the JDBC connection under Connection Object for

the Report.
5. Click Ok.
6. Click Select.
7. Click Submit.

Request a Non-Snapshot Report

To view the report, request a report to a user with report administration privileges.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with report tasks user privileges.
2. Select Reports, Reporting Tasks, and Request a Report.

A list of reports appears.
3. Select the report that you want to request.
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4. Provide any parameter information required.
5. Click Apply.

The report is displayed.

Default Reports - CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server
Identity Manager installs default reports that you can customize to suit your needs. The default reports are located in the
following directory:

MSSQL

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard Reports
\Ms-SQL Reports

Oracle

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard Reports
\Oracle Reports

The following table describes the default reports:

Report Definition
Account Details Displays a list of account templates with associated provisioning

roles, endpoint types, endpoints, and accounts.
Administration Displays a list of administrators with their administrative

entitlements. When requesting an Administration report, you can
specify the role name and can generate role-specific reports.
Note: If the Role type field is left empty, the entire captured data is
populated in the report.

Audit-Assign/Revoke Provisioning Roles Displays a list of provisioning role events.
Audit-De-Provisioning Displays a list of users and their accounts that were

deprovisioned.
Audit Details Displays a list of user activities that are performed in the system.

You can filter user activities by Start Date and End Date, the user
who initiated an activity, and the subject user on which an activity
is performed.

Audit-Pending Approval Tasks Displays a list of pending approval tasks.
Audit-Reset Password Displays the list of user passwords that have been reset for a

given duration.
Endpoint Accounts Displays accounts per endpoint (you can select which endpoint to

view).
Endpoint Details Displays a list of all endpoint types, endpoints, and the endpoint

attributes.
Non-Standard Accounts Displays all orphan, system, and exception accounts.
Non-Standard Accounts Trend Displays non-standard accounts trends for orphan accounts,

system accounts, and exception accounts.
Orphan Accounts Displays all endpoint accounts with no global user in the

Provisioning Server.
Policies Displays all identity policies.
Role Administrators Displays roles and their administrators.
Role Members Displays the roles in the report database and lists the members of

those roles.
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Role Owners Displays roles and their owners.
Roles Displays the following information for each role in the report

database:
• Tasks that are associated with the role
• Member policies and role members
• Administrator policies and role administrators
• Owner policies and role owners

Snapshots Displays all exported snapshots.
Task Roles Displays the tasks in the report database and the roles with which

they are associated.
Tasks Performed by Administrator Displays the information about the tasks that are performed on the

tenant by the specified role members.
User Account Displays a list of users and their accounts.

Note: The list of account attributes that are presented in this
report depends on the attributes exported.

User Entitlements Displays user roles, groups, and accounts.
Note: The list of account attributes that are presented in this
report depends on the attributes exported.

User Policy Sync Status Displays the user status per policy (which policies are to be
allocated, de-allocated, or reallocated).

User Profile Displays the following information for users:
• Name
• User ID
• Groups where the user is a member or administrator
• Roles where the user is a member, administrator, or owner

User Roles Displays the roles that are assigned to a user.

Note: For account-related reports such as Endpoint Accounts Report and User Accounts Report, only the default user
attributes are exported.

The following table is a list of required account attributes for the default reports to capture account-related data:

Report Name Required Attributes
Endpoint Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, and

updateTime.
Non-Standards Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime,

and exceptionAccount.
Select “Export Orphan Accounts check box.

Non-Standards Trend Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime,
and exceptionAccount.
Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.

Orphan Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime,
and exceptionAccount.
Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.

User Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime,
and exceptionAccount.
Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.

User Entitlements Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime,
and exceptionAccount.
Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.
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Create Custom Snapshot Reports - CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®
Server
If the default reports do not meet your business requirements, you can create custom reports using any one of the
following ways:

• Using Snapshot XML
• Using CA Identity Manager User Console

Prerequisite

1. Create a custom report using JasperSoft Studio.
2. Publish the custom report from JasperSoft Studio to the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server.

Using Snapshot XML

You can create a custom report using the Snapshot XML file.

The Task Users Report is considered as an example to describe this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the Custom_Reports file to the computer where you have installed CA Identity Manager.
2. Modify the parameters in the Custom_Report.xml file based on the report that you want to view.
3. Import the Custom_Report.xml file using the Identity Manager Management Console.
4. Using the Identity Manager User Console, modify the role (for example, System Manager) to add the report task (for

example, Task Users Report).
5. Create the ReportSnapshot.xml file which captures the necessary data that is required for the report.

Example: TaskUsersReportSnapshot.xml
6. Copy the ReportSnapshot.xml file to the following location:

<App_Server_Home>/iam_im.ear/config/com/netegrity/config/imrexport/sample

7. Restart the application server.
8. Capture the snapshot of the newly created report.
9. Request the report.

You can view the custom report that you created.

Using CA Identity Manager User Console

You can also create custom report using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Design a custom report using JasperSoft Studio.
2. Publish the custom report from JasperSoft Studio to a CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server.
3. Create an Admin task to view the custom report in the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:
a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
c. Select Create a copy of an admin task to create an Admin task.
d. Search for an existing report. For example, User Profile Report.
e. In the Profile tab, modify the Name, Tag, and Description for the new Admin Task that you are creating.
f. In the Search tab, click Browse. By default, the report that you have selected in step d is selected. Click Copy.
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g. In the Configure Report Template Selection Screen, do the following:
a. Modify Name, Tag and Title fields for the new Admin Task that you are creating.
b. Select the custom report template.

NOTE

• The report templates are populated only when the report is created and published using
Jaspersoft Studio to CA Business Intelligence JasperReports Server.

• By default, only 100 reports are displayed in the Report Template field. You can change the
default limit by setting the PAGINATION_LIMIT value in <APP_HOME>/iam_im.ear/config/
jasperreport.properties.

4. Modify the Admin role (for example, System Manager) to add the newly created custom report.
a. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role.
b. Select System Manager.
c. Navigate to the Tasks tab.
d. In the Filter by category field, select Reports.
e. In the Add Task field, select the Admin Task that you have created in step 3.

5. Create a Snapshot Definition.
6. Capture the snapshot of the newly created custom report.
7. Request a Custom Report.

You can view the custom report that you have created in Identity Manager User Console.

Enable SSL Communication with CA Business Intelligence JasperReports®
Server
You can enable SSL communication between Identity Manager and Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server computer, generate a keystore file using any tool. To generate
a keystore file using the keytool, run the following command:
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -genkey -alias jasper -keyalg RSA -keystore c:\cert\jasperkeystore

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -genkey -alias jasper -keyalg RSA -keystore /opt/cert/jasperkeystore

2. Enable SSL in CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.
a. Edit the server.xml file available in the following location:

<apache-tomcat-home>/conf

b. Add the following arguments:
<!-- Define a SSL Coyote HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 -->

<Connector

 protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol"

 port="8443" maxThreads="200"

 scheme="https" secure="true" SSLEnabled="true"

 keystoreFile="<Change to Your KeyStore file Path>" keystorePass="<Change to Your KeyStore file

 password>"

 clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"/>

Change the keystore file path and password in the above arguments as follows:
keystoreFile="<Change to Your KeyStore file Path>"

keystorePass="<Password specified while generating Key Store>"

c. Edit the web.xml file available in the following location:
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<apache-tomcat-home>/webapps/<Change to Your Web-App>/WEB-INF/

a. Comment the following line:
<transport-guarantee>NONE</transport-guarantee>

b. Uncomment the following line:
<transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

3. Restart the JapserReports Server to start using SSL.
4. Export the certificate from the generated keystore file. To generate a certificate using key store, run the following

command:
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -export -alias jasper -file jasper.cer -keystore c:\cert\jasperkeystore -storepass

 changeit

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -export -alias jasper -file jasper.cer -keystore /opt/cert/jasperkeystore -

storepass changeit

5. Copy the certificate to a directory where CA Identity Manager is installed.
6. Import the certificate in to the Java trust store (cacerts). Also, verify that the certificate is imported in to the Java

version which is used by CA Identity Manager Server.
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file c:\cert\jasperkeystore -alias jasper -keystore

 <JDK_HOME>\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /opt/manoj/jasper.cer -alias jasper -keystore

 <JDK_HOME>/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeit

For WebSphere:
Import the certificate in to the Java (IBM) trust store (cacerts), the Java version which is used by WebSphere
Application server.
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -import -trustcacerts -file c:\cert\jasperkeystore -alias jasper -keystore

 <IBM_JDK_HOME>\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /opt/manoj/jasper.cer -alias jasper -keystore

 <IBM_JDK_HOME>/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeit

7. Restart the CA Identity Manager Server for the changes to take effect.
8. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
9. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
10. Specify the JasperReports Server URL:

URL: https://[hostname]:[port]/[app-name
11. Specify the server login credentials (username and password).
12. Click Test Connection to verify the connection.
13. Click Submit.

SSL communication is enabled between CA Identity Manager and CA Business Intelligence JasperReports® Server.

Reporting Using Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1
Learn how to generate and view enterprise reports in Identity Manager by integrating with Symantec IGA JasperReports
Server 8.1.
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IMPORTANT
Starting from Symantec IGA 14.4.2, we support and distribute Symantec IGA JasperReports Server 8.1 for
reporting. Since JasperReports Server 7.1.x has reached End-of-Service (EOS), we encourage you to migrate
JasperReports Server to 8.1.

The following topics are covered in this section:

• Run a Snapshot Report
• Run a Non-Snapshot (Audit) Report
• Default Reports
• Create Custom Snapshot Reports
• Enable SSL Communication with JasperReports Server
• Troubleshooting for Reporting

Run a Snapshot Report using JasperReports 8.1
Learn how to run a snapshot report.

Organizations use reports to ensure compliance with internal business policies or external regulations.

The reporting setup requires the following components:

• Snapshot Database
A separate database containing the snapshot data of  Identity Managerobjects.

• Symantec IGA JasperReports Server
The report server generates reports by communicating directly with Identity Manager and the snapshot database.

• Report Database
The database where the Symantec IGA JasperReports Server stores its data.

• Identity Manager
Identity Manager lets you export Identity Manager object data to the snapshot database.

A snapshot report includes data from the snapshot database, which contains information from the Identity Manager object
store and the user store. An example of a snapshot report is the User Profile report. You can define the snapshot data to
be included in the snapshot database using snapshot definitions.

The various configurations that you must carry out for generating and viewing a snapshot report in Identity Manager are
discussed in the following topics:

Configure a Connection to JasperReports Server

Establish a connection between Identity Manager and JasperReports server to enable report generation. By default,
Identity Manager connects to the JasperReports Server over Proxy.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
3. Configure the following fields on the Report Server Connection page:

– Report Server URL: Specifies the JasperReport Server URL.
Format: http://<report_server_host_name>:<port>/<web_application_name>
Example: http://myJasperServer.com:8080/jasperserver-pro

– User ID: Specifies the Identity Manager user who can access the JasperReports Server. When you submit a
connection configuration, JasperReports Server automatically creates a user and assigns the required user
permissions to access data and resources within the IAM organization.

4. Click Test Connection to check whether the connection is successful.
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5. Once the connection succeeds, click Submit.

NOTE
You can use the same report server for multiple Identity Manager environments or can use a separate one for
each environment. In either case, specify the report server details in the Report Server URL field of the Report
Server Connection page.

Create a Snapshot Database Connection

Configure a database connection from Identity Manager to the snapshot database. Identity Managerexports snapshot data
(objects data) to the snapshot database.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Reports, Snapshot Tasks, Manage Snapshot Database
Connection, Create Snapshot Database Connection.

2. Enter the connection details for the snapshot database.
3. Click Test Connection to check whether the connection is successful.
4. Click Submit.

Capture Snapshot Data

Capture Snapshot captures a snapshot of data from databases, repositories (Examples: User Store, Provisioning Store)
and endpoints, and exports the data to the snapshot reporting database. The data is captured depending on the attributes
that are defined in the Snapshot Definition XML. You can capture a snapshot of report data on demand (Execute Now) or
at scheduled intervals. The data that is captured in the snapshot reporting database is used for report generation.

Before you capture snapshot data, consider reading the following points:

• The OOTB Snapshot Definition XMLs for the following endpoint reports are updated with only those attributes that are
required for report generation. By limiting the attributes, the time that is taken to capture a snapshot of endpoint data is
significantly reduced thus optimizing the performance.
– Account Details Report
– Endpoint Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Trend Report
– Orphan Accounts Report
If the attributes defined in the OOTB Snapshot Definition XMLs do not suffice your requirement, create custom
Snapshot Definition XMLs.

• Capture Snapshot captures a snapshot of data from endpoints that are online. Endpoints that are marked offline
using Offline Endpoint Management are skipped from data collection, thereby improving the performance of Capture
Snapshot. This behavior applies to both out-of-the-box and custom endpoint reports.
The out-of-the-box endpoint reports that get impacted by this functionality are:
– Endpoint Accounts Report
– Non-Standard Accounts Report
– Orphan Accounts Report
– User Accounts Report

NOTE
If data for these endpoint reports are collected from Provisioning Directory and not from an endpoint, then
Capture Snapshot captures data even though an endpoint is marked offline.

The data for the following endpoint reports are collected from the Provisioning Directory; so Capture Snapshot
captures data even though an endpoint is marked offline.
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– Account Details Report
– Endpoint Details Report
– Non-Standards Accounts Trend Report

NOTE
An endpoint that is not marked offline but unresponsive is still considered for data collection by Capture
Snapshot.

• Exporting snapshot data can take a long time if you have a large amount of data to export. We recommend that you
schedule your snapshots when exporting large data sets.

Follow these steps to Capture Snapshot Data:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Reports, Snapshot Tasks, Capture Snapshot Data.
2. Select Execute now to export data immediately, or select Schedule new job to configure a schedule to export data at

a scheduled interval.
3. Click Next.
4. Select a snapshot definition.
5. Click Finish.

Snapshot data is exported to the Snapshot Database.
NOTE
If the Capture Snapshot Data task takes a longer time, you can check the progress of the task by navigating
to the System, View Submitted Tasks in the User Console.

Enable TLS Connection between JasperReports and Identity Manager Database

Follow these steps to enable TLS connection between JasperReports server and the Identity Manager database:

1. Log in to the JasperReports server.
2. Navigate to View, repositories, IAM, IM, datasources.
3. Edit each datasource and select the native driver instead of the Tibco driver as shown in the following screens and

save the connection.
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Figure 51: Microsoft SQL Datasource Properties
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Figure 52: Microsoft Oracle Datasource Properties

4. Run the reports.
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Request a Snapshot Report

To view the report, request a report to a user with report administration privileges. Approval is required because some
reports may require a long time or significant system resources to run. If your report request requires approval, the system
sends you an email alert.

NOTE
Reports can be viewed only in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with report tasks user privileges.
2. Select Reports, Reporting Tasks, Request a Report.

A list of reports appears.
3. Select the report that you want to request.
4. Provide any parameter information required.
5. Click Apply.

The report is displayed.

Run a Non-Snapshot (Audit) Report using JasperReports 8.1
Learn how an administrator configures an audit database connection and runs a non-snapshot (audit) report.

A non-snapshot (audit) report includes data from other data sources, such as the audit database. By default, Identity
Manager only includes audit reports, but you can create custom reports that include data from any data source, such as
the Workflow or Task Persistence databases. The default audit reports have the prefix "Audit - " in their name in the User
Console.

Configure a Connection to JasperReports Server

Establish a connection between Identity Manager and JasperReports server to enable report generation. By default,
Identity Manager connects to the JasperReports Server over Proxy.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
3. Configure the following fields on the Report Server Connection page:

– Report Server URL: Specifies the JasperReport Server URL.
Format: http://<report_server_host_name>:<port>/<web_application_name>
Example: http://myJasperServer.com:8080/jasperserver-pro

– User ID: Specifies the Identity Manager user who can access the JasperReports Server. Specifies
the Identity Manager user who can access the JasperReports Server. When you submit a connection
configuration, JasperReports Server automatically creates a user and assigns the required user permissions to
access data and resources within the IAM organization.

4. Click Test Connection to check whether the connection is successful.
5. Once the connection succeeds, click Submit.

Enable TLS Connection between JasperReports and Identity Manager Database

Follow these steps to enable TLS connection between JasperReports server and the Identity Manager database:

1. Log in to the JasperReports server.
2. Navigate to View, repositories, IAM, IM, datasources.
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3. Edit each datasource and select the native driver instead of the Tibco driver as shown in the following screens and
save the connection.
Figure 53: Microsoft SQL Datasource Properties
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Figure 54: Microsoft Oracle Datasource Properties

4. Run the reports.

Request a Non-Snapshot Report

To view the report, request a report to a user with report administration privileges.
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NOTE
Reports can be viewed only in Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console with report tasks user privileges.
2. Select Reports, Reporting Tasks, Request a Report.

A list of reports appears.
3. Select the report that you want to request.
4. Provide any parameter information required.
5. Click Apply.

The report is displayed.

Default Reports for JasperReports 8.1
Identity Manager supports default (preconfigured) reports that are designed to address common reporting needs.

You can locate default reports at the following location:

MSSQL

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard

 Reports\Ms-SQL Reports\jasper8.0.x

Oracle

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\imrexport\ReportDefinitions\IM Standard

 Reports\Oracle Reports\jasper8.0.x

The default reports are listed in the following table.

Report Definition
Account Details Displays a list of account templates with associated provisioning roles, endpoint types, endpoints, and accounts.
Administration Displays a list of administrators with their administrative entitlements. When requesting an Administration report,

you can specify the role name and can generate role-specific reports.
Note: If the Role type field is empty, the entire captured data is populated in the report.

Audit-Assign/Revoke Provisioning Roles Displays a list of provisioning role events.
Audit-De-Provisioning Displays a list of the "EnableDisableUserEvent" in a Disable state, which is executed by the task Enable/Disable

User from the User Management task menu item. This out-of-the-box report does not capture Disabling a user
from the Modify User Task (that is, un-checking the "Enabled" box).

Audit Details Displays tasks and events with related status details.
Audit-Pending Approval Tasks Displays a list of pending approval tasks.
Audit-Reset Password Displays the list of user passwords that have been reset for a given duration.
Endpoint Accounts Displays accounts per endpoint (you can select which endpoint to view).
Endpoint Details Displays a list of all endpoint types, endpoints, and the endpoint attributes.
Non-Standard Accounts Displays all orphan, system, and exception accounts.
Non-Standard Accounts Trend Displays non-standard accounts trends for orphan accounts, system accounts, and exception accounts.
Orphan Accounts Displays all endpoint accounts with no global user in the Provisioning Server.
Policies Displays identity policies.
Role Administrators Displays roles and their administrators.
Role Members Displays the roles in the report database and lists the members of those roles.
Role Owners Displays roles and their owners.
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Roles Displays the following information for each role in the report database:
• Tasks associated with the role
• Member policies and role members
• Administrator policies and role administrators
• Owner policies and role owners

Snapshots Displays all exported snapshots.
Task Roles Displays the tasks in the report database and the roles with which they are associated.
Tasks Performed by Administrator Displays the information about the tasks that are performed on the tenant by the specified role members.
User Account Displays a list of users and their accounts.

Note: The list of account attributes that are presented in this report depends on the attributes exported.
User Entitlements Displays user roles, groups, and accounts.

Note: The list of account attributes that are presented in this report depends on the attributes exported.
User Policy Sync Status Displays the user status per policy (which policies are to be allocated, de-allocated, or reallocated).
User Profile Displays the following information for users:

• Name
• User ID
• Groups where the user is a member or administrator
• Roles where the user is a member, administrator, or owner

User Roles Displays the roles that are assigned to a user.

NOTE
For account-related reports such as Endpoint Accounts Report and User Accounts Report, only the default user
attributes are exported.

The following table is a list of required account attributes for the default reports to capture account-related data:

Report Name Required Attributes
Endpoint Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, and updateTime.
Non-Standards Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime, and exceptionAccount.

Select Export Orphan Accounts check box.
Non-Standards Trend Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime, and exceptionAccount.

Select Export Orphan Accounts check box.
Orphan Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime, and exceptionAccount.

Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.
User Accounts Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime, and exceptionAccount.

Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.
User Entitlements Report endpointName, createDate, createTime, updateDate, updateTime, and exceptionAccount.

Select  Export Orphan Accounts check box.

Create Custom Snapshot Reports for JasperReports 8.1
Learn how to create custom snapshot reports if the default reports do not meet your business requirements.

You can create custom reports using any one of the following methods:

• Using Snapshot XML
• Using Identity Manager User Console
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Prerequisite

1. Create a custom report using JasperSoft Studio.
2. Publish the custom report from JasperSoft Studio to the JasperReports Server.

Using Snapshot XML

Create a custom report using the Snapshot XML file.

The Task Users Report is considered as an example to describe this procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the Custom_Reports file to the computer where you have installed Identity Manager.
2. Modify the parameters in the Custom_Report.xml file based on the report that you want to view.
3. Import the Custom_Report.xml file using the Identity Manager Management Console.
4. Using the Identity Manager User Console, modify the role (for example, System Manager) to add the report task (for

example, Task Users Report).
5. Create the ReportSnapshot.xml file which captures the necessary data that is required for the report.

Example: TaskUsersReportSnapshot.xml
6. Copy the ReportSnapshot.xml file to the following location:

<App_Server_Home>/iam_im.ear/config/com/netegrity/config/imrexport/sample

7. Restart the application server.
8. Capture the snapshot of the newly created report.
9. Request the report.

You can view the custom report that you created.

Using Identity Manager User Console

You can also create custom reports using the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Design a custom report using JasperSoft Studio.
2. Publish the custom report from JasperSoft Studio to the JasperReports Server.
3. Create an Admin task to view the custom report in the Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:
a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task.
c. Select Create a copy of an admin task to create an Admin task.
d. Search for an existing report. For example, User Profile Report.
e. In the Profile tab, modify the Name, Tag, and Description for the new Admin Task that you are creating.
f. In the Search tab, click Browse. By default, the report that you have selected in step d is selected. Click Copy.
g. In the Configure Report Template Selection Screen, perform the following tasks:

a. Modify Name, Tag, and Title fields for the new Admin Task that you are creating.
b. Select the custom report template.

NOTE

• The report templates are populated only when the report is created and published using JasperSoft
Studio to the JasperReports Server.

• By default, only 100 reports are displayed in the Report Template field. You can change the
default limit by setting the PAGINATION_LIMIT value in <APP_HOME>/iam_im.ear/config/
jasperreport.properties.
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4. Modify the Admin role (for example, System Manager) to add the newly created custom report.
a. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role.
b. Select System Manager.
c. Navigate to the Tasks tab.
d. In the Filter by category field, select Reports.
e. In the Add Task field, select the Admin Task that you have created in step 3.

5. Create a Snapshot Definition.
6. Capture the snapshot of the newly created custom report.
7. Request a Custom Report.

You can view the custom report that you have created in Identity Manager User Console.

Enable SSL Communication with JasperReports Server 8.1
Learn how to enable SSL communication between Identity Manager and JasperReports Server.

Follow these steps:

1. In the JasperReports Server, generate a Keystore file using any tool. To generate a Keystore file using the keytool, run
the following command:
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -genkey -alias jasper -keyalg RSA -keystore c:\cert\jasperkeystore

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -genkey -alias jasper -keyalg RSA -keystore /opt/cert/jasperkeystore

2. Enable SSL in JasperReports Server.
a. Edit the server.xml file available in the following location:

<apache-tomcat-home>/conf

b. Add the following arguments:
<!-- Define a SSL Coyote HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8443 -->

<Connector

 protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11Protocol"

 port="8443" maxThreads="200"

 scheme="https" secure="true" SSLEnabled="true"

 keystoreFile="<Change to Your KeyStore file Path>" keystorePass="<Change to Your KeyStore file

 password>"

 clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"/>

Change the Keystore file path and password in the above arguments as follows:
keystoreFile="<Change to Your KeyStore file Path>"

keystorePass="<Password specified while generating Key Store>"

c. Edit the web.xml file available in the following location:
<apache-tomcat-home>/webapps/<Change to Your Web-App>/WEB-INF/

a. Comment the following line:
<transport-guarantee>NONE</transport-guarantee>

b. Uncomment the following line:
<transport-guarantee>CONFIDENTIAL</transport-guarantee>

3. Restart the JasperReports Server to start using SSL.
4. Export the certificate from the generated Keystore file. To generate a certificate using Keystore, run the following

command:
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -export -alias jasper -file jasper.cer -keystore c:\cert\jasperkeystore -storepass

 changeit
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In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -export -alias jasper -file jasper.cer -keystore /opt/cert/jasperkeystore -

storepass changeit

5. Copy the certificate to a directory where Identity Manager is installed.
6. Import the certificate into the Java trust store (cacerts). Also, verify that the certificate is imported into the Java version

which is used by the Identity Manager Server.
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -import -trustcacerts -file c:\cert\jasperkeystore -alias jasper -keystore

 <JDK_HOME>\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /opt/.../jasper.cer -alias jasper -keystore <JDK_HOME>/

jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeit

For WebSphere:
Import the certificate into the Java (IBM) trust store (cacerts), the Java version which is used by the WebSphere
Application Server.
In Windows:
<JDK_HOME>\bin\keytool -import -trustcacerts -file c:\cert\jasperkeystore -alias jasper -keystore

 <IBM_JDK_HOME>\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeit

In UNIX:
<JDK_HOME>/bin/keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /opt/.../jasper.cer -alias jasper -keystore

 <IBM_JDK_HOME>/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeit

7. Restart the Identity Manager Server for the changes to take effect.
8. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
9. Navigate to System, Reporting, Report Server Connection.
10. Specify the JasperReports Server URL:

URL: https://<report_server_host_name>:<port>/<web_application_name>
11. Specify the Identity Manager user who can access the JasperReports Server.
12. Click Test Connection to verify the connection.
13. Click Submit.

SSL communication is enabled between Identity Manager and JasperReports Server.

Troubleshooting for Reporting
If you are having issues with the reporting feature, consider troubleshooting your issues before calling support. The
troubleshooting steps mentioned in this document address the most common issues that you might encounter while
working with the reporting feature.

Unable to Export Reports in PDF Format

Symptom:

Unable to export reports in PDF format.

Root Cause:

JasperReports Server requires the Chrome/Chromium executable path to export reports in the PDF format.

Solution:

1. In the JasperReports Server, navigate to <Apache_Installed_DIR>\apache-tomcat-<version>\webapps
\<WebApplicationName>\WEB-INF.
Example:

C:\apache-tomcat-9.0.55\webapps\jasperserver-pro\WEB-INF\js.config.properties
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2. Open js.config.properties and add the following Chrome/Chromium executable path.
# Path to Chrome/Chromium executable, required for dashboard and visual components export

# Example (chromium-headless package installed in CentOS 7): chrome.path=/usr/lib64/chromium-browser/

headless_shell

chrome.path=C:\\Program Files (x86)\\Google\\Chrome\\Application\\chrome.exe

Create a Snapshot Definition
A snapshot reflects the state of objects in Identity Manager at a given time. You use this snapshot data to build a report.
To capture Identity Manager object data, you create a snapshot definition that exports the data to the Snapshot Database.
Using the snapshot definition, you define the rules to load users, endpoints, admin roles, provisioning roles, groups, and
organizations.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, go to either:
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks
– Roles and Tasks

2. Select Reports, Snapshot Tasks, Manage Snapshot Definition, Create Snapshot Definition.
3. Select Create or Copy an object of type Snapshot Type.
4. Click Ok.
5. Under the Profile tab, complete the following fields to create a snapshot definition profile:

– Snapshot Definition Name
Identifies the unique name that is given for the snapshot definition.

– Snapshot Definition Description
Displays any additional information that you want to describe the snapshot.

– Enabled
Specifies that Identity Manager creates a snapshot that is based on the current snapshot definition at the scheduled
time.

NOTE
If this option is not selected, the snapshot definition is not captured at the scheduled time. Also, the
snapshot definition is not listed in the Capture Snapshot Data screen.

– Number of snapshots retained
Specifies the number of successful snapshots that can be retained in the Snapshot Database. This is a read-only
parameter and by default it is set to 1.
 

6. On the Snapshot Policies tab, select the objects that are related to the policies to export.
7. On the Role Settings tab, select one or more role components and available attributes for the snapshot to export.

NOTE
In the Snapshot Policies tab, if you select Access Role, Admin Role, or Provisioning Role object, select the
attributes in the Role Settings tab.

8. On the User Attributes Details tab, select one or more user attributes for the snapshot to export.

NOTE
In the Snapshot Policies tab, if you select only the User object, by default, all user attributes related data are
exported.

9. On the Endpoint Account Attributes tab, select one or more account attributes for an endpoint type.

NOTE
For a selected endpoint type, by default, all data related to endpoint account attributes is exported. To
capture data related to a specific attribute, select the appropriate attribute. For more information about
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selecting attributes that are necessary to export for an endpoint type, see the Default Reports section in the
Configuration Guide.

10. (Optional) Select Export Orphan Accounts check box to include endpoint accounts with no global user in the
Provisioning Server.

NOTE
To export report data for non-standard, non-standard-trend and orphan account reports, select
exceptionAccount attribute and Export Orphan Accounts check boxes.

11. Click Submit.
Identity Manager is configured to create snapshots of the objects mentioned in the snapshot definition.

Now that you have created a snapshot definition, you can capture snapshot data immediately or can schedule the
snapshot data export at a later time. The topic Capture Snapshot Data provides more information.

The Snapshot Parameter XML File
Identity Manager reports enable you to see the current state of a Identity Manager environment. You can use this
information to ensure compliance with internal business policies or external regulations.

You generate Identity Manager reports from management data that describes the relationship between objects in Identity
Manager environment. Examples of management data include the following:

• User profile attributes
• A list of roles that contain a certain task
• The members of a role or group
• The rules that comprise a role

Use the appropriate Snapshot Parameter XML file to define the management data used in the report.

Snapshot Parameter XML File Report that uses the XML file Objects Exported by the XML file
AccountDetailsReportSnapshot.xml Account Details Report Provisioning Role objects

Endpoint object that includes account
details

AdministrationReportSnapshot.xml Administration Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles with
their scope rules
Role owners
Role administrators
Role members
Tasks assigned to each role

EndpointAccountsReportSnapshot.xml Endpoint Accounts Report Global users and their account relationships
Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts

EndpointDetailsReportSnapshot.xml Endpoint Details Report Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts

NonStandardsAccountsReportSnapshot.xm
l

Non-Standard Accounts Report Global users and their account relationships
Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts

NonStandardsAccountsTrendReportSnaps
hot.xml

Non-Standard Accounts Trend Report Global users and their account relationships
Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts

OrphanAccountsReportSnapshot.xml Orphan Accounts Report Accounts assigned to the [default user]
Endpoint details

PoliciesReportSnapshot.xml Policies Report Details about all the identity policies for an
environment
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RoleAdministratorsReportSnapshot.xml Role Administrators Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles
Role administrators

RoleMembersReportSnapshot.xml Role Members Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles
Role Members

RoleOwnersReportSnapshot.xml Role Owners Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles
Role owners

RolesReportSnapshot.xml Roles Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles with
their scope rules
Role owners
Role administrators
Role members
Tasks assigned to each role

TaskRolesReportSnapshot.xml Task Roles Report Admin, Access, and Provisioning roles
Tasks assigned to each role

UserAccountsReportSnapshot.xml User Accounts Report Global users and their account relationships
Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts

UserEntitlementsReportSnapshot.xml User Entitlements Report Global users and their account relationships
Endpoint object that includes endpoint
details with its accounts
Groups and group members
Roles and role members

UserPolicySyncStatusReportSnapshot.xml User Policy Sync Status Report Global users and their policy allocation,
deallocation, and reallocation information
Identity policy details

UserProfileReportSnapshot.xml User Profile Report Global user details
Organization details

UserRolesReportSnapshot.xml User Roles Report Global user details with the roles (admin,
access, and provisioning) associated with
them

 

 

Migrate CA Identity Manager Artifacts to Production Environment
You can import or export the CA Identity Manager artifacts such as directory, environment, and role definitions using
the command-line utility. Use this utility to automate the process of migrating the CA Identity Manager artifacts from
development to production environment.

This utility is a command-line alternative for the CA Identity Manager Management Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
/<IM_TOOLS>/ImportExportUtility/

2. Open the config.properties file.
3. Specify your environment and other details in the file. The utility uses the connection and configuration details

specified in the file to import or export the CA Identity Manager artifacts.
The config.properties file has the following properties:
Note: For sample values, see the config.properties file
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– baseUrl
Specify the CA Identity Manager server base URL with port number that can be used to access the CA Identity
Manager Management Console.

– (Optional) Username
Provide the admin user having permission to access Management console.

– (Optional) Password
Provide user password in JSAFE encrypted format,use JSAFE algorithm of PasswordTool to encrypt your plain text
password.

– Mode
Specify the mode of operation
Values: import, export

– resourceType
• Specify the type of artifact to import or export

Values:
• ALL

Imports or exports all the directories and environment specified in the config.properties file.
• Directory

Imports or exports only the directories
• Environment

Imports or exports only the environment
• RoleDefinition

Imports or exports only the environment role definition
– Directories

Specify a comma separated list of Directories to import or export. In the case of import, specify the XML file name
without file extension.

– Environment
Specify the Environment name for Environment / Role Definition to import or export. In the case of import, specify
the zip file name without file extension.

– roleDefFileName
For export, specifying the environment name will suffice. In the case of Role Definition import, specify the XML file
name.

– localPath
Specify the local path to save or get the resources. In the case of export, the directory structure gets created.

– Timeout
Specify the request time out in minutes. The tool terminates if the import or export takes more than the specified
timeout.

– restartEnv
Restarts the Environment after import: yes/no. The environment name is required for the restart to work.

4. At the command prompt, run the utility using the following command:
In Windows:
ImportExportUtil.bat

In UNIX:
ImportExportUtil.sh

The required files are imported or exported based on the selected mode.

 

Configuring ADS with SSL Certificate on the Provisioning Server
This procedure shows you how to configure the Provisioning Server's Active Directory Option (ADS) with SSL for
password management.
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This procedure involves the following sections:

IIS

To enable the web-based certificate issuance, install IIS on both the ADS and Provisioning server.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to Control Panel, Add-Remove Programs, Windows Components, and then select Application Server.
2. Select Internet Information Server, click Details, select World Wide Web Service, click Details, and then select

only World Wide Web Server. You do not need FTP and MAIL unless you intend to use this as the mail server for
workflow. 

3. Follow the wizard and accept all defaults.

Certificate Services

Install Certificates Services on the Certificate Authority (CA) server. This server may be the same server as your Admin
server, but for the purposes of this tutorial, assume that this is a different server.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to Control Panel, Add-Remove Programs, Windows Components, and then select Certificate Services 
2. Click Details and ensure that both Certificate Services CA and Web Enrollment Services are selected.

Download Root Certificate

The root certificate allows clients to trust certificates signed by this root. Because we currently do not trust our CA, import
its root certificate into our Trusted Root stores.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the system as an ADMINISTRATOR (preferably ETASLAPD). 
2. Open a browser to http://NameOfYourCAServer/certsrv 
3. Click Download a CA certificate, certificate chain, or CRL 
4. Click install this CA certificate chain 
5. Accept the default of putting the chain in the Computer Account store.

Request a Server Certificate

Now that we trust the CA, we request a Server Certificate.

Notice that on the CERTSRV URL shown previously, there is a Request a certificate link, which is is NOT what we need.
The link is for a personal certificate to identify the user, not the server.

Follow these steps:

1. Browse to Control Panel, Administrative Tools, and then select Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager.
2. Expand your server name.
3. Expand Web Sites.
4. Right-click on the Default Web Site and then select Properties. 
5. Click the Directory Security tab.
6. Click the Server Certificate button at the bottom of the screen.
7. Select the option to Create New and Submit to CA. 
8. Enter the needed information. 

NOTE: The State has to be spelled out, such as “New York”, not “NY”.
The last page should show you your CA server's name as the CA to submit the request to.
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9. Accept the server.
You return to the Properties page.

10. Click OK. 
You are done!

Troubleshooting:

You can check that the SSL cert is working: issue the following command at the DOS prompt on your Admin server:

testldap -u Administrator IP password

 

Output similar to the following appears:

******* Connect to: 

Server: 1xx.2xx.3xx.4xx          

Port: 636      

SSL : YES 

ldap_sslinit() ..... Done          

ldap_connect() ..... ERROR: 81      

LdapGetLastError(): 81      

Error msg: Server Down      

Attempting manual connection to server: 

... 45 bytes of handshake data sent          

... 837 bytes of handshake data received       

... 140 bytes of handshake data sent      

... 35 bytes of handshake data received      

... 35 bytes of handshake data sent      

... 35 bytes of handshake data received 

Handshake was successful 

----------------------------------------------           

Certificate Information      

---------------------------------------------- 

Server subject: C=US, O=eTrust, OU=eTrust, CN= User ID          

Version: 2      

Valid From: Date Range      

Valid To: Date Range      

Public key: RSA      

Signature algorithm:      

sha1RSA      

Serial number: 0C

Server issuer: C=US, O=eTrust, OU=eTrust, CN= User ID

Error 0x800b0109 (CERT_E_UNTRUSTEDROOT)

returned by CertVerifyCertificateChainPolicy!        

Error Description:      

A certification chain processed correctly but terminated in a root certificate not trusted by the trust

 provider.      

**** Error authenticating server credentials! 

Protocol: SSL2          

Cipher: RC4      

Cipher strength: 128      

Hash: MD5      
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Hash strength: 128      

Key exchange: RSA      

Key exchange strength: 1024      

Done

 

The output shows two things:

• • You

needacquire

• the AD Domain with the FQDN. Resolve by either register this full qualified machine name on the DNS or manually
configured through the Windows hosts file.

• The root certificate (or the Certificate Authority that signed the AD Domain Controller server certificate) was not trusted.

This can be resolved by obtaining and importing the root certificate using MMC/Certificate into the Local Computer
Account.

When done correctly, the testldap command output appears as follows:

testldap -u Administrator FQDN password

Output similar to the following text appears:

******* Connect to:          

Server: TestServer      

Port: 636      

SSL : YES

ldap_sslinit() ..... Done

ldap_connect() ..... Done        

ldap_get_option() ..... Done      

Cipher Strength: 128      

Hash Strength: 128 

ldap_get_option() ..... Done          

Size Limit: 0      

ldap_set_option() ..... Done      

ldap_get_option() ..... Done      

Keep Alive: 120      

ldap_get_option() ..... Done 

Reconnect: 1          

ldap_search_s() ..... Done      

Default Naming Context:      

DC= ,DC=      

Root Naming Context:      

DC= ,DC=      

Bind DN: CN= ,CN= ,DC= ,DC= ,DC=      

ldap_simple_bind_s() ..... Done      

******* Connection Established:

FAQs:

Q:  I have used testldap, and it is not giving consistent information. When my user id is used to run the command, the
output shows that the root certificate is untrusted. When a domain administrator runs the command, the results show OK.
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A:  This is because you did not correctly install the root certificate. It was added to the admin's registry. You need to use
MMC to add certificate snap-in that points to the Local Computer, and then add the certificate from there.

Q:  I have used testldap and it is still presenting the old expired certificate for the Domain Controller.

A:  You must reboot the Domain Controller for the OS to present the new certificate. This is not a function of the Identity
Manager product, but a limitation of the Operating System.

 

Unable to Log into the Identity Manager Management Console
Problem:

Logging into the Identity Manager Management Console fails when Identity Manager's native authentication is enabled
and Identity Manager is integrated with SiteMinder/CA SSO®.

Solution:

Identity Manager's native security is not supported when it is integrated with CA SSO®.

The documentation states: 

Note: You cannot use native security to protect the Management Console when CA Identity Manager integrates with CA
SSO®.

For more information, see Management Console Security.

Use CA SSO® to protect the Management Console.

Manage Offline Endpoints
This page contains the following topics:

Identity Manager provides full support for endpoint outages. The outages can include planned outages that are managed
by administrators and unplanned outages.The previous release enabled administrators to manage planned outages.
Newly added endpoint tasks enabled an administrator to mark one or more endpoints as offline during a planned outage
due to endpoint server upgrades and maintenance. In the current release, the outage capability has been extended to
handle endpoints that experience unplanned outages. The outages could be due to transient connection issues or other
problems that require longer time to resolve. When an unplanned outage occurs, the system attempts a configurable set
of retry operations. If the endpoint does not respond even after the retry attempts, then that endpoint is marked as offline.
An endpoint marked offline or online means the endpoint is marked offline or online in the object store. Reachable and
unreachable means the endpoint is physically reachable/unreachable.

Unplanned Endpoint Outage

For provisioning operations, the CA Identity Manager Server sends a request to the Provisioning Server which performs
those provisioning operations on the endpoint. For example, to provision a user to multiple endpoints, the CA Identity
Manager Server sends a request to the Provisioning Server which creates an account for the user on multiple endpoints.
On creating the account, the Provisioning Server returns the status of those multiple operations to the CA Identity
Manager Server. So, if an operation fails due to the endpoint being unreachable, then the CA Identity Manager Server
could not resubmit the failed operation. To overcome this problem, this release of CA Identity Manager lets you manage
offline endpoints. Before invoking a provisioning operation on a user, the CA Identity Manager Server must do the
following actions:

• Split a provisioning operation into individual operations per endpoint
• Identify whether to submit the provisioning operation to the Provisioning Server
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If an operation fails, information about individual operations helps the CA Identity Manager Server to resubmit that
operation for specified attempts before the status of that event is marked as Partially Completed. An operation can fail due
to one of the following two reasons;

• The endpoint is down - If the endpoint becomes online within the period that is specified for resubmission, the
operation is successful. If the endpoint does not become online within the period that is specified for resubmission, the
operation is pending for resubmission and the system automatically marks that endpoint as offline.

• CA Identity Manager performs provisioning retry operation when it receives connectivity type errors from the endpoint
connector.

Note: An endpoint is not automatically marked online when it comes online after an unplanned outage. You have to
manually mark the endpoint online. To mark an endpoint online, see Mark Endpoints Online or Offline.

Planned Endpoint Outage

If an endpoint is down for maintenance, the provisioning operations of that endpoint continue to get submitted even during
the maintenance period. The continued submissions can burden the Provisioning Server. To overcome this problem, you
can mark the endpoints offline. Whenever the endpoint is available, mark that endpoint as online, search for the pending
tasks, and resubmit them.

Task Status for Offline Endpoints

When an endpoint is offline, the status of tasks that are pending are marked as either Partially Completed or Not
Completed. If a task has only one provisioning operation, for example, create an endpoint account task is pending due
to endpoint being offline, then the task is marked as Not Completed. If a task has multiple provisioning operations and if
some operations are completed and some operations are not completed due to the endpoint being offline, then the status
of that task is marked as Partially Completed. If a task has multiple operations and all are marked as Partially Completed,
then the task is marked as Partially Completed.

Manage Offline Endpoints Requests

The following configuration options let you manage the delivery of request from CA Identity Manager Server to endpoints,
resubmit tasks that were not submitted due to endpoint being offline, and notify the administrator about the status of
endpoints.

Important! Ensure that the following conditions are met before you proceed with the endpoint request retry configuration:

• Verify that Workflow is enabled.
• Verify that the following two Workflow processes exist in the WorkPoint Designer. If these processes do not exist,

import them manually.
– ProvisioningRetryOperationProcess
– ProvisioningRetryOperationSplitJob

Configure Request Retry

You can configure the CA Identity Manager Server to retry sending the request to the endpoint for a specified number of
attempts. The configuration includes providing the number of attempts, and a delay between consecutive attempts to retry
sending the request.

Configure Email Notifications

If a provisioning operation is not completed even after the expiry of the number of retry attempts that is specified in the
request retry configuration, then the endpoint is marked as offline. Information about the endpoint being marked as offline
must be sent to the administrator for further action. You can configure the email instances to notify the administrator about
the endpoint that was marked offline due to request retry failure.
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Note: The email instances that are used for this purpose must be of category Offline Endpoints.

Two email configurations are provided out of the box to notify the initiator of a task about the status of an endpoint. One
to notify whenever the endpoint status changes and the other to remind about the status of an endpoint that is offline for
a certain period. You can update the recipients in the default email configurations. If necessary, you can also update the
default email content.

To configure Offline Endpoint Management, see Manage Offline Endpoint Configuration.

Preparing for Upgrade

Before upgrading to CA Identity Manager 14.1 CP10, cancel or submit all tasks pending for resubmission. This
task can be found in the User Console by selecting Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoints, and then Resubmit
Tasks.Important! A new set of Endpoint Management Tasks must be deployed via the CA Identity Management
Console’s Environment Role and Task Settings Import as follows:

1. In the Management Console, select Environments, and then select your environment.
2. Click the Role and Task Settings link, and then click Import.
3. Locate the “Upgrade-14.0-to-14.1-RoleDefinitions-ProvisioningOrganization.xml” under the Category ‘Upgrade to

14.1”.
4. Select the checkbox for that upgrade file, and then click Finish.
5. Restart your environment.

Endpoint Management for Provisioning Roles

This version introduces a semantic change for the Provisioning Role Assign/Remove actions.CAIdentity Manager sends
the Provisioning Role Assign and Revoke actions to the CA Identity Manager Provisioning Server for proper Account
allocation and removal. The previous solution of Offline Endpoint Management attempted to break the Role action
into individual Account Template actions and send these to the CA Identity Manager Provisioning Server, leading to
unexpected results. The new behavior is as follows:

If all the Provisioning Role's endpoints are marked offline, the Provisioning Role's actions will not be sent to the
Provisioning Server. A Manual Activity Event is generated for a resubmission action when the endpoints come back
online.

If at least one of the Provisioning Role’s endpoint is online, the Provisioning Role's action will be sent to the Provisioning
Server. This action allows you to create Accounts on reachable endpoints, but causes a failure for endpoints that are
unreachable.If a Provisioning Role action sent to the Provisioning Server fails, the same sequence occurs as with the
previous release:

If the MaxRetryAttempts is set to a value greater than 0 (zero), then the Provisioning Retry Event will be generated,
and it will retry provisioning operation a number of times equal to the value set for MaxRetryAttempts. If all retries fail,
the endpoints will be marked offline and the Manual Activity Event will be generated for a re-submission action when the
endpoints come back online.

If the MaxRetryAttempts is set to 0 (zero), the endpoints will be marked offline and the Manual Activity Event will be
generated for a resubmission action when the endpoints come back online.

If Offline Endpoint Management is enabled, and the task executing Assign/Revoke provisioning role is configured with
AccountSync=EveryEvent, note the following:

• Role synchronization happens each time the Assign/Revoke provisioning role event executes.
• If all the endpoints for a role are offline, synchronization is not performed. Instead, a Manual Activity Event generates.
• If at least one role's endpoint is online, synchronization is performed for the entire role, which will cause account

creation or deletion on all reachable endpoints (even on endpoints marked offline).
• If the same Provisioning Role is assigned or revoked multiple times in the same task, synchronization operations

could fail. To avoid this failure, select the Sequence a task's duplicate provisioning role assign/revoke actions
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checkbox in the Manage Offline Endpoints Configuration screen. See Manage Offline Endpoint Configuration for
more information on the Manage Offline Endpoints Configuration screen.

If Offline Endpoint Management is enabled, and the task executing Assign/Revoke provisioning role is configured with
AccountSync=OnTaskComplete, note the following:

• Synchronization happens for all Assign/Revoke provisioning role events when the task completes.
• If all the endpoints for a role are offline, synchronization is not performed. Instead, a Manual Activity Event generates.
• If at least one role's endpoint is online, synchronization is performed for the entire role, which will cause account

creation or deletion on all reachable endpoints (even on endpoints marked offline).

Events Supported for Offline Endpoints

The following events are supported for Offline Endpoints:

• AccountChangePasswordEvent
• AccountResumeEvent
• AccountSuspendEvent
• AccountUnlockEvent
• AssignProvisioningRoleEvent
• CreateAccountEvent
• DeleteAccountEvent
• DeleteUserEvent
• ModifyAccountEvent
• MoveAccountEvent
• ResetPasswordEvent
• RevokeProvisioningRoleEvent
• SynchronizeAttributesWithAccountsEvent

Manage Offline Endpoint Configuration

The Manage Offline Endpoints Configuration screen lets you configure retry attempts to allow resubmission of
failed provisioning operations to an endpoint for the specified number of attempts. If the endpoint is not reachable for
the specified number of retry attempts, the endpoint is marked Offline. It also allows email configurations for sending
notifications to the concerned authority about the change in status of an endpoint to Offline.

Follow these steps:

Important! The performance limitation with 30-seconds delay between task resubmissions that existed in the previous
releases is now eliminated. With this change, the Resubmission Policy configuration of Resubmit Tasks is removed
from the CA Identity Manager User Console. On upgrading to the current release, the Resubmission Policy configurations
from previous releases are void.

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoint Configuration.
3. Select the Enable Offline Endpoint Management checkbox to enable the feature. If you do not select Enable Offline

Endpoint Management, all offline endpoints are ignored, and the provisioning operation bypasses the endpoint offline
detection and retry capabilities.

Important!The Workflow processes can be found in the ProvisioningRetryWorkflowApproveProcess.zip under the CA
Identity Manager tools/workflowScripts folder.

Ensure that the following conditions are met before you proceed with the endpoint request retry configuration:
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• The events must be mapped to the defined processes using the Global Workflow for Events task.
• Verify that Workflow is enabled.
• Verify that the following two Workflow processes exist in the WorkPoint Designer. If these processes do not exist,

import them manually.
• ProvisioningRetryOperationProcess ProvisioningRetryOperationSplitJob

Now continue the configuration:

1. Enter a value for Max Retry Attempts. This parameter controls the number of retries for provisioning operations
before an endpoint is marked offline.

2. Enter a value for Retry Interval. This parameter determines the amount of time between retry attempts. The retry
interval is in minutes, hour, or days.

3. Select the Sequence a task’s duplicate provisioning role assign/revoke actions checkbox if the same provisioning
role could be assigned or revoked multiple times in the same task configured with AccountSync=EveryEvent.

4. The configuration steps continue with Configure Email Notifications.

Configure Email Notifications.

If the provisioning operations are not successfully completed even after the expiry of retry attempts, the endpoint is
marked Offline. Information about the endpoint being marked as Offline must be notified to the concerned authority for
further action. You can configure the email instances to notify an authority about the endpoint being marked Offline due
to request retry failure.Two email configurations are provided out of the box to notify an authority about the status of an
endpoint. One to notify whenever the endpoint status changes and the other to remind about the status of an endpoint that
is offline for a certain period. You can update the recipients in the default email configurations. If necessary, you can also
update the default email content.

1. Select Enable reminder if endpoint is offline to notify a concerned authority about the change of endpoint status to
Offline.

2. In the Waiting time (in days) for reminding on Offline Endpoint(s) filed, enter a value which represents the number
of days to wait before sending a reminder notification to the concerned authority stating that the endpoint is still Offline.
This helps an authority to take appropriate action.

3. The following default email configurations are provided:
– Endpoint Offline status changed Sends an email notification to an authority about the change in status of an

endpoint.
– Reminder: Endpoint Offline Period Exceeded Sends a reminder email notification to an authority about the

endpoint being offline for the duration that is configured in Waiting time (in days) for reminding on Offline
Endpoint(s).

4. Click the Edit (Pencil) icon next to the email configuration name that you want to update.
a. In the Profile tab, ensure that the Category is selected as Offline Endpoints.
b. Verify that Enabled is selected.
c. Click the Recipients tab. By default, Initiator of the task is listed in TO.
d. Click the Edit icon to add the recipients to CC and BCC.
e. (Optional) Click the Content tab.
f. If necessary, update the default email message.
g. Click Submit. An email is sent to the specified recipients whenever the status of an endpoint changes.

Mark Endpoints Online or Offline
If an endpoint is down for maintenance, an administrator can mark that endpoint as Offline. If the endpoint is marked
Offline, a provisioning operation corresponding to that endpoint is not submitted to the Provisioning Server and a Manual
Provisioning Activity event is generated with the status as Pending for Resubmission. Whenever the endpoint becomes
available, an administrator must mark that endpoint as Online and then resubmit the Manual Provisioning Activity event to
complete the corresponding provisioning operation.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoints, Offline/Online Endpoint.
3. Perform the following actions:

– To mark endpoints Online, perform the following steps:
a. Select Get offline endpoints.
b. Select the endpoint type from the drop-down.
c. If necessary, specify the search criteria.
d. Click Search.

All the endpoints of the selected type that are Offline are displayed.
e. Clear the selection against the Offline endpoints that you want to make Online.
f. Click Select
g. Click Yes to mark the selected endpoints Online.

– To mark the endpoints Offline, perform the following steps:
a. Select the endpoint type in the drop-down.
b. If necessary, specify the search criteria.
c. Click Search.

All the endpoints of the selected type that are either Online or Offline are displayed.
d. Select the endpoints that you want to mark Online.
e. Click Select.
f. Click Yes to mark the selected endpoints Offline.

Resubmit Pending Provisioning Events
WARNING

The existing Resubmit Tasks feature is redesigned to simplify and improve the performance of pending tasks
resubmission. The following amendments are made:

• The performance limitation with 30-seconds delay between task resubmissions that existed in the previous
releases is eliminated. With this change, the Resubmission Policy configuration of Resubmit Tasks is
removed from the Identity Manager User Console. On upgrading to the current release, the Resubmission
Policy configurations from previous releases are void.

• By default, the Schedule tab will not appear in the Resubmit Tasks screen unlike in the previous releases.
To schedule provisioning events for resubmission at a later point of time, you must manually add the
Schedule tab in the Resubmit Task Admin Task. On upgrading to the current release, the resubmit task
schedule configurations from previous releases are void.

An administrator can resubmit provisioning events that are pending for completion. The provisioning events can be
resubmitted immediately or at a scheduled time. The status of the resubmitted events can be viewed from View Submitted
Tasks.

Pre-Configurations

Consider configuring the following properties before resubmitting the pending provisioning events:

• ThreadPoolSize
The ThreadPoolSize property lets you control the rate of flow of pending tasks resubmission. Default value is 30.

• ResultPageLimit
The ResultPageLimit property determines the number of search results to be displayed per page. Default value is 50.
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You can modify the value of these properties in the Configuration Properties tab of Resubmit Tasks admin task:
a. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
c. Search and select Resubmit Tasks of Endpoints category.
d. In the Profile tab, click Configuration Properties.
e. In the ThreadPoolSize / ResultPageLimit property field, enter a desired value.
f. Click OK.
g. Click Submit.

Resubmit Pending Provisioning Events Immediately

To resubmit pending provisioning events immediately, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoints, Resubmit Tasks.
3. Specify the search criteria to list provisioning events that are pending for resubmission, and click Search.

A list of provisioning events with status as Pending for Resubmission are displayed.
4. You can perform any of the following actions:

– Select the events that you want to resubmit and click Submit.
– Select the pencil icon corresponding to an event that you want to resubmit. All the task details (Task History, Identity

Policy Violations, Included Events, Initiated Tasks, Prerequisite Tasks, and Subsequent Tasks) of the selected event
are displayed. When you click Resubmit this Task, the task gets resubmitted.

– If there are any events to be canceled, click Cancel Tasks.
5. You can check the status of the resubmission by navigating to System, View Submitted Tasks.

Resubmit Pending Provisioning Events at Scheduled Interval

To schedule provisioning events for resubmission at a later time, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Add the Schedule tab to the admin task: Resubmit Tasks (of category Endpoints).

Note: By default, the Schedule tab will not appear in the Resubmit Tasks screen unlike in the previous releases.
To schedule provisioning events for resubmission at a later  time, you must manually add the Schedule tab in the
Resubmit Task Admin Task. On upgrading to the current release, the resubmit task schedule configurations from
previous releases are void.

3. Navigate to Endpoints, Manage Offline Endpoints, Resubmit Tasks.
4. Specify the search criteria to list provisioning events that are pending for resubmission, and click Search.

A list of provisioning events with status as Pending for Resubmission are displayed.
5. Select the events that you want to resubmit.
6. Next, select Scheduled Execution and select a date and time to submit the selected pending events.

Note: Depending on the tab controller you select, the look-and-feel of the screen varies.
7. Submit the changes.
8. You can check the status of the resubmission by navigating to System, View Submitted Tasks.

Deployment Xpress
Deployment Xpress lets an administrator use a wizard to select from a range of potential use cases to apply to their
environment. To use the Deployment Xpress, an administrator must have installed CA Identity Manager as an Out of the
Box Environment. An administrator can then view and modify any use case that is imported from the portal. Modifications
include adding and removing existing elements that are associated with the use case. Elements include items such as
administrative roles, tasks, and email addresses.
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Installation Requirements for Deployment Xpress
To use the Deployment Xpress, an administrator must have installed Identity Manager as an Out of the Box Environment.
Specifically, during the installation process on the Select Components screen, you must select the Out of the Box
Environment option.

NOTE

You can only use Deployment XPress use cases in an Out of the Box environment!

Configure the Roles and Task Settings
Configuration consists of importing the Use Case Service from Roles and Task Settings Import page of the
Management Console. 

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments appears.
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2. Select the default environment created by the Out of the Box Environment installer option shown under Requirements.
The name of the Identity Manager Environment is ‘IdentityEnv’, the Identity Manager environment where you want to
import the Use Case Service role and task settings.
The Properties screen for that environment appears.

3. Select Role and Task Settings, and then select Import.
4. Select Use Case Service.
5. Select Finish.

The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.
6. Select Continue to exit.

View or Modify a Use Case Deployed from the Portal
You can view and modify any use case that is imported from the portal. Modifications include adding and removing
existing elements that are associated with the use case, such as administrative roles, tasks, and email addresses. You
can also change the Name, Description, and Category profile information.

This page contains the following topics:

View a Use Case

You can use the Name, Tag, or Category search criteria to search for and view any use case that is deployed from the
portal. The search displays a read-only result. If you would like to change any of these use cases, see “Modify a Use
Case”.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select Deployment Xpress, Use Cases, and then View Use. The View Use Case: Select Use Case page appears.
2. Use the Name, Tag, or Category search criteria to find the desired use case, and then select Search. The Search

Results page appears.
3. Click the use case, and then Select. The use case appears in its View Use Case page, allowing you to view

its Profile and Elements.

Modify a Use Case

Use the following procedure to change the profile and elements of a use case.

 To modify the use case, follow these steps: 

1. Select Deployment Xpress, Use Cases, and then Modify Use Case. The Modify Use Case: Select Use Case page
appears.

2. Use the Name, Tag, or Category search criteria to find the desired use case, and then select Search. The Search
Results page appears.

3. Select the use case, and then Select. The use case appears in its Modify Use Case page, allowing you to modify its
Profile and Elements.

4. Select the tab that you want to modify. See the following sections to determine how to modify the Profile and Elements
of a use case.

5. Select Submit to confirm your changes and update the use case.

Modify a Use Case's Profile

 To modify the use case’s profile, follow these steps: 

1. Search for and view the use case whose profile you want to modify.
2. Select the Profile tab.
3. Edit the Profile tab as described in the following procedure, and then select Submit.
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You can edit the Name and Description, text fields by entering new text or number characters.

To choose an existing Category, select the radio button next to the drop-down list, and then select from the list.
The Category drop-down is populated based on the use cases available in the database.

To create a Category, select the radio button next to the text field, and enter a new text or number characters.

NOTE
 Adding a new Category adds the entered text to the drop-down list.

You cannot modify the Tag, Deployment Status, Use case Definition Identifier, and Create Date fields.

The Last Update Date field updates automatically after submitting the changes.

Modify a Use Case's Elements

You can add and remove existing elements that are associated with the use case. Example elements include
administrative roles, administrative tasks, and email addresses. These elements must already exist within Identity
Manager.

NOTE

You cannot add or remove elements from the SCREENS element type.

About the Bulk Task Element Type

The Bulk Task element type can be added and deleted to a use case like any other element type. The Bulk Task element
consists of the Bulk Task, the Admin Task and the Admin Task's associated (and coupled) screens.

You cannot remove an Admin Task associated with the Bulk After removing the Bulk Task, you can remove or keep the
Admin Task.

Note however that screens are always coupled with their Admin Tasks. If you remove the Admin Task, you also remove its
associated screens.

About Nested Provisioning Roles

You can add Provisioning roles like an element, including ones with nested, or child, roles. Adding a parent role element
with nested child roles also adds the nested child roles. You can also select an individual child role as an element without
having to select the parent role. If you want to remove a child that is part of parent role, you must remove the parent.
Removing a parent role element also removes the nested child roles.

 To modify elements, follow these steps: 

1. Search for and view the use case whose Elements you want to modify.
2. Select the Elements tab.
3. Add or remove elements.

 To add elements, follow these steps: 

1. Select Add to display Element Type drop-down list. The list includes Admin Role, Admin task, email, and Policy
Xpress.

2. Selecting an element type displays the element’s corresponding search page.
3. Search for the desired element.
4. Select the checkbox next to the element you want to add, and then Select.

All the selected elements appear in a table labeled Elements to be added.
Note: Selecting an element appends the use case’s Name and Tag columns in the table. A version number is also
added to the Tag.

5. Optionally, you can edit the Name and Tag text.
6. Optionally, you can remove one of these elements from the Elements to be added table
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by selecting the delete icon next to the element.
7. Optionally, remove elements from the main Element list, described in the following procedure.
8. Click Submit to confirm your changes and update the use case. The results Confirmation page appears.

 To remove elements, follow these steps: 

1. Select the delete icon next to the element you want to remove.
2. All the selected elements appear in a table labeled Elements to be deleted.
3. Optionally, you can remove one of these elements from the Elements to be deleted table

by selecting the delete icon next to the element. Removing the element returns the element to the original list.
4. Click Submit to confirm your changes and update the use case. The results Confirmation page appears.

Add a Use Case to a Task
 Identity Manager administrators can add or remove a use case to any new or existing task using the Create Admin
Task or Modify Admin Task features. Administrators can associate a use case with multiple tasks. A task can only have
one use case.

Adding a use case to a task means that you add elements that are associated with the use case. Elements include items
such as administrative roles, tasks, and email addresses that are required to complete that task. The task is added to the
use case. If the use case has any admin roles, then those roles are added to the task too.

Administrators can also modify a task to remove an associated use case and replace it with another one.

Add a Use Case to a New Task

Administrators can add a use case to a task using the following procedure.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, and then Create Admin Task.
Identity Manager asks if you want to create a task or a task based on an existing task.
For example, select the Modify User task as the basis of the new task.

2. Select Create a Copy of an Existing Task, and search for the task to copy.
3. Select the task, and then click OK.
4. Edit the task as desired.
5. Select the Use Case tab.
6. Select the Browse button next to the Which use case will be used with this task? text box.

The Select Use Cases screen opens.
7. Search for the use case that you want to add. You can search by Name, Tag, Category, or Use Case Definition ID. The

search space also takes wildcards, such as an asterisk for "search all".
8. Choose the use case that you want, and then click Select.

The use case is associated with the task.

NOTE

Administrators can associate a use case with multiple tasks. A task can only have one use case.

Modify a Task that has an Associated Use Case

Administrators can search for and can modify a task to remove an associated use case and replace it with another one.

 Follow these steps: 

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, and then Modify Admin Task.
The Search for an Admin Task screen opens.
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2. Search for the use case that you want to modify. You can search by Name, Tag, Category, or Use Case Definition ID.
The search space also takes wildcards, such as an asterisk for "search all".

3. Click Select to display the task.
4. Click the Use Case tab.

NOTE

The use case that is currently associated with the task appears in the Which use case will be used with
this task? text box.

5. To remove use case from the task, select Clear.
After you clear the use case, you can add another existing use case.

6. Select the Browse button next to the Which use case will be used with this task? text box.
The Select Use Cases screen opens.

7. Search for the use case that you want to modify. You can search by Name, Tag, Category, or Use Case Definition ID.
The search space also takes wildcards, such as an asterisk for "search all".

8. Choose the use case that you want, and then click Select.
The use case is associated with the task.

 

 

 

 

 

Collect Logs Using CA Remote Engineer
CA Remote Engineer (CARE) collects all logs that can help a CA Engineer troubleshoot an issue in the production
environment. CARE collects all the CA Identity Manager and Provisioning component logs automatically. CARE is located
in the IM tools folder available in the CA Identity Manager installation directory.

 Note: See here for more information about CARE.

For CA Identity Manager cluster nodes, following information is needed to collect the application server logs:

•  WebSphere
–  Home Directory

Specifies the application server installation directory location.
Example: 
/opt/IBM/Websphere/AppServer

–  Profile
Specifies the WebSphere Application Server profile name.
Example: Custom01

•  WebLogic
–  Domain Directory

Specifies the WebLogic domain directory location.
Example:  
/opt/Oracle_Home/user_projects/domains/imdomain

–  Server Name
Specifies the name of the server hosting the CA Identity Manager cluster node.
Example: IMServer1

Note: For JBoss application server, CARE picks up the directory location from CA Identity Manager registry.
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You are prompted to specify the details based on the application server that is selected.

 For Identity Manager installed on Windows-based computers, follow these steps: 

1. Unzip the following file on the computer where you want to collect the logs:
CA_RemoteEngineer.zip

2. At the command prompt, run the following command to launch CARE:
RemoteEngineer.cmd

3. In the Product Name dropdown, select CA Identity Manager.
4. Specify the required details as prompted, if you want to upload the log file directly to the CA Support website after

running CARE.
5. If your environment is running on a CA Identity Manager cluster node, then specify the application server cluster

details mentioned earlier, when prompted during execution.
A file stores the specified cluster details to ensure that the user is not prompted for these details again during
subsequent runs CARE.
Logs are collected and zipped and the file is named using the host name of the computer where CARE is run:
Example: IMHOSTNAME_IdM_1_CA_RE.zip

 For Identity Manager installed on UNIX-based computers, follow these steps: 

1. Untar the following file on the computer where you want to collect the logs.
CA_RemoteEngineer.tar.gz

2. Run the following file to start CARE in console mode:
re.sh

3. Specify the following as product name:
IdM

4. Specify the required details when prompted to upload the log file directly to the CA Support website.
5. If your environment is running on a CA Identity Manager cluster node, then specify the application server cluster

details mentioned earlier, when prompted during execution.
A file is created to store the specified cluster details where CARE is run to make sure that the user is not prompted for
these details during subsequent runs.
Logs are collected and zipped and the file is named using the host name of the computer where CARE is run.
Example: IMHOSTNAME_IdM_1_CA_RE.zip

Inbound Notifications Configuration
Inbound synchronization keeps Identity Manager users up-to-date with changes that occur in the Provisioning Directory.
Changes in the Provisioning Directory occur when Provisioning Server performs provisioning actions on an endpoint, and
stores the corresponding notifications in the Provisioning Directory. Provisioning Server pushes the inbound notifications
to the Identity Manager.

For more information about how inbound synchronization works, see Inbound Synchronization.

WARNING

• Upgrade Provisioning Server and Provisioning Manager to the current release.
• Ensure that you do not update BLS connectivity configurations from the Provisioning Manager and Identity

Manager User Console (Inbound Filters) at the same time. If you happen to update BLS connectivity
configurations at the same time, all inbound filter modifications made from CA Identity Manager User
Console are nullified.

• If multiple Identity Manager Server environments are configured with the same Provisioning Store then the
inbound filters are shared by all environments; that is, a change in inbound filters in one environment will
reflect in other environments too.
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Inbound Notification Filters

Identity Manager receives inbound notifications from the Provisioning Server based on the filters that you configure.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Provisioning Configuration, Inbound Notification Configuration.
3. In the Inbound Notification Configuration screen, move the inbound filters for which you want to receive inbound

notifications from the Provisioning Server to the Enable Filters list.
User-related Operations
– • Add User

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Delete User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Modify User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modification of a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Resume User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to resuming a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Suspend User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to suspending a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Rename User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to renaming a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Unlock User
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to unlocking a global user in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Modify User Password
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modifying a user password in the Provisioning
Directory.

Provisioning Role-related Operations
– • Add Provisioning Role

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creating a provisioning role in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Delete Provisioning Role
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deleting a provisioning role in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Modify Provisioning Role
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modifying a provisioning role in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Rename Provisioning Role
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to renaming a provisioning role in the Provisioning
Directory.

Endpoint Type-related Operations
– • Add Endpoint Type
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Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of an endpoint type in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Modify Endpoint Type
Notifies when an endpoint type is modified in Provisioning Directory.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modification of an endpoint type in the
Provisioning Directory.                    

• Delete Endpoint Type
Notifies when an endpoint type is deleted in Provisioning Directory.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of an endpoint type in the Provisioning
Directory.

Endpoint-related Operations
– • Add Endpoint

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of an endpoint in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Modify Endpoint
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modification of an endpoint in the Provisioning
Directory.

• Delete Endpoint
Notifies when an endpoint is deleted in Provisioning Directory.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of an endpoint in the Provisioning
Directory.

Endpoint Container-related Operations
– • Add Endpoint Container

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of an endpoint container in the
Provisioning Directory.

• Delete Endpoint Container
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of an endpoint container in the
Provisioning Directory.

• Add Explore Container
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a new
endpoint container.

• Modify Explore Container
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a modified
endpoint container.

• Delete Explore Container
Notifies when an explore operation is performed on a deleted endpoint container.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a deleted
endpoint container.

Endpoint Object-related Operations
– • Add Explore Object

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a new
endpoint object.

• Modify Explore Object
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a modified
endpoint object.

• Delete Explore Object
Notifies when explore operation is performed on a deleted endpoint object.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to performing an explore operation on a deleted
endpoint object.

Endpoint Account-related Operations
– • Add Account
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Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Delete Account
Notifies when an endpoint account is deleted in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Modify Account
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modification of an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Resume Account
Notifies when an endpoint account is resumed in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to resuming an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Suspend Account
Notifies when an endpoint account is suspended in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to suspending an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Rename Account
Notifies when an endpoint account is renamed in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to renaming an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Unlock Account
Notifies when an endpoint account is unlocked in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to unlocking an endpoint account in the
Provisioning Server.

• Modify Account Password
Notifies when an endpoint account password is modified in Provisioning Server.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modifying an endpoint account password in the
Provisioning Server.

Endpoint Account Template-related Operations
– • Add Account Template

Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to creation of an endpoint account template in the
Provisioning Directory.

• Modify Account Template
Notifies when an endpoint account template is modified in Provisioning Directory.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to modification of an endpoint account template in
the Provisioning Directory.

• Delete Account Template
Notifies when an endpoint account template is deleted in Provisioning Directory.
Identity Manager pulls and processes notifications that relate to deletion of an endpoint account template in the
Provisioning Directory.

4. Click Submit to save the configuration.

Note: By default, if the Enabled Filters List is empty then Identity Manager receives all notifications from the Provisioning
Server.

Disable Status Propagation
The Disable Status Propagation feature allows you to choose the endpoints for which you want to retain the active status
of accounts irrespective of the Global User status.
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NOTE

Once you enable this option, the disable status propagation is applied to all the accounts of that Endpoint.

If a Global User status is disabled, but you want to retain the status as active for any of the Endpoint accounts, do the
following: 

1. Login to CA IM Provisioning Manager 
Note: This feature is not available from Identity Manager UI. 

2. Navigate to Endpoints and choose the Endpoint for which you want to Disable Status Propagation.
3. On the Endpoint screen, go to Endpoint Properties > Endpoint Settings and check the Disable Status Propagation to

Accounts option.
4. Click Apply

This will ensure that the status propagation is not applied on this particular Endpoint.

NOTE

The Disable Status Propagation option works only while Modifying a Global User. It will not be applied when the
user is provisioned for the first time.

HR Feed
NOTE

The HR Feed feature is only available in version 14.3 CP2 or later.  <With this release, we are moving the
release and management of this feature out of our validation site. Customers who participated in the validation
program are now required to install 14.3 CP2 to gain access to support and new enhancements.

The Human Resources (HR) Feed helps support the entire employee lifecycle. The HR Feed uses the industry-standard
HR business model. For example, HR matches HR actions, such as hire and terminate, to specific Identity Manager tasks.

The HR Feed component uses a defined WorkdayTM endpoint instance to link user information from the HR data source
to streamline the user provisioning process in Identity Manager. The first endpoint instance supported is Workday.

The HR Feed feature and Workday are tightly integrated. Specifically, the HR Feed  only works with a properly deployed
and configured Workday connector. The Workday Connector has no deployment dependencies, as it is deployed like any
other connector. For specifics, see the Workday Connector documentation on the CA Identity Management & Governance
Connectors wiki.

HR Feed relies on the defined Workday endpoint instance. HR Feed uses this information to connect to Workday to create
a representative account in the Provisioning directory.

When importing users through the HR Feed, they are pre-allocated an Account in the Provisioning Directory. The pre-
allocated account allows changes made in Identity Manager to propagate back to Workday without having to create an
account through the Provisioning Server. For example, you do not have to assign the user a Provisioning Role. The HR
Feed creates a set of Account Templates that are used to allocate the account in the Provisioning Server.
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The Workday connector is designed to support updated attributes back to Workday from Identity Manager. Specifically,
the connector allows you to manage a subset of Workday user data within Identity Manager and share it back with
Workday. For example, the Exchange email generated through Identity Manager is reflected in the Workday user
database.
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The Workday connector has a limited capability compared to the typical Identity Manager connector. The Workday
connector does not support the following features:

• Creating or deleting Workday accounts
• The explore and correlate account import capability

The feed configuration automatically generates account templates for the endpoint and the type of user imported from
the feed. These templates support multiple feed definitions to support various business processes: For example, you
can define one feed to read employees with certain attribute and task mappings, and another feed for doing the same
for contractors. Workday makes a clear distinction between employee and contractor (a contractor is referred to as a
contingent worker). This distinction is carried forward in the Feed Object model by allowing you to filter between the two
types and creating an account template for each type.

Choosing When to Create the Provisioning Store Accounts

When importing users, the HR Feed, by default, adds Provisioning Directory Accounts.  Deleting an HR Feed object also
removes the Provisioning Directory Accounts.  As stated previously, the HR Feed Connector does not create or delete the
physical accounts on the HR Feed endpoint. The Accounts mentioned here are just the Provisioning Directory's copy of
the actual Feed endpoint account.

When importing users with the Import Feed task, the default option is to create the Identity Manager provisioning account
for each imported user. This option is labeled Create Provisioning Store Accounts. Using this option creates the
Provisioning Directory Account using the associated HR Feed Account Template, depending upon the HR Feed user type.

Provisioning Directory Accounts remain until you delete either the imported User or the HR Feed object itself. Deleting the
HR Feed object makes requests to the Provisioning Server to remove the associated Account Templates. The option also
allows you to remove all the Provisioning Directory accounts associated with each HR Feed Account Template. Removing
these Accounts also deletes the generated Account Templates.

NOTE

Removing Provisioning Directory Accounts can be a lengthy operation, depending upon the number of imported
users.

The best practice with respect to choosing when to create the Provisioning Directory accounts is to wait until the HR Feed
definition is fully developed, and after finalizing any business logic executed by the mapped tasks. During the HR Feed
development phase, users should not check the Import Feed Task option to create the Provisioning Accounts. After fully
developing the HR Feed, use the Import Feed task's Import All option, and then select the Create Provisioning Store
Accounts option. This will allocate the Provisioning Directory Accounts for all imported HR Feed users, regardless of
whether the imported users exist in the Identity Manager User Store and regardless of whether a change has occurred for
that user in the HR Feed endpoint.

NOTE

You can define associate one feed instance with a single Workday endpoint instance

You can make HR feed instances unique by both name and type, allowing multiple names (such as “On-Boarding”) across
the different types. Defining a feed involves the following steps:

The first step is selecting an HR Feed source that contains your user data, including selecting the Workday endpoint
instance for the HR data and its password.

Next you do your attribute and task mapping. Attribute mappings associate the user attributes to admin tasks with the
corresponding attributes in the HR feed source.

You can map a single Workday  attribute to multiple attributes in the Identity Manager user store. Some attributes, such as
account name and password, are mapped by default. Other attributes are not mapped.

Task mapping is similar: you can map the HR feed source’s HR actions with its corresponding Identity Manager User
Tasks. For example, HR Hire gets mapped to Hire User.
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Finally, you can add filters to determine what types of employees to import (such as full-time employees or by their
employment date) and schedule the time when to import them.

The feed process is described in the following sections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

In addition, you can also view the following video to know more about HR Feed:

Prerequisites
Before you begin using the HR Feed features, your system must meet the following requirements:

NOTE

HR Feed is only fully supported from version 14.3 CP 2. The HRFeed Snapshot jar file name has changed since
its original release in version 14.3. If you deployed the HRFeed feature in your Identity Manager Environment
prior to 14.3 CR1, perform the following steps before starting the App Server:

Note: If you never deployed the HRFeed feature, then no action needed.

1. Apply the 14.3 CR1 software

Note: Do NOT start the App Server.

2. Before starting the App Server, navigate to the following folder:

~/user_console.war/WEB-INF/lib/

3. Remove the following file:

HRFeed-14.3.0-SNAPSHOT.jar

From the Management Console, import the role and task settings for the HR Feed Service and Workday HR Feed.

Perform the following steps:

1. a. Log in to the Management Console.
b. Click on Environments, and then select your environment.
c. At the bottom of the page, click Role and Task Settings.
d. Click Import.
e. Select the following items:

a. Under HR Feed, select HR Feed Service and Workday HR Feed
b. Under Connectors, select Workday

f. Click Finish, and then Continue.
g. Click Restart Environment.

Click here for more information about role and task settings.

• You must import Workday Certificates for the HR Feed to work. See the Importing Workday Certificates for the HR
Feed topic for specific information.

• Create a Workday Endpoint instance. Select Endpoints, Manage Endpoints, Create Endpoint, and then select the
Workday endpoint type. Make sure that you have the correct Endpoint URL, Admin Email ID, and Password. For more
information on adding an endpoint, click here. For more information about the Workday connector, click here.

• On-board the Workday Endpoint using Explore and Correlate. Click here for more information.
• Create an Organization to place imported users from the HR feed.
• Define the following well-known attributes in the Identity Manager User directory:
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– %EMPLOYEE_TYPE%
– %HR_ACTIVE%
– %HR_REHIRE%
– %HR_TERMINATE%

NOTE

These attributes are already defined in the Identity Manager Out Of The Box (OOTB) user store. If you are
not using the OOTB user store, you must map these attribute definitions to an available physical attribute
in the Directory associated with your Identity Manager Environment. See the User Well-known Attribute
section appropriate for your User Store type for more details. For more information on LDAP, see Well-
Known Attributes for an LDAP User Store. For more information on relation databases, see Well-Known
Attributes for a Relational Database.

Importing Workday Certificates for the HR Feed
You need to import the certificate for the HR Feed to communicate and import the workers. The certificate also allows CA
Identity Manager to make the required SOAP API calls over an HTTPS connection.

Importing the Workday Certificate into WebSphere for the HR Feed

Use the following procedure to import the Workday certificate for WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. Log into the WebSphere Administrative console.
2. Expand Security and then click SSL certificate and key management. Under Configuration settings, click Manage

endpoint security configurations. Use the procedure corresponding to your environment configuration:
WebSphere Single Node
a. Select Security > SSL certificate and key management.
b. Under Configuration settings, select Manage endpoint security configurations > {Outbound} ><

host>Node(NodeDefaultSSLSettings) >.
c. Under Related items, click SSL configurations > and then click on {SSL_configuration_name}.
d. Under Additional Properties, select Quality of protection (QoP) settings.
e. Make sure the Client Authentication protocol is SSL_TLSv2.  If this is not the protocol, change it to SSL_TLSV2

and then restart the server before proceeding to next step.
f. If you restarted the server in step (e), repeat steps (a) and step(b), and then proceed to step 3.

WebSphere Cluster

1. a. Select Security > SSL certificate and key management.
b. Under Configuration settings, click Manage endpoint security configurations > {Outbound}

><host>Cell(CellDefaultSSLSettings) >.
c. Under Related items, click SSL configurations >, and then click the Cell default {SSL_configuration_name}.
d. Under Additional Properties, click Quality of protection (QoP) settings.
e. Make sure the Client Authentication protocol is SSL_TLSv2.   If Not, please change this to SSL_TLSV2 and

restart the server before proceeding to next step.
f. If you restarted the server in step (e), repeat steps (a) and step(b), and then proceed to step 4.

3. For a WebSphere Single Node , under Related Items, click Key stores and certificates, and then click the
NodeDefaultTrustStore key store.

4. For a WebSphere Cluster , under Related Items, click Key stores and certificates, and then click the
CellDefaultTrustStore key store.
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5. Under Additional Properties, click Signer certificates and Retrieve From Port.

6. In the General Properties section, enter the following values in the corresponding fields:

• – Host: wd2-impl-services1.workday.com
– Port: 443
– Alias: wd2-impl-services1.workday.com_cert

7. Click Retrieve Signer Information.

8. Verify that the certificate information is from a trusted certificate.

9. Click Apply and then Save.

      10. Restart the Application server to apply your changes.

Importing the Workday Certificate into Wildfly and WebLogic for the HR Feed

Use the following procedure to import the Workday certificate for WildFly and WebLogic.

NOTE

For WebLogic, you must also configure the Hostname Verifier.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Workday endpoint URL and download the required format certificate for the Workday endpoint.
2. Import the certificate into the Java trust store (cacerts).
3. Verify that the certificate is imported into the Java version used by the CA Identity Manager Server.
4. After importing the certificate, restart the server.

For WebLogic, you then need to configure the hostname verifier.

Configure the Hostname Verifier

NOTE

This procedure applies only to WebLogic.

The default WebLogic Hostname Verifier has an issue with hostnames that contain wildcards, configure your WebLogic
server to use the SSLWLSWildcardHostnameVerifier.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WLS console, go to Environment, Servers, AdminServer.
2. Select the SSL tab and click Advanced.
3. Change Hostname verification entry to Custom Hostname Verifier.
4. In Custom Hostname Verifier type the following text:

 weblogic.security.utils.SSLWLSWildcardHostnameVerifier

 

5. Select Use JSSE SSL.
6. Select Save and Restart WebLogic.

The hostname verifier has been configured.
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Create an HR Feed
Use the following procedure to create an HR feed. This procedure shows how to select the feed source, test the
connection to the source, map any source attributes and tasks with the corresponding ones in Identity Manager, and,
optionally, schedule the initial HR data intake.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, under Tasks, select HR Feed, and then Create HR Feed. The Create HR Feed: Search HR
Feed window appears.

2. Select the corresponding radio button:
– Create a new object of type HR Feed: Creates a new HR Feed object.
– Create a copy of an existing object: Lets you search for and select an existing HR Feed object that you can

modify and save.
3. Select OK to display the Create HR Feed window.

NOTE

Complete the fields in each tab. Fields marked with a red dot are mandatory.
4. Complete the fields the Profile Tab:

– Name: Enter a name of the feed. This name, coupled with the source type, make the feed unique.
– Tag: Entering a tag helps you find a feed, as you can use it as search criteria. The default tag is the same as the

Name. You can only enter one tag.
– Type: Select the source type, currently only Workday.
– Description: Enter descriptive text for the feed. You can use this description text as search criteria: doing a search

also searches the description text.
– Organization: Click Browse to search for and select the organization.
– Endpoint: Select the endpoint instance.
– Endpoint Password: Enter the password used by the endpoint password.
– Account Template Prefix: Enter a prefix to use when creating the Feed’s associated Account templates. The Feed

creates two templates for each worker type. The default prefix is HRFEED_Workday_<Feed Name>.
5. Select Test Connection to verify the connection with the endpoint.

WARNING
Test your credentials! The HR Feed does NOT automatically validate your credentials when you click
Submit. Submitting faulty credentials causes the HR Feed tasks to fail, but does not generate an error. This
behavior allows you to create or update an HR Feed when the endpoint instance is offline.

6. Select the Attribute Mapping tab and use it to define the mappings between the Workday user schema to the Identity
Manager user schema. A Workday worker attribute can be mapped to multiple attributes in the Identity Manager user
store. Some attributes, such as account name and password, are mapped by default.

NOTE

You can remove the defaults by selecting the red minus icon next to the attribute. You cannot modify these
items: you must remove each individually, and then add them.

Required Attribute Mappings
Define the following required attributes in the Identity Manager Directory’s User object. You cannot create the HR Feed
until you define these attributes:
– %EMPLOYEE_TYPE%
– %HR_ACTIVE%
– %HR_REHIRE%
– %HR_TERMINATE%
Configurable Attribute Mappings
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The attributes defined in this mapping are dependent on the IM user defined for your environment. The defaults are:
Employment_Data, Persona_Data, and User_Account_Data.
Any attributes required to create a Identity Manager user must have a mapping to a Worker attribute. For example, the
IM User ID is a required attribute, and should be mapped to the equivalent unique identifier attribute in Workday, such
as Worker ID.
A user in Workday is called a worker. Workers have a large set of attributes, and some of these attributes can be
imported into and managed within Identity Manager. The Out-Of-The-Box (OOTB) Identity Manager has a selected
subset of predefined categories available for mapping to Workday worker attributes.
Additional Worker Attribute Mappings
For deployments that need to map additional attributes from the default Workday worker schema that are  not 
included in the default set of attributes in the Attribute Mapping tab’s dropdown list, you can edit an additional
attribute mapping xml file named Workday.xml to include other attributes in the drop-down lists. See the instructions
and examples in the following file:
 <Identity Manager EAR Folder>/custom/hrfeed/worker.xm

 

NOTE

After modifying this file, you must restart the Identity Manager Server.  For cluster deployments, these
changes and the server restart must be done on each node in the cluster.

The category/sub-category and attributes defined in worker.xml must be those values that are supported in the
responses from the Workday getWorker API. See the Workday API documentation for full details.You can map a
worker attribute to more than one Identity Manager attribute.For example, the Worker Position Title attribute could
be mapped to both the IM User Business Title and Organization Title attributes.Worker attributes can be top-level
attributes with no Category, or they can be segregated into Category/Sub category.

• Category:
• Subcategory:
• HR Attribute:
• IM Attribute: The corresponding attribute used in the Identity Manager user schema to map the feed source user

schema.

Two of these expressions warrant further explanation: Custom Request Criteria and Custom Response Group.

Custom Request Criteria:

For deployments that need to add additional request criteria to fetch data from workday, you can edit the
CustomHRRequestCriteria element in the Workday.xml file to include other request criteria. The supported request
criteria are as per the Workday standard are listed here. For more information, see the instructions and examples of
this expression in the following file:

<Identity Manager EAR Folder>/custom/hrfeed/worker.xml

Custom Response Group:

If the CustomHRUserAttributes defined in the CustomHRUserAttributes section of your Workday.xml are not
retrieved by the standard set of following Response Groups:

• Include_Personal_Information
• Include_Reference
• Include_Additional_Jobs
• Include_Employment_Information
• Include_User_Account
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then you can use this CustomHRResponse Groups section to define the response groups. If you plan not to Exclude
any groups, set the attribute to false. See the instructions and examples in the following file:

<Identity Manager EAR Folder>/custom/hrfeed/worker.xml

Custom Unique Attribute

For deployments that need the disambiguation attribute to be different than the well-known %USER_ID%, you can
edit the CustomIMUniqueAttribute element in the Workday.xml file to add the UniqueAttribute. Appropriate HR
actions (Create, Modify) trigger, based on the User search done using this custom unique attribute. Make sure that
the attribute defined as unique is indeed both unique for the users in the Environment and is also not null. For more
information, see the example of this expression in the following file:

<Identity Manager EAR Folder>/custom/hrfeed/worker.xml

7. Select the Action Mapping tab. Use this tab to map the actions to perform on the user. HR actions are mapped to
new feed-specific tasks representing the business process in Identity Manager. For example, Hire Worker from WD
will map to a Identity Manager task called Hire Worker.

HR Action IM User Condition IM Task

Hire Worker Create Hire Worker

Hire Worker Modify Hire Existing Worker

Modify Worker Modify Modify Worker

Pre-hire Worker Create PreHire Worker

Pre-hire Worker Modify Pre-Hire Existing Worker

Re-hire Worker Create ReHire Worker

Terminate Worker Modify Terminate Worker

NOTE

You can remove the defaults by selecting the red minus icon next to the IM Task column. You cannot modify
of these items: you must remove each individually, and then add them.

8. Click Add Action Mapping to add a new HR action, and then select the corresponding conditions and tasks.
You can define HR Action mappings for both create and modify user conditions. For example, if a Workday User
already exists in Identity Manager, and has been Hired thru Workday, the Hire Worker action should be mapped to
Hire Existing Worker.
The tasks that can be mapped to an HR action are restricted. You can use any of the HR Action tasks provided in the
OOTB IMAG, or you can use a custom task. However, the custom task must be a copy of one of the default HR Action
tasks. For example, you want to map a ABC Hire Worker task. You must invoke a Create Admin Task, select create a
copy of an admin task, and select Hire Worker. Upon saving ABC Hire Task it will then be displayed in the task list.

9. Select the Import Settings tab. Use this tab to determine the employees to import. There are the following defaults:
– ConnectTimeout: The connection timeout, in milliseconds.
– Page Size: The number of rows retrieved from the Workday API response. For each page returned, all records in

that page are submitted to the Identity Manager Server task engine using the appropriately-mapped HR action task.

NOTE

A high volume of concurrent task submissions can over-saturate the Identity Manager Server. Consider
using a smaller page size to control the frequency and the number of tasks submitted.

– Pre- Hire Days: The number of days before worker’s start date. Zero means no pre-hire workers are included.
– ReadTime Out: The read timeout, in milliseconds
– WorkerType: Contingent (temporary/contractor) and Employee (full time)? Selecting all selects All selects both

worker types
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NOTE

You can remove the defaults by selecting the red minus icon next to the IM Task column. You cannot
modify of these items: you must remove each individually, and then add them.

10. Use the Add User Filter drop-down list to select Name and Value for the filter.
11. Select the Schedule tab. Use this tab to schedule when to begin your import.

NOTE

Plan carefully as to when to do the initial load as it can be resource intensive. To change the import time for
an existing HR feed, use the "Import HR Feed" procedure.

12. Select the Enable checkbox to ensure that the schedule you pick executes. Clear it if you do not want to excute the
schedule immediately.

13. Use the date picker (or follow the formula) to determine the Scheduled Start Date for your import. Click here for more
information on using this scheduler.

14. Select Submit to save your feed. You can use the link to view task details, or click OK to exit this window.

NOTE

Selecting Submit to confirm and save your HR Feed. If you selected the Enable checkbox on the Schedule
tab, you also start your initial load from the feed source. To manually set the import time for an existing HR
feed, use the Import HR Feed procedure.

Modify an HR Feed
You can modify any exiting HR feed to update its feed source, attributes and tasks mappings, and, optionally, the time
schedule the initial intake.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, under Tasks, select HR Feed, and then Modify HR Feed. The Modify HR Feed: Search HR
Feed window appears.

2. Enter the search criteria for and select an existing HR Feed.
3. Make the changes to the tabs and field described under Create an HR Feed.
4. Select Save your changes.

View an HR Feed
Use the following procedure to view an existing HR feed.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, under Tasks, select HR Feed, and then View HR Feed. The View HR Feed: Search HR Feed
window appears.

2. Enter the search criteria for an existing HR Feed.
3. Select the HR Feed you want to view.

Delete an HR Feed
Use the following procedure to delete an existing HR feed.

NOTE

Deleting an HR Feed object also deletes the associated account templates. If you have users with Workday
accounts associated with one of those templates, deleting the HR Feed object also removes the association
between the account template and the Workday account.
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Follow these steps:

In the User Console, under Tasks, select HR Feed, and then Delete HR Feed. The Delete HR Feed: Search HR Feed
window appears.

1. Enter the search criteria for and select an existing HR Feed.
2. Select the HR feed, and then select Delete.

Import an HR Feed
Use this procedure to manually execute an import from an HR feed. You can also import this data manually from a specific
time forward, or only the data since the last time you imported data from the HR feed. The initial load import can be
resource intensive of your entire environment. Be mindful of system and network resources when planning your initial
import.

As noted in Create an HR Feed, the Page Size determines the number of rows retrieved from the Workday API response.
Each page returned submits all records in that page to the Identity Manager Server task engine using the appropriately-
mapped HR action task.

NOTE

A high volume of concurrent task submissions can over-saturate the Identity Manager Server. Consider using a
smaller page size to control the frequency and the number of tasks submitted.

The Import HR Feed Task is responsible for reading the individual records from Workday. Each action associated with that
record invokes a child task representing the HR action. For example, reading hired User X invokes the Hire Worker Task.

By default, three occurrences happen when an HR action task executes, creating three events:

• An Event representing either a create or modify Worker event
• An action that creates a Workday User Account
• A Create or Modify of the Provisioning User.

The first two events are considered primary events: both must complete before any other events execute.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, under Tasks, select HR Feed, and then Import HR Feed. The Create Import HR Feed window
appears.

2. Select Browse to search for and select the HR feed whose data you want to import.
3. Determine if you want to use the Create Provisioning Store Accounts option. This option, enabled by default,

associates users imported by the HR feed with the accounts in the HR feed endpoint source. This association ensures
that any changes made in Identity Manager are also made in (propagate to) the endpoint instance.
If you clear this checkbox, this user data synchronizing does not happen, as it skips all user provisioning.
Clearing this checkbox is most useful when configuring HR Feed attributes mapping. Clearing this checkbox also
improves performance for both importing and later deleting an HR feed.

NOTE

Make sure to select the checkbox and re-import the same HR feed source before using the source data in
your live, production environment.

4. Select when to import your HR feed data:
– Import all: Immediately starts the HR feed data import.
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NOTE

The Import from a specific date and Import from last import date options are not available until you
select the Import All option.

– Import from a specific date: Use the date picker (or follow the formula) to determine the scheduled start date for
your import.

– Import from last import date: Imports only the HR feed data since the last time you imported data from the HR
feed.

5. Select Submit to start your import. A conformation message appears when complete.

Exporting and Importing HR Feed Objects in the Role Definition from the
Management Console
When importing and exporting a Identity Manager Environment, HR Feed objects are included as part of that import/export
operation. However, HR Feed Objects that have scheduling enabled do not include the associated quartz job deployed
to Identity Manager in the export.

Any such exported HR Feed with scheduling enabled have that scheduling disabled upon import. The user must modify
the imported HR Feed object, and then re-enable scheduling. This modification automatically redeploys the quartz job
scheduler for that HR Feed and invokes the job at the designated time and interval.

Create a New HR Task
If you want to use a custom HR Action task in place of the default HR action tasks, you can create new HR Feed task that
you can map as part of your new or modified HR Feed. Creating such a task involves making a copy of an existing User
task with the appropriate task action, and then adding the HRPluginTypes property.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Roles and Tasks, and then the Create a copy of an admin task radio button.
2. Search for and select the task you want to copy, and then click OK.
3. Edit the task as desired.
4. On the Profile tab, click Configuration Properties to display the Task Configuration Properties window.
5. Enter HRPluginTypes and then click Add to add that property.
6. In the corresponding Value field, enter Workday. This property makes the task available to be selected for an HR

Feed.
7. Select OK, and then OK again to confirm and save the new task. This task now becomes available to select when

creating or modifying an HR Feed.

Using SAML 2.0 Authentication
SAML 2.0 is an XML-based protocol that uses security tokens to pass user authentication and authorization data between
an IdP, and a service provider.  Identity Manager adheres to SAML 2.0 standards and uses user authentication when
integrated with a SAML IdP system. Employing SAML IdP to authenticate and manage Identity Manager users provides
the benefit of SSO.Two entities comprise SAML authentication.

• Identity Provider (IdP)—Identify stores, which might contain a back-end directory of users. IdPs authenticate your
users.

• Service Provider (SP)—Provides users with access to applications or services. In this deployment, the Identity
Manager is the SP.
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Configure SAML 2.0 Authentication
overview Configure SAML 2.0 Authentication Certificate And Key Management, Configure SAML 2.0 Authentication
Module Properties, Troubleshooting, Generating a Keystore with a Self-Signed Certificate Using Java Keytool, Export
Certificate from a Keystore Using Java Keytool, Generating PCKS-12 Certificates and Key Stores

This page contains the following topics:

Use the following  steps to configure SAML 2.0 Authentication for Identity Manager.

Certificate And Key Management

For interacting with the IDP (Identity Provider) for SAML flow, the Service Provider (Identity Manager) can sign the
Authentication Request (using the configured signing private key) to be sent to IDP and if IDP sends a encrypted
response, then Identity Manager should be able to decrypt it (using the configured decryption private key). As part
of the Service Provider metadata, the certificates corresponding to the configured signing and encryption keys are
published, so that the IDP knows what certificate to use to Verify the Authentication Request from Identity Manager (SP
in this case) and what certificate to use to encrypt the SAML response to the IDP.

To configure the Certificates and Keys for the SAML flow with the IDP, follow these steps: (otherwise you can skip to part
2)

1. In the Management Console, select Environments, select <the environment where the SAML
Authentication needs to be configured>, Advanced Settings, and then Certificate And Key Management:

2. This page displays a button allowing you to choose the keystore file. The currently supported keystore formats
include JKS and PKCS12. We expect each keystore file to have only one pair of a public certificate and a private key
represented by an alias. The recommendation is to use the Certificate Authority (CA) signed certificate and
keys, if self signed certificate is to be used, then it can be generated using Java keytool. For more information on
generating a self signed certificate, refer to the following section entitled Generating a keystore with a self signed
certificate using Java Keytool.

3. Choose the keystore file.
4. Provide the Keystore password
5. If the Key is protected, provide the Private Key Password.
6. Select Import. The alias along with the certificate details appears.
7. Select  Save to save the imported artifacts details to the DB.

Configure SAML 2.0 Authentication Module Properties

Use the following steps to configure the SAML 2.0 Authentication Module Properties using the Identity Manager
Management Console.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environments, <the environment where SAML Authentication needs to be
configured>, and then the User Console Link.
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2. In the Authentication Properties section, under Authentication Provider Module Class, select the SAML 2.0
Authentication

option.
3. To configure SAML 2.0 Authentication, select the Module Properties button to display the the Module Properties

page.
4. In the Import IDP Metadata section, select the Choose File button to browse to the IDP-provided metadata file.

NOTE

Every SAML IDP publishes a metadata file that a SP can import to fetch the IDP-related metadata to use for
SAML flow.

5. After selecting the IDP metadata file, select the Import button. This import parses the IDP metadata file and populates
the IDP Certificate and IDP login URL related properties in the Property table; Specifically, the IDP Login URL-HTTP
Redirect Binding and IDP Login URL-HTTP POST Binding.

NOTE

If any of the Redirect- or POST-related URL properties do not populate after the import, than that IDP does
not support that binding.

6. To display the IDP Change Password link in Identity Manager when a user selects "Change My Password", select
the IDP Reset Password Link checkbox, and then enter the IDP Reset Password link url in the text box. If you do not
select the checkbox, the link does not appear in Identity Manager.

7. The IM Proxy Base URL lets you enter the address for the proxy configured for Identity Manager, if any. Typically,
the URL used by Identity Manager differs from the internally configured URL. For example, for VApp, if you go the
VApp configuration dashboard, and then select the User Console, so the part of the URL before /iam/im is the proxy
base url here. If you do not provide a value, the URL defaults to the default Identity Manager URL

8. The SAML Subject IM User Attributes Mapping section lists the Identity Manager user attributes: choose the
attribute you need to map to the SAML subject extracted from the SAML assertion. This attribute, typically its "uid", is
used to disambiguate the user in the Identity Manager user store.

9. In the Identity Location section, select where the Identity is located in the SAML response. Generally, most of the
IDP's send it as part of the NameID attribute. If the IDP in use does not perform this way, use the Identity is an
Attribute element field to enter the custom attribute whose value to use to disambiguate the user. For an example of
a custom attribute in Salesforce, see https://developer.salesforce.com/forums/?id=906F000000097PWIAY

10. The Signing And Encryption Keys section displays all the aliases corresponding to imported keys configured for the
current Identity Manager Environment, as per (1) above. This section has three options:
a. Request Signing Key: Choose the alias corresponding to the signing key to use to sign the Authentication

Request. If no signing key needs to be provided, choose the Disabled option. Note: Choosing this option does not
sign the Authentication Request to be sent to IDP.

b. Request Signing Algorithm: Choose the algorithm to use to sign the Authentication Request. Identity MAnager
currently supports RSA-SHA1 and RSA-SHA256.

c. Assertion Decryption Key: Choose the alias corresponding to the key to use to decrypt the SAML Response. If
no encryption key needs to be provided, choose the Disabled option. Note: Choosing this option does not decrypt
the SAML response (if its encrypted) from the IDP.              

11. The Service Provider Initiated Request Binding section defines the binding using which , the SP (IM , in this case)
can send the Authentication Request to IDP, Check (4) above , based on what bindings are supported as per the IDP
metadata , choose the option.

12. The BreakGlass URL option is the URL used by System Administrators to log into Identity Manager, if the SAML
federation breaks. The System Administrator must provide their local login password to log in. The BreakGlass URL is
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auto-generated and depends on the provided Identity Manager Proxy Base URL. This link automatically updates after
saving the properties.

13. Select the Export button in the Export SP Metadata section to download the SP metadata. This metadata can be
imported at the IDP side to configure Identity Manager as a service provider. If the import functionality is not provided
by the IDP, you can select the relevant information in the downloaded metadata file and provide it to the IDP side of
the SP configuration. Note: The URLs in this metadata file depend on the Identity Manager Proxy Base URL provided.
Only download this file after saving the SAML Authentication properties. Also, if you configured the Signing and
Encryption keys, the corresponding certificates info is also present in the metadata file to communicate to the IDP's
as to how to communicate with the SP.

14. After providing the relevant properties, select Save. The User Console appears, and then select Save now to ensure
that SAML 2.0 is the authentication provider.

15. Select the Restart Environment button to reflect the changes.
16. Consult the IDP-related documentation to make sure that Identity Manager is configured on the IDP side as SP. The

SAML 2.0 Authentication provider is now configured.
17. To test this configuration, select the Test button located next to the SAML 2.0 Authentication Module properties

button. Selecting the Test button initiate a SP-initiated SAML flow, displaying the IDP login page.
18. Provide your IDP credentials. After being authenticated, you are redirected to the Identity Manager home page.

Troubleshooting

Selecting the Test Button for SAML Authentication either does not present the IDP login page, the Login page appears but
it fails after the credentials s are provided.

• Check the SAML Module properties configuration: make sure that the IDP configuration is imported in the Identity
Manager side

• If a proxy is configured for Identity Manager, make sure to provide the correct Identity Manager Proxy base URL. You
only need to provide the part of url before /iam/im.

• Check the IDP side configuration, where Identity Manager is configured as SP.
• Identity Manager sends the signed SAML Authentication request to the IDP. It's up to the IDP to be able to verify it, the

public "signing" certificate to be used to verify is present in the exported IM SP metadata file.
• Identity Manager supports decrypting the encrypted SAML response sent by Identity Manager, the IM can use the

public "encryption" certificate to encrypt the SAML Authentication response.

If the SAML federation is broken and if System managers want to login to Identity Manager to troubleshoot, then they can
do that using the Breakglass URL. The Breakglass URL is displayed on the SAML 2.0 Authentication, module properties.
The system manager would need to provide the local login credentials to log in.

Generating a Keystore with a Self-Signed Certificate Using Java Keytool

NOTE

These steps require Java to be set up in the system

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt or terminal.
2. Run this command:

keytool -genkey -keyalg RSA -alias test -keystore selfsigned.jks -validity <days> -
keysize 2048
where <days> indicates the number of days the certificate will be valid.

3. Enter a password for the keystore. Make a note of this password, as you require this password for configuring the
server.

4. When prompted for a first name and the last name, enter the domain name of the server. For example, myserver or
myserver.mycompany.com
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5. Enter the other details, such as Organizational Unit, Organization, City, State, and Country.
6. Confirm that the information entered is correct.
7. When prompted with "Enter key" password for <test>, press Enter to use the same password as the keystore

password.
8. Run this command to verify the contents of the keystore:

keytool -list -v -keystore selfsigned.jks
9. When prompted, enter the keystore password noted in Step 3. The basic information about the generated certificate

is displayed. Verify that the "Owner" and "Issuer" are the same. Also, you should see the information you provided in
Step 4 and 5.

Export Certificate from a Keystore Using Java Keytool

This section describes exporting a certificate from the previously created keystore.  The certificate will likely be needed by
your IDP.Note: These steps require Java to be set up in the system.Note: These steps assume you have created keystore
using the instructions in the previous section. Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt or terminal.
2. Run this command:keytool -exportcert -keystore selfsigned.jks -alias test -file

 selfsigned.cer

Generating PCKS-12 Certificates and Key Stores

• id="SAML2.0AuthenticationIdentityManagerConfiguration-
NotesonGeneratingPCKS-12CertificatesandKeyStores">Notes on Generating PCKS-12 Certificates and Key
Stores
– ]https://blog.pavelsklenar.com/how-to-create-pkcs-12-for-your-application/

• PCKS-12 Certificates and Key Stores Tool
– https://slproweb.com/products/Win32OpenSSL.html

Configure OpenID Connect Authentication
How to configure OpenID connect, OpenID connect is an identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. OpenID connect
allows Clients to verify the identity of the End-User based on the authentication performed by an Authorization Server, as
well as to obtain basic profile information about the End-User in an interoperable and REST-like manner.

OpenID connect is an identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. OpenID connect allows Clients to verify the identity
of the End-User based on the authentication performed by an Authorization Server, as well as to obtain basic profile
information about the End-User in an interoperable and REST-like manner.

OpenID connect allows clients of all types, including Web-based, mobile, and JavaScript clients, to request and receive
information about authenticated sessions and end-users. The specification suite is extensible, allowing participants to use
optional features such as encryption of identity data, discovery of OpenID Providers, and session management, when it
makes sense for them.

OpenID connect allows you to use an existing account to sign in to multiple websites, without needing to create new
passwords.

Configure OpenID Connect Authentication Module Properties

Use the following steps to configure the OpenID Connect Authentication Module Properties using the Identity Manager
Management Console:
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environments, <the environment where OpenID Authentication needs to be
configured>, and then the User Console Link.

2. In the Authentication Properties section, under Authentication Provider Module Class,
there is the OpenID Connect option. To configure OpenID Connect Authentication, select
Module Properties to display the the page. Enter values as described in the following steps.

3. Ignore SSL Certificate: The Ignore SSL Certifcate causes Identity Manager OpenID connect module to skip SSL
certificate verification.  This option would mostly be used in test environment scenarios; production deployments use
trusted CA signed certificates.  The Identity Manager OpenID connect authentication module initiates a three-legged /
authorize flow with the OpenID provider , using backchannel requests. If the OpenID provider endpoints for /authorize
  flow are protected by SSL , then IM OpenID connect module needs to trust the OpenID provider's SSL certificate.
When the provider's SSL certificate not trusted by IM ( as in the case of the OpenID provider using a self-signed SSL
certificate ), the Open ID authentication flow will fail unless this option is selected.

4. JWKS Verification: JSON Web Key Set (JWKS) verification feature verifies the certificate used to sign the Identity
Token JWT by the OpenID provider.  If the OpenID provider uses a self-signed certificate to signed the JWT,  then this
option needs to be disabled.  In production environments,  CA signed certificate are used (instead of self-signed one)
and this option needs to be enabled.

5. Discovery URL:The OpenID Connect Discovery endpoint provides a client with configuration details about the
OpenID Connect Authorization Server. The OpenID connect authentication module makes an HTTP GET call to the
discovery endpoint:
/.well-known/openid-configuration (Refer to the OpenID provider for the full url for discovery endpoint)
The following shows aOpenID Connect implementation details response returned by a discovery request.
{

  "issuer" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/",

  "authorization_endpoint" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/oauth2/v1/authorize",

  "token_endpoint" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/oauth2/v1/token",

  "userinfo_endpoint" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/oauth2/v1/userinfo",

  "revocation_endpoint" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/oauth2/v1/revoke",

  "jwks_uri" : "http://<host>:<port>/default/admin/v1/jwks",

  "response_types_supported" : [ "code", "token", "id_token", "id_token token" ],

  "subject_types_supported" : [ "public" ],

  "id_token_signing_alg_values_supported" : [ "RS256" ],

  "scopes_supported" : [ "openid", "profile", "email", "phone" ],

  "token_endpoint_auth_methods_supported" : [ "client_secret_post", "client_secret_basic" ],

  "claims_supported" : [ "aud", "email", "email_verified", "phone_number", "phone_number_verified",

 "family_name", "middle_name", "given_name", "iss", "iat", "name", "picture", "sub", "locale", "nickname",

 "preferred_username", "profile", "website", "gender", "zoneinfo", "birthdate", "updated_at", "sub" ],

  "response_modes_supported" : [ "fragment", "query" ],

  "grant_types_supported" : [ "authorization_code", "implicit", "urn:ietf:params:oauth:grant-type:jwt-

bearer", "client_credentials", "refresh_token" ],

  "userinfo_signing_alg_values_supported" : [ "RS256" ],

  "code_challenge_methods_supported" : [ "plain", "S256" ],

  "claims_parameter_supported" : false,

  "request_parameter_supported" : false,

  "request_uri_parameter_supported" : false,

  "require_request_uri_registration" : false
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}

Provide the OpenID provider discovery endpoint ( if any) and select Discover.  The will fetch and parse the required
configurational attributes and should auto populate the - Issuer , Authorization EndPoint , Token Endpoint , UserInfo
Endpoint , JWKS URI , End Session Endpoint.

6. If the Discovery endpoint is not known, then each attribute value needs to be know from the OpenID provider and
needs to be provided manually.

7. Client Id and Client Secret: The OpenID relying party (Identity Manager in this case) , needs to be registered with the
OpenID provider (OP). Once registered, the OpenID provider issues a Client ID and Client Secret used by the relying
party for the OpenID flow; enter the values obtained from OpenID provider here.

8. To display the IDP Change Password link in Identity Manager when a user selects "Change My Password", select
the IDP Reset Password Link checkbox, and then enter the IDP Reset Password link url in the text box. If you do not
select the checkbox, the link does not appear in Identity Manager.

9. The IM Proxy Base URL lets you enter the address for the proxy configured for Identity Manager (IM), if any. Typically,
the URL used by Identity Manager differs from the internally configured URL. For example, for VApp, if you go the
VApp configuration dashboard, and then select the User Console, so the part of the URL before /iam/im is the proxy
base url here. If you do not provide a value, the URL defaults to the default IM Base URL for the environment. (The IM
Base URL for the environment is specified on the environment configuration page of the IM Management Console.)

10. The OpenID Claim IM User Attribute Mapping section creates the mapping between the claim in the IdentityToken/
UserInfo received from the OpenID provider and the corresponding IM attribute. This mapping is used to disambiguate
the user in the Identity Manager user store. The configuration consists of the following items:
a. User attributes: Defines the Identity Manager attribute mapped to the OpenID claim, and then used to

disambiguate the user.
b. Requested Scopes: Defines the scopes used to fetch the required claim from the OpenID providers. If you provide

no scope value, the OpenID providers use the "openid" scope by default.
c. Identity Location: Defines the location of the available OpenID claim. it an either be in IdentityToken (IT) or in the

UserInfo.
d. Identifying Claim: Defines the name of  OpenID claim, which is provided by the OpenID provider corresponding to

the authenticated user. The value of the claim is used to map to the chosen User attribute from Identity Manager to
be disambiguate the user in Identity Manager.

11. The BreakGlass URL option is the URL used by the System Administrators to log into Identity Manager if the OpenID
flow breaks. The System Administrator must provide their local login password to log in. The BreakGlass URL is
auto-generated and depends on the provided Identity Manager Proxy Base URL. This link automatically updates after
saving the properties.

12. After providing the relevant properties, select Save. The User Console appears, and then select Save now to ensure
that OpenID Connect is the authentication provider.

13. Select Restart Environment to reflect the changes.
14. Consult the Open ID Provider-related documentation to make sure that Identity Manager is configured on the OpenID

provider side as Relaying Party(RP). The OpenID Connect Authentication provider is now configured.
15. To test this configuration, select the Test Authentication Module button. Selecting the Test button initiate a three-

legged /authorize Oauth flow, displaying the OpenID provider login page. 
16. Provide your OpenID provider credentials. After being authenticated, you are redirected to the Identity Manager home

page.

Troubleshooting

Symptom:

Selecting the Test Authentication Module button Button for OpenID connect Authentication either does not display the
IDP login page, or the Login page appears but it fails after providing the credentials.

Solution:
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• Check the OpenID connect Module properties configuration: make sure that the provided OpenID provider
configuration is correct.

• If a proxy is configured for Identity Manager, make sure to provide the correct Identity Manager Proxy base URL. You
only need to provide the part of the url before /iam/im.

• Check the OpenID provider side configuration, where Identity Manager is configured as Relying Party.

If the OpenID flow is broken and if System managers want to login to Identity Manager to troubleshoot, then they can do
that using the Breakglass URL. The Breakglass URL appears on the OpenID connect  module properties. The system
manager would need to provide the local login credentials to log in.

Using SCIM
SCIM overview geting started How to use SCIM  Identity Manager using the SCIM 2.0 Connector to provision Users and
Groups to Managed Endpoints and now using the SCIM Inbound Service

The SCIM 2.0 Inbound Service exposes a standard REST interface on the Identity Manager Server for managing Users
and Groups. This feature completes the full SCIM capability of Identity Manager using the SCIM 2.0 Connector to
provision Users and Groups to Managed Endpoints and now using the SCIM Inbound Service to provision Users and
Groups in the Identity Manager User Store.

This topic has the following sections:

What is SCIM?

"The System for Cross-domain Identity Management (SCIM) specification is designed to make managing user identities
in cloud-based applications and services easier. The specification builds upon experience with existing schemas
and deployments, placing specific emphasis on simplicity of development and integration, while applying existing
authentication, authorization, and privacy models. Its intent is to reduce the cost and complexity of user management
operations by providing a common user schema and extension model, as well as binding documents to provide patterns
for exchanging this schema using standard protocols. In essence: make it fast, cheap, and easy to move users in to, out
of, and around the cloud." As detailed here.

For Identity Manager, the SCIM 2.0 Inbound Service provides a standardized REST interface for User and Group
Management that leverages the same flexible task-based solution for building and managing Identities. This includes all of
the typical task business solutions such as profile screens, Logical Attribute Handlers, Business Logic Task Handlers, and
Policy Express policies. See Using the SCIM Tasks for more details.

What Are the Benefits of Using SCIM?

While there are existing standards for describing and exchanging user information, many of these standards can be
difficult to implement and/or use. For example, their wire protocols do not easily traverse firewalls and/or are not easily
layered onto existing web protocols. As a result, many cloud providers implement non-standardized protocols for
managing users within their services. This increases both the cost and complexity associated with organizations adopting
products and services from multiple cloud providers, as they must perform redundant integration development. Similarly,
cloud service providers seeking to interoperate with multiple application marketplaces or cloud identity providers would
require pairwise integration.

SCIM seeks to simplify this problem through an easily implemented specification suite that provides a common user
schema and extension model, as well as a SCIM protocol document that defines exchanging this schema via an HTTP-
based protocol. For more information, see this link.

SCIM Use Cases

Identity Manager supports the following User and Group operations
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• Create
• Update
• Replace
• Delete
• Get  (single resource)
• Get (multiple resources via search with filtering)

User Self Service

• Get
• Replace
• Update
• Change Password

NOTE

Self-registration is not supported.

Bulk Changes

• Ability to use a single request to send a collection of operations to perform on resources

Understanding the Identity Manager SCIM Server Model

The SCIM Service consists of several component layers on top of the Identity Manager Task Engine and User Store. The
following diagram shows the component layers.
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Figure 55: SCIM Component Layers Architecture

SCIM Service Configurations

To enable the Identity Manager SCIM Service endpoint, you must first create a SCIM Service Configuration. The SCIM
Inbound Service allows for multiple service configurations. These configurations can be configured for different security
requirements such as:

• The authentication type required by the service
• Which users are authorized to execute the SCIM operations
• Attribute mappings and SCIM Custom attribute definitions
• Location of Users and Groups in the Identity Manager User Store.

Each service contains an associated SCIM Service Configuration that specifies the characteristics of the service. Identity
Manager provides new Admin Tasks that allow you to manage the service configurations. When creating a service the
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configuration manager persists the new server instance and generates new Admin Tasks that are used to execute any of
the write-based SCIM operations invoked via the service.

SCIM Schema and the Identity Manager Directory Schema

The SCIM specification defines a core User and Group schema, an enterprise schema extension and the ability to define
custom schema extensions. The core and enterprise schemas as defined by the SCIM specification largely map to the
typical Identity Manager User Store schemas used by most deployments. Broadcom Identity Manager leverages the SCIM
extensions model to further accommodate any Identity Manager User and Group schemas that differ from the core and
enterprise provided schemas. The SCIM resource model and the extensions appear in the following graphic.

Figure 56: SCIM resource model and the extensions

The broadcom User and Group extensions contain both Out Of The Box (OOTB) product maintained extensions, as well
as customer-defined extensions. There are differences between the SCIM core User and Group schemas, and the Identity
Manager schemas that require special attention. These differences are outlined in the following points:

APIKey authentication - An authentication type that relies on a known key generated from the configuration that is
passed in the SCIM request via the HTTP authorization header using the following form:

Authorization: bearer {apikey}

The value of {apikey} is the key defined in the Service configuration and is stored on an associated service account also
defined in the configuration. A service account is a special type of user that executes the operations on behalf of the
client. New Admin tasks are included in the SCIM Inbound Service component that allows users to manage the service
accounts, including enabling/disabling the service accounts. The service account is not a regular user, as such a single
proxy user must be specified in the service configuration’s Admin Role member policy for authorization.

SCIM Schema Semantics with the Identity Manager Directory Schema

The SCIM specification defines a core User and Group schema, an enterprise schema extension and the ability to define
custom schemas. The core and enterprise schemas as defined by the SCIM specification largely map to the typical
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Identity Manager User Store schemas used by most deployments. However, there are differences between the schemas
that require special attention, as shown in the following list:

• Flat vs hierarchical spaces. The SCIM schemas do not define any hierarchical model. There is no concept of a
hierarchical tree which is typical of many IM managed ldap user stores. Each SCIM service instance must define the
organization where all SCIM users are managed. The SCIM Inbound Service operates in the context of that single
organization only.

NOTE

It is recommended that the organization location specified in the SCIM Service Configuration be the root
organization of the Identity Manager User store.

• Required attributes. The SCIM core User and Group schemas define a smaller set of required attributes than the
typical Identity Manager User and Group schemas. When creating Users and Groups via SCIM, careful consideration
must be given to how to handle the different attribute requirements. The following examples are based on the Identity
Manager's default user schema:
– Identity Manager Default User schema required attributes

• First Name, Last Name, Full Name
• Login ID - Used as the default login attribute, and therefore assumes a value is present.

– Identity Manager Default Group schema required attributes
• Group Name

• Immutable attributes. In some cases an equivalent attribute in SCIM differs in terms of mutability.  The following
examples are based on some cases of immutable attributes in the Identity Manager Schemas:
– Identity Manager Default User schema attributes: UserId
– Identity Manager Default Group schema attributes: Group Name

• Resource Identifiers. All SCIM objects rely on the resource ID as the immutable unique identifier across the SCIM
system. The de-facto standard for resource IDs is a numerical value in the format of a guid. However there is no
mandate of this value format from the specification, only that the value must be unique across the SCIM system.
Identity Manager User and Group objects also require unique identifiers. For determining how SCIM Resource Ids map
to the Identity Manager User and Group unique identifiers, see “SCIM and Identity Manager Unique Identifiers” .

Further differences are described in the following complex attributes sections.

SCIM Complex Attributes

The SCIM schema defines complex attributes to hold related information in a single attribute format:

"name":{

    "formatted": "Mr. Dwight K Schrute, III",

    "familyName": "Schrute",

    "givenName": "Dwight",

    "middleName": "Kurt",

    "honorificPrefix": "Mr.",

    "honorificSuffix": "III"

  }

The Identity Manager schemas do not support aggregation of related attribute values in the composite format defined
by SCIM. Identity Manager schemas support these attribute values stored in individual attribute definitions. The SCIM
Service configuration supports an attribute mapping model that allows association of the individual SCIM sub-attributes to
a single Identity Manager attribute. The following table shows an example for the SCIM user name attribute:

IM Attribute SCIM Attribute SCIM sub-attribute

First Name name givenName

Middle Name name middleName
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Last Name name familyName

Full Name name formatted

SCIM Multi-Value Attributes

SCIM schemas define multi-value attributes that may contain a list of elements. This is similar to the previous complex
attribute example , but allows sets of elements. These elements can be primitive values, such as a number or a string, or
objects containing sub-attributes. In addition to the element value, SCIM multi-value attributes provide a way to identity the
elements via one of: [a ‘type’ tag, primary= true|false, displayName]. Note the following examples:

The SCIM attributes that contain elements of objects with sub-attributes, define a common set of sub-attribute names
including : “value”, “type” and “primary”. The SCIM ‘emails’ attribute is one such attribute and is shown below.

"emails":[

    {

      "value":"dschrute@example.com",

      "type":"work",

      "primary": true

    },

    {

      "value":"david.schrute@examplehome.com",

      "type":"home",

      "primary": false

    }

  ]

NOTE

The SCIM specification does not mandate what the ‘type’ sub-attribute value can be, it can be any value
specified by the requestor. The specification uses examples of values such as ‘work’ and ‘home’, but these are
just suggested values and deployments can choose whatever value suits their business model.

For Identity Manager, the mapping of SCIM phone and email attributes relies on the SCIM sub-attribute ‘primary’ value as
the cornerstone of the mapping to an Identity Manager User attribute. This relies on distinct IM user attribute definitions
designating primary or alternate values. For elements containing ‘primary=true’, it’s associated ‘value’ sub-attribute is
stored on the specific IM attribute designating the primary value. The ‘type’ sub-attribute value for the element is stored on
a new IM attribute.

The table shows an example of mapping of Complex single-value attribute to individual Identity Manager attributes:

IM Attribute SCIM Attribute SCIM sub-attribute

Primary Email email value=<primary-email-value>

primary=true

type = ‘work’

Alternate Email email value=<alternate-email-value>

primary=false

type = ‘home’

SCIMMvAttributeTypes email type=<type-value>

Complex Multi-Value Attributes
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The SCIM multi-value complex attributes contain an array of common sub-attribute sets whose attribute names are:
“value”, “type” and “primary”. These values appear in the previous example.

The SCIM specification does not mandate what the ‘type’ sub-attribute value can be, it can be any value specified by the
requestor. The specification uses examples of values such as ‘work’ and ‘home’, but these are just suggested values and
deployments can choose whatever value suits their business model.

For Identity Manager the mapping of SCIM phone and email attributes relies on the SCIM sub-attribute ‘primary’ value as
the cornerstone of the mapping to an IM User attribute, where there exists distinct user attribute definitions designating
primary or alternate values. For elements containing ‘primary=true’, it’s associated ‘value’ sub-attribute is stored on the
specific IM attribute designating the primary value. The ‘type’ sub-attribute value for the element is stored on a new IM
attribute.

The following table shows an example mapping of Complex single-value attribute to individual Identity Manager attributes:

Identity Manager Attribute SCIM Attribute SCIM sub-attribute

Primary Email email value=<email-value>

primary=true

Alternate Email email value=<email-value>

primary=false

SCIMMvAttributeTypes email type=<type-value>

The following sample shows a SCIM /User POST request containing the ‘emails’ attribute.

{  

   "schemas":[  

      "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

   ],

   "userName":"bfletcher",

   "name":{  

      "formatted":"Brenda Linda Fletcher",

      "familyName":"Fletcher",

      "givenName":"Brenda",

      "middleName":"Linda"

   },

  "emails": [

    {

      "value": "brenda.fletcher@example.com",

      "type": "work",

      "primary": true

    },

    {

      "value": "bfletcher@examplehome.com",

      "type": "home",

     “primary”: false

    }

  ]

}

 

The resulting Identity Manager User from the  previous SCIM request returns the following results:
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Figure 57: SCIM Results

Broadcom Custom Extensions to the SCIM Schema

In cases where an Identity Manager User or Group Attribute does not have an equivalent attribute in the SCIM core or
enterprise schemas that can map to the Identity Manager attribute, you can add that attribute to the ‘broadcom’ schema
extension. For example, the Identity Manager User object has a ‘jobCode’ attribute that does not have a natural mapping
in SCIM. The SCIM service attribute mapping configuration allows you to add ‘jobCode’ as a broadcom extension to the
SCIM User. You can add extensions to the Group object as well.

Out Of The Box Broadcom Schema Extensions

The following table displays the attributes added to the broadcom user and group schema extension by default (Out of the
Box).

SCIM Resource Broadcom extension Description

User and Group transactionId Returns the submitted task Id in the
response of User or Group write operations.

Note: This is a response only attribute. It is
not supported on a request.

Group admin Stores the Administrators of the Group

Group selfsubscribing Designates a group as self-subscribing

Group name Designate the IM group name

SCIM and Identity Manager Unique Identifiers

The SCIM object model mandates the Id attribute must be unique and is immutable. The protocol utilizes the Id attribute
value for referencing objects within SCIM requests and SCIM payloads. Examples are shown below:

GET operations: SCIM Object Identifiers in the URL:

GET  ../scim/v2/Users/89b75296-7036-404e-9f4d-c8e3551fd5b2

POST operations:  SCIM Object reference in a payload (see manager value)

{
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    "schemas": [

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

    ],

    "userName": "eviolet",

    "externalId": "emma violet",

    "password": "test",

    "active": true,

    "name": {

        "formatted": "Emma P Violet",

        "familyName": "Violet",

        "givenName": "Emma"

    },

       "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User": {

         "manager": {

            "value": "898d2233-d56ad739-e152c5d9-1f2a8e"

        }

    }

}

For Identity Manager, most customers have followed a similar convention of using numeric unique identifiers that are
immutable, and more-friendly identifiers that are mutable. The typical User example is as follows:

userId:   "78212233-d56ad739-e152c5d9-1f2a8e"   // immutable guid

loginId:  "eviolet"                             // mutable loginId

Generating Identity Manager unique numeric values is typically handled at the application level via task handlers. This is
also true for SCIM. As you can see in the SCIM POST request above, there is no explicit value for the ID field. By default,
the generation of the unique identifier is handled by the SCIM Service task handler prior to submitting the SCIM Create
User Task. This default can be changed to allow a customer-defined unique ID generator.

For users that will now be created via SCIM it is important to understand the proper attribute mapping and what
component is responsible for generating the unique values moving forward. The goal being consistency between normal
Identity Manager Create User requests and SCIM Create user requests.

It is recommended to follow the guid convention across normal Identity Manager Create User tasks and SCIM POST
requests. The SCIM Service configuration has a separate section for Resource Id attribute mapping and options for
selecting the SCIM Service task handler (using a guid) or delegate to a customer’s existing unique value generation
capability if defined.

NOTE

When deferring to a customer’s unique value generation capability, it is assumed this will be handled by a profile
screen driven solution. See xxxx for more details.

Mapping SCIM ID to UserID

In Identity Manager, the User.UserId attribute is typically used as the unique identifier.  In these cases the SCIM User
‘iD’ attribute should be mapped to the IM ‘userId’ attribute. The tables below show examples of the various SCIM
configurations that achieves the desired consistency where the SCIM Id attribute is mapped to the IM User’s UserId
attribute.

Configuration for the Identity Manager UserId as a guide

Create User
Operation

SCIM Attribute IM Attribute Value Format Value Generator Configuration
Required
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IM Create User Task n/a UserId 128-bit Globally
Unique Identifier
(GUID)

UniqueIdHandler
LAH

Profile screen
contains LAH

SCIM POST iD UserId 128-bit Globally
Unique Identifier
(GUID)

SCIM Service task
handler

SCIM Service
Resource ID Tab
configuration:

1. Map Id -> UserId
2. Select SCIM

Service Task
Handler

Configuration for the Identity Manager UserId Using the Identity Manager UserIdBuild Handler Format

Create User
Operation

SCIM Attribute IM Attribute Value Format Value Generator Configuration
Required

IM Create User Task n/a UserId User ID Build
Handler format

UserIdBuildHandler
LAH

Profile screen
contains LAH

SCIM POST iD UserId User ID Build
Handler format

UserIdBuildHandler
LAH

SCIM Service
Resource ID Tab
configuration:

1. Map Id -> UserId
2. Select ‘customer

defined task
handler’

Add a profile screen
to the SCIM Create
User task and add
the LAH

Configuration for the Identity Manager UserId Using Some Customer-Defined Unique Identifier

Create User
Operation

SCIM Attribute IM Attribute Value Format Value Generator Configuration
Required

IM Create User Task n/a UserId custom unique
identifier

Customer defined
task handler

Profile screen
contains customer
defined task handler,
java script, or UI PX

SCIM POST iD UserId custom unique
identifier

Customer defined
task handler

SCIM Service
Resource ID Tab
configuration:

1. Map Id -> Userid
2. Select ‘customer

defined task
handler’

Add a profile screen
to the SCIM Create
User task and add
defined task handler,
java script, or UI PX
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Mapping SCIM ID to something Other Than UserID

As noted above, the SCIM ID is referenced in the URL on GET operations. In cases where the current IM UserId contains
a login value, it may not be desirable to map Id to UserId. This would expose loginIds in SCIM URLS. The option would be
to choose a different attribute to store the GUID-based Id. The OOTB Identity Manager User Schema contains two new
attributes that may be used for this purpose:

%USER_RESOURCE_ID%

%GROUP_RESOURCE_ID%

TIP

There is one caveat when mapping ID to User or Group Resource ID: Existing users will not have the guid
populated in this attribute. SCIM GET requests will not be able to return these users. Only objects containing
values for the Id in this attribute will be returned via the SCIM interface. Special operations to add a guid to these
users in the User/Group resource id would be required.

The table below shows an example of the SCIM configuration that achieves the desired consistency where the SCIM Id
attribute is mapped to the IM User’s Resource Id attribute.

Resource ID Guid Configuration

Create User
Operation

SCIM Attribute IM Attribute Value Format Value Generator Configuration
Required

IM Create User Task n/a User Resource Id 128-bit Globally
Unique Identifier
(GUID)

UniqueIdHandler
LAH

Profile screen
contains LAH

SCIM POST iD User Resource Id 128-bit Globally
Unique Identifier
(GUID)

SCIM Service task
handler

SCIM Service
Resource ID Tab
configuration:

1. Map Id -> UserId
2. Select SCIM

Service Task
Handler

Attribute Mapping

Attribute mapping is the essential process in ensuring SCIM requests result in the desired IM User or Group output and
SCIM User or Group read operations contain the proper SCIM attribute values in responses.  The Attribute mapping
model allows for environment-wide mappings as well as SCIM service specific mappings.

Environment Attribute Mappings

These mappings are created by default when the SCIM roledef plug-in is deployed. They are intended to be common
mappings expected across all SCIM services. An attribute mapping defined at the Environment level can not be
overridden at the SCIM Service level, so these mappings should be chosen carefully.

SCIM Service Attribute Mappings

These mappings add to the mappings already defined at the Environment level and become specific to the Service
configuration.

When choosing an IM Attribute to be mapped to a SCIM attribute, the SCIM attribute selected can be from the core or
enterprise schemas, a simple attribute or a complex attribute or a multi-value attribute. When selecting a complex or
multi-value schema the sub-element column is enabled allowing selection of the specific sub-element attribute name. For
example when selecting the core name attribute, the values: givenName, middleName,familyName, etc. are selectable.  
For multi-value attributes an additional attribute detail, one of primary=true|false selection is allowed.
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Defining and Mapping Broadcom Extension Attributes

The mapping component allows you to define an attribute not available in the SCIM core and enterprise schemas as an
attribute in the broadcom extension schema. Options are available in the SCIM Service Configuration task’s User and
Group Attribute Mapping tabs for defining an Identity Manager attribute as a broadcom extension that once defined, can
be mapped to the SCIM User or Group object. The SCIM attribute schema model contains metadata about the attribute.
This metadata is conceptually similar to the IM User and Group attribute definitions in the Identity Manager Directory xml.
Elements such as : type, required, multi-valued, mutability, etc. need to be defined for broadcom extension attributes.

Modifying the SCIM Tasks

For each SCIM Service instance a set of Admin User and Group-based Tasks are generated, one for each of the
supported ‘write’ operations: POST, PUT, PATCH and DELETE.

SCIM Operation Associated IM Task Comments

POST <scim_service_name> Create User

<scim_service_name> Create Group

Default generated tasks do NOT contain
profile screens; screens can be added for
screen-based business solutions

PUT

PATCH

<scim_service_name> Modify User

<scim_service_name> Modify Group

Default generated tasks do NOT contain
profile screens; screens can be added for
screen-based business solutions

DELETE <scim_service_name> Delete User

<scim_service_name> Delete Group

GET Not applicable GET operations do not invoke tasks to
perform these actions

/ME PUT, PATCH <scim_service_name> Change My Account

Defining User and Group Profile Screens for the SCIM Tasks (Optional)

The tasks used by the SCIM Service instances by default do not contain tabs or screens. These tasks (typically the
create and modify tasks) can be optionally modified to include a Profile tab and a User /Group profile screen. If present,
the tabs will be invoked by the associated SCIM operations. This is useful for customers who have relied on screen-
based business logic such as Logical Attribute Handlers, Business Logic Task Handlers, javascript and Policy Express UI
policies. These same capabilities can be used by the SCIM tasks.

Getting Started with SCIM
This page contains the following topics:

Prerequisites

Before you begin using the SCIM services feature, complete the following prerequisites.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Management Console, import the SCIM Service roles and tasks:
a. Log in to the Management Console.
b. Select Environments, and then select your environment.
c. At the bottom of the page, select Role and Task Settings.
d. Select Import.
e. Under the SCIM Service category, select SCIM Inbound Service.
f. Under the API Key Configuration category, select API Key Configuration.
g. Under the Open ID Connect Configuration category, select Open ID Connect Configuration.
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h. Select Finish, and then Continue.
i. Select Restart Environment.

2. Optionally, create an Organization to place users created from the SCIM service.
NOTE
The existing top-level Identity Manager Directory organization is recommended in place of a dedicated
organization for SCIM accessible Users and Groups.

3. Define the following well-known attributes in the Identity Manager User directory:
NOTE
These attributes are already defined in the Identity Manager Out Of The Box (OOTB) user store. If you are
not using the OOTB user store, you must map %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES% to an available physical
attribute in the Directory associated with your Identity Manager Environment.

– %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES% (required)
– %USER_RESOURCE_ID% (optional; see SCIM and Identity Manager Unique Identifiers)
– %GROUP_RESOURCE_ID% (optional; see SCIM and Identity Manager Unique Identifiers)
– %GROUP_DISPLAY_NAME% (optional; see SCIM and Identity Manager Unique Identifiers)

4. Login to the selected Environment from the User Console.
5. Select the SCIM Services task category, and then expand the SCIM Environment Attribute Mapping category.
6. Select Modify or View SCIM Environment Attribute Mapping.
7. You can choose to update any mappings here, or keep the defaults.
8. Select the SCIM Service Configuration task category, and then select Create SCIM Service Configuration.

Managing SCIM Service Configurations

Identity Manager allows multiple SCIM Configuration instances for different business requests. A SCIM Service
Configuration defines the service’s capabilities. You can make the SCIM Configuration instance unique by both name
and service ID. Service ID is the identifier of the SCIM resource. It’s part of the SCIM APIs URL. Defining a configuration
for SCIM services contains the following steps:

• Selecting user/group organization
• Defining authentication and authorization model
• Configuring SCIM Resource Id generation model for user and group
• Mapping Identity Manager user/group attributes to SCIM user/group attributes

Creating SCIM Service Configurations

Use the following procedure to create a SCIM Service Configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, under Tasks, select SCIM Services, and then Create SCIM Service Configuration.
2. Complete the fields the Profile tab:

– Name
Enter a name of the SCIM Service Configuration displayed in the user interface.

– Description
Enter descriptive text for the SCIM service configuration.

– Service ID
Unique string associated with this SCIM configuration that is part of the SCIM URL.

– Service URL
An automatically generated URL used when invoking the SCIM services API.

– Enabled
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Disable/enable the SCIM service configuration instance.
– Organization

Select Browse to search for and select the organization. SCIM services can manage users and groups in the
organization.

– Search Maximum Results
An integer value specifying the maximum number of resources returned in a response.

– Bulk Maximum Operations
An integer value specifying the maximum number of operations in Bulk service.

– Bulk Maximum Payload Size
An integer value specifying the maximum payload size in bytes in request.

– IM Compliant
When set to 'true', required Identity Manager attributes will be set to default values if corresponding SCIM attributes
are not provided in POST or PUT payloads.

3. Select the Security tab to configure authentication and authorization.
SCIM services require authentication. Three types of authentication for SCIM services are supported:
– Basic Authentication

User credentials are passed in via the HTTP Authorization header of the SCIM requests as shown below:
Authorization: Basic <credentials>

• A single user is authorized to execute the SCIM Service operation.
• Rule based users are authorized to execute the SCIM Service operation.
• If authorization is not configured, the members of administrator rule “System Manager” are authorized to execute

the SCIM Service operation
– API Key

You can choose an existing key or generate a new key. A single user must be selected as authorized to execute
the SCIM Service operation on behalf of scim service accounts. Related Admin roles and member policies will be
created based on the authorization definitions

– Open ID
[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 onwards]
Open ID Connect is a simple identity layer on top of the OAuth 2.0 protocol. It enables clients to verify the identity of
the end-user based on the authentication performed by an Identity Provider (IDP) Server, as well as to obtain basic
profile information about the end-user in an interoperable and REST-like manner.
Selecting Open ID Connect (OIDC) as the Security Authentication option is similar to selecting the API Key Security
Authentication option: you must select a single user as authorized to execute the SCIM Service operation on behalf
of SCIM service accounts.
Enter the following values as required:
• OIDC Account Name: The name of the Open ID Connect (OIDC) account configuration (Required).
• OIDC Account Description: The description of the OIDC account configuration (Not Required).
• Audience: The Open ID Connect (OIDC) audience as specified in the claims of the OIDC token. For successful

authentication, this value must match the value configured in the Identity Provider (IDP) (Required).
• JWK Verify: Selecting this option means Identity Manager makes a call to the issuing ID to verify the signature

of the IDP token.
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NOTE
The follow item are are ignored if you not select JWK Verify. However, because you may later select
the JWK Verify option, valid values are always stored in the OIDC account configuration. Default
values are provided.

• JWK Algorithm: The algorithm to use when verifying the signature of the token.
• JWK Connection Timeout: When verifying the signature of the OIDC token, this parameter specifies the time

Identity Manager waits to establish a connection to the Identity Provider (IDP).  The authentication fails if the
connection is not established within this time.

• JWK Read Timeout: When verifying the signature of the OIDC token, this parameter specifies the time Identity
Manager waits to read a response from the IDP. If the read does not complete within this time, the authentication
fails.

4. In the Authorization section, select the proxy administrator authorized to execute requests on behalf of the
authenticated user.
– A single user is authorized to execute the SCIM Service operation.
– Multiple users using a rule are authorized to execute the SCIM Service operation. If selecting the API Key

authentication, the single user authorization rule option must be selected. Related Admin roles and member policies
will be created based on the authorization definitions.

5. Operations. The built-in SCIM Service task handler also generates a GUID as Resource ID. You can also generate an
ID using The Identity Manager custom handler.

6. Select the User Attribute Map tab, and then use it to define the mappings between the SCIM user schema to the
Identity Manager user schema. The mapping is 1:1. Default attribute mappings are defined in SCIM Environment
Attribute Mapping CRUD tasks.

7. Select the Group Attribute Map tab and use it to define the mappings between the SCIM group schema to the
Identity Manager group schema. The mapping is 1:1. Default attribute mappings are defined in SCIM Environment
Attribute Mapping CRUD tasks.

Using the Identity Manager SCIM REST APIs
using the SCIM REST APIs.

This section provides a reference for using the SCIM REST APIs.

This page contains the following topics:

This section provides a description of using the SCIM REST APIs. It is meant to function as Quick-Start type guide and
not a complete reference. Before running any of the REST requests described here, first read and complete the steps
discussed in Getting Started with SCIM.

General SCIM information, such as the setting of headers, the setting of payloads, and return codes are discussed in
SCIM specifications https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7643 and https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc7644.

Identity Manager SCIM provides samples that can be run as Postman scripts. These examples provide examples of
detailed working of Identity Manager SCIM REST requests, including the use of POST, PUT, PATCH, DELETE and VIEW
requests. In addition to the Postman script, this section also describes Users and Groups requests.

Identity Manager SCIM also provides detailed Swagger documentation of Identity Manager REST. See API Reference for
more information for the Swagger-generated documentation.

Identity Manager SCIM Users and Groups API Endpoints

The Identity Manager SCIM Users and Groups API Endpoints PUT, PATCH, VIEW and DELETE API endpoints have the
format:

<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/<IM Env>/<IM Config Id>/scim/v2/<Users | Groups>/<Resource ID> 

The following table displays the the elements of the URL:
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/iam/im/ws/ Used by IM for servlet mapping

IM Env The IM environment name

IM Config Id Indicates SCIM service configuration id

/scim/v2/ Required by SCIM standard

Users | Groups Allowed resources are Users and Groups

<Resource ID> Identifies a resource in the system, such as a user or a group

The IM SCIM Service Configuration POST API endpoint has the following format:

<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/<IM Env>/<IM Config Id>/scim/v2/<Users | Groups>

Where the parameters are the same as described for the PUT, PATCH, VIEW, and DELETE endpoints.

For example, the URL for a user POST request may have the following format:
http://myapplication.com:8080/iam/im/ws/IdentityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Users/ 

For example, the URL for a user GET request may have the following format:
http://myapplication.com:8080/iam/im/ws/IdentityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Users/30173e17-425e-4cf9-

a2c1-7ada4db96103/ 

Identity Manager SCIM Users and Groups API Headers

REST Headers

Header Value Operations

Authorization Basic and API Key authentication is
supported.

POST, PUT, PATCH, VIEW, DELETE

Accept application/json POST, PUT, PATCH, VIEW

Content-Type application/json POST, PUT, PATCH

Transaction ID

As described in section “Broadcom custom extensions to the SCIM schema”, the Broadcom extension schema includes
item ‘transactionId.” A transaction ID is returned by IM SCIM requests. All write-based actions in IM are implemented as
tasks. The transaction ID identifies the task and allows the IM user to track the status of the task. The status of the task
can be seen in the “View Submitted Tasks” screen under the ‘System’ menu item in the IM User Console.

Additionally the Identity Management TEWS interface’s ‘TaskStatusSearch’ SOAP request can be used to determine the
status of the submitted task. An example TEWs call is shown below showing how the transactionId returned in SCIM
responses can be used.

http://<imserver host>:<port>/iam/im/TEWS6/identityEnv

{

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>someadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>someadmin_password</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:TaskStatusSearch?

         <wsdl:Filter index="0">

            <wsdl:TaskId>402be244-031bcfd9-a3723b48-3e369b</wsdl:TaskId>
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         </wsdl:Filter>

      </wsdl:TaskStatusSearch>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

}

   

Identity Manager SCIM Users API

The IIdentity Manager SCIM Users API follows the requirements specified in the SCIM requirements.

The POST payload can contain the items defined in the following schemas, plus any custom user schema defined for the
system.

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User

The payload must contain the required attributes, as defined by the schemas.

The following is a sample payload for a POST USER request:

{

   "schemas":[

      "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

   ],

    "userName":"bjensen",

     "externalId":"bjensen",

     "name":{

       "formatted":"Ms. Barbara J Jensen III",

       "familyName":"Jensen",

       "givenName":"Barbara"

     }   

}

The following is a sample body for a POST USERS response:

{

    "meta": {

        "created": "2020-10-21T19:04:35.524Z",

        "location": "http://localhost:8080/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scim-service-sample/scim/v2/Users/b35d5880-

e363-45b9-9f02-2a89eae2eeb5",

        "lastModified": "2020-10-21T19:04:35.524Z",

        "resourceType": "User"

    },

    "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User": {

        "transactionId": "11630392-30189dfa-383cd54e-ed33a43"

    },

    "schemas": [

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User",

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

    ],

    "name": {

        "formatted": "Ms. Barbara J Jensen III",

        "familyName": "Jensen",
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        "givenName": "Barbara"

    },

    "externalId": "bjensen",

    "id": "b35d5880-e363-45b9-9f02-2a89eae2eeb5",

    "userName": "bjensen"

}

NOTE

The broadcom extension item ‘transactionId’ is returned in the response body.

Identity Manager SCIM Groups API

The POST payload can contain the items defined in the following schemas, plus any custom group schema defined for the
system. 

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group

The payload must contain the required attributes, as defined by the schemas.

The following is a sample payload for a POST GROUPS request:

{

    "schemas": [

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

    ],

    "displayName": "Employee",

    "externalId": "Group for fulltime employees"

}

 

The following is a sample body for a POST GROUPS response:

{

    "displayName": "Employee1",

    "meta": {

        "created": "2020-10-21T20:10:38.308Z",

        "location": "http://localhost:8080/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/aaaCompliant/scim/v2/Groups/

e01210b8-0b82-43f9-b27d-d558113089b2",

        "lastModified": "2020-10-21T20:10:38.308Z",

        "resourceType": "Group"

    },

    "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group": {

        "transactionId": "15843d74-82de219d-2aff2a1b-2b9dfd6"

    },

    "schemas": [

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group",

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group"

    ],

    "externalId": "Group for fulltime employees",

    "id": "e01210b8-0b82-43f9-b27d-d558113089b2"

}

NOTE

The broadcom extension item ‘transactionId’ is returned in the response body.
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Identity Manager SCIM Runtime and Error Handling

Identity Manager SCIM APIs employ HTTP Status and Error Response Handling as specified in in the SCIM specification
(https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7644#section-3.12). Identity Manager SCIM API requests return a status code and a detail
message in the body of the response.

Other Identity Manager SCIM APIs

In addition to /Users and /Groups, IM SCIM supports SCIM the other standard requests: Me, Bulk operation, Service
Provider Configuration, Resource Types, and Schemas. These operations are described in the SCIM specificationhttps://
tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7644.

IM SCIM also supports REST requests for SCIM configuration: Environment Attribute Mapping, SCIM configuration, and
the Swagger reference section provides a reference for all these requests. The Postman scripts provide examples of all
these requests.

Using Identity Manager SCIM Postman Scripts

To demonstrate Identity Manage SCIM capabilities, Identity Manage SCIM provides a collection of Postman
scripts. Postman is a REST client that can issue REST requests. Postman scripts run collections of single REST requests.

The files are:

• ScimInboundPostmanCollectionNotes: Script installation and configuration instructions
• SCIM-Inbound-Sample-Environment.postman_environment.json
• Sample 1 EnvironmentAttributeMapping.postman_collection.json
• Sample 2 SCIMServiceConfiguration.postman_collection.json
• Sample 3 User.postman_collection.json
• Sample 4 Me.postman_collection.json
• Sample 5 Group.postman_collection.json
• Sample 6 Bulk.postman_collection.json
• Sample 7 User Filters and Searching.postman_collection.json
• Sample 8 APIKey and Service Account Mgmt.postman_collection.json
• Sample 9 ResourceTypes Schema ServiceProviderConfig.postman_collection.js

NOTE

The script and related files are located here:

• Windows: <installation location>\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples
\ScimServices 

• UNIX:  <installation location> /CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/samples/ScimServices

To configure Postman to use the Identity Manager SCIM scripts, follow these steps:

1. From Management console, import the SCIM Service plugin and the 'API Key Configuration' plugins, and then Restart
the Identity Manager environment.

2. Download Postman 7.x version from https://www.postman.com.
3. Open the Postman client.
4. After importing but before closing the MANAGE ENVIRONMENT window, update the SCIM-Inbound-Sample-

Environment environment by selecting it in the list. Update the "server", "port","ime","username" and "password'
variables as per your Environment. The other parameter values do not need to be changed but can be changed if
desired. These parameter values can be updated later, if desired.

5. To the left of the Manage Environments icon, there is drop-down menu for selecting Postman environments. Select
the just-imported SCIM-Inbound-Sample-Environment environment. 6.

6. Import each of the sample collections by selecting File, and then Import.
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7. Under each Collection tab, select the '>' icon to expand the collection to see the API requests.

Documentation in the scripts provide detailed information on how to run the steps of the scripts and provide further
information of the features of the Identity Manager SCIM REST APIs.

Environment Attribute Mapping

This sample shows how to create and manage a default Environment attribute mapping that can be used as a common
baseline for all SCIM Services created in a given Identity Manager Environment.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Get Default Broadcom Attribute Mappings
• Get Environment Attribute Mappings

SCIM Service Configuration

This collection demonstrates the APIs used to manage a SCIM Service Configuration. Multiple SCIM Service
configurations can be created in a single Identity Manager Environment.

Prerequisites

A SCIM Service requires the definition of an Environment Attribute Mapping. See the details in the
EnvironmentAttributeMapping collection. All of the pre-requisites defined in that collection apply to this collection as well.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Create a SCIM Service configuration
• Modify a SCIM Service configuration
• GET a SCIM Service configuration
• Modify a SCIM Service configuration's Attribute Mappings - PUT
• Modify a SCIM Service configuration's Attribute Mappings - PATCH

NOTE

DELETE a SCIM Service configuration is a supported Identity Manager SCIM operation, but it is not
demonstrated in the Postman sample scripts.

User

This collection includes APIs for the /User endpoint.

Prerequisites

• All APIs in this collection require that the SCIM Inbound Service rolefef plugin have been deployed in the Identity
Manager management console for the target Identity Manager Environment.  -

• The Identity Manager User schema contains the SCIM well-known attribute:  %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES%  -
• The SCIM Environment Attribute Mapping and the SCIM Service Config objects have been created. See the SCIM

EnvironmentAttributeMapping and SCIMServiceConfiguration collections for details.

This sample contains the following examples:
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• Create core User
• Get core User
• Create enterprise User
• Get enterprise User
• Create broadcom User
• Get broadcom User
• Modify broadcom User with PATCH
• Get broadcom user after PATCH
• Modify broadcom User with PUT
• Delete core User
• Delete enterprise User
• Delete broadcom User

Me

This collection includes APIs for the /Me endpointPre-requisites:  -All APIs in this collection require that the SCIM Inbound
Service rolefef plugin has been deployed in the IM management console  - The IM User schema contains the SCIM well-
known attribute:  %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES%  - The SCIM Service Config sample has been created. See the
SCIMServiceConfiguration collection for details.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Create core User for /Me
• Get Me
• Update home info
• Get Me
• Change my password
• Get Me using new password
• Delete core User for /Me

Group

This collection includes APIs for the /Group endpoint

Prerequisites

• All APIs in this collection require that the SCIM Inbound Service rolefef plugin has been deployed in the Identity
Manager management console

• The Identity Manager User schema contains the SCIM well-known attribute:  %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES%  -
• The SCIM Service Config sample has been created. See the SCIMServiceConfiguration collection for details.

This sample contains the following examples:
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• Create core User  1 for /Group member
• Create core User  2 for /Group member
• Create core User  3 for /Group member
• Create core User 1 for /Group admin
• Create core User 2 for /Group admin
• Create Group with Members/Admin
• Get Group
• Patch Group - Add/Remove members/admins and make Self Subscribing
• Get Group after PATCH
• PUT Group
• Get group after PUT
• Delete Group
• Delete core User 1 for /Group member
• Delete core User 2 for /Group member
• Delete core User 3 for /Group member
• Delete core User 1 for /Group admin
• Delete core User 2 for /Group admin

Bulk

This collection includes APIs for the /Bulk endpoint.

Prerequisites

• All APIs in this collection require that the SCIM Inbound Service rolefef plugin has been deployed in the Identity
Manager Management console.

• The Identity Manager User schema contains the SCIM well-known attribute:  %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES%
• The SCIM Service Config sample has been created. See the SCIMServiceConfiguration collection for details.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Bulk Operations - Create 30 Users

User Filters and Searching

This collection includes APIs for the /User endpoint using search filters.

Prerequisites

• All APIs in this collection require that the SCIM Inbound Service rolefef plugin has been deployed in
the Identity Manager management console  - The IM User schema contains the SCIM well-known attribute:
  %SCIM_MULTIVALUED_TYPES%  - The SCIM Service Config sample has been created. See the
SCIMServiceConfiguration collection for details.  - The bulk Operations Create 30 users has been executed to see the
proper filter and sort results

• This sample contains the following examples:
– Filter & Sort - GET - FamilyName and title
– Filter & Sort - POST

APIKey and Service Account Management

This collection includes APIs that can be used for SCIM Service Configurations that use API Key authentication.
It demonstrates how to create an API Key associated Service Accounts and finally how to create a SCIM Service
configuration using API key authentication.
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Pre-requisites

• All APIs in this collection require that the 'API Key Configuration' AND the SCIM Inbound Service rolefef plugins have
been deployed in the Identity Manager Management console.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Create System Account and associated API Key
• Create SCIM configuration using API Key
• Get Users with apikey
• Delete SCIM configuration using API Key
• Delete System Account and associated API Key

ResourceTypes Schema ServiceProviderConfig

This collection returns meta information about Service capabilities using the standard SCIM v2 endpoints:
ResourceTypes, Schema, and ServiceProvider

Prerequisites

The SCIM Inbound Service roledef plugin has been deployed from the IM Management console.

This sample contains the following examples:

• Get Resource Types
• Get Schemas
• Get ServiceProviderConfig

API Reference
This reference section provides detailed information for using the SCIM APIs. The APIs are divided into two categories:
SCIM Configuration REST APIs and SCIM Server REST APIs.

SCIM Configuration REST APIs

• Default Custom Attributes API
• Environment Attribute Mapping API
• Service Attribute Mapping API
• Default Attribute Mapping API
• Service Configuration API
• System Account API

SCIM Server REST APIs

• Bulk
• Groups
• Me
• Resource Type
• Service Provider Configuration
• Schemas
• Users
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SCIM Configuration REST APIs

This section contains the following API descriptions:

• Default Custom Attributes API
• Environment Attribute Mapping API
• Service Attribute Mapping API
• Default Attribute Mapping API
• Service Configuration API
• System Account API

Default Custom Attributes API

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM Configuration API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/DefaultCustomAttributes": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "DefaultCustomAttributes Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get DefaultCustomAttributes",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "description": "This API returns SCIM default custom attributes defined by Broadcom.\n",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {
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            "description": "Default Custom Attributes are found.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/DefaultCustomAttributesResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "DefaultCustomAttributesResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "type": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "attribute mapping type (\"default\", \"environment\", \"service\", depends on

 request  - DefaultAttributeMapping, EnvironmentAttrMapping, ServiceAttrMapping)",

          "example": "default"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "description of attribute mapping",

          "example": null

        },

        "error": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "list of errors during POST/PUT",

          "example": null

        },

        "warnings": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "list of warnings during POST/PUT",

          "example": null

        },

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/CustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType",

            "description": "A list of custom attributes."

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {
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            "$ref": "#/definitions/DefaultAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType",

            "description": "A list of default attribute mappings."

          },

          "example": null

        }

      }

    },

    "CustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "attributeURI": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The URI corresponding to the custom attribute.",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group:selfsubscribing"

        },

        "attributeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the custom attribute.",

          "example": "selfsubscribing"

        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Data type of the custom attribute , valid values are \"string\", \"boolean\",

 \"decimal\", \"integer\", \"dateTime\", \"reference\", and \"complex\".",

          "example": "string"

        },

        "multiValued": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value indicating the attribute's plurality.",

          "example": false

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The attribute's human-readable description.",

          "example": "Self subscribing flag"

        },

        "required": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not the attribute is required.",

          "example": false

        },

        "caseExact": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not a string attribute is case

 sensitive.",

          "example": false

        },

        "mutability": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword indicating the circumstances under which the value of the attribute

 can be defined , valid values are \"readOnly\", \"readWrite\", \"immutable\", and \"readOnly\".",

          "example": "readWrite"

        },
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        "returned": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword that indicates when an attribute and associated values are returned

 in response to a GET request or in response to a PUT, POST, or PATCH request, valid values are \"always\",

 \"default\", \"never\" and \"request\", Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "default"

        },

        "uniqueness": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword value that specifies how the service provider enforces uniqueness

 of attribute values , valid values are \"none\", \"server\" and \"global\", Please consult SCIM 2.0

 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "none"

        },

        "subattributes": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "When an attribute is of type \"complex\",\"subAttributes\" defines a set of sub-

attributes. \"subAttributes\" has the same schema sub-attributes as \"attributes\".",

          "example": null

        },

        "canonicalValues": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A collection of suggested canonical values that MAY be used (e.g., \"work\" and

 \"home\")"

        },

        "referenceTypes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A multi-valued array of JSON strings that indicate the SCIM resource types that may

 be referenced, Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details."

        }

      }

    },

    "DefaultAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "objectType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "object type (\"USER\" or \"GROUP\")",

          "example": "GROUP"

        },

        "scimAttributeUri": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "SCIM attribute URI",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group:admin"

        },

        "imAttribute": {

          "type": "string",
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          "description": "IM attribute display name",

          "example": "Group Admin"

        },

        "details": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "need info",

          "example": "PRIMARY:false"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Environment Attribute Mapping API

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/EnvironmentAttrMapping": {

      "get": {
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        "tags": [

          "EnvironmentAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get EnvironmentAttrMapping",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "description": "This API returns the environment atttribute mapping between SCIM and IM attributes

 corresponding to the environment specified by envalias.\n",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Environment attribute mapping is found.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvironmentAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "EnvironmentAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update EnvironmentAttrMapping",

        "description": "This API updates environment attribute mapping between SCIM and IM attributes

 corresponding to the environment specified by envalias.\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {
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            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvironmentAttrMappingRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The specified environment attribute mapping is updated.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvironmentAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Invalid Input",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInvalidInput"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal Server Error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInternalServerError"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "EnvironmentAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update EnvironmentAttrMapping",
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        "description": "This API updates (add/delete custom attributes or mappings) environment attribute

 mapping between SCIM and IM attributes corresponding to the environment specified by envalias.\n\nSupported

 Operations:\n\n    * ADD\n    * DELETE\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchEnvironmentAttrMappingRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The specified environment attribute mapping is updated.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvironmentAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Invalid Input",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInvalidInput"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal Server Error",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInternalServerError"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "EnvAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "objectType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "object type (\"USER\" or \"GROUP\")",

          "example": "USER"

        },

        "scimAttributeUri": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "SCIM attribute URI",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User:department"

        },

        "imAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "IM attribute display name",

          "example": "Department"

        }

      }

    },

    "EnvCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "attributeURI": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The URI corresponding to the custom attribute.",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User:companyName"

        },

        "attributeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the custom attribute.",

          "example": "companyName"

        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Data type of the custom attribute , valid values are \"string\", \"boolean\",

 \"decimal\", \"integer\", \"dateTime\", \"reference\", and \"complex\".",

          "example": "string"

        },

        "multiValued": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value indicating the attribute's plurality.",

          "example": false

        },

        "description": {
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          "type": "string",

          "description": "The attribute's human-readable description.",

          "example": "Submitted task session Id"

        },

        "required": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not the attribute is required.",

          "example": false

        },

        "caseExact": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not a string attribute is case

 sensitive.",

          "example": false

        },

        "mutability": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword indicating the circumstances under which the value of the attribute

 can be defined , valid values are \"readOnly\", \"readWrite\", \"immutable\", and \"readOnly\".",

          "example": "readOnly"

        },

        "returned": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword that indicates when an attribute and associated values are returned

 in response to a GET request or in response to a PUT, POST, or PATCH request, valid values are \"always\",

 \"default\", \"never\" and \"request\", Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "default"

        },

        "uniqueness": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword value that specifies how the service provider enforces uniqueness

 of attribute values , valid values are \"none\", \"server\" and \"global\", Please consult SCIM 2.0

 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "none"

        },

        "subattributes": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "When an attribute is of type \"complex\",\"subAttributes\" defines a set of sub-

attributes. \"subAttributes\" has the same schema sub-attributes as \"attributes\"."

        },

        "canonicalValues": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A collection of suggested canonical values that MAY be used (e.g., \"work\" and

 \"home\")"

        },

        "referenceTypes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },
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          "description": "A multi-valued array of JSON strings that indicate the SCIM resource types that may

 be referenced, Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details."

        }

      }

    },

    "EnvironmentAttrMappingRequestObject": {

      "properties": {

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "description of attribute mapping",

          "example": "update env mapping"

        }

      }

    },

    "EnvironmentAttrMappingResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "description of attribute mapping",

          "example": null

        },

        "warnings": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "list of warnings during POST/PUT",

          "example": null

        },

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

          }
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        }

      }

    },

    "OperationEnvironmentAttrMappingItem": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "op": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "ADD",

            "DELETE"

          ]

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "customAttributes": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

              }

            },

            "attributeMapping": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "$ref": "#/definitions/EnvAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchEnvironmentAttrMappingRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/OperationEnvironmentAttrMappingItem"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"
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        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorInvalidInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "400"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "invalidSyntax"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Request is unparsable, syntactically incorrect, or violates schema."

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorInternalServerError": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "500"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },
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        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Internal Server Error."

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Service Attribute Mapping API

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/ServiceAttrMapping/{ServiceConfigurationId}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get ServiceAttrMapping",

        "description": "This API SCIM Service configuration mappings found between SCIM and IM attributes

 corresponding to the provided\nSCIM Webservice Configuration ID.\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "ServiceConfigurationId",

            "in": "path",
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            "description": "Unique ID of the SCIM Webservice Configuration.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid SCIM Webservice Configuration is found corresponding to provide Service

 Configuration ID",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid Service attribute mapping not found for provided SCIM Webservice

 Configuration ID.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceAttrMappingNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update ServiceAttrMapping",

        "description": "This API updates the SCIM Service configuration mappings between SCIM and IM

 attributes.\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"
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          },

          {

            "name": "ServiceConfigurationId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the SCIM Webservice Configuration.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceAttrMappingRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The SCIM Service configuration mappings between SCIM and IM attributes

 corresponding to provided SCIM Webservice Configuration ID have been replaced successfully.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid Service attribute mapping not found for provided SCIM Webservice

 Configuration ID.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceAttrMappingNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceAttrMapping Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Patch ServiceAttrMapping",

        "description": "This API updates (add/delete custom attributes or mappings) the SCIM Service

 configuration mapping between SCIM and IM attributes and returns the details of updated mapping.\n\nSupported

 Operations:\n\n    * ADD\n    * DELETE\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"
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        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "ServiceConfigurationId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the SCIM Webservice Configuration.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchServiceAttrMappingRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The SCIM Service configuration mappings between SCIM and IM attributes

 corresponding to provided SCIM Webservice Configuration ID have been updated successfully.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchServiceAttrMappingResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid Service attribute mapping not found for provided SCIM Webservice

 Configuration ID.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceAttrMappingNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      }
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    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "ServiceCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "attributeURI": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The URI corresponding to the custom attribute.",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User:businessUnit"

        },

        "attributeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the custom attribute.",

          "example": "businessUnit"

        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Data type of the custom attribute , valid values are \"string\", \"boolean\",

 \"decimal\", \"integer\", \"dateTime\", \"reference\", and \"complex\".",

          "example": "string"

        },

        "multiValued": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value indicating the attribute's plurality.",

          "example": false

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The attribute's human-readable description.",

          "example": "Submitted task session Id"

        },

        "required": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not the attribute is required.",

          "example": false

        },

        "caseExact": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not a string attribute is case

 sensitive.",

          "example": false

        },

        "mutability": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword indicating the circumstances under which the value of the attribute

 can be defined , valid values are \"readOnly\", \"readWrite\", \"immutable\", and \"readOnly\".",

          "example": "readOnly"

        },

        "returned": {

          "type": "string",
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          "description": "A single keyword that indicates when an attribute and associated values are returned

 in response to a GET request or in response to a PUT, POST, or PATCH request, valid values are \"always\",

 \"default\", \"never\" and \"request\", Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "default"

        },

        "uniqueness": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword value that specifies how the service provider enforces uniqueness

 of attribute values , valid values are \"none\", \"server\" and \"global\", Please consult SCIM 2.0

 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "none"

        },

        "subattributes": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "When an attribute is of type \"complex\",\"subAttributes\" defines a set of sub-

attributes. \"subAttributes\" has the same schema sub-attributes as \"attributes\"."

        },

        "canonicalValues": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A collection of suggested canonical values that MAY be used (e.g., \"work\" and

 \"home\")"

        },

        "referenceTypes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A multi-valued array of JSON strings that indicate the SCIM resource types that may

 be referenced, Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details."

        }

      }

    },

    "ServiceAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "objectType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "object type (\"USER\" or \"GROUP\")",

          "example": "USER"

        },

        "scimAttributeUri": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "SCIM attribute URI",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User:department"

        },

        "imAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "IM attribute display name",

          "example": "Department"

        }
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      }

    },

    "ServiceAttrMappingRequestObject": {

      "properties": {

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ServiceAttrMappingResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchServiceAttrMappingResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "customAttributes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "attributeMapping": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {
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            "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "OperationServiceAttrMappingItem": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "op": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "ADD",

            "DELETE"

          ]

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "customAttributes": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType"

              }

            },

            "attributeMapping": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType"

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchServiceAttrMappingRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/OperationServiceAttrMappingItem"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {
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          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorServiceAttrMappingNotExists": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ServiceAttrMapping 1234 does not exist"

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchAttributeMappingMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "objectType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "object type (\"USER\" or \"GROUP\")",

          "example": "GROUP"

        },

        "scimAttributeUri": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "SCIM attribute URI",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group:groupType"

        },

        "imAttribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "IM attribute display name",

          "example": "groupType"

        }
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      }

    },

    "PatchCustomAttributesMultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "attributeURI": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The URI corresponding to the custom attribute.",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group:groupType"

        },

        "attributeName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the custom attribute.",

          "example": "groupType"

        },

        "dataType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Data type of the custom attribute , valid values are \"string\", \"boolean\",

 \"decimal\", \"integer\", \"dateTime\", \"reference\", and \"complex\".",

          "example": "string"

        },

        "multiValued": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value indicating the attribute's plurality.",

          "example": false

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The attribute's human-readable description.",

          "example": "Identifies the group type."

        },

        "required": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not the attribute is required.",

          "example": false

        },

        "caseExact": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value that specifies whether or not a string attribute is case

 sensitive.",

          "example": false

        },

        "mutability": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword indicating the circumstances under which the value of the attribute

 can be defined , valid values are \"readOnly\", \"readWrite\", \"immutable\", and \"readOnly\".",

          "example": "readOnly"

        },

        "returned": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword that indicates when an attribute and associated values are returned

 in response to a GET request or in response to a PUT, POST, or PATCH request, valid values are \"always\",

 \"default\", \"never\" and \"request\", Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details.",
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          "example": "default"

        },

        "uniqueness": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A single keyword value that specifies how the service provider enforces uniqueness

 of attribute values , valid values are \"none\", \"server\" and \"global\", Please consult SCIM 2.0

 specificfication for more details.",

          "example": "none"

        },

        "subattributes": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "When an attribute is of type \"complex\",\"subAttributes\" defines a set of sub-

attributes. \"subAttributes\" has the same schema sub-attributes as \"attributes\"."

        },

        "canonicalValues": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A collection of suggested canonical values that MAY be used (e.g., \"work\" and

 \"home\")"

        },

        "referenceTypes": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string"

          },

          "description": "A multi-valued array of JSON strings that indicate the SCIM resource types that may

 be referenced, Please consult SCIM 2.0 specificfication for more details."

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Open ID Connect Account API

[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 onwards]

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM Configuration API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "Symantec Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",
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  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/OidcAccount": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create OidcAccount",

        "description": "This API creates the Open ID Connect account.\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "OidcAccount was created",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "get": {

        "tags": [
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          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get OidcAccounts",

        "description": "This API retrieves all Open ID Connect accounts.",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObjects"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/OidcAccount/{oidcAccountId}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get OidcAccount by account name",

        "description": "This API returns the Open ID Connect account for {oidcAccountId}",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],
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        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "oidcAccountId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Open ID Connect account",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorOidcAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update OidcAccount - PATCH",

        "description": "This API updates the Open ID Connect account - {oidcAccountId}. The request body is

 collections of item with the form:\n{attribut name} : {new attribut value}\n",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [
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          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "oidcAccountId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "OIDC system account id",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountPatchRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorOidcAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {
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        "tags": [

          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update OidcAccount - PUT",

        "description": "This API updates the Open ID Connect account - {oidcAccountId}",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "oidcAccountId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "OIDC system account id",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },
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          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorOidcAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "tags": [

          "OidcAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Delete OidcAccount",

        "description": "This API deletes the Open ID Connect system account - {oidcAccountId}",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "oidcAccountId",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "OIDC system account id",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "OidcAccount is deleted"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorOidcAccountNotExists"

            }
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          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "OidcAccountRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "systemAccount",

        "issuerUrl",

        "audience"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "systemAccount": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "oidSystemAccount"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "System Account for OIDC testing"

        },

        "issuerUrl": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "external_idp.com/auth/realms/myRealm"

        },

        "audience": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "myAudience"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        },

        "jwsVerified": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        },

        "jwsAlgorithm": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "RS384"

        },

        "jwksConnectionTimeout": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 10000

        },

        "jwksReadTimeout": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 10000

        }

      }

    },

    "OidcAccountPatchRequestObject": {
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      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "An updated description"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": false

        },

        "jwsVerified": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        },

        "jwsAlgorithm": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "HS256"

        }

      }

    },

    "OidcAccountResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "systemAccount": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "oidSystemAccount"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "System Account for OIDC testing"

        },

        "issuerurl": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "external_idp.com/auth/realms/myRealm"

        },

        "audience": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "myAudience"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        },

        "jwsVerified": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        },

        "jwsAlgorithm": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "RS384"

        },

        "jwksConnectionTimeout": {

          "type": "integer",
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          "example": 10000

        },

        "jwksReadTimeout": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 10000

        }

      }

    },

    "OidcAccountResponseObjects": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/OidcAccountResponseObject"

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "\"Authentication failed for user"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorOidcAccountNotExists": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "OIDC Authentication configuration systemAccountInvalid does not exist"

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Service Configuration API

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM Configuration API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "Symantec Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/ServiceConfig": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get ServiceConfigs",

        "description": "This API returns the SCIM Service Configurations deployed in IM environment.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "Valid ServiceConfi(s) are found.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigListResponse"
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            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create ServiceConfig",

        "description": "This API uses a POST operation to create a SCIM Service Configuration.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "Created a new ServiceConfig.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigOb"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/scim/ServiceConfig/{serviceId}": {
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      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get ServiceConfig",

        "description": "This API returns a SCIM Service Configuration details.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "serviceId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid ServiceConfig is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigOb"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid ServiceConfig corresponding to service ID not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceConfigNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"
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        ],

        "summary": "Update ServiceConfig - PUT",

        "description": "This API uses a PUT operation to update a SCIM Service Configuration.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "serviceId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The ServiceConfig corresponding to serviceId is found , and replaced.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigOb"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The ServiceConfig corresponding to serviceId is not found.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceConfigNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"
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        ],

        "summary": "Update ServiceConfig - PATCH",

        "description": "This API uses a PATCH operation to update a SCIM Service Configuration.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "serviceId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchServiceConfigInput"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "The ServiceConfig corresponding to serviceId is found , and updated.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigOb"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "The ServiceConfig corresponding to serviceId is not found .",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceConfigNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceConfig Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Delete ServiceConfig",

        "description": "This API deletes the ServiceConfiguration corresponding to serviceId.",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "serviceId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "SCIM Service Configuration is deleted"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorServiceConfigNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }
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  },

  "definitions": {

    "ServiceConfigListResponse": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/ServiceConfigOb"

      }

    },

    "ServiceConfigOb": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "name": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A name of the SCIM Service Configuration.",

          "example": "scim"

        },

        "serviceId": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The unique identifier of the SCIM resource.",

          "example": "scimId"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The descriptive text for the SCIM service configuration.",

          "example": "SCIM service configuration example"

        },

        "serviceUrl": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "An automatically generated URL which is used in invoking SCIM services API.",

          "example": "http://abcd.test.com/iam/im/ws/envalias/scimId/scim/v2"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "The disabled/enabled status of the SCIM service configuration instance.",

          "example": true

        },

        "orgdn": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The organization in which users and groups can be managed by the SCIM service

 configuration.",

          "example": "ou=im,ou=test,o=com"

        },

        "authorizedUser": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "An authorized user who can execute the SCIM Service operations.",

          "example": "test01"

        },

        "filterMaxResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "An integer value specifying the maximum number of resources returned in a

 response.",

          "example": 200

        },
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        "bulkMaxOperations": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "An integer value specifying the maximum number of operations in Bulk service.",

          "example": 300

        },

        "bulkMaxPayloadSize": {

          "type": "integer",

          "description": "An integer value specifying the maximum payload size in bytes in request.",

          "example": 10000

        },

        "imcompliant": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "true for setting default values to IM attributes if corresponding SCIM attributes

 are not provided in POST/PUT payloads.",

          "example": true

        },

        "authentication": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "SCIM service authorization options.",

          "properties": {

            "type": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "API"

            },

            "account": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "accountName"

            }

          }

        },

        "resourceIdGeneration": {

          "type": "array",

          "description": "The SCIM Resource Id generation options.",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "properties": {

              "source": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "SYSTEM"

              },

              "resourceType": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "USER"

              }

            }

          }

        },

        "resourceIdMapping": {

          "type": "object",

          "description": "User and Group attributes for storing SCIM Resource Id.",

          "properties": {

            "type": {

              "type": "string",
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              "example": "DEFAULT"

            },

            "user": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "%USER_ID%"

            },

            "group": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "%FRIENDLY_NAME%"

            }

          }

        },

        "warnings": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": null

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorServiceConfigNotExists": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",
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          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "SCIM services configuration 1234 does not exist"

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchServiceConfigInput": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {

        "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchServiceConfigOb"

      }

    },

    "PatchServiceConfigOb": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "attribute": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "resourceIdMapping"

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "CUSTOM"

        }

      }

    },

    "ServiceConfigDeleteResponseString": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "SCIM services configuration 'ldap' was deleted successfully"

    }

  }

}

System Account API

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM Configuration API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "Symantec Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/scim/SystemAccount": {

      "post": {
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        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create SystemAccount",

        "description": "This API creates the system account.\n",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "SystemAccount was created",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Bad request",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSystemAccountNotAvailable"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }
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      },

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get SystemAccounts",

        "description": "This API creates the system account.",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObjects"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/SystemAccount/{apiAdmin}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get SystemAccount by apiAdmin",

        "description": "This API returns the system account for {apiAdmin}",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],
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        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "apiAdmin",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "system account",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSystemAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update SystemAccount - PATCH",

        "description": "This API renegrates the ApiKey for the system account - {apiAdmin}",

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"
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        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "apiAdmin",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "system account",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSystemAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }
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      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update SystemAccount - PUT",

        "description": "This API enables/disables the system account - {apiAdmin}",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "consumes": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "apiAdmin",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "system account",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "OK",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"
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            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSystemAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "tags": [

          "SystemAccount Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Delete SystemAccount",

        "description": "This API deletes the system account - {apiAdmin}",

        "produces": [

          "application/json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "apiAdmin",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "system account",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "SystemAccount is deleted"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Not Found",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSystemAccountNotExists"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "SystemAccountRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "systemAccount",

        "enabled"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "systemAccount": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "sysadmin-1"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "system account-1"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        }

      }

    },

    "SystemAccountResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "systemAccount": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "sysadmin-1"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "system account-1"

        },

        "apiKey": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "gydPE-qqR-KbP5Y79dwIPg"

        },

        "enabled": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "example": true

        }

      }

    },

    "SystemAccountResponseObjects": {

      "type": "array",

      "items": {
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        "$ref": "#/definitions/SystemAccountResponseObject"

      }

    },

    "SystemAccountDeleteResponseString": {

      "type": "string",

      "example": "Apikey Authentication configuration sysadmin-1 was deleted successfully"

    },

    "ErrorSystemAccountNotAvailable": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "400"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Apikey systemAccount is not unique"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorSystemAccountNotExists": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [
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        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Apikey Authentication configuration sysadmin-1 does not exist"

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

SCIM Server REST APIs

This section contains the following API descriptions:

• Bulk
• Groups
• Me
• Resource Type
• Service Provider Configuration
• Schemas
• Users

Bulk

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Bulk": {
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      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Bulk Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create Users in Bulk",

        "description": "This API is used to create multiple users at once.\n",

        "operationId": "createBulkUsers",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/BulkUserRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "Valid user is created",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/BulkUserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }
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          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "409": {

            "description": "Users already exists"

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "BulkUserRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "failOnErrors": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:BulkRequest"

          }

        },

        "Operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/BulkUserOb"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "BulkUserOb": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "method": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "POST"

        },

        "path": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "/Users"

        },

        "bulkId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "ytrewq"

        },

        "data": {
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          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "schemas": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

              }

            },

            "username": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "jesse"

            },

            "password": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "jesspass"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "BulkUserResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:BulkResponse"

          }

        },

        "Operations": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/OperationObBulk"

        }

      }

    },

    "OperationObBulk": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "bulkId": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "qwerty"

        },

        "method": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "POST"

        },

        "location": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/81cbba1b-c259-485d-8ba4-79afb03e5bd1"

        },

        "status": {

          "type": "object",
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          "properties": {

            "code": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "201"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorForbidden": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "403"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Forbidden"

        }

      }

    }

  }

}
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Groups

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Groups": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Filter Groups",

        "description": "This API returns groups according to the specified filter, sort and pagination

 parameters.\n",

        "operationId": "getGroup",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "filter",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Filter expression for filtering",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "startIndex",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The 1-based index of the first query result",

            "required": false,

            "type": "integer",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "count",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Specifies the desired maximum number of query results per page.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "integer",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "sortBy",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Specifies the attribute whose value\nSHALL be used to order the returned

 responses",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "sortOder",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The order in which the \"sortBy\" parameter is applied.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "domain",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The name of the user store where filtering needs to be applied.",

            "required": false,
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            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid groups are found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupsListResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "No Group found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create Group",

        "description": "This API creates a group and returns the details of the created group including its

 unique ID.\n",

        "operationId": "createGroup",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",
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            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "Valid group is created",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {
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            "description": "Group is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }

          },

          "409": {

            "description": "Group already exist",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupAlreadyAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Groups/.search": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Search Groups",

        "description": "This API returns groups according to the specified filter, sort and pagination

 parameters.\n",

        "operationId": "getGroupsByPost",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupSearchRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid groups are found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupSearchResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid groups are not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupSearchErrorResponseObject"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Groups/{id}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get Group by ID",

        "description": "This API returns the group details of a particular group using its unique ID.\n",

        "operationId": "getGroup by id",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",
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            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid group is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid group is not found",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update Group - PUT",

        "description": "This API updates the group details and returns the updated group details using a PUT

 operation.\n",

        "operationId": "updateGroup",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {
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            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupPutRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Group is updated",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupPutResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Invalid Input",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInvalidInput"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid group is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Delete Group",
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        "description": "This API deletes a particular group using its unique ID.\n",

        "operationId": "deleteGroup",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "Group is deleted"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid group is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }
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          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "Groups Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update Group - PATCH",

        "description": "This API updates the group details and returns the updated group details using a PATCH

 operation.\n",

        "operationId": "patchGroup",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique id of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",
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            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchGroupOperationRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Group is updated",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchGroupOperationResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid group is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorGroupNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "GroupRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "displayName",

        "schemas"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {
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            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

          }

        },

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "manager"

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": {

              "value": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217",

              "display": "kim"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/manager"

        },

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Groups/7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Group"

            }

          }

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"
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          }

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "properties": {

              "$ref": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/3a12bae9-4386-44be-befd-caf349297f45"

              },

              "display": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "kim"

              },

              "value": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupsListResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "totalResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 3

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "itemsPerPage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 3

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

          }

        },

        "Resources": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {
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            "$ref": "#/definitions/groupOb"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupSearchRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:SearchRequest"

          ]

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "filter": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "displayName eq manager"

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupSearchResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "totalResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "itemsPerPage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 3

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

          }

        },

        "Resources": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/groupOb"

          }

        }

      }
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    },

    "groupOb": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/manager"

        },

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Groups/7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            }

          }

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "properties": {

              "$ref": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/3a12bae9-4386-44be-befd-caf349297f45"

              },

              "display": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "kim"

              },

              "value": {

                "type": "string",

                "example": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

              }

            }

          }

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupPutRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",
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      "properties": {

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "manager"

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": {

              "value": "409ca90b-2ba6-4474-9a45-2cf7376e6e43",

              "display": "kris"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupPutResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/manager"

        },

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Groups/7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Group"

            }

          }

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

          }

        },

        "id": {
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          "type": "string",

          "example": "7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": {

              "display": "kris",

              "value": "409ca90b-2ba6-4474-9a45-2cf7376e6e43"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchGroupOperationRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:PatchOp"

          }

        },

        "Operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/GroupItemObj"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupItemObj": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "op": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "add",

            "remove",

            "replace"

          ]

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "members": {

              "type": "array",

              "items": {

                "type": "object",

                "example": {

                  "display": "kris",
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                  "value": "409ca90b-2ba6-4474-9a45-2cf7376e6e43"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchGroupOperationResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/manager"

        },

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Groups/7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2019-08-26T14:27:36"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Group"

            }

          }

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

          ]

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "7bac6a86-1f21-4937-9fb1-5be4a93ef469"

        },

        "members": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": [

              {

                "display": "kris",
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                "value": "409ca90b-2ba6-4474-9a45-2cf7376e6e43"

              },

              {

                "display": "kim",

                "value": "007bfc66-e4f0-4d53-9dfd-0c4a77b33257"

              }

            ]

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorForbidden": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "403"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Forbidden"

        }

      }

    },
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    "ErrorGroupNotAvailable": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "No Group with the id : 89a2a363-c90f-47e9-afae-949d026dad16 in the user store.   "

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorGroupAlreadyAvailable": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "409"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Group with name: PRIMARY/manager already exists in the system."

        }

      }

    },

    "GroupSearchErrorResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "totalResults",

        "startIndex",

        "itemsPerPage",

        "schemas"

      ],

      "properties": {
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        "totalResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 0

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "itemsPerPage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 0

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorInvalidInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "400"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "invalidSyntax"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Request is unparsable, syntactically incorrect, or violates schema."

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Me
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none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "produces": [

    "application/scim+json"

  ],

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Me": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Me Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get Me",

        "description": "This API returns the user details of the currently authenticated user.\n",

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid user is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid User is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "Me Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update Me",

        "description": "This API uses a PUT operation to update user details.\n",

        "operationId": "updateUserMe",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",
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            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": true,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserUpdateObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "User is updated",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "Me Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update Me - PATCH",
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        "description": "This API uses a PATCH operation to update user details.\n\n  \n",

        "operationId": "patchUserMe",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchOpperationInput"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "User is updated",
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            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchOperationResponseOutput"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "UserResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "User"

            }

          }

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"
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          ]

        },

        "username": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/kim"

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "firstName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Kim"

            },

            "lastName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Berry"

            }

          }

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": [

              {

                "type": "home",

                "value": "kim@gmail.com",

                "primary": true

              },

              {

                "type": "work",

                "value": "kim@wso2,com"

              }

            ]

          }

        },

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "employeeNumber": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "1234A"

            },

            "manager": {

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "value": {

                  "type": "string",

                  "example": "Taylor"
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                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUserNotAvailable": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Resource with attribute uid of value 008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217 not found    

  "

        }

      }

    },

    "UserUpdateObject": {

      "type": "object",
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      "required": [

        "username"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": []

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "firstName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Kim"

            },

            "lastName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Berry"

            }

          }

        },

        "userName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "kim"

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": [

              {

                "type": "home",

                "value": "kim@gmail.com",

                "primary": true

              },

              {

                "type": "work",

                "value": "kim@wso2,com"

              }

            ]

          }

        },

        "EnterpriseUser": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "employeeNumber": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "1234A"

            },

            "manager": {

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "value": {
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                  "type": "string",

                  "example": "Taylor"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchOpperationInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:PatchOp"

          }

        },

        "Operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/OperationMeItem"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchOperationResponseOutput": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "User"

            }

          }

        },
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        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": [

              "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

              "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

            ]

          }

        },

        "username": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "kim"

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "firstName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Kim"

            },

            "lastName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Berry"

            }

          }

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": [

              {

                "type": "home",

                "value": "kim@gmail.com",

                "primary": true

              },

              {

                "type": "work",

                "value": "kim@wso2,com"

              }

            ]

          }

        },

        "EnterpriseUser": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "employeeNumber": {

              "type": "string",
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              "example": "1234A"

            },

            "manager": {

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "value": {

                  "type": "string",

                  "example": "Taylor"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        },

        "nickName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "shaggy"

        }

      }

    },

    "OperationMeItem": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "op": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "add",

            "remove",

            "replace"

          ]

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "nickName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "shaggy"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Resource Type

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {
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    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/ResourceTypes": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "ResourceType Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get Resource Types",

        "description": "This API lists and returns metadata about resource types.\n",

        "operationId": "getResourceType",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Schema is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ResourceTypeResponse"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "404": {
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            "description": "Schema not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorSchemaNotFound"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "ResourceTypeResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "string",

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:ResourceType"

          }

        },

        "resourceType": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/UserObResourceType"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "UserObResourceType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schema": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

        },

        "endpoint": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "/Users"

        },

        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/ResourceType/User"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "ResourceType"

            }

          }

        },

        "name": {
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          "type": "string",

          "example": "User"

        },

        "description": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "User Account"

        },

        "schemaExtensions": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "schema": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

            },

            "required": {

              "type": "boolean",

              "example": false

            }

          }

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "User"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorSchemaNotFound": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"
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      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Schema not found."

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Service Provider Configuration

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/ServiceProviderConfig": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "ServiceProviderConfig Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get Service Provider Config",

        "description": "This API returns the service provider's configuration details.\n",

        "operationId": "getServiceProviderConfig",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"
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          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Schema is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SPConfigResponse"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {

    "SPConfigResponse": {

      "type": "object",

      "example": {

        "patch": {

          "supported": true

        },

        "filter": {

          "maxResults": 200,

          "supported": true

        },

        "documentationUri": "http://example.com/help/scim.html",

        "authenticationSchemes": [

          {

            "name": "HTTP Basic",

            "description": "Authentication scheme using the HTTP Basic Standard",

            "specUri": "http://www.rfc-editor.org/info/rfc2617",

            "type": "httpbasic",

            "primary": true

          }

        ],

        "schemas": [
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          "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:ServiceProviderConfig"

        ],

        "etag": {

          "supported": false

        },

        "sort": {

          "supported": false

        },

        "bulk": {

          "maxPayloadSize": 1048576,

          "maxOperations": 1000,

          "supported": true

        },

        "changePassword": {

          "supported": false

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }

    }

  }

}

Schemas

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",
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    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Schemas": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Schemas Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Get Schemas",

        "description": "This API returns the service provider's configuration details.\n",

        "operationId": "getSchemas",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Schema is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/SchemasResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }
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  },

  "definitions": {

    "SchemasResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "example": {

        "totalResults": 5,

        "schemas": [

          "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

        ],

        "Resources": [

          {

            "name": "User",

            "description": "User Account",

            "attributes": [

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "profileUrl",

                "description": "A fully qualified URL pointing to a page\nrepresenting the User's online

 profile.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "entitlements",

                "description": "A list of entitlements for the User that represent a thing the User has.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",
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                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "The value of an entitlement.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute.  The primary\nattribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "x509Certificates",

                "description": "A list of certificates issued to the User.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },
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                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "The value of an X.509 certificate.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute.The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "preferredLanguage",

                "description": "Indicates the User's preferred written or\nspoken language.  Generally used

 for selecting a localized user interface; e.g., 'en_US' specifies the language English and country",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "addresses",

                "description": "A physical mailing address for this User.\nCanonical type values of 'work',

 'home', and 'other'.  This attribute is a complex type with the following sub-attributes.",
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                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "country",

                    "description": "The country name component.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "streetAddress",

                    "description": "The full street address component, which may include house number, street

 name, P.O. box, and multi-line\nextended street address information.  This attribute MAY contain newlines.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "formatted",

                    "description": "The full mailing address, formatted for display or use with a mailing

 label.  This attribute MAY contain\nnewlines.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "postalCode",

                    "description": "The zip code or postal code component.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },
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                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "locality",

                    "description": "The city or locality component.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "region",

                    "description": "The state or region component.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute.  The primary\nattribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "displayName",

                "description": "The name of the User, suitable for display\nto end-users.  The name SHOULD be

 the full name of the User being described, if known.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",
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                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "nickName",

                "description": "The casual way to address the user in real life, e.g., 'Bob' or 'Bobby'

 instead of 'Robert'.  This attribute\nSHOULD NOT be used to represent a User's username (e.g., 'bjensen' or

 'mpepperidge').",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "timezone",

                "description": "The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone\ndatabase format, e.g.,

 'America/Los_Angeles'.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "roles",

                "description": "A list of roles for the User that collectively represent who the User is,

 e.g., 'Student', 'Faculty'.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false
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                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "The value of a role.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "externalId",

                "description": "A String that is an identifier for the resource as defined by the provisioning

 client.The service provider MUST always interpret the externalId as scoped to the provisioning domain.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "active",

                "description": "A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status.",
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                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "groups",

                "description": "A list of groups to which the user belongs,\neither through direct membership,

 through nested groups, or dynamically calculated.",

                "mutability": "readOnly",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes. READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'direct' or

 'indirect'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "The identifier of the User's group.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },
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                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "$ref",

                    "description": "The uri of the corresponding 'Group' resource to which the user belongs.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "server",

                "name": "userName",

                "description": "A service provider's unique identifier for the user, typically\nused by the

 user to directly authenticate to the service provider.Each User MUST include a non-empty userName value. 

 This identifier\nMUST be unique across the service provider's entire set of Users.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": true

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "title",

                "description": "The user's title, such as \\\"Vice President.\\\"",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "locale",

                "description": "Used to indicate the User's default location\nfor purposes of localizing items

 such as currency, date time format, or numerical representations.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "photos",

                "description": "URLs of photos of the User.",
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                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, i.e., 'photo' or

 'thumbnail'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "URLs of photos of the User.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute, e.g., the preferred\nphone number or primary phone number. The primary attribute value 'true'

 MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false
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                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "phoneNumbers",

                "description": "Phone numbers for the User.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the service

 provider according to the\nformat specified in RFC 3966, e.g., 'tel:+1-201-555-0123'.Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', 'mobile', 'fax', 'pager",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work', 'home',

 'mobile'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "Phone number of the User.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",
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                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value

 for this attribute, e.g., the preferred\nphone number or primary phone number.  The primary attribute value

 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "ims",

                "description": "Instant messaging addresses for the User.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'aim', 'gtalk',

 'xmpp'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "Instant messaging address for the User.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,
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                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute, e.g., the preferred\nmessenger or primary messenger.  The primary attribute value 'true' MUST

 appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "emails",

                "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the

 service provider, e.g.,\n'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'.Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name, primarily used for display purposes.  READ-ONLY.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the attribute's function, e.g., 'work' or 'home'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false
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                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "Email addresses for the user.  The value SHOULD be canonicalized by the

 service provider, e.g.,\n'bjensen@example.com' instead of 'bjensen@EXAMPLE.COM'.Canonical type values of

 'work', 'home', and 'other'.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "primary",

                    "description": "A Boolean value indicating the 'primary' or preferred attribute value for

 this attribute, e.g., the psreferred mailing address or primary email address.  The primary attribute value

 'true' MUST appear no more than once.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "password",

                "description": "The User's cleartext password.  This attribute is intended to be used as a

 means to specify an initial\npassword when creating a new User or to reset an existing User's password.",

                "mutability": "writeOnly",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "never",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "meta",

                "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata.",

                "mutability": "readOnly",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {
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                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "created",

                    "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "location",

                    "description": "Location  The uri of the resource being returned",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "lastModified",

                    "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "version",

                    "description": "The version of the resource being returned.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "resourceType",

                    "description": "The name of the resource type of the resource.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",
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                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "name",

                "description": "The components of the user's real name.Providers MAY return just the full

 name as a single string in the\nformatted sub-attribute, or they MAY return just the individual component

 attributes using the other sub-attributes, or they MAY\nreturn both.  If both variants are returned, they

 SHOULD be describing the same name, with the formatted name indicating how the\ncomponent attributes should

 be combined.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "honorificSuffix",

                    "description": "The honorific suffix(es) of the User, or suffix in most Western languages

 (e.g., 'III' given the full name\n'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "formatted",

                    "description": "The full name, including all middle names, titles, and suffixes as

 appropriate, formatted for display\n(e.g., 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "familyName",

                    "description": "The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Jensen' given the full\nname 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",
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                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "givenName",

                    "description": "The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages (e.g.,

 'Barbara' given the\nfull name 'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "honorificPrefix",

                    "description": "The honorific prefix(es) of the User, or title in most Western languages

 (e.g., 'Ms.' given the full name\n'Ms. Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "middleName",

                    "description": "The middle name(s) of the User (e.g., 'Jane' given the full name 'Ms.

 Barbara J Jensen, III').",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "server",

                "name": "id",

                "description": "Unique identifier for the SCIM Resource as defined by the Service Provider.",

                "mutability": "readOnly",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "always",

                "required": true

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",
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                "name": "userType",

                "description": "Used to identify the relationship between the organization and the user. 

 Typical values used might be\n'Contractor', 'Employee', 'Intern', 'Temp', 'External', and 'Unknown', but any

 value may be used.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "meta": {

                  "location": "https://<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Schemas/

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

                  "resourceType": "schema"

                }

              }

            ],

            "id": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User"

          },

          {

            "name": "Group",

            "description": "Group",

            "attributes": [

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "meta",

                "description": "A complex attribute containing resource metadata.",

                "mutability": "readOnly",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "created",

                    "description": "The \"DateTime\" that the resource was added to the service provider.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "location",

                    "description": "Location  The uri of the resource being returned",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",
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                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "lastModified",

                    "description": "The most recent DateTime that the details of this resource were updated at

 the service provider.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "version",

                    "description": "The version of the resource being returned.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "resourceType",

                    "description": "The name of the resource type of the resource.",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "displayName",

                "description": "A human-readable name for the Group. REQUIRED.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": true

              },

              {
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                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "members",

                "description": "A list of members of the Group.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": true,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "display",

                    "description": "A human-readable name for the Member",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "type",

                    "description": "A label indicating the type of resource, e.g. 'User' or 'Group'",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "value",

                    "description": "Identifier of the member of this Group.",

                    "mutability": "immutable",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "$ref",

                    "description": "The uri corresponding to a SCIM resource that is a member of this Group.",

                    "mutability": "immutable",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false
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                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "externalId",

                "description": "A String that is an identifier for the resource as defined by the provisioning

 client.The service provider MUST always interpret the externalId as scoped to the provisioning domain.",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false

              },

              {

                "uniqueness": "server",

                "name": "id",

                "description": "Unique identifier for the SCIM Resource as defined by the Service Provider.",

                "mutability": "readOnly",

                "type": "string",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "always",

                "required": true

              },

              {

                "meta": {

                  "location": "https://<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Schemas/

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group",

                  "resourceType": "schema"

                }

              }

            ],

            "id": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:Group"

          },

          {

            "name": "EnterpriseUser",

            "description": "Enterprise User",

            "attributes": [

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User",

                "description": "SCIM Enterprise User Schema Extension",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",
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                    "name": "division",

                    "description": "Identifies the name of a division.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "manager",

                    "description": "The User's manager.A complex type that optionally allows service providers

 to represent organizational hierarchy by referencing the 'id' attribute of another User.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "complex",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false,

                    "subAttributes": [

                      {

                        "uniqueness": "none",

                        "name": "displayName",

                        "description": "The displayName of the User's manager.",

                        "mutability": "readWrite",

                        "type": "string",

                        "multiValued": false,

                        "caseExact": false,

                        "returned": "default",

                        "required": false

                      },

                      {

                        "uniqueness": "none",

                        "name": "value",

                        "description": "The id of the SCIM resource representing the User's manager.",

                        "mutability": "readWrite",

                        "type": "string",

                        "multiValued": false,

                        "caseExact": false,

                        "returned": "default",

                        "required": false

                      },

                      {

                        "uniqueness": "none",

                        "name": "$ref",

                        "description": "The URI of the SCIM resource representing the User's manager.",

                        "mutability": "readWrite",

                        "type": "string",

                        "multiValued": false,

                        "caseExact": false,

                        "returned": "default",

                        "required": false
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                      }

                    ]

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "department",

                    "description": "Identifies the name of a department",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "employeeNumber",

                    "description": "Numeric or alphanumeric identifier assigned to a person, typically based

 on order of hire or association with a organization.",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "meta": {

                  "location": "https://<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Schemas/

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User",

                  "resourceType": "schema"

                }

              }

            ],

            "id": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

          },

          {

            "name": "SCIM Custom User Schema Extension",

            "description": "SCIM Custom User Schema Extension",

            "attributes": [

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User",

                "description": "SCIM Custom User Schema Extension",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [
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                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "transactionId",

                    "description": "Submitted task session Id",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "meta": {

                  "location": "https://<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Schemas/

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User",

                  "resourceType": "Schema"

                }

              }

            ],

            "id": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User"

          },

          {

            "name": "SCIM Custom Group Schema Extension",

            "description": "SCIM Custom Group Schema Extension",

            "attributes": [

              {

                "uniqueness": "none",

                "name": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group",

                "description": "SCIM Custom Group Schema Extension",

                "mutability": "readWrite",

                "type": "complex",

                "multiValued": false,

                "caseExact": false,

                "returned": "default",

                "required": false,

                "subAttributes": [

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "selfsubscribing",

                    "description": "Self subscribing flag",

                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "admin",

                    "description": "Group's administrators",
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                    "mutability": "readWrite",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": true,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  },

                  {

                    "uniqueness": "none",

                    "name": "transactionId",

                    "description": "Submitted task session Id",

                    "mutability": "readOnly",

                    "type": "string",

                    "multiValued": false,

                    "caseExact": false,

                    "returned": "default",

                    "required": false

                  }

                ]

              },

              {

                "meta": {

                  "location": "https://<host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/identityEnv/scimconfig/scim/v2/Schemas/

urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group",

                  "resourceType": "Schema"

                }

              }

            ],

            "id": "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:Group"

          }

        ]

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }
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    }

  }

}

Users

none

{

  "swagger": "2.0",

  "info": {

    "version": "1.0",

    "title": "SCIM API Swagger Definition",

    "contact": {

      "name": "CA Identity Manager Team"

    }

  },

  "basePath": "/iam/im/ws",

  "produces": [

    "application/scim+json"

  ],

  "paths": {

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Users": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Filter Users",

        "description": "This API returns users according to the filter, sort and pagination\nparameters.

 Pagination is not supported across user stores and LDAP\nmulti-attribute group filtering. However, filtering

 is supported across\nmultiple user stores.\n",

        "operationId": "getUser",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",
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            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "filter",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Filter expression for filtering. Supported filters are ‘Ew’, ‘Eq’, ‘Co’, ‘Sw’,

 ‘and’.\n",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "startIndex",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The 1-based index of the first query result",

            "required": false,

            "type": "integer",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "count",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Specifies the desired maximum number of query results per page.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "integer",

            "format": "int32"

          },

          {

            "name": "sortBy",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "Specifies the attribute whose value\nSHALL be used to order the returned

 responses.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "sortOder",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The order in which the \"sortBy\" parameter is applied.",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "domain",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "The name of the user store where filtering needs to be applied.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid users are found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserObjectListResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid users are not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserSearchErrorResponseObject"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Create User",

        "description": "This API creates a user and returns the user details along with the\nuser's unique ID.

\n",

        "operationId": "createUser",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",
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            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/User"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "201": {

            "description": "User is created.",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "400": {

            "description": "Invalid Input",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInvalidInput"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",
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            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid User is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          },

          "409": {

            "description": "User already exists",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserDuplicate"

            }

          },

          "500": {

            "description": "Internal Server Error",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorInternalServerError"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Users/.search": {

      "post": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Search Users",

        "description": "This API returns users according to the filter, sort and pagination\nparameters.\n",

        "operationId": "getUsersByPost",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {
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            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserSearchRequestObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid users are found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserObjectListResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid users are not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserSearchErrorResponseObject"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "/{envalias}/{configId}/scim/v2/Users/{id}": {

      "get": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],
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        "summary": "Get User by ID",

        "description": "Return user details if a user found.\n",

        "operationId": "getUser by id",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid user is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }
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          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "put": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update User - PUT",

        "description": "This API updates user details and returns the updated user details using  a PUT

 operation.\n",

        "operationId": "updateUser",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"
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          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserUpdateObject"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid user is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {
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              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "delete": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Delete User by ID",

        "description": "This API deletes a user using the user's unique ID.\n",

        "operationId": "deleteUser",

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique ID of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "204": {

            "description": "User is deleted"

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {
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            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      },

      "patch": {

        "tags": [

          "Users Endpoint"

        ],

        "summary": "Update User - PATCH",

        "description": "This API updates user details and returns the updated user details using a PATCH

 operation.Supported Operations are 'add', 'replace' and 'remove'\n",

        "operationId": "patchUser",

        "consumes": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "produces": [

          "application/scim+json"

        ],

        "parameters": [

          {

            "name": "Authorization",

            "in": "header",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "envalias",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "configId",

            "in": "path",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "id",

            "in": "path",

            "description": "Unique id of the resource type.",

            "required": true,

            "type": "string"

          },
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          {

            "name": "attributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined attributes parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "name": "excludedAttributes",

            "in": "query",

            "description": "SCIM defined excludedAttribute parameter.",

            "required": false,

            "type": "string"

          },

          {

            "in": "body",

            "name": "body",

            "required": false,

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchOpperationInput"

            }

          }

        ],

        "responses": {

          "200": {

            "description": "Valid user is found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

            }

          },

          "401": {

            "description": "Unauthorized",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUnauthorized"

            }

          },

          "403": {

            "description": "Forbidden",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorForbidden"

            }

          },

          "404": {

            "description": "Valid user is not found",

            "schema": {

              "$ref": "#/definitions/ErrorUserNotAvailable"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  },

  "definitions": {
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    "MultiValuedComplexType": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "type": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "primary": {

          "type": "boolean"

        },

        "display": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "reference": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "UserObjectListResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "totalResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "itemsPerPage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

          ]

        },

        "Resources": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/UserResponseObject"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "UserSearchRequestObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "example": {

        "schemas": [
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          "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:SearchRequest"

        ],

        "attributes": [

          "name.familyName",

          "userName"

        ],

        "filter": "userName sw ki and name.familyName co err",

        "domain": "PRIMARY",

        "startIndex": 1,

        "count": 10

      }

    },

    "ErrorUserDuplicate": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Unable to create duplicate resource. User id eflecther1 is a duplicate."

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUnauthorized": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "401"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Authentication failed, please verify the credentials provided"

        }

      }
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    },

    "ErrorForbidden": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "403"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Forbidden"

        }

      }

    },

    "UserSearchErrorResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "totalResults",

        "startIndex",

        "itemsPerPage",

        "schemas"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "totalResults": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 0

        },

        "startIndex": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 1

        },

        "itemsPerPage": {

          "type": "integer",

          "example": 0

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:ListResponse"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ScimAddress": {

      "type": "object",
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      "properties": {

        "formatted": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "type": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "streetAddress": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "locality": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "region": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "postalCode": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "country": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "primary": {

          "type": "boolean"

        }

      }

    },

    "ScimName": {

      "type": "object",

      "description": "NameThe components of the user's real name.",

      "properties": {

        "formatted": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The full name, including all middle names, titles, and suffixes as appropriate,

 formatted for display"

        },

        "familyName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The family name of the User, or last name in most Western languages"

        },

        "givenName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The given name of the User, or first name in most Western languages."

        },

        "middleName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The middle name(s) of the User."

        },

        "honorificPrefix": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The honorific prefix(es) of the User, or title in most Western languages."

        },

        "honorificSuffix": {
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          "type": "string",

          "description": "The honorific suffix(es) of the User, or suffix in most Western languages."

        }

      }

    },

    "Manager": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "value": {

          "type": "string"

        }

      }

    },

    "EnterpriseUser": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "costCenter": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "employeeNumber": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "division": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "deparment": {

          "type": "string"

        },

        "manager": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/Manager"

        }

      }

    },

    "BroadcomUser": {

      "type": "object"

    },

    "User": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User",

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User"

          ]

        },

        "name": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimName"

        },

        "displayName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The name of the User, suitable for display to end-users."
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        },

        "locale": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Used to indicate the User's default location for purposes of localizing items such

 as currency, date time format, or numerical representations."

        },

        "timezone": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The User's time zone in the 'Olson' time zone database format, e.g., 'America/

Los_Angeles'."

        },

        "userName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A service provider's unique identifier for the user, typically used by the user to

 directly authenticate to the service provider."

        },

        "groups": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          },

          "description": "A list of groups to which the user belongs, either through direct members, through

 nested groups, or dynamically calculated."

        },

        "title": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The user's title, such as \\\"Vice President.\\\""

        },

        "x509Certificates": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "active": {

          "type": "boolean",

          "description": "A Boolean value indicating the User's administrative status."

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          }

        },

        "phoneNumbers": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          },

          "description": "Phone numbers for the User."

        },

        "profileUrl": {

          "type": "string",
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          "description": "A fully qualified URL pointing to a page representing the User's online. profile."

        },

        "nickName": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "The casual way to address the user in real life."

        },

        "addresses": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/ScimAddress"

          },

          "description": "List Of physical mailing addresses for this User."

        },

        "userType": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "This is used to identify the relationship between the organization and the user."

        },

        "photos": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          },

          "description": "List of URLs of photos of the User."

        },

        "preferredLanguage": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "Indicates the User's preferred written or spoken language."

        },

        "instantMessagingAddresses": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/MultiValuedComplexType"

          },

          "description": "Instant messaging addresses for the User."

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "description": "A unique identifier for User resource as defined by the service provider"

        },

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/EnterpriseUser"

        },

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:broadcom:2.0:User": {

          "$ref": "#/definitions/BroadcomUser"

        }

      }

    },

    "UserResponseObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "meta"

      ],

      "properties": {
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        "meta": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "created": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "location": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "https://localhost:9443/scim2/Users/008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

            },

            "lastModified": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "2018-08-17T10:34:29Z"

            },

            "resourceType": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "User"

            }

          }

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": [

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User",

            "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User"

          ]

        },

        "username": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "PRIMARY/kim"

        },

        "id": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217"

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "firstName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Kim"

            },

            "lastName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Berry"

            }

          }

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",
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            "example": [

              {

                "type": "home",

                "value": "kim@gmail.com",

                "primary": true

              },

              {

                "type": "work",

                "value": "kim@wso2,com"

              }

            ]

          }

        },

        "urn:ietf:params:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "employeeNumber": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "1234A"

            },

            "manager": {

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "value": {

                  "type": "string",

                  "example": "Taylor"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "UserUpdateObject": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "username"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "object",

          "example": []

        },

        "name": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "firstName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Kim"

            },

            "lastName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "Berry"
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            }

          }

        },

        "userName": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "kim"

        },

        "emails": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "type": "object",

            "example": [

              {

                "type": "home",

                "value": "kim@gmail.com",

                "primary": true

              },

              {

                "type": "work",

                "value": "kim@wso2,com"

              }

            ]

          }

        },

        "EnterpriseUser": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "employeeNumber": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "1234A"

            },

            "manager": {

              "type": "object",

              "properties": {

                "value": {

                  "type": "string",

                  "example": "Taylor"

                }

              }

            }

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorInvalidInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {
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          "type": "string",

          "example": "400"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "scimType": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "invalidSyntax"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Request is unparsable, syntactically incorrect, or violates schema."

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorUserNotAvailable": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "404"

        },

        "schemas": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Resource with attribute uid of value 008bba85-451d-414b-87de-c03b5a1f4217 not found    

  "

        }

      }

    },

    "ErrorInternalServerError": {

      "type": "object",

      "required": [

        "status",

        "schema",

        "detail"

      ],

      "properties": {

        "status": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "500"

        },

        "schemas": {
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          "type": "string",

          "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:Error"

        },

        "detail": {

          "type": "string",

          "example": "Internal Server Error."

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchOpperationInput": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "schemas": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "example": "urn:ietf:params:scim:api:messages:2.0:PatchOp"

          }

        },

        "Operations": {

          "type": "array",

          "items": {

            "$ref": "#/definitions/PatchOperationItem"

          }

        }

      }

    },

    "PatchOperationItem": {

      "type": "object",

      "properties": {

        "op": {

          "type": "string",

          "enum": [

            "add",

            "remove",

            "replace"

          ]

        },

        "value": {

          "type": "object",

          "properties": {

            "nickName": {

              "type": "string",

              "example": "shaggy"

            }

          }

        }

      }

    }

  }

}
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Troubleshooting and FAQ

This page intentionally left blank.
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Configuring
This section contains the following subsections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Environments Overview
A Identity Manager Environment is a view of a management namespace that lets Identity Manager  administrators
manage objects like users, groups, and organizations. These objects are assigned with a set of associated roles and
tasks. The Identity Manager Environment controls the management and graphical presentation of a directory.

A single user store can associate multiple Identity Manager Environments to define different views of the directory.
However, a Identity Manager Environment is associated with only one user store.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment Components

Identity Manager environments contain following elements:

• Directory
Describes a user store to Identity Manager. Directory element includes:
– A pointer to a user store, which stores managed objects such as users, groups, and organizations.
– Metadata that describes how managed objects are stored in the directory and its representation in Identity Manager.

• Provisioning Directory (optional)
Stores data relevant to the Provisioning Server to manage additional accounts in managed endpoints. Only one
Provisioning Directory can be associated with an Environment.

NOTE
For more information about the Provisioning Server or the Provisioning Directory, see the Installation Guide.

• User Console
Enables Identity Manager administrators to perform tasks in a Identity Manager Environment.

• Task and role definitions
Determine user privileges in Identity Manager and other applications. These task and role definitions are initially
available in the Identity Manager Environment where they can be assigned to users.
You can customize the default roles and tasks using the User Console.

• Self-service
Lets users create and maintain their own accounts for accessing resources, such as a customer web site. Self-service
also lets users request a temporary password in case of forgetting the current password.

• Workflow definitions
Identity Manager includes default workflow definitions that automate approval and notification of user management
tasks, such as creating user profiles or assigning users to roles or groups. You can modify the default workflow
processes in Identity Manager to support each enterprise requirements.

• Skins
Determine the appearance of the Identity Manager user interface.

• Custom features
You can modify Identity Manager to suit your business requirements using the Identity Manager APIs. See the
Programming Guide for Java.

Each Identity Manager environment requires one or more system managers to customize the initial roles and
tasks using the User Console. Once a system manager creates the initial roles and tasks, that manager can grant
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administrative privileges to users in that environment. These users become administrators who manage users, groups,
and organizations.

Multiple Environments

WARNING

Identity Manager does not support multiple Environments managing the same set of users. Environment-
specific information is stored on User and Group objects, and Environment-specific encryption keys can be
defined to encrypt/decrypt data on Users and Groups.

Create multiple Identity Manager environments when you want to:

• Manage additional user stores -- You can manage users in different types of user stores. For example, your company
store all of its user profiles in a Oracle Directory server. You enter into a joint venture with a partner that uses an Oracle
database to store user information. You would want a different Identity Manager environment for each set of users.

• Manage objects with different LDAP object classes -- Consider Identity Manager is managing an LDAP directory.
Within the same directory, you can manage objects of the same type along with different object classes and attributes.
For example, the following illustration shows a directory that contains two types of users:
– Employees, who have an employee ID number.
– Suppliers, who are identified with a supplier number.
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Figure 58: The image shows a directory that contains two types of users, including Employees and Suppliers.

Management Console
As a Identity Manager system administrator, your responsibilities include:

• Creating a Identity Manager Directory
• Configuring a Provisioning Directory
• Configuring a Identity Manager environment
• Assigning a system manager
• Enabling custom features for initial use

To configure a Identity Manager environment, use the Management Console, a web-based application.

The management console is divided into the following two sections:
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• Directories -- Use this section to create and manage Identity Manager Directories and Provisioning Directory, which
describe user stores to Identity Manager.

• Environments -- Use this section to create and manage Identity Manager environments, which control the management
and graphical presentation of a directory.

Access the Identity Manager Management Console

To access the Management Console, enter the following URL in a browser:

http://hostname:port/iam/immanage

•  hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name or IP address for the server where Identity Manager is installed.

•  port
Defines the application server port.
Note: If you are using a Web Agent to provide advanced authentication for Identity Manager, you do not need to
specify the port number.

 Note: Enable Javascript in the browser that you use to access the Management Console.

Example paths to the Management Console:

• For WebLogic:
http://myserver.mycompany.org:7001/iam/immanage 

• For JBoss:
http://myserver.mycompany.org:8080/iam/immanage 

• For WebSphere:
http://myserver.mycompany.org:9080/iam/immanage

User Console
You access a Identity Manager Environment using the User Console, a web application that allows users to perform
admin tasks. You define certain properties for the User Console that administrators use to access an Environment in the
User Console page in the Management Console.

The User Console page includes the following fields:

• General Behavior
Define properties that apply to an Environment.
– Show Recently Completed Tasks

Determines whether Identity Manager displays a status message when a task completes.
When this option is selected, users must click OK to clear the status message that Identity Manager displays.
To disable the message and prevent users from having to click OK when each status message appears, clear this
option.

– Show About Link
Determines whether an About link appears in the lower-right corner of the User Console. When this option
is selected, Identity Manager users can click the About link to view version information for Identity Manager
components.

– Enable Language Switching
Determines whether Identity Manager includes a Choose Language drop-down list in the login screen and in the
User Console. When this field is selected, Identity Manager users can change the language in the User Console by
selecting a new language from the list.
Note: To display the Choose Language field, verify that you select the Enable Language Switching field, and
configure Identity Manager to support multiple languages.
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See the User Console Design Guide for more information.
– Retain Server Date and Time

Select this option if you want the View Submitted Task search time and system time to be in sync.
– Job Timeout

Determines the amount of time that Identity Manager waits after a task is submitted before displaying a status
message.
When the task completes within the specified amount of time, Identity Manager displays the following message:
"Task Completed"
If the task takes longer to complete or is under workflow control, Identity Manager displays the following message:
"Task has been submitted for processing on the current date"

NOTE
Changes may not take effect immediately.

• Theme Properties
Let you customize the icon and title of the User Console in an Environment. For example, you can add a company logo
and the company name to User Console screens.
Theme properties include the following settings:
– Icon (URI)

Defines the icon using a URI to an image available to the application server.
Example: http://myserver.mycompany.com/images/front/logo.gif

– Icon Link (URI)
Defines the navigation link to the image using a URI.

– Icon Title
Defines the tooltip which appears as a mouseover text on the icon.

– Title
Specifies custom text, which is displayed next to the icon at the top of the User Console.

NOTE
If you defined a custom skin, you can specify an icon or title by referencing a properties file for the skin. For
example, if the entry for the icon image in the properties file for a custom skin is image/logo.gif, you can enter
that same string in the Icon field.

• Login Properties
Specify the authentication method and location of the login page to which users are directed when they access an
Environment.
– Authentication Provider module class name

Specifies the class name of the authentication provider module.
– Login Page

Specifies the page to which users are directed when they access an Environment.

Create an Environment
To create a Identity Manager environment, you complete the following steps in the Management Console:

1. Use the Directory Configuration Wizard to create a Identity Manager Directory.
2. If your environment includes provisioning, use the Directory Configuration Wizard again to create a Provisioning

Directory.
3. Create a Identity Manager Environment.
4. Access the Environment to verify that it is running.

Sample Environment - NeteAuto
Identity Manager includes a sample environment that you can use to learn about and test Identity Manager.
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The sample environment is based on a car trading company named NeteAuto. NeteAuto administrators use Identity
Manager to manage employees, suppliers, and regional dealerships.

Contents:

User store configurations to use sample NeteAuto environments are:

• LDAP user stores that support organizations
• LDAP user stores that do not support organizations.
• Relational Database user stores that support organizations
• Relational Database user stores that do not support organizations.

NOTE
Provisioning capabilities are unavailable since this environment has no provisioning directory.

Installation Prerequisites

The NeteAuto Identity Manager environment has the following prerequisites:

• Install Identity Manager as described in the Installation Guide. Verify to install the Identity Manager Administrative
Tools.

• You must have access to a Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle database.

Installation Files

Identity Manager includes a set of files that you can use to set up a sample Identity Manager environment. A Identity
Manager environment is a view of a management namespace that enables Identity Manager administrators to manage
objects. These objects such as users and groups are with a set of associated roles and tasks. A Identity Manager
environment controls the management and graphical presentation of a user store.

The sample Identity Manager environment includes:

• Sample users
• Role, task, and screen definitions

Tasks appear in the User Console when you click a category, such as users or groups. The tasks that appear are
based on the roles which are assigned to the user.

NOTE
For more information about roles and tasks, see the Administration Guide.

• A sample skin that customizes the User Console for NeteAuto users.
• A directory configuration file that you use to create a Identity Manager directory.

The files for creating the sample Identity Manager environment are installed in the following location:

admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\NoOrganization

In this path, admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools.

The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools
• UNIX:  [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

Configure NeteAuto with Organization Support
Configuring the NeteAuto sample with organization support involves the following steps:
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Install the NeteAuto Environment

Perform the following process to install the NeteAuto environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify prerequisites.
2. Configure the user store and import the sample data.

– For LDAP users: Configure an LDAP User Directory
– For relational database users: Configure a Relational Database

3. Create the NeteAuto Identity Manager directory.
4. Create the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment.
5. Configure the look-and-feel of the CA Identity Manager® - Source user interface for NeteAuto users.

Configure an LDAP User Directory

LDAP directory is available depending upon your installation. You can use the following procedure to verify whether the
directory exists or to create the directory.

Follow these steps:

1. In the directory server console, create an instance of LDAP with the following root:
dc=security,dc=com

Write down the port number for future reference.
2. Import the NeteAuto.ldif file to the directory server from samples\NeteAuto in the Administrative Tools.

The Administrative Tools are installed in the following default locations:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

NOTE
If you experience problems importing the LDIF file or creating the Identity Manager directory, add the
following text to the beginning of the LDIF file:

dn: dc=security, dc=com

objectClass: top

objectClass: domain

dc: security

3. Save the file and repeat steps 1 and 2.

LDAP Directory Structure for NeteAuto

The following illustration describes the NeteAuto sample for LDAP directories:

The sample Identity Manager Environment includes the following users:
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• Superadmin is the administrator account with the System Manager role for this Identity Manager Environment. As
superadmin, you can perform all default admin tasks.

NOTE
For a description of the default admin tasks, see the Administrating section.

• SelfRegUser is the administrator account that Identity Manager uses to enable self-registration for this Identity
Manager Environment.

• NeteAuto Administrator does not have any privileges when you install the NeteAuto environment. However, you can
assign Group Manager as a user role, as described in Assign the Group Manager Role.

Configure a Relational Database.

Perform the following procedure to configure a relational database.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a database instance named NeteAuto.
2. Create a user named neteautoadmin with the password test. Grant neteautoadmin rights (such as public and

db_owner rights) to NeteAuto by editing the properties of the user.

NOTE
To create a NeteAuto database, neteautoadmin role must have at least minimum (select, insert, update,
and delete) permissions for all the tables that are created by.sql script. Also, neteautoadmin must be able to
execute all of the stored procedures, if any, defined in these scripts.

3. When you edit user properties, make NeteAuto the default database for neteautoadmin.
4. Run the following scripts in the order in which they are listed:

– db_type-rdbuserdirectory.sql -- Configures the tables for the NeteAuto sample, and creates the user entries.
– ims_db_type_rdb.sql -- Configures support for organizations

db_type
Defines the Microsoft SQL or Oracle depending on the type of database that you are configuring.

These script files are located in the admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\Organization folder. In this example,
admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed in the following default locations:
– Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools
– UNIX: [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

5. Define a JDBC data source named neteautoDS that points to the NeteAuto database.
The procedure for configuring a data source depends on the type of application server where Identity Manager is
installed. The section How to Create a JDBC Data Source includes application server-specific instructions for creating
a JDBC data source.

Relational Database for NeteAuto

The following illustration describes the relational database for the NeteAuto sample including an organization table:
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Create the Identity Manager Directory for NeteAuto

Perform the following procedure to create a Identity Manager directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
– im_server

Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed.
– port

Defines the application server port number.
2. Click Directories.
3. Click Create from Wizard to start the Identity Manager directory wizard.
4. Browse for the appropriate directory configuration .xml file, and click Next.

The directory configuration file is located in the following folders:
– For relational databases:

admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\Organization\db_type directory.xml
admin_tools
Defines the installed location of the Administrative Tools.
The Administrative Tools are installed in the following default locations:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools
db_type
Specifies the type of database that you are configuring: Microsoft SQL or Oracle.

Status information is displayed in the Directory Configuration Output screen.
5. On the second page of the wizard, supply the following values:

– Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle Databases
Name
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NeteAutoRDB Directory
Description
Sample NeteAuto directory
Connection Object Name
NeteAutoRDB
JDBC Data Source
neteautoDS
Username
Neteautoadmin
Password
Test

6. Click Next.
7. Click Finish to exit the wizard.

You created a Identity Manager directory for NeteAuto.

Create the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment

Perform the following procedure to create the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. In the Identity Manager Environments screen, click New.

The Identity Manager Environment wizard appears.
3. In the first page of the wizard, enter the following values:

– Environment name
NeteAuto Environment

– Description
Sample Environment

– Alias
Neteauto
The alias is added to the URL for accessing the Identity Manager Environment. For example, the URL for accessing
the neteauto environment is:
http://server_name/iam/im/neteauto
server_name
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed, for example:
http://myserver.mycompany.org/iam/im/neteauto
Note: The alias is case-sensitive.

Click Next.
4. Select the Identity Manager Directory to associate with the Environment that you are creating:

– For Microsoft SQL Server or Oracle database, use the NeteAutoRDB Directory.
Click Next.

5. Configure support for public tasks, such as the self-registration and forgotten password tasks, as follows:
a. Type the following alias for public tasks:

Neteautopublic
b. Enter SelfRegUser as the anonymous user account.
c. Click Validate to view the user unique identifier.
Note: Users do not need to log in to use public tasks.

6. Select the tasks and roles to create for the NeteAuto Environment:
a. Select Import roles from the file.
b. Browse to one of the following locations:
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• For a Microsoft SQL Server user store:
admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\Organization\mssqlRoleDefinitions.xml

• For an Oracle user store:
admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\Organization\oracleRoleDefinitions.xml

admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed in the following location by default:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

7. Specify a user to serve as the System Manager for this environment and click Next:
a. Type SuperAdmin in the System Manager field.
b. Click Add.

Identity Manager adds the unique identifier of the Superadmin user to the list of users.
c. Click Next.

8. Review the settings for the environment, and do the following tasks:
– (Optional) Click Previous to modify.
– Click Finish to create the Identity Manager Environment with the current settings.

The Environment Configuration Output screen shows the progress of the environment creation.
9. Click Continue to exit the Identity Manager Environment wizard.
10. Start the Identity Manager Environment.

Once you create the NeteAuto Environment, you can:

• Create a skin for this CA Identity Manager® - Source environment.
• Access the NeteAuto Environment

Configure NeteAuto without Organization Support
Configuring the NeteAuto sample without organization support involves the following steps:

• Installing the  prerequisite software
• Installing the sample Identity Manager environment
• Configuring the database
• Creating a JDBC data source
• Creating the Identity Manager directory
• Creating the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment

NeteAuto Sample Environment Without Organizations

For Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle databases, Identity Manager includes a version of the NeteAuto environment that
does not include organizations. This Identity Manager environment includes the following three users:

• Superadmin is the administrator account with the System Manager role for this Identity Manager environment. As
Superadmin, you can perform all of the default admin tasks.

NOTE
For a description of the default admin tasks, see Default Admin Tasks.

• SelfRegUser is the administrator account that Identity Manager uses to enable self-registration for this Identity
Manager environment.

• NeteAuto Administrator does not have any privileges when you install the NeteAuto environment.
However, you can assign the Group Manager role to the NeteAuto Administrator account.

Install the NeteAuto Environment – No Organization Support

Perform the following process to install the NeteAuto environment.
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Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the prerequisite software is installed.
2. Configure the database.
3. Create the CA Identity Manager® - Source Directory.
4. Create the NeteAuto CA Identity Manager Environment.
5. Configure the look-and-feel of the for NeteAuto users.

Configure a Relational Database for NeteAuto

Perform the following procedure to configure a relational database.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a database instance named NeteAuto.
2. Create a user named neteautoadmin with the password test. Grant neteautoadmin rights (such as public and

db_owner rights) to NeteAuto by editing the properties of the user.
Note: To create a NeteAuto database, neteautoadmin role must have at least minimum (select, insert, update, and
delete) permissions for all the tables that are created by.sql script. Also, neteautoadmin must be able to execute all of
the stored procedures, if any, defined in these scripts.

3. When you edit user properties, make NeteAuto the default database for neteautoadmin.
4. Run the following scripts in the order in which they are listed:

– db_type-rdbuserdirectory.sql -- Configures the tables for the NeteAuto sample, and creates the user entries.
– ims_db_type_rdb.sql -- Configures support for organizations

db_type
Defines the Microsoft SQL or Oracle depending on the type of database that you are configuring.

These script files are located in theadmin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\Organization folder. In this
example,admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed in the following default locations:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

5. Define a JDBC data source named neteautoDS that points to the NeteAuto database.
The procedure for configuring a data source depends on the type of application server where CA Identity Manager is
installed. The section How to Create a JDBC Data Source includes application server-specific instructions for creating
a JDBC data source.

Create the Identity Manager Directory

Perform the following procedure to create the Identity Manager directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console by entering the following URL in a browser:
http://im_server:port/iam/immanage
im_server
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed.
port
Defines the application server port number.

2. Click Directories.
The Identity Manager directories screen appears.

3. Click New to start the Identity Manager directory wizard.
4. Browse for one of the following directory configuration XML files, and click Next:

– SQL Server databases:
admin_tools\samples\NeteAuto\NoOrganization\mssql-directory.xml

– Oracle databases:
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admin_tools\samples\NeteAuto\NoOrganization\oracle-directory.xml
admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed by default in the following location:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools
Status information is displayed in the Directory Configuration Output screen.

5. In the second page of the wizard, supply the following values:
– Name

NeteAutoRDB Directory
– Description

Sample NeteAuto directory with no organization support
– Connection Object Name

NeteAutoRDB
– JDBC Data Source

neteautoDS
– Username

neteautoadmin
– Password

test
6. Click Next.
7. Click Finish to exit the wizard.

Create the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment

Perform the following procedure to create the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. In the Identity Manager environments screen, click New.

The Identity Manager environment wizard opens.
3. In the first page of the wizard, type the following values:

– Environment name -- NeteAuto environment
– Description -- NeteAuto is a sample environment.
– Alias -- neteautoRDB

The alias is added to the URL for accessing the Identity Manager environment. For example, the URL for accessing
the neteauto environment is:
http://domain/iam/im/neteautoRDB

In this path, domain defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed, as in
the following example:
http://myserver.mycompany.org/iam/im/neteautoRDB

NOTE
The alias is case-sensitive.

4. Click Next.
5. Select the NeteAutoRDB Directory Identity Manager directory to associate with the environment you are creating and

click Next.
6. Configure support for public tasks, such as the self-registration and forgotten password tasks.

NOTE
Users do not need to log in to access public tasks.

7. Select the tasks and roles to create for the NeteAuto environment:
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– Select Import roles from the file.
– Browse to the following location:

im_admin_tools_dir\samples\NeteAutoRDB\NoOrganizations\RoleDefinitions.xml
In this path, im_admin_tools_dir defines the installed location of the Identity Manager administrative tools.

8. Specify a user to serve as the System Manager for this environment, and click Next:
a. Type SuperAdmin in the System Manager field.
b. Click Add.
c. Click Next.

9. Review the settings for the environment.
– Click Previous to modify.
– Click Finish to create the Identity Manager environment with the current settings.

The Environment Configuration Output screen shows the progress of the environment creation.
10. Click Finish to exit the Identity Manager environment wizard.
11. Start the Identity Manager environment.

Once you created the NeteAuto environment, you can:

• Create a skin for this Identity Manager environment as described in Setup the NeteAuto Skin.
• Access the environment as described in Using the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment

Self-Service Task Management with NeteAuto
You can use the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment to manage self-service tasks.

The self-service tasks include:

Register as a New User

Perform the following procedure to register as a new user.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/im/neteautopublic/index.jsp?task.tag=SelfRegistration

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the system where Identity Manager is running.

This URL directs you to the default ca console.
At the Self-Registration: End-User License Agreement page, Identity Manager displays the CA website.

NOTE
You can configure the default Self-Registration task to display custom End-User License Agreement. For
instructions, see the Administration Guide.

2. Click Accept to proceed.
3. In the Profile tab, provide the following details:

a. Type values for the required fields, indicated with an asterisk (*).
b. Type password hints and answers.

For a forgotten password case, Identity Manager provides the password hint and requests the answer. If the
answer is correct, Identity Manager prompts the user to specify and confirm a new password.

4. Leave the Groups tab unchanged.
5. Click Submit.
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Log In as a Self-Registered User

Perform the following procedure to log in as a self-registered user.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the following URL for the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/im/neteauto/imcss/index.jsp

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the system where Identity Manager is running.

2. Log in using the username and password you specified when you registered.

Set Up the NeteAuto Skin

To set up the NeteAuto skin, you create a CA SSO® response in the CA SSO® Policy Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces as an administrator with Domain privileges:
– For CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust CA SSO® 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

NOTE
For information on using these interfaces, see the documentation for the version of CA SSO® that you are
using.

2. Open the neteautoDomain.
3. Under neteautoDomain, select Realms.

The following realms appear:
– neteauto_ims_realm

Protects the Identity Manager environment.
– neteauto_pub_realm

Enables support for public tasks, such as self-registration and forgotten password tasks.
4. Create a rule in each of the realms. Specify the following details:

– Resource: *
– Actions: GET, POST
To simplify the administration, include the NeteAuto skin in the rule name.

5. Create a response for the domain with the following response attributes:
– Attribute: WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable

This attribute adds new HTTP header to the response.
– Attribute Kind: Static
– Variable Name: skin

Variable Value: neteauto
6. Modify the policy that Identity Manager created in the neteautoDomain. Specify the following details:

– Users
• For LDAP: Select ou=People, ou=Employees, ou=NeteAuto in Available Members and add it to Current

Members. Click OK.
• For relational databases: Search for users where the id attribute equals *. Select all the users in Available

Members and add them to Current Members. Click OK.
– Rules:

• Add the rules that you created in Step 4.
• For each rule, click Set Response. Associate each rule with the response that you created in Step 5.
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NOTE

The neteauto skin is based on the imcss console. To view the skin, append /imcss/index.jsp to the URL for the
NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment as follows:

http://hostname/iam/im/neteauto/imcss/index.jsp

Access the NeteAuto CA Identity Manager® - Source Environment provides complete instructions for accessing
the Neteauto environment.

Use the Forgotten Password Feature

Perform the following procedure to use the forgotten password feature.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/im/neteautopublic/index.jsp?task.tag=ForgottenPasswordReset

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the system where Identity Manager is running.

2. Type the unique identifier for the self-registered user that you created in Register as a New User, and click Next.
3. Each time when you are prompted, answer the verification question. The answer is the one which you have provided

during registration.

NOTE
A correct response is required for each question. Canceling the task or closing the browser counts as a failed
attempt.

4. Click Submit.
Identity Manager prompts you to supply a new password.

User Management with NeteAuto
You can use the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment to manage users.

User management includes the following operations:

• Accessing the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment
• Modifying a user
• Assigning the Group Manager role
• Creating a group
• Managing self-registered users

Access the NeteAuto Identity Manager Environment

Perform the following procedure to access the NeteAuto Identity Manager environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Type the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/im/neteauto/imcss/index.jsp

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name, as in the following example:
http://myserver.mycompany.com/iam/im/neteauto/imcss/index.jsp.

NOTE
If you did not configure the Neteauto skin, you can use the following URL to access the Neteauto
environment:http://hostname/iam/im/neteauto
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2. In the login screen, type the following credentials:
– User Name

SuperAdmin
– Password

test

Modify a User

Perform the following procedure to modify a user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in the NeteAuto environment as SuperAdmin using the password test.
2. Select Users, Manage Users, Modify User.

The Select User screen appears.
3. Click Search.

Identity Manager displays a list of users in the NeteAuto environment.
4. Select the NeteAuto administrator, as follows:

– For LDAP directories, NeteAuto Administrator
– For relational databases, NeteAuto Admin
Click Select. Identity Manager displays the profile for the NeteAuto administrator.

5. In the Title field, type Manager. Click Submit.
Identity Manager confirms the task submission.

6. Click OK to return to the main screen.

Assign the Group Manager Role

Assigning a group manager role is necessary. Perform the following procedure to assign a group manager.

Follow these steps:

1. As SuperAdmin, select the Roles and Tasks tab, then select Admin Roles, Modify Admin Roles.
2. Select the Group Manager role, and click Select.

The profile for the Group Manager role appears.
3. Click the Members tab, and click Add under Member Policies.

The Member Policy screen appears.
4. Under Member Rule, click the down arrow in the Users field.

From the drop-down list, select where <user-filter>.
The Users field changes to let you enter a filter for the rule.

5. Enter a membership rule as follows:
a. In the first field, select Title from the drop-down list.
b. In the second field, make sure the equal sign (=) is selected.
c. In the third field, type Manager.

6. In the Scope Rules section, define rules for the users, groups, and organizations (when supported) as follows:
a. In the Users field, click the down arrow to see a list of options. Select (all) from the list.
b. Repeat Step 'a' in the Group and Organization fields (when supported).
c. Leave the Access Tasks field blank.

7. Click OK.
Identity Manager displays the member policy that you created.

8. Click Submit.
Identity Manager confirms the task submission.

9. Click OK to return to the main screen.
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10. Close Identity Manager.

Create a Group

Perform the following procedure to create a group.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Manager as the NeteAuto administrator, as follows:
– For LDAP directories, type the user name NeteAuto Administrator and the password test.
– For relational databases, type the user name NeteAuto Admin and the password test.
The list of tasks that the NeteAuto administrator can perform appears. Because the NeteAuto administrator can
perform only a limited number of tasks, Identity Manager lists the tasks instead of categories.

2. Click Create Group.
3. Verify that Create a new group is selected, and click OK.
4. Implement one of the following steps that fits your case:

– If the NeteAuto environment supports organizations:
a. In the Org Name field, click the ellipsis symbol (...) to select the organization where Identity Manager creates the

group.
b. At the bottom of the Select Organization screen, expand NeteAuto.
c. Select the Dealer organization.

– If the NeteAuto environment does not support organizations, go to the next step.
5. Type the following information for the group:

– Group Name: Dealer Administrators
– Group Description: Administrators for NeteAuto dealerships.

6. Click the Membership tab and click the Add a user.
The Select User screen appears.

7. Click Search.
8. Select the NeteAuto administrator, and click Select.
9. Click Submit to create the group.

Manage Self-Registered Users

Perform the following procedure when you want to manage self-registered users.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to Identity Manager as a NeteAuto administrator, using the following credentials:
– For LDAP directories:

Username
NeteAuto Administrator
Password
test

– For relational databases:
Username
NeteAuto Admin
Password
test

The list of tasks that the NeteAuto administrator can perform appears on the left side of the User Console. Because
the NeteAuto administrator can perform only a limited number of tasks, Identity Manager lists the tasks instead of the
categories.

2. Click Modify Group.
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3. Click Search.
Identity Manager displays a list of groups.

4. Select Dealer Administrators, and click Select.
5. Click the Membership tab, and click Add a user.

The Select User screen appears.
6. Click Search.
7. In the User Search screen, select the user that you typed in Register as a New User. Click Select.
8. Click Submit.

Identity Manager confirms the task submission.
9. Click OK to return to the main screen.

To confirm that the user is a member of the created group, use the View Group task.

CA SSO® Login Name Restriction for Global User Name
If a user is required to log in to the CA SSO® Policy Server, the following characters or character strings cannot be part of
a global user name:

&

*

:

()

Workaround

Avoid using these characters in the global user name.

LDAP User Store Management
A  Identity Manager directory describes how objects such as users, groups, and organizations are stored in the user
directory and how it is represented in Identity Manager. A Identity Manager directory is associated with one or more
Identity Manager environments.

Create a Identity Manager Directory

Creating a Identity Manager directory for an LDAP user store involves the following steps:

1. Determining the directory structure.
2. Describing the objects in the user store by modifying a directory configuration file (directory.xml).
3. Importing the directory configuration file and creating the directory.

NOTE
When using CA SSO®, verify that you have applied the policy store schema prior creating a Identity Manager
Directory.

Directory Structure
Identity Manager supports the following directory structures:

• Hierarchical -- Contains a parent organization (root) and suborganizations. The suborganizations can also have
suborganizations, which creates a multilevel structure, as shown in the following illustration:
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Figure 59: The image shows a Hierarchial directory structure

• Flat -- User and groups are stored at the search root or in a container one level below the search root. Organizations
have a hierarchical structure, as shown in the following illustration of a flat directory structure:
Figure 60: The images hows a flat directory structure
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To facilitate user management and delegation in flat directory structures, users and groups belong to logical
organizations. The logical organization is stored as an attribute in user and group profiles.

• Flat User -- Organizations and groups are stored hierarchically, but users are stored at the search root or in a container
one level below the search root. Illustration of a flat user directory structure is shown in the following diagram:
Figure 61: The image shows a flat user directory structure

In flat user directory structures, users belong to logical organizations. The logical organization of a user is stored as an
attribute in a user profile.

• No organizations -- The directory does not include organizations. Users and groups are stored at the search root or in
a container one level below the search root. A no-organizations directory structure is shown in the following illustration:
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Figure 62: The image shows a no-organizations directory structure

NOTE
A directory can contain more than one type of structure. For example, user profiles can be stored in a flat
structure in one part of the directory and hierarchically in another. To support a hybrid directory structure, create
multiple Identity Manager environments.

Directory Configuration File
To describe structure of a user directory to Identity Manager, create a directory configuration file.

The directory configuration file contains one or more of the following sections:

• Identity Manager Directory Information
Contains information about the Identity Manager directory.

NOTE
Do not modify information in this section. Identity Manager prompts you to provide this information when you
create a Identity Manager directory in the Management Console.

• Attribute Validation
Defines the validation rules that apply to the Identity Manager directory.

• Provider Information
Describes the user store that Identity Manager manages.

• Directory Search Information
Enables you to specify how Identity Manager searches the user store.

• User Object
Describes how users are stored in the user store and how it is represented in Identity Manager.

• Group Object
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Describes how groups are stored in the user store and how it is represented in Identity Manager.
• Organization Object

Describes how organizations are stored and how it is represented in Identity Manager. Organization object provides
details only when the user store includes organizations.

• Self-Subscribing Object
Configures support for groups that self-service users can join.

• Directory Groups Behavior
Specifies whether the Identity Manager directory supports dynamic and nested groups.

To create a directory configuration file, you modify a configuration template.

How to Select a Directory Configuration Template
Identity Manager supplies directory configuration templates that support different directory types and structures. To create
a Identity Manager directory, modify the template that most closely matches your directory structure.

The templates described in the following table are installed with the Administrative Tools:

admin_tools\directoryTemplates\directory_type\

The Administrative tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: <installpath>\tools
• UNIX: <installpath2/>tools

The types of directories and the corresponding configuration templates are shown in the following table:

Directory Type Template
Active Directory (ADSI) LDAP directory with a hierarchical
structure

ActiveDirectory\directory.xml

Microsoft ADAM Directory with a hierarchical structure ADAM\directory.xml
Novell eDirectory user directory with a hierarchical structure eDirectory\directory.xml
Oracle Internet Directory with a hierarchical structure OracleInternetDirectory\directory.xml
Symantec Directory user store with a hierarchical structure eTrustDirectory\directory.xml
Provisioning Directory
This template configures the Provisioning Directory for a Identity
Manager environment.
Note: You can use this configuration template as installed. You do
not need to modify this template.

ProvisioningServer\directory.xml

Custom directory Use the template that most closely resembles your directory.

Copy the configuration template to a new directory or save it with a different name to prevent overwriting it.

How to Describe a User Directory to CA Identity Manager
To manage a directory, Identity Manager must understand the structure and content of a directory. To describe the
directory to Identity Manager, modify the directory configuration file (directory.xml) in the appropriate template directory.

The directory configuration file has the following important conventions:

• ## -- Indicates required values.
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To provide all the required information, locate all double pound signs (##) and replace them with appropriate values.
For example, ##DISABLED_STATE indicates that you must supply an attribute to store the account status of a user.

• @ -- Indicates values that Identity Manager populates. Do not modify these values in the directory configuration
file. Identity Manager prompts you to supply the values when you import the directory configuration file.

Before you modify the directory configuration file, you need the following information:

• LDAP object classes for the user, group, and organization objects
• List of attributes in user, group, and organization profiles

Modify the Directory Configuration File

Perform the following steps to modify the directory configuration file.

NOTE
 Steps that are required are noted accordingly.

1. Limit the size of search results.
2. Modify the default user, organization, or group managed objects.
3. Change the default attribute descriptions.
4. Modify well-known attributes. (required)

Well-known attributes identify special attributes, such as the password attribute, in Identity Manager.
5.  Configure CA Identity Manager® - Source for your directory structure (required).
6. Enable users to subscribe to groups.

Connection to the LDAP User Directory
CA Identity Manager connects to a user directory to store information such as a user, group, and organizational
information as shown in the following illustration:
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A new directory or database is not required. However, the existing directory or database must be on a system that has a
fully qualified domain name (FQDN).

For a list of supported directory and database types, see the CA Identity Manager support matrix on the CA Support Site.

You configure a connection to the user store when you create a User Directory in the Management Console.

To configure a connection to the User Store in SSL mode, see Acquire User Directory in SSL Mode.

If you export the directory configuration after creating a CA Identity Manager directory, the user directory connection
information is displayed in the Provider element of the directory configuration file.

This page contains the following topics:

Provider Element

Configuration information is stored in the Provider element and its subelements in the directory.xml file.

NOTE
If you are creating a Identity Manager directory, you do not need to provide directory connection information
in the directory.xml file. You provide connection information in the Identity Manager Directory wizard in the
Management Console. Modify the Provider element for updates only.
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The Provider element includes the following subelements:

• LDAP
Describes the user directory to which you are connecting.

• Credentials
Provides the user name and password for accessing the LDAP user store.

• Connection
Supplies the host name and port for the computer where the user store is located.

• Provisioning Domain
Defines the Provisioning Domain that Identity Manager manages (for provisioning users only).

A completed Provider element resembles the following code:

<Provider type="LDAP" userdirectory="@SMDirName">

   <LDAP searchroot="@SMDirSearchRoot" secure="@SMDirSecure" />

   <Credentials user="@SMDirUser" 

     cleartext="true">@SMDirPassword</Credentials>

   <Connection host="@SMDirHost" port="@SMDirPort" />

   <eTrustAdmin domain="@SMDirETrustAdminDomain" />

</Provider>

The Provider element includes the following parameters:

• type
Specifies the type of the database. For all LDAP user stores, specify LDAP (default).

• userdirectory
Specifies the name of the user directory connection.

NOTE
Do not specify a name for the user directory connection in the directory.xml file. Identity Manager prompts
you to supply the name when you create the Identity Manager directory in the Management Console.

NOTE
The parameters are optional.

LDAP Subelement

The LDAP subelement includes the following parameters:

• searchroot
Specifies the location in an LDAP directory that serves as the starting point for the directory -- typically, an organization
(o) or organizational unit (ou).

• secure
Forces a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connection to the LDAP user directory, as follows:
– True -- Identity Manager uses a secure connection.
– False -- Identity Manager connects to the user directory without SSL (default).

NOTE
The parameters are optional.

Credentials Subelement

To connect to an LDAP directory, Identity Manager must provide valid credentials. The credentials are defined in the
Credentials subelement, which resembles the following code:

<Credentials user="@SMDirUser" cleartext="true">

  "MyPassword"
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</Credentials>

If you do not specify a password in the Credentials subelement prompts for the password, when you create the Identity
Manager directory in the Management Console.

NOTE
We recommend specifying the password in the Management Console.

If you specify the password in the Management Console, Identity Manager encrypts the password for you. Otherwise, If
you do not want the password to appear in clear text, encrypt the password using the password tool that is installed with
Identity Manager.

NOTE
You can specify only one set of credentials. If you define multiple directories, as described in Connection
Subelement, the credentials that you specify must apply to all the directories.

The Credentials subelement includes the following parameters:

• user
Specifies the login ID for an account that can access the directory.
For provisioning users, the user account that you specify must have the Domain Administrator profile or an equivalent
set of privileges in the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
Do not specify a value for the user parameter in the directory.xml file. Identity Manager prompts you to supply
the login ID when you create the Identity Manager Directory in the Management Console.

• cleartext
Determines whether the password is displayed in clear text in the directory.xml file, as follows:
– True -- The password is displayed in clear text.
– False -- The password is encrypted (default).

NOTE
The parameters are optional.

Connection Subelement

The Connection subelement describes the location of the user store that Identity Manager manages. This subelement
includes the following parameters:

• host
Specifies the host name or IP address of the system where the user directory is located.
Note: If the connecting system has an IPv6 address, enclose the IP address within the brackets ([ ]) as follows:
<Connection host="[2::9255:214:22ff:fe72:525a]" port="20389"
failover="[2::9255:214:22ff:fe72:525a]:20389"/>

• port
Specifies the port number for the user directory.

• failover
Specifies the host name and IP address of the system where redundant user stores exist, in case the primary system
is unavailable. When the primary system becomes available again, the failover system continues to be used.  To return
to using the primary system, restart the secondary system. If multiple servers are listed, Identity Manager attempts to
connect to the systems in the listed order.
Specify the host name and IP address in the failover attribute in a space-separated list, as follows:
failover="IPaddress:port IPaddress:port"
For example:
<Connection host="123.456.789.001" port="20389"
failover="123.456.789.002:20389 123.456.789.003:20389"/>
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NOTE
Port 20389 is the default port for the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
The parameters are optional.

Provisioning Subelement

If Identity Manager environment includes provisioning, define the Provisioning Domain as follows:

<eTrustadmin domain="@SMDirProvisioningDomain" />

The Provisioning subelement includes the following parameter:

• domain
Contains the name of the Provisioning Domain that Identity Manager manages.

When you create the Identity Manager directory in the Management Console, you are prompted for the domain name. So,
verify that you specify a value for the domain parameter in the directory configuration file (directory.xml).

Acquire LDAP User Directory in SSL Mode
To configure a connection to the User Store in SSL mode, follow the procedure that is mentioned in this article.

Note that this procedure uses the following examples:

• User Store: CA Directory
• Java Version: jdk1.8.0_171
• Java Home: C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_171\bin

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the application server.
2. Open command prompt as an administrator and run the following commands:

 cd C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_171\bin

keytool -keystore "C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_171\jre\lib\security\cacerts" -import -file "C:\Program

 Files\CA\Directory\dxserver\config\ssld\personalities\corporateuserstore.pem" -trustcacerts -alias

 CADIRTrusted

 

3. Start the application server.
4. In Identity Manager Management Console, create the User Directory:

a. Navigate to Home, Directories.
b. Click Create or Update from XML.
c. Enter directory details as required. Ensure that you select Secure Connection.
d. Click Next.
If you get past this screen, you connect via SSL to CA Directory.

Directory Search Parameters
You can set the following search parameters in the DirectorySearch element:

• maxrows
Specifies the maximum number of objects that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. When the
number of objects exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.
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By setting a value for the maxrows parameter, you can override the settings in the LDAP directory that limit search
results. When conflicting settings apply, the LDAP server uses the lowest setting.

NOTE
The maxrows parameter does not limit the number of objects that are displayed on a Identity Manager task
screen. To configure display settings, modify the list screen definition in the Identity Manager User Console.
For instructions, see the User Console Design Guide.

• maxpagesize
Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.
Note the following points when specifying maxpagesize:
– To use the maxpagesize option, the user store that Identity Manager manages must support paging. Some

user store types require additional configuration to support paging. For more information, see How to Improve
Performance for Large Searches.

– If the user store does not support paging and also a value for maxrows is specified, Identity Manager uses only the
maxrows value to control search size.

• timeout
Determines the maximum number of seconds that Identity Manager searches a directory before terminating the
search.

NOTE
The DirectorySearch element is optional. However, the directory supports paging, we recommend specifying the
DirectorySearch element.

User, Group, and Organization Managed Object Descriptions
In a Identity Manager, you manage the following types of objects that correspond to entries in a user directory:

• Users
Represent users in an enterprise. A user belongs to a single organization.

• Groups
Represent associations of users who have something in common.

• Organizations
Represent business units. Organizations contain details such as users, groups, and other organizations.

An object description contains the following information:

• Information about the object, such as the LDAP object class and the container in which objects are stored.
• The attributes that store information about an entry. For example, the pager attribute stores a pager number.

NOTE
A Identity Manager environment supports only one type of user, group, and organization object. For example, all
user objects have the same object class.

Managed Object Descriptions for LDAP
A managed object is described by specifying object information in the User Object, Group Object, and Organization Object
sections of the directory configuration file.

This page contains the following topics:

NOTE
When using the configuration template (directory.xml file), Organization Object section is unavailable for those
user directories that do not support organizations.

Each of these sections contains ImsManagedObject elements, such as the following example:
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<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users"

 objectclass="top,person,organizationalperson,inetorgperson" objecttype="USER">

Optionally, the ImsManagedObject element can include a Container element, such as the following example:

<Container objectclass="top,organizationalUnit" attribute="ou" value="people" />

Specify Object Information

Object information is specified by supplying values for various parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the ImsManagedObject element in the User Object, Organization Object, or Group Object section.
2. Supply values for the following parameters:

– name
Specifies a unique name for the managed object.

NOTE
This parameter is required.

– description
Contains a description of the managed object.

– objectclass
Specifies the name of the LDAP object class for the object type (user, group, or organization). The object class
determines the list of available attributes for an object.
If attributes from multiple object classes apply to an object type, list the object classes in a comma-delimited list. For
example, if an object contains attributes from the person, organizationalperson and inetorgperson object classes,
add these object classes as follows:
objectclass="top,person,organizationalperson,inetorgperson"
Each LDAP directory includes a set of predefined object classes. See directory server documentation for
information about predefined object classes.

NOTE
This parameter is required.

– objecttype
Specifies the type of the managed object. The valid values are as follows:
• User
• Organization
• Group

NOTE
This parameter is required.

– maxrows
Specifies the maximum number of objects that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. When
the number of objects exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.
By setting a value for the maxrows parameter, you can override the settings in the LDAP directory that limit search
results. When conflicting settings apply, the LDAP server uses the lowest setting.
Note: The maxrows parameter does not limit the number of objects that are displayed on a Identity Manager task
screen. To configure display settings, modify the list screen definition in the Identity Manager User Console. For
instructions, see the User Console Design Guide.

– maxpagesize
Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.
Note the following points when specifying Search Page Size:
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• To use the Search Page Size option, the user store that Identity Manager manages must support paging. Some
user store types require additional configuration to support paging. For more information, see Improve Directory
Search Performance.

• If the user store does not support paging and also a value for maxrows is specified, Identity Manager uses only
the maxrows value to control search size.

3. Optionally, supply container information.

Containers

To simplify administration, you can group objects of a specific type in a container. When you specify a container in the
directory configuration file, Identity Manager manages only entries in the container. For example, if you specify a user
container named People, Identity Manager manages users in the People container, as shown in the following illustrations:

• Hierarchical Directory
Figure 63: The image shows a container with a Hierarchical Directory

• Flat Directory
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Figure 64: The image shows a container with a Flat Directory

In these examples, all users exist in the People containers.

When you specify a container, note the following points:

• If no container exists in an organization, Identity Manager creates the container as soon as the first entry is added. For
a hierarchical directory, Identity Manager creates the container in the organization where the entry is added. For flat
directories and directories not supporting organizations, Identity Manager creates the container under the search root,
which you specify when you create the Identity Manager directory.

• Identity Manager ignores entries that are not in the specified container. For example, when you specify the People
container, you cannot manage users existing outside of the People container.

NOTE
To manage users who are not in the specified container, you can create another Identity Manager
environment.

Containers and Well-Known Attributes

Well-known attributes are attributes that have special meaning in Identity Manager. When Identity Manager manages a
user store including containers, the following well-known attributes identify information about the container:

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
Identifies the attribute that stores the full name (DN) of the container.
For example, the full name resembles as:
ou=People, ou=Employee, ou=NeteAuto, dc=security, dc=com

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
Identifies the attribute that stores the user-friendly name of the attribute.
For example, the user-friendly name of the container in the previous example is People.

These well-known attributes appear in the attribute descriptions in the User Object and Group Object sections of the
directory.xml file, as follows:

 <ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="someattribute" description="Organization" displayname="Organization"

 valuetype="String" required="true" wellknown="%ORG_MEMBERSHIP%" maxlength="0" permission="WRITEONCE"

 searchable="false" /> 

For hierarchical user store structures, the physicalname and wellknown parameters are mapped to the well-known
attribute as follows:
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<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="%ORG_MEMBERSHIP%" description="Organization" displayname="Organization"

 valuetype="String" required="true" wellknown="%ORG_MEMBERSHIP%" maxlength="0" permission="WRITEONCE"

 searchable="false" /> 

The example indicates that Identity Manager automatically derives the container DN and user-friendly name from other
information in the directory.xml file.

For flat user store structures, supply the physical attribute names.

Note: See Directory Structure for more information.

Specify a User or Group Container

Perform the following procedure to specify a user or group container.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Container element in the User Object or Group Object section.
2. Supply values for the following parameters:

objectclass
Determines the LDAP object class of the container where objects of a specific type are created. For example, the
default value for the user container is "top,organizationalUnit," which indicates that users are created in LDAP
organizational units (ou).
When you are managing dynamic or nested groups, be sure to specify an objectclass. See How to Configure Groups
for more information.
Note: This parameter is required.
attribute
Specifies the attribute that stores the container name, for example, ou.
The attribute is paired with the value to form the relative DN of the container, as in the following example:
ou=People
Note: This parameter is required.
value
Specifies the name of the container.
Note: This parameter is required.

NOTE
You cannot specify containers for organizations.

Attribute Descriptions
An attribute stores information about an entry, such as a telephone number or address. An entry attribute determines its
profile.

Contents:

Attribute Descriptions

In the directory configuration file, attributes are described in ImsManagedObjectAttr elements. In the User Object, Group
Object and Organization Object sections of the directory configuration file, you can do the following actions:

• Modify default attribute descriptions to describe the attributes in your user store.
• Create new attribute descriptions by copying an existing description and modifying values as needed.

For each attribute in user, group, and organization profiles, there is one ImsManagedObjectAttr element. For example, an
ImsManagedObjectAttr element is described as a user ID.

An ImsManagedObjectAttr element resembles the following code:
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<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="uid" displayname="User ID" description="User ID" valuetype="String"

 required="true" multivalued="false" wellknown="%USER_ID%" maxlength="0" />

The ImsManagedObjectAttr has the following parameters:

• physicalname
This parameter must contain one of the following items:
– The name of the LDAP attribute where the profile value is stored. For example, user ID is stored in the uid attribute

in the user directory.

NOTE
To improve performance, index LDAP attributes that are used in search queries in the User Console.

– A well-known attribute. When you supply a well-known attribute, Identity Manager computes the value automatically.
For example, on specifying a well-known attribute %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%, Identity Manager determines the
organization to which the entry belongs, based upon the DN of an entry.

• description
Contains the description of the attribute

• displayname
Specifies a unique name for the attribute.
In the User Console, the display name appears in the list of attributes that are available to add to a task screen. This
parameter is required.

NOTE
Do not modify the displayname of an attribute in the directory configuration file (directory.xml). To change the
name of the attribute on a task screen, you can specify a label for the attribute in the task screen definition.
For more information, see the Administration Guide.

• valuetype
Specifies data type of the attribute. The valid values are as follows:
– String

The value can be any string.
This is the default value.

– Integer
The value must be an integer.
Note: Integer does not support decimal numbers.

– Number
The value must be an integer. The number option supports decimal numbers.

– Date
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern:
MM/dd/yyyy

– ISODate
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern yyyy-MM-dd.

– UnicenterDate
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern YYYYYYYDDD where:
YYYYYYY is a seven number representation for a year beginning with three zeros. For example: 0002008
DDD is the three number representation for the day beginning with zeros, as needed. Valid values include in range
from 001 to 366.

– Structured
This type of attribute consists of structured data that enables a single attribute value to store multiple related values.
For example, a structured attribute contains values such as First Name, Last Name, and Email Address values.
Certain endpoint types use these attributes but are managed through Identity Manager.
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Note: Identity Manager can display structured attributes in a table in the User Console. When users edit values
in the table, the values are stored in the user store, propagating back to the endpoint. For more information about
displaying multivalued attributes, see the Administration Guide.

• required
Indicates whether the attribute is required, as follows:
– True -- The attribute is required.
– False -- The attribute is optional (default).

NOTE
If an attribute is required for an LDAP directory server, set the required parameter to true.

• multivalued
Indicates whether the attribute can have multiple values. For example, the group membership attribute is multivalued
to store the user DN of each group member. The valid values are as follows:
– True -- The attribute can have multiple values.
– False -- The attribute can have only a single value (default).

NOTE
The Group Membership and Admin Roles attributes in the User object definition must be multivalued.

• wellknown
Defines the name of the well-known attribute.
Well-known attributes have a specific meaning in CA Identity Manager They are identified in the syntax:
%ATTRIBUTENAME%

• maxlength
Defines the maximum length that a value of an attribute can have. Set the maxlength parameter to 0 to specify an
unlimited length.

NOTE
This parameter is required.

• permission
Indicates whether the value of an attribute can be modified in a task screen. The valid values are as follows:
– READONLY

The value is displayed but cannot be modified.
– WRITEONCE

The value cannot be modified once the object is created. For example, a user ID cannot be changed after the user
is created.

– READWRITE
The value can be modified (default).

• hidden
Indicates whether an attribute appears in Identity Manager task forms. The valid values are as follows:
– True -- The attribute is not displayed to users.
– False -- The attribute is displayed to users (default).
Logical attributes use hidden attributes.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• system
Specifies only Identity Manager used attributes. Users in the User Console not to modify the attributes. The valid
values are as follows:
– True -- Users cannot modify the attribute. The attribute is hidden in the Identity Manager user interface.
– False -- Users can modify this attribute. The attribute is available to add to task screens in the Identity Manager user

interface. (default)
• validationruleset
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Associates a validation rule-set with the attribute.
Verify that the validation rule set that you specify is defined in a ValidationRuleSet element in the directory
configuration file.

• objectclass
Indicates the LDAP auxiliary class for a user, group, or organization attribute when the attribute is not part of the
primary objectclass specified in the ImsManagedObject element.
For example, assume that the primary object class for users is top, person, and organizationalperson, which defines
the following user attributes:
– common name (cn)
– surname (sn)
– user id (uid)
– password (userPassword)

To include the attribute employeeID, which is defined in the Employee auxiliary class, you would add the following attribute
description:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="employeeID" displayname="Employee ID" description="Employee ID"

 valuetype="String" required="true" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" objectclass="Employee"/>

Specify Attribute Descriptions

Describing attributes involves the following steps:

1. Read the relevant sections among the following topics:
– Symantec Directory Considerations
– Directory Considerations
– Oracle Internet Directory Considerations

2. In the User Object, Group Object and Organization Object sections of the directory configuration file, do the following
actions:
– Modify default attribute descriptions to describe your directory attributes.
– Create new attribute descriptions by copying an existing description and modifying values as needed.

NOTE
Assume that a new attribute description is created and a physical attribute is specified. Be sure that the
physical attribute must exist in the object class (or classes) that you specified for the object type.

3. (Optional) Change the display settings for the attribute to prevent displaying sensitive information, such as passwords
or salaries, in the User Console.

4. (Optional) Configure a default sort order.
5. If you are managing a directory with a Flat or Flat User structure or a directory excluding organizations, go to Describe

the User Directory Structure.

Data Classification Elements for User Attributes
Data Classification elements allow you to define user attributes as sensitive and encrypted in the user directory XML. The
value in the Data Classification element determines how Identity Manager handles the user attributes. The parameters
that can be passed in the Data Classification element for user attributes are as follows.

• sensitive
The sensitive parameter displays the value of a user attribute as a series of asterisks (*) in the Create/Modify/View
and View Submitted Tasks screens. Additionally, if you create a copy of an existing user in the Identity Manager User
Console, this parameter prevents the attribute from being copied to the new user.
Format: <DataClassification name="sensitive"/>

• vst_hide
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The vst_hide parameter hides the user attribute value in the Task Details screen in View Submitted Tasks. Unlike
sensitive attributes, which are displayed as asterisks, vst_hide attributes are not displayed in the View Submitted
Tasks. For instance, user salary details can be hidden from an administrator. The administrator can view the task
status but not the salary details of a user in View Submitted Tasks.
Format: <DataClassification name="vst_hide"/>

• ignore_on_copy
The ignore_on_copy parameter ignores an attribute when an administrator creates a copy of an object in the Identity
Manager User Console. For example, assume that you have specified ignore_on_copy for the password attribute on
a user object. When copying a user profile, Identity Manager does not apply password of the current user to the new
user profile.
Format: <DataClassification name="ignore_on_copy"/>

• AttributeLevelEncrypt
The AttributeLevelEncrypt parameter stores encrypted attribute value in the user store. However, the attribute is
displayed as clear text in the Identity Manager User Console. To prevent attributes from appearing in clear text in
screens, you can add a sensitive data classification element to the encrypted attributes. If FIPS 140-2 support is
enabled, the attribute is encrypted using RC2 encryption or FIPS 140-2 encryption.
Format: <DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

NOTE
Read the following points before enabling attribute-level encryption.

• Encrypted attributes are not searchable.
Assume that an encrypted attribute is added to a member, admin, owner policy, or an identity policy.
Identity Manager cannot resolve the policy correctly because it cannot search the attribute.
Consider setting the attribute to searchable="false" in the user directory XML.
For example:
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="title" description="Title" displayname="Title"

 valuetype="String" maxlength="0" searchable="false">

<DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

</ImsManagedObjectAttr>

• Do not enable AttributeLevelEncrypt for user passwords in the following scenarios:
– Integration with Symantec SiteMinder - When the product integrates with SiteMinder, encrypted

passwords can cause an issue when new users try to log in, and enter passwords in clear text.
– Store users in a relational database.

• If you enable attribute-level encryption for a user store that is used by applications other than Identity
Manager, the other applications cannot use the encrypted attribute.

• PreviouslyEncrypted
The PreviouslyEncrypted parameter detects and decrypts any previously encrypted values that are stored in the user
store. The clear text value is saved to the user store when the object is saved.

NOTE
The PreviouslyEncrypted data classification element adds extra processing on every object load. To prevent
performance issues, consider adding the PreviouslyEncrypted data classification, loading and saving
each object that is associated with that attribute, and then removing the data classification. This method
automatically converts all stored encrypted values to stored clear text.

Add Data Classification Elements for Attributes

Follow these steps to add data classification elements for user attributes:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, select Directories.
2. Select the User Store.
3. Click Export, to export the user directory XML.
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4. Locate the attribute in the xml file. For example, if you want to mark the Home Phone attribute as sensitive and
encrypted, replace the following text
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="homePhone" description="Home Phone" displayname="Home Phone"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%HOME_PHONE%" maxlength="0" validationruleset="Phone format"/>

with
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="homePhone" description="Home Phone" displayname="Home Phone"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%HOME_PHONE%" maxlength="0" validationruleset="Phone format"/>

      <DataClassification name="sensitive"/>  

      <DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

</ImsManagedObjectAttr>

5. Click Update to import the XML file.
6. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Manage Sensitive and Encrypted User Attributes
Symantec IGA provides the ability for an administrator to manage sensitive and encrypted user attributes from Identity
Manager and Provisioning Manager.

IMPORTANT
Definition of Sensitive and Encrypted Attributes from Identity Manager and Provisioning Manager
perspective:

• Identity Manager
– Sensitive: A sensitive user attribute value is displayed as a series of asterisks (*) in Create/Modify/View

and View Submitted Tasks screens. The attribute value is stored as clear text in the User Store.
– Encrypted: An encrypted user attribute value is stored as encrypted information in the User

Store. However, the attribute value is displayed as clear text in the Identity Manager User Console. If
you do not want attributes to appear in clear text in screens, you can mark the attribute as both sensitive
and encrypted. If FIPS 140-2 support is enabled, the attribute is encrypted using RC2 encryption or FIPS
140-2 encryption.

• Provisioning Manager
– Encrypted: A custom user attribute value is displayed as a series of asterisks (*) in the Provisioning

Manager and stored as an encrypted information in the Provisioning Directory in 3DES format.

When a provisioning event occurs, the value of the attributes is decrypted and sent as clear text to the endpoint.

Given below is a pictorial representation of the tasks that an administrator must perform in Identity Manager and
Provisioning Manager to handle sensitive and encrypted user attributes.
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Mark User Attributes as Sensitive and Encrypted in User Directory XML

Mark the user attributes as sensitive and encrypted by adding the sensitive and AttributeLevelEncrypt data
classification elements to the user directory XML.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click Directories.
2. Select the User Store.
3. Click Export, to export the user directory XML. 
4. Locate the attributes in the XML file. For example, if you want to mark the SSN attribute as sensitive and encrypted,

replace the following text
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="ssn" description="Social Security Number" displayname="SSN"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%SSN%" maxlength="0"/>

with
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="ssn" description="Social Security Number" displayname="SSN"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%SSN%" maxlength="0"/>

      <DataClassification name="sensitive"/>

      <DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

</ImsManagedObjectAttr>

For more information, see Data Classification Elements.
5. Click Update to import the xml file.
6. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Attribute Mapping for an Out-of-the-Box Environment

The provisioning layer provides 10 fields (eTEncrCustomField01 to eTEncrCustomField10) for storing sensitive and
encrypted custom attributes. The supported rule strings for the encrypted custom fields are %uecu01% to %uecu10%.
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In an Out-of-the-Box (OOTB) Identity Manager environment (identityEnv), the encrypted custom fields are available by
default for mapping. In the Identity Manager Management Console, you must map the user attributes to any of these 10
provisioning attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, select Environments.
2. Select the OOTB environment - identityEnv.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Provisioning.
5. In the Attribute Mappings section, select an attribute from the User Attribute drop-down. For example: %SSN%.

Next, map the selected user attribute to the encrypted custom attribute from the Provisioning Attribute drop-down.

For example:

%SSN% = eTEncrCustomField01

6. Click Save.
7. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Attribute Mapping for the Non Out-of-the-Box Environment

The provisioning layer provides 10 fields (eTEncrCustomField01 to eTEncrCustomField10) for storing sensitive and
encrypted custom attributes. The supported rule strings for the encrypted custom fields are %uecu01% to %uecu10%.

In a non Out-of-the-Box (OOTB) Identity Manager environment, the encrypted custom fields are not available by default
for mapping. You must manually create a maximum of 10 encrypted custom fields in the Provisioning Directory XML. For
example, eTEncrCustomField01 to eTEncrCustomField10. Once the encrypted custom fields are created, you must map
the user attributes to any of these 10 provisioning attributes in the Identity Manager Management Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Create encrypted custom fields.
a. In the Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Home, Directories.
b. Click the Provisioning Directory.
c. Click Export.
d. Append the Provisioning Directory XML with the following text.

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField10" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 10" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 10" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_10%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField09" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 9" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 09" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_09%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField08" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 8" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 08" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_08%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField07" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 7" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 07" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_07%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField06" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 6" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 06" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_06%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField05" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 5" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 05" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_05%" maxlength="0"/>
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<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField04" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 4" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 04" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_04%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField03" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 3" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 03" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_03%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField02" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 2" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 02" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_02%" maxlength="0"/>

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="eTEncrCustomField01" description="Encryption Custom

 Field 1" displayname="Encryption Custom Field 01" valuetype="String" multivalued="true"

 wellknown="%ENCR_CUSTOM_FIELD_01%" maxlength="0"/>

e. Click Update to import the xml file
2. Map user attributes to the newly created encrypted custom fields.

a. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
b. Select the non-OOTB environment.
c. Click Advanced Settings.
d. Click Provisioning.
e. In the Attribute Mappings section, select an attribute from the User Attribute drop-down.

For example: %SSN%.
Next, map the selected user attribute to the encrypted custom attribute from the Provisioning Attribute drop-
down.
For example:
%SSN% = eTEncrCustomField01

f. Click Save.
g. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Add a Friendly Name for the Encrypted Custom Fields for Global User

In the Provisioning Manager, enter a friendly name for the encrypted custom fields for a global user.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Provisioning Manager, navigate to System, Global Properties.
2. Click the Encrypted Custom Fields tab.
3. Double-click the field name and enter a name for the encrypted custom fields.

For example, double-click Row1 and enter the field name as SSN. The Row1 field will be represented with the rule
string %uecu01% in the Account Template of an endpoint.

4. Click Apply for the changes to take effect.

Map Encrypted Custom Fields using Rule Strings in the Account Template

Map the encrypted custom fields using rule strings to the respective fields in the Account Template.

For example, in the Active Directory endpoint, if the Employee Number field represents %SSN% then pass the rule string
as follows in the Account Template:
Employee Number = %uecu01%

Expected Outcome
Post the user creation or modification, you must observe the following behavior:

• Identity Manager
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– If attributes are marked as sensitive, the value of the user attributes is masked in the Create/Modify/View and View
Submitted Tasks screens. The attribute value is stored as clear text in the User Store.

– If attributes are marked as encrypted, the value of the user attributes appears as clear text in the Create/Modify/
View and View Submitted Tasks screens. The attribute value is encrypted and stored in RC2 format in the User
Store.

– If attributes are marked as both sensitive and encrypted, the value of the user attributes is masked in the Create/
Modify/View and View Submitted Tasks screens. The attribute value is stored in the User Store in RC2 encrypted
format.

• Provisioning Manager
– The encrypted custom user attributes are masked for Global Users.

a. In the Provisioning Manager, navigate to Users and search for the user that you have created.
b. Click the Encrypted Custom Fields tab.
c. The value of the encrypted custom fields is masked.

– The attributes are encrypted and stored in 3DES format in the Provisioning Directory.
• When a provisioning event occurs, the value of the attributes is decrypted and sent as clear text to the endpoint.

Directory Considerations

CA Directory Considerations

When you describe attributes for a CA Directory user store, note the following points:

• Attribute names are case-sensitive.
• Using the seeAlso attribute as the attribute that indicates a self-subscribing group may cause errors when

administrators create groups.

Using the photo attribute as the attribute that indicates status of a user account (enabled or disabled) may cause errors
when an administrator creates a user.

NOTE
For additional information about CA Directory requirements, see the CA Directory documentation.

Microsoft Active Directory Considerations

When you describe attributes for Active Directory, note the following points:

• The case of the attributes specified in attribute descriptions must match the case of the attributes in Active Directory.
For example, when you select the unicodePwd attribute as the attribute to stores user passwords, specify the
unicodePwd (with a capital P) in the directory configuration file.

• For user and group objects, make sure that you include the sAMAccountName attribute.

Configure a Dummy User

Follow these steps:

1. In the Group Object section of the directory configuration file, locate the following elements:
<PropertyDict name="DUMMY_USER">

    <Property name="DUMMY_USER_DN">##DUMMY_USER_DN</Property>

</PropertyDict>

NOTE
If these elements do not exist in the directory configuration file, add them exactly as they appear here.

2. Replace ##DUMMY_USER_DN with a user DN. Identity Manager adds this DN as a member of all new groups.
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NOTE
If you specify the DN of an existing user, then, that user appear as a member of all the groups of Identity
Manager. To prevent the dummy user from appearing as a group member, specify a DN that does not exist in
the directory.

3. Save the directory configuration file.

The Objectclass Top in the Organization Object Description

WARNING
In the description of the organization object in the directory configuration file, do not include the objectclass top.

For example, when the objectclass of the organization object is top, organizationalUnit, specify the objectclass as follows:

<ImsManagedObject name="Organization" description="My Organizations" objectclass="organizationalUnit"

 objecttype="ORG">

Including top can cause unpredictable search results.

Oracle Internet Directory Considerations

When you describe attributes for an Oracle Internet Directory (OID) user store, specify LDAP attributes using lowercase
letters only.

Well-Known Attributes for an LDAP User Store
Well-known attributes have special meaning in Identity Manager. They are identified as shown in the following syntax:

%ATTRIBUTENAME%

In this syntax, ATTRIBUTENAME must be uppercase.

A well-known attribute is mapped to one physical attribute, using an attribute description.

Contents:

In the following attribute description, the attribute userpassword is mapped to the well-known attribute %PASSWORD% so
that Identity Manager treats the value in userpassword as a password as follows:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr

    physicalname="userpassword"

    displayname="Password"

    description="Password"

    valuetype="String"

    required="false"

    multivalued="false"

    wellknown="%PASSWORD%"

    maxlength="0" />

Some well-known attributes are required; others are optional.

User Well-Known Attributes

A list of user well-known attributes and the items to which they map follows:

• %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT%
Maps to the list of admin roles of an administrator.
The physical attribute that mapped to %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% must be multivalued to accommodate
multiple roles.
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We recommend indexing the LDAP attribute that is mapped to %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT%.
• %CERTIFICATION_STATUS%

Maps to the certification status of a user.
This attribute is required to use the user certification feature.

NOTE
For more information about user certification, see the Administration Guide.

• %DELEGATORS%
Maps to a list of users who have delegated work items to the current user.
This attribute is required to use delegation. The physical attribute that mapped to %DELEGATORS% must be
multivalued and capable of holding strings.

WARNING
Editing this field directly using Identity Manager tasks or an external tool can cause significant security
implications.

• %EMAIL%
Maps to an email address of a user.
Required to use the email notification feature.

• %ENABLED_STATE%
(Required)
Maps to the status of a user.
Note: This attribute must match the Disabled Flag user directory attribute in the CA SSO® user directory connection.

• %FIRST_NAME%
Maps to the first name of a user.

• %FULL_NAME%
Maps to the first and last names of a user.

• %IDENTITY_POLICY%
Specifies the list of identity policies that have been applied to a user account and a list of unique Policy Xpress policy
IDs that have performed add or remove actions on the user object.
Identity Manager uses this attribute to determine whether applying an identity policy to a user is required or not.
Assume that the policy has the Apply Once setting enabled and the policy is listed in the %IDENTITY_POLICY%
attribute. Identity Manager does not apply the changes in the policy to the user.

NOTE
For more information about identity policies, see the Administration Guide.

• %LAST_CERTIFIED_DATE%
Maps to the date when the roles are certified to a user.
Required to use the user certification feature.

NOTE
For more information about user certification, see the Administration Guide.

• %LAST_NAME%
Maps to the last name of a user.

• %MEMBER_OF%
Maps to the list of groups of which the user is a member.
The physical attribute that mapped to %MEMBER_OF% must be multivalued to accommodate multiple groups.
Using this attribute improves response time when searching groups of a user.
You can use this attribute with Active Directory or any directory schema that maintains group membership of a user on
the user object.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required)
Maps to the DN of the organization to which the user belongs.
Identity Manager uses this well-known attribute to determine structure of a directory.
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This attribute is not required when the user directory does not include organizations.
• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%

(Required)
Maps to the user-friendly name of the organization in which the profile of the user exists.
This attribute is not required when the user directory does not include organizations.

• %PASSWORD%
Maps to the password of a user.
This attribute must match the Password Attribute in the CA SSO® user directory connection.

NOTE
The value of the %PASSWORD% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in
Identity Manager screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %PASSWORD_DATA%
(Required for password policy support)
Specifies the attribute that tracks password policy information.

NOTE
The value of the %PASSWORD_DATA% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in
Identity Manager screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %PASSWORD_HINT%
(Required)
Maps to a user-specified question and answer pair. The question and answer pair is used when users forget their
passwords.
To support multiple question and answer pairs, make sure that the %PASSWORD_HINT% attribute is multivalued.

NOTE
If you are using Password Services feature of CA SSO® to manage passwords, the Password Hint
attribute must match the Challenge/Response attribute in the CA SSO® user directory. The value of the
%PASSWORD% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in Identity Manager
screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %USER_ID%
(Required)
Maps to the ID of a user.

Group Well-Known Attributes

The following items are the list of group well-known attributes:

• %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP%
Indicates which attribute stores a list of groups that are administrators of the group. For example, when group 1 is an
administrator of group A, group 1 is stored in the %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% attribute.
Note: If you do not specify a %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% attribute, Identity Manager stores administrator groups in
the %GROUP_ADMIN% attribute.

NOTE
To add a group as an administrator of another group, see the Administration Guide.

• %GROUP_ADMIN%
Indicates which attribute contains the DNs of administrators of a group.
The physical attribute that mapped to %GROUP_ADMIN% must be multivalued.

• %GROUP_DESC%
Indicates which attribute contains description of a group.

• %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required)
Indicates which attribute contains a list of the member of a group.
The physical attribute that mapped to %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% must be multivalued.
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The %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute is not required for Provisioning user directories.
• %GROUP_NAME%

(Required)
Indicates which attribute stores a group name.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required)
Indicates which attribute contains the DN of the organization to which the group belongs.
Identity Manager uses this well-known attribute to determine structure of the directory.
This attribute is not required when the user directory does not include organizations.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
Indicates which attribute contains the user-friendly name of the organization in which the group exists.
This attribute is not valid for user directories that do not include organizations.

• %SELF_SUBSCRIBING%
Indicates which attribute determines whether users can subscribe to a group.

• %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%
Indicates which attribute stores a list of groups that are members of the group. For example, when group 1 is a
member of group A, group 1 is stored in the %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute.
If you do not specify a %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute, Identity Manager stores nested groups in the
%GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute.
To include groups as members of other groups, configure support for nested groups as described in Configuring
Dynamic and Nested Groups for instructions.

• %DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%
Indicates which attribute stores the LDAP query that generates a dynamic group.

NOTE
To extend the available attributes for the Group object to include %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% and
%DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attributes, you can use auxiliary object classes.

Organization Well-Known Attributes

The following well-known attributes apply only to environments that support organizations:

• %ORG_DESCR%
Indicates which attribute contains description of an organization.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required)
Indicates which attribute contains the DN of the parent organization of an organization.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
Indicates which attribute contains the user-friendly name of the parent organization of an organization.

• %ORG_NAME%
(Required)
Indicates which attribute contains the name of the organization.

%ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% Attribute

When you create an admin role, you specify one or more rules for role membership. Users who satisfy the membership
rules are granted the role. For example, when the membership rule for the User Manager role is title=User Manager, users
who have the title User Manager possess the User Manager role.

NOTE
For more information about rules, see the Administration Guide.

%ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% enables you to designate a profile attribute to store the admin roles of an administrator.

How to Use the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% Attribute
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To use %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% as the constraint for all admin roles, do the following tasks:

• Pair the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% well-known attribute with a multivalued profile attribute to accommodate
multiple roles.

• When you configure an admin role in the User Console, make sure about the following constraint:
Admin Roles equals role name

– role name
Defines the name of the role for which you are supplying the constraint, as in the following example:
Admin Roles equals User Manager

NOTE
Admin Roles is the default displayname for the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% attribute.

Configure Well-Known Attributes

Perform the following procedure to configure well-known attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the directory configuration file, search for the following sign:
##

2. Replace the value that begins with ## with the appropriate LDAP attribute.
3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you have replaced all required values.
4. Map optional well-known attributes to physical attributes, as necessary.
5. Save the directory configuration file.

Describe the User Directory Structure
Identity Manager uses the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute to determine the structure of a user directory.

The procedure for describing the user directory structure depends on the type of directory structure.

Contents:

Hierarchical Directory Structure

The directory configuration file is already configured for a hierarchical directory structure. As a result, you do not have to
modify the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% attribute description.

Flat User Directory Structure

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% attribute description in the User Object section of the directory.xml file.
2. In the physicalname parameter, replace %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% with the name of the attribute that stores the

organization to which the user belongs.

Flat Directory Structure

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% attribute description in the User Object section of the directory.xml file.
2. In the physicalname parameter, replace %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% with the name of the attribute that stores the

organization to which the user belongs.
3. Repeat Step 1 in the Group Object section.
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4. In the physicalname parameter, replace %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% with the name of the attribute that stores the
organization to which the group belongs.

User Directory without Organization Support

Verify that no object descriptions or well-known attributes are defined for organizations in directory.xml.

How to Configure Groups (LDAP)
For configuration, groups can be divided as follows:

• Self-subscribing groups
• Dynamic and Nested groups

Thispage contains the following topics:

Configure Self-Subscribing Groups

You can enable self-service users to join groups by configuring support for self-subscribing groups in the directory
configuration file.

When a user self-registers, Identity Manager looks for groups in specified organizations and then, displays the self-
subscribing groups to the user.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Self-subscribing Groups section, add a SelfSubscribingGroups element as follows:
<SelfSubscribingGroups type=search_type org=org_dn>

2. Add values for the following parameters:
– type

Indicates where Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups as follows:
• NONE -- Identity Manager does not search for groups. Specify NONE to prevent users from self-subscribing to

groups.
• ALL -- Identity Manager begins searching for groups at the root. Specify ALL when users can subscribe to

groups throughout a hierarchical directory.
• INDICATEDORG -- Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups in the organization of a user and its

suborganizations. For example, when the profile of a user is in the Marketing organization, Identity Manager
searches for self-subscribing groups in the Marketing organization, and in all suborganizations.

• SPECIFICORG -- Identity Manager searches in a specific organization. Supply the distinguished name (DN) of
the specific organization in the org parameter.

– org
Specifies the unique identifier of the organization where Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups.

NOTE
Make sure that you specify the org parameter when type=SPECIFICORG.

Once support for self-subscribing groups is configured in the Identity Manager directory, Identity Manager administrators
can specify which groups are self-subscribing in the User Console.

Configure Dynamic and Nested Groups

If you are managing an LDAP user store, you can configure support for the following types of groups in the directory
configuration file:

• Dynamic Groups
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Enables you to define group membership by specifying an LDAP filter query in the User Console dynamically. With
dynamic groups, administrators do not have to search for and add group members individually.

• Nested Groups
Enables you to add groups as members of other groups.

You can enable dynamic and nested groups using the directory configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Map the following well-known attributes to a physical attribute for the Group managed object as needed:
– %DYNAMIC_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%
– %NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%

NOTE
The physical attribute that you select must support multiple values.

2. In the Directory Groups Behavior section, add the following GroupTypes element:
<GroupTypes type=group>

NOTE
GroupTypes is case-sensitive.

3. Type a value for the following parameter:
group
Enables support for dynamic and nested groups. The valid values are as follows:
– NONE -- Identity Manager does not support dynamic and nested groups.
– ALL -- Identity Manager supports dynamic and nested groups.
– DYNAMIC -- Identity Manager supports dynamic groups only.
– NESTED -- Identity Manager supports nested groups only.

Once support for dynamic and nested groups is configured in the Identity Manager directory, Identity Manager
administrators can specify which groups are dynamic and nested in the User Console.

NOTE
Consider that you have set the group type to NESTED or ALL without setting the
%NESTED_GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% well-known parameter. In such case, Identity Manager stores both
the nested groups and users in the %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% well- known parameter. Processing group
membership may be slightly slower.

The DisableNestedGroupEvaluation property disables nested group searches on a per-task basis. Setting this
property to True greatly improves the time needed to return search for nested groups.

The default Group Type setting is ALL, which may impact performance.

1. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
The Select Admin Task page appears.

2. Select Name or Category in the where field, then enter the string you want to search on, and then click
Search.
CA Identity Manager displays the admin tasks that satisfy the search criteria.

3. Choose an admin task, and click Select.
CA Identity Manager displays the task details for the selected admin task.

4. Select the Profile tab, and then click Properties to display the Task Configuration Properties screen.
5. Under Property, enter DisableNestedGroupEvaluation, and then select Add.

: The property is case-sensitive.
6. Set the DisableNestedGroupEvaluation property to True to disables nested group searches for this task.
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Add Support for Groups as Administrators of Groups

If you are managing an LDAP user store, you can enable groups to serve as administrators of other groups. When you
assign a group as an administrator, only administrators of that group are administrators of the specified group. Members
of the administrator group you specify have no privileges to manage the group.

Follow these steps:

1. Map the %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% well-known attribute to a physical attribute that stores the list of groups that
serve as administrators.
Note: The physical attribute that you select must support multiple values.
Group Well-Known Attributes provides more information about the %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% attribute.

NOTE
If you set the admin group type to ALL without setting the %GROUP_ADMIN_GROUP% well known, Identity
Manager stores administrator groups in the %GROUP_ADMIN% attribute.

2. In the Directory AdminGroups Behavior section, configure the AdminGroupTypes element as follows:
<AdminGroupTypes type="ALL">

NOTE
The default AdminGroupTypes is NONE. "AdminGroupTypes" is case-sensitive.

Once support for groups as administrators is configured in the Identity Manager directory, Identity Manager administrators
can specify groups as administrators of other groups in the User Console.

Additional CA Identity Manager Directory Properties
You can configure the following additional properties:

• Sort order for search results.
• Search across object classes to verify that a new user does not exist already.
• Wait time to avoid Identity Manager timed out before completion of the replication of data, from the master LDAP

directory to the slave LDAP directory.

Contents:

Configure Sort Order

You can specify a sort attribute for each managed object, such as users, groups, or organizations. Identity Manager uses
this attribute to sort search results in custom business logic, which you create with the Identity Manager APIs.

NOTE
The sort attribute does not affect the way search results are displayed in the User Console.

For example, when you specify the cn attribute for the user object, Identity Manager sorts the results of a search for users
alphabetically by the cn attribute.

Follow these steps:

1. After the last IMSManagedObjectAttr element in the section for the managed object to which the sort order applies,
add the following statements:
<PropertyDict name="SORT_ORDER">

    <Property name="ATTR">your_sort_attribute

    </Property>

</PropertyDict>

2. Replace your_sort_attribute with the attribute on which Identity Manager sorts the search results.

NOTE
Specify only one physical attribute. Do not specify a well-known attribute.
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For example, assume that you have to sort user search results based on the value of the cn attribute. Add the following
elements after the last IMSManagedObjectAttr element in the User Object section of the directory configuration file:

<!-- ******************** User Object ******************** -->

   <ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users"

      objectclass="top,person,organizationalperson,user"

      objecttype="USER">

   .

   .

   .

    <ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="departmentnumber"

        displayname="Department" description="Department"

        valuetype="String" required="true"

        multivalued="false" maxlength="0" />

    <PropertyDict name="SORT_ORDER">

        <Property name="ATTR">cn</Property>

    </PropertyDict>

  </ImsManagedObject>

Search across Objectclasses

Identity Manager searches the user store to check if the user exists or not when you create a user. This search is limited
to users who have the objectclasses specified in the user object definition in the directory configuration file (directory.xml).
If no existing user is found in those objectclasses, Identity Manager tries to create the user.

If a user exists with the same unique identifier (user ID) but a different objectclass, the LDAP server fails to create the
user. The error is reported in the LDAP server, but Identity Manager does not recognize the error. Identity Manager
appears to create the user successfully.

To prevent this issue, you can configure a SEARCH_ACROSS_CLASSES property that causes Identity Manager to
search users across all objectclass definitions when checking for existing users.

NOTE
This property affects only searches for duplicate users when performing tasks such as creating a user. For all
other searches, objectclass constraints apply.

Follow these steps:

1. In the directory configuration file (directory.xml), locate the ImsManagedObject element that describes the user object.
2. Add the following PropertyDict element:

<PropertyDict name="SEARCH_ACROSS_CLASSES" description="allowing checking an attribute across classes ">

<Property name="ENABLE">true</Property>

</PropertyDict>

Note: The PropertyDict element must be the last element in the ImsManagedObject element, as in the following example:

<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users"

 objectclass="top,person,organizationalperson,inetorgperson,customClass" objecttype="USER">

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="departmentnumber" displayname="Department" description="Department"

 valuetype="String" required="true" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" />

.

.

.

<PropertyDict name="SEARCH_ACROSS_CLASSES" description="allow checking an attribute across classes ">

<Property name="ENABLE">true</Property>

</PropertyDict>
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Specify Replication Wait Time

In a deployment that includes replication between master and slave LDAP directories, you can configure the CA SSO®

Policy Server to communicate with a slave directory. In this configuration, the Policy Server automatically detects referrals
that point to the master directory during operations that write data to the LDAP directory. The data is stored in the master
LDAP directory and replicated to the slave LDAP directory according to the replication scheme of your network resources.

In this configuration, when you create an object in Identity Manager, the object is created in the master directory and it is
also replicated to the slave directory. A delay may occur during the replication process that causes the create action to fail
in Identity Manager.

To prevent this issue from occurring, you can specify the amount of time (in seconds) that Identity Manager waits before
"timing out" in the REPLICATION_WAIT_TIME property.

Follow these steps:

1. In the directory configuration file (directory.xml), locate the ImsManagedObject element that describes the user object.
2. Add the following PropertyDict element:

<PropertyDict name="REPLICATION_WAIT_TIME" description="time delay in seconds for LDAP provider to allow

 replication to propagate from master to slave"> 

<Property name=REPLICATION_WAIT_TIME"><time in seconds></Property>

</PropertyDict>

NOTE
The PropertyDict element must be the last element in the ImsManagedObject element, as in the following
example:

<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users"

 objectclass="top,person,organizationalperson,inetorgperson,customClass" objecttype="USER">

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="departmentnumber" displayname="Department" description="Department"

 valuetype="String" required="true" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" />

.

.

.

<PropertyDict name="REPLICATION_WAIT_TIME" description="time delay in seconds for LDAP provider to allow

 replication to propagate from master to slave"> 

<Property name=REPLICATION_WAIT_TIME">800</Property>

</PropertyDict>

When the replication wait time is not defined, the default value 0 is used.

Specify LDAP Connection Settings

To improve performance, you can specify the following parameters by applying them to the JAVA_OPTS variable using
the -D command option. Include this property to enable connection pooling:

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool=true

You can use the following options for the JNDI pool:

• Connection Initial, Maximum, and Preferred Pool Size
Each option, com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize, com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize, and
com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize, specifies the initial, maximum, and preferred number of connections that
Identity Manager can make to the LDAP directory.

• Connection Pool Timeout Size
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Specifies the maximum number of milliseconds that the JNDI connection pool maintains a connection object for reuse.
This option makes pool utilization more efficient as it reuses existing connection objects. For example for 10 minutes,
enter -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=600000.

• Connection Wait Timeout 
The default is 30000 milliseconds, configured internally in Identity Manager using com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.timeout.
This property determines the maximum wait time for a connection when all connections in the pool are in use, and after
reaching the maximum pool size. If the value of this property is less than or equal to zero under such circumstances,
the LDAP provider waits indefinitely for a connection to become available; otherwise, the LDAP provider aborts the
wait when exceeding the maximum wait time.

• Connection Read Timeout
The com.sun.jndi.ldap.read.timeout is the read timeout in milliseconds for LDAP operations. If the LDAP provider
cannot get an LDAP response within that period, it aborts the read attempt. By default, this property is not set by
Identity Manager, meaning it is equal to zero, so no read timeout is specified. Having no specified read timeout is
equivalent to waiting for the response (infinitely) until a response is received.

Follow these steps:

1. LDAP connection parameters are system-level properties, and therefore it is recommended that you apply them to the
JAVA_OPTS variable using the -D command option:
-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool=true

            

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.initsize=200

            

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=500

            

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=200

            

-Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=600000  

NOTE

The com.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.timeout and com.sun.jndi.ldap.read.timeout parameters have been omitted; this
means Identity Manager uses 30 seconds for the connetion imeout and 0 seconds (indefinite read) for the read
timeout. Those properties can be added if the default setting needs to be changed.

Improve Directory Search Performance
To improve the performance of directory searches for users, organizations, and groups, do the following points:

• Index the attributes that administrators can specify in search queries.

NOTE
For Oracle Internet Directory, a search may fail when an attribute in a search query is not indexed.

• Configure page size and maximum row settings to determine how Identity Manager handles large searches.
• Tune the user directory. See the documentation for the user directory that you are using.

This page contains the following topics:

Improve Performance for Large Searches

When Identity Manager manages a huge user store, searches that return many results can cause the system to run out of
memory. To help prevent memory issues, you can define limits for large searches.

The following two settings determine how Identity Manager handles large searches:

• Maximum number of rows
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Specifies the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. When the
number of results exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.

• Page size
Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.
Note the following points when specifying Page Size:
– To use the Search Page Size option, the user store that Identity Manager manages must support paging. Some

user store types require additional configuration to support paging. For more information, see the following topics:
Configure Active Directory Paging Support

– If the user store does not support paging and a value for maxrows is specified, Identity Manager uses only the
maxrows value to control search size.

You can configure maximum row limits and page size in the following places:

• User Store
In most user stores and databases, you can configure search limits.
Note: For more information, see the documentation for the user store or database that you are using.

• Identity Manager Directory
You can configure the DirectorySearch element in the directory configuration file (directory.xml) that you use to create
the Identity Manager Directory.
By default, the value for maximum rows and page size is unlimited for existing directories. For new directories, the
value for maximum rows is unlimited and the value for page size is 2000.

• Managed object definition
To set maximum row limits and page sizes applying to one type of object instead of an entire Directory, configure the
managed object definition in the directory.xml file that you use to create the Identity Manager Directory.
Setting limits for a managed object type allows you to do adjustments that are based on business requirements. For
example, most companies have more users than groups. Those companies can set limits for user object searches
only.

• Task Search screens
You can control the number of search results that users see in search and list screens in the User Console. If the
number of results exceeds the number of results per page that are defined for the task, users see links to additional
pages of results.
This setting does not affect the number of results that are returned by a search.
Note: For information on setting page size in search and list screens, see the Administration Guide.

If maximum row limits and page sizes are defined in multiple places, the most specific setting applies. For example,
managed object settings take precedence over directory level settings.

Configure Active Directory Paging Support

To configure paging support in Active Directory, complete the following high-level steps:

• Configure Virtual List View (VLV) Search Support.
• Configure the MaxPageSize for Active Directory. (For Directories created before Identity Manager r12.5 SP7 only)

Configure Virtual List View (VLV) Search Support

Active Directory supports Virtual List View (VLV), a method for delivering search results in a certain order or in certain
subsets. This method differs from Simple Paged Results, which Identity Manager expects.

By default, Identity Manager supports VLV for Active Directory. Identity Manager sends dummy request to validate
whether the Active Directory also supports VLV. If the validation fails, Identity Manager acquires paging support (Simple
Paging) for searching results.

If the VLV flag is disabled on the Active Directory, you can enable the flag by following the given procedure:

1. Click Start, Run.
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2. Type Adsiedit.msc, and then press ENTER.
3. In the ADSI Edit tool, expand the Configuration[DomainController] node.
4. Expand the CN=Configuration,DC=DomainName container.
5. Expand the CN=Services object.
6. Expand the CN=Windows NT object.
7. Right-click the CN=Directory Service object, and click Properties.
8. In the Attributes list, click msds-Other-Settings. Next, click Edit.
9. In the Values list, click any instance of DisableVLVSupport=0.

Note: The DisableVLVSupport value determines whether VLV for Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is
enabled or not.

10. Click OK twice. Close the ADSI Edit tool.

Note: The Identity Manager VLV search is supported from Active Directory 2010.

Configure the Active Directory MaxPageSize

Active Directory uses 1000 as the default MaxPageSize. Assume that the maxpagesize attribute value in directory.xml is
greater than or equal to 1000. In such case, Identity Manager fails to display a warning when the number of search results
exceeds the maxrows value in directory.xml. In this case, administrators who perform the search are not aware that some
search results are omitted.

To prevent this issue, verify that the maxpagesize attribute value for the Directory and each managed object is less than
the Active Directory MaxPageSize.

Assume that you are creating a Identity Manager Directory using the template directory.xml file that is installed with
Identity Manager 12.5 SP7 or higher. In this case, you do not need to perform any additional steps for paging support. The
maxpagesize attribute in directory.xml is set by default.

If you are adding paging support to an existing Identity Manager Directory, the maxpagesize attribute in directory.xml must
be less than 1000.

Also, if the Active Directory MaxPageSize is 1000, be sure to set the maxpagesize attribute appropriately for the Identity
Manager Directory and all managed objects.

WARNING
If ‘UnknownHostException’ error is seen in the server logs when MaxPageSize is set in directory.xml, then add
the Active Directory computer to the CA Identity Manager computer host file.

Relational Database Management

Identity Manager Directories

A  Identity Manager directory describes how objects, such as users, groups, and (optionally) organizations are stored in
the user store and how they are represented in Identity Manager. A Identity Manager directory is associated with one or
more Identity Manager environments.

The following illustration shows how a Identity Manager directory relates to a user store:
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Figure 65: The image shows how a CA Identity Manager directory relates to a user store.
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NOTE
Some user attributes in the database are not part of the Identity Manager directory. Therefore, Identity Manager
does not manage them.

Important Considerations

Before you configure Identity Manager to manage a relational database, ensure that the database meets the following
requirements:

• The database must be accessible through a JDBC driver or an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) driver (when
Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®). The driver must support outer joins. If more than two tables are used to
represent a managed object, the driver must also support nested outer joins.

NOTE
If the driver does not support outer joins, Identity Manager uses inner joins when querying the database. This
can cause unexpected query results.

• Uniquely identify each object that Identity Manager manages, such as a user, group, or organization (when supported).
For example, the unique identifier for users may be a login ID.

NOTE
Make sure that the unique identifier is stored in a single column.

• Identity Manager requires some multivalued attributes, which can be stored as a delimited list in a single cell or in
multiple rows in a separate table. For example, the following tblGroupMembers table stores the members of a group:

ID Members

Research dmason

Research rsavory

Marketing dmason

Marketing awelch

The ID column contains the unique identifier for a group and the Members column contains the unique identifier for a
member of the group. For example, dmason and rsavory are members of the Research group. When a new member is
added to that group, another row is added to tblGroupMembers.

• When your environment includes organizations, do the following task:
– Edit and run a SQL script, included with Identity Manager, against the database to configure organization support.
– Identity Manager requires a top-level organization, named the root. All other organizations relate to the root

organization.
For more information about organization requirements, see Organizations Management.

Create a Identity Manager Directory

Follow these steps:

1. If you are using CA SSO®, apply the policy store schema prior creating a Identity Manager Directory.

NOTE
For more information on specific policy store schemas and how to apply them, see the Installation Guide.

2. If you are using CA SSO®, create an ODBC data source for use with SiteMinder.
3. Create a data source for the user database that Identity Manager manages.
4. Describe the database to Identity Manager by modifying a directory configuration file (directory.xml). For more

information, see How to Describe a Database in a Directory Configuration File.
5. In the Management Console, import the directory configuration file and create the directory.
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Create a JDBC Data Source
Identity Manager requires a JDBC datasource in the application server where Identity Manager is installed to connect to
the user store. The instructions for creating a datasource are different for each application server.

JBoss

1. Create a copy of the following file:
 <jboss_home>\standalone\deployments\objectstore-ds.xml

jboss home
The installed location of the Jboss application server where Identity Manager is installed.
The new file must exist in the same location.

2. Rename the file to userstore-ds.xml.
3. Edit userstore-ds.xml as follows:

a. Locate the <jndi-name> element.
b. Change the value of the <jndi-name> element from jdbc/objectstore to userstore as follows:

<jndi-name>userstore</jndi-name>
c. In the <connection-url> element, change the DatabaseName parameter to the name of the database that serves as

the user store as follows:
<connection-url>
jdbc:sqlserver://ipaddress:port;selectMethod=cursor;DatabaseName=userstore_name
</connection-url>
ipaddress
Specifies the IP address of the machine where the user store is installed.
port
Specifies the port number for the database
userstore_name
Specifies the name of the database that serves as the user store.

4. Perform the following steps if you plan to create a JBoss security realm, which is required for support FIPS:
a. Rename the security-domain to <security-domain>imuserstoredb</security-domain>.
b. Save the file.
c. Omit the remaining steps. Instead, complete the steps in Create a JBoss Security Realm for the JDBC Data

Source.
5. Make the following additional changes to userstore-ds.xml:

a. Change the value of the <user-name> element to the username for an account that has read and write access to
the user store.

b. Change the value of the <password> element to the password for the account specified in the <user-name>
element.

Note: The user-name and password appear in clear text in this file. Therefore, you may decide to create a JBoss
Security realm instead of editing userstore-ds.xml.

6. Save the file.

Use a JBoss Security Realm for the JDBC Data Source

Assure that you are creating a JDBC data source in a JBoss application server. You can configure the data source to use
a user name and password or can configure it to use a security realm.

WARNING
Make sure that the JBoss Security Realm option is used if FIPS is being used.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete the steps in.
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Do not specify a user name and password in the userstore-ds.xml as described in step 4.
2. Open login-cfg.xml in jboss_home\server\default\conf.
3. Locate the following entry in the file:

<application-policy name="imobjectstoredb">

  <authentication>

    <login-module code="com.netegrity.jboss.datasource.PasswordEncryptedLogin" flag="required">

      <module-option name="userName">fwadmin</module-option>

      <module-option name="password">{PBES}:gSex2/BhDGzEKWvFmzca4w==</module-option>

      <module-option name="managedConnectionFactoryName">jboss.jca:name=jdbc/objectstore,service=NoTxCM</

module-option>

    </login-module>

  </authentication>

</application-policy>

4. Copy the complete entry and paste it within the <policy> and </policy> tags in the login-cfg.xml file.
5. In the entry you pasted in the file, make the following changes:

a. Change the name attribute value from imobjectstoredb to imuserstoredb as follows:
<application-policy name="imuserstoredb">

b. Specify the name of the user used to authenticate against the user store as follows:
<module-option name="userName">user_store_user</module-option>

c. Specify the password for the user in the previous step as follows:
<module-option name="password">user_store_user_password</module-option>

Note: To encrypt the user store password, use the password tool (pwdtools) that is installed with Identity Manager.
d. In the <module-option name="managedConnectionFactoryName"> element, provide the correct jdbc.jca:name as

follows:
  <module-option name="managedConnectionFactoryName">

     jboss.jca:name=userstore,service=NoTxCM

  </module-option>

6. Save the file.
7. Restart the application server.

WebLogic

You create a data source in the WebLogic Administration Console.

NOTE
See the Oracle WebLogic Documentation for complete information about Weblogic Connection Pools.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a JDBC Data Source with the following parameters in the WebLogic Administration Console:
Name: User Store Data Source
JNDI Name: userstore

2. Create the connection pool for the data source with the following information:
– For SQL Server 2005 databases, use the following values:

URL: jdbc:sqlserver://db_systemName:1433
Driver Class Name: com.microsoft.sqlserver.jdbc.SQLServerDriver
Properties: user=username
databaseName=user store name
selectMethod=cursor
Password: password

– For Oracle databases, use the following values:
URL: jdbc:oracle:thin:@tp_db_systemname:1521:oracle_SID
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Driver Class Name: oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver
Properties: user=username
Password: password

3. After configuration, set the target for the pool to the server instance wl_server_name.
After you deploy the pool, check the console to see if any errors occurred.

NOTE
You may see an error that says the data source cannot be created with a non-existent pool. To resolve this
error, restart WebLogic.

WebSphere

Create a SQL Server Data Source for WebSphere

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, navigate to the JDBC provider that you created when you configured the
JDBC driver.

2. Select Data Sources in the Additional Properties section.
3. Create a data source with the following properties and click Apply:

Name: User Store Data Source
JNDI Name: userstore
databaseName: userstore_name
serverName: db_systemname

4. Configure the selectMethod property as follows:
a. Select Custom Properties in the Additional Properties section.
b. Click the selectMethod custom property.
c. Enter the following text in the Value field:

cursor
d. Click OK, then use the navigation links at the top of the screen to return to the data source you are creating.

5. Configure a new J2C Authentication Data Entry for the User Store Data Source:
a. Select J2EE Connector Architecture (J2C) authentication data entries from the Related Items section.
b. Click New.
c. Enter the following properties:

Alias: User Store
User ID: username
password: password
where username and password are the username and password for the account you specified when you created
the database.

d. Click OK, then use the navigation links at the top of the screen to return to the data source you are creating.
6. Select the User Store J2C Authentication Data Entry that you created from the list box in the Component-managed

Authentication Alias field.
7. Click OK, then save the configuration.

NOTE
To verify that the data source is configured correctly, click Test Connection in the configuration screen for the
data source. If the test connection fails, restart WebSphere and test the connection again.

Create an Oracle Data Source for WebSphere

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Administrative Console, navigate to the JDBC provider that you created when you configured the
JDBC driver.

2. Create a data source with the following properties and click Apply:
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Name: User Store Data Source
JNDI Name: userstore
URL: jdbc:oracle:thin:@db_systemname:1521:oracle_sid

3. Configure a new J2C Authentication Data Entry for the User Store Data Source:
a. Enter the following properties:

Alias: User Store
User ID: username
password: password
where username and password are the username and password for the account you specified when you created
the database.

b. Click OK, then use the navigation links at the top of the screen to return to the data source you are creating.
4. Select the User Store J2C Authentication Data Entry that you have created from the list box in the following fields:

– Component-managed Authentication Alias
– Container-managed Authentication Alias

5. Click OK, then save the configuration.
Note: To verify that the data source is configured correctly, click Test Connection in the configuration
screen for the data source. If the test connection fails, restartWebSphere and test the connection again.

Create an ODBC Data Source For Use with CA Single Sign-on (formerly
SiteMinder)
If Identity Manager integrates with CA Single Sign-on (SSO, formerly known as SiteMinder), define an ODBC data source
on the CA SSO® machine that points to the database. Note the name of the data source for later use. Proceed as follows:

• Windows: Configure the ODBC data source as a System DN. See your Windows operating system documentation for
instructions.

• UNIX: Add an entry specifying the parameters for the ODBC data source in the system_odbc.ini file located in
policy_server_installation/db.

Describe a Database in a Directory Configuration File
To manage a database, Identity Manager must understand the database structure and content. To describe the database
to Identity Manager, create a directory configuration file (directory.xml).

The directory configuration file contains one or more of the following sections:

• Identity Manager Directory Information
Contains information about the Identity Manager directory that Identity Manager uses.

• Attribute Validation
Defines the validation rules that apply to the Identity Manager directory.

• Provider Information
Describes the user store that Identity Manager manages.

• Directory Search Information
Enables you to specify how Identity Manager searches the user store.

• User Object
Describes how users are stored in the user store and how they are represented in Identity Manager.

• Group Object
Describes how groups are stored in the user store and how they are represented in Identity Manager.

• Organization Object
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Describes how organizations are stored and how they are represented in Identity Manager.
• Self-Subscribing Groups

Configures support for groups that self-service users can join.

The directory where you installed the administrative tools for Identity Manager includes the following directory
configuration file template for relational databases:

admin_tools\directoryTemplates\RelationalDatabase\directory.xml

admin_tools

Defines the installed location of Identity Manager administrative tools, as in the following examples:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

NOTE
The directory configuration file template in directoryTemplates\RelationalDatabase is configured for
environments that support organizations. To see a directory configuration file for an environment that
does not include organizations, you can look at the directory.xml file for the NeteAuto sample located in
admin_tools\samples\NeteAutoRDB\NoOrganization

Copy the configuration template to a new directory or save it with a different name to prevent overwriting it. You can then
modify the template to reflect your database structure.

The directory configuration file has two important conventions:

• ## -- Indicates required values.
To provide all of the required information, locate all double pound signs (##) and replace them with appropriate values.
For example, ##PASSWORD_HINT indicates that you must supply an attribute to store a question that a user answers
to receive a temporary password in the case of a forgotten password.

• @ -- Indicates values that Identity Manager populates. Do not modify these values in the directory configuration file.
Identity Manager prompts you to supply the values when you import the directory configuration file.

Before you modify the directory configuration file, you need the following information:

• Table names for the user, group, and organization objects (when your structure includes organizations).
• A list of attributes in user, group, and organization profiles (when your structure includes organizations).

Modify the Directory Configuration File
Perform the following procedure to modify the directory configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure a connection to the database.
2. Specify the amount of time that Identity Manager searches a directory before terminating the search.
3. Define the user and group managed objects that CA Identity Manager® - Source manages.
4. Modify well-known attributes.

Well-known attributes identify special attributes, such as the password attribute, in Identity Manager.
5. Configure support for self-subscribing groups.
6. If your environment includes organizations, configure organization support.

Managed Object Descriptions for Relational Database
In Identity Manager, you manage the following types of objects, corresponding to entries in a user store:
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• Users -- Represent users in an enterprise.
• Groups -- Represent associuch as the tables in which the object is stored.ations of users who have something in

common.
• (Optional) Organizations -- Represent business units. Organizations may contain users, groups, and other

organizations.

NOTE
Organization Management with Relational Databases provides information about configuring organizations.

An object description contains the following information:

• Information about the object, such as the tables in which the object is stored.
• The attributes that store information about an entry. For example, the pager attribute stores a pager number.

WARNING
A Identity Manager environment supports only one type of user, group, and organization object.

This page contains the following topics:

How to Describe a Managed Object

A managed object is described by specifying object information in the User Object, Group Object, and Organization Object
sections (when the database includes organizations) of the directory configuration file.

Each of these sections contains an ImsManagedObject element, such as the following code:

<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users">

The ImsManagedObject element may include the following elements:

• Table (required)
• UniqueIdentifier (required)
• ImsManagedObjectAttr (required)
• RootOrg (for organization objects only)

Database Tables

Use the Table element in the directory configuration file to define the tables that store information about a managed object.

Each managed object must have one primary table that contains the unique identifier for the object. Additional information
can be stored in secondary tables.

The following illustration shows a database that stores user information in a primary and secondary table:
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If the information of an object is stored in multiple tables, create a Table element for each table. Use the Reference
element in the Table element for a secondary table to define its relationship to the primary table.

For example, if basic information about a user is stored in tblUsers and address information is stored in tblUserAddress,
the table definitions for the User managed object would resemble the following entries:

<Table name="tblUsers" primary="true" />

<Table name="tblUserAddress">

  <Reference childcol="userid" primarycol="id" />

</Table name>

Table Elements

The parameters for a table element are as follows:

• name
(Required)
Specifies the name of the table that stores some or all of the attributes in a managed profile of an object.

• primary
Indicates whether the table is the primary table for the managed object. The primary table contains the unique identifier
for the object, as follows:
– True -- The table is the primary table.
– False -- The table is a secondary table (default).
If you do not specify the primary parameter, Identity Manager assumes the table as a secondary table.
Note: Only one table can be the primary table.

• filter
Identifies a subset of the table entries that apply to the managed object.
The optional filter parameter may resemble the following example:
filter="ORG=2"

NOTE
The filter applies only to queries that Identity Manager generates. If you overwrite a generated query with a
custom query, specify the filter in the custom query.

• fullouterjoin
Indicates whether the outer join is a full outer join.
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– True -- The outer join is a full outer join. In this case, the condition that is required to return a valid row is found in
both tables in the join for a returned row.

– False -- The outer join is a left outer join relative to the primary table. In this case, only the rows in one table in the
query must satisfy the condition (default).

NOTE
The parameters are optional unless otherwise specified.

The Table parameter can contain one or more Reference elements to link a primary table to secondary tables.

Reference Element

The parameters in the Reference element are as follows:

• childcol
Indicates the column in the secondary table (specified in the corresponding Table element) that maps to the column in
the primary table.

• primarycol
Indicates the column in the primary table that maps to the column in the secondary table.

NOTE
The parameters are optional unless otherwise specified.

Specify Object Information

Object information is specified by supplying values for various parameters.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the ImsManagedObject element in the User Object, Group Object, or Organization Object section.
2. Supply values for the following parameters:

– name
(Required)
Provides a unique name for the managed object.

– description
Provides the description of the managed object.

– objecttype
(Required)
Specifies the type of managed object. The valid values are as follows:
• USER
• GROUP
• ORGANIZATION

The ImsManagedObject element must resemble the following code:
<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My  Users" objecttype="USER">

3. Supply Table information, as described in Database Tables.
4. Specify the column that contains the unique identifier for the object.
5. Describe the attributes that constitute the profile of the object.
6. If you are configuring an organization object, go to Organizations Management.

How to Specify the Unique Identifier for a Managed Object

Each object that Identity Manager manages must have a unique identifier. Make sure that the unique identifier is stored in
a single column in the primary table of the managed object. Primary tables are described above in Database Tables.

Use the UniqueIdentifier and UniqueIdentifierAttr elements to define the unique identifier as follows:
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<UniqueIdentifier>

  <UniqueIdentifierAttr name="tablename.columnname" />

</UniqueIdentifier>

The UniqueIdentifierAttr element requires the name parameter. The value of the name parameter is the attribute in which
the unique identifier is stored. The value can be a physical attribute or a well-known attribute.

When you specify a physical attribute, note the following points:

• Make sure that the specified attribute exists in the database and it is defined in the directory configuration file, as
described in Modify Attribute Descriptions. In the attribute description, be sure to specify read-only or write-once
permission to prevent the unique identifier from changing during a session.

• Use the following syntax to specify a physical attribute:
tablename.columnname

tablename
Defines the name of the table where the attribute is located. The table you specify must be the primary table.
columnname
Defines the name of the column that stores the attribute.

• If the database generates the unique identifier, specify a custom operation for the attribute. For example, you may
have to specify an operation that fetches the last generated identifier from the database.

Modify Attribute Descriptions
An attribute stores information about a user, group, or organization entity, such as a telephone number or address. The
attributes of an entity determine its profile.

In the directory configuration file, attributes are described in ImsManagedObjectAttr elements. In the User Object, Group
Object and Organization Object sections of the directory configuration file:

• Modify default attribute descriptions to describe your database attributes.
• Create new attribute descriptions by copying an existing description and modifying values as needed.

For each attribute in user, group, and organization profiles, there is only one ImsManagedObjectAttr element. For
example, an ImsManagedObjectAttr element may describe a user ID.

An ImsManagedObjectAttr element resembles the following code:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr 

 physicalname="tblUsers.id" 

 displayname="User Internal ID" 

 description="User Internal ID" 

 valuetype="Number" 

 required="false" 

 multivalued="false" 

 maxlength="0" 

 hidden="false" 

 permission="READONLY">

NOTE
When you are using an Oracle database, note the following points while configuring managed object attributes:

• Oracle databases are case-sensitive by default. The case of the attributes and table names in the directory
configuration file must match the case of the attributes in Oracle.
Be sure to specify a maximum length for String datatypes to prevent truncation. To limit the length of strings, you can
create a validation rule to display an error when a user types a string that exceeds the maximum length.

The ImsManagedObjectAttr parameters are as follows.
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Note: The parameters are optional unless otherwise specified.

• physicalname
(Required)
Specifies the physical name of the attribute, and it must contain one of the following details:
– The name and location where the value is stored.

Format: tablename.columnname
For example, when an attribute is stored in the id column in the tblUsers table, the physical name for that attribute is
as follows:
tblUsers.id
You are required to define each table that contains an attribute in a Table element.

– A well-known attribute.
A well-known attribute can represent a computed value. For example, you can use a well-known attribute to refer to
an attribute computed using a custom operation.

• displayname
(Required)
Specifies a unique name for the attribute.
In the User Console, the display name appears in the list of attributes that are available to add to a task screen.

NOTE
Do not modify the displayname of an attribute in the directory configuration file (directory.xml). To change the
name of the attribute on a task screen, you can specify a label for the attribute in the task screen definition.
For more information, see the Administration Guide.

• description
Provides the description of the attribute.

• valuetype
Specifies the data type of the attribute. The valid values are as follows:
– String

The value can be any string.
This is the default value.

– Integer
The value must be an integer.
Note: Integer does not support decimal numbers.

– Number
The value must be an integer. The number option supports decimal numbers.

– Date
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern:
MM/dd/yyyy

– ISODate
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern yyyy-MM-dd.

– UnicenterDate
The value must parse to a valid date using the pattern YYYYYYYDDD where:
YYYYYYY is a seven number representation of year beginning with three zeros. For example: 0002008
DDD is the three number representation for the day beginning with zeroes, as needed. Valid values include from
001 to 366.

If the valuetype of an attribute is incorrect, Identity Manager queries may fail.
To make sure that an attribute is stored correctly in the database, you can associate it with a validation rule.

• required
Indicates whether a value is required to specify for the attribute, as follows:
– True -- Required
– False -- Optional (default)

• multi-valued
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Indicates whether the attribute can have multiple values, as follows:
– True -- An attribute can have multiple values.
– False -- An attribute can have only a single value (default).
For example, the group membership attribute in a user profile is multi-valued to store the groups to which a user
belongs.
To store multi-valued attributes in a delimited list instead of in a multi-row table, you are required to define the delimiter
character in the delimiter parameter.
Make sure that the number of possible values and the length of each value that the column enables are sufficient.

WARNING
Make sure that the Group Membership attribute in the User object definition is multi-valued.

• wellknown
Provides the name of the well-known attribute.
Well-known attributes have a specific meaning in Identity Manager.
Format: %ATTRIBUTENAME%

NOTE
When a custom operation is associated with an attribute, you are required to specify a well-known attribute.

• maxlength
Determines the maximum size of the column.

• permission
Indicates whether the value of an attribute can be modified in a task screen, as follows:
– READONLY

The value is displayed but cannot be modified.
– WRITEONCE

The value cannot be modified once the object is created. For example, a user ID cannot be changed after the user
is created.

– READWRITE
The value can be modified (default).

• hidden
Indicates whether an attribute appears in the Identity Manager task screens, as follows:
– True -- The attribute is not displayed to users.
– False -- The attribute is displayed to users (default).
Logical attributes use hidden attributes.

NOTE
For more information about logical attributes, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• system
Indicates that only Identity Manager used attributes. Users must not modify the attributes in the User Console, as
follows:
– True -- Users cannot modify the attribute. The attribute will not appear in the User Console.
– False -- Users can modify this attribute and is available to add to task screens in the User Console (default).

• validationruleset
Associates a validation rule set with the attribute.
Make sure that the validation rule set that you specify is defined in a ValidationRuleSet element in the directory
configuration file.

• delimiter
Defines the character that separates values when multiple values are stored in a single column.
Important! Make sure that the multivalued parameter is set to true for the delimiter parameter to apply.
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NOTE
To prevent displaying sensitive information, such as passwords or salaries, in the User Console, you can
specify Data Classification parameters, described below.

This page contains the following topics:

Managing Sensitive Attributes

Identity Manager provides the following methods for managing sensitive attributes:

• Data classifications for attributes
Data classifications allow you to specify display and encryption properties for attributes in the directory configuration
file (directory.xml).
You can define data classifications that manage sensitive attributes as follows:
– In Identity Manager task screens, display the value of an attribute as a series of asterisks.

For example, you can display passwords as asterisks instead of displaying them in clear text.
– In View Submitted Task screens, hide the attribute value.

This option enables you to hide attributes from administrators. For instance, hiding salary details such as the salary
from administrators who view task status in Identity Manager but do not need to view salary details.

– Ignore certain attributes when creating a copy of an existing object.
– Encrypt an attribute

• Field styles in task profile screens
If you do not want to modify an attribute in the directory.xml file, set the display property for the attribute in screen
definitions where the sensitive attribute appears.
The field style enables you to display attributes, such as passwords, as a series of asterisks instead of clear text.

Data Classification Attributes

The Data Classification element provides a way to associate additional properties with an attribute description. The values
in this element determine how Identity Manager handles the attribute. This element supports the following parameters:

• sensitive
Causes Identity Manager to display the attribute as a series of asterisks (*) in View Submitted Tasks screens. This
parameter prevents old and new values for the attribute from appearing in clear text in View Submitted tasks screens.
Additionally, if you create a copy of an existing user in the User Console, this parameter prevents the attribute from
being copied to the new user.

• vst_hide
Hides the attribute in the Event Details screen for the View Submitted Tasks tab. Unlike sensitive attributes, which are
displayed as asterisks, vst_hidden attributes are not displayed.
You can use this parameter to prevent changes to an attribute, such as the salary, from displaying in View Submitted
Tasks.

• ignore_on_copy
Causes Identity Manager to ignore an attribute when an administrator creates a copy of an object in the User Console.
For example, assume that you have specified ignore_on_copy for the password attribute on a user object. When
copying a user profile, Identity Manager does not apply the password of the current user to the new user profile.

• AttributeLevelEncrypt
Encrypts attribute values when they are stored in the user store. If Identity Manager is FIPS 140-2 enabled, Identity
Manager uses RC2 encryption or FIPS 140-2 encryption.
For more information about FIPS 140-2 support in Identity Manager, see the Configuration Guide.
The attributes appear in clear text during runtime.

NOTE
To prevent attributes from appearing in clear text in screens, you can also add a sensitive data classification
element to encrypted attributes. For more information, see How to Add Attribute-Level Encryption.

• PreviouslyEncrypted
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Causes Identity Manager to detect and decrypt any encrypted values in the attribute when it accesses the object in the
user store.
You use this data classification to decrypt any previously encrypted values.
The clear text value is saved to the store when you save the object.

Configure Data Classification Attributes

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the attribute in the directory configuration file.
2. After the attribute description, add the following attribute:

<DataClassification name="parameter">
– parameter

Represents one of the following parameters:
sensitive
vst_hide
ignore_on_copy
AttributeLevelEncrypt
PreviouslyEncrypted

For example, an attribute description that includes the vst_hide data classification attribute resembles the following
code:
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="salary" displayname="Salary" description="salary" valuetype="String"

 required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0">

<DataClassification name="vst_hide"/>

Attribute-Level Encryption

You can encrypt an attribute in the user store by specifying an AttributeLevelEncypt data classification for that attribute in
the directory configuration file (directory.xml). When attribute-level encryption is enabled, Identity Manager encrypts the
value of that attribute before storing it in the user store. The attribute is displayed as clear text in the User Console.

Note: To prevent attributes from appearing in clear text in screens, you can also add a sensitive data classification
element to encrypted attributes. For more information, see How to Add Attribute-Level Encryption.

If FIPS 140-2 support is enabled, the attribute is encrypted using RC2 encryption or FIPS 140-2 encryption.

Before you implement the attribute-level encryption, note the following points:

• Identity Manager cannot find encrypted attributes in a search.
Assume that an encrypted attribute is added to a member, admin, owner policy, or an identity policy. Identity Manager
cannot resolve the policy correctly because it cannot search the attribute.
Consider setting the attribute to searchable="false" in the directory.xml file -- For example:
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="title" description="Title" displayname="Title" valuetype="String" maxlength="0"
searchable="false">
<DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>
</ImsManagedObjectAttr>

• If Identity Manager uses a shared user store and Provisioning Directory, do not encrypt Provisioning Server attributes.
• Do not enable AttributeLevelEncrypt for user passwords in environments that meet the following criteria:

– include CA SSO integration, and
– Store users in a relational database
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, encrypted passwords cause issues when new users try to log in, and
enter passwords in clear text.

• If you enable attribute-level encryption for a user store that is used by applications other than Identity Manager, the
other applications cannot use the encrypted attribute.

How To Add Attribute-Level Encryption
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Assume that you have added an attribute-level encryption to a Identity Manager directory. Identity Manager automatically
encrypts existing clear text attribute values when you save the object which is associated with the attribute. For example,
encrypting the password attribute encrypts the password when it saves the profile of the user.

NOTE
To encrypt the attribute value, the task that you use to save the object must include the attribute. To encrypt the
password attribute in the previous example, make sure that the password field is added to the task you use to
save the object, such as the Modify User task.

All new objects are created with encrypted values in the user store.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete one of the following tasks:
– Create a Identity Manager directory
– Update an existing directory by exporting the directory settings.

2. Add the following data classification attributes to the attribute that you want to encrypt in the directory.xml file:
– AttributeLevelEncrypt

Persists the attribute value in an encrypted form in the user store.
– sensitive (optional)

Hides the attribute value in Identity Manager screens. For example, a password is displayed as asterisks (*).
For example:
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="salary" displayname="Salary" description="salary" valuetype="String"

 required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" searchable="false">

<DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

<DataClassification name="sensitive"/>

3. If you have created a Identity Manager Directory, associate the directory with an environment.
4. To force Identity Manager to encrypt all values immediately, modify all objects using the Bulk Loader.

How to Remove Attribute-Level Encryption

If you have an encrypted attribute in the Identity Manager Directory and it is stored with the value of that attribute as a
clear text, then you can remove the AttributeLevelEncrypt data classification.

Once the data classification has been removed, Identity Manager stops encrypting the new attribute values. Existing
values are decrypted when you save the object which is associated with the attribute.

Note: To decrypt the attribute value, the task that you use to save the object must include the attribute. For example, to
decrypt a password for an existing user, you save the user object with a task that includes the password field, such as the
Modify User task.

To force Identity Manager to detect and decrypt any encrypted values that remain in the user store for the attribute, you
can specify another data classification, PreviouslyEncrypted. The clear text value is saved to the user store when you
save the object.

NOTE
Adding the PreviouslyEncrypted data classification adds extra processing on every object load. To prevent
performance issues, consider adding the PreviouslyEncrypted data classification, loading and saving each
object that is associated with that attribute, and then removing the data classification. This method automatically
converts all stored encrypted values to stored clear text.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the directory settings for the appropriate Identity Manager Directory.
2. In the directory.xml file, remove the data classification, AttributeLevelEncrypt, from attributes that you want to decrypt.
3. If you want to force Identity Manager to remove previously encrypted values, add the PreviouslyEncrypted data

classification attribute.
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For example:
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="salary" displayname="Salary" description="salary" valuetype="String"

 required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" searchable="false">

<DataClassification name="PreviouslyEncrypted"/>

4. To force Identity Manager to decrypt all values immediately, modify all objects using the Bulk Loader.

Custom Operations

You can define custom operations for certain managed objects to do the following tasks:

• Use stored procedures
• Optimize queries for their database structure.
• Retrieve a database-generated unique identifier

Custom operations apply only to attributes.

When specifying custom operations, remember the following points:

• Users who specify custom operations must be familiar with SQL.
• Identity Manager does not validate custom operations. Until runtime, Syntax errors and invalid queries are not

reported.
• If you specify a custom operation for an attribute, you cannot use that attribute in search filters in Identity Manager

tasks.
• Custom operations must conform to XML standards. Represent special characters using XML syntax. For example,

specify a single quotation mark (’) as &apos;

To specify a custom operation, use the Operation element.

Operation Element

The Operation element defines a SQL statement which can execute a custom query or calls a stored procedure for
creating, retrieving, modifying, or deleting an attribute. Operation element is a subelement of the IMSManagedObjectAttr
element, as shown in the following example:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="tblUsers.id" displayname="User Internal ID" description="User Internal ID"

 valuetype="Number" required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" hidden="false" permission="READONLY">

  <Operation name="GetDb" value="select @@identity" />

Operation element parameters are as follows:

• name
Specifies a predefined name for an operation. The valid operations are as follows:
– Create
– Get
– Set
– Delete
– GetDB

The GetDB operation retrieves a unique identifier from the database during a Create task, when the unique
identifier is generated through the database or from a stored procedure.

• value
Defines the SQL statement or stored procedure to execute. The valid values are as follows:
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– INSERT
– SELECT
– UPDATE
– DELETE
– CALL (for stored procedures)

NOTE
The parameters are optional unless otherwise specified.

The Operation element can contain one or more Parameter elements.

Parameter Element

A Parameter element specifies values that are passed to the query. When multiple Parameter elements are defined, the
values are passed to the query in the given listed order.

A Parameter element requires the name parameter. The value of the name parameter can be a physical attribute or a
well-known attribute.

NOTE
Identity Manager must understand the values that are passed to a query in the Parameter element.
For example, the value can be a physical name or a well-known attribute that is defined in the
ImsManagedObjectAttr attributes.

When you specify a physical attribute, note the following points:

• Use the following syntax to specify a physical attribute:
tablename.columnname
a. tablename

Provides the name of the table where the attribute is located. The table you specify must be the primary table.
b. columnname

Provides the name of the column that stores the attribute.
• The attribute that you specify must exist in the database and it is defined in the directory configuration file, as

described in .

Example Custom Operations for the Business Number Attribute

In the following example, the Business Number attribute is generated by calling a stored procedure; it is not a physical
attribute in the database.

<ImsManagedObjectAttr wellknown="%BUSINESS_NUMBER%"     displayname="Business Number" description="Business

 Number"     valuetype="String" required="false" multivalued="false"     maxlength="0">

<Operation name="Get" value="call sp_getbusinessnumber(?)">

    <Parameter name="%USER_ID%"/>

</Operation>

<Operation name="Set" value="call sp_setbusinessnumber(?,?)">

    <Parameter name="%USER_ID%"/>

    <Parameter name="%BUSINESS_NUMBER%"/>

</Operation>

<Operation name="Delete" value="call sp_deletebusinessnumber(?)">

    <Parameter name="%USER_ID%"/>

</Operation>

Note the following points:
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• sp_getbusinessnumber, sp_setbusinessnumber, and sp_deletebusinessnumber are user-defined stored procedures.
• The value that is returned from the Get operation is mapped to the %BUSINESS_NUMBER% attribute.
• The question mark (?) indicates substitutions that are made at runtime before the query is executed. For example, in

the Get operation the %USER_ID% well-known attribute is passed to the sp_getbusinessnumber stored procedure.

Connection to the User Directory (RDB)
CA Identity Manager connects to a user directory to store information such as a user, group, and organizational
information as shown in the following illustration:

A new directory or database is not required. However, the existing directory or database must be on a system that has a
fully qualified domain name (FQDN).

For a list of supported directory and database types, see the Identity Manager support matrix.

You configure a connection to the user store when you create a CA Identity Manager directory in the Management
Console.

If you export the directory configuration after creating a CA Identity Manager directory, the user directory connection
information is displayed in the Provider element of the directory configuration file.

This page contains the following topics:

Description of a Database Connection

To describe a database connection, use the Provider element and its subelements in the directory.xml file.

NOTE
If you are creating a Identity Manager directory, you do not need to provide directory connection information
in the directory.xml file. You provide connection information in the Identity Manager Directory wizard in the
Management Console.
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NOTE
Modify the Provider element for updates only.

Provider Element

The Provider element includes the following subelements:

• JDBC (required)
Identifies the JDBC data source to use when connecting to the user store. Specify the JNDI name that you have
provided when creating the JDBC data source.

• Credentials (required)
Supplies the username and password for accessing the database.

• DSN
Identifies the ODBC data source to use when connecting to the user store.

NOTE
This subelement only applies when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®. In Identity Manager
environments that do not include CA SSO®, this subelement is ignored.

• CA SSO®Query
Specifies custom query schemes for locating user information in a relational database.

NOTE
This subelement only applies when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®. In Identity Manager
environments that do not include CA SSO®, this subelement is ignored.

A completed database connection resembles the following example:

<Provider type="RDB" userdirectory="@SMDirName">

    <JDBC datasource="@SMDirJDBCDataSource"/>

     <Credentials user="@SMDirUser"

        cleartext="true">@SMDirPassword</Credentials>

    <DSN name="@SMDirDSN" />

    <SiteMinderQuery name="AuthenticateUser" query="SELECT TBLUSERS.LOGINID FROM     TBLUSERS WHERE

 TBLUSERS.LOGINID='%s' AND TBLUSERS.PASSWORD='%s'" /> 

</provider>

The attributes for the Provider element are as follows:

• type
Specifies the type of database. For Microsoft SQL Server and Oracle databases, specify RDB (default).

• userdirectory
Specifies the name of the user directory connection. This parameter corresponds to the Connection Object name that
you supply during directory creation.
If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO® for authentication, it creates a user directory connection in CA SSO® with
the name you specify for the Connection Object during installation. If you want to connect to an existing CA SSO® user
directory, enter the name of that user directory when prompted for the Connection Object. Identity Manager populates
the userdirectory parameter with the name you specify.
If Identity Manager does not integrate with CA SSO®, the value of the userdirectory parameter is any name that you
give the JDBC connection to the user store.

NOTE
Do not specify a name for the user directory connection in the directory.xml file. Identity Manager prompts
you to supply the name during directory creation.

Database Credentials

To connect to the database, Identity Manager must provide valid credentials to the data source. The credentials are
defined in the Credentials element, which resembles the following example:
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<Credentials user="@SMDirUser" cleartext="true">

  "MyPassword"

</Credentials>

If you do not specify a password in the Credentials element and trying to create the Identity Manager directory in the
Management Console, it prompts for the password credentials.

NOTE
We recommend specifying the password in the Management Console.

If you specify the password in the Management Console, Identity Manager encrypts the password for you. Otherwise, if
you do not want the password to appear in clear text, encrypt the password using the password tool that is installed with
Identity Manager. SiteMinder Passwords have instructions on using the password tool.

NOTE
You can specify only one set of credentials. When you define multiple data sources, the credentials that you
specify must apply to all data sources.

The credential parameters are as follows:

• user
Defines the login ID for an account that can access the data source.
Do not specify a value for the user parameter in the directory.xml file. Identity Manager prompts you to supply the login
ID when you create the Identity Manager directory in the Management Console.

• cleartext
Determines whether the password is displayed in clear text in the directory.xml file:
– True -- The password is displayed in clear text.
– False -- The password is encrypted (default).

NOTE
These parameters are optional.

Data Source Name (DSN)

The DSN element in the directory.xml file has one parameter -- the name of the ODBC data source that Identity Manager
uses to connect to the database. The value of the name parameter must match the name of an existing data source.

NOTE
This element applies only when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®. If Identity Manager does not
integrate with CA SSO®, this element is ignored.

If the value of the name parameter is @SmDirDSN, you do not have to specify a DSN name in the directory.xml file.
Identity Manager prompts you to supply the DSN name when you import the directory.xml file.

To configure a failover, define multiple DSN elements. If the primary data source fails to respond to a request, the next
data source that is defined responds to the request.

For example, assume that you have configured the failover in the following way:

<DSN name="DSN1">

<DSN name="DSN2">

Identity Manager uses the data source DSN1 to connect to the database. If there is a problem with DSN1, Identity
Manager tries to connect to the database using DSN2.

NOTE
The credentials you specify in the Credentials element must apply to all the DSNs that you define.
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SQL Query Schemes

Identity Manager uses query schemes to find a user and group information in a relational database.

NOTE
This element applies only when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®. In environments that do not include
CA SSO®, this parameter is ignored.

When you create a Identity Manager directory in the Management Console, Identity Manager generates a set of query
schemes that are based on the required query schemes in CA SSO®. (For complete information about CA SSO® query
schemes, see the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server Configuration Guide.) The table and column names
in the CA SSO® query schemes are replaced with data that you specify in the directory configuration file.

How to Define Custom Query Schemes

Query schemes are defined in CA SSO®Query elements in the directory configuration file. A CA SSO®Query element
resembles the following:

<SiteMinderQuery name="SetUserProperty" query="update tblUsers set %s = &#39;%s&#39; where loginid = &#39;

%s&#39;" />

NOTE
In the sample query, &apos; is the XML syntax for the single quote (’).

NOTE
The CA SSO®Query element only applies when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®.

The query scheme parameters are as follows:

• name
Specifies the redefined name of a CA SSO® query scheme.
Do not modify this value.

• query
Specifies the SQL statement or stored procedure to execute. The valid values are as follows:
– INSERT
– SELECT
– UPDATE
– DELETE
– CALL (for stored procedures)

NOTE
These parameters are required for the CA SSO®Query element.

Before you customize query schemes, do the following points:

• Become familiar with the default query schemes.

NOTE
For more information on SQL query schemes see the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server
Configuration Guide.

• Acquire extensive experience developing SQL queries.

Modify the Default Query Schemes

Perform the following procedure to modify the default query schemes.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the directory configuration file.
Identity Manager generates a directory configuration file that contains all the current settings for the Identity Manager
directory, including the generated query schemes.
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2. Save the directory configuration file.

NOTE
If you want to create a backup of the original directory configuration file, save the file with a different name or
in a different location before saving the exported file.

3. Locate the Identity Manager-generated query scheme that you want to modify.
4. Enter the query scheme or stored procedure to execute in the query parameter.

NOTE
Do not modify the query name.

5. After the necessary changes made, save the directory configuration file.
Import the file to update the CA Identity Manager® - Source Directory.

Well-Known Attributes for a Relational Database
Well-known attributes have special meaning in Identity Manager. They are identified by the following syntax:

%ATTRIBUTENAME%

In this syntax, ATTRIBUTENAME must be uppercase.

A well-known attribute is mapped to one physical attribute using an attribute description.

This page contains the following topics:

In the following attribute description, the attribute tblUsers.password is mapped to the well-known attribute %PASSWORD
% so that Identity Manager treats the value in tblUsers.password as a password:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr

    physicalname="tblUsers.password"

    displayname="Password"

    description="Password"

    valuetype="String"

    required="false"

    multivalued="false"

    wellknown="%PASSWORD%"

    maxlength="0" />

Some well-known attributes are required; others are optional.

User Well-Known Attributes

A list of user well-known attributes follows:

• %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT%
Contains the list of admin roles that are assigned to the administrator..
The physical attribute which is mapped to %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% must be multivalued to accommodate
multiple roles.
We recommend indexing the attribute that is mapped to %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT%.

• %CERTIFICATION_STATUS%
(Required for using the user certification feature)
Contains the certification status of a user.

NOTE
For more information about user certification, see the Administration Guide.

• %DELEGATORS%
Maps to a list of users who have delegated work items to the current user.
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This attribute is required to use delegation. The physical attribute that mapped to %DELEGATORS% must be
multivalued and capable of holding strings.

WARNING
Editing this field directly using Identity Manager tasks or an external tool can cause significant security
implications.

• %EMAIL%
(Required for enabling the email notification feature)
Stores email address of a user.

• %ENABLED_STATE%
(Required)
Tracks the status of a user.
Note: The data type of the physical attribute which is mapped to %ENABLED_STATE% must be String.

• %FIRST_NAME%
Contains first name of a user.

• %FULL_NAME%
(Required)
Contains first and last name of a user.

• %IDENTITY_POLICY%
Contains the list of identity policies that have been applied to a user account.
Identity Manager uses this attribute to determine whether an identity policy must be applied to a user. If the policy has
the Apply Once setting enabled and the policy is listed in the %IDENTITY_POLICY% attribute, Identity Manager does
not apply the changes in the policy to the user.

NOTE
For more information about identity policies, see the Administration Guide.

• %LAST_CERTIFIED_DATE%
(Required for using the user certification feature)
Contains the date when the role of a user were certified.

NOTE
For more information about user certification, see the Administration Guide.

• %LAST_NAME%
Contains last name of a user.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required when organizations are supported)
Contains the unique identifier for the organization to which the user belongs.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
(Required when organizations are supported)
Contains the user-friendly name of the organization to which the user belongs.

• %PASSWORD%
Contains a user password.

NOTE
The value of the %PASSWORD% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in
Identity Manager screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %PASSWORD_DATA%
(Required for password policy support)
Specifies the attribute that tracks password policy information.

NOTE
The value of the %PASSWORD_DATA% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in
Identity Manager screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %PASSWORD_HINT%
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(Required)
Contains user-specified question and answer pairs. The question and answer pairs are used in case of forgotten
passwords.

NOTE
The value of the %PASSWORD_HINT% attribute is always displayed as a series of asterisk (*) characters in
Identity Manager screens, even when the attribute or field is not set to hide passwords.

• %USER_ID%
(Required)
Stores a user login ID.

Group Well-Known Attributes

A list of group well-known attributes follows:

• %GROUP_ADMIN%
Contains administrators of a group.

NOTE
The %GROUP_ADMIN% attribute must be multivalued.

• %GROUP_DESC%
Contains description of a group.

• %GROUP_ID%
Contains the unique identifier for a group.

• %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required)
Contains a list of member of a group.

NOTE
The %GROUP_MEMBERSHIP% attribute must be multivalued.

• %GROUP_NAME%
(Required)
Stores the name of a group.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%
(Required when organizations are supported).
Contains the unique identifier for the organization to which the group belongs.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
(Required when organizations are supported).
Contains the user-friendly name of the organization to which the group belongs.

• %SELF_SUBSCRIBING%
Determines whether users can subscribe to a group.

%Admin_Role_Constraint% Attribute

When you create an admin role, you specify one or more rules for role membership. Users who satisfy the membership
rules have the role. For example, if the membership rule for the User Manager role is title=User Manager, users who have
the title User Manager have the User Manager role.

NOTE
For more information about rules, see the Administration Guide.

%ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% lets you designate one profile attribute to store all of the admin roles of an
administrator.

How to Use the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% Attribute
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To use the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% as the constraint for all admin roles, do the following tasks:

• Pair the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% well-known attribute with a multivalued profile attribute to accommodate
multiple roles.

• When you configure an admin role in the Identity Manager user interface, the following scenario can be a constraint:
Admin Roles equals role name
role name
Defines the name of the role for which you are supplying the constraint.
For example, Admin Roles equals User Manager

NOTE
Admin Roles is the default displayname for the %ADMIN_ROLE_CONSTRAINT% attribute.

Configure Well-Known Attributes

Perform the following procedure to configure well-known attributes.

Follow these steps:

1. In the directory configuration file, search for the following sign:
##
Required values are identified by two pound signs (##).

2. Replace the value that begins with ## with the physical name of the attribute you want as it exists in the database.
Supply the attribute name using the following format:
tablename.columnname

For example, if the password attribute is stored in the password column in the tblUsers table, specify it in the following
way:
tblUsers.password

3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 until you have replaced all required values and included optional values that you want.
4. Map optional well-known attributes to physical attributes, as necessary.
5. Save the directory configuration file.

Configure Self-Subscribing Groups (RDB)
You can enable self-service users to join groups by configuring support for self-subscribing groups in the directory
configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Self-subscribing Groups section, add a SelfSubscribingGroups element as follows:
<SelfSubscribingGroups type=search_type org=org_dn>

2. Type values for the following parameters:
– type

Indicates where Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups. The valid values are as follows:
• NONE -- Identity Manager does not search for groups. Specify NONE to prevent users from subscribing to

groups.
• ALL -- Identity Manager searches all groups in the user store. Specify ALL when users can subscribe to all

groups.
• INDICATEDORG (for environments that support organizations only) -- Identity Manager searches for self-

subscribing groups in the organization of a user and its suborganizations. For example, when the profile of a
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user is in the Marketing organization, Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups in the Marketing
organization, and in all suborganizations.

• SPECIFICORG (for environments that support organizations only) -- Identity Manager searches in a specific
organization. Supply the unique identifier of the specific organization in the org parameter.

– org
Defines the unique identifier of the organization where Identity Manager searches for self-subscribing groups.

NOTE
Make sure that you specify the org parameter if type=SPECIFICORG.

3. Restart the CA SSO® Policy Server if you changed any of the following items:
– The type parameter to or from SPECIFICORG
– The value of the org parameter

Once support for self-subscribing groups is configured in the Identity Manager directory, Identity Manager administrators
can specify which groups are self-subscribing in the User Console.

When a user self-registers, Identity Manager looks for groups in the specified organizations and it displays the self-
subscribing groups to the user.

Organization Management with Relational Databases
For relational databases, Identity Manager has the option to manage organizations. When your database supports
organizations, the following points are true:

• Organizations have a hierarchical structure.
• All managed objects, such as users, groups, and other organizations belong to an organization.
• When you delete an organization, the objects that belong to that organization are also deleted.

You configure the organization object in the same way that you configure the user and group objects with a few additional
steps.

This page contains the following topics:

How to Set Up Organization Support

Implement the following steps to set up organization support:

1. Configure Organization Support in the Database.
2. Describe the organization object in the ImsManagedObject.

Be sure to configure the Table and UniqueIdentifier subelements.
3. Configure the top-level organization.
4. Describe the attributes that constitute an organization.
5. Define the well-known attributes for the organization object.

Configure Organization Support in the Database

Follow these steps:

1. Open one of the following SQL scripts in an editor:
– Microsoft SQL Server databases:

ims_mssql_rdb.sql
– Oracle databases:

ims_oracle_rdb.sql
These files are placed in the following location:
admin_tools\directoryTemplates\RelationalDatabase
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admin_tools refers to the installed location of the Administrative Tools, which are installed by default in one of the
following locations:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

2. In the SQL script, search for and replace <@primary organization table@> with the name of the primary table for the
organization object. Save the SQL script.

3. Run the SQL script against the database.

Root Organization Specification

The root organization serves as the top-level or parent organization in the directory. All organizations relate to the root
organization.

In the following illustration, NeteAuto is the root organization. The other organizations are suborganizations of NeteAuto:

A complete root organization definition resembles the following sample:

<ImsManagedObject name="Organization" description="My  Organizations" objecttype="ORG">

   <RootOrg value="select orgid from tblOrganizations where parentorg is null">

      <Result name="%ORG_ID%" />

   </RootOrg>

After you define the basic information for the organization object including the tables that constitute the organization profile
and the unique identifier of the organization object, specify the root organization in the directory.xml file:

• In the value parameter of the RootOrg element, define the query that Identity Manager uses to retrieve the root
organization, as in the following example:
<RootOrg value="select orgid from tblOrganizations where parentorg  is null">

• In the name parameter of the Result element, type the unique identifier of the organization, as in the following
example:
<Result name="%ORG_ID%" />

NOTE
The value of the name parameter must be the unique identifier for the organization object.

Well-Known Attributes for Organizations

Define well-known attributes for the attributes in the profile of an organization profile as described in Well-Known
Attributes.

The required and optional organization well-known attributes are as follows:

• %ORG_DESCR%
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Contains description of an organization.
• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%

(Required)
Contains the parent organization of an organization.

• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME%
(Required)
Contains the user-friendly name of the parent organization of an organization.

• %ORG_NAME%
(Required)
Contains the name of the organization.

How to Define the Organizational Hierarchy

In Identity Manager, organizations have a hierarchical structure that includes a root organization and suborganizations.
The suborganizations may also have suborganizations.

Each organization, except the root organization, has a parent organization. For example, in the following illustration,
Dealer is the parent organization for the USA and Europe organizations:

The unique identifier of the parent organization is stored in an attribute in the profile of an organization. Using the
information in this attribute, Identity Manager can construct the organization hierarchy.

To specify the attribute that stores the parent organization, use the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% and
%ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME% well-known attributes with the physical attribute storing the name of the parent
organization in an attribute description as follows:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="tblOrganizations.parentorg" displayname="Organization" description="Parent

 Organization" valuetype="Number" required="false" multivalued="false" wellknown="%ORG_MEMBERSHIP%"

 maxlength="0" />

Improve Directory Search Performance (RDB)
To improve the performance of directory searches for users, organization, and groups, do the following tasks:

• Index the attributes that administrators can specify in search queries.
• Override the default directory timeout setting by specifying values for the timeout search parameters in a directory

configuration file (directory.xml).
• Tune the user directory. See the documentation for the database that you are using.

Configure database-specific options in the ODBC data source. For more information, see the documentation for the data
source.

How to Improve Performance for Large Searches

When Identity Manager manages a huge user store, searches that return many results can cause the system to run out of
memory.

The following two settings determine how Identity Manager handles large searches:

• Maximum number of rows
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Specifies the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. When the
number of results exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.

• Page size
Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.
Note: If the user store does not support paging and a value for maxrows is specified, Identity Manager uses only the
maxrows value to control search size.

You can configure maximum row limits and page size in the following places:

• User Store
In most user stores and databases, you can configure search limits.

NOTE
For more information, see the documentation for the user store or database that you are using.

• Identity Manager Directory
You can configure the DirectorySearch element in the directory configuration file (directory.xml) that you use to create
the Identity Manager Directory.
By default, the value for maximum rows and page size is unlimited for existing directories. For new directories, the
value for maximum rows is unlimited and the value for page size is 2000.

• Managed object definition
To set maximum row limits and page sizes that apply to one type of object instead of an entire Directory, configure the
managed object definition the directory.xml file that you use to create the Identity Manager Directory.
Setting limits for a managed object type allows you to do adjustments that are based on business requirements. For
example, most companies have more users than groups. Those companies can set limits for the user object searches
only.

• Task Search screens
You can control the number of search results that users see in search and list screens in the User Console. If the
number of results exceeds the number of results per page that is defined for the task, users see links to additional
pages of results.
This setting does not affect the number of results that are returned by a search.
Note: For information on setting page size in search and list screens, see the Administration Guide.

If maximum row limits and page sizes are defined in multiple places, the most specific setting applies. For example,
managed object settings take precedence over directory level settings.

Using Validation Rules with Your Relational Database
A validation rule enforces requirements on data that a user types in a task screen field. The requirements can enforce a
data type or format or can make sure that the data is valid in the context of other data on the task screen.

Validation rules are associated with profile attributes. Before a task is processed, CA Identity Manager ensures that the
data entered for a profile attribute satisfies any associated validation rules.

You can define validation rules and can associate them with profile attributes in the directory configuration file.

Refer to Validation Rules for more information.

CA Identity Manager Directories
A Identity Manager directory provides information about a user directory that Identity Manager manages. This information
describes how objects such as users, groups, and organizations are stored in the user store and displayed in Identity
Manager.

This page contains the following topics:
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You create, view, export, update, and delete Identity Manager directories in the Identity Manager directory section of the
Management Console.

NOTE
If Identity Manager uses a cluster of SiteMinder Policy Servers, stop all but one Policy Server before creating or
updating Identity Manager directories.

Prerequisites to Creating a Directory

Before you create a Identity Manager Directory, you must do the following:

• Stop all but one Identity Manager node before you create or modify a Identity Manager Directory.

NOTE
When you have a cluster of Identity Manager nodes, only one Identity Manager node can be enabled when
you make changes in the Management Console.

• Stop all but one Policy Server before creating or updating Identity Manager Directories.

NOTE
When you have a cluster of SiteMinder Policy Servers, only one SiteMinder policy server can be enabled
when you make changes in the Management Console.

Create a Directory

In the Management Console, you create a Identity Manager Directory, which describes the structure and content of the
user store, and the Provisioning Directory, which stores required information for the Provisioning Server. These directories
are associated with Identity Manager environment.

You can use one of the following methods to create directories:

• Use the Directory Configuration Wizard
Guides administrators through the process of creating a directory for their user store. This method helps reduce
possible configuration errors.

NOTE
Use the Directory Configuration Wizard to create new directories for the LDAP user stores only. To create a
directory for a relational database, or to update an existing directory, import a directory.xml file directly.

• Use an XML Configuration File
Allows administrators to select a fully configured XML file to create or modify the user store or Provisioning Server.
Select this method if you are creating a directory for a relational database, or if you are updating an existing directory.

Creating a Directory Using the Directory Configuration Wizard
The Directory Configuration Wizard walks administrators through the process of creating a directory for their user store
and helps reduce configuration errors. Before you launch the wizard, you must first upload Identity Manager LDAP
directory configuration template. These templates are preconfigured with well-known and required attributes. After
entering connection details for your LDAP user store or Provisioning Directory, you can select the LDAP attributes, map
well-known attributes, and can enter metadata for the attributes. When you are done mapping attributes, click Finish to
create the directory.

This page contain the following topics: 

Launch the Directory Configuration Wizard

The Directory Configuration Wizard lets an administrator select a Identity Manager template and modify that template for
use in your environment.
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 Follow these steps: 

1. From the Management Console, click Directories and select Create from Wizard.
You are prompted to select a directory configuration file to configure the user store.

2. Click Browse to select the configuration file to configure the user store or Provisioning Server from the following default
location and click Next.
admin_tools\directoryTemplates\directory\

NOTE
 admin_tools specifies the directory where the Administrative Tools are installed and directory specifies the
name of the LDAP vendor. The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools

UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools
3. On the Connection Details screen, specify connection information for the LDAP directory or Provisioning Server, the

directory search parameters, and failover connections information and click Next.
4. On the Configure Managed Object screen, specify the objects to configure, and click Next. You can select from the

following objects:
– Configure User Managed Object
– Configure Group Managed Object
– Configure Organization Object
– Show summary and deploy directory

NOTE
Choose summary and deploy directory only when you have finished configuring the directory.

– On the Select Attribute screen, view and modify the structural and auxiliary classes as needed and click Next.
– On the Select Attributes: Mapping Well-known screen, map the Identity Manager well-known aliases to selected

LDAP attributes and click Next.
– (Optional) On the Describe User Attributes screen, view, and modify the attribute definitions and click Next. You can

modify the display name and description.
– (Optional) On the User Attribute Details screen, define the metadata for each selected attribute to manage and click

Next.
The Managed Object Selection Screen appears.
To configure Groups or Organizations, select the managed object and click Next to walk through Attributes screens
for these objects.

5. Select Show summary and deploy directory from the list and click Next.
The Confirmation Screen Appears.

6. View the directory details.
If there are any errors, click the Back button to modify on the appropriate screens. Click Finish to apply the changes.
Identity Manager validates the configuration and create the directory. You are then taken back to the Directories listing
screen where you can view the new directory.

Select the Directory Template 

Use this screen to select a directory XML file for LDAP to configure a user store or Provisioning Server.

Click the Browse button to select the configuration file to configure the user store or Provisioning Server from the following
default location:

admin_tools\directoryTemplates\directory\

NOTE
 admin_tools specifies the directory where the Administrative Tools are installed and directory specifies the
name of the LDAP vendor.
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The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

After you select the directory XML file, click Next to continue to the Connection Details Screen.

Connection Details 

Use this screen to enter the configuration credentials for your user store. You can also enter the directory search
parameters, and add failover connections. After you enter connection information, click Next to select the objects to
manage.

NOTE
 The fields that appear on this screen depend on the type of user store, and whether you are creating the
connection using the directory configuration wizard or directly importing an XML file.

The following fields are available in this screen:

•  Name
Specifies the name of the user directory to which you are connecting.

•  Description
Specifies a description of the user directory.

•  Host
Specifies the host name for the computer where the user store is located.

•  Port
Specifies the port for the computer where the user store is located.

•  User DN
Specifies the user domain name for accessing the LDAP user store.

•  JDBC Data Source JNDI Name
Specifies the name of an existing JDBC data source that Identity Manager uses to connect to the database.

•  Username
Specifies the username for accessing the Provisioning Server.
Note: For Provisioning Servers only.

•  Domain
Specifies the domain name for accessing the Provisioning Server.
Note: For Provisioning Servers only.

•  Password
Specifies the password for accessing the LDAP user store/Provisioning Server.

•  Confirm Password
Confirms the password for accessing the LDAP user store/Provisioning Server.

•  Secure Connection
When selected, forces a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) connection to the LDAP user directory.

•  Search Root
Specifies the location in an LDAP directory that serves as the starting point for the directory -- typically, an organization
(o) or organizational unit (ou).
Note: For the LDAP user stores only.

•  Search Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. When the
number of results exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.
Setting maximum rows can override the settings in the LDAP directory that limit search results. When conflicting
settings apply, the LDAP server uses the lowest setting.

•  Search Page Size
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Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.

NOTE
Note the following points when specifying Search Page Size:

•  Search Timeout
Specifies the maximum number of seconds that Identity Manager searches a directory before terminating the search.

•  Failover Host
Specifies the host name of the system where a redundant user store or an alternate Provisioning Server exists, in case
the primary system is unavailable. If multiple servers are listed, Identity Manager attempts to connect to the systems in
the same listed order.

•  Failover Port
Specifies the port of the system where a redundant user store or an alternate Provisioning Server exists, in case the
primary system is unavailable. If multiple servers are listed, Identity Manager attempts to connect to the systems in the
same listed order.

•  Add Button
Click to add additional failover host name and port numbers.

Configure Managed Objects

Use this screen to select an object to configure.

The following list describes the fields in this screen:

•  Configure User Managed Object
Describes how users are stored in the user store and how they are represented in Identity Manager.

•  Configure Group Managed Object
Describes how groups are stored in the user store and how they are represented in Identity Manager.

•  Configure Organization Managed Object
If the user store includes organizations, describes how organizations are stored and represented in Identity Manager.

•  Show Summary and Deploy Directory
Specifies that all managed objects have been defined and you want to deploy the directory. After you select the Show
summary and the deploy directory, click Next and you are taken to a summary page.

•  Save Button
Click to save your xml file.

•  Back Button
Click to go back to the Connection Details screen to modify.

•  Next Button
Click to continue to the Select Attributes screen to select the user, group, or organization attributes to configure.

Select Attributes 

Use this screen to change or add structural and auxiliary classes for your User, Group, or Organization objects. This
screen is preconfigured with values based on common directory schemas and best practices for the type of directory you
are using. An administrator can change the structural class by selecting a new class from the drop-down list. Selecting a
class updates the table with attributes belonging to the new structural class.

An auxiliary class can be added by selecting one from the drop-down list. Selecting an auxiliary class updates the table
with attributes belonging to the new auxiliary class.

The following list is the fields appear in this screen:

•  Structural Class Name
Specifies the structural class of the attribute to configure.

•  Change Button
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Click to change the structural class.
•  Auxiliary Class Name

Specifies the auxiliary class of the attribute to configure.
•  Add Button

Click to add an auxiliary class to configure.
•  Object Class

Specifies the container object class.
•  ID

Specifies the container ID.
•  Name

Specifies the container name.
•  Attributes Table

Specifies the physical name, object class, whether the attribute is multi-valued, and the data type of the selected
attributes. Attributes in this table can be sorted by Selected, Object Class, Multi-Valued, and Data Type.

•  Back Button
Click to go back to the Configured Managed Objects screen.

•  Next
Click to continue to the Well-Known Mapping screen to map the required and optional well-known aliases.

Well-Known Mapping 

Use this screen to map Identity Manager well-known attributes to selected LDAP attributes. An administrator can add to
the list of well-known attributes (if they are required for custom code) by typing a new well-known attribute into the text
field and clicking the Add button. The screen refreshes so you can continue adding as many well-known attributes as
needed.

The following list is the fields appear in this screen:

•  Required Well-Knowns
Specifies the well-known attributes for Users, Groups, or Organizations (if applicable) that are required to be mapped
to LDAP attributes.

•  Optional Well-Knowns
Specifies the well-known attributes for Users, Groups, or Organizations (if applicable) that can be mapped optionally.

•  New Well-Known
Specifies a well-known attribute as referenced by custom code.

•  Add Button
Click to add a new well-known attribute to the Optional Well-Knowns table.

•  Back Button
Click to go back to the Select User Attributes screen to select more attributes. The mappings that you have already
made are saved and available when you return to this screen.

•  Next Button
Click to continue to the Basic Object Attribute Definition screen to specify basic attribute definitions.

Basic Object Attribute Definition 

Use this screen to view and modify the commonly defined definitions: Display Name and Description.

The following list is the fields appear in this screen:

•  Managed Object Table
Specifies the display name, physical name, well-knowns name, and description of the managed object. Use the drop-
down list to change the description, if needed. Once you have made your changes, click Next to continue.

•  Back Button
Click to go back to the Well-Known Mapping screen to modify the details of the mappings.

•  Next Button
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Click to continue to the Detailed Object Attribute Definition screen where you can specify additional attribute
definitions.

Detailed Object Attribute Definition 

Use this screen to specify other attribute definitions. An administrator can define the metadata for each selected attribute
by modifying the display name, managing the attribute in the User Console screens, the data type of the value, the
maximum length, and the validation rule set. Once you have specified the attribute definitions, click Next to continue.

The fields in this screen are listed below:

•  Display Name
Specifies the unique name for the managed object attribute. This is the name that is displayed in the User Console.

•  Tags
Specifies the data classification tags for the managed object attribute value. The tags are all optional and all default to
false except for searchable. The following tags can be selected:
–  Required

Indicates that the attribute is mandatory when creating objects.
–  Multiple Values

Indicates that the attribute appears as multi-valued.
–  Hidden

Indicates that the attribute is hidden.
–  System

Indicates that the attribute is a system attribute and is not added to the task screens.
–  Searchable

Indicates that the attribute is added to search filters. Defaults to true.
–  Sensitive Encrypt

Indicates that the attribute is sensitive and is displayed as a series of asterisks (*).
–  Hide in VST

Indicates that the attribute is hidden in the Event Details screen for View Submitted Tasks.
–  Do not copy

Indicates that the attribute must be ignored when an administrator creates a copy of an object.
–  Previously encrypted

Indicates that the attribute being accessed in the user store was previously encrypted and it requires decryption.
The clear text value is saved to the user store when the object is saved.

–  Untagged encrypted
Indicates that the attribute was previously encrypted in the user store and does not have the encryption algorithm
tagname at the beginning of the encrypted text.

•  Data Type
Specifies the data type of the value for the managed object attribute in the User Console. You can select from the
following list:
– READONLY
– WRITEONCE
– READWRITE

•  Maximum Length
Specifies the maximum length of the value for the managed object attribute
Default: 0

•  Validation Rule Set
Specifies the validation rule sets to validate the value of the managed object attribute. You can select from the
following list:
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– User Validation
– Phone Format
– International Phone Format

•  Back Button
Click this button to go back to the Basic Object Attribute Definition Screen to modify.

•  Next Button
Click this button to continue to the Configure Managed Objects Screen. In this screen, you can select the next
managed object to configure. Once you have configured your managed objects, select the Show summary and the
deploy directory to view your directory information and deploy the directory.

NOTE

 Troubleshooting!  

[Applicable to WildFly 8.2.0 Final Only]

When the number of parameters exceed the default 1000 maximum number, you will see "HTTP 500 Internal
Server Error" after configuring User Objects and its attributes and on clicking Next.

The following error is logged in the log file:
ERROR [io.undertow.request] (default task-8) UT005023: Exception handling
request to /iam/immanage/newdirectory.do: java.lang.IllegalStateException:
UT000047: The number of parameters exceeded the maximum of 1000at
io.undertow.server.handlers.form.FormData.add(FormData.java:77) [undertow-
core-1.1.0.Final.jar:1.1.0.Final]at
io.undertow.server.handlers.form.FormData.add(FormData.java:67) [undertow-
core-1.1.0.Final.jar:1.1.0.Final]  

To resolve this error, perform the following steps:

1. Open <WildFly_Home>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full.xml.
2. Add the following line:<http-listener name="default" socket-binding="http" max-parameters="xxxx"/>
3. Restart WildFly.

Confirmation

This screen shows a summary of the directory details.

The following list is the fields appear on this screen:

•  Connection Details
Specifies the connection details for the user directory.

•  User/Group/Organization Details
Specifies the changes that are made to the directory.xml.

•  Back Button
Click to modify any details in the wizard.

•  Save Button
Click to save your selections.

•  Finish Button
Click if all of the directory details are correct to exit the wizard.
The configuration is validated and the directory is created. You are then taken back to the Directories listing page
where the new directory is listed. To edit or export the new directory, select it from the directory list.
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Create a Directory with an XML Configuration File
You can create or update a Identity Manager Directory by importing a completed directory.xml file in the Management
Console.

NOTE
If you are creating a directory using a directory.xml file instead of using the Directory Configuration Wizard, make
sure that you have modified the default configuration template. For more information, see the Configuration
Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console by typing the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname:port/iam/immanage
– hostname

Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed.
– port

Defines the application server port number.
2. Click Directories.

The Identity Manager Directories window appears.
3. Click Create or Update from XML.
4. Type the path and filename of the directory configuration XML file for creating the Identity Manager Directory, or

browse for the file. Click Next.
5. Supply values for the fields in this window as follows:

NOTE
The fields that appear in this window depend on the user store type and the information you provided
in the directory configuration file in Step 4. If you provided values for any of these fields in the directory
configuration file, Identity Manager does not prompt you to supply these values again.

Click Next.
6. Review the settings for the Identity Manager Directory. Click Finish to create the Identity Manager Directory with the

current settings or click Previous to modify.
Status information is displayed in the Directory Configuration Output window.

7. Click Continue to exit.
Identity Manager creates the directory.

Enable Provisioning Server Access
NOTE
Enabling access to Provisioning Server helps you connect to the Provisioning Server so that you can access the
accounts available in the provisioning directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console by typing the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname:port/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified host name of the system where the Identity Manager server is installed.

– port
Defines the application server port number.

2. Click Directories.
3. Click Create from Wizard.
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4. Type the path and filename of the directory XML file for configuring the Provisioning Directory. The XML file is stored in
the directoryTemplates\ProvisioningServer in the Administrative Tools folder. The default location of that folder is:
– Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools
– UNIX: [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

NOTE
You can use this directory configuration file as installed with no modification.

5. Click Next.
6. Enter the values for the fields on this window as follows:

– Name
Specifies a name for the Provisioning Directory that is associated with the Provisioning Server that you are
configuring.

– If Identity Manager does not integrate with SiteMinder, specify a meaningful name for the object that Identity
Manager uses to connect to the user directory.

– If Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder, you have two choices:
• If you want to create a user directory connection object in SiteMinder, specify any meaningful name. Identity

Manager creates this object in SiteMinder with the name you specify.
• If you want to connect to an existing SiteMinder user directory, specify the name of the SiteMinder user directory

connection object exactly as it appears in the Policy Server user interface.
– Host

Specifies the host name or IP address of the system where the user directory is installed.
– Port

Specifies the port number of the user directory.
– Domain

Specifies the name of the provisioning domain that Identity Manager manages.

WARNING
When creating a Provisioning Directory in the Management Console with the foreign language characters
as the domain name, the Provisioning Directory creation fails.

The name must match the name of the provisioning domain that you specified during the installation.

NOTE
The domain name is case-sensitive.

– Username
Specifies a user that can log in to the Provisioning Manager.
The user must have the Domain Administrator profile, or an equivalent set of privileges for the Provisioning Domain.

– Password
Specifies the password for the global user that you specified in the Username field.

– Confirm Password
Enter the password that you typed in the Password field again for the confirmation.

– Secure Connection
Indicates whether Identity Manager uses a secure connection.
Be sure to select this option for Active Directory user stores.
Note: To configure a Provisioning Directory object with SSL to the Provisioning Server on port 20390, you must
import the Provisioning Server certificate into the Identity Manager application server. For more information, see
Acquire Provisioning Directory in SSL Mode.

– Directory Search Parameters
– maxrows

Defines the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. This
value overrides any limit that is set in the LDAP directory. When conflicting settings apply, the LDAP server uses the
lowest setting.
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NOTE
The maxrows parameter does not limit the number of results that are displayed on the Identity Manager
task screen. To configure display settings, modify the list screen definition in the Identity Manager User
Console.

– timeout
Determines the maximum number of seconds that Identity Manager searches a directory before terminating the
search.

– Failover Connections
Specifies the hostname and port number of one or more optional systems that are alternate Provisioning Servers. If
multiple servers are listed, Identity Manager attempts to connect to the systems in the listed order.
The alternate Provisioning Servers are used if the primary Provisioning Server fails. When the primary Provisioning
Server becomes available again, the alternate Provisioning Server continues to be used. If you want to return to
using the Provisioning Server, restart the alternate Provisioning Servers.

Click Next.
7. Select the objects for managing, such as Users or Groups.
8. After you have configured the objects as needed, click Show summary deploy directory and review the settings for the

Provisioning Directory.
9. Click one of these actions:

a. Click Back to modify.
b. Click Save to save the directory information if you want to come back later to deploy.
c. Click Finish to complete this procedure and start configuring an environment with provisioning.

Acquire Provisioning Directory in SSL Mode
In Identity Manager Management Console, you configure the Provisioning Directory objects. When configuring a directory
object to point to the Provisioning Server, you can configure it to use non-SSL to port 20389 or SSL to port 20390. If
using an SSL connection, additional steps are needed in order for the Identity Manager to have the Provisioning Server
certificate on port 20390.

Follow these steps:

1. Retrieve the Provisioning Server Certificate.
You can use a ldapbrowser like JXplorer to establish a connection to the Provisioning Server host on port 20390 using
SSL+User+Password security level. 
The BindDN can be "eTGlobalUserName=BIND_USER,eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global
Users,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=PROV_DOMAIN,dc=eta" where BIND_USER is the ID used to log
into the Provisioning Manager and PROV_DOMAIN is "im" by default.
Note: If JXplorer has not previously saved the Provisioning Server certificate, you get a pop-up window "Server CA
Certificate missing" which allows you to click View Certificate. Next, click the Details tab of the new Certificate pop-up
window and then click Copy To File to save the Provisioning Server certificate to a file such as ProvServerCert.der to
be used in steps later.
If JXplorer connects without a pop-up window "Server CA Certificate missing", then it means that the Provisioning
Server certificate was already imported into the JXplorer keystore. You can retrieve it by selecting Security, Trusted
Servers and CAs along the top menu bar. 
In the new popup window Manage Your Trusted Server Certificates, select the certificate that is called
"ou=provisioning services,o=identity management,l=islandia,st=ny,c=us" and click View Certificate. Next, click
the Details tab of the new Certificate pop-up window and then click Copy To File to save the Provisioning Server
certificate to a file such as ProvServerCert.der to be used in steps later.

2. Import the Provisioning Server Certificate into the Identity Manager Application Server JRE keystore.
The JRE used by the application server running CA Identity Manager requires the Provisioning Server certificate
to be placed into its keystore. You must first determine the JRE used by the application server and then look under
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the jre\lib\security for the cacerts which is the keystore. You can use the Java command called keytool to import the
Provisioning Server certificate and when prompted for the keystore password, enter changeit which is the default
password for the keystore: 
keytool.exe -keystore <location of the jre\lib\security\cacerts> -import -file <location of the

 ProvServerCert.der> -trustcacerts -alias CAIMProvSrv

  
3. Restart the application server.
4. Using Identity Manager Management Console, create the Directory object for the Provisioning Server using SSL and

port 20390.
a. Navigate to Home, Directories.
b. Click Create or Update from XML.
c. Enter directory details as required. Ensure that you select Secure Connection.
d. Click Next.

CA Identity Manager Directory Properties
This page describes the Identity Manager Directory properties. This page contains the following topics:

View a Identity Manager Directory

Perform the following procedure to view a Identity Manager Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click Directories.
2. Click the name of the Identity Manager directory to view. The Directory Properties window appears, showing the

Identity Manager directory properties.

Identity Manager Directory Properties

The Identity Manager Directory properties are as follows:

NOTE
The properties that are displayed depend on the type of database or directory that is associated with the Identity
Manager directory.

• Name
Defines the unique name of the Identity Manager Directory.

• Description
Provides a description for the Identity Manager Directory.

• Type
Defines the type of directory provider.

• Connection Object Name
Displays the name of the user directory that the Identity Manager Directory describes.
If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, the connection object name matches the name of the CA SSO user
directory connection.

• Root Organization (for user stores that include organizations)
Specifies the entry point into the user store. 
For LDAP directories, the root organization is specified as a DN. For relational databases, the unique identifier for the
root organization is displayed.

• JDBC Data Source
Specifies the name the JDBC data source that Identity Manager uses to connect to the database.

• URL 
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Provides the URL or IP address of the user store.
• Username

Specifies the user name for an account that can access the user store.
• Search Maximum Rows

Indicates the maximum number of returned rows as the result of a search.
• Search Page Size

Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.

NOTE
The user store that Identity Manager manages must support paging. Some user store types require more
configuration to support paging.

• Supports Paging
Indicates that the directory supports paging.

• Search Timeout (For LDAP directories only)
Specifies the maximum number of seconds that Identity Manager searches a user store before terminating the search.

• Provisioning Domain (For Provisioning Server directories only)
Provisioning Domain that Identity Manager manages.

View Managed Object Properties and Attributes

A managed object describes a type of entry in the user store, such as a user, group, or organization. The properties and
attributes that apply to a managed object apply to all entries of that type. For example, a user profile consists of all the
properties and attributes of the User-managed object.

To view the details of a managed object, click the name of the object to open the Managed Object Properties window.

Managed Object Properties

The Managed Object Properties window describes the properties and attributes for a type of managed object.

The information about the Managed Object Properties window depends on the type of user store you are managing. The
managed properties of an object are as follows:

• Description
Provides a description of the managed object.

• Type
Indicates the type of entry that the managed object represents. An object type can be one of the following types:
– User
– Group
– Organization

• Object Class (for LDAP directories only)
Specifies the object classes for the managed object. A managed object might have multiple object classes.

• Sort Order (for LDAP directories only)
Specifies the attribute that Identity Manager uses to sort search results in custom business logic. Sort Order does not
affect the order of search results in the User Console.
For example, when you specify the cn attribute for the user object, Identity Manager sorts the results of a search for
users alphabetically by the cn attribute.

• Primary Table (for relational databases only)
Specifies the table that contains the unique identifier for the managed object.

• Maximum Rows
Specifies the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching for objects of this type.
When the number of results exceeds the limit, an error is displayed.
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Setting maximum rows can override the settings in the LDAP directory that limit search results. When conflicting
settings apply, the LDAP server uses the lowest setting.

• Page Size
Specifies the number of objects that can be returned in a single search. If the number of objects exceeds the page
size, Identity Manager performs multiple searches.

NOTE
The user store that Identity Manager manages must support paging. Some user store types might require
more configuration to support paging.

Container Properties (for LDAP Directories Only)

In an LDAP directory, the container groups contain objects of a specific type. When a container is specified, Identity
Manager handles only entries in the container. For example, when you specify the container ou=People, Identity Manager
handles users existing in the People container only.

Containers group users and groups only. You cannot specify a container for organizations.

The properties of a container are as follows:

• objectclass
Specifies the LDAP object class of the container where objects of a specific type are created. For example, the default
value for the user container is "top,organizationalUnit," which indicates that users are created in LDAP organizational
units (ou).

• ID
Specifies the attribute that stores the container name, for example, ou. The attribute is paired with the Name value to
form the relative DN of the container, as in the following example:
ou=People

• Name
Specifies the container name.

NOTE

• Users and groups that exist in the LDAP directory but not in the defined container might appear in the User
Console. You might experience problems when managing those users and groups.

• Identity Manager does not process any changes that you do the Container Object after it is created.

Secondary Table Properties (for Relational Databases Only)

Secondary tables contain additional attributes for a managed object. For example, a secondary table that is named
tblUserAddress might contain the street, city, state, and ZIP Code attributes for the User-managed object.

The following properties are displayed for secondary tables:

• Table
Specifies the name of the table.

• Reference
Describes the mapping between the primary table and the secondary table.
The reference is displayed using the following format:
primarytable.attribute=secondarytable.attribute

For example, tblUsers.id = tblUserAddress.userid indicates that the id attribute in the primary table, tblUsers, maps to
the userid attribute in the tblUserAddress table.

Attribute Properties in the Managed Object Properties Window

The following properties are displayed for attributes in the Managed Object Properties window:

• Display Name
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The user-friendly name of the attribute. This name appears in the list of available attributes when you design a task
window for a particular task in the User Console.

• Physical Name
The name of the attribute in the user store

• Well-Known Name
Well-known names indicate attributes that have special meaning in Identity Manager, such as the attribute used to
store user passwords.

Attribute Properties in the Attribute Properties Windows

You can see more details about an attribute by clicking its name to open the Attribute Properties window.

The following attribute properties are displayed in the Attribute Properties window:

• Description
Provides a description for the attribute.

• Physical Name
Specifies the name of the attribute in the user store.

• Object Class (for user, group, and organization attributes in LDAP directories only)
The LDAP auxiliary class for a user attribute, when the attribute is not part of the primary object class that is specified
for the User object.
You can specify an auxiliary object class for the User and Group objects only.

• Well-Known Name
Indicates attributes that have special meaning in Identity Manager, such as the attribute used to store user passwords.

• Required
Indicates whether a value is required for the attribute, as follows:
– True indicates that the attribute must have a value.
– False indicates that a value is optional.

• Read Only
Indicates the permission level for an attribute, as follows:
– True indicates that the attribute cannot be modified.
– False indicates that the attribute can be modified.

• Hidden
Indicates whether an attribute can be displayed in a task window for a particular task.
Hidden attributes are often used in logical attribute schemes.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

• Supports Multiple Values
Indicates whether the attribute can have multiple values. For example, the attribute that is used to store the members
of a group is multivalued.
– True indicates that the attribute can support multiple values.
– False indicates that the attribute can have only a single value.

• Multiple Value Delimiter (for relational databases only)
The character that separates values when multiple values are stored in a single column.

• Case Sensitive
Indicates whether to make attributes case-sensitive by adding the casesensitive="true" attribute property to an
attribute.
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NOTE

: This attribute property only applies to the RDB Oracle directory. Users must export their Oracle directory,
make the change, and then re-import the RDB Oracle directory. See Make Attribute Values Case Sensitive, in
the following topic.

• System Attribute
Indicates whether the attribute is used only by Identity Manager or not, as follows:
– True indicates that the attribute is a system attribute. The attribute is not available to add to task windows.
– False indicates that the users can use this attribute. The attribute can appear on task windows.

• Data Type
Specifies the data type of the attribute. The default value is String.

• Maximum Length
Specifies the maximum length that an attribute value can have. If set to 0, there is no limit on the length of the value.

• Validation Rule Set
Specifies the name of a validation rule set, when the attribute is associated with one.

Make Attribute Values Case Sensitive

You can make attributes case-sensitive by adding the casesensitive="true" attribute property to an attribute.

For example, you can make the Login Id attribute case-sensitive so when users log in, they must use the exact upper or
lowercase characters.

NOTE

: This attribute only applies to the RDB Oracle directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the RDB Oracle directory.
2. Open the directory.xml file.
3. Edit the attribute to add the casesensitive="true" field property. For example, the Login Id attribute would appear as

the following line of code:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="TBLUSERS.LOGINID" description="Login ID" displayname="Login ID"

 valuetype="String" required="true" wellknown="%USER_ID%" maxlength="0" casesensitive="true"/>

4. Save the file.
5. Re-import the RDB Oracle directory file.

You can view whether the Case-Sensitive property is enabled in the Directory Properties window:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, select Directories.
2. Click the name of the Identity Manager directory to view. The Directory Properties window appears, showing

the Identity Manager directory properties, including Case Sensitive.

Export, Update, or Delete a CA Identity Manager Directory
To view the current settings of a Identity Manager directory, export the directory settings and save it as an XML file.

After you export the directory settings, you can modify and again import the XML file to update the directory. You can also
import the XML file to another directory to configure the same settings for that directory.

This page contains the following topics:
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Export a Identity Manager Directory

Perform the following procedure to export a Identity Manager directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Directories.
The list of Identity Manager directories appears.

2. Click the name of the directory to export.
The Properties for the Identity Manager directory window appear.

3. At the bottom of the properties window, click Export.
4. When prompted, save the XML file.

Update a Identity Manager Directory

The purpose of updating a Identity Manager directory is to:

• Add or change managed object definitions, including the attributes of an object.
• Set search parameters
• Change directory properties

NOTE
Identity Manager does not delete object or attribute definitions.

The directory configuration file can contain only the changes that you want to make. You do not have to include properties
or attributes that are already defined.

NOTE
When you have a cluster of Identity Manager nodes, only one Identity Manager node can be enabled when you
make changes in the Management Console. Stop all but one Identity Manager node before you create or modify
a Identity Manager directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the current Identity Manager directory settings to an XML file.
2. Modify the XML file to reflect your changes.
3. Click Directories.

The list of Identity Manager directories appears.
4. Click the name of the directory to update.

Properties for the Identity Manager directory appear.
5. At the bottom of the properties window, click Update.
6. Type the path and file name of the XML file for updating the Identity Manager directory, or browse for the file. Click

Finish.
Status information is displayed in the Directory Configuration Output field.

7. Click Continue.

Delete a Identity Manager Directory

Before you delete a Identity Manager Directory, delete any Identity Manager Environments that are associated with it.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Directories.
The list of Identity Manager Directories appears.

2. Select the check box to the left of the directory (or directories) to delete.
3. Click Delete.

A confirmation message appears.
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4. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

CA Identity Manager Environments

Identity Manager Environments

A Identity Manager environment is a view of a user store. In a Identity Manager environment, you can manage users,
groups, organizations, tasks, and roles. You can also give users accounts in managed endpoints, such as email accounts
or other applications.

Using the Management Console, you can do the following tasks:

• Create, modify, or delete a Identity Manager environment.
• Export and import a Identity Manager environment.
• Configure advanced settings
• Import roles and tasks
• Reset the System Manager account

Prerequisites to Creating a Identity Manager Environment

Before you begin, use the worksheet in the following table to collect the information that you need:

Identity Manager Environment Configuration Worksheet

Required Information Value
A meaningful Identity Manager environment name that you
choose.
For example: MyEnvironment
A base URL which Identity Manager uses to form the Redirect
URL for the default password policy for the environment.
For example:
http://server.yourcompany.org

An alias that is added to the URL for accessing protected tasks in
the environment.
For example:
http://server.yourcompany.org/iam/im/alias

An alias that is added to the URL for accessing public tasks, such
as self-registration and forgotten password tasks.
For example:
http://server.yourcompany.org/
iam/im/public_alias/index.jsp?
task.tag=SelfRegistration
Note: When your environment does not include public tasks, you
do not need to specify a public alias.

If you supplied a public alias, the name of an existing user who
serves as the public user. Identity Manager uses credentials of the
public user in place of user-supplied credentials when accessing
public tasks.

The name of a CA Identity Manager® - Source

The name of the provisioning directory, when the Identity Manager
environment supports provisioning.
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The unique identifier for an existing user who administers the
Identity Manager environment.
For example: myadmin

The name of the SiteMinder agent or agent group that protects the
Identity Manager environment if Identity Manager integrates with
SiteMinder.

Create a CA Identity Manager Environment
Identity Manager environments let you manage objects in a directory with a set of roles and tasks. Use the Identity
Manager environment wizard to guide you through the steps to create a Identity Manager environment.

Note the following points before creating a Identity Manager environment:

• Assume that you are using an LDAP user store and you have configured a user container such as ou=People in the
directory configuration file (directory.xml) for your Identity Manager directory. Verify that the users you select when you
create the Identity Manager environment exist in that container. Selecting a user account that does not exist in the user
container may cause failures.

• When you configure a Identity Manager environment to manage an LDAP user directory with a flat or flat user
structure, the profile for the selected user must include the organization of the user. To help ensure that the profile
of a user is configured correctly, add the name of the organization of the user to the physical attribute corresponding
to the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute in the directory.xml file. For example, when the physical
attribute description is mapped to the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute in the directory.xml file
and the user belongs to the Employees organization, the profile of the user must contain the attribute/value pair
description=Employees.

Follow these steps:

1. If Identity Manager uses a cluster of Policy Servers, stop all but one Policy Server.
2. If you have a cluster of Identity Manager nodes, stop all but one Identity Manager node.
3. In the Management Console, click Environments.
4. Click New.

The Identity Manager environment wizard opens.
5. Supply the following information:

– Environment name
Specifies a unique name for the environment

– Description
Describes the environment

– Protected alias
Specifies a unique name, such as employees. This alias is added to the URL for accessing protected tasks in the
Identity Manager environment. For example, when the alias is employees, the URL for accessing the employee
environment is http://myserver.mycompany.com/iam/im/employees

NOTE
The alias is case-sensitive and cannot contain spaces. We recommend using lowercase letters without
punctuation or spaces when you specify the alias.

– Base URL
Specifies the URL for Identity Manager. The URL requires a hostname; it cannot include localhost. Also, do not
include the alias, for example, http://myserver.mycompany.com/iam/im.
If you are using a Web Agent, make sure that the Base URL is changed to reflect the URL of the Web Agent.
Note: If you are using a Web Agent to protect Identity Manager resources, do not specify a port number in the Base
URL field. If you are using a Web Agent and the Base URL contains a port number, the links to Identity Manager
tasks doesnt not work properly.
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For more information about protecting Identity Manager resources, see the Installation Guide for your application
server.
Click Next.

6. Select a Identity Manager directory to associate with the environment you are creating, and click Next.
7. When the Identity Manager environment supports provisioning, select the appropriate provisioning server to use.

NOTE
You are not prompted to select a provisioning server if you have selected a Provisioning directory as the
Identity Manager directory.

8. Configure support for public tasks. Typically, these tasks are self-service tasks, such as self-registration or forgotten
password tasks. Users do not need to log in to access public tasks.

NOTE
To enable users to use self-service tasks, configure public task support.

Click Validate to view the full identifier of the user.
9. Select the tasks and roles to create for this environment. You can do the following tasks:

– Create default roles
Creates a set of default tasks and roles that are initially available in the environment. Administrators can use these
tasks and roles as templates for creating new tasks and roles in the User Console.

– Create only the system manager role
Creates only the System Manager role and the tasks which are associated with it.
The System Manager role is required to access the environment.
A System Manager can create new tasks and roles in the User Console.

– Import roles from the file
Imports a role definition file that you exported from another Identity Manager environment.
Note: To use the Identity Manager environment, the role definitions file must include at least the System Manager
role or a role that includes similar tasks.
Select the Import roles from the file option button, and type the path and filename of the role definitions file or
browse for the file to import.

10. Select Role Definitions files to create sets of default tasks for your environment, and click Next.
Role Definitions files are XML files that define a set of tasks and roles that are required to support specific features.
For example, if you want to manage Active Directory and UNIX NIS endpoints, select those Role Definitions files.

NOTE
This step is optional. If you do not want to create additional default tasks to support new functionality, skip
this screen.

11. Define a user to serve as the System Manager for this environment as follows:
a. In the System Manager field, type the value that is mapped to the %USER_ID% well-known attribute in the

directory configuration file, or specify one of the following user accounts:
• LDAP users enter the unique identifier or relative DN of the user. For example, if the DN of the user DN is

uid=Admin1, ou=People, ou=Employees, ou=NeteAuto, type Admin1.
• Relational database users type the unique identifier for the user.

b. Click Add.
Identity Manager adds the complete identifier of the user to the list of users.

c. Click Next.

NOTE
Note the following points when specifying the System Manager:

12. In the Inbound Administrator field, specify a Identity Manager administrator account that can execute admin tasks that
are mapped to inbound mappings.
The user must be able to execute all those tasks on any user. The Provisioning Synchronization Manager role contains
the provisioning tasks that are included in the default inbound mappings.
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13. Enter a password for the keystore, the database of keys that encrypt and decrypt data.
Defining this password is a prerequisite to defining dynamic keys. You can modify the password after creating the
environment using the System, Secret Keys task.
A page summarizing the settings for the environment appears.

14. Review the settings for the environment. Click Previous to modify or click Finish to create the Identity Manager
environment with the current settings.
The Environment Configuration Output screen displays the progress of the environment creation.

15. Click Continue to exit the Identity Manager environment wizard.
16. Start the Environment.

Clicking the environment name, then click Start.
17. If you stopped any Policy Servers in Step 1, restart them now.

CA Identity Manager Environment URLs
After you have created a Identity Manager environment, you can access it by typing a URL in a browser.

NOTE
Enable Javascript in the browser that you use to access the Management Console.

The format of the URL depends on how you configured the environment and the type of task that you want to access.

• To access protected tasks from the User Console, use the following URL:
http://hostname/iam/im/alias

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed -- for example,
myserver.mycompany.com

– alias
Defines the alias of the environment alias, for example, employees.

Log in to the Identity Manager Environment with a privileged administrator account, such as the System Manager
account that you created for the Identity Manager Environment.

NOTE
All Identity Manager tasks are protected unless you configure public tasks.

• To access public tasks, which do not require users to provide credentials, use a URL with the following format:
http://hostname/iam/im/alias/index.jsp?task.tag=tasktag

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed, for example,
myserver.mycompany.com.

– alias
Defines the alias for public tasks, for example, self-service.

– task_tag
Defines the tag for the task to invoke.
You specify the task tag when you configure a task in the User Console.
The task tags for the default self-registration and forgotten password reset tasks are SelfRegistration and
ForgottenPasswordReset.

NOTE
For more information, see the Administration Guide.

Configure an Environment for Provisioning
You can configure an environment for provisioning after you have enabled access to the Provisioning Server.
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Then, you create a special Identity Manager user, called the Inbound Administrator, create a connection to the
Provisioning Server, and configure inbound synchronization in Provisioning Manager.

NOTE
Whenever you modify the provisioning properties for an environment, make sure that you restart the application
server for the changes to take effect.

Follow the tasks in this section.

Configure the Inbound Administrator
For the inbound synchronization to work, create a special CA Identity Manager user called inbound administrator. An
inbound administrator is an account that CA Identity Manager uses during synchronization. In the previous releases of CA
Identity Manager, the inbound administrator was called thecorporate user. No user logs in to this user account; instead,
CA Identity Manager uses it internally. Use this procedure for configuring user account with an inbound administrator
privileges.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the environment as the user with the System Manager role.
2. Create a user. You can name the user inbound as a reminder of its purpose.
3. Choose Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role, and select a role that contains the tasks you use for the synchronization.

– Provisioning Create User
– Provisioning Enable/Disable User
– Provisioning Modify User
 
Note: If you have not modified the default synchronization tasks, use the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role.

4. On the Members tab, add a member policy that includes:
– A member rule that the new user meets.
– A scope rule providing access to all users who are affected by provisioning directory changes that trigger the

inbound synchronization. Select the Owners tab to create the owner rule.
5. In the Management Console:

a. Select the Environment.
b. Select Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
c. Complete the Organization for the Creating Inbound Users field if the CA Identity Manager directory includes an

organization.
This organization is where users are created when the inbound synchronization occurs. For example, when a user
is added to the provisioning directory, CA Identity Manager adds the user to this organization.

d. Complete the Inbound Administrator field with the User ID of the user that you created in Step 2.
e. Click Validate to confirm the user ID is accepted. The complete user ID appears below the user ID entered.
f. Modify other fields on the screen. 

When you modify, be sure that you understand how the fields interact. For details on each field, click the Help link
on the screen.

 

Connect an Environment to the Provisioning Server
As a system administrator, assign the provisioning server to an environment for synchronizing the accounts in both the
directories.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
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2. Click the name of the environment that you want to associate with the Provisioning Server.
3. Click the right arrow icon in the Provisioning Server field.

The Provisioning Properties screen opens.
4. Select the Provisioning Server.
5. Click Save at the bottom of the screen.
6. Configure Synchronization in the Provisioning Manager.

Configure Synchronization in the Provisioning Manager
Inbound synchronization keeps Identity Manager up to date with changes that occur in the provisioning directory. Changes
include those made using Provisioning Manager and changes in endpoints for which the Provisioning Server has a
connector.

NOTE
Each Provisioning Server supports a single environment. However, you can configure backup environments on
different systems in a cluster in case the current environment is unavailable.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager server, choose Start, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager.
2. Click System, Identity Manager Setup.
3. Complete the Host Name field with the name of the system where the Identity Manager Server is installed.
4. Complete the Port field with the application server port number.
5. Complete the Environment name field with the alias for the environment.
6. Select Secured Connection if you want the HTTPS protocol to communicate with the Identity Manager server instead

of using HTTP and encrypting the individual notifications.
7. Click Add.
8. Repeat steps 3-6 for each of the backup version of the environment.

If the application server for the current environment is unavailable, the Identity Manager failovers to a backup
environment. You can reorder the current and backup environments to set the failover order.

9. If it is the first environment, fill in the Shared Secret fields using the password that was entered during the Identity
Manager installation for the user for embedded components.

NOTE
These fields do not apply if FIPS is enabled in this installation.

10. Set the Log Level as follows:
– No Log--No information is written to the log file.
– Error--Only error messages are logged.
– Info--Error and information messages are logged (default).
– Warning--Error, warning, and information messages are logged.
– Debug--All information is logged.

11. Restart the application server before you log in to the environment.

NOTE
For a log of inbound synchronization operations and any problems that are encountered during synchronization,
see the following file:

PSHOME\logs\etanotify<date>.log

Update the Shared Secret
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Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Application Server
2. Run pwdtools.bat using the following commands:

pwdtools.bat -JSAFE -p <Directory shared secret>
For example: C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
\PasswordTool>pwdtools.bat -JSAFE -p
Password Plain Text:
Password Encrypted value: {PBES}:<some alpha-numeric character string>

3. Update the IMeTASharedSecret parameter in the systemWideProperties.properties file (usually located in \..
\iam_im.ear\custom\identitymanager).

4. Change the value to the Directory shared secret created by the pwdtools command entered previously. For example:
\..\iam_im.ear\custom\identitymanager\systemWideProperties.properties IMeTASharedSecret={PBES}:<some alpha-
numeric character string>

5. Start the Application Server, and then update the Shared Secret field within the Provisioning Manager: select System,
CA Identity Manager Setup.

Troubleshooting: Inbound synchronization of Identity Manager

Problem:

Inbound synchronization is failing in the environment, and the etanotify logs display the following error:

 ERROR: The environment: [environment name] does not have a domain-to-translator map for inbound

 synchronization.

 

Resolution:

This issue is caused by missing outbound mappings between the Provisioning Server and Identity Manager. You must
restore the required mappings.

Follow this step:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, go to Environments > [your environment] > Advanced Settings >
Provisioning.
The outbound mappings should contain at least the following:

2. If any of these mappings are missing, add them by selecting both the user event and outbound event from the drop
down menus, then click Add.

3. Click Save, and then restart the environment. After restarting the environment, Inbound Sync should resume normal
behavior.
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Import Custom Provisioning Roles
When you create the environment, you have the choice to use the default roles or a custom role definition file you create.
If you import custom roles definitions, also import the Provisioning Only role definitions. After you create the environment,
import the role definitions from the ProvisioningOnly-RoleDefinitions.xml file, which is in one of these folders:

admin_tools/ProvisioningOnlyRoleDefinitions/Organization

admin_tools/ProvisioningOnlyRoleDefinitions/NoOrganization

The default location for admin_tools is:

Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools

• UNIX: [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

Account Synchronization for the Reset User Password Task
Before you enable provisioning for an environment, the account synchronization setting for the Reset User Password task
is set to On Task Completion. However, when you import the ProvisioningOnly-RoleDefinitions.xml configuration file which
creates the roles and tasks for user provisioning, account synchronization is disabled.

To use the Reset User Password to trigger the account synchronization, change account synchronization for this task
back to On Task Completion.

How to Create and Deploy Connectors Using Connector Xpress
You can configure provisioning for an environment to provide accounts in other systems to users managed by Identity
Manager. Accounts provide users with access to additional resources, such as an email account. You provide these
additional accounts by assigning provisioning roles, which you create through Identity Manager.
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Figure 66: The images shows the steps for configuring an environment for provisioning
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As an administrator, complete the following steps:

Verify Prerequisites

Before you configure the environment for provisioning, make sure that the Provisioning Directory is installed on CA
Directory. For more information, see the Installing section.

Enable Provisioning Server Access

NOTE
Enabling access to Provisioning Server helps you connect to the Provisioning Sserver so that you can access
the accounts available in the provisioning directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console by typing the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname:port/iam/immanage

– hostname
Defines the fully qualified host name of the system where the Identity Manager server is installed.

– port
Defines the application server port number.

2. Click Directories.
3. Click Create from Wizard.
4. Type the path and filename of the directory XML file for configuring the Provisioning Directory. The XML file is stored in

the directoryTemplates\ProvisioningServer in the Administrative Tools folder. The default location of that folder is:
– Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools
– UNIX: [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

NOTE
You can use this directory configuration file as installed with no modification.

5. Click Next.
6. Enter the values for the fields on this window as follows:

– Name
Specifies a name for the Provisioning Directory that is associated with the Provisioning Server that you are
configuring.

– If Identity Manager does not integrate with SiteMinder, specify a meaningful name for the object that Identity
Manager uses to connect to the user directory.

– If Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder, you have two choices:
• If you want to create a user directory connection object in SiteMinder, specify any meaningful name. Identity

Manager creates this object in SiteMinder with the name you specify.
• If you want to connect to an existing SiteMinder user directory, specify the name of the SiteMinder user directory

connection object exactly as it appears in the Policy Server user interface.
– Host

Specifies the host name or IP address of the system where the user directory is installed.
– Port

Specifies the port number of the user directory.
– Domain

Specifies the name of the provisioning domain that Identity Manager manages.

WARNING
When creating a Provisioning Directory in the Management Console with the foreign language characters
as the domain name, the Provisioning Directory creation fails.
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The name must match the name of the provisioning domain that you specified during the installation.

NOTE
The domain name is case-sensitive.

– Username
Specifies a user that can log in to the Provisioning Manager.
The user must have the Domain Administrator profile, or an equivalent set of privileges for the Provisioning Domain.

– Password
Specifies the password for the global user that you specified in the Username field.

– Confirm Password
Enter the password that you typed in the Password field again for the confirmation.

– Secure Connection
Indicates whether Identity Manager uses a secure connection.
Be sure to select this option for Active Directory user stores.

– Directory Search Parameters
– maxrows

Defines the maximum number of results that Identity Manager can return when searching a user directory. This
value overrides any limit that is set in the LDAP directory. When conflicting settings apply, the LDAP server uses the
lowest setting.

NOTE
The maxrows parameter does not limit the number of results that are displayed on the Identity Manager
task screen. To configure display settings, modify the list screen definition in the Identity Manager User
Console.

– timeout
Determines the maximum number of seconds that Identity Manager searches a directory before terminating the
search.

– Failover Connections
Specifies the hostname and port number of one or more optional systems that are alternate Provisioning Servers. If
multiple servers are listed, Identity Manager attempts to connect to the systems in the listed order.
The alternate Provisioning Servers are used if the primary Provisioning Server fails. When the primary Provisioning
Server becomes available again, the alternate Provisioning Server continues to be used. If you want to return to
using the Provisioning Server, restart the alternate Provisioning Servers.

Click Next.
7. Select the objects for managing, such as Users or Groups.
8. After you have configured the objects as needed, click Show summary deploy directory and review the settings for the

Provisioning Directory.
9. Click one of these actions:

a. Click Back to modify.
b. Click Save to save the directory information if you want to come back later to deploy.
c. Click Finish to complete this procedure and start configuring an environment with provisioning.

Configure the Inbound Administrator

For the inbound synchronization to work, create a special Identity Manager user called inbound administrator. An inbound
administrator is an account that Identity Manager uses during synchronization. In the previous releases of Identity
Manager, the inbound administrator was called the corporate user. No user logs in to this user account; instead, Identity
Manager uses it internally. Use this procedure for configuring user account with an inbound administrator privileges.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the environment as the user with the System Manager role.
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2. Create a user. You can name the user inbound as a reminder of its purpose.
3. Choose Admin Roles, Modify Admin Role, and select a role that contains the tasks you use for the synchronization.

– Provisioning Create User
– Provisioning Enable/Disable User
– Provisioning Modify User
Note: If you have not modified the default synchronization tasks, use the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role.

4. On the Members tab, add a member policy that includes:
– A member rule that the new user meets.
– A scope rule providing access to all users who are affected by provisioning directory changes that trigger the

inbound synchronization. Select the Owners tab to create the owner rule.
5. In the Management Console:

a. Select the Environment.
b. Select Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
c. Complete the Organization for the Creating Inbound Users field if the CA Identity Manager directory includes an

organization.
This organization is where users are created when the inbound synchronization occurs. For example, when a user
is added to the provisioning directory, CA Identity Manager adds the user to this organization.

d. Complete the Inbound Administrator field with the User ID of the user that you created in Step 2.
e. Click Validate to confirm the user ID is accepted. The complete user ID appears below the user ID entered.
f. Modify other fields on the screen.

When you modify, be sure that you understand how the fields interact. For details on each field, click the Help link
on the screen.

Connect an Environment to the Provisioning Server

As a system administrator, assign the provisioning server to an environment for synchronizing the accounts in both the
directories.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment that you want to associate with the Provisioning Server.
3. Click the right arrow icon in the Provisioning Server field.

The Provisioning Properties screen opens.
4. Select the Provisioning Server.
5. Click Save at the bottom of the screen.
6. Configure Synchronization in the Provisioning Manager.

Configure Synchronization in the Provisioning Manager

Inbound synchronization keeps Identity Manager up to date with changes that occur in the provisioning directory. Changes
include those made using Provisioning Manager and changes in endpoints for which the Provisioning Server has a
connector.

NOTE
Each Provisioning Server supports a single environment. However, you can configure backup environments on
different systems in a cluster in case the current environment is unavailable.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager server, choose Start, Identity Manager, Provisioning Manager.
2. Click System, Identity Manager Setup.
3. Complete the Host Name field with the name of the system where the Identity Manager Server is installed.
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4. Complete the Port field with the application server port number.
5. Complete the Environment name field with the alias for the environment.
6. Select Secured Connection if you want the HTTPS protocol to communicate with the Identity Manager server instead

of using HTTP and encrypting the individual notifications.
7. Click Add.
8. Repeat steps 3-6 for each of the backup version of the environment.

If the application server for the current environment is unavailable, the Identity Manager failovers to a backup
environment. You can reorder the current and backup environments to set the failover order.

9. If it is the first environment, fill in the Shared Secret fields using the password that was entered during the Identity
Manager installation for the user for embedded components.

NOTE
These fields do not apply if FIPS is enabled in this installation.

10. Set the Log Level as follows:
– No Log--No information is written to the log file.
– Error--Only error messages are logged.
– Info--Error and information messages are logged (default).
– Warning--Error, warning, and information messages are logged.
– Debug--All information is logged.

11. Restart the application server before you log in to the environment.

NOTE
For a log of inbound synchronization operations and any problems that are encountered during synchronization,
see the following file:

PSHOME\logs\etanotify<date>.log

Import Custom Provisioning Roles

When you create the environment, you have the choice to use the default roles or a custom role definition file you create.
If you import custom roles definitions, also import the Provisioning Only role definitions. After you create the environment,
import the role definitions from the ProvisioningOnly-RoleDefinitions.xml file, which is in one of these folders:

admin_tools/ProvisioningOnlyRoleDefinitions/Organization

admin_tools/ProvisioningOnlyRoleDefinitions/NoOrganization

The default location for admin_tools is:

Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools

• UNIX: [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

Account Synchronization for the Reset User Password Task

Before you enable provisioning for an environment, the account synchronization setting for the Reset User Password task
is set to On Task Completion. However, when you import the ProvisioningOnly-RoleDefinitions.xml configuration file which
creates the roles and tasks for user provisioning, account synchronization is disabled.

To use the Reset User Password to trigger the account synchronization, change account synchronization for this task
back to On Task Completion.
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Manage Environments
You can control an environment by controlling the environment settings, as well as by modifying, exporting, importing,
restarting, and deleting an environment.

This page contains the following topics:

Environment Settings

Environment-specific information is stored in three environment settings files:

• alias_environment_roles.xml
• alias_environment_settings.xml
• alias_environment.xml

NOTE
alias refers to the alias for the environment. You specify the alias when you create the environment.

You generate a ZIP file containing these files, which reflect the current configuration, when you export the environment
settings.

After you have exported the environment settings, import the settings to accomplish one of the following tasks:

• Manage multiple environments with similar settings. In this case, you create one environment with the settings you
need, import those settings to other environments, and then customize the settings in each environment, as needed.

• Migrate an environment from a development system to a production system.
• Update an existing environment after upgrading to a new version of Identity Manager.

Modify Environment Properties

The Identity Manager Environment Properties screen in the Management Console lets you do the following tasks:

• View the current settings for the environment.
• Modify the description, base URL, and protected and public aliases.
• Import an existing Identity Manager Environment after an upgrade.
• Start and stop the Environment
• Access pages for configuring the following tasks:

– Advanced Settings
Configures advanced features, including features that are built using the Identity Manager APIs.

– Role and Task Settings
Import a role definition file that you exported from another Identity Manager Environment.

– System Manager
Assigns system manager roles.

Follow these steps:

1. If Identity Manager uses a cluster of SiteMinder Policy Servers, stop all but one Policy Server.
2. If you have a cluster of Identity Manager nodes, stop all but one Identity Manager node.
3. Click Environments.

The Identity Manager Environments screen appears with a list of Identity Manager Environments.
4. Click the name of the Identity Manager Environment to modify.

The Identity Manager Properties screen opens with the following properties:
– OID

Defines a unique identifier for the Environment. Identity Manager generates this identifier when you create a Identity
Manager environment.
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You use the OID when you configure task removal from a task persistence database.
– Name

Specifies the unique name of the Identity Manager Environment.
– Description

Provides a description of the Identity Manager Environment.
– Identity Manager Directory

Specifies the Identity Manager directory with which the Environment is associated.
– Enable Verbose Log Output

Controls how much information Identity Manager records and displays in the Environment log when you import an
Environment. The Environment log is displayed in the status window in the Management Console when you import
an Environment or other object definitions from a file.
Note: Selecting this check box can significantly impact the performance.
The verbose log includes validation and deployment messages for each object (task, screen, role and policy) and
its attributes in the Environment.
To see the verbose log, select this check box and save the Environment properties. When you import roles or other
settings from a file, the additional information appears in the log.

– Temporary Output Stream Folder
This is the location for all temporary files that are saved on the IAM during a backup or export of a Deployment
Xpress use case. The default is the user working directory. The path name must be an existing location where you
have write permissions.

– Disable Policy Store Update
Selecting this option disables the synchronization between the policy store in CA Single Sign-on (formerly
SiteMinder) and Identity Manager from both the Directory or the Role Definition XML. This feature only applies to
a pairing of CA Single Sign-on and Identity Manager. A message is displayed during the XML file's import that the
associated Policy Store will not be updated for this environment.

– Provisioning Server
Specifies the Provisioning directory that is used as the provisioning user store.
Click the right arrow button to configure the provisioning directory in the Provisioning Properties page.

– Version
Defines the version number of Identity Manager.

– Base URL
Specifies the portion of the Identity Manager URL that does not include the protected or public alias for the
environment.
Identity Manager uses the base URL to form the Redirect URL to point to the Password Services task in the default
password policy for the environment.

– Protected Alias
Defines the base URL name for accessing protected tasks in the User Console for a Identity Manager environment.

– Public Alias
Defines the base URL name for accessing public tasks, such as the self-registration and forgotten password tasks.

– Public User
Defines the user account that Identity Manager uses in place of user-supplied credentials to access public tasks.

– Job Timeout
Determines the amount of time that Identity Manager waits after a task is submitted before displaying a status
message.
This value is set in the User Console page in Advanced Settings.

– Status
Stops or restarts the Identity Manager Environment.

– Migrate Task Persistence Data from Identity Manager 8.1
Migrates data from a Identity Manager 8.1 task persistence database to Identity Manager 12.6.3 task persistence
database.
For more information, see the Installation Guide.
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NOTE
The Migrate Task Persistence Data from Identity Manager 8.1 button is only visible in environments that were
created in previous versions of Identity Manager and migrated to Identity Manager 12.6.3.

5. Modify the description, base URL, or protected or public alias, as needed.
6. If you modified any Environment properties, restart the Identity Manager Environment.
7. If you stopped any Policy Servers in Step 1, restart them now.

Export an Environment

To deploy a Identity Manager environment on a production system, you export the environment from a development or
staging system and import that environment to the production system.

NOTE
When you import a previously exported environment, Identity Manager displays a log in a status window in the
Management Console. To see validation and deployment information for each managed object and its attributes
in this log, select the Enable Verbose Log Output field on the Environment Properties page before you export the
environment. Make sure that selecting the Enable Verbose Log Output field can cause significant performance
issues during the import.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Environments in the Management Console.
The Identity Manager environments screen appears with a list of Identity Manager environments.

2. Select the environment that you want to export.
3. Click the Export button.

A File Download screen appears.
4. Save the ZIP file to a location that is accessible to the production system.
5. Click Finish.

The environment information is exported to a ZIP file that you can import into another environment.

Import an Environment

You can import Identity Manager environment settings to accomplish one of the following tasks:

• Manage multiple environments with similar settings. In this case, you create one environment with the settings you
need, import those settings to other environments, and then customize the settings in each environment, as needed.

• Migrate an environment from a development system to a production system.
• Update an existing environment after upgrading to a new version of Identity Manager.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Environments in the Management Console.
The CA Identity Manager environments screen appears with a list of CA Identity Manager Environments.

2. Click the Import button.
The Import Environment screen appears.

3. Browse for the ZIP file required to import an environment.
4. Click Finish.

The environment is imported into Identity Manager.

Restart an Environment

Follow these steps:

1. Click Environments in the Management Console.
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The Identity Manager environments screen appears with a list of Identity Manager environments.
2. Click the name of the Identity Manager environment to start.

The Identity Manager Environment Properties screen appears.
3. Select one of the following options:

– Restart Environment
Stops and starts an Environment.

– Stop
Stops an Environment that is currently running.

– Start
Starts an Environment that is not currently running.

Delete an Environment

Use this procedure to remove a Identity Manager Environment.

NOTE
If Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder for advanced authentication, Identity Manager also deletes the
SiteMinder policy domain protecting the environment and the default authentication schemes that are created for
the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Environments screen, select the check box for the Identity Manager Environments to delete.
2. Click Delete.

Identity Manager displays a confirmation message.
3. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

Post Events to the Identity Manager Event Service

The Post-Events feature allows the user to resubmit events that get stuck in-progress. This feature is accessible via the
Post Events button on the Identity Manager Environment Properties page.

Use the following process to post events explicitly to the Identity Manager Event Service

Follow these steps:

1. Run the “Get Stuck Events” stored procedure from the Task Persistence database.
The generated output will comprise of event IDs.

2. Copy that output to a file named <ENVOID>.properties, where <ENVOID> is the OID seen on the Identity Manager
Evironment.

3. Now place the file on the Application server at this location:
<Application_Server_Startup_Location>\iam\iam\im\PostRequest

For example, on WildFly, the location is
Windows: C:\wildfly\iam\iam\im\PostRequest

Linux: /opt/wildfly/iam/iam/im/PostRequest

NOTE
If a folder named PostRequest does not exist, either create it manually, or Identity Manager creates it for you
when the button is clicked the first time. A message appears, informing you that the folder was created and
to place the appropriately-named file in this location.

4. Copy the file to that location.
5. Click Post Events. The Server log displays a WARN message output pertaining to this feature.

Any duplicate event ids will be handled automatically by the Event Service.
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Post Events to the vApp Identity Manager Event Service

The Post-Events feature allows the user to resubmit events that get stuck in-progress. This feature is handled slighly
differently in vApp/ This feature is accessible via the Post Eventsbutton on the Identity Manager Environment Properties
page.

Use the following process to post events explicitly to the Identity Manager Event Service:

Follow these steps:

1. Run the “Get Stuck Events” stored procedure from the Task Persistence database.
The generated output will comprise of event IDs.

2. Copy that output to a file named <ENVOID>.properties, where <ENVOID> is the OID seen on the Identity Manager
Evironment.

3. Now place the file on the Application server at this location:
/opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityManager/PostRequest

4. Click Post Events. The Server log displays a WARN message output pertaining to this feature.
Any duplicate event ids will be handled automatically by the Event Service.

NOTE
The created <ENVOID>.properties file needs to be deleted manually after processing from the stated
location. The <ENVOID>.properties file is read every time the Identity Manager server starts. Make sure you
delete this file after processing, otherwise the Identity Manager server startup time might get impacted due to
the number of rows in the file.

Manage Configuration
Config Xpress is a tool that is included with Identity Manager. You can use this tool to analyze and work with the
configurations of your Identity Manager environments.

Most importantly, the tool lets you move components between environments. Config Xpress automatically detects any
other required components, and prompts you move them too. This assistance can save you work and reduce the risk of
problems.
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Figure 67: The image shows the Config Xpress architecture.

Follow these steps:

1. Set up Config Xpress.
2. Before you can use the tool, load a CA Identity Manager environment into Config Xpress for analysis.
3. Use Config Xpress to do these tasks with the loaded environment:

– Move components between environments.
– Publish a PDF report of the system components.
– Display the XML configuration for a particular component.

Set Up Config Xpress
The installation files for Config Xpress are included on the installation drive, but the tool is not installed.

Config Xpress has the following software requirements:
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• Identity Manager r12.0 and later
• Windows operating system
• Adobe Air Runtime
• PDF reader to view reports

Follow these steps:

1. Download Adobe Air Runtime from http://get.adobe.com/air, then install it.
2. Ensure that the Administration Tools are installed.
3. Look in the following location for the installation file for Config Xpress:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\ConfigXpress

4. Run Config Xpress.air to install Config Xpress.
5. When the installation is complete, Config Xpress starts.

Load an Environment into Config Xpress
Before you can use Config Xpress, load one or more environments into the tool. This task lets you work with the
environment in Config Xpress.

You can load an environment into Config Xpress directly from a live Identity Manager server, or you can load it from an
environment file. If you use one of the baseline environment files that are installed with Config Xpress, you can compare
your environment to the out-of-the-box configuration.

The process of loading an environment can take a few minutes.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Config Xpress.
2. To load a live environment directly from a Identity Manager server:

a. Click the Server (Network) tab.
b. Enter the name and port of the Identity Manager server. For example:

servername.ca.com:8080

c. Select Use HTTPS if your server is set up to allow HTTPS only.
d. Select 12.5 SP7 if the version of the server is more recent than r12.5 SP6.
e. Click Connect.
f. Choose an environment from the Choose Environment to load list, then click Load.

3. To load an environment file that was exported from your Identity Manager environment:
a. Export a Identity Manager environment.
b. In Config Xpress, click the File System tab.
c. Select the version, then browse to the environment file, then click Load.

4. To load a baseline environment file that was installed with Config Xpress:
a. Click the Base Versions tab.
b. Select the version that you require, then click Select.

Config Xpress analyzes the environment, then displays details of the environment.

You can now publish some or all of the environment as PDF or XML. If you load a second environment, you can compare
these environments and move components between them.

Example: Config Xpress after loading a baseline configuration file

This screenshot shows how Config Xpress displays dependent objects:
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Move a Component from One Environment to Another
Without Config Xpress, the task of moving components between staging areas is complex and likely to fail.

When you use Config Xpress to move components, the tool also moves all required objects. For example, if you move
a task that requires a screen, Config Xpress asks if you want to select the required components also. Config Xpress
understands that the task uses this screen and should also be moved to the target environment.

If you want to move a component to a live environment, Config Xpress uploads it immediately. If you want to move the
component to an environment file, save the component as an XML file and then import that file into the environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Load the environment that contains the component that you want to move.
2. Compare this environment with a second one:

a. Click Compare.
b. Load the target environment.

Config Xpress displays a list of the differences between the two environments.
3. In the list of differences, find a component that you want to move. You can click the Name column to sort the list.
4. For each component, do the following steps:
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a. Select the item in the Action column.
Config Xpress analyzes the component, which can take some time.

b. If the component has any dependent components, the Add Modified Dependant Screens box appears. Click Yes or
No to continue.

When you have selected all of the components that you want to move, you are ready to move the updated
components.

5. If you are moving the components to a live server, click Upload To.
The components are moved immediately.

6. If you are moving the components to an environment file:
a. Click Save.
b. Enter a file name, then click Save again.

Config Xpress saves all of the components that you selected in an XML file. You can now import this XML file into
the actual target environment.

Config Xpress lists Email policy and Policy Xpress policy templates as Policy Xpress Objects; where as CA Identity
Manager maintains separate screens for these templates. In CA Identity Manager User Console, you can locate,

• Email policies under System, Email
• Policy Xpress policies under Policies

Publish a PDF Report
Config Xpress can generate a report that documents the current state of a Identity Manager environment. You can use
this report to take a snapshot of a production environment. When you generate the report, you choose whether to include
the complete configuration, or just the changes since installation.

This report is useful for future reference or as a part of a system recovery plan.

Follow these steps:

1. Load an environment into Config Xpress.
2. Click Generate Report.

In the Generate PDF Report dialog, you can change the font size and you can enter text for the title or cover pages.
You also choose whether to include all configuration items, or only new or modified items.

WARNING
If you do not click the Only include details of new or modified tasks, screens, roles box, the report will contain
the entire environment. The PDF file will be about 2000 pages long, and over 40 MB.

3. Click OK.
4. Enter a filename, then save the report. Saving may take a few minutes, or much longer if you chose to publish the

whole environment.
The report opens in the PDF reader.

Display XML Configuration
Config Xpress can display the XML configuration for a particular component. You can study this XML file to help you
understand a system.

Follow these steps:

1. Load an environment into Config Xpress.
2. Click on a component in the Config Xpress screen.
3. Click Show XML.

The XML configuration appears.
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Optimize Policy Rule Evaluation
Policy rules, which dynamically identify a set of users, are used in the evaluation of role member, admin, and owner
policies, and identity policies. The evaluation of these rules can take significant time in large Identity Manager
implementations.

To reduce the evaluation time for rules that include user-attributes, you can enable the in-memory evaluation option. When
the in-memory evaluation option is enabled, Identity Manager retrieves information about a user to be evaluated from the
user store and stores a representation of that user in memory. Identity Manager uses the in-memory representation to
compare attribute values against policy rules. This limits the number of calls Identity Manager makes directly to the user
store.

You enable the in-memory evaluation option for an environment in the Management Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console.
2. Select Environments, Environment Name, Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.

The User Defined Properties page opens.
3. Enter the following text in the Property field:

UseInMemoryEvaluation
4. Enter one of the following numbers in the Value field:

– 0
In-memory evaluation is disabled.

– 1
In-memory evaluation is enabled. When this option is specified, the attribute comparison is case-sensitive.

– 3
In-memory evaluation is enabled. When this option is specified, the attribute comparison is not case-sensitive.

5. Click Add.
Identity Manager adds the new property to the list of existing properties for the environment.

6. Click Save.

Role and Task Settings
From the Role and Task Settings screen in the Management Console, you can import or export screen, tab, role and task
settings in an XML file, called a Role Definitions file. Identity Manager provides predefined Role Definitions files that create
screens, tabs, roles, and tasks for a set of functionality. For example, there is a Role Definitions file that supports Smart
Provisioning, and other files that support endpoint management screens.

Additionally, you can use a Role Definitions file to apply the settings from one environment to multiple environments.
Perform the following tasks:

• Configure screen, tab, task and role settings in one environment.
• Export these settings to an XML file.
• Import the XML file to the required environment.

Contents:

Export Role and Task Settings

Perform the following procedure to export role and task settings.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments appears.

2. Click the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
The Properties screen for that environment appears.

3. Click Role and Task Settings, and click Export.
4. Click Open to view the file in a browser window or Save to save the settings in an XML file.

Import Role and Task Settings

Role and task settings are defined in XML files, named Role Definitions files. You can import predefined Role Definitions
files to support specific sets of Identity Manager functionality (for example, Smart Provisioning) or import Role Definitions
files from one environment to another.

NOTE
You can also import role definitions for custom connectors that are created with Connector Xpress. You create
these role definitions files with the Role Definitions Generator. For more information, see the Connector Xpress
Guide.

Perform the following procedure to import role and task settings.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments appears.

2. Click the name of the Identity Manager environment where you want to import the role and task settings.
The Properties screen for that environment appears.

3. Click Role and Task Settings, and click Import.
4. Complete one of the following actions:

– Select one or more Role Definitions files to create default roles and tasks for the environment.
To select all available Role Definitions files, click Select/Deselect All.

– Type the path and file name for the role definitions file to import or browse for the file. Then click Finish.
5. Click Finish.

The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.
6. Click Continue to exit.

How to Create Roles and Tasks for Dynamic Endpoints

Using Connector Xpress, you can configure dynamic connectors to allow provisioning and management of SQL
databases and LDAP directories. For each dynamic connector, you can use the Role Definitions Generator to create task
and screen definitions for account management screens that appear in the User Console.

After you run the Role Definitions Generator, you import the Role Definitions file in the Management Console.

NOTE
For more information about the Role Definitions Generator, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

Modify the System Manager Account
A system manager is responsible for setting up and maintaining a Identity Manager environment. Typically, tasks of a
system manager include:

• Creating and managing the initial environment
• Creating and modifying admin roles
• Creating and modifying other administrator accounts
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You create a system manager account when you create a Identity Manager environment. If this account is "locked out," for
example, if the system manager forgets password -- you can re-create the account using the System Manager wizard.

The System Manager wizard guides you through the steps to assign a system management role to a user.

Note the following points before modifying the System Manager account:

• Assure that you are using an LDAP user store and you have configured a user container such as ou=People in the
directory configuration file (directory.xml) for your Identity Manager directory. The selected users must exist in the same
container where you configure the system manager. Selecting a user account that does not exist in the user container
may cause failures.

• When the Identity Manager environment manages a user directory with a flat or flat user structure, the profile of
the selected user must also include the organization. To ensure that the profile of a user is configured correctly,
add the name of the organization of the user to the physical attribute corresponding to the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP
% well-known attribute in the directory.xml file. For example, when the physical attribute description is mapped to
the %ORG_MEMBERSHIP% well-known attribute in the directory.xml file and the user belongs to the Employees
organization, the profile of the user must contain the attribute/value pair description=Employees.

Follow these steps:

1. At the Identity Manager environments screen, click the name of the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
The properties of that particular environment screen appear.

2. Click System Manager.
The System Manager wizard appears.

3. Type the unique name for the user that has the System Manager role as follows:
– For relational database users, type the unique identifier for the user or the value that is mapped to the %USER_ID

% well-known attribute in the directory configuration file.
– For LDAP users, type the relative DN of the user. For example, if the DN of the user is uid=Admin1, ou=People,

ou=Employees, ou=NeteAuto, type Admin1.
Note: Make sure that the System Manager is not the same user as the administrator of the user store.

4. Click Validate to display the full identifier of the user.
5. Click Next.
6. In the second page of the wizard, select a role to assign to the user as follows:

– If you want to assign the System Manager role, do the following tasks:
a. Select the radio button next to System Manager role.
b. Click Finish.

– If you want to assign a role other than the System Manager role, do the following tasks:
a. Select a condition in the first list.
b. Type a partial or complete role name or an asterisk (*) in the second list box. Click Search.
c. Select the role to assign from the search results list.
d. Click Finish.

The System Manager Configuration Output screen displays status information.
7. Click Continue to close the System Manager wizard.

Check the Status of an Environment
Identity Manager includes a status page that you can use to verify the following status:

• The Identity Manager directory is loaded correctly.
• Identity Manager can connect to the user store.
• The Identity Manager Environment loads correctly.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy the status.jsp file from the following location:
<installpath>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\samples\Admin\user_console.war

2. Paste the status.jsp file in the following IAM application EAR location:
<installpath>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war

3. Type the following URL in a browser:
http://hostname/iam/im/status.jsp

– hostname
Determines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed, for example,
myserver.mycompany.com.

If the Identity Manager Environment starts correctly and all of the connections are running successfully, the status page
resembles the following illustration:

The status page also indicates whether the environment is FIPS 140-2 compliant.
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Troubleshooting Environments
The following table describes possible error messages and the troubleshooting process:

Message Description Troubleshooting
Not Loaded The Identity Manager Directory which is

associated with the environment was not
loaded when Identity Manager started.

Not OK Identity Manager cannot connect to the
Identity Manager Directory.

1. Verify that the user store is running.
If Identity Manager integrates with
SiteMinder, verify that SiteMinder can
connect to the user store.
In the Policy Server user interface, you
can verify the connection by opening the
properties page for the SiteMinder User
Directory connection which is associated
with the user store and click the View
Contents button.
If you can see the contents of the user
store, SiteMinder can connect successfully.
For more information about the Policy
Server, see the CA SiteMinder Web Access
Manager Policy Server Configuration
Guide.
2. Restart Identity Manager and the Policy
Server.

SM connection is not OK Identity Manager cannot connect
to the SiteMinder Policy Server (for
implementations that include SiteMinder)

1. Verify the following conditions:
The Policy Server is running.
The Web agent is protecting resources.
You can verify that the web agent is running
correctly by accessing the Policy Server
user interface. If you are prompted for
credentials, the web agent is functioning
correctly.
2. Restart Identity Manager and the Policy
Server.

IMS is not available now An error has occurred in Identity Manager. Check the application server log for error
details.

Windows 500 error message The status page is not displayed when it is
accessed while removing the connectivity
with the LDAP user directory.

Set the internet browser option "Show
friendly error message" to off to view the
status page.

Auditing
Auditing logs maintain records of the operations performed in a Identity Manager environment. You can use the data in
audit logs to monitor system activity.

Identity Manager audits events. An event is an operation that is generated by a Identity Manager task. A task
can generate multiple events. For example, the CreateUser task may generate the CreateUserEvent and the
AddToGroupEvent events.

By default, Identity Manager exports all event information to the audit database. To control the type and amount of event
information that Identity Manager records, you can do the following tasks:
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• Enable auditing for Identity Manager admin tasks.
• Enable auditing for some or all of the Identity Manager events generated by admin tasks.
• Record event information at specific states, for example, when an event completes or is canceled.
• Log information about attributes involved in an event. For example, you can log attributes that change during a

ModifyUserEvent.
• Set the audit level for events and attributes.

Configure and Generate Audit Data Report
Audit data provides a historical record of operations that occur in an environment. When you configure and enable
auditing, the system records information about the tasks in an auditing database. The audit information can be used to
generate reports. Some examples of audit data include the following points:

• System activity for a specified period of a time.
• User login and logout events while accessing a particular environment.
• The tasks that a specific user performs
• A list of objects that were modified during a specific period of a time.
• The user assigned roles
• The operations which are performed for a particular user account.

Audit data is generated for Identity Manager events. An event is an operation that is generated by a Identity Manager task.
For example, the Create User task may include an AssignAccessRoleEvent event.

The following diagram describes how a system administrator configures auditing and generates a report on audit data:
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Figure 68: How to Configure and Generate Audit Data Report

As an administrator, complete the following steps:

Verify the Prerequisites

Verify that the following prerequisites are met before you configure audit settings:

• A separate database instance is created for storing data that is related to auditing. By default, the Identity Manager
database schema file is located in the following location:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\Identity Manager\tools\db

• Configure the report server connection to request and view the audit report.
• Add a connection object for the audit report. Perform the following steps:

a. Log in to the user console with administrative privileges.
b. Go to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, and search for an audit report to modify.
c. Enter the following connection name in the Connection Object for the Report field:
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rptParamConn

Modify Audit Settings File

Configure audit settings in the audit settings file to define the type of information that Identity Manager must audit. You can
configure an audit settings file to perform the following tasks:

• Audit some or all of the admin tasks generated events.
• Record event information at specific states, such as when an event completes or is canceled.
• Log information about attributes that are involved in an event. For example, you can log attributes that change during a

ModifyUserEvent event.
• Set the audit level for attribute logging.

The audit settings file is an XML file that you create by exporting audit settings. The file has the following schema:

<Audit enabled="" auditlevel="" datasource="">

  <AuditEvent name="" enabled="" auditlevel="">

    <AuditProfile objecttype="" auditlevel="">

      <AuditProfileAttribute name="" auditlevel="" />

    </AuditProfile>

    <EventState name="" severity=""/>

  </AuditEvent>

</Audit>

For more information about the Audit elements and schema, see the comments in the Audit Settings file.

The AuditProfileAttribute elements indicate the attributes that Identity Manager audits. The attributes apply to the object
specified in the AuditProfile element.

NOTE
If there are no audit profile attributes specified, all the attributes for the object that are specified in the
AuditProfile element are logged.

The following table shows the valid attributes for Identity Manager object types:

Valid Attributes for Identity Manager Object Types

Object Type Valid Attributes

ACCESS ROLE name -- User-visible name for the role
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the role.
members -- The users who can use the role.
administrators -- The users who can assign role member or administrators.
owners -- The users who can modify the role.
enabled -- Indicates whether the role is enabled or not.
assignable -- Indicates whether the role assignable by an administrator or not.
tasks -- The access tasks that are associated with the role.

ACCESS TASK name -- User-visible name for the task
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the task
application -- The application that is associated with the task.
tag -- The unique identifier for the task
reserved1, reserved2, reserved3, reserved4 -- The values of the reserved fields for the task
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ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE / PROVISIONING
ROLE

name -- User-visible name for the role
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the role
members -- The users who can use the role.
administrators -- The users who can assign role member or administrators.
owners -- The users who can modify the role.
enabled -- Indicates whether the role is enabled or not.
assignable -- Indicates whether the role assignable by an administrator or not.
tasks -- The tasks that are associated with the role.

ADMINISTRATIVE TASK name -- User-visible name for the task

description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the task

tag -- The unique identifier for the task

category -- The category in the Identity Manager user interface where the task appears

primary_object -- The object on which the task operates

action -- The operation that is performed on the object.

hidden -- Indicates whether the task does not appear in menus.

public -- Indicates whether the task is available to users who have not logged in to Identity Manager.

auditing -- Indicates whether the task enables the recording of auditing information.

external -- Indicates whether the task is an external task.

url -- The URL where Identity Manager redirects the user when an external task executes.

workflow -- Indicates whether the Identity Manager events associated with the task trigger workflow

webservice -- Indicates whether the task is one for which Web Services Description Language (WSDL) output can be generated from the Identity Manager Management Console.

GROUP Any valid attribute that is defined for the GROUP object in the directory configuration file (directory.xml).

ORGANIZATION

PARENTORG

Any valid attribute that is defined for the Organization object in the directory configuration file (directory.xml).

RELATIONSHIP %CONTAINER% -- Unique identifier of the parent object.
For example, if the RELATIONSHIP object describes role membership, the container would be the role.
%CONTAINER_NAME% -- User-visible name of the parent group
%ITEM% -- Unique identifier of the object that is contained in the parent object.
For example, if the RELATIONSHIP object describes role membership, the items would be the role members.
%ITEM_NAME% -- User-visible name for the nested group

USER Any valid attribute that is defined for the USER object in the directory configuration file (directory.xml)

NONE No attributes

NOTE
The following points apply to the preceding table:

• Enabled, assignable, auditable, workflow, hidden, webservice, and public are logged as true or false.
• When auditing tasks for roles, the user visible name is logged.
• The database stores member, administrator, and owner policies in compiled XML format. This format is different from

the user interface where each policy appears as an expression.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Management Console, select the environment, Advanced Settings, and click Auditing.
2. Click Export.

The system exports the current audit settings to an audit settings XML file.
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3. Modify the audit settings in the XML file that you exported in the previous step. Do the following tasks:
a. Set the value for Audit enabled ="true" and provide the JNDI Name value of "iam_im_<auditdb>.xml" for the

element Data source.
b. Specify the following JNDI name:

JBoss or WildFly: java:/iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource
WebLogic and WebSphere: iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource

c. Add, modify, or delete elements in the file.
d. Modify the level of information that is recorded for each event.

4. Repeat steps 1 and 2. Click Import and upload the modified audit settings XML file.
5. Restart the environment.

The Audit settings file is now updated.

Enable Auditing for a Task

Enable auditing for the tasks for which you have configured auditing in the Audit Settings file.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console with system administrator privileges.
2. Create or modify the task for which you want to enable auditing.
3. On the Profile tab, ensure that the Enable Auditing check box is selected.
4. Click Submit.

Auditing is now enabled to the task.

Request a Report

To view the report, request for a report to a user with report administration privileges. Select the appropriate report that
tracks the audit data. If your report request requires an approval, the system sends you an email alert.

Before scheduling a report, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the User Console with administrative privileges.
2. Go to Roles and Tasks, Modify Admin Task, and select an audit report to modify.
3. Select Tabs tab and click IAM ReportServerScheduler to edit.
4. Select the Enable Recurrence Option check box.
5. Click OK and Submit.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the User Console with report tasks user privileges.
2. Select Reports, Reporting Tasks, Request a Report.

A list of reports appears.
3. Select an audit based report.

A parameters screen appears.
4. Click Schedule Report, and select a schedule for your report.

– Now
Specifies that the report runs immediately.

– Once
Specifies that the report runs once, during a specific time period. Select the start date, end date, start time, and end
time when you want to generate the report.

– (Audit Report Only) Hourly
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Specifies that the report is generated at the start time and subsequently every 'n' hours; 'n' denotes the interval
between successive reports. Select the start date, end date, start time, end time, and the interval between
successive reports.

– (Audit Report Only) Daily
Specifies that the report is generated at the start time and subsequently every 'n' days; 'n' denotes the interval
between successive reports. Select the start date, end date, start time, end time, and the interval between
successive reports.

– (Audit Report Only) Weekly
Specifies that the report is generated every week on the selected day from the start date. Select the start date, end
date, start time, and end time when you want to generate the report.

– (Audit Report Only) Monthly
Specifies that the report is generated monthly from the start date and subsequently every 'n' months. 'n' denotes the
interval between successive reports. Select the start date, end date, start time, end time, and the interval between
successive reports.

– (Audit Report Only) Run the report on a Nth day of the month
Specifies that the report is generated on the specific day of the month you have mentioned. Select the start date,
end date, start time, and end time when you want to generate the report.

– (Audit Report Only) First Monday
Specifies that the report is generated every first Monday of the month. Select the start date, end date, start time,
and end time when you want to generate the report.

– (Audit Report Only) Last Day of the month
Specifies that the report is generated on the last day of the month. Select the start date, end date, start time, and
end time when you want to generate the report.

– (Audit Report Only) On Xth day of Nth week of every month
Specifies that the report is generated on a specific day in a specific week of every month. Select the start date, end
date, start time, and end time when you want to generate the report. For example, you can generate a report on a
Friday in the 3rd week of every month.

5. Click Submit.
The report request is submitted. Depending on your environment configuration, the request runs immediately, or it runs
after approval by an administrator.
Typically, a system administrator or another user with report administration privileges must approve a report request
before the system completes it. Approval is required because some reports can require a long time or significant
system resources to run. If your report request requires approval, the system sends you an email alert.

NOTE
Enable WorkFlow for the environment if approval is required.

View the Report

Depending on your environment configuration, a report will be available to view when an administrator approves the
request for that report. If your report request is pending approval, the system sends you an email alert. The report that you
want to view does not appear in the search list until it is approved.

NOTE
In order to view reports in Identity Manager using the View My Reports task, enable third-party session cookies
in your browser.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, go to Reports, Reporting Tasks, and click View My Reports.
2. Search for the generated report that you want to view.

Both recurrence generated reports and on-demand report instances are displayed.
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NOTE
If the status of the report is Pending/Recurring, the report is not generated and may take time to complete.

3. Select the report that you want to view.
4. (Optional) Click Export this report (top left corner) to export the report to the following formats:

– Crystal Report
– PDF
– Microsoft Excel (97-2003)
– Microsoft Excel (97-2003) Data-Only
– Microsoft Excel (97-2003) - Editable
– Rich Text Format (RTF)
– Seperated Values (CSV)
– XML

Clean Up the Audit Database
Learn how to clean up the audit database.

The auditing database may eventually accumulate records that are no longer necessary. To remove these records,
execute the following database procedure in the db\auditing directory:

garbageCollectAuditing12 environment_name MM/DD/YYYY

• environment_name
Defines the name/alias of the Identity Manager environment.

• MM/DD/YYYY
Removes the auditing records that exist before the defined date.

NOTE
The date must be in the same format that is used by the database.

Advanced Settings
The Advanced Settings window in the Management Console lets you do the following settings:

• Access screens for configuring advanced settings
• Import and export advanced settings as described in Import/Export Custom Settings.

Business Logic
 

Business Logic Task Handlers
A Business Logic Task Handler performs custom business logic before a Identity Manager task is submitted for
processing. Typically, the custom business logic validates data. For example, a business logic task handler may check
the membership limit of a group before Identity Manager adds a member to the group. When the group membership limit
is reached, the business logic task handler displays a message informing the group administrator that the new member
could not be added.

You can use the predefined business logic task handlers or can create custom handlers using the Business Logic Task
Handler API.

NOTE
For information about creating custom business logic, see Programming Guide for Java.
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The Business Logic Task Handlers screen contains a list of existing global business logic task handlers. The list includes
predefined handlers shipped with Identity Manager and any custom handlers defined at your site. Identity Manager
executes the handlers in the order in which they appear in this list.

Global business logic task handlers can be implemented only in Java.

Automatically Clear Password Fields on Reset User Password Task

You can configure Identity Manager to automatically clear password fields when a previously entered value violates a
password policy, or when values in the Password and Confirm Password fields do not match.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Management Console.
2. Select the environment that you want to manage, then click Advanced Settings.

The Advanced Settings page appears.
3. Click Business Logic Task Handlers, BlthPasswordServices.

The Business Logic Handler Properties page appears.
4. Create the following properties:

ClearPwdIfInvalid=true
PwdConfirmAttrName=|passwordConfirm|

5. Verify that ConfirmPasswordHandler settings are as follows:
– Object type - User
– Class - ConfirmPasswordHandler
– ConfirmationAttributeName = |passwordConfirm|
– OldPasswordAttributeName = |oldPassword|
– passwordAttributeName = %PASSWORD%
Users can now clear password fields in the Reset User Password task.

Event Listeners
A Identity Manager task is made up of one or more actions, named events that Identity Manager performs during the
execution of the task. For example, the Create User task may include the following events:

• CreateUserEvent -- Creates a user profile in an organization
• AddToGroupEvent -- (Optional) Adds the user as a member of a group
• AssignAccessRole -- (Optional) Assigns an access role to the user

An event listener "listens" for a specific event, and then performs custom business logic at a specific point in the lifecycle
of an event. For example, after a new user is created in Identity Manager, an event listener may add the information of a
user to a database of another application.

NOTE
For more information on configuring event listeners, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Logical Attributes Handlers
Identity Manager logical attributes let you display attributes of user store (named physical attributes) in a user-friendly
format on task screens. Identity Manager administrators use task screens to perform functions in Identity Manager.

Logical attributes do not exist in a user store. Typically, they represent one or more physical attributes to simplify
presentation. For example, the logical attribute date can represent the physical attributes month, day, and year.
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Logical attributes are processed by the Logical attribute which are Java objects that are written using the Logical Attribute
API. For example, when a task screen is displayed, a logical attribute handler might convert a physical attribute data from
the user store to logical attribute data.

You can use predefined logical attributes and the logical attribute handlers included with Identity Manager or can create
new ones using the Logical Attribute API.

NOTE
For more information, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Miscellaneous Properties
User-defined properties that are defined on this screen apply to the entire Identity Manager environment. They are passed
as name/value pairs to the init() method of every custom Java object that you create with the Identity Manager APIs. A
custom object can use this data in any way that the object’s business logic requires.

User-defined properties are also defined for a particular custom object. For example, assume that the user-defined
properties are defined in the Properties screen for an event listener named MyListener. The object-specific user-defined
properties and the environment-wide properties defined in the Miscellaneous screens are passed in a single call to
MyListener.init().

To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and click Add.

To delete one or more user-defined properties, select the check box next to each name/value pair to delete, and click
Delete.

Once the changes are made, click Save. Restart the application server for the changes to take effect.

NOTE

All miscellaneous properties are case-sensitive. Therefore, if you define a property named
SelfRegistrationLogoutUrl and another property named selfregistrationlogouturl, you create and add two
separate unique properties.

To display miscellaneous properties, follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
The Environment Properties screen appears.

2. Click Advanced Settings, and then click Miscellaneous.
The Miscellaneous Properties screen appears.

The following user-defined properties are available:

AllowHtmlTagsInPx

Use this user-defined property to allow HTML tag execution in Policy Xpress as data element.
Values: True, False

AuditViewTask

The task persistent database records all actions performed on a task by default. To NOT record the view action that is
performed on a task, set this user-defined property to true. This will also disable audit events generated for those view
tasks. To go back to default behaviour, set this property to false or simply delete it.

BulkLoaderThreads

Use this user-defined property to control the number of threads used for each bulk load submission, thereby controlling
performance problems.
Default: 30
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CheckPxSecurity

A security object will be configured internally in Policy Xpress (PX) depending on the type of search screen this Px has
been configured with on px_element_config.jsp. The following types of search screens are supported by PX:

• "GroupSearchScreen"
• "AccessRoleSearchScreen"
• "AdminRoleSearchScreen"
• "ProvisioningRoleSearchScreen"

CustomDisplay

This property controls the display of tooltips primarily for the Actions dropdown button widget, used primarily on the
Manage Users and Modify Users End Point Account screens. This property allows users to suppress some parts of the
tooltips’ display that is usually used by those needing 508 compliance information. The default is false, displaying all
information.Setting this property to true displays only the text "Display menu of available actions", avoiding the extra
information.

The format of the entries for any dropdown buttons appear as follows: 

<SearchPage><column type>_<entry_number>Display menu of available actions

This format has two parts: an identifier for the element that describes where in the DOM hierarchy this element resides,
and the localized text "Display menu of available actions".

So under a search on Modify User's Endpoint Accounts, the Identity Manager tooltip would read:

EndpointAccountSearch+Name+_0+Display menu of available actions

For a different screen, such as Manage Users, you will see the same format:

ManageUserSearch+Login_id+1+Display menu of available actions

The format is retained by default as it allows users to be read the correct context of which row (the DOM hierarchy) they
are hovering over. However, setting the CustomDisplay property to true will only allow the text "Display menu of available
actions" to show in the tooltip.

DefaultConsole (ui7)

You can use this property to convert an environment to conform to the CA User Interface version 7 standard. For more
information, see Convert an Environment to UI7 Format.

Enable task execution diagnosis

This option creates trace logs that you can use for diagnosing the process. A trace file is introduced in which all the
diagnostic traces of a task are written with its identifier. These traces help to provide clear and thorough analysis across
the stack to diagnose and remediate the causes for tasks not completing. For more information, see see Task Tracking in
the Identity Server.

FileUploadSize

Specify the file type and the file size in this user-defined property to specify the formats of files supported and to set the
size limit for the files that are uploaded using the Bulkloader.
Example: JPEG=2 MB
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ForgottenPasswordLogoutUrl

Use this user-defined property to get redirected to an external URL on clicking the Forgot Password link in the CA Identity
Manager User Console login page. Set the value for this property to the external URL that you want to be redirected to.

isPolicyServerServiceRestart

NOTE

This property is available from 14.4.2. Only set this property if Identity Manager is integrated with SSO
(SiteMinder), and not otherwise. So if the Identity Manager environment is no longer integrated with SSO,
remove this property.

This property helps with null API session. If this property is set to true, and if Identity Manager detects a null API session
object, then Identity Manager restarts the PolicyServerService and reassignment of a newly-created agent API session.
  A possible underlying reason for a null API session object may be that the environment's TCPIP settings may be
compromising agent API session objects.

MainConsoleLogoutUrl

Specifies the main console logout redirect url.

SelfRegistrationLogoutUrl

Specifies the self registration logout redirect url.

JIAMCache

CA Identity Manager communicates with the Provisioning Server using the Java IAM (JIAM) API. To improve
communication performance, you configure a cache for objects retrieved from the Provisioning Server. The JIAM Cache
stores information for a specified period of time before the data expires.

For more information, see Provisioning Role Performance.

JIAMCacheTTL

The JIAM Cache stores information for a specified period of time before the data expires. This period of time is referred
to as time-to-live (TTL). You set the JIAM Cache TTL value (in seconds) to define how long data remains in the cache. To
gain the maximum benefit from locally cached data, you balance performance gains against timely data. We recommend
a minimum TTL value of 1 day with a maximum value of 7 days.

For more information, see Provisioning Role Performance.

Managerattribute

Specifies the value of one of the attributes of the user manager. The user is the subject of the task. This option requires
selecting the attribute from a drop-down list. For more information on how to use this property, see Create Email
Notification Policies and Custom Email Templates.

OptimalFetchMode

This property changes the Identity Manager paging VirtualListView (VLV) algorithm to be more dynamic in terms of offset
values. When this property is set to false – the default – the VLV algorithm is programmed to always generate requests in
multiples of the configured page size. For example, if the page size is 1000, the max rows is 5000, and the total count is
7620, Identity Manager's VLV constructs appear similar to the following:

vlv.offset=1    
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vlv.contentCount=0    

vlv.afterCount=999

 

vlv.offset=1001 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999

 

vlv.offset=2001 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999

 

vlv.offset=3001 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999

 

vlv.offset=4001 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999

The VLV constructs are the default Identity Manager algorithm. Note how the offset is simply multiples of pagesize. The
algorithm assumes the (pagesize-1) is always received. Under certain configurations of CA Directory (as a user store),
this assumption is incorrect, and the directory can return any number of entries below (pagesize-1).

Setting the OptimalFetchMode property to true makes the Identity Manager VLV paging algorithm more dynamic in its
request generation, so the previous example would appear similar to the following return:

vlv.offset=1    

vlv.contentCount=0    

vlv.afterCount=999 (Assume 1000 returned here)

 

vlv.offset=1001 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999 (Assume 767 returned here)

 

vlv.offset=1768 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999 (Assume 900 returned here)

 

vlv.offset=2669 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999 (Assume 800 returned here)

 

vlv.offset=3468 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999 (Assume 900 returned here)

 

vlv.offset=4368 

vlv.contentCount=7620 

vlv.afterCount=999 (Remainder 631 will be returned here)

The result is that the Identity Manager VLV algorithm adjusts its offset (and consequently its paging requests) to account
for the actual number of returned data.
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PxSOAPReadTimeOut

This property defines the timeout between a SOAP request from Identity Manager to elsewhere, such as some other
SOAP server. This property does not define the time to make a connection itself, but the time to keep an existing
connection active.

Value: Numerical, in seconds. The default is 180 seconds. Increase this value if you experience timeout issues.

PxActionFailedTaskStatus

Use this user-defined property to change the status of tasks to fail when a Policy Express event fails.

Value: Fail

secure.inbound.notifications
Use this user-defined property to toggle secure / insecure inbound notification request.
Values: True, False
Note: This property is available only from release 12.6.08 CP 03.

StrictMemberOfMode
When set to true, this property enforces strict traversal of groups fetched only from the %MEMBER_OF% property
defined for the User object in the directory configuration file (directory.xml). This property is designed to speed up
evaluation of member rules involving group objects.
Values: True, False

Task Sequence Number Increment
For more information about how to use tasks numbers and their sequence values, see Task Numbers. Briefly, the
following values  are available:

• Use Task Sequence Number: Set to true or false, this option enables the task sequence numbering. To enable, set
this to true.

• Task Sequence Number Min: Sets the start number for the task sequence numbering.
• Task Sequence Number Max:  Sets the end number for the task sequence. Once reached, it rolls over to the Start

number. The maximum is 9223372036854775807.
• Task Sequence Number Increment: Sets how increment the sequence numbers. For example, setting Start to 1 and

the increment to 2 means the numbering will be 1, 3, 5, 7 and so on.

UseInMemoryEvaluation
Identity Manager uses the in-memory representation to compare attribute values against policy rules. This property limits
the number of calls Identity Manager makes directly to the user store. For more information, see Optimize Policy Rule
Evaluation.

URLRedirectDomains

To allow access to a public self-service task from a corporate website, you can add a link to any web page. When a
user clicks the link, a task screen opens. When the user completes the task, they are redirected to the User Console
by default. To change the page to which users are redirected, you can append the task.RedirectURL tag to the URL
associated with the link. But this action can result in security breach if a malicious user decides to redirect to a desired
URL.

To avoid this issue, specify the list of domains to which the user must be redirected to in this user-defined
property. Specify the domains as comma separated values
Values: <domain1>, <domain2>, <domain3>
Examples: forwardinc.com, hedmoral.com, jedmere.com
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DisableExplicitConversion

When this property is set to true, the TO_CHAR and LCASE functions are not included in the SQL queries for View
Submitted Tasks/View My Submitted Tasks. This eliminates the table level conversion for TO_CHAR and LCASE
functions and improves the query performance, but the search is case sensitive.When this property is not set or set to
false, the SQL query includes TO_CHAR and LCASE functions. You may experience some slowness in the execution of
the SQL queries for View Submitted Tasks/View My Submitted Tasks, as it performs table level conversion for TO_CHAR
and LCASE functions.

SMTokenLifeTime

By default, Identity Manager times out SiteMinder sessions in 300 seconds. You can change the default SiteMinder
session timeout value by entering a desired value (in seconds) in the SMTokenLifeTime attribute.

Notification Rules
A notification rule determines users to receive email notification. When a task completes or an event in a task reaches
a certain state such as pending approval, approved, or rejected, the users receive an email notification according to the
notification rule.

NOTE
For more information about the email notification feature, see the Administration Guide.

Identity Manager includes the following predefined notification rules:

• ADMIN_ADAPTER
Sends an email message to the administrator who initiates the task

• USER_ADAPTER
Sends an email message to the user affected by the task

• USER_MANAGER
Sends an email to the manager of the user in the current context

To create custom notification rules, use the Notification Rule API.

NOTE
For more information about notification rules, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Organization Selectors
An organization selector is a custom logical attribute handler that determines where Identity Manager creates the profile
of a self-registered user, which is based on information the user provides during registration. For example, the profile for
users who provide a promotional code when they register may be added to a Promotional Users organization.

Identity Policies
An Identity policy is a set of business changes that occur when a user meets a certain condition or rule. You can use
identity policy sets to:

• Automate certain identity management tasks, such as assigning roles and group membership, allocating resources, or
modifying user profile attributes.

• Enforce segregation of duties. For example, you can create an identity policy set that prohibits members of the Check
Signer role from having the Check Approver role, and restricts anyone in the company from writing a check over
$10,000.

• Enforce compliance. For example, you can audit users who have a certain title and make more than $100,000.
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Identity policies that enforce compliance are called compliance policies.

NOTE

 You create and manage Identity Policies in the User Console.

Before you use identity policies, use the Management Console to do the following tasks:

• Enable identity policies for a Identity Manager environment.
• Set the recursion level (optional).

The business changes associated with an identity policy include:

• Assigning or revoking roles, including provisioning roles (if you are using a provisioning directory only)
• Assigning or revoking group membership
• Updating attributes in a user profile

For example, a company may create an identity policy which states that all Vice Presidents belong to the Country
Club Member group and have the role Salary Approver. When a user’s title changes to Vice President and that user is
synchronized with the identity policy, Identity Manager adds the user to the appropriate group and role. When a Vice
President is promoted to CEO, she no longer meets the condition in the Vice President identity policy so the changes
applied by that policy are revoked, and new changes based on the CEO policy are applied.

The change actions that occur based on an identity policy contain events which can be placed under workflow-control
and audited. In the previous example, the Salary Approver role grants significant privileges to its members. To protect
the Salary Approver role, the company can create a workflow process that requires a set of approvals before the role is
assigned, and they can configure Identity Manager to audit the role assignment.

To simplify identity policy management, Identity policies are grouped in an identity policy set. For example, the Vice
President and CEO policies may be part of the Executive Privileges identity policy set.

NOTE
Identity Manager includes an additional type of identity policy, called a preventative identity policy. These
policies, which execute before a task is submitted, allow an administrator to check for policy violations before
assigning privileges or changing profile attributes. If a violation exists, the administrator can clear the violation
before submitting the task.

Create an Identity Policy Set
To create an identity policy set, you must have the System Manager role, or a role that includes the Create Identity Policy
Set task.

To create an identity policy set, complete the following steps:

1. Define the Profile for the Identity Policy Set
2. Create a Policy Set Member Rule
3. Create an Identity Policy
4. Specify Owners for the Identity Policy Set

NOTE
To use policies for Identity Manager environment, enable identity policies in the Identity Manager Management
Console. See the Configuration Guide for more information.

Define the Profile for the Identity Policy Set

The Profile tab allows you to define basic properties for an identity policy set.

To define an identity policy set profile

1. Select Policies, Manage Identity Policies, Create Identity Policy Set from the User Console.
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You must be logged in to Identity Manager as a user with privileges to manage identity policies. The default System
Manager role includes these privileges.

2. Choose to create a new identity policy set or create a copy of an existing identity policy set.
3. Enter a name for the identity policy set.
4. Enter a category for the identity policy set.

The category groups identity policy sets with similar purposes for reporting. The Category field is required.
5. Optionally, enter a description for the identity policy set.
6. If you do not want to make the identity policy set available for use, clear the Enabled check box.
7. When you have completed the Profile tab, select the Policies tab to create the identity policies for the identity policy

set.

Create a Policy Set Member Rule

You can create a member rule for a policy set, so that the policy set applies only to certain users. The rule is evaluated
before evaluating identity policies in the set, which can save significant time. For example, if a member rule limits the
identity policy evaluation to 10 percent of users, it saves 90 percent of the evaluation time.

To create a Policy Set Member Rule

1. Select the Policies tab.
2. Click the Edit symbol under Policy Set Member Rule.
3. Enter a rule to apply the policy to only certain users.
4. Click OK.

Create an Identity Policy

After you define the profile and member rule for the Identity Policy Set, you can define the identity policies in that policy
set.

Note: In large implementations, it may take significant time to evaluate identity policy rules. To reduce the evaluation
time for rules that include user-attributes, you can enable the in-memory evaluation option. For more information, see the
Configuration Guide.

To create an identity policy

1. Select the Policies tab.
2. Click Add.
3. Enter a name for the identity policy.
4. Select the Apply Once check box if you want to apply the policy only when a user first meets the policy.
5. Select the Compliance check box to flag this policy as a compliance policy.

If this check box is selected:
– Identity Manager can generate reports for users that are not synchronized with compliance policies.
– The Compliance Violation action is visible in the Action on Apply/Remove Policy list box.

6. Identify the users to which the policy applies in the Policy Condition section.
7. In the Action on Apply Policy section, define the actions that Identity Manager takes when the identity policy is applied

to a user.
8. In the Action on Remove Policy section, define the actions that Identity Manager takes when a user no longer meets

the conditions for the identity policy.
9. Click OK.

NOTE
Before you can use the identity policy set that you created, enable identity policies in the Management Console.
See the Configuration Guide for more information.
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The Apply Once Setting

Identity Manager applies an identity policy differently, based on the Apply Once setting.

Enabling the Apply Once Setting

If the Apply Once setting is enabled, Identity Manager applies the changes associated with the identity policy when a user
first meets the condition defined in the policy. The change actions associated with the policy occur only once. Therefore,
Identity Manager does not apply policy updates to users, if the policy was previously applied.

When a user no longer meets the condition defined in the policy, Identity Manager executes the policy’s remove actions.

The Apply Once setting is typically used when provisioning resources. For example, you may have a policy that assigns a
cell phone to managers. When a user first becomes a manager, that user is assigned a cell phone. Identity Manager only
issues the cell phone once, not each time the policy is evaluated. If the cell phone policy is updated to include a newer cell
phone model, Identity Manager does not issue new cell phones to existing managers.

NOTE
Resource provisioning is available when Identity Manager integrates with a Provisioning Server.

Disabling the Apply Once Setting

If the Apply Once setting is not enabled, the change actions associated with the identity policy are applied each time
an identity policy is evaluated. This means that Identity Manager applies change actions for every user who meets the
condition in the policy, regardless of whether the change actions were applied previously.

Typically, you disable the Apply Once setting in an identity policy that enforces compliance. For example, you can create
an identity policy that restricts managers’ spending authority to $5,000. If Identity Manager encounters a manager whose
spending authority is set to $10,000, it resets the spending authority to $5,000. Each time a manager is synchronized with
the identity policy, Identity Manager checks to make sure the spending authority is set correctly.

If a manual change that conflicts with a change action is made to a user profile, Identity Manager overwrites the change
when the user is synchronized with the policy.

In the previous example, if someone manually increases a manager’s spending authority to $10,000, Identity Manager
resets the spending authority to $5,000 when the manager is synchronized with the policy.

The following table summarizes the effects of enabling or disabling the Apply Once setting.

If Apply Once is... Then...

Enabled Change Actions associated with the identity policy are applied only
once
Manual changes made after the identity policy is applied are
preserved
Updates are not applied to users who meet the condition in an
identity policy, if Identity Manager applied the policy previously
When a user no longer meets the condition in an identity policy,
Identity Manager executes the remove actions

Disabled Change actions associated with the identity policy are applied
every time a user is synchronized with the policy
Manual changes are overwritten when the identity policy is applied
Updates to the policy are applied when a user is synchronized
When a user no longer meets the condition in an identity policy,
Identity Manager executes the remove actions

Policy Conditions

Policy conditions are the rules that determine the set of users to which an identity policy applies.
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The following table describes the available options.

Syntax Condition Example

(all) The identity policy applies to all users.

where <user-filter> The user must match one or more attribute
values.

Users where title=manager and
locality=east

in <org-rule> The user must belong to named
organizations.
Note: When you select this option, Identity
Manager displays a new list box where you
can select the following options:
organization <organization> [and lower]--
Use an organization search screen to select
an organization and, optionally, include the
organization’s child organizations.
Organizations where <org-filter> [and
lower]--Specify a filter that selects one or
more organizations.

Users in organization sales and lower

where <user-filter> and who are in <org-
rule>

The user must match specific user
attributes and belong to a specific
organization.

title=manager and organization=Sales*

who are members of <group-member-rule> The user must belong to a group which
meets a condition specified by attributes on
the group.
Note: When you select this option, Identity
Manager displays a new list box where you
can select the following options:
group [set the product group or family]--Use
a group search screen to select a group.
group where <group-filter>--Specify a filter
that selects one or more groups.

Users who are members of groups where
owner=CIO

who are members of <role-rule> The user must be a member of a role. The
role can be an:
access role
admin role
provisioning role
Note: To use provisioning roles, Identity
Manager must integrate with a Provisioning
Server. See the Installation Guide for more
information.

Users who are members of the Help Desk
role

who are administrators of <role-rule> The user must an administrator for a role.
The role can be an:
access role
admin role
provisioning role
Note: To use provisioning roles, Identity
Manager must integrate with a Provisioning
Server. See the Installation Guide for more
information.

Users who are administrators of the Sales
Manager role
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who are owners of <role-rule> The user must be an owner for a role. The
role can be an:
access role
admin role
provisioning role
Note: To use provisioning roles, Identity
Manager must integrate with a Provisioning
Server. See the Installation Guide for more
information.

Users who are owners of the User Manager
role

returned by the query <LDAP-query> The user must meet a condition based on
an LDAP query.

User who meet the conditions of an LDAP
query.
For example:
(departmentNumber=Accounts)

in <administrative-union-constraint> The user must meet at least one of the
conditions in a list of conditions. You can
include the following types of filters in an
administrative union constraint:
Member of access/admin/provisioning role
Administrator of access/admin/provisioning
role
owner of access/admin/provisioning role
member of a group

Users who are a member of the Certify
Manager role, or who are an owner of the
Certify Manager role.

in <administrative-intersection-constraint> The user must all of the conditions in a list
of conditions. You can include the following
types of filters in an administrative union
constraint:
Member of access/admin/provisioning role
Administrator of access/admin/provisioning
role
owner of access/admin/provisioning role
member of a group

Users who are members of the Contract
Initiator role and the Contract Approver role.

Actions on Apply/Remove Policies

You can define change actions that Identity Manager performs when it evaluates the identity policy. The actions include:

• Actions on Apply Policy
A set of actions that Identity Manager performs when a user meets the conditions in the policy conditions.

• Actions on Remove Policy
A set of actions that Identity Manager performs when a user no longer meets the conditions in the policy conditions.

The actions that Identity Manager can perform when identity policies are applied or removed are the same. See the
following table for more information.

Change Action Description

Add to group <group-name> [...] Adds users to a group.
When you select this option, Identity Manager presents a screen
where you can search for the group you want.

Add to <group-name> in user’s organization Adds users to a local group.
When you select this option, Identity Manager presents a text box
where you can enter the name of the group that you want.

Set <single-value-user-attribute> to value Sets the value of an attribute in a user profile.
If there is an existing value, Identity Manager overwrites it with the
value specified in the change action.
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Add <value> to <multi-value-user-attribute> Adds a value to a multi-value user attribute.
This option does not overwrite existing values.

Make member of access role Assigns users to an access role.

Make administrator of access role Make users administrators of an access role

Make member of admin role Makes users members of an admin role

Make administrator of admin role Makes users administrators of an admin role

Make member of provisioning role Makes users members of a provisioning role, which creates
associated endpoint accounts.
Note: To use provisioning roles, Identity Manager must integrate
with a Provisioning Server. See the Installation Guide for your
application server.

Make administrator of provisioning role Makes users administrators of a provisioning role.
Note: To use provisioning roles, Identity Manager must integrate
with a Provisioning Server. See the Installation Guide for your
application server.

Remove from group <group-name> [...] Removes users from a group.
When you select this option, Identity Manager presents a screen
where you can search for the group you want.

Remove from <group-name> in user’s organization Removes users from a local group.
When you select this option, Identity Manager presents a text box
where you can enter the name of the group that you want.

Remove <value> from <multi-value-user-attribute> Removes a value from a multi-value user attribute.

Remove member from access role Revokes an access role.

Remove administrator from access role Revokes administrator privileges for a specific access role

Remove member from admin role Revokes an admin role.

Remove administrator from admin role Revokes administrator privileges for a specific admin role

Remove member from provisioning role Revokes a provisioning role.

Remove administrator from provisioning role Revokes administrator privileges for a specific provisioning role.

Send audit message Sends a message that you create to the audit database.
This message may appear in a report that you create.

Compliance violation Sends a message that you create to the audit database.
If you create a compliance report, the message appears each
time the identity policy is applied/removed from a user. See the
Configuration Guide for more information about auditing.
Note: You must enable the Compliance check box on the Profile
tab for the Identity Policy Set to use the Compliance Violation
option.

Accept
(Action on Apply Policies only)

Allows the task to submit when there is a preventative identity
policy violation.
When you select this action, you provide a message that Identity
Manager writes in the audit database and displays in View
Submitted Tasks when a violation occurs.
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Reject
(Action on Apply Policies only)

Prevents a task from submitting when an identity policy violation
occurs.
This action is used with preventative identity policies to prevent
users from receiving privileges that may result in a conflict of
interest or fraud.
When you select this action, you also provide a message that
Identity Manager displays when a violation occurs. The message
is stored in the audit database and displayed in the User Console.

Warning
(Action on Apply Policies only)

Triggers a workflow process when a preventive identity policy
violation occurs, if you associate that violation with a workflow
approval policy.
Identity Manager allows the task to submit regardless of whether
workflow is configured.
Note: For information about associating a workflow process with
a preventative identity policy, see Workflow and Preventative
Identity Policies.
When you select this action, you also provide a message that
Identity Manager displays when a violation occurs. The message
is stored in the audit database and displayed in View Submitted
Tasks.

Specify Owners for the Identity Policy Set

On the Owners tab, you define rules about who can be an owner of the identity policy set. An identity policy set owner can
modify the basic information about the policy set, and can add, change, or remove identity policies in the set.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Owners tab.
2. Click Add and define owner rules.
3. Click Submit.

How Users and Identity Policies Are Synchronized
When using identity policies, it is important to understand how Identity Manager evaluates and applies the policies to
users. Without a thorough understanding of the user synchronization process, you may configure identity policy sets that
yield unexpected results.

The following procedure describes how Identity Manager evaluates and applies identity policies:

1. The user synchronization process begins:
– Automatically -- You can configure Identity Managertasks to automatically trigger user synchronization
– Manually -- Use the Synchronize User task in the User Console to synchronize a user.

2. Identity Manager determines the set of identity policies that apply to a user.
3. Identity Manager compares the set of identity policies that apply to a user with the list of policies that have already

been applied to that user.

NOTE
The list of policies that have been applied to a user is stored in the %IDENTITY_POLICY% well-known
attribute in the user profile. For information on configuring this attribute, see the Configuration Guide.

4. After Identity Manager evaluates all of the policies for a user, it applies policies in the following order:
a. Identity policies from the deallocation list
b. Identity policies from the allocation list
c. Identity policies from the reallocation list
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5. After the identity policies have been applied, Identity Manager reevaluates the policies to see if any additional changes
are needed based on changes that occurred in the first synchronization process (steps 2-4).
This is to ensure that changes made by applying identity policies did not trigger other identity policies.

6. Identity Manager continues to reevaluate and apply identity policies until the user is synchronized with all applicable
policies, or until Identity Manager reaches the maximum recursion level, which is defined in the Management Console.
For example, an identity policy may change a user's department when the user is assigned a role. The new
department triggers another identity policy. However, if the recursion level is set to 1, the subsequent change is not
made until the user is synchronized again.
For more information about setting the recursion level, see the Management Console Online Help.

This page contains the following topics:

Configure Automatic User Synchronization

Identity Manager can automatically synchronize user accounts with identity policies at different points during a task’s
lifecycle.

A Identity Manager task generates events, detectable activities that occur during task processing. For example, the default
Create User task generates the CreateUserEvent, AddUserToGroupEvent, and the AssignAccessRoleEvent. You can
configure Identity Manager to synchronize users after a task completes, or when each event completes.

NOTE
The section Synchronize Users with Identity Policies provides more information on the user synchronization
process.

To configure a task to trigger user synchronization

1. Log in to Identity Manager as a user who can modify admin tasks.
2. Select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.

Identity Manager displays a search screen.
3. Search for and select the admin task that will trigger user synchronization.
4. Select one of the following options in the User Synchronization field on the Profile tab for the task:

– Off -- This task will not trigger user synchronization.
– On Task Completion -- Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process after all of the events have

completed. This setting is the default synchronization option for the Create User, Modify User, and Delete User
tasks. The default setting for all other tasks is Off.

NOTE
If you select the On Task Completion option for a task that includes multiple events, Identity Manager
does not synchronize users until all of the events in the task complete. If one or more of those events
require workflow approval, this may take several days. To prevent Identity Manager from waiting to apply
identity policies until all events complete, select the On Every Event option.

– On Every Event --  Identity Manager starts the user synchronization process when each event in a task completes.
For tasks with a primary and secondary event for the same user, setting user synchronization to On Every Event
may result in more evaluations for which policies apply to a user than if the On Task Completion option is selected.

Synchronize Users Manually

You may want to manually synchronize a user with an identity policy set to ensure that a user account has the right
privileges, or complies with a compliance policy.

You can manually synchronize a user by using the Synchronize User task in the Identity Manager User Console.
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NOTE
For the Synchronize User task to work properly, the User Synchronization option must be set to Off, and the
Account Synchronization option must be set to On Task Completion or On Every Event. For better performance,
choose the On Task Completion option. These options are set in the Profile tab for the Synchronize User task.

The Synchronize User task includes the following tabs:

• Currently Matched Policies -- Displays a list of identity policies that Identity Manager will apply to the user when the
Synchronize User task is submitted.

NOTE
The Currently Matched Policies tab displays only the identity policies that apply to the user at the time you
access the Synchronize User task. When the user is synchronized with those policies, changes may occur
that trigger other identity policies. To prevent Identity Manager from applying the new policies until you have
reviewed them, set the recursion level for identity policy sets to 1 in the Identity Manager Management
Console. After submitting the Synchronize User task, access it again to review the policies.

• Policies Already Applied -- Displays a list of identity policies that have already been applied to the user.
• Synchronization Summary -- Displays all of the identity policies that apply to the user and the change actions for

those policies.

To synchronize a user account

1. Log in to Identity Manager as a user who can use the Synchronize User task. (By default, users with the System
Manager role can use this task.)

2. Select Policies, Synchronize User.
The Synchronize User task opens.

3. Select the Synchronization Summary tab.
4. Review the policies and associated actions that Identity Manager will apply to the user, then click Submit.

Verify User Synchronization

To verify that the appropriate changes take place when a user is synchronized with identity policies, check the Policies
Already Applied tab in the Synchronize User task.

1. Log in to Identity Manager as a user who can use the Synchronize User task. (By default, users with the System
Manager role can use this task.)

2. Select Policies, Synchronize User.
The Synchronize User task opens.

3. Select the Policies Already Applied tab.
4. Review the policies and associated actions that Identity Manager applied to the user.

Identity Policy Set Planning Worksheet
An identity policy set contains one or more identity policies. Before you create an identity policy set, use the following
worksheet to plan each identity policy in the set.

Question Your Response
What name do you want to give the identity policy?
Which users does the identity policy apply to?
When an identity policy is applied to a user, what actions should
Identity Manager perform?
When an identity policy that once applied to a user no longer
applies, what actions should Identity Manager perform?
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Should Identity Manager apply the changes in an identity policy
multiple times or only the first time a user meets the conditions in
the policy?

After you complete this worksheet for each identity policy in a policy set, verify that the policies do not conflict with other
policies. For example, make sure that a policy does not grant a privilege that another policy revokes.

Identity Policy Sets in a CA Identity Manager Environment
The following sections describe different ways to use identity policies:

• Example: Automatically Populating User Attributes
• Example: Allocating Resources and Entitlements
• Example: Enforcing Compliance
• Example: Enforcing Segregation of Duties

Example Automatically Populating User Attributes
You can use an identity policy set to automatically assign user attribute values based on another attribute
value or user entitlement. For example, you can create an identity policy set that automatically fills in a user’s
mailing address based on the user’s home office. To configure an identity policy set for employee addresses,
create an identity policy with the following settings for each office location:

Setting Value

Policy Condition office = <office_location>

Action on Apply Policy set Street Address = <some street_address>
set City = <some city>
Set State/Province = <some state or province>
Set Postal Code = <some postal code>
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The following figure shows sample policies in the Employee Addresses identity policy set.

Example Allocating Resources and Entitlements
Identity policies can automatically assign resources, such as domain accounts, or grant entitlements, such as
making a user a member of a role, when users meet the policy condition. For example, you can create a set
of identity policies that assign resources and roles based on a user’s title. To create an identity policy set for
allocating resources and roles, create an identity policy with the following settings for each of the titles in your
organization:

Setting Value

Policy Condition title = <some_title>

Action on Apply Policy Any actions that allocate resources or entitlements to
users who meet the policy condition, for example:
make member of <some_group>
make member of admin role <some_admin_role>
make member of provisioning role <some_provisioning
role>
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Action on Remove Policy Any actions that remove resources or entitlements
when a user no longer meets the policy condition. For
example, if Identity Manager made the user a member
of a role when the identity policy was applied, you may
want to configure Identity Manager to revoke the role
when the user no longer meets the policy condition.

The following figure illustrates sample policies in the Employee Resources identity policy set:

Example Enforcing Compliance
You can configure identity policies to define conditions that must or must not exist, and to take certain actions
based on the evaluation of those conditions. For example, you can define a compliance policy that states
that managers must have a spending limit of $5,000. If a manager has a spending limit of $10,000, Identity
Manager can reset the manager’s spending limit, and record a compliance violation for auditing purposes.
To create a compliance policy set for enforcing spending limits, create an identity policy with the following
settings:

Setting Value

Apply Once Not enabled

Compliance Enabled

Policy Condition Any conditions that define compliance or a compliance
violation--for example:
title=<some_title> AND Spending Limit > <some
spending limit>

Action on Apply Policy The actions that Identity Manager should take when the
policy condition applies--for example:
Compliance violation message: Spending limit
exceeded
Set spending limit to <some_value>
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The following figure shows the sample compliance policy described in this example.

Example Enforcing Segregation of Duties
Identity policies can define roles that are mutually exclusive and cannot be granted to the same user
concurrently. For example, you can prevent a user manager who can grant raises from also being a salary
approver. To create an identity policy set that enforces segregation of duties, create an identity policy with the
following settings:

Setting Value

Apply Once Not enabled

Compliance Enabled

Policy Condition Use the "in <administrative-intersection-constraint>"
option to define a set of conditions that violate a
business policy. If a user meets all of the conditions,
Identity Manager takes the actions in the Action on
Apply Policy field.
For example, set the policy condition as follows:
intersection (who are members of <some_role>) and
who are members of <some_other_role> )

Action on Apply Policy The actions that Identity Manager should take when the
policy condition applies--for example:
Compliance violation message: User has mutually
exclusive roles
Remove member from <some_role>
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The following figure illustrates the identity policy in this example.

Manage an Identity Policy Set
Identity Manager includes the following tasks for managing an identity policy set:

• View Identity Policy Set
• Modify Identity Policy Set
• Delete Identity Policy Set

By default, when an administrator uses one of these tasks, Identity Manager displays a list of all identity policy sets for
which that administrator is an owner. The administrator can then choose the policy set he needs from the list.

In a Identity Manager environment that includes many identity policy sets, you may want to customize the View, Modify,
and Delete Identity Policy Set tasks to allow administrators to search for an identity policy set, instead of displaying them
in a list.

To customize these tasks:

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Roles, Modify Admin Task.
The Modify Admin Task screen opens.

2. Search for and select the task that you want to customize.
3. On the Scope tab, select All Identity Policy Sets.

When you select this option, Identity Manager uses the Default Identity Policy Set Search screen definition.
4. Click Submit.

Preventative Identity Policies
A preventative identity policy is a type of identity policy that prevents users from receiving privileges that may result in a
conflict of interest or fraud. These policies support a company's Segregation of Duties (SOD) requirements.

Preventative identity policies, which execute before a task is submitted, allow an administrator to check for policy
violations before assigning privileges or changing profile attributes. If a violation exists, the administrator can clear the
violation before submitting the task.

For example, a company can create a preventative identity policy that prohibits users who have the User Manager
role from also having the User Approver role. If an administrator uses the Modify User task to give a User Manager the
User Approver role, Identity Manager displays a message about the violation. The administrator can change the role
assignments to clear the violation before submitting the task.
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You can create preventative identity policies for the following changes:

• Role membership
Prevents users from having certain roles at the same time.
For example, users cannot have the User Manager and User Approver roles at the same time.

• Role administrators
Prevents users from being administrators of certain roles if they are administrators of other roles.
For example, users cannot be administrators for the User Manager and User Approver roles at the same time.

• User attributes
Prevents users from having certain profile attributes at the same time.
For example, users cannot have the title Senior Account and belong to the IT department.

• Organization attributes
Prevents user profiles from being created in a certain organization.
For example, administrators cannot create employee profiles in the Suppliers organization.

• Group attributes
Prevents users from being members in certain groups.
For example, users cannot be members of the Project Team group and the Accounting Group.

Actions for Preventative Identity Policy Violations

When a preventative identity policy applies to a business change, CA performs certain actions to address the violation.

When you specify one of these actions in an identity policy, you specify a message that describes the violation. This
message is recorded in the audit database. Depending on the type of action, the message may also be displayed to users
in the User Console and recorded in View Submitted Tasks.

You can configure the following actions for a preventative identity policy:

• Accept
Identity Manager displays a message in View Submitted Tasks that describes the violation, but allows the task to be
submitted.

• Reject
Identity Manager displays a message in the User Console and prohibits the task from submitting.

• Warning
Identity Manager displays a message in the User Console and in View Submitted Tasks. This action can optionally
trigger a workflow process that requires an approval from an appropriate user before Identity Manager executes the
task.
To trigger a workflow process, you associate the preventative identity policy with a policy-based workflow process in
tasks that may cause the violation.
For example, if the violation occurs when a user receives certain roles at the same time, configure the workflow
process for all tasks that assign those roles to users.

NOTE
When you configure the policy-based workflow process for the task, the approval rule must reference the
name of the preventative identity policy.

How Preventative Identity Policies Work

The following sample process illustrates how preventative identity policies work:

1. An identity policy administrator creates a preventative identity policy that prohibits users who have the title Senior
Accountant from being in the IT department.
When defining this identity policy, the administrator specifies that Identity Manager should reject any changes that
violate this policy.
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2. An HR administrator uses the Create User task to create a user profile for a new Senior Accountant. The HR
administrator correctly selects the user's title, but accidentally selects the IT department.

3. The HR administrator completes the remaining fields in the Create User task and clicks Submit.
4. Identity Manager detects that the task involves changes that are defined in an identity policy and evaluates the

changes for violations.
5. Identity Manager detects the violation, displays a message to the HR administrator, and prevents the task from

submitting.
Identity Manager also records the message in the audit database.

6. The HR administrator views the details of the violation in the message and changes the user's department to Finance.
Then, the administrator resubmits the task.

7. Identity Manager evaluates the proposed changes against all applicable identity policies, and then allows the Create
User task to submit.

Important Notes about Preventative Identity Policies

Before you implement preventative identity policies, note the following:

• Preventative identity policies only prevent violations that would occur because of proposed changes in the current task.
They do not prevent existing violations.
For example, a company creates a preventative identity policy that prohibits users from having the User Manager and
User Approver roles at the same time. An administrator assigns the Group Manager role to a user who already has the
User Manager and User Approver roles. Identity Manager allows the new assignment to succeed because that change
does not directly cause a violation of the policy.

• If multiple preventative identity policies apply to a set of proposed changes, Identity Manager applies policies with
Reject actions first.

• Do not specify dynamic groups in preventative identity policy conditions. (Policy conditions determine the set of users
that the preventative identity policy applies to.)
For example, a company has a dynamic group that includes all users who have the title Manager. That company also
creates a preventative identity policy that prohibits members of the Managers group from having the Contractors role.
An administrator changes the title of a user who has the Contractors role to Manager. This change will make the user a
member of the Managers group after the task submits successfully. However, the user's title is not Manager at the time
that Identity Manager evaluates the policy, so no violation is detected.

• The role owner filter and the LDAP query filter are not supported in policy conditions for preventative identity policies.

Create a Preventative Identity Policy

Before you create a preventative identity policy, you create an identity policy set, which logically groups a set of identity
policies.

NOTE
See Important Notes about Preventative Identity Policies before you begin.

To create a preventative identity policy set

1. Open Policies, Create Identity Policy Set in the User Console.
Create a new identity policy set or use an existing identity policy set as a template.

2. Define the profile for the identity policy set on the Profile tab.
3. Create a policy set member rule on the Policies tab.
4. Create a preventative identity policy as follows:

a. Click Add.
b. Enter a name for the identity policy.

Note: The Apply Once and Compliance settings do not apply to preventative identity policies.
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c. Identify the users to which the policy applies in the Policy Condition section.
Note: The role owner filter and the LDAP query filter are not supported for preventative identity policies.

d. In the Action on Apply Policy field, define the actions that Identity Manager takes when Identity Manager detects a
policy violation:
• Accept

Identity Manager displays a message in View Submitted Tasks that describes the violation, but allows the task to
be submitted.

• Reject
Identity Manager displays a message in the User Console and prohibits the task from submitting.

• Warning
Identity Manager displays a message in the User Console and in View Submitted Tasks. This action can
optionally trigger a workflow process.

When you select one of these actions, Identity Manager displays a text box where you can specify the message
that appears when a violation occurs.

e. Specify the message in the text box.
Note: If you are localizing the User Console, you can specify a resource key instead of text in the message field.
See the User Console Design Guide for more information about resource keys.

f. Add additional actions if necessary and click OK.
5. Specify owners for the Identity Policy set.

NOTE
Before you use the identity policy set that you created, make sure that identity policies are enabled in the
Management Console. See the Configuration Guide for more information.

Use Case Preventing Users from Having Conflicting Roles

Forward, Inc. wants to prevent its employees from having the User Manager role and the User Approver role at the
same time. Employees who have both of these roles can modify user attributes, such as salary, and approve them
inappropriately.

To prevent this situation, Forward, Inc. creates a preventative identity policy that applies to users who have the User
Manager and User Approver Roles. If an administrator attempts to give these roles to a user, Identity Manager rejects the
task submission and displays a message that explains the violation.

You configure a preventative identity policy to support this use case as follows:

• Create an identity policy set for the policy that you want to create.
• Create a preventative identity policy with the following settings:

– Policy Condition:
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Action on Apply Policy:

Reject with message: User cannot be a member of User Approver and User Manager roles

Workflow and Preventative Identity Policies

Contents

When a preventative identity policy is configured to issue a warning, you can define a task level policy-based workflow
process, which is associated with the identity policy, for tasks that may trigger a violation. For example, if an identity policy
prohibits Senior Accountants from being members of the IT department, you define a task level policy-based workflow
process on the Create User and Modify User tasks.

All work items that are generated as a result of task level policy-based workflow must be approved before Identity
Manager executes the task. Approvers see a work list item when they log into the User Console. When the approver
clicks the work list item, an approval task, which includes the warning message that describes the violation, appears. The
approver can choose to approve or reject the task, based on the violation.

Policy-based workflow processes are associated with preventative identity policies by the policy name.

Identity Policy Violations in Approval Tasks

When a preventative identity policy is associated with a workflow process for a task, Identity Manager generates a work
list item for the appropriate approvers. These approvers use an Approval task to approve or reject the change that
triggered the policy violation.

The default Approval task includes a section that lists identity policy violations. There may be more than one violation if
the proposed changes trigger multiple preventative identity policies.

Each violation can have of the following status:

• Pending Evaluation
Identity Manager has not started evaluating the approval rules for the task yet. This is the initial state.

• Awaiting Approval
Identity Manager located a match for the identity policy defined in the approval rules and triggered the associated
workflow process.

• Approved
An approver approved the proposed changes. Identity Manager makes the changes that triggered the preventative
identity policy violations.

• Rejected
An approver rejected the proposed change. The task is rejected.

• No Workflow Configured
There is no workflow process configured for this violation. The task executes without any approval required.

How to Configure Workflow for Preventative Identity Policies

You configure workflow for preventative identity policies in the admin tasks that include changes that may trigger an
identity policy violation.

For example, if the preventative identity policy prohibits users from having certain admin roles at the same time, configure
tasks that assign admin roles to support workflow for preventative identity policies.

Note: Before you configure workflow, create a preventative identity policy with the following settings:

• A unique policy name
The policy name must be unique across all identity policy sets because workflow processes are associated with
preventative identity policies by the policy name.
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If multiple preventative identity policies have the same name, multiple workflow processes may apply.
• Warning in the Action on Apply Policy field

Warning is the only action that can trigger a workflow process.

After you configure the preventative identity policy, determine the tasks that may trigger the policy violation. Then, create a
workflow approval policy for those tasks.

Create a Workflow Approval Policy for Preventative Identity Policies

You can configure a task level policy-based workflow process for an admin task. This workflow process includes one or
more approval policies that can associate a preventative identity policy with a workflow. Identity Manager executes the
workflow when a violation of the associated preventative identity policy occurs.

Note: For more information about task level policy-based workflow processes, see Policy-Based Workflow.

To create a workflow approval policy for preventative identity policies

1. Modify the admin tasks that allow changes that might trigger a violation of a preventative identity policy.
For example, if an identity policy violation occurs because a user has the User Manager and User Approver roles,
modify the admin tasks that allow administrators to assign roles, such as Create User, Modify User, and Modify Admin
Role Members/Administrators.

2. Click the edit icon next to the Workflow Process field on the Profile tab for the task to add a workflow process.
Identity Manager displays the Task Level Workflow Configuration screen.

3. Select Policy Based, then click Add.
4. In the Approval Rule section, select the Identity Policy Violation object.
5. In the Identity Policy field select a filter that determines which identity policies trigger the workflow associated with the

approval policy.
In the filter, include the identity policy name, not the identity policy set name.

6. Configure the Rule Evaluation, Policy Order, and Policy Description fields as needed.
7. Select a workflow process, then click OK.

When you select a workflow process, Identity Manager displays additional fields.
8. Specify approval tasks and approvers as needed.

Identity Manager associates the workflow process with the preventative identity policy.

Use Case Approving Titles

Forward, Inc has a company policy that states that all managers must be full-time employees. However, Forward, Inc has
recently hired many contractors for special projects. To run these special projects efficiently, some of the contractors will
be given the Manager title. Forward, Inc wants to require approvals from the Human Resources Director before allowing
administrators to assign the Manager title to a contractor.

To automate the approval process in these situations, Forward, Inc creates a preventative identity policy, named Manager
Titles for Contractors, that detects when a user title is Manager and user organization is Contractor. Forward, Inc also
configures a policy-based approval process on the Modify User task. This approval process is triggered when the
Manager Titles for Contractors policy is violated.

When an administrator changes a contractor's title to Manager, Identity Manager displays a warning message, and sends
a work item to the Human Resources Director for approval. Identity Manager does not change the contractor's title until
the work item is approved.

To configure support for this use case, you complete the following in Identity Manager:

• Create a preventative identity policy called Manager Titles for Contractors with the following settings:
– Policy Condition: Users where (Title = "Manager" and Organization = "Contractor")
– Action on Apply Policy: Warning with message "Managers must be full-time employees"

• Modify the Modify User task to include a workflow process with the following settings:
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– Workflow Process: Policy Based
– Approval Rule Object: Identity Policy Violation
– Identity Policy: where (Name = "Manager Title for Contractors")
– Workflow Process: SingleStepApproval

Combining Identity Policies and Preventative Identity Policies
You can combine identity policies and preventative identity policies to address Segregation of Duties (SOD) requirements.
In this case, identity policies address existing SOD violations and preventative identity policies prohibit new violations.

To support this use case, you configure an identity policy set with two types of actions:

• Actions that occur during user synchronization
These actions result in changes to user attributes, group and role members, administrators, or owners. For example,
an action of this type may remove a user from a role when a violation is detected.
These actions differ from preventative actions in that they are not applied when a task is submitted. They are applied
only during user synchronization.

• Preventative actions
These actions determine what Identity Manager does when a preventative identity policy violation occurs before a task
is submitted. Identity Manager can allow the task to submit, issue a warning and trigger a workflow process, or prevent
the task from submitting.
In each of these cases, the violation is recorded in the audit database.

Consider a company that wants to prevent users from having the HR Administrator and Salary Approver roles at the same
time. That company creates an identity policy with two Action on Apply Policy actions:

• Remove the user from role Salary Approver
This action occurs when Identity Manager synchronizes users with identity policies.
In this case, this company configured user synchronization for the Modify User task. When an administrator modifies
a user, Identity Manager evaluates all applicable identity policies and applies the actions. In this example, Identity
Manager removes users who have the HR Administrator role and the Salary Approver Role from the Salary Approver
role.

• Reject the task
This preventative action prohibits administrators from assigning these two roles to a person by not allowing the
administrator to submit the task.

NOTE
When you configure an identity policy with both of these types of actions, verify that the actions do not conflict.
For example, you can configure an identity policy that prevents users from having the Manager and Contractor
roles. In the policy, you specify two actions:

• A warning that triggers a workflow process, which requires an approval before assigning the roles, and
• An action that removes a user from the Manager role

An approver approves the role assignment for the Manager and Contractor roles, but the second action removes the user
from the Manager role when user synchronization occurs.

Provisioning
Use this screen when you are using Identity Manager with provisioning.

Note: A more detailed procedure, How to Configure an Environment for Provisioning, provides step by step instructions.

The Provisioning Properties options are as follows:

• Enabled
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Specifies the use of two user stores, one for Identity Manager and a separate user store (named the Provisioning
Directory) for provisioning accounts. If this option is disabled, only the Identity Manager user store is used.

• Use Session Pool
Enables the use of a session pool.

• Session Pool Initial Sessions
Defines the minimum number of sessions that are available in the pool at startup.
Default: 8

• Session Pool Maximum Sessions
Defines the maximum number of sessions in the pool.
Default: 32

• Enable Password Changes from Endpoint Accounts
Defines the setting for the Enable Password Synchronization Agent for each user in the Provisioning Server. This
option allows password synchronization between Identity Manager users and associated endpoint accounts.

• Enable Accumulation of Provisioning Role Membership Events
If enabled, this checkbox ensures that Identity Manager executes events that are related to the provisioning role
membership in a specific order. All Add actions are combined into a single operation and sent to the Provisioning
Server for processing. Once processing of the Add actions completes, Identity Manager combines the Remove
actions into a single operation and sends that operation to the Provisioning Server. A single event, called
AccumulatedProvisioningRoleEvent, is generated to execute the events in this order.
Note: For more information about the AccumulatedProvisioningRoleEvent, see the Administrating section.

• Enable Email for Offline Endpoints
Specifies that email notifications are sent if the endpoints are offline on enabling this option.
Default: Not selected

• Time lag (in days) to send email about Offline Endpoints
Specifies the time in days after which an email is sent about offline endpoints.
Default: 5

• Email accounts to be notified about Offline EndpointsSpecifies the email accounts to which the notification about
offline endpoints is sent. Distribution lists can also be specified.

• Organization for Creating Inbound Users
Defines the fully qualified path to the user store that Identity Manager uses. This field appears only when the user store
includes an organization.

• Inbound Administrator
Defines a Identity Manager administrator account that can execute tasks that are mapped to inbound mappings. These
tasks are included in the Provisioning Synchronization Manager role. The administrator must be able to execute each
task on any Identity Manager user.

Provisioning Directory

The Provisioning Directory is a repository for provisioning information including domain, global users, endpoint types,
endpoints, accounts, and account templates. When you select it, other options appear for mapping the Identity Manager
user store to the Provisioning Directory.

Enable Session Pooling

To improve performance, Identity Manager can preallocate a number of sessions for pooling when communicating with the
Provisioning Server.

If the Session Pools option is disabled, Identity Manager creates and destroy sessions as needed.

For a new environment, Session Pools are enabled by default. For existing environments, you can enable Session Pools.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Advanced Settings, Provisioning.
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2. Select Use Session Pool.
3. Define the minimum number of sessions in the pool at startup.
4. Define the maximum number of sessions in the pool.
5. Click Save.
6. Restart the Application Server.

The Session Pool is enabled per the defined settings.

Enable Password Synchronization

The Provisioning Server allows password synchronization between Identity Manager users and associated endpoint
user accounts. In other words, when a user who has provisioning roles is created or modified in Identity Manager, the
provisioning user gets set to allow password changes from endpoint accounts.

Note: When you enable this feature in the Management Console, all users in the environment gets set to allow password
changes from endpoint accounts.

Attribute Mappings

Attribute mappings associate the user attributes in provisioning-related admin tasks, such as Provision Create User, with
the corresponding attributes in the Provisioning Server. A single provisioning attribute can be mapped to multiple attributes
in the Identity Manager user store.

Default mappings exist for the attributes in the default tasks, which are listed in the Inbound Mappings section. If you
modify one of these admin tasks in a way to use different attributes, update the attribute mappings as needed.

Inbound Mappings

Inbound mappings map events, generated by the Provisioning Server, to an admin task. These mappings are preset and
cannot be modified.

Outbound Mappings

Outbound Mappings associate events, which are generated by admin tasks, with events that are applied to the
Provisioning Directory. Default mappings exist for the events that affect user attributes.

Web Services
The Identity Manager Task Execution Web Service (TEWS) enables third-party client applications to submit Identity
Manager tasks to Identity Manager for execution remotely.

The Web Services Properties screen lets you configure the TEWS for an environment. On this screen, you can do the
following tasks:

• Enable TEWS for a Identity Manager environment.
• Generate task-specific Web Services Definition Language (WSDL) documents.
• Allow impersonation.
• Specify that the Admin password is required for authentication.
• Configure CA SSO® authentication.
• Configure CA SSO® to secure the web services URL, if Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®

• Specify Web Services Username token authentication.
• Specify at least one of the three possible authentication types. 

For information regarding issuing remote requests to Identity Manager through the Task Execution Web Service, see
the Programming Guide for Java. 
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Workflow Properties
If enabled, the workflow feature controls the execution of a Identity Manager task that is associated with a workflow
process.

A workflow process is a set of steps that are performed to accomplish a business objective, such as creating a user
account. Typically, one of these steps involves approving or rejecting the task.

An admin task is associated with one or more events, which may trigger one or more workflow processes. After the
workflow processes complete, Identity Manager performs or rejects the task which is based on the results of the workflow
processes.

The following illustration shows the relationship between a Identity Manager task, an associated event, and a workflow
process:

Figure 69: Relationship between a CA Identity Manager task, an associated event, and a workflow process

Workflow Properties

Use the check box to enable or disable workflow for the Identity Manager Environment.

Work Item Delegation
If enabled, work item delegation allows a participant (the delegator) to specify that another user (the delegate) to get
permissions to approve tasks in the work list of the delegator. A participant can assign work items to another approver
during periods when the delegator is “out of the office.” Delegators retain full access to their work items during the
delegation period.

Delegation uses the following well-known attribute:

%DELEGATORS%

This well-known attribute stores the names of users who are delegating to the user with the attribute, as well as the time
when the delegation was created.

NOTE
For more information about work item delegation, see the Administration Guide.

Workflow Participant Resolvers
The activities in a workflow process, such as approving or rejecting a task are performed by participants.

You use the Workflow Participant Resolvers screen to map a custom participant resolver to a fully qualified participant
resolver Java class.

A custom participant resolver is a Java object that determines participants of a workflow activity and returns a list to
Identity Manager. Identity Manager then passes the list to the workflow engine.
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Typically, you write a custom participant resolver only if none of the standard participant resolvers can provide the list of
participants that an activity requires.

NOTE
For information about developing custom participant resolvers, see the Programming Guide for Java. For
information about standard participant resolvers, see the Administration Guide.

Import/Export Custom Settings
From the Advanced Settings screen in the Management Console, you can apply advanced settings to multiple
environments, as follows:

• Configure advanced settings in one environment.
• Export the advanced settings to an XML file.
• Import the XML file to the required environments.

Java Virtual Machine Out-of-memory Errors
Symptom:

I receive JVM out-of-memory errors during stress or high load periods that affect the functionality of the Identity Manager
Server.

Solution:

We recommend that you set JVM debugging options so that you are alerted on out-of-memory conditions.

Note: For more information about setting JVM debugging options, see Debugging Options in Java HotSpot VM Options at
http://www.oracle.com.

Manage Authentication Module Properties
By default, Identity Manager comes with an out-of-the-box, Default authentication module. The Default module
authenticates the user against the directory that is configured for their environment. Two other authentication module
choices exist: The Active Directory or a custom module. Administrators can view, set, and add authentication properties to
modules. The Active Directory module has a set of required properties. The custom, Other authentication module allows
administrators to create authentication module properties.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environment, select the environment that you want to manage, and then click
Advanced Settings. The Advanced Settings page appears.

2. Select User Console.
3. In the Authentication Properties section, select the radio button for the desired authentication module class:

• Default: This module uses the default authentication module that authenticates the user against the directory
configured for their environment.
To use this option, select it, click Save, and then Restart the Environment to apply these changes.

• Active Directory: This module authenticates the user against to an external Active Directory. See Using the Active
Directory Authentication Module in the following section.

• Other: The Other authentication module configures a custom authentication module created using Java. A custom
authentication module coded in Java must implement the Identity Manager Authentication Module interface and a
custom JSP (if needed). See How To Customize Identity Manager Authentication  in the Programming Guide for Java.
To configure custom modules, see Using the Other Authentication Module in the following section.
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NOTE

The authentication attribute to use and the login page to use properties are common properties for any
configured authentication module.

Using the Active Directory Authentication Module

NOTE

The Active Directory endpoint must be provisioned by Identity Manager so the Active Directory accounts are
synchronized with the Identity Manager user store. This procedure also assumes that the administrator is
proficient with Active Directory.

The Active Directory Authentication module can be configured to authenticate to an external Active Directory. You can
make task-based password changes directly to Active Directory.

NOTE

If you are upgrading from Identity Manager 14.1 and have configured the Active Directory Adapter, be aware that
the ad_auth_settings.properties file no longer uses the Active Directory Server settings. In releases later than
14.1, when a Identity Manager environment is started and the Active Directory Adapter is configured, properties
defined in the ad_auth_settings.properties file are read and stored with the Active Directory Authentication
adapter configuration. You can now manage the configuration in the Authentication Properties section of the
Management Console, Environment, <Environment>, User Console screen. The values are persisted with
the environment in the Identity Manager object store.

Also note that the PWDKEY and KEYSTOREPWD properties are no longer required.

If you configure the Active Directory authentication model, user password sets from the Forgotten Password or
Reset Password tasks automatically propagate to both the Identity Manager User Store and the Active Directory
server. Password status changes are detected during authentication. This requires an LDAPS connection
between the Identity Manager Server and the Active Directory server. Specifically, the SSL property must be
set to true. The Active Directory certificates must then be imported into the keystore of Java running Identity
Manager:
1. Create the Trusted Cert for the Active Directory.
2. Import the new CA into Trusted Certs by using the JRE’s keytool utility using the following command:

keytool -importcert -file <the ca cert file> -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts

Before you attempt authentication with this module, the login name that is entered in the login screen must uniquely
identify the same user in both the Identity Manager User Store and in Active Directory.

Specifically, Identity Manager searches for the user name entered in the login screen in the Identity Manager User
Console by the attribute that is defined in the Management Console, Environments, <Environment Name>, Advanced
Settings, Authentication Properties, Authentication attribute to use property. Typically, this attribute is defined as
%USER_ID% or %LOGIN_ID%. Deployments can use some other attribute that uniquely identifies the user. The search
filter property of the Active Directory Authentication module must define an attribute whose value can uniquely identify the
Active Directory user. CA recommends either sAMAccount or userPrincipalName.

Defining a configuration or entering a login ID value that fails to find both the Identity Manager user and the Active
Directory results in an authentication failure.

The following table shows some common scenarios and the associated required configurations.

Identity Manager Configuration User Data                  

Authentication attribute AD Authentication provider filter CA Identity Manager User Active Directory User

%USER_ID% sAMAccountName=%s userId=smithjo01 sAMAccountName = smithjo01
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%LOGIN _ID% sAMAccountName=%s loginId=smithjo01 sAMAccountName = smithjo01

%LOGIN _ID% userPrincipalName=%s loginId=john.smith@mycompany.com userPrincipalName = john.smith@mycompany.com

%EMAIL% userPrincipalName=%s email= john.smith@mycompany.com userPrincipalName = john.smith@mycompany.com

Use the following procedure to use the Active Directory authentication module class.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, navigate to Environments, <Environment_Name>, Advanced Settings, User
Console.

2. In the Authentication Properties section, select Active Directory under Authentication provider module class.
3. Select Module Properties to display the Active Directory Authentication Properties page. The following list of

default properties appears; select the property and then enter a corresponding value:
– SERVERS: Specifies the IP address of the Active Directory server(s). Use the following format (no spaces):

IP1:PORT,IP2:PORT
For example: 192.168.152.152:10261,192.168.154.127:10261

NOTE
This list of Active Directory IP addresses is used for failover only.

– ADMINDN: Specifies the DN of the Administrator ID used to connect to Active Directory. This property is required.
For example:
cn=Administrator,cn=Users,dc=companyX,dc=com

– ADMINPWD: Specifies the Administrator Password for Active Directory. Enter and then confirm this password. This
value is required.

– BASEDN: Specifies the Base DN for the User Search in Active Directory. This property is required. For example:
cn=Users,ca=companyX,dc=com

– SSL: Determines whether to use SSL. Value is TRUE or FALSE.
– SEARCHFILTER: Specifies a valid LDAP search filter with a variable substitution for an AD User. "%s" must be part

of the filter, as it is replaced with the user name in authentication. This property is required. For example, to define a
filter when using the default Active Directory User Schema, enter SEARCHFILTER=sAMAccountName=%s

NOTE
When using a custom Active Directory User schema, the objectCategory and ObjectClass filters clauses
must both be defined in the filter and match the LDAP object classes of the custom schema. For example,
enter: SEARCHFILTER=(&(objectCategory=person)(objectClass=CompanyXUser)(sAMAccountName=
%s))

– Disable IM User on Authentication Failure due to AD Account Locked Status: Allows an administrator to either
enable or disable a user in the user store. It is set to true by default.

4. Navigate to Environments, <Environment_Name>, Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous. To add new authentication
module properties, enter a new Property and Value in the corresponding fields, and then click Add. The following
property is currently available:
– DisableADPasswordPropagation:

The property prevents Identity Manager from changing the password and having it propagated to the Active
Directory Auth directory. Apply this case-sensitive property on your Identity Manager environment, and then set it to
true.

NOTE
Currently no additional properties are supported for the Active Directory module. Additional properties may
be added in the future. Additional property values are not validated.

5. To apply these changes, click Save, and then Restart the Environment.
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Using the Other Authentication Module

The Other authentication module configures a custom authentication module created using Java. A custom authentication
module coded in Java must implement the Identity Manager Authentication Module interface and a custom JSP (if
needed). See How To Customize Identity Manager Authentication in the Programming Guide for Java.

Use the following procedure to use a custom Authentication module class.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environment, select the environment that you want to manage, and then click
Advanced Settings.

2. In the Authentication Properties section, select Other.
3. In the text box, enter the full Java class name (including the package) of the custom module class in the provided text

box.
4. Select Module Properties to display the Other Properties page.

a. To add new authentication module properties, enter a new Property and Value in the corresponding fields, and
then click Add.

NOTE
These values are not validated. It is assumed the custom module developer will provide documentation
for any properties needed by the custom module.

5. To apply these changes, click Save, and then Restart the Environment.

Validate that the Active Directory Public Root CA Certificates Were Correctly Exported

Use the openssl s_client to validate that you exported the correct Active Directory public root CA certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Run the following command:
openssl s_client -connect 192.168.242.154:636 -showcerts -CAfile

 ad_domain_public_root_CA_cert_for_ad_authentication_check_with_openssl_sclient_process.cer

2. If the Verify return code: 0 (ok) message appears, then we know this is the correct public root CA certificate to Active
Directory.

NOTE
We suggest using the Microsoft Windows command-line tool certlm.msc to access the Microsoft Windows
keystore, to export the public root CA cert in base64. You can then either ftp or copy-n-paste the text from
Microsoft Windows to a Linux OS, if needed.

Production Environments
This section provides step by step functional descriptions to migrate specific pieces of functionality. Ensure that it is used
only when limited changes were made in the development environment and those changes are well-understood.

Migrate Admin Roles and Task Definitions
You can customize Identity Manager roles and tasks to meet the specific needs of your company. The customization
involves creating or modifying admin roles and tasks or by using a Create or Modify task for an admin role or task.

Contents:

An alternative method, though not recommended, is to modify roles and tasks in the roledefinition.xml file. Use this
method for very limited changes because of the risk of errors in editing.
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This process will only migrate administrative role and task definitions. If the roles were bound to organizations, consider
migrating the entire Identity Manager environment.

WARNING
If you changed role or task definitions in the production environment, those changes are lost when you import
role or task definitions from a development environment. Importing role and task definitions overwrites existing
role and task definitions with the same names.

Export Admin Role and Task Definitions

Follow these steps:

1. If you have a Policy Server cluster, check that only one Policy Server is running.
2. Stop all but one Identity Manager node.
3. Log in to the Management Console.
4. Click Identity Manager environments.
5. Select the Identity Manager environment, from which to export the role and task definitions.
6. Click Roles, then click Export and supply a name for the file.
7. Follow the instructions in the next procedure to import this file.

Import Admin Role and Task Definitions

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the file created in the preceding procedure to the production environment.
2. Log in to the Management Console in the production environment.
3. Click Identity Manager environments.
4. Select the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
5. Click Roles.
6. Click Import and specify the name of the XML file that export generates.
7. If these steps succeeded, start any extra Policy Servers and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.

NOTE
If there are still any changes to make in a Identity Manager environment, repeat step 6.

Verify the Role and Task Import

To verify that the roles and tasks were imported successfully, log in to Identity Manager as an administrator account that
can use the following tasks:

• Modify Admin Role
• Modify Admin Task

Execute these tasks and verify that the roles and tasks reflect the newly imported role definitions.

Migrate CA Identity Manager skins
Identity Manager skins can be customized to give a specific look and feel to the application. If you have modified or
created new skins for a set of users, use the following steps to migrate skins from the development to the production
environment.

If you are modifying a skin, copy the modified files.
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Follow these steps:

1. Copy new and modified files from the development to the production server such as image files, style sheets,
properties files, and the console page (index.jsp).

2. If multiple skins are being used, configure CA SSO® response.

NOTE
For more information on using multiple skins, see the Configuration Guide.

To verify the migration of skins, log in to the User Console and check that the skin appears correctly.

Update CA Identity Manager in a Production Environment
After migrating Identity Manager from development to production, you may need to perform incremental updates. To
migrate new Identity Manager functionality from your development environment to your production environment, execute
the following steps:

1. Migrate Identity Manager environments.
2. Copy the iam_im.ear.
3. Migrate workflow process definitions.

Migrate a CA Identity Manager Environment
A Identity Manager Environment is created from the Management Console. Identity Manager environment includes a
set of role and task definitions, workflow definitions, custom features that are created with Identity Manager APIs, and a
Identity Manager Directory.

Follow these steps:

1. If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO® and you have a Policy Server cluster, check that only one Policy Server is
running.

2. Stop all but one Identity Manager node.
3. Export Identity Manager Environments from the Management Console in the development environment.
4. Import the exported environments in the Management Console in the production environment.
5. If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, reprotect the Identity Manager realms in the Policy Server User

Interface.
The policy domain is not exported from the policy store when you export a Identity Manager Environment.

6. Restart the Policy Server and Identity Manager nodes that you stopped.

When migrating a Identity Manager Environment, the following activities occur:

• If the same object exists in both locations, the changes on the development server overwrite changes on the
production server.

• If new objects are created on the development environment, they are added to the production server.
• If new objects are created on the production server, they are maintained.

NOTE

The Selective Export utility lets administrators use a command line to filter, or selectively export, role definitions
from either their Identity Manager environment, or an offline role definitions file exported from an environment.
This utility can help automate the process of migrating these Identity Manager artifacts from one environment to
another, such as from a development to a production environment. For more information, see Selectively Export
Role Definitions.
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Export an Environment

To deploy a Identity Manager environment on a production system, you export the environment from a development or
staging system and import that environment to the production system.

NOTE
When you import a previously exported environment, Identity Manager displays a log in a status window in the
Management Console. To see validation and deployment information for each managed object and its attributes
in this log, select the Enable Verbose Log Output field on the Environment Properties page before you export the
environment. Make sure that selecting the Enable Verbose Log Output field can cause significant performance
issues during the import.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Environments in the Management Console.
The Identity Manager environments screen appears with a list of Identity Manager environments.

2. Select the environment that you want to export.
3. Click the Export button.

A File Download screen appears.
4. Save the ZIP file to a location that is accessible to the production system.
5. Click Finish.

The environment information is exported to a ZIP file that you can import into another environment.

Import an Environment

After exporting a Identity Manager environment from a development system, you can import it into a production system.

NOTE

Before importing a Identity Manager Environment, remove all “PASSWORD POLICY” managed type objects
from the role-definitions file.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Environments in the Management Console.
The CA Identity Manager environments screen appears with a list of CA Identity Manager Environments.

2. Click the Import button.
The Import Environment screen appears.

3. Browse for the ZIP file required to import an environment.
4. Click Finish.

The environment is imported into Identity Manager.

Verify the Environment Migration

To verify proper migration of the Identity Manager environment, confirm that the Identity Manager Environment appears in
the Policy Server User Interface for the Policy Server in the production environment.

In the Policy Server User Interface, verify the following points:

• The Identity Manager user directory settings are accurate.
• The new Identity Manager domain exists
• The correct authentication schemes protect the Identity Manager realms.

Also upon logging in to the Management Console, verify that the Identity Manager Environment appears when you select
the Environments.
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Migrate the iam_im.ear
Migrate the iam_im.ear on your application server:

JBoss

Redeploy the iam_im.ear each time functionality is migrated from the development environment to the production
environment. By migrating the entire EAR, you ensure that your production environment is identical to your development
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the iam_im.ear from your development environment to a location accessible to your production environment.
2. In the copy of the iam_im.ear, edit the Policy Server connection information, so that it reflects the production

environment.
To achieve this change, copy the following file from your production environment into the iam_im.ear:
<jboss_home>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/policyserver_rar/META-INF/ra.xml

3. Replace the installed iam_im.ear with the copy of the iam_im.ear from your development environment from step 2 as
follows:
a. On the production server, delete the iam_im.ear:

<cluster_node_jboss_home>\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear

b. Replace the deleted files with the edited copy of the iam_im.ear from the development environment.
4. Repeat these steps for each node in the cluster.

WebLogic

Redeploy the iam_im.ear each time functionality is migrated from the development environment to the production
environment. By migrating the entire EAR, you ensure that your production environment is identical to your development
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Preserve Policy Server connection information.
Policy server connection information is stored in the ra.xml file in the policyserver_rar/WEB-INF directory. Copy this file
to another location, so that it can be replaced in the iam_im.ear before redeploying it.

2. Copy the iam_im.ear to a location available to the WebLogic Admin Server.
3. Replace the Policy Server connection information.

In the iam_im.ear, replace the policyserver_rar/WEB-INF/ra.xml file with the one preserved from Step 1.
4. Redeploy the iam_im.ear

a. Log in to the WebLogic console.
b. Go to Deployments, Application, Identity Manager.

On the Deploy Tab, select Deploy (Re-Deploy) Application.

WebSphere

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the imsInstall.jacl script from was_im_tools_dir\WebSphere-tools to the deployment_manager_dir \bin directory
where:
– was_im_tools_dir is the directory on the development system where the Identity Manager Tools for WebSphere are

installed.
– deployment_manager_dir is the location where the Deployment Manager is installed.
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2. On the development system where you configured the Identity Manager application,
copy was_im_tools_dir \WebSphere-tools\imsExport.bat or imsExport.sh to was_home\bin.

3. On the command line, navigate to was_home\bin.
4. Make sure the WebSphere application server is running.
5. Export the deployed Identity Manager application as follows:

For Windows, enter this command:
imsExport.bat "path-to-exported-ear"

where path-to-exported-ear is the full path and file name that the imsExport utility creates.
For Windows systems, use forward slashes (/) instead of back slashes (\) when you specify the path to was_im.ear.
For example:
imsExport.bat "c:/program files/CA/CA Identity Manager/

exported_ear/iam_im.ear"

For UNIX, enter this command:
./wsadmin -f imsExport.jacl -conntype RMI -port 2809 path to exported ear

where path-to-exported-ear is the full path including the file name of the exported EAR file.
6. Copy the exported EAR file from the location on the development system where you exported it to a location on the

system where the Deployment Manager is installed.
7. Replace the was_im_tools_dir/WebSphere-ear/iam_im.ear/policyserver_rar/META-INF/ra.xml with the one from the

production environment.
The ra.xml file contains the Policy Server connection information.

8. On the system where the Deployment Manager is installed, deploy the Identity Manager EAR:
a. From the command line, navigate to:

deployment_manager_dir \bin.
b. Make sure that the WebSphere application server is running.
c. Run the imsInstall.jacl script as follows:
 
Note: The imsInstall.jacl script may take several minutes to execute.
Windows:
wsadmin -f imsInstall.jacl "path-to-copied-ear" cluster_name
where path-to-copied-ear is full-path including the file name for the Identity Manager EAR that you copied to the
Deployment Manager system.
For example:
wsadmin -f imsInstall.jacl "c:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\WebSphere-tools\was_im.ear" im_cluster
UNIX:
./wsadmin -f imsInstall.jacl path-to-copied-ear cluster_name
where path-to-copied-ear is full-path including the file name for the Identity Manager EAR that you copied to the
Deployment Manager system.
For example:
./wsadmin -f imsInstall.jacl /opt/CA/Identity Manager/WebSphere-tools/was_im.ear im_cluster

9. If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, verify the following points:
– The CA SSO® agents can connect to your policy store.
– The Policy Server can connect to the user store.
– The Identity Manager domains have been created.

Migrate Workflow Process Definitions
If you used workflow in the development environment, export the workflow definitions and import them into the production
environment. Then, configure workflow in each of the server nodes.
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Export process definitions

On the development environment system, you export the workflow process definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Make sure that the application server is running.
2. Go to admin_tools\Workpoint\bin\ and run Archive.bat (for Windows) or Archive.sh (for UNIX) as follows:

a. In the Import dialog, select the root object.
b. Click Add.
c. Specify the name of the file to generate.
d. Click Export.
e. Click Go.
admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed by default in one of the following locations:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

3. Follow the instructions in the next section, import process definitions.

Import process definitions

On the production environment system, import the workflow process definitions.

Follow these steps:

1. Restart the application server.
2. Optionally, create a backup copy of your current definitions by exporting the definitions using the preceding procedure.
3. Go to admin_tools\Workpoint\bin\ and run the Archive script as follows:

a. In the Import dialog, select all items to import.
b. When you are prompted about using the new or old format, retain the old format. 

The new format does not support Identity Manager.
c. Supply the name of the file that the export generates.
d. Click Go.
admin_tools refers to the Administrative Tools, which are installed by default in one of the following locations:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

Selectively Export Role Definitions
The Selective Export utility lets administrators use a command line to filter, or selectively export, role definitions from
either their CA Identity Manager environment, or an offline role definitions file exported from an environment. This utility
can help automate the process of migrating these Identity Manager artifacts from one environment to another, such as
from a development to a production environment.

The Identity Manager server connection, credentials, and options are utility parameters. Filters for selecting managed
objects can be passed as either a string, or as a predefined file.

NOTE
Object definitions can be exported in either a single or two steps: Two steps allow a user to manually manage
filtered managed object stubs before exporting role definitions.
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Utility Command Options

The followings table lists the utility’s command options.

Option Use

-url <url> Required URL of export web services. URL format: http://
<im_host>:<port>/iam/im/ws/<IME_alias>

-user <user> Required user name

-pwd <pwd> Required user password

-load <roledef_file> Loads all objects from the offline file that contains the role
definitions file.

-type Returns a list of managed object types that you can select in the
filter criteria.
Note: Using this option skips ALL other options except for -load.

-filter <string | file> Filter for the managed objects: enter either a JSON string or
the file that contains the filters to use. If the -load option is
not provided, the filter applies to the current Identity Manager
Environment.

-filterTo <file> Intermediate file name to save filtered managed object stubs.

-managedFrom <file> Name of managed intermediate file for export

-id <transaction ID> The -managedFrom option requires the Transaction ID. The
Transaction ID is optional for the -exportTo and -filterTo options.
The ID is returned from -type or -filter options.

-exportTo <roleDef_file> Export all filtered objects to an xml file.

Syntax for the Filter Managed Objects

The following syntax shows the template for the filter file. The filter is a JSON string with two root elements. Each element
is optional. The operator in the same element is OR. The operator in performedOn and criteria is AND.

Notes:

• If the performedOn element is not provided, the filter applies to all managed object types.
• The onType in performedOn is any managed object type that a task or screen can process.
• The moType in criteria is any type of exportable managed objects. The command option -type returns all possible

object types.

{

       "performedOn":  ["onType"],

       "criteria": [{

              "objectType": "moType",

              "identifyAttributeName":"tag|name",

              " criterion": [{"operator": "EQUALS"|"CONTAINS"|"STARTS_WITH"|"ENDS_WITH", "values":["value"]}]

       }]

     }

There is a special criteria syntax filter for filtering the CA Identity Manager IM SCREEN objectType by screen

 type:

     {

         "performedOn":  ["objectTypes"],

     "criteria": [{
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              "objectType": "IM SCREEN",

              " criterion": [{"operator": "EQUALS", "values":["Profile"|"List"|"Search"]}]

         }]

     }

Follow these steps:

1. Open your system’s command line interface.
2. Run the SelectiveExportUtil.bat/sh script file found in the following location:

<CA Products Folder>\IAM Suite\IdentityManager\tools\SelectiveExportUtility.

3. Enter the commands and options a desired.

Samples

A. Retrieve Filterable Object Types from the Identity Manager Environment

This procedure retrieves the list of managed object types that you can filter (that is, that are filterable) from the current
environment.

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -type

B. Retrieve Filterable Object Types from the Offline File orig_role_defs.xml

This procedure retrieves the list of managed object types that you can filter (“filterable”) from a file named
orig_role_defs.xml,

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -type -load

 orig_role_defs.xml

C. Export All Managed Objects Performed on Users After Sample B.

This procedure exports all managed objects retrieved during sample procedure B. The -id command is used by the
transaction ID generated by sample procedure B.

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -exportTo c:

\tmp\user_roledef.xml -filter "{\"performedOn\": [\"USER\"]}" -id <Transaction ID from sample b>

D. Select and Export All User Profile Screens, and User Tasks with Tags Containing "Forgotten" or Ending with
"User" with all referenced screens

This procedure selects and then exports all user profile screens, as well as all user tasks that have tags that contain either
“forgotten” or end with “user”.

1. Save the following JSON strings to file filter.txt

{ 

   "performedOn":["USER"],

   "criteria":[{ 

                               "objectType":"ADMINISTRATIVE TASK",

                               "identifyAttributeName":"tag",

                               "criterion":[

                                   { 

                                             "operator":"CONTAINS",

                                             "values":["Forgotten"]

                                   },

                                   { 

                                             "operator":"ENDS_WITH",

                                             "values":["User"]
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                                   }

                               ]

                 },

                 { 

                               "objectType":"IM SCREEN",

                               "criterion":[

                                   { 

                                             "operator":"EQUALS",

                                             "values":["Profile"]

                                   }

                               ]

                 }

   ]

}

2. Run the following commands:

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -load

 orig_role_defs.xml -filter filter.txt -exportTo new_role_defs.xml

E. Export User Tasks with Tags Containing "Forgotten" from the Environment

This procedure selects and then exports all user tasks that have tags that contain “forgotten” from the current environment
to a file called forgotten_roledef.xml:

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -exportTo

 forgotten_roledef.xml -filter "{\"performedOn\": [\"USER\"],\"criteria\": [{\"objectType\": \"ADMINISTRATIVE

 TASK\",\"identifyAttributeName\":\"tag\",\"criterion\": [{\"operator\": \"CONTAINS\", \"values\":[\"Forgotten

\"]}]}]}"

F. Fetch Screens for User from Role Definitions Returned from Sample E

This procedure returns all users from the role definitions found in the forgotten_roledef.xml file generated in sample
procedure E.

1. Use the following commands to get and save filtered managed object stubs to a file named filterOutput.xml:

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -load

 forgotten_roledef.xml -filterTo filterOutput.xml -filter "{\"performedOn\": [\"USER\"],\"criteria\":

 [{\"objectType\": \"IM SCREEN\"}]}"

2. Open filterOutput.xml in any editor, and then remove the stub for the "Change My Password Profile" screen.

3. Export the screens from the managed stubs file using the following commands:

SelectiveExportUtil.bat -user myname -pwd mypwd -url "http://myhost.ca.com:8080/iam/im/ws/myime" -managedFrom

 filterOutput.xml -exportTo updated_role.xml -id <id_value_returned_from_f1>

Logging and Task Tracking
This section contains the following topics:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.
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Identity Manager Server Logging
Identity Manager Server Logging

This page contains the following topics:

Identity Manager uses the underlying Application Server logging support for Apache log4j.

An administrator troubleshoots errors by checking logs in the server.log file. By default, the log levels are set
to WARN (Warning) in the server.log file. That is, only the warning messages are logged in the server.log file. You can
change the log levels from WARN (default) to any one of the following log levels:

• DEBUG
• INFO
• ERROR
• FATAL
• ALL
• OFF

Starting with version 14.4, the loggers have been updated to support log4j2. This version changes some of the
configuration for the loggers. Log4j versus log4j2 configuration differences are noted in the following text.

Identity Manager supports changing logging levels using either the Logging Admin Tool, or using the log4j/log4j2
configuration file. Logging levels changed using the Logging Admin Tool are not persisted and are lost upon server restart.
Logging levels that are changed in the log4j/log4j2 configuration file are maintained across server restarts.

Setting Log4j and Log4j2 Log levels Using a Configuration File

Using this approach means that loggers can log output at the desired levels across server restarts. This method can be
useful for a number of reasons:

• Produce log output from loggers that produce output early in the boot stage
• Permanently reduce verbose Application Server loggers, such as deployers or service components, by setting log

levels to ERROR or OFF.

Using the Log4j Configuration File

The log configuration file is located in the following Identity Manager Server deployment folder:

iam_im.ear/config/com/netegrity/config/log4j_< APP_SERVER >.xml

<APP_SERVER> has one of the following values:

• “jboss”  (also applies for WildFly)
• “weblogic”
• “websphere”

The log4 XML files contain Appenders and Loggers elements. Appenders are log output constructs, such as console or
file-based logs. Loggers are the components that perform logging and can be set to use a given Appender and a logging
level.

In the example below, the IMS.DEFAULT logger’s level has been changed from WARN to DEBUG for detailed logging
output.

<LOGGERS>        

    <ROOT ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="WARN">

        <APPENDERREF REF="ROLLINGLOGGER"/>

        <APPENDERREF REF="CONSOLE" />
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    </ROOT>

        <!-- TELEMETRY LOGS-->

         <LOGGER ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="INFO" NAME="ims.TelemetryJob">

              <APPENDERREF REF="TELEMETRYROLLING"/>

         </LOGGER>

        <!-- IM LOGS-->

        <LOGGER ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="WARN" NAME="ims.ui">

            <APPENDERREF REF="ROLLINGLOGGER"/>

            <APPENDERREF REF="CONSOLE" />

        </LOGGER>

        <LOGGER ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="DEBUG" NAME="ims.default">

            <APPENDERREF REF="ROLLINGLOGGER"/>

            <APPENDERREF REF="CONSOLE" />

        </LOGGER>

        <LOGGER ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="INFO" NAME="ims.SSOIntegration">

             <APPENDERREF REF="ROLLINGLOGGER"/>

             <APPENDERREF REF="CONSOLE" />

        </LOGGER>

        <LOGGER ADDITIVITY="FALSE" LEVEL="INFO" NAME="ims.Main">

             <APPENDERREF REF="ROLLINGLOGGER"/>

             <APPENDERREF REF="CONSOLE" />

        </LOGGER>

</LOGGERS>

Special Configuration for Older log4j Loggers

WorkPoint and Commons loggers have not been upgraded to log4j2; theses loggers still use log4j. A future release may
upgrade these components to log4j2. Log4j versus log4j2 configuration differences are noted in the following sections. If
other Application Server or third-party log4j loggers that are not deployed by Identity Manager are defined, the same steps
following would apply to those loggers.

Commons Logger on WebLogic and WebSphere Configurations

For Weblogic and WebSphere, setting up logger levels statically has changed from Identity Manager versions prior
to 14.4.  Before starting Identity Manager on Weblogic or Websphere, the following steps can set up log levels for the
Commons components.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a log4j.properties file located here: <iam_im.ear>/config/com/netegrity/config/log4j.properties with the
following contents to log messages in the console:
log4j.appender.Console=org.apache.log4j.ConsoleAppender

log4j.appender.Console.layout=org.apache.log4j.PatternLayout

log4j.appender.Console.layout.ConversionPattern=%d{HH:mm:ss,SSS} %-5p [%c] (%t) %m%n

log4j.rootCategory=WARN, Console

2. Add logging levels in log4j.properties. For example:
log4j.category.com.ca.commons=INFO 

3. Add JVM options.

Weblogic

– For Windows, add the following line to <im_domain>/setDomainEnv.bat at the proper location:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% -Dlog4j.configuration=/com/netegrity/config/log4j.properties

– For Linux, add the following line to <im_domain>/setDomainEnv.sh at the proper location:
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JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS}  -Dlog4j.configuration=/com/netegrity/config/log4j.properties"

Websphere
a. In the admin console, select Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
b. Select the application server.
c. Under Server Infrastructure, select Java and Process Management, Process Definition, Java Virtual Machine,

and then add the following two custom properties:
log4j.configuration=/com/netegrity/config/log4j.properties

com.ca.commons.logging.nolog4j=false

WorkPoint Logger Configuration

The WorkPoint Server that is deployed in the Identity Manager Server EAR contains its own log4 configuration files. There
are two log4j configuration property files: a general WP server configuration and the Queue Monitor configuration:

• <app_server_deployment folder>/iam_im.ear/config/wp-server.properties
• <app_server_deployment folder>/iam_im.ear/config/wpqmonitor.log4j.properties

These property files define the same Appenders and Loggers configuration constructs found in the Identity Manager log4j
XML files in a property format.

Setup Log4j and Log4j2 Log Levels Using the Logging Admin Tool

Identity Manager supports dynamic configuration of Logger levels using a logging Admin Tool provided by the Identity
Manager Server Admin Tools component (an optional installer component). Starting with Identity Manager 14.4, there are
now two logging JSP files as part of the logging Admin Tool:

• <Install_DIR>/IAM Suite /Identity Manager/tools/samples/Admin/user_console.war/logging.jsp
• <Install_DIR>/IAM Suite <IAM Suite>/IdentityManager/tools/samples/Admin/user_console.war/logging_v2.jsp

Older log4j components are configured using logging.jsp, and the newer log4j2 components are configured in
logging_v2.jsp.

NOTE

Most loggers have been updated to log4j2. Workpoint and Commons are two loggers that must be managed in
logging.jsp.

By default, the logging Admin Tool is not activated.

To activate the tool and change the log levels, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Install_DIR>/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/samples/Admin/user_console.war, and copy the
sample logging.jsp and logging_v2.jspfiles.

2. Navigate to <App_server_deployment folder>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war and replace the existing
logging.jsp and logging_v2.jsp files with the sample JSP files that you copied in step 1.

3. Restart the Identity Manager Server

Configuration Requirements for Log4j2 Loggers

The following additional steps are required for managing log levels in 14.4 in JBoss/WildFly, and WebSphere:

For JBoss/WildFly Windows:

Add the following line to <JBoss_bin>/standalone.conf.bat:
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -

DLog4jContextSelector=org.apache.logging.log4j.core.selector.BasicContextSelector" 

For JBoss/WildFly Linux:
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Add the following line to <JBoss_bin>/standalone.conf.sh:
JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS -DLog4jContextSelector=org.apache.logging.log4j.core.selector.BasicContextSelector"

For WebSphere

1. In the admin console, select Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the application server.
3. Under Server Infrastructure, select Java and Process Management, Process Definition, Java Virtual Machine,

and then add the following two custom properties:
log4j.configurationFile=/com/netegrity/config/log4j_websphere.xml

Log4jContextSelector=org.apache.logging.log4j.core.selector.BasicContextSelector

Accessing the Admin Tool Logger Configuration Pages

To manage logging level for log4j2 loggers, start Identity Manager and browse to the following URL:

<IM_SERVER:PORT>/iam/im/logging_v2.jsp

To manage logging level for log4j loggers, start Identity Manager, and browse to the following URL:

<IM_SERVER:PORT>/iam/im/logging.jsp

Additional Steps to Secure Logging Admin Tool

By default, the logging Admin Tool that is deployed to the Identity Manager EAR as shown above are not protected. The
following steps describe how to protect the tool. This is highly recommend process to ensure the security of the Identity
Manager Server.

Enabling Security on JBoss/WildFly

Follow these steps:

1. Open <JBOSS/WILDFLY_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF\web.xml file
for editing

2. Add the following text after the last taglib tag. This text secures the admin toolkit.
<security-constraint>

     <web-resource-collection>

          <web-resource-name>IAMSecureAdminTooles</web-resource-name>

          <description>Security constraint for IAM Admin Tools</description>

          <url-pattern>/logging.jsp</url-pattern>

          <http-method>POST</http-method>

          <http-method>GET</http-method>

     </web-resource-collection>

     <auth-constraint>

          <description>only let the admin users use secured admin tools</description>

          <role-name>IAMAdmin</role-name>

     </auth-constraint>

     <user-data-constraint>

          <description>SSL not required</description>

          <transport-guarantee>NONE</transport-guarantee>

     </user-data-constraint>

     </security-constraint>

<login-config>

     <auth-method>BASIC</auth-method>

     <realm-name>IAM Realm</realm-name>
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</login-config>

<security-role>

     <description>The IAM Secure Admin Role</description>

     <role-name>IAMAdmin</role-name>

</security-role>

Enabling Security on WebLogic
If you are using WebLogic, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <WebLogic_HOME>/user_projects/domains/<DOMAIN>/applications/iam_im_ear/user_console.war/
WEB-INFand open weblogic.xml for editing.

2. Add the following text after the <weblogic-web-app> element:
<security-role-assignment>

     <role-name>IAMAdmin</role-name>

     <global-role/>

</security-role-assignment>

3. Delete the following text under
<WebLogic_HOME>/user_projects/domains/<DOMAIN>/iam_im_WarJSPPages/jsp_servlet
_app/__adapterblthtest.class

_app/__adapterblthtest.java

_app/__objecttest.class

_app/__objecttest.java

_app/__ping.class

_app/__ping.java

_app/__plugintest.class

_app/__plugintest.java

_ui/__ping.class

_ui/__ping.java

__logging$1.class

__logging.class

__logging.java

__ping.class

__ping.java

4. Restart Identity Manager server to re-generate JSP pages.

Enabling Security on WebSphere
If you are using WebSphere, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to <WebSphere_HOME>/profiles/<Profile_Name>/installedApps/<cell_Name>/iam_im.ear/ /META-INF,
and open application.xml for editing.

2. At the end of the XML document, before the </application> element, enter the following text:
<security-role id="SecurityRole_IAMAdmin">

     <role-name>IAAdmin</role-name>

</security-role>

3. From the same directory (mentioned in step 1), open ibm-application-bnd.xmi for editing.
4. Replace the existing text with the following text:

<codeblock><codeph>example code</codeph></codeblock>

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<applicationbnd:ApplicationBinding xmi:version="2.0" xmlns:xmi="http://www.omg.org/XMI"

 xmlns:applicationbnd="applicationbnd.xmi">

     <authorizationTable>

          <authorizations>
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               <specialSubjects xmi:type="applicationbnd:AllAuthenticatedUsers"

 name="AllAuthenticatedUsers"/>

               <role href="META-INF/application.xml#SecurityRole_IAMAdmin"/>

          </authorizations>

     </authorizationTable>

     <application href="META-INF/application.xml#Application_ID"/>

</applicationbnd:ApplicationBinding>

NOTE

If administrative and application security is enabled, the role can be mapped through the link
Enterprise Applications, <application-name>, Configuration, Security role to user/group mapping in
the WebSphere administration console.

Defining a Role and Authorized User for the Logging Admin Tool

JBoss/WildFly

Identity Manager supports the logging.jsp file which controls the logging of configuration logs during the run time. The file
is available at /iam/im/logging.jsp. By default, the logging.jsp file cannot be accessed by any user. To access this file, you
must configure a JBoss/WildFly user as a member of the IAMAdmin application group. By default, the application does
not have any users.You can control access to the logging.jsp file by adding a user to the IAMAdmin application group.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a JBoss/WildFly application user by running add-user.bat for Windows or add-user.sh for Linux. For example:
C:\wildfly-8.2.1.Final\bin>add-user.bat

2. Select option "b" (Application User) for the following question:
What type of user do you wish to add?

3. Enter the Username and Password of the new user when asked to "Enter the details of the new user to add". For
example:
Username: imuser

Password: **********

4. Type IAMAdmin for the following question:
What groups do you want this user to belong to? (Please enter a comma separated list, or leave blank

for none)[]:

5. Type Yes for the following question:
About to add user 'imuser' for realm 'ApplicationRealm'

Is this correct yes/no?

6. Type No for the following question:
Is this new user going to be used for one AS process to connect to another AS process? e.g. for a slave

 host controller connecting to the master or for a Remoting connection for server to server EJB calls.

7. Browse to logging.jsp at http://<FQDN>:<8080>/iam/im/logging.jsp. User the credentials from step 3 to securely log
in to the page.

WebLogic:

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E24329_01/web.1211/e24421/secroles.htm#ROLES181

WebSphere:

https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSEQTP_8.5.5/com.ibm.websphere.base.doc/ae/
tsec_authaccessres.html?pos=2
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Task Tracking and Status
NOTE

Identity Manager 14.4 upgraded the Apache Log4j logging utility from log4j to log4j2. The log configuration file is
located here:

<iam_im.ear>/config/com/netegrity/config/log4j_<APP_SERVER>.xml

Depending on your configuration, the value of <APP_SERVER> can be jboss, weblogic, or websphere.

This page contains the following topics:

NOTE

The Telemetry Properties feature allows you to collect and view the number of Identity Manager active users,
disabled users, and failed tasks. This property is enabled by default. For more information, see Enabling
Telemetry.

Track Issues and Status

Identity Manager includes the following methods for recording status and tracking issues:

• View Submitted Tasks task
Displays the status of all events and tasks in a Identity Manager environment. Administrators use this task in the User
Console.
View Submitted Tasks provides the following types of information:
– The list of events and tasks that occur in the environment.
– The list of attributes that are associated with an event.
– Successful and failed events
– Events that are in a pending or stalled state.
– Rejected events, including the reason for rejection
– Account synchronization status
– Identity policy synchronization status
– Provisioning information (when provisioning is enabled).

• Application Server logs
Displays information about all of the components in a Identity Manager installation, and provides details about all
operations in Identity Manager.
The location and type of log file depends on which of the following types of application servers you are using:
– WebLogic -- Identity Manager information is written to standard out. By default, standard out is the console window

in which the server instance is running.
– JBoss -- Identity Manager information is written to the console window where the server instance is running, and to

the following location:
<jboss_home>\standalone\deployments\log\server.log

– WebSphere -- Identity Manager information is written to the console window where the server instance is running,
and to the following location:
<Was_home>\AppServer\profiles\<Profile_Name>\logs\<server_name>\SystemOut.log

See the documentation for your application server for more information.
• Directory Server log file

Contains information about activity that occurs in the user directory.
The type of information that is recorded and the location of the log file depend on the type of directory server that you
are using. See the server documentation of directory for more information.

• Policy Server log file
Displays the following information when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®:
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– CA SSO® connection issues
– CA SSO® authentication issues
– Information about Identity Manager managed objects in the CA SSO® policy store.
– Password policy evaluation
For information about configuring CA SSO® logs, see the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server
Administration Guide.

• Policy Server Profiler
If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, allows you to trace internal Policy Server diagnostics and processing
functions, including functions that are related to Identity Manager.
For more information, see Track Components and Data Fields in the next section.

• Web Agent log files
If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, the web agents write information to the following two logs:
– Error log file -- contains program and operational-level errors, for example, the web agent not being able to

communicate with Policy Server.
– Trace log file -- contains warning and informational messages, such as trace messages and flow state messages. It

also includes data such as header details and cookie variables.

NOTE
For more information about Web Agent log files, see the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Web Agent
Configuration Guide.

Track Components and Data Fields

When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, you can use the CA SSO® Policy Server Profiler to trace components
and data fields in the Identity Manager extensions for the Policy Server. The Profiler lets you configure filters for the
tracing output so that only specific values for a component or data field are captured.

Note: For instructions on using the Policy Server Profiler, see the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server
Administration Guide.

You can enable tracing for the following components:

• Function_Begin_End
Provides low-level trace statements when certain methods in the Identity Manager extensions for the Policy Server are
executed.

• IM_Error
Traces runtime errors in the Identity Manager extensions for the CA SSO® Policy Server.

• IM_Info
Provides general tracing information for the Identity Manager extensions.

• IM_Internal
Traces general information about internal Identity Manager operations.

• IM_MetaData
Provides tracing information when Identity Manager processes the directory metadata.

• IM_RDB_Sql
Provides tracing information for relational databases.

• IM_LDAP_Provider
Provides tracing information for LDAP directories.

• IM_RuleParser
Tracks the process of parsing and evaluating member, owner, and admin policies, which are defined in an XML file that
gets interpreted at runtime.

• IM_RuleEvaluation
Traces the evaluation of member, admin, owner, and scope rules.

• IM_MemberPolicy
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Traces the evaluation of member policies, including membership and scope.
• IM_AdminPolicy

Traces the evaluation of admin policies.
• IM_OwnerPolicy

Traces the evaluation of owner policies.
• IM_RoleMembership

Traces information relating to role membership, such as the list of roles a user has and the list of members in a certain
role.

• IM_RoleAdmins
Traces information relating to role administration, such as the list of roles a user can administer and the list of
administrators for a certain role.

• IM_RoleOwners
Traces information relating to role ownership, such as the list of roles a user owns and the list of owners for a certain
role.

• IM_PolicyServerRules
Traces evaluation of member rules, such as RoleMember, RoleAdmin, RoleOwner that Policy Server has resolved,
and scope rules, such as All and AccessTaskFilter rules for AccessTasks

• IM_LLSDK_Command
Traces communication between the internal Identity Manager SDK and the policy server. Technical Support uses this
trace component.

• IM_LLSDK_Message
Traces messages are explicitly sent by Java code to the Policy Server from the internal Identity Manager SDK.
Technical Support uses this trace component.

• IM_IdentityPolicy
Traces the evaluation and application of Identity Policies.

• IM_PasswordPolicy
Traces the evaluation of password policies.

• IM_Version
Provides information about the Identity Manager version.

• IM_CertificationPolicy
Traces the evaluation of certification policies.

• IM_InMemoryEval
Traces the processing of Identity Manager policies, including member, admin, owner, and Identity Policies. Technical
Support uses this trace component.

• IM_InMemoryEvalDetail
Provides additional detail about the processing of Identity Manager policies, including member, admin, owner, and
Identity Policies. Technical Support uses this trace component.

The data fields for which you can configure tracing are listed in the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server
Administration Guide.

Monitor the Health of Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server
Learn how to monitor the health of Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server.

[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

You can monitor the health of the Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server by logging the following metrics for
every LDAP operation (ADD, MODIFY, COMPARE, DELETE, MODRDN, SEARCH) in the im_ps.log and im_ccs.log files
respectively:
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• Total memory used by the slapd service (VmSize)
• Total number of connections currently open (activeConns)
• Total number of operations in progress (activeOperations)

These metrics are recorded at the beginning and end of each LDAP operation.

Format of the Log

The log format for the start operation and end operation is as follows:

STATS {START-<operation type>} DN:<Base DN of the operation> activeConns:< x > activeOperations(ongoing

+waiting):< x > VmSize: <x>

STATS {END-<operation type>} DN:<Base DN of the operation> activeConns: activeOperations(ongoing+waiting):< x>

 VmSize: <***in KB> timeTaken:< x> rc:<x>

Note: The end statement contains extra information such as the time taken (timeTaken) to complete the request and the
status(rc) of the operation.

Example:

[09:57:20.969:00000E5C]  STATS {START-MODIFY} DN: eTGlobalUserName=bcbstest,eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global

 Users,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=eta activeConns: 1 activeOperations(ongoing+waiting): 1 VmSize:

 289724 kB

[09:57:21.063:00000E5C]  STATS {END-MODIFY} DN: eTGlobalUserName=bcbstest,eTGlobalUserContainerName=Global

 Users,eTNamespaceName=CommonObjects,dc=im,dc=eta activeConns: 1 activeOperations(ongoing+waiting): 1 VmSize:

 289724 kB timeTaken: 1.000000 rc: 0

Enable Logging

By default, the logging functionality to analyze the performance of the Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server is
disabled. To enable logging, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following configuration file:
– <Provisioning_Server_Install_DIR>/Data/im_ps.conf
– <C++Connector_Server_Install_DIR>/Data/im_ccs.conf

2. Set the log level to 256.
3. Restart the service.

Task Tracking in Java Connector Server and C++ Connector Server
Learn about task tracking in Java Connector Server and C++ Connector Server.

[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

An administrator can track tasks in Java Connector Server (JCS) and C++ Connector Server (CCS) with the following
task information that is logged in the jcs_daily.log and satrans*.log files respectively:

• Operation: ADD/MODIFY/DELETE
• OperationID: <eTUseOperationid>
• dn: <Distinguished name of an event>

Log File Location

Java Connector Server:

<JCS_Installed_Directory>\logs\jcs_daily.log
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C++ Connector Server:

<CCS_Installed_Directory>\logs\satrans*.log

Sample jcs_daily.log
2022-06-01 14:34:03,354 206260 [ApacheDS Worker-thread-24]

 (com.ca.jcs.core:com.ca.jcs.osgi.exchange.router.CoreLdapMessageHandler:220) INFO   - 

Operation: Add eTUseOperationID: IM-1e81eabc-0a832e40-1edfb58e-71cb4e35-376-0-1 dn:

 eTADSAccountName=1aduser1,eTADSContainerName=Users,eTADSDirectoryName=ad3,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=im,dc=etasa

Sample satrans*.log
20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     dn:

 eTADSAccountName=1aduser1,eTADSContainerName=Users,eTADSDirectoryName=ad3

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:+    ,eTNamespaceName=ActiveDirectory,dc=im,dc=etasa

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSsn:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSaccountExpires:  0

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTAccountStatus:  A

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSuserAccountControl:  0000000512

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSgivenName:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSuserPrincipalName:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSmsExchHideFromAddressLists:  0

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSpwdLastSet:  -1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTPassword:  ** NOT SHOWN **

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     objectClass:  eTADSAccount

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTSuspended:  0

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSsAMAccountName:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSdisplayName:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSAccountName:  1aduser1

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTADSobjectClass:  user

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     creatorsName:  CN=ROOT,DC=ETASA

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     createTimestamp:  20220601090403Z

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     modifiersName:  CN=ROOT,DC=ETASA

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     modifyTimestamp:  20220601090403Z

20220601:143403:TID=0028d0:Add       :-ADS:----:P:     eTUseOperationID:

 IM-1e81eabc-0a832e40-1edfb58e-71cb4e35-376-0-1 

Task Tracking in the Identity Server
[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

Task diagnosis is a way to track the execution of a task with its unique identifier. The optional task diagnosis process is
located in the Management Console in the Provisioning section.

Enabling the Enable task execution diagnosis option creates trace logs that you can use for diagnosing the process. A
trace file is introduced in which all the diagnostic traces of a task are written with its identifier. These traces help to provide
clear and thorough analysis across the stack to diagnose and remediate the causes for tasks not completing.

These traces have the diagnostic information with the associated filter tags. The tags help you to better diagnose the
states of a task:

1. Task Submission with its various phases until it reaches the Final state.
2. Event Generation

a. Message Posting to JMS Queue
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b. Message receiving & Processing until it reaches the final state
c. Interaction with Task Persistence Database

3. Business Policy Evaluation and Execution
4. Interaction with Provisioning Server
5. Inbound Notification triggered if any

Enable the Task Diagnosis with the Enable Task Execution Diagnosis Option

The Enable task execution diagnosis property is optional. You can enable it as follows

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management console, navigate to Home → Environments → [environment-name] → Advanced Settings →
Miscellaneous.

2. In the Task Diagnosis Option section, select the Enable task execution diagnosis option.

Log File Location

The task-diagnosis.traces file is located in the default log directories:

• JBoss: <AppServer-Home>\standalone\log
• WebLogic: <AppServer-Home>\user_projects\domains\base_Domain\<server-name>\AdminServer\logs
• WebSphere: <AppServer-Home>\AppServer\profiles\<profile-name>\logs\server1

How to Interpret the File

The file contains diagnosis traces with filter-tags that can be applied to trace out the task execution:

Filter Tag Optional Use
#TASK_STATE:: Filter the task states.

#EVENT_GENERATION:: Filter the various events generated by the task

#EVENT_PROCESSING:: Filter the events which are being processed.

#EVENT_STATE:: Filter event states

#TASK_PERSISTENCE:: Filter event states.

#BUSINESS_POLICY_WORKFLOW:: Filter the associated workflow details.

#BUSINESS_POLICY_POLICY_XPRESS:: Filter the associated  policy express details.

#JIAM:: Filter the provisioning operation details.

#MSG:: Filter message posting and receiving from the Messaging Queue.

#INBOUND_NOTIFICATION:: Filter the inbound operation details.

Example:

#MSG:: SubscriberMessageBean - onMessage : Received Message ID:36a082fe-5909-11ed-8e0c-005056849adc, for
event-id 'f825293c-956a897f-94e52521-b81f71' of tasksession-id 'f825293c-956a897f-94e52521-b81f71'

#EVENT_PROCESSING:: IMSMessageListener - onMessage : Message processing is initiated for
CreateUserEvent(2da5f6a1-0a832dc4-37e18ae6-4617147c) of Create User task (f825293c-956a897f-94e52521-b81f71).

Monitoring JIAM through JConsole
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The JIAM component lets the administrator monitor the real-time connection details at run time, and then capture
the JIAM connectivity information to a log file. This feature is enabled by default, and does not require any additional
configuration steps.

To view these runtime metrics, use the JConsole tool that is installed with the JDK.

NOTE

JConsole is located in the bin folder of the installed JDK path of the IM server.

Follow these steps for an Identity Manager server running the Windows operating system:

1. Navigate to the installed location of JDK in the Identity Manager Server, and run the JConsole tool from the bin folder.
The New Connection window appears.

2. From the Local Processes drop-down list, select the Identity Manager server process, and hen select Connect. The
JConsole home screen appears.

3. Navigate to the MBeans tab.
4. Navigate to com.ca.jiam in the left pane, and then expand it for Attributes. The attributes values on the right pane

display actual runtime connection details of the JIAM component.
5. To enable the JIAM diagnostic log capturing at run time, change the value of the EnableDiagnosticLogs

attribute from false to true.

When enabling diagnosticLog, the Identity Manager Server starts logging the JIAM connection detail.

Log Rotation
Learn how to configure size-based log rotation to ease management and enhance readability of logs in an enterprise.

[Applicable from release 14.4.2 onwards]

Identity Manager supports configurable size-based log rotation for the JBoss/WildFly application server. It is
recommended to rotate logs for every 500 MB, and rotate a maximum of 20 log files per day.

The following steps describe how to change the log rotation size to 500 MB, and limit the number of files per day for log
rotation to 20:

1. Open the <JBoss/WildFly_Installed_DIR>/standalone-full.xml file for editing.
a. Update the existing <periodic-rotating-file-handler> tag with text that is highlighted in yellow in the following code

snippet:
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2. Open the <JBoss/WildFly_Installed_DIR>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/config/com/netegrity/config/
log4j_jboss.xml file for editing.
a. Update the existing <RollingFile> tag with text that is highlighted in yellow in the following code

snippet:
3. Restart the JBoss/WildFly application server.

Security
This page discusses User Console security, Management Console security, as well as how to improve resistance to
Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF):

User Console Security

The User Console is the user interface that lets administrators manage objects like users, groups, and organizations
in a Identity Manager environment. These objects are assigned with a set of associated roles and tasks. When an
administrator logs in to the User Console, tasks that are related to the administrator are displayed in that environment.

By default, Identity Manager protects access to the User Console with native authentication. Identity Manager
administrators enter a valid username and password to log in to a Identity Manager environment. Identity Manager
authenticates the name and password against the user store that Identity Manager manages.

If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®, Identity Manager automatically uses CA SSO® basic authentication to
protect the environment. No additional configuration is required to use basic authentication. You can configure advanced
authentication methods using the CA SSO® Administrative User Interface.

Note: For more information, see the CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy Server Configuration Guide.

Management Console Security

The Management Console enables administrators to create and manage Identity Manager directories and environments.
Administrators can also use the Management Console to configure custom functionality for an environment.

The Identity Manager installation includes an option to secure the Management Console. This option is selected by
default. During the installation, you specify credentials that Identity Manager uses to authenticate an administrator who
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can access the Management Console. Identity Manager creates a user with the credentials you supply in a bootstrap
directory named AuthenticationDirectory. You can view this directory in the Management Console.

NOTE

You cannot use native security to protect the Management Console when Identity Manager integrates with CA
SSO®.

Add Additional Management Console Administrators

By default, a Management Console that is protected by native Identity Manager security has one administrator account,
which is created in a new Identity Manager directory during installation.

To add additional administrators, you specify a Identity Manager directory that contains users who need access to the
Management Console. Using an existing directory enables you to grant Management Console access to users in your
organization, without having to create new accounts.

You can only specify one directory for authentication. You cannot delete a directory while it is configured for
authentication.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Management Console with the user credentials you supplied during installation.
2. Open Directories, and click the directory that contains users that require access to the Management Console.
3. Click Update Authentication.
4. Select the Used for Authentication option.
5. Enter the login name for the first user and click Add.
6. Continue adding users that require access to the Management Console until all users have been added. Then, click

Save.
The users that you specified can now use their user name and password to access the Management Console.

Disable Native Security for the Management Console

If you enabled native security for the Management Console, and now want to use a different application to protect it,
disable the native security before implementing another security method.

Follow these steps:

1. Disable native security for the Management Console in the web.xml file as follows:
a. Open  Identity Manager_installation\iam_im.ear\management_console.war\WEB-INF\web.xml in a text editor.
b. Set the value of the Enable parameter for ManagementConsoleAuthFilter to false as follows:
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<filter>

<filter-name>ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-name>

<filter-class>com.netegrity.ims.manage.filter.ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-class>

<init-param>

<param-name>Enable</param-name>

<param-value>false</param-value>

</init-param>

</filter>

c. Save the web.xml file.
2. Restart the Identity Manager server.

The Management Console is no longer protected by native security.

Use CA SSO® to Secure the Management Console

To protect the Management Console initially, you can create a CA SSO® policy.

A CA SSO® policy identifies a resource that you want to protect, such as the Management Console, and grants a set of
users access to that resource.

Follow these steps:

1. (Identity Manager 12.6 or higher only)Disable native security for the Management Console.
2. Log in to one of the following interfaces as an administrator with Domain privileges:

– For CA CA SSO® r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA CA SSO® 6.0 SPx, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

NOTE
For information on using these interfaces, see the documentation for the version of CA SSO® that you are
using.

3. Locate the policy domain for the appropriate Identity Manager Environment.
This domain is created automatically when Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO®. The domain name has the
following format:
Identity Manager-environmentDomain
In this format, Identity Manager-environment specifies the name of the environment you are modifying. For example,
when the name is employees, the domain name is employeesDomain.

4. Create a realm with the following resource filter:
/iam/immanage/

5. Create a rule for the realm. Specify an asterisk (*) as the filter to protect all pages in the Management Console.
6. Create new a policy and associate it with the rule you created in the previous step.

Be sure to associate users who can access the Management Console with the policy.
7. Restart the application server.

Protect an Existing Environment After Upgrade

After you upgrade to Identity Manager 12.6 or above, you can protect the Management Console using native security.

Note: You cannot use native Identity Manager security to protect the Management Console when Identity Manager
integrates with CA CA SSO®.

Follow these steps:

1. Enable native security for the Management Console in the web.xml file as follows:
a. Open  Identity Manager_installation\iam_im.ear\management_console.war\WEB-INF\web.xml in a text editor.
b. Set the value of the Enable parameter for ManagementConsoleAuthFilter to true as follows:

<filter>

<filter-name>ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-name>

<filter-class>com.netegrity.ims.manage.filter.ManagementConsoleAuthFilter</filter-class>
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<init-param>

<param-name>Enable</param-name>

<param-value>true</param-value>

</init-param>

</filter>

c. Save the web.xml file.
2. Create the IM_AUTH_USER table in the Identity Manager object store.

The IM_AUTH_USER table stores information about Management Console administrators.
a. Navigate to CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\db\objectstore
b. Run one of the following scripts against the object store:

• sql_objectstore.sql
• oracle_objectstore.sql

NOTE
For information about running a script against an existing database, see the vendor documentation for that
database.

3. Use the password tool to encrypt the user password.
The password tool is installed with the Identity Manager tools in the following location:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\PasswordTool
– UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/PasswordTool
PasswordTool
Run the password tool using the following command:
pwdtools -JSAFE -p anypassword

The JSAFE option encrypts a plain text value using the PBE algorithm.
4. Insert the bootstrap user information into the IM_AUTH_USER table. Specify values for all columns in the

IM_AUTH_USER table.
For example:
USER_NAME: admin1
PASSWORD: anypassword
DISABLED: 0
ID:1

5. Restart the Identity Manager server.
The Management Console is protected by native security.

Protection from CSRF Attacks

Identity Manager is enhanced to improve the resistance to Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF) attacks. By default, the
enhancement is enabled in Identity Manager.

To enable the enhancement:

1. Open the web.xml file located in the following location:
application-server/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF

2. Find the <context-param> element with <param-name> csrf_prevention_on.
3. Verify that the <param-value> is set to true.
4. Restart the application server.

Protection from Click-Jacking with the X-Frame-Options Parameter

Click-jacking (User Interface redress attack, UI redress attack, UI redressing) is a malicious technique of tricking a web
user into clicking something other than the user perceives they are selecting. Thus potentially revealing confidential
information or taking control of their computer while clicking seemingly innocuous web pages.
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Click-jacking is possible because seemingly harmless features of HTML web pages can be employed to perform
unexpected actions.

An optional parameter in the General Behavior section of the User Console Settings, named X-Frame-Options, can
configure a response on a per-environment basis.

By default, the X-Frame-Options parameter is empty unless configured on a per environment basis.

WARNING

An administrator must set the correct option in EACH environment.

• DENY: The browser prevents the page from rendering if it is contained within a frame. For instance, if http://
shop.example.com/confirm.asp contains a DENY directive, that page does not render in a sub-frame, regardless of the
location of the parent frame. A warning message appears that the frame cannot be accessed.

• SAMEORIGIN: The browser blocks rendering only if the origin of the top-level browsing-context is different than the
origin of the content containing the X-FRAME-OPTIONS directive.

• ALLOW-FROM origin : The browser blocks rendering only if the origin of the top-level browsing context is different
from the origin value supplied with the Allow-From directive.

For more information, see the “Combating ClickJacking With X-Frame-Options” on the Microsoft Developer website.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Home, Environments,  <environment_name> , Advanced Settings, User
Console.

2. In the General Behavior section, enter the desired option in the X-Frame-Options parameter, as described
previously.

Protection from Unauthenticated Remote Command Execution - MyFace 3rd Party Jar

Identity Manager is enhanced to improve the resistance for unauthenticated remote command execution because of
MyFace 3rd party jar attacks.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the web.xml file from <APPServer_Installed_Location>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF.
2. Append the following tags to the web.xml file.

<!-- Value of org.apache.myfaces.secret and org.apache.myfaces.algorithm are for reference, customer can

 use java supported encryption algorithm but AES is recommended-->    

<context-param>     

     <param-name>org.apache.myfaces.secret</param-name>     

     <param-value>######Your custom key#######</param-value>

</context-param>

<context-param>    

     <param-name>org.apache.myfaces.algorithm</param-name>     

     <param-value>######Encryption Algorithm######</param-value> 

</context-param>

 

NOTE

• The custom key should be of length 16, 24 or 32 bytes. Use base64 encoder to create a custom key and
use https://www.base64encode.org/ website to encode the custom secret key.

• Any Java supported encryption algorithm can be used but AES is recommended.
Example:
<!-- Value of org.apache.myfaces.secret and org.apache.myfaces.algorithm are for reference, customer can

 use java supported encryption algorithm but AES is recommended-->    
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<context-param>     

     <param-name>org.apache.myfaces.secret</param-name>     

     <param-value>MDEyMzQ1Njc4OTAxMjM0NTY3ODkwMTIz</param-value>

</context-param>    

<context-param>    

     <param-name>org.apache.myfaces.algorithm</param-name>     

     <param-value>AES</param-value> 

</context-param>  

 

3. Restart the application server.

FIPS 140-2 Compliance
The Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS) 140-2 publication is a security standard for the cryptographic
libraries and algorithms a product must use for encryption. FIPS 140-2 encryption affects the communication of all
sensitive data between components of CA products and between CA products and third-party products. FIPS 140-2
specifies the requirements for using cryptographic algorithms within a security system protecting sensitive, unclassified
data.

Identity Manager uses the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) adapted by the US government.

This page contains the following topics:

Encrypted Communications

FIPS encryption covers all data communications between Identity Manager and the following components:

• Identity Manager Server
• Provisioning Server
• Provisioning Manager and Clients
• C++ Connector Servers
• C++ Connector Server endpoints (if supported by endpoint)
• CA IAM Connector Servers ([assign the value for iamcs in your book])
• [assign the value for iamcs in your book] endpoints (if supported by endpoint)
• Connector Xpress (if supported by endpoint)
• Windows Password Synchronization Agents
• Java Identity and Access Management (JIAM)

Installation

The Identity Manager installer allows you to configure Identity Manager to comply with FIPS 140-2.

All components in a Identity Manager environment must be FIPS 140-2 enabled for Identity Manager to support FIPS
140-2. You need a FIPS encryption key to enable FIPS 140-2 during installation. To generate a FIPS encryption key,
run the Password Tool (pwdtools.bat/pwdtools.sh) from where you unpacked the install package. The Password Tool is
available in the following locations:

• Windows: package root\PasswordTool\bin\pwdtools.bat
• UNIX: package root/PasswordTool/bin/pwdtools.sh

NOTE
The Password Tool is also installed in the following location:

<installpath>\PasswordTool\pwdtools.bat
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WARNING
Use the same FIPS 140-2 encryption key in all installations, and be sure to safeguard the Password Tool
generated key file.

Connecting to CA SSO

When connecting to CA SSO during Identity Manager installation, be aware that FIPS mode and product version
configurations are supported only as listed in the following table:

Identity Manager r12 SiteMinder SiteMinder Version

FIPS-only mode FIPS-only mode r12

FIPS-only mode FIPS-compatible mode r12

Non-FIPS mode FIPS-compatible mode r12

Non-FIPS mode Non-FIPS mode r6

Key File Storage

Identity Manager uses the file system for FIPS encryption key storage. The Identity Manager administrator is responsible
for protecting files from unauthorized access. The Identity Manager administrator can protect the files by setting the
directory access permissions for specific group or user types, such as the user who is authorized to run Identity Manager.

The following table lists the location of the FIPS key files for each Identity Manager component.

Component Installed Location

Identity Manager Server iam_im.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\keys\FIPSkey.dat

iam_im.ear is the installed location of Identity Manager on the
application server.

Provisioning Server Provisioning Server install\data\tls\keymgmt\imps_datakey

C++ Connector Server Provisioning Server install\data\tls\keymgmt\imps_datakey

Password Synchronization Agent Provisioning Server install\data\tls\keymgmt\imps_datakey

FIPS Mode Detection

To determine whether Identity Manager is operating in FIPS mode or in non-FIPS mode, use the Identity Manager
Environment status page.

To view the status page, enter the following URL in a browser:

http://server_name/iam/im/status.jsp

• server_name
Determines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed, for example,
myserver.mycompany.com. In this example, the complete URL is:
http://myserver.mycompany.com/iam/im/status.jsp

The FIPS status is displayed at the bottom of the page.

NOTE
You can also check if Identity Manager is operating in FIPS mode by locating the following key file:

/config/com/netegrity/config/keys/FIPSkey.dat 

If this file exists, Identity Manager is operating in FIPS mode.
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The password tool utility, pwdtools.bat (or pwdtools.sh) creates the FIPSkey.dat key file during Identity Manager
installation.

Encrypted Text Formats

The algorithm name is added to the encrypted text as a prefix and it informs Identity Manager which algorithm was used
for encryption. In FIPS mode, the prefix is {AES}. For example, if you encrypt the text "password", the encrypted text is
similar to the following example:

{AES}:eolQCTq1CGPyg6qe++0asg==

In non-FIPS mode (or JSAFE mode), depending on the algorithm, the prefix (algorithm tag) is {PBES} or {RC2}. For
example, if you encrypt the text "password", the encrypted text is similar to the following example:

{PBES}:gSex2/BhDGzEKWvFmzca4w==

You can create dynamic keys using the Secret Keys task under System. If you define dynamic keys, the Key ID is inserted
between an algorithm tag and tag delimiter (‘:’). The absence of a Key ID in the encrypted data indicates that hard-coded
key was used for encryption. This can be used for backward compatibility or if no dynamic keys are defined for the given
algorithm.

Encrypted Information

The following Identity Manager information is encrypted:

• Passwords in the datasource configuration for Jboss
• Forgotten password recovery information
• Provisioning Server callback secret
• Workflow session information
• Policy Server connection information

FIPS Mode Logging

The following Identity Manager components indicate in log files whether FIPS mode is enabled:

• Identity Manager Server
• Provisioning Server
• C++ Connector Server
• CA IAM Connector Server
• Provisioning Manager
• Password Synchronization Agent

In all cases, the log entry indicating that FIPS mode is enabled ends with the following string:

FIPS 140-2 MODE: ON

The Password Tool
The FIPS-compliant password tool utility, pwdtools.bat (or pwdtools.sh), can generate the encryption key during Identity
Manager installation, from the command line.

Edit the pwdtools.bat/pwdtools.sh file before using the password tool and set the JAVA_HOME variable as required.

WARNING
Identity Manager does not support data migration or reencryption. Therefore, ensure that the encryption keys
are not changed after installation.
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This command has the following syntax:

pwdtools -{FIPSKEY|JSAFE|FIPS|RC2} -p plain text [-k <key file location>] [-f  <encrypting parameters file>]

• JSAFE
Encrypt a plain text value using the PBE algorithm.
Example:
pwdtools -JSAFE  - p mypassword

NOTE
In the earlier versions, the password for the bootstrap administrator is stored in clear text. If you are
upgrading or migrating to Identity Manager r12.6 SP1 or above, you need to manually encrypt the clear text
password. Ensure that the JSAFE option is specified when using the tool and follow these steps:

• FIPSKEY
For the installer, create a FIPS key file. You generate the key before installing Identity Manager.
Example:
pwdtools -FIPSKEY  - k C:\keypath\FIPSkey.dat

Where keypath is the full path to the location where you want to store the FIPS key.
The password tool creates the FIPS key in the location specified. During installation, you provide the location of the
FIPS key file to the installer.

NOTE
Be sure to secure the key by setting the directory access permissions for specific group or user types, such
as the user who is authorized to run Identity Manager.

• FIPS
Encrypt a plain text value using a FIPS key file. FIPS uses the existing FIPS key file.
Example:
pwdtools -FIPS  - p firewall -k C:\keypath\FIPSkey.dat

Where keypath is the full path to the FIPS key directory.

NOTE
Use the same FIPS key file that you specified during installation.

• RC2
Encrypt a plain text value using the RC2 algorithm.

WARNING
Identity Manager uses the FIPS key file to verify whether the application is to start in FIPS mode or in non-FIPS
mode. Therefore, ensure that the key file is named FIPSKey.dat with the following application server deployment
path:

iam_im.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\keys\FIPSkey.dat

WARNING
where iam_im.ear is in the application server deployment directory, for example:

jboss_home\server\default\deploy

CA Single Sign-On Integration
NOTE

When sharing a User Store between Identity Manager and SiteMinder (CA SSO), the Password Services of
each product maintains a User’s password history data in the same User attribute and encrypts the data using
different keys.
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Enabling the Identity Manager integration with SiteMinder delegates all Password Services to SiteMinder,
including reading and writing the password history of Users. Toggling the integration on or off can lead to lost
password history due to the use of different encryption keys by each product.

When Identity Manager integrates with CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO, formerly known as CA SiteMinder), CA SSO adds
the following functionality to a Identity Manager environment: 

• Advanced Authentication
By default, Identity Manager includes native authentication for its environments. An administrator enters a valid user
name and password to log in to a Identity Manager environment. The user name and password are authenticated
against the user store that Identity Manager manages.
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, CA SSO basic authentication is used to protect the environment.
When you create a Identity Manager environment, a policy domain and an authentication scheme are created in
CA SSO to protect that environment. With this integration, you can also use CA SSO authentication to protect the
Management Console.

• Directory Mapping
An administrator possibly manages users whose profiles exist in a different user store from the one that is used for
authenticating the administrator. An identity manager administrator log in authentication is checked using one directory,
and a different directory is used to authorize if an administrator can manage users.
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, you can configure a Identity Manager environment to use different
directories for authentication and authorization.

• Locale Preferences for a Localized Environment
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, you can define locale preference for a user using an imlanguage
HTTP header. In the CA SSO Policy Server, you set this header within a CA SSO response and specify a user attribute
as value of the header. The imlanguage header acts as the highest priority locale preference for a user.
Note: For more information, see User Console Design.

How Resources are Protected

Advanced authentication requires you to use a CA SSO Policy Server in your implementation. The application server
hosting the Identity Manager server is on a different operating environment from Web Server. To provide forwarding
services, the Web Server requires,

• An application server vendor provided plug-in.
• A CA SSO agent to protect the Identity Manager resources, such as the User Console, Self Registration, and the

Forgotten Password feature.

The Web Agent controls the access of users who request Identity Manager resources. Once the users are authenticated
and authorized, the Web Agent allows the Web Server to process the requests.

When the Web Server receives the request, the application server plug-in forwards it to the application server hosting the
Identity Manager Server.

The Web Agent protects Identity Manager resources that are exposed to users and administrators.

Integrate CA Single Sign-on with CA Identity Manager
When the policy administrator and the identity administrator work together to integrate CA SSO with an existing Identity
Manager installation, the Identity Manager architecture expands to include the following components:

• CA SSO Web Agent
Protects the Identity Manager Server. The Web Agent is installed on the system where the Identity Manager server is
installed.

• CA SSO Policy Server
Provides advanced authentication and authorization for Identity Manager.
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How you integrate depends on what your system state: with a new or existing version of Identity Manager, while
upgrading Identity Manager, or if you want to use a completely manual process. See Use Cases for Integrating CA Identity
Manager and CA SSO for more information.

NOTE

We recommend that you install Identity Manager and CA SSO on different computers. The components can be
installed on different platforms.

WARNING
Identity Manager requires Java Cryptography Extension Unlimited Strength Jurisdiction Policy Files (JCE
libraries). Download these libraries from the Oracle website, and load them at <Java_path>\<jdk_version>\jre\lib
\security\.

The following diagram is an example of a Identity Manager installation with a CA SSO Policy Server and Web Agent:

Figure 70: The image shows an example of a CA Identity Manager installation with a CA SSO Policy Server and
Web Agent
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Use Cases for Integrating CA Identity Manager and CA SSO
How you integrate Identity Manager and CA SSO (SiteMinder) depends on the current state of your environment. Each
topic shows a flow chart and lists the tasks required to complete these use cases.

WARNING

When CA SSO authentication is used to protect any Identity Manager resource, Identity Manager requires you to
enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter.

• Integrate CA SSO with a new or existing  Identity Manager
• Integrate CA SSO while upgrading
• The complete manual process to integrate CA SSO with Identity Manager. This process is much more labor intensive,

and remains as a reference. This process is not recommended.

Integrate CA SSO with a New or Existing CA Identity Manager

The following diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO with Identity Manager when protecting
either a new or an existing Identity Manager system, without upgrading.

Completing this process requires two roles: the Identity Manager identity administrator and the CA SSO policy
administrator. In some organizations, one person fills both roles. When two people are involved, close collaboration is
required to complete the procedures in this scenario.

The links correspond to the procedures in the diagram.

1. Configure the SSO Policy Store
2. Import Identity Manager Schema into the Policy Store
3. Install Single Sign-On Extension
4. Restart the Policy Server
5. Integrate Identity Manager Server Using Siteminder Integration Option
6. Restart the Application Server
7. Install the Web Proxy Server Plug-in
8. Configure Secure Sign-On Logoffuri Parameter
9. Enable a SSO Integration with Deployed Identity Manager Environments
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Figure 71: This diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO into CA Identity Manager when
protecting either a new or existing directory and environment, without upgrading CA Identity Manager

Integrate CA SSO After Upgrading CA Identity Manager

The following diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO after upgrading Identity Manager.
Completing this process requires two roles: the Identity Manager identity administrator and the CA SSO policy
administrator. In some organizations, one person fills both roles. When two people are involved, close collaboration is
required to complete the procedures in this scenario.
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The links correspond to the procedures in the diagram.

1. Configure the SSO Policy Store
2. Import Identity Manager Schema into the Policy Store
3. Install Single Sign-On Extension
4. Create a SSO 4x Agent Object
5. Restart the Policy Server
6. Integrate Identity Manager Server Using Siteminder Integration
7. Restart the Application Server
8. Install the Web Proxy Server Plug-in
9. Configure Secure Sign-On Logoffuri Parameter
10. Enable a SSO Integration with Deployed Identity Manager Environments
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Figure 72: This diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO into a CA Identity Manager
upgrade
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The Manual Process to Integrate CA SSO with CA Identity Manager

The following diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO with Identity Manager. Completing this
process requires two roles: the Identity Manager identity administrator and the CA SSO policy administrator. In some
organizations, one person fills both roles.

When two people are involved, close collaboration is required to complete the procedures in this scenario.

NOTE
This process is much more labor intensive, and remains as a reference. This process is not recommended.

The links correspond to the procedures in the diagram.

1. Configure the CA SSO Policy StoreConfigure the SSO Policy Store
2. Import CA Identity Manager Schema into the Policy StoreImport Identity Manager Schema into the Policy Store
3. Install Single Sign-On Extension
4. Create a SSO 4x Agent Object
5. Restart the Policy Server
6. Enable the SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter
7. Disable the Native Identity Manager Framework Authentication Filter
8. Restart the Application Server
9. Optional: Configure a Datasource for SSO
10. Install the Web Proxy Server Plugin
11. Associate the SSO Agent with Identity Manager Domain
12. Configure Secure Sign-On Logoffuri Parameter
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Figure 73: This diagram illustrates the complete process of integrating CA SSO into CA Identity Manager.
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Configure the CA SSO Policy Store
A policy administrator uses the Identity Manager Administrative Tools to access the  Microsoft SQL scripts or LDAP
schema text to add the IMS schema to the policy store. The identity administrator installs these tools in the Admin Tools
folder.

This page contains the following topics:

Set Up the Policy Store

Follow one of the following procedures to configure the policy store:

Relational Database

You can use your relational database as the CA SSO policy store.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the database as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in Single Sign-On documentation.

2. Run the appropriate script for your database:
– SQL: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\policystore-schemas

\MicrosoftSQLServer\ims8_mssql_ps.sql
– Oracle: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/policystore-schemas/OracleRDBMS/

ims8_oracle_ps.sql
The preceding paths are default installation locations. The location for your installation may be different.

Microsoft Active Directory

To configure a Microsoft Active Directory policy store, you apply the activedirectory_ims8.ldif script.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the directory as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in the Single Sign-On documentation.

2. Modify the activedirectory_ims8.ldif schema file as follows:
a. In a text editor, open the activedirectory_ims8.ldif file. The default Windows location is:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\policystore-schemas

\MicrosoftActiveDirectory

b. Replace all instances of {root} with the root organization for the directory.
The root organization must match the root organization that you specified when you configured the policy store in
the Policy Server Management Console.
For example, if the root is dc=myorg,dc=com, replace
dn: CN=imdomainid6,CN=Schema,CN=Configuration,{root}, with
dn: CN=imdomainid6,CN=Schema,CN=Configuration,dc=myorg,dc=com

c. Save the file.
3. Add the schema file as described in the documentation for your directory.

Microsoft ADAM

To configure a Microsoft ADAM policy store, you apply the adam_ims8.ldif script.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the directory as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in Single Sign-On documentation.
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2. Modify the adam_ims8.ldif schema file as follows:
a. Open the adam_ims8.ldif\.ldif file in a text editor. The default Windows location is:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\policystore-schemas

\MicrosoftActiveDirectory

b. Replace every cn={guid} reference with the string you found when you configured the CA SSO policy store in Step
1 of this procedure.
For example, if the guid string is CN={39BC711D-7F27-4311-B6C0-68FDEE2917B8}, then replace every cn={guid}
reference with CN={39BC711D-7F27-4311-B6C0-68FDEE2917B8}.

c. Save the file.
3. Add the schema file as described in the documentation for your directory.

CA Directory Server

To configure a CA Directory server, you create a custom schema file.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the directory as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in Single Sign-On documentation.

2. Copy etrust_ims8.dxc to dxserver_home\config\schema.
dxserver_home is the directory where CA Directory is installed. Following is the default source location for this file on
Windows:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\policystore-schemas\eTrustDirectory

3. Create a custom schema configuration file as follows:
a. Copy the dxserver_home\config\schema\default.dxg to dxserver_home\config\schema\company_name-

schema.dxg.
b. Edit the dxserver_home\config\schema\company_name-schema.dxg file by adding the following lines to the bottom

of the file:
# Identity Manager Schema

source "etrust_ims8.dxc";

4. Create a custom limits configuration file as follows:
a. Copy the dxserver_home\config\limits\default.dxc to dxserver_home\config\limits\company_name-limits.dxc.
b. Increase the default size limit to 5000 in the dxserver_home\config\limits\company_name-limits.dxc file as follows:

set max-op-size=5000;

Note: Upgrading CA Directory overwrites the limits.dxc file. Therefore, ensure that you reset max-op-size to 5000
after the upgrade is completed.

5. Edit the dxserver_home\config\servers\dsa_name.dxi as follows:
# schema

source "company_name-schema.dxg";

#service limits

source "company_name-limits.dxc";

where dsa_name is the name of the DSA using the customized configuration files.
6. Run the dxsyntax utility.
7. Stop and restart the DSA as the dsa user to make the schema changes take effect, as follows:

dxserver stop dsa_name

dxserver start dsa_name

Novell eDirectory Server

To configure a Novell eDirectory Server policy store, you apply the novell_ims8.ldif script.
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Follow these steps:

1. Configure the directory as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in Single Sign-On documentation.

2. Find the Distinguished Name (DN) of the NCPServer for your Novell eDirectory Server by entering the following
information in a command prompt on the system where the Policy Server is installed:
ldapsearch -h hostname -p port -b container -s sub 

-D admin_login -w password objectClass=ncpServer dn

For example:
ldapsearch -h 192.168.1.47 -p 389 -b "o=nwqa47container" -s sub -D "cn=admin,o=nwqa47container" -w

 password objectclass=ncpServer dn

3. Open the novell_ims8.ldif file.
4. Replace every NCPServer variable with the value you found in Step 2.

The default location for novell_ims8.ldif on Windows is:
C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\policystore-schemas\NovelleDirectory

For example, if the DN value is cn=servername,o=servercontainer, you would replace every instance of NCPServer
with cn=servername,o=servercontainer.

5. Update the eDirectory Server with the novell_ims8.ldif file.
See the Novell eDirectory documentation for instructions.

Oracle Internet Directory (OID)

To configure an Oracle Internet Directory, you update the oracleoid ldif file.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure the directory as the supported CA SSO policy store.
Note: For configuration instructions, see the Policy Server Installation section in Single Sign-On documentation.

2. Update the Oracle Internet Directory Server with the oracleoid_ims8.ldif file. The default installation location for this file
on Windows is:
install_path\policystore-schemas\OracleOID\
See the Oracle Internet Directory documentation for instructions.

Verify the Policy Store

To verify the policy store, confirm the following points:

• Your Policy Server log does not contain a section of warnings that begins with the following code:
*** IMS NO SCHEMA BEGIN

This warning appears only if you have installed the Extensions for the CA SSO Policy Server, but you have not
extended the policy store schema.

• The Identity Manager objects exist in the policy store database or directory. The Identity Manager objects begin with an
ims prefix.

Import CA Identity Manager Schema into the Policy Store
You must import the following schema definition file in the Policy Server.

Use the following commands to import the policy store data definition:

 <CA_SSO_Install_Dir>/bin/XPSDDinstall <CA_SSO_Install_Dir>/xps/dd/IdmSmObjects.xdd
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Install CA Single Sign-On Extension
Install CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO) extension to configure Identity Manager registry values in the Policy Server.

Follow these steps:

1. On the CA SSO Policy Server, shut down the Policy Server service.
2. Run the Identity Manager installer for the version that you are using.
3. When asked which components to install, select the Extensions for CA SSO (if CA SSO is installed locally).
4. Verify that the Policy Server service is restarted before continuing.
5. Verify that the following registry setting exists in the CA SSO Policy Server system:

– Linux:
Verify that the following entry exists in sm.registry:
ImsInstalled=8.0; REG_SZ

– Windows:
Verify that setting "ImsInstalled=8.0; REG_SZ" exists in the following location: 
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion

Notes: 
– If the registry path \Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion does not exist, create it manually.
– If you change the registry, be sure to restart the Policy Server for the changes to take effect.
– Before you modify the registry, perform a full system backup.

Create a CA SSO 4.x Agent Object
The policy administrator creates CA SSO 4.x Web Agent. This task enables communication between CA SSO and Identity
Manager. The identity administrator references this agent during the Identity Manager configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA SSO Administrative UI.
The relevant tabs for your administrator privileges appear.

2. Click Infrastructure, Agents, Agent, Create Agent.
The Create Agent dialog appears.

3. Select Create a new object of type Agent, and then click OK.
The Create Agent dialog appears.

4. Enter a name and an optional description.
5. Select CA SSO.
6. Select Web Agent from the drop-down list.
7. Enable 4.x functionality with the following steps:

a. Select the Supports 4.x agents check box.
The trust settings fields appear.

b. Add the trust settings by completing the following fields:
• IP Address

Specifies the IP Address of the Policy Server.
• Type and confirm a shared secret.

Limits:
• The secret that you supply must match the secret that was assigned when the Web Agent was installed on

the Web Server.
• The secret must contain at least 1 character and not more than 255 characters.
• The secret must only contain alphanumeric characters.
• The secret must not contain embedded spaces.
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Note: Any virtual servers on the same web server must use the same secret. When a 4.x Agent attempts to
connect to the Policy Server, the Agent and Policy Server use the shared secret for mutual authentication.

8. Click Submit.
The Create Agent Object task is submitted for processing and the confirmation message appears.

Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter
The identity administrator enables the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter. The purpose of the adapter is to validate
the SMSESSION cookie. After validation, CA SSO creates the user context.

NOTE

: This procedure only applies for systems using Wild Fly or WebLogic. To learn the WebSphere-specific
procedure, see Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter on WebSphere.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the /iam_im.ear/policysever.rar/META-INF folder on the application server.
Note: In a Virtual Appliance environment, the ra.xml file is located at /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/
IdentityManager/SiteMinder_config.

2. Open the ra.xml file in an editor.
3. Search for the Enabled config-property, and then change the config-property-value to true as shown in the following

code snippet:
<config-property>

     <config-property-name>Enabled</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>true</config-property-value>

</config-property>

4. The ValidateSMHeadersWithPS property enforces validation of the SM header user (SM_USERDN) by CA SSO.
The default config-property-value for the ValidateSMHeadersWithPS property is true. You can set this value to
false in case you trust the SM header user and want to skip the validation step.
<config-property>

     <config-property-name>ValidateSMHeadersWithPS</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>true</config-property-value>

</config-property>                       

5. Search for the ConnectionURL property and provide the hostname of the CA SSO Policy Server. Use a fully qualified
domain name (FQDN).

6. Search for the UserName property and specify the account to use for communication with CA SSO. SiteMinder is the
default value for this account.

7. Search for the AgentSecret config-property and then enter an encrypted password in the config-property-value as
shown in the following code snippet:
<config-property>

      <config-property-name>AgentSecret</config-property-name>

      <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

      <config-property-value><encrypted_password></config-property-value>

</config-property>              

You can use the encrypted password from the directory.xml file that you had exported. In case you want to use a
password different from the directory.xml, you can encrypt a new password using Password Tool .

8. Search for the AgentName config-property and then update the config-property-value with the 4.x agent name as
shown in the following code snippet. This is the same agent that the policy administrator creates during the CA SSO
configuration.
<config-property>
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      <config-property-name>AgentName</config-property-name>

      <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

      <config-property-value>@AGENTNAME</config-property-value>

</config-property>              

9. If you plan to integrate Identity Manager with CA Single Sign-On (with FIPS Mode enabled), ensure that you enable
FIPS mode in the application servers that hosts Identity Manager:
<config-property>

     <config-property-name>FIPSMode</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>true</config-property-value>

</config-property>

NOTE
For more information about FIPS compliance, see FIPS Compliance (Optional)

10. Save ra.xml file.

The CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter is enabled.

Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter on WebSphere
The identity administrator enables the CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO, formerly known as SiteMinder) Policy Server
Resource Adapter. The purpose of the adapter is to validate the SMSESSION cookie. After validation, CA SSO® creates
the user context.

NOTE

This procedure is specific to WebSphere. To learn the procedure for systems that use WildFly or WebLogic, see
Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource Adapter.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the WebSphere Admin Console using the following URL:
http://<host-name>:9060/ibm/console/

2. Browse to Applications, Application Types, and then WebSphere Enterprise Applications. The available
resources available appear in the Enterprise Applications window.

3. Select iam_im, and then select the Configuration tab.
4. Under Modules, select Manage Modules, and then select PolicyServerRA.
5. Under Additional Properties, select Resource Adapter.
6. Under Additional Properties, select J2C Connection Factories, and then select iam_im-PolicyServerConnection.
7. Repeat steps 8 through 10 for another resource named

com.netegrity.ra.policyserver.IPolicyServerConnectionFactory.
8. Under Additional Properties, select Custom Properties.
9. Edit the following properties to match your system:

NOTE

: The properties have sample values.
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– ValidateSMHeadersWit hPS:  <true>
– Enabled:  <true>
– ConnectionURL:  <tail-sm6,44441,44442,44443>
– UserNameL:  <SiteMinder>
– AdminSecret:  <{PBES}:gSex2/BhDGzEKWvFmzca4w==>
– AgentName: <imuser>
– AgentSecret:  <{PBES}:gSex2/BhDGzEKWvFmzca4w==>
– Optionally, if you are using FIPS, set FIPSMode to true

10. A message appears after you edit your selections. Select Save to directly save your changes to the master
configuration.

NOTE

: To learn how to encrypt the password, see The Password Tool.
11. To apply your changes, restart the Application Server.

A sample ra.xml configuration for WebSphere would appear in the admin console similar to the following graphic:

NOTE

: To disable the CA SSO Integration, change the Enabled property to false, as ishown in the following graphic:
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For detailed instructions for removing CA SSO from an existing CA Identity Manager environment, see Remove
CA SSO from the CA Identity Manager Deployment.

Disable the Native CA Identity Manager Framework Authentication Filter
With the CA SSO adapter in place, the Framework Authentication Filter is no longer needed. The identity administrator
can disable the filter.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to iam_im.ear/user_console.war/WEB-INF and open web.xml for editing.
2. Locate the FrameworkAuthFilter and switch the value of the Enable init-param to false.

If using Identity Manager release 12.5 SP7 or later, verify that the Java Cryptographic Extension Unlimited Strength
Jurisdiction Policy Files (JCE) are downloaded at \<Java_path>\<jdk_version>\jre\lib\security in the Identity Manager
environment. These files enable Identity Manager to connect to CA SSO.
If the JCE libraries are installed, you see the following messages during Identity Manager application startup:
2012-07-06 11:23:56,079 WARN  [ims.default] (main) * Startup Step 2 : Attempting to start

 PolicyServerService

2012-07-06 11:23:56,081 WARN  [ims.default] (main) Unlimited Strength Java Crypto Extensions enabled: TRUE

Otherwise, the value is false for the Unlimited Strength Java Crypto Extensions enabled entry. When the value is
false, Identity Manager fails to connect to the Policy Server.

NOTE

In a Virtual Appliance environment, run DisableIdmAuthFilterSecurity command to disable the native Identity
Manager framework authentication filter.

Restart the Application Server
Before you restart the application server for the changes to take effect, ensure that you perform the following action:

• [Applicable only to OOTB Environment]
Change the @IMEAgent value in the SampleEnvironment.properties file with the Agent Name that you had created
in Create a CA SSO 4.x Agent Object. You can find the SampleEnvironemnt.properties file at <iam_im.ear location>/
user_console.war/META-INF.

• Ensure that you add bc-fips.jar to the JBoss modules:
Follow these steps:..
a. Copy bc-fips.jar from <JBOSS_HOME>/standalone/deployments/iam_im.ear/library to <JBOSS_HOME>/

modules/com/ca/iam/crypto/main.
b. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/modules/com/ca/iam/crypto/main and open module.xml for editing.
c. Add <resource-root path="bc-fips.jar"/> to the <resources> tag.

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?><module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="com.ca.iam.crypto">

<resources>

   <resource-root path="bc_001-fips-1.0.0.jar"/>
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<resource-root path="bc-fips.jar"/>

</resources>

<dependencies>

<module name="javax.api"/>

</dependencies>

</module>

Configure a Data Source for CA SSO
If your Identity Manager environment uses a relational database for its identity store, the identity administrator is required
to perform an extra configuration on the CA SSO Policy Server. CA SSO requires a local data source to communicate with
the database.

Follow these steps:

1. For Windows servers, open the ODBC Data Source Administrator console available under Administrative Tools.
2. Click the System DSN tab.
3. Click Add and select the corresponding CA SSO driver for your database.
4. Provide the needed information to reference the relational database user store.
5. Follow the given steps to test the connectivity:

– Windows
• In the CA SSO Policy Server, open a Command Prompt and type smconsole.
• In the Policy Server Management Console window that opens, navigate to the Data tab, and click Test

Connection.

Install the Web Proxy Server Plug-in
Based on which application is installed, the identity administrator installs one of the following plug-ins that the web server
uses to forward requests to the application server:

• WebSphere
• JBoss
• WebLogic

Install the Proxy Plug-In on WebSphere

The web server on which you installed the web agent forwards request to the application server that hosts the Identity
Manager server. The vendor-provided web server proxy plug-in provides this service.

NOTE

If you use the Microsoft IIS web server as proxy server, you must configure an additional pass through setting to
receive application-specific error responses when invalid REST API/TEWS requests are submitted through the
Proxy URL.

Run the following command from the %windir%\system32\inetsrv folder on the IIS machine where the proxy
plug-in is configured.

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/httpErrors /existingResponse:"PassThrough" /

commit:apphost

To install and configure the Proxy Plug-In on WebSphere, perform the following steps:

1. Configure the IBM HTTP Server (All web servers)
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2. Configure the Proxy Plug-In (All web servers)
3. Complete one of the following:

– Complete the Configuration on IIS
– Complete the Configuration on iPlanet or Apache

Configure the IBM HTTP Server

For all web servers, you install the proxy plug-in and use the configurewebserver command.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the proxy plug-in from the WebSphere Launch Pad.
2. Add the Web Server to the WebSphere cell by running the configurewebserver1.bat or configurewebserver1.sh

command as follows:
a. Windows: Edit websphere_home\Plugins\bin\configurewebserver1.bat in a text editor.

Linux: Edit websphere_home/Plugins/bin/configurewebserver1.sh in a text editor.
b. Add a user name and password to wsadmin.bat or wsadmin.sh as follows:

Example:
wsadmin.bat -user wsadmin -password password -f configureWebserverDefinition.jacl

c. Run configurewebserver1.bat or configurewebserver1.sh.
Note: For more information about the configurewebserver command, see the IBM WebSphere documentation.

Configure the Proxy Plug-In

For all web servers, you update the plug-in using the GenPluginCfg command of WebSphere:

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the system where WebSphere is installed.
2. From the command line, navigate to websphere_home\bin, where websphere_home is the installed location of

WebSphere.
For example:
– Windows:

C:\Program Files\WebSphere\AppServer\profile\AppSrv01\bin
– UNIX:

/home_dir/WebSphere/AppServer/profile/AppSrv01/bin
3. Run the GenPluginCfg.bat or GenPluginCfg.sh command.

This command generates a plugin-cfg.xml file in the following location:
websphere_home\AppServer\profiles\AppSrv01\config\cells

Complete the Configuration on IIS (7.x)

Before starting this procedure, verify that you are using a Version 6.1.0.9, or later, of the web server plug-in. Earlier
versions of the plug-in do not support the Windows Server 2008 operating system.

Follow these steps:

1. Install IIS Version 7.x with the IIS Version 6.0 Management Compatibility components. By default, IIS Version 6.0
Management Compatibility components are not installed.

2. Complete the following steps to bring up the Server Manager window on Windows Server 2008:
a. Click Start, Administrative Tools, Server Managers.
b. Click Action, Add Roles, and then click Next.
c. Select the Web Server (IIS) role on the Select Server Roles page, and then click Next.
d. Click Add Feature, Next, when a prompt for the Windows Process Activation Service feature displays
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e. Click Next on the IIS introduction page.
3. When the Role Services window displays, verify that the following options are selected in addition to the default

options that are already selected.
– Internet Information Services: Management Tools
– IIS Version 6.0 Management Compatibility: IIS Version 6.0 Management Console, IIS Version 6.0 Scripting Tools,

IIS Version 6.0 WMI Compatibility, and IIS Metabase compatibility
– Application Development: ISAPI Extensions, ISAPI Filters

4. Click Next to enable the selected options, and then click Install on the next window to perform the installation.
5. Click Close on the Installation Results window when the installation finishes.
6. Open the Command Prompt and go to :\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles\Dmgr01\bin.
7. Run this command: GenPluginCfg.bat.

The plugin-cfg.xml file will be generated at this location: C:\Program Files\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\profiles
\Dmgr01\config\cells.

8. Create a directory under c:\, for example, c:\plugin.
9. Copy the plugin-cfg.xml file to the c:\plugin directory.
10. Copy iisWASPlugin_http.dll file to the c:\plugin directory.
11. Select Start , All Programs, Administrative Tools, Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager on a Windows Server

2008 operating system. This action starts the IIS application and creates a new virtual directory for the Web site
instance. These instructions assume that you are using the Default Web Site.

12. Expand the tree on the left until you see Default Web Site.
13. Right-click Default Web Site,Add Virtual Directory to create the directory with a default installation.
14. Enter setPlugins in the Alias field on the Virtual Directory Alias window of the Virtual Directory Creation Wizard.
15. Browse to the c:\plugin directory in the Physical Path field of the Web Site Content Directory window of the wizard, and

then click OK.
16. Click the Test Settings button. If the settings test fails, you can change the permissions of the physical directory.

Alternatively, select Connect As, and let IIS connect as a Windows user account that has authority to files in that
physical path.

17. Click OK to add the setPlugins virtual directory to your web site.
18. Select the setPlugins virtual directory that you just created in the navigations tree.
19. Double-click Handler Mappings, and then click Edit Feature Permissions on the Actions panel.
20. Select Script and Execute, if they are not already selected.
21. Click OK.
22. Return to the IIS Manager window, and expand the Web Sites folder in the left-hand navigation tree of that window.
23. Select Default Web Site in the navigation tree.
24. Complete the following steps on the Default Web Site Properties panel to add the ISAPI filter:

a. Double-click the ISAPI Filters tab.
b. Click to open the Add/Edit Filter Properties dialog.
c. Enter iisWASPlugin in the Filter name field.
d. Click Browse to select the plug-in file located in the c:\plugin\iisWASPlugin_http.dll directory.
e. Click OK to close the Add/Edit Filter Properties dialog.

25. Select the top level server node in the navigation tree.
26. Double-click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions on the Features panel.

To determine the value to specify for the ISAPI or CGI Path property, browse to, and then select the same plug-in file
that you selected in the previous step. For example:c:\plugin\iisWASPlugin_http.dll.

27. Click Add on the Actions panel.
28. Enter WASPlugin in the Description field, select Allow extension path to execute, and then click OK to close the ISAPI

and CGI Restrictions dialog window.
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29. Create the new file plugin-cfg.loc in location c:\plugin. Set the value in the plugin-cfg.loc file to the location of the
configuration file. The default location is C:\plugin\plugin-cfg.xml.

Update the Web Agent

After configuring IIS 7.x, make the following changes to the web agent:

1. Click Application pools and change the Default App Pool to Classic mode.
2. Click Submit.
3. Make sure the agent is higher in the ISAPI Filters priority list than the plug-in for the application server used by Identity

Manager.
4. Restart IIS Version 7.x and your WebSphere Application Server profile.

Complete the Configuration on IIS

After you have configured the IBM HTTP server and the proxy plug-in, you make sure the proxy plugin-cfg.xml is in the
right location and perform steps to configure an additional plugin file.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the plugin-cfg.xml as follows:
a. Log in to the system where the web agent is installed.
b. Create a folder with no spaces under the C: drive. For example: C:\plugin.
c. Copy the plugin-cfg.xml file to the C:\plugin folder.

2. Create a file called plugin-cfg.loc in the C:\plugin folder and add the following line into the file:
C:\plugin\plugin-cfg.xml

3. Download the Websphere Plugin installer from www.ibm.com to the system where WebSphere is installed.
4. Go to the location of the WebSphere Plugin installer.
5. Generate the iisWASPlugin_http.dll file by using this command:

install is:javahome "c:\IBM\WebSphere\AppServer\Java

Respond to the questions presented based on your configuration.
When the wizard ends, the iisWASPlugin_http.dll file is saved in the C:\IBM\WebSphere\Plugs\bin folder. Look for a
32-bit or 64-bit subfolder.

6. Copy the iisWASPlugin_http.dll file to the C:\plugin folder on the system with the web agent.
7. Create a virtual directory as follows:

a. Open the IIS Manager.
b. Right-click Default web sites.
c. Click New virtual directory and supply these values:

Alias: sePlugins (it is case-sensitive.)
Path: c:\plugin
Permission: Read + Execute (ISAPI or CGI)

8. Add an ISAPI filter as follows:
a. Right-click Default Web Site.
b. Click properties.
c. Click Add on the ISAPI filter tab.
d. Supply these values:

Filter name: sePlugins
Executable: c:\plugin\ iisWASPlugin_http.dll

9. Create a web service extension as follows:
a. In IIS6 Manager, expand the computer name.
b. Create a Web Service Extension and set it to allowed.

Extension name: WASPlugin
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Path: C:\plugin\ iisWASPlugin_http.dll
c. Right click each Web Service Extension to change it to Allowed Status.

10. Restart the IIS Web server.
In the master WWW service, ensure that the WebSphere plug-in (sePlugin) appears after the CA SSO® Web Agent
plug-in and that the WebSphere plug-in started successfully.

Complete the Configuration on iPlanet or Apache

After you have configured the IBM HTTP server and the proxy plug-in, you make sure the proxy plugin-cfg.xml is in the
right location and restart the web server.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the plugin-cfg.xml from the system where you installed the proxy plug-in to the following location:
websphere_home\AppServer\profiles\server_name\config\cells\websphere_cell\nodes\webserver1_node\servers
\webserver1\

2. Ensure that the WebSphere plug-in (libns41_http.so) is loaded after the CA SSO® Web Agent plug-in
(NSAPIWebAgent.so) on all iPlanet Web Servers

3. Check the order of plug-ins in iplanet_home/https-instance/config/magnus.conf for IPlanet 6.0 Web Servers.
4. Copy the following lines from iplanet_home/https-instance/config/magnus.conf to iplanet_home/https-instance/config/

obj.conf (IPlanet 5.x Web Serverse):
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="as_init,as_handler,as_term" shlib="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/bin/libns41_http.so"
Init fn="as_init" bootstrap.properties="/export/WebSphere/AppServer/config/cells/plugin-cfg.xml"
Add the following code after AuthTrans fn="SiteMinderAgent" in the obj.conf file:
Service fn="as_handler"

5. Be sure that the CA SSO® Web Agent plug-in (mod2_sm.so) is loaded before the WebSphere plug-in
(mod_ibm_app_server_http.so) on Apache Web Servers. This command is in the Dynamic Shared Object (DSO)
Support section of apache_home/config/httpd.conf,

6. Restart the web server.

Install the Proxy Plug-In for JBoss

This page contains the following topics:

NOTE

If you use the Microsoft IIS web server as proxy server, you must configure an additional pass through setting to
receive application-specific error responses when invalid REST API/TEWS requests are submitted through the
Proxy URL.

Run the following command from the %windir%\system32\inetsrv folder on the IIS machine where the proxy
plug-in is configured.

appcmd.exe set config -section:system.webServer/httpErrors /existingResponse:"PassThrough" /

commit:apphost

After the CA Single Sign-On web agent authenticates and authorizes a request for Identity Manager resource, the web
server forwards the request to the application server that hosts the Identity Manager server. To forward these requests,
install and configure a Jakarta Connector on the system where the CA Single Sign-On Web Agent is installed. For more
information about the Jakarta Connector, see http://community.jboss.org/wiki/usingmodjk12withjboss.
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The Identity Manager Administrative Tools include sample configuration files that you can use to configure the Jakarta
Connector. For instructions, see the readme.txt file in the directory noted in the following table:

 Platform  Location 
IIS Web server on a Windows system C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager

\tools\samples\ConnectorConfiguration\windows\IIS_JBoss*

This article covers the following topics:

Run the AJP Listener for WildFly

By default, JBoss does not use the Apache JServ Protocol (AJP) listener on port 8009. You must enable it with the JBoss
WildFly Admin Console. This allows forwarding from the Web Server to the Identity Manager server.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to the JBoss Wildfly Admin Console. 
2. Expand the Web selection and select HTTP.

HTTP, AJP, and HTTPs Listeners appear.
3. Under Listener, select the tab AJP and click Add.

The Execute Operation window displays. 
4. Enter the following options:

Name: default.ajp
Socket binding: ajp 

5. Click Finish.
6. Click the link Edit to modify the AJP settings.
7. Select the checkbox Enabled.
8. (Optional) Open a command line on the same system and test that the Wildfly AJP listener is running on port 8009:

netstat -an | find "8009"

TCP 127.0.0.1:8009 0.0.0.0:0 LISTENING

Install and Configure a JBoss WildFly Application plug-in Using IIS

You can install and configure proxy for JBoss WildFly using Internet Information Services (IIS).

 Note: On the host where you are configuring proxy, you must not install the FTP server at Server Manager, Roles.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Install IIS 7.0 on Windows 2008 or IIS 8.0 on Windows 2012.
2. Navigate to the Server Manager .

– Windows 2008:
a. In the left panel, expand Roles, Web Server (IIS).  
b. In the Web Server (IIS) screen, scroll down to Role Services and ensure that ISAPI filter, ISAPI Extensions,

and CGI are installed.
c. In the left panel, expand Roles, Web Server (IIS), Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager. 
d. In the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager screen, navigate to proxy host (host where you are

configuring proxy). 
e. Under IIS, double-click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions. 
f. In ISAPI and CGI Restrictions screen, click Add in the right panel.
g. In the Add ISAPI or CGI Restrictions window, browse to select isapi_redirect.dll and enter the description

as ISAPI. Next, select Allow extension path to execute.
h. In the Actions section on the right-panel, click Edit Features Settings.
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i. In the Edit ISAPI and CGI Restrictions Settings, select Allow Unspecified CGI modules and Allow
Unspecified ISAPI modules.

j. In the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager screen, navigate to Connection, Proxy Host (host where
you are configuring proxy), Sites, Default Web Site. Right-click and select Add Virtual Directory.

k. In Add Virtual Directory, enter the alias as jakarta which is case-sensitive, and set the Physical
Path as isapi_redirect.dll file.

l. Click Test Settings.
m. In the Test Connection window, if physical path is not authorized, close the window and click Connect as in

the Add Virtual Directory window.
Note: If authorization is not set, it means that the user does not have access to the folder to verify the physical
path.

n. In Connect as window, select Specific user and click Set.
o. In the Set Credentials window, enter the user name and password of the windows login.
p. In the Test Connection window, test the connection to check if the physical path is accessible for Authorization.
q. Navigate to Default Web Site, and double-click ISAPI Filters.
r. Click Add in the right-panel.
s. In Add ISAPI Filter, enter jkfilter as the Filter Name and provide isapi_redirect.dll file path in

the Executable field.
t. Navigate to Default Web Site, jakarta virtual directory and double-click Handler Mappings in jakara

Home screen.
u. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
v. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.
w. Navigate to Default Web Site, and double-click Handler Mappings.
x. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
y. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.
z. Navigate to Proxy Host, and double-click Handler Mappings.
aa. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
ab. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.

– Windows 2012:
a. In the Server Manager Dashboard screen, click Add roles and features.  
b. In the Wizard, click Next until you reach the Roles screen.
c. In the Roles screen, navigate to Web Server (IIS), Web Server, Application Development and select the

following:
a. CGI 
b. ISAPI Extensions
c. ISAPI Filters

d. In the Roles screen, navigate to Web Server (IIS), Management Tools,   and do the following:
a. Select IIS Management Console.
b. Expand IIS 6 Management Compatibility, and select all options under it.
c. Select IIS Management Scripts and Tools.

e. Click Next to locate and click Install. 
f. In the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager screen, navigate to proxy host (host where you are

configuring proxy). 
g. Under IIS, double-click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions. 
h. In ISAPI and CGI Restrictions screen, click Add in the right panel.
i. In the Add ISAPI or CGI Restrictions window, browse to select isapi_redirect.dll and enter the description

as ISAPI. Next, select Allow extension path to execute.
j. In the Actions section on the right-panel, click Edit Features Settings.
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k. In the Edit ISAPI and CGI Restrictions Settings, select Allow Unspecified CGI modules and Allow
Unspecified ISAPI modules.

l. In the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager screen, navigate to Connection, Proxy Host (host where
you are configuring proxy), Sites, Default Web Site. Right-click and select Add Virtual Directory.

m. In Add Virtual Directory, enter the alias as jakarta which is case-sensitive, and set the Physical
Path as isapi_redirect.dll file.

n. Click Test Settings.
o. In the Test Connection window, if physical path is not authorized, close the window and click Connect as in

the Add Virtual Directory window.
Note: If authorization is not set, it means that the user does not have access to the folder to verify the physical
path.

p. In Connect as window, select Specific user and click Set.
q. In the Set Credentials window, enter the user name and password of the windows login.
r. In the Test Connection window, test the connection to check if the physical path is accessible for Authorization.
s. Navigate to Default Web Site, and double-click ISAPI Filters.
t. Click Add in the right-panel.
u. In Add ISAPI Filter, enter jkfilter as the Filter Name and provide isapi_redirect.dll file path in

the Executable field.
v. Navigate to Default Web Site, jakarta virtual directory and double-click Handler Mappings in jakara

Home screen.
w. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
x. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.
y. Navigate to Default Web Site, and double-click Handler Mappings.
z. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
aa. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.
ab. Navigate to Proxy Host, and double-click Handler Mappings.
ac. In Handler Mappings screen, click Edit Feature Permissions in the Actions section on the right-panel.
ad. In Edit Feature Permissions window, ensure that Read, Script and Execute permissions are selected.

3. Run the following command in the Command Prompt to restart IIS.
iisreset

4. Install and configure the Web Agent with Identity Manager.
5. With the proxy now in place, you can access Identity Manager through IIS. For example, here are the links for

accessing Identity Manager before and after the proxy configuration:
 Before 
http://<hostname>:8080/iam/im/env

 After 
http://<proxyhostname>:<proxyport>/iam/im/env

 Note: A forward slash "/" can be needed at the end of this URL for the proxy to work. Reference the proxy logs if you are
not forwarded to the Management Console.

Install the Proxy Plug-In on WebLogic

Once the Web Agent authenticates and authorizes a request for a Identity Manager resource, the Web Server forwards
the request to the application server that hosts the Identity Manager Server.

1. Install the WebLogic proxy plug-in for your Web Server as described in the WebLogic documentation.
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NOTE
For IIS users, when you install the proxy plug-in, be sure to configure proxying by file extension and by path.
When you configure proxying by file extension, add an application mapping in the App Mapping tab with the
following properties:

Executable: IISProxy.dll

Extension: .wlforward
2. Configure the proxy plug-in for Identity Manager as described in one of the following sections:

– IIS Proxy Plug-in
– iPlanet Proxy Plug-in
– Apache Proxy Plug-in

Configure the Proxy Plug-in for IIS (7.x)

The following procedure walks through the deployment and configuration of the WebLogic proxy plug-in for IIS 7.x.

Note: These instructions are for 32-bit operating environments. The same instructions apply for 64-bit operating
environments. The location of the installation .dll file is different:

• %WL_HOME%server\plugin\win\32\
• %WL_HOME%server\plugin\win\64\

Follow these steps:

1. Install Web agent and configure it on IIS7.
2. Create a folder with the name ‘plugin’ in ‘C’ drive.
3. Copy the following files to the plugin folder:

– iisforward.dll
– iisproxy.dll
– iisproxy.ini

NOTE

If you are using Weblogic 12c R2 Application Server, then download iisproxy.dll and iisforward.dll from the
Oracle website.

4. Install the Application Development and Management Tools role services on IIS7.
5. Open Inet Manager and select the Default Web site.
6. Click Handler Mappings.
7. Double click Static File and modify the Request path to *.*.
8. Click the Request Restrictions button.
9. On the Mappings tab select Invoke handler only if the request is mapped to a File or folder.
10. In Handler Mappings dialog click Add Script Map… on the right-hand side menu options. Enter the following values:

– Request path : *
– Executable: iisProxy.dll
– Name: proxy

11. Click the Request Restrictions button.
12. Clear Invoke handler only if the request is mapped to.
13. Click Yes to the prompt about allowing this IASPI extension.
14. Click the Root node (Machine name) of the IIS Manager tree and click ISAPI and CGI Restrictions.
15. Click Add in Actions pane and enter the following values:
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– ISAPI or CGI Path: C:\plugin\ iisproxy.dll.
– Description: Weblogic
– Select Allow extension path to execute.

16. Click the Root node (Machine name) of the IIS Manager tree and click on the "ISAPI and CGI Restrictions". Select the
option "Weblogic" and click on "Edit Feature Settings" at the right side pane.

17. Select Allow unspecified ISAPI modules and Allow unspecified CGI modules.
18. Do the same for Webagent.
19. In Features View, on the ‘Default Web Site’, double-click Handler Mappings.
20. On the Handler Mappings page, in the Actions pane, click Add Script Map and the following values:

– Request path : .jsp
– Executable : iisproxy.dll
– Name : JSP

21. Click Request restrictions.
22. On the Mapping tab select Invoke handler only if request is mapped to File.
23. Click OK.
24. Click Add Script Map and the following values:

– Request path : .do
– Executable : C:\plugin\iisproxy.dll

25. Click Request restrictions. The settings are the same .jsp.
26. Click OK.
27. Click Add Script Map and enter the following values:

– Request path : .wlforward
– Executable : C:\plugin\iisproxy.dll

28. Click Request restrictions. The settings are the same as for .jsp.
29. Click Default Web Site and double click ISAPI Filters.
30. Click View Order List on the right-side pane.
31. Place the CA SSO® Agent executable in second place in the list. After this entry, only the Weblogic executable is in

the list.
Note: If CA SSO® Agent executable appears after the Weblogic executable, then move the CA SSO® Agent using
MOVE UP action.

32. Click Application pools and change the Default App Pool to Classic mode.

The WebLogic plug-in is configured.

Configure the IIS 6.0 Proxy Plug-in

This procedure applies to configurations of the WebLogic proxy plug-in for IIS 6.0.x:

Follow these steps:

1. Create a folder on the system where the web agent is installed. For example: c:\weblogic_proxy.
2. Log in to the system where the Identity Manager server is running.
3. Go to this folder: Weblogic_Home\wlserver\server\plugin
4. Copy the following files to the weblogic proxy folder created in step 1.

– iisforward.dll
– iisproxy.dll

NOTE

If you are using Weblogic 12c R2 Application Server, then download iisproxy.dll and iisforward.dll from the
Oracle website.
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5. Create a file named iisproxy.ini in the same folder and include the following content:
# This file contains initialization name/value pairs

# for the IIS/WebLogic plug-in.

WebLogicHost=host-name

WebLogicPort=7001

ConnectTimeoutSecs=20

ConnectRetrySecs=2

WlForwardPath=/castylesr5.1.1,/iam,/im , /ca/Odata/

WLLogFile= c:\weblogic_proxy \proxy.log

DebugConfigInfo=ON

Replace host-name with the actual host name.
6. Start IIS Manager.
7. Expand Web Sites.
8. Right-click Default Web Site.
9. Select Properties.
10. Add a filter as follows:

a. Click ISAPI Filters.
b. Click Add and complete the dialog as follows:

For Filter Name: WebLogic
For Executable: Path of the iisforward.dll

11. Provide the location of the iisproxy.dll file as follows:
a. Click Home Directory.
b. Click Configuration.
c. Click Add.
d. Enter the path of the iisproxy.dll file.
e. Enter .jsp in the Extension field.
f. Clear the Verify that file exists option.

12. Repeat step 11 for the .do and .wlforward extensions.
13. Add a web service extension for wlforward (in all lower case) pointing to the location of iisforward.dll.

Set the extension status to Allowed.
14. Right click each Web Service Extension to change it to Allowed Status.
15. Restart the IIS web server.

Configure the iPlanet Proxy Plug-in

To configure the plug-in, modify the following iPlanet configuration files:

• magnus.conf
• obj.conf

The iPlanet configuration files have strict rules about the placement of text. To avoid problems, note the following points:

• Eliminate extraneous leading and trailing white space. Extra white space can cause your iPlanet server to fail.
• If you must enter more characters than you can fit on one line, place a backslash (\) at the end of that line and continue

typing on the following line. The backslash directly appends the end of the first line to the beginning of the following
line. If a space is necessary between the words that end the first line and begin the second line, be certain to use one
space either at the end of the first line (before the backslash) or at the beginning of the second line.

• Do not split attributes across multiple lines.

The iPlanet configuration files for your iPlanet instance are found in the following location:

iplanet_home/https-instance_name/config/
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where iplanet_home is the root directory of the iPlanet installation and instance_name is your particular server
configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. From the weblogic_home/server/lib directory, copy the libproxy.so file that corresponds to your version of your iPlanet
Web Server to the file system where you installed iPlanet.

2. In a text editor, modify the iPlanet magnus.conf file.
To instruct iPlanet to load the libproxy.so file as an iPlanet module, add the following lines to the beginning of the
magnus.conf file:
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="wl_proxy,wl_init"\

shlib=path in file system from step 1/libproxy.so

Init fn="wl_init"

For example:
Init fn="load-modules" funcs="wl_proxy,wl_init"\

shlib=/usr/local/netscape/plugins/libproxy.so

Init fn="wl_init"

The function load-modules tags the shared library for loading when iPlanet starts up. The values wl_proxy and wl_init
identify the functions that the plug-in executes.

3. In a text editor, modify the iPlanet obj.conf file as follows:
a. After the last line that begins with the following text:

NameTrans fn=....
Add the following Service directive to the Object name="default" section:
Service method="(GET|HEAD|POST|PUT)" type=text/jsp fn="wl-proxy"

NOTE
You may add this directive in a line following existing Service directives.

b. Add the following code to the end of the file:
<Object name="idm" ppath="*/iam/*">">

Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicHost="hostname" WebLogicPort="portnumber" PathTrim="/weblogic"

</Object>

<Object name="weblogic1" ppath="*/console*">

Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicHost="hostname" WebLogicPort="portnumber" PathTrim="/weblogic"

</Object>

where hostname is the server name and domain of the system where you installed WebLogic and portnumber is
the WebLogic port (default is 7001).
You may have more than one Object entry.
For example:
<Object name="idm" ppath="*/iam/*">">

Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicHost="MyServer.MyCompany.com" WebLogicPort="7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

<Object name="weblogic1" ppath="*/console*">

Service fn="wl-proxy" WebLogicHost="MyServer.MyCompany.com" WebLogicPort="7001" PathTrim="/weblogic"

</Object>

4. Save your iPlanet configuration file.
5. Restart your Web Server instance.

Configure the Apache Proxy Plug-in

Configuring the Apache Proxy Plug-in requires editing the http.conf file.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the Apache web server after installing a Web Agent on Solaris and copy the mod_wl_20.so file from the following
location:
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weblogic_home/server/lib/solaris
to
apache_home/modules

2. Edit the http.conf file (located in apache_home/conf) and make the following changes:
a. Under the load module section, add the following code:

LoadModule weblogic_module     modules/mod_wl_20.so

b. Edit the server name with the name of the Apache server system.
c. Add an If block at the end of the file as follows:

<IfModule mod_weblogic.c>

  WebLogicHost weblogic_server.com

  WebLogicPort 7001

  MatchExpression /iam

  MatchExpression /castylesr5.1.1

  MatchExpression /ca/Odata

</IfModule>

3. Save the http.conf file.
4. Restart the Apache web server.

Associate the CA SSO Agent with a CA Identity Manager Domain
The policy administrator associates the CA SSO agent with the Identity Manager domain. When you load the
environments into Identity Manager, reference the 4.X agent. CA SSO uses this agent when creating the Domain/Realm
on the CA SSO Policy Server. This agent validates the SMSESSION cookies. Update the Domain/Realm and reference
the fully functioning agent that is on the web server to access Identity Manager. This web server acts as the access point
to Identity Manager and creates SMSESSION cookies.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA SSO Administrative UI.
2. Navigate to Policies, Domains.
3. Modify the domain for your environment.
4. On the Realms tab, edit the first listed realm: XXX_ims_realm.
5. Search and select the agent on your proxy.

Note: If you do not have a proxy agent (web server agent), create one. Verify that you have a web server and proxy in
place to front Identity Manager.

6. Click OK twice and then repeat this process for the Public realm XXX_pub_realm.
7. After you update both realms, click Submit.
8. Wait for the agent to refresh, or restart the web server where the proxy agent is located.

Configure CA Secure Sign-on LogOffUrI Parameter
After you add CA SSO to the environment, the logoff in Identity Manager does not really do anything. To re-enable this
functionality, update the Agent Configuration Object (ACO) for the agent on the proxy.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA SSO Administrative UI. 
2. Click the Infrastructure tab, Agents, Expand Agent Configuration and then click Modify Agent Configuration.
3. Locate your ACO. Locate the #LogoffUri parameter. Click the play button (arrow pointing to the right) to the left of that

parameter.
4. Remove the pound sign (#) from the name in the Value field and enter

/iam/im/logout.jsp
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5. Click OK and then Submit to update the agent configuration object. 
The next time that the agent retrieves its configuration from the policy server, the new setting is propagated.

Enable a CA SSO Integration with Deployed CA Identity Manager Environments
Customers who installed either Identity Manager or the vApp solution without enabling the CA SSO integration, and then
decided to enable the integration, had to follow a strict, complicated set of instructions.

The process is now part of the Management Console and allows you to perform the integration without the need to
perform the complicated steps described in the link above.

NOTES:

• The customer must enable the CA SSO Policy Server resource adapter and ensure that the CA Identity Manager
server can successfully connect to the policy server. For more details see Enable the CA SSO Policy Server Resource
Adapter.

• The customer will maintain all run-time details in the Task Persistence database after the Identity Manager integration.
• The existing password policies for the Identity Manager environment are not migrated in this integration. The

integration creates a default password policy in the CA SSO Policy Store.
• If you update CA Identity Manager system to 14.3, and you use WebLogic or WebSphere, you need to edit the

corresponding properties file so you can see the integration output in the server log.
– For WebLogic, open the log configuration file found here: iam_im.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\

log4j_weblogic.properties, and add the following line of code:
log4j.category.ims.SSOIntegration=INFO 

For WebSphere, open the log configuration file found here: iam_im.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\
log4j_websphere.properties, and add the following line of code:
log4j.category.ims.SSOIntegration=INFO

• For more information on how to re-deploy the CA Identity Manager EAR in WebSpere, see Redeploying the EAR File.

• For JBoss or Wildfly, the installer upgrade automatically adds these new settings.

• This feature does not integrate the Provisioning directory, but only the Identity Manager User directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on to the Management console and browse to Home, Environments, <your selected environment>, SSO
Integration Properties. The SSO Integration Properties page appears.

2. The SSO integration properties page contains two sections:
The SSO user directory section
The CA SSO user directory deployment section appearance depends on your CA Identity Manager User directory
type and the existing CA SSO directories.
– • If there are no LDAP/RDB user directories in CA SSO, a CA SSO user directory is automatically created with the

same name as the CA Identity Manager user directory.
A message appears stating “Create a new SSO user directory for IM user store “<name of the CA Identity
Manager user store directory>”.
For a RDB CA Identity Manager user directory, you need to provide the following information:
ODBC Data Source, Data Source Username, and a Data Source Password
For more information see Configure a Data Source for CA SSO.

• If there are user directories in CA SSO, you have two options:
Connect to SSO user directory from dropdown list
or
Create a new CA SSO user directory for Identity Manager user store.
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For a RDB Identity Manager user directory, you need to provide the following Information: ODBC Data Source,
Data Source Username, and a Data Source Password

• If there is a CA SSO directory with the same name as a current Identity Manager directory, you can see it under
the Connect to SSO user directory from drop-down list.

• If the user directory is already deployed, the following message appears:

IM user store “<name>” is associated SSO user directory “<name>”.

Connect to SSO user directory

NOTE

If you connect an Identity Manager directory to an existing CA SSO directory, the two directories must
have same connection configurations.

• If the name of the Identity Manager user store is different from the name of CA SSO user directory,
updating the Identity Manager user store from the management console will not impact the
associated CA SSO user directory.

• Deleting a Identity Manager user store deletes the CA SSO user directory if:

1. a. The Identity Manager user store and CA SSO user directory have same name
b. There is no CA SSO domain associated with the CA SSO user directory
c. There is no Identity Manager user store associated with the CA SSO user directory

Environment Integration Properties
Your available environment integration properties depend on whether CA Identity Environment is or is not protected by
CA SSO.
If the Identity Manager is  not  protected by CA SSO:
– • If the Identity Manager user store directory type is LDAP, enter the name used to uniquely identity the Identity

Manager environment on the policy server, and then click Validate to test it. The default name is the same as the
current environment.

• Enable Role-Based Access Control: Select this option to enable access roles for use with CA SSO. To use
access roles with CA SSO, CA Identity Manager mirrors all objects in the Identity Manager object store that
are related to the access roles in the CA SSO policy store. This was originally accomplished using a manual
process, detailed in the Enable Access Roles for Use with CA SSO section in the How to Configure Access
Roles topic.

• Disable Policy Store Update: Selecting this option disables the synchronization between the policy store in CA
Single Sign-on (formerly SiteMinder) and Identity Manager from both the Directory or the Role Definition XML.
This feature only applies to a pairing of CA Single Sign-on and CA Identity Manager. A message is displayed
during the XML file's import that the associated Policy Store will not be updated for this environment.

• Select the agent to use to protect this environment.
Note: For the agent, CA recommends selecting a CA SSO web agent or a web agent group and not the 4.x web
agent used for communication between the solutions.

If the Identity ManagerEnvironment  is  already protected by CA SSO, you can only update the following two settings
for the CA Identity Manager Environment:
– • Enable Role-Based Access Control

• Disable Policy Store Update
3. Click OK. The SSO Integration Summary page appears, listing your choices along with a brief message.
4. Click Deploy to confirm and submit your choices. The CA SSO Integration pane displays real-time log messages.
5. When the process completes, you can select either Export Output to export the log or Continue to return to the

Environment Integrations Profile page.
6. Select Restart Environment to have your changes take effect.
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Integrate CA Identity Manager Server Using SiteMinder Integration Option
The Identity Manager Server installation has an option named Connect to Existing SiteMinder Policy Server. Selecting
this option lets you automatically integrate SiteMinder with Identity Manager for either a new or existing Identity Manager
server. For an existing Identity Manager installation, re-run the installer to see this option. Simply start the installation
media for the Identity Manager Server, and make sure to select the option named Connect to Existing SiteMinder
Policy Server from the Select Components page.

Configure CA Identity Manager Agent Settings
Identity Manager uses a built-in agent to communicate with the CA SSO Policy Server. To tune the performance, configure
the following connection settings for the Identity Manager agent.

1. Complete one of the following steps:
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– If Identity Manager is running on a WebLogic or WebSphere application server, in the console of the application
server edit the resource adapter in the policyserver_rar connector descriptor.

– If Identity Manager is running on a JBoss application server, open policyserver-service.xml from the following
location:
<JBoss_HOME>\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\policyserver_rar\META-INF

2. Configure the settings as follows:
– ConnectionMax

Sets the maximum number of connections to the Policy Server. For example, 20
– ConnectionMin

Sets the minimum number of connections to the Policy Server. For example, 2
– ConnectionStep

Sets the number of extra connections to open when all the agent connections are in use.
– ConnectionTimeout

Specifies the amount of time in seconds that the agent is required to wait to connect to CA SSO before timing out.
3. Restart the application server.

Configure CA SSO High Availability
If you have created the CA SSO Policy Server cluster, you can configure an application server cluster to use it for load
balancing and failover. You can do this configuration either on the Identity Manager side or on the CA SSO side.

Configure Load Balancing and Failover on the Identity Manager Side

Follow these steps:

1. Open the ra.xml file for editing. The file is available at the following locations:
WebSphere: WAS_PROFILE/config/cells/CELL_NAME/applications/iam_im.ear/deployments/IdentityMinder/

policyserver_rar/META-INF

Jboss: jboss_home/server/all/deploy/iam_im.ear/policyserver_rar/META-INF

WebLogic: wl_domain/applications/iam_im.ear/policyserver_rar/META-INF

2. Make the following edits in the ra.xml file:
a. Modify Policy Server Connection Settings

The Policy Server connection information must reflect the primary server for the production environment. This
information consists of the ConnectionURL, the user name and password for the CA SSO Admin account, and the
name and shared secret for the Agent.
In the following example, the editable values are highlighted in blue.
<config-property>

     <config-property-name>ConnectionURL</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>DEVELOPMENT.SEVERCOMPANY.COM,VALUE,VALUE,VALUE</config-property-value>

</config-property>

<config-property>

     <config-property-name>UserName</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>CA-SSO-ADMIN-NAME</config-property-value>

</config-property>

<config-property>

     <config-property-name>AdminSecret</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>ENCRYPTED-PASSWORD</config-property-value>

</config-property>

<config-property>
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     <config-property-name>AgentName</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>DEVELOPMENT-AGENT-NAME</config-property-value>

</config-property>

<config-property>

     <config-property-name>AgentSecret</config-property-name>

     <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

     <config-property-value>ENCRYPTED-AGENT-SECRET</config-property-value>

</config-property>

Note: For the values that require encrypted text, use the The Password Tool. 
b. Add More Policy Servers

To add more Policy Servers to the installation instance, edit the FailoverServers entry in the ra.xml file.
Note: Include the primary Policy Server and all failover servers in the FailoverServers entry.
For each Policy Server, enter an IP address and port numbers for authentication, authorization, and accounting
services. Use a semi-colon to separate entries as shown here:
<config-property>

 <config-property-name>FailoverServers</config-property-name>

 <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

 <config-property-value>

 172.123.123.123,44441,44442,44443;172.123.123.124,33331,33332,33333

 </config-property-value>

</config-property>

c. Select Load Balancing or Failover
The default behavior is to use round-robin load balancing using the servers that are identified by the
ConnectionURL and FailoverServers. Load balancing occurs if you set FailOver to false.
To select the failover, set FailOver to true:
<config-property>

 <config-property-name>FailOver</config-property-name>

 <config-property-type>java.lang.String</config-property-type>

 <config-property-value>true</config-property-value>

</config-property>

3. Repeat these steps for each Identity Manager server in the cluster.
4. Restart the application server for changes to take effect.

Note: When you are creating or modifying a directory or an environment setting, set CA SSO Failover and
FailoverServers to false. Otherwise, the directory object would be created but not replicated in time to be used. For
example, you create a directory in Server 1. Then, you create an attribute using the object ID of that directory on Server 2,
but the second directory does not exist yet. You receive an Object not Found error.

Configure Load Balancing and Failover on the CA SSO Side

To configure Load Balancing and Failover on CA SSO, refer to Configure Load Balancing and Failover on CA SSO.

Configure User Directory High Availability
You can perform both User Directory Load Balancing and Failover configuration when Identity Manager is integrated with
CA SSO. Identity Manager alone does not support User Directory Load Balancing: only failover. If you are running only
Identity Manager, then you typically connect to a CA Directory Router configuration that handles the load balancing. 
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Configure Load Balancing and Failover on the CA Identity Manager Side

Follow these steps:

1. Export the directory definition
2. Open the exported directory.xml file for editing.
3. In the Provider Information section, add a Connection tag for the Load Balancing and Failover. In the following code

snippet, the text that is highlighted in blue indicates the connection tag for the Load Balancing and Failover.
<!--Connection provides the information necessary to connect to a LDAP server and optional fail over

 servers.  -->

<!--1. host - The machine name or IP address of the LDAP server -->

<!--2. port - (Optional) The port to connect to. Defaults to 389 if not supplied -->

<!--3. failover - (Optional) A list of servers to use for failover separated by commas. Each server should

 be formatted as 'server:port' -->

<Connection host="<host_name1>" port="<port_number of host_name1>" failover="<host_name2>:<port_number of

 host_name2>"/>

<Connection host="<host_name2>" port="<port_number of host_name2>" failover="<host_name1>:<port_number of

 host_name1>"/> 

4. Update the directory definition

Configure Load Balancing and Failover on the CA SSO Side

To configure Load Balancing and Failover for CA Directory, refer to Configure Load Balancing and Failover for User
Directory.

Remove CA SSO from the CA Identity Manager Deployment
This section provides detailed instructions for removing CA SSO from an existing Identity Manager environment.

Follow these steps:

WARNING
Password history information is not accessible after the migration.

1. Stop the application server.
2. Disable the Policy Server in the ra.xml file by setting the Enabled config-property value to false. You can locate the

ra.xml file at \iam_im.ear\policyserver.rar\META-INF.
3. Open the web.xml file for editing and set the FrameworkAuthFilter property to Enabled = true. You can locate the

web.xml file at \iam_im.ear\User_console.war/WEB-INF.
Note: For WebSphere, the web.xml file is at WebSphere_HOME/AppServer/profiles/Profile_name/config/
cells/Cell_name/applications/iam_im.ear/deployments/IdentityMinder/user_console.war/WEB-INF

4. Start the application server.
5. (WebSphere only) Update the policyServer object in the Administrative Console with the same values as in the

ra.xml file.

CA SSO Operations
The following sections discuss how to modify CA SSO features, including policy domains and authentication schemes, to
support Identity Manager:

• Collect User Credentials Using a Custom Authentication Scheme
Changes the method that Identity Manager uses to collect credentials for users who try to access a Identity Manager
environment.

• Import Data Definitions into the Policy Store
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Allows you to control user access to application functions.
• Configure Access Roles

Provides access to functions in an application.
• Configure the LogOff URL

Prevents unauthorized access to a Identity Manager environment by enforcing a full logout.
• Update an Alias in CA SSO Realms

Updates the realms that protect a Identity Manager environment when you change the alias of the environment.
• CA SSO Passwords

Lets you change the password for the administrator account that Identity Manager uses to communicate with CA SSO,
and the shared secret for the CA SSO agent that protects a Identity Manager environment.

• Use Different Directories for Authentication and Authorization
Enables administrators who have profiles in one directory to manage users in a different directory.

• Improve the Performance of LDAP Directory Operations
Increases the throughput of Identity Manager requests to the user store by configuring CA SSO to open multiple
connections to the same directory.

Collect User Credentials Using a Custom Authentication Scheme
CA SSO uses an authentication scheme to collect user credentials and determine identity of a user at login time. Once a
user is identified, Identity Manager generates a personalized User Console that is based on the privileges of the user.

You can implement any CA SSO authentication scheme to protect a Identity Manager Environment.

For example, you can implement an HTML Forms Authentication Scheme, which collects credentials in an HTML form.
Using an HTML form lets you create a login page that may include branding elements, such as a company logo, and links
to the self-registration and forgotten password pages.

NOTE
For information about authentication schemes, see the CA SSO Policy Server Configuration documentation.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces:
– For CA SSO Web Access Manager r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust CA SSO 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

2. Create an authentication scheme as described in the  CA SSO Policy Server Configuration documentation.
 

3. Modify the realm that protects the appropriate Identity Manager Environment to use the authentication scheme you
created in Step 1.
The realm name has the format: Identity Manager-environment_ims_realm
 Note: If you configured support for public tasks, you see an extra realm, Identity Manager-environment_pub_realm.
This realm uses an anonymous authentication scheme to enable unknown users to use the self-registration and
forgotten password features without supplying credentials. Do not modify the authentication schemes for these realms.
 

Import Data Definitions into the Policy Store
You can control the access of a user to application functions using CA SSO policies. The Policy Server installation
includes the required data definitions to allow this control. You import the IdmSmObjects.xdd file from this location:

siteminder_home\xps\dd

siteminder_home is the Policy Server installation path.

Use the following command from the Policy Server:
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C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\siteminder\xps\dd>XPSDDInstall IdmSmObjects.xdd

Configure Access Roles
Access roles enable centralized management of user privileges in external applications that CA SSO has secured. Identity
Manager administrators can create and assign roles in the Identity Manager User Console that determine access to users
to applications outside of Identity Manager. For example, a Role Administrator may create roles in the User Console that
control access to a finance application and may grant the ability to assign the roles to the Help Desk administrator. The
Help Desk administrator can assign or revoke that role through the User Console.

This page contains the following topics:

Access roles are enabled through integration with CA SSO. CA SSO associates roles with policies to determine which
users can access a protected resource and to deliver user-specific roles and task information to protected resources.

Access roles require configuration in Identity Manager and CA SSO. Two administrators are involved:

• The Identity Manager administrator creates access roles and tasks in Identity Manager. The default System Manager
and Access Role Manager roles include these tasks.

• The CA SSO administrator manages System and Domain objects in CA CA SSO. The CA SSO administrator must
have System scope.
Note: For more information, see  Policy Server Configuration .

The following procedure outlines the steps to create an access role. Review these steps before configuring access roles
for use with CA SSO.

1. A Identity Manager administrator completes the following tasks:
a. Enables access roles and tasks for use with CA SSO.
b. Creates access tasks.
c. Creates an access role.
d. Communicates role and task information to the CA SSO administrator for creating CA SSO role-based access

control policies.
2. The CA SSO administrator creates a role-based access control policy by completing the following steps:

a. Assigning a user directory that is associated with one or more Identity Manager environments to a Policy Domain.
b. Associating one or more Identity Manager environments with the Policy Domain in step 1.
c. Creating realms and rules in the Policy Domain (if they do not exist). The realms and rules must correspond to the

resources to which the access roles grants access.
d. Creating policies and binding them to roles from the Identity Manager environment.
e. (optional) Specifying responses which deliver entitlement information to the protected resources.
Note: For more information, see  Policy Server Configuration .

Enable Access Roles for Use with CA SSO

To use access roles with CA SSO, Identity Manager mirrors all objects in the Identity Manager object store that are related
to the access roles in the CA SSO policy store. To enable access roles for use with CA SSO, configure a property in the
Identity Manager Management Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Management Console.
2. Select Environment, Your Environment, Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
3. Add a property by providing the following information:

– In the Property field, enter the following text:
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EnableSMRBAC
– In the Value field, enter the following text:

true
4. Click Add. Then, click Save.

A message appears indicating that the environment to restart.
5. Click Restart Environment.

Identity Manager now supports access roles and tasks for use with CA CA SSO.

Once you enable access roles for use with CA SSO, note the following points:

• If you used access roles in Identity Manager r8x, perform an extra migration step to manage those access roles in the
current version of Identity Manager. For more information, see the  Upgrade documentation.

• To disable support for access roles in CA SSO, delete the Identity Manager access role and task objects from the CA
SSO policy store. Then, remove the EnableSMRBAC Property from the Miscellaneous Properties list and restart the
environment.

Add Access Task to Admin Role

By default, the Access tasks tasks do not appear under Roles and Tasks tab. You need to add the Access tasks to Admin
role of the logged in user.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to a Identity Manager account with a role that includes a task for creating access roles.
2. Click Roles and Tasks, Modify Admin Role.
3. Select the Admin role of logged in user.
4. Click Tasks tab, Filter by Category field, Select Roles and Tasks from the drop-down.
5. Select Create Access Task from Add Task dropdown.
6. Click Submit.

Create an Access Task

An access task is a single action that a user can perform in a business application, such as generating a purchase order
in a finance application. Users can perform that action when they are assigned an access role that includes the access
task.

WARNING
To create an Access task, you need to add the Access tasks to Admin role of the logged in user.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Roles and Tasks, Access Tasks, Create Access Task.
2. Select one of the following options:

– Create an access task
– Create a copy of an access task.

3. Complete these fields:
– Name

A unique name that you can assign to the task, such as Generate Purchase Order.
– Tag

A unique tag for the task. The tag must start with a letter or an underscore character containing letters, numbers, or
underscores only.

– Description
An optional note about the purpose of the task.

– Application ID
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An identifier for an application such as the application name associated with the task. The application ID cannot
contain any spaces or nonalphanumeric characters.
Make note of this ID; you need it when you enable the role in CA SSO.

4. To complete the access task, click Submit.

Create an Access Role

An access role contains access tasks, which provide access to functions in an application. For example, a role may
contain tasks that enable role members to place an order in a purchasing application and update quantities in an inventory
control application.

You complete the following steps to create an access role:

1. Begin access role creation.
2. Define basic properties for the access role in the Profile tab.
3. Select access tasks for the role.
4. Define member policies for the role.
5. Define admin policies for the role.
6. Define owner rules for the role.

Begin Access Role Creation

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to a Identity Manager account with a role that includes a task for creating access roles.
2. Click Access Roles, Create Access Role.

Choose the option to create a role or a copy of role. If you select Copy, search for the role.
3. Continue with next section, Define the Profile of an Access Role.

Define the Profile of an Access Role

Follow these steps:

1. Enter a name, description, and complete any custom attributes defined for the role.
Note: You can specify custom attributes on the Profile tab that specify additional information about access roles. You
can use this additional information to facilitate role searches in environments that include a significant number of roles.

2. Select Enabled if you are ready to make the role available for use when you create it.
3. Continue with the next section, Define Member Policies for an Access Role.

Select Access Tasks for the Role

On the Tasks tab:

1. Select the tasks to include in this role. First, select the applications, then the task. You can include tasks from different
applications:
Note: If another role has the tasks you need, click Copy Tasks from another role. You can edit the list that appears.
In creating a role or task, you see icons for adding, editing, and removing items:
a. Go forward or select the current item to view or edit it.
b. If JavaScript is disabled, press the forward button to select from a drop-down list.
c. Go back or undo a previous selection.
d. Insert an element, such as a task or rule.
e. Delete the current task or, in a rule, the expression that follows.
f. Move up the current item in the list.
g. Move the current item down in the list.

2. Continue with the next section, Define Admin Policies for an Access Role.

Define Member Policies for an Access Role
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A member policy defines a member rule and scope rules for a role. You can define several member policies for one role.
For each policy, users who meet the condition in the member rule has the scope for using the role that is defined in the
policy.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Members tab.
2. Select Add to define the member policies.
3. (Optional) On the Member Policy page, optionally define a member rule who must be able to use this role.

Defining a member rule automatically assigns the role to users who match the criteria in the member policy.

NOTE
Define member policies that use only directory attributes, for example: title=Manager. If you define member
policies referencing to those objects not stored in the user directory such as admin roles, CA SSO cannot
resolve the reference.

4. Verify that the Member Policy appears on the Members tab.
To edit a policy, click the arrow symbol on the left. To remove it, click the minus sign icon.

5. On the Members tab, enable the Administrators can add and remove members of this role check box.
Once you enable this feature, you define the Add Action and Remove Action. These actions define what happens
when a user is added or removed as a member of the role.

Define Admin Policies for an Access Role

An admin policy defines admin rules, scope rules, and administrator privileges for a role. You can define several admin
policies for a role. 

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Administrators tab for the access role.
2. If you want to make the Manage Administrators option available, enable the Administrators can add and remove

administrators of this role check box.
Once you enable this feature, define the actions for when a user is added or removed as an administrator of the role.

3. On the Administrators tab, add admin policies that include admin and scope rules and administrator privileges. Each
policy needs at least one privilege (Manage Members or Manage Administrators).
You can add several admin policies with different rules and different privileges for administrators who meet the rule.
Note: Define admin policies that use only directory attributes, for example: title=Manager. If you define member
policies referencing to those objects not stored in the user directory such as admin roles, CA SSO cannot resolve the
reference.

4. To edit a policy, click the arrow symbol on the left. To remove it, click the minus sign icon.
5. Continue with the next section, Define Owner Rules for an Access Role.

Define Owner Rules for an Access Role

An owner rule defines who can modify a role. You can define several owner rules for a role.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Owners tab for the access role.
2. Define owner rules, which determine which users can modify the role.

Note: Define owner rules that use only directory attributes, for example: title=Manager. If you define owner rules
referencing to those objects not stored in the user directory such as admin roles, CA SSO cannot resolve the
reference.

3. Click Submit.
A message appears to indicate that the task has been submitted. A momentary delay may occur before a user can use
the role.
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Access Roles in CA SSO

To configure roles-based access control to protect resources, the CA SSO administrator associates a Identity Manager
environment with a Policy Domain in the Policy Server User Interface. The administrator creates a policy to protect an
application and associates a role or roles with that policy. Users who have an associated role can access the protected
application.

A CA SSO administrator binds roles to security policies that define how users interact with resources. Policies link with the
following objects:

• Users and User Groups: Identify a set of policy affected users.
• Roles: Identify users who have been assigned a set of privileges in Identity Manager.
• Rules: Identify a resource and actions that are allowed or denied for the resource. The resource is typically a URL,

application, or script.
• Responses: Determine a reaction to a rule. When a rule fires, responses are returned to the CA SSO Agent.

Identity Manager uses CA SSO responses to deliver specific task and role information to a protected resource.

You can bind CA SSO policies to users, or to roles, or to users and roles. Assume that a user or role member attempts to
access a protected resource. CA SSO uses information in the policy to determine whether to grant access, and to trigger
responses.

The following figure illustrates the relationship of policy objects in a role-based policy.

Figure 74: The image illustrates the relationship of policy objects in a role-based policy.

CA SSO policies are created in policy domains, which logically tie user directories to protected resources. The following
figure illustrates the relationship of policy objects in a role-based policy.

To supply user entitlements to a protected application, the CA SSO administrator pairs a rule with the policy of an
application with a response. The response contains a CA SSO generated response attribute that retrieves entitlement
information from Identity Manager.
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Figure 75: The image shows the relationship of policy objects in a role-based policy.

When CA SSO authorizes a role member for a protected resource, the following events take place:

1. The rule of a policy executes in CA SSO, triggering the paired response.
2. The Policy Server obtains entitlement information from Identity Manager to include in a response.
3. The Policy Server passes the response attribute to the Web Agent.
4. The Web Agent makes the entitlement information available to the application as an HTTP header variable or a

cookie.

CA SSO Generated Response Attributes

Identity Manager passes entitlement information to applications through CA SSO Web Agent responses. These responses
contain HTTP header variables in response attributes, which the application can use to determine access privileges of a
user. Responses are included in CA SSO policies, which determine how users interact with a protected resource.

CA SSO administrators can configure a response that includes two types of response attributes to pass information to an
application:

• SM_USER_APPLICATION_ROLES[:application id]: Returns a list of roles that are assigned to a user.
• SM_USER_APPLICATION_TASKS[:application id]: Returns a list of tasks a user can perform based on roles that are

assigned.

The application ID limits the requested set of roles and tasks to a specific application. For example, if you create the
following response attribute:

SM_USER_APPLICATION_ROLES:Finance_application

CA SSO returns the roles that have tasks in the Finance application to the Web Agent, which then passes the information
to the Finance application.

Note: The application id you supply must match an��application id you supplied when you used Create Access Task in
Identity Manager. If the task is not yet created, you can choose any name for the application ID but it cannot contain any
spaces or non-alphanumeric characters.
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You can specify multiple application IDs in a comma-delimited list to return the set of roles and tasks from multiple
applications in a single response attribute. For example, to return the list of roles that a user has in the Finance and
Purchasing applications specify in the following way:

SM_USER_APPLICATION_ROLES:Finance, Purchasing

How to Enable Access Roles in CA SSO

The following steps assume that CA SSO already protects the application to which the access role grants access. For
instance, assume that you are creating an access role for an application that CA SSO does not protect yet. In such case,
see the Policy Server Configuration documentation.

Note: To configure access roles in CA SSO, use the Policy Server User Interface, an applet - based application,
instead of the CA SSO Administrative UI. In CA SSO 12, this applet is named as CA SSO Federation Security Services
Administrative UI (FSS Administrative UI). You can install the FSS Administrative UI using the Policy Server installer.

To enable access roles in CA SSO, complete the following high-level steps:

1. In the Policy Server User Interface, associate a user directory and a CA Identity Manager environment with a Policy
Domain.

2. In the Policy Domain, create realms and rules (if they do not exist) corresponding to the resources to which the access
role grants access.

3. Create a response to pass entitlement information to the resource.
4. Create a policy and associate it with the following objects:

– The access role
– The realms and rules you created in step 2.
– The responses that are created in step 3.
Note: For information about creating policies, see the Policy Server Configuration documentation.

Add Environments to a Policy Domain

To enable CA SSO to support access roles, you associate a Identity Manager environment with a user directory and a
policy domain in CA SSO.

Note: Add the user store that is associated with the Identity Manager environment to the policy domain before you can
add the Identity Manager environment to the policy domain.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Policy Domain dialog in the Policy Server User Interface, add the user store that is associated with the Identity
Manager environment with a policy domain as follows:
a. Select the User Directories tab.
b. From the drop-down list box at the bottom of the tab, select the user directory to include in the policy domain.
c. Click the Add button.

The Policy Server User Interface adds the directory to the list displayed in the User Directories tab.
d. Click Apply.

2. Add the Identity Manager environment to the policy domain as follows:
a. Select the Identity Manager Environments tab.
b. Select the Identity Manager Environment that you want to associate with the policy domain from the drop-down list,

at the bottom of the tab.
c. Click Add.

The Policy Server User Interface adds your selection to the list of Identity Manager environments at the top of the
tab.

3. Click OK to save your selections and close the dialog.
The Identity Manager environments that you selected are available when you create policies.

Create a CA SSO Response
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Policy Server User Interface.
2. Depending on your administrative privileges, do one of the following tasks:

– If you have the Manage System and Domain Objects privilege:
a. In the Object pane, click the Domains tab.
b. Select the policy domain to which you want to add a response.

– If you have the Manage Domain Objects privilege, select the policy domain to add a response in the Object pane.
3. From the menu bar, select Edit, <domain name>, Create Response.

The CA SSO Response dialog opens (see Response Dialog).
4. Enter a name and description for the new response.
5. In the Agent Type group box, select the CA SSO radio button.
6. Select the Web Agent option from the drop-down list in the Agent Type group box and click Apply to save your

changes.
7. Click Create.

The CA SSO Response Attribute Editor dialog opens.
8. From the Attribute drop-down list, select the WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable response attribute.
9. In the Attribute Setup tab, select the User Attribute radio button.
10. In the Variable field, enter the name of the variable that passes to the application.

For example, if you specify the variable TASKS, the following header is returned to the application:
HTTP_TASKS

11. In the Attribute Name field, specify the response attribute as follows:
– SM_USER_APPLICATION_ROLES[:application id1, application_id2, ...application_idn]--Returns a list of roles that

are assigned to a user.
– SM_USER_APPLICATION_TASKS[:application id1, application_id2, ...application_idn]
SiteMinder-Generated Response Attributes provide more information.

12. Click OK to save your changes and return to the CA SSO Administration window.

Add Roles to the CA SSO Policy

When a user is assigned to an appropriate access role accessing a protected resource, the CA SSO Policy Server verifies
access roles assignment to the user. Upon verification, it fires the rules included in the policy to check whether the user is
allowed to access the resource or not.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA SSO Policy dialog, click the Users tab.
The Users tab contains tabs for each user directory and Identity Manager environment included in the policy domain.

2. Select the Identity Manager environment that contains the roles you want to add to the policy.
3. Click the Add/Remove button.

The CA SSO Policy Identity Manager Role dialog opens.
4. To add roles to the policy, select an entry from the Available Members list and move it to the Current Members list.
5. Click OK to save your changes and return to the CA SSO Policy dialog.

Exclude Roles in a Policy

In addition to using access roles to grant access to applications, you can also use access roles to prevent members of
access roles from accessing an application. To prevent access role members from accessing an application, you exclude
the roles from CA SSO policies. When a user who has been assigned the excluded access role in Identity Manager tries
to access a protected resource, the Policy Server verifies exclusion of the Identity Manager role to the assigned user.
Upon verification, it blocks access to the resource.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA SSO Policy dialog, click the Users tab.
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The Users tab contains tabs for each user directory and Identity Manager environment included in the policy domain.
2. Click the Identity Manager environment that contains the roles you want to exclude from your policy.
3. Click the Add/Remove button.

The CA SSO Policy Identity Manager Role dialog opens.
4. To add roles to the policy, select an entry from the Available Members list and click on the Left Arrow button, which

points to the Current Members list.
The opposite procedure removes roles from the Current Members list.

5. In the Current Members list, select the roles to exclude, and click the Exclude button that is located under the list.
A red circle with a slash appears to the left of the excluded roles.

6. Click OK to save your changes and return to the CA SSO Policy dialog.

Configure the LogOff URI
To protect a Identity Manager environment, configure the CA SSO Web Agent that protects the environment to terminate a
user session after the user logs off Identity Manager.

The Web Agent terminates a user session by deleting the CA SSO session and authentication cookies from the Web
browser and instructs the Policy Server to remove any session information.

To terminate the CA SSO session, configure logout functionality in the LogOffURI field in the Agent Configuration Object
for the CA SSO agent that protects the Identity Manager environment.

 Notes: 

• A CA SSO agent has one LogOff URI. All applications protected by the agent use the same logout page.
• When you configure custom logout pages in the Management Console as described in Configure Custom Logout

Pages, Identity Manager sends the logout request to the custom logout page and the LogOff URI. However, Identity
Manager displays only the custom logout page to the user.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces:
– For CA CA SSO r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust CA SSO 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface. 

2. Modify the #LogOffUri property in the Agent Configuration Object for the agent that protects the Identity
Manager environment as follows:
– Remove the pound sign (#)
– In the Value field, specify the following URI:

/iam/im/logout.jsp
 Note: You select an Agent Configuration Object when you install the Web Agent. For more information, see  CA SSO
Web Access Manager Policy Server documentation. 

3. Save the changes.
4. Restart the Web server.

Aliases in CA SSO Realms
An alias is a unique string that is added to the URL for accessing a Identity Manager environment. For example, when the
alias of an environment is employees, the URL for accessing that environment is as follows:

http://myserver.mycompany.org/iam/im/employees

myserver.mycompany.org

Defines the fully qualified domain name of the server where Identity Manager is installed.
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You specify at least one alias when you create a Identity Manager environment in the Management Console. You may
also specify a public alias.

CA SSO uses the environment name to name the objects that protect the environment. For example, when you specify
the name employees, CA SSO creates objects that are named employeesobject_type.

Where, object_type defines the CA SSO object, such as employees_ims_realm.

The following illustration shows two objects that CA SSO creates:

Update an Alias in CA SSO Realms

If you modify the protected or public alias in the Management Console, Identity Manager tries to update the alias names
in the Policy Server. If Identity Manager cannot update the names, you can manually update them in one of the following
interfaces:

• For CA SSO Web Access Manager r12 or higher, use the Administrative UI.
• For CA eTrust SiteMinder 6.0 SP5, use the Policy Server User Interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the realms for the Identity Manager Environment.
These realms are created automatically (with other required CA SSO objects) when Identity Manager integrates with
CA SSO.
The realms use the following naming convention:
– Identity Manager-environment_ims_realm -- Protects the User Console.
– Identity Manager-environment_pub_realm -- Enables support for public tasks, such as self-registration and

forgotten password tasks. This realm appears only if you have configured a public alias.
Note: If you are using the Policy Server User Interface to modify the realm, locate the policy domain (Identity
Manager-environmentDomain) for the Identity Manager environment first. The realms are located under the
domain.

2. Modify the resource for the realm as follows:
/iam/im/new_alias
Do not remove the /iam/im/ that precedes the alias in the resource filter.

3. Save the changes.

Note: Modify Identity Manager Properties provide instructions on changing the alias in the Management Console.

Modify CA SSO Password or Shared Secret
When you install the Identity Manager Extensions to the Policy Server, supply the password for the CA SSO administrator
account that Identity Manageruses to communicate with the Policy Server.

You can change the password; however, the password must be encrypted. To encrypt a password, use the password tool
which is provided with Identity Manager.

Note: Ensure that the JAVA_HOME variable is defined for your environment before you change the CA SSO password.

Follow these steps:

1. Encrypt the password as follows:
a. From the command line, navigate to admin_tools\PasswordTool, where admin_tools is the installed location of the

Administrative Tools, as in the following examples:
• Windows:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\PasswordTool

• UNIX:
/opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools/PasswordTool
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b. Type the following command:
pwdtools new_password
In this command, new_password is the password to encrypt.
Note: For information about options for the pwdtools utility, enter the following command:
pwdtools help

c. Copy the encrypted password.
2. Complete the relevant step as follows:

– If Identity Manager is running on a WebLogic application server, do the following tasks:
a. In the WebLogic console, edit the WebLogic resource adapter in the policyserver_rar connector descriptor.
b. Add the encrypted password as the value of the Password property.

– If Identity Manager is running on a JBoss application server, do the following tasks:
a. Open ra.xml from the following location:

 <jboss_home>\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\policyserver_rar\META-INF

b. Add the encrypted password as the value of the Password config-property.
– If Identity Manager is running on a WebSphere application server, complete the following tasks:

a. In the WebSphere console, open ra.xml.
b. Add the encrypted password as the value of the Password config-property.

3. Restart the application server.

Configure an Environment to Use Different Directories for Authentication and Authorization
An administrator may need to manage users whose profiles exist in a different user store from the one that is used for
authenticating the administrator. In other words, when logging in to the Identity Manager Environment, the administrator
must be authenticated using one directory and authorized to manage users in a second directory, as shown in the
following illustration:

Figure 76: Administrators logging in to the Environment must be authenticated using one directory and
authorized to manage users in a second directory.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces:
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– For CA SSO Web Access Manager r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust CA SSO 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

2. Create two user directories.
One directory references the authentication data (administrator profiles); the other directory references the
authorization data (user profiles).

3. In the Management Console, create a Identity Manager Environment.
Select the authorization directory as the Identity Manager directory.

4. In the interface for the version of CA SSO used, add the authentication directory to the domain for the Identity
Manager Environment that you created in the previous step.
The domain and other objects that are required for CA SSO are created automatically when you create an
Environment and CA SSO integrates with Identity Manager.
The domain uses the following naming convention:
Identity Manager-environmentDomain

5. Make sure that this directory appears first in the list of directories that are associated with the domain.
6. Locate the Identity Manager-environment_ims_realm.
7. Map the authorization directory to the authentication directory in the Advanced section of the realm definition.
8. Locate the following Identity Manager-environmentresponse_ims response.
9. Add response attributes to the responses as follows:

Field Value

Attribute Web-Agent-HTTP-Header-Variable

Attribute Kind user attribute

Variable Name sm_userdn

Attribute Name SM_USERNAME
10. Save the changes.

Identity Manager now uses different directories for authentication and authorization.

Improve the Performance of LDAP Directory Operations
Directory operations may take longer to process because all Identity Manager requests for the LDAP user directory are
routed through a fixed set of connections.

To increase the throughput of Identity Manager requests to the user directory, configure CA SSO to open multiple
connections to the same directory. To do this procedure, add the LDAP server multiple times in the LDAP Directory
Failover and Load Balancing Setup dialog in the Policy Server user interface.

The number of times to enter the LDAP server (and the number of connections to create) depends on the load on Identity
Manager.

Troubleshooting SSO
The following topics describe common errors and issues that you may encounter. Where at all possible, a resolution has
been paired with the error or an issue to assist you with your integration.

Error While Creating a Domain in CA SSO Admin User Interface

Symptom:

Post integration of Identity Manager and CA SSO, I get the following error when I try to create a domain from the CA SSO
Admin User Interface:
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 Failed to execute CreateDomainEvent. ERROR MESSAGE: SmApiWrappedException:Class CA.SM::Domain does not have

 attribute CA.SM::Domain.IMSEnvironmentsLink

 

Solution:

1. Ensure that you have imported the IdmSmObjects.xdd objects.
See, Import Data Definitions into the Policy Store.

2. Restart CA SSO Policy Server and CA SSO Admin User Interface services.

Missing Windows DLL

Symptom:

Missing Windows DLL (MSVCP71.dll)

We observed that after the CA SSO connection was enabled, JBoss threw a java error complaining about a missing DLL
(MSVCP71.dll).

NOTE
This error may not appear if JBoss is running as a service. If at all possible, test your configuration without
running JBoss as a service.

Solution:

Follow these steps:

1. Locate MSVCP71.dll on the CA SSO Policy Server, if it is running on Windows.
2. Copy this DLL (MSVCP71.dll) into the \Windows\system32 folder.
3. After you place this file in the correct location, register it with the OS.
4. From the Command Prompt, run the regsvr32 command. As long as the file is loaded, you must be OK.
5. Restart the application server.

Incorrect CA SSO Policy Server Location

Symptom:

Incorrect CA SSO Policy Server Location.

Solution:

An incorrect location is referenced in ra.xml. The error, "Cannot connect to Policy Server: xxx" appears.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify the hostname that is provided in ra.xml.

2. In the ConnectionURL property, specify your CA SSO Policy Server hostname. Use an FQN (Fully Qualified Name).

Incorrect Admin Name

Symptom:
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Incorrect Admin Name

Solution:

An incorrect admin is referenced in ra.xml. The error "Unknown administrator" appears.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the UserName property in ra.xml.

2. In the UserName property, specify the account that is used to communicate with CA CA SSO. For example, use the
CA SSO account (default value).

Incorrect Admin Secret

Symptom:

Incorrect Admin Secret

Solution:

An incorrect admin secret is used in ra.xml. The error, "Cannot connect to the Policy Server: Invalid credentials" appears.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the AdminSecret property in ra.xml
.

2. In the AdminSecret property, specify the encrypted password for the username that is referenced in the UserName
property.

Incorrect Agent Name

Symptom:

Incorrect Agent Name

Solution:
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An incorrect agent name is used in ra.xml. The error, "Cannot connect to the Policy Server: Failed to init Agent API: -1"
appears.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the AgentName property in ra.xml.

2. Specify the 4.X agent name that you created during the third step of the CA SSO configurations.

Incorrect Agent Secret

Symptom:

Incorrect Agent Secret

Solution:

An incorrect agent secret is used in ra.xml. The error "Cannot connect to the Policy Server: Failed to init Agent API: -1"
appears with a preceding crypto handler error.

Follow these steps:

1. Check the AgentSecret property in ra.xml.

2. Specify the encrypted password that was used when creating that agent.

No User Context in Identity Manager

Symptom:

No User Context in Identity Manager.

If a user tries to access Identity Manager without an SMSESSION cookie, Identity Manager cannot authenticate the user.
In this case, you can expect to see can emptyIdentity Manager UI.

If you have Workflow that is enabled for your environment, expect to see a failure much like this.
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Solution:

A few things can cause this, but it is usually one of the following:

• You have directly accessed Identity Manager.
• The CA SSO agent at the proxy is disabled (that is, nothing is protected - The SMSESSION Cookie is not being

created).
• The CA SSO Domain for the Identity Manager environment is misconfigured.

The first two causes are straight forward. Ensure that you route through the web server with the fully functional web agent
enabled. If however you are going through the web server and the agent is enabled, then you must modify the Domain.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA SSO Administrative UI.
2. Locate your Identity Manager Domain and click through the layers to modify it. Click the Realm Tab and then the first

realm in the list.
3. The default location of the forward slash is under the realm. Delete it.
4. Click the Rule under this Realm.

The default effective resource for the rule is an asterisk "*".
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5. Add the forward slash "/" in front of the asterisk.
You have moved the forward slash from the realm to the rule. The protection is the same, but CA SSO treats it
differently.
You can successfully log in to Identity Manager through CA SSO. To validate proper protection, review your CA SSO
agent logs.

Error Loading Environments

Symptom:

When importing an environment back into Identity Manager after integrating with CA SSO, an error appears about
attribute "requireadminpassword" and the element "WebService".

Note: This issue can also occur when CA SSO is not part of the deployment.

Solution:

This error allows partial deployment of the environment. The partial deployment can create empty elements in the Identity
Manager object store. Correct one of the environment XMLs and reimport.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the archived ZIP file, and explore it.
2. Create a copy of the XXX_environment_settings.xml.
3. Edit this file and locate the "WebService" element.
4. Delete the tag "requireadminpassword="false."

Note: Remove the tag and the value. Do not remove only the value.
5. Save your changes and place the file back into the ZIP file.
6. Reimport the archived environment zip file.

You do not have to delete the environment that was created from the failed attempt. Reimporting a corrected file fixes
the errors from the failed attempt.

Cannot Create a CA Identity Manager Directory or Environment

Symptom:
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Cannot create an Identity Manager directory or environment, when CA SSO integration is enabled.

Solution:

This issue can be caused by a missing entry in the registry.

Verify that the following registry setting exists on the CA SSO Policy Server:

• Solaris or Linux:
Verify that the following entry exists in sm.registry:
ImsInstalled=8.0; REG_SZ

• Windows:
Verify that setting "ImsInstalled=8.0; REG_SZ" exists in the following location:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion

Notes:

• If the registry path \Netegrity\SiteMinder\CurrentVersion does not exist, create it manually.
• If you change the registry, be sure to restart the Policy Server for the changes to take effect.
• Before you modify the registry, perform a full system backup.

User Cannot Log In

Symptom:

A new user cannot log in to an environment with a clear text password.

Solution:

Verify that the following data classification is not included in the password attribute definition in the directory configuration
file (directory.xml):

<DataClassification name="AttributeLevelEncrypt"/>

In environments that include the following components, enabling attribute level encryption prevents users from logging in:

• CA SSO, and
• A relational database

User Console Design
When you create an environment, Identity Manager creates a default User Console that you use to manage the
environment. The User Console includes tasks and admin roles.

• Tasks are actions performed by Identity Manager users. There are two types of tasks:
– Admin tasks, which you use to manage users, organizations, groups, roles, and tasks.
– External tasks, which perform functions in business applications, such as passing the user attributes to a reporting

application
• Admin roles associate users and privileges to Identity Manager or other applications. Roles are made up of tasks. A

user who has a role can perform its tasks. Users may have multiple roles. For example, a user may have the roles
accountant and employee.
Admin roles are made up of admin tasks.

Default User Console
The tasks that you see when you log into Identity Manager environment depend on your admin roles. In the following
example, the user Jane Green has the User Manager role. She sees categories for the admin tasks that are available for
User Managers.
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In this example, Bill Jergen has the Role Manager role. When he logs in to the User Console, he sees a different set of
categories that include the tasks that he can use.

This page displays information for the following screen elements:

Tasks, Tabs, and Screens

An admin task is an administrative function performed by Identity Manager users. It is comprised of tabs, which logically
group a set of fields or functionality. For example, the default Modify User task includes the following tabs:
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• Profile
• Access Roles
• Admin Roles
• Provisioning Roles
• Groups

When administrators use this task, they select the appropriate tab to enter profile information, manage roles, or manage
group membership.

A tab may be associated with multiple tasks.

The following example shows an admin task with multiple tabs.

Tabs may be associated with a configurable screen, which determines the appearance and content of the tab. To change
a default tab, you can modify the screen that is associated with the tab, or create a new screen.

A screen may be associated with multiple tabs.

List of Default Tabs

Identity Manager includes the following default tabs for admin tasks.

• Access Role Administrators
Lets you add, view, or remove administrators of the current access role.

• Access Role Membership
Lets you add, view, or remove members of the current access role.

• Access Role Profile
Defines the profile for access roles.

• Access Role Tasks
Lets you view a role’s access tasks, or add or remove access tasks. You can select access tasks from different
applications.

• Access Roles
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Lets you view, add, or remove the roles for the selected user and view that user’s privileges.
• Access Task Profile

Defines the profile for access tasks.
• Accounts

Lists accounts in managed endpoints for users who have been assigned provisioning roles. Typically, this tab is added
to tasks that allow you to view or modify a user.

• Account Templates
Lets you add, remove, or view account templates associated with a provisioning role.

• Admin Role Administrators
Lets you add, view, or remove administrators of the current admin role.

• Admin Role Membership
Lets you add, view, or remove members of the current admin role.

• Admin Role Profile
Defines the profile for admin tasks.

• Admin Role Tasks
Lets you view a role’s admin tasks, add or remove admin tasks, and select admin tasks from different categories.

• Admin Roles
Lets you view, add, or remove admin roles for a selected user and view that user’s member and administrator
privileges.

• Admin Task Profile
Defines the Profile tab for admin tasks.

• Administrators
Lets you add, edit, or remove admin policies.

• Approvers
Lists all participants who can approve or reject the work item. It also allows reassignment of the work item.

• Approve Task
Displays information about individual approval tasks in a work list.

• Approve Event
Displays information about individual approval tasks in a work list.

• Certify User
Lets you certify or revoke a user’s roles.

• Currently Matched Policies/Policies Already Applied
Displays the synchronization status for users.

• Events
Lets you select and configure a workflow process for each event that the task initiates.

• Execute Explore and Correlate
Lets you select an explore and correlate definition to execute.

• Execute Explore and Correlate Profile
Displays the containers in an endpoint that you can explore or correlate.

• External Tab (ExternalTab)
Displays the contents of a URL within the tab in a task.

• Fields
Lets you view the fields contained in the task. The fields are the attributes defined on the associated profile screen.

• Group Administrators
Adds or removes administrators of the current group.

• Group Membership
Adds or removes users as group members or adds or removes nested groups to this group.

• Group Profile
Allows you to define or view the profile of the group.

• Groups
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Lets you view, add, or remove the groups for a selected user and view that user’s privileges.
• Identity Policy Set Owners

Lets you add owner rules, which are rules about who can modify the identity policy set.
• Identity Policy Set Profile

Defines the profile of the identity policy set.
• JSP

Displays custom information. See your system administrator for details.
• Manage System or Orphan Accounts

Assigns a global user to a system or orphan account.
• Members

Lets you add, edit, or remove member policies.
• Organization Profile

Lets you create, modify, or view the profile of an organization.
• Owners

Lets you add, edit, or remove owner policies.
• Policies

Creates or modifies an identity policy.
• Profile (AdminTaskProfile)

Lets you define the profile of the admin task.
• Profile (Generic) (ObjectProfile)

Lets you define the profile for any managed object.
• Provisioning Role Administrators

Lets you add, view, or remove administrators of the current provisioning role.
• Provisioning Role Membership

Lets you add, view, or remove members of the current provisioning role.
• Provisioning Role Profile

Defines the profile of the provisioning role.
• Recurrence Tab

Controls the schedule for when the explore and correlate action should occur.
• Scope (TaskScope)

Lets you limit the scope of the task. If the task has no primary object, or if the action is self-modify, self-view, or
approve, the Search tab does not appear.

• Schedule
Lets you automate the execution of a task at a later date.

• Synchronization Summary
Displays the synchronization status for users.

• Tabs (TaskTab)
Lets you select a tab controller, which determines how the tabs in a task are displayed, and view, add or remove the
tabs included in the task.

• User History
Displays a history of all the tasks that are initiated, approved, executed on, and performed by any user.

• Work List
Displays a list of work items (or approval tasks) that appears in the Identity Manager User Console of the participant
authorized to approve the task.

• User Profile
Defines or displays the profile of a user.
This tab includes additional functionality, such as generating separate events for password changes, that is specific to
user objects.
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User Console Customizations
Typically, after creating Identity Manager environment, a system administrator performs some initial configuration to
ensure that the environment addresses existing business needs. Customizing the User Console also improves usability
by creating tasks to match user workflows, increases security by ensuring that users can only access the fields they need,
and improves performance.

You can customize the following elements in the User Console:

• Task navigation -- Determines how administrators access tasks, and how they access different tabs in those tasks.
• Tabs and screens -- Controls the fields that appear on a tab and how those fields are displayed.

The admin tasks in the default User Console are created based on the information in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml), which defines the objects and attributes that Identity Manager manages. For example, the Profile tab
for the default Create User task includes all of the attributes that are defined in the directory.xml file for the user object.
Most users need to manage only a subset of attributes for any object.

• Self-service tasks -- Determines how self-service tasks, such as the Forgotten Password or Forgotten User ID tasks
function.

• Branding -- Displays corporate logos and colors in the User Console.
• Localization -- Displays the User Console in different languages.

Task Navigation
To perform an action in Identity Manager, you select a task and an object on which to perform that task. For example,
when modifying a user profile, the task is Modify User and the object is the user profile that you want to modify.Identity
Manager provides two methods for selecting tasks and objects: task-based and object-based navigation.

Task-based Navigation
In task-based navigation, you select a category and task, and then search for the object to which the task applies.

For example, to modify a user profile, you select the Users category, and then select the Modify User task. You then
search for the user to modify.

Task-based navigation is the default navigation method. Use task-based navigation when users are more likely to perform
a single action on an object.

Object-based Navigation
Object-based navigation is a method that allows users to select an object and view all of the tasks that they can perform
on that object in a pop-up menu. From the menu, the user can select the task that they want to use. Once the task is
complete, users can select another task from the pop-up menu without having to search for the object again.

For example, to modify a user using this method, you select the Users category, then select the Manage Users task. You
search for and select the user that you want to manage. In the search results, you click an icon to see a list of tasks that
you can use to manage the selected user. From that list, you can select Modify User or any other appropriate task.

Consider implementing object-based navigation when users perform multiple actions on a single object.

Identity Manager includes the following default admin tasks that are configured for object-based navigation:
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• Manage Users
• Manage Groups
• Manage Organizations
• Manage Admin Roles / Manage Admin Tasks
• Manage Access Roles
• Manage Provisioning Roles

You can also add pop-up task menus to list and search results screens to enable object-based navigation in existing
tasks. For example, you can add object-based navigation to the Modify Admin Role Members task to display a pop-up
task menu for each role member. Administrators can use the task menus to manage role members without having to
perform a new search for each role member.

Configure Object-based Navigation

Tasks that are configured for object-based navigation include only a search screen. Users search for an object to manage,
and then use pop-up task menus to view all the tasks that they can perform on that object.

When you configure object-based navigation, note the following:

• The action for the admin task on the Profile tab must be Search.
• The admin task cannot contain tabs.
• If you want to configure all admin tasks to use object-based navigation, add Create and Delete buttons to the search

screen to support these operations. The Create and Delete actions are not supported in the popup task menu.

To configure object-task navigation

1. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Modify Admin Task from Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks. Search for and select the admin task to modify.
– Select Create Admin Task from Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks. Then, select Create a copy of an Admin Task and

search for a task to copy.

NOTE
To simplify configuration, consider creating a copy of an existing Manage task, such as Manage User. The
default Manage tasks include the configuration settings required for object-task navigation.

Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure for the task you selected.
2. Configure the settings for the Profile tab as needed. Set the Action for the task to Search.
3. Select the Search tab and click Browse to configure the search screen for the task.

Identity Manager displays a list of search screens that you can apply to this task.
4. Select the search screen that you need.

NOTE
To simplify configuration, consider creating a copy of an existing Manage search screen definition with the
same object type, such as Manage Users Search. The default Manage search screens are configured to
support object-task navigation.

5. Complete the fields in the search screen configuration screen as needed.

NOTE
If you do not want to include separate tasks in the menus for creating an object or deleting multiple objects,
you can configure the search screen to have buttons to launch these tasks. You can then hide those tasks in
the menus.

Task Categories
Task categories allow you to organize tasks to make them easier to locate in the User Console.
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You can specify three task categories:

• Category is the most common way to group tasks. Typically, the category level indicates the type of object to which the
task applies, such as Users.

• Category 2 determines the name of the top-level category. By default, this is Tasks.
• Category 3 provides an additional grouping level, if needed. For example, you may use a category 3 name to group

tasks for contractors.

Within each category, you can control the order in which the items in that category are displayed by specifying a category
order. For example, in the following illustration, the Employee tab has a category order of 3.

NOTE
When a category contains multiple tasks, the category order that is specified in the profile for each task must
be the same. If the category order is different, multiple instances of that category tab will appear. For example,
the Employee category contains two tasks: Create Employee and Modify Employee. If the category order in the
Create Employee task is 3 and the category order in the Modify Employee is 6, the Employee category appears
as two tabs.

Disable Automatic Task Cancellation

In the User Console, when a user selects a new task category tab, Identity Manager cancels the active task in the task
pane. If the user has made changes to the active task, a message is displayed asking the user to confirm the cancelation.
For example, if a user makes changes to information using the Modify User task, and then attempts to access the Home
tab before submitting the Modify User changes, Identity Manager informs the user that the task will be canceled and
prompts the user for confirmation.

You can configure Identity Manager to allow administrators to select a new task category tab without cancelling the active
task or displaying a confirmation message. In this case, selecting the new category tab displays the menu of tasks for that
category in the left navigation pane, but leaves the active task in the task pane. When the user selects a new task, the
active task is cancelled without notification.

To change the default behavior so that Identity Manager does not cancel the task before switching to a new tab, add a
user-defined property in the Management Console.

To change the default behavior

1. Open the Management Console.
2. Select Environments, and then select the environment that you want to modify.

The Environment Properties page opens.
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3. Select Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
4. Enter the following values and click Add:

– Property: ConsoleDisableAutoTaskCancel
– Value: true

5. Click Save.
6. Restart the environment.

Task Flow
In Identity Manager, an admin task consists of one or more tabs that represent a logical grouping of functionality. For
example, the Modify User task may include a Profile tab, Admin Roles tab, and a Groups tab. Task flow determines how
users move from one tab to another while using the admin task.

Identity Manager provides three task flow options:

• Independent tabs -- Users can use the tabs in any order.
• Wizards -- Users are guided through the tabs by a wizard interface.
• Sequences -- Users complete one tab in the task, and then Identity Manager automatically opens the next tab.

The sequence tab flow option supports dynamic page flows using customized logic.

The task flow is determined by the tab controller. You specify the tab controller on the Tabs tab when you create or modify
an admin task.

Configure Independent Task Tabs

The tabs in the default admin tasks are independent of the other tabs in the task. Users can use the tabs in the task in any
order. They do not need to complete each tab before submitting the task.

This tab configuration in the following example uses the standard tab controller.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, select either:
– Roles and Tasks.
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks.
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2. Select Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Search for and select the admin task to modify.

Identity Manager displays the tabs for modifying an admin task.
4. Select the Tabs tab.
5. Select the Stanard Tab Controller from the list box.
6. Click Submit.

Identity Manager saves the changes to the task.

Configure the Task as a Wizard

Using the Wizard tab controller, you can configure a task as a wizard. In this tab configuration, administrators use each
tab in a specified order. When administrators complete one tab, they click the Next button to move to the next tab in the
list. A display at the top of the wizard indicates the progress, and allows that administrator to return to previously visited
screens.

The following example shows a custom task, Create Contractor, displayed as a wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, select either:
– Roles and Tasks.
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks.

2. Select Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Search for and select the admin task to modify.

Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure the task you selected.
4. Select the Tabs tab.
5. Select the Wizard Tab Controller from the list box.
6. Click Submit.

Identity Manager saves the changes to the task.
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Configure a Tab Sequence

When a task is configured as a tab sequence, Identity Manager displays one tab as a single page at a time. Users
complete one tab and then click a custom button or link to move to the next tab.

The sequence of tabs, and the buttons and links that are displayed are determined programmatically by JavaScript that
you write when you configure the sequence tab controller.

In the custom JavaScript, you can specify the appearance and order of tabs based on user input. For example, if a user
selects an option on the first tab, Identity Manager displays one page. If a user selects a different option, a different page
is displayed.

To configure the sequence tab controller

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for and select the admin task to modify.

Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure the task you selected.
3. Select the Tabs tab.
4. Select the Sequence Tab Controller from the list box.
5. Click Submit.

Identity Manager saves the changes to the task.

Sample Javascript for Tab Controllers

Identity Manager includes sample JavaScript files for Tab Display JavaScript and Active Tab JavaScript. 

These files are installed in the samples\WizardSequencerScripts directory where the Administrative tools are installed.

The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

 

Configuring Profile Tabs and Screens
For most tasks, you include a Profile tab, which shows the user the attributes for the primary object of the task. The
primary object is the object to be created, viewed, or modified by the task. For example, in the Modify User task, the
primary object is a user. The Profile tab includes user attributes, such as User ID and Last Name.

Additional Components in a Profile Screen

Options for the Separator Attribute

When you select Separator in the Attribute field of the field properties dialog, you can add additional components to a
profile screen. The Separator attribute has the following style options:

• Binary (for LDAP user directories only)
Allows you to add a binary file, such as a certificate or other document, to the User Profile screen.

• HTML
Displays HTML on a Profile screen.

• History Display
Displays a read-only table containing details of previous history entries in chronological order.
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History entries are annotations that can be added to a submitted task. They can be added as the task moves through
workflow and viewed using the View Submitted Tasks task.

• History Editor
Displays a text box for entering new history entries and an optional button for submitting the new entry.

• Page Section
Allows you to divide the profile screen into multiple sections, which can have a different number of columns than other
page sections on the same screen.
For example, the Page Section style allows you to create a profile screen that has an initial page section with a single
column, and another page section with two columns.

• Picture (for LDAP user directories only)
Allows you to add an image to a User Profile screen.

• Space
Adds a blank space to the screen to visually separate a set of fields.

• Task
Adds a link or button to a different task to the Profile tab.

Add a Binary Attribute or Picture to a Profile Screen

You can configure Identity Manager to include a binary file or display a picture on a user profile screen. For example,
you can configure a user profile screen to allow users to attach a document, such as a certificate, to the profile screen or
display a digital photograph of the user being managed.

NOTE
This functionality is available only for user profile screens. The user store must be an LDAP directory and
the binary attribute or picture must be stored in attribute that is defined in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml).

To add a binary attribute or picture to a Profile screen

1. Modify the profile screen.
2. Select the field below the row where you want to add the picture and click the Add button to add one row with one field

above the row you selected.
Identity Manager adds a new field above the field you selected.

3. Click the Edit icon to edit the new field.
The Field Properties dialog opens.

4. Select the (Separator) attribute in the Attribute Name field.
5. Select one of the following options in the Style field:

– Binary
– Picture
Identity Manager displays new configuration fields in the Field Properties dialog.

6. Complete the following fields as needed:
– Name

The label you want for this field in the profile screen.
– Permission

The privilege level for the field.
Note: If a field is required by the user store, choose a Required setting. Required fields are indicated by a red dot in
the screen.
• Read

An administrator can view but not modify the field.
• Read/Write
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An administrator can see the current value of the field (if one exists), and can enter a value for the field.
• Read/Write Required

A required field, but otherwise functions as the Read/Write setting.
• Write Once

An administrator cannot see the current value of the field (if there is one), but can enter a value.
For example, an administrator can change a user’s password, but cannot view the user’s current password.

• Write Required
A required field, but otherwise functions as the Write setting.

– Label span
The number of columns that the label will span.

– Field span
The number of columns that the field will span (excluding the label)

– CSS Class
The Cascading Style Sheet class that controls the presentation of this field.

NOTE
This field is available for picture attributes only.

– CSS Style
Field properties and style defined using CSS rules.
You can use this field to set the width of a field. For example, to set the width of the field where the picture will
display to 300 pixels, you specify the 300 pixels in the CSS Style field.

NOTE
This field is available for picture attributes only.

7. Binary Attribute Name
Specifies the name of the attribute that stores the image. This attribute must exist in the user store, but should not be
defined in the directory configuration file (directory.xml).

8. Content Type
Specifies the MIME type of image that will be displayed. For example, for a binary file, you may specify application/
octet-stream. For a picture, you may specify image/gif or image/jpg.

9. Alternate Content
Specifies the URI of an alternate image that Identity Manager displays when an image is not available for a certain
user.
Identity Manager includes a default image that is displayed when another image is not available; however, you can use
this field to override the default image.
The default image is located in iam_im.ear\user_console.war\ui\images\user_photo_default.jpg
iam_im.ear is the deployed location of Identity Manager on the application server.
Specify the path to alternate image, which has the same content type as the attribute, relative to user_console.war.

NOTE
This field is only available when you select the Picture style.

10. Click Apply, then click OK to save changes.

Add Page Sections

Page sections visually separate fields in a profile screen by adding a header and applying a different number of columns
to part of a profile screen. The page section layout applies until another page section is defined for the profile screen.

The following sample profile tab shows two page sections.
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To add a page section

1. Modify the profile screen.
2. Select the first field that appears in the page section you are creating and add one row with one field before the

selected field.
Identity Manager adds a new field above the field you selected. This field indicates where the page section starts.

3. Click the right arrow icon to edit the new field.
The Field Properties dialog opens.

4. Select the (Separator) attribute in the Attribute Name field.
5. Select Page Section in the Style field.

Identity Manager adds additional fields to the Field Properties dialog.
6. Specify values for the following fields:

– Columns for Layout
Specifies the number of columns that the page section contains.
After you specify the number of columns, click the right arrow icon to apply the changes. Once the changes are
applied, additional fields appear that enable you to specify the width of each column.

NOTE
Each field includes two columns: one column for the field label, and one column for field values. To
display two fields on a single row, add four columns.

– Table Header
Specifies the text that appears above the page section as a heading.

– Tip Text
Specifies text that appears below the page separator.
You can use this field to provide a description about the page section, or to provide instructions for completing fields
in the page section.

– Enable Hide/Show Buttons
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Determines whether users can choose to hide a page section. When this option is selected, Identity Manager adds
an arrow icon in the table header that allows them to show or hide the page section.

– Hide Initially
Specifies that a page section is hidden by default.
If users can use the page section, select the Enable Hide/Show Buttons option when you select the Hide Initially
option to allow users to show the page section.

– Specify Column Widths
Determines the width of each column in the page section. Each column width is specified as a percentage of the
profile screen.
For example, to add four columns of equal width, you would specify each column width as 25%.

NOTE
The total width of the columns must be 100%.

7. Click OK to save the changes to the field properties.
8. Click Select to choose the screen that you edited or copied.
9. Click OK, then click Submit to save changes to the task.

Add a Nested Task

A nested task is an admin task that can be opened from the Profile tab of another task. Users of the first task open the
nested task by clicking a link or button. For example, you can add a Delete User button to the Modify User task. If the
user account is no longer valid, an administrator can click the Delete User button to remove the account without having to
return to the navigation pane to select a new task.

NOTE
The nested task does not appear if the administrator does not have adequate privileges to access it.

To add a nested task

1. Modify the profile screen.
2. Select the field below the row where you want to add the nested task and click the Add button to add one row with one

field above the row you selected.
Identity Manager adds a new field above the field you selected.

3. Click the Edit icon to edit the new field.
The Field Properties dialog opens.

4. Select the (Separator) attribute in the Attribute Name field.
5. Select Task in the Style field.

Identity Manager displays new configuration fields in the Field Properties dialog.
6. Complete the following fields as needed:

– Field Span
The number of columns that the field will span (excluding the label)

– Default Task
Specifies the task that is added to the existing task.

– Override Task Name
Specifies the name of the task link or button that will appear in the Profile screen for the active task.

– Task link
Determines whether the nested task appears as a link or a button.

– Use current object as task subject
When this option is selected, Identity Identity Manager uses the subject of the active task as the subject of the
task. For example, suppose the Modify User task includes a link to the Delete User task. An administrator uses the
Modify User task to modify John Smith's profile. The administrator decides that John Smith's profile is no longer
necessary, so she uses the Delete User link to open the Delete User task. When the task opens, Identity Manager
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asks the administrator if she wants to delete John Smith's profile. She does not need to search for the profile to
delete.

– Task Behavior
Determines how Identity Manager opens the task.
• Replace active task

Opens a new task before the active task completes. The new task replaces the previous task. When the nested
task completes, users are not returned to the original task.

• Nest task within active task
Submits the new task before the active task completes. When users complete the new task, they are returned to
the original task.

• Nest task within active task and execute when only after the active task completes
Submits the new task after the original task completes. This is called a post-task.

Add Help Text to Profile Screens

You can add text anywhere in a profile screen to provide additional information, such as online help text for a field, to
users.

To add help text to a profile screen

1. Modify the profile screen.
2. Select the field below the row where you want to add the online help text and click the Add button to add one row with

one field above the row you selected.
Identity Manager adds a new field above the field you selected.

3. Click the edit icon to edit the new field.
The Field Properties dialog opens.

4. Select the (Separator) attribute in the Attribute Name field.
5. Select HTML in the Style field.

The HTML field appears.
6. Enter the text that you want to appear in HTML tags, for example:

<h1>Add your online help text here</h1>
7. Click OK.

NOTE
To display custom HTML in a different language, specify a resource key with the following format in the custom
HTML field:

${bundle=ResourceBundle:key=keyID}

ResourceBundle

Identifies the resource bundle that includes the text string mapping for the key ID.

• keyID
Identifies the key ID that maps to the text string to display. The mapping must exist in a resource bundle.

NOTE
For example, the HTML for a localized field should resemble the following:

<p>

${bundle=MyResourceBundle;key=MyResourceKey}

</p>

NOTE
For more information about resource bundles, see the User Console Design Guide.
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Add a History Editor Field

The history editor is a text area which creates new history entries, if this text area contains text when the task is submitted.
The history editor can include an optional submit button, which allows the creation of history entries without submitting the
task.

To add a history editor field to a profile screen

1. Modify a profile screen.
2. Select a field to modify or add a new field.
3. Select (Separator) in the Attribute Name field.

Identity Manager changes the fields that are displayed.
4. Select History Editor in the Style field.
5. In the Label field, enter the name of the history editor field that appears in the profile screen.
6. Enter text that is attached to history log entries which describes the role of the user who created the log entry in the

Stakeholder field.
For example, the following description would appear in the Source column of a history display for a user with an
Approver stakeholder label:
User comment by SalesMgr (John Doe) acting as Approver
This can be a string or a localization key, specified according to Identity Manager localization rules. The stakeholder
type is blank by default, and is optional.

7. Enter the number of rows and columns for the history editor.

NOTE
If you do not specify a value for rows and columns, the history editor does not display properly in the profile
screen.

8. Select one of the following options in the History Level field:
– Task Level -- For approval tasks it is the task belonging to the event being approved. For non-approval tasks, this is

the current task.
– Event Level -- For approval tasks, this is the event being approved. For non-approval tasks, this returns no results.

9. Specify the text that appears on the submission button in the Add Button Label field.
The text can be a string or a localization key, specified according to Identity Manager localization rules. If it is blank
(the default value), then the button label is "Add History Event".

10. Specify the CSS class to use to for the Add button in the Add Button CSS Class field.
These strings will be included in the <input> element in the profile screen, as the contents of the class and style
elements respectively.

11. Specify the CSS class to use to for the Add button in the Add Button CSS Style field.
These strings will be included in the <input> element in the profile screen, as the contents of the ‘style’ and ‘class’
elements respectively.

12. Specify whether the history editor includes its own independent Add button by checking or unchecking the Enable Add
Button field.
If checked, this button submits only the new history entry, not the entire task.

Add a History Display Field

The history display is a list of text entries created using the history editor. The history display can appear on any profile
screen, regardless of subject type. The history display has the following field property settings:

To add a history display field to a profile screen

1. Modify a profile screen.
2. Select a field to modify or add a new field.
3. Select (Separator) in the Attribute Name field.
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Identity Manager changes the fields that are displayed.
4. Select History Display in the Style field.
5. In the Label field, enter the name of the history editor field that appears in the profile screen.
6. In the History Level field, select one of the following options:

– Task Level -- For approval tasks it is the task belonging to the event being approved. For non-approval tasks, this is
the current task.

– Event Level -- For approval tasks, this is the event being approved. For non-approval tasks, this returns no results.
7. In the Show Entry Types field, select one of the following options:

– User Created Entries Only -- Show only runtime entries created using the history editor.
– All Entries -- Show all entries, including those created by workflow or the task controller.

Add Captcha Field

To minimize brute force attacks, you can include Captcha in the profile screen of the Identity Manager user console. The
supported version of Captcha is v2.

To include the supported captcha control in a profile screen, customers must first register the domain of the Identity
Manager Environment URL. Identity Manager supports the Google reCaptcha control. The Google reCaptcha Developers
Site provides a way to both register your domain and receive a set of generated API key pairs. The pairs consist of a site
key and secret key used in the captcha field properties described in the following procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify a Profile Screen
2. Select a field and click Add next to Add rows of fields before each checked row or at end.

Example: Select the User Name field and click Add next to Add rows of fields before each checked row or at end
to add Captcha field before the User Name field.
A new field is added above the field that you selected.

3. Click the Edit (pencil) icon to edit the new field.
4. In the Field Properties screen, configure the following fields:

a. Attribute Name: Select Separator attribute.
b. Style: Select Captcha.
c. Name: Enter a name for Captcha.
d. Label right: Enter text to display on the right side of Captcha.
e. Label span: Enter a number that specifies the number of columns that the label spans.
f. Field span: Enter a number that specifies the number of columns that the field spans (excluding the label).
g. Data Key: Enter the site key that you received on doing host registration for Google recaptca.
h. Secret Key: Enter the secret key that you received on doing host registration for Google recaptca.
i. Themes: Select the Captcha text style.
j. Use Global Proxy: Enable this option to set Captcha through a global proxy. For more information, see Global

Proxy Configuration.
Note: Proxy configuration for Captcha is optional.

5. Click Apply, OK.

NOTE

Troubleshooting!

Symptom:

In the create or modify user screen, on selecting the Google reCAPTCHA option, the following error appears on
the screen:
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Captcha Verification Failed.

The corresponding error in the logs is java.security.cert.CertPathValidatorException:
timestamp check failed.

Solution:

Set the correct date and time zone on the machine where CA Identity Manager server is installed.

Add or Remove Fields
The default profile screens include all attributes for the object in the order used in the directory configuration
(directory.xml). You can add or remove fields, or rearrange the order of fields by using the controls at the bottom of the list
of attributes in the profile screen definition.

To add, remove, or rearrange fields:

1. Modify a profile screen.
2. Select the fields that you want to modify, then select the action to perform.

NOTE
When you edit the field properties on the profile screen, you may find it easier to manipulate rows of multiple
fields.

3. If you select an action that requires a value, select a value as needed.
For example, if you want to move selected rows up by three rows, select 3 from the list box in Move Checked Rows Up
by 1 Row.

4. Click Preview to view the changes you made.
Identity Manager opens a new window and displays the changes you made.

5. Click OK, then click Select to return to the Modify Admin Task task.

Configure Task-Level Validation
You configure task-level validation in the User Console, when defining field properties on a profile task screen.

To configure task-level validation

1. On the profile screen, select the field to be validated and click Field properties.
You define a Profile screen as part of defining tabs for the task.

2. Specify a value in one of the following fields, depending on how the validation rule is to be implemented:
– Validation Expression -- Contains a regular expression that performs the validation.
– Validation Java Class -- Contains the fully qualified name of a Java class that performs the validation--for example:

com.mycompany.MyJavaValidator
Identity Manager expects the class file to be located in the root directory designated for custom Java class files. For
information on deploying Java class files, see the Programming Guide for Java.

– Validation JavaScript -- Contains the complete JavaScript code that performs the validation.
JavaScript code must be provided in this field. With task-level validation, you cannot reference a file containing
JavaScript code.

3. (Optional) Enable Validate On Change, so that the field validation occurs as soon as it is changed.
4. (Optional) For a user, group, or organization, you can use a Validate button on the profile tab. The Validate button

is hidden by default. To make this button visible, clear the Hide Validate button option when you configure the task's
profile tab.
If Validate On Change is enabled on a field and the value of that field changes, the Validate button updates other fields
on the screen.
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NOTE
The Validate button also executes Logical Attribute Handlers that include the validate method. For more
information about Logical Attribute Handlers, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Directory-Level Validation validates fields based on the content of the directory.xml file.

NOTE
For more information on Directory-Level Validation or understanding the default validation included with Identity
Manager, see the Configuration Guide.

Field Properties on a Profile Screen
You select a field to edit its properties. Each field style has different properties, which define the display, permissions, and
defaults for that property.

Note: The option that you select in the Style field determines the properties that are displayed in the Field Properties
screen. You may not see all of the properties described in this list.

You can set the following properties (in alphabetical order) for a field:

• Attribute Name
Specifies the name of the object attribute.

• Available Values Label
Sets the text that appears above the list box, which contains the items that are available for selection in the option
selector.

• Checked Value
Specifies the value of a field when its check box is selected. For example, the checked value for the Enabled field is
true.
The default value is true.
Note: This field is visible when the checkbox style is selected.

• Columns
Specifies the width in characters for the text area.
Note: This field is available only when you select the Text Area style.

• CSS Class
Specifies the Cascading Style Sheet class that controls the presentation of this field.

• CSS Style
Specifies the Cascading Style Sheet rules that control the presentation of this field.
You can use this field to set the width of a field. For example, to set the width of a field with a Drop Down style to 300
pixels, specify width:300px in the CSS Style field:
Note: By default, the width of fields that include a list of values, such as a drop down or multi-selector box, is set to
auto (width:auto). This setting sizes the field to accommodate the largest value in the field. For example, if the largest
value in the City option selector field is San Francisco, the option list is sized to display the entire value.
You can also use the CSS Style field to control other display properties, such as text size and background color.

• Current Values Label
Sets the text that appears above the list box that contains selected items in the object selector.

• Date Display Pattern
Determines the format of dates displayed in a field and in the Date Picker control.

• Date Storage Pattern
Determines how Identity Manager stores dates in user stores.

• Default
Indicates the value that is displayed by default, and that is stored in the profile if no other value is provided. For a
checkbox, enter true to make the default enabled; enter false to make the default disabled.
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Note: Default values apply to Create tasks only. If you set a default value for a field that is used in a Modify or View
task, the default value will not appear in the screen.

• Default JavaScript
Enables you to use JavaScript to set the default value for a field. Using JavaScript, you can set the value dynamically.
For example, you can set a default value based on other attributes.
Use this field for Create tasks only.

• Disable AutoComplete
Disables the AutoComplete feature in Internet Explorer. If this check box is selected, Internet Explorer does not attempt
to provide suggestions for the field values based on previous entries.
For more information on the AutoComplete feature, see the documentation for Internet Explorer.

• Initialization JavaScript
Enables you to use JavaScript to set the default value for a field. Use this field for any task type.
Note: The JavaScript in this field executes after the JavaScript in the Default JavaScript field for Create tasks.

• Field span
Specifies the number of columns that the field spans (excluding the label)

• Field to Match Against
Specifies the field that Identity Manager checks for a matching value. You can use this feature to verify that the value of
two fields on a screen match. This field is typically used to verify that a password or other critical information is entered
correctly. For example, a profile screen can include Password and Confirm Password fields. For the Confirm Password
field, the value of the Field to the Match Against field would be the Password field.
Note: Identity Manager uses a screen-defined logical attribute to verify that the value of two fields on a screen match.
For the Field to Match Against field to appear, the Attribute Name field must be set to (Screen Logical Attribute).

• Label right
Specifies text that appears to the right of the field. You can use the Label right field to provide a description or help text
for fields on a Profile screen.

• Label span
Specifies the number of columns that the label spans.

• Max Length
Sets the maximum number of characters that can be entered for this field.

• Name
Specifies the label that you want for this attribute in the screen.

• Permission
Determines the privilege level for the field.
Note: If a field is required, choose a Required setting. Required fields are indicated by a dot in the screen.

• Preserve non-options
Controls whether Identity Manager preserves existing values for an attribute, if those values are not valid. For example,
a State field includes the options Massachusetts and New York. However, an existing user is from California. If this
option is selected, Identity Manager displays California as if it was a valid option for that user. If this option is not
selected, Identity Manager displays the first option in the list (Massachusetts). If the field is not required, the value is
blank.
– Default

Identity Manager forces the user to select only the valid options.
• Rows

Specifies the number of rows that a text area for user input should include.
For example, you can want to define a text area for the Description field, which allows users to enter four rows of text.
Note: This field is available only when you select the Text Area style.

• Show Time Picker
Displays a calendar control that users can use to select a date and time.

• Show TypingData is displayed as text while typing if the cursor is placed in the field. Data is displayed as asterisks (*)
if the cursor is outside the field.
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Note: This configuration is available only when Style of the field is Password.
• Size

Specifies the size of the field. Enter a number based on the style of field. For text and password, enter the number of
characters. For drop-down, select, multi-select, and multi-text, enter the number of rows.

• Source of Selection Options
Specifies how a field that contains multiple options is populated.
– None

Identity Manager does not use an external source for selection options.
– Select Box Data

Specifies that Identity Manager populates the options in the field using select box data.
– Simple List

Allows you to enter a list of options in a text box. If you select this option, the following field appears:
Selection Options
Enter options on separate rows. If the option has separate display and storage values, enter them as "storage-
value;display-value".

– Depends on the value of another field
Specifies that Identity Manager populates the options in the field based on options in another field on the task
screen. The other field must also be populated using select box data, or also depend on the value of another field.
Dependency on another field is defined in the select box data configuration.

– Javascript
Specifies JavaScript that contains the options for the field. If you select this option, the following field appears:
Selection Options (JavaScript)
This JavaScript must contain a function with the signature "function getOptions(FieldContext)," and return a pipe
delimited string of options. If the option has separate display and storage values, they must be separate by a
semicolon (;).

• Style
Determines the presentation of the field.
Style Options lists styles that you can select for a field.

• Tip Text
Specifies text that describes a field. The text appears on the screen next to the field to which it applies.

• Unchecked Value
Specifies the value of a field when its check box is cleared. For example, the unchecked value for the Enabled field is
false.
The default value is false.
Note: This field is visible when the checkbox style is selected.
– Allow Other Unchecked Values

When unchecked, sets the value of the attribute to false in the user store if the attribute is empty. When checked,
Identity Manager allows the attribute to be empty.
Use this field to automatically set empty attributes to false in the user store.

• Validation Expression
Contains a regular expression that performs task-level validation.

• Validation Java Class
Contains the fully-qualified name of a Java class that performs the validation, for example:
com.mycompany.MyJavaValidator
Identity Manager expects the class file to be located in the root directory designated for custom Java class files.

• Validation JavaScript
Contains the complete JavaScript code that performs the validation.
You can also use this field to specify JavaScript code that dynamically hides/shows and enables/disables particular
fields based on current values of other fields.
Note: You must provide JavaScript code in this field. With task-level validation, you cannot reference a file containing
JavaScript code.
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Field Styles
The Style field enables you to specify how a field is displayed on a Profile screen. You can select the following styles:

NOTE
The list of styles that are available in the Style field depends on the type of field that you are configuring. Some
of these options may not appear in the Style field for the type of field that you are defining.

• Check Box
Adds a check box next to the field name, which enables or disables a setting. For example, use a check box for the
Enable User field. If the check box is selected, the user account is enabled. If the check box is clear, the user account
is disabled.

• Check Box Multi-Select
Adds a check box next to each option for a field. Users can select multiple options from the option list.
Use this field for multivalued attributes only.

• Date Picker
Displays a calendar icon next to a date field, such as Start Date. Administrators click the calendar icon to display a
calendar control where they can select the date they want.

• Drop Down
Allows the user to select a value for the field. Only one value is visible. Users click an arrow to see additional values in
the list.
The user can select a single value from the list.

• Drop Down Combo
Provides the same choice of values displayed by a Drop Down style, but adds a text box where the user can enter a
new value.

• Group Selector
Displays a control for selecting a group.

• Hidden
Retrieves the field’s value from the object, but the field’s label and value are not displayed on the task screen.

• Multi-Select
Displays a list of values for a field.
In a Multi-Select box, the possible values for the field are visible in the list box. Users can select multiple values from
the list.
Use only with multivalued attributes.

• Multi-Text
Allows the user to enter multiple values in a text box.
Use only with multivalued attributes.

• Object Selector
Displays a control for selecting a managed object.
This style is typically used in account management screens.
Use only with multivalued attributes.

• Option Selector
Displays two list boxes, which show the available and current values for the field. The user clicks buttons to add or
remove current values.
Use only with multivalued attributes.

• Option Selector Combo
Displays the two list boxes used for an Option Selector style plus a text box where the user can enter a new value.
Use only with multivalued attributes.

• Organization Selector
Displays a control for selecting an organization.

• Password
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Displays the field’s value as a series of asterisks. For example, the password secret is displayed as ******.
• Radio Button Single Select

Displays a list of values for a field. A radio button appears next to each value.
• String

Displays the field’s value as read only. If no value exists, the field is blank.
• Text

Displays a box where the user can enter a value for the field.
If the field’s permission is read only, the value is displayed as a label.

• Text Area
Displays a box where the user can enter values that are longer than a text field. For example, a description may
require a text area.

• User Selector
Displays a control for selecting a user.

Note: You can specify values, called options, in drop down menus, drop down combo boxes, multi-select boxes, option
selector, option selector combo boxes, and single-select boxes. Users can select one or more options to populate a field
value. How to Populate Field Options provides information about the methods you can use to specify field options.

Date Picker Options

The Date Picker style allows you to add a calendar icon to a field on a Profile screen. Users can click the icon to open a
calendar that they can use to select a date. The selected date is stored in the profile attribute that is associated with the
field. For example, you could add the calendar control to a Start Date field on the Profile tab for a Create Contractor task.
When an administrator selects the first day of the contract, Identity Manager stores that date in the user's profile.

The Date Picker style has the following configuration settings:

• Date Display Pattern (Optional)
Determines the format of dates displayed in a field and in the Date Picker control. Specify the date display pattern
using Java conventions. For example, the following Java expression is displayed as Oct 2011:
MMM yyyy
The Date Display Pattern field appears only when the Date Picker style is selected.
Note the following when specifying date display patterns:
– The date picker control supports a subset of the Java date formats.

The complete list of Java date formats appears in the documentation for Java™ 2 Platform Std. Ed. v1.4.2 at the
Oracle website (http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs). Search for SimpleDateFormat.
The following formats, which are supported in the SimpleDateFormat, are not supported by the date picker control
in Identity Manager:

Symbol Meaning Type Example

G Era Text "GG" -> "AD"

D Day in year (1-365 or 1-364) Number "D" -> "65"
"D" ->"065"

W Week in month (1-5) Number "W" -> "3"

k Hour (1-24) Number "k" -> "3"
"kk" ->"03"

K Hour (0-11 AM/PM) Number "K" -> "15"
"KK"->"15"

S Millisecond (0-999) Number "SSS" -> "007"
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– We do not recommend specifying a date display pattern if the Environment supports multiple locales. If a display

pattern is not specified, the date is displayed in a format appropriate for the locale of the user.
 

• Date Storage Pattern
Determines how the date is stored in the user store. Specify the date pattern using Java conventions. (See the
description of the Date Display Pattern for more information.)

• Tip Text
Specifies text that appears next to the date picker on the profile screen.
You can use this field to provide additional information about the date picker control.

• Show Time Picker
Allows users to specify time in addition to the date when using a calendar control on a Profile screen. The time is
stored in the user store.

• Hide Seconds
Hides the seconds display in the time picker control.

NOTE
The Date Storage Pattern, Show Time Picker, and Time Picker Format fields appear only when the attribute that
you selected does not have the Date, ISODate, or UnicenterDate value type in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml). For more information about value types, see the Configuration Guide.

Object Selector Options

The Object Selector style allows administrators to add search functionality to a field on a profile screen. Users can use
this functionality to search for and select an object to associate with the attribute described in the profile. For example,
an administrator may add an object selector to the Manager field to allow users to search for a new user's manager
in a Create User task. When the user selects a manager and submits the Create User task, Identity Manager stores
information about that manager in the new user's profile.

In most cases, the object selector search allows users to select and store a single value. However, administrators can also
configure the object selector to allow users to search for and select multiple values. In this case, the selected values are
stored in a multi-valued attribute on the object.

Configure an Object Selector

The object selector style adds a Browse button to a field. Users can click the button to search for and select an object to
populate the field.

The object selector can be applied to fields for single value or multivalue attributes.

To Configure an Object Selector

1. Edit a profile screen definition.
2. Add an additional field to the profile screen by using the controls below the list of fields.
3. Click the right arrow icon to open the Field Properties dialog for the attribute that you are adding.
4. Specify values for the following fields:

– Attribute Name
Select the attribute that is associated with the field.
For example, if you are configuring the field that specifies a user manager, select the attribute in the user store that
stores that information.
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NOTE
If you are configuring a field for an attribute that stores multiple values, be sure that the attribute is defined
as multivalued in the directory configuration file (directory.xml). See the Configuration Guide for more
information.

– Style
Select the Object Selector style.

– Object Type
Specify the type of object that the user will search for. For example, if you are configuring an object selector for the
Manager field, select the Users object type.

– Restrict to Single Value
Allows administrators to select only a single value when they search for an object.

NOTE
This option is available only when you specify a multi-valued attribute in the Attribute Name field.

– Display attribute
Select the attribute of the selected object that is displayed when the value is selected.
In the Manager example, select Full Name or User ID so that users can easily identify the manager.

NOTE
The unique identifier of the object is stored in the attribute.

– Search Screen
Select the search screen that administrators use to search for the object.

– Size
Specifies the number of items to show in the list box.

NOTE
This field is available only when you specify a multi-valued attribute in the Attribute Name field.

5. Click Apply, then click OK to return to the Select Screen page.
Identity Manager adds the object selector to the field that you edited.

6. Select the tab that you edited and click OK.
Identity Manager saves the changes to the screen.

Structured Attribute Display

A structured attribute enables a single attribute value to store multiple related values -- for example, a structured attribute
can contain a user's first name, last name, and email address in a single value. These types of attributes are used by
certain endpoint types, but can be managed in Identity Manager.

You can configure Identity Manager to display the values in a structured attribute as a table, which users can optionally
edit. In this case, changes made to values in the attribute are stored in the user store and propagated back to the endpoint
account (if synchronization is enabled).

This page contains the following topics:

Prerequisites for Structured Attribute Support

To add structured attribute support in the User Console, the definition for the structured attribute in the directory
configuration file (directory.xml) must include the following parameters:

• multivalued="true"
The attribute must be a standard multi-valued attribute in the user store.

• displayhint="value1;value2;valueN"
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The displayhint parameter should contain a list of fields that are available in the attribute value, separated by a
semicolon (;).

• valuetype="structured"
The valuetype parameter must be set to "structured" to configure a display table in the User Console. If this parameter
is not set correctly, the fields required to configure the display table do not appear.

A completed attribute description for a structured attribute should resemble the following:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="emailaddress" required="false" searchable="false" multivalued="true"
displayhint="email;type;primary" valuetype="structured">

NOTE
For more information on how to configure the directory.xml file, see the Configuration Guide.

Configure a Structured Attribute Display

To enable users to add or modify values in a structured attribute, you can add a structured attribute display to a profile
screen. This display is typically used in account templates for endpoint types that support structured attributes.

To configure a structured attribute display

1. Configure the prerequisites for structured attribute support.
2. Edit a profile screen.
3. Add an additional field to the profile screen by using the controls below the list of fields.
4. Click the right arrow icon to open the Field Properties dialog for the field that you are adding.
5. Select a structured attribute from the list of available attributes in the Attribute Name field.

NOTE
The attribute you select must have the value type of structured in the directory configuration file
(directory.xml).

6. Select Nested Structure in the Style field.
The fields in the Field Properties screen change based on the style selection.

7. Add fields to the display table by clicking the right arrow icon and selecting a value from the list box.
The values that appear in this list are the values that are available in the structured attribute, as defined in the directory
configuration file (directory.xml).
When you select a value, Identity Manager adds that value to the display table and enables you to configure properties
for that value.

8. Specify the following fields for the value in the display table configuration:
– Name

Specifies the label for the field.
– Style

Specifies the display properties for the field. You can select one of the following style options:
• Checkbox

Adds a check box next to the field name, which enables or disables a setting.
• Date

Displays a text box where administrators can enter a date.
Identity Manager validates the date format.

• Dropdown
Allows the user to select a value for the field. Only one value is visible. Users click an arrow to see additional
values in the list.
The user can select a single value from the list.

• Dropdown Combo
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Provides the same choice of values displayed by a Dropdown style, but adds a text box where the user can
enter a new value.

• Object Selector
Allows you to add a search screen for selecting a managed object.

• Radio Button
Displays a list of values for a field. A radio button appears next to each value. Users can select a single value
from the list.

• String
Displays the field's value as read only. If no value exists, the field is blank.

• Structured
Displays an Add button adds a new value to the nested compound attribute table.

• Text
Displays a box where the user can enter a value for the field.
If the field's permission is read only, the value is displayed as a label.

– Sortable
Determines whether users can sort the display table based on the selected field.

9. Select the Allow Reordering of Values check box to allow administrators to reorder the list of structured attributes in the
display on the profile screen.
When selected, this setting adds up and down arrows to the last column of the structured attribute display.

10. Add support for adding information from other managed objects in a structured attribute, if necessary.

NOTE
Configuring support for other managed objects adds a search screen in the structured attribute display table
that allows users to search for and add information that is stored in other types of managed objects. For
example, you may want to allow users to select SAP Roles to add to a structured attribute on a user profile.

11. Click Apply, then click OK.
The structured attribute display is added to the Profile screen that you edited.

Add Other Managed Objects in a Structured Attribute Display

In some cases, you may want to add other managed objects to a structured attribute. For example, you may have a
structured attribute in a user profile that lists SAP roles and a start and end date for when users can use those roles.

To configure support for this use case, you add a structured attribute display table as described in Configure a Structured
Attribute Display, and then configure additional fields that allow you to search for and store information about another type
of managed object in the structured attribute.

When this support is configured, Identity Manager displays a search screen that allows users to search for and select
managed object values to add to the structured attribute.

To add managed objects to a structured attribute display

1. Configure a structured attribute display.
2. Specify the following fields, as needed:

– Object Field
Select the field that contains the reference to the managed object. In most cases, this is the unique identifier for the
managed object.

– Object Type
Select the type of object that contains the values to add to the structured attribute.
For example, to add SAP roles to a structured attribute on the user profile, you would select the SAP roles object.

– Object Attribute (optional)
Select the attribute of the managed object that will be used to populate the Object Field.
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This attribute is only needed if the field that contains the reference to the managed object is not the unique name
for the managed object. If no value is provided for this field, the unique name is used.

– Search Screen
Specify the search screen that users see when they click the Add button to add additional values to the structured
attribute.

3. Click Apply, then click OK.

How to Change Field Display Properties Dynamically
Identity Manager can set certain field display properties based on the value of other fields in a profile screen. Using
JavaScript, you can hide and show a field, or enable and disable a field. For example, you can use JavaScript to show
an Agency field if the Employee Type is set to Temp. If the Employee Type is Full Time or Part Time, the Agency field is
hidden.

You enter the JavaScript in the Initialization JavaScript or Validation JavaScript fields in the Field Properties dialog in the
profile screen definition. The methods that control the display of a field are available in the FieldContext class of the init
and validate methods.

For example, to control the display of the Agency field described above, you would enter the following JavaScript code in
the Validation JavaScript field in the Field Properties for the Employee Type field, since the changes to the Employee Type
field control the display of the Agency field:

function validate(FieldContext, attributeValue, changedValue, errorMessage) {

   if (attributeValue == "Temp") {

    FieldContext.showField("Agency");

     }

   else {

    FieldContext.hideField("Agency");

   }

   return true;

}

To ensure that the JavaScript is triggered when the field value changes, set the Validate on Change field to Yes.

Configure Dynamic Field Display Properties

You can configure Identity Manager to hide and show, or enable and disable a field on a profile screen based on the value
of another field on that screen.

To configure dynamic field display properties

1. Edit the profile screen.
Identity Manager displays a list of fields configured for the screen.

2. Add the field for which you are configuring dynamic field properties, if necessary.
3. Click the Edit icon next to the field name to edit it.

Identity Manager displays the Field Properties dialog.
4. Enter JavaScript code in the Validation JavaScript field using the following method:

function validate(FieldContext, attributeValue, changedValue, errorMessage) 

The FieldContext class includes the following methods for showing/hiding and enabling/disabling a field:
– public void hide();

Hides the field.
– public void show();
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Displays the field.
– public void hideField(String attrName);

Hides the current field.
– public void showField(String attrName);

Displays the current field.
– public void disable();

Disables the current field.
– public void enable();

Enables the current field.
– public void disableField(String attrName);

Disables a field for a specific attribute.
– public void enableField(String attrName);

Enables a field for a specific attribute.
5. Click Apply, then Click OK.

How to Populate Field Options
There are several field styles that allow you to provide options for users to choose:

• Check Box Multi-Select
• Dropdown
• Dropdown Combo
• Multi-Select
• Option Selector
• Option Selector Combo
• Radio Button Single-Select
• Single-Select

For example, the Office field may contain the list of all the offices that a company has. Users can select the office where
they work to populate the field.

Identity Manager provides the following methods for populating options:

• Simple List
Allows you to enter a list of options in a text box. Identity Manager uses the text that you enter as the options for the
field.

• Select Box Data
Allows you to configure field options using a select box data.

• JavaScript
Allows you to specify JavaScript that provides the options for the field.

• Logical Attribute Handlers
Allows you to specify a logical attribute handler to provide field options.

How to Select a Field Population Method

Identity Manager provides four methods for populating field options:

• Simple Lists
• Select Box Data
• JavaScript
• Logical Attribute Handler
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When selecting a method, consider the following criteria:

• Ease of implementation
Some methods allow you to configure field options in the field properties dialog when you configure a profile screen.
Other options require additional configuration or custom code.

• Support for dynamic options
Certain methods allow you to write custom code to dynamically populate field options, or to retrieve field options from
another source, such as a database.

• Support for dependent fields
Certain methods allow you to configure a dependency between two fields in a task screen. For example, the options
that are available in the City field may depend on the option a user chooses in the State field.

Method Description Dynamic? Supports Dependent Fields?
Simple Lists Administrators enter static

options in the field properties
dialog.

No No

Select Box Data A static list of options is
imported to a database from
an XML file, which can be
generated dynamically. 

Yes. The options in dependant
fields can change, based on
selected values.

Yes, for hierarchical fields only

JavaScript A JavaScript function provides
a dynamic list of options. The
JavaScript is configured in the
field properties dialog. This
server-side JavaScript may
access any Java APIs available
on the application server that
hosts Identity Manager.

Yes No

Logical Attribute Handler A custom Java Logical Attribute
Handler provides a dynamic
list of options. An administrator
writes the Logical Attribute
Handler using the Identity
Manager Logical Attribute
API, and then configures the
Identity Manager environment
to use the Logical Attribute
Handler. The administrator then
associates the field with the
logical attribute.

Yes No

Use Simple Lists for Field Options

You can specify a static list of options for fields in a profile screen by using the Simple List selection option style. When
users select one or more of the options (depending on the field style), Identity Manager stores that value in the user store.

To use a simple list to populate field options

1. Modify a profile screen.
2. Select a field to modify or add a new field.
3. If you are adding a new field, select the attribute that is associated with the field from the list box.
4. Select one of the following styles:
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– Check Box Multi-Select
– Dropdown
– Dropdown Combo
– Multi-Select
– Option Selector
– Option Selector Combo
– Radio Button Single-Select
– Single-Select
The fields in the Field Properties dialog change based on the style selection you make.

5. Select Simple List in the Source of Selection Options field.
An additional field, Selection Options, appears.

6. Enter the options for the field in the Selection Options field.
Each option should appear on a separate line.
If you want Identity Manager to store a value in the user store that is different from the value that is displayed in the
option list, specify each option as follows:
"storage-value;display-value"

7. Specify one of the following values in the Preserve Non-Options field:
– Yes -- Existing values that do not match one of the valid options are preserved.
– No -- Users must select a value from the pre-defined option list. Existing values that do not match an existing value

are not preserved.
8. Specify values for the remaining required fields.
9. Click Apply, then click OK.

Identity Manager saves the current field properties.

Use JavaScript For Field Options

You can specify the options that appear in fields on a profile screen by writing custom JavaScript.

To use a JavaScript to populate field options

1. Modify a profile screen.
2. Select a field to modify or add a new field.
3. If you are adding a new field, select the attribute that is associated with the field from the list box.
4. Select one of the following styles:

– Check Box Multi-Select
– Dropdown
– Dropdown Combo
– Multi-Select
– Option Selector
– Option Selector Combo
– Radio Button Single-Select
– Single-Select
The fields in the Field Properties dialog change based on the style selection you make.

5. Select JavaScript in the Source of Selection Options field.
An additional field, Selection Options (JavaScript), appears.

6. Enter JavaScript to provide the options for the field in the Selection Options (JavaScript) field.
The JavaScript you enter must contain a function with the signature "function getOptions(FieldContext)" and return a
pipe delimited string of options. If the option has separate display and storage values, enter as "storage-value;display-
value"
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For example:
function getOptions(FieldContext) {

  return "1;one|2;two|3;three|4;four";

}

7. Specify one of the following values in the Preserve Non-Options field:
– Yes -- Existing values that do not match one of the valid options are preserved.
– No -- Users must select a value from the pre-defined option list. Existing values that do not match an existing value

are not preserved.
8. Specify values for the remaining required fields.

NOTE
For information on required fields, see the User Console online help.

9. Click Apply, then click OK.

Identity Manager saves the current field properties

Use Logical Attribute Handlers For Field Options

You can use a logical attribute to populate a list of field options. Logical attribute values (in this case, the options) are not
directly associated with or written to the user store. The logical attribute values are presented in a profile screen field.
When a user selects an option and submits a task, the selected value is processed by a logical attribute handler, which
stores the value in the physical attribute associated with the logical attribute.

Note: Identity Manager includes a sample logical attribute handler, called StateSelector, that you can use as a base for
creating a logical attribute handler that populates field options. The StateSelector sample folder is installed under samples
\LogicalAttributes in the Administrative Tools.

The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: [set the Installation Path variable]\tools
• UNIX:  [set the alternate Installation Path variable]/tools

For information on using the sample, see the readme.txt file in the StateSelector directory.

To use a simple list to populate field options

1. Create a logical attribute handler.

NOTE
You use the Logical Attribute API to write a logical attribute handler. For more information, see the
Programming Guide for Java.

2. In the Identity Manager User Console, modify a profile screen.
3. Add a new field.
4. Select the logical attribute that is associated with logical attribute handler that you created.

NOTE
Logical attributes are indicated by a preceding and trailing pipe (|) character.

5. Select one of the following styles:
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– Check Box Multi-Select
– Dropdown
– Dropdown Combo
– Multi-Select
– Option Selector
– Option Selector Combo
– Radio Button Single-Select
– Single-Select
The fields in the Field Properties dialog change based on the style selection you make.

6. Select None in the Source of Selection Options field.
An additional field, Selection Options, appears.

7. Specify one of the following values in the Preserve Non-Options field:
– Yes -- Existing values that do not match one of the valid options are preserved.
– No -- Users must select a value from the pre-defined option list. Existing values that do not match an existing value

are not preserved.
8. Specify values for the remaining required fields.

NOTE
For information on required fields, see the User Console online help.

9. Click Apply, then click OK.

NOTE
Identity Manager saves the current field properties.

Dynamically Populating the Organization Field

If the user store that Identity Manager manages includes organizations, the default Create User task includes an
Organization field. An administrator must search for and select the appropriate organization before creating a user profile.

To simplify the Create User task, you can configure Identity Manager to populate the Organization field dynamically, based
on the administrator who is executing the task. In this case, the administrator does not have to specify an organization.
The user is created in the organization where the administrator's profile exists. For example, if an administrator, whose
profile exists in the Employees organization, creates a user profile for a new hire, Identity Manager creates the new profile
in the Employees organization. If an administrator in the Suppliers organization uses the same Create User task, the
profile for the new user that the second administrator creates would exist in the Suppliers organization.

Configure a Dynamic Organization Field

When you configure a dynamic organization field for the Create User task, Identity Manager creates new users in the
organization where the profile for the administrator who is creating the user exists.

To configure a dynamic organization field

1. In the User Console, go to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for and select the Create User task.
3. On the Tabs tab, click the edit icon to edit the Profile tab.
4. In the Screen field, click Browse to display a list of screens to edit.
5. Select the Create User Profile screen and click Edit.
6. Locate the Organization and click the edit icon to edit its properties.
7. Set Style to Hidden.
8. In the Default JavaScript field, enter the following:

function defaultValue(FieldContext)
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{

return FieldContext.getAdministrator().getOrg(null).getUniqueName();

}

9. Click Apply.
10. Click the left arrow next to Field Properties to return to the screen.

Modify a Profile Screen
You can modify an existing profile screen to:

• Add or remove fields
• Change the layout of fields
• Edit field properties
• Add help text by creating separators that are of a type HTML anywhere on the profile screen

To modify a profile screen

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for and select the admin task to modify.

Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure for the task you selected.
3. Select the Tabs tab, then select the Profile tab.
4. Click Browse next to the Screen field.

Identity Manager displays a list of existing profile screens.
5. Select the profile screen that you want to modify or copy and then click one of the following buttons:

– Select
Adds the selected screen to the tab you are configuring

– Edit
Opens a new screen where you can change the settings, including fields, field properties, and layout for the
selected screen

– Delete
Deletes the selected screen

– New
Opens a new screen where you can create a screen. The new screen does not include any default fields.

– Copy
Creates a screen using the settings from an existing screen. To create a screen which is based on an existing
screen, you add a new name and tag to the screen, and modify the settings as needed.

– Cancel
Returns you to the Tab configuration screen.

If you selected Edit, New, or Copy, Identity Manager opens a new screen where you can create or modify a profile
screen.

Profile Screen Customizations
A profile screen is comprised of fields, which collect and display attribute values. For example, the profile screen for user
objects contains fields such as First Name, Last Name, and Email address. A profile screen may also include the following
optional components:
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• Page separators
• Images
• Attached files
• History fields
• Custom online help text
• Links to nested tasks

When you create Identity Manager environment, Identity Manager creates default profile screens that contain fields for
all the attributes specified for that object in the directory configuration file (directory.xml). System administrators should
customize the default profile screens to ensure that they meet business requirements, and provide the best Identity
Manager performance.

NOTE
For information about Identity Manager performance, see the Implementation Guide.

System administrators can customize the default profile screens by doing the following:

• Determining the fields that appear on the profile screen
• Specifying the style of the fields
• Defining field values for list boxes and other field styles
• Adding page separators to simplify the display
• Adding pictures
• Attaching files
• Adding links to other tasks
• Adding custom online help text

Profile Tabs and Profile Screens
When you configure a profile tab, you define basic characteristics of that tab and you specify a profile screen. The profile
screen is the user-visible part of the tab. It controls which attributes of the primary object appear on the tab and their
display properties.

NOTE
You can use the same profile screen on the Profile tab of several tasks.

When you design a Profile screen, you select the fields that apply to that screen. The fields may correspond to profile
attributes. For example, the value entered in the User ID field of the Create User task is stored in a user profile attribute.

Screen-Defined Logical Attributes
Screen-defined logical attributes are fields on a Profile tab that are defined locally for the current task. You can use these
screen-defined logical attributes to manipulate objects in a task screen or modify physical attributes that are stored in the
user store.

Screen-defined logical attributes are defined, initialized, validated, populated, and implemented using JavaScript.

For example, if you had 3 physical attributes that stored a date (month, day, year), but you wanted to present the user with
a single field to enter the date, you can configure a screen logical attribute for the date field. Once the user enters a date,
you can configure validation JavaScript to parse the date into month, day, and year values and set them into the physical
attributes (which would likely be hidden attributes on the screen).

NOTE
Attributes enclosed within '|' are identified as screen-defined logical attributes.
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The screen-defined logical attributes are useful when you are creating generic tasks that are not bound to any primary
object. In this case, you create the fields on the Profile tab using only screen defined logical attributes. You cannot specify
physical attributes.

Add Screen-Defined Logical Attributes

Any field on a profile task can be defined as a screen-defined logical attribute. You can use these screen-defined logical
attributes to manipulate objects locally within the scope of that profile screen or modify physical attributes in the object
store. For example, you can use screen-defined logical attributes to capture a note or a warning on a profile screen, or
process a user-supplied value before storing it in the physical attribute.

To define fields as Screen-Defined Logical Attributes

1. Modify Profile Screen to add or modify fields to use screen-defined logical attribute.
2. Create or update field properties with the screen-defined logical attribute-specific values:

– Attribute Name
Select (Screen Logical Attributes) in the Attribute Name field.
– |Attribute Name|

Identifies the attribute name for the field. This can be any name you choose.
– Multi-valued

Specifies that the screen-defined logical attribute is multi-valued.

NOTE
By default, this option is unchecked. If this field is unchecked, then the attribute is only single-valued.

– Name
Enter the display name for the screen-defined logical attribute name.

NOTE
If the screen-defined logical attribute has the same name as a Logical Attribute Handler, the screen
defined logical attribute will override the Logical Attribute Handler.

3. Complete all the necessary field properties.

Screen-Defined Logical Attributes in View Submitted Tasks

When you submit a task that contains screen-defined logical attributes, the original and updated values for the screen-
defined logical attributes are displayed in the Task Details screen from the View Submitted Tasks tab.

User-defined Custom Attributes for Roles
Identity Manager supports user-defined custom attributes that allow you to specify additional information about roles. You
can use this information to filter roles in your organization. For example, a corporate environment may have more than a
thousand roles. That organization can specify additional information, such as business unit or geographical location, for
each role. Administrators can then use that information to facilitate role searches.

You can use custom attributes in the Create, Modify, and View tasks for the following roles:

• Admin Roles
• Provisioning Roles
• Access Roles

To configure custom attributes for roles, you complete the following high-level steps:

1. Add support for custom attributes to the profile tab for the tasks that create, modify, or view admin roles, provisioning
roles, or access roles.
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2. Configure search and list screens for the roles to include the custom attributes.

Configure Custom Attributes in Profile Tab for Roles

Identity Manager allows you to configure up to 10 custom attributes on the Profile tab of tasks that allow you to create,
modify, or view roles.

To configure custom attributes in the Profile tab

1. Click either:
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks
– Roles and Tasks

2. Click Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
The Select Admin Task page appears.

3. Search for and select the admin task that you want to modify.
Identity Manager displays the task details for the selected admin task.

4. Click the Tabs tab.
The tabs that are configured for use with this admin task appear.

5. Click the arrow icon to edit the Profile tab.
The Configure Profile screen appears.

6. Select the checkbox next to each custom field to add to the Profile tab and enter a meaningful label.
7. Click OK.

The custom attributes will be available in the Profile tab of the modified task after you submit the task.

NOTE
To use the custom attributes in role searches, configure the search screen to display these custom attributes.

Add Custom Attributes to Search Screen Definitions

When you want to filter roles in Identity Manager, you can only use the attributes that are available in the search screen.
To filter the roles based on the custom attributes that you have defined, you must add the custom attributes to the search
screen of the roles.

To add Custom Attributes to the Search Screens of roles

1. Click either:
– Tasks, Roles and Tasks
– Roles and Tasks

2. Click Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
The Select Admin Task page appears.

3. Search for and select that admin task that you want to modify.
To add custom attributes to search screens, select the Modify or View task for the type of role (admin, provisioning, or
access) that includes custom attributes.
Identity Manager displays the task details for the selected admin task.

4. Click the Search tab in the Modify Admin Role screen.
The search screen details appear.

5. Click the Browse button to display a list of search screen definitions that are available for the task.
The Select Screen Definition page appears.

6. Select a search screen definition to edit, or create a copy of an existing search screen definition.
The Configure Standard Search Screen appears.

7. Add the custom attributes to the following tables:
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– Select the fields that a user can search on
– Select the fields that appear in the search results

8. Change the name of the custom attribute to match the name you specified when you configured the Profile tab.
9. Click OK to save the changes to the search screen definition.

The Select Screen Definition page displays again.
10. Select the screen that you created or edited, then click Select.
11. Select All Admin Roles from the Search Options list.
12. Click Submit.

The search screen will now include the custom attributes in the search options and display the attributes in the search
results.

Configuring Account Tabs
The Accounts tab lists accounts in managed endpoints for users who have been assigned provisioning roles.

Account Tabs
Typically, the Accounts tab is added to tasks that allow you to view or modify a user.

When the Accounts tab is added to a Modify User task, administrators can perform other actions on the user's accounts.
For example:

• Suspend or resume an account.
• Unlock an account that has been automatically locked because of incorrect or inappropriate access. For example, an

account may be locked when a user exceeds the acceptable number of failed login attempts set in a Identity Manager
password policy.

• Change the user's password in one or more accounts.
• Assign and unassign accounts to a user.

For details on the other options you can provide on the Accounts tab, see the user console help for the Configure
Accounts tab.

Prerequisite for Using the Accounts Tab

To use the Accounts tab, Identity Manager must be configured with provisioning support, and the Identity Manager
environment must include a provisioning directory.

NOTE
To configure provisioning support for an environment, see the Configuration Guide.

Fields on the Accounts Tab
The Accounts tab displays details about the accounts the user has on endpoint systems.

Some of the more significant fields are as follows:

• Name -- The login name, email name, or other name for the account.
• Endpoint Type -- The type of endpoint, such as an LDAP directory, that is associated with the account.
• Endpoint -- The specific endpoint that is associated with the account.
• Suspended -- One of three states.
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– Active appears if the account is enabled.
– Suspended appears if the account is disabled.
– Activation Pending (Manual) appears if it cannot be resumed or suspended. Log in to the endpoint system to

resume or suspend the account.
– Unavailable appears if the state cannot be retrieved because of no communication with the endpoint.

• Locked -- Shows if the account is locked. Locking occurs when a user makes several attempts to log in to the account
with the wrong password. Unavailable appears if the state cannot be retrieved because of no communication with the
endpoint.

Additional Functions on the Accounts Tab

When the Accounts tab is included in a task that modifies a user, administrators can use that task to perform functions on
the user's accounts. The available functions are determined by the tab configuration.

You can select which functions are available by using the Modify Admin Task on a tasks containing the Accounts tab. You
edit the Accounts tab to determine if functions such as Assign Account and Unassign Account are available in the tab.

NOTE
See the online help for the Configure Accounts tab for more information.

Search and List Screens
Admin tasks include search and list screens, which you can configure.

• A search screen controls the scope of the task and the fields that can be searched.
• A list screen controls the columns and sorting of the objects on a tab.

Search Screen Configuration
You configure a search screen to limit the scope of the task and control the fields that users can search on. Search
screens apply to two types of objects:

• A primary object -- The object to be modified or viewed by the task.
• A secondary object -- The object that is related to the primary object.

For example, if you include a group tab on a create user task, the user is the primary object and the group is the
secondary object. The group tab needs a search screen for groups.

NOTE
After configuring a search screen, you can use it for any task to search for a primary or secondary object.

Modify a Search Screen

You can modify an existing search screen to:

• Configure search filter defaults
• Modify the fields in search filters
• Modify the fields in search results
• Add help text on the search screen

To modify a search screen

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Search for and select the admin task to modify.

Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure for the task you selected.
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3. Select the Search tab.
4. (Optional) Select the Modified objects must remain in administrator's scope check box.

When this check box is selected, Identity Manager displays an error if changes to the task cause the administrator to
lose scope over the primary object. For example, an administrator may use Modify User to change a user's Employee
Type attribute to Manager. This change may put the user outside the administrator's scope.

NOTE
This option does not appear for tasks that manage roles.

5. Click Browse next to the Screen field.
Identity Manager displays a list of applicable screens.

6. Select the search screen that you want to modify or copy and then click one of the following buttons:
– Select

Adds the selected screen to the search that you are configuring.
– Edit

Opens a new screen where you can change the settings, including fields, field properties, and layout for the
selected screen.

– Delete
Deletes the selected screen

– New
Opens a new screen where you can create a screen. The new screen does not include any default fields.

– Copy
Creates a new screen using the settings from an existing screen. To create a screen which is based on an existing
screen, you add a new name and tag to the screen, and modify the settings as needed.

– Cancel
Returns you to the Search configuration screen.

If you selected Edit, New, or Copy, Identity Manager opens a new screen where you can create or modify a search
screen.

Search Filters

Search filters limit which objects the search returns. For example, if the object is users, you can limit the search to find
only contractors. You can configure a filter to find users with the Employee Type of Contractor.

You can configure the following fields for searches:

• Show only objects meeting the following rules
Defines additional criteria to be combined with the user-defined filter to constrain the search.

• Default search filter
Defines a filter that appears by default when an administrator uses the search screen. For example, if you are
configuring a search screen for the Modify Contractor task and you know that administrators typically search for
contractors based on the contract firm name, you can set the default filter to Contract Firm = *. Administrators can
override the default filter by specifying different search criteria. Setting a default filter improves performance by limiting
the number of results returned if an administrator does not specify a filter before beginning a search.

• Auto select all search results when used with multi-select tasks
Specifies that all search results are selected by default. If you select this check box, all the objects in the search results
list appear with a checked box next to the object name.

• Automatically perform search
Specifies that a search field is displayed with the search results.

• Automatically set subject of task when there is only a single search result
Sets the primary object of the task automatically when only one object matches the search filter.
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For example, suppose that this option is selected for a user search screen which is associated with the Modify User
task. When an administrator opens the Modify User task and enters a search filter that returns only one user, Identity
Manager opens the Modify User task for that user. The administrator does not have to select the user to open the
Modify User task.

NOTE
For this setting to apply, Automatically perform search must also be selected.

• Save search filter
Specifies that the search filter for the task is saved for the user in the current session. The next time that user searches
in the task, the saved search filter will be displayed.
Note: Identity Manager saves the search filter for the duration of the user session. When the user logs out, the search
filter is cleared.

• Search in organization
Displays an organization filter on the search screen. If this check box is selected, administrators can specify a filter that
limits the organizations in which Identity Manager searches for an object. You can specify defaults for the organization
search filter by specifying a search screen in the Organization Search field.

• Save search organization
Specifies that the organization for the task is saved if an organization was established for the search. The next time a
user searches in the task, the organization will be displayed.

• Organization Search
Specifies the search screen that Identity Manager uses to allow administrators to search for an organization.

• Default Organization Search Scope
Specifies the default organization search scope that appears when an administrator uses a search screen. The search
scope determines the levels in an organization tree that are included in the search. Administrators can override the
default organization search scope by specifying different search criteria on the search screen.
For example, if you configure a search screen for a custom Modify Contractor task in an environment that stores
contractor information at various levels in the organization tree, you can set the default organization search scope to
And Lower.

• Single expression search
Defines the type of search filter that appears on the search screen. When you select this checkbox, users can specify
a single search filter, such as <attribute><comparator><value>. When you clear this checkbox, users can specify
multiple search filters. For example, <attribute1><comparator><value1> AND <attribute2><comparator> <value2>.
Objects that meet the conditions in all the filters are returned in the search results. In the previous example, objects
that include <value1> and <value2> would be returned as search results.

• Equals Only Search
Prohibits administrators from using search operators other than equals.

• Display the number of results
Displays the number of matching search results. When this check box is selected, all searches return the message,
"There are X number of results".

NOTE
Search query only considers the fields with values.

• Add task button for <task name> 
Adds a link to another task to the search screen. The link is displayed as a button.
This field is typically used to add a Create task to a search screen that is configured for object-task navigation.
– Optional label 

Specifies a label for the task that you selected in the previous field. This label appears on the button for the task.
• Add multi-delete button for <task name>

Adds a link to a task that allows administrators to select multiple objects to delete. The link is displayed as a button.
This field is typically with object-task navigation. 
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Search Fields and Search Results

On another part of the search screen, you select fields that an administrator can use in a search query and fields to
display in search results.

• Select the fields that a user can search on
Select the fields that an administrator can use to create a search query.
To add additional fields, select the fields in the list box below the search fields table.
After you select the fields, you can change the order in which they appear by using the up and down arrow icons to the
right of the field.

NOTE
If you do not specify fields that an administrator can search on, Identity Manager starts the search
automatically.

• Select the fields that appear in the search results
Select the fields that CA Identity Manager displays in the search results. You can select fields that are not available in
the search query.
To add additional fields, select the fields in the list box below the search fields table.
– Style

When you select a field to display in the search results, you can select one of the following style options:
• Boolean Display Name

Displays the name of the field for all results that are true. For example, if you enter Enabled as the name of the
attribute that indicates a user’s account status, "Enabled" would appear in the search results for all active user
accounts.

• Checkmark
Displays the value as a selected check mark, based on the value of the attribute. For example, if you select the
check mark style to represent the Enabled/Disabled state of user accounts, Identity Manager displays a selected
check mark for all active accounts.

• Multi-Value String
Displays the values in a multi-value attribute on separate lines. The values are listed alphabetically.

• Read-Only Checkbox
Displays the value as a read only checkbox.

• String
Displays the value as a text string.

• Task
Adds a task list to a field. Users click an arrow icon to see a list of tasks that they can perform on the object
associated with the search field. For example, if you add a task list to a Last Name field in the search results,
users can click on the arrow icon in that field to see a list of tasks they can perform on the user they select.
This setting can also be used to make an attribute value appear as a link to a task.
If you select the Task style, a right arrow icon appears next to the Style column. Click the arrow to open a Field
Properties dialog. Use this dialog to configure a task list.

• Task List
Adds additional tasks that users can perform on objects in search and list screens. For example, you can
configure the search screen in the Modify User task to enable users to perform a task, such as disabling a user,
from the list of users returned by the search.
When you select this option, you determine whether users access the task by clicking an icon, or a text link.

• Task Menu
Adds additional tasks (similar to the Task List style) as pop-up menu items.
When you select this option, an Action button appears next to each object in a search or list screen. Users click
the Action button to see the list of tasks they can perform for that object.
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NOTE
To see the Task List and Task Menu style options, select (Separator) when you add a field to the search
results table. For more information about adding additional tasks to search and list screens, see the User
Console Design Guide.

• Set the default sort order for the search results
Specifies the order in which search results are displayed. Search results are sorted initially by the first field in the list
and then by each additional field in the order in which they appear. Select the Descending checkbox to sort the results
in descending order.

• Select objects with changes to field name
Specifies that objects in which the specified field has changed are selected when the user clicks the Select button.

• Return N results per page
Select the number of results to display per page. When search results exceed the number you specify, Identity
Manager displays a link to each page of results.

User-Defined Help on Search Screens

If you want to add custom text to your search screen, you can define text in the corresponding HTML text box. You can
add text in the following areas:

• Beginning or end of the page
• Before or after the create
• Before or after the results

Types of Search Screens

Identity Manager includes these pre-configured search screens.

• Access Role Search Screen
The Access Role Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find access roles that match specific criteria.

• Access Task Search Screen
The Access Task Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find access tasks that match specific criteria. This
search screen is used to find an access task to view or modify, or to add a task to an access role.

• Admin Role Search Screen
The Admin Role Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find admin roles that match specific criteria.

• Admin Task Search Screen
The Admin Task Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find admin tasks that match specific criteria. This
search screen is used to find an admin task to view or modify, or to add a task to an admin role.

• Approval Search Screen
The Approval Search Screen lets you configure the display that appears at the top of an approval task.

• Begin Certification User Search Screen
The Begin Certification User Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find users to set to require certification.
Users selected will have their certification status set to requiring certification.

• Certify User Search Screen
The Certify User Search Screen lets you configure the search filters to find users who require certification.

• Delegation Search Screen
The Delegation Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find additional users to add as delegates. A delegate
is another user that you can temporarily grant permission to view and resolve your workflow work items.

• Enable/Disable User Search Screen
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The Enable/Disable User Search Screen lets you configure search filters to enable/disable users who match specific
criteria.

• EndCertification User Search Screen
The EndCertification User Search Screen lets you configure search filters to identify users whose certification cycle
should be completed.

• End User License Agreement Search Screen
The End User License Agreement Search Screen lets you configure the Self Registration task with a page that is
specific to your identity-based application.

• Explore and Correlate Search
The Explore and Correlate Search Screen lets you configure search filters for explore and correlate definitions that
match specific criteria.

• Feeder File Upload Search
The Feeder File Upload Search Screen lets you browse for the feeder file to upload. A feeder file is used to automate
repeated actions performed on large number of managed objects.

• Forgotten Password Search Screen/Forgotten User ID Search Screen
The Forgotten Password Search Screen lets you configure the Forgotten Password task to prompt users for
information that verifies their identity.

• Group Search Screen
The Group Search Screen lets you configure search filters for groups, such as groups within the finance organization.

• Identity Policy Set Search Screen
The Identity Policy Set Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find identity policy sets that match specific
criteria.

• Logical Attribute Handler Search Screen
The Logical Attribute Handler Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find logical attribute handlers. This
search screen is used to find a logical attribute handler to view or modify its configuration.

• Manage Reports Search Screen
The Manage Reports Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find a report to view or delete.

• NonCertified User Search Screen
The NonCertified User Search Screen lets you configure search filters to find users who were not certified by the end
of the certification period.

• Organization Search Screen
The Organization search screen lets you configure search filters to limit the choice of organizations to certain sub-
organizations.

• Provisioning Role Search Screen
The Provisioning Role Search Screen lets you configure the search filters for retrieving provisioning roles.

• Account Template Search Screen
The Account Template Search Screen lets you configure the search filters for retrieving account templates.

• Password Policy Search Screen
The Password Policy Search Screen lets you configure the search filters to find password policies that match specific
criteria.

• Snapshot Definition Search Screen
The Snapshot Definition Search Screen lets you configure the search filters to find a snapshot definition to view,
modify, or delete.

• Standard Search Screen
The Standard Search Screen lets you configure filters to find custom managed objects.

• User Search Screen
The User search screen lets you configure search filters to find users that match specific criteria. For example, you can
search for users who are contractors.

Once you complete the Search tab, Choose Tabs for the Task.
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List Screens
In configuring tabs, you often need to show a list of items, such as a list of users or roles. The list appears on the tab that
you are configuring. In these situations, create a List Screen to control the columns and sorting of the objects on the tab.

You can configure the following fields for a List Screen:

• Name
Defines the name of the task.

• Tag
An identifier that is unique within the task. It can contain ASCII characters (a-z, A-Z), numbers (0-9), or underscore
characters, beginning with a letter or underscore. The tag is used for setting data values through XML documents or
HTTP parameters.

• Field
Specifies the attributes that appear as fields in the search results.

• Name
Specifies the label for the field in the search results.

• Style
Determines the format of the field in the search results. You can specify the following style options:
– Boolean Display Name

Displays the name of the field for all results that are true. For example, if you enter Enabled as the name of the
attribute that indicates a user’s account status, "Enabled" would appear in the search results for all active user
accounts.

– Checkmark
Displays the value as a selected or deselected checkmark based on the value of the attribute. For example, if you
select the checkmark style to represent the Enabled/Disabled state of user accounts, Identity Manager displays a
selected checkmark for all active accounts.

– Multi-Value String
Displays the values in a multi-value attribute on separate lines. The values are listed alphabetically.

– Read-Only Checkbox
Displays the value as a read only checkbox.

– String
Displays the value as a text string.

– Task
Adds a task list to a field. Users click a right arrow icon to see a list of tasks that they can perform on the object
associated with the search field. For example, if you add a task list to a Last Name field in the search results, users
can click on the arrow icon in that field to see a list of tasks they can perform on the user they select.

• Sortable
Determines whether users can sort search results based on the selected field.

• Descending
Determines the order in which search results are displayed. When the Descending checkbox is selected, the search
results are sorted alphabetically in descending order. The results are sorted in the order in which they appear in the
list.

• Results per page
Indicates the number of search results to display in the search results.

• Enter HTML to appear before the list
Specifies text that appears above the list of search results.

• Enter HTML to appear after the list
Specifies text that appears below the list of search results.

You can also add text above and below a list screen.
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Add a Task List

A task list is a menu of tasks that you access from a list of objects, such as a list or search results screen. Task lists
allow you to view and use the tasks that apply to an object without having to search for that object each time you use
a new task. For example, you can configure Identity Manager to display a task menu for each role member listed on
the Membership tab of the Modify Admin Role Members task. Administrators can use the task menus to manage role
members without having to perform a new search for each role member.

To add a task list

1. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Modify Admin Task from Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks. Search for and select the admin task to modify.
– Select Create Admin Task from Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks. Then, select Create a copy of an Admin Task and

search for a task to copy.
Identity Manager displays the tabs to configure for the task you selected.

2. Select the tab where you want to add the task list.
Typically, this is a tab that includes a search or list screen, such as the Membership tab.

3. Search for a list or search screen to edit by clicking Browse.
4. Select the field for the task list from the list of fields that appear in search results.
5. Select Task in the Style field.
6. Click the right arrow icon to open a Field Properties section where you can configure the task list.
7. Complete the following fields as needed:

– Default Task
Specifies the task that opens when a user clicks a value in the field. When you configure a field to support task lists,
and specify a default task, the field value appears in blue text, indicating that it is a link.
For example, if you configure the Last Name field to include a task list, an administrator can click a user's last name
to open the default task.

– Alternate Task
Specifies the task that opens when a user clicks the field value and does not have privileges to use the default task.

– Enable popup task menu
Displays a right arrow icon next to the field. Users click the icon to view the list of tasks they can perform on that
object in that field.
When you select this checkbox, the following options appear:
• Include all tasks that the administrator can perform on the object
• Include all tasks that the administrator can perform on the object unless hidden in menus
• Include only the specified tasks

Displays only tasks that you select in the Task field.
Note: Users will not see a specified task if they do not have privileges to use it.

• Exclude the specified tasks
Displays the tasks that an administrator can perform on the object except tasks listed in the Task field.

• Task
Specifies the tasks that appear or do not appear in a task list, depending on whether the Include Only Specified
Tasks or Exclude the Specified Tasks checkbox is selected.

– Nest Task
When checked, specifies that Identity Manager should open the task as a nested task. When users complete the
nested task, they are returned to the original task.
If this option is not selected, the new task replaces the original task.

8. Click OK.
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Additional Tasks in Search and List Screens
You can configure Identity Manager to add additional actions that users can perform in search and list screens. For
example, you can configure the search screen in the Modify User task to enable users to perform a task, such as disabling
a user, from the list of users returned by the search.

Adding tasks to search and list screens reduces the number of clicks required to complete a task, and simplifies the user
console.

Tasks on search and list screens can be displayed using one of the following methods:

• Task links or icons
Displays each task as a links or icon in the search results or list screens. Use this method to display a small number of
tasks.

• Task Menus
Displays an Action button in each row in search results or list screens. Administrators click the Action button to see the
list of tasks that they can perform for that user.
Use this method if users are able to perform more than two or three tasks.

Add Additional Tasks to Search and List Screens

You can configure Identity Manager to launch additional tasks from search or list screens to reduce the number of steps
users take to complete certain tasks.

To add additional tasks to search and list screens

1. Modify a search or list screen.
The Configure Standard Search Screen window appears.

2. Add a new row in the search results fields section as follows:
a. Add a new row by clicking the plus icon below the search results table.
b. Select the separator style.
c. Select one of the following options, and then click the edit icon to configure the additional tasks:

• Task Link
Displays the additional tasks as icons or text links.

• Task Menu
Displays an Action button that users click to view a menu of the tasks they can perform.

3. If you selected Task Link, complete the following steps:
a. Specify the task that opens when users click the task icon or link in the Default Task field.
b. Specify an alternate task that opens if users do not have privileges to open the default task.
c. Determine how Identity Manager opens the task by selecting or clearing the Nest Task field.

When this option is selected, the task opens as a nested task. When users complete the nested task, they return to
the search or list screen.

d. Determine whether the additional tasks will be displayed as icons or text links by selecting or clearing the Task Icon
field.
If you clear this option, Identity Manager displays the task as a text link.

4. If you selected Task Menu, complete the following steps:
a. Select the type of tasks that Identity Manager displays in the task menu.
b. Specify the tasks to display if you selected the Include Only the Specified Tasks or Exclude Specified Tasks options

in step a.
c. Determine whether Identity Manager opens menu tasks as nested tasks by selecting or clearing the Nest Task

option.
When you select the Nest Task option, Identity Manager returns users to the location where they launched the task
when the additional task completes.
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5. Click OK, then click Select.
6. Click OK, Submit to save changes to the screens.

Self-Service Tasks
Self-service tasks are Identity Manager tasks that users can use to manage their own profiles. These tasks are divided
into two types:

• Public tasks: Tasks that users can access without providing login credentials. Examples of public tasks are self-
registration, forgotten password, and forgotten user ID tasks.

• Protected tasks: Tasks for which users provide valid credentials. Examples include tasks for changing passwords,
profile information, or group membership. To gain access to these tasks, users must be given a role, such as the
Self Manager role. To grant group membership, the group must be either a self-subscribing group, or the user is the
administrator of the group.

Public and Protected Tasks
The following table lists the default self-service tasks, which are available when Identity Manager is installed.

Task Type Tasks
Public Task Self-registration--Allows users to register at a corporate Web site.

Forgotten Password Reset--Allows users to reset a forgotten
password.
Forgotten Password--Displays a temporary password that users
can use to login to Identity Manager. When the users log in, they
are prompted to enter a new password.
Forgotten User ID--Retrieves or resets a forgotten user ID.

Protected Task Change My Password--Allows users to reset their password.
Modify My Profile--Maintains profile information, such as address
and a phone number.
Modify My Groups--Enables users to subscribe to groups.
View My Roles--Displays a user’s roles.
View My Submitted Tasks--Displays Identity Manager tasks that
the user initiated.

How to Configure Self-Service Tasks
The following table describes the steps to configure self-service tasks for Identity Manager environment. Some of the
steps are optional.

Step Refer to...
1. Configure a public alias in the Management Console to allow
users to access public tasks, such as the self-registration,
forgotten password reset, and forgotten user ID tasks.

Configuration Guide

2. Configure the self-service tasks that apply in your environment. Configure the Self-Registration Task
Configure the Forgotten Password Reset and Forgotten User ID
Tasks

3. Customize the self service tasks for your environment. Customize Self-Service Tasks

4. Add links for accessing self service tasks to your corporate Web
site.

Access Self Service Tasks
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5. Configure the Self Manager role. (Optional).
By default, the Self Manager role is assigned to all users.
Complete this step only if you want to restrict the users who have
access to the role.

Administration Guide

Configure the Self-Registration Task
To provide self-registration for users, first make sure that you have an alias for public tasks for the Identity
Manager environment. (See the Configuration Guide). Then, configure the self-registration task.

NOTE
To avoid overwriting the default Self Registration task, create a copy of the task. Customize the new task as
needed.

1. In the User Console, choose Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Select the Self Registration task.
3. On the Search tab, select the End User License Agreement screen by clicking Browse.

Edit the screen to present an appropriate title and a Message URL.
For the Message URL, use a page that you create to request that new users agree to license restrictions for your
application.

4. On the Tabs tab, edit the Profile and Groups tabs as needed:
– If the Identity Manager environment supports organizations, supply a default organization where self-registered

users' profiles are stored. 
– If the default tasks do not suit your business requirements, customize the profile and list screens.
– If the Identity Manager environment includes forgotten passwords or forgotten User ID support, add fields for

collecting password questions and answers.

Set Up a Default Organization for Self-Registered Users

If your Identity Manager environment supports organizations, you can specify the organization where Identity Manager
creates accounts for self-registered users.

NOTE
To store profiles for different types of users, such as customers and suppliers, in different environments, create
multiple self-registration tasks with different default organizations. For example, if customers self-register in
the customers organization, and suppliers register in the supplier organization, create two self-registration
tasks, such as Customer Registration and Supplier Registration. In each task, define the appropriate default
organization.

1. Navigate to the Configure Profile screen for the Self-Registration task if necessary:
a. In the User Console, choose Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Select the Self Registration task.
c. Select the Tabs tab.
d. Click the right arrow next to the Profile tab.

2. On the Configure Profile screen, click Browse next to Default Organization.
3. Select the organization where new users should be created.
4. Save your changes.

Add Verification Questions and Answers

To enable users to specify question and answer pairs, which can be used to retrieve a forgotten password or user ID, add
question and answer fields to the self registration screen.
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NOTE
Before adding question and answer fields to collect verification information, verify that the logical attributes for
the question and answer pairs are configured in the forgotten password logical attribute handler. You configure
logical attribute handlers in the User Console or Management Console. For more information, see the online
help in the console that you want to use.

To add verification questions and answers

1. Navigate to the Configure Profile screen for the Self Registration task if necessary.
a. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Select the Self Registration task.
c. Select the Tabs tab.
d. Click the Edit icon next to the Profile tab.

2. On the Configure Standard Profile screen, click the Browse button next to the Screen field.
The Select Screen Definition screen opens.

3. Select the Self Registration Profile and click Copy.
4. Supply a new name and tag for the custom self registration profile screen that you are creating.

The tag can contain ASCII characters (a-z, A-Z), numbers (0-9), or underscore characters, beginning with a letter or
underscore.

5. Add the number of rows and fields that you want to appear for the verification questions and answers.
For example, if users should supply two question/answer pairs, add two rows of two fields.

6. In the field properties for the first question, select |Question 1| from the list of available attributes. Configure the field
properties as needed.

NOTE
If the ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute handler is configured to display a list of questions that
users can select, specify the Option Selector style.

7. Repeat step 6 for each of the new fields that you added.
8. Click Apply.

The Select Screen Definition screen opens again.
9. Verify that the screen definition is selected and click Select.

The Configure Profile screen appears.
10. Click OK to close the Configure Profile screen and return to the Tabs tab.

Configure the Forgotten Password Reset, Forgotten User ID, and One-Time Password Tasks
Identity Manager includes default tasks for users who cannot access their accounts due to a forgotten password or user
ID. You can use these tasks as installed or customize them to suit your needs:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

The Forgotten Password Reset Task

The Forgotten Password Reset task enables a user to reset a password after Identity Manager verifies his identity. Identity
Manager uses two types of questions to verify a user’s identity:

• Identification questions--Determine who a user is. Examples include a user’s full name, user ID, or email address.
• Verification questions--Confirm a user’s identity. Depending on how Identity Manager is configured, users can specify

their own verification questions, or they can select questions from a predefined list.

In the default Forgotten Password Reset task, a user must provide a user ID and answer five verification questions. Each
verification question, which is presented on a separate screen, is randomly chosen from a list of five questions that the
user supplies during registration.
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Once Identity Manager verifies a user’s identity, a screen where the user can enter a new password is displayed.

The Forgotten User ID Task

In the default Forgotten User ID task, a user must provide an email address and answer one verification question to view
their user ID in the User Console. The verification question, which is presented on a separate screen, is randomly chosen
from a list of five questions that the user supplies during registration.

Custom Forgotten Password Reset and Forgotten User ID Tasks

You can use the Forgotten Password Reset or User ID task as installed, or customize the task for your environment. You
can:

• Specify the number of questions users must answer successfully to verify their identity.
• Determine whether users supply their own verification questions, or whether they select questions from a pre-defined

list.
• Define the presentation of the verification questions on the screen.
• Require users to provide additional information, such as a social security number, to verify their identity.
• Determine how users receive their password or user ID.
• Specify criteria, such as failing more than three verification attempts, for locking a user out of the task.

NOTE
The Forgotten Password Reset task should often not be configured for outbound synchronization. The
temporary password may not match the password composition rules on each account associated with the
provisioning user. For this reason, the ForgottenPasswordEvent is not included in the default Provisioning
Outbound Mappings

Collect Question and Answer Pairs for User Verification

Users must supply the question and answer pairs that are used to verify their identity.

You can allow users to create their own questions, or require them to select predefined questions from a list.

To configure Identity Manager to collect question and answer pairs, complete the following actions:

• Add fields for collecting the questions and answers to the Self Registration, Modify My Profile, and Change My
Password tasks.

• Configure the ForgottenPasswordHandler handler in the User Console or Management Console. For configuration
instructions, see the online help in the console that you want to use.

Set Up the Forgotten Password Reset or User ID Task

The configuration steps are similar for the Forgotten Password Reset and Forgotten User ID tasks.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the following items are configured in the Management Console:
– Public Alias

A text string that Identity Manager adds to the URL for accessing public tasks, including the Forgotten Password
Reset and Forgotten User ID tasks.

NOTE
See the Configuration Guide for more information.

– ForgottenPasswordHandler
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A logical attribute handler that enables users to create one or more verification questions, or choose questions from
a predefined list.

– Note: See the Programming Guide for Java for more information.

NOTE
You can also configure the ForgottenPasswordHandler in the User Console. Click the Help button in the User
Console for more information.

2. In the User Console, do one of the following:
– To create a copy of the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task (recommended), select Roles and

Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task. Select Create a copy of an admin task, and search for the task to copy.
– To modify the default task, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task. Search for the task to modify.
Identity Manager displays the tasks that match the criteria you entered.

3. Select the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task.
4. On the Search tab, click Browse to display a list of screens to edit.
5. Select one of the following screens, and click Edit:

– Forgotten Password Search
– Forgotten User ID Search

6. Configure the following based on your needs:
– Identification screen

Determines who a user is. This is the first screen that users see when they access the Forgotten Password Reset
or Forgotten User ID tasks.

– Verification screen(s)
Presents one or more verification questions to users.

7. If your system is set up to display one verification question at a time, enter the number of questions that users must
answer to verify their identity.

NOTE
This option does not apply if you configure Identity Manager to display multiple verification questions on a
single screen. For more information, see Design Verification Screens.

8. Configure the criteria for locking the Forgotten User ID or Password task.
9. Submit the task.

The configuration for the Forgotten Password Reset and Forgotten User ID tasks is similar.

Design Identification Screens

The identification screen is the first screen that users see when they access the Forgotten Password Reset or User ID
task.

The default identification screen prompts users to supply a user ID. You can add or change the fields on the identification
screen to suit your needs.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Configure Forgotten Password Search screen or the Forgotten User ID Search screen in the Identity
Manager User Console, if necessary:
a. Choose Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
b. Select the Forgotten Password Reset or User ID task.
c. On the Search tab, click Browse to display a list of screens to edit.
d. Select one of the following screens, and click Edit:

Forgotten Password Search
Forgotten User ID Search

2. Enter the text that will appear above the area where users supply account information in the Prompt field.
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3. Select the appropriate screen in the Profile Screen for Identification field.
4. Modify the screen to include your choice of attributes that users must enter.

Design Verification Screens

After a user successfully completes the identification screen, the system redirects the user to a verification screen where
the user must provide information to verify the identity. The user may be required to answer one or more questions, or
provide an attribute, such as a social security number.

If users must answer multiple verification questions, Identity Manager can display those questions on the same screen, or
on separate screens.

This page contains the folloing topics:

Display Multiple Verification Questions At One Time

If users answer multiple questions to verify their identity, you can display those questions on a single screen.

NOTE
If a single screen displays multiple questions, the number of questions that a user has to answer is determined
by the number of question and answer pairs that you add to the profile screen for primary verification, not the
number of questions that you configure in the search screen for the task.

To display multiple verification questions on a single screen

1. Configure the Forgotten Password Logical Attribute Handler for multiple question and answer pairs.
You can configure the ForgottenPasswordHandler in the User Console or the Management Console. For instructions,
see the online help in the console that you want to use.
Add |VerifyQuestion1| , |VerifyAnswer1| pairs depending upon the number of questions you want to set.

2. Navigate to the Configure Forgotten Password Search screen or Configure Forgotten User ID Search screen, if
necessary.

3. Enter the text that appears above the area where users supply verification information in the Prompt for Primary
Verification Screen field.

4. In the Profile Screen for Primary Verification field, select a screen definition, such as the Forgotten Password Verify
screen.

5. Modify the screen definition to include the Logical Attributes for each of the verification question and answer pairs that
should appear on the screen. For example, add fields as follows:
|VerifyQuestion1| - Read only.
|VerifyAnswer1| - Write Required.

6. Delete the |VerifyQuestion| and |VerifyAnswer| logical attributes from Management Console (Home, Environments,
<Env_Name>, Advanced Settings, Logical Attribute Handlers, ForgottenPasswordHandler).

7. Make sure that the Prompt for Secondary Verification Screen and Profile Screen for Secondary Verification fields are
blank in the Configure Forgotten Password Search or Configure Forgotten User ID Search screen.

8. Enter the number of questions that user must answer correctly in the Number of Questions field.
9. Click OK.

Display One Verification Question at a Time

For increased security, you can display only one verification question at a time. Subsequent questions are displayed only
after the preceding question is answered successfully.

To display each verification question on a separate page, define a Primary Verification Screen and a Secondary
Verification Screen.
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The Primary Verification Screen is displayed after users provide valid identification, such as a user ID. When the user
successfully answers one question on the primary verification screen, Identity Manager displays the secondary verification
screen for each remaining question.

To configure the primary and secondary configuration screens:

1. Make sure that the |VerifyQuestion| and |VerifyAnswer| logical attributes are configured in the
ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute handler. See the Programming Guide for Java.

2. Navigate to one of the following screens, if necessary:
– Configure Forgotten Password Search Screen
– Configure Forgotten User ID Search Screen

3. Enter the text that appears above the area where users supply verification information in the Prompt for Primary
Verification Screen field.

4. In the Profile Screen for Primary Verification field, select a screen definition, such as the Forgotten Password Verify
screen.

NOTE
Modify the screen definition to include the Logical Attributes for each of the question and answer pairs that
should appear on the screen.

5. Enter the text that appears above the area where users supply verification information in the Prompt for Secondary
Verification Screen field.

6. Select the Forgotten Password Secondary Verify screen in the Profile Screen for Secondary Verification field.
Modify the screen to include |VerifyQuestion| and |VerifyAnswer| logical attributes.

NOTE
To use a secondary verification screen, you must configure a primary verification screen.

7. Enter the number of questions that user must answer correctly in the Number of Questions field.
8. Click OK.

Verify a User Attribute

Identity Manager can verify a user identity by requiring the user to supply one or more profile attributes. You can require
these attributes in addition to verification questions, or instead of them.

To use user attributes in the verification process

1. Configure the verification screen as described in one of the following sections:
– Display Multiple Verification Questions At One Time
– Display One Verification Question at a Time

2. Add one or more fields to collect the user attribute in the Forgotten Password Verify screen, or in a custom primary
verification screen, if you designed one.
For example, to collect a user’s employee number in addition to a user ID, modify the Forgotten Password Identify
profile screen. Add one row containing a single field before or after the user ID field. Click the right arrow for the new
field to define its properties.

Lock the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID Task

Learn how to lock the Forgotten Password Reset or the Forgotten User ID task.

To secure the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task, you can limit the number of failed verification attempts
a user makes. Once a user exceeds the failed attempt limit, the task locks, and the user can no longer access it.

You can determine what Identity Manager considers a failed verification attempt. The definition of a failed attempt may be
strict, such as answering one verification question incorrectly, or more lenient to allow for mistakes, such as mis-typing an
answer.
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NOTE
You can also configure Identity Manager to lock the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task after
a specified number of successful verification attempts. This prevents users from using the Forgotten Password
Reset or Forgotten User ID task instead of remembering login credentials.

This page contains the following topics:

Configure a Failed Attempt Limit

To configure Identity Manager to lock the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task after failed verification
attempts:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to the Configure Forgotten Password Search Screen.
2. Configure the criteria for verification failure, as needed:

– Number of acceptable incorrect answers--The number of incorrect answers a user can provide before Identity
Manager records a verification failure.

– Verification page timeout--The amount of time a user has to answer all of the questions on a page.
Verification page attempt limit--The number of times a user can attempt to answer the questions on a page.
If only one question appears per page, the Verification page attempt limit is the number of times a user can try to
answer that question.

NOTE
Specify 0 for the options that do not apply.

If a user exceeds any of the specified criteria, Identity Manager records a verification failure.
3. In the Failed Attempt Limit field, enter the number of consecutive times a user can fail the verification process before

they are locked out of the task.
Identity Manager locks the user out of the task, and optionally disables the user’s account, if the user attempts to verify
his identity when the Failed Attempt Limit has been reached. For example, if the failed attempt limit is 3, the user is
locked and disabled on the third failed attempt.

4. Select the Disable User check box to disable a user’s account in addition to locking the task when the failed attempt
limit is exceeded.

5. In the Failed Attempt Lockout Length field, enter the length of time that a user is locked out of the task if they exceed
the failed attempt limit.
You can specify minutes, hours, and days. To indicate that a particular limit does not apply, enter 0.

NOTE
The attribute that you specify must be defined in the directory configuration file (directory.xml) for the Identity
Manager environment.

6. Select the attribute that Identity Manager uses to track verification attempts in the Attempt Tracking Attribute field.

Configure a Successful Attempt Limit

Limiting the number of successful verification attempts prevents users from misusing the Forgotten Password Reset or
Forgotten User ID task. For example, a user may rely on the Forgotten Password Reset task to reset a password instead
of having to remember a password that conforms to a strict password policy.

To limit successful verification attempts:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to the Configure Forgotten Password Search Screen.
2. Select the attribute that Identity Manager uses to track verification attempts in the Attempt Tracking Attribute field.
3. Enter the number of days that users must wait before using the task in the Successful Attempt Limit field.
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Configure Allowed Disabled Reasons

A user password is disabled when the password does not meet the configured password policy. A user can initiate the
Forgotten Password task from the login page only when an administrator configures the password-disabled states in the
Identity Manager User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to the Configure Forgotten Password Search screen.
2. In the Limits and Actions section, configure the password-disabled states in the Allowed Disabled Reasons field:

– Disabled due to an extended inactivity
%Enabled_State% = 4

– Disabled due to too many failed logins
%Enabled_State% = 2

– Disabled due to an expired password
%Enabled_State% = 8

– Disabled by Administrator
%Enabled_State% = 1

– The password must change
%Enabled_State% = 16777216

Determine How Users Reset Passwords

Once Identity Manager verifies a user’s identity in the Forgotten Password task, it performs one of the following actions:

• Redirects users to a screen where they can enter a new password. (default)
• Emails or displays a temporary password. Users can use the temporary password to log in to Identity Manager, where

they are forced to set a new password.

To configure Identity Manager to display or email a temporary password, use the Forgotten Password task instead of the
Forgotten Password Reset task.

The Forgotten Password task is associated with a business logic task handler, a Java object that forms custom business
logic, which generates a temporary password.

Note: The temporary password will not adhere to the password policy.

By default, the Forgotten Password task displays the temporary password in the User Console.

To configure the Forgotten Password task to email the temporary password:

1. In the Management Console, configure email notifications for the Identity Manager environment. See the Configuration
Guide for instructions.

2. In the User Console, choose Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Select the Forgotten Password task.
4. On the Profile tab, click Business Logic Task Handlers.

The Business Logic Task Handlers screen opens. The BLTHGenerateTemporaryPassword handler should appear in
the list of handlers.

5. Click the right arrow icon to edit the properties for the handler.
6. In the Property field, click the minus icon to delete the ShowPwdOnScreen property.
7. In the Property field, type in ShowPwdOnScreen again.
8. In the Value field, enter:

false
9. Click Add.
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Determine How Users Retrieve a Forgotten User ID

Once Identity Manager successfully verifies a user’s identity, it displays the user’s ID on the screen.

For additional security, you can configure Identity Manager to email the user’s ID.

To configure Identity Manager to email a user ID

1. Configure the Identity Manager environment to support email notifications.
2. Choose Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
3. Select the Forgotten User ID task.
4. On the Profile tab, click Business Logic Task Handlers.

The Business Logic Task Handlers screen opens.
5. Click the Delete icon next to the BLTHDisplayUserID handler to delete it.

Deleting the BLTHDisplayUserID handler prevents Identity Manager from displaying the user ID in the User Console.
If you want Identity Manager to display the user ID in the User Console and email the user ID, do not delete the
BLTHDisplayUserID handler.

Recover the One-Time Password Task with E-Mail

A one-time password (OTP) is a password that is valid for only one login session or transaction for CA Identity Manager.
You can create a one-time password task by either creating a new or modifying an existing Forgotten Password task.
Users requesting a one-time password from the log in screen receive them as a text message or in their designated email
address.

Use the following procedure to recover a one-time password by having it sent to a user's e-mail account.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, do one of the following tasks:
– To create a copy of the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task (recommended), select Roles and

Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task. Select Create a copy of an admin task, and search for the task to
copy. (You can also use Forgotten Password or Forgotten Login ID.)

– To modify the default task, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task. Search for the task to
modify.
These steps assume that you use the Modify Admin Task option.

Identity Manager displays the tasks that match the criteria you entered.
2. Select the Forgotten Password task, and then click Select.
3. On the Search tab, select Browse to display a list of screens to edit.
4. Select one of the following screens, and the click Edit:

– Forgotten Password Search
– Forgotten User ID Search
– Forgotten Password
– Forgotten Login ID

5. From the Verification Option drop-down list, select One Time Password.
6. Configure the following sections of the One Time Password Settings based on your needs, and then submit the task

(by selecting OK, then Submit.):
OTP Definition
– • OTP Lifetime: Determines how long, in minutes, that an OTP is valid for after it is sent to a user email.

• Send OTP Limit: Determines how many times a user can request an OTP from their login session.
OTP E-Mail Delivery Configuration
Users can get their one-time passwords sent to their designated email address.
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– • Email Delivery: Identify User Attributes containing an Email Address
This section displays the selected user attributes that contain an email address. If you are using the Out-Of-The-Box
configuration, the Primary Email, and Alternate Email user attributes automatically populate this section.
– • Attribute Name: Use the drop-down to select the user attributes that contain an email address. Email addresses

are the Primary Email and Alternate Email user attributes in the Out-Of-the-Box environment.
• Hide first and Hide last: An email address appears on the OTP Verification screen that determines where to

send the one-time password. Use these fields to enter the number of characters to mask in the user email.
OTP Verification Screen
– Verification Screen Resource Bundle: A resource bundle is Identity Manager file that associates user interface

elements with locale-specific text strings, such as error messages. The default should suffice.
– Profile Screen for OTP Verify: The screen that is seen by end users when they want to request a one-time

password. The default is Forgotten Password Verify OTP.

NOTE

If you are upgrading from a version of Identity Manager that does not have the OTP feature, use the
Management Console to configure the ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute to set up the logical
attribute |DeliveryOptions|.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Home, Environment, <your environment>, Advanced Settings,
Logical Attribute Handlers, and then ForgottenPasswordHandler.

2. In the Logical Attributes section, add a new logical attribute with the following properties:
– Name: Delivery Options
– Attribute: |DeliveryOptions|

3. Select and Add, and then Save.
4. To apply this addition, restart your environment.

7. Click OK to return to the Select Screen Definition screen.
8. Click Select, and then Submit.

Verify the OTP

When users click "Forgot Password?" on the log in page, a prompt appears for them to enter their login ID. They must
perform the following steps:

1. Enter the login ID, and then click OK.
A verification page opens.

2. Select the Delivery Options radio button.
3. Select Send me an OTP. The new, temporary one-time password is sent to their email address.
4. Copy the one-time password and then paste it into the Enter generated OTP here field.
5. Select OK to display the confirmation screen.
6. Copy the temporary password that is displayed on this screen (the characters after Confirmation: Temporary

password is: )
7. Select OK.
8. Log in using the name and temporary password you copied.
9. Change and confirm the password, and then click Submit.

A confirmation screen opens.
10. Click OK to return to the User Console.
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Recover the Password or LoginId with a One-Time Password with a Text or Voice Message

A one-time password (OTP) is a password that is valid for only one login session or transaction for Identity Manager. An
administrator can create a one-time password task by either creating a new or modifying an existing Forgotten Password
task. Users requesting a one-time password from the log in screen receive them in their designated email address or with
a text or voice message.

IMPORTANT
You can only recover a One Time Password with a voice message if you are using Twilio.

This page contains the following topics:

Prerequisites

Identity Manager supports using both the Clickatell and the Twilio communications platform for use with the SMS one-time
password. Use the corresponding procedure to configure your platform.

Configuring Clickatell

Use the following procedure to configure your Clickatell account.

NOTE
You can only use Clickatell accounts created after November 2016.

Follow these steps:

1. Make sure that you have a Clickatell account.
2. Browse to https://www.clickatell.com, and then click Sign In. The Your Accounts page appears.
3. Under Which account would you like to access? select the SMS Platform radio button, and then click Sign In.
4. Enter your login credentials.
5. Select SMS Integrations to display the SMS Integrations page.
6. In the top-right corner of the page, click Create New Integration to display the Create New Integration page.
7. Select the Details tab, and then complete the fields. Identity Manager supports the REST API Type.
8. Select the Features tab.
9. Select the Messaging type, depending on the requirements of your operating country. For example, the USA needs

two-way messaging to deliver an SMS message.

Configuring Twilio

Twilio uses three master key credentials to determine which project an API request is coming from:

• Service SID, which is the verify service SID of your Twilio account
• Account SID, which acts as a username to identify the account
• Auth Token, which acts as a password. 

Identity Manager uses the Service ID, Account SID, and Auth token to integrate with Twilio.

When you log into your Twilio Account for the first time, you can either select Create a New Project, or use the Master
keys you get assigned. The Account SID and the Auth Token are created when a project is created.You can see the Auth
Token and Account SID on the Dashboard section of your Twilio project. Click the eye symbol next to the Auth token to
display the token number.

NOTE
You can see your Service SID in your Twilio account’s Verify Service page.

To see the Verify Service page, follow these steps:

1. Log in to your Twilio account.
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2. Click All Products & Services.
3. In the Engagement Cloud section, click Verify. You can either create or use the existing Verify Service. Click the red

plus sign to create a new Verify Service.

If delivering a One-Time Password via voice mail, the Twilio Voice call will pick the service integration name. In the
example below, the Text to Speech engine will pronounce the call as “Symantec Identity Manager”, as shown in the
following graphic. If this message needs customization, please work with Twilio.

Figure 77: Twillio General Settings

Troubleshooting Certificate Issuess
The communication between the SMS gateway servers and Identity Manager to send SMS must be secured with
certificates. If you entered the correct credentials provided for the configuration, and the SMS test fails, make sure that the
required certificates for communication with the SMS gateway servers are present in the java keystore.

Clickatell requires the following certificate to be present ( thawte EV SSL CA - G3 )
C=US

O=thawte, Inc.

CN=thawte EV SSL CA - G3

To import the certificate into the java keystore, follow these steps:

1. Download the required PEM (Privacy Enhanced Mail) format certificates.
2. Import the certificate into the Java trust store (cacerts).
3. Verify that the certificate is imported into the Java version used by the Identity Manager Server.

• Account SID, which acts as a username to identify the account
• Auth Token, which acts as a password.

Identity Manager uses the Account SID and Auth token to integrate with Twilio. When you log into your Twilio Account for
the first time, you can either select Create a New Project, or use the Master keys you get assigned. The Account SID and
the Auth Token are created when a project is created.You can see the Auth Token and Account SID on the Dashboard
section of your Twilio project.Click the eye symbol next to the Auth token to display the token number.
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Procedure
Perform the following prerequisites before a user can recover a one-time password by having it sent to their mobile phone
using either an SMS text or voice message:

• Enable the one-time password task, including adding the list of your users’ mobile phone service providers
• If you are not using the Out-Of-The-Box environment, add the logical attributes
• Configure SMS, including selecting whether to use a service provider to send the text, or send the text through the

user’s email
• Finally, you can verify that the one-time password works correctly
• Ensure that the Email Server setting has been completed in the App Server. For more information, see Configure

SMTP Settings for the Application Server.

Enable the One-Time Password Task for Use with Text or Voice Messaging

NOTE
You can only recover a One-Time Password with a voice message if you are using Twilio.

Use the following procedure to modify a task for recovering the one-time password, including:

• How many times to try sending the OTP
• Set the user attribute that contains the mobile number to use
• Add to the list of your users’ mobile phone service providers

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, do one of the following tasks:
2. a. To create a copy of the Forgotten Password Reset or Forgotten User ID task (recommended), select Roles and

Tasks, Admin Tasks, Create Admin Task. Select Create a copy of an admin task, and search for the task to
copy. (You can also use Forgotten Password or Forgotten Login ID.)

b. To modify the default task, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task. Search for the task to
modify.
These steps assume that you use the Modify Admin Task option.
Identity manager displays the tasks that match the criteria you entered.

3. Select the Forgotten Password task, and then click Select.
4. On the Search tab, select Browse to display a list of screens to edit.
5. Select one of the following screens, and the click Edit:

a. Forgotten Password Search
b. Forgotten User ID Search
c. Forgotten Password
d. Forgotten Login ID

6. From the Verification Option drop-down list, select One Time Password.
7. Configure the following sections of the One Time Password Settings based on your needs, and then submit the task

(by selecting OK, then Submit.):
OTP Definition
a. OTP Lifetime: Determines how long, in minutes, that an OTP is valid for after it is sent to a user email.
b. Send OTP Limit: Determines how many times a user can request an OTP from their login session.
OTP Delivery Configuration
User can get their one-time passwords sent to their mobile phone using an SMS text message. This option is only
available if you elect the Configure SMS task.
a. SMS Delivery: Identify User Attributes containing a Mobile Number
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If you are using the Out-Of-The-Box configuration, the Mobile Phone user attribute automatically populate this
section. If you want to use another or different attribute
a. Attribute Name: Use the drop-down to select the user attributes that contain a mobile number.
b. Hide first and Hide last: The mobile telephone numbers appears on the OTP Verification screen that determines

where to send the one-time password. Use these fields to enter the number of characters to mask in the user’s
mobile phone number.

OTP Verification Screen
a. Verification Screen Resource Bundle: A resource bundle is an Identity Manager file that associates user

interface elements with locale-specific text strings, such as error messages. The default should suffice.
b. Profile Screen for OTP Verify: The screen that is seen by end users when they want to request a one-time

password. The default is Forgotten Password Verify OTP.
8. Click Browse next to the Profile Screen for OTP Verify field. The Select Screen Definition window appears.
9. Click Edit. The Configure Standard Profile Screen sub-window appears.
10. Next to Service Provider, click the Edit icon.
11. In the Selection Options field, provide your mobile carrier’s domain address (storage value) and the value to display

on-screen when making your selection. Separate these values with a semicolon.
Note: This option is only available if you select the SMSViaEmail option.
Note: The carrier domain begins with the ‘@’ symbol. The display name appears in the drop-down list during forgotten
password task. For example, if your carrier is AT&T, the carrier domain would be @text.att.net, and you could enter the
display text as AT&T.

12. Click Apply, OK, Select, OK, Select, and then Submit.

Adding the |ServiceProviderI, |DeliveryOptions|, and |DeliveryMode| Logical Attributes

NOTE
If you are upgrading Identity Manager, use the Management Console to configure the
ForgottenPasswordHandler logical attribute to set up the |ServiceProvider|, |DeliveryOptions|, and |
DeliveryMode| logical attributes for the Environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Home, Environment, <your environment>, Advanced Settings, Logical
Attribute Handlers, and then ForgottenPasswordHandler.

2. In the Logical Attributes section, add a new logical attribute with the following properties:
– Name: Service Provider
– Attribute: one for |ServiceProvider|

3. Select Add, and then Save.
4. To apply this addition, restart your environment.

Repeat these steps to add the |DeliveryOptions| logical attribute and the |DeliveryMode| LogicalAttribute to the
ForgottenPasswordHandler.

Configure SMS
Select whether to use a service gateway to send the text, or use the user’s email service to send an SMS text. You can
also send a test SMS text. Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, select Configurations, and then Configure SMS. The Configure SMS screen opens.
2. In the SMS Gateway drop-down box, select whether to send the text using either an SMS provider, or using email to

send an SMS text to a user’s email provider (with the SMSViaEmail option). The Configuration Description fields
change depending on the selected option.

3. If you selected an SMS provider, complete the following Configuration Description fields:
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Note: These fields change depending on the selected service gateway.

Field Name Definition Used by Clickatell? Used by Twilio?

URL The URL of the Service
provider.

Note: The URL for the Twilio
SMS configuration should be:

Note: https://verify.twilio.com/v2/
Services/<Service SID>

Note: Where the Service SID
is the SID of the verify service
created in your Twilio account.

Yes Yes

Account SID Acts as a username to identify
the account in Twilio

No Yes

API Key The API key that is provided by
Clickatell when you register with
them

Yes No

Auth Token Acts as a password to identify
the account in Twilio

No Yes

From Number The sender ID: the account to
use to send the SMS text

Yes No

Retry count How many times to send the
SMS text when the user does
not respond within the allotted
time

Yes Yes

4. To test your SMS configuration, complete the following Configuration Description fields:
– In the first field: Enter the user’s mobile number, using the format a noted on-screen
– If you have configured SmsViaEmail: In the second field: Enter the mobile carrier domain, beginning with the

‘@’ symbol.
5. Click Test SMS to determine if your configuration is correct. If you are using a voice message to deliver the OTP,

select the Voice Call check box. Note: You can only recover a One-Time Password with a voice message if you are
using Twilio.

6. Click Submit to save and exit this configuration.

Configure SMS For WebSphere

WebSphere needs additional configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere Admin Console, select Servers > Server Types > WebSphere application servers, and then
select the Application server.

2. In the Configuration tab, under Server Infrastructure, click Java and Process Management > Process Definition.
3. Under Additional Properties, click Java Virtual Machine.
4. In the Configuration tab, under Generics JVM Arguments, append the following line:

-Dcom.ibm.jsse2.overrideDefaultTLS=true

5. Click Apply, then Save.
6. Stop and start the WebSphere Application server. 
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Verify the One-Time Password
When users click "Forgot Password?" on the log in page, a prompt appears for them to enter their login ID. They must
perform the following steps:

1. Enter the login ID, and then select OK.
A verification page opens.

2. If the user is configured to use their Mobile Phone attribute to deliver the one-time password, select the Delivery
Options: Mobile Phone radio button. The Delivery Mode appears, displaying two options: Text Message, or Voice
Call. Note: The mobile Delivery Mode only appears if you used Twilio as the SMS Configuration in the User console.

3. Use the radio buttons to select the Delivery Mode.
4. If the user is configured to deliver their one-time password using the SMSViaEmail option, the Service Provider

drown-down list appears. From the Service Provider drown-down, select the mobile phone’s service provider for your
mobile number.

5. Select Send me an OTP. The new, temporary one-time password is sent to their mobile phone, depending on the
selected option: either using a text message or a voice message.

6. Enter the one-time password into the Enter generated OTP here field.
7. Select OK to display the confirmation screen.
8. Copy the temporary password that is displayed on this screen. The characters appear after the statement

Confirmation: Temporary password is.
9. Select OK.
10. Log in using the name and temporary password you copied.
11. Change and confirm the password, and then click Submit.

A confirmation screen opens.
12. Click OK to return to the User Console.

Unlocking an Account as a Self-Service Task

[Applicable from Identity Manager 14.4.1 onwards]

Users can select the Not able to access your account? on the login page to unlock their account.

Identity Manager provides the ability for users to unlock their account using the one-time password verification method.
The supported delivery methods for the one-time password are Email and SMS (Text Message, Voice Call). With the self-
service unlock user functionality, users can now unlock their account with no administrator or help desk involvement, thus
reducing help desk calls and loss of productivity.

When users select Not able to access your account? on the login page, a prompt appears for them to enter their login
ID.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the login ID, and then select OK. A verification page opens.
2. Select the Delivery Options radio button.
3. Select Send me an OTP. The new, temporary one-time password is sent to your selected option: email address, voice

mail, or text.

To learn about the one-time password solution that an administrator configures in Identity Manager for unlocking a user,
see the following topics:

• Recover the One-Time Password Task with E-Mail
• Recover the Password or LoginId with a One-Time Password with a Text or Voice Message
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Logout Pages
A logout page is a page to which a user is directed after performing an action in certain Identity Manager task screens,
such as clicking a Logout link from the User Console.

For self-service tasks, such as self-registration or forgotten password tasks, users are redirected to a logout page when
they click Cancel to exit the task, or when they click OK in a confirmation or error message.

You can configure a custom logout page for the following Identity Manager screens:

• User Console
• Self-registration tasks
• Forgotten Password tasks

Important! If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, configure the CA SSO Web Agent to terminate the user session
after the user logs out of Identity Manager. If you do not configure the Web Agent, CA SSO may reopen the user session.

Configuring Logout Pages

Follow these steps:

1. Create one or more custom logout pages.
To ensure that an HTML logout page is loaded from the Web server and not from the browser’s cache, set up the
logout page so that it cannot be cached in the browser. For example, for HTML pages, you can add the following meta
tags to the page:
<META HTTP-EQUIV="Pragma" CONTENT="no-cache">

<META HTTP-EQUIV="Expires" CONTENT="-1">

WARNING
Meta tags may not always work with an Internet Explorer browser. If not, use a cache-control HTTP header.

2. In the Identity Manager environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
The Environment Properties screen appears.

3. Click Advanced Settings, and click Miscellaneous.
The Miscellaneous Properties screen appears.

4. In the Property field, type one of the following properties:
– MainConsoleLogoutUrl -- Overrides the default logout URL in the main console.

This URL is also displayed for self-registration and forgotten password tasks if you do not specify custom logout
pages using the tasktagLogoutUrl property.

– tasktagLogoutUrl -- Specifies a logout page for a public task.
In this property, tasktag identifies the task for which you are configuring a custom logout page.
For example, to configure a logout page for the default self-registration task, enter the following in the Property field:
SelfRegistrationLogoutUrl
You can define multiple tasktagLogoutUrl properties to configure different logout pages for different tasks. For
example, when you have different self-registration pages for customers and suppliers, you can define a different
logout page for each task.

NOTE
You specify the task tag when you configure a task in the User Console. For more information, see the
Administration Guide.

5. In the Value field, type the URL that users are redirected to at logout.
6. Click Save.
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Branding the User Console
 

Identity Manager users perform most admin tasks in a user console. Three user consoles exist:

• ca12 -- The default user console
• ui7 -- The user console that conforms to a newer user interface standard from CA Technologies.

The console name is added to the URL for each console page. For example, the following URLs are for the Create User
task in the ca12 and imcss consoles, respectively:

• http://myserver.ca.com:8080/iam/im/neteauto/ca12/index.jsp?task.tag=CreateUser
• http://myserver.ca.com:8080/iam/im/neteauto/ui7/index.jsp?task.tag=CreateUser

NOTE
Identity Manager generates these URLs automatically, once an administrator logs in to the user console.

 

 

 

Skins for Branding
You can change the appearance of a console with skins. A skin is a set of components that you can use to customize the
appearance of the user interface (UI) for a given audience.

You can change the following aspects:

• Images
• Colors and fonts
• Page headers and footers

In Identity Manager environment, you can have more than one skin, and you can create different skins for different
audiences. For example, employees may see one skin and partners may see another skin.

The components of a skin are as follows:

• • Cascading Style Sheet
Defines the CSS files that contain color and font definitions.
Location:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/skin_name/fileName.css *

• Images
Defines a graphic file that can be displayed on a web page, such as a .gif, .jpeg, or .png file.
Location:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/skin_name/image/*

• .properties file
Defines the text file that defines the components for the skin.
Location:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/skin_name/

Iam_im.ear
Defines one of the following installed locations of the Iam_im.ear directory:

• WebLogic:
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<WebLogic_home>\user_projects\domains\Identity-Manager-Domain-Name\applications\iam_im.ear\

• JBoss:

<JBoss_home>\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\

• WebSphere:

<was_im_tools_dir>\WebSphere-ear\iam_im.ear\

was_im_tools_dir

• • Defines the installed location of the CA Identity Manager Tools for WebSphere.

Note: After making changes in the WebSphere-ear\iam_im.ear directory, you must package the directory into an
Enterprise Archive (EAR) file and install the EAR file in the WebSphere Application Server. For more information, see the
Installing facet..

CA Identity Manager Skins
Identity Manager includes the following skins:

• idm (vertical)-- Defines the components vertically. This is the default idm skin for User Console. The Skin components
that are not defined by custom skins, uses the default skin available here. For example, if a skin does not include a
custom CSS file, Identity Manager uses the default CSS file from the idm skin.
This skin (vertical) is installed in the following folder:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/idm

• idm (horizontal) -- Defines the idm components in a horizontal manner for User Console.This skin (horizontal) is
installed in the following folder:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/horizontal

• horizontal2 -- Defines the components of the horizontal2 User Console. This interface looks similar to the horizontal
skin but displays green and purple colors in the same horizontal format. This skin is installed in the following folder:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/horizontal2

• neteauto -- Defines the components of the neteauto User Console. This interface has the same layout as the idm skin
but displays red and light brown colors and the NeteAuto image.
This skin is installed in the following folder:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/neteauto

NOTE
The skins in the various illustrations apply to the imcss console.

Skin Associations
A skin can inherit properties from a parent skin. Therefore, you can define a component once and reuse it in multiple
skins. For example, a company logo, defined in a parent skin, can propagate to all the company skins.

When Identity Manager renders a user console, it checks for the appropriate skin for the user. When a parent skin is
specified, its components are added.

For example, suppose the corporate skin includes only the company logo. A sales skin includes a custom footer JSP and
points to the parent skin, corporate. When salespersons access Identity Manager, they see the footer defined in the sales
skin, and the logo, colors, and fonts defined in the corporate skin.
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How to Create a Skin
Creating a skin involves the following steps:

Copy an Existing Skin

Perform the following procedure to copy an existing skin.

Follow these steps:

1. Look at the illustrations in Identity Manager Skins, and decide which of the following skins is similar to the one that you
want to create for your company:
– idm skin
– horizontal skin
– horizontal2 skin
– neteauto skin
For illustrative purposes, this section assumes that you chose the look of the neteauto skin and will call it yourskin. The
name yourskin is the name of your company’s skin.

2. Copy the following file:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/neteauto
iam_im.ear/
Give it the following name:
iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin

3. In the yourskin directory, rename the files in the following table:

Current Name New Name

neteauto.css yourskin.css

neteauto_task.css yourskin_task.css

neteauto.properties yourskin.properties

To simplify administration, the name of the .properties file and the .css files should correspond to the name of the skin.

NOTE
Skin names are case-sensitive.

Update the Skin Images

Update any of the images (.gif, .jpg, or .png) in the following directories with the images that match the look of your
company’s skin:

• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/image
• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/image/category
• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/image/tab
• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/image/tasks

For example, to put your company’s logo in the yourskin skin, replace logo.jpg from the image directory with your
company’s logo.

We recommend using the same image file names because many of these images are already mapped with the
appropriate paths in the yourskin.properties file.
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Update the Skin Colors and Fonts

Update the yourskin skin’s cascading style sheets with the fonts and menu, background, margin, and other colors of your
choice.

The paths to the style sheets are as follows:

• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/yourskin.css
• iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/yourskin/yourskin_task.css

Modify the .properties File

Perform the following procedure to modify the .properties file.

Follow these steps:

1. In the yourskin.properties file, replace every neteauto reference with yourskin.
2. Make the following additional modifications in the yourskin.properties file:

a. If it is not already specified, set the following in the parent section:
parent=/app/imcss/idm/im.properties

    stylesheet/skin.css=yourskin/yourskin.css

stylesheet/skin_task.css=yourskin/yourskin_task.css

The parent section specifies the location to the properties file of the parent skin. In this example, the parent skin is idm.
3. Set the cascading style sheets as follows:
4. 1. Proceed as follows:

If you replaced the images in the skin without renaming them, go to Step d. If you renamed images, do the
following:
– In the header images section, set the path to header images from Update the Skin Images.

You can add multiple image entries to the .properties file by adding an entry like the following:
image/logo.gif=yourskin/image/logo.jpg

– In the standard tabs section, set the path to tab images from Update the Skin Images.
– In the task body buttons section, set the path to task body button images from Update the Skin Images.

2. Save the file.

Modify the index.jsp File

Perform the following procedure to modify the index.jsp file.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the index.jsp file in a text editor. This file is located in the following folder:
<iam_im.ear>/user_console_war/app/imcss

2. Under the <skin:update> section, add the following as the first entry:
<skin:skin name="yourskin" filename="/app/imcss/yourskin/yourskin.properties" />

3. Save the file.

Identity Manager selects the default skin for the Identity Manager User Console based on which skin tag is listed first in
the <skin:update> section of the index.jsp file.

As noted in the following <skin:update> section from the index.jsp file, Identity Manager will display the user console for
the yourskin skin:

<skin:update>

   <skin:skin name="yourskin" filename="/app/imcss/yourskin/yourskin.properties" />

   <skin:skin name="idm" filename="/app/imcss/idm/im.properties" />

   <skin:skin name="neteauto" filename="/app/imcss/neteauto/neteauto.properties" />
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   <skin:skin name="horizontal" filename="/app/imcss/horizontal/horizontal.properties" />

   <skin:skin name="horizontal2" filename="/app/imcss/horizontal2/horizontal2.properties" />

</skin:update>

When you want to use a different skin, you need to change the order of the skin tags listed.

Recompile the .jsp Files and Restart the Application Server

If you are running Identity Manager on a JBoss application server, you must recompile the JSP files and restart the
application server after you have created a skin, as follows:

1. Configure your application server to Compiling Source Files.
2. Restart the application server so that the yourskin skin’s changes can take effect.

NOTE
If you are using a different application server, you do not need to complete this step.

How to Use Multiple Skins
You may want different sets of users to see different skins. For example, the skin for employees may include the company
logo and colors. The skin for suppliers could include a different logo and color scheme, and display a company-specific
footer.

NOTE
This functionality requires integration with CA SSO, an optional component.

If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, you can use a CA SSO response to associate the yourskin skin with a set of
users. The response is paired with a rule in a policy, which is associated with a set of users. When the rule fires, it triggers
the response to pass information about the skin to Identity Manager, to build the user console.

The following steps are involved:

1. A user tries to access a Identity Manager environment. (A Identity Manager environment is protected by CA SSO.)
2. CA SSO authenticates and authorizes the user. The rule in the policy fires, triggering a response that contains

information about the skin.
3. The response is passed as an HTTP header variable to Identity Manager through the Web agent.
4. Identity Manager builds the User Console based on the skin.

Prioritize Skins

Multiple policies (and therefore multiple skins) may apply to a single user. To make sure that the user sees the correct
skin, assign priority numbers to skins.

When you create a skin response, add the priority number to the header variable name. The priority number can be from 1
to 999, with 1 having the highest priority.

For example, the header variable name in the response for the sales skin is skin3. For the management skin, the header
variable name is skin2. When a user logs in to Identity Manager as a sales manager, the management skin appears
because it has a higher priority.

Create a Skin Response

Perform the following procedure to create a skin response.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces as an administrator with Domain privileges:
– For CA SSO Web Access Manager r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust SiteMinder 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

NOTE
For information on using these interfaces, see the documentation for the version of CA SSO that you are
using.

2. Locate the policy domain that protects the Identity Manager Environment. The domain name has the following format:
environment_nameDomain

environment_name
Defines the name of the Identity Manager Environment.
For example, when the Identity Manager environment name is employees, the domain name is employeesDomain.

NOTE
The policy domain must be associated with the user directory that contains the Identity Manager users who
will use the skin.

3. View the realms for the domain.
You see the following realms depending on the features you configured for the environment:
– environment_name_ims_realm -- Protects the Identity Manager Environment.
– environment_name_pub_realm -- Enables support for public tasks, such as self-registration and forgotten password

tasks.
This realm appears only when you have configured a public alias.

4. Create a rule in each of the realms. Specify the following:
– Resource: /*
– Actions: GET, POST
To simplify administration, include the skin in the rule name. For example, when the skin name is yourskin, create a
rule named yourskin skin.

5. Create a response for the domain with the following response attributes:
– Attribute: WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable

This adds a new HTTP header to the response.
– Attribute Kind: Static
– Variable Name: Enter one of the following variable names:

• skin -- Use this variable when all Identity Manager users see the same skin.
• skinx -- Use this variable if you have multiple skins. The x represents a priority value where 1 is the highest

priority and 999 is the lowest priority.
– Variable Value: Specify the name of the skin.

6. Create a policy in the policy domain with the following values:
– Users: Specify users who should see the skin. For example, if members of the sales organization should see the

skin, be sure to include ou=sales in the policy.
– Rules: Add the rules you created in Step 4. Associate each rule with the response you created in Step 5.

Editing Console Pages
To change the layout of the User Console or to add links to a page’s headers or footers, you can edit the following console
pages:

• index.jsp -- Hides or displays headers and footers in the main console. Also defines the available Identity Manager
skins.
The index.jsp file is located in <iam_im.ear>
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/user_console_war/app/imcss/
• head.jsp -- Contains the code for the header in the User Console main page.
• home.jsp -- Contains the confirmation message for a particular task.

The head.jsp and home.jsp files are located in <iam_im.ear>
/user_console_war/app/imcss/component

 

Customize Labels for Input Type Screen Elements for 508 Compliance

To help with 508 compliance, you can customize the labels for input screen elements, such as radio buttons or text fields,
so that they can be recognized by a screen reader. You can also determine whether the input type’s text label appears
to the right or left of the input type. By default, these labels do not appear in the screens user interface, although you can
optionally display them with the hidden parameter.

Input Method Types

Input types are the methods used to determine the data entry method. Identity Manager uses the following types:

• Check box
• Radio button
• Select drop-down box
• Text field

You can modify the JSP file that corresponds to the desired screen. For example, you would edit the submitted_tasks.jsp
for the View Submitted Tasks screen.

JSP files are located here:

<iam_im.ear>/user_console_war/

Label Parameters

The parameters are summarized in the following list, and further described in the procedure:

• labelKey: Allows the screen reader to detect the screen element, as well as references a key file, such as titleKey, to
determine the label read by the screen reader.

• labelPos="right" or labelPos="left": Determine whether the input type’s text label appears to the right or left of the
input type.

• hidden: Prevents the actual label text from appearing in the user interface
• label : Allows you to enter specific text for the screen element label. Unlike labelKey, which references a key file to

determine the label text, the text entered for the label parameter is automatically generated into the HTML file without
having to refer to a key file.

Add Readable Labels to Your Input Types

Screen readers must recognize any screen element before reading them. You do this by adding the labelKey parameter
to the JSP file of the corresponding screen.  Also, determine whether the input type’s text label appears to the right or left
of the input type using either labelPos="right" or labelPos="left".

Adding and saving these parameters in the JSP file generates the screen’s corresponding HTML file that can be read by
the user’s reader.
For example, if labelKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy", the reader states whatever text is in the
page.submittedtasks.submittedBy file.
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Follow these steps:

1. Open the screen’s corresponding JSP file in any text editor. For example, shown below is a sample piece of code for a
checkbox input type found on that screen:

<td><imh:checkbox name="<%= SubmittedTasks.VIEWSUBMITTED_TASKS_APPLY_USERFILTER%>" value="1"

 titleKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy"/></td>

2. Add the labelKey, label, and labelPos parameters as desired:

NOTE

: You can enter the titleKey for the labelKey, or you can enter a unique value with the label parameter. In
the sample below, the labelKey uses the titleKey value, and the label text position is on the right of the input
type:

<td><imh:checkbox labelKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy" labelPos="right"

 name="<%= SubmittedTasks.VIEWSUBMITTED_TASKS_APPLY_USERFILTER%>" value="1"

 titleKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy"/></td>

3. The Hidden parameter prevents the actual label text from appearing in the user interface. For example, shown below
is the sample, edited JSP file:

<imh:select name="standardsearch_andLower" titleKey="queryfilter.selectScope"

 labelKey="queryfilter.selectScope" hidden="true">

        <imh:option value=""></imh:option>

        <imh:option value="lower" key="page.standardsearch.andLower" />

    </imh:select>

Following the example, the generated HTML, using the text found in queryfilter.selectScope, will appear as follows:

<label for="imh_2" style="display:none;">Select scope</label><select name="standardsearch_andLower"

 style=" visibility: inherit;" id="imh_2" title="Select scope"><option value="" selected="selected"

 id="imh_3"></option>

Setting hidden=true ensures that the label field text "Select scope" does not appear on the screen, but the screen
reader will still recognize the text “Select scope” as part of the label text.
If hidden=false, then the text “select scope” appears in the screen.

4. Save and exit your JSP file.

Replace System Generated IDs with Custom Label Names

Optionally, you can use the styleId parameter allows you to replace an input type’s automatic, system-generated ID with
one defined by you.
The styleId parameter is not required for 508 compliance.

NOTE

: The styleId option only works for static input fields: this means you could customize the View Submitted Task
screen, but you cannot customize the search output because that output is dynamic.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the screen’s corresponding JSP file in any text editor. For example, shown below is a sample piece of code for a
checkbox input type found on that screen:
<td><imh:checkbox labelKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy" labelPos="right"

 name="<%= SubmittedTasks.VIEWSUBMITTED_TASKS_APPLY_USERFILTER%>" value="1"

 titleKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy"/></td>
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2. Enter the styleId parameter with a value to replace the system generated ID value:

<td><imh:checkbox labelKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy" labelPos="right"

 name="<%= SubmittedTasks.VIEWSUBMITTED_TASKS_APPLY_USERFILTER%>" value="1"

 titleKey="page.submittedtasks.submittedBy" styleId="Custom_ID"/></td>

The HTML output for this will appear similar to the following:

<td><input type="checkbox" name="applysearchuserfilter" value="1" id="Custom_ID" title="Initiated by" /

><label for="Custom_ID">Initiated by</label></td>

Modify the Header in the User Console

Use the head.jsp file available at the following location to modify the header (images, links, colors, fonts) of the Identity
Manager User Console.

<iam_im.ear>\user_console_war\app\imcss\component

To update the header, modify the code for the following entries in the head.jsp file:

• <div id="logo">
• <div id="statusbar">
• <div id="username">
• <div id="help-logout">

For example, to change the link users are directed to when they click the logo image that appears in the header for the
User Console, replace the URL in the following code with your company URL.

<div id="logo">

<a href="http://www.yourcompany.com/"><skin:img altKey="console.logo" titleKey="console.logo" src="logo.gif"

 width="93" height="33" border="0" /></a>

</div>

Title Branding

From Identity Manager 14.4 release onwards, the header title branding cannot be achieved with the head.jsp file. To
change the header title branding, you must apply skin branding as explained in the following links:

• Standalone
• Virtual Appliance

Favicon Branding

To change the Favicon icon of Identity Manager User Console, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <Application_Server_Home>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war/app/page.
2. Open global_head.jsp.
3. Search for the following HTML codes and change the favicon icon to the desired one:

 <link rel="icon" type="image/icon" href="<%= context %>/ui/images/favicon.ico"/>

 <link rel="shortcut icon" type="image/icon" href="<%= context %>/ui/images/favicon.ico"/>
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Modify and Show the Footer

To modify and show the footer, you can do the following procedures:

• Insert the footer’s HTML code into the index.jsp file
• Modify the cascading style sheet file from one of the skins to determine whether or not to display the footer

Insert the Footer’s HTML into the index.jsp File

Perform the following procedure to insert the footer’s HTML code into the index.jsp file. This file is located in iam_im.ear/
user_console_war/app/imcss.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the index.jsp file in a text editor.
2. Under the <div id="foot"> section at the end of the file, add the HTML for yourskin skin’s footer between the <div> and

</div> markers.
3. Save the file.

Modify the Cascading Style Sheet to Display a Footer

You can modify the cascading style sheet file from one of the skins -- idm, horizontal, horizontal2, and neteauto -- to
configure Identity Manager to display the footer or not.

These cascading style sheet files are stored in the following folder:

iam_im.ear/user_console_war/app/imcss/

By default, the footer shows in the horizontal and horizontal2 skins but not in idm or neteauto.

Presently, yourskin skin does not display the footer because it is a copy of neteauto, which uses the idm.css file to display
footers. The neteauto.css and yourskin.css files contain color overrides only and import the idm.css file to handle other
display functions like showing footers. In the idm skin that is shown as follows, the #foot section in the idm.css file shows
the footer as being disabled:

#foot {

    display: none;

In the horizontal skin that is shown as follows, the #foot section in the horizontal.css file shows the footer as enabled:

#foot {

             border: 1px solid black;

             background-color: #AEB6D8;

             padding: 4px;

         display: block; /* to override parent */

The display: block reference means that Identity Manager displays the footer.

To get yourskin skin to display the footer:

• In yourskin.css, add the following code:
/*CONSOLE FOOTER*/

#foot {

    display: block;

}

In this section, you can also modify the border at the footer, background color, and padding.
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CA Identity Manager Localization
You can localize the following elements in the User Console to a particular language:

• Prompts, buttons, text, tabs, and titles that appear in the User Console
• Validation, status, and error messages and instructions that are displayed to Identity Manager users
• Email notifications
• Graphics
• Custom features created with the Identity Manager APIs

NOTE
Identity Manager reports are not localized.

Resource Bundles
A resource bundle is Identity Manager file that associates user interface elements with locale-specific text strings. In this
file, a user interface element is assigned a key ID, which is paired to a locale-specific text string.

When Identity Manager encounters an element with a key ID on a screen, such as an admin task profile screen, it displays
the paired value from the resource bundle.

For example, the entry for a Submit button in a Identity Manager resource bundle is as follows:

global.button.submit=Submit 

The key ID is global.button.submit and the value is Submit. When Identity Manager encounters the global.button.submit
key ID in a user interface screen definition, it displays the word Submit.

Note the following about key IDs:

• Elements in the User Console can have only one key ID, and the key ID must be unique for a particular resource
bundle.

• Key IDs are case-sensitive, must contain only US-ASCII characters, and cannot contain spaces. However, key IDs can
contain multiple strings that are separated by periods (.). For example, the key ID for the Department field name can
resemble the following:
attribute.displayname.department

• Identity Manager supports two formats for specifying key IDs in admin task screens:
– Using a syntax that includes the resource bundle name

This method allows you to specify the name of a custom resource bundle. You can use a custom resource bundle to
separate custom mappings from the default resource bundle.
The format for this syntax is as follows:
${bundle=ResourceBundle:key=keyID}
In this syntax example:
bundle= ResourceBundle
Identifies the resource bundle that includes the text string mapping for the key ID, if you are using a custom
resource bundle.
Note: Create the custom resource bundles in iam_im.ear/custom/resourceBundles and then refer to it as
resourceBundles.MyResourceBundle.
Bundle names use standard Java localization syntax. The bundle name does not need to include the .properties
extension, but must be fully qualified, relative to iam_im.ear/custom.
This name/value pair is optional. You do not need to specify a resource bundle if the key ID is defined in the base
resource bundle, IMSResources.properties. In this case, the key ID in the admin task screen would be:
${key=keyID}
key= keyID
Identifies the key ID that maps to the text string to display. The mapping must exist in a resource bundle.
A completed key ID entry resembles the following sample:
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${bundle=resourceBundles.MyResourceBundle:key=attribute.displayname.department}
– Using the prefix imstask.label as follows:

imstask.label.elementname
For example:
imstask.label.attribute.displayname.department
When you use this method, attribute.displayname.department must appear in the resource bundle.

NOTE
If you are creating custom localization files, you use a translation tool to change the value mapped to a key ID
for a different language. For example, to display the Submit button in French, the translation tool changes the
value paired with the global.button.submit key ID in the French resource bundle as follows:

global.button.submit=Enter

Sample Localized CA Identity Manager Environments
Identity Manager includes files to create translated versions of the User Console. You can use these samples as defined
or can use as templates for creating a custom translated User Console. The following languages are supported:

• Danish
• Dutch
• Finnish
• French
• French Canadian
• German
• Italian
• Japanese
• Korean
• Norwegian
• Polish
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Spanish
• Swedish

IMPORTANT
Starting from Symantec IGA 14.4 release, all the new features and enhancements will be available in the
following supported languages:

• French
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Japanese
• Spanish

The files that support these language versions are installed at the following location:

admin_tools\samples\Localization\language

Where,

• admin_tools, specifies the installed location of the Identity Manager administrative tools. By default, the tools are
placed at:
– Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
– Linux:  /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

• language, specifies the language that you want to use.
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Restrictions on the Use of International Character Sets
The following input must contain ASCII characters only:

• Environment names and aliases
• Directory names
• Task tags
• Class names used in the following APIs:

– Event Listener API
– Notification Rule API
– Logical Attribute API
– Workflow Organization Resolver API

• Logical attribute names and physical attribute names used by the Logical Attribute
• The URL for the end-user license agreement that appears when users self-register

NOTE
The end-user license agreement can contain internationalized character sets.

How to Configure Support for Localization

To configure the system to use a translated version of Identity Manager, you perform the following steps:

1. Verify that the system hosting Identity Manager meets the prerequisites defined in Localization Prerequisites.
2. If Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, configure the CA SSO Web Agent for localization.
3. If Identity Manager runs on a JBoss application server, modify the Tomcat server.xml file.
4. Configure the PATH Variable.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– If you are using one of the sample localized Environments, go to How to Use the Sample Localized Environments.
Identity Manager installs translated versions of the User Console and online help in the following languages:
• French
• German
• Italian
• Korean
• Japanese
• Polish
• Simplified Chinese
• Spanish
You can use these files as installed, or use these files as a template to create a custom Environment in one of these
languages.

– If you want to translate Identity Manager into a language for which a sample is not available, or you want to
translate a highly customized Environment, go to How to Create Custom Localization Files.

6. Translate the following additional components, as needed:
– Email templates
– Branding skins
– Custom code

Localization Prerequisites

Before configuring Identity Manager for localization, note the following:
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• Identity Manager must be installed and configured, and at least one Environment must exist.

NOTE
If you are using CA SSO and your Environment manages users with multi-byte user IDs, those users must
authenticate with a CA SSO authentication scheme that supports multi-byte characters. For example, HTML
Forms Based authentication. The basic authentication scheme does not support multi-byte authentication.
For information on configuring an authentication scheme for Identity Manager, see the chapter on configuring
CA SSO Features for Identity Manager in the Configuration Guide.

• If you are using CA SSO, ensure that a supported version of the CA SSO Policy Server is installed and configured.
• Ensure the user directory is configured to support localization. For more information, see the documentation for the

user store you are using.
• If you are using an LDAP directory as a user store, verify that the LDAP directory is not enforcing a 7-bit check for the

user ID, password, and email attribute. For more information, see the documentation for the LDAP directory you are
using.

• If you are using an Oracle database object store, verify that the character set component in the NLS_LANG parameter,
and the database character encoding are set to AL32UTF8, a multi-byte character set.

NOTE
Identity Manager uses multi-byte character encoding (UTF-8). If you specify a single-byte character set,
characters may appear corrupted because of insufficient character space. For instructions on setting the
NLS_LANG parameter and the database character encoding, see the Oracle documentation.

• Identity Manager includes tools that you use to localize a new Identity Manager environment.To use these tools, you
need the following software:
Java SDK native2ascii tool
Translates to and from Unicode escape sequences. Because localization mainly involves the translation of property
files, the tools process all files in ASCII with Unicode escape sequences.
To configure the localization tools, install the native2ascii tool by installing a JDK on the system where the Identity
Manager Administrative Tools are installed.
For information about the native2ascii tool, go to the following location at the Java Web site:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.5.0/docs/guide/intl/index.html
ant 1.7 or greater

Configure the CA SiteMinder Web Agent

Configure the encoding for HTTP header values that the CA SSO Web Agent passes to Identity Manager by setting the
HTTPheaderEncodingSpec parameter as follows:

HTTPHeaderEncodingSpec=encoding_spec, wrapping_spec

where encoding_spec is a text string that represents one of the following encoding types: UTF-8 or Shift-JIS, and
wrapping_spec is the wrapping specification, which must be RFC-2047.

For example:

HTTPHeaderEncodingSpec="Shift-JIS,RFC-2047"

NOTE
If no value is specified in the HTTPHeaderEncodingSpec parameter, the encoding is UTF-8 with no wrapping.

You can configure the HTTPHeaderEncodingSpec parameter centrally in the Agent Configuration Object or locally for
each Web Agent, in the WebAgent.conf file.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA SSO Web Access Manager Web Agent Configuration Guide.
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Change the JBoss server.xml

If Identity Manager is hosted on a JBoss application server, localizing Identity Manager to a multibyte character set
requires a configuration change. The JBoss server.xml file must specify UTF-8 encoding for the URI.

Change the encoding in the Connector element for the HTTP/1.1 connector in one of the following files:

• For JBoss EAP 6.x:
– For standalone:

<jboss_home>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full.xml

– For cluster:
<jboss_home>/standalone/configuration/standalone-full-ha.xml

• For WildFly:
Enabled by default

 

<system-properties>

        <property name="org.apache.catalina.connector.URI_ENCODING" value="UTF-8"/>       

</system-properties>

Configure the PATH Variable

Identity Manager includes translated versions of the default User Console and online help that you can use in localized
environments. However, if you have a custom environment that you want to translate, Identity Manager provides
localization tools that you can use to perform the translation. To use these tools, you need to have ant 1.7 or later and
Java JDK 1.8 or later installed. Both ant and Java JDK must be on your path. You can add them with the following
commands:

Windows:

PATH %ANT_HOME%\bin;%PATH%

PATH %JAVA_HOME%\bin;%PATH%

UNIX:

PATH=%ANT_HOME%\bin:$PATH

export PATH

How to Use the Sample Localized Environments

Identity Manager deploys the files that support the sample localized Environments during installation.

To view localized screens and tasks in the User Console, complete the following steps:

1. Import the RoleDefinitions.XML file.
2. Install the Online Help.

Import a Sample RoleDefinitions.xml File

The RoleDefinitions.xml file creates the tasks that appear initially in the User Console.

You must import the required sample RoleDefinitions.xml file to the required Identity Manager environment.
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To import a RoleDefinitions.xml file

1. In the Management Console, click Identity Manager environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments appears.

2. Click the name of a Identity Manager environment.
The Properties screen for that environment appears.

3. Click Role and Task Settings.
4. Click Import.

The Management Console lists the RoleDefinition.xml files that are available to add the Environment.
5. Search for and select the appropriate RoleDefinitions.xml file for the language that you need.

Translated RoleDefinitions.xml files are located in the Administrative Tools:
admin_tools\samples\Localization\language
– admin_tools

Specifies the installed location of the Identity Manager Administrative Tools.
The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:
Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
UNIX:  /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

– language
Specifies the language that you want to use.

NOTE
For a description of the available RoleDefinitions file, see readme.txt file in admin_tools\samples
\Localization.

6. Click Finish.
The status is displayed in the Role Configuration Output window.

7. Click Continue to exit.
8. Repeat Steps 1 through 6 for each RoleDefinitions.xml file for each Environment.

Install the Online Help

Identity Manager includes translated online help for each translated version of the User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the translated online help for the CA Support site as follows:
a. Open the Broadcom Support in a browser window.
b. Click Documentation.
c. Enter Identity Manager in the Select a Product field in the Find Other Product Documentation section.
d. Select the applicable release and language, then click Go.

The Support site displays the translated documents and online help for each service pack in the release that you
selected.

e. Click the online help ZIP file to download it.
2. Copy the online help ZIP file as follows:

copy filename.zip iam_im.ear\user_console.war\
filename
The name of the ZIP file that you downloaded in step 1.
iam_im.ear
The deployed location of the Identity Manager application on the application server.

NOTE
Consider creating a backup copy of the default online help before replacing it with a translated version. The
default online help is overwritten by the translated version.

3. Unzip the im_help.zip in the user_console.war directory.
The translated version of the online help is available for use.
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How to Create Custom Localization Files

Localizing resource bundles involves the following operations:

1. Export your roles into a RoleDefinitions.xml file, and do the following:
– If you localize Identity Manager for a single language, go to the next step.
– If you localize Identity Manager for multiple languages, tokenize the RoleDefinitions.xml file.

When you run the command to create a tokenized RoleDefinitions.xml file, Identity Manager creates
RoleDefinitions_Tokenized.xml and RoleDefinitions_Tokenized.properties.

2. Translate the RoleDefinitions.xml file.
3. Translate the resource bundles.
4. Install the localized files.
5. Import a tokenized RoleDefinitions.xml file into a new or existing Environment.

Note: For complete instructions, see the readme file located in admin_tools\samples\Localization. The Administrative
Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX:  /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

Translate Email Templates

Identity Manager can send email notifications to interested users when certain events occur, such as when an
administrator approves a request or when a task completes.

You create and manage email notifications using email notification policies in the User Console.

NOTE
If the email contains internationalized characters, users must set the encoding for their email client to Unicode
(UTF-8) to view the message correctly. For information about changing email encodings, see the documentation
included with the email client.

To translate email templates

1. Configure support for email notifications as described in the Administration Guide.
2. Complete the procedures for using email notification in the Administration Guide.

When you customize the email notifications, translate the content to the appropriate language.

How to Localize Branding Skins

Branding skins determine the graphics, colors, and fonts for a Identity Manager environment. Identity Manager includes a
default skin and several sample skins that you can customize for a particular language.

Modify the Change My Account Task

For localized environments, the default consultation process has English role names in the configuration which causes the
Change My Account task to fail. To fix this fail, do the following tasks:

1. In the User Console, modify the Change my Account task.
2. Click the Events tab.
3. Select the language-specific User Manager and User Approver roles from the role list.
4. Save the changes.
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Localizing Custom Code

When you create custom code using the Identity Manager APIs, you can do the following tasks:

• Localize the exception messages that are displayed in Logical Attribute Handlers, Business Logic Task Handlers, and
validation rules.

• Localize the display names for logical attributes.
• Specify the language that Identity Manager uses for all its communications with a third-party client when using the

Remote Task Execution (TEWS) feature.
Note: To invoke the correct language, ensure that you pass the header variable imlanguage with the appropriate
language code.

• Use the Localizer helper class to retrieve the localized version of a string for a given locale. For example, you can
retrieve the localized version of a label on a task screen or a task name.

For more information about localizing custom code, see the following documents:

• The Localizer and IMSException area of the Support Objects information in Programming Guide for Java.
• The class descriptions for the Localizer and IMSException objects in the Javadoc.

How to Display CA Identity Manager in a Different Language
When an Environment supports multiple languages, users can select the language they want to view from a Choose
Language field in the login screen and in the User Console. When a user chooses a different language, Identity Manager
displays the login screen and User Console screens in the new language. The user does not need to log out of the
Environment for changes to take effect.

The list of languages in the Choose Language field depends on the availability of localized files for the Environment. The
language preference defined in the user’s browser determines the default language.

NOTE
To display the Choose Language field, you complete the following configuration steps in Identity Manager

• Configure the Enable Language Switching field in the Management Console
• Add support for the language in the Environment by importing translated RoleDefinitions files, and installing online help

files

NOTE
If you are creating custom localized files instead of using the sample files, additional configuration steps are
required.

Enable Language Switching

You enable support for switching languages in the Identity Manager login screen and the User Console in the
Management Console.

To enable language switching

1. Open the Management Console using the following URL:
http://hostname:port/iam/immanage

NOTE
If you are using a Web Agent to provide advanced authentication for Identity Manager, note the following:

2. Go to Environments, YourEnvironment, Advanced Settings, User Console.
3. In the General Behavior section, select Enable Language Switching.
4. Click Save.
5. Restart the Environment for the changes to take effect.
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Set the imlanguage HTTP Header in a CA SiteMinder Response
When Identity Manager integrates with CA SSO, you can define a user’s locale preference using an imlanguage HTTP
header. In CA SSO, you set this header within a CA SSO response and specify a user attribute as the header’s value.
This imlanguage header acts as the highest priority locale preference for a user.

 To set the imlanguage HTTP header in a CA SSO response 

1. Log in to one of the following interfaces as an administrator with Domain privileges:
– For CA SSO Web Access Manager r12 or higher, log in to the Administrative UI.
– For CA eTrust SiteMinder 6.0 SP5, log in to the Policy Server User Interface.

NOTE
 For information on using these interfaces, see the documentation for the version of CA SSO that you are
using.

2. Locate the CA SSO response for the protected Identity Manager environment:
Identity Manager-environmentresponse_ims

3. Create a CA SSO Response Attribute Editor with the following values:
– Attribute: WebAgent-HTTP-Header-Variable

This adds a new HTTP header to the response.
– Attribute Kind: User Attribute
– Variable Name: imlanguage
– Attribute Name: Enter the name of the physical attribute from the user directory that contains the preferr ed locale,

for example, employeetype.
The contents of the user attribute in the user directory should contain a language preference consisting of a two-
letter language abbreviation followed by an optional two-letter country code, separated by a hyphen or underscore.
The language preference setting in the user attribute is not case-sensitive, as in the following examples:
• ja
• en-US
• en_uk

4. Save the response.
5. Navigate to Policies, <Policies_name>, Rules Tab and add the response header that you have created.

 
The imlanguage HTTP header is now set in a CA SSO response.

Validation Rules
Values are assigned to data store attributes through task screen fields or programmatically. Attribute validation rules help
ensure that the values users type in task screen fields or that are supplied programmatically meet certain requirements, as
in the following examples:

• User directory requirements, such as enforcing a data type, or verifying that an entry such as a date is formatted in a
particular way.

• Data integrity. Does an entry make sense in the context of other information about the task screen or according to site-
specific business rules?

A validation rule can be directly associated with a task screen field, or be indirectly associated with the field by being
associated with a managed object attribute that is configured for the field.

All validation rules directly or indirectly associated with a task screen’s fields must be satisfied before Identity Manager
can begin processing the task. When a supplied value is invalid, a message associated with the violated rule is displayed,
and the user can then correct the entry and resubmit the task.
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About Validation Rules
Validation rules enforce requirements, such as in the following examples:

• A Quantity field must contain only numeric characters.
• A Telephone Number field must be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn.
• An Employee ID field must contain a number no higher than 9999.
• The value typed in a ZIP Code field must be appropriate for the values typed in the City and State field.
• Does the value typed in a Title field qualify the user for the security clearance typed in Security Level?

In addition to verifying a user entry, a validation rule can change an entry so that the entry conforms to the rule’s
requirements without further user intervention, as in the following examples:

• A validation rule for a Telephone Number field requires that telephone numbers be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn.
If a user types the value 9785551234, the validation rule automatically changes the entry to the correct format,
978-555-1234.

• A validation rule for a Department Number field requires that the number must be prefixed with a three-character code
representing the name typed in the Region field. When the prefix is missing or incorrect, the validation rule supplies the
correct prefix.

Changing an entry through a validation rule is named transformation.

Types of Validation Rules

The two types of validation rules are as follows:

• Task-level validation -- validates an attribute value against other attributes in the task. For example, you can verify
that the area code in a user-supplied telephone number is appropriate for the user’s city and state.
During task-screen configuration, task-level validation rules are directly associated with task screen fields.
You can use this type of validation to enforce data integrity.

• Directory-level validation -- validates the attribute value itself, and not in the context of other attributes in the task.
For example, you can verify that a user-supplied telephone number matches the nnn-nnn-nnnn format used in the
directory.
In directory.xml, directory-level validation rules are mapped to a managed object attribute through a rule set. The rules
in the rule set are applied to any task screen field configured with the attribute.
You can use this type of validation to enforce user directory requirements.

Identity Manager executes task-level validation rules before directory-level validation rules.

Example Comparing Directory-Level Validation and Task-Level Validation
In this example, a telephone attribute is mapped in directory.xml to a directory-level validation rule requiring
telephone numbers to be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn. All fields configured with the telephone attribute are
validated against the nnn-nnn-nnnn format whether the field appears in a Create User task screen, a Create
Supplier task screen, or any other task screen. If a Telephone Number field appears on a Create Customer
task screen, like telephone number fields in other task screens, this field is configured with the telephone
attribute that requires the nnn-nnn-nnnn telephone number format. However, because some of the company’s
customers are located in other states, the Telephone Number field on the Create Customer task screen is also
associated with the following task-level validation logic:

• Check the value in the State field.
• When the customer is located out of state, be sure that the area code of the customer’s telephone number

is appropriate for the customer’s state.
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Validation Rule Sets

With directory-level validation, one or more validation rules are assigned to a rule set, and the rule set is associated with a
managed object attribute.

Rule sets let you define and apply rules in a granular way, such as in the following examples:

• A rule can be used in different rule sets
• Rules can be executed in different combinations

When a rule in a rule set fails (for example, a Java or JavaScript rule returns False), any exception messages associated
with the rule are presented to the user. All validation rules associated with the attribute must be satisfied before the
attribute is considered validated.

Order of Execution

Rules are executed in the order in which they are listed in the rule set. Identity Manager executes each rule in a rule set
separately, and transparently continues to each subsequent rule in the rule set unless a rule fails.

Because validation rules are executed in a predictable order, you can implement rules whose actions are dependent upon
the outcome of previous rules, as in the following examples:

• One rule’s output can become input to the next rule.
• When a field value is changed during validation, the new value can be evaluated in subsequent rules.

Basics of Validation Rule Definition

Perform the following basic operations when defining custom validation rules:

• Implement a validation rule. Implement a validation rule in any of the following ways:
– Regular expression
– JavaScript
– Java class

• Integrate a validation rule with Identity Manager through a task screen or directory.xml. Do so either inline
(directly in the task screen or directory.xml file) or by reference (referencing a JavaScript source file or compiled Java
class file), as shown in the following table:

 Inline By Reference

Regular Expression directory.xml or task screen --

JavaScript directory.xml or task screen Source file referenced in directory.xml

Java -- Class file referenced in directory.xml or task
screen

• Associate one or more validation rules with a task screen field. Do so in either or both of the following ways:
– With task-level validation, you assign a validation rule directly to a field on a particular task screen.

Task-level validation has task-specific scope -- that is, it can be used only in the context of the particular task screen
where it is assigned.

– With directory-level validation, you map a rule set to a managed object attribute in directory.xml. Any task screen
field that is configured with the attribute is validated against the rules in the rule set.
Directory-level validation has global scope. This means that directory-level validation can be used on any field
configured with the managed object attribute, regardless of the task screen that contains the field, and regardless of
the Identity Manager environment that includes the task screen.
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Using Default Validation Rules
Identity Manager is shipped with the following types of default validation rules:

• Data validation of task screen fields
• Predefined validation rules defined in the directory.xml file

Default Data Validations

Tasks Validation

All tasks Required fields must have a value.

Create User
Create Group
Create Organization
Create Access Role
Create Access Task
Create Admin Role
Create Admin Task

An administrator cannot create an object with the same name as
an existing object of the same type. For example, an administrator
cannot create two admin roles with the same name.
Note: For users and groups, Identity Manager checks only the
current organization.

Create User
Create Group
Create Organization

An administrator cannot create a user, group, or organization with
a name that contains any of the following characters:
comma (,)
single quote (’)
double quote (")
asterisk (*)
ampersand (&)
slash (/)
back slash (\)
less than sign (<)
greater than sign (>)
equal to sign (=)
plus sign (+)
semicolon (;)
pound sign (#)
leading or trailing spaces
Note: Organization names can contain a comma (,) or an
ampersand (&).

All Create and Modify tasks Attributes with read/write permission (excluding passwords)
cannot contain the following characters:
comma (,)
percent sign (%)
less than sign (<)
greater than sign (>)
semicolon (;)
These characters are vulnerable to cross-site scripting attacks.

Create User
Self-register
Change My Password
Reset User Password
Any custom task that collects and stores user passwords

If you are using CA SSO’s Password Services feature to enforce
password rules (such as minimum length), user passwords are
validated against these rules.
If the password does not satisfy the password policy, the
password is not accepted.
Note: For more information, see the CA SSO Web Access
Manager Policy Server Configuration Guide.
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Modify User Administrators cannot give themselves a role or the ability to
assign a role.

Forgotten Password
 

If a user profile does not have a password hint and answer, that
user cannot use the forgotten password feature.

Delete User
Enable/Disable User

Administrators cannot delete their own profile or change the status
of their account.

Delete Organization Administrators cannot delete the organization where they are
assigned the role that contains the Delete Organization task.
Consider an administrator who is assigned the Organization
Manager role in the Dealers organization. The Organization
Manager role enables this user to delete organizations. This
administrator can delete suborganizations of Dealers, but cannot
delete Dealers.

Modify Organization Administrators cannot modify the organization where they are
assigned the role that contains the Modify Organization task.

Predefined Validation Rules

Predefined Rule Name Description
Phone pattern Enforces the following format for telephone numbers:

+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn
Set international Adds the prefix +1 to an international telephone number.
Valid User Verifies that the specified User object exists in the directory.
Valid Group Verifies that the specified Group object exists in the directory.
Valid Organization Verifies that the specified Organization object exists in the

directory.

Predefined validation rules and custom validation rules can appear in the same rule set.

How to Implement Custom Validation Rules
You can implement a validation rule for one of the following:

• Regular expression
• JavaScript
• Java class

Regular Expression Implementation

A validation rule can be based on regular expression pattern matching. For example, you can do the following:

• Specify a list of invalid characters or values for an attribute
• Restrict the user from typing invalid constructs, such as an improperly formed DN or telephone number

The following JavaScript example enforces telephone number format as +nn nnn-nnn-nnnn:

phone=/\+\d{1,3} \d{3}-\d{3}-\d{4}/;

Wrap regular expressions defined in XML in CDATA, as in the following example:

<ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" description="+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn"
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 messageid="4001">

   <RegularExpression>

      <![CDATA[ ((\+|\d)*+(\s*|\x2D))?\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d]] > 

   </RegularExpression>

</ValidationRule>

Validation rules based on regular expressions must comply with the requirements defined in the java.util.regex package.

JavaScript Implementation

A JavaScript-based validation rule must implement the relevant interface, depending on whether the rule is used for task-
level validation or directory-level validation.

At validation time, Identity Manager calls validate() and passes the value to be validated.

This page contains the following topics:

JavaScript Interface for Task-Level Validation

The definition of the JavaScript interface for task-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax
public boolean validate(

   BLTHContext context,

   String attributeValue,

   StringRef changedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   );

• Parameters
– context

Input parameter
Specifies an object that contains methods for retrieving information in the current task session.

– attributeValue
Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. If no transformation
is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.
The message is displayed through AttributeValidationException. If the method returns false, Identity Manager
generates this exception.

• Comments
The output parameters changedValue and errorMessage are of data type StringRef. StringRef is a predefined data
type that contains the field reference to which you assign a value, as shown in the following examples:
– Add a 1 prefix for a properly formatted telephone number:

changedValue.reference="+1 " + phoneNumber;

– Provide an error message for an improperly formatted number:
errorMessage.reference="Phone number " + phoneNumber + 

            " does not match the format nnn-nnn-nnnn.";

• Returns
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– True. The implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in
changedValue.

– False. The implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid. Identity Manager generates an
AttributeValidationException that includes errorMessage.

JavaScript Interface for Directory-Level Validation

The definition of the JavaScript interface for directory-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax
public boolean validate(

   String attributeValue,

   StringRef changedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   );

• Parameters
– attributeValue

Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. If no transformation
is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.
The message is displayed through AttributeValidationException. If the method returns false, Identity Manager
generates this exception.

• Comments
The output parameters changedValue and errorMessage are of data type StringRef. StringRef is a predefined data
type that contains the field reference, to which you assign a value, as shown in the following examples:
– Add a 1 prefix for a properly formatted telephone number:

changedValue.reference="+1 " + phoneNumber;

– Provide an error message for an improperly formatted number:
errorMessage.reference="Phone number " + phoneNumber + 

             " does not match the format nnn-nnn-nnnn.";

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid. Identity Manager generates an

AttributeValidationException that includes errorMessage.

Implement Custom Validation Rules with Java

A Java-based validation rule must implement the relevant interface, depending on whether the rule is used for task-level
validation or directory-level validation.

At validation time, Identity Manager calls validate() and passes the value to be validated.

This page contains the following topics:
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Java Interface for Task-Level Validation

The definition of the Java interface for task-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax
public interface TaskValidator {

public class StringRef {

   public String reference = new String();

   public String toString(){return reference;}

public boolean validate(

   BLTHContext ctx,

   String attrValue,

   StringRef updatedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   ) throws AttributeValidationException;

}

• Parameters
– ctx

Input parameter
Specifies an object that contains methods for retrieving information in the current task session.

– attrValue
Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– updatedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. When no
transformation is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output Parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.

• Comments
For more information about Java validation rules and on managed objects, see the Identity Manager Javadoc.

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid.

• Throws
AttributeValidationException

Java Interface for Directory-Level Validation

The definition of the Java interface for directory-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax
public interface IAttributeValidator {

public class StringRef {

   public String reference = new String();

   public String toString(){return reference;}

public boolean validate(

   Object attributeValue,

   StringRef changedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   ) throws AttributeValidationException;
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}

• Parameters
– attributeValue

Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. When no
transformation is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.

• Comments
If the validation operation requires managed objects from the directory, use AttributeValidator. This abstract class
implements the IAttributeValidator interface, and includes a method for retrieving the managed object providers.

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid.

• Throws
AttributeValidationException.

Exceptions

 

AttributeValidationException is thrown when a validation rule cannot validate an attribute value supplied in a task screen
field or programmatically. The exception contains one or more messages that are presented to the user, enabling the user
to correct the entry and resubmit the task.

How this exception is thrown and how the error messages are presented for the exception depends on whether the rule is
implemented as JavaScript, a Java class, or a regular expression.

This page contains the following topics:

Exceptions with Task-Level Validation

With task-level validation errors, AttributeValidationException is thrown as shown in the following table:

Rule Type How Thrown Error Message Source

Regular expression By Identity Manager if the regular
expression validation fails.

Identity Manager uses a generalized
exception message.

JavaScript By Identity Manager if the validate() method
returns False.

The errorMessage parameter of the
validate() method.
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Java By the custom validation rule or by Identity
Manager.
Identity Manager throws the exception
when the custom rule does not and the
custom rule’s validate() method returns
False.

One of the following sources:
If the custom validation rule throws the
exception, the exception’s constructor. The
constructor lets you specify the ID of a
message in a resource bundle and the text
of an additional message.
If Identity Manager throws the exception,
the errorMessage parameter of the
validate() method.

If the validation rule implementation does not provide an error message, Identity Manager uses a generalized error
message.

Exceptions with Directory-Level Validation

Exception messages for directory-level validation errors come from two sources:

• A resource bundle. In directory.xml, definitions of all types of validation rules (Java, JavaScript, and regular
expression) include the attribute messageid. This ID maps to a custom exception message in the resource bundle
IMSExceptions.properties. When AttributeValidationException is thrown, Identity Manager includes the mapped
message with other error information that may be defined for the validation rule.

• Custom validation rule code. Java and JavaScript implementations can define additional exception messages for the
rule. If a validation error occurs in the Java or JavaScript rule, the message is presented to the user with the message
that is mapped to the rule in the resource bundle.
The sources of these Java and JavaScript exception messages are defined in the previous table.
This feature does not apply to directory-level validation rules implemented as regular expressions.

NOTE
For more information about exception messages in resource bundles, see AttributeValidationException in the
Identity Manager Javadoc.

AttributeValidationException Constructor

When you create an AttributeValidationException object for a Java validate() method, use the following constructor:

• Syntax
public AttributeValidationException(String attrName, 

       String attrValue, 

       String messageid,

       String message);

• Parameters
– attrName

Specifies the name of the managed object attribute being validated.
– attrValue

Specifies the value to validate.
– messageid

If the value cannot be validated, it provides the ID associated with the message to display. The ID corresponds to a
message in the resource bundle IMSExceptions.properties.

– message
Provides an additional message that can be displayed to the user. This parameter gives you an opportunity to
display a more specific message than the one in the resource bundle, or a message from a custom resource
bundle.

NOTE
For more information about AttributeValidationException, see the Identity Manager Javadoc.
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How to Configure Validation Rules
Configure a validation rule by integrating it with Identity Manager, and by directly or indirectly associating it with a task
screen field.

How you configure a validation rule determines whether you want the rule applied to a field in a particular task screen
(task-level validation) or a field in any task screen (directory-level validation), as follows:

• With task-level validation, you make a direct association between the rule and a field in a particular task screen.
Validation is performed on the field in the context of that task screen only.

• With directory-level validation, the association between the rule and the task screen field is indirect, as follows:
– In directory.xml, you specify the validation rule, add the rule to a rule set, and associate the rule set with a managed

object attribute.
– In the User Console, a field that is configured with the managed object attribute is validated against the rule set

mapped to the attribute.

Validation is performed on any field configured with the attribute, regardless of the task screen that contains the field, and
regardless of the Identity Manager environment that contains the task screen.

How to Configure Task-Level Validation

Configure task-level validation in the User Console, when defining field properties on a profile task screen. The basic
steps are as follows:

1. Navigate to the Field properties section of the profile configuration screen containing the field to be validated.

NOTE
For more information about field properties, see the Administration Guide and the User Console online help.

2. Specify a value in one of the following fields, depending on how the validation rule is to be implemented:
– Validation Expression. Contains a regular expression that performs the validation.
– Validation Java Class. Contains the fully qualified name of a Java class that performs the validation, for example:

com.mycompany.MyJavaValidator

Identity Manager expects the class file to be located in the root directory designated for custom Java class files.
– Validation JavaScript. Contains the complete JavaScript code that performs the validation.

You must provide JavaScript code in this field. With task-level validation, you cannot reference a file containing
JavaScript code.

NOTE
For information about defining other field properties on a profile configuration screen, click the Help button on
the screen.

How to Configure Directory-Level Validation

You configure directory-level validation in the directory.xml file and in a task screen. The basic steps are as follows:

• In the directory.xml file, do the following:
– Specify a validation rule in the ValidationRule element.
– Specify a rule set in the ValidationRuleSet element. A rule set contains one or more predefined rules, custom

validation rules, or rules of both types.
– Associate a rule set with a managed object attribute in the ImsManagedObjectAttr element.

• In a task screen, the field to be validated must be configured with the attribute mapped to the rule set.

This page contains the following topics:
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Integration of Directory-Level Validation with Identity Manager

Define validation rules and rule sets to Identity Manager through the ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation element of the
directory.xml file.

The schema for the ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation element is as follows:

<xs:element name="ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation" minOccurs="0">

   <xs:complexType>

      <xs:sequence>

         <xs:element name="ValidationRule" minOccurs="0"

                                            maxOccurs="unbounded">

            <xs:complexType>

               <xs:choice>

                  <xs:element name="Java">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:attribute name="class" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                            </xs:element>

                  <xs:element name="JavaScript">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:simpleContent>

                           <xs:extension base="xs:string"/>

                        </xs:simpleContent>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

     ##            <xs:element name="JavaScriptFile">

                     <xs:complexType>

                   <xs:attribute name="file" type="xs:string"

                                                use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

                  <xs:element name="RegularExpression">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:simpleContent>

                           <xs:extension base="xs:string"/>

                        </xs:simpleContent>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

               </xs:choice>

       ##       <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

               <xs:attribute name="description" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="optional"/>

               <xs:attribute name="messageid" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

            </xs:complexType>

         </xs:element>

         <xs:element name="ValidationRuleSet" minOccurs="0"

                                            maxOccurs="unbounded">

            <xs:complexType>

               <xs:sequence>

                  <xs:element name="ValidationRule"
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                                            maxOccurs="unbounded">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

               </xs:sequence>

               <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

               <xs:attribute name="description" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="optional"/>

            </xs:complexType>

         </xs:element>

      </xs:sequence>

   </xs:complexType>

</xs:element>

 

The following elements are defined:

• ValidationRuleSet
Consists of one or more predefined or custom validation rules. A validation rule is specified in the ValidationRule
element.
Both predefined rules and custom rules can appear in the same rule set. Also, a rule set can contain any combination
of Java, JavaScript, and regular expression implementations.
Validation rules are performed in the order in which they appear in ValidationRuleSet. This allows for cascading
validation, where output from one rule is used as input to the next.
ValidationRuleSet is associated with a managed object attribute in the ImsManagedObjectAttr element of the
directory.xml file.

• ValidationRule
Specifies a validation rule for use in a ValidationRuleSet.
ValidationRule must contain only one of the following subelements:
– Java. References the Java class file that implements the rule.
– JavaScript. Contains the inline JavaScript code that implements the rule.
– JavaScriptFile. References the JavaScript source file that implements the rule.
– RegularExpression. Contains the inline regular expression that implements the rule. The regular expression must

be wrapped in CDATA.
• Key Attributes

Most of the attributes of the previously described elements are self-explanatory. However, the following attributes
require explanation:
– Attribute class of element <Java>

With Java validation rules, the Java class must be deployed in the following root location within your application
server:
iam_im.ear\custom

Class files in this root location must be fully qualified, but need no other path information, for example,
com.mycompany.MyJavaImpl.

– Attribute file of element <JavaScriptFile>
With a validation rule implemented in a JavaScript source file, the file must be deployed in the following root location
within your application server:
iam_im.ear\custom\validationscripts
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JavaScript source files in this root location are referenced by name only, for example, MyJavaScriptImpl.js.
– Attribute messageid of element <ValidationRule>

The message id specified in this attribute maps to an error message in the resource bundle
IMSExceptions.properties.
All types of validation rules (Java, JavaScript, JavaScriptFile, and RegularExpression) contain a messageid
attribute.

Example: Inline Regular Expression

The following example shows the predefined Phone pattern validation rule, which is included in the rule set Phone format.
The rule is implemented inline as a regular expression:

<ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" description="+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn"

                           ##                     messageid="4001">

   <RegularExpression>

      <![CDATA[ ((\+|\d)*+(\s*|\x2D))?\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d]] >

   </RegularExpression>

</ValidationRule>

<ValidationRuleSet name="Phone format" description=

                                 "Verify format +nn nnn-nnn-nnnn">

   <ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" />

</ValidationRuleSet>

In the preceding example, messageid="4001" maps to the following line in IMSExceptions.properties:

4001=Attribute Validation: {0} value must match regular expression

                                                     nnn-nnn-nnnn.

Example: Reference to JavaScript File

The following example specifies the rule EndWithZ_js. This rule is implemented in JavaScript, and the script is located in
the file EndWithZ.js. The rule set that includes the rule is not shown in the example:

<ValidationRule name="EndWithZ_js" messageid="custom-5001">

   <JavaScriptFile file="EndWithZ.js" />

</ValidationRule>

In the preceding example, the JavaScript file is assumed to be in the following default location:

iam_im.ear\custom\validationscripts

Association of a Validation Rule Set with a Managed Object Attribute

Associate a validation rule set with a managed object attribute through the ImsManagedObjectAttr element of the
directory.xml file.

In the following example, the validation rule set Phone format is associated with the managed object attribute
telephonenumber:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="telephonenumber" displayname="Business Phone" description="Business Phone"

 valuetype="String" required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" validationruleset="Phone format" />

NOTE
When a managed object attribute is associated with a validation rule set, the rule set name is displayed in the
Attribute Properties screen of the Management Console.
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Association of a Validation Rule Set with a Task Screen Field

With directory-level validation, you can associate a rule set with a task screen field indirectly, as follows:

1. Associate the rule set with a managed object attribute, as described in the previous section.
2. Be sure that the task screen field to be validated is configured with the managed object attribute associated with the

rule set. At runtime, a field value supplied by an end user is validated against the rules in the rule set.

Typically, task screen fields are already configured with attributes. However, you can add a field to a task screen, or you
can change the attribute assigned to a field. In those cases, if you want the value supplied to the field to be subject to
directory-level validation, configure the field with an attribute that is mapped in directory.xml to the appropriate rule set.

How to Initiate Validation
At run time, validation is initiated in any of the following ways:

• User submits a task
Validates the fields on the submitted task screen that are associated with validation rules.

• User navigates to a different task screen tab
Validates the fields in the vacated tab that are associated with validation rules.

• User clicks a Validate button on a tab
Validates the fields in the current tab that are associated with validation rules.
The Validate button also executes Logical Attribute Handlers that include the validate method.

• User changes a value in a field who's Validate on Change property is yes
Validates the fields in the current tab that are associated with validation rules.
For example, if Validate on change is enabled for an Employee Type field, and the field value is changed from Non-
exempt to Exempt, all fields on the tab that are associated with validation rules are validated. One rule could require
that a Salary field contain a value, and another rule could automatically change an Hourly Rate field to 0.

• Custom code uses a setAttribute... method in AttributeCollection or a tab handler to set a managed object
attribute value
The field is configured with the managed object attribute being set.

Sample Implementations
Sample JavaScript implementations of validation rules are located in the following samples directory of your Identity
Manager installation:

Identity Manager\samples\validationscripts

Create Custom Tooltips for a Task's Screen Field Configuration
An administrator can configure and add a custom tooltip to any field on a task screen, as described in the following
procedure. For this example, assume you want to add a customized tooltip to the Password field on the Reset User
Password task.

Follow these steps:

1. Export your environment role definitions xml file.
a. In the Management Console Environments screen, select the name of the appropriate environment.
b. Select Advanced Settings, and then select Export to create an XML file.
c. Find the Password attribute screen field property dictionary section in the exported file for this task, in bold,

starting with <Property name="Tooltip">:
 <Screen name="Reset User Password Profile" tag="ResetUserPasswordProfile"

 screendefinition="StandardProfile" object="USER">
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 <ScreenFieldGroup name="Fields">

 <ScreenField name="Password" permission="RW" attribute="%PASSWORD%">

 <PropertyDict name="Config">

          <Property name="FieldSpan">1</Property>

          <Property name="LabelSpan">1</Property>

          <Property name="MaxLength"></Property>

          <Property name="Size">15</Property>

          <Property name="Style">Password</Property>

          <Property name="StyleClass"></Property>

          <Property name="ValidationExpression"></Property>

          <Property name="ValidationJava"></Property>

          <Property name="ValidationJavaScript"></Property>

  <Property name="Tooltip"> Password must start with a letter, at least one number (0-9), at least one

 Lowercase alphabetic character (a-z), at least one Upper Case alphabetic character (A-Z). </Property> 

 </PropertyDict>

 </ScreenField>

 ..

 ..

 

2. Save the file.
3. Import the file back into your environment:

a. In the Management Console Environments screen, select the name of the appropriate environment.
b. Select Advanced Settings, and then select Import.
c. Enter the location and file name of the XML file, or browse for the file, and then select Next.
d. In the status screen, select Continue to exit.

The User Console then reflects the customized tooltip for the password attribute, similar to the following graphic:
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Service Desk Management
Integration of Identity Manager and Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM) provides
several Service Desk products through a single normalized RESTful API. NIM SM provides embedded web services that
expose the RESTful API and internally translate all requests into the native Service Desk format that is based on a set of
configurable mappings.

By using Policy Xpress and its web services actions, you can automatically create Service Desk tickets that are based on
Task state and Event state within Identity Manager.

IMPORTANT

Starting from 14.4.2, we support and distribute Normalized Integration Management for Service Management
(NIM SM) for external integration. Customers with an existing internal NIM SM integration can continue
to use service desk solutions without any configuration changes. However, we encourage you to move
to an external NIM SM integration for continued support as we are deprecating the existing internal NIM
SM integration from our next major release.

To learn about how to set up an external NIM SM integration, see Service Desk Integration.

This topic contains the following sections:

Supported Service Desk Solutions

The Service Desk solutions that we support are as follows:

• ServiceAide
• SAP Solution Manager ITSM
• CA Service Desk Manager
• ServiceNow
• BMC Remedy
• HP ServiceManager
• Salesforce Service Cloud

For the supported version, see the Product Support Matrix.

Actions Supported by Service Desk Solutions

The following actions are supported by Service Desk solutions:

• Creating an incident is supported by all the Service Desk solutions.
• Only the ServiceNow Service Desk solution supports changes to an existing incident.
• Creating a request is supported by ServiceNow, CA Service Desk Manager, and ServiceAide Service Desk solutions.

Limitations

• NIM SM 3.2 does not support the WebSphere application server.
• The Multi MDR feature of NIM SM 3.2 is not supported.

NIM SM Users

The following three users are available for use:
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• nimadmin (default)
• nimuser
• nimadmin1

NOTE

If Identity Manager is deployed on a WebLogic application server, then create a user in WebLogic with the
username as nimadmin1.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebLogic Administrative Console, click Security Realms, My Realm, Users and Groups.
2. Click the New tab.
3. Specify the User Name and Password as nimadmin1.
4. Click OK. The nimadmin1 user is created.

NOTE
For more information, see CA Normalized Integration Management for Service Management.

Service Desk Integration
Integration of Identity Manager and Normalized Integration Management for Service Management (NIM SM) provides
several Service Desk products that you can use for service desk management in your organization.

IMPORTANT
Starting from 14.4.2, we support and distribute Normalized Integration Management for Service Management
(NIM SM) for external integration. Customers with an existing internal NIM SM integration can continue
to use service desk solutions without any configuration changes. However, we encourage you to move
to an external NIM SM integration for continued support as we are deprecating the existing internal NIM
SM integration from our next major release.

To learn about how to deploy an external NIM SM, and integrate (internal/external NIM SM) with Identity Manager, follow
these topics:

External Deployment of NIM SM

In an external deployment, you must deploy NIM SM on a computer, where you have not installed Identity Manager. You
can deploy NIM SM on any web server of your choice. For ease of understanding, we are using Apache Tomcat as the
sample web server for explaining the deployment procedure.

Follow these steps:

1. Download and install Apache Tomcat on a computer where you plan to deploy NIM SM.
2. Navigate to <Apache_Tomcat_Home>\webapps and create a folder by name ca-nim-sm.
3. Download and extract ca-nim-sm-rest-3.2.0-332.zip file. The output after extracting the zip file is ca-nim-sm-war.
4. Copy ca-nim-sm-war to <Apache_Tomcat_Home>\webapps.
5. Extract ca-nim-sm-war and copy the following extracted files to <Apache_Tomcat_Home>\webapps\ca-nim-sm:

– api-docs
– license
– META-INF
– ui
– WEB-INF
– nim-version.xml

6. Start Apache Tomcat by running the following command:
<Apache_Tomcat_Home>\bin startup.bat
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7. Access NIM SM with the URL: http://<hostname>:8080/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp
8. Log in to NIM SM by entering the username and password as nimuser. External deployment of NIM SM succeeds

only when you are able to log in to NIM SM successfully.

Import Role Definitions

To integrate Identity Manager environment with your Service Desk solution, import the role definitions for NIM SM. These
role definitions add the following tasks to the System Manager role:

• Configure Service Desk Integration
• Customize Service Desk Field Mappings
• View Service Desk Integration REST API Doc

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the environment that you want to integrate with your Service Desk solution.
3. Click Roles and Tasks, Import.
4. Select NIM Service Management, and click Finish.
5. Click Continue.
6. Restart the environment. The role definitions for Service Desk integration are imported.

Configure a Connection to NIM SM

Establish a connection to NIM SM from Identity Manager as follows:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to System, NIM SM Integration, NIM Server Connection.
2. Configure the following details in the NIM Server Connection screen:

a. NIM Server URL: Enter the URL of an external NIM SM. Example: http://<hostname>:8080/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp
b. User ID: Enter the name of the user who has access privileges to NIM SM. Default: nimadmin
c. Password: Enter the user password. Default: nimadmin

3. Click Test Connection to check if the connection succeeds.
4. After the test connection succeeds, click Submit.

Enable SSL Communication for External NIM SM Integration
Learn how to enable SSL communication for the external NIM SM integration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the externally hosted NIM SM, generate a keystore by running the following keytool commands in a Command
Prompt.
keytool -genkey -alias <alias_name> -keyalg RSA -keystore <keystore_name>

Example:

keytool -genkey -alias nim-sm-alias -keyalg RSA -keystore c:\nim-sm-ssl

2. When prompted, enter a password. Example, changeIT.
3. Navigate to <Apache_Tomact_Home>\conf and open server.xml for editing. In the file, add the Connector element to

support SSL or HTTPS connection. The following code is a sample connector element for Apache Tomcat 8. Ensure
that you replace the sample values with the ones that are apt for your deployment.
<Connector port="8443" protocol="org.apache.coyote.http11.Http11NioProtocol"               

           maxThreads="150" 

           SSLEnabled="true" 
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           scheme="https" secure="true"               

           clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS"                

           keystoreFile="C:/nim-sm-ssl"

           keystorePass="changeIT" /> 

4. Export the certificate by running the following keytool commands:
keytool -export -alias <alias_name> -file <certificate>.cer -keystore <keystore_name> -storepass

 <password>

Example:

keytool -export -alias nim-sm-alias -file nim-ssl-certificate.cer -keystore c:\nim-sm-ssl -storepass

 changeIT

The certificate is exported and stored in a location from where you run the command. For example, if you are running
the command from “C:\Users\administrator”, then nim-ssl-certificate.cer is stored at “C:\Users\administrator” location.

5. Copy the generated certificate to the following location on Identity Manager:
– Standalone: c:\
– Virtual Appliance: /home/config

6. Import the certificate into Identity Manager by running the following keytool commands:
Standalone:

keytool -import -trustcacerts -file <certificate>.cer -alias <alias_name> -keystore C:\Java

\jdk1.8.0_74\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass <password>

Example:

keytool -import -trustcacerts -file nim-ssl-certificate.cer -alias nim-sm-alias -keystore C:\Java

\jdk1.8.0_74\jre\lib\security\cacerts -storepass changeIT

Virtual Appliance:

keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /home/config/<certificate>.cer -alias <alias_name> -keystore /opt/CA/

java/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass <password>

Example:

keytool -import -trustcacerts -file /home/config/nim-ssl-certificate.cer -alias nim-sm-alias -keystore /

opt/CA/java/jre/lib/security/cacerts -storepass changeIT

7. Restart Identity Manager and external NIM SM services.
8. Access NIM SM with the URL: https://<hostname>:8443/ca-nim-sm/ui/login.jsp

NIM SM Policy Xpress Sample File
Identity Manager provides a sample Policy Xpress file that you can use to create your own policies.

You can import the sample policies that are contained in NimIntegrationSample.xml into your environment. The file is
available in the following location:

<CA_Identity_Manager_Home>/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/samples/PolicyXpress/NimIntegration

For more information, see the readme.txt file in the directory where the sample policy is located.

Sample Use Cases

The following examples demonstrate use cases for Service Desk integration.

• Unavailable Endpoint Ticket
You can create a Policy Xpress policy that executes based on a Task or Event failure, for example, when Identity
Manager is unable to connect to an endpoint. The policy is able to invoke the NIM RESTful API and create a service
desk ticket. The ticket contains sufficient details of the failure, including error messages, to enable investigation and
resolution of the failure, and the workflow is tracked by the Service Desk ticket.

• Manual Provisioning Request Ticket
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The Services functionality can be used to implement a Manual Provisioning Request to allow accounts to be manually
provisioned and deprovisioned on systems that are not managed by Identity Manager. You can configure a Service
with Fulfillment and Defulfillment actions that create a service desk ticket through the NIM RESTful API. A user is then
able to request access to these systems and has the request assigned, tracked, and fulfilled in the form of a service
desk ticket.

NOTE
Currently, NIM SM supports only a single service desk connection that is configured per instance, with one
instance per server.

• Offline Endpoint Notification Ticket
Whenever an endpoint is marked offline, the Service Desk solution that is configured in NIM SM creates an incident.
The URL is logged in the Identity Manager log file and written to the history of the Identity Manager task. An email
notification is sent to the configured recipients.

NOTE
Ensure that SMTP Settings are configured for the application server.

• Work Item Rejection Ticket
When an Approver rejects a work item, the Service Desk solution that is configured in NIM SM creates an incident.
The URL is logged in the Identity Manager log file and written to the history of the Identity Manager task. An email
notification is sent to the configured recipients.

NOTE
Ensure that SMTP Settings are configured for the application server.

• Sample Service Access Request
When an Approver approves the Service that was requested by the user, the Service Desk solution that is configured
in NIM SM creates a request to provide access to the service to the Identity Manager user. The Request ID and URL
are logged in the Identity Manager log file and written to the history of the Identity Manager task. An email notification
is sent to the configured recipient.
"Request" Entity is supported only for CA Service Desk Manager, ServiceAide, and ServiceNow solutions.

NOTE
Ensure that SMTP Settings are configured for the application server.

Configure Service Desk Integration
To enable Identity Manager to communicate with your service desk solution, configure service desk integration.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager User Console, navigate to System, NIM SM Integration, Configure Service Desk
Integration.

2. Select your service desk solution from the drop-down list.
3. Enter the connection settings for your service desk solution and click Submit.

Refer to the following links for information about the respective service desk solution connection configuration:
Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Connection Settings for CA Service Desk Manager
Learn about the connection settings for CA Service Desk Manager.

This topic contains the following sections:

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.
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Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Connection Parameters

To integrate with CA Service Desk Manager, configure the following parameters:

• Protocol_SOAP
Specifies the Protocol that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager SOAP web services.
Values: http, https
Default: http

• Host_SOAP
Specifies the host that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager SOAP web services.
Example: CA-SERDESK-S1

• Port_SOAP
Specifies the port number that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager SOAP web services.
Default: 8080

• Protocol_REST
Specifies the protocol that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager REST web services.
Example: http

• Host_REST
Specifies the host that is used to connect to the CA Service Desk Manager REST web services.
Example: CA-SERDESK-S1

• Port_REST
Defines the port number that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager REST web services.
Default: 8050
SSL Port: 8413

• Username
Defines the user ID that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager web services.
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Default: ServiceDesk
• Password

Defines the CA Service Desk Manager user password.
• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyProtocol

Specifies the proxy protocol that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager.
• Supported Protocol: http
• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyServer

Specifies any proxy server in the environment that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager.
Example: proxy.xxx.com

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port that is set up and used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager.
Example: 80

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password that is used to connect to CA Service Desk Manager.

• (Optional) DefaultAttachmentRepositoryName
Defines the default repository that is used to store CA Service Desk Manager attachments.
Default: Service Desk

• (Optional) Authentication Mechanism
Specifies the mechanism for authenticating the user.
Values: UserBased, PolicyBased, PolicyWithEncryptionString
Default: UserBased

• (Optional) PolicyName
Specifies the name of the CA Service Desk Manager policy. To get the policy name, follow the given steps:
– Log in to CA Service Desk Manager.
– Navigate to Administration, SOAP Web Services Policy, Policies.
– Click any policy name and select the Code value.

• (Optional) EncryptedPolicyString
Specifies the generated encrypted string
To generate the encrypted string, refer to the Implement loginServiceManaged Web Service in Java.

Connection Settings for HP ServiceManager
Learn about the connection settings for HP ServiceManager.

This topic contains the following sections:

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
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set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Connection Parameters

To integrate with HP ServiceManager, configure the following parameters:

• Host
Specifies the host that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.

• Port
Specifies the port number that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.
Example: 13080

• Username
Specifies the user name that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.

• Password
Specifies the password that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.

• HPSMClientURL
Specifies the HPSMClientURL that is used to connect to HP Service Manager.
Default: http://hpsm-host-name:port-number/webtier-9.41

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyServer
Specifies any proxy server in the environment that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.
Example: <proxy_hostname>

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port that is set up and used to connect to HP ServiceManager.
Example: 80

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password that is used to connect to HP ServiceManager.

• EnabledProtocol
Specifies the protocol in use.
Supported Protocol: http

Connection Settings for BMC Remedy ITSM
Learn about the connection settings for BMS Remedy ITSM.

This topic covers the following sections:
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Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Prerequisite 1

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Prerequisite 2

Before you configure the settings for BMC Remedy ITSM, copy the SDK JAR files from the BMC Remedy System to the
server. These files enable communication between Identity Manager and BMC Remedy.

Valid on Windows and Linux

Follow these steps:

1. On the BMC Remedy System, navigate to the following folder:
\\bmc\Software\ARSystem\Arserver\api\lib

2. Copy the following SDK JAR files:
– arapi91*.jar
– arutil91*.jar

3. Save the copied JAR files to the following location on the Identity Manager system:
iam_im.ear/ca-nim-sm.war/WEB-INF/lib

4. Restart your application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Configure Connection Parameters

To integrate with BMC Remedy ITSM, provide the following parameters:
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• Host
Defines the host that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.
Default: <bmc_host_name>

• Port
Defines the port number that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.
Default: 0

• Username
Defines the user name that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.
Default: admin

• Password
Defines the password that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.

• BMCRemedyClientURL
Defines the BMCRemedyClientURL that is used to connect to BMC Remedy ITSM.
Example: http://<bmc_client_host_name>:8080/arsys

Connection Settings for ServiceAide
Learn about the connection settings for ServiceAide.

IMPORTANT
CA Cloud Service Management service desk solution is renamed to ServiceAide.

This topic contains the following sections:

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.
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Connection Parameters

To integrate with ServiceAide, provide the following parameters:

• URL
Specifies the URL to connect to ServiceAide.
Example: https://xxx.saas.ca.com/

• Username
Specifies the user name to connect to ServiceAide.
Example:webuser@org.com

• Password
Specifies the password to connect to ServiceAide.

• ServiceAideClientURL
Specifies the ServiceAide Client URL that is used to connect to ServiceAide.
Example:https://xxx.saas.ca.com/
Default: https://ServiceAideclient_host_name

• (Optional) ProxyProtocol
Specifies the proxy protocol to connect to ServiceAide REST Services.
Supported Protocol: https

• (Optional) ProxyServer
Specifies the proxy server to connect to ServiceAide.
Example:proxy.xxx.com

• (Optional) ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port to connect to ServiceAide.
Example: 80

• (Optional) ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user to connect to ServiceAide.

• (Optional) ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password to connect to ServiceAide.

Retrieve Certificates From Server

Valid for WebSphere

To enable communication between ServiceAide and Identity Manager, retrieve certificates from the server and add them
to the NodeDefaultTrustStore.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere administrative console, expand Security, and click SSL certificate and key management.
2. Under Configuration settings, click Manage endpoint security configurations.
3. Select the appropriate outbound configuration to reach the (cell): <server-name>Node01Cell:(node):<server-

name>Node01 management scope.
4. Under Related Items, click Key stores and certificates, and click the NodeDefaultTrustStore key store.
5. Under Additional Properties, click Signer certificates and Retrieve From Port.
6. Enter the following parameters in the Host field:

host name: sm2t.saas.ca.com
port: 443
alias: sm2t.saas.ca.com_cert

7. Click Retrieve Signer Information.
8. Verify that the certificate information is for a certificate that you can trust.
9. Click Apply and Save.
10. Restart WebSphere.
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The certificates have been retrieved from the server.

Connection Settings for ServiceNow
Learn about the connection settings for ServiceNow.

This page contains the following sections:

To authorize REST API access to a user other than an administrator, you can assign the rest_service role to a user on
your instance.

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Connection Parameters

To integrate with ServiceNow, configure the following parameters:

• URL
Specifies the URL that is used to connect to ServiceNow.
Value: https://<servicenow-webservice-host-name>

• Username
Specifies the user name that is used to connect to ServiceNow.

• Password
Specifies the password that is used to connect to ServiceNow.

• ServiceNowClientURL
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Specifies the ServiceNowClientURL that is used to connect to ServiceNow.
Value: https://<servicenow-host-name>

• (Optional) useCustomEndpoint
Specifies whether to connect through Custom Endpoint.
Default: False
Note: If this option is enabled in your Service Desk solution, all validation is done with the useCustomEndpoint setting.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyProtocol
Specifies the proxy protocol in the environment that is used to connect to ServiceNow.
Supported Protocol: https

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyServer
Specifies the proxy server in the environment that is used to connect to ServiceNow.
Example: proxy.xxx.com

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port that is set up and used to connect to ServiceNow.
Example: 80

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user that is used to connect to ServiceNow.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password that is used to connect to ServiceNow.

Retrieve Certificates From Server

Valid for WebSphere

To enable communication between ServiceNow and Identity Manager, retrieve certificates from the server and add them
to the NodeDefaultTrustStore.

Follow these steps:

1. In the WebSphere administrative console, expand Security, and click SSL certificate and key management.
2. Under Configuration settings, click Manage endpoint security configurations.
3. Select the appropriate outbound configuration to get to the (cell): <server-name>Node01Cell:(node):<server-

name>Node01 management scope.
4. Under Related Items, click Key stores and certificates, and click the NodeDefaultTrustStore key store.
5. Under Additional Properties, click Signer certificates and Retrieve From Port.
6. Enter the following parameters in the Host field:

host name: service-now.com
port: 443
alias: service-now.com_cert

7. Click Retrieve Signer Information.
8. Verify that the certificate information is for a certificate that you can trust.
9. Click Apply and Save.
10. Restart WebSphere.

The certificates have been retrieved from the server.

Configure Hostname Verifier

Valid for WebLogic

The default WebLogic Hostname Verifier has an issue with hostnames that contain wildcards, configure your WebLogic
server to use the SSLWLSWildcardHostnameVerifier.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the WLS console, go to Environment, Servers, AdminServer.
2. Select the SSL tab and click Advanced.
3. Change Hostname verification entry to Custom Hostname Verifier.
4. In Custom Hostname Verifier type the following text:

weblogic.security.utils.SSLWLSWildcardHostnameVerifier
5. Select Use JSSE SSL.
6. Click Save and Restart WebLogic.

The hostname verifier has been configured.

Connection Settings for SAP Solution Manager ITSM
overview connection settings for SAP Solution Manager ITSM.

This topic contains the following sections:

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Connection Parameters

To integrate with SAP Solution Manager ITSM, configure the following parameters:

• Host
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Specifies the host to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
• Port

Specifies the port number to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
Example: 8000

• Protocol
Specifies the protocol to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
Default: http

• RequesterId
Specifies a Globally Unique Identifier (GUID) that uniquely identifies a (help desk) system.

• Username
Specifies the user name to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
Example: nimuser

• Password
Specifies the password to connect to SAP Solution Manager.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyProtocol
Specifies the proxy protocol to connect to SAP Solution Manager SOAP Web Services.
Supported Protocol: http

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyServer
Specifies the proxy server to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
Example: proxy_hostname

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port to connect to SAP Solution Manager.
Example: 80

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user to connect to SAP Solution Manager.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password to connect to SAP Solution Manager.

NOTE
If the SAP Solution Manager ITSM configuration submission takes too long, check the firewall settings or contact
your network administrator.

Connection Settings for Salesforce Service Cloud
Learn about the connection settings for Salesforce Service Cloud.

This topic contains the following sections:

Limitation

NIM SM does not support Salesforce Service Cloud configuration in a WebLogic cluster environment.

Connection Prerequisites for WebLogic Application Server

Add the custom runtime argument to the application server.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the following location:
<weblogic_domain>/bin

2. In Windows, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.cmd.
b. Search for the following line:
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JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES%

And, update the value as follows:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% %JAVA_PROPERTIES% -DUseSunHttpHandler=true

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
set IDM_OPTS=%IDM_OPTS% -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl

3. For Linux, perform the following steps:
a. Add the runtime argument in setDomainEnv.sh.
b. Search for the following line:

JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES}"

And, update the value as follows:
export JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} ${JAVA_PROPERTIES} -DUseSunHttpHandler=true"

c. Set IDM_OPTS by adding the following line:
export IDM_OPTS="${IDM_OPTS} -Djavax.xml.soap.MessageFactory=weblogic.xml.saaj.MessageFactoryImpl"

4. Restart the application server.

NOTE
In a cluster setup, repeat these steps on each node.

Connection Parameters

To integrate with Salesforce Service Cloud, configure the following parameters:

• LoginEndpoint
Specifies the login URL to use when connecting to a Service Cloud Instance.
Note: The instance name differs depending on which instance of Service Cloud NIM SM is connecting to. For
production instances, the instance name is login.salesforce.com; otherwise, the instance name can be, for example,
test.salesforce.com.  Service Cloud API version that NIM SM is using is version 32.0 which is found at the end of the
URL. As new versions of the API come out for Service Cloud, the version number within the URL is changed.
Example: https://login.salesforce.com/services/Soap/u/32.0

• Username
Specifies the Username to connect to Service Cloud who is authorized to execute Service Cloud SOAP operations.
Example: jeff.hardy@Jedmere.com

• Password
Specifies the Password to connect to Service Cloud. Depending on how Salesforce Service Cloud is configured, a
security token must be added to the password. If a security token is required, then concatenate the security token to
the end of the password. To confirm if a security token is needed for the user connecting to Salesforce Service Cloud,
check with the Salesforce administrator.
Example: Assuming that the password is mypassword and the security token is ABCDEF. If no security token is
required, then password is mypassword. If a security token is required, then password is mypasswordABCDEF

• ServiceCloudClientURL
Specifies the URL that is used to connect to the Salesforce Service Cloud user interface. This URL should only contain
the protocol and the instance name.
Example: http://test.salesforce.com

• DateFormat
Specifies the format for the date and time that is used by Salesforce Service Cloud. This format should be the format
that the date and time data is returned in the Salesforce Service Cloud APIs.
Example: yyyy-MM-dd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSS'Z'

• CaseObject
Specifies the object within Service Cloud that incidents are mapped to. If NIM SM should map to a custom case object,
then this value can be updated.
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Example: Case
• CaseCommentObject

Specifies the object within Service Cloud that comments are mapped to. If NIM SM should map to a custom comment
object, then this value can be updated.
Example: CaseComment

• AttachmentObject
Specifies the object within Service Cloud that attachments are mapped to. If NIM SM should map to a custom
attachment object, then this value can be updated.
Example: Attachment

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyProtocol
Specifies the proxy protocol to connect to Salesforce Service Cloud SOAP Web Services.
Supported Protocol: https

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyServer
Specifies the proxy server to connect to Service Cloud.
Value: <proxy_hostname>

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPort
Specifies the proxy port to connect to Service Cloud.
Example: 80

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyUser
Specifies the proxy user to connect to Service Cloud.

• (Optional) Service Desk ProxyPassword
Specifies the proxy password to connect to Service Cloud.

Customize Service Desk Field Mappings
When you configure Service Desk integration, by default, several NIM SM fields are mapped to the Service Desk solution
fields. You can update existing field mappings and also create custom field mappings. For example, you can create
additional levels of severity or urgency.

This topic contains the following sections:

Update Field Mappings

To update existing NIM SM field mappings, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click System, NIM SM Integration, Customize Service Desk Field Mappings.
3. In the Define New Field Mapping section, do the following:

a. Select the CA NIM Field that you want to map.
Note: By default, CA NIM Field drop-down is empty because the existing NIM fields are mapped to the configured
Service Desk solution fields. To update an existing CA NIM field mapping, delete the required NIM field mappings
from the Existing Field Mappings table. Once you delete, the CA NIM Field is populated with the unmapped
fields.

b. Select the Service Desk Field that you want to map to NIM SM.
c. (Optional) Add a Default Value.
d. (Optional) Add Possible Values.
e. Click Add.
f. After updating the additional field mappings, click Submit.

The field mappings are updated.
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Create Custom Field Mappings

To add new custom field mappings, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click System, NIM SM Integration, Customize Service Desk Field Mappings.
3. In the Define New Field Mapping section, do the following:

a. Select Enable Custom NIM Field.
b. In Custom NIM Field, define a name for your field.
c. Select the Data Type.

Values: DateTime, String
d. Select the Service Desk Field that you want the custom field to map to.
e. (Optional) Add a Default Value.
f. (Optional) Add Possible Values.
g. Click Add.
h. After adding the additional custom field mappings, click Submit.

The custom field mappings are created.

Note: In a REST call, custom fields are used differently than the default NIM fields. The following example shows how to
use custom fields in a REST call:

XML Request body

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>

<name>Incident607210</name>

<description>CreateIncident Positive flow</description>

<status>new</status>

<affectedEndUserID>0030j0000024yohAAA</affectedEndUserID>

<customProperties>

   <name>custom1</name>

   <value>a260j00000007ViAAI</value>

</customProperties>

<customProperties>

   <name>custom2</name>

   <value>a7Z0j0000004Ps0EAE</value>

</customProperties>

<customProperties>

   <name>custom3</name>

   <value>a7Y0j0000008RkjEAE</value>

</customProperties>

JSON Request body

{

"name":"Incident607210",

"description":"CreateIncident Positive flow",

"status":"new",

"affectedEndUserID": "0030j0000024yohAAA",

"customProperties":[

{

"name":"custom1",

"value":"a260j00000007ViAAI"

},

{
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   "name":"custom2",

   "value":"a7Z0j0000004Ps0EAE"

  },

{

   "name":"custom3",

   "value":"a7Y0j0000008RkjEAE"

  }

]

}

Service Desk Integration REST API Doc
The REST API documentation for NIM SM is available from within the Identity Manager User Interface.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click System, NIM SM Integration, View Service Desk Integration REST API Doc.
3. In the frame that opens, you can view the model for each object type, and test API calls using the "Try it out!" button.

Considerations

Standalone Deployment

To access the REST API Doc, ensure that you browse using the full domain in the Identity Manager server URL.

Example: Use http://myserver.domain.com:8080/iam/im/env, and not http://myserver:8080/iam/im/env.

To use the "Try it out!" feature, specify your basic access authentication information in the HTTP Basic Authorization
header field. This is only a standard basic authentication header.

Example: In the basic authentication header "Basic bmltYWRtaW46bmltYWRtaW4=",
bmltYWRtaW46bmltYWRtaW4= represents “username:password” encoded in Base64.

Cluster Deployment

If the product is installed in a cluster, ensure that you modify the api-docs file for the integration to be successful.

After installation of the product and before starting the cluster, perform this procedure.

1. Navigate to /<iam_im.ear>/user_console.war/app/page/nimsmintegration/api-docs/api-docs.
Note: For the WebLogic application server, update the api-docs file in the staging folder too.

2. Open the api-docs file.
3. Update the host field with the proxy host name.

Example: "host": "<proxy-host-name>"
4. Start the cluster nodes.

WARNING
If there are issues with synchronization of NIM SM data, then restart all the nodes of the WebLogic cluster.

Virtual Appliance Deployment

To access the REST API Doc, ensure that the browser URL host name matches with the one given in the api-docs file
available at /<iam_im.ear>/user_console.war/app/page/nimsmintegration/api-docs/api-docs.

Example:
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If the Identity Manager browser URL is http://myhost.mydomain/iam/im/identityenv, then change the hostname in the api-
docs file as given in the sample code snippet.

{    

"host": "myhost.mydomain",    

"basePath": "/iam/imnimsm/api/v2",   

"schemes": [        "https"    ],---}

NIM SM Web Service Details

To invoke the NIM SM Web Service, use the following URLs:

• Base URL:
http://myserver.domain.com:[Server Port Number]/iam/imnimsm/api/v2

• Base URL (cluster deployment):
http://localhost:[Server Port Number]/iam/imnimsm/api/v2 as the base URL.

• To access specific APIs, add the name at the end of the URL.
Example: To access the Incident API, use the following URL:
http://myserver.domain.com:[Server Port Number]/iam/imnimsm/api/v2/Incident

The NIM SM Web Service uses HTTP Basic Authentication and the credentials are the username and password that is
provided for CA embedded components during a fresh install, or the updated credentials that you set post upgrade.

NOTE
By default, the Base URL displayed at the following location indicates the base URL of an internal NIM SM.

Identity Manager User Condole> System> NIM SM Integration> View Service Desk
Integration REST API Doc

To view the Base URL of an external NIM SM, perform the following tasks:

1. Navigate to /<iam_im.ear>/user_console.war/app/page/nimsmintegration/api-docs/api-docs.
2. Open api-docs and enter the hostname and basePath of an external nim-sm.

Example:

"host": "externalNIM:8080", 

"basePath": "/external-nim-sm/api/v2",     

"schemes": [        

   "http"    

]

3. Restart the Identity Manager server.

Task Persistence
In this release, an administrator is able to schedule and modify jobs with specific parameters using the Cleanup Submitted
Tasks task to clean up and archive task and event information in the task persistence database and also delete these
recurring tasks as needed.

From the System Tab, you can launch a wizard by selecting Cleanup Submitted Tasks. From there, the wizard walks you
through setting up and scheduling jobs and whether or not to archive the data. You can also choose to delete the recurring
jobs when needed by selecting Delete Recurring Tasks from the System Tab.

By scheduling the tasks to clean up and archive task data, the potential for performance problems or system outages are
greatly reduced. With the archive feature, you can back up the tasks to the archive database before deleting them from
the runtime database. If you need to go back and view these deleted tasks, select the Search the archive check box on
View Submitted Tasks to search and view a list of all tasks that have been deleted and archived.
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NOTE
For information about how to fill out the Cron Expression field on the Recurrence tab, see the following:

http://www.quartz-scheduler.org/documentation/quartz-2.3.0/tutorials/crontrigger.html

This field appears when Advanced schedule is selected.

Migrate the Task Persistence Database
If you have installed a new database environment, you can migrate the Task Persistence data from your existing
database.

This procedure applies for CA Identity Manager release 12.6.x to later versions.

WARNING
Back up both the source and destination databases before staring the migration process.

Following are the Task Persistence database tables:

• archive_event_object12_5
• archive_event12_5
• archive_object12_5
• archive_rsdAttribute12
• archive_runtimeStatusDetails12
• archive_tasksession12_5
• archive_tmp_Bulkloader12_5 (if available)
• AuxData12
• AuxDataProvider12
• event_object12_5
• event12_5
• lock12_5
• object12_5
• runtimeStatusDetail12
• runtimeStatusDetailAttribute12
• tasksession12_5
• tmp_Bulkloader12_5 (if available)

This article contains the following sections:

Oracle Database

Follow these steps:

1. At the command prompt of the source Oracle database server, run the following query to export the tables:
exp userid=<source_database_userID/password>  tables=ARCHIVE_EVENT_OBJECT12_5,

 ARCHIVE_EVENT12_5, ARCHIVE_OBJECT12_5, ARCHIVE_RSDATTRIBUTE12, ARCHIVE_RUNTIMESTATUSDETAIL12, 

 ARCHIVE_TASKSESSION12_5,ARCHIVE_TMP_BULKLOADER12_5, AUXDATA12, AUXDATAPROVIDERS12, EVENT_OBJECT12_5,

 EVENT12_5, LOCK12_5, OBJECT12_5, RUNTIMESTATUSDETAIL12, RUNTIMESTATUSDETAILATTRIBUTE12,

 TASKSESSION12_5 ,TMP_BULKLOADER12_5 log=<export_log_file>.log file=<export_data_dump_file>.dmp

2. Stop the Identity Manager service on the CA Identity Manager instance that points to the destination Oracle database
server.

3. At the SQL command prompt of the destination Oracle database server, run the SELECT query for the constraint type
in the following order to get the ALTER TABLE queries that you must run to disable the constraints.
a. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Foreign Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' disable constraint '||constraint_name||';'
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from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'R'

b. Run all the resulting queries to disable the Foreign Key constraints.
c. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Unique Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' disable constraint '||constraint_name||';'

from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'U'

d. Run all the resulting queries to disable the Unique Key constraints.
e. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Primary Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' disable constraint '||constraint_name||';'

from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'P'

f. Run all the resulting queries to disable the Primary Key constraints.
4. At the command prompt of the destination Oracle database server, run the following query to import the tables that

were exported from the source Oracle database server earlier:
imp userid=<destination_database_userID/password>

 tables=ARCHIVE_EVENT_OBJECT12_5,ARCHIVE_EVENT12_5,ARCHIVE_OBJECT12_5,ARCHIVE_RSDATTRIBUTE12,ARCHIVE_RUNTIMESTATUSDETAIL12,

 ARCHIVE_TASKSESSION12_5,ARCHIVE_TMP_BULKLOADER12_5,AUXDATA12,AUXDATAPROVIDERS12,EVENT_OBJECT12_5,EVENT12_5,LOCK12_5,OBJECT12_5,RUNTIMESTATUSDETAIL12,RUNTIMESTATUSDETAILATTRIBUTE12,TASKSESSION12_5,TMP_BULKLOADER12_5

 log=<export_log_file>.log file=<export_data_dump_file>.dmp fromuser=<source_database_userID>

 touser=<destination_database_userID> DATA_ONLY=Y

5. At the SQL command prompt of the destination Oracle database server, run the following SELECT query for all the
tables to check whether there are duplicate records in the tables after import:
SELECT id, COUNT(*) FROM <TABLE_NAME> group by id HAVING COUNT(*)>1;

a. If duplicate data is found on running the above SELECT query, then run the following DELETE query to delete the
duplicate records:
delete FROM <TABLE_NAME>

WHERE rowid not in

(SELECT MIN(rowid)

FROM <TABLE_NAME>

GROUP BY id);

6. At the SQL command prompt of the destination Oracle database server, run the SELECT query for the constraint type
in the following order to get the ALTER TABLE queries that you must run to enable the constraints:
a. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Primary Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' enable constraint '||constraint_name||';'

from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'P'

b. Run all the resulting queries to enable the Primary Key constraints.
c. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Unique Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' enable constraint '||constraint_name||';'

from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'U'

d. Run all the resulting queries to enable the Unique Key constraints.
e. Run the following query to get all the ALTER TABLE queries for the Foreign Key constraints:

select 'alter table '||table_name||' enable constraint '||constraint_name||';'

from user_constraints

where constraint_type = 'R'

f. Run all the resulting queries to enable the Foreign Key constraints.
7. Start the Identity Manager service on the CA Identity Manager instance that points to the destination Oracle DB.

Access the View Submitted Tasks page in the CA Identity Manager UI to verify whether the migration was successful.
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MS SQL Database

Follow these steps:

1. On destination database, run the following query to disable all the constraints in the database:
exec sp_MSforeachtable "ALTER TABLE ? NOCHECK CONSTRAINT all"

2. Connect to the Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio on the source database.
3. Navigate to the database from which you must migrate the data.
4. Right-click the database name, navigate to Tasks, and click Import Data..

The SQL Server Import and Export Wizard appears.
5. Click Next.
6. In the Choose a Data Source page, specify the following details:

a. Specify the Source Server name.
b. Select Use SQL Server Authentication.
c. Select the Database.

7. Click Next.
8. In the Choose a Destination page, specify the following details:

a. Specify the Destination Server name.
b. Select Use SQL Server Authentication.
c. Select the Database to which you want the data to be migrated.

9. Click Next.
10. Select the option Copy data from one or more tables or views and click Next.

The Select Source Tables and Views page displays all the tables.
11. Select all the tables and click Next.

The Review Data Type Mapping page appears.
12. Click Next.

The Save and Run Package page appears.

WARNING
Do not click Next now to save and run the package.

13. Click Back until you reach the Select Source Table and Views page, to select all the Task Persistence database
tables.

14. Select a table and click Edit mappings.
15. In the Custom Mappings dialog, select the option Enable identity insert.
16. Perform this mapping for all the tables that you want to migrate.
17. Click Next.

The Save and Run Package page appears.
18. Ensure that the option Run immediately is selected.
19. Click Next.
20. Click Finish.

The migration is completed and a confirmation message appears.
21. Run the following query to enable all the constraints that were disabled earlier on the destination database.

exec sp_MSforeachtable @command1="print '?'", @command2="ALTER TABLE ? WITH CHECK CHECK CONSTRAINT all"

Access the View Submitted Page in the CA Identity Manager UI to verify that the task persistence database migration
is successful.

Monitor Health of the Task Persistence Database
You can now monitor health of the Task Persistence database and the Java Messaging System (JMS) at any given time.
Based on the health results, you can take appropriate action to ease the load on the Task Persistence database.
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You can now check health of the task message system health to know the effectiveness of interaction between the Task
Persistence database and application server. Use this option to check the maximum number of transactions that can be
processed successfully in your environment.

• Message queue information checks whether the messaging queue is configured properly, whether the messages are
posted to the JMS queue, and whether the queue is able to deliver the messages for task completion.

• Task Persistence information involves checking whether the Task Persistence database is getting updated for the
generated transactions.

WARNING
Perform health check of the message system after configuring your Application Server cluster in each target
environment (development / staging / production). This action lets you verify that the message system is
properly configured for distributed processing of events across the cluster nodes.

This article contains the following sections:

View Health of the Task Persistence Database

Use the following procedure to view the health of the Task Persistence database.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to System, Task Runtime Management, Task Persistence Monitor.
3. Click Check Database.

The load on the Task Persistence database for the following object types are displayed in percentage:.
– Task Rows
– Event Rows
– EventObject Rows
If the percentage is more than 80%, then you can archive to ease the load on the database.
The legend for the progress bar of the object types is as follows:

• Less than 60% - Green
• Between 60% to 85% - Yellow
• More than 85% - Red

View Health of the Task Message System

Use the following procedure to view the health of the Task message system.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to System, Task Runtime Management, Task Persistence Monitor.
3. In Synthetic Task Count, specify the number of transactions to be submitted to the App Server for checking the

health of App Server’s messaging system and the interaction with the Task Persistence database.
4. Click Check Message Health.

The progress about the transactions that are completed are displayed in the progress bar and in percentage.
5. Click Refresh to view the progress of the remaining transactions.

Configure Database Block Size

Note: Applicable if the task persistence database is Oracle.

You can configure the block size of the database in your environment for improved performance.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager UI.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
3. Search for a Task Persistence Monitor task and select that task.
4. In the Profile tab, click Configuration Properties.
5. Click Add to add the DB_BLOCK_SIZE property.

Default: 8192
6. If necessary, update the value of the DB_BLOCK_SIZE property
7. Click OK.
8. Click Submit.

The database block size is updated.

Cleaning Up the object12_5 and lock12_5 Object Store Tables
The two tables, object12_5 and lock12_5, are part of our runtime database called Task Persistence. They grow in size
and require the continuous maintenance of the Task Persistence database.

The Object 12_5 table contains all run time task and event objects. So the sums of its records include tasksession12_5
records + event12_5 records, whereby the tasksessionID (from Tasksession12_5 table) = ObjectID and EventID (from
Event12_5 table) = ObjectID.

The Lock12_5 table has records for each object that is being worked on.

Both of these tables are part of the Task Persistence database. You have two options to relieve them from unwanted data:

• Run the garbageCollectTaskPersistence stored procedure
• In versions after 12.5, the Cleanup Submitted Tasks task in the Identity Manager user interface.

Running the cleanup procedure/task reduces the table  size. When you delete a task that completed a week ago via the
cleanup, what gets deleted is the task (tasksession12_5), the task, and even objects (lock12_5 note: the task was in the
lock12_5 table once it was running. The stored proc/cleanup task will delete from all these tables.)

Resubmit Stuck In-Progress Tasks
WARNING

The existing Resubmit Tasks feature is redesigned to simplify and improve the performance of stuck in-
progress tasks resubmission. With design changes, the following amendments are made:

• The performance limitation with 30-seconds delay between task resubmissions that existed in the previous
releases is eliminated. With this change, System > Task Run Time Management > Manage Task Runtime
Management Configuration screen used for Resubmission Policy configuration is removed from the CA
Identity Manager User Console. On upgrading to the current release, the Resubmission Policy configurations
from previous releases are void.

• After upgrading to the latest release, ensure that you import the latest role definition. If the latest role
definition is not imported, the Manage Task Runtime Management Configuration screen will appear in the
User Console.

• By default, the Schedule tab will not appear in the Resubmit Tasks screen unlike in the previous releases.
To schedule stuck in-progress tasks for resubmission at a later point of time, you must manually add the
Schedule tab in the Resubmit Task Admin Task. On upgrading to the current release, the resubmit task
schedule configurations from previous releases are void.
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Identity Manager production environment can have tasks that are stuck in the system for various reasons. Such tasks
must be resubmitted so that they are successfully completed.

The stuck in-progress tasks can be resubmitted either automatically on server restart or manually. 

Resubmit Stuck In-Progress Tasks on Server Restart

All the tasks that are stuck in your environment can be automatically resubmitted on server restart.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Click Configurations, Configure Task Resubmission Policy.
3. Under Task resubmission policy for server restart, configure the following parameters:

a. Select Automatically resubmit 'In Progress' tasks after server restart to automatically resubmit in-progress
tasks after server restart.

b. Specify the age of tasks that you want to resubmit, in days and hours.
c. Specify the interval between the resubmission of tasks, in minutes and seconds.
d. Specify the number of tasks to be resubmitted.

4. Click Submit.
The task resubmission policy is configured to automatically resubmit stuck in-progress tasks on server restart.

Resubmit Stuck In-Progress Tasks Manually

An administrator can manually resubmit tasks that are stuck in-progress state due to various reasons. The stuck in-
progress tasks can be resubmitted immediately or at a scheduled time. The status of the resubmitted tasks can be viewed
from View Submitted Tasks.

The following sections guide you to resubmit stuck in-progress tasks manually:

Pre-Configurations

Consider configuring the following properties before resubmitting stuck in-progress tasks:

• ThreadPoolSize
The ThreadPoolSize property lets you control the rate of flow of stuck in-progress tasks resubmission. Default value is
30.

• ResultPageLimit
The ResultPageLimit property determines the number of search results to be displayed per page. Default value is 50.
You can modify the value of these properties in the Configuration Properties tab of Resubmit Tasks admin task:
a. Log in to the CA Identity Manager User Console.
b. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Tasks.
c. Search and select Resubmit Tasks of System category.
d. In the Profile tab, click Configuration Properties.
e. In the ThreadPoolSize / ResultPageLimit property field, enter a desired value.
f. Click OK.
g. Click Submit.

Resubmit Stuck In-Progress Tasks Immediately

To resubmit in-progress tasks immediately, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Task Run Time Management, Resubmit Tasks.
3. Specify the search criteria to list stuck in-progress tasks that are pending for resubmission, and click Search.
4. Select tasks that you want to resubmit and click Submit.
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Note: In the list of searched tasks, click the pencil icon corresponding to a task to view its details (Task History, Identity
Policy Violations, Included Events).

5. You can check the status of the resubmission by navigating to System, View Submitted Tasks.

Resubmit Stuck In-Progress Tasks at Scheduled Interval

To schedule stuck in-progress tasks for resubmission at a later time, follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Add the Schedule tab to the admin task: Resubmit Tasks (of category System).

Note: By default, the Schedule tab will not appear in the Resubmit Tasks screen unlike in the previous releases.
To schedule stuck in-progress tasks for resubmission at a later time, you must manually add the Schedule tab in the
Resubmit Task(of category System) Admin Task. On upgrading to the current release, the resubmit task schedule
configurations from previous releases are void.

3. Navigate to System, Task Run Time Management, Resubmit Tasks.
4. Specify the search criteria to list stuck in-progress tasks that are pending for resubmission, and click Search.

A list of tasks with status as In Progress are displayed.
5. Select tasks that you want to resubmit.
6. Next, select Scheduled Execution and select a date and time to submit the selected stuck in-progress tasks.

Note: Depending on the tab controller you select, the look-and-feel of the screen varies.
7. Submit the changes.
8. You can check the status of the resubmission by navigating to System, View Submitted Tasks.

Replace OOTB Provisioning Certificates with Custom Certificates
This document guides you on how to replace out-of-the-box (OOTB) provisioning certificates with your own custom
certificates. Provisioning components use X.509 Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) standard for secure communication
between the Provisioning Server and its associated components. The certificates used by the Provisioning components to
secure the flow of information between them are as follows:

• Client-side: Provisioning Client Certificate, Provisioning Client Private Key
• Server-side: Provisioning Server Certificate, Provisioning Server Private Key
• Signed Root CA Certificate

NOTE

• Provisioning certificates contain the public key.
• All the provisioning components use certificates in .PEM format except for Java Connector Server and

Connector Xpress, which use .P12 format.

To replace OOTB certificates with your own custom certificates in the provisioning components, follow the below links.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server with
your own custom certificates.

Required Certificates
Before you replace OOTB certificates with your own custom certificates, ensure that the following custom certificates are
readily available.

• Root Certificate: impd_trusted.pem, et2_cacert.pem
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Create a copy of these certificates from the Signed Root CA Certificate and rename to impd_trusted.pem and
et2_cacert.pem, respectively.

• Client Certificates: eta2_clientcert.pem, eta2_clientkey.pem
Create a copy of these client certificates from the Provisioning Client Certificate and Provisioning Client Private Key
and rename them to eta2_clientcert.pem and eta2_clientkey.pem, respectively.

• Server Certificates:
– eta2_servercert.pem, eta2_serverkey.pem

Create a copy of these server certificates from the Provisioning Server Certificate and Provisioning Server Private
Key and rename them to eta2_servercert.pem and eta2_serverkey.pem, respectively.

– <hostname>-impd-co.pem, <hostname>-impd-inc.pem, <hostname>-impd-main.pem, <hostname>-impd-notify.pem,
<hostname>-impd-router.pem

NOTE
Hostname is the name of the server as represented in the system. If the existing files are named using
the FQDN of the server such as server.domain.com-impd-main.pem, then ensure that the files contain the
name with FQDN. If the existing files use the short name such as server-impd-main.pem, then ensure that
the files contain the short name.

Create these server certificates from the Provisioning Server Certificate and Provisioning Server Private Key. For
instance, to create <hostname>-impd-co.pem, follow these steps:
a. Open a new file and paste the following part from the Provisioning Server Certificate and Provisioning Server

Private Key.
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

<Provisioning Server Certificate>

-----END CERTIFICATE----------

BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----

<Provisioning Server Key>

-----END PRIVATE KEY----

b. Save the file as <hostname>-impd-co.pem.
c. Create a copy of the remaining server certificates from the newly created <hostname>-impd-co.pem file and

rename them to the required server certificate names.

Deploy Custom Certificates in the Provisioning Directory

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Provisioning Directory with your own custom
certificates:

1. Stop the Provisioning Directory service.
dxserver stop all

NOTE
Stop the Provisioning Server service if it is installed on the same machine as Provisioning Directory.

2. Backup the following folder:
%DXHOME%/config/ssld

3. Replace the following existing certificates with the custom Provisioning Directory certificates, respectively:
<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-co.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-inc.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-main.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-notify.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/impd_trusted.pem

4. Start the Provisioning Directory service.
dxserver start all

5. If applicable, start the Provisioning Server service.
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Deploy Custom Certificates in the Provisioning Server
Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Provisioning Server with your own custom certificates:

1. Stop the Provisioning Server service.
2. Stop the Provisioning Directory service.

dxserver stop all

3. Provisioning Server Router DSA [This step is applicable only when Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server are
installed on different machines.]
a. Backup the following folder:

%DXHOME%/config/ssld

b. Replace the following existing certificates with the custom Provisioning Server Router DSA certificates,
respectively:
<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-co.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-inc.pem 

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-main.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-notify.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/personalities/<hostname>-impd-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Install_Dir>/config/ssld/impd_trusted.pem

c. Backup the following folder:
Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir>/data/tls

d. Replace the existing certificates with the custom Provisioning Server certificates in the following locations,
respectively:
[Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir]/data/tls/client/eta2_clientcert.pem      

[Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir]/data/tls/client/eta2_clientkey.pem

[Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir]/data/tls/server/eta2_servercert.pem

[Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir]/data/tls/server/eta2_serverkey.pem

[Provisioning_Server_Install_Dir]/data/tls/et2_cacert.pem

e. Start the Provisioning Server router DSA and Provisioning Server service.

Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server as a Cluster

If your environment has Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Server deployed in a cluster, follow the given procedure
to replace provisioning certificates with your own custom certificates.

Follow these steps:

1. Follow the steps mentioned in these sections:
– Deploy Custom Certificates in the Provisioning Directory
– Deploy Custom Certificates in the Provisioning Server

2. Each Provisioning Directory node must contain certificates of the remaining nodes in the cluster.
Example: If your environment has three nodes, ensure that the files are copied to the nodes as follows:
– Node1 must contain its own files and the files of Node2 and Node3

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

– Node2 must contain its own files and the files of Node1 and Node3
<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-impd-*.pem
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<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

– Node3 must contain its own files and the files of Node1 and Node2
<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-impd-*.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

3. Each Provisioning Server node must contain certificates of the remaining nodes in the cluster.
Example: If your environment has three nodes, ensure that the files are copied to the nodes as follows:
– Node1 must contain its own files and the files of Node2 and Node3

<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

– Node2 must contain its own files and the files of Node1 and Node3
<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Directory_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

– Node3 must contain its own files and the files of Node1 and Node2
<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node3>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node1>-imps-router.pem

<Provisioning_Server_Hostname_Node2>-imps-router.pem

Connector Server (CCS)
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the C++ Connector Server (CCS) with your own custom
certificates:

Required Certificates
Before you replace OOTB certificates with your own custom certificates, ensure that the following custom certificates are
readily available.

• Root Certificate: et2_cacert.pem
Create a copy of this certificate from the Signed Root CA Certificate and rename to et2_cacert.pem.

• Client Certificates: eta2_clientcert.pem, eta2_clientkey.pem
Create a copy of these client certificates from the Provisioning Client Certificate and Provisioning Client Private Key
and rename them to eta2_clientcert.pem and eta2_clientkey.pem respectively.

• Server Certificates: eta2_servercert.pem, eta2_serverkey.pem
Create a copy of these server certificates from the Provisioning Server Certificate and Provisioning Server Private Key
and rename them to eta2_servercert.pem and eta2_serverkey.pem respectively.

Deploy Custom Certificates in the C++ Connector Server

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the C++ Connector Server with your own custom
certificates.

1. Stop C++ Connector server service.
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2. Take a backup of the following folder:
<CCS_Install_Dir>/data

3. Replace the following existing certificates with the custom C++ Connector Server certificates, respectively:
<CCS_Install_Dir>/ccs/data/tls/client/eta2_clientcert.pem

<CCS_Install_Dir>/ccs/data/tls/client/eta2_clientkey.pem

<CCS_Install_Dir>/ccs/data/tls/server/eta2_servercert.pem

<CCS_Install_Dir>/ccs/data/tls/server/eta2_serverkey.pem

<CCS_Install_Dir>/ccs/data/tls/et2_cacert.pem

4. Restart the C++ Connector Server service.

Provisioning Manager (PM)
Learn how to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in Provisioning Manager with your own custom certificates.

This topic covers the following sections:

• Required Certificates
• Deploy Custom Certificates in Provisioning Manager

Required Certificates
Before you replace OOTB certificates with your own custom certificates, ensure that the following custom certificates are
readily available.

• Root Certificate: et2_cacert.pem
Create a copy of this certificate from the Signed Root CA Certificate and rename to et2_cacert.pem

• Client Certificates: eta2_clientcert.pem, eta2_clientkey.pem
Create a copy of these client certificates from the Provisioning Client Certificate and Provisioning Client Private Key
and rename them to eta2_clientcert.pem and eta2_clientkey.pem respectively.

Deploy Custom Certificates in Provisioning Manager

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in Provisioning Manager with your own custom certificates.

1. Close the Provisioning Manager console.
2. Take a backup of the following folder:

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data

3. Replace the following existing certificates with the custom Provisioning Manager certificates, respectively:
<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/client/eta2_clientcert.pem

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/client/eta2_clientkey.pem

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/et2_cacert.pem

4. Launch Provisioning Manager.

Java Connector Server
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Java Connector Server with your own custom
certificates:

Required Certificates

Java Connector Server accepts certificates in PKCS#12 format (.p12). The required certificates are:

• Client Certificate: eta2_client.p12
• Server Certificate: eta2_server.p12
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You can create these certificates by following the procedure documented at Create Files in .p12 Format location.

Deploy Custom Certificates in the Java Connector Server

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Java Connector Server with your own custom
certificates.

1. Prerequisite: Ensure that %JAVA_HOME%\bin directory is set in the Path environment variable.
2. Stop Java Connector Server service.
3. Back up the following files from <Connector_Server_Install_Dir>/jcs/conf folder:

– ssl.keystore
– eta2_server.p12
– eta2_client.p12

4. Replace the existing certificates with the custom Java Connector Server certificates, respectively:
<Connector_Server_install_Dir>/jcs/conf/eta2_client.p12

<Connector_Server_install_Dir>/jcs/conf/eta2_server.p12

5. Add the custom eta2_server.p12 and eta2_client.p12 certificates to ssl.keystore. In a Command Prompt, navigate to
<Connector_Server_install_Dir>/jcs/conf directory and run the following command:
keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore eta2_server.p12/eta2_client.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -destkeystore

 ssl.keystore -deststoretype JKS

Enter the following passwords when prompted:
– destkeystore password: Enter the Java Connector Server password
– srckeystore password: Enter secret

NOTE
Type "yes" when prompted to overwrite the server certificate.

6. Run the following command to change the key password. Key password must be the same as the keystore password,
that is, the Java Connector Server password.
keytool -keypasswd  -alias eta2_server/eta2_client -keystore ssl.keystore

Enter the following passwords when prompted:
– Keystore Password: Enter the Java Connector Server password
– Existing Key Password: Enter secret
– New Password: Enter the Java Connector Server password

7. Restart the Java Connector Server service.

NOTE
Repeat the same procedure on the other cluster nodes.

Connector Xpress
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Connector Xpress with your own custom
certificates:

Required Certificates

Connector Xpress accepts certificates in PKCS#12 format (.p12). The required certificates are:

• Client Certificate: eta2_client.p12
• Server Certificate: eta2_server.p12

You can create these certificates by following the procedure documented at Create Files in .p12 Format location.
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Deploy Custom Certificates in the Connector Xpress

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Connector Xpress with your own custom certificates.

1. Close Connector Xpress.
2. Back up the following files from <Connector_Xpress_Install_Dir>/conf folder:

– ssl.keystore
– eta2_server.p12
– eta2_client.p12

3. Replace the existing certificates with the custom Connector Xpress certificates, respectively:
<Connector_Xpress_Install_Dir>/conf/eta2_client.p12

<Connector_Xpress_Install_Dir>/conf/eta2_server.p12

4. Add the custom eta2_server.p12 and eta2_client.p12 certificates to ssl.keystore. In a Command Prompt, navigate to
<Connector_Xpress_Install_Dir>/conf directory and run the following command:
keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore eta2_server.p12/eta2_client.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -destkeystore

 ssl.keystore -deststoretype JKS

Enter the following passwords when prompted:
– destkeystore password: Enter changeit
– srckeystore password: Enter secret

NOTE
Type "yes" when prompted to overwrite the server certificate.

5. Run the following command to change the key password. Key password must be the same as the keystore password,
that is, ssl.keystore password.
keytool -keypasswd  -alias eta2_server/eta2_client -keystore ssl.keystore

Enter the following passwords when prompted:
– Keystore Password: Enter changeit
– Existing Key Password: Enter secret
– New Password: Enter the new password

6. Launch Connector Xpress.

Connector Server SDK
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Connector Server SDK with your own custom
certificates:

Required Certificates

Connector Server SDK accepts certificates in PKCS#12 format (.p12). The required certificates are:

• Client Certificate: eta2_client.p12
• Server Certificate: eta2_server.p12

You can create these certificates by following the procedure documented at Create Files in p12 Format location.

Deploy Custom Certificates in the Connector Server SDK

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Connector Server SDK with your own custom
certificates.

1. Ensure that %JAVA_HOME%\bin directory is set in the Path environment variable.
2. Back up the following files from <Connector_Server_SDK_Install_Dir>/conf folder:
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– ssl.keystore
– eta2_server.p12
– eta2_client.p12

3. Replace the existing certificates with the custom Connector Server SDK certificates, respectively:
<Connector_Server_SDK_Install_Dir>/conf/eta2_client.p12

<Connector_Server_SDK_Install_Dir>/conf/eta2_server.p12

4. Add the custom eta2_server.p12 and eta2_client.p12 certificates to ssl.keystore. In a Command Prompt, navigate to
the above folder and run the following command:
keytool -v -importkeystore -srckeystore eta2_server.p12/ eta2_client.p12 -srcstoretype PKCS12 -

destkeystore ssl.keystore -deststoretype JKS

Enter the following passwords when prompted:
– destkeystore password: Enter secret
– srckeystore password: Enter secret

NOTE
Type "yes" when prompted to overwrite the server certificate.

Update jiam.jar File
Follow this document to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the jiam.jar file with your own custom certificates:

Required Certificates

To update jiam.jar file with custom certificates, you need the Signed Root CA Certificate.

Deploy Custom Certificates in the jiam.jar File

Follow these steps to update the jiam.jar file with custom provisioning certificates:

1. In a Command Prompt, change the directory to <Identity_Manager_Install_Dir>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\lib
2. Take a backup of jiam.jar file.
3. Extract jiam.jar.

Jar xf jiam.jar

4. Check the existing content in the admincacert.jks file.
keytool -list -v –keystore admincacert.jks

5. Add the Signed Root CA certificate to the admincacert.jks
keystore. keytool -import -v -trustcacerts -alias <alias name> -file <Signed Root CA Certificate> -

keystore admincacert.jks

6. Ensure admincacert.jks is updated with the certificate.
keytool -list -v –keystore admincacert.jks

7. Update jiam.jar with the updated admincacert.jks keystore.
jar uf <location_of_jiam.jar> <location_of_adminacert.jks> 

Example:
jar uf jiam.jar admincacert.jks

8. Copy the jiam.jar file to the following locations:
– Identity Manager Tools location: <Identity_Manager_Install_Dir>\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\lib
– Application Server:

• JBoss/WebSphere: <EAR_HOME>\library
• WebLogic: <EAR_HOME>\APP-INF\lib

– Connector Xpress: <Identity_Manager_Install_Dir>\Connector Xpress\lib
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NOTE
Ensure that you reconfigure the connection between Identity Manager and Provisioning Server's CA Directory if
they are connected using SSL mode.

SiteMinder Policy Server
If you have integrated Identity Manager with SiteMinder (formerly, Single Sign-On), then you must import the Provisioning
Server Certificate into the SiteMinder Policy Server.

Required Certificates

• Root Certificate: impd_trusted.pem
Create a copy of this certificate from the Signed Root CA Certificate and rename to impd_trusted.pem.

Deploy Custom Certificate in the Policy Server

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in the Policy Server with your own custom certificates.

1. In a Command Prompt, navigate to <SiteMinder/bin> folder and run the following command:
certutil -L -d <certificate directory path>

The list of certificates that are present in the Policy Server database file appear on the screen.
2. Enter the following command to view the required certificate. Note that Provisioning Certificate name is used as an

example in the following commands.
certutil -L -d <Certificate Directory Path> -n "Provisioning Certificate"

3. Enter the following command to update the certificate with impd_trusted.pem file:
certutil -A -n "Provisioning Certificate" -t "P,," -i <Location of copied pem file>\impd_trusted.pem -d

 <Certificate Directory Path>

4. Enter the following command to verify whether the Provisioning Certificate is imported:
certutil -L -d <Certificate Directory Path> -n "Provisioning Certificate"

5. Restart the Policy Server.

Create Files in .p12 Format
Certificates that are required to create a .p12 file are:

• Provisioning Client/Server Certificate
• Provisioning Client/Server Private Key
• Signed Root CA Certificate

The command to create a .p12 file is as follows:

openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey <Provisioning_Private_Key.pem> -in <Certificate_Chain.txt> -password

 pass:<passwd> -out .\<Output_Name.p12> -name <Certificate_Name>

Example:
openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey .\eta2_clientkey.pem -in client_p12.txt -password pass:secret -out .

\eta2_client.p12 –name eta2_client

NOTE
Certificate_Chain.txt contains complete chain of certificates including intermediate certificate.

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

(Provisioning Server/Client certificate)
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-----END CERTIFICATE-----

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

(Intermediate certificate if available)

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

(Signed Root CA certificate)

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

For instance, if you want to create eta2_server.p12, follow these steps:

1. Create Certificate_Chain.txt which includes the following certificates:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

(Provisioning Server certificate) 

-----END CERTIFICATE----- 

-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE----- 

(Signed Root CA certificate) 

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

2. Run the following command:
openssl pkcs12 -export -inkey .\<Provisioning_Server_Private_key>.pem -in Certificate_Chain.txt -password

 pass:<passwd> -out .\eta2_server.p12 –name eta2_server

NOTE
Note down <passwd> as it is required while importing the .p12 certificate into the keystore.

Useful OpenSSL Commands
The OpenSSL program is a command line tool for using the various cryptography functions of OpenSSL's library. This tool
is shipped with IMPS located in [Provisioning Server install dir]/bin.

The following table shows few useful commands of OpenSSL program to execute various commands that are related to
managing certificates:

Commands
openssl x509  - in cert.pem  - text  - noout

Prints contents of .pem certificate.

openssl.exe pkcs12 -in my.pkcs12  - info

Prints contents of .p12 file.

openssl.exe pkcs12 -export -chain  - inkey key.pem  - in cert.pem -CAfile cacert.pem -out my.p12

Converts .pem cert/keypair to .p12.

keytool  - list  - v  -keystore my.keystore

Prints contents of a java keystore.

keytool  - list  - v  - alias myalias  - keystore my.keystore

Prints contents of a specific alias in a java keystore

keytool  - delete  - alias myalias  - keystore my.keystore
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Deletes an alias from a java keystore

keytool  - importkeystore  - destkeystore my.keystore  - srckeystore src.p12  - srcstoretype PKCS12  -

 srcalias 1  - destalias myalias

Imports a .p12 file into a java keystore.

keytool -import -trustcacerts -alias myrootca -file rootcacert.pem -keystore my.keystore

Imports a .pem root ca certificate into a java keystore.

Global Proxy Configuration
Identity Manager lets you connect to the external HTTP applications through a proxy server. With the global proxy
configuration in place, Identity Manager uses the proxy server for making outbound HTTP connections.

In this article, we discuss the following topics:

Configure Global Proxy

Follow the given steps to configure a global proxy server:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to Configurations, Configure Global Proxy.
3. In the Configure Global Proxy page, perform the following actions:

a. Enable proxy for outbound http connections: Select this option to enable global proxy.
b. Proxy Hostname: Enter the host name (URL) of the proxy.
c. Proxy Port: Enter the port to communicate with proxy.
d. Proxy Username: Enter the name of the user who can access proxy.
e. Proxy password: Enter the user password to gain access to proxy.
f. No Proxy For: Specifies a list of hosts that must be reached directly, by bypassing the proxy. This is a list of host

patterns that are separated by "|". The patterns can start or end with a "*" for wildcards. Any host that matches one
of these patterns are reached through a direct connection instead of through a proxy.

4. Click Submit.

NOTE

• The global proxy configuration is applicable across all the identity environments.
• When you modify the global proxy configuration in any one environment, ensure that you manually configure

these changes in other environments too.

Fine Grained Control over Proxying HTTP Connections

The following diagram is the pictorial representation on how the global proxy works for Captcha, SOAP, and REST calls:
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Figure 78: Global Proxy Configuration

• Captcha: To set Captcha for an admin task through a proxy server, you must enable proxy at two places:
– Global Proxy Configuration page
– Configure Profile tab of the Create or Modify Admin Task page, where you add Captcha

• Policy Xpress REST Calls: To make REST calls from Policy Xpress through a proxy server, you must enable proxy at
two places:
– Global Proxy Configuration page
– Data Elements and Actions Rules tab of the Policy Xpress creation page

• Policy Xpress SOAP Calls: To make SOAP calls from Policy Xpress through a proxy server, you must enable proxy at
one place:
– Global Proxy Configuration page

NOTE
To disable the use of global proxy on a per SOAP Policy Xpress policy, use the “No proxy for” option
available in the Global Proxy Configuration.
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Programming

CA Identity Manager Programming Reference
This Javadoc Reference documents the API specification for Identity Manager.

To view the documentation, complete the following steps:

1. Download the im_javadoc.zip file.
2. Save and extract locally.
3. Double-click index.html to open the Javadoc reference.

Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors
This Javadoc Reference documents the Java Connector SDK for Identity Manager.

To view the documentation, complete the following steps:

1. Download the  im_connectors_javadoc zip file.
2. Save and extract locally.
3. Double-click index.html to open the Javadoc reference.

Programming Guide for Java
This section contains the following subsections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Identity Manager Architecture
A typical  installation includes the following components:

• Servers
• User Stores
• Databases
• Connectors

Architecture Diagram
Depending on how it is configured, your installation can have one or more of these modules.

An Identity Manager implementation can include some or all of the following components:
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Figure 79: The image shows the Identity Manager implementation that can include some or all of these
components

Servers in the CA Identity Manager Architecture
A typical  installation includes the  Server and the Provisioning Server.

Server

Executes tasks within . The  application includes the Management Console and the User Console.

The provides an integrated method of managing users and their access to applications, including:

• Assignment of privileges through provisioning roles, including the following:
– Roles that enable administrators to create and maintain user accounts
– Roles that provide application rights to users
– Roles that provision additional accounts to existing users (requires integration with the Provisioning Server)

• Delegation of the management of users and application access
• Self-service options so users can manage their own accounts
• Integration of business applications with Identity Manager
• Options to customize and extend Identity Manager

Provisioning Server

Manages accounts on endpoint systems. This is required if the  installation supports account provisioning.

NOTE
You must have the Provisioning Directory installed remotely (or locally for a demonstration environment only) on
a CA Directory Server before installing the Provisioning Server.

The Provisioning Server consists of the following components:
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• OpenLDAP (SLAPD) server configuration
• CA Directory configuration
• Provisioning Server back end to SLAPD
• Superagent back end to SLAPD
• Superagent Server Plug-in (SASP)
• C++ SDK Sample Connector
• Program Exit samples

The Provisioning Server handles the provisioning of users, and then delegates to connectors (using the C++ Connector
Server or CA IAM CS) to manage endpoint accounts, and groups.

The Provisioning Server acts as the manager and command center for all communication.

User Stores
includes two user stores:

• User Store
Typically, this is an existing store that contains the user identities that a company needs to manage. The user store can
be an LDAP directory or a relational database.

• Provisioning Directory
This is an instance of CA Directory and includes global users, which associate users in the Provisioning Directory with
accounts on managed endpoints such as Microsoft Exchange, Active Directory, and Oracle.

Databases in the CA Identity Manager Architecture
uses data sources to connect to databases that store information required to support  functionality. These databases
can reside in a single physical instance of a database, or in separate instances. By default,  configures a connection to a
single database, called the  Database, which contains the tables for each database type.

• Object Store Database (required)
Contains  configuration information.

• Task Persistence Database (required)
Maintains information about  activities and their associated events over time. This system tracks all activities, even if
you stop and restart the  Server.

• Workflow Database
Stores workflow process definitions, jobs, scripts, and other data required by the workflow engine.

• Audit Database
Provides a historical record of operations that occur in a  environment.

• Archive Database
Stores archived task persistence data.

• Snapshot Database
Stores snapshot data, which reflects the current state of objects in  at the time the snapshot is taken. You can generate
reports from this information to view the relationship between objects, such as users and roles.

Managed Endpoints
An endpoint type is a specific type of target system. There is typically one connector server plug-in for each endpoint type,
but there can be multiple endpoints for each endpoint type.

Generic Java plug-ins (JNDI, JDBC) are each able to manage multiple endpoint types.

Examples of endpoints are UNIX workstations, Windows PCs, or applications such as Microsoft Exchange.
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Connectors
A connector is the software that enables communication between a Provisioning Server and an endpoint system. The
code that makes up a connector is contained in a connector server plug-in.

A dynamic connector can be generated by Connector Xpress, and a custom static connector can be developed in Java or
C++.

Connector Servers
A connector server is a Provisioning Server component that manages connectors. It can be installed on the Provisioning
Server system or on a remote system.

A connector server works with multiple endpoints. For example, if you have many UNIX workstation endpoints, you might
have one connector server which handles all connectors that manage UNIX accounts. Another connector server might
handle all connectors that manage Windows accounts.

There are two types of connector servers:

CA IAM Connector Server

CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS) handles hosting, routing to, and management of Java connectors. It can be
installed on the Provisioning Server or on a remote system. CA IAM CS is data-driven rather than code-driven, which
allows more functionality to be addressed by the container instead of by connectors themselves.

C++ Connector Server

The C++ Connector Server handles hosting, routing to, and management of C++ connectors.

Connectors and Agents

connectors run as part of the Provisioning Server and communicate with the systems managed in your environment.
A connector acts as a gateway to a native endpoint type system technology. For example, machines running Active
Directory Services (ADS) can be managed only if the ADS connector is installed on a connector server with which the
Provisioning Server can communicate. Connectors manage the objects that reside on the systems. Managed objects
include accounts, groups, and optionally, endpoint type specific objects.

Some connectors require agents on the systems they manage to complete the communication cycle. The two categories
of agents are as follows:

• Remote agents are installed on the managed endpoint systems.
• Environment agents are installed on systems, such as CA ACF2, CA Top Secret, and RACF.

The following C++ connectors work on UNIX and Windows:

• UNIX (ETC, NIS)
• Access Control (ACC)

Note: The UNIX ACC connector can manage only UNIX ACC endpoints. The Windows ACC connector is required to
manage Windows ACC endpoints but can also manage UNIX ACC endpoints.

• CA ACF2
• RACF
• CA Top Secret

Other C++ connectors can be accessed from a Provisioning Server installed on Solaris, by relying on the Connector
Server Framework (CSF). The CSF allows a Provisioning Server on Solaris to communicate with connectors running on
Windows.
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NOTE
The CSF must run on Windows to use these connectors.

Additional Components in the CA Identity Manager Architecture
includes additional components that support particular functionality. Some of these components are installed with , and
some must be installed separately.

Provisioning Manager

The Provisioning Manager, an alternative to the User Console, manages the Provisioning Server through a graphical
interface. The Provisioning Manager can be used for administrative tasks such as acquiring endpoints, installing endpoint
types, and managing Provisioning Server options.

The Provisioning Manager is installed as part of the  Administrative Tools.

NOTE
This application runs on Windows systems only.

WorkPoint Workflow

The WorkPoint workflow engine and WorkPoint Designer are installed automatically when you install .

These components enable you to place a  task under workflow control, and to modify existing workflow process definitions
or create new process definitions.

Note: For more information about workflow, see the Administration Guide.

Report Server

 provides reports that you can use to monitor the status of a  Environment. To use the reports provided with , install a
supported version of CA JasperReports Server, which can be downloaded from the Broadcom Support.

Development Environment Prerequisites
A  development environment must conform to the following requirements:

• Provisioning Server is installed. By default, the Provisioning Server is installed in the following directory:
\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server

• The Provisioning SDK is installed. By default, the SDK is installed in the following directory:
\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning SDK
Note: The Provisioning SDK can be installed on a system other than the Provisioning Server itself.

• Set the JAVASDK environment variable to point to the installed JAVA SDK location. This setting is required to build the
JIAM Jar files for connectors.

• Microsoft Visual C++ 2008, Version .NET, with MFC Shared Libraries for Unicode.
• Unicode libraries must be installed (MFC71u.dll)

System Recommendations

A typical  development system on Windows, as recommended by CA, has the following components on three separate
disk drives:
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• The Microsoft Windows operating system (on drive C:)
• The Provisioning Server (on drive D:)
• Microsoft Visual Studio 2008
• The Provisioning SDK and custom connectors (on drive E:)

This is to optimize the combination of running an X.500 server CA Directory and Provisioning Server on the same host.

Knowledge Recommendations

You should have a working knowledge of the following:

• The  architecture and user interface
• Developing and building C++ applications
• Developing and building Java applications
• Developing and building applications that use Web Services

CA Identity Manager APIs
This section describes the  APIs.

API Installation
Install the  APIs by installing the  Administrative Tools, described in the Installation Guide.

The Administrative Tools include configuration files, scripts, utilities, samples, and jar files that you use to compile custom
objects with APIs and API code samples. The Administrative Tools are placed in the following default locations:

• Windows: C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools
• UNIX: /opt/CA/IdentityManager/IAM_Suite/Identity_Manager/tools

Note: The notation admin_tools is used as a convenience throughout this guide to refer to the Administrative Tools
installation directory.

API Overview
You can use the  APIs to customize the following features:

• The schema, which describes a user store's structure to
• The look and feel of the user interface
• User entry screens, which determine the fields and layout of each task screen
• Validation of user data entry, through regular expression, JavaScript, or Java implementations
• Workflow, which defines automated workflow processes. Create or modify processes by linking approvers and actions

in the WorkPoint Process Designer.
• Email messages, which inform users of a task's status
• Task submission, which can be sent by a third-party application to the Task Execution Web Service (TEWS). TEWS

processes the remote task request. Remote task requests comply with WSDL standards.

CA Identity Manager API Types
You can use the following APIs to customize .

• Logical Attribute API
Displays an attribute differently than how it is stored physically in a user directory.
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Use this API to work with the values of managed object attributes (such as the value of the employee_number or email
attribute of a User object). For example:
– When a task screen is displayed, convert an attribute value from its stored physical form to its displayed form
– To populate the value of an attribute automatically, possibly through an external system
– To validate user-supplied data on a task screen
– After a task is submitted for execution, convert an attribute value from its displayed form on the task screen to its

stored physical form
• Business Logic Task Handler API

Performs custom business logic at various times before the task is submitted, using any of the data associated with the
submitted task or in the data store.

• Workflow API
Provides the workflow engine with information about the  event being executed. Using this information, a workflow
script can decide whether an approval is required for an event and if so, who should approve it. The workflow API also
allows a workflow script to access and modify managed object attribute values.

• Participant Resolver API
Specifies the list of participants who are authorized to approve or reject a workflow activity.

• Event Listener API
Creates a custom event listener that listens for a specific  event or group of events. When the event occurs, the event
listener performs custom business logic during particular states of execution (Pre-approval, Approved, Rejected, Post-
execution). Also generate new events within the current task.

• Notification Rule API
Determines the users to receive an email notification.

• Email Template API
Includes event-specific information in an automated email notification.

NOTE
For more information about the Email Template API, see the Administration Guide. For technical reference
information about all  APIs, see the Programming Guide for Java.

Types of Custom Operations

Custom Operation Applicable API
Format data from a data source Logical Attribute
Validate data entry Logical Attribute
Add a drop-down list to a task screen Logical Attribute
Check whether a group membership limit is reached Business Logic Task Handler
Verify the job title of a new administrator Business Logic Task Handler
Check for duplicate objects Business Logic Task Handler
Disable a user account after the maximum failed login attempts Business Logic Task Handler
Assign a user to a group during self-registration Business Logic Task Handler
Assign “manager” attribute for a new user Business Logic Task Handler
Determine workflow direction based on a User object attribute Workflow
Update a  object during a workflow process Workflow
Validate an object from a workflow process using third-party data Workflow
Assign a group’s administrators as participants Participant Resolver
Add a user to Microsoft Exchange (specific event listener) Event Listener
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Create a rule for group assignments (specific event listener) Event Listener
Update an RDBMS with user data (class-level event listener) Event Listener
Post events to a JMS queue (all event listener) Event Listener
Notify a single user Notification Rule
Notify a group Notification Rule

Task Phases
An admin task is an administrative operation, made up of one or more events, performed by  administrators to manage or
modify  objects such as users, roles, groups, organizations, endpoints, and other objects.

Admin task execution has the following two phases:

• In the synchronous phase, the task has not yet been broken down into its component events.
• In the asynchronous phase, the task has been broken down into its component events.

NOTE
For more information about admin tasks, see the Administration Guide.

Synchronous Phase

The synchronous phase performs data validation and manipulation. It begins when the user selects a task to perform, or
when an anonymous user requests self-registration or a password change. It ends when data validation and manipulation
operations are complete, and the task is sent for processing.

• Synchronous Phase Processing

When a user logs in,  displays the tasks that the user can perform. A task is performed within a task session. A
task session contains information such as the time that task execution began, the name and unique identifier of the
administrator who is executing the task, and the organization where the task is being executed.

A task session also contains the  managed object that is affected by the task. For example, a task session for a Create
User task contains a User object consisting of profile information about the new user. In addition, the task session
contains lists of any resources (such as roles and groups) that the task’s managed object is associated with.

When the user selects a task to perform, the synchronous phase of task processing begins. The associated task
screen is displayed, allowing the user to supply the data required for the task. In the synchronous phase, validation and
manipulation of user-supplied data are performed. If validation errors occur, the user receives immediate feedback. The
user can then correct the errors and resubmit the task.

Synchronous Phase Operations

In the synchronous phase, the following operations are performed:

1. The user selects a task to perform.
After the user selects a task for processing, but before the user is presented with a list of possible subjects for the task,
the following processing can occur:
Business processing through a business logic task handler’s handleStart() method.
API: Business Logic Task Handler API

2. The task subject is selected but not yet displayed.
The subject of a task is the object that is being directly affected by the task, for example, a User object in a Create
User task.
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After the user selects the subject of the task, but before the subject’s data is displayed on the task screen, the
following processing can occur:
– Business processing through a business logic task handler’s handleSetSubject() method.

API: Business Logic Task Handler API
– Default values for fields can be initialized with JavaScript.
– During task screen configuration, default values can be hard-coded, or JavaScript can be provided to initialize fields

dynamically.
– Fields associated with physical attributes are automatically populated with the corresponding data from the data

store.
3. displays and populates the task screen

After the user has selected the task to perform and the task’s subject,  displays the appropriate task screen containing
the subject’s data.
A task screen may contain fields associated with physical attributes or logical attributes.
Fields associated with logical attributes are populated with data provided by logical attribute handlers. For example, a
department number may be converted from a numeric code (physical attribute) to its corresponding user-friendly name
(logical attribute) before being displayed on the task screen.
API: Logical Attribute API

4. invokes validation rules during data entry.
can execute validation rules during data entry. Validation rules are specified in the directory.xml file for an entire
environment, or in a task screen for a particular task. Validation rules are not performed by logical attribute handlers.
During data entry, validation rules can be invoked in any of the following ways:
– A tab’s Validate button is clicked.
– The user changes tabs on the task screen.
– A value is modified in a field for which Validate on change is enabled.

5. User submits the task screen
After the user finishes supplying data on the task screen and clicks Submit,  performs the following operations in order:
a. Invokes validation rules.

Validation rules can be implemented as regular expressions, JavaScript, or Java classes.
b. Calls validate() in each logical attribute handler. This method performs field-level validation.

Field-level validation takes place within the scope of the user-supplied attribute value only. For example, if you are
validating a date, you can validate the date itself, but you cannot compare the date against other information in the
task. Validating data against other data in the task is called task-level validation.
API: Logical Attribute API

c. Calls toPhysical() in each logical attribute handler. This method converts logical attributes back to their
corresponding physical attributes.
API: Logical Attribute API.

d. Calls the handleValidation() method in business logic task handlers to perform task-level validation.
Task-level validation lets you validate field data against any information in the task session or in the data store. For
example, during a Create User task,  calls a predefined business logic task handler that verifies whether the user
ID for the new user is unique.
Business logic task handlers can be called at the following times during the synchronous phase of task processing:
• When a task session is created (to initialize or process task data)
• After selecting a subject from the search result, but before presenting data to a user
• After a user submits a task, but before any security checks
• After security checks are done, but before the asynchronous phase
API: Business Logic Task Handler API

6. displays validation results.
If validation errors occur, the errors are reported to the user immediately. The user is allowed to correct the errors and
resubmit the task.

7. instantiates events for the task.
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After all validation is performed successfully,  breaks down the task into the individual transactions that occur during
the execution of the task. Each transaction is represented by an event. For example, a Create User task may consist
of the following events:
– CreateUserEvent. The event representing the creation of the User object.
– AddToGroupEvent. If the newly created user is being added to a group, this event represents the addition.
After events are instantiated for the task, the following processing can occur to allow a finer degree of control over the
execution of a task:
Business processing through a business logic task handler’s handleSubmission() method.
For example, workflow approvals can be required for individual events, so that the rejection of one event may not
impact the execution of other events or the overall task.
API: Business Logic Task Handler API
After  calls this method for all associated business logic task handlers, the synchronous phase is complete.

8. The task enters the asynchronous phase for processing.

Note:  Validation rules can be implemented as regular expressions, JavaScript, or Java classes. For more information,
see the Configuration Guide.

Asynchronous Phase

The asynchronous phase performs the task by executing the events associated with the task. Optionally, the
asynchronous phase performs workflow approvals and sends email notifications. It begins when data validation and
manipulation performed in the synchronous phase are complete. It ends when task processing is complete.

Both logical attribute values and physical attribute values are available to custom objects for processing.

Feedback resulting from an error may not occur immediately, as it does in the synchronous phase.

Asynchronous Phase Operations

In the asynchronous phase, the events that were instantiated for the task during the synchronous phase are posted and
cannot be recalled.  completes the task after all associated events are completed. All operations are optional except the
execution of the event.

The following operations are performed for each event, in the following order:

1. posts the events.
At the beginning of the asynchronous phase of task execution,  posts the events that were instantiated for the task
during the synchronous phase. At this point, the events are committed for the task and cannot be recalled.
If workflow is enabled, and one or more of the task’s events are mapped to a workflow process, the task comes under
workflow control. The task remains in a pending state until the mapped workflow processes are completed.

2. Event Listeners Perform Pre-Approval Attribute Updates
The Pre-approval state occurs before a workflow process begins, or before the automatic approval of an event that is
not associated with a workflow process. During the Pre-approval state, a custom event listener can update attributes in
managed objects associated with the event.
API: Event Listener API.

3. Custom Objects Perform Operations During Workflow Processing
If workflow is enabled for the  environment, and an event is mapped to a workflow process, the activities in the
workflow process must be completed before the event (and ultimately, the associated task) can be completed.
Note: Custom objects cannot update attributes in  objects during workflow processing.
During workflow operations, the following custom processing can occur:
– Specify the participants (approvers) for a workflow activity.

API: Participant Resolver API.
– Retrieve information about the event and use the information to determine the path of the workflow process.
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For example, during a Create User task, a custom object could retrieve the user’s title. If the title is Manager, a two-
step approval is required (from HR and from a corporate officer). If the user’s title is other than Manager, a one-step
approval is required, just from HR.
API: Workflow API.

– Retrieve information from a third-party application and use the information to determine the path of the workflow
process.
This type of custom processing, called asynchronous validation, lets you add automated activities to a workflow
process. The automated activity calls the third-party application and requests the information. The third-party
application then returns the information to the activity, where the information is evaluated to determine the course of
subsequent workflow processing.
Note: A workflow process can have an unlimited number of manual and automated activities. For information about
workflow activities, see the Administration Guide.

4. Event Listeners Perform Pre-Execution Attribute Updates
A workflow process results in either the approval or rejection of the associated event, depending upon the outcome
of the individual activities in the workflow process. When a workflow process is approved,  executes the associated
event.
After a workflow process is approved or rejected, but before  executes an approved event, a custom object can modify
the attributes of the managed objects in the event. However, if the workflow process is rejected, the event is never
executed, and any modifications to the managed object in the event are not written to the data store.
Pre-execution attribute updates can also be made for events that are not under workflow control. An event that is not
under workflow control is automatically approved.
API: Event Listener API.

5. Executes the Event
Event execution is complete when all operations associated with the event have been completed.
If managed object data associated with an event needs to be written to the data store, it is written after execution of
the event is complete.
No  APIs are applicable to this operation.

6. Event Listeners Perform Post-Execution Operations
After the execution of an event is complete, an event listener can perform operations such as the following:
– Performing rule-based role or group provisioning. For example, suppose users who are assigned to the group

QA should automatically be assigned to the group Engineering. An event listener that is "listening for" the event
AddToGroupEvent in the Post-event state can do the following:
• Check whether the group that the user has been added to is QA.
• If the user was added to QA, add the user to Engineering.
• Generate another AddToGroupEvent for the addition of the user to Engineering. This allows the additional

AddToGroupEvent to be subject to its own workflow and auditing operations.
– Notifying third-party applications that the event has executed. Notification that an event has executed may be

performed for auditing purposes or to allow the third-party application to perform any post-execution processing that
it may require.

API: Event Listener API.
7. Generates Email Notifications

Email notifications report the status of tasks and events.
Email notifications are generated from templates. A template can generate event-specific messages through
JavaScript calls to the Email Template API. Further, you can write a custom object that determines the list of recipients
for email notifications.
An email’s recipients are determined by the template used to generate the email. For example:
– Emails based on the Pending template are sent to all users who are potential participants in the associated

workflow activity.
– All templates can call the getNotifiers() method to determine the list of recipients. This method passes to  the name

of a Java object called a notification rule that determines the list. The method can pass the name of a predefined
notification rule (ADMIN, USER, or USER_MANAGER) or a custom notification rule.
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APIs: Email Template API, Notification Rule API.

Task Execution Summary
The following process summarizes the sequence of operations that can occur when an administrator executes a Modify
User task, including adding the end user to a group. In this example, workflow and email notifications are enabled.

1. The administrator selects Modify User from the list of tasks that they are authorized to perform.
2. creates a task session.

API:   calls BLTHAdapter.handleStart() in applicable business logic task handlers (those handlers that are defined in
the environment or are associated with the task).

3. The administrator selects a particular User object to modify.
API:   calls BLTHAdapter.handleSetSubject() in applicable business logic task handlers.

4. retrieves the User object.
API: If any physical attributes in the User object must be converted to logical attributes, logical attribute handlers
perform the conversions.

5. displays the user data on a task screen.
6. The administrator modifies some of the user data on the task screen, and also adds the user to a group. The

administrator then clicks Submit.
API:   executes validation rules for all applicable fields, and then calls logical attribute handlers to validate logical
attribute fields. If a validation fails, an exception is thrown, an error is displayed, and the administrator must resubmit
the task.
API: Logical attribute handlers convert logical attribute values back to physical attribute values.
API:    calls BLTHAdapter.handleValidation() in business logic task handlers to perform task-level validation and any
other business logic that may be required. If any handler processing fails, an exception is thrown, an error is displayed,
and the administrator must resubmit the task.

7. instantiates the events ModifyUserEvent and AddToGroupEvent. In this example, both of these events are mapped to
workflow processes.
API:  calls BLTHAdapter.handleSubmission() in applicable business logic task handlers.
After this method is called in all business logic task handlers defined in the environment or associated with the task,
the task enters the asynchronous phase for processing.

8. posts the events instantiated in the synchronous phase. Events can no longer be recalled.
9. begins processing the event ModifyUserEvent.

API:   calls the before() method in each event listener for the event ModifyUserEvent. This method is called even if the
event is not mapped to a workflow process.

10. The workflow process begins for the event ModifyUserEvent.
API: The Participant Resolver API determines the participants (approvers) for the workflow activity.
API: The Workflow API can be called to pass information about the event or information from a third-party application
back to the workflow process. A workflow process activity evaluates the information to determine the next activity to
perform.

11. sends email notification about the pending event.
API: An email notification can include event-specific information through JavaScript calls to the Email Template API.
Also, email recipients can include users who are specified through a call to a custom notification rule.

12. The workflow process for the event ends.
API: Depending on whether the event is approved or rejected,  calls the approved() or rejected() method in each event
listener for the event ModifyUserEvent.

13. sends email notification about the event result.
API: An email notification can include event-specific information through JavaScript calls to the Email Template API.
Also, email recipients can include users who are specified through a call to a custom notification rule.

14. If the event is approved,  executes the event.
API: After executing the event,  calls the after() method in each event listener for the event ModifyUserEvent.
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If an event listener is performing rule-based role or group assignments, it is typically at this point that the assignments
are made.

15. If the event is approved, Step 9 through Step 14 for the event AddToGroupEvent are performed.
In this example, ModifyUserEvent is a primary event. If a primary event is rejected, no other events are processed (in
this example, AddToGroupEvent), and the Modify User Task is not performed.

16. After the workflow process for each event is completed, and if the event ModifyUserEvent was approved,  completes
the Modify User task.

17. sends email notification about the task result.
API: An email notification can include event-specific information through JavaScript calls to the Email Template API.
Also, email recipients can include users who are specified through a call to a custom notification rule.

API Functional Model
The design and implementation of all  APIs are based on a common functional model.

There are two variations of this model, depending on whether task execution is in the synchronous phase (before the task
has been broken down into events) or the asynchronous phase (after the task has been broken down into events).

This section contains an illustration of each variation of the functional model, and also a summary of all the components of
the functional model.

Synchronous Phase Model

In the synchronous phase of task execution, the task has not yet been broken down into its component events.

The following  APIs can be used during this phase:

• Logical Attribute API -- Inherits IMContext methods directly (alternative 1 in the following diagram).
• Business Logic Task Handler API -- Inherits IMContext methods through the IMPersistentContext interface

(alternative 2 in the diagram).

Each API inherits methods from the core IMContext interface in different ways.

The following diagram illustrates the core classes and interfaces in the synchronous phase model, and shows where an
individual API fits into the model:
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Figure 80: The diagram illustrates the core classes and interfaces in the synchronous phase model, and shows
where an individual API fits into the model

Asynchronous Phase Model

In the asynchronous phase of task execution, the task has been broken down into its component events. As a result, the
core objects in the API functional model include the following:

• EventContext -- Provides read/write access to events and lets you generate secondary events.
• EventROContext -- Provides read/write access to events.

The following  APIs can be used during this phase:

• Participant Resolver API and Notification Rule API -- Inherit IMContext methods through EventROContext
(alternative 1 in the following diagram).

• Event Listener API and Workflow API -- Inherit IMContext methods through the IMPersistentContext and
EventContext interfaces (alternative 2 in the diagram).

The APIs inherit methods from the core IMContext interface in different ways.

The following diagram illustrates the core classes and interfaces in the asynchronous phase model, and shows where an
individual API fits into the model:
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Figure 81: Diagram shows the core classes and interfaces in the asynchronous phase model, and shows where
an individual API fits into the model

Model Components

The API functional model consists of the following core components:

• LifeCycle interface -- Provides custom objects with access to user-defined properties defined in the Management
Console. The properties can be applicable to a single custom object, to the entire  environment, or both.
Also provides a custom object with basic implementations for startup and shutdown methods, and optionally, access to
the managed object providers.
LifeCycle methods are called when  starts up the environment and loads objects (including custom objects), and
also when the environment is shut down. These methods give the custom object an opportunity to connect to and
disconnect from external objects, and to perform any other startup and shutdown operations that it might require.
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The base adapter classes for the individual  APIs implement the LifeCycle interface.
• ServiceProvider interface -- Provides  APIs with access to services such as password and encryption operations.
• ProviderAccessor interface -- Makes the  providers available to custom objects. The providers allow direct access to

managed object data.
• TaskInfo interface -- Provides information about the current task -- for example, task creation time, the name and

unique identifier of the administrator who is executing the task, and the organization where the task is being executed.
• Logger interface -- Lets a custom object log messages directly to the application server log.
• IMContext interface -- Extends the TaskInfo, ServiceProvider, ProviderAccessor, and Logger interfaces, and makes

the methods in these interfaces available to the ...Context objects in the individual APIs.
• IMPersistentContext interface -- Allows custom objects to persist user-defined data within a task session, as follows:

– Between business logic task handlers for a given task (Business Logic Task Handler API).
– Across different states of an event (Event Listener API).
– Between different scripts for a given workflow activity (Workflow API).
– Between different types of custom objects for a given task (various APIs).

For example, user-defined data can be set by a business logic task handler during the synchronous phase of
task processing, and then retrieved by an event listener during the asynchronous phase of the same task session
(Business Logic Task Handler API, Event Listener API).

This interface extends IMContext.
Note: The persisted user-defined data is defined within the IMPersistentContext object. It is not the same user-defined
data that is defined in the Management Console for a particular custom object or for the  environment.

• EventContext interface -- Provides read/write access to the managed object attributes in an event, and lets you
generate secondary events. APIs that can implement this interface are the Event Listener API and Workflow API.
This interface extends IMPersistentContext, which extends IMContext. This interface also serves as the base interface
for context objects in the Event Listener API.

• EventROContext interface -- Provides read/write access to events. APIs that can implement this interface are the
Participant Resolver API and Notification Rule API.
This interface extends IMContext.

The individual  APIs typically have the following types of components:

• Adapter object -- Each  API has a base class called an adapter. The API-specific adapter implements the LifeCycle
and Logger interfaces.
The custom objects you create with the  APIs extend this base class. An adapter object contains base implementation
methods inherited from LifeCycle for startup and shutdown operations, and also API-specific methods.

• Context object -- Each  API has an API-specific context object, which is passed into the API’s adapter object. The
context object inherits core methods through IMContext, either directly or indirectly. Consequently, the API’s context
object contains information about the current task, and also provides access to logging methods and other  services,
including managed object retrieval from the data store.

Note: For more information about these components and all  APIs, see the Javadoc Reference.

Logical Attribute API
This section describes the logical attributes.

Logical Attributes and Physical Attributes
In the User Console, task screen fields are associated with data attributes. For example, on a user profile screen, the task
screen fields First Name and Last Name might be associated with the attributes firstname and lastname, respectively, in
the underlying user directory.

The attributes that can be associated with the fields on a particular task screen appear in the Attribute Name drop-down
for that task screen.
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Attribute Name contains two types of data attributes:

• Physical attribute
Physical attributes are attributes of the underlying data store (a user directory such as LDAP, the SiteMinder policy
store, or a database). If a task screen field is configured with a physical attribute, a value entered into the field is
ultimately written to the data store.
For example a Last Name field on a user profile screen might be configured with a lastname attribute in the underlying
user directory. When a user enters a value into the field and clicks Submit, the value is written to the lastname attribute
in the directory. When a user next displays the profile screen, the value is retrieved from the lastname attribute of the
directory and displayed in the Last Name field.

• Logical attribute
Logical attribute values are not directly associated with or written to the data store. A logical attribute value is
presented in a task screen field and processed by a logical attribute handler.
The result of the processing can be written to the data store if the logical attribute is mapped to a physical attribute,
or the result can be used in some other way. For example, a logical attribute handler might evaluate the contents of a
Notify me of good deals field to determine whether a self-registering user should be added to an organization whose
users receive promotional materials and other benefits.

Logical Representation of Physical Attributes

Logical attributes and physical attributes do not necessarily correspond on a one-to-one basis. Logical attributes can
represent physical attributes in the following ways:

• One logical attribute representing one physical attribute, as in the case of task screen input being stored in coded form.
For example, an AccountType attribute might contain a value of Gold, Silver, or Bronze on the task screen, but 1, 2, or
3, respectively, in the data store.

• One logical attribute representing multiple physical attributes. For example, the logical attribute Cost may represent the
product of the physical attributes UnitPrice and Quantity.

• Multiple logical attributes representing one physical attribute. For example, a password challenge question and answer
can be stored as one delimited physical attribute, but represented by two logical attributes, question and answer.

• A logical attribute with no corresponding physical attribute. For example, a user who self-registers can enter a code
to gain access to specific information, such as special promotions. In this case, the user-supplied code is a logical
attribute that tells  the organization in which to create the user’s profile. The code is not written to the data store.

Logical Attribute Elements

Logical attribute functionality requires an association of elements such as the following:

• The name of the logical attribute handler that processes the logical attribute data.
• The name of one or more logical attributes. Logical attribute names are enclosed in vertical bars ( | ), for example:

|answer|

Typically, each logical attribute is assigned to a task screen field. Logical attribute names that can be assigned to task
screen fields are listed in the Attribute Name drop-down list.

• The name of the corresponding physical attributes, if any.
Physical attributes are defined in the <ImsManagedObjectAttr> element of directory.xml. <ImsManagedObjectAttr>
maps physical attribute names to the following names:
– Display names (field displayname). In a task screen, a physical attribute is represented in the Attribute Name drop-

down list by its display name.
– Optionally, a well-known attribute name (field wellknown). Well-known attribute names are enclosed in percent signs

( % ), for example:
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    %ENABLED_STATE% 

Because a well-known attribute is mapped to a physical attribute, a logical attribute can be mapped to a physical
attribute indirectly, through a well-known attribute.

• The type of managed object (USER, ORG, or GROUP) that the logical attribute applies to.
When a task of the specified object type is being defined, logical attributes associated with the object type appear in
the task screen’s Attribute Name drop-down list, and therefore can be assigned to a task screen field.

Attribute Data Flow

Data flow is the transfer of attribute data to and from a task screen. Data is written to the task screen before the task
screen is displayed, and read from the task screen when the user executes (submits) the task.

In a simple data flow, a task screen field is associated with a physical attribute. Data in this field flows to and from the
corresponding physical attribute in the data store. In this case, no logical attribute handlers are involved in the data flow
between the task screen and the data store.

If a task screen field is associated with a logical attribute rather than a physical attribute, data flows between the field and
a logical attribute handler, allowing the handler to process the data. Optionally, the logical attribute handler can convert the
logical attribute data to physical attribute data that can be written to the data store.

Channeling data flow through a logical attribute handler allows customization opportunities such as the following:

• Controlling the way physical data is presented on the task screen.
• Validating data that users supply on the task screen.
• Integrating your own business logic and rules with the presentation that users see.

For example, logical attributes let you present data on a task screen in a more user-friendly format than the corresponding
physical attribute data in the data store, as shown in the following figure:
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Predefined Logical Attributes
includes predefined logical attributes. You can use a predefined logical attribute as is, or customize it to suit your
business requirements.

The predefined logical attributes are as follows:

Password

• Logical Attribute
|passwordConfirm|
|oldPassword|

• Physical Attribute
Display name: Password
Well-known name: %PASSWORD%

• Description
Processed by the Confirm Password Handler.
When a user specifies a new password, the password is validated against the password supplied in the confirmation
field to be sure the values match.
Typically, oldPassword is defined as a hidden field, while Password and passwordConfirm are displayed.
Available for USER objects.

Password Hint

• Logical Attribute
|Question1|... |Question5|
|Answer1|... |Answer5|
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|Questions|
|VerifyQuestion|
|VerifyAnswer|

• Physical Attribute
Well-known name: %PASSWORD_HINT% (a multi-value attribute)
For Provisioning: eTSelfAuth-Question0-4
eTSelfAuth-Answer0-4

• Description
Processed by the Forgotten Password Handler.
Questions and answers for identification can be stored in the directory in various ways, depending upon the
configuration. Optionally, the user can be challenged with a verification question at run time. There can be more than
one verification question and answer.

Password Reset

• Logical Attribute
|forcePasswordReset|

• Physical Attribute
Display name: Disabled State
Well-known name: %ENABLED_STATE%

• Description
Processed by the Forced Password Reset Handler.
If the administrator enables forcePasswordReset on a task screen, the user’s stored enabled state is updated so that
the user must change their password during their next login.
Available for USER objects.

Enable User

• Logical Attribute
|enable|

• Physical Attribute
Display name: Disabled State
Well-known name: %ENABLED_STATE%

• Description
Processed by the Enable User Handler.
If the administrator enables or disables a user’s account through the enable attribute, the user’s stored enabled state is
updated accordingly.
Before the task screen is displayed, the user’s stored enabled state value is retrieved from the directory and converted
to the logical attribute enable.
Note: If this logical attribute is not used or is empty, the user’s account is enabled by default.
Available for USER objects.

Group Subscription

• Logical Attribute
|GroupSubscription|

• Physical Attribute
Display name: Self Subscribing
Well-known name: %SELF_SUBSCRIBING%

• Description
Processed by the Self Subscribing Handler.
Is available for GROUP objects.
If the administrator sets this attribute to TRUE, users can add themselves to the group.
The handler does the following:
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– Converts between physical and logical attribute values.
– Validates the self-subscription value before the value is written to the data store.

Logical Attribute API Overview
The Logical Attribute API lets you create and manage custom attributes that can be associated with task screen fields.
You use the Logical Attribute API to write a handler object that performs operations such as the following:

• Formatting logical attribute values displayed on a task screen.
• Populating fields configured with logical attributes when a task screen is displayed.
• Validating user-supplied values in fields configured with logical attributes.

Note: To perform broader validation operations against information in the entire task, use the Business Logic Task
Handler API.

• Adding to a task screen a multi-value field (a field that can have more than one value) or an option list (a drop-down list
containing selectable values).

• Processing logical attribute values or associated physical attribute values to suit your business requirements.
• Converting user-supplied logical attribute values to physical attribute values after the user submits the task for

processing.  then writes the physical attribute values to the data store.

Logical Attribute API Summary

Logical attribute handler execution occurs in the synchronous phase of task processing. If response time during
interaction with a third-party system is an issue, the same objective can be performed using an event listener during the
Pre-approval state.

• Operations
The Logical Attribute API performs the following:
– Display and population of task screens
– Invocation of validation rules during data entry
– User submissions from the task screen.

• Called by
• When called

Under any of the following circumstances:
– After the user selects a task to perform, and before the task screen appears.
– When the user clicks Submit on a task screen.

• Operates on
Logical attributes and physical attributes associated with the logical attribute handler.

• Object update
Logical attributes and physical attributes associated with the logical attribute handler.

• Can validate?
Logical attributes and physical attributes associated with the logical attribute handler.

NOTE
You can also perform attribute validation using JavaScript and regular expressions. For more information, see
the User Console Design Guide.

Use Case Examples

The following are examples of how the Logical Attribute API can be used:

• Format data from a data source
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In the user directory, a telephone number is stored as the physical attribute phone. It has 10 digits -- for example,
9785551212. This physical attribute is associated with the logical attribute formatted_phone.
When the task screen that contains the telephone number is about to be displayed,  calls a custom logical attribute
handler that formats the physical attribute telephone number appropriately -- for example, as (978) 555-1212 -- and
assigns the formatted value to formatted_phone.  uses the formatted_phone logical attribute value to display on the
task screen.

• Validate data entry
The physical attribute employeeNumber exists in a data source, and it is mapped to the logical attribute
validEmployeeNumber. After a user assigns an employee number to the validEmployeeNumber attribute on the task
screen and clicks Submit,  calls a custom logical attribute handler to query the data source to be sure that the supplied
employee number exists in employeeNumber. If it does not exist, the logical attribute handler throws an exception.

• Add a drop-down list to a task screen
A task screen requires a customer to provide the type of service they have purchased -- Gold, Silver, or Bronze.
These options are presented in a drop-down list associated with the logical attribute serviceType. When the customer
chooses a service level and clicks Submit,  calls a logical attribute handler that converts the selected service level to
the corresponding physical attribute value (1, 2, or 3) and assigns the value to the physical attribute type.

API Components

The Logical Attribute API contains the following components:

• LogicalAttributeAdapter
The base class that all logical attribute handlers extend. Contains base implementation methods for startup and
shutdown operations. Also performs operations such as validation of logical attribute values and conversion between
logical attribute values and physical attribute values. These operations are based on the LogicalAttributeContext
information passed into the handler.
Implements LifeCycle and Logger.

• LogicalAttributeContext
Interface providing read and write access to the logical attributes and any associated physical attributes for a particular
logical attribute scheme.
This interface also provides access to IMContext information about the current task, and to logging methods and other 
services, including managed object retrieval from the data store.
LogicalAttributeContext information is passed to the methods in the LogicalAttributeAdapter object.
Extends MPersistentContex.

• IMPersistentContext
Allows user-defined data to be passed between a logical attribute executed for a given task session, and between
logical attribute handlers and other custom objects in the same task session. The persisted data is abandoned after the
task session ends.
This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Extends IMContext.

The preceding components are in the package com.netegrity.imapi.

Logical Attribute Handler API Model

The following Logical Attribute API components are part of the  API functional model:
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Figure 82: The image shows the Logical Attribute API components are part of the CA Identity Manager API
functional model.

Calling Sequence

As with all custom objects and handlers created with the  APIs,  executes a logical attribute handler by calling methods in
the handler’s adapter object.

calls LogicalAttributeAdapter methods in the following stages of task screen processing:

1. initializeOptionList(). This is the first method  calls before it displays a task screen. This method gives the logical
attribute handler an opportunity to populate any option lists on the task screen.

2. Either of the following methods:
– toLogical(). For tasks (such as Modify User) that act on existing managed objects, allows the logical attribute

handler to convert the managed object’s physical attribute values to logical attribute values.
– initialize(). For tasks that create a managed object (such as Create User), allows the logical attribute handler to

supply default logical attribute values for display on the task screen.
When toLogical() or initialize() returns successfully,  displays the task screen.

3. validate(). Allows the handler to validate user input. This method is called after the user clicks Submit on the task
screen.

4. toPhysical(). Allows the handler to convert logical attribute values to physical attribute values.
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calls logical attribute handlers in the order in which they are listed in the Management Console. In each successive
handler,  calls the method that is appropriate for a given stage of task screen processing. For example, validate() is called
in each handler when the user clicks Submit.

NOTE
calls business logic task handlers after all logical attribute handler processing is complete. Thus, business logic
task handlers have access to the logical attribute values and the physical attribute values set by the logical
attribute handlers.

Custom Messages

After a user submits a task,  can display the following user-defined messages:

• Informational messages
A logical attribute handler can define a custom informational message, such as an acknowledgement, to display to the
user after the user successfully submits a task.
To display a custom informational message for the task, specify the message in an addMessageObject() method
inherited by LogicalAttributeContext.

• Exception messages
If validation errors occur after a user submits a task, the task screen is redisplayed with the appropriate exception
messages. This message gives the user the opportunity to correct the errors and resubmit the task.
To enable  to display custom exception messages on a task screen, add the messages to an IMSException object.
supports localized exception messages, which you store in a family of resource bundles. Each resource bundle in
the family contains the same messages, but in a different language. You specify the current user’s locale and the
base name of the resource bundles, and  selects the appropriate resource bundle from which to retrieve exception
messages.

NOTE
For more information, see the IMSException class in the Javadoc Reference.

Sample Logical Attribute Handlers

Sample implementations of logical attribute handlers are in the samples\LogicalAttributes subdirectory of your  installation,
for example:

admin_tools\samples\LogicalAttributes

Note:  For information about using the samples, see the accompanying readme.txt files.

Logical Attribute Implementation
The following process lists the high-level actions that must be performed when you create a logical attribute. Although the
actions are presented in a logical sequential order, some steps can be performed in a different order.

1. Write the logical attribute handler code.
2. Register the logical attribute handler in the Management Console for the  environment.
3. Compile and deploy the handler.
4. Add the logical attribute to a task screen being constructed in the User Console.
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Logical Attribute Handler Configuration

You define a logical attribute handler’s fully qualified class name and other properties in the Management Console.

To define a logical attribute handler, complete the following steps:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the logical attribute handler will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Logical Attribute Handlers.

The Logical Attribute Handlers screen contains a list of existing logical attribute handlers. The list includes predefined
handlers shipped with  and any custom handlers defined at your site.  executes the handlers in the order in which they
appear in this list.

From the Logical Attribute Handlers screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new logical attribute handler with . To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing handler configuration. To begin this operation, click the handler name.
• Delete a handler.
• Change the order of handler execution.

For detailed instructions about performing these operations, click Help on the Logical Attribute Handlers screen.

NOTE
You can also create, modify, view, and delete a logical attribute handler from the User Console, under the
System tab. For more information, see the Online Help.

Logical Attribute Handler at Run Time

After you create and deploy the logical attribute handler, the newly created logical attribute is ready for use. You can now
assign the logical attribute name to a task screen field. Assigning a logical attribute to a field is no different than assigning
a physical attribute to a field.

During task screen configuration, logical attributes that can be assigned to task screen fields appear in the Attribute Name
dropdown list. Attribute Name is one of the field properties you define when configuring a particular field on the task
screen.  includes registered logical attribute names in this dropdown list automatically.

Both logical attribute names and physical attribute names are listed in Attribute Name. A logical attribute name appears
within vertical bars ( | ), just as it is defined in the Management Console. For example, a Date logical attribute appears as |
Date|.

Example Assigning a Logical Attribute to a Field

Suppose a newsletter publisher makes portions of its newsletter available online. Users register for the site through the
default  self-registration screen. The only modification to the default screen is an additional field that asks users whether
they currently subscribe to the printed newsletter. A logical attribute handler places subscribers and non-subscribers in
different organizations when they self-register for the online version. The value supplied to the field configured with the
logical attribute is not written to the data store.

The following steps show how to add the new field and configure it with the custom logical attribute |subscriber|.

NOTE
The logical attribute must first be defined in the Management Console. It is not a predefined logical attribute
shipped with .
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To configure a custom logical attribute in a Profile screen

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
2. Click Search to display a list of all admin tasks.
3. Select the Self Registration option button, then click Select.
4. Click the Tabs tab in the Modify Admin Task Self Registration screen.
5. Click the edit button next to the Profile tab in the list of tabs.
6. Click the browse button to the right of the Screen field in Configure Profile.

A list of profile screens appears.
7. Be sure that the Self Registration Profile option button is selected in Select Screen Definition, then click Edit.
8. Add a new field to the Self Registration screen in Configure Standard Profile Screen by selecting the check box to the

left of Password, then clicking the appropriate Add button.
9. Click the edit button to the right of the newly added field.

A list of field properties appears where you can define the new field.
10. Select the name of the logical attribute to assign to the new field (in this case, |subscriber|) in the Attribute Name field

within the Field properties box.
Note: For |subscriber| to be listed in Attribute Name, it must first be defined in the Management Console.
The Field properties box reappears, containing all the properties that apply to the |subscriber| logical attribute.

11. Finish defining field properties and click Apply.

Note:  For more information about adding a field to a task screen and configuring the field with an attribute, see the
Administration Guide.

Use Case Example Formatting a Date Attribute

The following overview presents logical attribute design-time and run-time activities. The use case is an example of a user
account expiration date.

Design Time Activities

 

•  Problem
Display an account expiration date in a user-friendly format based on separate month, day, and year fields. However,
the date is stored in the database as a single physical attribute value in the format mm.dd.yyyy.

•  Solution
Create a logical attribute that associates the physical date attribute with three logical attributes that are displayed on
the screen in separate Month, Day, and Year fields.

NOTE
 Although the date in this use case is an expiration date, the custom logical attribute handler is a general date
handler that can process any type of date.

 To create a logical attribute for handling expiration dates and other dates 

1. Register the new logical attribute handler in the Management Console:
2. Create the logical attribute handler DateFormatAdapter by extending the class LogicalAttributeAdapter. The custom

handler should implement the following methods:
– toLogical(). Converts the date physical attribute value to three separate logical attribute values.
– toPhysical(). Converts the three logical attribute values back to a single physical attribute value.
To obtain the names of the logical and physical attributes, you pass the values of the attribute Name field as defined
in the Management Console to the getLogicalAttributeName() or getPhysicalAttributeName() method. These methods
are in the LogicalAttributeContext object, which is passed into every call to DateFormatAdapter.
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In this example, the attribute names you pass in are Month, Day, Year, and Date, as follows:

private final String LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_MONTH = "Month";

private final String LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_DAY = "Day";

private final String LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_YEAR = "Year";

private final String PHYSICAL_ATTRIBUTE_DATE = "Date";

. . .

public void initialize(LogicalAttributeContext attrContext)

                                          throws Exception {

    String _month = attrContext.getLogicalAttributeName(

                       LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_MONTH);

    String _day = attrContext.getLogicalAttributeName( 

                       LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_DAY);

    String _year = attrContext.getLogicalAttributeName( 

                       LOGICAL_ATTRIBUTE_YEAR);

    String _date = attrContext.getPhysicalAttributeName( 

                       PHYSICAL_ATTRIBUTE_DATE);

. . .

}

The handler uses the returned logical and physical attribute names when setting and retrieving attribute values.
3. Deploy the compiled logical attribute handler DateFormatAdapter.
4. Restart the  environment.
5. When creating the associated task screen in the User Console, assign the three logical attribute names to the Month,

Day, and Year fields you add to the screen.
It is not necessary to assign the corresponding physical attribute to a field on the task screen.

Run Time Activities

The following activities occur when the end user executes a task on the task screen:

1. Before displaying the task screen,  retrieves the value of the Date physical attributes (mm.dd.yyyy) from the database,
and then calls toLogical() in the handler.

2. The toLogical() method’s custom code converts the physical attribute value to the three logical attribute values.  then
displays the logical attribute values in the associated Month, Day, and Year fields.

3. While working in the task screen, the end user decides to edit an account, which is about to expire. To do so, the user
changes the expiration date, and then submits the task screen.

4. calls the toPhysical() method. The method’s custom code converts the logical attribute values in the Month, Day, and
Year fields into the associated Date physical attribute value.  then writes the Date value in the data store.

Screen-Defined Logical Attributes for Java Programming
Screen-defined logical attributes are Profile tab screen fields in the User Console without any direct associated physical
attributes. Screen-defined logical attributes are local to the admin task screen in which they are created, and are
implemented entirely as screen fields. Screen-defined logical attributes enable  administrators to define and collect
information locally, and not persist the data to a managed object.

Screen-defined logical attributes are implemented as JavaScript methods associated with specific screen fields. The
JavaScript is defined in the screen field properties when editing a Profile tab. Profile tabs can be edited in the Configure
Standard Profile Screen, which is accessible from Profile tab configuration screens.

Screen-defined logical attributes are configured in the same manner as other attributes except that you can also define
the attribute name. Screen-defined logical attributes are identified by the vertical bar characters ( | ) which enclose the
attribute name, for example:
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|City State Zip|

You can define any of the following control styles as screen-defined logical attributes:

• Check Box Multi-Select
• Dropdown
• Dropdown Combo
• Multi-Select
• Option Selector
• Option Selector Combo
• Radio Button Single-Select
• Single-Select

Display the Configure Standard Profile Screen

The Configure Standard Profile Screen allows you to create or modify screen-defined logical attributes.

To display the Configure Standard Profile Screen

1. In the User Console, select Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, Modify Admin Task.
A Select Admin Task screen appears.

2. Search for the task you want to modify, and click Select.
A Modify Admin Task screen appears.

3. On the Tabs tab, click the edit button next to the Profile tab.
The Configure Profile screen appears.

4. Click the browse button to the right of the Screen field.
The Select Screen Definition list appears.

5. Click the option button next to the tab you want to modify, and click Edit.
The Configure Standard Profile Screen appears.

6. To create or modify a screen-defined logical attribute, do one of the following:
– Click the edit button next to the field you want to modify.
– Click an Add button to define a new field.

NOTE
For more information about the Configure Standard Profile Screen, see the Online Help.

Initializing Screen-Defined Logical Attributes

Screen-defined logical attributes are not persisted, and any initial value must be derived from other information such as a
constant, global information, a default value, a value of another attribute, a JavaScript function, or left as blank.

To initialize a value, an optional JavaScript function can be added to the Initialization JavaScript text box of the Configure
Standard Profile Screen. A FieldContext object is passed to the function when a field needs to be initialized.

The object can be used to set field values, as shown in the following code example:

function init(FieldContext){

   var city = FieldContext.getFieldValue("City" );

   var state = FieldContext.getFieldValue("State" );

   var zip = FieldContext.getFieldValue("Zip" );

   FieldContext.setValue( city + " " + state + " " + zip );

}
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Updating Screen-Defined Logical Attributes

Screen-defined logical attributes can be updated. However, because they are not persisted directly, updated values can
be saved only by changing other attributes in the subject, or by some other means. The method for doing this is to add
JavaScript that validates the data and updates the fields.

To validate, an optional JavaScript function can be added to the Validation JavaScript text box of the Configure Standard
Profile Screen. A FieldContext object is passed to the function when a field needs to be validated.

The object can be used to validate field values, as shown in the following code example:

function validate(FieldContext, attributeValue, changedValue, errorMessage){

   if (attributeValue == "" ){

      return true;

   }

   var split = attributeValue.split(" ");

   if ( split.length < 3 ){

      errorMessage.reference="City State Zip expected";

      return false;

   }

   FieldContext.setFieldValue( "City", split[0] );

   FieldContext.setFieldValue( "State", split[1] );

   FieldContext.setFieldValue( "Zip", split[2] );

   return true;

}

Logical Attribute Handler Option List

An option list allows a user to assign values to a field by selecting one or more items in a list rather than typing values into
a text box.

You create an option list using the following  features:

• Logical Attribute API
Populate the option list, convert values between the associated logical attribute and physical attribute, and validate the
selected values.

• Management Console
Configure the logical attribute handler that populates the option list and processes the selected values.

• User Console
Add an option list to a task screen.

Populating Option Lists

An option list is populated programmatically through a custom object that you create with the Logical Attribute API. The
logic is performed in the initializeOptionList() method of the LogicalAttributeAdapter class. You can populate the option list
through whatever mechanism you like, for example, from hard-coded items, items in a data source, or items in a text file.

calls initializeOptionList() after a user requests an admin task and the task screen is about to be displayed.

Logical Attribute Handlers for Option Lists

You configure the logical attribute handler that populates the option list in the Management Console. When you do so, be
sure to complete the following tasks:
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• Define the following two logical attributes:
– One logical attribute to contain the values in the option list.

In the handler, use the method initializeOptionList() to populate the list items.
– One logical attribute to display the values currently selected in the list.

This logical attribute is like any other logical attribute you add to a task screen. It can be associated with one or
more physical attributes, and it can be restricted to a single value or allow multiple values.
In the handler, use the methods toPhysical() and toLogical() to convert values to and from this logical attribute and
any associated physical attribute.

• Typically, you define a physical attribute that corresponds to the attribute that displays the selected values. This
physical attribute/logical attribute relationship is like any other that does not involve an option list.

• Optionally, specify user-defined properties that the handler uses when populating the option list and processing the
selected values. For example, you might pass in the name of a file that contains the items in the option list.

Adding an Option List to a Task Screen

An option list is a type of field you can add to a task screen, similar to a text field or other field type. You add the option list
when you are defining a task screen in the User Console.

The only attribute you need to add to the task screen is the logical attribute that displays the selected values. 
automatically manages the associated physical attribute and the logical attribute that contains the list of values. These
logical and physical attributes are not displayed to the end user.

To add an option list to a task screen field in the User Console

1. Be sure that the field to be configured with the logical attribute is included on the task screen.
2. Click on the edit button for the field.
3. Select the name of the logical attribute that displays the selected values.
4. Assign one of the following style types to the field:

– Single-Select. Allows users to select a single value from a list box.
– Multi-Select. Allows users to select multiple values from a list box. This style type must be associated with a multi-

valued attribute.
– Dropdown. Allows users to select one or more values from a drop-down list.

Option List Configuration Summary

Attribute Type Purpose User Console Style Type Management Console
Properties

Logical attribute Contains one selected value Single-Select or Dropdown Name and
Attribute Name

Logical attribute Contains one or more selected
values

Multi-Select Name,
Attribute Name,
and Multi-valued

Logical attribute Contains the list of items -- Name,
Attribute Name,
and Option List

Physical attribute Corresponds to the logical
attribute that contains the
selected values

-- Name and
Attribute Name
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Option Lists at Run Time

When an option list is properly configured and the task screen is displayed to an end user at run time,  does the following:

• Fills the list portion of the logical attribute with the list items defined through initializeOptionList() in the logical attribute
handler.

• Manages the appropriate display and removal of the list.
• When the user selects an item in the list, automatically displays the selected item in the field configured with the logical

attribute.

A sample logical attribute handler that populates an option list and processes selected values is provided with . The
sample includes a readme.txt file that describes how to configure the option list.

The sample is installed in the following default directory:

admin_tools\samples\LogicalAttributes\StateSelector

Logical Attribute Handler Self-Registration
When a user self-registers, the user’s organization can be specified in the following ways:

• Through a default organization for self-registered users.
• Through custom code that determines the user’s organization by analyzing data that the user provided on the self-

registration screen. This approach is based on logical attribute functionality.

Be sure that you are familiar with configuring logical attributes before reading the following sections.

NOTE
For more information about specifying the user’s organization, see the Administration Guide.

How a Self-Registration Handler Works

A self-registration handler is similar to a typical logical attribute handler in the following ways:

• You use the Logical Attribute API to write the custom handler. The custom handler extends the abstract class, which
extends  LogicalAttributeAdapter. For more information about  LogicalAttributeAdapter, refer to the Java Programming
Reference doc for more inforation.)

• You define an Organization Selector (self-registration handler) in the Management Console for your  environment. The
property definitions map the self-registration handler class file to one or more logical attribute names.

• You add the logical attributes defined in the Management Console to your self-registration screen.
• calls out to the self-registration handler when the user submits the self-registration screen containing the logical

attributes.
• The self-registration handler processes the information that  passes to it (which includes the logical attribute

values entered on the task screen), determines the organization where the user should be added, and passes the
organization back to .

Three differences between typical logical attribute handlers and self-registration handlers are as follows:

• The OrgSelectorAdapter class is only used with self-registration handlers.
• calls out to the self-registration handler when the user changes tabs during self-registration. Logical attribute handlers

are not invoked when tabs are changed.
• Logical attributes are often associated with physical attributes. But a logical attribute mapped to a self-registration

handler is typically not associated with a physical attribute.
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Writing the Self-Registration Handler

You write the custom handler code by extending the abstract class. This class extends LogicalAttributeAdapter.

OrgSelectorAdapter has one API-specific (non-inherited) method: getOrganization(). When the user submits the self-
registration screen,  calls getOrganization() and passes the following objects:

• A populated LogicalAttributeContext object. This object includes access to logical attributes on the task screen.
• A Vector of organizations where the self-registering user can be added. The getOrganization() method returns one of

these organizations.

The getOrganization() method evaluates the logical attribute values supplied on the task screen and determines the
organization where the user should be added. For example, a user’s organization might be determined by the job
description information provided on the self-registration screen. The method determines the user’s organization and
returns the organization object to .

NOTE
 Because OrgSelectorAdapter extends the abstract class LogicalAttributeAdapter, your derived class must
declare the methods in LogicalAttributeAdapter even if the methods remain empty.

Self-Registration and the API Functional Model

A self-registration handler uses the same core components of the  API functional model as the Logical Attribute API. In
addition, the self-registration class OrgSelectorAdapter extends LogicalAttributeAdapter, as shown in this figure:
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Figure 83: Logical Attribute API with Self-Registration

Self-Registration Handler Configuration

You define a self-registration handler’s fully qualified class name, logical attribute name or names, and other properties in
the Management Console.

To define a self-registration handler

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the self-registration handler will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Organization Selector.

On the Organization Selector screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new self-registration handler.
• Modify the self-registration handler’s properties if the handler already exists.

For detailed instructions, click Help on the Organization Selector screen.
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NOTE
There can be only one self-registration handler per  environment. Consequently, there is only one set of
Organization Selector properties that can be displayed. Also, there is no Name property for the Organization
Selector.

Sample Self-Registration Handler

A sample implementation of a self-registration handler is installed in the following default directory:

admin_tools\samples\LogicalAttributes\OrgSelector

For information about using the sample, see the readme.txt file that accompanies the sample.

Logical Attribute Handler Forgotten Password
provides a Forgotten Password task that lets you reset or retrieve a password. You can respond to one or more
verification questions at run time, or select questions from a predefined list.

When you initiate the Forgotten Password task,  does the following:

1. Displays an Identify screen. The user enters an ID.
2. The Forgotten Password Search Handler looks up the user. If the user is found, the task enters the verification stage.

If no user is found, an error message is displayed, and the user can try again. An administrator can configure limits on
failed or successful attempts.

3. For verification, the Forgotten Password Search Handler invokes the Forgotten Password Handler, which converts the
defined physical attributes to logical ones.

4. The Forgotten Password handler also presents at least one verification question. The Forgotten Password Search
Handler validates the answer and checks for success based on task configuration.

5. The Forgotten Password Search Handler invokes the Forgotten Password Handler as many times as necessary, if
more verification questions are configured.

6. After the criteria for success have been met, control passes to the tabs configured for the task. Depending on the
configuration, the user can reset the password. Alternatively,  can issue a temporary password (which is typically
displayed), or it can be sent by email to the user.

Writing a Custom Forgotten Password Handler

You can modify the functionality of the Forgotten Password Handler in two ways:

• You can implement a different manner of retrieving the verification questions and answers.
• You can implement your own scheme for encrypting the questions and answers.

The Forgotten Password Handler defines an API-specific method, getQuestions(), that creates a Vector of verification
questions. The questions and answers are passed to a method for presentation to the user. The getQuestions() method
is called by the handler’s init() method. Its input is a hashtable of values configured by an administrator through the
Forgotten Password task.

NOTE
For more information about how the Forgotten Password task is configured, see the Configuration Guide.

For example, you may have a setup where your questions and answers are stored in a database and you do not want to
update a  property file every time the database is updated. You could extend the ForgottenPasswordHandler class and
implement the getQuestions() method to fetch the questions from the database on the next initialization of your handler.
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Another possibility for extending this class is to override the encrypt() and decrypt() methods. The init() method gets
the encryption key if one has been configured. By default, no key is provided. The encrypt() method is called from the
toPhysical() to convert the names and addresses before they are written out to the user store. The decrypt() method is
called by toLogical() to convert these values when they are read from the user store. You can implement the encrypt() and
decrypt() methods to perform any encryption that is appropriate for your installation.

NOTE
When using the "Separate Attributes" schema for questions and answers, a separate attribute is required to
enable control data. The correct exception is displayed when you execute Forgotten Password.

Forgotten Password Handler Configuration

You define a Forgotten Password Handler’s fully qualified class name, logical attribute name or names, and other
properties in the Management Console.

To define a Forgotten Password Handler

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the forgotten password handler will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Logical Attribute Handlers.
5. Click Forgotten Password Handler.

On the Forgotten Password Handler screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new forgotten password handler.
• Modify the forgotten password handler’s properties if the handler already exists.

For detailed instructions, click Help on the Forgotten Password screen.

Business Logic Task Handler API
This section show you how the Business Logic Task Handler API lets you perform custom business logic during data
validation operations for the current task.

Business Logic Task Handler API Overview
The Business Logic Task Handler API lets you perform custom business logic during data validation operations for the
current task, for example:

• Validating customer-specific task screen fields (for example, the value of an Employee ID field must exist in the master
Human Resources database).

• Enforcing custom business rules (for example, an administrator cannot be allowed to manage more than five groups).

A business logic task handler (BLTH) can be implemented in Java or server-side JavaScript.

Refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference for more information about the Business Logic Task Handler
API.

Business Logic Task Handler API Summary

• Operations
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Task-Level Validation
• Called by
• When called

Depending on what methods are implemented, the custom handler can be called at the following points during task
execution:
– When a task session is created (to initialize or process task data)
– After selecting a subject from the search result, but before presenting data to a user
– Before submitting the task to the BLTH adapter.
– After a user submits a task, but before any security checks
– After security checks are done, but before the asynchronous phase

• Operates on
– objects associated with any task screen in the  environment. Performed by global handlers. (Java implementations

only.)
– objects associated with the particular task screen where the handler is specified. Performed by task-specific

handlers. (Java or JavaScript implementations.)
• Object update

Updates happen in the following ways:
– In the task session, through the get... methods in BLTHContext. Because  generates events for these updates

before writing the data to the data store, the updates can be subject to workflow approval processes, auditing, and
security checks.

– Directly in the data store, through the provider objects. No events are generated for these updates, so any workflow
approval, auditing, and security checks are bypassed.

• Can validate?
User input on a task screen against task screen field values, information in  objects, and information in third-party data
sources.

NOTE
You can also perform attribute validation using JavaScript and regular expressions. For more information, see
the Configuration Guide.

Task Sessions

A task session is an instance of an executing task. Information is stored in a task session as name/value pairs.

During task execution, business logic task handlers have access to the information in the current task session. Task
session information is available through the BLTHContext object passed to business logic task handlers.

NOTE

Refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference for more information on the BLTHContext object.

A task session includes the following:

• The task context, that is, the task being performed, the administrator who is performing the task, and the  managed
object affected by the task.
This managed object is also called the subject of the task. For example, a User object is the subject of a Create User
task.

• An object (BLTHContext) for retrieving the task’s subject and its relationships (such as roles and groups).
• Other task session information, such as task creation time and the locale of the administrator who is performing the

task.
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Task Session Management

manages the task session.

A task session begins when an administrator selects a task to perform in the User Console. Business logic task handlers
are processed when the administrator clicks Submit on the task screen for the selected task.

Because business logic task handlers are processed before  creates events for the task, errors can be immediately
presented to the administrator performing the task.

Task Sessions and Managed Objects

Managed objects are available for retrieval from the task session after a search operation is performed for the object, for
example, when a user performs a search on a task screen.

If you access a managed object through a BLTHContext get... method,  has already performed the search.

Use Case Examples for the Business Logic Task Handler API

The following are examples of how the Business Logic Task Handler API can be used:

• Check whether a group membership limit is reached
When an administrator attempts to add a member to a group by submitting a Modify Group task for execution, access
the Group managed object to determine the number of current members. If the group has the maximum number of
members, throw an exception.

• Verify the job title of a new administrator
When a user submits a Create Administrator task for execution, access a third-party database to determine the job
title of the administrator being created. If this particular person does not have the job title Supervisor (the only job title
authorized to be an administrator), throw an exception.

• Check for duplicate objects
is shipped with a predefined business logic task handler that checks for possible duplication of objects before object
creation. For example, the name of a newly created role must be unique. When a role is about to be created, the
predefined business logic task handler validates whether the name of the new role already exists. If the name does
exist, the handler throws an exception indicating that the role name must be unique, and the administrator has the
opportunity to change the name and resubmit the task.

• Disable a user account after the maximum failed login attempts
After a user fails to log in three consecutive times, the account is immediately disabled in the data store. Because
the account is updated directly in the data store rather than in the task session,  does not generate an event for this
action, and any workflow approval process, auditing, and security checks that may be associated with this action are
bypassed. After the final login attempt, a custom message advises the user that the account is disabled.

• Assign a user to a group during self-registration
A user who self-registers with the job title Benefits Administrator is assigned to the group HR. This update is made
in the task session, through a call to assignResources() in RelationshipTabHandler. This update triggers the event
AddToGroupEvent, allowing the group assignment to be subject to auditing and workflow approval.

• Assign “manager” attribute for a new user
An administrator wants to set a value of “manager” before the profile is displayed on the screen. A business logic
task handler could be written that would implement the handleSetSubject() method for initialization. This method
would assign the administrator’s name to the attribute for the manager’s name. If the name of the administrator is not
available, an exception is thrown.

Scope of Business Logic Task Handlers

A business logic task handler can be either task-specific or global in scope. These types of business logic task handlers
are described as follows:
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• Task-specific business logic task handlers apply to a particular task or set of tasks. The code is specified directly in the
User Console task screen (either inline or by reference) during task screen configuration.
Task-specific business logic task handlers can be written in Java or JavaScript.

• Global business logic task handlers can apply to any task in the  environment. They are useful for corporate policies
that must be enforced across many or all tasks.
Global business logic task handlers can only be written in Java. The compiled Java class is deployed in the
environment’s custom directory.

Configuring Business Logic Task Handlers
Business logic task handlers are configured in the following locations, depending on scope:

• Global business logic task handlers are configured in the Management Console.
• Task-specific business logic task handlers are configured in the User Console task screen where the handler is used.

How to Configure a Global BLTH

Define the fully qualified class name and other properties of a global business logic task handler (BLTH) in the
Management Console.

To configure a global business logic task handler

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the business logic task handler will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Business Logic Task Handlers.

The Business Logic Task Handlers screen contains a list of existing global business logic task handlers. The list includes
predefined handlers shipped with  and any custom handlers defined at your site.  executes the handlers in the order in
which they appear in this list.

Global business logic task handlers can be implemented only in Java.

From the Business Logic Task Handlers screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new business logic task handler with 
• Modify an existing handler configuration
• Delete a handler
• Change the order of handler execution

NOTE
For detailed instructions, click help on the Business Logic Task Handlers screen.

How to Configure a Task-Specific BLTH

Define the fully qualified class name and other properties of a a task-specific business logic task handler (BLTH) in the
User Console.

To define a task-specific business logic task handler

1. In the User Console, navigate to the configuration screen for the task you are associating with the business logic task
handler.

2. Click Business Logic Task Handlers.
3. The Business Logic Task Handlers screen appears. This screen lists any existing business logic task handlers

assigned to the task.  executes the handlers in the order in which they appear in the list.
4. Click Add.
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The Business Logic Task Handler Detail screen appears.

NOTE
For detailed instructions, click Help on the Business Logic Task Handler Detail screen.

Business Logic Task Handler API Components
The following components are in the package com.netegrity.imapi:

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

• BLTHAdapter
The base class that all business logic task handlers extend. Contains base implementation methods for startup
and shutdown operations. Also, BLTHAdapter determines whether the handler applies to the task currently being
performed, based on the BLTHContext information passed into it. If the handler does apply to the current task, the
handler performs the validation.
Implements LifeCycle and Logger.

• BLTHContext
Interface that provides methods for retrieving the run-time instances of managed objects in the current task session, for
example:
– The subject of the current task (the managed object that is directly affected by the current task)
– Any relationship objects (such as roles and groups) that the subject may be assigned to
This interface also provides access to IMContext information about the current task, and to logging methods and other 
services, including managed object retrieval from the data store.
When a user submits a task for execution on a  task screen, BLTHContext information for the task is passed to the
methods in the BLTHAdapter object.
Extends IMPersistentContext.

• IMPersistentContext
This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Allows user-defined data to be passed between business logic task handlers executed for a given task session,
and between business logic task handlers and other custom objects in the same task session. The persisted data is
abandoned after the task session ends.
Extends IMContext.

Business Logic Task Handler API Model

The components of the Business Logic Task Handler API are part of the  API functional model, as shown in this diagram:
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Figure 84: The diagram shows the components of the Business Logic Task Handler API are part of the CA Identity
Manager API functional mode

Sample Business Logic Task Handlers

Sample implementations of business logic task handlers are in the samples\BLTH subdirectory of your  installation, for
example:

admin_tools\samples\BLTH

Java and JavaScript samples are included.

NOTE
For information about using the samples, see the accompanying readme.txt files.

Calling Sequence For Business Logic Task Handlers
calls business logic task handlers after all logical attribute handler processing is complete, so that business logic task
handlers have access to the logical attribute values and the physical attribute values set by the logical attribute handlers.
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NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

Business logic task handlers are invoked in the following order:

1. A  admin task is submitted on a task screen.
2. creates a BLTHContext object for the task, and passes this object to each business logic task handler it invokes.
3. If any task-specific handlers are defined for the task,  invokes the first handler referenced on the task screen.
4. After all task-specific handlers are executed,  invokes any global task handlers defined in the Management Console for

the environment, beginning with the first handler defined on the Business Logic Task Handlers screen.

If a business logic task handler throws an exception (or if a JavaScript handler returns false), the task screen is
redisplayed with one or more exception messages, giving the administrator a chance to address any errors and resubmit
the admin task.

To create a custom business logic task handler, you write a class that extends the base class BLTHAdapter. You can
implement your adapter so that  can execute the business logic at various points during the synchronous phase of task
execution.

You can implement any or all of the following methods in your custom adapter:

• To execute business logic at the beginning of the task, implement handleStart().
• To execute business logic after selecting the subject from the search result, implement handleSetSubject().
• To execute business logic before the user submits the task, implement handleValidationBeforeSubmission().
• To execute business logic after the user has submitted the task, but before the security check, implement

handleValidation().
• To execute business logic after a security check and the events are ready to be posted, implement

handleSubmission().

Example Calling a Business Logic Task Handler

invokes any method implemented for a registered handler at the appropriate time. For example, this code fragment
shows an implementation of the handleSetSubject() method to extract an administrator name before presenting the data
to the user:

Example:

import com.netegrity.imapi.BLTHAdapter;

import com.netegrity.imapi.BLTHContext;

import com.netegrity.ims.exception.IMSException;

public class BLTHSetManager extends BLTHAdapter {

    public void handleSetSubject(BLTHContext blthContext) throws Exception {

        // get current administrator name

        String managerUniqueName = blthContext.getAdminUniqueName();

        if (managerUniqueName == null) {

            // this message will be presented on the screen

            IMSException imsEx = new IMSException();

            imsEx.addUserMessage("Failed to get administrator unique name");

            throw imsEx;

        }
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Custom Messages for the Business Logic Task Handler API
After a user submits a task,  can display the following kinds of use-defined messages:

• Informational messages
• Exception messages

Informational Messages

A business logic task handler can define a custom informational message, such as an acknowledgement, to display to
the user after the user successfully submits a task. For example, after a user submits a request to open an account, the
following task-specific message is displayed:

 Your request for an account with XYZBank is being processed. Please go to www.xyzbank.com\welcome.html to

 learn about the benefits of being an XYZBank customer.

 

To display a custom informational message for the task, specify the message in an addMessageObject() method inherited
by BLTHContext.

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

Exception Messages

If validation errors occur after a user submits a task screen, the task screen is redisplayed with the appropriate exception
messages. This process gives the user the opportunity to correct the errors and resubmit the task.

To enable  to display custom exception messages on a task screen, add the messages to an IMSException object.

supports localized exception messages, which you store in a family of resource bundles. Each resource bundle in the
family contains the same messages, but in a different language. You specify the current user’s locale and the base name
of the resource bundles, and  selects the appropriate resource bundle from which to retrieve exception messages.

NOTE

For detailed information on the IMSException class, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

Custom Message Example

The following code example shows how to display a custom informational message using the addMessageObject method.

The code example uses the methods ProcessStep and ErrorLevel. The field ErrorLevel.SUCCESS instructs  to display the
message on the screen:

Example:

IMSException imsx = new IMSException();

imsx.addUserMessage("My custom message");

context.addMessageObject (imsx,"MyBLTH", ProcessStep.DATAVALIDATE, ErrorLevel.SUCCESS);

Access to Managed Objects
A business logic task handler can access a managed object in the following ways:
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• Using the provider objects to access a managed object in the data store.
Any changes made to a managed object through the providers are immediately committed to the data store. No 
events are generated, and no workflow approvals, auditing, or security checks are performed.

• Using the BLTHContext get... methods to access a run-time instance of a managed object in the task session.
The information you can access in a task session includes the subject of the task (such as a User object in a Create
User task) and the subject’s relationships (such as the roles and groups that a user is assigned to). You can also
access any objects that were modified during the task (such as user objects that were disabled or deleted).
Any changes made to a managed object through BLTHContext get... methods are made to the run-time instance of
the managed object in the task session.  generates events for the task, and workflow approvals, auditing, and security
checks can be performed.
The changes are not committed to the data store until all events associated with the task have been executed.

NOTE

For more information on these objects and methods, refer to the Identity Manager Programming Reference.

Managed Object Process Diagram

In the following diagram, a business logic task handler modifies User 1 directly in the data store through the providers, and
it also modifies a run-time instance of User 2 in the task session. When all event processing and associated operations for
the User 2 updates are complete,  commits User 2 to the data store.
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Figure 85: Business Logic Task Handler

JavaScript Business Logic Task Handlers
You can use JavaScript to write task-specific business logic task handlers. Task-specific handlers are defined on a task
screen, either inline or by reference.

For BLTHContext methods and objects, the JavaScript business logic task handlers do not have to explicitly import any 
packages. JavaScript handlers have automatic access to the BLTHContext methods and objects, the same as Java
handlers.

However, when referencing imsapi classes without going through the context object, you must fully qualify the reference to
the class. To do this, you can define a variable as a shortcut to the imsapi package, and then use this variable in all other
class references where necessary.

JavaScript Method Reference

A JavaScript handler implements the same methods as the Java BLTHAdapter class:

 handleStart(BLTHContext ctx)

 handleSetSubject(BLTHContext ctx)

 handleValidation(BLTHContext ctx)
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 handleSubmission(BLTHContext ctx)

 

Example:

 // This sample illustrates BLTH implemented in java script

 // It verifies that a tag specified in the task is unique in 

 // the environment function 

  

 handleValidation(blthContext, errorMsg) {

     var taskTag = null;

     var currentTask = blthContext.getAdminTask();

     if(currentTask != null) {

         taskTag = blthContext.getAdminTask().getTaskTag();

     }

  

     if(taskTag == null) {

         errorMsg.reference = "Failed to get the task tag";

         return false;

     }

     try {

         task = blthContext.getAdminTaskProvider().findByTag(taskTag);

     } catch(exception) {

         // there is no task with this tag

         return true;

     }

 ##

     if (!currentTask.equals(task)) {

         errorMsg.reference = "Tag must be unique: " + taskTag;

         return false;

     } else {

         // the same task

     }

  

     return true;

 }

 

NOTE

For more information on these methods, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

IMSAPI Class References

The following code samples demonstrate how to reference imsapi classes:

Sample 1:

function handleValidation(BlthContext, errorMessage) {

   var imsapi = Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi

   var expr = new imsapi.search.SearchExpression("uid",

      imsapi.type.OperatorType.EQUALS,"bhanu")

   return true

}
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Sample 2:

function handleValidation(BlthContext, errorMessage) {

   var searchPackage = Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.search

   var typePackage = Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.type

   var expr = new searchPackage.SearchExpression("uid",

      typePackage.OperatorType.EQUALS, "bhanu")

   return true

}

Sample 3:

function handleValidation(BlthContext, errorMessage) {

   var expr = new

   Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.search.SearchExpression("uid",

      Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.type.OperatorType.EQUALS, "bhanu")

   return true

}

Default Installed Handlers
has the following two business logic task handlers which are installed with the product by default:

• BlthPasswordServices
Validates a new or changed password before it is submitted. This handler validates against any password policies and
displays the appropriate error. It is for both CA SSO and  password policies.

• BlthCheckForDuplicates
Checks to see if an organizaton or group object already exists before it is submitted.
By default,  does not allow duplicate names of organizations and groups. However, the handler has the following
attributes for allowig duplicate names:
– checkDuplicateGroup

Allows the creation of groups with the same name under different organizations. The default value is true. If false, 
does not check for duplicate group names.

– checkDuplicateOrg
Allows the creation of organizations with the same name. The default value is true. If false,  does not check for
duplicate organization names.

• Check for Preventative Identity Policy
Audits preventative identity policy violations (as defined by the the Action on Apply Policy settings for an identity policy)
before the task is submitted.

• Perform Analytics for Bulk Loader Task
Runs Smart Provisioning logic on bulk load tasks when CA Identity Governance is integrated with .

• Provisioning Role Handler
Creates a provisioning role object in the object store when a provisioning role is created.

• Check for Rename Provisioning Role
Monitors Modify Provisioning Role tasks for changes to the friendly name of provisioning roles. If the role name change
is detected, the warning message is displayed.
Renaming a provisioning role can cause unexpected results in account management and compliance operations.

• PX Listener
Listens for tasks with Policy Xpress policies that pass policy steps to the Policy Xpress engine.
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Event Listener API
This section describes the event listener API.

Tasks and Events
A  task is made up of one or more events. When  executes a task, it breaks down the task into its component events.
Each event represents a specific action to be performed during the execution of the task. For example, a Create User task
might consist of the following:

• A CreateUserEvent, to add the new user to an organization in the directory
• One or more AddToGroupEvent events, to add the new user to a group
• One or more AssignAccessRoleEvent events, to assign the new user to a role
• Other secondary events generated for a Create User task.

Breaking down a task into its component events allows access to the actions that occur within the task, for example:

• A workflow process is associated with an individual event rather than the overall task. Consequently, if a workflow
process that is mapped to a secondary event (such as AddToGroupEvent or AssignAccessRoleEvent) fails, the
primary event (such as CreateUserEvent) and other secondary events can still occur successfully.

• Different sets of participants can be assigned as approvers for different events within the same task. For example,
in a Create User task, one set of participants can be defined as approvers for adding the new user to a group
(AddToGroupEvent) and another set of participants can be defined as approvers for adding the user to a role
(AssignAdminRoleEvent).

• Event listeners perform custom business logic when a particular event within a task occurs, specifically, during a
particular state of an event.

Event Listener API Overview
An event listener listens for a specific event or a group of events. When the event occurs, the event listener performs
custom business logic that is appropriate for the event and the current event state.

Event listeners are invoked during the following event states:

• Pre-approval
Occurs before the workflow process associated with the event begins. If no workflow process is associated with the
event, this state occurs before the Approved state. An event that is not associated with a workflow process is approved
automatically.

• Approved
Occurs after a workflow-controlled event is approved, but before the event is executed. This state is generated
automatically for an event that is not associated with a workflow process.

• Rejected
Occurs after the event is rejected. Any updates made to a managed object during this state are not written to the data
store.

• Post-execution
Occurs after execution of the event is complete.

Event Listener Operations

The following list summarizes Event Listener API operations:

• Perform Pre-Approval Attribute Updates
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– Called by  before a workflow process begins, or before the automatic approval of an event that is not associated
with a workflow process

– Operates on events
– Method called: before()
– Object updates:

• The run-time instance of the managed object in an event.
• Data store objects, through the providers. No events are generated for these updates, so any workflow approval,

auditing, and security checks are bypassed.
– Cannot validate

• Perform Pre-Execution Attribute Updates
– Called by  after a workflow-controlled event is approved or rejected. If the event is not associated with a workflow

process, approval is automatic
– Operates on events
– Methods called: approved() rejected()
– Object updates:

• The run-time instance of the managed object in an event.
• Data store objects, through the providers. No events are generated for these updates, so any workflow approval,

auditing, and security checks are bypassed.
– Cannot validate

• Perform Post-Execution Operations
The Post-Execution operations are called in the following two states:
– Post-Successful-Execution

• Called by  after the event is executed
• Operates on events
• Method called: after()
• Object update only through the providers
• Cannot validate

– Post-Failed-Execution
Called by  after the event failed to be executed
Operates on events
Method called: failed()
Object update only through the providers
Cannot validate

Use Case Examples for the Event Listener API

The following are examples of how you can use the Event Listener API:

• Add a user to Microsoft Exchange (specific event listener)
When a user is successfully added to the admin role Exchange Users,  calls the method after() in an event listener
associated with the event AssignAdminRoleEvent. The implementation of the after() method uses an Exchange API
to add the user to the Exchange system. The information required to access the Exchange server (SERVER_NAME,
ADMIN_ID, ADMIN_PASSWORD, and so on) is included in the user-defined properties of the  environment. 
environment properties are passed to the init() method of the EventListenerAdapter.

• Create a rule for group assignments (specific event listener)
When a user is created,  calls the after() method in an event listener associated with the event CreateUserEvent. The
implementation of the after() method evaluates user attributes such as Job Title, Security Level, and Department to
assign the user to one or more groups. For each group assignment, the implementation generates the secondary
event AddToGroupEvent. This secondary event can be subject to workflow approvals and auditing.

• Update an RDBMS with user data (class-level event listener)
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Suppose that user information such as user ID, user name, email address, and group membership is stored in an
RDBMS. Whenever any user-level event occurs (CreateUserEvent, ModifyUserEvent, and so on), the user’s record in
the RDBMS must be updated. After the event is executed,  calls the method after() in an event listener associated with
user events. The implementation of this method retrieves the RDBMS connectivity parameters from the  environment
properties passed into the init() method, and then updates the user record in the RDBMS.

• Post events to a JMS queue (all event listener)
After any event is successfully executed,  calls the method after() in an event listener associated with all events. This
event listener writes all events to a specific Java Message Service (JMS) queue. The Java Naming and Directory
Interface (JNDI) name for the queue and the information in the jndi.properties file is configurable through the properties
of the  environment. The after() method implementation uses the JNDI information to post a simple object message to
the queue.

API Components for the Event Listener API

The Event Listener API contains the following components:

EventListenerAdapter

The base class that all event listeners extend. Contains base implementation methods for startup and shutdown
operations. Also provides entry points for the various event states.  calls a different EventListenerAdapter method for each
event state and passes EventContext to the method.

Implements LifeCycle and Logger.

EventContext

Interface that provides read/write access to managed objects in  events, and lets you generate secondary events.
This interface also provides access to IMContext information about the current task, and to logging methods and other 
services, including managed object retrieval from the data store.
Extends IMPersistentContext.
EventContext is part of the core API functional model. However, it serves as the ...Context module for the Event Listener
API.

IMPersistentContext

Allows user-defined data to be persisted across different event listeners within a given event. Also allows data to be
persisted between an event listener and other custom objects in the same task session. The persisted data is not written
to the data store.
Extends IMContext.

The preceding components are in the package com.netegrity.imapi.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the CA Identity Manager Programming Reference.

Event Listener API Model

The components of the Event Listener API are part of the  API functional model, as shown in the following diagram:
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Figure 86: This diagram shows the components of the Event Listener API as part of the CA Identity Manager API
functional model

Event Listener Execution
invokes an event listener when both of the following actions take place:

• An event associated with the event listener occurs
• The event moves into a given event state

For the event listener to listen for an event, map the event listener to one or more events. You do so in the Event Listener
Properties screen of the Management Console.

You can map an event listener to one of the following:

• A specific event --  invokes the event listener when the specified event occurs.
• A category of events -- called a listener level.  invokes the event listener when any of the events in the listener level

occurs.
• All events --  invokes the event listener when any event occurs.
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Event Listener States

When an event that is mapped to an event listener occurs,  invokes the event listener during each of the following states.
The states occur in the following order:

1. Pre-approval state.
This state occurs at the following times:
– Before a workflow-controlled event is approved or rejected
– Before the automatic approval of an event that is not workflow controlled
Entry Point in EventListenerAdapter: before()

2. Approved state or Rejected state.
– Approved -- occurs after a workflow-controlled event is approved. This state also applies to events that are not

under workflow control. These events are automatically approved.
Entry Point in EventListenerAdapter: approved()

– Rejected -- occurs after a workflow-controlled event is rejected. This state applies only to events that are under
workflow control.
Entry Point in EventListenerAdapter: rejected()

3. Post-execution states.
– Post-successful execution -- occurs after the event is executed successfully. Provisioning (automatic, rule-based

role and group assignments) are typically made during this state.
Entry Point in EventListenerAdapter: after()

– Post-failed execution -- occurs after the event failed during execution. Provisioning (automatic, rule-based role
and group assignments) are typically made during this state.
Entry Point in EventListenerAdapter: failed()

NOTE
View and Audit events do not include these states. Event listeners are not supported for View and Audit events.

Event Listener State Diagram

The following state diagram shows the various states of event processing. If an event listener is associated with the
current event,  calls the event listener during each event state.

Event Listener Execution During Event States
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Figure 87: Event Listener Execution During Event States
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Sample Event Listener

A sample implementation of an event listener is in the samples\EventAdapter subdirectory of your  installation:

admin_tools\samples\EventAdapter

For information about using the sample, see the readme.txt file that accompanies the sample.

Order of Execution for the Event Listener API

When an event occurs,  evaluates every event listener referenced in the Management Console for the environment where
the event occurred, checking whether any event listeners are mapped to the event.  invokes all event listeners mapped to
the event.

evaluates and invokes event listeners according to the following rules:

• Event listeners are evaluated in the order of their level of specificity, from most specific to most general. That is, event
listeners mapped to specific events are evaluated first, then event listeners mapped to class events, and finally event
listeners mapped to all events.

• Event listeners within a given level of specificity are evaluated in the order of their position on the Event Listeners
screen of the Management Console, with the topmost event listener being evaluated first.

• If an event listener is mapped to the current event,  invokes the event listener at the current event state.
• If an event listener completes its execution for a given state and returns CONTINUE,  continues as follows:

– By invoking the next listener for the same event state.
– After all listeners have been processed for the current event state,  advances the event to the next sequential state,

and evaluates the next listener according to the rules listed previously.
• If an event listener returns BREAK, no more event listeners are processed for the current event state.  advances the

event to the next sequential state, and evaluates the next listener according to the previous rules.

The CONTINUE and BREAK return codes cause  to advance the event to the next sequential state. The event listener
cannot specify a particular event state to enter. To move an event to an Approved or Rejected state during workflow
processing, use the WorkflowContext object in the Workflow API.

If an event listener adapter throws an exception,  does not complete the execution of the event.

Access to Managed Objects for the Event Listener API
An event listener has access to the following managed objects:

• Managed objects in an event
Each  event is represented by an event object.  generates event objects and makes the objects available for retrieval
by event listeners.
An event listener can retrieve an event object through the methods in the EventContext object that  passes into the
listener.
When you have an event object, you can retrieve a run-time instance of the managed objects contained in the event.

• Managed objects in the data store
Using the  providers, an event listener can retrieve any of the managed objects in the data store through a provider.
If an event listener modifies managed object data through a provider, the changes are immediately committed to the
data store. No  events are generated for the changes, and no workflow approvals, auditing, or security checks are
performed.
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Event Generation
An event listener can generate a secondary event within the current task.

For example, in a Modify User task, suppose an event listener associated with ModifyUserEvent adds a user to a
group or removes a user from a group.  does not generate an event for an operation such as this when the operation
is performed by a custom event listener. However, the event listener can generate the appropriate event (in this case,
AddToGroupEvent or RemoveFromGroupEvent) by calling generateEvent() in EventContext.

The event generation feature lets an event listener perform rule-based role and group assignments that can be the
following:

• a subject to workflow approvals and auditing, just as if  had generated the event
• associated with a different administrator than the one who initiated the original task

No  security checks are performed on events generated by an event listener.

Event Listener Configuration
For an event listener to listen for a particular event or group of events, map the event listener’s fully qualified class name
to the events. When a mapped event occurs,  calls the associated event listener.

Define an event listener’s fully qualified class name, its mapped events, and other properties in the Management Console.

To set event listener properties

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the event listener will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Event Listeners.

For more instructions about event listener properties, click Help on the Event Listeners screen.

selectiveEndpointWorkflowEventGeneration Listener
The selectiveEndpointWorkflowEventGeneration launches a SuspendAccount, ResumeAccount, or DeleteAccount event
and associates a workflow process with that event.

If the WorkflowProcess is set to null, then no workflow process launches, and only the event launches.

• The listener’s Class: com.netegrity.ims.adapters.selectiveEndpointWorkflowEventGeneration

• The listener level: modifyUserEvent or deleteUserEvent

If this listener is listening for a modifyuser event, it checks the ENABLED_STATE property to determine whether to launch
either a SuspendAccount or ResumeAccount event. If listening for a DeleteUser event, it launches a DeleteAccount event
for the specific EndpointType.

For example, (depending on how the listener is configured) if the user contains five accounts of type
EndpointType=ActiveDirectory, then five suspendAccount/ResumeAccount or DeleteAccount events are launched.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Environments.
2. Select the name of the environment where the event listener will be used.
3. Select Advanced Settings, Event Listeners, and then select New.
4. Select a WorkflowProcess, such as ModifyObjectApproveProcess.
5. Select an EndpointType, such as ActiveDirectory.
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6. If you are using a DeleteUserEvent, as select a WorkflowProcessForDeleteUserEvent, such as
DeleteUserApproveProcess.
Note: If you do not select a WorkflowProcessForDeleteUserEvent, then it will default to
DeleteUserApproveProcess.

7. Select OK to save and apply your listener to the selected environment.

 

Validation Rules for Attributes
Values are assigned to data store attributes either through task screen fields or programmatically. Attribute validation
rules help ensure that the values users type in task screen fields or that are supplied programmatically meet certain
requirements, as in the following examples:

• User directory requirements, such as enforcing a data type, or verifying that an entry such as a date is formatted in a
particular way.

• Data integrity. Does an entry make sense in the context of other information about the task screen or according to site-
specific business rules?

A validation rule can be directly associated with a task screen field, or be indirectly associated with the field by being
associated with a managed object attribute that is configured for the field.

All validation rules directly or indirectly associated with a task screen’s fields must be satisfied before  can begin
processing the task. When a supplied value is invalid, a message associated with the violated rule is displayed, and the
user can then correct the entry and resubmit the task.

About the Validation Rules
Validation rules enforce requirements, such as in the following examples:

• A Quantity field must contain only numeric characters.
• A Telephone Number field must be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn.
• An Employee ID field must contain a number no higher than 9999.
• The value typed in a ZIP Code field must be appropriate for the values typed in the City and State field.
• Does the value typed in a Title field qualify the user for the security clearance typed in Security Level?

In addition to verifying a user entry, a validation rule can change an entry so that the entry conforms to the rule’s
requirements without further user intervention, as in the following examples:

• A validation rule for a Telephone Number field requires that telephone numbers be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn.
If a user types the value 9785551234, the validation rule automatically changes the entry to the correct format,
978-555-1234.

• A validation rule for a Department Number field requires that the number must be prefixed with a three-character code
representing the name typed in the Region field. When the prefix is missing or incorrect, the validation rule supplies the
correct prefix.

Changing an entry through a validation rule is named transformation.

Types of Validation Rules

The two types of validation rules are as follows:

• Task-level validation -- validates an attribute value against other attributes in the task. For example, you can verify
that the area code in a user-supplied telephone number is appropriate for the user’s city and state.
During task-screen configuration, task-level validation rules are directly associated with task screen fields.
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You can use this type of validation to enforce data integrity.
• Directory-level validation -- validates the attribute value itself, and not in the context of other attributes in the task.

For example, you can verify that a user-supplied telephone number matches the nnn-nnn-nnnn format used in the
directory.
In directory.xml, directory-level validation rules are mapped to a managed object attribute through a rule set. The rules
in the rule set are applied to any task screen field configured with the attribute.
You can use this type of validation to enforce user directory requirements.

Identity Manager executes task-level validation rules before directory-level validation rules.

Example Comparing Directory-Level Validation and Task-Level Validation

In this example, a telephone attribute is mapped in directory.xml to a directory-level validation rule requiring telephone
numbers to be formatted as nnn-nnn-nnnn. All fields configured with the telephone attribute are validated against the nnn-
nnn-nnnn format whether the field appears in a Create User task screen, a Create Supplier task screen, or any other task
screen.

If a Telephone Number field appears on a Create Customer task screen, like telephone number fields in other task
screens, this field is configured with the telephone attribute that requires the nnn-nnn-nnnn telephone number format.
However, because some of the company’s customers are located in other states, the Telephone Number field on the
Create Customer task screen is also associated with the following task-level validation logic:

• Check the value in the State field.
• When the customer is located out of state, be sure that the area code of the customer’s telephone number is

appropriate for the customer’s state.

 

 

The Validation Rule Sets

With directory-level validation, one or more validation rules are assigned to a rule set, and the rule set is associated with a
managed object attribute.

Rule sets let you define and apply rules in a granular way, such as in the following examples:

• A rule can be used in different rule sets
• Rules can be executed in different combinations

When a rule in a rule set fails (for example, a Java or JavaScript rule returns False), any exception messages associated
with the rule are presented to the user. All validation rules associated with the attribute must be satisfied before the
attribute is considered validated.

Order of Execution for Validation Rule Sets

Rules are executed in the order in which they are listed in the rule set. Identity Manager executes each rule in a rule set
separately, and transparently continues to each subsequent rule in the rule set unless a rule fails.

Because validation rules are executed in a predictable order, you can implement rules whose actions are dependent upon
the outcome of previous rules, as in the following examples:

• One rule’s output can become input to the next rule.
• When a field value is changed during validation, the new value can be evaluated in subsequent rules.
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Basics of Defining Rule Validation

Perform the following basic operations when defining custom validation rules:

• Implement a validation rule. Implement a validation rule in any of the following ways:
– Regular expression
– JavaScript
– Java class

• Integrate a validation rule with  through a task screen or directory.xml. Do so either inline (directly in the task
screen or directory.xml file) or by reference (referencing a JavaScript source file or compiled Java class file), as shown
in the following table:

 Inline By Reference
Regular Expression directory.xml or task screen --
JavaScript directory.xml or task screen Source file referenced in directory.xml
Java -- Class file referenced in directory.xml or task

screen

• Associate one or more validation rules with a task screen field. Do so in either or both of the following ways:
– With task-level validation, you assign a validation rule directly to a field on a particular task screen.

Task-level validation has task-specific scope -- that is, it can be used only in the context of the particular task screen
where it is assigned.

– With directory-level validation, you map a rule set to a managed object attribute in directory.xml. Any task screen
field that is configured with the attribute is validated against the rules in the rule set.
Directory-level validation has global scope. This means that directory-level validation can be used on any field
configured with the managed object attribute, regardless of the task screen that contains the field, and regardless of
the  environment that includes the task screen.

How to Use Default Validation Rules
is shipped with the following types of default validation rules:

• Data validation of task screen fields
• Predefined validation rules defined in the directory.xml file

Table of Default Data Validations

Tasks Validation
All tasks Required fields must have a value.
Create User
Create Group
Create Organization
Create Access Role
Create Access Task
Create Admin Role
Create Admin Task

An administrator cannot create an object with the same name as
an existing object of the same type. For example, an administrator
cannot create two admin roles with the same name.
Note: For users and groups,  checks only the current organization.
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Create User
Create Group
Create Organization

An administrator cannot create a user, group, or organization with
a name that contains any of the following characters:
comma (,)
single quote (’)
double quote (")
asterisk (*)
ampersand (&)
slash (/)
back slash (\)
less than sign (<)
greater than sign (>)
equal to sign (=)
plus sign (+)
semicolon (;)
pound sign (#)
leading or trailing spaces
Note: Organization names can contain a comma (,) or an
ampersand (&).

All Create and Modify tasks Attributes with read/write permission (excluding passwords)
cannot contain the following characters:
comma (,)
percent sign (%)
less than sign (<)
greater than sign (>)
semicolon (;)
These characters are vulnerable to cross-site scripting attacks.

Create User
Self-register
Change My Password
Reset User Password
Any custom task that collects and stores user passwords

If you are using ’s Password Services feature to enforce password
rules (such as minimum length), user passwords are validated
against these rules.
If the password does not satisfy the password policy, the
password is not accepted.
Note: For more information, see the   Web Access Manager
Policy Server Configuration Guide.

Modify User Administrators cannot give themselves a role or the ability to
assign a role.

Forgotten Password
 

If a user profile does not have a password hint and answer, that
user cannot use the forgotten password feature.

Delete User
Enable/Disable User

Administrators cannot delete their own profile or change the status
of their account.

Delete Organization Administrators cannot delete the organization where they are
assigned the role that contains the Delete Organization task.
Consider an administrator who is assigned the Organization
Manager role in the Dealers organization. The Organization
Manager role enables this user to delete organizations. This
administrator can delete suborganizations of Dealers, but cannot
delete Dealers.

Modify Organization Administrators cannot modify the organization where they are
assigned the role that contains the Modify Organization task.
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Table of Predefined Validation Rules

Predefined Rule Name Description
Phone pattern Enforces the following format for telephone numbers:

+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn
Set international. Adds the prefix +1 to an international telephone number.
Valid User Verifies that the specified User object exists in the directory.
Valid Group Verifies that the specified Group object exists in the directory.
Valid Organization Verifies that the specified Organization object exists in the

directory.
Email Pattern Verifies if the email format is valid.

Predefined validation rules and custom validation rules can appear in the same rule set.

How to Implement the Custom Validation Rules
You can implement a validation rule for one of the following:

• Regular expression
• JavaScript
• Java class

How to Implement Regular Expressions

A validation rule can be based on regular expression pattern matching. For example, you can do the following:

• Specify a list of invalid characters or values for an attribute
• Restrict the user from typing invalid constructs, such as an improperly formed DN or telephone number

The following JavaScript example enforces telephone number format as +nn nnn-nnn-nnnn:

phone=/\+\d{1,3} \d{3}-\d{3}-\d{4}/;

Wrap regular expressions defined in XML in CDATA, as in the following example:

<ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" description="+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn"

 messageid="4001">

   <RegularExpression>

      <![CDATA[ ((\+|\d)*+(\s*|\x2D))?\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d]] > 

   </RegularExpression>

</ValidationRule>

Validation rules based on regular expressions must comply with the requirements defined in the java.util.regex package.

How to Implement JavaScript

A JavaScript-based validation rule must implement the relevant interface, depending on whether the rule is used for task-
level validation or directory-level validation.

At validation time,  calls validate() and passes the value to be validated.
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The JavaScript Interface Definitions for Task-Level Validation

The definition of the JavaScript interface for task-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax

public boolean validate(

   BLTHContext context,

   String attributeValue,

   StringRef changedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   );

• Parameters
– context

Input parameter
Specifies an object that contains methods for retrieving information in the current task session.

– attributeValue
Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. If no transformation
is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.
The message is displayed through AttributeValidationException. If the method returns false,  generates
this exception.

• Comments
The output parameters changedValue and errorMessage are of data type StringRef. StringRef is a predefined data
type that contains the field reference to which you assign a value, as shown in the following examples:
– Add a 1 prefix for a properly formatted telephone number:

changedValue.reference="+1 " + phoneNumber;

– Provide an error message for an improperly formatted number:

errorMessage.reference="Phone number " + phoneNumber + 

            " does not match the format nnn-nnn-nnnn.";

• Returns
– True. The implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False. The implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid.  generates an AttributeValidationException that

includes errorMessage.

Use the JavaScript Interface to Implement Directory-Level Validation Rules for Attributes

The definition of the JavaScript interface for directory-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax

public boolean validate(

   String attributeValue,
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   StringRef changedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   );

• Parameters
– attributeValue

Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. If no transformation
is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.
The message is displayed through AttributeValidationException. If the method returns false,  generates
this exception.

• Comments
The output parameters changedValue and errorMessage are of data type StringRef. StringRef is a predefined data
type that contains the field reference, to which you assign a value, as shown in the following examples:
– Add a 1 prefix for a properly formatted telephone number:

changedValue.reference="+1 " + phoneNumber;

– Provide an error message for an improperly formatted number:

errorMessage.reference="Phone number " + phoneNumber + 

             " does not match the format nnn-nnn-nnnn.";

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid.  generates an AttributeValidationException that

includes errorMessage.

Implement Validation Rules for Attributes with Java

A Java-based validation rule must implement the relevant interface, depending on whether the rule is used for task-level
validation or directory-level validation.

At validation time,  calls validate() and passes the value to be validated.

Implement Validation Rules Using the Java Interface for Task-Level Validation

The definition of the Java interface for task-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax

public interface TaskValidator {

public class StringRef {

   public String reference = new String();

   public String toString(){return reference;}

public boolean validate(

   BLTHContext ctx,
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   String attrValue,

   StringRef updatedValue,

   StringRef errorMessage

   ) throws AttributeValidationException;

}

• Parameters
– ctx

Input parameter
Specifies an object that contains methods for retrieving information in the current task session.

– attrValue
Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– updatedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. When no
transformation is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output Parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.

• Comments
For more information about Java validation rules and on managed objects, see the  Javadoc.

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid.

• Throws
AttributeValidationException

The Java Interface Definitions for Directory-Level Validation

The definition of the Java interface for directory-level validation is as follows:

• Syntax 
public boolean validate(
   String attributeValue,
   StringRef changedValue,
   StringRef errorMessage
   );

• Parameters
– attributeValue

Input parameter
Specifies the value of the attribute being validated.

– changedValue
Output parameter
Provides an optional transformation value that replaces the user-supplied value being validated. When no
transformation is necessary, pass back null.

– errorMessage
Output parameter
If validation fails, it displays a message to the user.
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The message is displayed through AttributeValidationException. If the method returns false, Identity
Manager generates this exception.

• Comments
The output parameters changedValue and errorMessage are of data type StringRef. StringRef is a predefined data
type that contains the field reference, to which you assign a value, as shown in the following examples:
 
Add a 1 prefix for a properly formatted telephone number:
changedValue.reference="+1 " + phoneNumber;
Provide an error message for an improperly formatted number:
errorMessage.reference="Phone number " + phoneNumber +
                                " does not match the format nnn-nnn-nnnn.";

• Returns
– True -- the implementation considers the value in attributeValue to be valid, or it passes back a transformed value in

changedValue.
– False -- the implementation considers attributeValue to be invalid. Identity Manager  generates an

AttributeValidationException that includes errorMessage.

Validation Rule Exceptions

AttributeValidationException is thrown when a validation rule cannot validate an attribute value supplied in a task screen
field or programmatically. The exception contains one or more messages that are presented to the user, enabling the user
to correct the entry and resubmit the task.

How this exception is thrown and how the error messages are presented for the exception depends on whether the rule is
implemented as JavaScript, a Java class, or a regular expression.

Task-Level Validation Exceptions

With task-level validation errors, AttributeValidationException is thrown as shown in the following table:

Rule Type How Thrown Error Message Source
Regular expression By  if the regular expression validation fails. uses a generalized exception message.
JavaScript By  if the validate() method returns False. The errorMessage parameter of the

validate() method.
Java By the custom validation rule or by .

throws the exception when the custom rule
does not and the custom rule’s validate()
method returns False.

One of the following sources:
If the custom validation rule throws the
exception, the exception’s constructor. The
constructor lets you specify the ID of a
message in a resource bundle and the text
of an additional message.
If  throws the exception, the errorMessage
parameter of the validate() method.

If the validation rule implementation does not provide an error message,  uses a generalized error message.

Directory-Level Validation Exceptions

Exception messages for directory-level validation errors come from two sources:

• A resource bundle. In directory.xml, definitions of all types of validation rules (Java, JavaScript, and regular
expression) include the attribute messageid. This ID maps to a custom exception message in the resource bundle
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IMSExceptions.properties. When AttributeValidationException is thrown,  includes the mapped message with other
error information that may be defined for the validation rule.

• Custom validation rule code. Java and JavaScript implementations can define additional exception messages for the
rule. If a validation error occurs in the Java or JavaScript rule, the message is presented to the user with the message
that is mapped to the rule in the resource bundle.
The sources of these Java and JavaScript exception messages are defined in the previous table.
This feature does not apply to directory-level validation rules implemented as regular expressions.

NOTE
For more information about exception messages in resource bundles, see AttributeValidationException in the 
Javadoc.

Constructor for the AttributeValidationException

When you create an AttributeValidationException object for a Java validate() method, use the following constructor:

• Syntax

public AttributeValidationException(String attrName, 

       String attrValue, 

       String messageid,

       String message);

• Parameters
– attrName

Specifies the name of the managed object attribute being validated.
– attrValue

Specifies the value to validate.
– messageid

If the value cannot be validated, it provides the ID associated with the message to display. The ID corresponds to a
message in the resource bundle IMSExceptions.properties.

– message
Provides an additional message that can be displayed to the user. This parameter gives you an opportunity to
display a more specific message than the one in the resource bundle, or a message from a custom resource
bundle.

NOTE
For more information about AttributeValidationException, see the  Javadoc.

How to Configure the Validation Rules
Configure a validation rule by integrating it with , and by directly or indirectly associating it with a task screen field.

How you configure a validation rule determines whether you want the rule applied to a field in a particular task screen
(task-level validation) or a field in any task screen (directory-level validation), as follows:

• With task-level validation, you make a direct association between the rule and a field in a particular task screen.
Validation is performed on the field in the context of that task screen only.

• With directory-level validation, the association between the rule and the task screen field is indirect, as follows:
– In directory.xml, you specify the validation rule, add the rule to a rule set, and associate the rule set with a managed

object attribute.
– In the User Console, a field that is configured with the managed object attribute is validated against the rule set

mapped to the attribute.
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Validation is performed on any field configured with the attribute, regardless of the task screen that contains the field, and
regardless of the  environment that contains the task screen.

How to Configure Validation at the Task-Level

Configure task-level validation in the User Console, when defining field properties on a profile task screen. The basic
steps are as follows:

1. Navigate to the Field properties section of the profile configuration screen containing the field to be validated.

NOTE
For more information about field properties, see the Administration Guide and the User Console online help.

2. Specify a value in one of the following fields, depending on how the validation rule is to be implemented:
– Validation Expression. Contains a regular expression that performs the validation.
– Validation Java Class. Contains the fully qualified name of a Java class that performs the validation, for example:

com.mycompany.MyJavaValidator

expects the class file to be located in the root directory designated for custom Java class files.
– Validation JavaScript. Contains the complete JavaScript code that performs the validation.

You must provide JavaScript code in this field. With task-level validation, you cannot reference a file containing
JavaScript code.

NOTE
For information about defining other field properties on a profile configuration screen, click the Help button on
the screen.

How to Configure Validation at the Directory-Level

You configure directory-level validation in the directory.xml file and in a task screen. The basic steps are as follows:

• In the directory.xml file, do the following:
– Specify a validation rule in the ValidationRule element.
– Specify a rule set in the ValidationRuleSet element. A rule set contains one or more predefined rules, custom

validation rules, or rules of both types.
– Associate a rule set with a managed object attribute in the ImsManagedObjectAttr element.

• In a task screen, the field to be validated must be configured with the attribute mapped to the rule set.

How to Integrate Directory-Level Validation with CA Identity Manager

Define validation rules and rule sets to  through the ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation element of the directory.xml file.

The schema for the ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation element is as follows:

<xs:element name="ImsManagedObjectAttrValidation" minOccurs="0">

   <xs:complexType>

      <xs:sequence>

         <xs:element name="ValidationRule" minOccurs="0"

                                            maxOccurs="unbounded">

            <xs:complexType>

               <xs:choice>

                  <xs:element name="Java">

                     <xs:complexType>
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                        <xs:attribute name="class" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                            </xs:element>

                  <xs:element name="JavaScript">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:simpleContent>

                           <xs:extension base="xs:string"/>

                        </xs:simpleContent>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

                  <xs:element name="JavaScriptFile">

                     <xs:complexType>

                   <xs:attribute name="file" type="xs:string"

                                                use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

                  <xs:element name="RegularExpression">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:simpleContent>

                           <xs:extension base="xs:string"/>

                        </xs:simpleContent>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

               </xs:choice>

               <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

          ##    <xs:attribute name="description" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="optional"/>

               <xs:attribute name="messageid" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

            </xs:complexType>

         </xs:element>

         <xs:element name="ValidationRuleSet" minOccurs="0"

                                            maxOccurs="unbounded">

            <xs:complexType>

               <xs:sequence>

                  <xs:element name="ValidationRule"

                    ##                       maxOccurs="unbounded">

                     <xs:complexType>

                        <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

                     </xs:complexType>

                  </xs:element>

               </xs:sequence>

               <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"

                                                  use="required"/>

               <xs:attribute name="description" type="xs:string"

                                   ##              use="optional"/>

            </xs:complexType>

         </xs:element>

      </xs:sequence>

   </xs:complexType>
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</xs:element>

 

The following elements are defined:

• ValidationRuleSet
Consists of one or more predefined or custom validation rules. A validation rule is specified in the ValidationRule
element.
Both predefined rules and custom rules can appear in the same rule set. Also, a rule set can contain any combination
of Java, JavaScript, and regular expression implementations.
Validation rules are performed in the order in which they appear in ValidationRuleSet. This allows for cascading
validation, where output from one rule is used as input to the next.
ValidationRuleSet is associated with a managed object attribute in the ImsManagedObjectAttr element of the
directory.xml file.

• ValidationRule
Specifies a validation rule for use in a ValidationRuleSet.
ValidationRule must contain only one of the following subelements:
– Java. References the Java class file that implements the rule.
– JavaScript. Contains the inline JavaScript code that implements the rule.
– JavaScriptFile. References the JavaScript source file that implements the rule.
– RegularExpression. Contains the inline regular expression that implements the rule. The regular expression must

be wrapped in CDATA.
• Key Attributes

Most of the attributes of the previously described elements are self-explanatory. However, the following attributes
require explanation:
– Attribute class of element <Java>

With Java validation rules, the Java class must be deployed in the following root location within your application
server:

iam_im.ear\custom

Class files in this root location must be fully qualified, but need no other path information, for example,
com.mycompany.MyJavaImpl.

– Attribute file of element <JavaScriptFile>
With a validation rule implemented in a JavaScript source file, the file must be deployed in the following root location
within your application server:

iam_im.ear\custom\validationscripts

JavaScript source files in this root location are referenced by name only, for example, MyJavaScriptImpl.js.
– Attribute messageid of element <ValidationRule>

The message id specified in this attribute maps to an error message in the resource bundle
IMSExceptions.properties.
All types of validation rules (Java, JavaScript, JavaScriptFile, and RegularExpression) contain a messageid
attribute.

Example: Inline Regular Expression

The following example shows the predefined Phone pattern validation rule, which is included in the rule set Phone format.
The rule is implemented inline as a regular expression:

<ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" description="+nn nnn-nnn-nnnn"

                                                 messageid="4001">

   <RegularExpression>
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      <![CDATA[ ((\+|\d)*+(\s*|\x2D))?\d\d\d-\d\d\d-\d\d\d\d]] >

   </RegularExpression>

</ValidationRule>

<ValidationRuleSet name="Phone format" description=

                                 "Verify format +nn nnn-nnn-nnnn">

   <ValidationRule name="Phone pattern" />

</ValidationRuleSet>

In the preceding example, messageid="4001" maps to the following line in IMSExceptions.properties:

4001=Attribute Validation: {0} value must match regular expression

                                                     nnn-nnn-nnnn.

Example: Reference to JavaScript File

The following example specifies the rule EndWithZ_js. This rule is implemented in JavaScript, and the script is located in
the file EndWithZ.js. The rule set that includes the rule is not shown in the example:

<ValidationRule name="EndWithZ_js" messageid="custom-5001">

   <JavaScriptFile file="EndWithZ.js" />

</ValidationRule>

In the preceding example, the JavaScript file is assumed to be in the following default location:

iam_im.ear\custom\validationscripts

How to Associate a Validation Rule Set with a Managed Object Attribute

Associate a validation rule set with a managed object attribute through the ImsManagedObjectAttr element of the
directory.xml file.

In the following example, the validation rule set Phone format is associated with the managed object attribute
telephonenumber:

<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="telephonenumber" displayname="Business Phone" description="Business Phone" valuetype="String" required="false" multivalued="false" maxlength="0" validationruleset="Phone format" /

>

NOTE
When a managed object attribute is associated with a validation rule set, the rule set name is displayed in the
Attribute Properties screen of the Management Console.

How to Associate a Validation Rule Set with a Task Screen Field

With directory-level validation, you can associate a rule set with a task screen field indirectly, as follows:

1. Associate the rule set with a managed object attribute, as described in the previous section.
2. Be sure that the task screen field to be validated is configured with the managed object attribute associated with the

rule set. At runtime, a field value supplied by an end user is validated against the rules in the rule set.

Typically, task screen fields are already configured with attributes. However, you can add a field to a task screen, or you
can change the attribute assigned to a field. In those cases, if you want the value supplied to the field to be subject to
directory-level validation, configure the field with an attribute that is mapped in directory.xml to the appropriate rule set.
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How and When Validation Is Initiated
At run time, validation is initiated in any of the following ways:

• User submits a task
Validates the fields on the submitted task screen that are associated with validation rules.

• User navigates to a different task screen tab
Validates the fields in the vacated tab that are associated with validation rules.

• User clicks a Validate button on a tab
Validates the fields in the current tab that are associated with validation rules.
The Validate button also executes Logical Attribute Handlers that include the validate method.

• User changes a value in a field who's Validate on Change property is yes
Validates the fields in the current tab that are associated with validation rules.
For example, if Validate on change is enabled for an Employee Type field, and the field value is changed from Non-
exempt to Exempt, all fields on the tab that are associated with validation rules are validated. One rule could require
that a Salary field contain a value, and another rule could automatically change an Hourly Rate field to 0.

• Custom code uses a setAttribute... method in AttributeCollection or a tab handler to set a managed object
attribute value
The field is configured with the managed object attribute being set.

Sample Implementations of Validation Rules
Sample JavaScript implementations of validation rules are located in the following samples directory of your  installation:

Identity Manager\samples\validationscripts

Workflow API
The Workflow API provides the following kinds of information to a custom script in a workflow process:

• Information about the currently executing  event
• Information about the administrator who submitted the event
• Information within the  environment

The workflow script evaluates the information and determines the path of the workflow process accordingly.

Methods in the Workflow API are called from either of the following:

• A custom workflow script, that is, from scripts in automated workflow activities and scripts in conditional transitions
• A Java object that is accessed from a workflow script

NOTE
For more information about using WorkPoint workflow, see the Administration Guide.

Workflow API Summary

• Operation
Custom objects perform operations during workflow processing.

• Called by
A custom script in an automated workflow activity or a workflow conditional transition, or a Java object which is
accessed from a workflow script.

• When called
When the workflow script is executed.

• Operates on
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The Identity Manager event mapped to the workflow process, including Identity Manager objects contained in the
event.

• Object update
The run-time instance of the managed object in an event.

• Can validate?
No. However, after evaluating the information, the workflow process can move the event to an accepted or rejected
state.

Use Case Examples for the Workflow API

The following are examples of how the Workflow API can be used:

• Determine workflow direction based on a User object attribute
The first activity in a workflow process for a CreateUserEvent is an automated activity with three conditional transitions
leading from it. The condition script in each transition retrieves the email attribute from the User object contained in the
event.
The next activity that the workflow process performs is determined by the outcome of the condition scripts, as follows:
– In the transition CA.COM SUFFIX, the condition script checks whether the user’s email address ends in ca.com. If it

does, the script returns true, and the transition is performed. This transition leads to a single approval activity where
the addition of the user is determined by an approver who is assigned the role HR Manager.

– In the transition SECURITY.COM SUFFIX, the condition script checks whether the user’s email address ends
in security.com. If it does, the script returns true, and the transition is performed. This transition leads to an
intermediate approval activity (by an approver with the role HR Manager) and a subsequent approval activity (by an
approver with the role IT Manager).

– In the transition EMAIL INVALID, the condition script checks whether the user’s email address ends in something
other than ca.com or security.com. If this script returns true, the transition is performed, leading directly to an
automated activity that rejects the event CreateUserEvent.

• Update a Identity Manager object during a workflow process
In the previous use case example, suppose the condition script for the transition CA.COM SUFFIX is updated to check
whether the email attribute is blank. If it is blank, the script constructs an email address from the user’s ID and the
default suffix ca.com. The script assigns the address to the email attribute of the User object. The script then returns
true, and the transition is performed as in the previous example. The updated object is saved when Identity Manager
completes the execution of the event.

• Validate an object from a workflow process using third-party data
The workflow process for a CreateUserEvent contains an automated activity that retrieves the new user’s credit score
from a third-party database. First, the activity script calls the Workflow API to retrieve the event and the User object
within the event. Then, after the script retrieves the user’s credit score, it uses the workflow engine’s API to write
the credit score to the User Data for the activity, and finally completes the activity. Transition scripts leading from the
activity then use the workflow engine’s API to retrieve the credit score from the User Data and evaluate it to determine
the subsequent course of the workflow process.

Workflow API Components
The Workflow API contains the following components:

• WorkflowContext
Interface providing access to the current event, including the managed object contained in the event. It also allows
a workflow script to approve or reject the activity associated with the current event, and to retrieve the activity’s
participants.
This interface also provides access to IMContext information about the current task, and to logging methods and other 
services, including managed object retrieval from the data store.
Extends EventContext.

• EventContext
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Provides read/write access to the managed objects in  events, and lets you generate secondary events.
This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Extends IMPersistentContext.

• IMPersistentContext
Allows user-defined data to be passed between scripts in a given workflow process, and between a workflow script
and a custom object (such as an event listener) in the same task session. The persisted data is not written to the data
store.
This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Extends IMContext.

NOTE
There is no adapter component in the Workflow API because you do not create a custom Java object with this
API. You call the methods in the API from a WorkPoint workflow script.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Workflow API Model

The components of the Workflow API are part of the  API functional model, as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 88: The diagram shows the components of the Workflow API are part of the CA Identity Manager API
functional model
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Sample Workflow API Implementation

Sample Java classes that calls the Workflow API is in the samples\WorkflowContext subdirectory of your  installation:

admin_tools\samples\WorkflowContext

For information about using the sample, see the readme.txt file that accompanies the sample.

Integration with Third-Party Applications
The Workflow API lets you integrate third-party applications with information in  managed objects and with a workflow
process. For example:

• A script in an automated workflow activity can call a third-party application and pass information about  objects to the
application.
For example, a CreateUserEvent event requires approval in a workflow process. If the user is approved, a User object
is created in the  environment.
In addition, the new user must be added to a third-party payroll system. The third-party application requires the user’s
ID and department number -- both of which were defined in the task where CreateUserEvent originated.
After the CreateUserEvent is approved in a manual activity, a transition leads to an automated activity. This activity
contains a script that uses the Workflow API to retrieve the required data from  and pass the data to the third-party
payroll system.

• An automated activity can retrieve information from a third-party application and add the information to the current
event.
For example, one of the pieces of information supplied in a Create User task is the email address of the new user. An
automated activity in the workflow process where the CreateUserEvent is approved could check if email information
was provided for the user on the task screen. If it was not, the automated activity’s script could construct an email
address from information retrieved from the user’s profile in a third-party data source, and then update the  User object
with the email address.
When  completes the execution of the CreateUserEvent event, the email address is stored with the other information
about the new user.

Saving Job Objects
To prevent the possibility of a workflow job being saved to cache in a corrupt state when more than one operation occurs
on the job simultaneously, the job object is cloned after being read from the cache so that each individual thread has its
own copy of the job it is modifying.

This requires custom scripts to use the following workflow API objects:

• Synchronous scripts
All synchronous scripts must use the This<object>Data when fetching userdata from an activity. The This<object>Data
objects that are passed in have access to the live job, and any updates to the job made in the script are persisted after
the transaction completes.
Synchronous scripts include resource scripts, synchronous agent scripts, and state rules.

• Asynchronous scripts
For all asynchronous scripts executed by the general monitor, read-only versions of This<object>Data objects are
passed in. Asynchronous scripts do not have access to the live job.
Asynchronous scripts include asynchronous agent scripts, mail scripts, and alert scripts.
Asynchronous agent scripts can use the This<object>Data to retrieve the real job object, make changes, and save the
job in the script itself.
The following code example illustrates the required code changes for an asynchronous script.
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Current code:

ThisJobData.setUserData("Test","Pass");

Revised code:

var jobTableId = ThisJobData.getJobID();

var job = Job.queryByID(ClientContext,jobTableId,true);

job.setUserData("Test","Pass");

job.save();

Participant Resolver API
The Participant Resolver API determines the participants in a workflow activity.

A participant is a person who is authorized to perform a workflow activity. In CA Identity Manager, participants are also
called approvers, since they must approve or reject the task under workflow control.

• Operation
Custom objects perform operations during workflow processing

• Called by
• When called

When a workflow activity begins
• Operates on

The workflow activity that requires the participants
• Object update

Not relevant
• Can validate?

Not relevant

Participant Resolver Overview

A workflow activity must reference the list of participants (or approvers) who are authorized to approve a workflow activity.
This reference is made in the activity’s properties, which are defined in the user interface for the particular workflow
engine you are using.

Rather than hard-code a list of participants into a workflow activity’s properties, the participants are referenced by an
arbitrary name that is mapped to a participant resolver.

The following are the different types of participant resolvers:

• Role type
Participants are the members of a particular role.

• Group type
Participants are the members of a particular group.

• Filter type
Participants are selected through a search filter.

• Custom type
Participants are determined by a custom participant resolver.

NOTE

If the list of approvers exceeds 1024 characters, then consider increasing the size of the VAR_VALUE column in
the WP_ACTI_DATA table based on the database specification.
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Custom Participant Resolvers

The custom participant resolver is a Java object that determines a workflow activity’s participants and returns it to .  then
passes the list to the workflow engine.

Typically, you write a custom participant resolver only if none of the standard resolver types can provide the list of
participants that an activity requires.

You map a custom participant resolver to a fully qualified participant resolver class in the Management Console.

Use Case Example

The following is an example of how the Participant Resolver API can be used.

• Assign a group’s administrators as participants
Workflow approval is required whenever a user is added to the group HR. A custom participant resolver assigns
the administrators of the group as participants in the workflow activity. When a user is added to HR, the event
AddToGroupEvent comes under workflow control, and cannot be completed successfully until a designated participant
approves the activity.

Participant Resolver API Components

The Participant Resolver API contains the following components. The list includes the core object EventROContext and a
description of how it is used with this API:

• ParticipantResolverAdapter
The base class that all participant resolvers implement. Contains base implementation methods for startup and
shutdown operations. Also returns a Vector of workflow activity participants to .
passes ParticipantResolverContext information into the base class.  also passes in the name of the workflow approval
task, and a hashtable of properties defined in the workflow engine’s user interface (for example, in the User Data tab of
the WorkPoint Activity Properties dialog). This information includes the following:
– The attribute APPROVERS_REQUIRED, which specifies whether at least one participant must be found before the

activity can be completed.
– Any user-defined data required by your custom participant resolver and that is defined in the User Data tab.
Implements LifeCycle and Logger.

• ParticipantResolverContext
Interface containing information about the current task -- for example, the task name, the administrator who is
performing the task, and the organization where the subject of the task is located.
The ParticipantResolverContext interface also provides access to logging methods and other  services, including
managed object retrieval from the data store.
passes ParticipantResolverContext into every call it makes to ParticipantResolverAdapter.
Extends EventROContext.

• EventROContext
Provides read/write access to the managed objects in  events. This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Extends IMContext.
The previous components are in the package com.netegrity.imapi.

NOTE
For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Participant Resolver API Model

The components of the Participant Resolver API are part of the  API functional model:
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Sample Participant Resolver

A sample implementation of a participant resolver is installed in the samples\ParticipantResolver subdirectory of your 
installation -- for example:

admin_tools\samples\ParticipantResolver

For information about using the sample, see the readme.txt file that accompanies the sample.

Calling Sequence for the Participant Resolver API

When the workflow engine needs to find an activity’s participants, it passes the property information defined within the
workflow engine’s user interface to . This information includes the type of participant resolver to use (as follows, by order
of precedence), the name of the participant resolver (with custom types), and optional user-defined data. then does the
following:

• Calls the appropriate participant resolver, based on the specified participant type.
• Retrieves the participant list and passes it back to the workflow engine.
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If multiple participant resolver types have been specified,  selects one based on the following order of precedence:

• Custom type
• Role type
• Filter type
• Group type

uses the first participant resolver it finds and ignores the rest.

NOTE
The workflow engine interacts with the Participant Resolver API indirectly, through a -supplied script named IM
Approvers. This script passes  all the relevant property information defined within the workflow engine’s user
interface, and  passes the information to the Participant Resolver API. This script name must be included in the
Resources properties of any workflow activity that requires an approval of a  task.

NOTE
For more information, see the Administration Guide.

Participant Resolver Configuration

Define a participant resolver’s fully qualified class name and other properties in the Management Console.

To configuring a participant resolver:

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the participant resolver will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Workflow Participant Resolvers.

From the Workflow Participant Resolvers screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new participant resolver with . To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing participant resolver. To begin this operation, click the participant resolver name.
• Delete a participant resolver.

For detailed instructions about performing these operations, click the Help link on the Workflow Participant Resolvers
screen.

Notification Rule API
The Notification Rule API lets you determine the users to receive an email notification regarding a  event or task. An email
notification’s text and recipient list are generated from an email template.

Notification Rule API Overview
includes the following three predefined notification rules:

• ADMIN
Sends the email to the administrator who initiated the task.

• USER
Sends the email to the user in the current event context.

• USER_MANAGER
Sends the email to the manager of the user in the current context.
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Notification Rule API Summary

• Operation
generates email notifications

• Called by
The _util.getNotifiers() method in any email template

• When called
An email notification is being generated from a template

• Operates on
objects

• Object update
Not relevant

• Can validate?
Not relevant

Use Case Examples for the Notification Rule API

The following are examples of how the Notification Rule API can be used:

• Notify a single user
When user data is being modified, retrieve the user’s name and cc the user with the status of the request.

• Notify a group
When a user is being created and added to a group, retrieve the group name (from the context information passed into
the notification rule) and cc the group about the new group member.

The Notification Rule API Components
The Notification Rule API contains the following components:

• NotificationRuleAdapter
The base class that all notification rules implement. Contains base implementation methods for startup and shutdown
operations. Also returns the list of email addresses to receive the notification.
Implements LifeCycle and Logger.

• NotificationRuleContext
Contains user-defined data passed from the email template.
This interface also provides access to IMContext information about the current task, and to logging methods and other 
services, including managed object retrieval from the data store.
A NotificationRuleContext object is passed to the methods of the NotificationRuleAdapter object.
Extends EventROContext.

• EventROContext
Provides read/write access to the managed objects in  events.
This interface is part of the core API functional model.
Extends IMContext.

The previous components are in the package com.netegrity.imapi.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.
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Notification Rule API Model

The components of the Notification Rule API are part of the  API functional model, as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 89: The diagram shows the components of the Notification Rule API as part of the CA Identity Manager API
functional model

Sample Notification Rule

A sample implementation of a notification rule is in the samples\NotificationRuleAdapter subdirectory of your  installation:

admin_tools\samples\NotificationRuleAdapter
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For more information, see the readme.txt file that accompanies the sample.

Email Templates for the Notification Rule API
A notification rule determines the recipients of an email that is generated for a  operation.

generates email automatically, based upon an email template. You use the Email Template API to customize an email
notification and provide it with task-specific information.

The Email Template API contains the following objects in the package com.netegrity.imapi:

• ExposedEventContextInformation
• ExposedTaskContextInformation

These objects can be accessed directly from an email template through JavaScript. You do not have to create and
compile custom Java objects.

NOTE
For more information about using these objects in an email template, see the Administration Guide.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Notification Rule Configuration
Define a notification rule’s fully qualified class name and other properties in the Management Console.

To navigate to the Notification Rules screen

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the notification rule will be used.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Notification Rules.

From the Notification Rules screen, you can:

• Register a new notification rule with .
• Modify an existing notification rule.
• Delete a notification rule.

For detailed instructions about performing these operations, click Help on the Notification Rules screen.

Managed Objects
 administrators perform admin tasks against managed objects. The  APIs let custom objects manage or modify managed
objects to satisfy the particular business requirements of the site.

Managed objects can be any of the following kinds of objects:

• Objects defined in the  Directory for a particular  environment (User, Group, Organization).
A  Directory defines a logical view of users, groups, and organizations whose physical definitions are stored in a user
directory. For each of the logical objects, a single  object-class is defined.

• Proprietary objects defined within a  environment (Admin Role, Admin Task, Access Role, Access Task, Password
Policy).

• Objects defined in the Provisioning Directory associated with the  environment (ProvisioningRole).
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A managed object contains a set of attributes that define the object’s profile. For example, a User managed object would
include the user’s name, address, title, password settings, enabled state, and other information about the user.

Managed Object Interfaces
The following interfaces for  managed objects are accessible through  APIs:

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AccessRole
Represents a  access role. An access role lets role members perform specified tasks in applications other than .
Access roles are available for SiteMinder Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) policies.

• AccessTask
Represents an access task. An access task is a business function performed in an application other than . Access
tasks are included in access roles.
Note:  provides administrative control of access tasks, but it does not execute these tasks.

• AdminRole
Represents an admin role. An admin role allows role members to perform specified administrative tasks in , for
example, management of users, groups, organizations, roles, and tasks.

• AdminTask
Represents an admin task. An admin task is a  administrative task such as creating a user or a group. Admin tasks are
included in admin roles.

• Group
Represents a logical association of users in a user directory. Group members can be from multiple organizations.

• Organization
Represents a container object in a user directory. It can contain other managed objects, including other organizations.
Organizations typically correspond to the business units in an enterprise.

• PasswordPolicy
Represents a set of restrictions and controls around passwords.

• ProvisioningRole
Represents the definition of a provisioning role to .
This object requires an instance of a provisioning directory.

• Role
Represents a logical grouping of administrative or business tasks. The managed object interfaces AdminRole,
AccessRole, and ProvisioningRole implement the Role interface.
This interface includes the method modifyObject(Task[]). This method lets you commit changes to a managed object’s
attributes, similar to the method modifyObject(). In addition, modifyObject(Task[]) lets you specify the complete set of
tasks to associate with the role. You can specify the role’s task set whether there are any attribute changes to commit.

• Represents an administrative or business function. The managed object interfaces AdminTask and AccessTask
implement the Task interface.

• User
Represents an individual within an organization in a user directory.

All interfaces are in this package:

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.managedobject

Super Interfaces

All  managed objects have the following super interfaces:
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NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• ManagedObject
Lets you access a managed object that extends this interface.
Package: com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.managedobject

• ModifiableObject
Lets you commit to the data store any changes made to the local (in-memory) attribute set of the current managed
object. Changes are committed through the method modifyObject().
Package: com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.abstractinterface

• AttributeCollection
Provides access to managed object attributes as name/value pairs. The attributes you can access correspond to the
fields and values on a  task screen for a given managed object.
This interface includes methods that restrict access to attributes according to the permissions, if any, in the managed
object.
Package: com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.abstractinterface

• NamedObject
Retrieves the unique and human-readable names of a managed object.
Package: com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.abstractinterface

Extended Interfaces

All managed objects extend ManagedObject, either directly or through roles and tasks.

Group objects extend the following interface:

• GroupableObject
Defines an object that can become a member of a group.

User objects extend the following interfaces:

• AssignableObject
Defines an object that can become a member of a role.

• Grantor
Defines an object that can assign other objects to a role.

• GroupableObject
Defines an object that can become a member of a group.

Managed Object Attributes

managed objects extend ManagedObject, and ManagedObject extends AttributeCollection.

The methods in AttributeCollection allow a custom object to retrieve and set managed object attributes.

You access a managed object’s attributes using any of the following identifiers:

• Attribute constants defined in each managed object.
• Physical or well-known attribute names. The well-known attribute names are defined as the PROPERTY_ constants in

the User, Group, and Organization interfaces, for example:
User.PROPERTY_EMAIL

• Logical attribute names. When referencing a logical attribute, enclose the name in vertical bars
(|logicalAttributeName|).
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NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Retrieval Example

In the following example, a managed object is retrieved from an event. If the object’s PROPERTY_EMAIL attribute does
not already contain a user’s email address, a default email address is created.

Example:

public int before(EventContext evtCtx) throws Exception {

    IMEvent evt = evtCtx.getEvent();

    if (evt instanceof UserEvent) {

        User user = ((UserEvent) evt).getUser();

        try {

            String userMail =user.getAttribute(User.PROPERTY_EMAIL);

            logDebugMessage("User Specified EMAIL "+userMail,true);

            logDebugMessage("Default EMAIL "+user.getFriendlyName()

                            + email, true);

            if(userMail == null || userMail.length() == 0 ) {

                user.setAttribute(User.PROPERTY_EMAIL,                                   user.getFriendlyName() + email);

           }

        } catch (Exception ex) {

             logDebugMessage("Set EMAIL exception: "+ex.getMessage()                         + " in event " + evt.getEventName(), true);

       }

   }

   return CONTINUE;

}

Access to Managed Object Data
Managed object data is available to all  APIs, for example:

• To the Business Logic Task Handler API, when validating user-supplied data on a task screen against attributes of 
objects

• To the Workflow API, when using attributes of  objects to determine the next activity to perform in a workflow process
• To the Event Listener API, when performing these actions:

– Setting or retrieving attributes of  objects during the following event states: Pre-approval, Approved, and Rejected
– Retrieving attributes of  objects during the Post-execution event state

You can access managed objects in the following ways:

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

ProviderAccessor

• Interface
ProviderAccessor

• API
All

• Comments
Read/write access.
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Provides direct access to the information in the data store.
All APIs can read attribute data in objects retrieved through ProviderAccessor, but typically only business logic task
handlers and event listeners modify these objects.
Modifications are committed to the data store after the custom object calls modifyObject(). The modifications are
committed immediately. No events are generated, and no workflow approvals, auditing, or security checks are
performed.

BLTHContext

• Interface
BLTHContext

• API
Business Logic Task Handler

• Comments
Read/write access.
Provides access to the run-time instance of objects in the current task. Objects are accessed through BLTHContext get
methods.
commits changes to the data store after any workflow approvals have been provided and the execution of events
associated with the task is complete.

EventContext

• Interface
EventContext

• API
Event Listener

• Comments
Read/write access. Can also generate secondary events.
Provides access to the run-time instance of an object in a particular event.
commits changes to the data store after any workflow approvals have been provided and the execution of the event is
complete.

EventROCContext

• Interface
EventROContext

• API
Notification Rule Participant Resolver

• Comments
Read/write access.
Provides access to the run-time instance of an object in a particular event.
commits changes to the data store after any workflow approvals have been provided and the execution of the event is
complete.

Access to Objects in the Data Store
All APIs can access managed object data in the data store. You access managed objects in the data store through the
ProviderAccessor interface.

Typically, managed objects retrieved through ProviderAccessor are accessed for reading purposes only. However, on
occasion, business logic task handlers and event listeners must modify objects retrieved through ProviderAccessor.

NOTE
If you modify the attributes of a managed object retrieved through ProviderAccessor, you are modifying the
local (in-memory) representation of the object. To persist the changes to the data store, call modifyObject(),
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which is inherited from ModifiableObject. The changes are then made directly to the data store. No  events are
generated, and no workflow approvals, auditing, or security checks are performed.

Providers

A provider is an object that provides access to managed objects and other  objects in the data store.

Provider objects include methods for performing data store operations, such as:

• Creating an object
• Retrieving a particular object by name
• Retrieving one or more objects according to some search criteria

Provider objects are located in the following package:

 com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.provider

 

includes the following providers:

NOTE

For more information on these provider objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AccessControlProvider
• AccessRoleProvider
• AccessTaskProvider
• AdminRoleProvider
• AdminTaskProvider
• GroupProvider
• OrganizationProvider
• ProvisioningPolicyProvider
• ProvisioningRoleProvider
• SecurityProvider
• SynchronizationProvider
• UserProvider

Retrieving Providers

ProviderAccessor is one of the core objects in the  API functional model. In each API, the ...Context object (such as
BLTHContext, LogicalAttributeContext) inherits ProviderAccessor methods. In addition, ProviderAccessor can be made
available to custom objects when the  environment is initialized.

You retrieve provider objects through ProviderAccessor get... methods. For example, to access a UserProvider object, call
getUserProvider(), and to access an AdminTaskProvider object, call getAdminTaskProvider().

When you update an object retrieved through ProviderAccessor, no  events are generated because the managed object
is not part of a task session. Managed object updates are reflected in  events only if the updates are made to a managed
object in a task session.

NOTE
There is no adapter component in the Workflow API because you do not create a custom Java object with this
API. You call the methods in the API from a WorkPoint workflow script.
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Attribute and Permission Requests

When you retrieve a managed object through a provider, you can specify the following:

• The attributes to include in the retrieved object
• A permission request for each attribute

You specify attribute and permission requests in AttributeRightsCollection.

AttributeRightsCollection is a collection of AttributeRight objects.

NOTE
There is no adapter component in the Workflow API because you do not create a custom Java object with this
API. You call the methods in the API from a WorkPoint workflow script.

Permission Request Rules

calculates the access permission for a particular attribute based upon information in the current task context and
information stored on the server, namely, upon the attribute’s permissions for all roles that contain the current task and
that involve the current administrator and operation.

If a permission request specified in AttributeRightsCollection differs from the calculated permission for a given attribute,
the following rules apply:

• If a permission request is more restrictive than the calculated permission, the requested permission applies to the
attribute. For example, if you pass in a READONLY request for a READWRITE attribute, the READONLY permission is
used.
The requested permission applies over the calculated permission only in the current instance of the managed object.

• If a permission request is less restrictive than the calculated permission, the calculated permission is used.

Access to Attribute Data

AttributeCollection allows access to the data in managed object attributes.

AttributeCollection contains methods that restrict access to attributes according to the access permissions associated
with the attributes. For example, if you call setAttribute() for an attribute whose associated permission does not allow write
access, an AttributePermissionException is thrown.

Calling Sequence for Managed Objects

To access a managed object through ProviderAccessor

1. Call the ProviderAccessor get... method that retrieves the provider for the type of managed object you want to access.
For example, to access a User managed object, call getUserProvider() to retrieve a UserProvider object.

2. Use the provider to create a managed object or to retrieve one or more managed objects. For example, if you want to
work with a User managed object, you could make a call as follows:
– Calling createUser() to create a User object in a particular organization and with a particular set of attributes
– Calling findUser() to retrieve a specified User object
– Calling getUsersInOrg() to retrieve all the User objects in a specified organization

3. Once you have a managed object, access the object’s attributes through AttributeCollection.
4. If you create a managed object or update a managed object’s attributes, you are acting on the local copy of the object.

To persist the newly assigned or modified attribute values to the data store, call modifyObject(). Managed objects
inherit this method from ModifiableObject.
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Note: If you are assigning attribute values for a role object, you can define the complete set of tasks to associate with the
role and commit the attribute changes to the data store in the same call. You do so with the method modifyObject(Task[])
in the Role interface.

Access to Objects in a Task
Business logic task handlers can access managed objects and related information in the current task session. A task
session includes the following kinds of information:

• The managed object that is the subject of the task. For example, the subject of a Modify User task is a User managed
object.
The subject can be a Vector of objects in the following circumstances:
– If the task involves deleting User, Group, or Organization objects
– If the task involves enabling or disabling User objects

• The subject’s relationship objects. A relationship indicates a resource to which the subject is assigned.
For example, with a Modify User task, the User object’s relationships can include any of the user’s group and role
assignments.

Parallels with Task Screen Operations

A task’s subject and its relationships are represented by tabs on a task screen. For example, a Create User task can have
the following tabs:

• User Profile tab (subject)
• User Access Roles tab (relationship)
• User Admin Roles tab (relationship)
• User Groups tab (relationship)

A business object task handler’s access to managed objects in a task is similar to a user’s access to managed objects in
a task screen tab. In both cases, access is to a run-time instance of the managed object data in the task session. There is
no direct access to the data in the data store, as is the case when accessing managed objects through the providers.

By retrieving the subject of the task and the subject’s relationships, a business logic task handler can perform operations
similar to a user working in a task screen, for example:

• Modifying the profile information for the subject of the task (such as modifying the telephone number, job title, and
email address in a user profile).

• Adding or removing the subject’s relationships (such as adding the user to a group, or removing the user from a role).

Retrieval of Managed Objects

To retrieve a managed object in a task session, call one of the get... methods in BLTHContext, for example:

• Call getUser() to retrieve the user object that is the subject of the current task
• Call getAdminTask() to retrieve the admin task being executed in the current task
• Call getGroupMembers() to retrieve the group members who are being added to or removed from the group in the

current task
• Call getEnabledUsers() or getDisabledUsers() to retrieve the user objects enabled or disabled in the current task

NOTE

For more information, refer to the  Programming Reference.
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Operations on Managed Objects

When managed objects are modified in the task session, either through a business logic task handler or a task screen, 
performs the following operations when the task enters the asynchronous phase of task processing:

• Generates events for the modifications to the subject object and its relationships. The events can be subject to
workflow approval, auditing, and security checks.
For example, if a business logic task handler adds a user to a group,  generates AddToGroupEvent, and the event can
be subject to workflow approval.
Note: When you update a managed object in a task session, the changes are reflected in the events that  generates
for the task. However, if you update a managed object retrieved through ProviderAccessor (rather than a managed
object in the task session), the changes are not reflected in  events.

• Commits the modifications to the data store after events associated with the task have been executed. You do not call
modifyObject() to persist the modifications.

Event Generation When Retrieving Managed Objects

When you retrieve a managed object through a BLTHContext get... method and then update the object, the update is
represented by one or more events that  generates. For example:

• If you change the email address and telephone number in an existing user’s profile (the subject of the task), the
changes are reflected in the event ModifyUserEvent.

• If you add the subject of the task to five groups, five AddToGroupEvent events are generated. This allows a separate
workflow process and approval to be associated with each group assignment.

Calling Sequence for Managed Objects in a Task Session

To access and update a managed object in a task session

1. Call one of the get... methods in BLTHContext to retrieve the managed object to be updated.
2. Manage the task’s subject and its relationships through AttributeCollection.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Attribute Validation Type

There are two types of validation rules: task-level and directory-level.

If a managed object attribute is associated with a validation rule,  applies the rule when the attribute value is set.

enforces validation rules when a business logic task handler calls a setAttribute... method in AttributeCollection to set
an attribute. However,  only enforces directory-level validation for attributes set in this way. The reason is that when
setAttribute... is called, the attribute value has already been set in the task screen field, and is currently being set in a
managed object in the task session.

Access to Event Objects
When a  task reaches the asynchronous phase (that is, after the user clicks Submit on the task screen and the user-
supplied data has been validated),  breaks down the task into its component events.

These events can be accessed by custom objects that  calls during the asynchronous phase, and by workflow scripts that
call the methods in the Workflow API.
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Event objects are accessed through one of the following interfaces. Each interface allows read/write access to a managed
object in a  event. EventContext also allows the generation of secondary events:

• EventContext
• Extends IMPersistentContext, which extends IMContext.
• EventContext allows information to be persisted throughout the life of an event.
• Extended by WorkflowContext.

EventContext is also the ...Context object for the Event Listener API.
• EventROContext
• Extends IMContext.
• Extended by ExposedEventContextInformation, NotificationRuleContext, ParticipantResolverContext.

If you modify a managed object in an event,  commits the modifications to the data store after any approvals required for
the execution of the event have been provided and the execution of the event is complete. You do not call modifyObject()
to persist the modifications.

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Events and Event Objects

Every  event is represented by an event object. An event object has the same name as the corresponding event.

generates an object for each event and makes the objects available for retrieval through EventContext and
EventROContext. When you retrieve an event object, you can retrieve the managed object associated with the event
object.

Retrieving Event Objects

EventContext and EventROContext let you access the current event object. You can do so in either of the following ways,
as illustrated in the following code for an event listener:

• Call getEventName() to return the name of the current event. You can test for the events that the event listener is
mapped to, and that you expect to apply to this listener, and then retrieve the event object accordingly:
 int before(EventContext eCtx) {

    if(eCtx.getEventName().equals(ImEventName.CREATEUSEREVENT))

       CreateUserEvent evt = (CreateUserEvent);

 . . .        // Event listener processing continues.

 }

 

• Call getEvent() to return an IMEvent base interface for the event. For example, if the event listener is mapped to a
specific event, such as CreateUserEvent, you can cast the IMEvent object as a CreateUserEvent object, as follows:
 int before(EventContext eCtx) {

    CreateUserEvent evt = (CreateUserEvent)eCtx.getEvent();

    User user = evt.getUser();

    user.setAttribute("CreateTime",new Date().toString());

 }

 

Base Event Interfaces

Each  event object implements one or at most two of the base event interfaces listed in the following table:
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NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Base Interface Method Managed Object Retrieved
AccessRoleEvent getAccessRole() AccessRole

getAccessTask() AccessTask
AdminRoleEvent getAdminRole() AdminRole
AdminTaskEvent getAdminTask() AdminTask
GroupEvent getGroup() Group
OrganizationEvent getOrganization() Organization
ParentOrganizationEvent getParentOrganization() Organization
ProvisioningRoleEvent getProvisioningRole() ProvisioningRole
UserEvent getUser() User

Note: Base event interfaces are not  events.  events implement the base event interfaces.

Most base event interfaces contain a single get... method, which retrieves the managed object contained in the event.
For example, AccessRoleEvent contains a getAccessRole() method that returns an AccessRole managed object. The
exception is ExternalTaskEvent. Because external tasks are executed by third-party applications, ExternalTaskEvent
contains no get... method for retrieving a managed object.

When a custom object or a workflow script retrieves the current event object, the get... methods that the event object
inherits from the base interfaces can retrieve the managed objects contained in the event.

The get... methods that a particular event object inherits are determined by the base interfaces that the event object
implements. For example:

• A CreateAdminRoleEvent object implements a single base interface -- AdminRoleEvent. The getAdminRole() method
that CreateAdminRoleEvent inherits allows a custom object or script to retrieve an AdminRole managed object.

• A CreateUserEvent object implements the base interfaces UserEvent (for the user being created) and
ParentOrganizationEvent (for the organization where the user is being created). Therefore, the CreateUserEvent
object inherits the following methods:
– getUser(), for retrieving a User managed object
– getParentOrganization(), for retrieving the Organization managed object

Custom Audit Event Implementation

Audit data provides a historical record of operations that occur in a  environment. You can enable auditing for some or all
the  events generated by admin tasks.

You can implement application-specific auditing in cases where you have custom code that performs a non-standard
operation, for example, an object that updates a user directory directly, rather than through . You could create a custom
audit event to report unexpected results back to .

To create an audit event to support your custom application, write a class that implements AuditEvent and that extends
GenericAuditEvent. Typically, an extension of this class updates the description associated with the custom event, which
is passed to  when the event occurs. You can override that class’s extractAuditData() method to process the audit data
passed in to it (an EnhancedAuditData object) as appropriate for the situation.

IMPORTANT
The audit event name should contain the "Audit" keyword.
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The auditable attributes of an event are contained in EventProfile. This class also lets you set and retrieve the stage of an
event cycle in which event attributes are recorded for auditing.

You can find a sample BLTH application with an associated audit event in the following directory:

  admin_tools\samples\BLTH\Group

 

Event Description Localization

A description of an event is presented to users at various times, for example:

• When users view the tasks they submitted for processing, by executing View My Submitted Tasks. This task lists the
events that are generated by each submitted task, with the descriptions of those events.

• When a workflow work item is presented to a user. The work item information includes the event and event description.

Default event descriptions are defined in the base resource bundle IMSResources.properties.

Note:  For information about using this file for localization, see the Configuration Guide.

Event Object Tables

To help you determine the get... methods and the managed objects contained in the current event object, you can use the
Management Console.

To view event objects

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the appropriate environment.

The Environment Properties page appears.
3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Event List.

All event objects in the environment are listed, with the implementing class, primary object type, and secondary object
type.

Support Objects
This section describes the Java support objects.

Identity Policies for Support Objects
Identity policies define rule-based provisioning behaviors. These policies map a member rule to a set of rules for allocation
and deallocation. For example, when a user is promoted and takes on the title Vice President,  can automatically add this
person to the group Country Club Member, and also automatically assign the Role Salary Reviewer.

In the context of identity policies, synchronization refers to the process of evaluating what policies a user matches,
comparing that list to the stored set of polices that have already been allocated, and determining which policies must be
allocated or deallocated by comparing the two lists.

The following objects manage synchronizing users with identity policies:

• AutoSynchType
• IdentityPolicySetEvent
• SynchronizationProvider
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NOTE
Some code element names can be based on the obsolete term "business policies" instead of "identity policies."

NOTE

For more information on these policies, refer to the  Programming Reference.

IMEvent
IMEvent is a base interface for an event. A custom object or workflow script can retrieve the IMEvent object for the current
event, and then cast the object as the event. For more information on IMEvent, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.imapi

IMEventName
The IMEventName interface contains constants for the names of  events (typically, the constant name is the same as the
corresponding event name, but in uppercase letters). For more information on IMEventName, refer to the  Programming
Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.imapi

IMSException
The IMSException class contains one or more exception messages displayed to the user at run time. The messages in
this object appear on a redisplayed task screen after the user submits the task screen and validation errors are found. The
user can then correct the errors and resubmit the task.

You populate this object with messages from files called resource bundles.

• Package
com.netegrity.ims.exception

NOTE

For more information on IMSException, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Localizing Exception Messages

The exception messages that you load into the IMSException object are stored in resource bundles. Each resource
bundle with the same base name contains the same messages, but in a different language.

includes a family of resource bundles containing  system messages. These resource bundles have the base name
IMSExceptions.properties. By default, the system messages in the base resource bundle are in English. Optionally, you
can translate the system messages in the base resource bundle into another language, but do not modify the system
messages in the base resource bundle for any other reason.

NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Message Format and Variables

Resource bundles are text files. The items in the resource bundles have the format messageID=message, for example:
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5004=The SSN is a required field.

You can store custom exception messages in a custom resource bundle or in IMSExceptions.properties. If you store
custom messages in the IMSExceptions.properties file, do so at the end of the file, and in the format indicated in the file.
For example, you can prefix the message ID with custom-, as shown in the following line:

custom-5004=The SSN is a required field.

Using this format in the predefined IMSExceptions.properties file helps to avoid migration problems when you update .

IMSException messages support variables. You can insert specific values into the variables when you add the message to
the IMSException object.

NOTE

For more information on IMSException, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Managing Custom Resource Bundles

You manage custom resource bundles as follows:

• Call getUserLocale() to determine the locale of the current user. This method is in the TaskInfo object that is passed to
the business logical task handler context or logical attribute context.

• If you are using messages in a custom resource bundle, specify the base resource bundle name in the IMSException
constructor.

• To load a message into IMSException, call addUserMessage() in the IMSException object. The parameters include the
locale and the unique code of the message to add.

The names of the resource bundles must follow a particular format, as follows:

• The base resource bundle name consists of the resource family name plus the extension ".properties", for example:
LocalizedMessages.properties

• Other resource bundles consist of the base resource bundle name, an underscore, the two-character language
identifier of the messages in the bundle, and the ".properties" extension. For example, a German resource bundle can
be named:
LocalizedMessages_de.properties
supports the standard two-character ISO 639 language identifiers. You can view them in the following location:

We recommend that you store your custom resource bundles in the following location within the  EAR directory on the
application server:

custom\resourceBundles

If you choose not to store your custom resource bundles in custom\resourceBundles, you must store them in the custom
directory or in any directory beneath it.

NOTE

• For more information about localization, see Identity Manager Localization.
• For more information on these objects, refer to the   Programming Reference.

Localizer Class
Localizer is a helper class for retrieving the localized version of a string for a given locale. For example, you can retrieve
the localized version of a label on a task screen, a task name, or an exception message. The localized string is retrieved
from the resource bundle associated with the Localizer object’s locale.
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• Package
com.netegrity.ims.util

NOTE
For localization information, see the Configuration Guide. For information on the Localizer class, refer to the 
Programming Reference.

Use the Localizer Class

You can use the Localizer object from your custom code or from a JSP file for a new skin.

To localize a new skin

1. Add the localized strings to the IMSResources bundles provided with  and to any custom bundles you have. Assign
each localized string to a unique property ID, for example:
skin.header.companyName=My Company

2. Use the Localizer class to extract a localized string. The string is retrieved from the resource bundle for the locale
associated with the Localizer object. For example:
 <%@ page import="com.netegrity.ims.util.*"%>

 <% Localizer l10n = Localizer.getInstance();%>

 <b><%=l10n.getLocalizedString("skin.header.companyName")%></b>

 

PasswordCondition
The PasswordCondition class encapsulates information about why a user password is invalid. For information on
the PasswordCondition class refer to the  Programming Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.utility

Permissions Objects
The permissions classes provide information about the access permission (for example, read-only or read/write)
associated with a managed object attribute. The permissions classes are listed following.

• AttributeRight
The AttributeRight class contains the name of an attribute and its associated permission.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.metadata
• AttributeRightCollection

The AttributeRightCollection class is a collection of AttributeRight objects. Use this object to specify the attributes (and
their associated access permissions) to include in a managed object you are retrieving.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.collections

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Policies and Policy Conditions
The following classes and interfaces let you manage admin policies, membership policies, and policy conditions:
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NOTE

For more information on these components, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AdminPolicy
• MemberRule
• MembershipPolicy
• Policy
• ScopeRule
• TriggerRule

NOTE
Some code element names can be based on the obsolete term "trigger rules" instead of "policy conditions."

• Packages
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.policy
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.policy.rule

PropertyDict
The PropertyDict interface contains a tab's configuration parameters as defined in the User Console. For more information
on the PropertyDict interface, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.collections

Provisioning Roles for Support Objects
The following objects let you define Provisioning roles, and to associate provisioning roles with Provisioning policies within
:

• Account
• AccountHolder
• AccountReason
• ProvisioningPolicy
• ProvisioningPolicyProvider
• ProvisioningRole
• ProvisioningRoleProvider

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Note: Use of these objects requires an instance of a Provisioning Directory.

• Package
Various.

ResultsContainer
The ResultsContainer class provides information about the relationships of the subject of the current task.

For example, a task session for a Modify User task includes a User managed object for the administrator being modified.
You can access information (such as name, title, email address, and so on.) about the administrator through the
ProfileTabHandler. However, the task session can contain additional information about the administrator, for example, the
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administrator’s group and role assignments made during the task session. This relationship information (the group and
role objects) is available through ResultsContainer.

NOTE

For more information on the ResultsContainer class, refer to the  Programming Reference.

This class lets you view changes that occur to the objects contained within it during the execution of the task.

• Package
com.netegrity.imapi

RoleDisplayData
The RoleDisplayData interface represents the information  requires to display information about a role. For more
information on theRoleDisplayData interface, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.metadata

Search Objects
Use the classes listed following to define and manage search operations in a  environment.

• ApiResultSet
• RoleObjectQuery
• SearchCursor
• SearchExpression
• TaskObjectQuery
• Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.search

NOTE

For more information on these classes, refer to the  Programming Reference.

Search Filters and Constraints

Use the classes listed following and interfaces to define search filters, membership constraints, and scope constraints.

NOTE

For more information on these interfaces, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AttributeExpression
• GroupFilter
• MemberMatchConstraint
• OrgFilter
• OrgMembershipConstraint
• OrgMembershipIdentifier
• OrgScopeConstraint
• OrgScopeIdentifier
• RuleConstraint
• UserFilter
• Package
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com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.policy.rule.constraints

Task.FieldId
The Task.FieldId class contains identifiers for the reserved fields on an access task configuration screen. The
reserved fields let an administrator supply values that limit a user's access task scope. For more information on the
Task.FieldId class, refer to the ��Programming Reference.

• Package
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.managedobject

TSContext
The TSContext interface contains information about the current task, such as the subject of the task, security information,
and an instance of the task. TSContext is passed into methods of provider objects such as UserProvider. For more
information on the TSContext interface, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• Package: com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.utility

Type Objects
The following type classes contain constants that define some aspect of a managed object or some operation involving a
managed object:

NOTE

For more information on the type classes, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AccountType
Contains constants for provisioning account objects.

• ActionType
Contains constants that represent the type of operation being performed (for example, modify, delete, or approval
operations).

• AttributeChangeType
Contains constants that represent the type of changes that can be audited.

• AttributeExpressionType
Contains constants that indicate the type of attribute used in a search expression (for example, Admin attributes or
primary object attributes).

• ConjunctionType
Contains constants used in search expressions.

• DisabledReasonType
Contains constants that indicate why a user account was disabled.

• ObjectType
Contains constants that specify particular types of managed objects (for example, User, Organization, Group objects).

• OperatorType
Contains constants that specify the operators that can be used in search expressions.

• PasswordMessageType
Contains constants that specify the reason a password is invalid.

• PermissionType
Contains constants that represent the permissions assigned to directory attributes.

• SearchDepthType
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Contains constants that specify the scope of a search. For example, BASE indicates a search of the base organization
only. N indicates a search of the base organization and all its children.

• Package
com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.type

Validation Objects
At run time, after a user enters a value in a task screen field,  validates the value if the field is associated with one or more
validation rules.

During task screen configuration, a task screen field can be associated with a validation rule in either of the following
ways:

• By directly associating a validation rule with a field on a task screen.
This type of attribute validation is named task-level validation.  validates the field value against other attributes in the
task, for example, validating an area code for a user’s telephone number against the user’s city and state.

• By configuring a task screen field with a user directory attribute that is mapped to a validation rule set. The mapping
between the attribute and the rules in the rule set is defined in directory.xml.
This type of attribute validation is named directory-level validation.  validates the attribute value itself, rather than
validating it in the context of other attributes in the task, for example, validating that a telephone number matches the
nnn-nnn-nnnn format used in the directory attribute.

NOTE
Starting in 14.3 CP 2, Identity Manager numbers all validation failures that appear in any Identity Manager
screens that display failures.  The failures are not sortable. A new key has been added to the resource bundle
IMSResources.properties called "global.validation".

Validation messages shown in a task context are now hyperlinked to the screen pages where the attribute is
shown. If you enabled the SwitchTabWhenInvalid property in your task or environment (in which case it applies
to all tasks), the user can click the validation message to go to the attribute that failed validation on the page. In
other words, the user can select the error message and go to the screen field attribute that has the error.

Also Note: Hyperlinks only work for screen field attributes and pages with a screen context. For example, the
links will not work on View Submitted Tasks as that context does not include a screen.

Figure 90: SwitchTabWhenInvalid Example

Attribute Validation

The following objects are used during attribute validation:

NOTE

For more information on these objects, refer to the  Programming Reference.

• AttributeValidator
The class for performing directory-level validation of managed object attributes. This abstract class is extended by
directory-level validation rules that must access user, group, and organization objects in the user directory.
– Package
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com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.metadata
• AttributeValidationException

The exception class for attribute validation errors.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.exception
• DirectoryProvidersCollection

The interface for accessing the managed object providers during directory-level attribute validation. The managed
object providers let you retrieve user, group, and organization objects from the user directory.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.utility
• IAttributeValidator

The interface for performing directory-level validation of managed object attributes. This interface is implemented by
directory-level validation rules. If you must validate an attribute against information in the user directory, extend the
AttributeValidator abstract class.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.metadata
• IAttributeValidator.StringRef

A class that lets you return an updated attribute value or error message to  during directory-level attribute validation.
– Package

com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.metadata
• TaskValidator

Interface for performing task-level validation of managed object attributes. This interface is implemented by task-level
validation rules.
– Package

com.netegrity.imapi
• TaskValidator.StringRef

A class that lets you return an updated attribute value or error message to  during task-level attribute validation.
– Package

com.netegrity.imapi

Compiling and Deploying
This section describes compiling source files and deploying run time files.

Compiling Source Files
You can write custom Java objects that provide the following functionality:

• Logical attribute handlers
• Business logic task handlers
• Participant resolvers used in workflow operations
• Event listeners
• Email notification rules

Note: The instructions on compiling do not necessarily apply to the Workflow API and to the Email Template API. You
may not need to compile Java objects with these APIs because the methods in the Workflow API can be called from either
workflow scripts or Java objects, and the methods in implicit message objects are called from email templates.

When you write new Java files or modify existing ones, compile your Java files against all the JAR files located in the
following  lib directory:
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admin_tools\lib

The default Windows path is:

C:\Program Files\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\lib

For Java object make file examples, see the sample code directory:

admin_tools\samples

NOTE
These files (with  API samples and other files) are installed when you select the  Administrative Tools option
during installation.

You may not need to compile Java objects with the following APIs:

• Workflow API. These methods can be called from workflow scripts instead of Java objects.
• Email Template API. These methods are called from email templates.

Deploying Run Time Files
The following sections describe the locations where you place custom run-time files.

NOTE
The slash character is platform-specific. On Windows platforms, use the backslash (\). On UNIX platforms, use
the forward slash (/). The backslash character is used for the following directory examples.

• Java Class Files
looks for compiled .class files in the following root location within your application server:

iam_im.ear\custom

For example, if your custom object is com.mycompany, the following is a valid location for myBLTH.class on a
WebLogic deployment:

weblogic_home\user_projects\mydomain\applications\iam_im.ear\custom\com\mycompany\myBLTH.class

• JavaScript Files
If you implement a task-specific business logic task handler in JavaScript, and the JavaScript code is contained in a
file, place the file in the following root location within your application server:

iam_im.ear\custom\validationscripts

You can place the JavaScript file in a subdirectory of the root location, for example, custom\validationscripts
\myJavaScripts.

• Resource Bundles
We recommend that you deploy your custom resource bundles in the following location within the application server:

iam_im.ear\custom\resourceBundles

If you choose not to store your custom resource bundles in custom\resourceBundles, you must store them in the
custom directory or in any directory beneath it.

• Email Templates
Email templates are deployed in subdirectories of the following location:
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iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates 

Task Execution Web Service
The Identity Manager Task Execution Web Service (TEWS) is a web service interface that allows third-party client
applications to submit remote tasks to Identity Manager for execution. This interface implements the open standards of
WSDL and SOAP to provide remote access to Identity Manager. All Identity Manager tasks are supported.

A client application submits a remote task as an HTTP 1.x POST request to a web service URL in the Identity Manager
environment. The body of the POST request is a SOAP document that conforms to the interface described in a task-
specific WSDL document generated by Identity Manager. The WSDL document describes the metadata that the client
application requires to prepare and submit a task request.

Identity Manager replies to a remote task request with a SOAP response containing one of the following:

• The requested information
• Indication that the task has been submitted for processing
• An exception that identifies a problem with the request

The client application is responsible for gathering, formatting, and sending the information required for Identity Manager to
perform the web service task implementation. No Identity Manager APIs are provided for these purposes.

Web Services Overview
Web services are self-describing modular applications that enable distributed computing over the Internet. Web services
can provide anything from simple information requests to complicated business processes. Web services can be
published, located, and invoked remotely across the Web.

Web service interfaces provide enough detail to allow the development of calling applications. This interface is typically
described in an XML document named a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file. Web service messages are
defined using the SOAP protocol, and are conveyed using HTTP.

Software applications written in different programming languages and running on various platforms can all use web
services to exchange data and processes. This interoperability (for example, between Microsoft Windows and Linux
applications) is possible because web service architecture is based on accepted open standards.

Web Service Protocols

The web services protocols are used to define, locate, implement, and make web services interact with each other. The
following XML-based protocols specify the web service interface as required by :

• Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
Defines the run-time message format that contains the service request and response.

• Web Services Description Language (WSDL)
Describes the web service interface, the SOAP message, and how the service is invoked.

A web service can be thought of as a software service described in a WSDL document and formatted on the Web in a
SOAP document. This relationship is illustrated in the following diagram:
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Figure 91: The diagram shows how a web service can be thought of as a software service described in a WSDL
document and formatted on the Web in a SOAP document.

Remote Task Requests
processes a remote task request in the same way that it processes a task submitted on a task screen. For example:

• A remote request can be subject to the same validation checks and custom processing (such as business logic task
handler and logical attribute handler processing) as a task submitted on a task screen.

• The task session contains the same information about a given task, regardless of the way the task request is
submitted. The attributes that are available to a remote task request are the attributes that have been defined for the
task during task screen configuration.

• Each remote task request is associated with a task-specific WSDL definition based on the task screen configuration.
• Remote task requests are submitted in the synchronous phase of task processing. The submitting application receives

a response to a request before task processing begins, allowing the application to correct and resubmit the request if a
validation error or other problem occurs.

• In the asynchronous phase of task processing, all  functionality (for example, workflow processing, event listener
processing, email generation, auditing) can be involved in the execution of a remotely submitted task.

NOTE
audits can be performed for execute operations, but not for search or query operations. Third-party products
that provide web service auditing are available.
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How a Remote Request Is Processed

In this example, when a client application submits a ViewUserQuery request to the Task Execution Web Service, the
following actions occur:

1. The client application gathers the required information. With ViewUserQuery, the required information consists of the
following:
– The task tag
– The  environment where the task is being submitted
– The unique identifier of the administrator who is submitting the task
– An identifier (such as a name or unique identifier) of the user whose profile information is being requested
This information can come from any source, for example, from user-supplied data on a custom screen, from a static
configuration file-driven application, or from a live data feed from some external source.

2. The application formats the SOAP request according to the XML element ViewUserQuery in the WSDL definition.
3. The application sends the XML document to the Task Execution Web Service as an HTTP POST request.
4. When the Task Execution Web Service receives the request, it instructs  to execute the operation and returns the

status and profile information in a SOAP response.
5. Depending on the outcome of the request, the application processes the result (for example, displays the result in a

custom UI) or takes an appropriate action based on any error information included in the result.

Note: It is mandatory to add "Transaction_ID" tag for all the public tasks in TEWS request. Example:
<wsdl:transaction_id>New</wsdl:transaction_id>

Task Operation Types
All  tasks can be processed through the Task Execution Web Service.

Request a TEWS task from  by invoking the following URL:

http://host:port/iam/im/TEWS6/environmentalias

For example:

http://tewstest.ca.com:7001/iam/im/TEWS6/neteauto

The URL is case-sensitive, and environmentalias is the protected alias of the  environment.

Tasks are associated with the following operational types:

• Search
Retrieves a list of objects that match the search criteria. Typically, a search operation occurs at the beginning of a task.
retrieves the list of objects from which to select the target object (the subject) of the task.
This operation is similar to performing a search operation in the User Console.

• Query
Requests profile information about a particular managed object, plus information about any of the object’s
relationships. For example, a query operation can retrieve a user’s name, title, and email address, and also any of the
user’s roles and groups.
The specific attributes that are returned to the requesting application are the attributes that are defined on the tabs of
the corresponding task screen.
This operation is similar to executing a View task in the User Console.

• Execute
Performs a  action other than a view or self-view action, for example, creating, modifying, or deleting a user.
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How Task Operations Work

Completing a typical  admin task using remote requests is a three-step process that requires the operation types search,
query, and execute be called in the following sequence:

1. Retrieve a list of managed objects using the search operation which corresponds to the  admin task.
2. Retrieve profile and relationship information for a particular managed object using the corresponding query operation.
3. Submit a remote request for  to execute the admin action on the managed object.

Most admin task operations, such as Modify User, Modify Group, and Modify Admin Task, have corresponding search and
query operations for retrieving objects and profile data. For example, the three operations to modify a user are:

• ModifyUserSearch
• ModifyUserQuery
• ModifyUser

NOTE
Not all  admin tasks require the three-step process. The SelfRegistration task can be completed with one remote
request.

A Task Operations Example

The following remote web service calling sequence demonstrates the WSDL operations required to complete the Modify
User task:

1. A search operation retrieves a list of objects that match the specified search criteria (for example, LastName=Smith).
The WSDL operation to call is ModifyUserSearch.

2. Programming logic in the client application selects a particular object from the list of returned objects (for example, the
user object for John Smith). The selected object is the subject of the task.

3. A query operation retrieves profile and relationship information for the object selected in step 2. The query operation
specifies the object to retrieve through information (such as a unique name) specified in the <Filter> or <Subject>
element. Typically, the specified information includes information returned from the search operation.
The WSDL operation to call is ModifyUserQuery.

4. Once the object information is retrieved through the query, the information can be managed in the task.
The client application modifies one or more of the attribute values retrieved in the query.

5. The client application submits the remote request. If the request is submitted successfully, the task enters the
asynchronous phase for task processing.
The WSDL operation to call is ModifyUser.

Web Service Configuration
Enabling  tasks for remote web services requires performing the following configuration steps:

• In the Management Console, web services and WSDL generation must be enabled for the  environment.
• In the User Console, the individual task must be enabled for web services.

Configure Web Service Properties

Configure web services properties for the  environment in the Management Console.

To display the Web Services Properties screen

1. In the Management console, click Environments.
2. Click the name of the environment where the web services will be used.
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3. Click Advanced Settings.
4. Click Web Services.

The Web Service Properties page appears.

Enable Web Services for Individual Tasks

In the User Console, verify that the tasks you want to invoke are enabled for web services.

To enable web services for tasks

1. Log into the User Console.
2. Select the Roles and Tasks tab.
3. Select Admin Tasks.
4. Select Modify Admin Task.
5. Search for and select the admin task (for example, Create User).
6. Select Enable Web Services.

Note: This setting is selected by default.
7. Click Submit to save your changes.

NOTE
For more information about configuring tasks, see the Administration Guide.

Client Application Development
The following steps are an overview of the client application development process for submitting remote web service
requests to .

Note: This overview assumes that your integrated development environment includes a third-party tool like Axis that
generates proxies. While this approach automates some of the development, it is not required.

1. Be sure that web services are enabled for the  environment and for each task that supports remote requests.

NOTE
If you are using Axis 2, be sure to select the Generate WSDL in WS-I form option in Advanced Settings, Web
Services, Web Services Properties Screen.

2. Generate the WSDL code by invoking the following URL:

http://host:port/iam/im/TEWS6/environmentalias?wsdl

For example:

http://tewstest.ca.com:7001/iam/im/TEWS6/neteauto?wsdl

Note: The URL is case-sensitive, and environmentalias is the protected alias of the  environment.
3. In your integrated development environment (IDE), create the proxies based on the WSDL document generated in the

preceding step.
Proxies reflect the operations that your client can submit to . Java proxies generated by third-party tools such as
Apache Axis provide precise, self-documenting entry points and parameters.

4. In your IDE, develop the client code that formulates and submits the remote requests, and process the responses.
Typically, you develop this code using a third-party tool such as Apache Axis and Microsoft .NET.
Develop whatever programming logic is required to process the SOAP requests and responses in compliance with
your business requirements.

5. At run time, the client application submits a  request through a generated proxy. The proxy transforms the request into
a SOAP document that the Task Execution Web Service can understand, and then submits the request to the web
service.
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6. processes the request and returns a SOAP response to the client application.

WSDL Generation

Request a WSDL document from  by invoking the following URL:

http://host:port/iam/im/TEWS6/environmentalias?wsdl

For example:

http://tewstest.ca.com:7001/iam/im/TEWS6/neteauto?wsdl

The URL is case-sensitive, and environmentalias is the protected alias of the  environment.

If WSDL generation is enabled for the  environment, the response from  is a single generated WSDL document. You can
use this WSDL document directly to generate proxy code with a development tool like Axis WSDL2Java.

The WSDL document contains a class definition for each task that is enabled for web services in the User Console. All
tasks are disabled for web services by default.

An IDE like Eclipse Web Tools Platform (WTP) enables you to invoke the URL and display the WSDL file with a list of all
possible operations. You can also supply operation input values, execute the operation, and display the SOAP request
and response messages.

Eclipse WTP, IntelliJ, and .NET include plug-ins that test web services by parsing the returned WSDL and rendering a test
interface to call the available services with no manual coding required.

If WSDL generation is disabled, one of the following HTTP errors is returned with additional message information:

• 404 file not found
• 500 not authorized

NOTE
When generating WSDLs in a clustered environment, run one Policy Server and one  Server, and stop all other
Policy Servers and  Servers within the cluster.

SOAP Messages
The Task Execution Web Service expects messages from the client to have the following characteristics:

• Message exchanges between the client and the web service are in the form of a SOAP Request-Response message
exchange pattern (MEP).

• The ultimateReceiver for all requests is the web service.
• The web service throws a fault for any MustUnderstand SOAP header block. Also, NotUnderstood header blocks are

generated for headers that cause this fault.
• A binding on a web service-enabled operation is a SOAP binding in the document binding style.

SOAP Limitations

SOAP requests use the pipe ("|") as a delimiter to separate values in multi-valued attributes. For example, for an address
attribute you can have several values separated by a piper, such as 110 First Avenue | Boston | MA.

Do not use the pipe character as a delimiter for single-valued attributes. For example, a specification such as Name: John
| Jones can cause the request to fail.
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Exception Messages During Remote Request Processing
If an error occurs during the processing of a remote request,  reports the error to the client in standard SOAP fault format,
as follows:

• The <Value> sub-element contains a SOAP fault code.
• The <Reason> sub-element contains a readable description of the fault.
• The <Detail> sub-element contains web service-specific information about the exception. The information is provided

in the <ImsException> element of the ImsStatus.xsd schema, as follows:
– The <name> sub-element contains the name of the web service exception.
– The <code> sub-element contains a web service-specific exception code. The exception codes allow the client

application to include error-handling logic.
– The <description> sub-element contains a human-readable description of the web service exception.

In accordance with SOAP standards, HTTP return codes are set as required.

NOTE
If an exception occurs with a remote request,  reports the exception to the client. In accordance with SOAP
standards, no further processing is performed on the request.

Authentication Using CA Single Sign-On
The URL for generating a WSDL is typically protected by a CA Single Sign-On Agent. If you need a more stringent Task
Execution Web Service security model, consider using CA Web Services Security to secure it. CA Web Services Security
is available separately from CA.

CA Single Sign-On and CA Web Services Security authentication schemes, such as CA Single Sign-On Basic and
Certificate-based schemes, can be used to protect the URLs. Because each end point is associated with a specific
operation and a unique URL, you can assign different authorization schemes and protection levels to operations that have
different security requirements.

Authentication challenges must be presented as part of the authentication protocol if they are not included in the HTTP
POST request. If challenges are presented as part of the authentication protocol, user credentials must be provided
programmatically.

When CA Single Sign-On or CA Web Services Security authenticates the user credentials that the client application
presents to it, details about the session are inserted into the header of the response. This information includes the ID of
the administrator who is executing the task.

The session information remains in the HTTP POST header.  can obtain the admin ID from this session information when
it determines whether the administrator is authorized to perform the task.

Authentication Using WSS Username Token
As an alternative to authentication using CA Single Sign-On, you can specify authentication using the Web Security
Services (WSS) UsernameToken protocol. The WSS UsernameToken profile is an Oasis standard that specifies how a
web services consumer can supply a token to identify itself to a provider. The token includes a user name optionally a
password, or password equivalent.

You can enable this authentication protocol with the WSS UnsernameToken (Password Text) option in the Web Services
Properties dialog. You select this option (or not) the same way as you select the Admin password is required option.

UsernameToken security in TEWS is implemented using a Servlet Filter. IM uses a Servlet Filter (FrameworkAuthFilter)
to perform UI authentication. The TewsSecurityFilter processes TEWS requests. IM calls the TewsSecurityFilter for every
TEWS request. The filter verifies the status of the environment web service configuration before inspecting the message.
If UsernameToken security is not configured, the message is passed on untouched.
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The TewsSecurityFilter is defined in user console web.xml file. If you want to disable the filter manually, comment out the
following lines:

<filter>

    <filter-name>TEWSFilter</filter-name>

<filter-class>con.netegrity.ims.tews6.servletfilter.TewsSecurityFilter</filter-class>           

</filter>

<filter-mapping>

    <filter-name>TEWSFilter</filter-name>

    <url-pattern>/TEWS6/*</url-pattern>

</filter-mapping>

After you have commented out these lines, restart the application server. IM no longer verifies the status of the
UsernameToken security configuration.

Authorization
Whether the submitted task can be executed depends upon the rights of the administrator who is making the request. The
administrator’s ID is specified in one of the following ways:

• As part of the session information that SiteMinder or SOA Security Manager inserts into the POST request header
during the authentication response. This is the default.

• Through the < admin_id> element that is passed to  in the body of the POST request.

Using the admin ID provided in the session header guarantees that the administrator who is issuing the remote request
has been authorized to do so by SiteMinder or SOA Security Manager. However, no authorization checks are performed
on an admin ID supplied through the < admin_id> element of the request.

If no session information is available in the header and no admin ID is supplied in the <admin_id> element,  returns a Not
Authorized exception in the HTTP POST response body.

Authorization is not required for a task configured as a Public Task.

Administrator Specification

By default,  uses the ID of the administrator that SiteMinder or SOA Security Manager has already authorized and whose
ID is included in the session information.

You can change this default by modifying the web.xml file. The location depends on your environment:

• JBoss and WebLogic:

iam_im.ear\user_console_war\WEB-INF

• WebSphere:

WebSphere-ear\iam_im.ear\user_console_war\WEB-INF

Whether  uses the ID specified in the session or specified through an < admin_id> element is determined by the values of
the < param-value> elements in the following default section of web.xml:

<servlet>

    <servlet-name>Tews6Servlet</servlet-name>

    <display-name>IM 6.0 Task Execution WebService Servlet</display-name>

    <servlet-class>
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        com.netegrity.ims.tews.Tews6Servlet

    </servlet-class>

    <init-param>

        <param-name>use_admin_id</param-name>

        <param-value>false</param-value>

    </init-param>

    <init-param>

        <param-name>require_sm_headers</param-name>

        <param-value>true</param-value>

    </init-param>

</servlet>

Administrator Parameters

The following examples illustrate the results of the several possible combinations of settings for the administrator
parameters.

If use_admin_id = false, and require_sm_headers = true, the admin ID is in the session. The ID has been authorized
for this request by CA SSO or CA SOA Security Manager.

The previous settings are the default settings.

With these settings,  uses the ID in the session, even if an ID is specified in < admin_id>.

Code Example

<init-param>

    <param-name>use_admin_id</param-name>

    <param-value>false</param-value>

</init-param>

<init-param>

    <param-name>require_sm_headers</param-name>

    <param-value>true</param-value>

</init-param>

If use_admin_id = true, and require_sm_headers = false, the admin ID is specified in < admin_id>.  does not verify
whether the administrator is authorized for the request.

With these settings,  does not check the session information for an ID.

Typically, these settings are used when SiteMinder or SOA Security Manager is not protecting the web service end point.

Code Example

<init-param>

    <param-name>use_admin_id</param-name>

    <param-value>true</param-value>

</init-param>

<init-param>

    <param-name>require_sm_headers</param-name>

    <param-value>false</param-value>

</init-param>

If use_admin_id = true, and require_sm_headers = true, the admin ID is specified in < admin_id>.  does not verify
whether the administrator is authorized for the request.
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With these settings,  validates that SiteMinder headers are present in the request.

Typically, these settings are used to provide impersonation functionality for the request.

Code Example

<init-param>

  ## <param-name>use_admin_id</param-name>

    <param-value>true</param-value>

</init-param>

<init-param>

    <param-name>require_sm_headers</param-name>

    <param-value>true</param-value>

</init-param>

The Channel Connection

The two segments in the channel from the client application to the Task Execution Web Service are as follows:

• From the client to the Web Server
• From the J2EE application server Web Server proxy to the J2EE server

Consider using an SSL connection to protect the clear-text SOAP documents sent over this channel. You can set up most
J2EE application server proxies to use an SSL connection.

Advanced Options for TEWS Search Requests
The following advanced search options are available for TEWS.

WorkflowSearchCriteria As Part Of ViewSubmittedTasksQuery for Pending Approvals

The ViewSubmittedTasksQuery has been enhanced so that viewing work items can be done from this context. This new
context allows paging of the work list, searching for specific work lists, sorting of the work list, and ability to get work
lists for a specific node. The existing ViewMyWorkList TEWS task cannot perform these options. These options are fully
implemented on Oracle and partially for SQL Server.

The ViewSubmittedTasksQuery contains the new WorkflowSearchCriteria that lets you search for specific work item
information:

• ActivityInstanceId – The work item value. For example, 1 4 443:WPDS where 443 is the ActivityInstanceId
• InitiatorId – The user who initiated the workflow that is, the administrator
• LastUpdateTime – The work item creation time
• ParticipantId – The action being performed on the work item that is, Business Approval, and so on
• Participants – The users who are the approvers for this action
• ProcessInstanceId – The workflow process itself
• TaskSessionId -  The task session identifier
• Title – A brief summary of what this work item does
• WorkflowEventId – The workflow event information

Search fields are activated as part of the request. For example, searching specifically for Title=Escalation in the previous
request CA Identity Manager returns only work items containing “Escalation” in the title.

You can use the WorkListItemCreationAfter and WorkListItemCreationBefore elements to search a date range (based on
the LastUpdateTime) in the WorkflowSearchCriteria schema.
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What follows is a sample query that searches for “Escalation” in the title field:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

               <wsdl:Title>Escalation</wsdl:Title>

             </wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Header variables in the request include the following sortable fields:

Also, the workflow user (wfuser) must be part of the header to signify which user’s pending approvals you are seeking. CA
Identity Manager disambiguates the provided userid into a userdn (also known as uniquename) from the directory. You
should not provide this user when searching regular requests as it is only for work item retrievals.

What follows is a sample response, in ascending order of TaskSessionId, with the first page returned containing three
results, as pagenumber =1 and pagesize=3:

<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/" xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl"

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ViewSubmittedTasksQueryResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>16fd772f-f53e12a3-0bd7d9cf-d0c8653</transactionId>

         </ImsStatus>

         <ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <WorkflowWorkList>

               <currentvalue index="0">

                  < ActivityInstanceId>479</ActivityInstanceId>

                  <InitiatorId>SuperAdmin</InitiatorId>

                  <LastUpdateTime>2018-02-14 04:50:53.0</LastUpdateTime>

                  <ParticipantId>Business Approval</ParticipantId>

                  <Participants>BA01</Participants>
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                  <ProcessInstanceId>401</ProcessInstanceId>

                  <Status>Available</Status>

                  <TaskSessionId>149a0195-68c97447-2ebcf9ba-288987</TaskSessionId>

                  <Title>Add user "modify user (event01)" to group "test group2"</Title>

                  <WorkflowEventId>94f6f66b-0a971b7d-343ca242-23aea65b</WorkflowEventId>

               </currentvalue>

            </WorkflowWorkList>

         </ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </ViewSubmittedTasksQueryResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

All the fields marked in bold are sortable for live data.

Compound sorting is limited to alphabetical ordering. Custom ordering is not supported.

You can use the WorkflowEventId to get specific details on the event, similar to the following request:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <wsdl:EventDetails>

               <wsdl:EventId>238010cd-0a971b7d-00fd5edd-3b1dc401</wsdl:EventId>

               <wsdl:EventDetailsPlugins>

                  <wsdl:OperationDetails>

                     <!--Optional:-->

                     <wsdl:RelatedTasks>

                        <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

                        <wsdl:currentvalue index="?">

                           <wsdl:Description>?</wsdl:Description>

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:LastUpdatedTime>?</wsdl:LastUpdatedTime>

                        </wsdl:currentvalue>

                     </wsdl:RelatedTasks>

                  </wsdl:OperationDetails>

                  <!--Optional:-->

                  <wsdl:TaskEventDetails>

                     <wsdl:AuditLevel>?</wsdl:AuditLevel>

                     <!--Optional:-->

                     <wsdl:EventDetails>

                        <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

                        <wsdl:currentvalue index="?">

                           <wsdl:AttributeName>?</wsdl:AttributeName>

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:OldValue>?</wsdl:OldValue>

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:NewValue>?</wsdl:NewValue>

                        </wsdl:currentvalue>
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                     </wsdl:EventDetails>

                  </wsdl:TaskEventDetails>

                  <!--Optional:-->

                  <wsdl:EventWorkflowJobView/>

                  <!--Optional:-->

                  <wsdl:EventRuntimeStatusDetails>

                     <!--Optional:-->

                     <wsdl:EventRuntimeStatusDetails>

                        <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

                        <wsdl:currentvalue index="?">

                           <!--You may enter the following 3 items in any order-->

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:description>?</wsdl:description>

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:originationTime>?</wsdl:originationTime>

                           <!--Optional:-->

                           <wsdl:sourceIdentifier>?</wsdl:sourceIdentifier>

                        </wsdl:currentvalue>

                     </wsdl:EventRuntimeStatusDetails>

                  </wsdl:EventRuntimeStatusDetails>

               </wsdl:EventDetailsPlugins>

            </wsdl:EventDetails>

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

This returns a detailed response. For example:

<tr class="wsui-table-row-odd">

  <th>Event Name</th>

  <td>AddToGroupEvent</td>

</tr>

<tr class="wsui-table-row-odd">

  <th>Event Description</th>

  <td>Add user &quot;Escalation Approver (EA01)&quot; to group &quot;Test Group&quot;</td></tr>

<tr class="wsui-table-row-odd"><th>Primary object</th><td>User EA01 (Escalation Approver) </td></tr>

<tr class="wsui-table-row-odd"><th>Secondary object</th><td>Group Test Group</td></tr>

<currentvalue index="0">

                           <description>Event AddToGroupEvent was mapped to workflow process

 SingleStepApproval and will undergo workflow. </description>

                           <originationTime>2017-12-04 17:32:27.0</originationTime>

                           <sourceIdentifier>WORKFLOW</sourceIdentifier>

                        </currentvalue>

Counting the Search Elements

You can use the CountOfTotalSearchElements and CountOfTotalSearchElementsOnly header variables.

The CountOfTotalSearchElements captures the total elements for this search request, with a return like the following
response.
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The CountOfTotalSearchElementsOnly to true only gets the count in the returned response, with no data.

If neither CountOfTotalSearchElements nor CountOfTotalSearchElements are set in the request, then the search returns
the paged results back without a CountOfTotalSearchElements data element.

This is a sample query that searches for the Title attribute as Test group:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <!--You may enter the following 11 items in any order-->

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

 <wsdl:Title>Test Group</wsdl:Title>

               <wsdl:WorkListItemCreationAfter>12/3/2017 16:41</wsdl:WorkListItemCreationAfter>

               <wsdl:WorkListItemCreationBefore>12/19/2017 00:00:00</wsdl:WorkListItemCreationBefore>

            </wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

What follows is a response sample:

<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/" xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl"

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ViewSubmittedTasksQueryResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>1461bf8d-421d44cd-ae8c655e-38536c1</transactionId>

         </ImsStatus>

         <ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <CountOfTotalSearchElements>4</CountOfTotalSearchElements>
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            <WorkflowWorkList>

               <currentvalue index="1">

                  < ParticipantId >Approval</ ParticipantId >

                  <ActivityInstanceId>155</ActivityInstanceId>

                  <LastUpdateTime>2017-12-04 15:24:46.0</LastUpdateTime>

                  <ProcessInstanceId>102</ProcessInstanceId>

                  <Status>Available</Status>

                  <TaskSessionId>285fab91-e1bf2e56-64109966-d88c19</TaskSessionId>

                  <Title>Add user "modify user (event01)" to group "Test Group"</Title>

                  <WorkflowEventId>233c7efb-0a971b7d-2d433d58-b69b85be</WorkflowEventId>

               </currentvalue>

               <currentvalue index="2">

                  < ParticipantId >Approval</ ParticipantId >

                  <ActivityInstanceId>159</ActivityInstanceId>

                  <LastUpdateTime>2017-12-04 16:24:41.0</LastUpdateTime>

                  <ProcessInstanceId>103</ProcessInstanceId>

                  <Status>Available</Status>

                  <TaskSessionId>26e22182-b667440d-48382aa1-623adc</TaskSessionId>

                  <Title>Add user "Default Approver (DA01)" to group "Test Group"</Title>

                  <WorkflowEventId>236681a3-0a971b7d-62ed9948-4089a9ca</WorkflowEventId>

               </currentvalue>

               <currentvalue index="3">

                  < ParticipantId >Approval</ ParticipantId >

                  <ActivityInstanceId>163</ActivityInstanceId>

                  <LastUpdateTime>2017-12-04 16:30:01.0</LastUpdateTime>

                  <ProcessInstanceId>104</ProcessInstanceId>

                  <Status>Available</Status>

                  <TaskSessionId>2ea0e5f8-2c55533c-3e683631-c3939</TaskSessionId>

                  <Title>Add user "Primary Approver (PA01)" to group "Test Group"</Title>

                  <WorkflowEventId>23776171-0a971b7d-18872e76-5bedf653</WorkflowEventId>

               </currentvalue>

            </WorkflowWorkList>

         </ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </ViewSubmittedTasksQueryResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Schema Attributes for Search in the WorkflowSearchCriteria on View Submitted Tasks

Participants and InitiatorId can be searched as any other schema attribute. The Participants field has Unit Separators
present in it (control characters: [\x00-\x1F\x7F]) which CA Identity Manager replaces with spaces: there will be spaces
between user names.

<wsdl:ParticipantIdEquals>some string</wsdl:ParticipantIdEquals>

<wsdl:ParticipantIdNotEquals>some string</wsdl:ParticipantIdNotEquals>

<wsdl:Participants>some string</wsdl:Participants>

<wsdl:InitiatorId>some string</wsdl:InitiatorId>

ParticipantIdEquals and ParticipantIdNotEquals are special attributes and must have exact node name, that is, participant
id information.

If ParticipantIdEquals is set in a request, then the response returned contains work list items for that particular node
only.
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If ParticipantIdNotEquals is set in a request, then the response returned will contain work list items for all other nodes
except that particular node.

If both ParticipantIdEquals and ParticipantIdNotEquals are used in a request, then only ParticipantIdEquals takes effect –
ParticipantIdNotEquals will be ignored – these schema attributes should be used in a mutually exclusive manner.

The following shows a sample request:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

               <wsdl:ParticipantIdEquals>Approval</wsdl:ParticipantIdEquals>

               <wsdl:Participants>super</wsdl:Participants>

               </wsdl:WorkflowSearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Searching Within Requests: Using SearchCriteria of ViewSubmittedTasksQuery

You can use the existing search criteria to search within a ViewSubmittedTasksQuery, much as you can within the
WorkflowSearchCriteria. You can sort using the following elements in the schema with value asc or desc, by adding them
as header variables:

• Submitted
• LastUpdated
• TaskName
• Description

Compound sorting is limited to alphabetical ordering; custom ordering is not supported.

You can also page using the pagesize and pagenumber parameters in the header fields.

What follows is a sample query:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

          <wsdl:SearchCriteria>              

              <wsdl:ShowArchiveDB>false</wsdl:ShowArchiveDB>

               <wsdl:Status>In Progress</wsdl:Status>

         </wsdl:SearchCriteria>       
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                     </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Specify Start and End Times Within a Request

The default Delegate Work item by default set the start date value from TEWS to whenever the request is made. In other
words, the start date is begins at the Delegation object creation time.

You can specify start and end times for the delegations.

You can specify the DelegateList_StartDate header variable.

If the variable DelegateList_StartDate is not specified, then CA Identity Manager reverts to the default behavior of using
date at Delegation object creation time.

If the DelegateList_StartDate is specified but value is left empty, then a null pointer will result in the response – this
ensures a value is filled if the variable is specified.

Include the above header variable DelegateList_EndDate with the date value to ensure that the end date is properly set
for the delegation.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:DelegateWorkitems>

         <wsdl:DelegateWorkitemsSearch>

            <!--Optional:-->

            <wsdl:Subject index="?">

               <wsdl:FriendlyName>EA01</wsdl:FriendlyName>

            </wsdl:Subject>

         </wsdl:DelegateWorkitemsSearch>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:DelegateWorkitemsDelegationTab>

            <!--Optional:-->

            <wsdl:DelegateList>

               <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

               <wsdl:add index="?">

                  <!--You have a CHOICE of the next 2 items at this level-->

                                        <wsdl:UniqueName>uid=PA01,ou=people,ou=NeteAuto,dc=security,dc=com</

wsdl:UniqueName>

 

                                        </wsdl:add>

            </wsdl:DelegateList>

         </wsdl:DelegateWorkitemsDelegationTab>

      </wsdl:DelegateWorkitems>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>
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Bulk Workflow Approvals via TEWS

To “Approve”, “Reject”, Reserve”, and “Release” multiple work items, a new task “Approve Work Items” has been
provided. You can only use one construct type per request – multiple Rejects or multiple approves in a single request.

The workitem_owner_id represents the owner of the work items. If not present, then the owner is assumed to be the
admin_id. The individual approval tasks for each work item are automatically determined by the CA Identity Manager
runtime engine unlike the current TEWS model where the administrator must figure out which approval task to use for the
particular event-based workflow process mapping.

Click this link to import this file via Management Console’s role and task settings, and then restart the environment.
Update your SOAP UI and construct the following request under the new “ApproveWorkItems” task.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <!--You may enter the following 11 items in any order-->

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

 

                    <wsdl:workitem_owner_id>superadmin</wsdl:workitem_owner_id>        

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ApproveWorkItems>

         <wsdl:ApproveWorkItemsBulkTab>

            <wsdl:WorkListItems>

 

                                        <wsdl:modify index="1">

                    <wsdl:Reserve>1 4 359:WPDS</wsdl:Reserve>

               </wsdl:modify>        

 

                                        <wsdl:modify index="2">

                    <wsdl:Reserve>1 4 355:WPDS</wsdl:Reserve>

               </wsdl:modify> 

            </wsdl:WorkListItems>

         </wsdl:ApproveWorkItemsBulkTab>

      </wsdl:ApproveWorkItems>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

The response will be similar to the following example:

<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/" xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl"

 xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ImsStatus version="6.0">

         <transactionId>82f994dd-629a71c9-73d6f8cc-98b4a</transactionId>

      </ImsStatus>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>
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The transactionid returned will represent the tasksession id of the parent task. This can be probed using the following
request from VST context:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

        <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <!--Optional:-->

            <wsdl:TaskDetails>

               <!--You may enter the following 5 items in any order-->

               <!--Optional:-->

               <wsdl:TaskId>94b6a2cd-84448163-8dab7c6c-3d4efb</wsdl:TaskId>

 

            </wsdl:TaskDetails>

 

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Approval By

The following request returns approvals made by the specified user. Paging is supported in the ViewSubmittedTasksQuery
using the pagesize and pagenumber parameters in the header fields.

Toggle the ShowArchiveDB to see transactions in runtime and archive tables.

What follows is a sample query using these parameters:

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

         <wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

            <wsdl:SearchCriteria>

               <wsdl:ApprovedBy>ba01</wsdl:ApprovedBy>

               <wsdl:ShowApprovalTasks>true</wsdl:ShowApprovalTasks>

               <wsdl:ShowArchiveDB>false</wsdl:ShowArchiveDB>

            </wsdl:SearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksSubmittedTasksTab>

      </wsdl:ViewSubmittedTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>
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Resubmit Tasks and Events With TEWS
You can use TEWS to resubmit multiple events and failed tasks. You can also query to find these events.

NOTE
The View Submitted Tasks task's wsdl output is verbose and all wsdl schema related to resubmission of tasks/
events can be seen via that task.

Identity Manager supports the following additional queries:

A Query to Search for Events

Use the following query to search for events.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ResubmitTasksQuery>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

            <wsdl:EventSearchCriteria>

               <wsdl:EventName>ExecuteSoap</wsdl:EventName>

               <wsdl:EventState>Failed</wsdl:EventState>

               <wsdl:MaxmiumReturnRows>5</wsdl:MaxmiumReturnRows>

            </wsdl:EventSearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

      </wsdl:ResubmitTasksQuery>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope> 

Query to Search for Multiple Tasks in a Failed State

Use the following query to search for multiple tasks that are in a failed state.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

          <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ResubmitTasksQuery>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

            <wsdl:SearchCriteria>

               <wsdl:Status>Failed</wsdl:Status>

               <wsdl:MaxmiumReturnRows>10</wsdl:MaxmiumReturnRows>

            </wsdl:SearchCriteria>

         </wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

      </wsdl:ResubmitTasksQuery>
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   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Resubmit Multiple Tasks

Use the following query to submit multiple tasks. This query resubmits all associated events for these tasks. The index
can begin with 0 or 1, but must be sequential.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

         <wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

            <wsdl:MultipleTasks>

               <wsdl:ResubmitTasks>true</wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

               <wsdl:TaskIds>

                  <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

                  <wsdl:currentvalue index="1">

                     <wsdl:TaskId>a1551200-191719d1-ee172cc0-d8e94b</wsdl:TaskId>

                  </wsdl:currentvalue>

                  <wsdl:currentvalue index="2">

                     <wsdl:TaskId>c31614bf-3fdf2d2c-90f09006-dfe76d</wsdl:TaskId>

                  </wsdl:currentvalue>

               </wsdl:TaskIds>

            </wsdl:MultipleTasks>

         </wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

      </wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Resubmit Multiple Events

Use the following query to resubmit multiple events. The index can begin with 0 or 1, but must be sequential.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

         <wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

            <wsdl:MultipleEvents>

               <wsdl:ResubmitEvents>true</wsdl:ResubmitEvents>

               <wsdl:EventIds>

                  <!--Zero or more repetitions:-->

                  <wsdl:currentvalue index="1">

                     <wsdl:EventId>a1551200-191719d1-ee172cc0-d8e94b</wsdl:EventId>

                  </wsdl:currentvalue>
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                  <wsdl:currentvalue index="2">

                     <wsdl:EventId>c31614bf-3fdf2d2c-90f09006-dfe76d</wsdl:EventId>

                  </wsdl:currentvalue>

               </wsdl:EventIds>

            </wsdl:MultipleEvents>

         </wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

      </wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Resubmit a Singleton Event

Use the following query to resubmit a singleton event.

<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:TaskContext>

         <wsdl:admin_id>superadmin</wsdl:admin_id>

         <wsdl:admin_password>test</wsdl:admin_password>

      </wsdl:TaskContext>

      <wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

         <!--Optional:-->

         <wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

            <wsdl:EventDetails>

               <wsdl:EventId>658aebcc-0a971b7d-74be5bc7-2fc3951d</wsdl:EventId>

               <wsdl:ResubmitEvent>true</wsdl:ResubmitEvent>

            </wsdl:EventDetails>

         </wsdl:ResubmitTasksTasksResubmissionTab>

      </wsdl:ResubmitTasks>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Forgotten Password Admin Tasks SOAP Calls via TEWS API
This article describes how to generate a temporary password and reset user password with Forgotten Password and
Forgotten Password Reset admin tasks SOAP calls in CA Identity Manager via TEWS API.

• Forgotten Password Admin Task SOAP Call via TEWS API
• Forgotten Password Reset Admin Task SOAP Call via TEWS API
• Error Handling

Forgotten Password Admin Task SOAP Call via TEWS API

The Forgotten Password admin task in CA Identity Manager automatically generates temporary password for the end
user once the security questions are answered.

The admin task is public and does not require any credentials; If SSO is used, ensure that the anonymous authentication
scheme is used.

The key for successful execution is to monitor the transaction_id field in the payload and use it across the task lifecycle.
The API prompts questions based on the number of questions configured in the Forgotten Password Search screen
configuration of CA Identity Manager. Once all the questions are correctly answered, the system returns transaction_id
and the user DN which must be used as the subject in the execution task.
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The following example execution uses the OOTB Forgotten Password Admin Task. The system is set to ask three
verification questions to the end user.

Figure 92: Forgotten Password Admin Task via TEWS

Phase 1: ForgottenPasswordSearch SOAP Call
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

   <soap:Body>

      <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

         <transaction_id>New</transaction_id>
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         # The value of the transaction_id attribute must be set to "New"

      </PublicTaskContext>

      <ForgottenPasswordSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

         <Subject index="0">

            <UniqueName>Nick@123</UniqueName>

            # UniqueName represents the user login ID   

         </Subject>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearch>

   </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 1: Return Payload for the First Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . . ">

   <soapenv:Body>

 <ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>95388873-59095bba-a8065180-7c6780b</transactionId>

            # Note the new transactionId value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>Who is your favorite actor, musician, or artist</ATTR_VALUE>

               # First verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 2: ForgottenPasswordSearch SOAP Call to Answer the First Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>95388873-59095bba-a8065180-7c6780b</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Tom Cruise</_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>
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     </ForgottenPasswordSearch>

  </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 2: Return Payload for the Second Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . . ">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284585</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>What street did you live on in third grade</ATTR_VALUE>

               # Second verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 3: ForgottenPasswordSearch Forgotten Password Admin Task SOAP Call via TEWS APICall to Answer the
Second Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284585</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Louisville</wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>

     </ForgottenPasswordSearch>

  </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 3: Return Payload for the Third Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . .">
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   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284599</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>What school did you attend</ATTR_VALUE>

               # Third verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 4: ForgottenPasswordSearch SOAP Call to Answer the Third Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284599</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Henry Munro Middle School</wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>

     </ForgottenPasswordSearch>

  </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 4: Return Payload with transaction_Id and User DN
<soapenv:Envelope . . .">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284990</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>
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            <OID>uid=Nick@123,ou=people,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com</OID>

            # The answer has the user DN, which means that the user entered correct answers and the task now

 has a subject to run on

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 5: ForgottenPasswordSearch SOAP Call to Receive User Temporary Password
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:wsdl="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:PublicTaskContext>

         <wsdl:transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284990</wsdl:transaction_id>

         # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

         </wsdl:PublicTaskContext>

      <wsdl:ForgottenPassword>

         <wsdl:ForgottenPasswordSearch>

            <wsdl:Subject index="0">

               <wsdl:UID>Nick@123</wsdl:UID>

               # Represents the user login ID  

            </wsdl:Subject>    

            </wsdl:ForgottenPasswordSearch>     

      </wsdl:ForgottenPassword>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 5: Return Payload with User Temporary Password
<soapenv:Envelope . . .">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ImsStatus version="6.0">

         <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0288888</transactionId>

         <InfoMessage>Temporary password is erwWYXj4XX9V1</InfoMessage>

         # The new temporary password that the user can use to log in and reset their password

      </ImsStatus>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Forgotten Password Reset Admin Task SOAP Call via TEWS API

The Forgotten Password Reset admin task in CA Identity Manager automatically generates temporary password for the
end user once the security questions are answered.

The admin task is public and does not require any credentials; If SSO is used, ensure that the anonymous authentication
scheme is used.

The key for successful execution is to monitor the transaction_id field in the payload and use it across the task lifecycle.
The API prompts questions based on the number of questions configured in the Forgotten Password Search screen
configuration of CA Identity Manager. Once all the questions are correctly answered, the system returns transaction_id
and the user DN which must be used as the subject in the execution task.

The following example execution uses the OOTB Forgotten Password Reset Admin Task. The system is set to ask three
verification questions to the end user.
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Figure 93: Forgotten Password Reset Admin Task via TEWS

Phase 1: ForgottenPasswordResetSearch SOAP Call
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

   <soap:Body>

      <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

         <transaction_id>New</transaction_id>

         # The value of the transaction_id attribute must be set to "New"

      </PublicTaskContext>
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      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

         <Subject index="0">

            <UniqueName>Nick@123</UniqueName>

            # UniqueName represents the user login ID   

         </Subject>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>

   </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 1: Return Payload for the First Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . . ">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>95388873-59095bba-a8065180-7c6780b</transactionId>

            # Note the new transactionId value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>Who is your favorite actor, musician, or artist</ATTR_VALUE>

               # First verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 2: ForgottenPasswordResetSearch SOAP Call to Answer the First Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>95388873-59095bba-a8065180-7c6780b</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordResetSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Tom Cruise<_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>

     </ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>

  </soap:Body>
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</soap:Envelope>

Phase 2: Return Payload for the Second Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . . ">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284585</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>What street did you live on in third grade</ATTR_VALUE>

               # Second verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 3: ForgottenPasswordResetSearch SOAP Call to Answer the Second Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284585</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordResetSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Louisville</wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>

     </ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>

  </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 3: Return Payload for the Third Question
<soapenv:Envelope . . .">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">
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            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284599</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Password Hint</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyQuestion|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE>What school did you attend</ATTR_VALUE>

               # Third verification question

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>ReadOnly</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyQuestion_BAR_>

            <_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

               <DISPLAY_NAME>Answer</DISPLAY_NAME>

               <ATTR_NAME>|VerifyAnswer|</ATTR_NAME>

               <ATTR_VALUE/>

               <ATTR_PERMISSION>WriteMandatory</ATTR_PERMISSION>

            </_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 4: ForgottenPasswordResetSearch SOAP Call to Answer the Third Question
<soap:Envelope xmlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/">

  <soap:Body>

     <PublicTaskContext xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284599</transaction_id>

        # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

     </PublicTaskContext>

     <ForgottenPasswordResetSearch xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl">

        <Subject index="0">

           <UID>Nick@123</UID>

           # Represents the user login ID   

           <wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>Henry Munro Middle School</wsdl:_BAR_VerifyAnswer_BAR_>

           # Answer to the question

        </Subject>

     </ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>

  </soap:Body>

</soap:Envelope>

Phase 4: Return Payload with transaction_Id and User DN
<soapenv:Envelope . . .">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284990</transactionId>

            # Note the new transaction_Id value

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <OID>uid=Nick@123,ou=people,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com</OID>

            # The answer has the user DN, which means that the user entered correct answers and the task now

 has a subject to run on
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         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 5: ForgottenPasswordSearch SOAP Call to Reset User Password
<soapenv:Envelope xmlns:soapenv="http://tews6/wsdl">

   <soapenv:Header/>

   <soapenv:Body>

      <wsdl:PublicTaskContext>

         <wsdl:transaction_id>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284990</wsdl:transaction_id>

         # This is the transaction_Id from the previous return payload

         </wsdl:PublicTaskContext>

      <wsdl:ForgottenPasswordReset>

         <wsdl:ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>

            <wsdl:Subject index="0">

               <wsdl:UID>Nick@123</wsdl:UID>

               # Represents the user login ID  

            </wsdl:Subject>    

         </wsdl:ForgottenPasswordResetSearch>         

         <wsdl:ForgottenPasswordResetProfileTab>

           <wsdl:_PCT_PASSWORD_PCT_>Demo123!</wsdl:_PCT_PASSWORD_PCT_>

           <wsdl:_BAR_passwordConfirm_BAR_>Demo123!</wsdl:_BAR_passwordConfirm_BAR_>

           # Set new password for the user

         </wsdl:ForgottenPasswordResetProfileTab>    

      </wsdl:ForgottenPasswordReset>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Phase 5: Return Payload for Successful Reset of User Password
<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/" 

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl"

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>46a1d895-7a6f6936-de65fe94-0284990</transactionId>

         </ImsStatus>

         <ResultItem>

            <OID>uid=Nick@123,ou=people,ou=im,ou=ca,o=com</OID>

         </ResultItem>

      </ForgottenPasswordResetSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Error Handling

Given are the possible errors while making Forgotten Password and Forgotten Password Reset admin tasks SOAP
calls via TEWS API.
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Error – User entered the wrong answer
<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/"

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:tews="http://tews6/wsdl"

xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <soapenv:Fault>

         <faultcode>soapenv:Server</faultcode>

         <faultstring>Unknown processing error.</faultstring>

         <detail>

            <tews:ImsException version="6.0">

               <tews:exception>

                  <tews:name>com.netegrity.ims.exception.IMSException</tews:name>

                  <tews:code>700</tews:code>

                  <tews:description>The User information entered does not match an existing user.</

tews:description>                  

                  <tews:transaction>c127c4de-2401558b-b8503558-4fa63e</tews:transaction>

                  <tews:msgKey>2033</tews:msgKey>

               </tews:exception>

            </tews:ImsException>

         </detail>

      </soapenv:Fault>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Error – User entered the wrong answer multiple times (no action)
<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/

http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/" xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns="http://tews6/wsdl" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://

schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

         <ImsStatus version="6.0">

            <transactionId>c127c4de-2401558b-b8503558-4fa63e</transactionId>

         </ImsStatus>

      </ForgottenPasswordSearchResult>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

Error – Users entered the wrong answer multiple times (With action)
<soapenv:Envelope xsi:schemaLocation="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/ http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/

soap/envelope/"

xmlns:soapenv="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/envelope/"

xmlns:tews="http://tews6/wsdl" xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" xmlns:SOAP-ENC="http://

schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding/"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

   <soapenv:Body>

      <soapenv:Fault>

         <faultcode>soapenv:Server</faultcode>

         <faultstring>Unknown processing error.</faultstring>
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         <detail>

            <tews:ImsException version="6.0">

               <tews:exception>

                  <tews:name>com.netegrity.ims.exception.IMSException</tews:name>

                  <tews:code>700</tews:code>

                  <tews:description>The verification information provided does not match and retry limit

 reached.

                   Unable to execute task.  Failed attempt limit has been reached.</tews:description>

                  <tews:transaction>c127c4de-2401558b-b8503558-4fa63e</tews:transaction>

                  <tews:msgKey>3076</tews:msgKey>                                    </tews:exception>

            </tews:ImsException>

         </detail>

      </soapenv:Fault>

   </soapenv:Body>

</soapenv:Envelope>

NOTE
The value of the tews:msgKey element must match a resource string value found in the
IMSException.properties file. This change may require TEWS clients to regenerate the TEWS WSDL and
update their client code to properly handle the updated soapenv:Fault response.

TEWS Sample Client Code
This section describes sample client code.

Web Service Development Workstation
Your  web service development workstation must include installations of the following third-party software:

• Apache Ant 1.5 (or later)
• Apache Axis 1.3 (or later)
• Apache Axis 2.1.5 (or later)
• Eclipse WTP (or other IDE)
• Sun J2SDK/J2RE 1.4.2_7

On the development system, create a Java project directory that contains the web service sample files installed with .

The development system does not need to be the same system where  is installed.

NOTE
Because Eclipse requires significant memory to work, we recommend a PC workstation with at least 1 GB RAM.

Third-Party Software

A web service development environment must include installations of the following third-party software:

• Apache Ant 1.5 (or later)
Apache Ant is a Java-based utility for automating the building of Java projects. It is similar to make, however Ant uses
XML to describe the build process whereas make has its own Makefile format. By default, the Ant XML file is named
build.xml.

• Apache Axis 1.3 (or later)
• Apache Axis 2.1.5 (or later)
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Apache Axis is an implementation of the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) server. It includes various utilities and
APIs for generating and deploying web service applications. Using Apache Axis, developers can create distributed web
service applications.

• Eclipse WTP
Eclipse is a widely used Java IDE (Integrated Development Environment). Instead of using the standard Eclipse Java
IDE package, we suggest that you download the Eclipse web Tools Platform (WTP) package, which extends the
standard Eclipse Java IDE with tools for Web and Java EE applications, including web services.
Note: Eclipse WTP is recommended but not required.

• Sun J2SDK/J2RE 1.4.2_7
The Sun Java 2 Software Development Kit (SDK) and Run-time Engine (RTE) are required for  Java development. As
of this writing, the CA supported version is Sun J2SDK/J2RE 1.4.2_7, which you can download from the Sun archive.

Web Service Samples
ships with a number of samples for common use cases. The samples are located in the following installation directory:

admin_tools\samples\WebService

Note the following:

• The Axis subdirectory contains Java client samples that use proxies generated by Apache Axis.
Note: If you are using Axis 2 samples, select the Generate WSDL in WS-I form option in Advanced Settings, Web
Services, Web Services Properties Screen.

• The .NET subdirectory contains C# client samples that demonstrate how to invoke  tasks using web services.
• The XML subdirectory contains samples of task requests and responses formatted as SOAP documents.

Readme.txt files that contain prerequisites and instructions for using the samples are also included.

Java Samples for Axis
The Java samples for Axis demonstrate how to invoke  tasks using remote web service calls. The Java samples use the
open source Axis Java framework and Axis WSDL2Java utility to generate Java proxies from the  WSDL file.

The following samples are a set of Java classes for performing basic administrative tasks:

• Creating a user
• Changing a password
• Modifying user data

A directory of optional sample classes that require additional configuration of the NeteAuto environment is also included.
For example, the following samples require workflow and a provisioning directory:

• Approving a work item
• Creating a provisioning role
• Modifying a provisioning role

Java Sample Classes

The following list provides brief descriptions of a subset of the Java sample classes:

• CreateUser
Logs in as SuperAdmin and creates a  user named New Supplier with a minimal set of user attribute values.

• ChangeMyPassword
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Logs in as New Supplier and changes the original default password.
• ModifyMyProfile

Logs in as New Supplier and changes address-related attribute values.
• ModifyUser

Logs in as SuperAdmin and changes employee-related attribute values.
• UserSearch

Logs in as SuperAdmin and searches for all users by matching the asterisk (*) wildcard character.
• ViewMyRoles

Logs in as New Supplier and returns roles for that user.
• ViewOrg

Logs in as SuperAdmin and views the organization named USA.
• ViewUser

Logs in as SuperAdmin and views all users with first names matching the string “New”.
• ForgottenPassword

Logs in as the user identified by the %USER_ID% well-known attribute to request a new temporary password.
• DeleteUser

Logs in as SuperAdmin and deletes the user named New Supplier.

Note: Java stubs generated from wsdl2java or wsimport commands depend on the task that enables the WebService.
Multiple stubs are generated for a task based on its tab configuration. 

Build Script for Axis
The Axis samples directory includes the following Apache Ant build script that generates Java proxies from WSDL,
compiles the Java samples, and then runs the compiled samples:

admin_tools\samples\WebService\Axis\build.xml

The following file provides instructions about how to configure and run the script:

admin_tools\samples\WebService\Axis\Readme.txt

Running the Java Classes
The process for building and running the Java samples for Axis is as follows:

1. Verify that your system meets the development requirements.
2. In the Management Console, enable web services and WSDL Generation.
3. In the User Console, verify that the tasks you want to invoke are enabled for web services.
4. Edit the build.xml script to reflect your development environment.
5. Run build.xml to build the WSDL proxies and compile the Java samples.
6. Run build.xml again to execute the sample classes.

NOTE
See the following file for more detailed instructions:

admin_tools\samples\WebService\Axis\Readme.txt
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TEWS Error Codes
reports web service-specific exception information in the < ImsException> element of the SOAP response. The
< ImsException> information is presented in the < Detail> element of a SOAP fault.

The following table lists the  exception codes and their meanings:

Code Fault Code Description
200 Receiver Web service is not available.

If the Web service is not enabled for the
environment, the request fails without any
further processing.

300 Sender Error parsing the request.
400 Sender Authorization failure. This error occurs in

either of these cases:
No task session exists.
The < admin_id> element of the request
is empty, and  cannot retrieve the
administrator’s ID from the task session.

500 Sender Task session error.
Each task session error is reported
individually.

700 Receiver General error that does not apply to one of
the above categories.

NOTE
There is no  detail information associated with the SOAP fault code MustUnderstand. This error occurs when
one or more mandatory SOAP header blocks are not understood. NotUnderstood header blocks are generated
for headers that cause this fault.

Task Session Error Codes
The following table lists the task failure error codes returned by .

Error Code Name Comments
502 Task not found Unable to create a task session and

execute the task because the specified task
name was not found in the  environment.

503 IME not found Unable to find a  environment with the
specified name.

504 Operand not found The managed object specified as a
parameter of the task to be executed is not
found. For example, when executing the
Modify User task, the specified user is not
found in the user store.

505 Task parameter not found The name of the task parameter is incorrect
for the specified task.
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507 Bad task parameter data Three conditions can cause this error
message: one of the values specified in a
task parameter is invalid; the administrator
has no privilege on this object; the
operation processing the parameter may
have failed.

510 Unknown error Unknown error
511 Admin not found The specified administrator was not found.

How To Customize Identity Manager Authentication
When not using ,  provides its own user authentication. You can customize this authentication scheme by adhering to the
following process:

1. Modify the JSP-based login page credential form to suit your authentication requirements.
2. Write a module in Java that extends the AuthenticationModule interface so that it implements your changes to the login

page.
3. Configure the Java class name and the login page name through the Management Console.

Modify the Login Credential Form
Learn how to modify the Identity Manager User Console login credential form to suit your authentication requirements.

By default, the Identity Manager authentication scheme accepts username and password at login, as provided in a
credential form in the login.jsp file. These parameters are tested against credentials in the directory that is configured for
the protected environment.

You can modify login.jsp to suit your authentication requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to <AppServer_Deployment_Directory>/iam_im.ear/user_console.war.
2. Open the login.jsp file for editing.
3. The snippet of the login.jsp file to modify the login credential form fields (username and password) are as follows:

{

xtype: 'label',

forId: 'username',

text: '<%= HtmlUtil.escapeQuotes(localizer.getLocalizedString("login.username")) %>',

ccls: 'ca-login-text'

},

{

xtype: 'label',

forId: 'password',

text: '<%= HtmlUtil.escapeQuotes(localizer.getLocalizedString("login.password")) %>', 

cls: 'ca-login-text'

},

Let us consider that you want to substitute Username with an Email ID in the login form. You can opt for any one of
the following ways to do it:
– Method 1: In the <AppServer_Deployment_Directory>\iam_im.ear\custom\resourceBundles

\IMSResources.properties file, change the value of login.username to Email ID.
login.username=Email Id
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If you are opting for this method, then it does not require you to change anything in the login.jsp file.
– Method 2: In the login.jsp file, change the value of the text in the snippet as shared earlier to Email ID.

{

xtype: 'label',

forId: 'username',

text: 'Email Id',

ccls: 'ca-login-text'

},

4. Restart the application server.

The login page is now ready for your environment.

NOTE

• Remember that the default login.jsp is overwritten when you apply an upgrade.
• For languages other than English, ensure that you follow the localization process to localize the modified

login credential fields.

Implement the AuthenticationModule Interface
Write a custom authentication module that extends com.netegrity.webapp.authentication.AuthenticationModule, as
follows:

package com.netegrity.webapp.authentication;

 

/**

 * Implement this interface to write a pluggable authentication module for use with the Framework Native auth.

 * The implemented class typically goes hand in hand with a login.jsp/

html page that collects some information. 

 * This information is passed along to the AuthenticationModule for processing. Typical information captured can include

 * userid and password. 

**/

public abstract class AuthenticationModule 

{

    /** 

     * The httpSession attribute name where the exception from the authenticate method will be available.   

     */ 

    public static final String FWAUTH_EXCEPTION = "IAMFW_LOGIN_EXCEPTION";  

    public static Vector MANDATORY_USER_ATTRIBS = null; 

    public static Log _log = null;  

        

    static  

    {   

        _log = LogFactory.createLog("im.AuthenticationModule"); 

            

        MANDATORY_USER_ATTRIBS = new Vector();  

        //mandatory attribs for a user object   

        MANDATORY_USER_ATTRIBS.add(User.PROPERTY_ENABLED_STATE);    

        MANDATORY_USER_ATTRIBS.add(User.PROPERTY_FRIENDLY_NAME);    

    }   

 

    public AuthenticationModule()   
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    {   

    }   

        

    /** 

     * This method will be called first by the FrameworkLoginFilter. With the given set of information  

     * in the login.jsp/

html, the AuthenticationModule should be able to find a User in the given ImsDirectory. 

     *  

     * @param request - The request object  

     * @param response - The response object    

     * @param env - The environment being accessed. 

     * @return The user as found in the provided ImsDirectory.  

     * @throws Exception - This exception will be put in the httpSession    

        * as an attribute by the name FWAUTH_EXCEPTION 

     */ 

    public abstract User disambiguateUser(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response, ImsEnvironment env) throws Exception;   

        

    /** 

     * @param request - The request object  

     * @param response - The response object    

     * @param env - The environment being accessed. 

     * @return The user as found in the provided ImsDirectory.  

     * @throws Exception - This exception will be put in the httpSession    

        * as an attribute by the name FWAUTH_EXCEPTION 

     */ 

    public abstract boolean authenticate(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response, ImsEnvironment env, User user) throws FwAuthenticationException; 

}

NOTE
The default authentication module is listed here for reference. You can write your own authentication module
using the default as a model. In general, you must be able to find and return a valid user in the directory of the 
environment being protected using the form and header variables.

NOTE
A sample authentication module, which you can also use as a model, is available in the following location:

NOTE
admin_tools/samples/AuthenticationModule

package com.netegrity.webapp.authentication;

 

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletRequest;

import javax.servlet.http.HttpServletResponse;

 

import com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.exception.FwAuthenticationException;

import com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.exception.NoSuchObjectException;

import com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.managedobject.User;

 

import com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.ImsDirectory;

import com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.ImsEnvironment;

import com.netegrity.sdk.apiutil.SmApiException;

 

/**

 * The default Framework Authentication module. This works in conjunction 
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 * to the default login.jsp page. The Attribute to be used for looking up

 * the user is %USER_ID%.

 *

 */

public class DefaultAuthenticationModule extends AuthenticationModule {

    public static final String FORM_VAR_USERNAME="username";    

    public static final String FORM_VAR_PASSWORD="password";    

        

    public User disambiguateUser(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response, ImsEnvironment env) throws Exception 

    {   

        String username = request.getParameter(FORM_VAR_USERNAME);  

            

        User user = null;   

        try 

        {   

            ImsDirectory dir = env.getImsDirectory();   

            user = dir.getUserProvider().disambiguateUser(username, MANDATORY_USER_ATTRIBS.elements()); 

        }   

        catch (NoSuchObjectException nsoe)  

        {   

            throw new FwAuthenticationException("Username and password do not match."); 

        }   

        return user;    

    }   

    public boolean authenticate(HttpServletRequest request, HttpServletResponse response, ImsEnvironment env, User user) throws FwAuthenticationException   

    {   

        String password=request.getParameter(FORM_VAR_PASSWORD);    

        //verify the user against the directory.    

            

        boolean authenticated= false;   

        try 

        {   

            authenticated = user.authenticate(password);    

        }   

        catch (SmApiException e)    

        {   

            _log.logDebug("Exception while authenticating: "+e.getMessage());   

            _log.logDebug(e);   

            throw new FwAuthenticationException(e.getMessage());    

        }   

        if (!authenticated) 

        {   

            throw new FwAuthenticationException("Username and password do not match."); 

        }   

        return authenticated;   

    }   

}

Save your compiled class to the iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\classes folder structure, and include the
directory structure that matches your class package name. 

If the output is a jar file, save the jar file to iam_im.ear\user_console.war\WEB-INF\lib.
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Configure the Java Class and Login Page
The login form file and the authentication module are specified for an environment using the Management Console.

To configure the authentication provider class and the login page

1. In the Management Console navigate to the Advanced Settings, User Console pane for the particular environment.
2. Enter the fully qualified Class name of the compiled Java module in the Framework Native Login Properties group box.
3. Enter the name of the login page in the same group box.
4. Click Save.

The custom authentication scheme is configured.

Deploy Custom Code
You can deploy custom code to use with Identity Manager to implement your business logic. Use the following
recommended procedures to deploy your custom code and jars by placing them in the following locations:

• If the class is packaged as a jar file, then you need to place your jar file in the following directory: user_console.war
\web-inf\lib

• If the class file is not packaged as a jar file, place your class under its respective package folder structure in the
following directory: user_console.war\web-inf\classes
In this example, it will be in the following location (Note: The classes folder will be created by executing the patch):
user_console.war\web-inf\classes\com\ca\px\<class name>

• If your Identity Manager server is clustered, then the class file should be deployed in any node of your cluster.
• If your custom code references a custom jar, then you need to place the custom classes in the classes directory, and

the jars it references in the following location: user_console.war\web-inf\lib

NOTE

The custom folder, located in iam_im.ear, pertains only to code related to Business logic task handlers (BLTHs)
and EventListeners. There is no change to other custom code deployments that involve Business logic task
handlers (BLTHs) and EventListeners.

For Virtual Appliance deployments, refer to the section Deploy Identity Manager Custom Classes in the
Administering Virtual Appliance documentation.

Connector Programming Reference
This section contains the following subsections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Introduction
For information on how CA IAM CS works and how to set it up, see the Connector documentation.

Knowledge Requirements
This guide is intended for developers who have the following technical background:

• Experience with the Java programming language and development environments
• Familiarity with the Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI) API
• Familiarity with the Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) API
• Familiarity with XML and the Spring XML Open Source library that can convert XML documents into corresponding

POJO (Plain Old Java Object) representations
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System Requirements
The SDK for CA IAM CS has the following software requirements:

• Any operating system supported by the Connector Server, listed in the Platform Support Matrix.
• r12.6
• Java SDK 6.0 Update 23 or later
• Apache Ant 1.8.2

NOTE
A suitable version of Ant is supplied in the following location:

cs-sdk-home/thirdparty/

Ensure that you install the SDK on a computer that does not have CA IAM CS or  installed.

File Locations
The default Windows and UNIX directories are listed in the following table. Your actual installation directories depend on
your operating system and selections during the installation process.

Default DirectoryPath Notation
Windows UNIX

im-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager /opt/CA/IdentityManager
imps-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning

Server
/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer

cs-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Server

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServer

cs-sdk-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Server SDK

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServerSDK

conxp-home C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Connector
Xpress

/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorXpress

CA IAM Connector Server Services
The CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS) Framework provides the following high-level services:

• Name Mapping -- CA IAM CS handles mapping between LDAP objectclass and attribute names with the matching
names expected by the endpoint system (as specified by XML metadata).

• Validations -- Through the CA IAM CS components called Validators that validate LDAP data before it is passed to, or
optionally received from, connectors

• Conversion -- The CA IAM CScomponents called Converters that reformat LDAP data before it is passed to or
received from connectors.

• Resiliency -- The CA IAM CS provides connection resiliency by attempting to reconnect to an endpoint system in the
event of transient failures and connections, or both, becoming stale.

The CA IAM CS Framework assists in the following developer tasks:

• Associations -- CA IAM CS uses information in metadata about associations between objects, such as which
accounts belong to which groups. Assistance from the framework takes the form of base classes which can be
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extended, and an optional Java proxy which can automatically handle implementation of reverse associations (for
example, calculating account.memberOf from group.member) in many cases.

• Activation and Deactivation -- CA IAM CS automatically handles registration and activation and deactivation of
connectors when connection-sensitive values are modified.

• Connection Management -- CA IAM CS has framework classes which assist in the configuration of implementation of
pooling of connections to endpoint systems.

• Exception Mapping -- CA IAM CS uses a Java proxy to support exception mapping from an endpoint system to a
standard JNDI exception hierarchy, including LDAP error codes.

• Coding Java proxy wrappers -- The CA IAM CS framework includes base classes and utility methods to assist in
coding and interposing Java Proxy objects wrapping any of the processing styles supported by a connector.

SDK Overview
The CA IAM CS SDK installer includes sample code that covers the following areas of development:

• Writing custom connectors
• Handling connection management to endpoint systems
• Handling associations between objects
• Writing new converter and validator plug-ins, and arranging to trigger core plug-ins using metadata
• Implementing or enhancing connector logic using JavaScript

Install the SDK for CA IAM CS
To install the SDK for CA IAM CS, run the main installer for , and install Administrative Tools.

The Administrative Tools package includes the following components:

• SDK for CA IAM CS
• Sample connectors
• Connector Xpress
• Workflow Designer
• (Windows only) Provisioning Manager

Sample Connectors
Some sample connectors are included in this SDK. Each connector has fully functioning build support and JMeter
components tests validating their correct behavior.

NOTE
For more information about the SDK contents or building, see index.html under cs-sdk-home or the readme file.

Connector Concepts
This section describes the important concepts about connectors that you should understand.

Connector Configuration
The Spring Framework converts the connector.xml file, the major descriptor for the connector, into an initialized JavaBean
instance of the com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle class. JavaBean settings contain all the information needed by the CA IAM CS
framework about a connector implementation.
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In addition, connectors are encouraged to provide an override file installed into cs-home/jcs/conf/override/<connector-
name>/SAMPLE.connector.xml that contains the potentially more dynamic subset of the JavaBean properties that you
want to configure. For example, connection pool sizes.

The CA IAM CS framework ignores these files unless they are renamed (or copied) so that the SAMPLE. prefix is
removed. Future upgrades through the installer will not overwrite any custom modifications made by the user.

NOTE
The Spring framework does not merge settings from an active override file and the connector.xml file included
in the connector for any JavaBean property. Settings in the connector.xml file are ignored for any JavaBeans
mentioned in the override file.

NOTE
For more information, see com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle, the SDK sample connectors, and http://
www.springframework.org for usage examples.

Connection Management
Every CA IAM CS connector uses the getConnectionManager() method to provide an instance of the
com.ca.jcs.ConnectionManager class to its constituent processors and the CA IAM CS framework.

We encourage connector developers to use these abstractions to interface with a connection pool to achieve the following
benefits:

• Improve throughput by keeping heavy-weight connections to the endpoint available, rather than having to establish and
close a connection every time one is needed.

• Helps ensure that the pool enforces a limit on the number of connections to the endpoint, limiting both memory usage
inside CA IAM CS and the amount of work each connector can queue up with the endpoint.

The CA IAM CS framework automatically deactivates and activates a connector when the value of any of attribute
stored at the connector level of the DIT which has the isConnection Boolean metadata property set to true, changes.
For example, when the credentials, host or port used to connect to the endpoint are modified, CA IAM CS deactivates,
and reactivates the connector. CA IAM CS closes the current connection manager and then reopens a new connection
configured with the new settings.

Some connectors use multiple forms of connectivity to the endpoint. In this case, code the built-in connection manager
as the primary form of connectivity and deal with the other forms in custom code. For example, with custom accessors
such as getConnectionManagerOtherAPI(). However, all connection managers can use the connection manager support
classes allowing for minimal coding and customizing through the connector.xml file.

Typically, connection managers are set up and torn down in the activate() and deactivate() methods for your connector,
which are defined in the com.ca.jcs. Activatable interface (also implemented by all styles of processors). As a general
guide it is a good idea to setup anything of interest to multiple styles of processors in the connector's activate() method, to
avoid concerns about the exact order of activation.

Disable Connection Attributes Rollback
Typically, when an active or live connector has its connection attributes modified, you can perform a rollback of the
connection attributes if the new connection attributes (such as a new password) do not lead to a successful connection. If
necessary, you can disable the rollback.

To disable the rollback

1. Do one of the following:
– Set either of the Connector instance attributes CONN_ROLLBACK_CONNECTION_ATTRS or !

rollbackConnectionAttrs! to false.
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NOTE
You can set the virtual attribute rollbackConnectionAttrs! when acquiring your connector. You can map it to
any attribute as long as it has a connectorMapTo=!rollbackConnectionAttrs!

– Set the rollbackConnectionAttrs property in Connector.xml to false.
– Note: If the connector instance attribute is set, it takes precedence over the rollbackConnectionAttrs property.

Example: Setting rollbackConnectionAttrs to false

This example shows you how to set the rollbackConnectionAttrs property to false. For example, the AS400 connector sets
the property to false because by default three attempts to connect with the wrong password causes the user acquiring the
connection to be locked out:

<property name="rollbackConnectionAttrs">

   <value>false</value>

</property>

Plug-In Classes
Validators and converters are collectively referred to as plug-in classes because they can be written in isolation and then
plugged into CA IAM CS using the connector.xml file (for single connector visibility), or the top-level server_jcs.xml file (for
server-wide visibility).

The Spring Framework processes the contents of these files, and establishes the links between an attribute and the plug-
ins triggered, based on its type as defined in metadata (for example, intValue) and its metadata property settings (for
example, maxLength=30).

NOTE
For more information, see http://www.springframework.org

Validators are triggered before converters. Converters therefore know that their input is valid, and can focus on changing
the form or syntax of attribute values as required.

NOTE
For more information, see Converter and Validator Plug-Ins Registration.

Validators

A validator is a Java class that verifies the validity of either individual values, attributes, or an entire object class. CA
IAM CS uses validators to help ensure that data values meet specific requirements before being passed to or from the
endpoint system for processing. Validators also support localized error messages (using Sun internationalization support
built into the JDK), which converters do not.

For example, if the legitimate values for a field are X, Y, and Z, then a validator checks modification requests to verify
that values are always in the accepted set. The built-in com.ca.jcs.validator.meta.EnumValueValidator already does this
verification where the permitted values are specified in an enum definition the data model metadata.

Where possible, using plug-in validators or converters increases opportunities for code reuse across connectors.

You can find several bundled validators to handle common scenarios in the packages com.ca.jcs.validator.attr and
com.ca.jcs.validator.meta. These packages contain plug-ins with global scope and are therefore registered using the file
conf/server_jcs.xml.

The SDK connector registers an example com.ca.jcs.sdk.validator.NoCommaAttributeValidator, including support for
localizing its messages using the messageResourceBundle field in conf/connector.xml. This enables file access for the
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connector's files validator.properties (English) and validator_fr.properties (French), depending on the locale of your Java
Virtual Machine.

NOTE
When testing, you can temporarily change jcs.bat and jcs.sh and try different locales using command lines like
the following to run CA IAM CS:

java -Duser.language=fr ...

NOTE
For more information about Locale objects, see Understanding Locale in the Java Platform at http://
java.sun.com/.

Typically, you run validators only on information received from the client. However, if you also want to enable validation
on LDAP query responses, you can set the validateFromConnector attribute on your ConnectorConfig JavaBean in the
connector.xml file.

NOTE
The package com.ca.jcs.validator contains validators that handle several common scenarios such as checking
that attribute values conform to a maximum length or fall within a prescribed set of enum alternatives.

Converters

A converter is a Java class that converts data to and from specific formats. The CA IAM CS infrastructure uses converters
to convert data between the format of the CA IAM CS LDAP type model and your endpoint's type model.

Converters are responsible for adjusting attribute values to and from the format and types expected by the endpoint
system to which the connector communicates. For example, CA IAM CS represents a Date type in the XML format
2006-12-25 whereas a given endpoint can use a US date style, for example, 12/25/06.

Configuring a converter allows a connector implementation to be concerned with the endpoint format, while an LDAP
client has the format transparently transformed into its native format. Although format and type conversions can be
performed in a connector implementation, a converter lets you separate this formatting code from the connector
implementation and reuse it in other connectors.

Fields that require converters usually need matching validators. Validators are evaluated before converters, and support
detailed localized error messages, which converters do not. Converters can assume that they receive valid input data.

Converters must be able to map both from the values for LDAP attributes to their equivalent connector values
(convertToConnector()), and the reverse direction (convertFromConnector()).

Several provided converters to handle common scenarios can be found in the packages com.ca.jcs.converter.attr and
com.ca.jcs.converter.meta. These packages have global scope and therefore are registered in the file conf/server_jcs.xml.

As well as running on attribute values, the converters are applied to RDN components of a DN. For example,
ForceCaseConverter is used to force appropriate components of a DN into upper case (for ORA connector) due to
inconsistency in the native system.

NOTE
See Converter and Validator Plug-Ins Registration for instructions about how to register converter plug-ins.

Exceptions in Connectors
Translate local exceptions from your endpoint system Java API into exceptions provided by the LDAP protocol with the
closest possible ResultCodeEnum values.

Finding a perfect match between errors encountered in implementing a custom connector and appropriate classes
extending LdapException and ResultCodeEnum values is not always possible. However, it is worth giving it, and the
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messages chosen for exceptions, careful thought. Keep in mind that these choices directly affect the content of the
Provisioning Server’s log messages, and are therefore important when troubleshooting.

When raising exceptions in your connector code (possibly by translating native endpoint exceptions), use your connectors
ldapExceptionPrefix as the start of all exception messages. Using this prefix distinguishes them from exceptions
originating from the ApacheDS/CA IAM CS framework levels of the software stack.

NOTE
For more information, see the SDK sample connector for examples.

LDAP Exception Considerations

Consider the following LDAP exceptions when writing a custom connector. Most exceptions are from
the org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception package of ApacheDS, but a few exceptions are defined
in the CA IAM CS code. All the exceptions extend javax.naming.NamingException, but implement
org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapException so a detailed LDAP code can be passed through.

Exceptions are serialized as part of the Service Oriented Architecture. Any exception that is not derived from
org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapException or javax.naming.NamingException will be converted to a
NamingException before leaving CA IAM CS.

NOTE
For more information on exceptions, see the Javadoc  bookshelf for either the ApacheDS (included in the SDK
installer) or CA IAM CS .

NOTE
For more information on other implementing classes that are not listed,
see org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.message.ResultCodeEnum and
org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapException,

• LdapNameAlreadyBoundException
Thrown when an object with the same name as the one you are trying to create on the endpoint system exists.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.ENTRY_ALREADY_EXISTS.

• LdapNameNotFoundException
Thrown when a DN is received which references an object found not to exist on the endpoint system.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.NOSUCHOBJECT.

• LdapServiceUnavailableException
Takes one of the return codes defined in ResultCodeEnum.SERVICEUNAVAILABLE_CODES. Call this exception
when you are having communication exceptions with the endpoint system.

WARNING
This exception is important for the retry code at higher layers of the system.

You can use an instance of this exception to flag transient failures to the CA IAM CS framework by setting the result
code of the exception to ResultCodeEnum.UNAVAILABLE. The resiliency support retries the operation which caused
the failure.

• LdapConfigurationException
Thrown when an error in the configuration of a connector or CA IAM CS is encountered. Try to use more specific
exceptions. Avoid using this error code if possible, and provide details of the error in the error message.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.OTHER

• LdapNoPermissionException
Specifies that the requester does not have the right to carry out the requested operation.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.INSUFFICIENTACCESSRIGHTS

• LdapSizeLimitExceededException
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Thrown when the number of results generated by a search exceeds the maximum number of results specified by either
the client or the server, after results up to this limit have already been returned. So that handling size limits are not an
issue, use sdk.com.ca.jcs.enumeration.RawNamingEnumeration or one of its derived classes.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.SIZELIMITEXCEEDED

• LdapTimeLimitExceededException
See LdapSizeLimitExceededException.
Result code: ResultCodeEnum.TIMELIMITEXCEEDED

• LdapInvalidAttributesException
Takes one of the six result codes defined in ResultCodeEnum.ATTRIBUTE_CODES.

• LdapInvalidAttributeValueException
Thrown when an invalid value is encountered for an attribute, but in many cases correct use of validators and
converters removes the need to throw it.
Takes one of the following result codes:
– Result code: ResultCodeEnum.CONSTRAINTVIOLATION
– Result code: ResultCodeEnum.INVALIDATTRIBUTESYNTAX

• LdapSchemaViolationException
Thrown when a request is received which attempts to bypass structural rules dictated by the endpoint system, such as
creating an object under an inappropriate container.
Takes one of the following result codes:
– Result code: ResultCodeEnum.OBJECTCLASSVIOLATION
– Result code: ResultCodeEnum.NOTALLOWEDONRDN
– Result code: ResultCodeEnum.OBJECTCLASSMODSPROHIBITED.

• LdapNamingException
Specifies a generic exception, to be avoided if at all possible.

• LdapInvalidNameException
Result code: Not required

Custom Connector Code Upgrade Considerations
This release of CA IAM CS is compatible with all previous releases of the CA IAM CS SDK Connector Code (8.1SP2 SDK
CR10 and above). Therefore, unless a custom connector uses additional CA IAM CS API calls not present in the SDK
connector code, you do not need to recompile it. Some classes in the 8.1SP2 CA IAM CS API have been moved into sub-
packages in this release. If you have used extra API calls, make minor updates to import statements if necessary.

When recompiling your custom connector, deal with any deprecation warnings by moving to the alternative APIs as
described in the relevant Javadoc.

Scope
When designing a connector, consider the following items:

• How many object classes your connector must support.
We recommend that you use the built-in DYN parser table support bundled with the  Provisioning Server. Using the
built-in DYN parser table support greatly simplifies the connector development process. That is, you do not have to
understand parser tables and you get a basic Provisioning Manager user interface for free. However for this release,
if you require more than a single account, group and container object classes, then define your own custom parser
tables.

NOTE
For more information see, the C++ Provisioning Server SDK Guide.
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An important distinction here is between objects that are fully managed versus objects that exist solely so that
managed objects can reference them. For example, there can be a requirement to display a list of all native roles so
that the customer can choose which apply to a newly created account, even though the native roles are not managed.

• What are the minimum attributes you require to implement on each object class to provide a useful shallow connector?
We recommend that you address this requirement in your initial phase one delivery, and then build on this functioning
base, rather than attempt to implement a deep connector immediately.

Containment Model
When designing a connector you consider the containment mode you use, that is, is your connector flat, hierarchical, or
hybrid?

You use flat connectors when the endpoint does not natively have a concept of containers for its objects, so all accounts
and groups exist at the top level of the connector. For flat connectors, define Virtual Containers in the connector’s
metadata. This makes objects of each type appear grouped into top-level logical containers for the user.

Virtual containers are not stored on the endpoint system, but are an artificial abstraction to group large collections of
objects by object class for the benefit of the user. Most connectors are of this type, for example, the SDK sample, JDBC,
and AS400.

You use hierarchical connectors when the endpoint system natively supports the notion of containers, as is the case for
the Directory Servers with which the DYN JNDI connector communicates. These connectors do not need to define any
Virtual Containers, but instead map to native containers to managed object classes in their metadata.

Some connectors mix both the flat and hierarchical models, with each applying to a distinct set of object classes.

Consider the following when designing a connector:

• Should your connector support the MODIFYRN (that is, rename) operation?
• If your connector is hierarchical, should it support the MOVE operation?

NOTE
For more information about the way these design choices impact they way you implement searches, see the
topic Searching.

API
When designing a connector, consider the following when deciding which technology or API the Connector uses to
connect to the endpoint:

• The ApacheDS framework on top of which CA IAM CS is built allocates threads from a configured pool to all incoming
requests, regardless of which connectors they target. Therefore your connector must be written in a threadsafe
manner, as a single connector instance can ask to process any number of requests concurrently.
This makes using connection pool especially attractive, as connections to the endpoint system are often intended to
be used by only one thread at a time. However, there can be other objects that you need to guard using synchronized
methods or blocks in your connector code too.

NOTE
For more information, see the configuration.maxThreads setting in conf/SAMPLE.server_jcs.properties.

• Is the chosen technology API compatible with the notion of connection pooling?
If so, is it best to use the CA IAM CS framework support for writing a pool, or are their particular advantages to using
native connection pooling support, if it is available?
– Connection pools have two main advantages:
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• Improving scalability and throughput when creating new connections is expensive, as the pool allows existing
connections to be reused rather than created and destroyed for each use.

• Resource throttling, the pool imposes a limit so that the number of connections does not grow in an unbounded
way, even under sever loading.

• If your connector deals with any multivalued attributes, then use CA IAM CS to deal with LDAP MODIFY requests,
where each modification has a mode chosen from:
– REPLACE - Full list of new values is provided
– ADD - List of values added to existing list is provided
– REMOVE - List of values removed from existing list is provided. A null list means that the attribute is removed.
This means that for multivalued attributes that are modified, determine whether the chosen technology API best suits
updating using:
– forceReplaceMode=REPLACE metadata setting for each attribute. Your connector is provided with the complete list

of new values, regardless of the mode chosen by the client application.
– forceReplaceMode=DELTA - Separate lists of items added or removed are provided in all cases.
There is also a value forceReplaceMode=DELTA_WITH_REMOVES_FIRST which behaves the same as DELTA
except that the REMOVE delta is sent to your connector before the ADD delta (which suits some APIs better).There is
also forceReplaceMode=PRESERVE which disables all modification item rewriting for an attribute on which it is set.

• Are you allowed to bundle the necessary libraries with your connector?
If you are not allowed to bundle the libraries, document the location of the libraries and the location where they are
copied, so CA IAM CS can find them, with any additional configuration burden on CA IAM CS.

• Your connector can use its resource or directory to include any configuration files and utilities, or both, which are not
directly part of the connector code. If your connector is a port of an existing connector, and migration is required, we
recommend that you put migration scripts here.

• Does the chosen technology or API use JNI and therefore require CA IAM CS to have runtime access to non-Java
libraries through the Java Native Interface (JNI) API?

NOTE
Given the risks of using JNI, unless you have a high level of confidence in the library concerned, host the
connector in a separate CA IAM CS instance to help ensure that if any JNI problems cause the host CA IAM
CS to crash, other connectors are not impacted.

• Does the connector need to use multiple APIs to communicate with the endpoint? If so, the design and implementation
are greatly complicated, particularly in the areas of connection pooling, resiliency, and search result streaming.

Special Character Considerations
Pay careful attention to the testing the handling of special characters early in the design and prototyping stage. Problems
handling special characters in RDN values have been known to force which API is used. It is important to quote any
characters that are special to the connector's chosen API correctly on the way into and out of the native endpoint system,
and to quote any characters special to LDAP.

The SimpleLdapName and SimpleRdn classes come in handy when dealing with native names and DNs.

Quote the following special characters with a preceding \ (backslash) character when they appear in Relative
Distinguished Name (RDN) values (which appear at each level of a DN).
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• A space or # (number sign or pound sign) character occurring at the beginning of the string
• A space character occurring at the end of the string
• , (comma)
• + (plus sign)
• " (quotation mark)
• \ (backslash)
• < > (angle brackets or chevrons)
• ; (semi-colon)

NOTE
For more information, see http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2253.txt

Multi-byte characters can be represented as \HH, where each H is a hex digit.

The following table lists the special characters that need to be quoted with a preceding \ (backslash) when they appear in
LDAP search filters (used internally by CA IAM CS in reverse association handling):

Character ASCII Value
* 0x2a
( 0x28
) 0x29
\ 0x5c

Searching
Searching is one of the most difficult operations to implement for a connector. LDAP searches are powerful because they
are formulated using a number of independent choices:

1. What is the base object for the search, that is, under what object does the search start?
2. What scope applies to objects under the searches base object?

– Object -- only the base object
– One-level -- immediate children of the base object only
– Subtree -- any objects contained anywhere under the base object under any depth of containment

3. What filter condition is applied to the objects falling within the chosen scope? Filter conditions further restrict the
objects which are of interest for the search, based on the values of their attributes

NOTE
The objectclass attribute can be used to restrict only certain object classes

4. What attributes are returned for each object falling within the specified scope and matching the specified filter?

How Your Containment Model Impacts Your Search Strategy

Your decision to implement a flat or hierarchical containment model affects the way you implement your connectors
search strategy and the type of filter conditions you apply.

For example:
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• Flat connectors can ask the CA IAM CS framework to split searches potentially encompassing multiple object classes
into a separate sub-search over each object class, which greatly simplifies the implementation of the search logic.

• The CA IAM CS framework handles Virtual Container logic, so that your connector does not need to be aware they
exist. For example, a search specifying a Virtual Container as its base object automatically has its search filter
constrained to the single object class permitted for its children.

• The CA IAM CS framework provides a notion of FilterVisitors that can assist in mapping LDAP filters to another syntax,
for example, to an SQL where clause, with some concrete implementations that provide useful simplifications of the
filters themselves. For example, as a map of the attribute assertions contained.

Search Strategy Considerations

Consider the following when implementing a search strategy:

• How well do LDAP search filters map to filtering concepts in the native endpoint API?
Where possible, connectors should use filtering restrictions at the lowest possible level in the implementation. Filtering
restrictions prevent extra search results from being returned which you then filter out at higher levels at greater
performance cost. Connectors must at minimum support filtering based on object class, and against naming attribute
values (both exact and wildcard matching). CA IAM CS can, optionally, as configured through metadata, deal with
performing post-filtering on search results. This accounts for cases where the connector cannot natively respect all the
clauses in a search filter.

• Can your connector stream large sets of search results back to the client incrementally?
The ability to stream large sets of search results is an important behavioral characteristic for a connector. While it
is possible to achieve streaming with most APIs, a performance cost can be incurred. Where streaming cannot be
achieved (for example, with DYN or JDBC), do the following:
– Configure CA IAM CS needs with sufficient resources (for example, virtual memory) to support the largest sets of

search results expected for the connector
– Place constraints on the amount of concurrent searching a CA IAM CS instance can perform

Implementation Recommendations
The following is a list of general recommendations to keep in mind while implementing connectors:

• Do not reference LDAP objectclass or attribute names in your code.
• Drive connector logic using metadata settings where possible, adding custom metadata properties if necessary.
• Use validator / converter plug-ins where possible, rather than repetitive code in your connector itself. Remember they

can easily be registered against custom metadata properties through your connector’s connector.xml file.
• Stream search results where large numbers of results are possible.
• Pay careful attention to result codes and error messages (which must be prefixed with ldapExceptionPrefix) for

LdapNamingExceptions thrown by your connector.
• The Provisioning Server now supports the eTAgentOnly operational attribute, which when included in the requested

return attribute ids for a search, stipulates it is directly routed to a connector. This means the Provisioning Manager
GUI plug-in for hierarchical endpoint types can easily distinguish between all containers that exist on the endpoint
system and possibly the smaller set that the customer has chosen to manage. This removes the need for work-
arounds, such as the use of containerList attributes on container listing their immediate children. This attribute is also
supported when the Provisioning Server is accessed through the JIAM API.
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Recommended Implementation Steps
The following are the recommended steps for implementing a new connector:

1. Use a short indicative prefix for your connector and create a source directory for it under cs-sdk-home/connectors/
using the SDK connector's structure as a template.
a. Determine whether any useful base classes exist for you to derive your connector and attribute-style processor

classes from (this can mean extending an existing connector implementation).
b. Create new derived classes as required, and verify that they are referenced properly in connector.xml.
c. Derive basic metadata for the object classes managed by your connector, initially paying particular attention to

the top-level namespace and directory level properties and associated metadata settings. In particular the choice
of the implementationBundle=value, which must match the value for <property name="name"> your ImplBundle
JavaBean in connector.xml.

2. Implement and test the connection to the endpoint, which requires connector-level metadata settings are complete and
correct. Start a new JMeter file for your connector at this stage, and add test steps to it for each additional step. Such a
test suite is invaluable, and easy to write if you add to it incrementally during the implementation process.

3. Implement and test ADD operation (no associations yet).
4. Implement and test LOOKUP operation (no associations yet). Implement and test early and carefully as the ApacheDS

framework on which CA IAM CS is built uses lookup operations internally to verify the sanity of the other operations.
Hence, any bugs at this stage are a road-block for the connector's implementation.
When the array of requested attribute ids is null, all attributes (including expensive ones) should be returned. This
behavior differs from the default semantics for search operations.

5. Implement and test DELETE operation (no associations yet).
6. Implement and test MODIFY operation (no associations yet). If any multivalued attributes are supported, then carefully

consider whether using the forceModificationMode=REPLACE or forceModificationMode=DELTA metadata settings on
them aid your implementation.

7. Implement and test SEARCH operation (no associations yet). Consider the following:
– When the provided array of requested attribute ids is null, all attributes (excluding expensive ones) should be

returned. This differs from the default semantics for lookup operations.
– Can your connector use the CA IAM CS framework's search one class at a time support, to simplify

implementation? If so, then isBehaviourSearchSingleClass() should return true.
– NamingEnumeration (returned from search operations) base classes can be found in the com.ca.jcs.enumeration

package. In particular RawNamingEnumeration takes care of handling size and time limits for its derived classes.
– If the number of managed objects on the endpoint system could potentially be large, then a streaming solution

is highly desirable. If your connector uses search one class at a time support, it can make sense to implement
selective streaming searches on only the object types which can have large numbers of instances.

– It is possible to implement non-streaming search logic first and then later move to streaming logic as required?
However, when you have written streaming logic such a phased approach is unlikely to be required.

– After getting searches on managed object classes working, implement searches targeting unmanaged object
classes as these searches are often required when using the Provisioning Manager, as described in step 9.

8. We recommend that you start writing any custom validator and converter plug-ins required by any of your connector’s
attributes at this point. As the set of attributes supported by your connector grows, you can add more as required.

9. Test the connector using the Provisioning Manager or Provisioning Server.

WARNING
You could also do test incrementally if desired, but we recommend that you always use JMeter first. You
could also delay this integration until the connector is fully implemented, and instead validate entirely using
your JMeter test. However, as this integration point can produce problems we recommend that you test the
implementation.

10. Implement association handling logic in the same order as steps 2 - 7. If your connector uses direct associations,
consider the following:
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– Can its attribute-style processor derive from com.ca.jcs.assoc.DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor to do
the heavy lifting? In any case, verify that DNs stored in membership attributes are being converted to and from
connector terminology properly by com.ca.jcs.converter.connector.DNPropertyConverter.

NOTE
This source code is bundled with the SDK.

– Should your connector return true from isAutoDirectAssocRequired() so that
com.ca.jcs.assoc.AssocAttributeOpProcessorProxy automatically takes care of reverse association handling?

– If your connector returns true, is it necessary to exclude any operations from this automatic handling using
getAutoDirectAssocExlusions()?

11. Implement and test MODIFYRN operation (including handling of associations), if implemented by your connector.
12. Implement and test MOVE operations (including handling of associations), if implemented by your connector.
13. Configure and test resiliency (that is, investigate exceptions and such). We recommend that you test to determine

that your connector behaves properly when any of its connection-related attributes are modified at this stage of the
implementation. Consider the following:
– Activation is treated specially, that is, the ADD request for a connector instance is not retried. If connectivity cannot

be established at this stage then the ADD fails, and the customer has to retry the ADD manually. The resiliency
support comes into effect only after the first successful ADD for the connector instance (after a CA IAM CS restart).

– Testing for resiliency involves trying to determine all the failure conditions your connector can encounter when
communicating with the endpoint system, and categorizing them by their exception messages.

– Results are captured in exceptionRetryMap entries in connector.xml, tying each exception message to appropriate
retry settings. Common groupings are non-retriable exceptions (the default), transient failures, stale connections,
and server too busy. Where configured, retrying is carried out by com.ca.jcs.processor.RetryOpProcessorProxy.

– Connectors can also force retrying in cases where they have access to important context available only in their
code.

– Once resiliency has been correctly configured your connector should be able to reestablish connectivity with the
endpoint system after transient failures. Configure retries to run for minutes rather than hours. At some point the
connector needs to stop trying to reestablish connectivity and defer the job of retrying to a higher level of the
provisioning architecture.

NOTE
The corresponding chapters of this documentation sometimes group multiple steps around their associated
operation (for example, all aspects of implementing each operation are discussed in the same chapter).

SDK Sample Connectors
this section describes several SDK connector samples.

SDKDYN
The SDKDYN takes its Java implementation from the SDK connector, and differs only in that it uses the DYN schema
instead of the SDK schema. Consequently, it uses the DYN User Interface plug-in built in to the Provisioning Manager.

This makes it possible to demonstrate some capabilities like automatic reverse associations which are not catered for in
the SDK schema and the Provisioning Server User Interface plug-in. This connector defines virtual containers in metadata
(the new preferred approach) instead of in connector.xml. Look for the <class name="eTDYNAccountContainer"> in cs-
sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/sdkdyn_metadata.xml.

The SDKDYN sample connector is an example of how to implement a custom connector. The SDK sample connector
uses the java.util.Properties API for persisting account and group objects to a series of Java properties flat-files beneath
a specified file system directory, local to the computer running CA IAM CS. Like all connectors, it has an attribute-style
processor that implements the following mandatory LDAP operations:
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• doAdd()
• doModify()
• doDelete()
• doLookup()
• doSearch()

It also implements the optional operation doModifyRn(), and supports direct associations between object types. It does not
support doMove() and its variants.

The SDKDYN sample connector is a typical DYN connector (with developer-maintained metadata). That is, it is a flat
connector with no hierarchy except for the virtual containers SDK Accounts and SDK Groups. However, its use of flat files
makes its connection manager a contrived example.

As recommended, it makes extensive use of metadata and sample validator and converter plug-ins. The SDK sample
connector is also bundled with fully functional JMeter component tests.

The build.xml ant file is included for compiling the SDK sample connector and associated code. This file is in the following
location:

cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn

NOTE
The sample SDK static connector is located in jcs-sdk-deprecated.zip in the SDK distribution. The new DYN-
based SDK connectors (SDKDYN, SDKFS, SDKSCRIPT, SDKCOMPOUND) supersede the static SDK sample.

The SDKDYN Connector contains examples of all core elements involved in implementation of a CA IAM CS hosted
connector, such as:

• Metadata and configuration files
• Connector logic coding
• Search filter conversion
• Connection manager implementation
• Search result streaming

Important: Connectors have their own methods, such as add() and modify(), which they inherit from the MetaConnector
base class, the primary engine of CA IAM CS connectors. Connector developers should rarely (if ever) override these
methods. However, if you do override these methods, it is imperative that you invoke the matching super.*() method. For
example, an overridden add() method must call super.add().

JDBC Connector
The JDBC connector is now included in the SDK in compiled form, rather than source code. The distribution includes the
connector JAR, a set of test metadata, and JMeter test plan files.

The tests run against the HSQL database and demonstrate various JDBC DYN based mappings and functional items
such as:
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• Account and group management
• Associations
• Virtual container management and use of multiple objects in a single virtual container as opposed to multiple virtual

containers
• UNICODE characters
• Forcing modification operation styles, flattening
• Compound attributes and associations, where contents of a single attribute value are stored in separate tables.
• Use of sequences and identity columns, where attribute values are provided dynamically by the endpoint system rather

than being passed in by the client.
• JDBC op-bindings, transactions and scripted op-bindings

JNDI Connector
The JNDI connector is now included in the SDK in compiled form, rather than in source code. The distribution includes the
connector JAR, as a set of test metadata, and JMeter test plan files.

JNDI distribution includes a common set of LDAP - inetOrgPerson mappings in resources/
jndi_inetorgperson_common_metadata.xml. You can use these mappings as a starting point or template for a full
inetOrgPerson JNDI connector.

The tests demonstrate various JNDI DYN-based mappings and items such as the following:

• Account and group management
• Associations including, NIS, and through key attributes.

NOTE
For example, posixGroup has a memberUid associative attribute containing values like "uid=123" instead of
referencing an accounts name.

• Auxiliary and derived classes
• Search container per objectclass
• Operational attributes
• LDAP -- Full inetOrgPerson mappings tests (tested against ApacheDS as the LDAP vendor backend)

Sources for a real world example of a connection factory and connection pool implementation are included in
JNDIConnectionFactory.java and JNDIConnectionPool.java.

SDKWS (SDK Web Services) Connector
The SDKWS (SDK Web Services) connector demonstrates how to implement a custom connector that communicates with
a web service endpoint.

The SDKWS and SDKDYN sample connector perform similar functions. The main difference between the two samples is
in the endpoint communication layer. The SDKWS sample connector communicates with a web service shipped as a part
of the sample. To understand connector level functionality better, we recommend that you read the SDKDYN connector
documentation.

NOTE
This section focuses on the web service aspects of the connector. It describes how to build the SDKWS sample
connector as shipped, and also describes how to incorporate your own endpoint into the sample connector build.

How the SDKWS Connector Works

The SDKWS sample connector is a Java connector. The connector ships with a sample web service endpoint named
Forward Inc that is hosted in Apache Tomcat.
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The connector sends SOAP requests to the Forward Inc web service endpoint as shown in the following diagram:

Figure 94: The diagram shows the connector sends SOAP requests to the Forward Inc web service endpoint

The connector uses generated classes named stubs to handle the communication between the connector and the
endpoint. The stubs are generated at development time from the Forward Inc WSDL files. The stub classes let the
programmer work with classes that represent the objects and services on the endpoint rather than directly with SOAP.
Apache AXIS2 translates the stubs into SOAP.

The WSS user name token secures the Forward Inc web application. AXIS2 uses a plug-in module named Rampart to
handle creation (on the client side) and validation (on the server side) of the WSS user name tokens.

Figure 95: The diagram shows the WSS user name token secures the Forward Inc web application. AXIS2 uses
a plug-in module named Rampart to handle creation (on the client side) and validation (on the server side) of the
WSS user name tokens

NOTE
For more information about Apache Tomcat, see http://tomcat.apache.org/

NOTE
For more information about Apache AXIS 2, see http://ws.apache.org/axis2/

NOTE
For more information about Apache Rampart, see http://ws.apache.org/axis2/modules/rampart/1_0/security-
module.html
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Prerequisite Knowledge

To install and use the SDKWS sample connector, we recommend that you are familiar with the following applications and
technologies:

• CA IAM CS
• Apache Ant
• Apache AXIS2
• Apache Rampart
• Apache Tomcat
• JMeter
• Web Services
• WSS (Web Service Security)

Supported Functions

The SDKWS sample connector has an attribute-style processor that implements the following mandatory LDAP
operations:

• doAdd()
• doModify()
• doDelete()
• doLookup()
• doSearch()

The SDKWS sample connector supports direct associations between object types. However, the SDKWS sample
connector does not support the following operations:

• doModifyRn()
• doMove()
• doSearch()

Supported doSearch() Operations

The doSearch() operation supports the following:

Filter User Group
Equality (attribute=value) Y Y
Presence (attribute=*) Y N
A user's association with a group
Note: The search supports returning the
group that the user belongs to but does
not support returning the reverse attribute
(members of a group).

Y N

The doSearch() operation does not support the following:

• Substring search, for example, (username=*j*)
• Not operations on filters, for example (! (username=John) )
• Logical AND of two filters, for example, (&(fname=John)(lname=Smith))
• Logical OR of two filters, for example, (|(fname=John)(lname=Smith))
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What the SDKWS Sample Connector Contains

The SDKWS sample connector package is shipped with the Forward Inc web application. The web application contains
the following components:

• Forward Inc web service
• Forward Inc user interface
• Forward Inc database

Package Contents

The SDKWS sample connector is located in the following folder:

• (Windows) <Identity Manager Home>\Connector Server SDK\connectors\sdkws
• (UNIX) /opt/CA/IdentityManager/ConnectorServerSDK/connectors/sdkws

The sample contains the following:

Directory or file Description
conf Contains the following files:

sdkws_metadata.xml - Forward Inc metadata
connector.xml - SDKWS connector configuration file

lib Contains the jars required to build and run the sample connector.
src Contains the source code for the SDKWS sample connector.
resources Contains the following files

endpoint - Forward Inc endpoint source code and JavaDoc
modules - Rampart modules used by AXIS2 for WSS username
token security
apache-tomcat-6.0.18.zip - Apache Tomcat

test Contains the JMeter tests for the Forward Inc endpoint.
build.xml The build file for the SDKWS sample connector.
clientBuild.xml An Ant build file that demonstrates how to generate AXIS2 client

stub classes. This build file is based on the Forward Inc endpoint.

The Java source packages for the SDKWS sample connector are:

• com.ca.jcs.sdkws - Core connector classes that interact with CA IAM CS
• com.ca.jcs.sdkws.connection - Classes that relate to making and maintaining connections to the web service endpoint
• com.ca.jcs.sdkws.core - SDKWS core classes
• com.ca.jcs.sdkws.forwardinc - Classes for interacting with the sample (Forward Inc) web service endpoint that is

shipped with the SDKWS connector
• com.ca.jcs.sdkws.forwardinc.ws - Classes for the sample web service shipped with the SDKWS connector

The JavaDoc API for the SDKWS sample connector is in the following location:

<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/doc/api/sdk

Forward Inc Web Application

The Forward Inc web application ships with the SDKWS sample connector. The web application is a Servlet that runs in
Tomcat. The web application has the following components:
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• Web service
• Database
• User interface

The user interface is named Forward Inc. The Forward Inc application is shown in the following diagram as Web
Application. You use a browser to access the user interface.
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Figure 96: The Forward Inc application is shown in the following diagram as Web Application

You can find the JavaDoc describing the classes used in the Forward Inc in the following location after building the
SDKWS sample connector.
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<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws/build/dist/war/doc

Log Files

The Tomcat log files are located in the following directory:

<Tomcat Home>/logs

The Forward Inc logs use the following naming convention:

<Tomcat Home>/logs/forwardinc.<date>.log

Forward Inc Web Service

The Forward Inc web service has two services, one for each of the following:

• Users
• Groups

After building the SDKWS connector and starting Tomcat, access the service WSDL files using the following URLS:

• User - http://localhost:8089/forwardinc/services/UserService?wsdl
• Group -

The JavaDoc for these services is available in the following location:

 <Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws/build/war/doc

 

Forward Inc User Interface

The user interface lets you verify the objects that have been persisted through the web service. The user interface is an
easy way to manage users, groups and their relationships. Operations are direct to the database; they do not use web
services.

The user interface consists of a login screen which allows the user to enter credentials and select a group. After the user
logs in, it verifies the credentials of the user and permits or denies access accordingly, and confirms that the user has
access to the selected group.

After building the SDKWS connector and starting Tomcat, you can access the user interface using the following URL:

http://localhost:8089/forwardinc

Forward Inc Database

The database works out of the as shipped and does not need any direct interaction. However, the following information
about the database can be useful if you require information about what is persisted.

The database is Apache Derby. The Forward Inc web service and user interface both access the database. The web
service reads and writes to the database as directed by the connector. The user interface reads from the database to
verify user access to the site.

Note: For more information about Apache Derby, see http://db.apache.org/derby/
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Connect to the Database Using the IJ Tool

You can connect to the database using Derby’s IJ tool. Add IJ to your environment path before using the IJ tool.

To connect to the database, open a Command Prompt window and enter the following command:

Ij

connect ‘jdbc:derby://localhost:1527/../webapps/forwardinc/db’ user ‘admin’ password ‘password’;

SDKWS Sample Connector Configuration

You do not need to make any configuration changes to the SDKWS sample connector or the Forward Inc web application.

This section contains information that helps you understand how we have configured the SDKWS sample connector.

Connector Configuration Properties

Property Name Description Location
wsAxisHome Path where the Rampart modules are

located
connector.xml

wsAxisClientTimeOutInMilliSeconds Time in milliseconds that the AXIS2 client
stubs waits before timing out

connector.xml

eTDYN-str-multi-ca-02 User name for the WSS user name token Metadata (eTDYNDirectory) / JMeter test
eTDYN-str-multi-ca-03 Password for the WSS user name token Metadata (eTDYNDirectory) / JMeter test
eTDYN-str-multi-ca-01 Base URL for Tomcat. The connector

appends the service URI to the base URL.
Metadata (eTDYNDirectory) / JMeter test

Client Rampart Module

The configuration for the Rampart module is implemented in the connector code.

WARNING
In Rampart, the modules are located under a modules directory in the AXIS2 home directory.

Tomcat Port Configuration

Tomcat listens on port 8089. If this port is unavailable, Tomcat does not start. You can change the port in Tomcat’s conf/
server.xml file.

NOTE
The procedures in this section use the default Tomcat port of 8089.

NOTE
No other configuration is required in Tomcat.

Server Rampart Module

For Forward Inc, the WSS UsernameToken is defined as the security for the web service.

SDKWS Sample Connector Build Requirements

The following is required to build the SDKWS sample connector:
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• Ant 1.7+ (This is included in the thirdparty directory of the SDK)
• Java 1.6+

NOTE
For more information about Apache Ant, see http://ant.apache.org/

Build the SDKWS Sample Connector

To use the Forward Inc web application, build the SDKWS sample connector.

To build the SDKWS sample connector

1. Verify that the JAVA_HOME points to your JDK install.
2. Set an ANT_HOME environment variable to the full path that you unzipped the ANT installation to.
3. Use the following path to address the location of ANT_HOME:

 C:\Program Files (x86)\CA\Identity Manager\Connector Server SDK\thirdparty\apache-ant-1.8.2

 

4. Add the bin/ directory under the ANT_Home path to your PATH environment variable, for example:
– (Windows) PATH=%ANT_HOME%\bin;...
– (UNIX) path=${ANT_HOME}/bin:...

5. Open a Command Prompt window and navigate to the following directory:
 <Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK

 

6. Enter the following command:
 ant inst

 

The ant installer creates the jcs-connector-sdkws.zip file in the build/inst/ directory.
7. Copy jcs-connector-sdkws.zip into CA IAM CS installer directory where you downloaded the  installation files, then

enter the following command:
 Run setup.exe

 

CA IAM CS starts.
You have built the SDKWS sample connector.

8. Generate SDKWS Connector Account Management Screens.
9. Start Tomcat.
10. Open a web browser and enter the following URL:

http://localhost:8089/forwardinc
The Forward Inc web page appears.

11. Run the JMeter tests.
12. To view the SDKWS Connector Account Management screens, start the  User Console and navigate to the SDKWS

Endpoint.

Start Forward Inc

Before you can start the web application, build and install the SDKWS connector. To start the Forward Inc web application,
start Tomcat.

Tomcat is located in the following directory:

• (Windows) Connector Server Home\resources\sdkws\apache-tomcat-6.0.18
• (UNIX) Connector Server Home/resources/sdkws/apache-tomcat-6.0.18
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To start Forward Inc

1. Navigate to the following directory:

<Tomcat Home>/ bin

2. (Windows) Open a Command Prompt window, and then enter the following command:

startup.bat

3. (UNIX) Open a Terminal window and enter the following command:

./startup.sh

The Forward Inc web application starts.

Stop Forward Inc

To stop the Forward Inc, web application, stop Tomcat.

To stop Forward Inc

1. (Windows and UNIX) Navigate to the following directory.

<Tomcat Home>/ bin

2. (Windows) Open a Command Prompt window, and then enter the following command:

shutdown.bat

3. (UNIX) Open a Terminal window and then enter the following command:

shutdown.sh

The Forward Inc web application stops.

Generate SDKWS Connector Account Management Screens

To generate the SDKWS connector account management screens in the  User Console, use the Role Definition
Generator.

Note: For more information about generating the SDKWS Connector account management screens, see How You
Generate  User Console Account Management Screens in the Connector Xpress Guide.

Web Services Sample Endpoint Acquisition

To acquire the Web Services sample endpoint,  requires the following information:

• WS URL - http://localhost:8089/
• WSS Username - admin
• WSS Password - password

Generate Stubs Manually

You do not need to generate Stubs to use the SDKWS sample connector with the Forward Inc endpoint because the stubs
are shipped by default. However, you can generate the stubs manually, if necessary.

You use an Ant build file to generate the stubs. The Ant build files use the Wsdl2Java tool to generate the stubs.
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To generate stubs manually

1. Start a Command Prompt window.
2. Navigate to the following directory:

<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws

3. Enter the following command:

ant  - f clientBuild.xml

The stubs are built to the directory build/genOut.

NOTE
For more information about WSDL2Java, see http://ws.apache.org/axis2/tools/1_0/CodegenToolReference.html

Run the JMeter Test Manually

You can run the JMeter test manually, if necessary. The shipped JMeter test demonstrates CRUD operations on the
following objects:

• Endpoint type
• Endpoint
• Users
• Groups

To run the JMeter test manually

1. Run ant jmeter.core from the Connector Server SDK.
CA IAM CS, Tomcat, and the JMeter tests start.

2. Open the following file to view the results of the test:

<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/build/jmeter/index.html

Run your Own JMeter test as Part of the Build

You can create your own JMeter test and run it as part of the build. If you create your own test, we recommend that you
use the following naming convention:

[your test name]_core_basic.jmx

To run your own JMeter test as part of the build

1. Save the test in the following directory:

<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws/test

2. Run ant jmeter.core from the Connector Server SDK.
3. Open the following file to view the result of the test:

<Identity Manager Home>/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws/build/jmeter/index.html 

Monitor SOAP Traffic

If you want to look at the SOAP traffic sent between the connector and the endpoint, you can use TCPMON.

To use TCPMON, reconfigure the eTDYNConnectionURL value to route through TCPMON when acquiring the endpoint.
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NOTE
For more information about TCPMON, see http://ws.apache.org/commons/tcpmon/

How to Incorporate Your Own Endpoint

The following process describes how to use the SDKWS sample connector to connect to your own endpoint.

The following abbreviations represent the directory paths that you use in this process:

• IM HOME - Identity Manager install root
• SDKWS HOME - IM HOME/Connector Server SDK/connectors/sdkws
• SRC - SDKWS HOME/src
• CONF - SDKWS HOME/conf

To incorporate your own endpoint, do the following:

1. Generate the client stubs, as follows:
a. Change the SDKWS HOME/clientBuild.xml to point to your web service WSDL files.
b. Run the ant build file SDKWS HOME/clientBuild.xml.

NOTE
For more information, see Generate Stubs Manually.

2. Copy the generated classes into SRC.

NOTE
Verify that you have a unique package for these classes. If necessary, you can use the Wsdl2Java tool to
rename your package.

3. Create your metadata, and add it to /CONF.
4. Implement com.ca.jcs.sdkws.SDKWSHelper.

The interface is located in SRC.
5. Update CONF/connector.xml to customize the classes:

The SDKWS sample connector supports customization of the classes that communicate with the endpoint. To
customize the classes, do the following:
a. For each SDKWSHelper implementation, add a new entry to the helperMap. If necessary, remove the Forward Inc

entries.
The key is the metadata connector map to name of the object that you want to manage.
The key must be unique in the entries. If necessary, remove the Forward Inc entries.
When a CRUD operation is requested on the keyed object, the class invoked is value. The value class must
implement SDKWSHelper.

b. Update the staticMetadataFile to include your metadata file.

NOTE
If your endpoint has no security, we recommend that you do not define the username and password when
acquiring the endpoint. If your endpoint uses other security, modify the SDKWS sample connector to match
your endpoints security implementation. For more information, see http://ws.apache.org/axis2/ and http://
ws.apache.org/axis2/modules/rampart/1_0/security-module.html2

6. Create a JMeter test, and add it to SDKWS HOME/test.
7. Build the SDKWS sample connector.
8. Start a web browser and enter the following URL:

http://localhost:8089/forwardinc
The Forward Inc web page appears.
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NOTE
To view the SDKWS Connector Account Management screens, start the  User Console and navigate to the
SDKWS Endpoint.

SDKCOMPOUND Connector
The SDKCOMPOUND connector reuses SDKDYN code but has its own specialized metadata.

The SDKCOMPOUND connector demonstrates how the CA IAM CS framework can handle compound values nested to
any level. Compound values are single attribute values that contain multiple subcomponents, for example, an address
with street, zip code, and country components.

Some connector technologies (for example, JDBC) impose restrictions on the number of compound value levels that can
be supported. Also, the  and Provisioning Manager GUI technologies do not currently support compound values nested
inside other compound values.

The following are important metadata settings used by the SDKCOMPOUND connector:

• isCompoundValue on the compound classes
• compoundValueClassRef on attributes which have compound values
• assocType=COMPOUND_PARENT in association attribute in compound value class which identifies its parent, or

assocType=COMPOUND_CHILD, if the association attribute is an attribute in the parent class.

The SDKCOMPOUND connector does not use either assocType=COMPOUND_PARENT or
assocType=COMPOUND_CHILD as it stores JSON value literally. However, JDBC compound value support does rely on
assocType=COMPOUND_PARENT being set, as the parent and compound value are stored in separate database tables.

The latter table references the primary key of the prior table.

NOTE
For more information, see sdkcompound_metadata.xml and jdbc_compound*_metadata.xml files and their
related JMeter tests.

JSON (JavaScript Object Notation), a subset of JavaScript syntax, is used to represent compound values. You can find
examples of JSON attribute values in the sdkcompound_core_basic.jmx JMeter test.

Registering the com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.JSONCompoundValueClassConverter class in this connector's connector.xml
file does the opposite of the JSONReverseCompoundValueClassConverter converter used internally by the CA IAM CS
framework to convert incoming JSON values into nested JNDI Attributes objects. It may be of interest for connectors
dealing with compound values which want to be passed JSON objects or JSON strings, rather than nested JNDI
Attributes.

An extension was made to allow property and class validator and converter plug-ins to be triggered by type, rather than
exclusively by listing metadata settings in "metadataPropNames" in a connector's connector.xml file (or server_jcs.xml).
For more information, see the section where the com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.JSONCompoundValueClassConverter
converter is registered in the SDKCOMPOUND connector's connector.xml file:

<bean class="com.ca.jcs.cfg.MetaPluginConfig">

                                    <property name="type" value="COMPOUND_VALUE_CLASS_REF"/>

                                    <property name="pluginClass">

                                        <value>com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.JSONCompoundValueClassConverter</

value>

                                    </property>

                                    <property name="pluginConfig">

                                ##       <bean class="com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.JSONCompoundValueClassConverter

$Config">
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                                            <property name="convertToString" value="true"/>

                                        </bean>

                                    </property>

                                </bean>

The class converter is triggered for any attribute of type "COMPOUND_VALUE_CLASS_REF", rather than the presence
of metadata settings on target attributes.

SDKFS Connector
The SDKFS connector reuses SDKDYN code but has its own specialized metadata.

The SDKFS connector shares the same Java Implementation as the SDKDYN connector but it is hierarchical. The
containers are represented as file system directories. As a result, the SDKFS connector requires its own distinct metadata
document, sdkfs_metadata.xml.

The SDKFS connector demonstrates a hierarchical namespace by extending the SDKDYN connector to handle
management of file system directories, in addition to the account and group files.

The connector's metadata document defines a real container class, rather than the virtual containers defined for
SDKDYN.

Note: For more information, see the following sections of com.ca.jcs.sdk.SDKAttributeStyleOpProcessor:

• CONTAINER_TYPE -- Indicates that containers (file system directories) are being managed.
• getContainerPath() method -- Handles resolving possibly nested Distinguished Names to file system paths.

SDKSCRIPT Connector
The SDKSCRIPT connector reuses SDKDYN metadata but its implementation is entirely in JavaScript. You can also
deploy the connector using Connector Xpress using the provided template.

The SDKSCRIPT connector demonstrates only flat functionality, unlike SDKFS.

The SDKSCRIPT connector uses a copy of the metadata used by the SDKDYN connector, but all its logic is
implemented in JavaScript instead of Java. This is achieved by the script operation bindings that can be found in /conf/
sdkscript_opbindings.xml, which wrap a stub connector as configured through /conf/connector.xml.

Note: This same technology also allows wrapping custom JavaScript processing around methods of existing connectors.

SDKUPO Connector
The SDKUPO connector is an example of a connector that invokes user-specified external applications in response to
user provisioning requests. It is the Sdkscript connector extended to implement UPO style exits. The connector invokes
user-specified external applications by using JavaScript in the operation bindings. Sample operation bindings are Pre Add
Account, Post Add Account, and such. The script in the operation bindings calls external services, also known as program
exits.

The SDKUPO Connector reuses the SDKDYN metadata but with some additional metadata relating to the program
exits. Two exits are provided: one for sending email messages in response to provisioning requests, and one for logging
the requests to a file. Thus, as with the SDKDYN connector, the SDKUPO connector has a flat namespace with virtual
containers.

The script for the SDKUPO connector is based on the SDKSCRIPT connector. The code and bindings are in
sdkuposcript_opbindings.xml. Additional functionality is added to the SCKSCRIPT connector code to handle the operation
bindings and the execution of the exits. Although the bindings and exits can be defined and organized using an external
editor, you can achieve the same result using Connector Xpress.
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Terminology

UPO exits provide the entry points within a user provisioning request where custom code can be referenced.

Program exits are the user-developed custom code referenced by UPO exits. This connector provides two sample exits: a
SendMail exit and a Logging exit. The SendMail exit sends an email message containing details of the user provisioning
request to an email address configurable at the connector level. The Logging exit stores the user provisioning request
details to a file.

Modes

Sdkuposcript operates in the following two modes:

• Non-managed mode
• Managed mode.

The mode is configured at the connector level on a per-endpoint basis.

Non-managed Mode (Asynchronous mode)

In non-managed mode, program exits are used to alert the system administrator of a non-managed system regarding
user provisioning requests. Two program exits are provided: a SendMail exit and a Logging exit. Both of these exits are
enabled at the endpoint level for simplicity, for example, either all UPO exits invoke the SendMail exit or none at all. See
Further Enhancements for enabling program exits at the UPO exit level.

This connector defines 10 UPO exits in non-managed mode:

• ADD_ACCOUNT
Invoked when a new account is created.

• DELETE_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is deleted.

• MODIFY_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is modified, except for password, account status or request status changes. Password and
status modifications invoke different UPO exits.

• RENAME_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is renamed.

• CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
Invoked when the password of an account is changed.

• ENABLE_ACCOUNT
Invoked when the eTSuspended attribute of an account is set to enabled.

• DISABLE_ACCOUNT
Invoked when the eTSuspended attribute of an account is set to disabled.

• INVOCATION_ERROR
Invoked when a UPO exit fails or returns an error. This exit then throws an exception which results in a failed user
provisioning request. Note that this is invoked when there is an error in the exit invocation, not due to an error on the
endpoint.

• REQUEST_PENDING
Invoked when a UPO exit was invoked successfully. A file is created containing the account name to indicate that a
request for that account is pending. In this state, no other requests are acceptable and any such request should result
in an exception.
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NOTE
This implementation works well if there is only one CA IAM CS in the provisioning system. If there is more
than one CA IAM CS, this implementation does work. Refer to SLA Exits for an alternative solution.

• REQUEST_COMPLETED
Invoked when the request status is marked as completed. The request file, created on a previous
REQUEST_PENDING, is deleted, indicating that further user provisioning requests for the account are now
acceptable.

In non-managed mode, the UPO exits do not do anything other than invoke the SendMail or Logging exits if so configured.

NOTE
You are still required to explore the endpoint to create the necessary placeholders such as account and group
containers. But exploring in this mode, or performing lookup on specific accounts, does not return or create new
accounts.

Managed Mode (Synchronous mode)

In managed mode, this connector also uses UPO exits, but the UPO exits perform the actual provisioning operations on
the endpoint. The operations being performed are the same as what the sdkscript connector performs.

For simplicity, the managed mode UPO exits do not invoke any of the program exits, but there is no reason why this
cannot be coded into the connector, if so required.

This connector provides seven UPO exits:

• ADD_ACCOUNT
Invoked when a new account is created.

• DELETE_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is deleted.

• MODIFY_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is modified.

• RENAME_ACCOUNT
Invoked when an account is renamed.

• READ_ACCOUNT
Invoked when a SEARCH for a UPO account is requested.

• LIST_ACCOUNTS
Invoked when a SEARCH for enumerating accounts is requested. A list of accounts is returned.

• INVOCATION_ERROR
Invoked when a user provisioning operation has failed. An exception is thrown which results in a provisioning request
error.

Implementing the Connector

Perform the following steps to transform the sdkscript connector into the sdkuposcript connector:

In the sdkdyn metadata

1. Add the following connector level attribute definitions.
a. managedEndpoint (eTDYN-bool-01) - Used to configure the operational mode of an endpoint.
b. useSendMailExit (eTDYN-bool-02) - Used to indicate that the SendMail program exit is invoked by the UPO exits.
c. useLogExit (eTDYN-bool-03) - Used to indicate that the Logging program exit is invoked by the UPO exits.
d. mailserver (eTDYN-str-03) - Specifies the host name of the mail server that the SendMail exit connects to.
e. mailrecipient (eTDYN-str-04) - Specifies the email address that the SendMail sends the mail to.
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f. mailsender (eTDYN-str-05) - Specifies the email address that the SendMail exit uses as the sender.
2. Add the following account level attribute definition in the sdkdyn metadata.

a. requestStatus (eTDYN-int-01) - This indicates the status of the request. This attribute definition is used mainly to
receive the completed status of the request.

3. Define the program exits.
Two program exits are provided as samples. The SendMail exit gets the mail related connector level attributes and
sends the message passed to it by the UPO exit. The mail subject is also passed to it by the invoking UPO exit. The
code can be changed to include CC recipients if required.
The Logging exit writes the details of the request to a file, in a sub-directory of that specified by
eTDYNConnectionURL.

4. Define the UPO exits.
One function is defined for each UPO exit. Where there are similarly named exits, a suffix is added indicating
the operational mode where that exit is used, so there are functions such as ADD_ACCOUNT_NONMANAGED,
ADD_ACCOUNT_MANAGED, ENABLE_ACCOUNT, and so forth.
The non-managed mode exit functions package the request details in XML, which are made as similar as possible to
the data block generated by the UPO connector. This xml block is then passed to the SendMail or Logging program
exits, if so configured.
The managed mode exit functions perform the provisioning operations as in the sdkscript connector.

5. Re-structure the code of the functions specified in the opbindings.
Whereas with sdkscript, the provisioning operations are performed right in the body of the opbindings functions, the
sdkuposcript functions first check the operational mode of the endpoint, then invoke the appropriate UPO exit.

Account Management Screens

Account screens can be generated for inclusion in the User Console help. The  12.6.3 Web User Interface Account
Screen Generation document should be consulted if account screens are desired.

Even though this connector uses the DYN namespace, this connector is thought of as a static endpoint type because
metadata has already been provided. However, for future connectors that might want to use some of the additional
attributes related to UPO implementation, Connector Xpress r12.5 12.6.3 must be used to create new metadata having
these additional attributes and properties.

Two more presentation metadata properties must be added to the additional attributes. These are description and
inputHint. In addition, two logical groupings can be added: one group containing the useSendMailExit and useLoggingExit
attributes, and the other group containing the mailserver, mailrecipient and mailsender attributes. The other additional
attributes may be included in the group containing the other attributes for the object.

The additional attributes are simple types that can already be handled by the current JIAM and  server framework, so
there is no need to create additional JIAM or  handlers. Once the metadata has been completed, you can then proceed
with the Role Definition Generator to create the necessary files needed for deployment.

Further Enhancements

This connector shows one way to implement UPO style exits on a scripting connector. It has been designed to show the
salient points in transforming the sdkscript connector into one that uses exits. To avoid clutter that may hide these salient
points, some of the UPO features have been left out. This section discusses how those features can be added.

Configuring a Program Exit for Each UPO Exit

The program exits are enabled at the endpoint level. That is, either all UPO exits invoke the program exits, or none of
them do. This connector can be enhanced to enable the program exits to be configured for each UPO exit.

You can implement these in one of the following ways:
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• Add one boolean attribute for each program exit - UPO exit pair. There will be additional attributes
such as useAddAccountSendMailExit, useAddAccountLoggingExit, useDeleteAccountSendMailExit,
useDeleteAccountLoggingExit, and so forth. The code checks the appropriate boolean attribute for each provisioning
request to determine whether or not to invoke the program exit.

• Add a multi-valued string attribute for each UPO exit, where such attribute contains the name of the program exit to
invoke.

Invoking Program Exits on Managed Mode UPO Exits

The code can be modified to enable invoking program exits from managed mode UPO exits. For this connector, the code
was not modified because the managed mode exits are already performing the provisioning operations. If desired, this can
be changed.

Enabling / Disabling UPO Exits

Similar to invoking program exits as mentioned previously, more boolean attributes can be added to indicate whether or
not a specific UPO exit is invoked at all, regardless of any other configuration the UPO exit has.

One use of this is to disable the RENAME_ACCOUNT exit if such functionality is not available at the endpoint.

SLA Exits

UPO utilizes an SLA (Service Level Agreement) Monitor to poll for requests in the pending state. This connector can be
enhanced to provide polling for the existence of request files, although there may be issues if this CA IAM CS is part of
an environment containing more than one CA IAM CS, and the location of the request files is localized within each CA
IAM CS. A recommended solution is to make use of third party products or systems to store requests data and provide
the monitoring of those requests. In this case, the REQUEST_PENDING and REQUEST_COMPLETED exits make
connections to those third party systems to update the requests data.

SDK Connector
The SDK connector is deprecated. The connector is available in jcs-sdk-deprecated.zip. The SDK connector reuses the
SDKDYN source but the metadata is mapped against the SDK schema rather than the DYN schema.

The SDK connector shares the same Java implementation as the SDKDYN connector, and differs only in that it uses
the SDK schema instead of the DYN schema. Consequently, it is unable to use the DYN User Interface plug-in built in
to the Provisioning Manager. For the Provisioning Server to make the SDK schema available and Provisioning Manager
to make the SDK User Interface plug-in available, the connector requires parts of the C++ SDK, which has more limited
functionality, installed.

Install Deprecated SDK Connector Pre-requisites

Although the deprecated (non-DYN) version of the SDK connector implementation is in Java, you need to install
several components from the  installation. The Provisioning Server C++ SDK Admin installation is a prerequisite for the
deprecated (non-DYN) version of the SDK connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Install the following components from the Provisioning Server installation:
– The SDK schema
– The POP script that adds the namespace definition and its default policy container definition.
– The SDK plug-in to the Admin Manager GUI.
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2. If you want to run against the CA IAM CS SDK so that you can debug and change the connector, do the following:
a. Run the CA IAM CS SDK installer.
b. Navigate to the installation directory and then enter the following command:

ant dist

c. Start CA IAM CS using cs-sdk-home/bin/srvicemix_debug.bat, then attach to the resulting process (refer to the
README.txt at the top-level of the SDK).

d. Use Connector Xpress to help ensure that the SDK namespace for the target Provisioning Server is being routed to
this CA IAM CS.

e. Configure the default ports 20412, and 20413 for ssl /tls connectivity.

NOTE
For a production CA IAM CS, use the ports 20410, and 20411 for ssl /tls connectivity.

3. If you want to run the binary sample, do the following:
a. Unzip the CA IAM CS installer to a directory ${DIR}
b. Unzip the CA IAM CS samples to the same directory ${DIR}
c. Run the CA IAM CS installer from ${DIR} and register the SDK connector (may as well register all connectors).
You can now acquire the SDK directory using the SDK plug-in to the Provisioning Manager GUI.

Possible Clients
 

• User Console
The  Web GUI can also be used as the client to drive the following DYN-based SDK sample connectors: SDKDYN,
SDKFS, and SDKSCRIPT. However, before the SDK samples can be appear in the  UI, run the Role Definition
Generator based on the SDK samples' metadata, and copy the Role Definition Generator output files to the specific
folders.

NOTE
For more information about running the Role Definition Generator, see IM--How you Generate User Console
Account Screens in the  Connectors Wiki .

• JMeter
Some JMeter tests are included for communicating directly with CA IAM CS. Although we do not provide support
for the JMeter library, other than some basic pointers, we strongly recommend that you write component tests
concurrently with connector development, regardless of whether you use JMeter or another LDAP enabled testing
framework. Informal manual testing can be useful in the early stages of connector development, but ultimately
automated regression tests are required.

WARNING
Be careful to include any important test steps in your JMeter test to help ensure that regressions do not go
unnoticed during development.

• JXplorer
This is an open-source LDAP browser. JXplorer is useful for one-off testing during connector development, particularly
for running manual queries to verify the state of a connector during the early stages of development.

• Provisioning Manager
The Provisioning Manager can still be used, but it will soon be deprecated. You can still use it to drive the DYN-based
SDK sample connectors (SDKDYN, SDKFS, SDKSCRIPT, SDKCOMPOUND).The DYN User Interface plug-in built in
to the Provisioning Manager is used for these sample connectors.
To drive the SDK sample connector using the Provisioning Manager, you must install the Admin SDK Option, because
as the SDK User Interface plug-in is required for the SDK sample connector.
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Compound Value Support
The SDKCOMPOUND connector demonstrates configuration and use of compound values in a fully functional connector.
However, as it has the luxury of storing the compound values as simple strings in property files stored on the CA IAM CS
local filesystem, it is able to bypass some of the complexity of compound value support in the JDBC connector where
compound values need to be split up and stored in separate database tables.

If you determine that you require compound value support for your connector, consider the following:

• The metadata format (defined in datamodel.xsd) and the CA IAM CS framework impose no restrictions on the
level to which compound value classes can be nested. Hence the SDKCOMPOUND connector includes the
PersonalizationOption compound value class which demonstrates two levels of nesting. Hence any restrictions are due
to either the connector (because of the endpoint system technology) or higher level clients with User Interfaces.

• Compound values can reference other object instances in associations (using DNs for instance), but no other objects
can reference them.

• Because the individual attributes in compound values are not represented by LDAP attributes (but rather as values
of a JSON object) it is often the case that connectorMapTo settings are not required for them. For this reason the
"isCompoundValue" setting (which has a similar effect to connectorMapToSame) signifies that connectorMapTo values
need only be provided when a compound attribute's name is unacceptable to the endpoint system. For example, due
to restrictions on the characters permitted in SQL column names.

• The  user interface imposes a restriction where nested compound values are not displayed. This is not a problem for
DYN JDBC connectors but it is a problem for the SDKCOMPOUND connector.

• In  Provisioning Manager, nested compound values are not displayed in an intuitive way, that is, user needs to
understand JSON syntax.

• The JDBC connector does not support nested compound values as doing so would necessitate support for compound
primary keys.
All schemes are supported for specifying the keys of parent and compound value objects, including generated keys on
either or both ends.
In relational 1:N associations, the table on the "N" side must be responsible for storing the key for the "1" side.
Therefore, the table storing compound values needs a column specifying a key for the parent object, and the
COMPOUND_PARENT assocType is used on the attribute defining the association between them.

• Both indirect and direct associations are now supported, with metadata specifying which style applies to which
attributes. Associations between a compound object and its parent are modeled as direct associations.

Compiling the Sample Connectors
To compile the SDK Sample Connector, run a top-level ant (which runs the default target ant dist) in sample-home from
either your Java IDE, or the command line, using the bundled Ant build.xml. You can then run the CA IAM CS hosting
the connector by running build/dist/bin/jcs.bat (Windows) or jcs.sh (UNIX), or by using the bundled Eclipse or IDEA IDE
runtime configurations.

If the default development CA IAM CS is started on the same computer as a non-development CA IAM CS service,
conflicts can occur. Therefore, the default development CA IAM CS is configured to start on port 20412 (non-secure) or
20413 (secure TLS).

You can change this port using either of thee methods:

• Editing the ports specified in cs-sdk-home/jcs/conf/server_osgi_jcs.xml.
• Changing the jcs.test.port setting in cs-sdk-home/build.xml
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Sample Connector Upgrading
NOTE
The CA IAM CS SDK uses Java deprecation to simplify upgrading connectors between different versions of .
When you upgrade to a new version of CA IAM CS, pay attention to the JDK compiler deprecation warnings
when compiling your custom connector.

NOTE
For more information about recommended alternatives to deprecated interfaces, refer to the Javadoc
Programming Reference for Connectors.

Release a Customized SDK Connector Example
One way to become familiar with the CA IAM CS SDK variants is to use them unchanged, and debug using an IDE.
Perhaps this progresses to changing the existing metadata and logic to try out various changes. However, at some point
in a connector's development it will be necessary to choose a proper name for the connector that identifies its function and
ensures it is not confused with the SDK connectors released with CA IAM CS.

This example shows you how to release a connector based on SDKDYN as a new connector called myconnector. Do the
following:

1. Copy the connectors/sdkdyn/ directory and all sub-directories to connectors/myconnector/.
2. Rename all the classes from SDK* to MyConnector*.
3. Change references in conf/connector.xml to associate the namespace and update any class references to the SDK

connector to point to MyConnector.
4. Change all references to sdkdyn in the build.xml file to match your connector's name. For example change the

conn.pkg property used in the .jar .zip, and pop.ldif file name and such.
5. Change the following settings in your conf/*_metadata.xml document to match you connector's name. For example,

SDK to MyConnector.

<namespace name="connectorname Namespace">

<doc/>

<metadata name="abbreviation">

<value>

<strValue>DYN</strValue>

</value>

</metadata>

<metadata name="version">

<value>

<strValue>1.0</strValue>

</value>

</metadata>

<metadata name="implementationBundle">

<value>

<strValue>connectorname=</strValue>

</value>

</metadata>

– namespace name
Defines the name of your connector's namespace/endpoint-type in the metadata.
Example: namespace name="MyConnector Namespace"

– metadata name
Defines
Value:
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Example: <strValue>MyConnector</strValue>
6. Change the following settings in your connector's conf/connector.xml file to match your connector's name and new

class names. For example, SDKDYN to MyConnector.

<beanclass="com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle"id="connectorname">

<propertyname="name">

<value>connectorname</value>

</property>

...

<propertyname="connectorTypeName">

<value>connectornameNamespace</value>

</property>

...

<propertyname="messageResourceBundle"><value>conf/com/ca/jcs/sdk/validator/validator</value>

</property>

<propertyname="staticMetadataFile">

<value>/conf/connectorname_metadata.xml</value>

</property>

<propertyname="indirectAssociations">

<value>false</value>

</property>

<propertyname="connNamingAttr">

<value>eTDYNDirectoryName</value>

</property>

<propertyname="connectorTypeClass">

<value>com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaConnectorType</value>

</property>

<propertyname="connectorClass">

<value>com.ca.jcs.sdk.connectornameMetaConnector</value>

</property>

– bean class
Defines
Example: bean class="com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle" id="MyConnector"\

– connectorTypeName
Defines
Example: MyConnector Namespace

– name
Defines
Example: MyConenctor Namespace

– staticMetadataFile
Defines
Example: /conf/MyConnector_metadata.xml

– connectorClass
Defines
Example: com.ca.jcs.sdk.MyConnectorMetaConnector

NOTE
The build.xml file for each DYN based connector includes an XSLT transform (popldif.xslt) which uses your
metadata to generate a build/_uninst/*pop.ldif file. The CA IAM CS installer uses this file to register your
connector when you run ant inst and copy the resulting .zip for your connector to ${DIR}, as shown in the
preceding example.
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DYN Class Names
The DYN (extended) schema provides a set of generic classes that you can map to.

The set of standard classes includes:

• eTDYNNamespace
Lets you map the endpoint-type and namespace level.

• eTDYNDirectory
Represents endpoint or connector level.

• eTDYNAccount
Specifies the account.

• eTDYNAccountContainer
Specifies the accounts container, although you can use any eTDYNContainername.

• eTDYNGroup
Specifies the group and its container.

• eTDYNGroupContainer
Specifies the groups container, although you can use any eTDYNContainername.

• eTDYNPolicy
Specifies the policy.

• eTDYNPolicyContainer
Specifies the policies container.

The following set of generic classes are also available:

• eTDYNObject001-eTDYNObject035 (35 generic classes)
• eTDYNContainer001-eTDYNContainer010 (10 generic containers)

Simple single account and single group use cases can get by with eTDYNAccount/eTDYNGroup mappings. When
mapping multiple groups, you can use eTDYNObject* classes You can also map any other additional classes using
eTDYNObject.

eTDYNContainer* classes have many attributes that can be mapped, like the eTDYNObject* classes, so you can use
them as more than simply containers for other objects if necessary.

Configuration Files
CA IAM CS handles configuration with XML support offered by the Spring Framework open source project in the following
ways:

• XML content is used to describe JavaBeans and their property settings, which eliminates unnecessary code and offers
a high level of configurability for virtually all CA IAM CS and connectors.

• The Spring Framework reads global configuration for CA IAM CS from the server_osgi_jcs.xml file. You can change
server-side configuration settings, and add new global-scoped validators and converters.
The Spring framework automatically discovers and processes the connector.xml and osgi-connector.xml files included
in the OSGi bundle for each connector.

• The most dynamic component of a connector configuration is the metadata stored in its parent endpoint type, which
dictates which validators and converters registered are activated for each objectclass or attribute. You can change this
by using normal LDAP modify operations targeting the endpoint type.

Configuring connector-specific settings is achieved by JavaBeans deriving from ConnectorConfig that introduce any
connector-specific properties that are required. Instances are created based on the setting of the defaultConnectorConfig
field in connector.xml. These instances are then passed in to the connector’s constructor by the CA IAM CS framework.

NOTE
For more information, see www.springframework.org.
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Connector.xml Files
Connector.xml files serve as specific placeholders for connector configuration. Primarily, they tie the connector type name
with the implementation bundle for that connector, and specify settings for general connector behaviors, connection pool
settings, and registration of plug-ins (validators and converters).

A connector.xml file contains a definition for one or more ImplBundle Spring beans with a number of properties set.

The following are some important properties of Connector.xml files:

• Name
Ties the name of the connector type (endpoint-type) to the bundle implementing this type of connector.

• connectorTypeName
Specifies a secondary means to associate connector type to the bundle implementing this type of connector, that is, to
match the eTNamespaceName attribute value provided in a target DN.
For example, MyConnTypeName in eTNamespaceName=MyConnTypeName,dc=DOM,dc=etasa

• staticMetadataFile
Defines any static metadata file used by the connector.

NOTE
Not required for dynamic deployed connectors because Connector Xpress users create the metadata, rather
than connector developers.

• staticMethodScriptStyleMetaDataFile
Defines any static op-bindings and scripts for a method or script style connector.
Note: Not required for dynamic deployed connectors because Connector Xpress users create the metadata, rather
than connector developers.

• defaultConnectorConfig
Sets various connector behaviors. This property is a bean.

• allowMetadataModify
Specifies whether metadata modifications are allowed or disallowed.

• converters
Defines where all connector-specific converters are registered. This is a MetaPluginConfigSuite bean.

• connNamingAttr
Designates the naming attribute for the connector as it appears in target DNs. For example, eTDYNDirectoryName in
eTDYNDirectoryName=MyConnName,eTNamespaceName=MyConnTypeName,dc=DOM,dc=etasa.

• connectorTypeClass
Defines the name of the implementation class implementing the ConnectorType interface. For example, usually
MetaConnectorType or the class which extends it.

• connectorClass
Defines the name of the connector class.

• connectionManagerClass
Defines the name of the class that implements the ConnectionManager interface, which commonly provides
connection pooling facilities.

• rollbackConnectionAttrs
Defines a Boolean property, which determines if a rollback of connection-related attributes occurs when connection
attributes are modified with values that result in unsuccessful connection to the endpoint.
Value: True by default if unspecified.
This attribute can be overridden through a connector level attribute mapped to !rollbackConnectionAttrs!

NOTE
For more information, see Disable Connection Attributes Rollback.

• messageResourceBundleResources the log messages.
• defaultConnectorConfigDefines the default connector configuration 
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Connector Jar Files
The -dist target packages the connector in its build.xml file as a single file named jcs-connector-*.jar which can depend on
separate external third-party libraries .jar files. This JAR file is then used by the bundle builder to create the OSGI version
JAR File.

When ant inst is invoked from cs-sdk-home, a connectors’ build.xml file is asked to execute its -inst task which must
create a single consolidated jcs-connector-*.zip file in cs-home/build/inst/.

The zip file includes every file it deploys to a production CA IAM CS. For example, its jcs-connector-*.jar file, any third-
party libraries, and all sources of configurations settings.

NOTE
A connector can be installed in these two ways:

• Before installing CA IAM CS, create a bundle for the connector and copy it to the directory that contains the install files.
When you install CA IAM CS, the new connector will be installed too.

• Log in to CA IAM CS and add the new connector. For instructions, see Add a Connector in the Connectors Guide.

The contents of a jcs-connector-*.jar file are:

• /conf/connector.xml -- This file is converted into a com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle JavaBean using the Spring Framework
XML support. This file is the major descriptor for the connector in the same way that the /WEB-INF/web.xml is for
a .war file used to deploy a J2EE web application.

• /conf/*_openldap.schema --  Connectors that make their own connector-specific schemas known to the ApacheDS
server hosting CA IAM CS use this optional file. Verify that this file is in the format dictated by the OpenLDAP standard.

• /conf/*_metadata.xml -- Connectors that have static metadata or metadata maintained by developers rather than
users can use this optional file. Such connectors are referred to as static connectors, as opposed to dynamic
connectors where metadata is generated dynamically in Connector Xpress by users.

Converter and Validator Plug-Ins Registration
You can use the connector.xml file to register validator and converter plug-ins, in addition to the system-wide library made
available by the server_jcs.xml file. Both types of plug-ins are configured with the com.ca.jcs.cfg.MetaPluginConfigSuite
JavaBean which ties attributes and classes to plug-ins using the following three collections:

• typeToPluginMap - A map of attributes values (such as DATE, FLEXI_STR:DN) to the AttributeValidator/
AttributeConverter plug-ins you want to be triggered for them.

NOTE
For more information about value strings, see the Javadoc in the  bookshelf for
com.ca.commons.datamodel.DataModelValue.

• propertyPluginConfigs  - A list of plug-ins driven by metadata settings rather than by the simple type. Each
plug-in is invoked on every attribute which mentions any of the metadata settings configured in the plug-in’s
metadataPropNames trigger list. However, it is free to veto its application to each target attribute after performing
further checks in its constructor. For example, by throwing a PluginNotRequiredException exception.

• classPluginConfigs - List of plug-ins driven by metadata settings, where the plug-ins work over all the attribute
settings for an object at once, rather than one attribute at a time.

NOTE
For examples matching your intended plug-in use case, see the server_jcs.xml file.
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NOTE
Plug-ins can arrange to have configuration JavaBeans passed to their constructors, where they require context
to configure their behavior. For an example of the required syntax matching your intended use case, see the
pluginConfig setting for com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.EncyptPropertyConverter in the server_jcs.xml file.

The Object Model
This section describes the object model.

Metadata
Every connector has associated XML metadata that describes the classes of objects that the connector manages. The
metadata includes the names of classes, their attribute names, and attribute types. Additional descriptive information can
be attached to a class or attribute, such as the maximum number of characters an attribute accepts.

Metadata Syntaxes

The following are the two different syntaxes for metadata documents:

• Data Model
• Operation Bindings

Data Model

The data model is of universal interest to all layers of the architecture and is stored as the value of the eTMetadata
attribute on the eTNamespace object for an endpoint type. The data model defines object classes and their properties,
and adheres to the XML schema cs-sdk-home/conf/xsd/datamodel.xsd

This schema defines both an object model (the classes and their properties) and the metadata properties which
specify particulars of their processing. The schema includes a SimpleValueGroup group (which in turn references
PrimitiveValueGroup) that defines the choices available for a property's value. The SimpleValue complex type allows
default values to be specified using the default= XML attribute, which are used for a property when no explicit value is
provided in an LDAP ADD request.

An example data model element can define an objectclass called eTDYNAccount which has a single-valued string
property eTDYNAccountName.

NOTE
For an example of fully functional example documents see, cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/
sdkdyn_metadata.xml and cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/sdk_metadata.xml.

Data model metadata settings describe extra data used by the software layers that interact with the data model. For
example, the data model described previously requires a Boolean isNaming metadata property with the value true
specified for the eTDYNAccountName property. This specifies that this property describes the naming attribute for its
parent object class.

Data Model Types

You can find the list of available data types which can be represented by referencing the SimpleValueGroup production in
cs-sdk-home/conf/xsd/datamodel.xsd XML schema.

The basic types, which are part of the XML schema specifications, are:

• boolValue
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Represents a Boolean value, true or false.
• intValue

Represents a 32-bit signed integer in the range [-2,147,483,648, 2,147,483,647]
• longValue

Represents 64-bit signed integer.
• FloatValue

A 32-bit floating-point decimal number as specified in the IEEE 754-1985 standard.
• dblValue

A 64-bit floating-point decimal number as specified in the IEEE 754-1985 standard. The external form is the same as
the float datatype.

• dateValue
Defines a UTC date in "YYYY-MM-DD" syntax
Example: 1970-01-01

• dateTimeValue
Defines a UTC date and time in "YYYY-MM-DD'T'HH:MM:SS" syntax.
Example: 1970-01-01T00:00:00

• timeValue
UTC time value in "HH:MM:SS" syntax
Example: 00:00:00

• enumValue
Referenced to fixed set of alternatives defined in metadata.
Note: For more information, see the SoftdrinkVarieties enum in the SDKDYN connector's sdkdyn_metadata.xml for an
example.

• flexiStrValue
Basically a string, but allows validator/converter plug-ins to be triggered.

NOTE
For more information, see <flexiStrValue type="noComma"> type in the SDKDYN connector's metadata.xml,
referenced in its connector.xml, for an example.

• binaryValue
Signifies the value is a raw binary value which should be passed through unchanged.

In addition to these basic types the following types are also types built on top of them:

• setValue
An unordered collection of basic types, usually the right choice as the order of the values in an LDAP attribute is not
guaranteed to be preserved. Remember to provide a baseType definition.

• sequenceValue
An ordered collection of basic types. Remember to provide a baseType definition.

• mapValue
A map made up of entries consisting of a key (of a basic type) which maps to a value (either a basic type, collection, or
sub-map).

• compoundValueClassRef
For attributes which have compound values this setting allows the class which defines their content to be named.

NOTE
For more information, see the  SDKCOMPOUND sample connector.

Operation Bindings

Operation Bindings metadata is stored as the value of the eTOpBindingsMetaData attribute on the eTNamespace
object for an endpoint type. The metadata can be used to register custom logic to wrap around the processing of LDAP
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operations. For example, in JDBC stored procedure support. As such, it is less frequently used than datamodel metadata.
OpBindings documents adhere to the schema cs-home/conf/xsd/opbindings.xsd.

Each XML fragment can consist of multiple OpBindingType elements specifying:

• A guard element. The guard for an opbinding must match a particular operation on a particular object class for the CA
IAM CS framework to execute its payload. The guard therefore has elements specifying:
– Which Operation matching an LDAP request (ADD / MODIFY etc) the binding targets.
– Which target objectClass(es) (account / group) the binding targets

NOTE
If no objectClass elements are specified, signifies the guard is intended to match all object classes defined
in the datamodel metadata.

– An LDAP Boolean, which when true, denotes that the object class or classes are specified in LDAP terminology (for
example, eT…Account, eT…Group) instead of in connector terminology (for example, account or group).

• A payload, which can be either:
– A native method called on the target system (used for JDBC stored procedure support) using specified parameter

definitions.
– A complete script (or script function in a global script) to be called. Script and script functions derive from a

ScriptType base type which contains:
• A scriptLanguage string field specifying the language the script is written in (currently only javascript is

supported).
• An executedDirectly Boolean field which specifies whether the script does its work directly, or instead generates

a string that the connector's script-style processor executes.
• A timing which can be:

– PRE -- Execute the opbinding before the target Operation. For example, it can be used for an ADD request to
retrieve an additional attribute value from an external source of data and add it to the attribute values to be stored
persistently.

– OP -- Execute the opbinding instead of the target Operation on the connector.
– POST -- Execute the opbindings after the target Operation on the connector, for example, to write an audit record.

• A strictCompletion Boolean. If true, specifies that a failure encountered while executing the payload (either an
exception, or a non-null textual error status return) causes the framework to treat the whole LDAP operation as failed.
Where the endpoint system supports transactional behavior (such as DYN JDBC) a failure when strictCompletion is
true is treated as a reason to roll back the transaction.
– An order integer

If there is more then one guard condition matching a particular LDAP request and their order of execution is
important, the order integer specifies the order in which opbindings are executed.

Examples of opbindings metadata configuration can be found at cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkscript/conf/
sdkscript_opbindings.xml.

NOTE
For more information about coding of script payloads, see Writing Scripts.

NOTE
In this case, an entire connector is implemented using JavaScript but it is also possible to provide opbindings for
only a few guard conditions, to customize some behavior of an existing connector. We recommend this method
of implementation for what were previously known a connector program exits in  8.1 SP2. For example, the
AS400 and OS400 connector which is part of  r12, includes a sample opbinding.
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Enumerations

You can define a set of enumerated values in the metadata and link the enumeration to an attribute (property). This is
useful where an attribute has one or more values coming from a fixed set of choices.

Define each enumeration once in the metadata and then link it to every attribute where you require the enumeration, for
example:

<enum name="SoftdrinkVarieties">

   <val ordinal="4" displayName="Orange">orange</val>

   <val ordinal="3" displayName="Lemon">lemon</val>

   <val ordinal="2" displayName="Lime">lime</val>

   <val ordinal="1" displayName="Cola">cola</val>    

</enum>

<property name="eTDYN-str-multi-01">

   <value>

   <enumValue def="SoftdrinkVarieties"></enumValue>                

   </value>

The Provisioning Manager GUI plug-ins and  web-screen renders these as drop-down lists.

Dynamic Enumerations

Like a static enumeration, a dynamic enumeration also allows an attribute to be a set of enumerated choices. However the
choices are dynamic, that is, searches obtain the values. Dynamic enumerations are implemented as an association in the
metadata where the other end of the association is a read-only class with isUnmanaged=true and one (or at least a small
number) of display attributes. To retrieve the names of the objects you want the user to select, you search for the objects
of the end class.

Such associations do not require a reverse association attribute, as the association is only retrieved in one direction.

The client displays this as an association along with the normal search screens. It is not currently possible to select
alternative UI representations like a simpler selection list.

Metadata Definition
The process of writing the metadata for a connector depends on the type of connector being developed.

When using Connector Xpress, Connector Xpress creates the metadata document based on the selections you make.
You should not need to edit the metadata.

DYN Schema Extensions

The DYN Schema has been extended for the following attributes:

• Container objects (eTDYNContainerXXX) are extended to 10.
• Generic objects (eTDYNObjectXXX) are extended to 35.
• All capability attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-ic-, eTDYN-str-ic-, eTDYN-str-c-, eTDYN-bool-c-, eTDYN-int-

multi-c-, eTDYN-int-c-) are extended to 99, with the exception of the multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-
multi-c-), which are extended to 500.

• The noncapability multivalued case-sensitive or case-insensitive attributes (for example, eTDYN-str-multi-, eTDYN-str-
multi-i-) are extended to 500.

• The generic cached (that is, data location equals BOTH) multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-)
are extended to 99. These attributes are included in every DYN object.
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Cached attributes have their values stored on the provisioning server and are therefore accessible without contacting
the endpoint system. Where their values are provided by the endpoint system, an explore operation is needed to
update the values stored for them to match that on the endpoint system.

• Ninety-nine connection-specific cached multivalued case-sensitive attributes (eTDYN-str-multi-ca-sec-) are added for
DYN Directory only. These attributes are added in the "encryptwith" line of the DYN password attribute, which can be
used to obfuscate sensitive settings.

DYN Attribute Name Selection

When manually assigning attributes for a DYN endpoint type (rather than using Connector Xpress), eTDYN-str-multi- is
usually the best choice as you are less likely to run out of attributes.

If caching is required, we recommend that you use eTDYN-str-multi-ca, as the Provisioning Server does not
typically cache the attribute values in the DYN namespace (except for a set of well-known attributes, for example,
eTDYNConnectionURL, eTDYNHost, and such). Use a - ca- variant for cases requiring caching, for example, extra
connection-related attributes.

For attributes in classes other than accounts and account templates, and non-capability attributes on these classes, the
fact that these underlying LDAP attributes are multi-valued and strings is not important, as the metadata specified for them
controls whether they accept multiple values and their real type.

For more information about available classes and attributes you may choose to mention in your metadata see DYN
Schema Extensions.

For capability attributes on accounts and account templates where policy merging by the provisioning server comes into
play, the distinction between single verses multi-valued attributes, real type, and case-sensitivity become important at the
LDAP level. We recommend that you consider:

• Using attributes with - multi- in their names only for attributes which are really multi-valued. In this case, the
Provisioning Server performs a union instead of a greater than test when merging accounts and account templates.

• Using case sensitivity, where "-i" signifies case insensitivity. For example, eTDYN-str-i-01 is a case-insensitive string
whereas eTDYN-str-01 is case-sensitive.

• Using -c to represent capability attributes. For example, eTDYN-str-c-01 is a case-sensitive capability string whereas
eTDYN-str-ic-01 is a case-insensitive capability string

• Using -bool- and - int- as required, noting that bools accept 1 or 0, and ints accept any integer value.

Note: Where an attribute id matches one of the regexes found in sensitiveAttrIdRegexes property in server_jcs.xml, the
attributes are automatically treated as a sensitive attribute and are obscured in logging output (even when logging is
turned on at the lowest levels of the ApacheDS code). The substrings password, pwd, and cred are defined to trigger this
behavior by default. A good practice is to use attribute names with higher numbered suffixes for such sensitive attributes,
allowing them to be excluded from logs across all connectors without negative impact.

DYN Class Name Selection

When manually assigning class names for a DYN endpoint type (rather than using Connector Xpress), consider the
following:
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• Use eTDYNDirectory for the top-level representation of the connector. Cached attributes (which have - ca- in
their names), should typically be chosen to store values which are to connect to the endpoint system, so that the
Provisioning Server stores them.

• Use eTDYNAccount for the representation of accounts on the endpoint system.
• Use eTDYNPolicy for the representation of the account templates used to create and manage accounts on the

endpoint system. There is usually a strong correlation between the attributes in this class and those defined for
eTDYNAccount, with the same attribute names doing double duty in both classes.

• Use eTDYNObjectXXX classes for native objects which are not accounts or containers. This includes live
enumerations which are native objects which are not themselves managed (That is, they cannot be created or
deleted) but are mapped so that clients can search for all instances. For example, the names of all native permissions
configured on the endpoint system.

• eTDYNGroup can still be used instead of one of the eTDYNObjectXXX classes if you prefer.
• Use eTDYNContainerXXX for container native objects, which have the same attributes available for mapping as the

eTDYNObjectXXX classes, but in addition can act as containers for them (and other containers). The list of classes
permitted within a container is specified using the childTypes metadata setting.

• Configure eTDYNContainer, eTDYNAccountContainer, and eTDYNGroupContainer the same way as the
eTDYNContainerXXX classes. You can use these classes if you prefer.

Padding Of Int Attribute Values

The Provisioning Server applies some "0" padding to the value of attributes whose name contain an '-int-' string. This
happens if you select the Integer Data Type and check the Synchronized checkbox in Connector Xpress.

For this reason, we recommend avoiding these attributes in favor of standard string attributes where possible. You should
only use the " - int-" string for integer capability attributes involved in account template merging/synchronization.

For example, when a value of "22" is assigned to the attribute "eTDYN-int-c-01", the Provisioning Server will pass on
the value "0000000022" to CA IAM CS. This makes it impossible to tell whether the original value was exactly "22", or
something else, for example, "022".

The minimum and maximum length restrictions for an attribute affect how CA IAM CS (specifically the
com.ca.jcs.validator.core.LengthRangeValidator plug-in) strips the "0" padding. For example, if the value "0000000022"
is received and minLength=3, then the value will become "022". This means you will not be able to tell what the original
value was.

How You Define Metadata for a New Connector

If you are creating a connector for which there is no pre-existing specialized schema, we recommend that you create a
specialized data model mapping to and from the generic DYN schema. We recommend that you write metadata from
scratch that annotates your LDAP schema with all the information required by CA IAM CS, the JIAM and CA Identity
Management account management functionality.

The most critical metadata setting is connectorMapTo, which specifies the mappings for objectclasses and attributes to
connectors. For example, in a JDBC-based connector, the account objectclass (defined using the class name=' XML
syntax), is mapped to a database table and its properties are mapped to columns within its parent table.

Note: For more information, see the SDKDYN.

Some connectors can require the similar connectorMapToAmbiguous metadata property. For example, JNDI-based
connectors can have an account which can have either of the naming attributes cn= or uid= on the endpoint.

NOTE
For an example of a hand-written metadata document, see the cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/
sdkdyn_metadata.xml file in the SDKDYN sample connector (ignoring metadata properties starting with pt.). For
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a list of supported metadata properties and values, see com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs in the CA
IAM CS Javadoc. com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs.

Handling Sensitive Data

Among the many metadata properties which can be set for attributes, there are some you can use to protect sensitive
data.

NOTE
For more information, see com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs in the Javadoc Programming Reference
for Connectors.

DYN Based Connector Creation

You should write connectors using a specialized data model based on the generic DYN schema
(eta_dyn_openldap.schema) and metadata.

For example, like the JDBC and JNDI DYN metadata output from Connector Xpress. This approach requires a metadata-
aware client to interact with your connector, for example, the GUI client DYN Provisioning Manager plug-in.

This approach means that, rather than displaying the LDAP attribute id eTDYN-str-01 to the user, its mapped name
Description is displayed instead.

We recommend this approach for all connector development as doing so means it is not necessary to write a custom
parser table and/or Provisioning Manager C++ User Interface plug-in. Using a DYN schema also simplifies enhancing
released connectors as it is only necessary to change metadata mappings. That is, there is no impact on the Provisioning
Server.

In this release, is it now possible to include POP scripts for DYN-based connectors, as demonstrated for the SDKDYN
connector by cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/_uninst/ sdkdynpop.ldif.

POP scripts are required for DYN endpoint types because the custom mapping chosen are important when defining
default account templates.

NOTE
Connector Xpress does the work of a POP script for endpoint types created within it.

If the DYN plug-in does not meet your requirements, you can write your own custom Provisioning Manager plug-in for the
DYN schema.

Write Your Own Specialized LDAP Schema

You can write connectors by writing your own specialized LDAP Schema and registering the schema as you would for a
pre-existing one, however we recommend that you use a DYN based approach.

NOTE
If you cannot use the DYN schema and want to use this approach, see the Programming Guide for Provisioning
now available with the installation package for the APIs.

Metadata Used By the JIAM API

In addition to special metadata settings that are critical to CA IAM CS, there are also settings which are important to JIAM
as they establish a standardized facade over all connectors. JIAM (Java Identity and Access Management) is a Java front
end to the Provisioning Server.

NOTE
The only JIAM-specific setting remaining in r12.1 is beanPropertyName. We have deprecated the following
metadata settings.
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• policyClass
• endPointClass
• accountclass
• policyContainerClass
• groupclass
• rdnAttribute

NOTE
For more information, see com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs in the Javadoc Programming Reference
for Connectors for relevant constants.

Create New Metadata

To create new connector metadataspecial handling that derived connectors

1. Add the following setting to the objectclass for the connector to distinguish it from all the other objectclasses listed in
your metadata file:

<metadata name="connectorMapTo">

    <value>

        <strValue>connector</strValue>

    </value>

</metadata>

NOTE
Similar expressions are written in short-hand as connectorMapTo=connector for the remainder of this
section.

2. Verify that the connector's naming attribute has both a connectorMapTo='mapping (usually =name') and has
isNaming=true'

3. Add connectorMapTo= values for all the connector's properties that are connection-related, or are otherwise used for
special handling by the derived connector.

<metadata name="isConnection"> 

    <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value> 

</metadata> 

This is because the CA IAM CS framework informs your connector that it wants to deactivate and reactivate again
after they are changed.

4. Look carefully at connectorMapTo values chosen for connection-related attributes, and use the names defined as
constants of form com.ca.jcs.ConnectorConfig.CONN_*_ATTR and in ConnectorConfig's derived classes.
The possibilities for reuse in the code that establishes connections are greatly increased, for all classes in an
inheritance tree. As a result, the endpoint connector names can be independent of LDAP attribute names that tend to
have different prefixes for each connector. For example, JNDI and a derived connector refer to the LDAP URL using
the same connector name instead of two different LDAP attributes eTDYN* and eT???* which both map to it.

5. For all other objectclasses, do the following:
a. Select a connectorMapTo= value.
b. Verify that its naming attribute has a connectorMapTo= value and has isNaming=true.
c. Verify all properties which the connector implementation supports (presumably all) have connectorMapTo = values.
d. Repeat from step a for all other objectclasses.

6. Check that the connector is functioning at a basic level.
7. Add and test association-related metadata properties like refObjectType= which describe relationships between

objectclasses.
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8. Review all objectclasses and their properties to ensure that all other relevant metadata properties documented in
com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs are correctly applied.

 

Special connectorMapTo Values

There are some connectorMapTo values provided by the CA IAM CS framework that you can choose to map attributes
to, where the framework provides the value rather than the endpoint system. Each of these values has a constant defined
for it in the com.ca.jcs.BaseConnector class., As with all values which are special to the CA IAM CS framework these
constants start and end with the ‘!’ character (the value of the BaseConnector.CONN_SPEC constant).

We recommend that you familiarize yourself with the constants defined in this class through their JavaDoc,
especially CONN_DN (“!dn!”) and CONN_NAME (“!nameId!”). CONN_ROLLBACK_CONNECTION_ATTRS and
SEARCH_RESULTS_STREAMING may also be of interest.

Natively Generated Attribute Values

Some endpoint systems are capable of generating the values for some attributes, instead of them being passed in by
client applications.

For example, the JDBC connector supports generation of primary or alternate keys for objects in two ways (refer to the
JDBC compound metadata documents and related JMeter tests):

• Through "sequences" (used by Oracle) where the sequence name can be provided using the "connectorGenerator"
string metadata setting on the attribute for which values are to be generated. This sequence is then used to generate
the value during the ADD operation.

• Through "identity columns" (used by Microsoft SQL) where the attribute is simply tagged with the
"isConnectorGenerated" Boolean metadata setting. The setting informs the CA IAM CS framework that no value
should be provided for this attribute during the ADD request as the endpoint system automatically assigns it a value.
You can use these metadata settings for the same generic purpose in any connector implementation, where the
endpoint system supports similar ways of automatically generating attribute values.

Container Definition

When you are defining metadata mappings for classes which are containers (that is, they can contain objects of other
classes and other containers), consider the following points:

• Containers can be mapped like any other class, and have any number of attributes mapped (including ambiguous
mappings). A crucial difference is that containers have a childTypes metadata setting which list the names of the
LDAP class names which the container is permitted to contain. As the deprecated isContainer=true metadata setting
is no longer used, confirm that childTypes is defined. Also confirm that it contains all class names which can appear
as children, including possibly the container class itself where nesting is permitted. If class names are missing then
objects with these classes will not appear in the results of search operations.
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NOTE
This setting is of critical importance for all containers, whether real containers or Virtual Containers.

• The top level eTDYNDirectory class acts as a container itself and will consequently need a childTypes setting which
names all of the container classes which can appear as its direct children (regardless of whether they are real
containers or Virtual Containers).

• If the endpoint is hierarchical, define a mapping to a class that actually exists on the endpoint, as compared to Virtual
Containers.

• Use ambiguous mappings if there are multiple varieties of containers and you want to simplify the view you present
to clients of the connector. For example, mappings for the JNDI connector often use a connectorMapToAmbiguous
setting for eTDYNContainer.

NOTE
For more information, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

• If the endpoint is flat, then define Virtual Containers as a way of grouping objects of each class and providing a cleaner
view of the endpoint for the customer. These containers are virtual because they do not actually exist on the endpoint,
but are an abstraction introduced by CA IAM CS.
For backward compatibility, you can define Virtual Containers in a connector's connector.xml file, however this is
deprecated in favor of defining virtual containers in metadata.

• Map every container class, whether real or virtual, to one of the eleven container classes available. For example,
eTDYNContainer and eTDYNContainer001-010.

• Avoid implementing a containerList attribute which lists all the containers under a parent container (or your root
connector). Doing this breaks the LDAP containment model, as asking for attributes on the parent object involves
searching for all children. Instead, inform the Provisioning Server whether the search targets containers the customer
has asked to manage (the default) or all containers that exist on the endpoint. Include eTAgentOnly in the searches
requested return attributes.

Metadata Settings for a Real Container Class Example

The following is an example of important metadata settings for a real, that is, not virtual, container class. This example is
from the metadata for the SDKFS sample, sdkfs_metadata.xml:

<class name="eTDYNContainer001">

   

    <metadata name="childTypes">    

        <value> 

        <setValue>  

            <baseType>  

                <strValue/> 

                        </baseType> 

                        <val>   

                            <strValue>eTDYNContainer001</strValue>  

                        </val>  

                        <val>   

                            <strValue>eTDYNAccount</strValue>   

                        </val>  

                        <val>   

                   ##        <strValue>eTDYNObject001</strValue> 

                        </val>  

                    </setValue> 

                </value>    

            </metadata> 

            <metadata name="connectorMapTo">    
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                <value> 

                    <strValue>folder</strValue> 

                </value>    

            </metadata> 

            <property name="eTDYNContainer001Name"> 

                <value> 

                    <strValue>Container Name</strValue> 

                </value>    

                <metadata name="isNaming">  

                    <value> 

                        <boolValue>true</boolValue> 

                    </value>    

                </metadata> 

                <metadata name="isRequired">    

                    <value> 

                        <boolValue>true</boolValue> 

                    </value>    

                </metadata> 

                <metadata name="displayName">   

          ##         <value> 

                        <strValue>folder name</strValue>    

                    </value>    

                </metadata> 

                <metadata name="connectorMapTo">    

                    <value> 

                        <strValue>dirname</strValue>    

                    </value>    

                </metadata> 

            </property> 

   … arbitrary other properties can be mapped for the class…

   

   </class>

The following settings in the above example are important to consider:

• groupMappings / groupContents / displayName
These settings are required by the  and  Provisioning Manager user interfaces.
Value: As shown in the code example above.

• isVirtual
Distinguishes virtual containers from real ones.
Value:  true

• childTypes
Specifies all classes in the datamodel that can be contained under this class (the class on which childTypes appears).
This setting is used the same way as for real containers. You can specify more than one class name, but each class
can only appear in the childTypes setting for a single container. The values here also affect the searches done across
the containers. Searches are optimized where possible to take only the classes that can exist under the container into
account.

• connectorMapToSame
Specifies that connectorMapTo values do not have to be provided for the class and its naming attribute (that is,
their LDAP names are used). Note that these values are not important in a connector's implementation because the
container is virtual and therefore does not exist on the endpoint.
Value:  true

• eTDYNContainer001Name
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Specifies the container's name used by UI clients.
Value: SDK Groups

Note: For more information on real container examples involving ambiguous mappings, review some mappings generated
for a JNDI endpoint by Connector Xpress.

Important Metadata Settings for a Virtual Container Class Example

The following is an example of the important metadata settings for a virtual container class taken from the metadata for
the SDKDYN sample, sdkdyn_metadata.xml:

<class name="eTDYNContainer001">

            <metadata name="groupMappings">

                <value>

                    <mapValue>

                        <keyType>

                            <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups"></enumValue>

                        </keyType>

                        <valueType>

                            <sequenceValue/>

                        </valueType>

                        <mapEntry>

                            <key>

                                <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups">ROOT</enumValue>

                            </key>

                            <value>

                                <sequenceValue>

                                    <baseType>

                                        <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups"></enumValue>

                                    </baseType>

                                    <val>

                                        <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups">GROUP_CONT_MAIN_GROUP</enumValue>

                                    </val>

                ##               </sequenceValue>

                            </value>

                        </mapEntry>

                    </mapValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <metadata name="groupContents">

                <value>

                    <mapValue>

                        <keyType>

                            <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups"></enumValue>

                        </keyType>

                        <valueType>

                            <sequenceValue/>

                        </valueType>

                        <mapEntry>

                            <key>

                                <enumValue def="SDKDYN_Groups">GROUP_CONT_MAIN_GROUP</enumValue>

                            </key>

                            <value>
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                                <sequenceValue>

                                    <baseType>

                                        <strValue></strValue>

                                    </baseType>

                                    <val>

                                        <strValue>eTDYNContainer001Name</strValue>

                                    </val>

                                </sequenceValue>

                            </value>

                        </mapEntry>

                    </mapValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <metadata name="connectorMapToSame">

                <value>

                    <boolValue>true</boolValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <metadata name="isVirtual">

                <value default="false">

                    <boolValue>true</boolValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <metadata name="rdnAttribute">

                <value>

                    <strValue>eTDYNContainer001Name</strValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <metadata name="childTypes">

                <value>

                    <setValue>

                        <baseType>

                            <strValue></strValue>

                        </baseType>

                        <val>

                            <strValue>eTDYNObject001</strValue>

                        </val>

                    </setValue>

                </value>

            </metadata>

            <property name="eTDYNContainer001Name">

                <value default="true">

                    <strValue>SDK Groups</strValue>

                </value>

                <metadata name="isNaming">

                    <value>

                        <boolValue>true</boolValue>

                    </value>

                </metadata>

                <metadata name="displayName">

                    <value>

                        <strValue>Name</strValue>

##                   </value>
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                </metadata>

                <metadata name="isRequired">

                    <value>

                        <boolValue>true</boolValue>

                    </value>

                </metadata>

            </property> 

The settings for the groupMappings, groupContents, and displayName are required by  and the  Provisioning Manager
user interfaces. See the code example for the values for these settings.

The following settings in the above example are important to consider:

• isVirtual
Distinguishes virtual containers from real ones.
Value:  true

• childTypes
Specifies all classes in the datamodel that can be contained under this class (the class on which childTypes appears).
This setting is used the same way as for real containers. You can specify more than one class name, but each class
can only appear in the childTypes setting for a single container. The values here also affect the searches done across
the containers. Searches are optimized where possible to take only the classes that can exist under the container into
account.

• connectorMapToSame
Specifies that connectorMapTo values do not have to be provided for the class and its naming attribute (that is, their
LDAP names are used).
Note that these values are not important in a connector's implementation because the container is virtual and therefore
does not exist on the endpoint.
Value:  true

• eTDYNContainer001Name
Specifies the container's name used by UI clients.
Value: SDK Groups

Association Metadata
In addition to describing objectclasses in metadata, describe the association relationships between objects (for example,
the list of groups to which a user belongs). The following are the types of associations you can use:

• Direct (used by the JNDI connector)
• Indirect (used by the JDBC connector)

NOTE
For more information, see the class com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaDefs in the CA IAM CS Javadoc in the  bookshelf.

Direct Associations

In Direct Associations, references are persisted directly into a multivalued attribute on the endpoint. For example, in LDAP,
a group's member attribute directly stores reference to the accounts it contains. Metadata of the following represents the
group's member attribute:

 <property name="eTDYNMember">

     <doc>LDAP member [DN]</doc>

     <value>

         <setValue>

             <baseType>
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                 <flexiStrValue type="DN" />

             </baseType>

         </setValue>

     </value>

     <metadata name="beanPropertyName">

         <value>

             <strValue>member</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="isMultiValued">

         <value>

             <boolValue>true</boolValue>

         </value>

     </metadata> 

     <metadata name="connectorMapToAmbiguous">

         <value>

             <sequenceValue>

                 <baseType>

                     <strValue />

                 </baseType>

                 <val>

                     <strValue>

                         groupOfUniqueNames:uniqueMember

                     </strValue>

                 </val>

                 <val>

                     <strValue>groupOfNames:member</strValue>

                 </val>

             </sequenceValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="refObjectType">

         <value>

             <strValue>eTDYNAccount</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="isDNAbsolute">

         <value>

             <boolValue>false</boolValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="DNLdapObjectClass">

         <value>

             <strValue>eTDYNAccount</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

 

NOTE
For more information about the various metadata settings, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for
Connectors for the constants in MetaDataDefs.java matching each metadata property's name.
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If a single associative attribute can contain references to multiple objectclasses, then the "DNLdapObjectClasses"
attribute should be used instead of "DNLdapObjectClass". In either case the assocRefObjectClass setting is required and
needs to have the same value (or any one of the values) of the DNLdapObjectClass(es) setting.

In the Direct case it is often useful to also define a virtual attribute (so called because it is calculated on the fly at possibly
considerable runtime cost) which can pass back information about the association in the reverse direction. For instance
the eTDYNMemberOf for an account returns the list of groups to which each account belongs calculated entirely from the
group.member attribute discussed above. Its metadata would be defined as follows:

 <property name="eTDYNMemberOf">

     <doc>LDAP memberOf [DN]*</doc>

     <value>

         <setValue>

             <baseType>

                 <flexiStrValue type="DN" />

             </baseType>

         </setValue>

     </value>

     <metadata name="beanPropertyName">

         <value>

             <strValue>groupNames</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="isMultiValued">

         <value>

             <boolValue>true</boolValue>

         </value>

     </metadata> 

     <metadata name="connectorMapTo">

         <value>

             <strValue>memberOf</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="virtual">

         <value>

             <boolValue>true</boolValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="forceModificationMode">

         <value>

             <strValue>DELTA</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="assocRefObjectClass">

         <value>

             <strValue>eTDYNGroup</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="assocAttr">

         <value>

             <strValue>eTDYNMember</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="isDNAbsolute">
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         <value>

             <boolValue>false</boolValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

     <metadata name="DNLdapObjectClass">

         <value>

             <strValue>eTDYNGroup</strValue>

         </value>

     </metadata>

 </property>

 

In cases where the metadata values are similar to the member case, except that the forceModificationMode=DELTA
setting, modifications are always expressed as a set of additions and deletions, easing the process of updating the various
group.members list internally.

Indirect Associations

In Indirect Associations, links between objects are not stored on either object but rather in a table external to both which
stores the keys to both objects. The JDBC connector expects this scheme as it matches the way relational databases
model associations, and is expressed in the following metadata, where the table and column names would vary according
to each target database.

account.member:

<property name="eTDYNMember">

    <value>

        <!-- Automatically triggers DN validators and converters, meaning that DNs are  checked to ensure that they reference existing objects etc --

>

        <setValue><baseType><flexiStrValue type="DN"/></baseType></setValue>

    </value>

    <metadata name="displayName">

        <value><strValue>Accounts</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

        <!-- still need a connector-speak name for the field -->

    <metadata name="connectorMapTo">

        <value><strValue>member</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="refObjectType">

        <value><strValue>eTDYNAccount</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTable">

        <value><strValue>acc_grp_assoc</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTableObjNamingAttr">

        <value><strValue>grp_name</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTableRefNamingAttr">

        <value><strValue>acc_name</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="DNLdapObjectClass">

        <value><strValue>eTDYNAccount</strValue></value>

    </metadata>
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    <!-- Let the framework take care of verifying that contained DNs reference existing objects, rather than having to do this explicitly in connector code. --

>

    <metadata name="DNTestExists">

        <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <!-- Connector wants only names of accounts by the time the data gets to it. -->

    <metadata name="DNNameOnly">

        <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value>

    </metadata>

</property>

group.memberOf:

<property name="eTDYNMemberOf">

    <value>

        <!-- Automatically triggers DN validators and converters, meaning that DNs are checked to ensure that they reference existing objects etc --

>

        <setValue><baseType><flexiStrValue type="DN"/></baseType></setValue>

    </value>

    <metadata name="displayName">

        <value><strValue>Groups</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

        <!-- still need a connector-speak name for the field -->

    <metadata name="connectorMapTo">

        <value><strValue>memberof</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

        <!-- Is "logically inserted" in Java CS processing

    <metadata name="isMultiValued">

        <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value>

    </metadata>

        -->

    <metadata name="refObjectType">

        <value><strValue>eTDYNGroup</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTable">

        <value><strValue>acc_grp_assoc</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTableObjNamingAttr">

        <value><strValue>acc_name</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="assocTableRefNamingAttr">

        <value><strValue>grp_name</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <metadata name="DNLdapObjectClass">

        <value><strValue>eTDYNGroup</strValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <!-- Let the framework take care of verifying that contained DNs reference existing objects, rather than having to do this explicitly in connector code. --

>

    <metadata name="DNTestExists">

        <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value>

    </metadata>

    <!-- Connector wants only names of groups by the time the data gets to it. -->

    <metadata name="DNNameOnly">
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        <value><boolValue>true</boolValue></value>

    </metadata>

</property>

With indirect associations, the runtime cost for looking up the association attribute is the same in either direction (for
example, group.member or account.memberOf) unlike the direct case where an expensive virtual attribute has to be used
in one direction.

Typically a connector has one style of associations or the other, however it is possible to have both. For example, a JDBC
connector uses indirect associations but supports direct associations to represent compound values.

How Metadata Is Used

The CA IAM CS framework reads the metadata provided for an endpoint type. The framework learns the data model from
the metadata for the connector and configures how each object class and attribute are processed. Object classes and
attributes which are mentioned in requests to a connector instance, for which there are no connectorMapTo* settings, are
logged and discarded.

This allows the connector's implementation's coverage to be built incrementally, especially when porting an existing C++
connector to Java.

Some client applications, for example, the Provisioning Server, pass on some attributes to the CA IAM CS even though
they are not relevant to CA IAM CS. You can configure the acceptedUnknownAttrIds property in connector.xml to list the
names of attributes which are not relevant to the connector implementation, and are not logged when received. Also,
the setting acceptedUnknownAttrIds in server_jcs.xml specifies attributes global to the whole CA IAM CS, rather than a
specific connector.

A message is logged at the INFO level to jcs_daily.log for each object class, summarizing all its attributes which are
mapped in metadata, for example:

INFO - class='eTDYNGroup': all mapped attributes=eTDYN-int-01;eTDYNMember
[expensive];eTDYNGroupName;eTDYN-str-01

The syntax chosen for the list in the message lets you cut and paste into the list of requested attributes in JMeter search
tests after qualifications in square brackets have been deleted. For example [expensive] in the preceding expression.

Association Related Code

At runtime, associations are encapsulated in instances of the com.ca.jcs.assoc.Association class and managed
by attribute-style processors deriving from either DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor or implementing
AssocIndirectAttributeOpProcessor.

The DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor can provide reverse association logic to you for free. The direct case is
more amenable to a reusable default implementation. Therefore, consider carefully which class to use as the basis for
your connector’s attribute-style processor.

The AssocAttributeOpProcessorProxy can be used to provide default reverse association handling for
connectors which use direct associations. The connector triggers the proxy when the connector returns
true from its isAutoDirectAssocRequired() method. This defaults to ! isIndirectAssociations()), where the
getAutoDirectAssocExlusions() method can also be overridden to name operations you want to exempt from this
processing, if necessary.

NOTE
Its full source file is bundled with the SDK and provides a reference for the appropriate preprocessing and
postprocessing required to handle associations around each type of operation and LDAP request.
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The reverse association handling service offered by the CA IAM CS covers all LDAP operations, not just computing
values when querying. For example, if group.members is the value persistently stored on the endpoint, then the
account.memberOf value can be automatically calculated for you by the CA IAM CS framework. In this case, creating a
new account and providing memberOf values will have the side-effect of adding the new account to all the named groups
automatically. Renaming and account will cause the member list for all groups referencing to be automatically updated to
its new name.

If you want to use this service, but want to exclude certain LDAP operations, (for example, because they are performed
asynchronously by the endpoint) then you need to override the com.ca.jcs.BaseConnector.getAutoDirectAssocExlusions()
to specify exclusions for the methods listed below.

Then either leave it to endpoint logic to tidy up dangling references as required, or customize the matching association
methods in your attribute style processor to handle the special requirements of your endpoint for the following example:

import com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor.MethodName

…

importcom.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor.MethodName

…

publicHashSet<MethodName>getAutoDirectAssocExlusions()

{

        final HashSet<MethodName>exclusions=newHashSet<MethodName>(1);

    exclusions.add(MethodName.doDelete);    

    exclsions.add(MethodName.doModifyRn);   

    exclusions.add(MethodName.doMove);  

        return exclusions;

These methods for the previous example would be:

• doDeleteAssocs()
• doModifyRnAssocs()
• doMoveAssocs()

Association Modeling

As well as representing indirect associations using DNSs, we have added the following extensions to association
modeling:

• Simple key associations
An association where the membership is expressed through an additional attribute (key). For example, members of a
posixGroup are identified by a value of their uid which is an attribute of an account, rather than using account names.

• Complex key associations (nisNetgroup)
An association where the membership is expressed through a filter expression evaluated for membership test. For
example, account members of a nisNetgroup are expressed through a nisNetgroupTriple value (host, user, and
domain). However, matching in the reverse direction from account to group requires using a complex filter expression.

Endpoint Objects
This section describes how to create new objects on the endpoints with which your connector communicates. Creation
of all object classes managed by the connector (for example, accounts and groups) is routed through the same doAdd()
method of the attribute-style processor you returned from your connector’s createAttributeStyleOpProcessor() method.

Creation of a new connector instance is not routed through this method, but handled instead by the CA IAM CS
framework, which calls your connector’s constructor and activate() methods.
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In some cases, it is necessary to define and register a specialized com.ca.jcs.processor.ConnectorAttributesProcessor
to handle the attributes stored for the connector. For example, if you want to support a virtual attribute which has a value
calculated by the code.

If your method creates an object that exists, throw an LdapNameAlreadyBoundException.

How You Create an Object
Depending on your choice of endpoint type, implementing the add operation involves extending
AbstractAttributeStyleProcessor and implementing the following methods:

NOTE
See the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors for descriptions of parameters, and the SDK Sample
connector for a complete sample implementation.

Implementing AttributeStyle

     public void doAdd(final ObjectInfo objInfo,  

                       final Attributes attrs)  

             throws NamingException 

 

NOTE
For more information, see com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor.html#doAdd(com.ca.jcs.ObjectInfo,
%20javax.naming.directory.Attributes) in the CA IAM CS Javadoc in the  bookshelf.

Implementing AssocAttributeProcessor (implementing associations)

     public void doModifyAssocs(final ObjectInfo objInfo, 

                                final AssocModificationItem[] items,  

                                final Object context) 

             throws NamingException 

  

     public void addAttrAssocs(final ObjectInfo objInfo, 

                               final Association assoc, 

                               final Attribute attr, 

                               final Object context) 

             throws NamingException 

 

Implementing doAdd(ObjectInfo objInfo, Attributes attrs) throws NamingException

Consider verifying that an object with the same name does not exist before trying to add the object.

Update the endpoint system to record the object's creation, given a reference to it (objInfo) and the attributes are assigned
to it (attrs). If multiple object types can be created, you can distinguish which type is being requested by examining
objInfo.getobjectclassMapping().getConnectorClassName(). This yields the connectorMapTo defined in the metadata
for this object (that is, the connector terminology representation of the class name). In some cases, the alias or LDAP
terminology class name can also be useful in distinguishing which object class is being targeted.

As with all do*() methods in the connector interface, all attribute names, values, and filters have been validated,
converted, and mapped to connector-terminology before your method is called.

It is necessary to persist the provided attributes on the endpoint system. For example, a JDBC connector would translate
this list into the column names and values in an SQL INSERT clause executed on the endpoint.

To minimize references to LDAP attribute names in your connector code, consider using the values of the
connectorMapTo or connectorMapToAlias metadata properties when deciding how to process an object.
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To minimize or avoid checks for syntactic validity on attribute values, consider using an attribute validator.

To minimize or avoid manipulating attribute values, consider introducing an attribute converter.

The CA IAM CS SDK includes a library of built-in validators and converters. However you can also write your own and
connect them to objectclasses and attributes using metadata definitions.

If your connector handles associations then get the list of associations and handle adding them. The following code
snippet shows an example:

        // splitAssocAttrs will remove the associations from attrs and return them 

        assocAttrItems = objInfo.getObjectClassMapping().splitAssocAttrs(attrs); 

  

        // create context and implementation of object creation here 

  

        // now hand off adding the associations 

        if (assocAttrItems != null) 

             doModifyAssocs(objInfo, assocAttrItems, context); 

 

• Implementing doModifyAssocs(ObjectInfo objInfo, AssocModificationItem[ ] items, Object context) throws
NamingException
This method is passed a list of modification items, including additions, deletions and replacements. This method is
responsible for calling getModificationOp() on each modification item and then handing off the work to addAttrAssocs()
or removeAttrAssocs() as appropriate. Use this method if your modification items are not independent of each other
(for example, if ordering is significant).

NOTE
For this release, modifications are limited to additions only.

• Implementing addAttrAssocs(ObjectInfo objInfo, Association assoc, final Attribute attr, Object context) throws
NamingException
This method is called to create a single association of the type described by assoc from the objInfo object.
Coupled with objInfo.getName() and attr.get().getValue(), which return the name of the source object and the name of
the target association respectively, you can construct the endpoint relationship.

NOTE
For more information, see com.ca.jcs.assoc.Association in the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

attr can hold multiple values indicating several relationships of the same type to different target objects. Depending on the
capabilities of the endpoint system, issue separate creation statements or a single statement listing multiple parameters.

Add Operation Testing
At this stage, verify that you can do the following:

1. Create the endpoint type object within the Provisioning Manager.
2. Create the connector object within the Provisioning Manager.
3. Create managed object types.
4. Create associations between managed objects.

The JMeter test performs step 1 and 2 and then performs multiple instances of steps 3 and 4. For your initial development
work, drive simple creations from an LDAP client. However, once your add operation is complete you create an automated
test scenario that covers the following test coverage objectives:
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• Creation of all object types and creation of all possible attributes.
• Creation of all possible object associations.
• Failure cases where objects cannot be created because the object exists, access permissions are insufficient, or other

appropriate endpoint failures cases.

Use the scripted tests for creating connectors and directories you developed earlier to construct a working environment for
these test cases.

How You Delete an Object
Removing an endpoint object can be the easiest LDAP operation to implement in a connector. In general, this operation
does not involve any object attributes, but simply requires passing the naming identifier of the object to the delete method
on the endpoint system.

To remove an object from the endpoint system, implement the doDelete method in the CA IAM CS SDK:

 public void doDelete(ObjectInfo info)  

 

Verify that the object you want to delete exists. To verify that the object exists, retrieve the naming identifier from the
ObjectInfo parameter and call your endpoint system SDK existence check or search method.

NOTE
For more information, see com/ca/jcs/processor/OpProcessor.html#doDelete(com.ca.jcs.ObjectInfo) in the
Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors, and the SDK Sample connector for a complete sample
implementation.

If the object is not in the endpoint system, throw the following exception:
org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapNameNotFoundException

        boolean isThere = api.searchForObject(info.getName()); 

        if(!isThere) 

        { 

            throw new LdapNameNotFoundException( 

                info.getLdapDn() + " does not exist"); 

        } 

 

Next, call the delete method using your endpoint system API.

A common problem when deleting objects is that the credentials used by the connector contain insufficient privileges to
perform a deletion.

NOTE
For more information, see, org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapNoPermissionException.

Write your code to account for a possible transient condition, such as a communication exception. In this case, throw the
following exception: org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.exception.LdapServiceUnavailableException.

If necessary, perform subsequent cleanup on any other objects that contain references to the object that you deleted. For
example, membership references to this account can exist in other group objects.

Some APIs (especially those not supporting transactional behavior) can prevent an object from being deleted before
all references to it have been cleaned up. In this case, either to inform your customers of this restriction, or code your
doDelete() method to clean up references before deleting the target object (probably by calling its implementation of
com.ca.jcs.assoc.AssocAttributeOpProcesso.doDeleteAssocs()).

If possible, use the AttributeStyleProcessor doSearch(ObjectInfo info) and doDelete(ObjectInfo info) methods as a basis
for your own custom logic if the association handling logic built into CA IAM CS is not sufficient. However if your connector
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uses any structural converters, we recommend that you carefully examine the format of the search results returned by
calling doSearch(). In particular, the search results have relative (rather than absolute DNs) and are in connector-speak.
However, if structural converters are used, use com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaObjectClassMapping.unflatten() before changing
attribute values and flatten() after changing the values.

Example Implementing doDeleteAssocs

The following is an example of how you implement doDeleteAssocs:

    public void doDeleteAssocs(final ObjectInfo objInfo, final Object context) throws NamingException

    {

        doAssocUpdateReferencesTo(objInfo, null, connector);

    }

This command has the following format:

• objInfo
Specifies the object modified or deleted.

• context
(Optional) Provides additional context for the requested updates. For example, transactional connectors may want the
updates of the associative relationships to occur within a larger transaction.

The method following method constructs the search filter and invokes the doSearch method of this connector’s attribute-
style processor to retrieve the associative objects (for example, Account):

com.ca.jcs.assoc.DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor.doAssocUpdateReferencesTo()

It then constructs the modification item and invokes the doModify() method to update the associative attribute for the
associative object (group members attribute in the Account).

Example Calling doDeleteAssocs() Methods Inside the doDelete and doModifyRn

The following is an example of Calling doDeleteAssocs() Methods inside the doDelete and doModifyRn:

   // if there are any associations referencing objects of this type defined in the meta data file

   if (!info.getObjectClassMapping().getToAssociations().isEmpty())

       doDeleteAssocs(info, null);

Delete Operation Testing

At this stage, verify that you can do the following:

1. Create the endpoint type object within the Provisioning Manager.
2. Create the connector object within Provisioning Manager.
3. Create managed object types.
4. Create associations between managed objects.
5. Delete all managed object types.

The new items in step 5 are operations that require tests. For your initial development work, we recommend that you drive
simple creations from an LDAP client. However, once the delete operation is complete, create an automated test scenario
that covers the following objectives:
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• Deletion of all object types
• Associated deletion of all related object associations.
• Failure cases where objects cannot be deleted because access permissions are insufficient, or other endpoint failures

cases.
Use the scripted tests for creating connectors and directories you developed earlier to construct a working environment
for these tests cases

How You Search for an Object
The CA IAM CS framework provides an abstract class AbstractAttributeStyleProcessor which your connector can
implement. Implement the following methods to handle the search for endpoint objects:

   Attributes doLookup(ObjectInfo objInfo, String[] attrIds) throws NamingException;

   NamingEnumeration doSearch(Name baseName,

             FilterInfo filterInfo,

             Map environment, SearchControls searchControls)

             throws NamingException;

 

NOTE
For more information, see the following sections in the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors

• com/ca/jcs/processor/OpProcessor.html#doLookUp(com.ca.jcs.ObjectInfo,%20java.lang.String[]
• com/ca/jcs/processor/OpProcessor.html#doSearch(com.ca.jcs.ObjectInfo,%20com.ca.jcs.filter.FilterInfo,

%20java.util.Map,%20javax.naming.directory.SearchControls.

NOTE
See the SDK Sample connector for a complete sample implementation.

All values of DN, search filter, and return attribute IDs are mapped to the connector by the time these methods are called.
If you provided connectorMapTo=values in your connector metadata file, all values are in connector terminology.

The CA IAM CS Framework runs any required validators or converters before you invoke this method, that is, all data is in
connector terminology.

NOTE
The childTypes metadata setting for the top-level eTDYNDirectory class and all containers classes is critical in
driving the behavior of the lookup and search operations - if a class name is missing then objects of this class
will not be found.

How you Implement doLookup

To implement this method, use the object reference and attribute names provided, and return a
javax.naming.directory.Attributes object containing the values for any of the named attributes which have values. If an
attribute has no value, then do not include it in the returned attributes. Otherwise, the CA IAM CS framework throws an
exception as such attributes are known to upset the ApacheDS framework over which CA IAM CS is built.

NOTE
The ApacheDS SchemaService calls this method on your connector to sanity test MODIFY and other
operations. Therefore, implement it as one of the first operations for your connector, before everything
except, perhaps, the ADD operation. Also, if an operation makes it to the expected method call on
PartititionLoaderService (for example, modify()), but it does not make it to the corresponding call on
MetaConnector, (for example, modify()), then it is worth putting a breakpoint in your connector’s attribute-style
processor’s doLookUp() method to see if a problem is occurring here. Or if doLookUp is not being executed, in
MetaConnector.lookup() or MetaConnector.search().
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How You Implement doSearch

You should be able to search and retrieve the corresponding objects on an endpoint system, provided with the search
information details.

1. Distinguish the search object type
If multiple object types can be searched and your connector returns true from
isBehaviourSearchSingleClass(), you can distinguish which type is being requested by examining
filterInfo.getObjectClassMapping().getConnectorClassName() which yields the connectorMapTo defined in the
metadata for this object. Where your connector does not return true from isBehaviourSearchSingleClass(), the list of
object classes matching the provided search filter can instead be accessed using filterInfo. getObjectClassMappings().

2. Determine the scope of the search
The scope on search controls can be OBJECT, ONE-LEVEL or SUBTREE with appropriate logic for the types of
objects that are returned. For flat connectors (like SDK/JDBC) this logic is taken care of for you, but needs to be
addressed for hierarchical connectors like JNDI-based ones.

3. Use the search filter
Write your connector to support search filtering as supported by the endpoint system API to improve performance.
You can get the ExprNode by calling filterInfo.getMappedFilter() or convert it to a string representation in LDAP filter
syntax. For example, (|(name=f*)(memberOf=*))) using filterInfo.getMappedFilterString().
If necessary, the mappedFilter can be converted to a different syntax or in-memory representation using a class
deriving from com.ca.jcs.filter.SimpleFilterVisitor (or perhaps org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.filter.FilterVisitor), which
you would then invoke using filterInfo.getMappedFilter().accept(myFilterVisitor).
For an example, see LDAPFilterToFileSearchVisitor in the SDK sample.

The com.ca.jcs.filter.SimpleLDAPFilterToMapVisitor provides a useful utility visitor for connectors that only implement
basic filter semantics, and utility methods like com.ca.jcs.filter.FilterUtil.toSimpleMap(FilterInfo) use this visitor under the
covers to convert a FilterInfo into a simple map of attribute values mentioned in the filter. Connectors making use of such
visitors could probably also benefit from using the isConnectorFilterable Boolean metadata setting on any attributes that
can appear in customer-provided filters but which the connector cannot process the filtering for. When it is used, the CA
IAM CS framework automatically revaluates search results returned by the connector against the provided filter, and
throws away any that do not match it before they are returned to the client. This post-filtering has no negative impact on
search result streaming (if implemented by the connector), but does incur a slight performance impact.

1. Retrieve the return attributes
If possible given the API of the endpoint system, it is best to return only the attributes named in
searchControls.getReturningAttributes() to maximize performance. The default behavior for CA IAM CS is to not return
attributes which have been flagged with the isExpensive metadata setting (like photos or associations) in one-level
and subtree searches, unless they are explicitly requested in the return attributes. CA IAM CS also does not return
attributes when a search specifies a null return attributes array, which usually is interpreted to mean all attributes.
This can be controlled using the ConnectorConfig.setSearchExpensiveAttrs(boolean) method for your connector's
configuration, typically set using your connector’s conf/connector.xml file.

2. Base classes for NamingEnumeration objects returned from search operations can be found in the
com.ca.jcs.enumeration package. In particular, RawNamingEnumeration takes care of handling size and time limits
for its derived classes. AppendingNamingEnumeration can be used to wrap a prepared collection of results or multiple
subenumerations are stepped through in order.

3. Streaming search support
The ApacheDS and the CA IAM CS frameworks support a streaming search mechanism, which is marginally harder to
implement but has considerable scalability advantages (that is, search results are passed back to the client as soon as
they become available and peak memory usage during searches is greatly reduced).
To stream search, implement your own NamingNumeration which processes and returns each SearchResult object
one at a time, and return this NamingNumeration from doSearch(), rather than caching all search results in memory
before returning. CA IAM CS then processes and passes back search object one by one after the doSearch() call has
already finished executing, rather than waiting for all results to become available before any are passed back to the
client application.
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SDKAttributeStyleOpProcessor conditionally uses com.ca.jcs.sdk.SDKSearchEnumeration when streaming is enabled
(configured by setting eTDYNDirectory.eTDYN-str-multi-ca-01=1, because it has connectorMapTo=isStreaming in
sdkdyn_metadata.xml).
For an example, see com.ca.jcs.sdk.SDKSearchEnumeration in the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.
In some cases, it can make sense for your search method to support both normal search and streaming search
mechanisms, in which case the ConnectorConfig.getStreamingQueryThreshold() threshold number which is
configurable by connector.xml file can provide a useful comparison point. In particular, if the number of objects is
bigger than the threshold number, you could use a streaming search resulting in higher scalability, otherwise you could
use the nonstreaming search for possibly better runtime performance. Use of this threshold approach assumes there
is a way to determine efficiently the number of results a search can possibly return or did actually return, or somehow
tracking the total number of objects of a type that can exist based on a rough calculation during connector activate()
and keeping running totals.
The streaming search can make debugging and connection management more difficult, because the actual querying
takes place after the doSearch() method has returned. If you plan to support both modes, it is recommended that you
get the nonstreaming implementation working first. When debugging search problems, the following setting in cs-home
/conf/log4j.properties can be useful:
 # When above setting is active, comment out if you want every search result logged (lots of output)  

 log4j.logger.org.apache.directory.server.ldap.support.SearchHandler.logEveryResult=ERROR

 

NOTE
If it is necessary to implement your own enumeration, then see the Javadoc Programming Reference for
Connectors for these classes of interest:

• com.ca.jcs.enumeration.ProcessingNamingEnumeration
• com.ca.jcs.enumeration.AbsoluteQueryResultNamingEnumeration
• com.ca.jcs.meta.MapSearchResultsFromConnectorEnum (this calls your connector's

MetaConnector.convertAttributesFromConnector())

How you Test the Search Operation

Your connector and directory object load correctly after implementing the doSearch method. To test the doSearch
function, you also have to implement the doAdd function first so you can add some objects within the Provisioning
Manager.

Assuming there are some account and group objects in the system, you can do the following searches for testing:

1. Test searching all type of object types.
Issue a one-level search under the connector (or appropriate virtual containers where your connector uses them),
by providing filters of the form (objectclass=<class1>) for each object type. One level searches are important as the
Provisioning Server favors their use.

2. Test searching objects with filtering, for example, using a filter of the form (namingAttribute=a*).
For unsupported filters, your connector should throw com.ca.jcs.LdapNotSupportedException.

3. Test search objects with return attributes.
Try to establish a search by specifying some specific attributes you want to return.

4. Test the streaming search.
Turn on the streaming search and start a subtree level search under the connector.

If no user interface is available at the time you do the testing, you can use JXplorer or other LDAP clients to issue the
search requests.
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Search Related Configuration

CA IAM CS supports classifying search filters. A connector can signal the CA IAM CS framework the level of filter
awareness it has by returning a collection of enum values, for example:

 public enum FilterAware

     {

         PRESENCE,

         EQUALITY,

         APPROXIMATE,

         GREATER_THAN_OR_EQUAL,

         LESS_THAN_OR_EQUAL,

         STARTS_WITH,

         ENDS_WITH,

         CONTAINS,

         CONJUNCTION,

         DISJUNCTION,

         NEGATION,

         MULTIVALUED_ATTRIBUTE

     }

 

You can use the isConnectorFilterable metadata to trigger the CA IAM CS framework to post-filter search results when the
connector is unable filter the search results.

NOTE
For more information, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

Connectors can override the following method:

public Collection<? extends FilterAware> getFilterAwareness()

Any combination of types from the previous can be returned. When a filter is encountered that is more complex then the
given connector supports, the CA IAM CS post-filters the search automatically.

Endpoint Object Update
You update endpoint objects, such as accounts and groups, by using LDAP MODIFY requests which are modeled in
JNDI as an array of ModificationItem objects. Each specifies a target attribute and new attribute values. For multivalued
attributes, a specified mode indicates exactly how the target attribute is modified. For example, whether new values are
added, or existing ones deleted.

Updating an Object

Implementing the modify operation involves extending AbstractAttributeStyleProcessor (or a class deriving from it) and
implementing the following method:

implementing AttributeStyle

     public void doModify(ObjectInfo objInfo, 

                          ModificationItem[] items)

             throws NamingException
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NOTE
For more information, see com/ca/jcs/processor/OpProcessor.html#doModify(com.ca.jcs.ObjectInfo,
%20javax.naming.directory.ModificationItem[]) in the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors, and the
SDK Sample connector for a complete sample implementation.

And for method-style involves implementing:

Implementing OpBindingsProcessor

     void doUpdate(OpBindingType opBinding,

                   ObjectInfo info, 

                   Map parameterValues) 

             throws NamingException;

 

NOTE
See the add operation for descriptions of the missing parameters. For further information about these
parameters, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors .

• ModificationItem[ ] items
Contains the list of attributes that are modified. getModificationOp() can be used to indicate what operation is
performed (like ADD, REPLACE, or REMOVE) and getAttribute() provides the attribute details.

• Implementing public void doModify(ObjectInfo objInfo, ModificationItem[ ] items) throws NamingException
Update the endpoint system to record the object's modification, given a reference to it (objInfo) and an array of
modification items.
If multiple object types can be modified, you can distinguish which type is being requested by examining
objInfo.getObjectClassMapping().getConnectorClassName(), which yields the connectorMapTo defined in the
metadata for this object.
The CA IAM CS framework runs any required validators or converters before you invoke this method.
The forceModificationMode metadata setting can significantly simplify coding of modification logic for multivalued
attributes in many cases. The setting normalizes all modifications to either of the following, according to the
requirements of the endpoint system with which your connector interacts:
– An explicit assignment to a new set of values (= "REPLACE") or to
– A set of additions and deletions from the current set of values (= "DELTA").
For example, the SDK example connector uses this metadata setting on the eTSDKAccount.eTSDKGroupMembers
attribute so that it is always handed the new set of values to persist, regardless of whether the original modification
mode was ADD, REMOVE, or REPLACE. As a consequence, its code is simplified considerably.

NOTE
See the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors for information about the
MetaDataDefs.MD_FORCE_MOD_MODE constant.

Modify the provided attributes on the endpoint system. For example, a JDBC connector would translate this list into
the column name and values of an update statement. An endpoint called by a Java API would translate these into the
appropriate endpoint objects to represent a rename.
As the modification attributes are provided in an array for modification, rather than the List of attributes supplied when
adding a new entry, the code snippet for splitting the associations from ordinary attributes changes slightly.
 SplitModificationItems splitItems = objInfo.getObjectClassMapping().splitAssocModificationItems(items);

         if (splitItems != null)

             items = splitItems.nonAssocItems;

  

         if (items.length > 0)

           // handle modifying attributes

  

         if ((splitItems != null) && (splitItems.assocItems != null))

             doModifyAssocs(objInfo, splitItems.assocItems, jt);
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How Connectors Avoid Race Conditions

You can use forceModificationMode=REPLACE to normalize all requests to REPLACE requests only. This is valuable for
connectors and endpoints that can accept only REPLACE requests, including the SAP connector. For more information
about this setting, see Updating an Object.

splits DELTA requests mentioning multiple objects into multiple separate requests, to allow for different workflows for
each change. However, this splitting can cause race conditions in which DELTA requests can end up overwriting each
other.

To avoid this problem, when CA IAM CS receives multiple requests targeting the same object, it locks those requests to
permit only one request being processed at a time. Each lock is keyed to the connector-speak Distinguished Name of the
target object. CA IAM CS maintains these locks in a cache.

However, this locking works only for connectors within a single CA IAM CS instance. If you have multiple CA IAM CS
instances running, and connectors from each instance are targeting the same endpoint, you might see problems due to
race conditions, unless the instances of CA IAM CS are set up to be peers in a high-availability deployment.

NOTE
uses DELTA and splits, for communications between its internal components. The forceModificationMode
setting affects requests only when they are sent from the connector to the endpoint.

Example: Add roles to an SAP account

The SAP connector can accept REPLACE requests only, so this connector uses forceModificationMode=REPLACE.

1. An administrator uses the User Console to add fifteen roles to an existing SAP account.
2. splits the request into fifteen separate add delta requests (one for each role being added) targeted at the same

account. This allows each request to have a different workflow.
3. Because many requests are going to be sent which target one object, CA IAM CS locks them, ensuring that each

request will be sent only when the previous one has been processed.
4. To convert the MODIFY requests into REPLACE requests, CA IAM CS does the following for each request:

a. It asks the SAP endpoint for the account's existing roles.
b. It creates a new request that adds one role to the existing roles.
c. It sends the REPLACE request.

5. When all requests for the account have been processed, the lock is released.

This ensures that each request is fully processed before the next is sent. If these fifteen requests were sent at the same
time without locking, some would probably overwrite others, leading to some roles not being added to the account.

Avoid Race Conditions in Custom Connectors

If you are writing or modifying your own connectors and you need to avoid race conditions, you can use the same cache
of locks.

To use it, call the MetaConnector.getModifyMonitorCache() method. The key is the connector-speak DN of the target
object. You can then use normal Java synchronize calls on the object returned from the cache to lock.

Update Operation Testing

At this stage, verify that you can do the following:

• Modify all managed object types
• Modify associations between managed object types
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For your initial development work, drive simple creations from an LDAP client. However, when your add operation is
complete create an automated test scenario that covers the following objectives:

• Modification of all attributes of all object types
• Modification of all possible object associations
• Failure cases where objects can be created because the object does not exist, access permissions are insufficient or

other appropriate endpoint failures cases

Use the scripted tests for creating connectors, directories and endpoint objects you developed earlier to construct a
working environment for these test cases.

Associations
There can be a requirement to create associations between the managed objects in your endpoint system. It can be
necessary to perform some specific actions for the objects being associated after the associative attributes get added,
deleted, or modified (or other LDAP operations).

You could implement custom actions in do methods, however, CA IAM CS provides a uniform way to handle these
situations.

AssocAttributeProcessor Methods

To use the CA IAM CS association support, implement com.ca.jcs.assoc.AssocAttributeOpProcessor which has the
following methods:

• doDeleteAssocs
• doModifyRnAssocs
• doModifyAssocs
• doLookupAssocs
• doMoveAssocs
• doSearchAssocs
• addAttrAssocs
• removeAttrAssocs

Where your connector uses direct associations, the com.ca.jcs.assoc.DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor is likely
to provide a useful base class, andy ou may not have to code any association logic at all. Otherwise, implement the
com.ca.jcs.assoc.AssocIndirectAttributeOpProcessor interface to handle your connector's indirect associations.

Defining Associations

Define associations between objects in the connector metadata file.

In the SDK sample connector, the Group is associated with the group members attribute in the Account. When a Group
is deleted or renamed, update the group members attribute in all Account objects which are the members of the group to
reflect the changes. Alternatively, the SDK sample could have added the code for updating the group members attribute
for the Account objects in doDelete and doModfyRn. However, it uses the association to provide an example how to take
the advantage provided by the framework.

• Define the association between Group and group member attribute in Account.

   <property name="eTSDKGroupMembers">

                 …

                  <!-- when no "assocAttr" is specified it means a uni-directional link from this object

                         to another one using primary key (i.e. naming attribute) -->
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                 <metadata name="refObjectType">

                     <value><strValue>eTSDKGroup</strValue></value>

                 </metadata>

   </property>

 

Reverse Associations

Be aware of the reverse association support offered to connectors which use direct associations by CA IAM CS.

NOTE
For more information, see SDK Overview.

Handling DN Conversion

An important consideration when implementing associations is the representations that DNs have in connector
terminology. To help you understand how representation is configured and implemented, the source code for
com.ca.jcs.converter.connector.DNPropertyConverter (which handles these conversions) is bundled with SDK.

The following metadata settings and their impact on the DN conversion are important to understand:

• processMetaDataDefs.MD_DN_NAME_ONLY ("DNNameOnly")
• MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_TEST_EXISTS ("DNTestExists")
• MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_LDAP_OBJECTCLASS ("DNLdapObjectClass")
• MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_IS_ABSOLUTE ("isDNAbsolute")

The following settings can be used for ambiguous properties where multiple objectclasses can apply:

• MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_LDAP_OBJECT_CLASSES (“DNLdapObjectClasses”)
• MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_NAME_ONLY_LDAP_OBJECTCLASS (“DNNameOnlyLdapObjectClass”)

How You Rename the Object
Implementing the optional rename operation (passed in as an LDAP MODIFYRN request) involves extending
AbstractAttributeStyleOpProcessor and implementing the following method:

implementing AttributeStyle  

   public void doModifyRn(ObjectInfo objInfo, final Rdn newRdn) 

            throws NamingException 

This operation renames the object identified by objInfo to the new name newRn.
ObjInfo.getObjectClassMapping().getConnectorClassName() specifies the type of object being renamed. The old object
name is objInfo.getName() and the new object name is newRn.

To perform the equivalent of a rename operation, modify the appropriate endpoint objects. If your endpoint does not
support a rename operation, simulate the behavior by doing the following:

1. Call doLookup to retrieve the existing attributes.
2. Call doAdd to create an object with the new name.
3. Call doDelete to remove the old object.

If your endpoint does not support renaming objects, write you connector so that it raises an
LdapNotImplementedException.
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The JDBC connector supports both the direct rename operation and the simulated rename which involves delete and add
operations. In this case the MD_IS_RENAME_VIA_DELETE_ADD (“isRenameViaDeleteAdd”) metadata is used to signify
which rename style is requested per class.

Example Implementing doModifyRnAssocs

The following is an example of implementing doModifyRnAssocs:

    public void doModifyRnAssocs(final ObjectInfo objInfo, final Rdn newRn, final Object context) throws NamingException

    {

        final Name      connDn = objInfo.getConnectorDn();

        final Name      newName = connDn.getPrefix(connDn.size() - 1);

        newName.add(newRn.toString());

        doAssocUpdateReferencesTo(objInfo, newName, connector);

    }

This code contains the following formats:

• objInfo
Specifies the object that is modified or deleted.

• newRnValue
New relative name (RN) for object, "namingAttr=newName".

• context
Optional field which can provide additional context for the requested updates. For example, transactional connectors
can require want the updates of the associative relationships to occur within a larger transaction.

The com.ca.jcs.assoc.DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor.doAssocUpdateReferencesTo() method constructs
the search filter and invokes the doSearch method of this connector’s attribute-style processor to retrieve all objects
referencing the target object renamed, through associations. For example, Groups referencing an Account which is
being renamed. The method then constructs a modification item for each and invokes the doModify() method to update
the associative attributes on any impacted referencing objects. For example, the member attribute on each Group that
references the renamed Account.

Example Calling doModifyRnAssocs()inside doModifyRn()

The following is an example of calling doModifyRnAssocs()inside doModifyRn():

   // need to replace every reference to the renamed object, with the new name

   if (!objInfo.getObjectClassMapping().getToAssociations().isEmpty())

       doModifyRnAssocs(objInfo, newRn, null);

Rename Operation Testing

At this stage verify that you can rename all managed object types. Write test cases that cover renaming all managed
object types, and failure scenarios such as renaming nonexistent objects, or renaming an object using the name of an
existing object.
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How You Move the Object
Implementing the optional move operation (passed in as an LDAP MOVE request), involves extending
AbstractAttributeStyleOpProcessor and implementing the following methods:

implementing AttributeStyle  

   public void doMove(ObjectInfo objInfo,

            Name newParentName)

            throws NamingException

    public void doMove(ObjectInfo objInfo,

            Name newParentName,

            Rdn newRdn)

            throws NamingException

Both operations move the object identified by objInfo so it now has a new parent, with the second flavor also changing its
name at the same time. indicated by

The objInfo.getObjectClassMapping().getConnectorClassName() method indicates the type of object being renamed. The
old object DN is objInfo.getConnectorDN() and the new object name is constructed using newParentName combined with
either newRdn or the object's existing RDN.

Modify the appropriate endpoint objects to perform the equivalent of the move operation. If your endpoint does not support
a move operation, simulate the behavior by following these steps:

1. Call doLookup to retrieve the existing attributes.
2. Call doAdd to create an object under the specified parent (with either the same name or a new name depending on

which doMove() variant was called).
3. Call doDelete to remove the old object.

If your endpoint does not support moving objects, write your connector so that it raises an LdapNotImplementedException.

Note: As of  SP6, you do not need to code OpProcessor.doMove(ObjectInfo objInfo, Name newParentName) as this
method is no longer called. Calling this method is equivalent to calling OpProcessor.doMove(ObjectInfo objInfo, Name
newParentName, Rdn newRdn) where the last argument is null.

Example Implementing doMoveAssocs

The following shows an example of implementing doMoveAssocs:

    public void doMoveAssocs(final ObjectInfo objInfo, final Name newName, final Object context) throws NamingException

    {

        doAssocUpdateReferencesTo(objInfo, newName, null);

    }

This code contains the following parameters:

• objInfo
Specifies the object to be modified or deleted.

• newName
Specifies the new full DN for the target object.

• context
(Optional) Provides additional context for the requested updates, for example, transactional connectors can require the
updates of the associative relationships to occur within a larger transaction.
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com.ca.jcs.assoc.DefaultAssocDirectAttributeOpProcessor.doAssocUpdateReferencesTo() constructs the search filter and
invokes the doSearch method of this connector’s attribute-style processor to retrieve the all objects referencing the target
object, which is moved, through associations (for example, Groups referencing an Account which is being moved). It then
constructs a modification item for each and invokes the doModify() method to update the associative attributes on any
impacted referencing objects (for example, the member attribute on each Group that references the moved Account).

Example Calling doMoveAssocs() inside doMove()

The following is an example of calling doMoveAssocs() inside doMove()

   // need to replace every reference to the renamed object, with the new name

   Final Name   newName = …; // depends on which variant of doMove()    

   doMoveRnAssocs(objInfo, newName, null);

Move Operation Testing

At this stage, you should be able to move all managed object types. Write you test cases to cover moving all managed
object types and testing failure scenarios like moving nonexistent objects or moving an object to the name of an existing
object.

Implementing Connectors
To implement a connector, do the following.

1. Determine which values are required to be passed to the endpoint system to establish a connection.
2. Decide which LDAP attributes are used to pass these values (on the connector level of the DIT, or connector

objectclass).
3. Write connector metadata, paying special attention to connection-related attributes on the connector's objectclass.
4. Incrementally write and test the related connector logic while defining the metadata.

NOTE
For more information, see Create New Metadata.

5. Decide whether connection pooling support (between connector and endpoint) is required. If using
the default support built-in to CA IAM CS, then it is only necessary to write a class extending
org.apache.commons.pool.BasePoolableObjectFactory.

6. Test first with JXplorer and then with a JMeter (or equivalent) component test.

Implementation Guidelines
Consider the following guidelines when designing and implementing a connector:

• Drive as much of the connector implementation logic as possible using metadata. This approach is the same as the
approach used for CA IAM CS core framework where generic problems are encountered, such as adding support for
connectorMapToAmbigious=metadata mappings for the JNDI connector.

• Write code that takes advantage of the service provided by the CA IAM CS framework, like pluggable validators and
converters, and connection pooling support classes.

• Write custom connector code to address any additional specific coding requirements.

NOTE
This approach is not an either or situation of using metadata versus custom coding, but rather a case of treating
custom coding of connector behavior as the last resort.
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Connector Base Classes

Decide which type of connector you want to implement. The CA IAM CS SDK provides several abstract connector base
classes you can extend:

• com.ca.jcs.BaseConnector -- Implement this class to implement all connector behavior in the Java code of the
connector itself.

NOTE
Extending MetaConnector is a much faster and less error-prone alternative because flexible metadata rather
than static Java code drives most of the logic.

• com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaConnector -- A connector translates LDAP concepts such as DNs to identifiers on the endpoint
system, and to map LDAP attribute name to native object concepts. MetaConnector and all its subclasses perform this
job, and also take care of basic attribute validation and conversion tasks as outlined in the data model metadata stored
on their parent endpoint type. This class is the basis for all metadata-driven connectors.
Most endpoint systems have a flat (nonhierarchical) structure, which is reflected by extending from MetaConnector
and overriding its isBehaviourSearchSingleClass() method to return true. This causes the framework to call your
connectors’ attribute-style processor’s doSearch() method with one object class at a time (even when a SEARCH filter
matches multiple object classes), greatly simplifying the implementation of this method.
However, for performance and logical grouping reasons, it is best to present objects of the same type (accounts/
groups) as contained in their own virtual container. This class takes care of presenting these logical virtual containers
on your behalf where virtual containers are specified in the connector's conf/connector.xml configuration file.

NOTE
For more information, see the SDK example connector. Defining virtual containers more dynamically in
metadata is considered best practice. For an example, see the definition of the eTDYNAccountContainer
class in cs-sdk-home/connectors/sdkdyn/conf/sdkdyn_metadata.xml). Most custom connectors can be
implemented by extending this class.

If your custom connector supports a hierarchy (such as an LDAP or JNDI directory), and you want to represent this
information in your connector, this class (or one of its derived classes) we recommended that you start with this class.
If the endpoint system search semantics map clearly to LDAP search filters that can match multiple objectclasses, then
write your connector so that it does not define isBehaviourSearchSingleClass(), as it defaults to false.
Other Boolean behavioral methods include:
– isBehaviourSearchObjAsLookup() -- Should a SEARCH on a single object be turned into a doLookUp() call to

simplify the implementation of your connector’s attribute-style processor’s doSearch() method?
When the connector returns true from isBehaviourSearchObjAsLookup() in its metaConnector class, the CA IAM
CS calls the connectors doLookup() method when a base level search request is received. When there is a search
filter included in the search request, it is ignored by CA IAM CS. As a result, CA IAM CS sometimes returns search
results that should not be returned according to the search filter used in the original search request.
Some connectors can utilize BehaviourSearchObjAsLookup() method, by overriding it to return true to mean that
they want to take advantage of CA IAM CS changing some searches into lookups (where applicable).
When this happens, CA IAM CS now post filters the lookup result to ensure it complies with the original search filter
(if any).

– isObjectClassRequired() -- -Should the objectclass be passed through in the attributes passed to your connector
(by default this is set to !isBehaviourSearchSingleClass()).

– isHiddenLdapBaseDn() -- Should the base DN be hidden for a hierarchical connector?
– isBehaviourStrictConnectorDns() -- Should connector-speak DNs be handled as strictly RFC 2253 conformant?

Defaults to false.
– isIndirectAssociations() -- Does your connector strictly represent associations between objects by using a table

external to both of the objects? The default value returned by this method is null, which means that metadata will
be consulted it order to determine the style of association for each association (for instance the JDBC connector
supports both indirect and direct styles of associations). Where the style of associations is strictly defined by the
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technology of the endpoint system either true or false should be returned as appropriate. For instance the JNDI
connector returns "false" from this method as LDAP technology does not support indirect associations.

– isHiddenLdapBaseDn() -- Should the base DN be hidden for a hierarchical connector?
– isAutoDirectAssocRequired() -- If your connector makes of direct associations, then returning true from this

method causes the CA IAM CS framework to use the com.ca.jcs.assoc.AssocAttributeOpProcessorProxy class to
implement virtual reverse association. attributes for your connector.

NOTE
For more information, see  the SDK example and the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

Implementing Validator and Converter Plug-ins
The com.ca.jcs.PluginNotRequiredException exception is now deprecated in favor of the plugin class implementing the
com.ca.jcs.cfg.Vetoable interface and uses the getVetoed() method to return false when this exception would otherwise be
thrown.

The concrete class converter implementation com.ca.jcs.converter.meta.NullValueClassConverter (used by the JDBC
connector to prune attributes which effectively have no value) is included with the SDK. You can use this class as a
reference If you need to implement a converter that has to consider all attribute values for an object at once.

Representing Connector-Speak DNs
As the conventions of attribute names and values on the native endpoint may not match those of LDAP, use the
com.ca.jcs.util.SimpleRdn and com.ca.jcs.util.SimpleLdapName classes to represent native DNs and their components.
For example, a native DN may permit underscores or multibyte characters in attribute names. For example, database
column names in the JDBC connector case, which LDAP does not support.

Exceptions in Your Connector Implementation
To simplify resiliency configuration, it is important to chain exceptions in your connector implementation using
namingException.initCause(origEx) when wrapping exceptions thrown by native APIs. This allows you to configure
retrying with a minimal set of base error messages configured (for example, chained cause may be a socket error).

For example, consider the following code snippet:

try

{

…native API calls…

}

catch (NativeException e)

{

final LdapNamingException   ne;

ne = new LdapNamingException(msg,

ResultCodeEnum.INVALID_CREDENTIALS);

ne.initCause(e);

throw ne;

}
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Representing Target Objects
Each LDAP operation results in a matching method in your connector's attribute style processor being called. These
methods are passed an instance of the ObjectInfo class which passes on information about the target object such as its
DN (in both connector-speak and LDAP) and a class map that allows easy reference to the target object's class.

Connectors that have special requirements for handling connector-speak Distinguished Names may need to make use of
the following extension points:

• Connectors can implement the ObjectInfo createObjectInfo() method in the com.ca.jcs.Connector interface, which
allows a connector to add extra annotations to be added via an extension to the ObjectInfo class passed in to each of
the do*() methods if desired.

• Specialized ObjectInfo extensions can implement the String getConnectorNativeName() method to return native
connector-speak hierarchical names which are not in the standard comma separated format (for example, Lotus Notes
Domino uses a '/' separator between naming elements)
When this method is implemented it may also be useful to implement the ObjectInfo getObjectInfo(LdapDN ldapDn,
boolean mapDN) method if you need to do an extra lookup on the endpoint to cache some extra state on your
specialized ObjectInfo value.

The following methods also in the com.ca.jcs.Connector interface are also likely to be useful in such cases, so that the CA
IAM CS framework services such as reverse associations are accessible:

• convertAttributesFromConnector
• convertDNFromConnector
• convertDNToConnector
• postProcessLdapSearchResult

Also, it may be useful to implement an extension to the com.ca.jcs.converter.connector.DNPropertyConverter class and
to register it for use with DN typed attributes in the connector's conf/connector.xml file with XML similar to the code shown
next. Note that a plugin will displace an already registered plugin from which it extends, so the following settings cause the
LNDDNPropertyConverter to displace the standard DNPropertyConverter (which it extends) registered in server_jcs.xml:

 <property name="converters">

     <bean class="com.ca.jcs.cfg.MetaPluginConfigSuite"> 

         <property name="propertyPluginConfigs"> 

             <list>  

             <bean class="com.ca.jcs.cfg.MetaPluginConfig">  

                 <property name="pluginClass">   

                 <value>com.ca.jcs.lnd.LNDDNPropertyConverter</value>    

                 </property> 

                 <property name="metadataPropNames"> 

     <list>  

                 <value>DNLdapObjectClass</value>    

                 <value>DNLdapObjectClasses</value>  

                 <value>isDNAbsolute</value> 

                 <value>DNTestExists</value> 

                 <value>DNNameOnly</value>   

     </list> 

                 </property> 

             </bean>     

 

If you need to implement such a converter then pay careful attention to the role of the DNConverterFactory which allows
specialized DNConverters to extend the basic converters which are part of the CA IAM CS framework, and hence reuse
much of their implementation.
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Note: For more information, see Non-homogenous Association Collections.

Non-homogeneous Association Collections
It is possible to define a single association attribute that contains DNs for more than one object class, in which case
use the MetaDataDefs.MD_DN_LDAP_OBJECTCLASSES ("DNLdapObjectClasses") metadata setting, rather then the
singular "DNLdapObjectClass" setting.

When this setting is used, a DN converter implementation needs to determine the object class for each contained
value. The base DN converter in the CA IAM CS framework (com.ca.jcs.converter.connector.DNPropertyConverter)
first attempts to distinguish the object class for each DN based on their connector-speak naming attributes. If there
is no overlap in these for all of the classes allowed to appear in the collection, the connector developer does not
need to provide any special handling. However, if there is an overlap, then the connector developer must override the
com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaConnector.resolveObjectClass() method and use custom logic to return the appropriate object
class for each DN. In the most difficult case (there is no syntactic clue in the connector-speak native names) it may be
necessary to actually lookup the referenced object on the endpoint itself.

Style Processors
The following are the CA IAM CS style processor types for implementing connectors:

• Attribute Style Processor
• Method Style Processor
• Scripting Style Processor

Method Style Processor

The Method Style Processor maps LDAP operations to native PRE,OP, and POST methods invoked on the endpoint
system (for example, stored procedure support in JDBC connector). These opbindings can therefore be used to customize
or replace the logic coded for doAdd() / doModify() methods on your connector's attribute-style processor.

The metadata used to express this style adheres to the opbindings.xsd and opattributes.xsd schemas. The method-style
languages on endpoint systems are assumed to be much less powerful than those accessed using script-style bindings.
Therefore much of the content for opbindings of this style is concerned with formatting the parameters passed into or out
of the native methods which are invoked.

Method Payload Parameters

The MethodPayloadType in cs-sdk-home/conf/xsd/opbindings.xsd specifies a method payload which consists of the
following:

• The name of a native method to execute, that is, its method attribute.
• A number of bindings for each parameter the method expects.

Each parameter of type ParameterBindingType specifies:

• An attribute name
• The native method parameter name bound to it when the method is called
• The Boolean flags that specify whether the parameter is used to pass a value into the native method (input), or out of

the native method (output), or both.
• The handling of multivalued attributes is addressed through the multiValuedFlattenStyle and multiValuedModifyMode

attributes, where multiple values can be flattened. Or the collection of all attribute values could be encoded using cs-
sdk-home/conf/xsd/opattributes.xsd into a single string literal.
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As the native languages behind the method-style mappings (for example, Stored Procedures for JDBC) are likely to
have limited power to work with structured parameters, the CA IAM CS framework performs flattening and mapping
simplifications of parameters on their behalf.

The following table shows the special values that can also be used as the value for the attribute value of any method
payload parameter, in addition to the attributes mapped in the datamodel metadata for the object class targeted by a
method opbinding. Using special attribute names allows runtime context information known to the CA IAM CS framework
to be passed into the native method. Or, in the case of *ErrorStatus*, to be passed out of the native method.

Contextual Attribute Direction Description Applicable LDAP Operations
*NAME* IN Target object’s most nested

RDN value by itself
All

*DN* OUT Target object’s full distinguished
name

All

*ErrorStatus* IN Should remain null unless an
error occurs in which case a
description can be passed back.

All update operations:
ADD / MODIFY / DELETE /
MODIFY_RN

*AddModify_AttrsAsXML* IN XML representation of entire
ADD or MODIFY is passed
in as a single string (refer
opattributes.xsd)

ADD or MODIFY

*ModifRny_NewRdn* IN New RDN MODIFY_RN
*Move_NewParentName* IN New parent name MOVE
*MoveRename_NewRdn* IN New RDN (may be null) MOVE

NOTE
Method-style bindings to the query LDAP operations (LOOKUP and SEARCH) are not supported. Also, the
setting of the lookUpLevel attribute is important to the handling of POST delete method opbindings. POST
delete method opbindings are special as it can be necessary to cache attribute values before the target object is
deleted. However, ccaching can impose too much of a performance burden.

Scripting Style Processor

The Scripting Style Processor maps LDAP operations and attribute into scripted output which is then submitted to the
endpoint system for processing.

The Scripting Style Processor is similar to method-style processing except that the opbindings are tied to executed scripts.
For example, in JDBC, scripts can be executed that perform logic directly, or alternatively, scripts can be executed to
generate SQL which is then executed as a separate step.

Scripting support for executedDirectly=true opbindings is provided through the CA IAM CS framework and does
not require any special support from your connector. A script-style processor is only required to support opbindings
for which executedDirectly=false, in which case the script generates a string of native code that is executed. For
example, scripts bound to the JDBC connector can produce text containing SQL commands that are executed with
com.ca.jcs.jdbc.JDBCScriptStyleOpProcess or later.

The metadata used to drive this style of processing adheres to the opbindings.xsd schema, but unlike method-style
processing, its opbindings have scripting payloads. The relative power of scripting languages allows the arguments to
Java methods to be passed in as-is to the scripts, rather than defining mappings for them in the metadata, as is required
for method-style processing. Currently, only script-style opbindings can be bound to the query operations, LOOKUP, and
SEARCH.
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Attribute Style Processor

The Attribute Style Processor maps LDAP attributes to endpoint attributes, usually through the CA IAM CS framework
support driven by metadata.

The most commonly implemented style using metadata-driven mappings are from LDAP objectclasses and attributes
to connector equivalents on the endpoint system. For example, JDBC objectclasses are mapped to table names and
attributes are mapped to column names.

The metadata used to drive this style of processing adheres to the datamodel.xsd XML schema.

Style Processor Methods

Connectors advertise their support for each style of processor by implementing the corresponding method in the
com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessorStyleFactory interface to return a processor instance as shown in the following table:

Style Processor Type Methods to Implement
Attribute Style Processor createAttributeStyleOpProcessor ()
Method Style Processor createMethodStyleOpProcessor()
Scripting Style Processor createScriptStyleOpProcessor()

Connectors can implement one or more of the preceding styles. Where multiple styles are implemented, multiple
processors being applied to a single LDAP request (as dictated by data model and opbindings metadata content) can
result. For example, a web service connector would only implement method and script-style processor (RPC or document-
style) and the JDBC connector implements all three styles.

NOTE
For an example, see the SDK connector.

How Connectors Work

The CA IAM CS connectors return an instance of the com.ca.jcs.ConnectionManager class using the
getConnectionManager() method to their constituent processors and to the CA IAM CS framework.

The SDK connector works by persisting data to local files. Therefore its notion of a connection is a bit contrived, and
is implemented to return a reference to the parent directory into which object data files are written. The SDK attribute-
style processor’s methods have been wrapped in try and catch blocks, to demonstrate how code which that accesses a
connection manager is structured.

NOTE
For more information see com.ca.jcs.sdk.SDKAttributeStyleOpProcessor and
com.ca.jcs.sdk.SDKConnectionManager in the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors, and the
source files included with the SDK.

Connection Pooling Considerations

Wherever possible, write ConnectionManager implementations as pools to provide scalability benefits. The utility class
com.ca.jcs.cfg.GenericObjectPoolConnectionManager* is useful in case the endpoint system does not have connection
pooling built-in. If this approach is used, the class derived from org.apache.commons.pool.PoolableObjectFactory (from
the Jakarta Commons Pool open source library), which opens and closes connections accessed using the pool, does
most of the work.

In most cases, it can be necessary to:
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• Write a small class which extends BasePoolableObjectFactory and gets and releases connections in its makeObject()
and destroyObject() methods. The pool uses this method to manage the raw connections it contains.

• Write another small stub class extending GenericObjectPoolConnectionManager which contains any additional custom
logic you require.

NOTE
For an example of how you to code such a manager and factory, see
sdk.com.ca.jcs.jndi.JNDIConnectionFactor, com.ca.jcs.jndi.JNDIConnectionPool in the Javadoc
Programming Reference for Connectors, and the source files included with the SDK, which are bundled with
the SDK.

NOTE
The com.ca.jcs.cfg.GenericObjectPoolConfigBeanWrapper class provides a mechanism for you to configure
common properties on your pool using your connector's conf/connector.xml file.

You can specify a custom connection/pooling management class through the connectionManagerClass property in
connector.xml which names such class. The CA IAM CS framework loads this class and creates an instance of the class
provided a constructor with the signature Attributes, GenericObjectPool.Config, and Logger exists. The custom connection
manager constructor is given all the connection-related attributes and is responsible for initializing itself into a state where
it can then create connections using those attributes.

The activate() method is invoked when your connector's LDAP interface receives its first LDAP request after CA IAM
CS is started. The method is also invoked when the client modifies any attribute you have flagged with the isConnection
metadata. When the method is invoked, it does the following:

• Looks up the attribute values using the getAttributes() method
• Establishes a connection to the endpoint system (or preferably a connection pool).

If the endpoint system cannot be contacted or the supplied credentials are invalid, the method throws appropriate
LDAP exceptions.

When the connector receives a message from CA IAM CS that it is about to shut down, override the deactivate() method
of your connector to perform any cleanup routines that you want to perform inside your connector. For example:

• Closing session pools
• Deleting temporary files
• Closing open references to files

Connector Opbinding Support

Any connector allows you to define opbindings for all top-level operations implemented by its AttrbuteStyleProcessor.
Defining opbindings allows you to customize connector behavior through JavaScript payloads, or if your connector
supports a method-style processor, such as JDBC stored procedures.

However, to call opbindings in all circumstances, it is important that any calls your attribute-style processor makes to its
own methods are invoked through the following:

• proxiedSelf.method(...)

NOTE
For methods defined on the com.ca.jcs.processor.AttributeStyleOpProcessor interface. This attribute is
defined in the com.ca.jcs.processor.AbstractAttributeStyleOpProcessor abstract base class.

• proxiedAssocSelf.method(…). For methods defined on:
– com.ca.jcs.processor.AssocAttributeOpProcessor interface.

In this case, this attribute is defined in the AbstractAttributeStyleOpProcessorAssocDirect base class.
– com.ca.jcs.processor.AssocIndirectAttributeOpProcessor interface.
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In this case, this attribute is defined in the com.ca.jcs.processor.AbstractAttributeStyleOpProcessorAssocIndirect
base class.

For example, a call directly to doAdd(…) in your attribute-style processor, (such a call can occur in the implementation
of the doModifyRn() method) bypasses any registered opbindings, whereas a call to proxiedSelf.doAdd() with the same
arguments executes any registered opbindings.

In addition to writing code that defines all possible opbindings, be aware of relevant configuration such as
allowMetadataModify settings.

Note: For more information, see Connector.xml Files.

How To Test a Connection
To test a connection, do the following:

1. Deploy your connector to CA IAM CS by running ant dist from the top-level cs-sdk-home directory.
2. Start CA IAM CS using an IDE configuration (this SDK includes configurations for the Eclipse and IDEA IDEs). Starting

from within an IDE allows you to debug, but you can also run CA IAM CS using jcs-dir/build/dist/bin/jcs.bat (Windows)
or jcs-dir/build/dist/bin/jcs.sh (Solaris).

3. Submit the LDAP ADD request to create the parent endpoint type, and check for a successful response code. At
this stage, CA IAM CS has validated and stored the metadata you provided for the endpoint type. For static endpoint
types, the metadata is read from within the connector’s .jar as configured through the contained connector.xml file. For
dynamic cases, the metadata is included as the value for the eTMetaData attribute in the ADD request.

4. Submit a second LDAP ADD request for an endpoint using a DN directly under the parent endpoint type you created,
that contains all the required attributes for the connector (both connection-related and otherwise).

5. Check for a successful response code.

Writing Scripts
This chapter describes how logic written in scripts can be used to customize the logic of an existing connector (for
example, like a program exit) or write a complete connector. For example, like the SDKSCRIPT connector included in this
SDK. In both cases, the logic is bound to the processing of LDAP operations (ADD/MODIFY and such) using opbindings
metadata documents with script payloads.

NOTE
For more information see, Metadata Syntaxes.

The chapter precedes sections that describe each area of connector implementation, as the content of these chapters is
largely independent of whether you implement in Java or JavaScript.

Implementing in Java or JavaScript Considerations
Deciding to implement in Java or JavaScript encompasses a number of considerations:

• Almost anything that can be implemented in Java can be implemented in JavaScript, therefore, the relative power of
each approach is not alarge consideration. In particular, note that the CA IAM CS scripting support allows streaming
of search results through the use of the searchResultsBlockingQueue scripting variable. The SDKSCRIPT connector
demonstrates this.

• Scripting languages tend to speed up the edit and test cycle as no recompilation or CA IAM CS restarts are required
when JavaScript code is changed. However, they are much less strict in their type safety checking, so thorough testing
is the only way to find the bugs that a Java compiler would pick-up at build time. Therefore, scripting is perfect for
minor customizations or proof of concepts, but for larger production connectors, consider Java.
– As the Rhino 1.7R1 JavaScript engine used by CA IAM CS does not support embedded debugging, the primitive

approach of using trace messages is the only option available to debug your scripts at this time. This approach can
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prove prohibitive if your scripts become too long and complicated, unless they are composed of sections of script
that have already been independently tested and verified.

– Where minor customer-specific customizations of an existing connector are the focus, scripted opbindings are a
good option.

– If most of the logic for a connector depends on fairly simple textual manipulation, consider using scripts. For
example, preparing specially formatted arguments to be passed as command-line arguments to existing native
endpoint system executables.

• If the customizations are more far-reaching, then writing a custom connector derived from the classes of the existing
connector is easy to achieve using the CA IAM CS framework. Writing a few specialized classes and referencing their
names in a new connector.xml can be all that is required. In such circumstances, implementation code can be shared
even if a different LDAP schema is used for the new specialized connector. This is the concrete benefit of referencing
only connector terminology attribute names in connector code.

• There is a slight performance cost to using scripts compared to Java code. However the cost is minimal as CA IAM
CS helps ensure that scripts are only compiled once and maintained in a pool for fast reuse. Of more concern is that
the loose type-checking in most scripting languages (including JavaScript) can mean that problems picked up by the
compiler in Java are only discovered later during execution.

• You can start a connector as a scripted solution and later migrate it to Java. For example, if the connectors code grows
beyond initial expectations and becomes hard to maintain and or nonperformant.

WARNING
Pay careful attention to XML quoting issues so that scripts are not corrupted when they are included as fields
within an opbindings XML metadata document. To avoid script corruption, use CDATA sections as demonstrated
in sdkscript_opbindings.xml. If for some reason you cannot use CDATA sections, then use the correct quoted
characters in your script text instead. For example, replace < characters in a script with &lt; when the script is
included in an XML document.

NOTE
The scripting language supported for CA IAM CS is JavaScript as provided by the Rhino opensource project,
which Sun Microsystems bundle with JDK 6 onwards. For more information, see the Rhino opensource project
at . The version used by JCS 1.7R1 is later than the bundled version (1.6R2), as the bundled version is deficient
in regards to exceptions thrown from your JavaScript scripts.

NOTE
CA IAM CS uses Rhino to handle JavaScript. Rhino 1.6R2 is included with JDK 6, but CA IAM CS requires
Rhino 1.7R1. For more information, see the Rhino project at http://www.mozilla.org.

How You Pass Data to and from Scripts
You can execute either of the following formats of script (as reflected in the opbindings.xsd XML schema definition):

1. You can define one or more global scripts at the head of the opbindings XML file.
As a result, the individual bindings cause the execution of individual functions within these scripts. When this style is
used, the exact same arguments passed to the attribute-style processor's method are passed to the corresponding
target scripting function. For example, a scripting function targeting an ADD operation are passed an ObjectInfo
instance as its first argument, and an Attributes object as its second argument. This is because these are the
arguments to com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor.doAdd(ObjectInfo, Attributes). Use this approach for all but the
simplest scripts, as it allows reuse of utility functions between multiple scripts.

NOTE
For more information about the arguments passed to other methods, see the JavaDocs in the  bookshelf for
the com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor interface. For an example of a script function targeting a MODIFY
operation, see com.ca.jcs.processor.OpProcessor.doModify(ObjectInfo, ModificationItem[]) in the CA IAM CS
Javadoc in the  bookshelf.
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2. Alternatively, each opbinding can be tied to a complete self-contained script (instead of to a function contained with
a script). In this case, each of the arguments to the attribute-style processor's method are bound to script variable
names using the exact arguments names and Java structures as defined in the OpProcessor's JavaDoc. For example,
a script targeted an ADD operation doAdd(ObjectInfo objInfo, Attributes attrs) are called with two scripting variables
defined:
– objInfo is bound to a Java object of type ObjectInfo
– attrs are bound to a Java object of type Attributes.

For both formats, the following additional scripting variables are also bound:

• The zeroth element of special scripting variable statusArray (of type String[]) can be assigned a string value to signify
an error condition, which are then passed back to the client. If strictCompletion is true, the LDAP operation to fail. In
JavaScript, it is better to throw an exception than to use this variable, as there is better control. For example, an LDAP
error code can be assigned to the exception. The SDKSCRIPT connector has a number of examples where LDAP
exceptions are thrown, for example, where a LdapServiceUnavailableException is thrown in sdkscript_opbindings.xml.

• The variable connector is bound to the parent connector which owns the attribute-style processor being invoked.
Through this variable, the script can access the connector's parent connector type (and hence the metadata settings)
and the CA IAM CS framework. For example, a script looking up the value of an attribute stored on the connector to
modulate its behavior accordingly.

• For the opbindings targeting the MODIFY operation, the script variable currAttrs can be used to access the current
state of the target object (in connector-speak) where required. For example, a script can verify that a single-valued
attribute currently has no values before adding a new value for it.

NOTE
For more information about query-related scripting variables and other notes on queries, see LOOKUP and
SEARCH query operations through Script opbindings Considerations.

Only script opbindings that have their executedDirectly Boolean field set to false require a connector to have a script-style
processor. As such, opbindings produce connector-specific text (for example, SQL for the JDBC connector) which only
the connector knows how to execute. The CA IAM CS framework invokes all other opbindings without any special support
being required from the target connector.

Exception Handling In Scripts
The CA IAM CS framework intercepts any JavaScript exceptions which are thrown that include line numbers,
and helps ensure that the line number relative to the start of the opbindings document. That is, the value of the
namespace.eTOpBindingsMetaData attribute are also included in the exception text.

A useful technique when encountering errors in a JavaScript script is to put an exception breakpoint on the
org.mozilla.javascript.JavaScriptException base class used by Rhino. Walking up the stack of such an exception often
provides some context about where and why the script is failing.

Scripted Opbindings Debugging
As the tools for debugging embedded JavaScript (whether individual opbindings or as part of a completely
scripted connector) are not currently offered as part of the Rhino project, a number of methods like
ScriptStyleOpProxyHandler.debug(String message, Object obj, boolean dumpStack, int pos) have been added.

These methods let you can invoke them from your script and therefore allow you to put breakpoints on these methods
and analyze state during script execution. In addition to acting as potential breakpoint targets, these methods also output
tracing output.

The "pos" parameter is intended to allow you to flag related calls with the same value, and allow triggering of conditional
breakpoints so that calls which are not interesting during a debugging run are easily skipped.
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You can try this approach for setting breakpoints out against the SDKSCRIPT connector which includes example debug
calls.

LOOKUP and SEARCH Query Operations through Script Opbindings Considerations
Consider the following when dealing with the LOOKUP and SEARCH query operations through script opbindings:

• Query Opbindings with Timing=PRE are not supported.
• LOOKUP opbindings with Timing=POST can access the attributes returned from the operation using the attrs scripting

variable.
• Directly-executed SEARCH opbindings with Timing=OP can return search results through a NamingEnumeration as

some form of java.util.Collection, where a simple synchronous implantation is chosen. However, it is also possible
to specify that directly executed SEARCH opbindings with Timing=OP are executed asynchronously, by setting
asynchronousSearch=true on their guards. When the property is set to true, the triggered script must queue search
results by adding them to the queue bound to the searchResultsBlockingQueue scripting variable, and return null
when it has finished its processing. In this case, the CA IAM CS framework automatically runs the SEARCH script in a
separate thread and streams results back to the client asynchronously as they become available.

• Opbindings with Timing=OP (instead-of) are supported and mean that the script process the query, rather than the
target connector being wrapped. The most difficult aspect in implementing SEARCH operations (whether using Java
code or scripting) is the issue of manipulating and filter based on the provided LDAP filter.
 

• The CA IAM CS framework allows some flexibility in the way that LOOKUP and SEARCH results are represented.
Instead of returning an Attributes object, LOOKUP operations can choose to return a Map, and SEARCH
operations can return either a NamingEnumeration, or any form of java.util.Collection of Maps, instead of equivalent
javax.naming.SearchResult values. Where Map is used, they must be compatible with the signature Map<String,
Object>.

NOTE
BaseConnector.CONN_NAME ("!nameId!") and LdapUtil.LDAP_OBJECT_CLASS (objectclass) are
mandatory map entries with special significance to the framework.

• POST bindings on SEARCH operations need the following special handling:
– Directly-executed synchronous SEARCH opbindings with Timing=POST can step through search results queued by

the SEARCH operation itself by using the NamingEnumeration bound to the searchResults scripting variable.
– Process search results by iterating through them one-by-one (recall that doSearch() returns a NamingEnumeration).

This means that the streaming of search results is not supported when a SEARCH opbinding with Timing=POST
timing is registered. It also means that ScriptStyleOpProxyHandler has to collate all results against each opbindings
guard, so that each script is only invoked once for all objects matching it (rather than a script being executed for
each individual search result).

– Each NamingEnumeration can contain objects with any number of objectclasses depending on the LDAP filter
passed in. This is one of the prime motivators that opbinding guard's allow multiple objectclasses to be specified.

Simplify Opbindings When Post-processing LOOKUP and SEARCH Results
In  SP6, new methods in com.ca.jcs.processor.PostQueryAttributesProcessor are available to simplify opbindings when
you need to post-process LOOKUP/SEARCH results.

This interface is implemented by all base classes implementing AttributeStyleOpProcessor with default implementations
that use stubs that do nothing. For example:

public void processPostQueryAttributes(ObjectInfo objInfo, Attributes attrs) 

public void processPostQuerySearchResult(ObjectInfo objInfo,

            Set<String> requestedConnAttrIds, Attributes attrs, SearchResult sr)
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Example JNDI Opbindings
NOTE
The test file jcs\connectors\jndi\test\jndi_core_script_opbindings.jmx which references opbindings in file jcs
\connectors\jndi\test\jndi_script_opbindings.xml contain examples of the following opbindings invocations:

• Post-Query-Attributes - run on attributes returned by LOOKUP and for each result returned by SEARCH, where search
results can still be streamed.

• Post-Query-Search-Result - run just before each search result is returned.

NOTE
For more information, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

Pure Scripted Connectors
The fully functional SDK script connector bundled with this SDK is an example of a 100 percent scripted connector.

If you do not want to use a ready-made connector, you can create your own pure scripted connector using a templates
provided by Connector Xpress. You can use the following two templates to create a pure scripted connector:

• SDK DYN Script
• SDK DYN UPO Script

Using this template as a starting point, you can invoke your own JavaScript functions for each mandatory operation.
This functionality relies on the 'instead of' operation binding. Before CA IAM CS performs any operation, it checks to see
whether there are any operation bindings that tell it to invoke some logic before, after, or instead of the operation. Use the
'instead of' operation binding to invoke a JavaScript operation for your own pure scripted connector.

You must create an 'instead of' operation binding for each of the mandatory operations; Add, Delete, Modify, Search, and
Lookup.

NOTE
You can 'hot deploy' a pure scripted connector, which means that you do not have to change CA IAM CS for the
new connector to become operational.

NOTE
A hot deployed connector specifies its connector.xml content as part of its metadata 'connectorXML' at the
namespace level (accounting for proper XML encoding of this value). This means that a scripted connector can
be created on the fly on a running CA IAM CS without needing to restart it, or adding a static connector.xml on
the CA IAM CS host. Also, any connector configuration changes that are typically specified in connector.xml can
be made active without a CA IAM CS restart such as the connection pool settings.

Scripted Logic Update Considerations
Consider commenting out the staticMethodScriptStyleMetaDataFile property from your connector’s connector.xml file
while writing or enhancing scripts. Instead, provide values for the endpoint type’s eTOpBindingsMetaData attribute
explicitly in LDAP ADD and MODIFY requests. This allows you to test new scripting logic through the following:

• A simple LDAP MODIFY passing in the value of a variable assigned using a Var From File Controller, through which
the new <connector>_opbindings.xml file can be read.

• Cutting and pasting the content of the new <connector>_opbindings.xml into JXplorer.

However, for production usage, consider reinstating the staticMethodScriptStyleMetaDataFile property setting in
connector.xml, therefore stopping changes to the endpoint type’s eTOpBindingsMetaData attribute which can subvert your
connector’s implementation. If you are using a hot-deployed connector that has its connector.xml settings in metadata
rather than in a file residing on CA IAM CS, this procedure is not recommended.
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Packaging and Deploying a Connector

How to Package a Connector

Use this process to create a connector:

1. Ensure that the Bundle Builder tool is set up.
2. Create the Java classes required by the connector.
3. Create connector.xml, which contains the configuration details for the connector.
4. Create manifest.mf, which is the bundle manifest for the connector.
5. Create a folder structure and move the following files into the correct folders:

– connector.xml
– manifest.mf
– Any JARs that the bundle requires
– Any other resources that the bundle requires

6. Run Bundle Builder to create the bundle.
You can run the tool using the command line or an ANT task.

The connector is now ready to be deployed.

Set Up the Bundle Builder Tool
Bundle Builder is a stand-alone utility that you can run from the command line. It creates an OSGi bundle that you can
deploy to the Connector Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Install a Java development kit.
2. Set the JAVA_HOME environment variable.
3. Install the CA IAM Connector Server SDK, which includes Bundle Builder.
4. Ensure that Bundle Builder has permission to read and write files on the local file system.

Create a Bundle Manifest
Every bundle must contain a bundle manifest, which is a Java manifest file that contains OSGi-specific headers. These
headers provide the OSGi container with the following information about the bundle:

• Which resources the bundle expects to be able to source from other bundles deployed in the OSGi container.
Resources are specified using package names and will be imported from other bundles.

• The classpath within the bundle to access resources within the bundle itself
• Name and version information about the bundle
• The resources that the bundle exposes for access by other bundles
• The location of other resources that are to be included in the bundle

NOTE
The name of the manifest file must be manifest.mf, in lower-case.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the sample manifest, then copy and rename the file.
2. Open the new file in a text editor and update the information.
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Options in the Bundle Manifest

• Manifest-Version
Specify the version of this manifest file.

• Bundle-Name
Enter the display name of the connector.
This will be displayed in the User Console after the connector has been deployed to the connector server.

• Bundle-SymbolicName
Enter a name that uniquely identifies the connector. Use the same name as the base package name of the connector.
The Connector Server uses this name.

• Bundle-Description
Enter text that describes the connector. This will be displayed in the User Console after the connector server has been
deployed.

• Bundle-Vendor
Enter the name of the company supplying the connector.

• Bundle-Version
Enter the version of the connector being deployed. If this is a new connector, use 0.0.0.
If a different bundle with the same symbolic name already exists, then the version numbers specified should be
different.
If another connector uses resources from a particular version of this connector, the other connector can specify the
correct version.

• Require-Bundle
Leave the existing entry unchanged.
This contains a list of all of the Java packages that a bundle requires to run. If any of these packages cannot be found,
then the bundle will fail to start.
If your bundle requires other bundles, add them to the existing entry, using a comma to separate entries.
Do not include a comma after the last item.

• Import-Package
Include any Java packages that need to be imported by this OSGi bundle from other OSGi bundles.
Do not include a comma after the last item.

• DynamicImport-Package
Leave this unchanged, unless the packages to be imported are to be specified.

• Bundle-ManifestVersion
Leave this unchanged.
If this is removed then it will default to Version 1, which may not provide all the features required by the connector.

• Bundle-Classpath
List all of the JARs that the connector uses, including the JAR that contains the connector classes. If a JAR is not in
the root of the bundle, include the relative path.
Do not remove the ‘.’ entry. This loads classes from the root of the bundle.
Do not include a comma after the last item.

Example Bundle Manifest Files
The following examples show two ways of including Java packages. Example: Manifest that specifies
package imports This manifest uses the Import-Package entry. This contains a list of all of the Java
packages that a bundle requires to run. If any of these packages cannot be found, then the bundle will fail to
start. This is the preferred way to import packages.

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Name: MySampleConnector

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.ca.my.sample.connector

Bundle-Description: A bundle that contains a sample Connector
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Bundle-Vendor: CA

Bundle-Version: 1.0.0

Require-Bundle: jcs.server;bundle-version="1.0.0",

    org.eclipse.osgi

Import-Package: javax.activation,

    javax.naming.directory,

    javax.naming.event,

    javax.naming.ldap,

    javax.net.ssl,

    javax.security.auth,

    javax.security.auth.callback,

    javax.security.auth.login

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-ClassPath: .,

    jcs-connector-xyz.jar

Example: Manifest that uses dynamic import Using Dynamic Import reduces the performance of a
connector. Require-Bundle specifies the bundles that must be present for the connector to start. The
connector will not try to start the bundle and resolve imports if the required bundles are not there. However,
the connector may not actually need to import anything from the required bundles.

Manifest-Version: 1.0

Bundle-Name: MySampleConnector

Bundle-SymbolicName: com.ca.my.sample.connector

Bundle-Description: A bundle that contains a sample Connector

Bundle-Vendor: CA

Bundle-Version: 1.0.0

Require-Bundle: jcs.server;bundle-version="1.0.0", 

    org.eclipse.osgi

DynamicImport-Package: *

Bundle-ManifestVersion: 2

Bundle-ClassPath: .,

    jcs-connector-xyz.jar

Create the Folder Structure
Create the following folder structure under cs-home/connectors:

|- connectorname/

   |- lib/

   |- META-INF/

   |- spring/

   |- <root Java package folder>/

• connectorname
Contains folders and files for the new connector. Choose a name that others will easily recognize.
This folder contains build.xml.
– lib

Contains any third party JAR files required by the connector
– META-INF

Contains the OSGi bundle manifest file, which is named manifest.mf.
– spring
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Contains connector.xml for the connector.
– <root Java package folder>

This is the root Java package folder for classes included in the bundle. Contains the Java classes and any other
resources that should be at runtime using the Java classloader.
For example, if the class com.ca.MyClass is in the bundle, this would be the com folder.

Run Bundle Builder to Create a Bundle
You can run Bundle Builder from the command line or using an ANT task.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command prompt and change to the following folder:
  cs-home/jcs/tools/bundle_builder

 

2. Run the bundle_builder script, using the following arguments:
– manifestfile

(Optional) Identifies the bundle manifest file.
If a bundle manifest file is provided, Bundle Builder uses the following information from this file:
• The name of the bundle
• The Java files to include in the bundle
If no manifest file is listed, Bundle Builder creates a bundle fragment.

– jardir
Lists the folders that contain Java files to be included in the bundle. Use a comma-separated list.
Default: If you omit this argument, this defaults to the current directory.

– connectorjar
The name of the connector JAR file. This file must contain connector.xml for the connector. Bundle Builder uses
information in connector.xml to create the OSGi artifacts required to make the connector visible to the core
connector server.
This argument is ignored for bundle fragments.
Default: If you omit this argument, Bundle Builder looks for a JAR file with the prefix jcs-connector.

– outputdir
The directory to write the output to.
Default: If you omit this argument, this defaults to the current directory.

– tempdir
The folder to use for temporary files created by the bundle builder while creating the bundle.
Default: If you omit this argument, this defaults to the home directory of the logged in user.

– resources
A comma-separated list of resources to be included in the bundle.
This can include items like static properties files, images, static xml documents etc.
If the user will need to access a resource directly e.g. for customizations, then they should not be included in the
bundle.

3. The bundle builder creates the OSGi bundle.

Start Bundle Builder from an Ant Task

You can create and run an Ant script to run Bundle Builder, instead of running the tool from the command line. Ant lets you
scrip the entire process of building and packaging your connector

Follow these steps:

1. Create a new Ant script, or identify an existing script.
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2. Add the task for running Bundle Builder to the script.
3. Create an Ant target to use the Bundle Builder task.
4. Run the Ant script.

The bundle builder tool is started by the Ant script.

Example: ANT Script to Run Bundle Builder

<target name=”osgi-jar-builder “ >

  <taskdef name=”bundlebuilder

    classname=”com.ca.jcs.osgi.bundletool.BundleBuilderAntTask”

    classpath=”${build-dir}/../../../build/BundleBuilder.jar” />

  <bundlebuilder manifestfile=”${basedir}/META-INF/manifest.mf”

    jardir=”${base-dir}/connectors/connectorName/build/dist/lib”

    outputdir=”${build-dir}/inst/deploy” />

</target>

How Bundle Builder Packages a Connector

When you use Bundle Builder to create a bundle for a new connector, the tool does the following:

1. Parses the bundle manifest to get the list of JAR files that should be included.
This is listed in the Bundle-Classpath property in the bundle manifest.

2. Looks for an entry in the bundle manifest classpath for a jar file prefixed with ‘jcs-connector-‘.
This will be identified as the main connector jar file.

3. Opens the ‘jcs-connector-...jar’ file and extracts the connector.xml file.
4. Creates and compiles the connector class factory for the connector.

This class is used by the core connector server when it needs to use java reflection to creating a new instance of a
class that is contained in the connector bundle. . OSGi requires that the classloader of the bundle that contains the
class be used when creating a new instance of a class.
The compiled class and the src will be included in the root folder of the connector bundle.

5. Modifies the connector.xml to make the connector class factory available to the connector.
This requires adding a bean definition for the connector class factory, and injecting the bean definition into the impl
bundle definition in the connector.xml. The modified connector.xml will be located in the META-INF/spring folder of the
connector bundle.

6. Creates the spring configuration to register the connector as an OSGi service.
This will expose the impl bundle as a service to CA IAM CS when the bundle is deployed and started. The name of this
file will be connector-osgi.xml and will be located in the META-INF/spring folder of the bundle.

The connector bundle is now ready to be used.

Logging for Bundle Builder
Bundle Builder outputs any problems it encounters to the command prompt console it is running in, including the following:

• Missing files or resources
• Files or resources in an invalid format
• Invalid command line arguments
• Java compiler not being available
• Invalid or incomplete OSGi bundle manifest

If a connector fails to deploy, check the connector server log. If the log is empty, increase the log level. You can increase
the log level by changing the logging configuration file.
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Interpreting Log Messages

Using the packaged logging configuration, the basic format of all log messages is:

• Date/Time - The timestamp on the local host when the message was logged. Format is ISO8601.
• The number of milliseconds elapsed from the construction of the layout until the creation of the logging event.
• Thread name - the name of the thread that handled the message e.g. [Timer-1]
• Bundle name - the name of the OSGi bundle that contained the executed code e.g. the text before the first ':' is the

bundle name in (com.ca.jcs.core:com.ca.jcs.osgi.listener.ImplBundleServiceListener:123)
• Class name - the name of the class the log message originated from e.g. the text after the first ':' is the class name in

(com.ca.jcs.core:com.ca.jcs.osgi.listener.ImplBundleServiceListener:123)
• Line number - when available, the line number in the class the log message originated from e.g. the text after the

second ':' is the line name in (com.ca.jcs.core:com.ca.jcs.osgi.listener.ImplBundleServiceListener:123)
• Severity Level - The severity of the message e.g. INFO, WARN, ERROR
• Message - the log message supplied by the application

Identifying Routing Paths

Some logged exceptions may contain a string that is prefixed with JCS@. The text following the JCS@ is the name of
the connector server host. Where the request has been routed to another connector server and the error occurred on the
other connector server, then the list of all connector servers the message has visited will be included in the message.

Bundle Fragments
You can use Bundle Builder to create a bundle fragment. This is a bundle that includes some, but not all, files necessary
for a connector.

A bundle fragment is used to add a JAR, a class, or another resource to a bundle that has already been deployed.

For example, the JDBC connector bundle can use a number of different JDBC drivers but it does not contain any JDBC
drivers. The type of JDBC driver required depends on the type of database server that the JDBC connector should
connect to. The JDBC driver can be deployed in a bundle fragment, with information in the bundle manifest to say that it
must be hosted by the JDBC connector bundle. Once the hosting bundle and the fragment bundle are connected, they
behave as if they are one bundle. A hosting bundle can have more than one fragment bundle linked to it.

If Bundle Builder does not detect a connector.xml file, it creates a bundle fragment. If it does detect connector.xml, it
creates a connector bundle.

Note: Some connectors come with a script that automatically creates a bundle fragment. For information, see Add a
Third-Party Library to a Connector in the Connectors Guide.

How to Deploy a Connector

You use the following methods to deploy a connector:

• Deploy using CA IAM CS
• Deploy using Apache Ant

Deploy a Connector using CA IAM CS
CA IAM CS lets you hot-deploy connectors. This means that you can add, start, stop, and remove connectors while CA
IAM CS is running.

You can deploy connectors that came with your product, and connectors that you downloaded from the CA Support site.
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Follow these steps:

1. Log in to CA IAM CS.
2. At the top, click the Connector Servers tab.
3. In the Connector Server Management area, click the Bundles tab.
4. In the Bundles area on the right, click Add.
5. Browse to a connector bundle JAR, then select the connector server on which this connector will be available.

You can select Start Bundle to have it start automatically after loading, or you can start it yourself later.
6. Click OK.

The new bundle appears in the Bundles list.
7. Right-click its name in the list, then choose Start from the popup menu.

1. Log in to the Management Console, then go to the Bundles tab and check that the connector is running.
2. Log in to the  User Console and check that the connector is working:

a. Acquire the endpoint.
b. Explore and correlate the endpoint.

Deploying with Ant
The Apache Ant tool automatically deploys the .jar file and supporting libraries for connectors to the SDK’s cs-home. This
deployment lets you test against a development connector server before deploying using a .zip to a production connector
server.

You can deploy a Java connector in the following ways:

• To allow for testing against JMeter: Use ANT to build connectors as described in README.txt. You can also hotdeploy
your connector but it won’t be visible outside of your SDK CA IAM CS. You are also able to create endpoint instances
using the CS UI which can be accessed via http://localhost with default credentials user “admin” and password
“secret”:
a. Use “ant inst” to build a zip file, which you can use if you want to test accessing your connector from IMPS use

the following steps:Copy your connector zip to a dir where you’ve extracted the CA IAM CS installer and run this
installer to register your connector types with the IMPS.

b. Hot deploy your connector to a production connector server and route your connector type in the IMPS to this
connector server using Connector Xpress.

• To allow  to access your connector: Create a Connector Xpress project from your deployed connector type by looking
it up under the host IMPS and editing the screens associated with each object class. Once you have saved your
changes you can run the RoleDefGenerator as described in the Connector Xpress Guide.

How to Migrate a Connector to OSGi
You can use Bundle Builder to convert an existing connector.jar file to an OSGi bundle. This makes the connector hot-
deployable.

An existing connector must be converted to an OSGi bundle before it can be used with the connector server.

In previous releases, you packaged the following components into a zip archive for deployment to the connector server:

• JARs
• classes
• metadata
• configuration

Now, you package the same components (plus an OSGi manifest) in an OSGi bundle.
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The Connector Server SDK includes a tool named Bundle Builder, which creates an OSGi bundle. (incl factory class), so
developers just need to create a build and manifest file. Be aware that many of the existing OSGi converted connectors do
not use the bundlebuilder tool, as it did not exist at the time. These use custom build scripts and have non-dynamic factory
classes.

Configure the Provisioning Server
To tell the Provisioning Server about the connector type and its associated metadata, configure the Provisioning Server.

Follow these steps:

1. Do one of the following:
– When you install CA IAM CS, use the installer to register released connectors and custom connectors.
– Use one of the Connector Xpress templates bundled for the released connectors to deploy its new connector type

to the Provisioning Server.
– Create a Connector Xpress project by importing the metadata for your custom connector, and deploying a new

connector type to the Provisioning Server using it.

NOTE
For more information, see the Connector Xpress Guide.

2. Restart CA IAM CS.

Building and Debugging
After installing the SDK for CA IAM CS, refer to the README.txt file in the cs-sdk-home directory. The file explains how
the ANT build harness works, and the recommended procedure for debugging.

However, to debug a production connector server remotely, there are some flags you are required to provide on the "java"
command-line used to run CA IAM CS. You can refer to these flags in the following file:

cs-sdk-home/build/apache-servicemix-4.3.1-fuse-00-00/bin/servicemix_debug.bat

Use this file to invoke a development CA IAM CS. The flags are "-Xdebug -
Xrunjdwp:server=y,transport=dt_socket,address=5005,suspend=n".

NOTE
For more information, see http://www.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/library/os-eclipse-javadebug/
index.html which is a useful reference article.

Be aware of the following:

• The example port chosen in this configuration (5005) can be varied as long as the Remote Java Application used to
connect to the remote CA IAM CS server is also updated to match.

• The debug support in the JVM uses this port and is independent of the port on which CA IAM CS can be contacted,
which is configured in server_jcs.properties and defaults to 20412 / 20413 (TLS) for SDK instances, and 20410 / 20411
for production CA IAM CS instances.

• If "suspend=y" is used instead of "suspend=n" then CA IAM CS does not proceed with its start-up sequence until a
Remote Java Application attaches to it. This is useful if you want to debug the start-up sequence.

• The production CA IAM CS install uses procrun to launch JVM as a Windows service. To configure its command-line
arguments use the Regedit operating system utility to change the following key:
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– 32-bit Windows: LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun 2.0\im_jcs
\Parameters\Java

– 64-bit Windows: LOCAL_MACHINE\Software\Wow6432Node
• The Options key contains the list of all options passed to the target JVM, add the debug arguments described

previously.
• Restart the CA IAM CS service (or development JVM) after you change the command-line arguments.

SDK Packages
The following are some key packages in using the CA IAM CS SDK:

• com.ca.datamodel -- Contains a library supporting loading and representation of data model metadata (XML
documents conforming to the syntax spelled out in the datamodel.xsd schema) as Java objects.

• com.ca.jcs -- Contains all classes that comprise the CA IAM CS implementation. CA IAM CS supports connectors
which accept LDAP input at the top level and convert it into the native language of the endpoint system with which they
communicate.

• com.ca.jcs.assoc -- A collection of classes and interfaces which support the representation and processing of
associations between objects.

• com.ca.jcs.cfg -- A collection of classes used to configure CA IAM CS and its contained components.
• com.ca.jcs.enumeration -- A collection of classes used to handle returning the results of SEARCH operations back to

client applications.
• com.ca.jcs.filter -- Contains components for representing, analyzing, and converting LDAP filters passed to search

operations.
• com.ca.jcs.meta -- Contains components which are metadata-driven or assist in the condensing of information

derived from metadata to allow efficient processing.
• com.ca.jcs.processor -- Contains components for the processing of LDAP operations like add, modify, search, and

such. Three styles are supported: attribute-style, method-style, and script-style.
• com.ca.jcs.validator -- Contains all support for writing and configuring pluggable validators.
• com.ca.jcs.converter -- Contains all support for writing and configuring pluggable converters.

NOTE
For more information about the packages in the SDK, see the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors.

Testing with JMeter
Apache JMeter is an open source Java component testing application designed to load test functional behavior and
measure performance. Apache JMeter has both a desktop user interface, and an interface that can be invoked from
Ant for bulk testing. The JMeter application provides a workable framework for the CA IAM CS component testing. We
strongly encourage you to use either JMeter or an equivalent application supporting LDAP testing so that component tests
can be performed concurrently with connector development.

NOTE
See the Apache JMeter website for complete documentation.

Execute JMeter Test Cases Interactively
To execute JMeter test cases interactively

1. Run the following Ant task.
ant jmeter.core.init
This replaces @VAR@ sequences with real paths while copying test files from cs-sdk-home/connectors/*/test/ to cs-
sdk-home/build/tests/, with any supporting XML files required for each test.
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2. Run the following command to start the JMeter application:
cs-sdk-home/thirdparty/jakarta-jmeter-*/bin/jmeter.bat

3. In JMeter, select File, Open, and open a test case from the following directory:
cs-sdk-home/build/testcases

NOTE
JMeter tests can be executed as a batch process with a bundled Ant task which produces summary web
page results in cs-sdk-home/build/jmeter/index.html, for example:

cd cs-sdk-home
ant jmeter.core
A common sequence is to do such a bulk test run, and then investigate any failing test cases individually using the
GUI, usually running against a connector server that is running inside your IDE's debugger so you trace exactly what
the code is doing.

NOTE
For more information, see cs-sdk-home/build.xml. For more information about JMeter testing, see cs-sdk-
home/README.txt.

Test Case Contents
Each bundled test case consists of a top-level test plan and a thread group both sharing the name of the test case file (like
sdk_core_basic). When saving a file, click the top-level node so that the save dialog assumes the right default file name.
The basic tests use a single thread group with a single thread so that the steps of the test are executed sequentially and
rigorously checked for validity using response assertions. (Load tests that are run after basic behavior has been validated
can spawn multiple threads.)

Next, the View Results Tree and View Results in Table listeners record output from each test step with timings, followed
by an Include Controller, and a standard JMeter controller which allows one .jmx file to import another.

In this case, the jcs_global_vars.jmx file is imported. This file is used to pass on a number of variable assignments from
the top-level build.xml, used by all component tests (which port to use / the absolute ${DIST} path and similar). When
values are known for these variables, the next node (a BIND LDAP Extended Request) can then bind to CA IAM CS.

Tests can include one or more user-defined Variables, Config Elements which allow for variables to be assigned to literal
values, where these values can then be referenced using JMeter's ${var} syntax. This allows for swapping to a different
value.

Tests for dynamic connectors (like JDBC) can use a Variable From File Controller, one of the CA custom extensions to
JMeter, to read metadata files. These controllers allow the contents of a file to be read into a variable reference, after
which it can be referenced using JMeter ${var} syntax. Controllers are used widely in the component tests to read in data
model and opbindings metadata from local files, making it possible to share them between multiple tests and edit them
more easily.

The controllers assign these variables in a prepass before any test steps are executed, so each variable can only be
assigned one value in each .jmx file. That is, use a different variable name for each Variable From File Controller.

Nodes in the body of the tests after the bind are grouped in Recording Controllers or If Controllers for visual clarity. If
Controllers make it easy to skip the block of test steps nested within them. For example, to skip a node deleting all objects
after the test case has run, to allow some post-mortem examination of their exact state. The first nodes typically create
the parent endpoint type (where the metadata is one of the attribute values that nonstatic connectors require) and the
connector. These steps (like almost all following ones) have Response Assertions specified for them, which instruct
JMeter how to verify that each step has generated the output it expects.
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NOTE
Nodes and assertions can be temporarily enabled and disabled in the JMeter GUI using the right-click menu.
This technique is useful for zeroing in on one particular problem in a complex test, by reducing irrelevant
operations while you are debugging.

The simplest response assertions simply verify that the Text Response contains:

<responsecode>0</responsecode><responsemessage>Success</responsemessage>

This means that the operation was successful.

All CA IAM CS related response assertions should check Text Response. However, in cases where you are verifying
the result of a test step which you expect to fail, select the Ignore Status check box. The Contains and Matches Pattern
Matching Rules look for regular expressions in the Text Response, where '.' matches any character and special characters
like '*' and '(' can be quoted with '\' to be treated as literals. They differ in that Matches means that the whole string
must match the provided regular expression, rather than simply containing it. The Not modifier inverts the check too not
Contains or not Matches.

The Equals test is a CA custom extension to JMeter. The test allows you to verify the entire Text Response text against
a provided string literal, without having to quote any regular expression special characters. This means that these values
can be easily cut and pasted from the nodes in the View Results Tree display to their corresponding assertion after
verification that they are complete. The values guarantee the response value does not vary or the component test fails.

Using an Equals test makes it easier to write comprehensive test plans quickly, however using the test also means that
the cause of a failure can be harder to determine. Use more specific test cases earlier in your test plan to gain confidence
in determining correct behavior. Use coarser tests such as an Equals to verify a whole subtree search result later.

Tests are then made up of sequences of test step and response assertion pairs.

Extensions to JMeter
We have made the following custom extensions to JMeter:

• Support for “Equals” response assertion. This support also required an extension to make search results stable (that
is, ordered alphabetically by search DN and attribute id) so that the Equals tests make sense. However, when more
search results are returned than the limit configured using ldapsampler.max_sorted_results=2000 in jmeter-home/bin/
jmeter.properties, sorting is disabled.

• Variable From File Controller was added, so that the contents of a named file can now be read into a specified JMeter
variable for use in later test steps.

• JMeter was modified to allow multiple attribute values to be specified in a modify request through the following XML
semantics.
A JMeter modify request can take the following as a modification value:
 <list><value>value1</value><value>value2</value><value>value3</value></list>

 

The following symbolic strings were introduced so that they can be used instead of their cryptic numeric forms:

LDAP Extended Request: Search Test: “Scope” Field (scope for LDAP search operation)
String in JMeter Test Numeric Equivalent Java Constant (in

javax.naming.directory.SearchControls)
object 0 OBJECT_SCOPE
onelevel 1 ONELEVEL_SCOPE
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subtree 2 SUBTREE_SCOPE

LDAP Extended Request: Modification Test: “opCode” Column (mode for LDAP MODIFY operation)
String in JMeter Test Numeric Equivalent Java Constant (in javax.naming.directory.DirContext)
add 1 ADD_ATTRIBUTE
replace 2 REPLACE_ATTRIBUTE
remove 3 REMOVE_ATTRIBUTE

Run a JMeter Test Case
To run a JMeter test case

1. Verify that your CA IAM CS is running and that the endpoint referenced by the component test is functional. The core
JDBC and SDK tests (run by ant jmeter.core) do not need external endpoints. The endpoint for the JNDI-related tests
can be started externally using either ant -jcs.test.start.apacheds.lda or by running:

jcs-sdk-home/build/dist/bin/apacheds_plain.bat

2. In JMeter, click the node named View Results Tree and then select Run.
Each test step is listed. To display results, click the result.
If the test failed it, appears in red.

If an Equals tests on large test responses fails, cut-and-paste the expected and received lines of text to two lines of a
temporary file. For example, a failure that occurs when comparing the entire results of a wide-ranging search request.
Then, working backwards from the end, insert spaces in the shorter string until the later text realigns with the longer
string. In this way, you can identify the sections where the two strings differ and verify that there is a logical reason for the
differences. If you cannot find a reason, then debug the connector until the strings agree. Otherwise, cut-and-paste the
response from the View Results Tree to the matching response assertion to record that this behaviour is now correct.

CA extensions to JMeter LDAP Extended Request Sampler, such as sort search results and the order of attributes within
them, support such a stable textual comparison.

Stopping or restarting a test before it completes triggers different behavior on the next run due to created objects not
being deleted at the end of the previous run. Therefore, only perform a final verification of response assertions for a test
after the previous attempt has completed, so that all created objects are cleaned up.

Editing Test Files
When editing test files, we recommend that you save them outside of cs-sdk-home /build/. Save the files outside of cs-
sdk-home /build/ even though you opened them under cs-sdk-home>/build/tests/ so that you do not accidentally lose your
work after doing an ant clean.

When you have completed your edits and verified that everything is working, do the following:

1. Click the jcs_global_vars Include controller near the start of the test and change the Filename field to @TESTS@/
jcs_global_vars.jmx.

2. Save the test to the path cs-sdk-home /connectors/<myconnector>/test/ (or a subdirectory of it).

NOTE
We recommend that you commit your changes to revision control and then update a different working directory
with them and rerun ant jmeter in this other working directory after saving. This helps catch the case where
your actual absolute working directory sneaks into a .jmx file, rather than the @TESTS@ reference to which is
substituted to a real directory by ant jmeter.core.init.
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NOTE
or more information, see cs-sdk-home/README.txt

Debugging Tips
The following are suggested breakpoint locations for debugging custom connectors. These breakpoints are listed in order,
starting with locations that are nearest your custom connector to locations deepest within the ApacheDS runtime stack:

• Methods in one of your connector's processing styles (for example, SDKAttributeStyleOpProcessor.doAdd()) which are
called after the framework has performed all validations and conversions as specified by your configuration metadata.
You can check arguments here in the debugger before your connector-specific code uses them.

• LDAP methods within MetaConnector, for instance MetaConnector.add(). Although the arguments to these methods
have been normalized, they are still in LDAP terminology and can provide clues if you are having problems during the
name mapping, validation, and conversion phases.

• The ApacheDS SchemaService does lookup() calls on your connector to sanity test MODIFY and other operations.
Therefore, if you see an operation make it to the expected method call on PartititionLoaderService (say modify()), but it
does not make it to the corresponding call on MetaConnector (say modify()) then put a breakpoint in your connector’s
attribute-style processor’s doLookUp() method, to see if a problem is occurring here (or MetaConnector.lookup() /
MetaConnector.search() if execution is not reaching doLookUp())

• The search() method returns NamingEnumerations. Some streaming varieties mean that results are not retrieved at
the time that the search() method returns. Instead they are retireved some later time when the ApacheDS framework
steps through the entries in the returned enumeration. When problems occur while stepping through search results, the
most interesting breakpoint candidate is at the start of MapSearchResultsFromConnectorEnum.processNext() where
you can see each result prior to it being converted from connector terminology to LDAP.

• LDAP methods within the SOAFilteringInterceptor (like add()), which are called as soon as a new LDAP request is
submitted to the ApacheDS interceptor chain. These may be useful to look at requests before ApacheDS processes
them. This class acts as the front end to CA IAM CS. If methods in MetaConnector are not being called, then this is the
next layer down in the CA IAM CS architecture.

• org.apache.directory.server.ldap.LDapProtocolProvider.messageReceived(). This is the deepest point in the ApacheDS
stack handling LDAP requests and should only be useful if requests or responses are failing to be encoded or decoded
according to the LDAP protocol for some reason.

• When porting a C++ connector to CA IAM CS, you can compare the objects and attributes found in each. To do
compare the objects, explore the same endpoint in each connector, and then connect to the ETADB. Delete everything
under the connector level in ETADB and restart your Provisioning Server. Also, remove systemdb in CA IAM CS before
starting it.

• If you want to clean up 'systemdb' on a regular basis, during development, use the secret C++ Connector password
in both the Provisioning Manager and CA IAM CS. Using the password saves time in resetting the password. To reset
the password manually, bind to a running CA IAM CS with the secret password and set the userPassword on the
uid=admin,ou=system object, where it is saved to systemdb.

• For scripted connectors methods invokeFunction and invokeScript are places suitable for debugging execution of
scripts and serve as the Java to script language boundary. The exception message generated by Rhino usually
includes the file and the line number where the problem occurred. 

• Setting exception breakpoint org.mozilla.javascript.JavaScriptException for debugging scripted connectors is a useful
way to catch Rhino script execution failures.

Connector Review Checklist
CA IAM CS is a server component which handles hosting, routing to, and management of Java connectors. CA IAM CS
provides a Java alternative to the C++ Connector Server (CCS). CA IAM CS is architecturally and functionally similar to
the CCS, except that it is implemented in Java rather than C++. Consequently this allows you to write your connectors in
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Java. In addition, to the extent to which it is possible CA IAM CS is data-driven rather than code-driven, which allows the
container (i.e. CA IAM CS) to do much of the connector's work for it.

The Provisioning Server handles provisioning of users, and then delegates to connectors (using CA IAM CS or CCS ) to
manage endpoint accounts, groups, and so on.

Note: For the most current technical information, see the JavaDoc included with the CA IAM CS SDK install. It may be
slightly more up to date than the Javadoc Programming Reference for Connectors on this wiki.

Holistic Design Considerations
Consider the following important aspects of the holistic design and requirements for the connector when implementing
your connector:

1. Were you able to use the DYN schema for your connector? If not, summarize the areas where it was deficient.
2. Are you porting an existing C++ connector to Java?

a. If so, it is necessary to answer yes to one of the following two questions:
• Is the Java connector completely deprecating the C++ connector? In this case the Provisioning Manager plug-in

does not need to concern itself with backward compatibility.
• Is the associated Provisioning Manager plug-in going to detect whether it is communicating with a C++ or Java

connector at the back end by testing for the presence of the eTMetaData attribute on the associated endpoint
type?

b. Are any changes to existing schema or parser table required to support the new Java connector?
• If there are, are the changes backward compatible?
• If there are changes, has C++ connector been updated to match the changes?

c. Have you listed any migration steps (including migration steps as a result of step b) required to migrate C++
connector customers and confirmed where the steps are documented?

3. What are the expected peak numbers of each object class that your connector manages, with particular attention to
the most numerous ones? Has the connector been tested against these peak numbers?

4. Does the connector support rename (MODIFYRN) requests and does the Provisioning Manager UI plug-in expose this
functionality?

5. Does the connector support MOVE requests and does the Provisioning Manager UI plug-in expose this functionality?
6. Does the connector support any custom behavioral attributes? For example, an attribute passed in a MODIFY that

selects the function performed (often with reference to other attributes) on the target object, rather than being stored
and later retrieved? If it does, detail the object class and attributes grouped by each function that can be performed.

7. Does connector use any third-party libraries?
– If it does, do you have permission to bundle them with the connector?
– If it does not, have you documented the instructions telling customers where to find the third-party files and how to

install them? Installing third-party files usually involves copying jars to cs-home/lib and recycling CA IAM CS.
– Does the connector depend on JNI (Java Native Interface) support, directly or indirectly?

8. Does the connector depend on any special configuration on the CA IAM CS server that you cannot work around using
a URL scheme for connection details? Have the details of any environmental preconditions regarding third-party
software installation been documented?

9. Does the connector impose any operating system requirements on its host CA IAM CS?
10. Is there a requirement that the connector supports a notion of custom attributes, which are mapped to native

attributes by the customer after deployment? If so, we recommend that they are configured through conf/override/
<myconnector>/connector.xml.

11. Does the connector have any compound attributes where a single value for an attribute actually contains multiple
pieces of information? Such attributes tend to be required to because the ordering of LDAP attribute values cannot be
guaranteed.

12. If there is an existing C++ connector, does it use a plug-in to the Provisioning Manager, outside of the plug-in to the
CCS for the connector? Have the details about what the plug-in does been documented?
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Java Development Standards Considerations
Consider the following when determining how well your connector implementation has adhered to Java development
standards:

1. Have basic Java standards been adhered to?
2. Have constants been used rather than magic numbers and magic strings?
3. Does the Javadoc meet the following quality and coverage requirements?

– Have class header comments (especially on the core classes) explaining requirements and gotchas been included?
– Have method comments, especially important for methods that are confusing, been included?

NOTE
Some leeway in documenting only one of get or set method for a property is acceptable.

– Are package.html files on subpackages provided where required?
4. Have the following logging standards been met?

– Are appropriate levels used?
– Has careful attention been paid to logging error messages?
– Have lower-level severity messages been wrapped in "if (log.isDebugEnabled()) checks for runtime efficiency?
– When logging exceptions, has (log.debug(msg, ex) been used rather than log.debug(msg + ex))?

5. Are JDK 1.5 generics used where applicable and allowed by your chosen API?
6. Are repeatedly referenced complex expressions remembered in stack variables rather than repeated multiple times

(use of basic refactoring in IDE)?
7. Has attention been paid to threading issues (for example, synchronization of activate and deactivate calls, and such)?
8. Has some testing been performed where multiple threads access the connector concurrently?
9. Has dead, commented out code been cleaned up?

Metadata Use Considerations
As a CA IAM CS connector is expected to be a fairly thin adapter between LDAP and the native endpoint system, optimal
use of metadata significantly reduces the amount of custom coding required. For static C++ options that have been
ported, there is typically, an 80-90 percent code reduction. Consider the following when you rate the degree to which
metadata has been used correctly:

1. Has connectorMapTo and similar supporting values (possibly with extra connector-specific metadata settings being
added), been used to minimize coding?

2. Have you verified that no LDAP object classes or attributes are referenced in the connector's code, and that
connectorMapTo or connectorMapToAlias values have been used instead?

3. Have optimal choices of data model value types been used?
– Has the correct value definition for datamodel properties been used?
– Have metadata enum definitions been used where appropriate?
– Have flexistr values been used where required?

4. Do all appropriate metadata items on the Connector object class have isConnection=true?
Have you fully tested changing of connection-related attributes?

5. Do all attributes requiring secure handling such directory and account passwords have secure metadata settings?
isWriteOnly=true means that the attribute value can only be written and not read back and should be used on
attributes containing sensitive data, unless there a requirement that they can be queried.

6. Is metadata and opbindings modification through LDAP MODIFY requests allowed for this connector? If not, then
allowMetadataModifyGlobally (server_jcs.properties) and allowMetadataModify in connector.xml can be used to lock
down the connector with respect to metadata changes.
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– allowMetadataModifyGlobally can be set in the server_jcs.xml and can disable all metadata modifications server
wide.

– allowMetadataModify is set on a per connector basis and can override the server setting.
– Enabling metadata modifications means that metadata can be updated from time to time, when connector is up and

running. However, it can be beneficial to keep it locked down which means no metadata changes are allowed until
the flag is reset again.

Connector Coding Considerations
Consider the following when assessing the general coding of the connector's logic:

1. Is the coding and configuration of the connection pool correct?
2. Is the streaming of search results supported? streaming always / threshold between streaming and not / no. If

streaming is supported:
– Is super-streaming of search results supported?

NOTE
You do not need all ids / primary keys in memory at once.

– Is streaming used for all object classes, and if it is not, is the subset for which it is used listed?
– Is a new connection taken from the pool and released for each search result (or a small number of search results),

so that many concurrent searches can be active and share available connections fairly? If not, then detail what
the connector does in this regard. Include the reason that the same connection is used for the whole search. For
example, this can be necessary to support super-streaming or because the native API mandates it.

3. Has maximum use been made of the CA IAM CS framework services and existing connector implementations, or
both?
– Has any reuse that was possible and any specialization that was required been summarized?
– Have any extra connector-specific metadata settings that were required been summarized?
– Have any connector-specific validator or converter plug-ins that were written for the connector been summarized?

4. Have Validator and Converter plug-Ins been used to minimize custom coding?
5. To what degree is the conversion LDAP search filters to native filters supported?

– Minimal -- Only expressions like (objectclass=eTDYNAccount) and (eTDYNAccountName=a*) are supported
– Partial -- A richer set of filter syntax and attributes are supported, presumably by morphing the LDAP filter using a

FilterVisitor)
– Complete -- Complete filter syntax is supported.
– If support is not complete, has the isConnectorFilterable=false metadata setting been used to flag attributes which

the connector is unable to respect in filter assertions?
6. Are complete one-level and subtree search semantics supported so that clients other than the Provisioning Manager

can use them?
7. Are all attributes that can be returned from an object scope search also supported for one-level and subtree cases?

NOTE
This approach is highly recommended.

8. How has exception handling been implemented?
– Are exceptions not being swallowed, that is, caught and simply ignored?
– Is ldapExceptionPrefix prepended to the message for all exceptions raised in the connector's code?
– Are native exceptions being carefully mapped into LdapNamingExceptions with suitable ResultCodeEnum codes,

especially:
• LdapNameAlreadyBoundException for ADD requests
• LdapNameNotFoundException for other requests

– Have retriable exceptions been distinguished explicitly in code where required?
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NOTE
For more information, see RetryOpProcessorProxy.

– Has resiliency support been properly configured and tested, that is, are retry group messages in connector.xml
accurate and complete?

9. Are the remaining TODOs small in number and minor in consequence?
10. Has optimal caching of information during activate() been implemented to improve performance, where applicable?
11. Does the connector depend on any objects with specialized lifecycles? For example, connector sibling objects, objects

which clients poll and change asynchronously and such.

Component Test Considerations
We recommend that component tests (for example, JMeter or equivalent software) grow in strict tandem with the
functionality of the connector. A useful maxim is that any connector functionality not covered by automated component
tests cannot be considered to exist. Even if manual testing proves the connector works today, this may not be adequate
when the connector is modified in the future. Without the support of component tests with good coverage, there can be no
confidence future changes are safe. Consider the following when designing component tests:

1. Is coverage of component tests adequate?
– Are all object classes tested for all supported operations?
– Are examples of attributes with all supported datamodel values present?
– Are all validator and converter plug-ins relevant for the connector covered by test cases?
– Are a suitable number of multivalued attributes tested, including different modes (for example, replace, add,

remove) in MODIFY requests?
– Are all associations tested from all supported directions, for example, group.member and account.memberOf) with

a range of containment levels for DNs in direct associations?
– Have a number of characters special to LDAP been tested in object RDNs to verify correct handling? This is

especially important for object classes with DNs that are stored in association attribute values.
– Have a number of characters special to the connector's chosen API been tested in object RDNs to verify correct

handling? This is especially important for object classes with DNs that are stored in association attribute values.
2. Are strict response assertions being used to ensure correct behavior (for example, search after modify to ensure

correct change)?
– Are basic tests split into the smallest units to allow easy tracking from failures back to minimal root causes?
– Is confidence established in earlier test steps before blunter equals assertions on larger sets of search results

appear?
3. Are basic error cases tested (for example, modify, search with base, delete, modifyrn on nonexistent object, adding an

existing object)?
4. If the connector requires multiple flavors of connection, is there enough coverage of different supported connection

schemes?

Frequently Asked Questions
This section shows possible solutions to some frequently asked questions.

Design Questions
What is the difference between Metadata and Property tags in the Data Model metadata.xml file?

The properties and classes describe the actual data model and closely relate to the LDAP schema (for example,
objectclass eTDYNAccount has a string attribute named eTDYNAccountName). These can then have metadata property
settings specified that spell out specific details regarding their behavior affecting various sections of the architecture. For
example, eTDYNAccount maps to database table accounts, and eTDYNAccountName is its naming attribute.
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Some metadata settings are only relevant to specific layers of the architecture (for example, connectorMapTo= is only
important to CA IAM CS) whereas the data model itself is relevant to all layers.

Is there any documentation on the connector.xml file?

This file is turned into a com.ca.jcs.ImplBundle JavaBean by the Spring XML Framework. The best reference is the CA
IAM CS Javadoc for this class and all the child classes it references. Look for the class names passed as arguments to
<bean class=" within the connector.xml file.

The connector.xml for the SDK sample connector also contains some instructional comments. One of the most important
parts of the constructed JavaBean is the configuration JavaBean for the connector itself, which is an instance of a
class extending com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaConnectorConfig. If you are writing a connector which requires some extra
custom configuration settings not offered by the MetaConnectorConfig base class, then write your own class to extend
it. Configure it automatically using Spring XML by changing the class name specified to the matching <bean class="
construct in connector.xml. Then, and add extra XML to set the values of the fields you added to your JavaBean.

What is connectorTypeClass?

This field specifies the ConnectorType class for storing data model and opbindings XML metadata documents, and to act
as the parental container for all connector instances which are driven them. Connector implementations rarely (if ever)
change this setting from com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaConnectorType. An instance of this bean handles LDAP requests targeting
the namespace level of the Admin DIT, referred to as the ConnectorType level of the DIT by CA IAM CS.

What is the difference between the server_osgi_*.xml files and connector.xml?

These files share some similar content (like validator and converter plug-in configuration) and both are read and converted
into JavaBean instances by Spring XML.

However, the server_osgi_*.xml files deal with global configuration for all ApacheDS and CA IAM CS settings across
the whole server (including plug-ins which have global scope). Connector.xml deals with configuration for each specific
connector implementation (and configured plug-ins are visible to it alone).

Is there any documentation on attributes in metadata.xml file?

You can find information about the attributes in the CA IAM CS Javadoc for com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs
for CA IAM CS and com.ca.commons.datamodel.DataModelDefs for JIAM, where constants are defined for each
standardized setting. You can also add extra per-connector metadata settings, after you have checked the existing
standard attributes). In this case, create your own class which defines constants for each of the settings.

NOTE
For more information, see the example in the SDK sample connector com.ca.jcs.sdk.MetaDataConsts class.

Is there any documentation on attribute connectorMapTo?

See the CA IAM CS Javadoc in the  bookshelf for com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs and look for the
matching constant MD_CONN_MAP_TO. Pay attention to the related settings MD_CONN_MAP_ALIAS and
MD_CONN_MAP_TO_AMBIGUOUS.

Which attributes do I need to add after translation parser table into metadata? Only the connectorMapTo
attribute, or are others also required?

You are likely to need additional settings from the CA IAM CS Javadoc for com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs for
CA IAM CS and com.ca.commons.datamodel.DataModelUtil for JIAM.

NOTE
For more information, see the preceding question.

My connector has an LDAP objectclass or attribute names which potentially map to multiple connector names.
What should I do?

The following can be used in this case to specify such a relationship:
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• com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs.html#MD_CONN_MAP_TO_AMBIGUOUS
• com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs.html#MD_CONN_MAP_TO_AMBIGUOUS_CHOICE_ATTR

The CA IAM CS framework then takes care of the required handling.

There can be a considerable performance penalty when trying to determine the connector DN for a provided LDAP DN,
especially where there are multiple levels of containers.

How does my connector deal with case sensitivity in the endpoint system?

Use the ConnectorConfig.setCaseSensitive() method which is configured using conf/connector.xml - for example the
SDKDYN sample connector sets it to true as follows:

<property name="caseSensitive">

           <value>true</value>

      </property>

Also note that the SDKFS connector demonstrates the case-insensitive case, which means that all native class and
attribute names are converted to lowercase before performing lookups of associated metadata. In the case sensitive
case class and attribute names returned by the endpoint system must exactly match the names provided in the metadata
document.

How can I validate data passed to and from my connector?

The settings validateToConnector and validateFromConnector in your conf/connector.xml control whether all registered
validators triggered by available metadata are executed. Never set validateToConnector=false outside of development
because a false setting turns off all validation of LDAP information being passed to your connector.

validateFromConnector defaults to false. If you suspect bad data either preexists or is being written to the endpoint
system by another interface, in which validation is performed on query results before they are returned to the client, you
can set validateFromConnecto to true.

How do I write and register a custom validator/converter plug-in?

The Plug-In Classes, and the SDK sample connector code have examples of both.

Why document implementing operations? Are they not described in metadata?

In implementing attribute-style processing driven by the data model metadata, there is still a need to write code to
interface with the endpoint system. Where the endpoint system supports method-style processing (like JDBC stored
procedures), you can write this code in a language other than Java. You can then use opbindings metadata to instruct CA
IAM CS how to call it. You can also use opbindings and write this code in a scripting language like JavaScript.

NOTE
For more information, see Writing Scripts.

Implementation Questions
Why is my custom connector implementation not found?

Consider the following:

1. Does the implementationBundle metadata setting on your connector’s metadata match the <property name="name">
value in connector.xml? The setting must match, otherwise CA IAM CS does not know which ImplBundle to use to
create an appropriate connector instance. As a result there are explanatory log messages in jcs_daily.log.

2. Is CA IAM CS noticing your connector implementation exists?
a. A summary of all connectors is logged to logs/jcs_daily.log at start-up at INFO log-level, for example:

INFO   - loaded 10 connectors:

loaded connector "AS400" [connectorTypeName='OS400', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTAS4Namespace]
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loaded connector "JDBC" [connectorTypeName='null', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTDYNNamespace]

loaded connector "JNDI" [connectorTypeName='null', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTDYNNamespace]

loaded connector "KRB" [connectorTypeName='KRB Namespace', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTKRBNamespace]

loaded connector "ORA" [connectorTypeName='Oracle Server', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTORANamespace]

loaded connector "SAP" [connectorTypeName='SAP R3', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=eTSAPNamespace]

loaded connector "SDK" [connectorTypeName='SDK Namespace', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=null]

loaded connector "SDKDYN" [connectorTypeName='SDK DYN Namespace', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=null]

loaded connector "SDKSCRIPT" [connectorTypeName='SDK Script DYN Namespace', connectorTypeLdapObjClass=null]

b. Also logged at the INFO level is a summary of the information read from schemas contributed by static connectors.
For example:

INFO   - '/conf/eta_sql_openldap.schema': registered 9 objectClasss (skipped 0) 

Errors encountered processing schemas are also logged, and can be a reason that CA IAM CS is not finding your
connector implementation.
If your connector does not appear in this list and you are running within a Java IDE like Eclipse or IDEA, then add
your connector’s jar file to the CA IAM CS classpath.

c. If your connector does not appear in this list and you are running from the command line (jcs.bat or jcs.sh), then
your connector jar is probably malformed or has not been copied to cs-home/lib/. Verify that it contains a valid /
conf/connector.xml file. For more information refer to the structure of the SDK connector’s jar file.

Why does CA IAM CS appear to execute without triggering break-points in the debugger?

In some circumstances, CA IAM CS has trouble shutting down. There have been observations of a phantom CA IAM CS
running in the background which is servicing LDAP requests but to which the debugger is not connected. Run the task
manager and manually shut down the phantom CA IAM CS java.exe process.

Why are exception breakpoints I set in CA IAM CS not being triggered?

CA IAM CS use of Java proxies in its implementation complicates setting exception breakpoints in your IDE.

If you observe an exception but then find a matching exception breakpoint that is not triggered as you expect, try setting a
breakpoint on InvocationTargetException, which can wrap the original exception.

Why does the debugger step into JDK code if I trace into the end of a call on MetaConnector, to search() for
example?

The CA IAM CS framework (and some connectors) uses Java proxies. You may be stepping into the
call on the proxy method. Try inserting a breakpoint in the related method of the target class (like
JDBCAttributeStyleOpProcessor.doSearch()) to skip through the proxy code.

How does my code access custom metadata settings I have added?

CA IAM CS uses JAXB generated code to convert the metadata files into JavaBean instances, which are then wrapped in
instances of classes from the com.ca.commons.datamodel packages (like DataModelClass / DataModelProperty). These
are then cached inside instances of the com.ca.jcs.meta.MetaObjectClassMapping for efficient runtime access using
CA IAM CS. To access your extra custom metadata settings, you create a reference to the parent DataModelProperty
(say using MetaObjectClassMapping.getDataModelProperty(String)), and then look up its metadata settings using the
getMetaDataProperty(String) method.

NOTE
For an example, see the com.ca.jcs.sdk.converter.DummyFlattenPropertyConverter class reference
MetaDataConsts.MD_FLATTEN_SEPARATOR in the SDK sample connector.

Why does CA IAM CS silently hang when performing a search?

ApacheDS worker threads occasionally hang in the following circumstances:

• When attributes are passed from doLookup() or doSearch() with no values, the ApacheDS LDAP codec is affected.
In this case, do not include the attribute names should not be included, rather than being added with no values. To
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guard against this occurrence, the CA IAM CS framework checks attributes passed by your connector using the
com.ca.jcs.LdapUtil.checkAttrsValid() method, so a descriptive assertion failure singles out the errant attribute.

• The CA IAM CS code may need to parse internally generated LDAP filter expressions (like determining which
objects have associations with an existing object that is being deleted, renamed, or returned in search results) using
org.apache.directory.shared.ldap.filter.FilterParserImpl.
In the presence of various special characters, there have been some cases where these expressions are not well-
formed. In these cases, the ApacheDS filter parsing code does not fail gracefully but displays an error message to
stdout (and may therefore not be noticed). ApacheDS throws an exception which causes the thread executing the
current LDAP request to never return to the client.

NOTE
If you observe this behavior, contact CA technical support.

How can I customize the behavior of the connector level of the DIT, for instance to calculate the values of some
virtual attributes?

Implement a class extending com.ca.jcs.processor.ConnectorAttributesProcessor and register it by calling the
setConnectorAttributesProcessor() method in your connector's constructor.

How can I insert the values of virtual attributes in search results returned by my connector?

Usually it is sufficient to override the convertAttributesFromConnector() method in your connector. Verify that you
call super.convertAttributesFromConnector() !) to handle what ever logic in required, as this method is called by
com.ca.jcs.meta.MapSearchResultsFromConnectorEnum for each search result to map them to LDAP.

We recommended that you add you virtual attributes first and then call super.convertAttributesFromConnector()
afterwards, so that you can keep your logic free from referencing LDAP attribute names.

How can I determine which objectclass instance my code has been passed when my connectorMapTo settings
are long involved expressions (like a complicated SELECT statement in SQL)? I do not want my code to refer to
LDAP objectclass names.

Use the metadata setting com.ca.commons.datamodel.MetaDataDefs.html#MD_CONN_MAP_ALIAS to specify a short
alias for your objectclass (say connectorMapToAlias=account), and use the metadata setting as the discriminator in your
code. We recommend that you use your own utility method to look up the value of this metadata setting where required
(see previous question for tips).

What does an exception of this form mean: "ERROR - ... LdapInvalidAttributeIdentifierException:
eTLNDDeleteOldReplicas not found in attribute registry!"?

The metadata document for your connector refers to an attribute not known in the following:

• Your connector's LDAP schema (in this case, connectors/lnd/conf/eta_lnd_openldap.schema), registered using conf/
connector.xml

• Any other global schema files loaded by CA IAM CS as driven by server_osgi_jcs.xml.

This means that either an incorrect attribute name has been referenced, or that you need to add the attribute name to the
appropriate .schema file.

Why is the Provisioning Server not behaving as expected?

If you enter non-valid XML code directly into the Provisioning Directory, the Provisioning Server or Provisioning Manager
may no longer work as expected.

What's the impact of using integer types in java connectors?

When you use an attribute mapped as an integer, for example, when you add an integer typed field to an account in
Connector Xpress, the integer values that your connector receives may end up padded. This can effect minimum and
maximum field length validation in the  Provisioning Server.
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This is because the Provisioning Server pads the value. For example, for a client sending 22, CA IAM CS receives the
following:

Type : 'eTDYN-int-c-01'

Val[0] : 0000000022 

For a client sending 022, CA IAM CS receives the following:

Type : 'eTDYN-int-c-01'

Val[0] : 0000000022 

Although the CA IAM CS unpads the values, in this example, CA IAM CS cannot determine if 022 or 22 is sent. The
unpadding algorithm unpads the value up to the minimum length you specified, so 0000000022 becomes 022 for a
specified minimum length of 3.

This occurs for all connectors when you map an int datatype. We recommend that you do not map to -int and use  - str,
unless, for example you use a capability attribute.

LDAP Overview
CA IAM CS sends and receives LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) requests, and is based on the JNDI (Java
Naming and Directory Interface) API. The LDAP protocol is designed to manipulate hierarchical, object-oriented data.

The primary unit of data for LDAP is an object. An object represents items such as an account, a directory, or an
intermediate container. All these objects are organized in a Directory Information Tree (DIT). A DIT defines the structure or
schema of your endpoint to CA IAM CS.

LDAP Operations
The LDAP protocol provides the following simple set of operations that LDAP clients can perform on objects:

• ADD - Adds a new object to the DIT
• MODIFY - Modifies an object in the DIT
• SEARCH - Locates or enumerates one or more objects in the DIT
• DELETE - Deletes an object from the DIT
• MODRDN - Renames an object by modifying its Relative Distinguished Name (RDN)
• COMPARE - Compares an object in the DIT to a certain criteria

LDAP Request Processing
An LDAP request from a client interface always includes two items of information:

• The type of the request
• The DN of an object that the request targets

The Core LDAP Message Handler detects incoming DNs, and creates and registers endpoint types and connectors when
required, and as such is referred to as the front end of the CA IAM CS architecture.

The message handler then passes LDAP requests back through the message handler chain to the Message Router,
where it is handed back to the ApacheDS LDAP binding. ApacheDS partitions are no longer used in CA IAM CS.

CA IAM CS can host any number of endpoint types, each of which is associated with a single metadata definition. Each
can contain any number of connector instances (each of which is associated with a single set of connection details).
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Reference
This section contains the following subsections:

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Provisioning Manager (PM)
Learn how to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in Provisioning Manager with your own custom certificates.

This topic covers the following sections:

• Required Certificates
• Deploy Custom Certificates in Provisioning Manager

Required Certificates
Before you replace OOTB certificates with your own custom certificates, ensure that the following custom certificates are
readily available.

• Root Certificate: et2_cacert.pem
Create a copy of this certificate from the Signed Root CA Certificate and rename to et2_cacert.pem

• Client Certificates: eta2_clientcert.pem, eta2_clientkey.pem
Create a copy of these client certificates from the Provisioning Client Certificate and Provisioning Client Private Key
and rename them to eta2_clientcert.pem and eta2_clientkey.pem respectively.

Deploy Custom Certificates in Provisioning Manager

Follow these steps to replace OOTB provisioning certificates in Provisioning Manager with your own custom certificates.

1. Close the Provisioning Manager console.
2. Take a backup of the following folder:

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data

3. Replace the following existing certificates with the custom Provisioning Manager certificates, respectively:
<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/client/eta2_clientcert.pem

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/client/eta2_clientkey.pem

<Provisioning_Manager_Install_Dir>/data/tls/et2_cacert.pem

4. Launch Provisioning Manager.

Administrator Authentication
Objects in the provisioning domain are protected at several different levels, but overall access to the domain is protected
by authentication security, which requires all administrators to identify themselves. The global user name and password
that the administrator enters are checked against information stored in the provisioning directory.

NOTE
You can configure the Provisioning Server to request authentication with a native system. For more information,
see the Administrating section.

Administrator Login

The first time you log on to the Provisioning Manager, you use the etaadmin global user, whose password was set up
when the Provisioning Server was installed.
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The Provisioning Server also provides other built-in global users that provide authentication information for use only
by Provisioning Server components. You will not use these global users to log on; instead, they provide additional
authentication information for the domain.

The etaadmin user is similar to a built-in superuser account. You set a password for this user when the Provisioning
Server is installed. It is imperative to remember that password because you need it to log on as etaadmin the first time you
use Provisioning Manager.

When you log on using the etaadmin object, you have access to all the objects in the domain. You should immediately
create a global user object for yourself and assign the DomainAdministrator profile to it. When this user has been created,
log in as that user. You must not perform any more actions as the non-specific etaadmin administrator. Avoiding the use
of etaadmin improves the traceability of actions as seen in various logs. For more security, you can delete or suspend the
etaadmin user after you create your own account.

Administrator Authorization

Authorization determines what administrators can do on the Provisioning Server. It defines the privileges that an
administrator has in a domain. You can authorize an administrator by assigning an admin profile to the administrator's
global user object or by assigning an admin profile to one of the administrator global user groups.

Admin Profiles

Admin profiles permit administrators certain types of access and privileges to manage objects in a domain. Admin profiles
contain all the privileges that administrators need to perform different tasks. While administrative privileges can be
assigned directly to global users, using admin profiles provides several advantages:

• Several administrators can be defined to a profile, and therefore, each receives the same administrative privileges.
• The operations that an administrator is allowed to perform is typically to necessitate being granted a long list of

administrative privileges. Placing them into an admin profile is less error prone as it lets you define the profile once and
then apply those privileges to multiple administrators.

• Admin profiles can be accessed from other domains, making it easy for other administrators to create new profiles from
existing profiles in other domains.

NOTE
When assigning individual administrative privileges, you must give the administrator Read access to the object
and its container. This access is necessary to list and search for objects.

Default Admin Profiles

The Provisioning Server provides default admin profiles that control the privileges of an administrator. These profiles give
administrators access to the objects in the domain of the profile. Like the default administrator objects, such as etaadmin,
the following profiles are created automatically when you install the Provisioning Server:

• DomainAdministrator and DomainAdministrator-NoWeb-Gives administrators full access to every object in the
domain. Administrators who have this profile in the root domain have full access to all Provisioning Server objects and
security information.

• PasswordAdministrator-Lets administrators change passwords and activate or suspend global users.
• UserAdministrator-Lets administrators manage users in the domain. Administrators with this profile cannot modify

provisioning roles or account templates.
• ReadAdministrator-Lets administrators read every object in the domain.
• SelfAdministrator-Defines the actions that can be performed by self-administrators. By default, this profile authorizes

self-administrators to read their own global user object, list their accounts, and modify specific attributes of their own
global user or accounts. You can customize this profile to meet your self-administrator authorization requirements.
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Advanced Configuration Options
The advanced configuration options for the Provisioning Server fall into two categories:

• Global Properties
Configuration settings that are saved in the provisioning directory and control the behavior of the Provisioning Server.
Click the Global Properties button on the Provisioning Manager System Task frame.

• Domain Configuration
Configuration settings that are saved in the provisioning directory and control the behavior of the Provisioning Server.
Click the Domain Configuration button on the Provisioning Manager System Task frame.

Additional places to configure various components of the Provisioning Server include the following files:

• PSHOME\Data\im-ps.conf 
Parameters control general behaviors of the Provisioning Server service not controllable through Domain Configuration
parameters. See the Installing section for more details and comments in the file itself.

NOTE
PSHOME is the directory where the Provisioning Server is installed.

• PSOME\Data\im_ccs.conf
Parameters control general behaviors of the Identity Manager C++ Connector Server service. See the Installing
section for more details and comments in the file itself.

• PSAHOME\data\eta_pwdsync.conf
Parameters control an optional Password Synchronization Agent that you can install on a Windows system. For more
information, see the Administrating.
Note:  PSAHOME is the directory where the Password Synchronization Agent is installed.

• %DXHOME%\config\knowledge\*.dxg and *.dxc
Used to configure CA Directory failover. For more information, see the Installing section.

NOTE
%DXHOME%is the directory where CA Directory is installed.

Global Properties
Global Properties are stored in the Provisioning Directory. These properties control the entire enterprise and as such
are stored outside of any of your domain-specific data. To view these properties you must have a privilege that grants
Read access to the SystemSettings object in the ETA domain. All predefined admin profiles in any domain grant this read
access.

To change these properties you must have a privilege that grants Modify access to the SystemSettings object in the
domain. The DomainAdministrator and DomainAdministrator-NoWeb admin profiles in any domain grant this modify
access.

Updates to global properties in most cases take effect immediately, no restarting of services or programs is necessary.
Two specific exceptions are:

• Properties that control Manager behaviors, such as UID controls, and Full Name controls, do not affect property sheets
that are already displayed. You may have to close a property sheet and reopen it to have the change take effect for
your Manager.

• Logging settings are broadcast to affected Provisioning and Identity Manager Provisioning Connector server services.
However, this broadcast currently only goes to one Provisioning Server service per domain. If you have installed a
failover or load-balancing configuration with multiple Provisioning Server services for a single domain, you will need
to restart all Provisioning and Connector Server services for that domain to ensure that the new logging settings are
recognized by all affected components.
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Domain Configuration
Domain configuration parameters are also stored in the provisioning directory. You manage these from the System Task
of Provisioning Manager using the Domain Configuration button. Parameters are organized into a tree hierarchy using
folders so that related parameters are easier to manage. These parameters control the Provisioning Server for a single
domain.

If you configured multiple alternative servers, each with its own Provisioning Server for the same domain, all servers for
the domain share the same configuration parameter settings. There are a few parameters that you might want to set
to different values on different servers, even in the same domain. Per-server values are referred to as specializations.
Use the Add Specialization or Remove Specialization menu items to work with server-specific values. These server-
specific specializations are displayed in the tree hierarchy under the domain parameter. If there is no specialization for
a particular server, the domain parameter value applies to that server. In most cases, the Provisioning Server lets you
create a specialization for a parameter even if that could result in inconsistent behaviors from the alternative servers for a
domain. This lets you have a dedicated server that is used for a specialized purpose where you actually want that different
behavior. However, for a small set of parameters, specializations are not allowed. A typical reason would be because
client code needs to know the value of the parameter even when it does not know which server handles its request. In
those cases, the Add Specialization menu item is disabled.

To view these parameters, you must have a privilege that grants Read access to Configuration Parameter objects in
the domain where they reside. All the predefined admin profiles grant this Read access to the domain configuration
parameters in their own domain, including any subordinate domain.

To change these parameters, you must have a privilege that grants Modify access to Configuration Parameter objects in
the domain where they reside. The DomainAdministrator and DomainAdministrator-NoWeb admin profiles grant Modify
access to the domain configuration parameters in their own domain and any subordinate domain. You can create a
custom admin profile that grants Read or Modify access to specific configuration parameters if you need scoping control.

Domain Configuration parameter updates take effect immediately on the provisioning server where the update was
processed. However, if you configured multiple alternative provisioning servers for the domain, the other servers will not
take the changed parameters into account immediately. The updated parameters are stored in the provisioning directory
immediately, but each affected Provisioning Server refreshes its knowledge of the parameter values periodically. By
default the update frequency is every 10 minutes; however you may change this value with the parameter Configuration
Setup/Parameter Update Time described later. Thus you have to wait up to 10 minutes for the refresh to take place. The
refresh is recorded in the Provisioning Server Trace log with messages that include the text “ETA::Configuration update
completed”.

NOTE
For more information, see the Transaction Log section.

You may choose to restart the affected Provisioning Server services to ensure that the parameters are updated. When
the service starts, the service writes information to the Provisioning Server trace log about configuration parameters. This
log can be valuable in understanding what parameters were in effect at any particular point. The following information is
written to the trace log at startup:

• If the Transaction Log/Level domain configuration parameter is set to a value of 0 or greater and Transaction Log/
Enabled is Yes, non-default configuration parameters values are written.

• If the Transaction Log/Level domain configuration parameter is set to a value of 1 or greater and Transaction Log/
Enabled is Yes, all configuration parameters values are written.

NOTE
A few parameters do not take effect even after the periodic configuration parameter update. They only take
effect on the restart of the Provisioning Server service. Such parameters display the following warning on their
properties: Changing this parameter requires restarting all affected servers.
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Provisioning Directory Parameters
The provisioning directory configuration folder contains parameters you can use if you have a non-default installation of
your provisioning directory.

Entry Count Attribute

Values: dxEntryCount (if CA Directory is being used for the provisioning directory) or clear (otherwise)

Description: This attribute is used in queries that are sent to the provisioning directory to check whether size limits will be
reached, but only if the client is not requesting partial results. 

FIFO Entry Order

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Allows the Provisioning Server to work with directories that return search results in the same order they
were written during standard one level search operations. This parameter allows backward compatibility support, so that
Notifications work with provisioning directories other than dxgrid.

If this parameter is set to No, the Provisioning Server uses LDAP controls to instruct the provisioning directory to return
records from the notification database by sequence number.

Some directories do not support this control mechanism. When working with other directories, set this parameter to yes to
disable this control.

Authentication Parameters
The Authentication configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to customize user authentication behaviors
of the Provisioning Server.

Disable Maintenance User

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Set this parameter to yes to disable the ability to authenticate to the Provisioning Server using the built-in
user with the Distinguished Name cn=etaserver,dc=eta. This user, whose password is controlled by the pwdmgr utility, is
used internally during installation.

After installation, this user is only needed for maintenance functions such as resetting an administrator’s password. We
recommend that you disable this user after installation.

Authorization Parameters
The Authorization configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to customize authorization behaviors of the
Provisioning Server.

Check Owner Access on Indirect Privileges

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Controls what access checks are performed when assigning a global user group or admin profile to a global
user, global user group or admin profile.

Regardless of the setting of this parameter, the Provisioning Server checks for Modify access to a specific attribute of the
object being assigned and Modify access to a specific attribute of the object to which it is assigned.
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If this parameter is Yes (the default), the Provisioning Server will also check for Owner access to each of the objects
to which the assigned admin profile or global user group grants access. This prevents one from being able to assign
privileges through a global user group or admin profile that one could not have assigned directly to the target global user,
global user group or admin profile.

If you do not need added protection, this parameter can be set to No to disable additional Owner access checks. Doing
so lets you have one set of administrators who define admin profiles and another set of administrators who assign those
admin profiles to users.

Cache Parameters
The Cache configuration folder contains parameters that allow you to tune the Provisioning Server internal caches.

WARNING
Changes to cache parameters do not take effect until the Provisioning Server service is restarted.

The following parameters control each cache:

• Maximum Age
The maximum time in seconds that an item remains in the cache without being reread from the provisioning directory.

• Maximum Size
The maximum number of unused items to retain in the cache. When an operation uses a cache item, the item is
considered in-use. There is no limit on the number of in-use cache items. However, when all operations finish with the
cache item, the item is marked unused and it is retained only when the number of used and unused items in the cache
is no more than the configured maximum size.

Cache items are also removed from a cache when explicitly canceled. This occurs when a change is made to the
provisioning directory data from which the cache item originates. This cache invalidation only occurs on the Provisioning
Server that processed that provisioning directory update. If you have multiple provisioning domains or alternative servers
serving a single domain, other servers may have cache items that are still derived from the prior data. That is why there is
a cache maximum age parameter.

Cache items also are canceled when access is to be denied. The privilege caches (Admin Profile, Global User and Global
User Group) contain privilege information that is used to perform authorization checks. If you have recently assigned a
privilege to someone, you do not want to have to wait up to 10 minutes (the default cache maximum age for these caches)
for that privilege addition to be recognized. Therefore if an authorization check using cached privileges is about to report
DENIED, the cache items are canceled and re-initialized from the provisioning directory. If the result is still DENIED, that
authorization failure is reported to the administrator.

WARNING
When you remove a privilege from a global user, admin profile, or global user group, expect that this change
will take place at most 10 minutes (the default) from the time of the change. In most cases this is sufficient.
However, if the reason for removing the access is to remove an imminent security threat, to ensure immediate
enforcement of that privilege change requires you to restart all affected Provisioning Server services.

Admin Profile Privilege Cache

Each admin profile privilege cache item stores information that is obtained from an admin profile, including administrative
privileges, and the names of included admin profiles.

Parameter: Cache/Admin Profile Privilege Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Admin Profile Privilege Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 10
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Domain Cache

Each domain cache item stores information obtained from a Domain (DSA) Registration object. These objects record
information that is necessary for one Provisioning Server to talk to another Provisioning Server.

Parameter: Cache/Domain Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 3600 seconds (equals 1 hour)

Parameter: Cache/Domain Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 20

Global User Group Privilege Cache

Each global user group privilege cache item stores information obtained from a global user group, including administrative
privileges, the names of included admin profiles, and the names of included global user groups.

Parameter: Cache/Global User Group Privilege Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Global User Group Privilege Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 10

Global User Privilege Cache

Each global user privilege cache item stores information that is obtained from a global user and its assigned admin
profiles and global user groups. This information includes administrative privileges, password, suspension status and the
names of included admin profiles and including global user groups.

Unlike the admin profile privilege cache and global user group privilege cache, the global user privilege cache items also
store indirect information obtained from referenced items, so it contains a full list of the accesses privileges that a global
user has.

Each time a global user privilege cache item is initialized, the global user's full list of effective privileges and assigned
admin profiles and global user groups is written to the server trace log. This information, written only if Transaction Log/
Level is set to 4 or greater, includes information that obtained directly from the global user, information obtained indirectly
from assigned global user groups and admin profiles, and information obtained implicitly based on assigned web or
workflow privileges. Look for the text "EFFECTIVE PRIVILEGE LIST INITIALIZED" in the server trace log. This will be
followed by the distinguished name of a global user and a list of privileges, a list of admin profiles and a list of global user
groups.

Parameter: Cache/Global User Privilege Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Global User Privilege Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 20

Nested Role Search Cache

Each nested role search item stores information from the nested role search results. This is for user role removal
synchronization only. For no object limit, set the size to -1. You can disable this cache by setting the size to 0.

Parameter: Cache/Nested Role Search Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Nested Role Search Cache Maximum Size
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Default Value: 0 (disabled)

Notification Config Cache

The Notification Configuration Cache stores configuration information that drives the Identity Manager Server Notification
feature. This configuration information, which is stored in the provisioning directory and updatable by the service utility
etaloadnotificationconf, defines the mapping between provisioning actions and notification records that are sent to the
IMS.

Parameter: Cache/Notification Config Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/ Notification Config Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 10

Operation Cache

Each operation cache item stores information about an ongoing or recently completed operation. When you do an explore
operation, for instance, the displayed Operation detail count value is obtained from an operation cache item.

Parameter: Cache/Operation Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Operation Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 10

Password Profile Cache

Each password profile cache item stores information from a password profile. Currently there is only one password profile
per domain.

Parameter: Cache/Password Profile Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Parameter: Cache/Password Profile Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 10

Connector Server Cache

Each C++ Connector Server cache item stores a pool of connections between the Provisioning Server and the C++
Connector Server. The C++ Connector Server, also known as the Connector Server service, is the component that loads
each endpoint type agent module.

Some endpoint types (for example Active Directory) provide a feature to use administrator credentials rather than a
configured set of proxy credentials for authenticating to the managed directory. Each C++ Connector Server cache item
represents a pool of LDAP connections using a single set of administrator credentials.

Parameter: Cache/Connector Server Cache Maximum Age

Default Value: 3600 seconds (equals 1 hour)

Parameter: Cache/Connector Server Cache Maximum Size

Default Value: 20
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Compatibility Parameters
The Compatibility configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to provide temporary backwards compatibility
with prior releases of eTrust Admin.

Enable Operation Details

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Tracks changes to accounts affected by provisioning operations in etautil or the Provisioning Manager,
such as Explore and Correlate. If you make no provisioning changes in the Provisioning Manager or etautil, you can set
this parameter to no. Disabling it could keep the management of operation detail records from affecting CA Directory
performance.

With or without this parameter, inbound synchronization still updates the Identity Manager server. Each provisioning server
sends account details to the Identity Manager server or cluster of servers. Those details include attribute-level information
not found in the operation details.

Relax Self Q&A Reads

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: By default (No), global user self authentication Q&A attributes are returned only when explicitly asked for
by users. This allows the Provisioning Server to log when these questions and answers are viewed. Some older clients
depend on the prior behavior where these attributes could be retrieved along with all other Global User attributes. Set this
parameter to Yes to re-instate the prior behavior to allow these applications to work with the current Provisioning Server.

Configuration Setup Parameters
The Configuration Setup configuration folder contains parameters you can use to configure the processing of these
domain configuration parameters.

Parameters Update Time

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Description: Configuration parameters are read periodically from the provisioning directory. This parameter defines how
often, in seconds, this refresh of parameters occurs. Hence, this parameter defines the maximum amount of time one
would need to wait after making a change to parameter before being assured the change has taken effect.

The minimum value for this parameter is 30 seconds.

Connections Parameters
The Connections configuration folder contains parameters you can use to tune the connection management mechanisms
within the Provisioning Server.

The Provisioning Server maintains pools of LDAP connections that it uses for communicating with the provisioning
directory, with connector servers and with other LDAP servers. A dedicated thread within the provisioning server (the
connection monitor thread) wakes up periodically to adjust the pools by closing excess idle connections and attempting to
create connections to LDAP servers previously believed to be unavailable.

The configuration parameters in this folder are consulted by the connection monitor thread as it performs its functions.

 Contents: 
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CS Pool Maximum Size

 Default Value: 200

 Description: The maximum size of each of the Provisioning Server CS Connection Pools. A CS Connection Pool is a
reusable set of LDAP connections that are used to communicate with a specific connector server.

CS Pool Minimum Size

 Default Value: 2

Description: The minimum size of each of the Provisioning Server's CS Connection Pools. The connection monitor
thread, when it closes expired idle connections, will retain at least this many connections in each CS Connection
Pool. This parameter does not determine in advance the minimum number of open connections, as the number of
connections needed open as needed on-demand. This parameter sets the minimum available connections in each CS
Connection Pool.

DB Pool Maximum Size

 Default Value: 40

 Description: The maximum size of the Provisioning Server DB Connection Pool. The DB Connection Pool is a reusable
set of LDAP connections that are used to communicate with the Provisioning Directory.

DB Pool Minimum Size

 Default Value: 5

 Description: The minimum size of the Provisioning Server DB Connection Pool. The connection monitor thread, when it
closes expired idle connections, will retain at least this many connections in DB Connection Pool.

Expiration Time

 Default Value: 1800 seconds (30 minutes)

 Description: The time, in seconds, after which an idle connection in the provisioning server's LDAP connection pools will
be considered expired. An expired connection is a candidate for being closed by the connection monitor thread.

Other Pool Maximum Size

 Default Value: 20

 Description: The maximum size of each of the Provisioning Server's Ad Hoc Connection Pools. Each Ad Hoc
Connection Pool is a reusable set of LDAP connections that are used to communicate with a specific LDAP server other
than the provisioning directory or regularly used connector servers. For example, changes to endpoint or endpoint type
attributes may need to be sent to another provisioning server's connector server, and the connection pool to communicate
with that connector server is governed by this parameter.

Other Pool Minimum Size

 Default Value: 0

 Description: The minimum size of each of the provisioning server Ad Hoc Connection Pools. This value is typically zero
as there is rarely a need to retain idle connections to these LDAP servers past their normal expiration time.

Refresh Time

 Default Value: 300 seconds (5 minutes)
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 Description: The time, in seconds, that the provisioning server connection monitor thread waits between iterations. Each
time this thread awakens, it identifies expired connections in its LDAP connection pools and closes them. It also attempts
to establish LDAP connections to servers that were believed to be unavailable (but only for pools with a minimum size
greater than zero).

Endpoint Parameters
The endpoint configuration folder contains parameters you can use to enable or disable features on an endpoint type-by-
endpoint type or endpoint-by-endpoint basis. Each parameter can be set to an ordered list of values, each of which can be
one of the following:

 

Parameter Description
ALL Enabled for all endpoints of all endpoint types.
-ALL Disabled for all endpoints of all endpoint types.
EndpointType Enabled for all endpoints of the specified endpoint type.
-EndpointType Disabled for all endpoint of the specified endpoint type.
EndpointType:Endpoint Enabled for the specified endpoint.
-EndpointType:Endpoint Disabled for the specified endpoint.

If more than one value for the same parameter specifies the same directory, the last value that specifies the endpoint
determines whether the feature is enabled or disabled for that endpoint. This lets you provide a more general rule first
(enabled for all directories or all endpoint types) and follow that up with a more specific rule (disabled for endpoint ABC of
the endpoint type ActiveDirectory).

Contents:

Check Account Passwords

Default Value: -ALL (disabled for all endpoints of all endpoint types)

Description: When this parameter is enabled for a specific endpoint, the Provisioning Server checks any password in a
password change of an existing account on that directory, including attempts to set an empty password.

During account creation, the Provisioning Server performs password quality checking when a password is provided. If no
password is provided, no checking is performed unless the Check Empty Account Passwords parameter is also enabled
for the directory.

Account password quality checking uses the Password Profile that exists in the domain of the global user that owns the
account. If the account is not associated with any global user, then the Password Profile that exists in the domain of the
account is used. If the password profile located based on the global user or the account's domain is disabled, account
password quality checking is also disabled for that account.

Account password quality checking does not include the checks on self-changes that depend on history of recent
password-change activity. Password reuse frequency (history) and minimum time between changes (interval checking)
are only applicable to the global user password changes where the Provisioning Server retains an accurate history of
recent changes. Account passwords and password history are not stored in the Provisioning Server. They are stored only
in the managed directory and the Provisioning Server makes no assumption that all password changes are visible to the
Provisioning Server.

A synchronized account password is an account password meeting the following criteria:
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• Account is correlated to a non-restricted global user
• Account resides on a directory for which Disable password propagation to accounts has not been enabled
• Account has not been deleted (it is not in Delete Pending state)

An attempt to change a synchronized account password to the value of the current global user password will be accepted
regardless of the setting of this configuration parameter. Also, the settings of the following configuration parameters can
control the effect of password quality checking on synchronized account passwords:

Passwords\Enforce Synchronized Account Passwords

Passwords\Use External Password Policies

Check Empty Account Passwords

Default Value: -ALL (disabled for all endpoints of all endpoint types)

Description: When this parameter is enabled for a specific managed endpoint, the Provisioning Server checks any empty
password in an Add request for an account on that endpoint. This parameter is ignored if Check Account Passwords is not
also enabled for this endpoint.

This parameter is separate from Check Account Passwords because it is acceptable in some endpoint types to create an
account with no password.

Use Account Template Status

Default Value: -ALL (disabled for all endpoint of all endpoint types)

Description: Parameter controls whether to ignore a global user status of suspended and allow the creation of accounts
in the active state. By default accounts created from account templates for a suspended global user are suspended
regardless of the suspended status indicated in the account template.

Validate Endpoint Credentials

Default Value: -ALL (disabled for all endpoint of all endpoint types)

Description: Parameter controls whether the Provisioning Server sends changes to passwords, updated on endpoint
property sheets, to the applicable connector for immediate validation or if only the provisioning directory is updated. This
functionality is not applicable to CA-provided connectors as they have all been updated to always have the behavior that
is controlled by this parameter.

If you have a custom connector that is written using the Software Development Toolkit from a previous release of eTrust
Admin and that connector stores proxy credentials in its endpoint properties, verify the behavior of your endpoint type by
enabling this parameter for your endpoints and attempting to change those proxy credentials.

Explore and Correlate Parameters
The Explore and Correlate configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to configure the explore and
correlate functions that are used while acquiring managed directories.

Contents:

Explore Backlog Limitation

Default Value:

20480

Description: Prevents the exploration procedure from fetching too many objects from a connector server before handling
them.
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NOTE
This feature is only effective when 'Explore Lower Memory Cache' is enabled.

Correlation Attribute

Value Syntax: GUAttrName[=Namespace:AccountAttrName[:Offset,Length]]

Default Values:

GlobalUserName

FullName

Description: Controls the correlation matching algorithm used by the correlate phase of explore/correlate.

The correlation algorithm uses this parameter when determining how accounts are associated with global users.

Each value defines a global user attribute that will be compared against an account attribute. The list is ordered, and only
values applicable for an endpoint type are used when correlating accounts from an endpoint of that endpoint type. If there
are two defined mappings for the same global user attribute that are applicable to the endpoint type where correlate is
being run, then the first parameter value is used.

You can provide this mapping in one of the following ways:

• GUAttrName
In this form, you name only the global user attribute and not the corresponding account attribute. This value assumes
for the omitted account attribute name the account attribute that is predefined by the endpoint type to correspond to
this global user attribute. For information about the predefined mappings, see the endpoint type's Connector Guide.
A parameter value in this form applies to all endpoint types for which an account mapping is defined. All endpoint types
define mappings for GlobalUserName (typically the account name). Most endpoint types define mappings for Full
Name.

• GUAttrName=Namespace:AccountAttrName
In this form, you name the global user attribute and a specific account attribute of a specific endpoint type. A parameter
value in this form applies only to the indicated endpoint type. Use this form rather than the first form to match global
users on an attribute such as Full Name in one endpoint type but not in all endpoint types.

• GUAttrName=Namespace:AccountAttrName:Offset,Length
In this form, you name the global user attribute and a specified substring of an account attribute of a specific
endpoint type. Offset indicates the start of the substring, the value 1 indicating the start of the attribute value. Length
indicates the number of characters in the substring value. If the full account value is shorter than (Length + Offset - 1)
characters, the substring value that is used will be shorter than Length characters.
A parameter value in this form applies only to the indicated endpoint type. Use this form if you know that an account
attribute value (for example, description) has a form where the first eight characters are known to contain a unique
employee identifier that can be matched to a global user attribute value.

• For example, assume that the configured parameter values are the following:

GlobalUserName

FullName=LDAP Namespace:globalFullName

FullName=ActiveDirectory:DisplayName

 CustomField01=ActiveDirectory:Telephone

The following occurs for each previously uncorrelated account that is found while correlating accounts in an Active
Directory container:

1. The Provisioning Server starts with the first parameter value (GlobalUserName) and determines that the Active
Directory endpoint type's defined account attribute that maps to GlobalUserName is NT_AccountID (LDAP attribute
name eTADSsAMAccountName). It attempts to find the unique global user whose name is equal to the account's
NT_AccountID attribute value. If a unique match is found, the Provisioning Server associates the account with the
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global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning Server performs Step 5. If no match is found, the
Provisioning Server performs the next step.

2. The Provisioning Server considers the second parameter value (FullName=LDAP Namespace:globalFullName). Since
this value is specific to another endpoint type, it is skipped and the Provisioning Server performs the next step.

3. The Provisioning Server considers the third parameter value (FullName=ActiveDirectory:DisplayName). Since this
value is specific to Active Directory, it is used. It attempts to find the unique global user whose FullName is equal to
the account's DisplayName attribute value. If a unique match is found, the Provisioning Server associates the account
with the global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning Server performs Step 5. If no match is found,
the Provisioning Server performs step 4.

4. The Provisioning Server considers the final parameter value (CustomField01=ActiveDirectory:Telephone). Because
this value is specific to Active Directory, it is used. It attempts to find the unique global user whose Custom Field #01
attribute is equal to the account's Telephone attribute value. Note that the name you gave to the custom global user
attribute using global properties of the System Task is not displayed here. If a unique match is found, the Provisioning
Server associates the account with the global user. If more than one match is found, the Provisioning Server performs
Step 5. If no match is found, the Provisioning Server performs the next step.

5. The Provisioning Server associates the account with the [default user] object in the domain specified by the
configuration parameter Explore and Correlate/Create Users Domain. If the [default user] object does not already
exist, it is created.

Correlation Domain

Values: Root Domain

Description: A value indicating which domain or domains should be searched for global users during the Correlate with
existing global users phase of explore/correlate. This parameter is deprecated as the root domain is the only choice now.

Create Users Default Attributes

Value Syntax: GUAttrName=Value.

Default Values: None

Description: The parameter provides default values for global user attributes for global users that are created during the
Create Global Users phase of explore/correlate.

For example, use 'SelfAdministration=1' to enable self administration for your new global users. Use this feature to assign
constant values to optional global user attributes for global users that are created during the acquisition of a primary
directory.

Create Users Domain

Values: Root Domain

Description: The domain in which global users are to be created during the Create Global Users phase of explore/
correlate. A value indicating which domain or domains should be searched for global users during the Correlate with
existing global users phase of explore/correlate. This parameter is deprecated as the root domain is the only choice now.

Create Users Verify Not Correlated

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Temporarily set this parameter to No to enable the alternate behavior whereby the Create Global Users
phase of explore/correlate will skip the check that the account is not already correlated to a global user.

This capability is deprecated since exploring primary endpoints no longer applies.

The Create Global Users function works as follows for each account present in the container being correlated.
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• Check to see if the account is already correlated to an existing global user. If so, leave this account that is still
correlated to that global user. On an initial acquisition, no accounts will be correlated. However, on a later re-explore/
recorrelate this step is important so that the accounts remain correlated to the global user to which they were
previously correlated.

NOTE
In a primary endpoint, you would not expect accounts to be correlated to any global user other than the one
named the same as the account. There are various scenarios where this could occur. For instance, you may
have renamed the account or the global user at some point after they were correlated to one another. Or you
might have some system accounts on your primary endpoint that you do not want to correlate to separate
global users - opting instead to correlate them to a single restricted global user.

• Attempt to create a global user named the same as the account. If this global user already exists, go on to the next
step. This can happen if the global user was also present in another primary endpoint or you deleted your primary
endpoint and re-acquired, correlating to global users created during the prior acquisition.

• Create an inclusion between the account and the global user, correlating the account with the global user.

If this configuration parameter is set to No, the first step is skipped. This can greatly improve the performance since that
test is time-consuming and slows down as the Provisioning Directory becomes untuned. If you are acquiring an endpoint
with more than thousands of accounts, the Provisioning Directory needs to be tuned, but you do not have the chance to
do that tuning in the middle of the long-running Correlate operation.

Important! Set this parameter to No only during the initial acquisition of your primary endpoints. Subsequent use can
result in accounts that are incorrectly correlated to multiple global users. Once the acquisition is completed, set the
parameter to Yes.

Map User ID to Lowercase

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Map all user IDs to lowercase when creating global users during the Create Users phase of explore/
correlate. When you acquire one of your primary directories, you create global users for the accounts on that directory.
Two of the global user properties that get set by this creation of global users are the following:

Account Name (LDAP attribute name eTUserid): Set to the corresponding account's account name property.

Global User Name (LDAP attribute name eTGlobalUserName): Set to be the same as the Account Name property, but
translated to lowercase.

If you acquire a primary directory with mixed case account names, this will by default result in the created global user's
Account Name property also having mixed case. Set the configuration parameter to Yes to force the Account Name
property to be the same as the Global User Name property - always in lowercase.

Preserve the original case in the Account Name property by leaving the configuration parameter set to No if you have no
endpoint types such as UNIX for which account names are case-sensitive.

An alternative to setting this parameter to Yes is to define your case-sensitive endpoint types' account template rule
expressions for the account name to use the TOLOWER built-in rule function, %$$TOLOWER(%AC%)%, instead of the
normal account name rule expression, which is %AC%.

Note: If your primary directory has only uppercase account names, this configuration parameter has no effect. The global
user's Account Name property will already be translated to lowercase.

Explore Compare in Memory

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Obtains two lists of objects at a time: one from the endpoint system being explored and one from the
provisioning directory. These lists are compared in memory to determine what changes should be applied to the
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provisioning directory. If this parameter is No, only a single list of objects at a time is explored and correlated, which uses
far less virtual memory when working with large lists of objects.

 

Explore Lower Memory Cache

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Performs the alternative (classic) exploration algorithm which does not reserve the search results in memory
when searching endpoints or the Provisioning Directory. Before using this parameter, disable the Explore Compare In
Memory parameter.

CA Identity Manager Server Parameters
The Identity Manager Server configuration folder contains parameters you can use to control interactions between the
Provisioning Server and the Identity Manager Server. Before enabling any of these parameters, you should verify the
configuration of the communication between the Provisioning Server and the Identity Manager using the “Identity Manager
Setup” button on the System task of Provisioning Manager,

Enable User Access

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Enables/disables retrieval of a corporate user attributes from the Identity Manager Server during account
template evaluation.

WARNING
This feature was not available at the publication time for this document. Please check the availability of the
feature in the release notes before enabling this parameter.

Allow Concurrent Modification on Same Global User

Values: Yes (default) or No

In some high availability environments, under heavy load, Identity Manager can send concurrent requests to the
Provisioning Server.These concurrent requests can introduce race conditions in the Provisioning Server when handling
parallel modification requests on same Global User. Changing this parameter to No can prevent the race condition.

NOTE
If a Program Exit accesses Global Users, do not disable this setting.

NOTE
The change takes effect when the Provisioning Server restarts.

 

Enable Notification

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Enables or disables the collection of audit data (notifications) by the Provisioning Server for transmission to
the Identity Manager Server. When this parameter is enabled, any changes to data managed by the Provisioning Server,
other than changes directly initiated by the Identity Manager Server, generate notifications. The notifications are queued
in the Notification DSA and then later sent to the Identity Manager Server. Upon receipt at the Identity Manager Server,
certain notifications trigger events, while most are simply added to the full Identity Manager audit data.
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Notify Batch Size

Default Value: 100

Description: The number of notifications that are processed in one batch. When sending notifications to the Identity
Manager Server, the Provisioning Server will retrieve at most this many records (a batch) from the Notification DSA,
process those entries, and then continue with additional batches.

Notify Retry Time

Default Value: 600 seconds (10 minutes)

Description: The time, in seconds, that the notification thread pauses between iterations. The notification thread is a
dedicated thread within the Provisioning Server that wakes up periodically and attempts to transmit (or retransmit) any
queued notifications.

Notify Timeout

Default Value:  30 seconds

Description: The timeout value, in seconds, for sending notifications or password validations to the Identity Manager
Server. A value of zero indicates an unlimited timeout.

Use External Password Policies

Description: When set to Yes, Identity Manager validates changes to global user passwords or synchronized account
passwords against Identity Manager password policies. Synchronized account passwords are the passwords for user
accounts on endpoints for which the Disable Password Propagation property is disabled. Set the parameter Enforce
Synchronized Account Passwords to Yes whenever Use External Password Policies is set to Yes. When this parameter is
set to Yes, the Provisioning Server password rules that are applicable to users changing their own passwords (Password
history checks and Minimum interval between self-changes) are no longer consulted.

Values: Yes (default) or No

NOTE
Even when integration with Identity Manager password policies is enabled with this configuration parameter,
the Provisioning Server uses its per-domain password profiles in various situations. In particular, Administrative
password changes, initial global user passwords, changes to unsynchronized account passwords and
generating temporary initial passwords all consult the Provisioning Server password profile. In addition, the
Locking and Password Expiration features defined in the Provisioning Server password profile are always
used. However, the Provisioning Server password profile rules that are applicable to users changing their own
passwords (Password history checks and Minimum interval between self-changes) are not consulted when this
configuration parameter is Yes.

Operation Details Parameters
The Operation Details configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control the behavior of operation
details. Operation Details is the function that tracks the status of child operation that is spawned from higher-level
operations such as Explore, Synchronization, or Propagation. When you perform one of these higher-level operations
from Identity Manager tasks or from Provisioning Manager, you receive a message in the message summarizing the
results of the child operation.

The following is a sample summary message for a User Synchronization request:

(accounts created: 1, updated: 1, recreated: 0, failures: 0)
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If you ask to view status details for the task (or double-click the icon next to the summary message when using
Provisioning Manager), this displays a screen with operation details including a series of success, failure, or warning
messages corresponding to the statistics present in the summary message.

Contents:

Maximum Operation Detail

Default Value: 100

Description: The maximum number of operation detail items which can be retrieved in one search of an operation
object. When you perform a high-level operation that spawns hundreds or thousands of child operations and you call up
the Operation Status window, this parameter controls how the details are returned from the Provisioning Server to the
Provisioning Manager or other client application.

Operation Details Expiration Time

Default Value: 96 hours (equals 4 days)

Description: The number of hours to keep operation details in the provisioning directory.

Operation details are maintained in the server in the following parts:

1. An operation object stored in the provisioning directory (one per high-level operation).
2. An XML data file stored in the Operations folder containing the operation details, concatenated one after another.

Both parts are deleted when the operation object is deleted. Some clients delete their operation objects as soon as
they retrieve the operation details or when the client terminates. Other clients such as Provisioning Manager leave the
operation objects in the directory until they expire and are deleted in four days (by default).

Operations Folder

Default Value: Operations

Description: The name of the folder on the Provisioning Server where the XML data files storing operation details reside.
This value can be a simple filename or a relative path name. However, it may not be an absolute path name.

Its value is relative to one of the following file path names:

%ETAVARHOME%

PSHOME

..

Normally, this means that the operations folder is placed along side the Data and Logs folder with a path name like the
following:

C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server\Operations

However, to relocate this folder to another drive (so as to be able to run from a read-only drive), you should set the
environment variable %ETAVARHOME% to a value such as D:\ProvisioningData before restarting the Provisioning Server
service. Then the operations XML files will be placed instead into the following folder:

D:\ProvisioningData\Operations

The ETAVARHOME value can also be set as a registry value instead of an environment variable by using the eta-env
utility that is installed with the provisioning server:

eta-env action=set name="ETAVARHOME" value="D:\ProvisioningData"

WARNING
Changes to this parameter do not take effect until the Provisioning Server service is restarted.
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Password Synchronization Parameters
The Password Synchronization configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control the behavior of
password synchronization operations. Password synchronization is the feature that involves installing the Password
Synchronization Agent on a Windows system or other systems to intercept password changes, send password validation
requests, and password notification requests to the Provisioning Server.

Update Only Global User

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: This parameter controls what action is carried out when the Provisioning Server receives a password
change notification. By default, the new endpoint account password received in a password change notification is used
first to update the global user's password and then to update all of that global user's account passwords for accounts
other than the one from which the notification arrived.

Set this parameter to Yes to change this behavior so that only the global user password is updated. No account
passwords will then be updated.

There are various situations in which the global user and affected accounts are not updated, including the following:

• Global user Enable Password Synchronization Agent property is not enabled. Global Users and account passwords
are not updated.

• Password change notification occurred during the Agent Response Threshold period and is treated as a false
password change notification. Global Users and account passwords are not updated.

• An endpoint containing one of the global user's accounts is marked on its Endpoint Properties for Disable propagation
to accounts. The accounts on this endpoint are not updated.

• Global user Restricted property is enabled. Restricted global users such as [default user] are protected from
accidentally propagating changes to their associated accounts.

Agent Response Threshold

Default Value: 600 seconds (equals 10 minutes)

Description: Maximum expected duration (in seconds) of each password change that the Provisioning Server sends
to a managed endpoint on which a password synchronization agent is installed. This parameter allows the Provisioning
Server to recognize when a Password Synchronization agent is processing a password change that is sent to it by the
Provisioning Server as distinct from a password change originating on that managed endpoint.

When installing a password synchronization agent, you must check that the Password synchronization agent is installed
check box on the Endpoint Settings tab. Then when the Provisioning Server sends a password change to the managed
endpoint, it records the time when the password was sent. For a number of seconds set by the Agent Response
Threshold, any password change notification or password validation request that is received for this account is rejected.
Only password changes originating on the native system initiate password synchronization. Account password changes
originating in the Provisioning Server update the account but not the global user or other accounts.

If, during the Agent Response Threshold, a password other than the password just sent to the managed endpoint is
provided in a password validation or password change notification, this password is rejected. Two concurrent password
changes to the same account are not allowed.

Password Parameters
The Password configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control the behavior of certain password
operations.
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Enforce Synchronized Account Passwords

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: When Yes, users cannot change any of their synchronized account passwords to a value other than the
current value of their global user password. We recommend that you set this parameter to Yes whenever the Identity
Manager Server\Use External Password Policies parameter is set to Yes.

Users' synchronized account passwords are the passwords for their accounts on endpoints for which the Disable
Password Propagation property is disabled and which have not been marked as Delete Pending.

Pre-expire Passwords

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Controls having new global users that are created with their passwords already expired, forcing users to
change their passwords during the initial login. If you set this parameter to Yes, global users that are created from non-
interactive interfaces have their password that is initially set as expired. This is represented in the global user properties
as a value of 1 for the property PwdPreExpired. This option appears on the global user's property sheet as the Force one-
time expiration (mark password as temporary) check box.

The setting of the password as initially expired occurs when global users are created through the following interfaces:

• Correlate. When acquiring a primary endpoint, global users are created for each account. These users will generally
not have a password unless you set a constant value using the Create Users Default Attributes parameter that
described previously. Enabling the Pre-expire Passwords parameter will cause the global users to be created with
passwords that are initially expired. If you set a value for PwdPreExpired using the Create Users Default Attributes
parameter, that value takes precedence over one specified by enabling the Pre-expire Passwords parameter.

• Identity Manager Server, ETAUTIL, or other on-demand clients. If you create a single global user using the batch utility
(ETAUTIL) or some other on demand LDAP client, these users will start out with expired passwords if you enable the
Pre-expire Passwords parameter and do not otherwise specify a value of the PwdPreExpired property.

If you create a global user using an interactive client such as Provisioning Manager, whether the global user's password
is initially expired or not is determined from the value of the PwdPreExpired property that provided when the global user is
created. In Provisioning Manager, you control this value by selecting or clearing the check box labeled Force immediate
expiration (one-time). Provisioning Manager automatically selects the Force one-time expiration (mark password as
temporary) field if the Pre-expire passwords parameter is enabled. To disable this default behavior, clear the field before
creating the global user.

Store User Passwords

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Controls whether the EncryptedPassword global user attribute is stored and whether %P% rule variables are
supported.

By default the Provisioning Server encrypts the global user password and stores it in the provisioning directory as a
global user attribute named EncryptedPassword. When you later attempt to create an account for that global user using
an account template with the %P% expression for the password rule, then the Provisioning Server decrypts the stored
EncryptedPassword value and provides it to the endpoint as the initial Password attribute for the account being created.

However, if you will not be creating any accounts using account templates with %P% rule expressions, then you can
improve security by not storing these passwords.

NOTE
By not storing the EncryptedPassword attribute, you are only giving up %P% rule evaluation. You can
authenticate users by using the global user password. When the Store User Passwords parameter is set to No,
the Provisioning Server stores a one-way hash of the password to authenticate user passwords during the login.
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Processes Parameters
The Processes configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control the process behaviors on Windows
provisioning servers.

Catch Program Exit Exceptions

Values: Yes (default) and No

Description: This parameter controls the behavior of the Provisioning Server when invoked program exits throw runtime
exceptions. By default (yes), the exception is caught and the current operation fails with an uncaught exception error
message. However, if you are developing new program exits you may choose to set this parameter to no and allow the
uncaught exception to result in server termination, which provides more information about the exception. This parameter
only affects common program exits of the DLL type.

 

Child Operation Thread Pool Size

Default Value: 200

Description: This parameter defines the maximum number of threads in the server-wide child operation thread pool.
When the server decides to split up a single operation into multiple sub-operations, those sub-operations are carried out
by the threads in the child operation thread pool. The larger you make the value for this parameter, the more work the
Provisioning Server attempts in parallel.

Currently the Provisioning Server only uses the child operation thread pool to carry out the multi-account search and
multi-account update functions that are submitted by the Web interface. For synchronization and propagation operation,
regardless of which client submits these requests, and even though they also spawn child operations, the child operations
are carried out in series in the main operation's thread.

This parameter does not affect the primary server thread pool that is used for processing separate requests received from
client applications. This thread pool size is controlled by the SLAPD parameter that is called threads in the im_ps.conf file.
See on the Provisioning Manager help for editing parameters in this configuration file.

WARNING
Changes to this parameter do not take effect until the Provisioning Server service is restarted.

Parallel Propagation

Values: Yes (default) and No

Description: This parameter controls whether account passwords updated as part of a global user to account password
propagation are carried out in parallel or sequentially. By default, account passwords are updated in parallel, and the
degree or parallelization is controlled by the Processes/Child Operation Thread Pool Size parameter.

This parameter has no effect on requests from clients that carry out the account updates explicitly. It only affects those
clients that direct the Provisioning Server to update a global user password and propagate that change immediately to all
synchronized account passwords.

Processor Parameters
The Processes configuration folder contains parameters you can use to control values related to the use of CPU
processors. These parameters control operating system values that are process-wide and as such affect the entire
Provisioning Server service. This is specifically relevant if you install any additional backends into the slapd process that
runs your Provisioning Server.
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WARNING
Changes to these parameters do not take effect until the Provisioning Server service is restarted.

Process Affinity Mask

Default Value: 0 (no restrictions)

Description: Specifies the process affinity mask for the Provisioning Server service process. The process affinity mask is
a bit vector in which each bit represents the processor of a multiprocessor server on which the threads of the process are
allowed to run.

The value 0 (default) signifies no restrictions.

The values 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, or 128 restrict the threads to running on the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, or 8th
processor, respectively.

For example, the values can be combined so the value 5 (1+4) can be used to allow running on processors 1 and 3.

Process Priority

Default Value: 0 (use system default priority)

Description: Specifies the scheduling priority of the Provisioning Server service process.

The value 0 (default) uses the system default.

The only other recommended value is 16384, indicating below-normal priority. This value should be used when the
Provisioning Server runs on the same server as its provisioning directory. This effectively raises the priority of the
provisioning directory and so increases over-all server performance.

Search Parameters
The Search configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control search behaviors.

Allow Partial Results

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Allow search requests to return less than the full number of matched entries when the search size limit is
reached. If you set this parameter to No, or if the client fails to request partial results, partial results are not returned and
clients receive a size limit exceeded error when the size limit is reached.

For example, if partial results are permitted, the search limit is 200, and the search found 5000 entries, 200 of them are
returned. If partial results are not permitted, this search would return no results.

NOTE
The Provisioning Server does not define which 200 of the 5000 entries are returned. The Provisioning Server
does not necessarily return the first 200 entries, either alphabetically or using any other ordering method.

Two settings are required to activate Partial Results:

• The domain configuration parameter Allow Partial Results that described here.
• A selection in the Provisioning Manager GUI Search Preference control.

The effective partial result setting is the combination of these two settings. A partial result is returned only if Allow Partial
Results is set to Yes and the GUI Search Preference control has Show Partial Result Lists selected.

The Provisioning Server is most efficient when partial results are not returned. When partial results are not needed, the
Provisioning Server can report quickly when a search would exceed the size limit. However, if necessary to return the
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number of entries indicated by size limit, this will add processing load to the provisioning directory, Provisioning Server
and client application. This load will take away from the processing load available to other users' queries or modifications.

Max Scope Filter Objects

Default Value: 10

Description: The maximum number of objects that will be placed into a search filter during scoped searches. When a
search of a container is initiated by an administrator who has access to only some of the objects in the container, the
Provisioning Server augments the client-supplied filter with a scope filter that restricts the objects that are returned to
those for which the administrator has access. However, if the administrator has access to more than Max Scope Filter
Objects objects, this is deemed too many to be placed into the filter that will be sent to the provisioning directory and/or
managed endpoint and the Provisioning Server uses its backup algorithm. In this case, the Provisioning Server will ask for
all objects the client requested and then discard those that the scope filter would have excluded.

Search Size Limit

Default Value: 0 (unlimited)

Description: The maximum number of entries that are returned by the Provisioning Server in a search request. The
effective size limit for a search is the smallest of this value, the SLAPD size limit parameter, and the client-provided size
limit operation parameter.

Limiting the number of entries returned in searches is important for good interactive performance of the Provisioning
Server. If the effective size limit is too large, poorly formed search requests may return long lists of global users, accounts,
or other objects that are not easy for administrators to work with. Conversely, if the effective size limit is too small, it may
limit the administrator's ability to browse provisioning roles or other objects whose number is more moderate than that of
global users or accounts.

There are three ways to control the effective size limit of a search request:

• The SLAPD sizelimit parameter in the following files:
PSHOME\Data\im_ps.conf

PSHOME\Data\im_ccs.conf

This value is set to 0 (unlimited) by default and controls all LDAP servers running in the Provisioning and Provisioning
Connector server services, respectively. There should be no need to change this parameter. Doing so would limit
operations like exploration that perform searches of accounts in managed directories and relies on being able to
receive all accounts present in a single container in a single search request.

• The Domain Configuration parameter Search Size Limit
This value is also set to 0 (unlimited) by default. It controls the maximum number of entries that are returned to
provisioning clients in a single search request. If you set this to a non-zero value (500), this will prevent any client from
being able to receive more than 500 entries from the Provisioning Server in a search request.
Set this parameter only if you can be sure that no clients require receiving more than this number of entries from any
search.
You should leave the Search Size Limit configuration parameter as 0 (unlimited) on any interactive or mixed-use
Provisioning Server. If you have an environment where certain Provisioning Servers are dedicated to interactive use
and other Provisioning Servers are available for batch activity, you may want to set the Search Size Limit from 500
through 1000 on the interactive servers only. Use the Add Specialization menu item to set a server-specific Domain
Configuration parameter.

• The Provisioning Manager's size limit preference setting
To change this preference, select File, Preferences, click the Search tab, and change the value in the Limit on
Returned Items for a Search field.
The Provisioning Manager preset return limit is 500. Each user can increase or decrease this preference, but
increasing the value above the server's Search Size Limit value has no effect because the server's effective size limit is
the smallest of the three size limit controls.
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If a search operation encounters a search-limit failure, assuming that you enabled the retrieval of partial results, in some
cases the number of items that are displayed may be different than the actual search limit because a single search
operation (from the perspective of the user) might require several searches (from the perspective of the Provisioning
Server).

Depending on how a client combines the results of the multiple search operations (for example, through a union or
intersection) when displaying the results, the net display may contain more or fewer items than the search-limit. In all
cases, an error message is displayed informing you that the results were truncated due to the search limits.

Servers Parameters
The Servers configuration folder contains read-only parameters that identify which Provisioning Servers are installed for
your domain. After a default installation, a single server is listed.

If you install alternative servers for failover or load-balancing, multiple servers appear in this list. For each server listed,
read-only parameters identify the Build, Patch and Version numbers for the Provisioning Server software. An additional
parameter identifies whether the FIPS 140-2 encryption feature is enabled for that Provisioning Server.

NOTE
The server names listed here are the same server names that are used when creating specialization
parameters. These are also the names you should use for the server parameter in the csfconfig command-line
utility when creating specializations for connector server configuration objects.

Statistics Parameters
The Statistics configuration folder contains parameters you can use to control how statistics are maintained by the
Provisioning Server. Most objects stored in the provisioning directory have statistic attributes to record when and by
whom the object was created; and when and by whom the object was last updated. These statistics are displayed on the
Statistics tab of the respective objects' properties.

Enabled

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: When disabled, statistic attributes on objects in the provisioning directory are not updated by the
Provisioning Server as those objects are created or updated. This can improve performance during large scale changes or
in installations where maintaining creation and update statistics is not necessary.

Certain statistics on global users such as the password update date and time, and suspension update date and time
are required for correct operation of server functions. These statistics are updated even when the Statistics/Enabled
configuration parameter is set to No.

Node Stats from Connection

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Use the client node name that is taken from the LDAP connection object when recording node statistics. The
default (No) behavior is to take the node name that is provided by the client application.

The Node statistic that is displayed on the Statistics tab of the Global User property page and other objects' property
pages is not always updated when other statistics such as the date, time, userid, and username are. This behavior is a
result of the way the Node name is determined. By default, the node name must be provided by client applications in their
requests. If the clients fail to do so, or the client submits a high-level operation, such as Synchronize, that spawns child
operations to carry out the individual object updates, the server has no Node value to use to update that statistic. To rectify
this problem, use the Node Stats From Connection configuration parameter. Change it's setting from the default No to Yes
to select the alternative Node statistic algorithm.
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The alternate algorithm uses the Node information that is obtained from the LDAP connection, which identifies the host
that was the immediate client sending the request. This is often the same as the originating client, but can be another
system.

For example, requests that originates from the Identity Manager Server would be recorded as originating from the
computer where the Identity Manager Server is running, not the computer where the administrator is running a web
browser. Also, if the clients connect to a dXRouter process for a failover or load-balancing between replicated Provisioning
Servers and have the dXRouter send the request to the Provisioning Server, you should not enable the Node Stats From
Connection parameter. It will result in all Node statistics indicating the router system.

Synchronization Parameters
The Synchronization configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to choose from alternative variants of the
Provisioning Server's synchronization functions.

Automatic Correlation

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Enable the alternative User Synchronization behavior whereby an attempt to update an existing,
uncorrelated account triggers an automatic correlation of the account to the global user prior to the update of the account.
If the parameter is No (default), the attempt to update the account will fail with a message indicating the account has not
yet been correlated to this global user.

Remove Account Template Values from Accounts

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: When Yes, the Weak Synchronization algorithm will consider that capability account values (for example,
account group membership) prescribed by an account template should be removed when that account template is
removed from an account. Set this parameter to No to restore the prior Weak Synchronization behavior where account
attribute values are never removed when synchronizing an account with its weak-synchronization account templates. This
parameter only affects multivalued attributes. String, integer, or Boolean single-valued attributes are only increased in
capability by weak synchronization.

Only certain multivalued attributes that are designated as SyncRemoveValues attributes are affected by this feature.
Consult the eTaCapability.txt file for a list of which multivalued capability attributes may have values that are removed by
the SyncRemoveValues feature that described here.

To generate the eTaCapability.txt file, use the following command:

PSHOME\bin\dumpptt  - c > eTaCapability.txt

Exclude Nested Roles on User Role Removal

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Enables the alternative user removal synchronization behavior that excludes nested roles from evaluation.
Nested Roles are roles that include other roles. Enabling this option has performance benefits as nested role evaluation is
an expensive operation.

WARNING
Do not enable this option if nested roles are in use. Accounts may be deleted unexpectedly from the user.

Force Single Account Across Multiple Containers

Values: Endpoint types that are separated by semicolons
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Description: On some hierarchical endpoints, creates one account for a certain endpoint instance when a global user’s
account templates specify the same account name in different account containers (on same endpoint). In this case only
one account is created despite the account container differences.

This behavior can be useful if the assigned account templates nominate different account containers on the same
endpoint where you only want to create one account in one of these account containers.

 

NOTE
If you enable this option, also enable the Use Existing Account synchronization setting.

Remove Deleted Account Template Attribute Values From Accounts

Value: Account attributes that are separated by semicolons

Description: Select a list of multi-valued capability attributes whose attribute values are removed if the corresponding
values are removed from the Account Template during Weak Synchronization. Specify the attribute names as the
parameter which is separated with a semicolon. (For example: eTADSmemberOf;eTETCGroupMembers).

NOTE
This feature is only applies when Remove Account Template Values From Accounts is enabled.

Use Existing Accounts

Values: No (default) or Yes

Description: Enable the alternative User Synchronization behavior whereby a global user's set of assigned account
templates (through assigned provisioning roles) will only attempt to prescribe one account that is correlated to the global
user on any particular managed endpoint. This behavior can be useful if some accounts already correlated to the global
user are named differently or are in different containers than what is prescribed by the account templates included in
the global user's provisioning roles and only one account is needed or allowed. If the parameter is enabled and multiple
account templates for one endpoint prescribe different names and/or different containers for the account only one account
will be created.

If a global user already has multiple accounts on a single endpoint, the User Synchronization function (when Use Existing
Accounts is set to Yes) attempts to figure out which account is required by which account templateaccount template. This
is done through a heuristic that attempts to handle situations where a user's provisioning roles do in fact prescribe multiple
accounts on one endpoint.

For example, if global users have two accounts (A1 and A2) on endpoint E and their provisioning roles indicate that they
should have one account on endpoint E through account template AT1 and one account on endpoint E through account
template AT2, User Synchronization pairs each account template (AT1 and AT2) with one of the existing accounts. The
pairing is done with the following heuristic:

• Match account template with an account with exactly the DN specified by the account template.
• Match account template with an account already belonging to the specified account template. If more than one account

matches, pick the first one.
• Match account template with an account whose endpoint type-specific account name attribute matches the global

user's name. In some endpoint types, for instance Active endpoint, the account name is represented by an attribute of
the account whereas the name as seen when you list the account is a display name (a full name). This rule accounts
for such endpoint types.

• Account with name value matching the name value specified in the account template. That is, it matches an account
with the right name but the wrong container. If there is more than one matching account, pick the first one.

• Pick the first account.
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NOTE
When Use Existing Accounts parameter is set to No, only the first of these rules (exact matching that is based
on account DN) is applied.

Continuing with the example, if the previous rules resulted in pairing both account template AT1 and account template AT2
with account A1, then User Synchronization would correct the accounts for this user by doing the following:

Deleting account A2 (assuming the administrator selected the Delete extra accounts or extra account templateaccount
template assignments option of User Synchronization); and

Assigning either account template AT1 or AT2 to account A1 that was not already assigned.

These rules ensure that User Synchronization (with Use Existing Accounts enabled) never attempts to create additional
accounts on an endpoint where a user already has an account. If your business requires you to create multiple accounts
for your users on a single endpoint from provisioning roles, do not enable this configuration parameter. For more
information about synchronization, see the Administrating section.

Transaction Log Parameters
The Transaction Log configuration folder contains parameters that you can use to control transaction logging, also known
as a Provisioning Server trace logging. This is the log you use to monitor activity performed by the Provisioning Server
while it processes requests received from its client applications.

Enable

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Set this parameter to No to completely disable the logging of information to the server trace log. Typically,
you control the amount of information you want logged using the Level parameter. However, even at level 0 some
important items are logged to the server trace log. To disable these items from being logged, set the Enable parameter to
No.

Enable/Configuration

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: This parameter enables or disables logging of diagnostic output from the Provisioning Server Configuration
subsystem. The configuration subsystem checks every 10 minutes (by default) to see whether any of the configuration
parameters have been changed. Each time this periodic refresh occurs, a line such as the following is written to the server
trace log: ETA::Configuration update completed. No changes found.

Alternative messages are written if actual changes were found. To suppress all of these messages from the server trace
log, set this configuration parameter to No.

Enable/Connector Server Framework

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: Enables/disables logging of the diagnostic output from the Provisioning Connector Server Framework (CSF).

Enable/LDAP

Values: Yes (default) or No

Description: This parameter enables or disables logging of diagnostic output from the Provisioning Server LDAP
subsystem. The LDAP subsystem manages the communications between each Provisioning Server and other LDAP
servers, including the provisioning directory and Connector Servers.
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File Name

Default Value: etatrans

Description: This parameter defines the transaction log's base file name. The suffix YYYYMMDD-HHMM.log will be
appended to this base file name to build the log file name. You can change this parameter to use a different base file
name in the PSHOME\Logs folder or to relocate the log file to another folder on your server.

The value of this parameter can be any of the following:

• Simple base name (for example, etatrans), the log is created in the Logs folder in the folder where you installed the
Provisioning Server. By default, this makes the log file named C:\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning
Server\Logs\etatransYYYYMMDD-HHMM.log.

• Relative path (for example, ..\Logs\etatrans), the log path name will be relative to the current directory of the
Provisioning Server service (PSHOME\bin). For the example given, this will result in the same pathname as before (C:
\Program Files\CA\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server\Logs\etatransYYYYMMDD-HHMM.log).

• Absolute path (for example, D:\ProvisioningData\Logs\etatrans), you can specify an alternative drive for your log file.
For this example, the resulting log file would be D:\ProvisioningData\Logs\etatransYYYYMMDD-HHMM.log.

The Provisioning Server switches to a new log file every day, every time the Provisioning Server restarts, and any time the
log file size exceeds 100 Megabytes.

Level

Values: 0 through 7 (default)

Description: This parameter lets you set the level of logging for the Server Trace log. Valid values are:

 

Value Description

0 No trans logging

1 Log external/child errors

2 Log external operations

3 Log child operations

4 Log informative messages

5 Log DSA (Directory Service Agent) errors

6 Log DSA operations

7 Log search operations

NOTE
Alert log entries are logged at all logging levels (1 - 7).

After installation, the log level is set to the maximum value (7). This ensures that any problems during or immediately after
installation are logged. After installation, you may select alternative logging levels to meet your logging requirements.
Many customers run with level 7 for maximum information when the problems are reported by users. Other customers
select a more modest level such as level 3 that reports failures without much of the internal tracing information associated
with the processing of requests. Another useful level is level 6 that removes the many search operations that could
dominate the log while maintaining all other information.

Log user-friendly Attribute and Object Class Names

The Identity Manager Provisioning Server currently logs attribute values in its server trace log (etatransYYYYMMDD-
hhmm.log) as it logs the attributes in Add and Modify operations, listing the LDAP attribute names and the LDAP
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objectClass values. For DYN connectors, the LDAP attributes and object classes are generic names (such as eTDYN-
str-multi-01, eTDYNObject001) which are not that meaningful. For release 12.5, these log entries are expanded to list the
LDAP attribute names and object class values, and the user-friendly names taken from the metadata.

TLS Configuration
This article provides the configuration options to control the TLS protocol version used on the Provisioning Servers. Note
that these settings are server-side options and do not impact the client-side connections initiated from the server itself to
other machines.

For Identity Manager Server TLS configuration, consult the documentation of the corresponding application server.

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for Provisioning Server/C++ Connector Server

1. Open im_ps.conf for Provisioning Server and im_ccs.conf for C++ Connector, which is available at the following
location:
ProvisioningServer/data

2. Add the following property file:
 TLSProtocolMin “TLSv1_2”

3. Restart the Provisioning Server and C++ Connector Server services for the changes to take effect.

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for JCS LDAP Server

1. Go to the following location and open the server_ad.properties file; if the file does not exist, rename the
SAMPLE.server_ad.properties file to server_ad.properties
ConnectorServer/jcs/conf/override/

2. Add the following property to the server_ad.properties file:
configuration.enabledProtocols=TLSv1.2

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

WARNING
If you come across Sweet32 Birthday Vulnerable Attack, disable it by adding the following ciphers to
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms in Connector Server/jvm/lib/security/java.security file:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms=SSLv3, RC4, DH keySize < 768, SSL_DHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA,

 SSL_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA, TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_3DES_EDE_CBC_SHA

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for JCS ActiveMQ Broker

1. Open the server_common.properties file, which is available at the following location:
ConnectorServer/jcs/conf/override/

2. Add the following line:
jcsSslContext.enabledProtocols=TLSv1.2

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

Disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 for Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Router

1. Open the impd.dxc file under dxserver/config/ssld/ on Provisioning Directory and Provisioning Router machines, and
add the following entry for the "set ssl" command:
protocol = TLSv12 
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NOTE
The "protocol = TLSv12" line must be added between the cipher line and fips line and not at the bottom of
the file. For more information, see set ssl Command -- Configure SSL.

2. Restart DSA.

Platform Level TLS Protocol Setting for JCS

The TLS protocol setting can also be configured at the JVM level. Note that this setting may have a significant impact. The
setting requires that all components that connector servers communicate with must support the configured TLS version.
JCS fails to connect to endpoints if they do not support the configured TLS protocol version.

To disable TLS v1.0 and TLS v1.1 all together in JCS, follow these steps:

1. Open the java.security file, which is available at the following location:
ConnectorServer/jvm/lib/security/

2. Add TLSv1 and TLSv1.1 to the jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithm parameter:
jdk.tls.disabledAlgorithms = SSLv3, TLSv1, TLSv1.1, ECDH, ECDHE, RC4, DH keySize < 768

3. Restart the JCS service for the changes to take effect.

Provisioning Servers on UNIX
The Provisioning Server, the C++ Connector (SuperAgent) Server and various utilities that work with these servers can
run on either Windows or UNIX platforms. For the most part the servers and utilities behave the same and therefore are
documented with a single description. This section describes the major differences based on the operating system.

No UNIX GUI Clients or Utilities

Other than installation and web clients, no graphical user interface (GUI) clients or utilities exist on UNIX. For example,
Provisioning Manager (etadmin.exe) with its endpoint type-specific GUI plug-ins run only on a Windows system and
access the UNIX Provisioning Server remotely. Also, the pwdmgr utility has a different format on UNIX, without a GUI, and
must be run from Windows.

Command Line Examples

The Identity Manager documentation includes examples of invoking commands from a command prompt. On Windows,
this prompt is a Command (DOS) Window; on UNIX, the prompt use one of various shells. Except where noted, you can
assume that the examples are for Windows. You can understand the environment variables and path separators that
would be necessary to use a given commands on UNIX by replacing Windows pathnames such as

%VARNAME%\data\im_ps.conf

with

$VARNAME/data/im_ps.conf

Also, on UNIX nearly all directories (folders) and file names are in lower-case. Since case is significant in file names on
UNIX but insignificant on Windows, some examples in the documentation that refer PSHOME\Data function correctly on
Windows, even though new installations name that folder data instead of Data. If you are unsure about the case used for
a directory on UNIX, use the ls command to locate the exact directory name.

When UNIX examples are given, they apply to any command shell, but were tested to work with the Bourne shell (/bin/sh).

Also, note that quoting rules are different in Windows and UNIX command interpreters. Consult the respective interpreter
documentation for how to quote or escape data that requires quoting or escaping.
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Libraries and Executables

Libraries and executables differ on UNIX and Windows as follows:

Windows UNIX

Libraries are named LibraryName.DLL (mixed-case and dll suffix)
and typically installed into a folder such as PSHOME\bin.

Libraries are named liblibraryname.so (lower-case, lib prefix and
so suffix) and installed into a directory such as $PSHOME/lib.

Executable programs are called ProgramName.EXE (mixed-case,
exe suffix) and installed into PSHOME\bin.

Executable programs are called programname (lower-case, no
suffix) and installed into $PSHOME/bin.

Scripts are named Script.bat (mixed-case, bat suffix). Scripts are named script or script.sh (lower-case, optional sh
suffix).

Message files are named FileName.DLL (mixed-case and dll
suffix) and installed in PSHOME\bin.

Message catalogs are named filename.res (lower-case and res
suffix) and installed in PSHOME\data.

Registry Access

On Windows, configuration information is stored in the Windows registry and edited with a native Windows utility such
as regedt32 or regedit. On UNIX, the registry is emulated as files in the file system (/opt/CA/SharedComponents/
EnterpriseCommonServices/registry). Protect these files as you would the contents of other configuration files. Installation
will protect the Identity Manager keys by default. Only imps group users can read them and only the imps user can write
them.

To dump out the entire registry, you can use the command eCSoption /r. To view, modify or delete specific registry settings
that are specific to Identity Manager, use the Identity Manager utility eta-env.

For example to view a registry setting, you could use these commands:

eta-env action=get name="etrust_bindtodb_need_tls" type=int

eta-env action=get name="logging/caldap_client_logfile"eta-env action=get name="/enterprise_common_services/

installpath"

and to set a registry value

eta-env action=set name="etrust_bindtodb_need_tls" value=1 type=int

eta-env action=set name="logging/caldap_client_logfile" value=my_file_name

Names that begin with / (slash), are relative to:

[HKEY_LOCAL_SYSTEM]\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates

Simple names, without a / (slash), are relative to:

[HKEY_LOCAL_SYSTEM]\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Provisioning Server

So, these two command invocations

eta-env action=get name="/Identity Manager\Provisioning Server/etrust_bindtodb_need_tls" type=int

eta-env action=get name="etrust_bindtodb_need_tls" type=int

refer the same configuration parameter.

NOTE
The registry path of “Identity Manager\Provisioning Server” is set in the $ETAHOME/data/reg_path.conf.file. The
preceding eta-env commands are valid on UNIX and Windows; however, Windows has multiple eta-env.exe
commands installed. If you run the eta-env.exe command from the provisioning server installation, it consults
the reg_path.conf file from that installation and the registry keys and values are as shown in this section with
UNIX. However, if you run the eta-env.exe command that is installed with the provisioning manager installation,
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it consults the reg_path.conf file from that installation and the registry keys and values being accessed are those
under “Identity Manager\Provisioning Manager” instead.

Parser Tables

Parser table files are compiled files with suffix ptt that are installed in PSHOME\data on Windows ($PSHOME/data
on UNIX). They are read by the Provisioning Server and various utilities, such as dumpptt, etautil, showpttdit, and
schemagen. The format is a platform-neutral format so that it can be freely copied between Windows and UNIX systems.

UNIX Servers for Provisioning

The Provisioning Server (im_ps.exe) and C++ Connector Server (im_ccs.exe) are typically run as services on Windows.
Thus you would typically start and stop them on Windows by going to the Services application. Alternatively you could
start and stop them from the command line with commands such as the net start im_ps and net stop im_ccs.

On UNIX, the Provisioning Server executable is called slapd and both servers normally start automatically through control
files installed in /etc/rc*.d. To view, start, and stop the services manually, you can use commands such as imps status,
imps start im_ps, and imps stop im_ccs. The command “imps” is also available as the command “eta” for backwards
compatibility with prior eTrust Admin installations.

NOTE

For Linux, Solaris use the following path to run pwdmgr utility:

export LD_LIBRARY_PATH=/opt/CA/IdentityManager/ProvisioningServer/lib

Working with Hung or Crashed Servers

On Windows, a crashed server may cause information to be written to the system’s drwtsn32.log file, a file that CA
Customer Support may ask you to send to help analyze the problem.

On UNIX, a crashed server creates a core file in $PSHOME/bin unless you have configured your server not to generate
core files. If a core file is generated, please do not send it to CA unless instructed to do so. Instead, run the command
pstack core > pstack.txt to capture the stack traces of all threads running within the crashed application. This output is
valuable in diagnosing the failure.

On Windows, a hung server (one where one or more requests did not run to completion) can only be debugged using the
provisioning server trace log (PSHOME\logs\etatranyyyymmdd-hhmm.log) in conjunction with the analyzelog utility. You
will generally be asked to capture the provisioning server trace log (at logging level 7 if at all possible) and CA will use
“analyzelog” to locate operations that have not yet completed. The C++ Connector Server trace log (satransyyyymmdd-
hhmm.log) and sometimes other logs are also useful to collect.

On UNIX, capturing the provisioning server trace log and running analyzelog is still useful. But another option that often
provides additional information is once again the pstack command. Locate the process ID (pid) of the hung service by
reading the contents of the file $PSHOME/data/pid/servicename.pid, and then issue the command pstack pid > pstack.txt
to capture the stack traces of all active threads within the running process. Please include this output file along with the
provisioning server trace logs.

Scheduling Periodic Actions

The UNIX cron command is useful for scheduling periodic tasks such as script invocations. This includes invocations
of etautil commands (for checking or performing synchronization of accounts or users or performing refresh explore or
correlate operations) and invocations of other utilities, such as etadailybatch and etacreateouglobalgroups. However,
using etautil for invoking the period explore or correlate operations is no longer recommended. Instead you can configure
explore/correlate tasks directly within Identity Manager.
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Passwords on Command Lines

In UNIX, command-line arguments are public to anyone who can use the ps command on the UNIX system. Therefore,
you should never supply a password or other sensitive information as a command-line argument. Each Identity Manager
command accepts input from a file so you can avoid entering data on the command line. Often, the command-line
parameter is still allowed for backwards compatibility with Windows.

Server Event Logging Destinations

Some of the server event logging destinations behave differently on UNIX from how they behave on Windows. In
particular, the System log destination logs to syslogd on UNIX and to the Windows Event Viewer on Windows. Also, the
eTrust Log destination should be avoided on UNIX. It logs to a local file that cannot be viewed locally since there is no
UNIX version of the eCS Log Viewer utility. It is not recommended that you run the eCS Log Daemon on UNIX to export
the log contents to a remote Windows system because you cannot control who can view the log remotely. These same
logging destinations also apply to directory-level logging.

Program Exit Definitions

When defining a common program exit, you enter fields that are interpreted by the Provisioning Server, which invokes
the program exit routine. In entering these fields, consider the operating system (Windows or UNIX) of that domain’s
Provisioning Servers so that these fields work on that operating system. If the domain includes Windows and UNIX
Provisioning Servers, be sure that these fields work on both operating systems.

For the SOAP program exits, the WSDL can be specified by a URI or its fully qualified name as seen from the
Provisioning Server or by a pathname relative to PSHOME\bin ($PSHOME/bin on UNIX), which is the current working
directory of the Provisioning Server.

For the DLL program exits, the library name can be a fully qualified name or it can be a common name with or without the
lib prefix or the .dll or .so suffix. When only one Provisioning Server exists for a domain, no restrictions exist for how you
specify the library name. But when a domain has multiple servers, the library name must be valid for all the servers and
since UNIX and Windows have different path syntaxes, files systems, prefixes, and suffixes, the library name should be
defined as a common name without any prefix or suffix.

Thus the preferred way to define a program exit object for the CommonExit sample exit is to enter the string
CommonExit for library name (in this exact case). The UNIX server will search LD_LIBRARY_PATH for a library named
libCommonExit.so. On Windows, this will locate CommonExit.dll by searching the PATH environment variable.

C++ Connector Server on Solaris

The C++ Connector Server installed on Solaris can manage only Solaris UNIX ETC and ACC endpoints. For all other
Connectors, install the C++ Connector Server on a Windows system and register it with the Provisioning Server installed
on Solaris. During installation, specify that this Connector Server is your default C++ Connector Server.

Program Exits
Program exits let you write software that executes during certain Provisioning Server actions. Program exits let you
reference custom code from in the Provisioning Server process flow, extending the framework of the Provisioning Server
to allow additional functionality that changes or augments standard behavior. Numerous exit points are available where
custom code can be referenced, depending on the type of object. For example, you may want to install some files on a
system every time a UNIX account is created. You could write a program exit that performs the file creations, and specify
that it be run whenever a UNIX account is created.

There are two types of program exits:

• Common Exits are executed from the Provisioning Server core infrastructure.
• Native Exits are executed from the managed endpoint types.
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The type of program exit is determined by where it is handled, not where it is referenced.

NOTE
For information about native exits, see the endpoint type-specific Connector Guide.

Program exits are implemented as separate objects, allowing you to define the necessary exits and associate them at the
points where they need to be referenced. The following objects reference program exits:

• Common Configuration Objects
• Provisioning Roles
• Account Templates
• Endpoints

Each of these objects can reference multiple program exits, including multiple exits of the same type. For example, a
directory can reference two exits that handle routines to be executed before creating an account.

Basic Structure of Program Exits

Program exits are referred to as pre-operation or post-operation (that is, some operation that Provisioning Manager is
used to performing). Program exits have a single common interface for their calling structure. This interface consists of
a single argument and a single return value. The single argument is an XML buffer representation, encoded in Unicode
Transformation Format 8 (UTF-8), of the object being acted upon combined with any custom information from the
definition of the exit. The return value is status information about the result of the program exit execution as well as any
documented custom information that is required for a particular exit.

Ordering of Program Exit Invocations
A single request processed by the Provisioning Server may make multiple program exit invocations. The order in which
these program exits are invoked depends on:

• The type of program exit
• The location of the program exit reference
• The priority number assigned to the program exit reference

Each program exit type identifies a place in the Provisioning Server’s control flow where that particular type of program
exits gets a chance to affect the Provisioning Server’s behavior. Therefore, to understand the order in which different
program exit types are invoked requires understanding how requests are processed.

For instance, a single request to the Provisioning Server might change a global user password and then propagate that
password to one or more of that user’s accounts. The processing of this request is done as a high-level global user
operation that spawns separate account operations.

This results in invoking the program exits in the following order:

1. PRE_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
2. PRE_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
3. POST_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
4. PRE_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
5. POST_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
6. POST_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD

In some cases, multiple program exit types apply to the same object class (PRE_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
and PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER) and could potentially be applicable to the same request (a single global user
modification that changes both the password and full name, say). In such a case, all exits of one of these exit types will
be called before all exits of another of these exit types. But the order is unspecified and you shouldn’t assume that the
ordering will remain unchanged in future versions of the Provisioning Server.
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For a single exit type, sometimes you have a choice as to the class of object on which you define the program exit
reference. In particular, references to some exit types that affect global users can be defined on a provisioning role
(affecting only users in that role) or on the common configuration object (affecting all users in the domain). If you define
exit references on both kinds of objects, then the Provisioning Server invokes the ones defined on the provisioning roles
before invoking the ones that are defined on the common configuration object.

Similarly, references to some exit types that affect accounts can be defined on an account template (affecting only
accounts assigned to that account template) or on the endpoint (affecting all accounts in the endpoint). If you define exit
references on both kinds of objects, then the Provisioning Server invokes the ones defined on the account templates
before invoking the ones that are defined on the endpoint.

Finally, exit references of the same type and defined on the same class of object are invoked in priority order using the
priority number you assigned when you created the program exit reference, such as priority 1 first, priority 2 second, and
so on. Two program exit references of the same priority are invoked in unspecified order.

Define Common Exits in the Provisioning Manager
You can define a common exit that will be executed in the Provisioning Server core infrastructure by using the Program
Exit property sheet.

NOTE
To define a Native Exit to be executed in a managed endpoint type, see the specific Connector Guide.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Endpoints.
2. Select Common Program Exit from the drop-down list in the Object Type field.
3. Click New. The Common Program Exit dialog appears.
4. Fill in the name and description of the exit to be invoked on the Program Exit tab. If the Disabled box is selected, the

program exit will not be invoked, even if it is referenced in another object.
5. Specify whether the Provisioning Server uses the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) or a Dynamic Link Library

(DLL) file to invoke the exit on the Common Parameters tab. You can specify that the information be sent securely by
selecting SSL Enabled.

6. Enter the path that points to the DLL file or the address of the SOAP service in the Location field. In the Method field,
provide the name of the exported function in the DLL file or the name of the function defined by the SOAP service.
For DLL program exits, you can enter for location either a full path, such as:
c:\yourfolder\yourlibrary.dll

or you can enter just the common name of the library
yourlibrary

If you enter just the common name, you can have more than one Provisioning Server for the domain, where the library
does not have to appear at exactly the same path. This is important if the domain has a mix of Solaris and Windows
servers, because these operating systems have different pathname syntax.
If you provide just a common name (yourlibrary), the Provisioning Server will locate the library in the following way:
– For Windows, locate yourlibrary.dll file on the Provisioning Server service’s execution path as defined by the PATH

environment variable. We recommend that you place the library in the PSHOME\bin folder which is known to
already be on PATH.

– For Solaris, locate the libyourlibrary.so file on the Provisioning Server service’s library path as defined by the
LD_LIBRARY_PATH environment variable. We recommend that you place the library into the $PSHOME/lib
directory which is known to already be on LD_LIBRARY_PATH.

7. Select an Authentication Type to provide information for authentication data to be passed to the invoked program exit
on the Authentication tab:
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– Select None to pass no authentication data to the exit.
– Select Current User to pass the authentication data of the global user who is logged on at the time the exit is

invoked.
– Select Proxy User to select a specific global user that will be used for authorization of the operations.

NOTE
When you select Proxy User, the information you provide must be that of a valid global user.

8. Click OK to complete the definition of the common exit.

Common Program Exits
Common program exits let you write software to run during certain Provisioning Server actions, extending the framework
of the Provisioning Server with added functionality. Common program exits are called by the Provisioning Server during
the processing of user-provisioning operations. 

Native program exits are optional exits that may be present in some connectors where such facilities are available and
their use is warranted (for example, the OS400 connector). Native exits are called from their respective connector plug-in
running under the C++ Connector Server.

Code Examples

Use the code examples located in the following directory as a guide when coding your Common Program Exits:

Samples\ProgramExits

Samples\ProgramExitSOAP

Program Exit Architecture
Program exits let you reference custom code from the Provisioning Server process flow. Many entry points are available
where custom code can be referenced. In addition, you can invoke program exits as custom functions during policy rule
evaluation so you can write custom logic to compute account attribute values. For example, to install some files on a
system every time a UNIX account is created, you can write a program exit that creates the file, and indicate that the
program exit be run whenever a UNIX account is created.

Program exits belong to the following types:

• Common exits are executed in the Provisioning Server core infrastructure.
• Native exits are executed in the managed endpoints. For more information about native exits, see the connector guide

for the specific endpoint.

Where the program exit is handled determines which type of exit it is, not where the exit is referenced. Program exits are
implemented as separate objects in the endpoint and are referenced in these objects, allowing you to define only the exits
that are necessary and associate them where they need to be referenced.

The following objects reference program exits:

• Common configuration objects
• Provisioning roles
• Account templates
• Endpoints

Each object can reference multiple program exits, including multiple exits of the same type. For example, an endpoint can
reference two PRE_CREATE_ACCOUNT exits.
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Program Exit Hierarchy and Order
Program exits are serialized in the Provisioning Server process flow and are both hierarchical and ordered, as described
below:

• In terms of a hierarchy, the exits are called as referenced from the following objects in the following order:
– Common configuration objects
– Provisioning roles
– Account templates
– Endpoints

• In terms of order, in a given hierarchy exits are called in a specified order.

An operation on a global user checks for exits to be invoked in the common object and all roles to which the global user
belongs. Exits referenced by the common object are invoked before exits referenced by the provisioning role. Similarly,
an operation on an account checks the account templates and the endpoints to which the account belongs for exits to be
invoked. Exits referenced by the account templates are invoked before exits referenced by the endpoint.

Common Program Exit Structure
Common program exits are referred to in terms of “pre” or “post” in relation to an operation that the Provisioning Server
commonly performs. Program exits have a single common interface for their calling structure. This interface consists of a
single argument and a single return value. The input argument is an XML buffer representation, encoded in UTF-8, of the
object being acted upon combined with any custom information from the definition of the exit. The return value is status
information on the result of the program exit execution as well as any documented custom information that is required for
a particular exit.

There are two types of common exits:

• DLL deployed
• SOAP executable

Program Exit Input Argument and Input XML Buffer Authentication Type

Program exits have a single interface consisting of a single input argument, which is an XML buffer. All program exits are
passed to the XML buffer with the following format:

<eTExitInvoke eTExitType={one of the exit types}>

   <{the objectclass of the object being processed}>

   <dn>{the full DN of the object}</dn>

   <name>{the name, that is, RDN value, of the object}</name>

   <{attribute type}>{attribute value}</{attribute type}>

   ...

   </{the objectclass of the object being processed}>

   <Authentication>

      <Type> </Type>

      <User> </User>

      <Password> </Password>

   </Authentication>

</eTExitInvoke>

For example:

<eTExitInvoke eTExitType=PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT>

   <eTSDKAccount>

      <dn>eTSDKAccountName=test1, eTSDKAccountContainerName=SDK Accounts,     
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         eTSDKDirectoryName=Team1, dc=Dev</dn>

      <name>test1</name>

      <eTSDKCity>Renton</eTSDKCity>

   </eTSDKAccount>

   <Authentication>

      <Type>GLOBAL_USER</Type>

      <User>{the DN of the global user}</User>

      <Password>{the password of the global user}</Password}

   </Authentication>

</eTExitInvoke>

For modify operations, the modify mode is specific in each tag. The possible modify modes are ADD, DELETE, and
REPLACE. For example:

<eTExitInvoke eTExitType=PRE_MOIDFY_ACCOUNT>

   <eTSDKAccount>

      <dn>eTSDKAccountName=test1, eTSDKAccountContainerName=SDK Accounts,    

         eTSDKDirectoryName=Team1, dc=Dev</dn>

      <name>test1</name>

      <eTSDKCity modify-mode="replace">Kirkland</eTSDKCity>

      <eTSDKDescription modify-mode="delete"

         Old description</eTSDKDescription>

   </eTSDKAccount>

</eTExitInvoke>

The program exit parses this input argument to get the data it needs to perform its specific task.

If a program exit is defined to handle only a specific type of exit, it should check the eTExitType to make sure that it can
handle that specific type. For example, if a program exit is designed to handle the exit type PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT, it
should check eTExitType and should perform only its task, if the exit type is correct. If the exit type is not handled by the
program exit, it should do nothing and should return a warning.

Input XML Buffer Authentication Type

Each input XML buffer may contain an optional authentication XML block. The format of the authentication XML block is
always defined as follows.

<Authentication>

   <Type> </Type>

   <User> </User>

   <Password> </Password>

</Authentication>

The data in the authentication XML block depends on the type of authentication defined for the program exit. The following
are the possible authentication types:

• NONE
No credentials are passed to the method being invoked. Thus, the input XML buffer does not contain an authentication
block.

• GLOBAL_USER
The credentials of the currently logged on global user are passed to the program exit being invoked. The <User> tag
contains the DN of the global user. The <Password> tag contains the password for that global user.

NOTE
The password is not encrypted.

• PROXY
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The credentials of a specific global user are passed to the program exit being invoked. The <User> tag contains the
DN of the specific global user. The <Password> tag contains the password for that global user.

NOTE
The password is not encrypted.

• OTHER
Indicates that the <User> and <Password> tags are program-exit specific. The <User> and <Password> tags can be
any free form text. It is up to the program exits to define what these fields mean.

Program Exit Return Value

Program exits have a single return value, which is an XML buffer. Program exits must return an XML buffer, which has the
following format:

<eTExitReturn>

   <eTExitReturnCategory> </eTExitReturnCategory>

   <eTExitReturnNative> </eTExitReturnNative>

   <eTExitLogMsg> </eTExitLogMsg>

   <eTExitContinue> </eTExitContinue>

   <eTExitCustom> </eTExitCustom>

   <eTPersistentFailure> </eTPersistentFailure>

</eTExitReturn>

• eTExitReturnCategory XML
– Requirement

This value is not required.
– Purpose

Groups various native return codes into one of three categories for the purpose of simplifying process flow.
– Valid Values

SUCCESS
WARNING
FAILURE

– Default Values
If no value is specified, SUCCESS is assumed.

• eTExitReturnNative XML
– Requirement

This value is not required.
– Purpose

Specifies the return value from the native program exit call.
– Valid Values

This value is a string representation of what occurred.
– Default Values

None.
• eTExitLogMsg XML

– Requirement
This value is not required. It is, however, highly recommended to enter a value for failure or warning responses:
• Without eTExitLogMsg value, the server will send the eTExitReturnNative code for logging.
• Without eTExitLogMsg and etExitReturnNative values, the server will make up a generic message indicating no

message present and that there was an error/ warning.
– Purpose

Specifies a string value that the native program exit wants the server to log.
– Valid Values
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This value will be a UTF-8 string.
– Default Values

None.
• eTExitContinue XML

– Requirement
This value is not required.

– Purpose
Specifies whether to continue the process flow after the return from the program exit. This value overrides the
default behavior. See Default Values.

– Valid Values
TRUE - Continue Execution.
FALSE - Stop Execution.

– Default Values
The default values are based on the eTExitReturnCategory attribute.
TRUE - If eTExitReturnCategory is SUCCESS or WARNING.
FALSE - If eTExitReturnCategory is FAILURE.

• eTExitCustom XML
– Requirement

This value is not required.
– Purpose

For common program exits, this value is reserved for future use.
For native exits, this value is connector-specific.

– Valid Values
Any valid XML document.

– Default Values
None.
The program exit parses this input argument to get the data it needs to perform its specific task.

• eTPersistentFailure
– Requirement

This value is not required.
– Purpose

Used only in responses from IMS Notifications, which share with program exits the same XML buffers for encoding
requests and responses. A persistent failure is a notification that is rejected based on a problem in the content
(likely a programming error) rather than based on some retry-able situation.

– Valid Values
TRUE - Indicates a persistent failure.
FALSE - Indicates a transient failure, one that might succeed later if retried.

– Default Values
FALSE

Common Exits DLL Interface

DLL deployed program exits must export the function with the following prototype:

int function_name(

   char Input_XML,

   char *Return_XML,

   int *Return_Buffer_Length)

The following list describes the parameters for the DLL deployed program exit prototype:

• function_name
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Name of the program exit. One DLL can export multiple program exits, where each program exit is an exported
function with the prototype defined above.

• InputXML
Character buffer in UTF-8 format. It contains the XML buffer that the Provisioning Server passes to the program exit.

• ReturnXML
Character buffer in UTF-8 format., Iit is an empty buffer that the Provisioning Server passes to the program exit for
it to send a return value back to the Provisioning Server. The size of the buffer is passed to the program exit is the
Return_Buffer_Length parameter.

• Return_Buffer_Length
Both an input and output parameter:
– On input, Return_Buffer_Length indicates the maximum length, in characters, that the Return_XML buffer can

contain. The program exits must not exceed this length when building the return XML buffer.
– On output, Return_Buffer_Length contains the actual length of the return XML buffer the program exit built. That is,

after the program exit builds the return XML buffer, it sets Return_Buffer_Length to the actual length of the buffer
being returned.

Common Exits SOAP Interface

SOAP-deployed program exits must present an external interface like the following prototype:

char * function_name ( char * Input_XML )

The following list describes the parameters for the SOAP-deployed program exit prototype:

• function_name
Name of the program exit. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file that describes the program exit
contains a definition of the function_name. This is also the name of the character buffer in UTF-8 format that is
returned. This buffer is allocated by the referenced program, but must be cleared from the calling program.

• Input_XML
Character buffer in UTF-8 format. Input_XML contains the XML buffer the Provisioning Server passes to the program
exit.

The definition of this interface needs to be presented in the following ways:

• A way that the SOAP client can understand.
• A way that the SOAP server can understand.

The SOAP client relies upon WSDL to specify the interface. For a description of WSDL, see http://www.w3.org/tr/
wsdl.html.

The SOAP server described here is the Apache SOAP server. The Apache SOAP server requires an XML document
known as a Deployment Descriptor. The Deployment Descriptor indicates to the SOAP server what the interface to the
SOAP program is. For a more complete description of deployment descriptors, see the Deployment Descriptors section in
the User Guide at http://ws.apache.org/soap/docs/index.html.

An example of a SOAP exit can be found in the following folder:

Samples/ProgramExitSOAP

eTExitType
Exit types determine the circumstances under which an exit is called. A value is entered for eTExitType, in the input XML
buffer passed to the program exit. The exit types with ACCOUNT in their names can be common or native exits, meaning
that common code and connector code can be triggered to process them. All other exit types, however, must be common
exits. It should also be noted that not all program exit types are referenced from the various object types.
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NOTE

• In all cases, the name of the object being passed is sent. This is formatted in both DN and Common Name
format.

• To have complete control over passwords, either at the global user or the account levels, you must provide
exits both for create user/account and for change password user/account. In other words, for new global
users (accounts), the change password exit is not called. For new global users (accounts), the password is
passed in as part of the attribute for the create exit (for example, PRE_CREATE_GLOBAL_USER).

 

 

Valid Values for eTExitType

The following values are valid for eTExitType:

• PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT
The account information that is being passed to the create account request is also passed to this program. Unlike the
Modify operation, the password is passed to the Create operation as part of the account information.

• POST_ADD_ACCOUNT
The account information that is being passed to the create account request is also passed to this program. Unlike the
Modify operation, the password is passed to the Create operation as part of the account information.

• PRE_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
The account information that is being passed to the modify account request is also passed to this program. The only
exclusion to this is the password attribute.

• POST_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
The account information that is being passed to the modify account request is also passed to this program. The only
exclusion to this is the password attribute.

• PRE_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the password attribute for the account changes. If the password
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The account name and the password attributes contain the only information available to this program exit.

• POST_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the password attribute for the account changes. If the password
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The account name and the password attribute contain the only information available to this program exit.

• PRE_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the enable attribute for the account changes. If the enable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this is triggered. The
account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• POST_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the enable attribute for the account changes. If the enable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this is triggered. The
account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the disable attribute for the account changes. If the disable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this is triggered. The
account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
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A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the disable attribute for the account changes. If the disable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this is triggered. The
account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_DELETE_ACCOUNT
Triggered prior to a DELETE request. The account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DELETE_ACCOUNT
Triggered after a DELETE request. The account name is the only account attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
The global user information that is being passed to the create request is also passed to this program.

• POST_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
The global user information that is being passed to the create request is also passed to this program.

• PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
The global user information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program. The only
exclusion to this is the password attribute.

• POST_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
The global user information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program. The only
exclusion to this is the password attribute.

• PRE_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the password attribute for the global user changes. If the
password attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is
triggered. The global user name, the password, and optionally the password clue attributes are the only information
available to this program exit.

• POST_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the password attribute for the global user changes. If the
password attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is
triggered. The global user name, the password, and optionally the password clue attributes are the only information
available to this program exit.

• PRE_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the enable attribute for the global user changes. If the enable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• POST_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the enable attribute for the global user changes. If the enable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the disable attribute for the global user changes. If the disable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
A special case of MODIFY. This exit is triggered when the disable attribute for the global user changes. If the disable
attribute is the only change, the other modify code is not triggered. If other attributes change, this code is triggered.
The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER
Triggered prior to a DELETE request. The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER
Triggered after a DELETE request. The global user name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_ASSOCIATE_ROLE
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Refers to the changing of provisioning role membership in the Provisioning Server, regardless of what happens at the
account level. The global user name and the provisioning role name are the only information available to this program
exit.

• POST_ASSOCIATE_ROLE
Refers to the changing of provisioning role membership in the Provisioning Server, regardless of what happens at the
account level. The global user name and the provisioning role name is the only information available to this program
exit.

• PRE_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE
Refers to the changing of provisioning role membership in the Provisioning Server, regardless of what happens at the
account level. The global user name and the provisioning role name are the only information available to this program
exit.

NOTE
This value is called only for incremental provisioning role changes. If you use a replace-mode modification
of global user's provisioning roles to replace one set of provisioning roles with another, this value calls the
associate-role exits only. The exit would not read the database to find out which provisioning roles were
previously included to see which were being set that were previously set and which were being removed.

• POST_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE
Refers to the changing of provisioning role membership in the Provisioning Server, regardless of what happens at the
account level. The global user name and the provisioning role name are the only information that is available to this
program exit.

NOTE
This value is called only for incremental provisioning role changes. If one uses a replace-mode modification
of global user's provisioning roles to replace one set of provisioning roles with another, this value calls the
associate-role exits only. The exit would not read the database to find out which provisioning roles were
previously included to see which were being set that were previously set and which were being removed.

• PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_GROUP
The global group information that is being passed to the add request is also passed to this program.

• POST_ADD_GLOBAL_GROUP
The global group information that is being passed to the add request is also passed to this program.

• PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_GROUP
The global group information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program.

• POST_MODIFY_GLOBAL_GROUP
The global group information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program.

• PRE_DELETE_GLOBAL_GROUP
Triggered prior to a delete request. The global group name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DELETE_GLOBAL_GROUP
Triggered after a delete request. The global group name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• PRE_ADD_ROLE
The provisioning role information that is being passed to the add request is also passed to this program.

• POST_ADD_ROLE
The provisioning role information that is being passed to the add request is also passed to this program.

• PRE_MODIFY_ROLE
The provisioning role information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program.

• POST_MODIFY_ROLE
The provisioning role information that is being passed to the modify request is also passed to this program.

• PRE_DELETE_ROLE
Triggered prior to a delete request. The provisioning role name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• POST_DELETE_ROLE
Triggered after a delete request. The provisioning role name is the only attribute available to this exit.

• CUSTOM_FUNCTION
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Triggered when a program exit is invoked though a policy rule expression such as %$funcname(%UN%,%AC%)%.

Containment

Containment refers to the allowed combination of objects and program reference type, and not to X.500 containment.

Common Configuration Object

The Common Configuration Object is used to assign program exits for the global user, global user group, or provisioning
role object classes. For example, if certain program exits should be called when global users are processed, the common
configuration object should reference those exits. In addition, the common configuration object is needed to provide a way
to call exits during the add operation.

• PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
• POST_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
• PRE_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_GROUP
• POST_ADD_GLOBAL_GROUP
• PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_GROUP
• POST_MODIFY_GLOBAL_GROUP
• PRE_DELETE_GLOBAL_GROUP
• POST_DELETE_GLOBAL_GROUP
• PRE_ADD_ROLE
• POST_ADD_ROLE
• PRE_MODIFY_ROLE
• POST_MODIFY_ROLE
• PRE_DELETE_ROLE
• POST_DELETE_ROLE

Provisioning Roles

A role object can reference the program exits to assign the exits that are invoked for various operations on global users
associated with that provisioning role. If a provisioning role references a program exit, those exits are called in addition
to the exits referenced by the Common Configuration Object. The exits defined on the common configuration object are
invoked before exits defined on the provisioning role (hierarchy order).

When adding a global user (PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_USER and POST_ADD_GLOBAL_USER exit types), program exits are
invoked based on the initial set of provisioning roles being assigned to the user.

When associating or disassociating a provisioning role with a global user (PRE_ASSOCIATE_ROLE,
POST_ASSOCIATE_ROLE, PRE_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE and POST_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE exit types), the program
exits referenced by the provisioning roles being associated or disassociated are invoked.
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When modifying an existing global user in other ways (using the exit types listed below), all provisioning roles to which the
global user belongs are consulted to identify the program exits to invoke.

Other Exit Types

The common configuration object handles add exits for a global user.

• PRE_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_ADD_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_ASSOCIATE_ROLE
• POST_ASSOCIATE_ROLE
• PRE_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE
• POST_DISASSOCIATE_ROLE
• PRE_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_MODIFY_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
• POST_CHANGE_GLOBAL_USER_PWD
• PRE_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_ENABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_DISABLE_GLOBAL_USER
• PRE_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER
• POST_DELETE_GLOBAL_USER

Account Templates

An account template object can reference program exits to affect the accounts associated with that template.

If an account template references program exits, these exits are called in addition to the exits that are referenced by the
endpoint to which the account belongs. The exits defined on the account template are invoked before the exits on the
endpoint (hierarchy order).

If an account is being created from one or more account templates (PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT and POST_ADD_ACCOUNT
exit types), those template exits are called.

When working with an existing account, whether the current set of assigned account templates is being adjusted or not, it
is the initial set of assigned templates whose program exits are invoked.

• PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT
• POST_ADD_ACCOUNT
• PRE_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
• POST_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
• PRE_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
• POST_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
• PRE_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
• POST_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
• PRE_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
• POST_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
• PRE_DELETE_ACCOUNT
• POST_DELETE_ACCOUNT
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Endpoints

Endpoint objects are used to assign program exits to accounts. For example, if certain program exits should be called
when accounts are processed, the endpoint objects should reference those exits.

In addition, endpoint objects are needed to provide a way to call exits during an add operation.

• PRE_ADD_ACCOUNT
• POST_ADD_ACCOUNT
• PRE_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
• POST_MODIFY_ACCOUNT
• PRE_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
• POST_CHANGE_ACCOUNT_PASSWORD
• PRE_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
• POST_ENABLE_ACCOUNT
• PRE_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
• POST_DISABLE_ACCOUNT
• PRE_DELETE_ACCOUNT
• POST_DELETE_ACCOUNT

Custom Function Program Exits
A custom function program exit is invoked from an account template rule expression. Custom function program exits share
the following characteristics:

• The exit type is always CUSTOM_FUNCTION. There are no PRE or POST variants.
• The exit must be a common program exit (DLL or SOAP). Native exits cannot be used to compute the custom function.
• The exit must be registered in the same domain as the account being created or updated from the policy. The

reference to a custom function program exit (%$funcname(…)%) contains the name of the exit (funcname), but there is
no rule string syntax to let you specify the domain of the program exit so it is always presumed to be in the domain of
the account.

• The input to the program exit includes zero or more single- or multi-valued parameters.

For example, if the global user for the account being created or updated has the following attribute settings:

eTCustomField01:  { value1a, value1b }      (that is, two values assigned)

eTCustomField02:  value2

The %*$FuncName(%*UCU01%, %UCU02%)% rule expression is evaluated.

The input XML passes all values of eTCustomField01 and the value of eTCustomField02 as follows:

<eTExitInvoke eTExitType=CUSTOM_FUNCTION>

   <eTFunction>

      <eTFuncParam1>value1a</eTFuncParam1>

      <eTFuncParam1>value1b</eTFuncParam1>

      <eTFuncParam2>value2</eTFuncParam2>

   </eTFunction>

   <Authentication>

      <Type>GLOBAL_USER</Type>

      <User>{the DN of the global user}</User>

      <Password>{the password of the global user}</Password}

   </Authentication>

</eTExitInvoke>
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The output from the program exit can indicate an error (as with any other program exit) so that the creation or update
of the account is not attempted, or can contain a single- or multi-valued output parameter. For example, a program exit
could return the following XML block to indicate two values (ReturnValue1 and ReturnValue2) to set for the corresponding
account attribute:

<eTExitReturn>

   <eTExitReturnCategory>SUCCESS</eTExitReturnCategory>

   <eTExitReturnNative>0</eTExitReturnNative>

   <eTExitContinue>TRUE</eTExitContinue>

   <eTExitCustom>

      <eTFuncReturn>ReturnValue1</eTFuncReturn>

      <eTFuncReturn>ReturnValue2</eTFuncReturn>

   </eTExitCustom>

</eTExitReturn>

The function rule expression controls the number of values to set as follows:

• If the $FuncName in the rule expression is preceded by * (asterisk) as in the example above, this will set 0 or more
values of the attribute depending on what is included in the output XML document.

• If the function rule expression does not have the * preceding $FuncName, only the first value returned is relevant.
Additional values are ignored.

Obscured Returned Values

The program exit returns information inside the eTFuncReturn XML block, for example:

<eTFuncReturn>Returned value from program exit</eTFuncReturn>

If logging is enabled, then this XML block can be read.

However, if the program exit returns information like a password, then you may not want the information to be logged. In
this case, you can flag the returned value as obscured to prevent it from being logged.

The format of the obscured value is:

<eTFuncReturn obscured="yes">MyPassword</eTFuncReturn>

This tells the Provisioning Server to replace the value with the string ** NOT SHOWN ** as it does for attribute names that
are recognized as storing sensitive attributes. For example:

<eTFuncReturn obscured="yes">** NOT SHOWN **</eTFuncReturn>

NOTE
The obscured attribute is case-sensitive. For example, the result will not be replaced correctly if the attribute is
set to "YES".

Program Exits In Connectors
This section provides information about supporting program exits you have created in the Provisioning Server SDK for the
connectors you have created.

Code Examples for Program Exits in Options

See the SDK sample connector. The exit handling code is in the SDKDirectory.cpp file.

The method SDKDirectory::DEmodify() determines whether a request is an exit invocation request,and if it is, calls the
SDKDirectory::InvokeExit() method.
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Execution Flow (Logic)
Program exits are referred to as either pre-exits or post-exits, depending on the operation that the Provisioning Server
performs.

Contents:

Pre-Exits

The Provisioning Server framework invokes a pre-exit before executing a particular operation. For common exits, the
Provisioning Server framework interprets the return XML buffer to determine whether to continue execution of the
particular operation. For native exits, the agent plug-in must interpret the return XML buffer.

If the agent plug-in returns a success status code (LDAP_SUCCESS), the Provisioning Server continues to perform the
operation. If the agent plug-in returns an error code, the operation is aborted.

NOTE
For native program exits, your custom connector agent plug-in must interpret the return XML buffer.
Furthermore, your agent plug-in must return either success or failure to the Provisioning Server framework.
Success lets the operation continue. Failure aborts the operation.

If one pre-exit fails, the operation will be aborted even if other pre-exits let the operation continue. In addition, as soon as
a pre-exit aborts the operation, other pre-exits (with the same or lower priority) will not be called.

Priority of Pre-Exits

Pre-exits are called in order of the hierarchy and priority. If two program exits are referenced with the same priority, the
order in which they are called is undefined. Priority guarantees only that higher priority exits are called before lower priority
exits. The highest priority is “1” and the larger the number, the lower its priority.

Operation

Once the Provisioning Server framework has invoked all pre-exits associated with the operation and each pre-exit lets the
operation continue, the Provisioning Server framework executes the operation. Execution of the operation may result in
another request to your agent plug-in.

NOTE
The agent plug-in receives multiple requests: one for the pre-exit, one for the operation, and one for the post-
exit.

Post-Exit

Once the operation is completed successfully, the Provisioning Server framework invokes the post-exits referenced
for that operation. Post-exits should be handled the same way as pre-exits. Your agent plug-in should not differentiate
between a pre-exit and a post-exit, and you can use the exact same code to handle pre- and post-exits.

Priority of Post-Exits

Post-exits are called in order of hierarchy and priority. If two program exits are referenced with the same priority, the order
in which the exits are called is not guaranteed. Priority only guarantees that higher priority exits are called before lower
priority exits. The highest priority is “1” and the larger the number, the lower its priority.

Support for Common Exits
Common exits are processed by the Provisioning Server framework. Thus, supporting common exits requires minimal
changes. You only need to enhance your GUI plug-in. No agent plug-in change is needed.

Contents:
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Parser Table Enhancement

The parser table files already define new attributes for exit reference. Option parser table files include these parser table
files, so you do not need to make any changes to your parser table.

GUI Plug-In Enhancement

Provisioning Manager provides a standard property page for referencing program exits. To support common exits, you
only need to add this property page to your account and endpoint property sheets. This enables your account and
endpoint objects to reference program exits.

The standard exit reference property page is managed by the CosExitRefPage class in the COS module. For example, to
add the property page to your account and directory property sheets, add the following line to your property sheet code:

propertyPages->AddTail(new CosExitRefPage(this));

Agent Plug-In Enhancement

No agent plug-in change is needed to support common exits.

Support for Native Exits
Native exits are processed by the endpoint. Thus, to support native exits, the endpoint must enhance both its GUI plug-in
and agent plug-in.

Parser Table Enhancement

The parser table files already define new attributes for exit reference. Parser table files include these parser table files, so
you do not need to make any changes to your parser table.

Since you are providing native program exits, you need to define your custom program exit object in the parser table. The
exit object must have the following CLASS definition line:

CLASS Exit.<exit class name>,eTExit.<exit class name>,etavlcor,secobjar

For example, the SDK defines the exit object class as follows:

CLASS Exit.SDKExit,eTExit.eTSDKExit,etavlcor,secobjar

For a complete example of how to define an exit object, see the SDK sdkparse.pty sample file, which is provided with the
SDK.

GUI Plug-In Enhancement

Exit Reference

The Provisioning Server GUI framework provides a standard property page for referencing program exits. To support
common exits, you need to add the property page to your account and directory property sheets. This lets your account
and endpoint objects reference program exits.

The standard exit reference property page is managed by the CosExitRefPage class in the COS module.

For example, to add CosExitRefPage to your account and directory property sheets, add the following line to your property
sheet code:

propertyPages->AddTail(new CosExitRefPage(this));

Exit Definition
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A property sheet must be provided to define a native program exit. This endpoint-specific exit definition property sheet is
used to enter specific information that will be passed to the agent plug-in during exit invocation.

Your endpoint must define an XML format for this data, which is stored as an XML buffer in the eTExitPayload attribute in
the custom program exit object. When an exit is invoked, the Provisioning Server framework sends this data to the agent
plug-in. The agent plug-in parses the eTExitPayload attribute to get the data it needs to invoke the program exit

Agent Plug-In Enhancement

Program Exit Invocation Request

The Provisioning Server framework sends all native program exit invocation requests to the endpoint. Even if the exit is
referenced by an account object, the invocation request is sent to the code that manages the endpoint modify operation.
Specifically, the directory DEmodify() function is called.

On a program exit invocation request, the Provisioning Server framework includes the eTExitPayload and eTExitInvoke
attributes.

eTExitPayload contains the data regarding the definition of the exit. The value of eTExitPayload is the XML buffer stored
in the program exit object that was defined by the program exit definition property sheet that you added to your GUI plug-
in.

eTExitInvoke is an XML buffer. This data should be passed to the program exit, which needs to process it. The agent plug-
in can process this information; however, often it does not need to do so.

The agent plug-in must be enhanced for performing the following tasks to support the program exit:

1. Determine whether an operation is an exit invocation request.
2. Invoke the program exit.
3. Interpret the result from the program exit.

Determine Exit Invocation Request

Typically, the directory DEmodify() function processes requests to change values in the directory object. To support the
native program exits, you must enhance the directory DEmodify() function to also handle native exit invocation.

For a program exit invocation request, the Provisioning Server framework sends the eTExitInvoke attribute as part of the
modify operation. The presence of the eTExitInvoke attribute is an indication that the request is an exit invocation request
and not a normal modify request, as shown in the following example:

/*

|| The special attribute UTFEXITINVOKE indicates a request to invoke a 

|| program exit.

 */

if (pMods->find_mod(UTFEXITINVOKE)) {

// Invoke the exit.

}

else {

// Normal directory modify request.

}

Invoke the Program Exits

You must define how your custom connector agent plug-in invokes the program exit.

The common exit has the following invocation methods:
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• Through the DLL function call
• Through the SOAP method invocation

Your agent plug-in will probably define some other form of program exit invocation. That data is passed to the agent plug-
in in the eTExitPayload attribute, which is an XML buffer.

The method of invoking program exits is to execute a command line utility. Thus the only information it needs is the utility
name (including the path). You can define the SDK exit object as having a payload that only contains the full path to the
utility.

The sample SDK exit payload is the following:

<eTSDKExit>

     <Program>program to execute</Program>

</eTSDKExit>

Interpret the Result from the Program Exit

Each program exit must return an XML buffer.

The agent plug-in must interpret this return XML buffer and return an appropriate status code to the Provisioning Server
framework. For pre-exits, returning a success status to the Provisioning Server framework lets the operation continue.
Returning a failure status will abort the operation.

NOTE
If the operation has multiple pre-exits, one pre-exit might return a success, which would let the operation
continue; but another pre-exit could return failure, thus aborting the operation. If one pre-exit aborts the
operation, it is aborted, even if other pre-exits let the operation continue. In addition, as soon as a pre-exit aborts
the operation, other pre-exits with the same or lower priority will not be called.

Exit Types
The Provisioning Server framework only sends an exit invocation request to the agent plug-in if the exit type is one that
can be handled by the agent plug-in. In general, your agent plug-in does not need to handle exit types. However, if your
custom connector only permits certain program exit types, it must check the eTExitType tag attribute in the eTExitInvoke
attribute.

Exit Type Functionality

Exit type is a value that determines the circumstances under which an exit is called. One of the types of exits is entered
for eTExitType (in the input XML buffer passed to the program exit). The first 12 exit types (values) can be common or
native exits, that is, common code and namespace (connector) code can be triggered to process them. The remaining exit
types, however, can be common exits only. It should be noted that not all program exit types are referenced from various
object types.

NOTE
In all cases the name of the object being passed is sent. This is formatted in both DN and Common Name
format.

To have complete control over passwords (either at the global user or the account levels), you must provide exits both for
create user/account and for change password user/account. In other words, for new global users (accounts), the change
password exit is not called. For new global users (accounts), the password is passed in as part of the attribute for the
create exit (for example, PRE_CREATE_GLOBAL_USER).
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Provisioning Maintenance

Back Up and Restore CA Directory

To ensure that data is coherent across your entire organization, regular backups should be done. Regular backups of
CA Directory prevent data loss and damage caused by network disasters and failures. CA Directory provides an online
backup utility (and the dxdumpdb and dxloaddb utilities for offline backup) to back up and restore CA Directory.

NOTE

For information about these utilities, see the CA Directory Administrator Guide.

Shut Down the Provisioning Server Service

If the Provisioning Server service does not shut down, you can manually shut it down as follows:

1. Open a command prompt and enter the following command:

 

net stop im_ps

2. If Services indicates that the Provisioning Server service is still in the stopping state, issue the following commands:

net start im_ps

net stop im_ps

A similar procedure can be used to manually shut down the Provisioning Connector Server service, whose service
name is im-ccs.

If the service still does not stop, open the Task Manager, select im_ps.exe (or im_ccs.exe) on the Processes tab, and click
End Process.

View and Maintain Log Files
The provisioning components (Provisioning Server, Connector Servers, Provisioning Manager) can be configured to log
information about all transactions that they process. You can use this information to predict and identify the sources of
system or security problems. For example, if the warning messages in log files show that some accounts on an endpoint
could not be explored, you can use the logged information to investigate those accounts and determine why they were not
explored. Use a text editor to view and edit provisioning log files.

Server Event logs track messages generated by the Provisioning Server. You can log messages to several optional
destinations, including CA Audit.

The provisioning components provide other types of logging to diagnose specific problems. Other than the provisioning
server trace log, these logs are usually not enabled unless you need them to trace a particular event. They include
provisioning server logs, slapd logs, and C++ Connector Server logs. You can also diagnose problems that occur when
communicating with the provisioning server by enabling Provisioning Manager logging.

Messages from all logs are written to text files in the PSHOME\Logs directory and are named accordingly:
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• Provisioning Server Event Log -- etayyyymmdd.log
• Provisioning Server Trace Log -- etatransyyyymmdd-hhmm.log
• Provisioning Server IMS Notification Log -- etanotifyyyyymmdd-hhmm.log
• Provisioning Server SLAPD Log -- im_ps.log
• Provisioning Manager Log -- etaclientyyyymmdd.log
• C++ Connector Server Endpoint Log -- sayyyymmdd.log
• C++ Connector Server Trace Log -- satransyyyymmdd-hhmm.log
• C++ Connector Server SLAPD Log -- im_ccs.log

This page contains the following topics: 

Server Event Logging

Server Event logs record important events generated from the Provisioning Server. These events consist of all severity
levels (success, information, warning, fatal, and error). The logs record every client-initiated operation and its success or
failure, including generated sub-operations.

In the System Task frame of the Provisioning Manager, under Global Properties, use the Logging tab to configure Server
Event logging. Server Event logs typically only need to be configured once.

In some cases, you can turn logging on or off, or you can configure the severity levels of the messages logged. Thus, this
Server Event logging can serve to audit the activities that are taking place within the Provisioning Server. However, the
preferred auditing of provisioning activity is to enable the IMS Notifications features. The IMS Notifications feature sends
detailed audit records to the IMS server for inclusion in the full audit record of CA Identity Manager activity. The notification
records sent to the IMS can also trigger events for the additional CA Identity Manager Server processing.

Endpoint Logging

In the Endpoint Task frame, you can configure endpoint-specific logging. Endpoint logs track messages that a connector
generates when it processes requests for objects residing in that endpoint. Each endpoint can be configured separately so
you can turn logging on or off for just the endpoints where you need to learn additional information to diagnose problems.

You can also specify the severity (success, information, warning, fatal, and error) of the messages that get logged.

NOTE

 The Active Directory connector does not log messages based on severity (success, information, warning, fatal,
and error) that is specified in the endpoint logging. 

To turn logging on or off and to set the logging destinations and the severity levels of the messages logged for each
endpoint, use the Logging tab of the endpoint's property sheet in the Provisioning Manager. For detailed instructions, see
Setting Endpoint Logging in the Provisioning Manager help.

Endpoint logging is sent to a log file for the connector server in which the connector for the endpoint runs. For C++
connectors, the default log file name is PSHOME\Logs\saYYYYMMDD.log. The C++ connector server also adds some
additional messages to this log. You control the log file name in the im_ccs.conf using the BaseLogFileName parameter.
And you control which severities of these other messages are logged in the same conf file using the LogSeverities
parameter.

Endpoint logging from connectors which run directly within the provisioning server (for example, the CA ACF2 connector)
log to the provisioning server’s event log which has the default name of PSHOME\Logs\etaYYYYMMDD.log.

Diagnostic Logging

To diagnose specific problems, you can enable the provisioning server trace log, slapd logs, or C++ Connector Server
logs. These are typically not enabled unless you need them to trace a specific type of event. Provisioning Manager
logging also is used for diagnosing problems in the Provisioning Manager or client utilities.
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Provisioning Server Trace Log

Enable this logging component to generate a special transaction log file that records the details of every transaction
processed by the Provisioning Server. You can choose from several logging levels to match the level of logging detail you
prefer using the domain configuration parameter Transaction Log/Level.

The Provisioning Server trace log writes messages to PSHOME\Logs\etaTransyyyymmdd-hhmm.log. To change the base
part of the file name (the part before the date) or to relocate this log file to another drive, modify the domain configuration
parameter Transaction Log/File name. For more information about the etaTransyyyymmdd.log file, see the Provisioning
Manager help.

NOTE
Unlike most logging which is turned off by default, Provisioning Server logging is fully enabled as the component
is installed. If you choose not to run with the maximum trace logging of the provisioning server, you need
to change the domain configuration parameters that control this logging. These parameter are located in
the “Transaction Log” parameter folder in the Provisioning Manager on the System task under Domain
Configuration.

Provisioning Server IMS Notification Log

The Provisioning Server is typically configured to send notifications (global user and other object change records) to the
CA Identity Manager Server for integration with the IMS event system and audit data base. A notification thread running
within the Provisioning Server reads notification records from the local notify DB and transmits them to the IMS. This
activity is captured in the IMS Notification log, whose name is PSHOME\Logs\etanotifyyyyymmdd-hhmm.log.

You configure the severity of log messages included in this log on the CA Identity Manager Setup screen in the System
Task of Provisioning Manager.

The format of this log is similar to the Provisioning Server and Connector Server trace logs.

SLAPD and C++ Connector Server Logs

On Windows, you can enable SLAPD logging for advanced debugging tasks such as LDAP protocol packet handling and
search-filter processing. You can set the log level in the Windows registry by assigning a value to the DebugLevel key.
There are two registry keys, each controlling the logging for one of the services:

•  HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\slapd\im_ps\CurrentVersion\DebugLevel
The im_ps registry key controls logging for im_ps.exe, run by the Provisioning Server service.

•  HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ComputerAssociates\slapd\im_ccs\CurrentVersion\DebugLevel
The im_ccs registry key controls logging for im_ccs.exe, run by the Connector Server service.

WARNING

 The preferred method for enabling SLAPD logging is by setting the loglevel parameter in im_ps.conf or
im_ccs.conf, for both Windows and Solaris. Each file contains configuration instructions.

The DebugLevel registry key or loglevel configuration file parameter specifies the amount of information the server writes
to its log file, which is one of the following, depending upon your type of slapd service:

•  PSHOME\Logs\im_ps.log
•  PSHOME\Logs\im_ccs.log

 
 Note: A "TLS: can't accept" error message may appear in the im_ps.log file when running in FIPS mode due to a low-
level initialization problem that clears up after the first connection from a client. Since clients retry connections, you can
ignore this message.

You can select a debug level to match the type of debugging you want to perform. The debug levels are listed in the
following table:
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 Value Debug Information 

1 Trace function calls

2 Debug packet handling

4 Heavy trace debugging

8 Connection management

16 Print out packets sent and received

32 Search filter processing

64 Configuration file processing

128 Access control list processing

256 Stats log connections/operations/results

512 Stats log entries sent

1024 Print communication with shell back-ends

2048 Entry parsing

65535 All tracing

C++ Connector Server Trace Logging

C++ Connector Server Trace Logs record the activity of the C++ Connector Server, which is a module used to help
manage many endpoint types. This log performs the following functions:

• Logs trace and debug messages for the C++ Connector Server.
• Monitors all statuses returned by its connectors. For example, if a connector returns fatal LDAP errors, the C++

Connector Server logs these errors with severity LOG_FATAL.

To set the log file name and logging levels in im_ccs.conf set the SATransLog and SATransLogLevel parameters. The
supported logging levels are 0 (for off) and 1 (for on). The default is 0. These parameters must exist in the file after the
database superagent line.

Provisioning Manager Logging

To diagnose problems communicating with the server, you can set logging to record events that transpire between the
Provisioning Manager and the Provisioning Server to which it is connected. Use the Logging tab under File, Preferences
to trace all requests sent to any server from the Provisioning Manager.

This logging is actually logging within the C/C++ client library used by the Provisioning Manager and some other clients
(batch utility, password manager, csfconfig, bindeta, pingeta). Once logging is enabled and configured using Provisioning
Manager, those log settings apply for these other clients as well. Each client logs its command name as it logs messages
so you can identify which log messages are specific to which client.

However, for this to work the client being run must reside in the same file system folder as the Provisioning Manager’s
etadmin.exe program. When this is not the case (such as when running on Solaris where there is no Provisioning
Manager install, or even on Windows when you run utilities from the Provisioning Server’s installation), the client library
consults registry settings specific to the Provisioning Server instead of specific to the Provisioning Manager. Set these
other registry settings by running these eta-env commands using the eta-env program included in the Provisioning Server
installation:

eta-env

    action=set

    name=Manager/LogMaster

    type=int
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    value=1

eta-env

    action=set

    name=Manager/LogDestinations

    type=int

    value=16

eta-env

    action=set

    name=Manager/LogSevFile

    type=int

    value=31

These have the effect of configuring the C/C++ client library for the provisioning server’s installation, setting the
destination to “text file” and logging all message severities.

Finally, the csfconfig command has a “debug=yes” command-line parameter you can specify to turn this logging on for
one command invocation overriding any registry settings configured with Provisioning Manager or eta-env.

Use AnalyzeLog

The command line utility, AnalyzeLog, takes as input a Provisioning Server trace log (etatransyyyymmdd-hhmm.log) and
produces different views of the information depending on what options you set. You can use this information to diagnose
functional or performance problems reported by users.

NOTE
��For more details on this utility, see the Provisioning Manager online help.

Log Files for High Availability

To ensure proper operation of your high-availability configuration, you should monitor the following log files:

• Alarm
• Warn
• Stats
• Diag
• Summary
• Trace

All logs can be flushed through the DXserver console. Only the SUMMARY and TRACE logs can be closed from the
console.

Provisioning Directory Monitoring
This page contains the following topics:

Monitor Thresholds

Monitoring is one of the most significant activities as part of the system availability and security. Monitoring is needed to
determine the source of performance problems, fault detection, and to take corrective action.

WARNING
Regular monitoring of the multiwrite queue is highly recommended. For more information on using multiwrite,
see the information on replication in CA Directory Administrator Guide.
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CA Directory can provide SNMP counters to an SNMP-aware Enterprise Management Application. CA Directory can also
provide SNMP traps under the following conditions:

• Authentication Failure
• Alarms
• Directory Updates

You can also use the CA Directory Statistics logs to gauge application load over time. This can be invaluable in providing
data to both measure and show the growth of the new service.

Observe Router Traffic

CA Directory includes the DXconsole utilility, which you use to monitor the network traffic going through a CA Directory
router.

The router knowledge files, such as imps_router.dxc, define the console port for a router. You can adjust the console port
number to satisfy your enterprise needs. To monitor traffic sent through a router, start up DXconsole and connect it to the
localhost with the port number defined in the router knowledge file.

NOTE
Because the Provisioning Server uses LDAP for communication between various components, you can set the
trace level to ldap. For more information, see the CA Directory Administrator Guide.

Enabling SSL Encryption

CA Directory includes a dxcertgen.exe utility, which you can use to generate certificates and personality files. Using this
utility is the recommended method for enabling encryption for high availability solutions.

For more information, see the CA Directory Administrator Guide.

Downsize a DSA

If the DSA becomes too large, you can downsize it.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the DSA.
dxserver stop dsa_name

2. Dump the datastore to LDIF:
dxdumpdb -f filename dsaName
For example: dxdumpdb -f democorp.ldif democorp

3. Edit the following DSAs initialization file to change dxgrid-db-size to the required size:
dxserver\config\servers\dsaname.dxi

4. Reload the data:
dxloaddb -s dsaName ldif-filename.ldif
For example: dxloaddb -s democorp democorp.ldif

Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM)
Identity Manager provides a Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM) that allows the Provisioning Server to authenticate
against external security systems, such as a Primary Domain Controller (PDC).

NOTE
An external security system need not be a Windows system. But if it is, you can use one of the predefined PAM
modules provided with the Provisioning Server (two for Active Directory and one for Windows NT). Otherwise,
you must write your own PAM module.
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When PAM is enabled, global users can log on to any Provisioning Manager or etautil using the user's password in
the external security system. It is only the password check that the Provisioning Server defers to the PAM module. All
additional user information, such as suspension state, Self-Administration check box, and administrative privileges, that
controls what actions you may perform still reside in the provisioning directory as properties of the global user or related
objects.

How PAM Works

The PAM authenticates passwords using the following process:

1. Global users log in to a Identity Manager interface with their native system passwords.
2. Identity Manager sends the authentication information to the PAM loader.
3. The PAM loader sends the authentication information to PAM where it is authenticated against the system. The Identity

Manager server grants or fails login requests based on the results returned from the PAM DLL.

Sample PAM Programs

Identity Manager provides the following sample PAM programs:

• Windows NT
• ADS
• ADSMultiDomain
• Generic PAM sample

NOTE
The Generic PAM sample is included in \Provisioning Server SDK\admin\samples\SDK\PAM.

Each sample program includes the etaPAM.dll binary, which lets you authenticate to a local Windows system. Sample
source code is provided in the Provisioning SDK for reference purposes only. Customization may be needed for a
production deployment.

Any global user who needs to authenticate to Identity Manager must exist in the Windows domain. This includes the
special global user, etapwsad. This user must be created with the PasswordAdministrator profile. It does not exist by
default.

If these users do not exist, the Identity Manager clients will not function.

The Generic PAM Sample shows an example implementation of the PAM interface that does not actually communicate
with an authentication system. This sample demonstrates how to implement the PAM interface on Windows or Solaris,
without being tied to a particular platform for carrying out the user authentication.

Use PAM

The PAM program is called etaPam.dll. The etaPam.dll is in these folders:

• PSHOME/PAM/ADS
• PSHOME/PAM/ADSMultiDomain
• PSHOME/PAM/NT

The ADS version authenticates to a Windows domain controller in a single-domain or multi-domain ADS environment. To
ensure that ADS domains are trusted and can be reached, the Provisioning Server must be in the ADS domain. The NT
version authenticates to the local accounts database. By default, these programs authenticate passwords on Windows
systems only.

To use PAM with other systems, write another PAM program for the system. Sample source for the Windows or UNIX PAM
modules provided with Identity Manager can be obtained by installing the Provisioning SDK. The generic PAM runs on
UNIX and the NT and ADS samples run on Windows.
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Using PAM and Password Expiration

If your environment is configured for PAM, you must inform PAM through the etapam_id.conf configuration file if the
endpoint PAM is to consult has been acquired in Identity Manager as a managed endpoint. This allows Identity Manager
to update a user's account password on this managed endpoint every time users or administrators update their global
user passwords. For more information, see Update Global User Passwords.

If you configure PAM to consult an endpoint that has not been acquired in Identity Manager as a managed endpoint,
disable the password expiration features. If you do not disable the password expiration feature, your users will be
confused as they are asked to change their global user password although that password is not used for authentication.

To disable password expiration

1. Click the System Task button in the Provisioning Manager.
2. Click Password Profile.
3. Click the Expiration/Locking tab.
4. Clear the Expiration Period and click Apply.

Update Global User Passwords

You can configure PAM so that any update to a global user password also updates the account in the external security
system that PAM uses for password verification. To do this, the external security system needs to be an acquired endpoint
in Identity Manager, that is, a managed endpoint.

To configure automatic updates to external security systems, perform the following steps:

1. Add the following lines to your etapam_id.conf file:
– For Active Directory:
endpoint-type=ActiveDirectory

endpoint-domain=YOUR_DOMAIN

endpoint-name=YOUR_ENDPOINT_NAME

endpoint-type=Windows NT

endpoint-domain=YOUR_DOMAIN

endpoint-name=YOUR_ENDPOINT_NAME

– For Windows NT:
2. Replace YOUR_DOMAIN and YOUR_ENDPOINT_NAME with the domain and endpoint names that identify this

managed endpoint in Identity Manager. You can omit endpoint-domain if the endpoint is in the server's local domain.
3. Start or restart the Provisioning Server service to have this change take effect.

When a managed endpoint is enabled in this way, any change to a global user password is also applied to the password
of the matching account on the indicated endpoint if that account is correlated to the global user. The account password
update occurs whether or not password propagation to accounts is requested. It occurs even in cases where password
propagation would not have occurred. For example, the update occurs even if password propagation to the endpoint has
been disabled or if the global user is marked as restricted. If password propagation to accounts is requested, the global
user's other accounts are updated as well.

For Active Directory, a matching account is one whose samAccountName attribute is equal to the global user's name. For
Windows NT, a matching account is one whose account name is the same as the global user's name.

Use PAM with Multiple ADS Domains

PAM must be configured on each Provisioning Server individually. Each PAM module only handles the authentication for
the Provisioning Server where it is installed.

PAM allows a comma-delimited list of ADS domains to be added to the etapam_id.conf file.
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Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the user account, specified as the user the Provisioning Server service logs on with, has the Act as Part of
the Operating System privilege. If you need to add this privilege to the user, you must restart this service.

2. Ensure that enable=yes appears in the etapam_id.conf file.
3. Add a comma-delimited list of ADS domains to be added to the domain= setting in the etapam_id.conf file. These

domains must be trusted by the domain in which Provisioning Server is installed, or be its own local domain. The
following is an example:
domain=LocalDomain,Trusted1,Trusted2

Identity Manager attempts to authenticate to each listed domain until it is successful.
Copy etapam_id.conf from the PSHOME\PAM\ADSMultiDomain directory to PSHOME\PAM.

4. Copy etapam.dll from the PSHOME\PAM\ADSMultiDomain directory to PSHOME\bin.
5. Restart the Provisioning Server service to make the Provisioning Server aware of any changes that were made to

etapam_id.conf.
6. Log in with a user name that is both a Identity Manager Global User name and an ADS account name in one of the

ADS domains specified in etapam_id.conf. Use the account's ADS password, not its Global User password. The
Global User must have the Provisioning Server administrative privileges that are necessary for the user's purpose.

Troubleshooting PAM

The Provisioning Server Trace log (regardless of the configured log level), upon start up of the Provisioning Server
service, will contain information about whether PAM is enabled or disabled and whether there is a valid configured
PAM managed endpoint. To see this information, view the PSHOME\Logs\etatransYYYYMMDD.log and look for lines
containing the PAM: string.

Common messages include the following:

• PAM: Initialization started
Signals the start of PAM processing.

• PAM: Not enabled
Indicates that PAM is not being used and could mean any of the following:
– The etapam_id.conf file was not found or invalid.
– The etapam_id.conf file was found but the enabled parameter was not set to yes.
– The etapam.dll file was not found on the execution search path or that the supplied etapam.dll file could not be

successfully loaded.
• PAM: No PAM managed endpoint

Indicates that no managed endpoint was specified using endpoint-type, endpoint-domain and endpoint-name
parameters in etapam_id.conf.

• PAM: Missing EPType or EPName
• PAM: Unable to find specified domain
• PAM: Unable to find specified endpoint

These messages indicate that there was a problem identifying the managed endpoint using the supplied endpoint-type,
endpoint-domain, and endpoint-name parameters in etapam_id.conf.

• PAM: Managed endpoint configured
Indicates that the managed endpoint identified by endpoint-type, endpoint-domain, and endpoint-name was valid. The
next line logged is the full LDAP distinguished name of the managed endpoint.

Activate System PAM Debug Mode

The PAM library can provide debug information during execution. After enabling the system to collect debug output, you
can use the gathered information to track PAM-API invocations and determine failure points in the current PAM setup.
To enable PAM debug output, create an empty /etc/pam_debug file. The PAM library checks for existence of the /etc/
pam_debug file and if found, enables syslog output.
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Default Ports for Identity Manager and Associated Components
Following is a list of default ports for Identity Manager and its associated components such as Provisioning Server,
Connector Server, and Report Server:

Application Servers Ports

• 8080 - JBoss/Tomcat
• 7001 - WebLogic
• 9080 - WebSphere

Provisioning Server Ports

• 8443 - Deployment Xpress Manager GUI
• 20389 - Provisioning Server
• 20390 - SSL Provisioning Server
• 20391 - Provisioning Server Router
• 20394 - Provisioning Directory DSA (IMPD-Main)
• 20396 - Provisioning Directory DSA (IMPD-Co)
• 20398 - Provisioning Directory DSA (IMPD-Inc)
• 20404 - Provisioning Directory DSA (IMPD-Notify)
• 20402 - CCS non-SSL
• 20403 - CCS - SSL
• 20410 - JCS - non SSL
• 20411 - JCS - SSL
• 4104 - CAM UDP Port
• 4105 - CAM TCP Port
• 6400 - Reporting - The Central Management Server (CMS) Port

Connector Server Ports

• 22001 - Broker HTTP Port
• 22002 - Broker HTTPS Port
• 20080 - Web Console HTTP Port
• 20443 - Web Console HTTPS Port
• 22099 - RMI Registry Port

Endpoint Ports

• 389 - Active Directory non-SSL and SASL
• 636 - Active Directory SSL
• 3268/3269 - Active Directory Global Catalog
• 445 - Microsoft DS
• 4104/4105 (UDP/TCP) - Active Directory default Exchange Agent CAM/CAFT

Report Server Port

8080 - JasperReports Server
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Identity Manager Integration with SiteMinder

The default ports for Identity Manager integration with SiteMinder include 44441,44442, 44443, and 44444.

To successfully integrate Identity Manager with SiteMinder, consider implementing the following points:

• Enable simple TCP/IP services on SiteMinder.
• Turn off firewalls between Identity Manager and SiteMinder. If the firewall cannot be turned off, ensure that ports

44441,44442, 44443, 44444 are open.
• Ensure that the SiteMinder Policy Server is running.
• Ensure that both the host machines are resolvable and contactable from each node.

Performance Tuning
This article details the recommended fine-tuned configurations that are aimed at optimizing the system performance.

Refer to the following links to learn about the configurations that we are recommending to enhance the performance of
Application Servers and Provisioning components:

NOTE
Performance tuning considerations are a suggested baseline. For a more robust performance solution, the use
of tools like JMeter to run performance tests on production like hardware is the suggested path.

Refer to the topics in the Table of Contents tab on the left pane.

Performance Tuning for JBoss or Wildfly
The fine-tuned configurations that we recommend for optimizing the performance of the JBoss or Wildfly application
server are:

Recommended JVM Settings

Set the JVM settings:

• Windows
a. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>\bin.
b. Open standalone.conf.bat for editing.
c. Set the JVM parameters in JAVA_OPTS with the following recommended values:

• JVM Minimum Heap Size: 512 MB
• JVM Maximum Heap Size: 4 GB

NOTE

If more than 4 GB is required, use the recommended settings described in Fine Tuning Garbage
Collection for more aggressive garbage collection.

• Generic JVM Arguments: -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -
Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

Example:
set "JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx4096m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.awt.headless=true -Dcom.sun.jersey.server.impl.cdi.lookupExtensionInBeanManager=true"

• Linux
a. Navigate to <JBOSS_HOME>/bin.
b. Open standalone.conf for editing.
c. Set the JVM parameters in JAVA_OPTS with the following recommended values:

• JVM Minimum Heap Size: 512 MB
• JVM Maximum Heap Size: 4 GB
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NOTE

If more than 4 GB is required, use the recommended settings described in Fine Tuning Garbage
Collection for more aggressive garbage collection.

• Generic JVM Arguments: -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -
Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

Example:
JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx4096m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:

+UseCompressedOops -Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.security.egd=file:/

dev/./urandom -Dcom.sun.jersey.server.impl.cdi.lookupExtensionInBeanManager=true"

Open Files

On all JBoss or WildFly servers, set the Open Files (ulimit –n) to at least 50000 for the user that runs the JBoss or WildFly
process.

Maximum User Processes

On all JBoss or WildFly servers, set the User Process (ulimit –u) to at least 131072 for the user that runs the JBoss or
WildFly process.

Connection Backlog

Change the value of the echo parameter to 3000 when a high rate of incoming connection requests result in connection
failures:

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/netdev_max_backlog

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/somaxconn

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter determines the wait time between isAlive interval probes.

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter to 15 seconds, which is the recommended value. The
default value is 75 seconds.

echo 15 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter determines the number of probes before timing out.

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter to 5 seconds, which is the recommended value. The default
value is 9 seconds

echo 5  > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes

Allocate Huge Pages for Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Heap

Set the following three settings in /etc/sysctl.conf file.

• vm.nr_hugepages = 2048
• vm.nr_hugepages_mempolicy = 2048

Calculation: 2048 = 8192 (Max Heap Size) /4 (Page Size)
• Ensure that the following parameter is at least set to the following value (if already set to higher number, even better):

kernel.shmmax = 8689934592
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Calculation: 8689934592 = 8192 * 1048576 bytes/MB + 100000000 bytes
• kernel.shmall = 2172483648

Calculation: 2172483648 = 8689934592 (shmmax) ) / 4 (Page Size)

Increase Linux kernel Entropy

On all CA Single Sign-On servers, increase the kernel entropy by adding the following rngd daemon:

1. Ensure that you have installed the rng-tool package on the Linux server:
yum –y install rng-tools

2. Navigate to /etc/init.d.
3. Run vi /etc/sysconfig/rngd.
4. Make the following changes:

# Add extra options here

EXTRAOPTIONS="-r /dev/urandom -o /dev/random -t 1 -W 4096"

Test Entropy

Run the following command to test entropy:

watch -n 1 cat /proc/sys/kernel/random/entropy_avail

If the return value is less than 1000, then consider adding an Entropy Pump to all servers.

Fine Tuning Garbage Collection

You can adapt and tune the garbage collection for your application performance needs by entering the following options
with changed settings on the JVM command line:

-Xms8g -Xmx8g -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:ConcGCThreads=12 -XX:ParallelGCThreads=22 

-XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1000 -XX:InitiatingHeapOccupancyPercent=40 

-XX:G1HeapWastePercent=2 -XX:G1ReservePercent=15 

-XX:+UnlockExperimentalVMOptions -XX:G1OldCSetRegionThresholdPercent=15 

-XX:G1MixedGCLiveThresholdPercent=90 -XX:G1NewSizePercent=20 

-XX:G1MaxNewSizePercent=25  

• -XX:ConcGCThreads=12
Sets the number of parallel marking threads. Sets n to approximately 1/4 of the number of parallel garbage collection
threads (ParallelGCThreads).

• -XX:ParallelGCThreads=22
Sets the value of the STW worker threads. Sets the value of n to the number of logical processors. The value of n is
the same as the number of logical processors up to a value of 8.

• -XX:MaxGCPauseMillis=1000
Sets a target value for desired maximum pause time. The default value is 200 milliseconds. The specified value does
not adapt to your heap size.

• -XX:InitiatingHeapOccupancyPercent=40
Sets the Java heap occupancy threshold that triggers a marking cycle. The default occupancy is 45 percent of the
entire Java heap.

• -XX:G1HeapWastePercent=2
Sets the percentage of heap that you are willing to waste. The Java HotSpot VM does not initiate the mixed garbage
collection cycle when the reclaimable percentage is less than the heap waste percentage. The default is 10 percent.

• -XX:G1ReservePercent=15
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Sets the percentage of reserve memory to keep free so as to reduce the risk of to-space overflows. The default is 10
percent. When you increase or decrease the percentage, make sure to adjust the total Java heap by the same amount.

• -XX:G1OldCSetRegionThresholdPercent=15
Sets an upper limit on the number of old regions to be collected during a mixed garbage collection cycle. The default is
10 percent of the Java heap.

• -XX:G1MixedGCLiveThresholdPercent=90
Sets the occupancy threshold for an old region to be included in a mixed garbage collection cycle. The default
occupancy is 65 percent.

• -XX:G1NewSizePercent=2
Sets the percentage of the heap to use as the minimum for the young generation size. The default value is 5 percent of
your Java heap. This is an experimental flag.

• -XX:G1MaxNewSizePercent=25
Sets the percentage of the heap size to use as the maximum for young generation size. The default value is 60
percent of your Java heap. This is an experimental flag.

Performance Tuning for WebLogic
The fine-tuned configurations that we recommend for optimizing the performance of the WebLogic application server are:

Open Files

On all WebLogic servers, set the open files (ulimit –n) to at least 50000 for the user that runs the WebLogic process.

Maximum User Processes

On all WebLogic servers, set the User Process (ulimit –u) to at least 131072 for the user that runs the WebLogic process.

Connection Backlog

Change the value of the echo parameter to 3000 when a high rate of incoming connection requests result in connection
failures:

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/netdev_max_backlog

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/somaxconn

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter determines the wait time between isAlive interval probes.

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter to 15 seconds, which is the recommended value. The
default value is 75 seconds.

echo 15 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter determines the number of probes before timing out. 

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter to 5 seconds, which is the recommended value. The default
value is 9 seconds 

echo 5  > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes
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Allocate Huge Pages for Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Heap

Set the following three settings in /etc/sysctl.conf file.

• vm.nr_hugepages = 2048
• vm.nr_hugepages_mempolicy = 2048

Calculation: 2048 = 8192 (Max Heap Size) /4 (Page Size)
• Ensure that the following parameter is at least set to the following value (if already set to higher number, even better):

kernel.shmmax = 8689934592
Calculation: 8689934592 = 8192 * 1048576 bytes/MB + 100000000 bytes

• kernel.shmall = 2172483648
Calculation: 2172483648 = 8689934592 (shmmax) ) / 4 (Page Size)

For more information, refer to http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/tech/largememory-jsp-137182.html.

Increase Linux kernel Entropy

On all CA Single Sign-On servers, increase the kernel entropy by adding the following rngd daemon:

1. Ensure that you have installed the rng-tool package on the Linux server:
yum –y install rng-tools

2. Navigate to /etc/init.d.
3. Run vi /etc/sysconfig/rngd.
4. Make the following changes:

# Add extra options here

EXTRAOPTIONS="-r /dev/urandom -o /dev/random -t 1 -W 4096"

Java Configuration

Set the JVM Settings:

•  Windows
a. Navigate to <WebLogic_DIR>/bin.
b. Open setDomainEnv.cmd for editing.
c. Set MEM_ARGS with the following recommended values:

set MEM_ARGS=-Xms8192m -Xmx8192m

 Note: The value is determined by the amount of memory available on the server. As a thumb rule, the minimum
value and maximum value must be set to 8192.

d. Set JAVA_OPTIONS with the following recommended values:
set JAVA_OPTIONS=%JAVA_OPTIONS% -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops

 -Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -

Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory

e. Restart the WebLogic application server.
 

•  Linux 
a. Navigate to <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>/ bin.
b. Open setDomainEnv.sh for editing.
c. Set MEM_ARGS with the following recommended values: 

MEM_ARGS="-Xms8192m -Xmx8192m"

d. Set JAVA_OPTIONS with the following recommended values:
JAVA_OPTIONS="${JAVA_OPTIONS} -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:+UseCompressedOops -

Djava.awt.headless=true -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom -

XX:ReservedCodeCacheSize=50m -Djavax.xml.stream.XMLInputFactory=weblogic.xml.stax.XMLStreamInputFactory
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e. Restart the WebLogic application server.
 Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Performance Tuning for WebSphere
The fine-tuned configurations that we recommend for optimizing the performance of the WebSphere application server
are:

Open Files

On all WebSphere servers, set the open files (ulimit –n) to at least 50000 for the user (wasadm) that runs the WebSphere
process.

Maximum User Processes

On all WebSphere servers, set the User Process (ulimit –u) to at least 131072 for the user (wasadm) that runs
the WebSphere process.

Connection Backlog

Change the value of the echo parameter to 3000 when a high rate of incoming connection requests result in connection
failures:

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/netdev_max_backlog

echo 3000 > /proc/sys/net/core/somaxconn

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter determines the wait time between isAlive interval probes.

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_INTERVAL parameter to 15 seconds, which is the recommended value. The
default value is 75 seconds.

echo 15 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_intvl

Set TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES

The TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter determines the number of probes before timing out. 

Set the value of the TCP_KEEPALIVE_PROBES parameter to 5 seconds, which is the recommended value. The default
value is 9 seconds

echo 5  > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/tcp_keepalive_probes

Allocate Huge Pages for Java Virtual Machine (JVM) Heap

Set the following three settings in /etc/sysctl.conf file.

• vm.nr_hugepages = 3072
• vm.nr_hugepages_mempolicy = 3072

Calculation: 3072 = 12288 (Max Heap Size) /4 (Page Size)
• Ensure that the following parameter is at least set to the following value (if already set to higher number, even better):

kernel.shmmax = 12984901888
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Calculation: 12984901888 = 12288 * 1048576 bytes/MB + 100000000 bytes
• kernel.shmall = 3246225472

Calculation: 3246225472 = 12984901888 (shmmax) ) / 4 (Page Size)

Note:

Based on IBM recommendation, you must disable the transparent Huge Pages to allow the usage of the -Xlp flag. If you
do not disable transparent Huge Page, you may run into the following issues:

1. Enabling Huge Pages with -XIp does not increase performance or causes decreased performance of the WebSphere
application server.

2. The system is paging even when there should be adequate real memory to support the running processes.
3. The initialization stanza in the verbose garbage collection log shows that the requested page size is not the page size

used.

Cause:

When transparent Huge Pages are enabled, the Huge Page space that is allocated by the SysAdmins is used to promote
processes to use the huge page space. The -Xlp settings for the SDK are then ignored in some cases due to the use of
the Huge Pages by the kernel resulting in few Huge Pages to satisfy the -Xlp request.

For more information, refer to http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21664088.

Increase Linux kernel Entropy

On all CA Single Sign-On servers, increase the kernel entropy by adding the following rngd daemon:

1. Ensure that you have installed the rng-tool package on the Linux server:
yum –y install rng-tools

2. Navigate to /etc/init.d.
3. Run vi /etc/sysconfig/rngd.
4. Make the following changes:

# Add extra options here

EXTRAOPTIONS="-r /dev/urandom -o /dev/random -t 1 -W 4096"

Java Configurations

Set Java configurations:

1. In the WebSphere console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the first application server.
3. Click Server Infrastructure, Java and Process Management, Process Definition, Java Virtual Machine.
4. Set the Initial heap size and Maximum heap size to 12288 MB.

Note: The heap size value is determined by the amount of memory available on the server.  As a thumb rule, we
recommend setting the minimum and maximum values to 12288 MB.

5. Add the following values in the Generic JVM Argument field:
Windows:

-Xgcpolicy:gencon -Dsun.reflect.inflationThreshold=0 -Xdump:none -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=200 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=200 -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=3000 -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=0

 -DdisableWSAddressCaching=true -Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionKeepAlive=true -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.maxConnection=1200 -
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Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionIdleTimeout=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionPoolCleanUpTime=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionTimeout=0

Linux:

-Xgcpolicy:gencon -Dsun.reflect.inflationThreshold=0 -Xdump:none -Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./

urandom -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.maxsize=200 -Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.prefsize=200 -

Dcom.sun.jndi.ldap.connect.pool.timeout=3000 -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Dsun.net.inetaddr.ttl=0

 -DdisableWSAddressCaching=true -Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionKeepAlive=true -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.maxConnection=1200 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionIdleTimeout=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionPoolCleanUpTime=6000 -

Dcom.ibm.websphere.webservices.http.connectionTimeout=0

6. Click OK, Save.
7. Wait for the changes to be synchronized and click OK.

Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Web Container Configurations

Set Web Container configurations:

1. In the WebSphere console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the first application server.
3. Click Container Settings, Web Container Settings, Web Container.
4. Click Additional Properties, Custom Properties.
5. Add the following properties:

– com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.extractHostHeaderPort=true
– trusthostheaderport=true
– com.ibm.ws.webcontainer.invokefilterscompatibility=true

6. Click OK, Save.
7. Wait for the changes to be synchronized and click OK.

Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Transaction Service Timeouts Configurations

Set Transaction Service Timeouts configurations:

1. In the WebSphere console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the first application server.
3. Click Container Settings, Container Services, Transaction Service.
4. Configure Total transaction lifetime timeout to 3000, and Maximum transaction timeout to 3000.
5. Click OK, Save.
6. Wait for the changes to be synchronized and click OK.

Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Enable HTTPS Access Logs

Enable HTTPS access logs:

1. In the WebSphere console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the first application server.
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3. Click Troubleshooting, NCSA access and HTTP error logging.
4. Click Enable logging service at server start-up.
5. Click OK, Save.
6. Wait for the changes to be synchronized and click OK.

Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Thread Pools Configurations

Set Thread Pools configurations:

1. In the WebSphere console, click Servers, Server Types, WebSphere Application Servers.
2. Select the first application server.
3. Click Additional Properties, Thread pools.
4. Configure the minimum and maximum values of the given properties as follows:

– SIBJMSRAThreadPool: Min = 35, Max = 128
– WebContainer: Min = 50, Max = 120
– server.startup: Min = 1, Max = 20

5. Click OK, Save.
6. Wait for the changes to be synchronized and click OK.

Note: Repeat the steps for any other JVM that is a member of the cluster.

Performance Tuning for Provisioning
The fine-tuned configurations that we recommend for optimizing the performance of the Provisioning components are:

Connector Server

Increase Heap Size

Increase the Heap Size by performing the following steps:

Windows:

1. Open Registry Editor.
2. Navigate to HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Wow6432Node\ComputerAssociates\Identity Manager\Procrun

2.0\im_jcs\Parameters\Java.
3. Change the JvmMx value to 2048 (Decimal).
4. Edit the Options field.
5. Restart the CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) and CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (C++)

services.

Linux:

1. Log in to the Linux system where CA Java Connector Server (JCS) service runs.
2. Change log in to the user owning the JCS files. Default is IMPS.
3. Navigate to <CA Identity Manager_Install_DIR>/ConnectorServer/bin.
4. Open im_jcs file for editing.
5. Locate the following lines:

 # JVM options

JVM_OPTIONS="-server -Xms128M -Xmx1024M -XX:MaxPermSize=384m -Djava.awt.headless=true -

Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote"
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And, change to:
 # JVM options

JVM_OPTIONS="-server -Xms2048M -Xmx2048M -XX:MaxPermSize=384m -Djava.awt.headless=true -

Dcom.sun.management.jmxremote"

 

6. Save and close the file.
7. Restart CA Java Connector Server (JCS) service.

Disable Paging Support on JNDI Connectors to Support Dynamic Groups

If you are acquiring LDAP connector using Connector Xpress, ensure that you disable paging support on JNDI
connectors.

1. Restart the CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) and CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (C++)
services.

2. Navigate to <CA Identity Manager_Install_DIR>\Connector Server\jcs\conf\override\jndi.
3. Create a copy of the SAMPLE.connector.xml file and name the copy file as connector.xml.
4. Edit the connector.xml file.
5. Locate the following lines:

 <!-- protect against endpoint that advertise paged results but don't deliver.

 <property name ="forcePagedResults">

      <value>false</value>

 </property>

 -->

 

And, uncomment the lines as follows:
 <!-- protect against endpoint that advertise paged results but don't deliver.-->

 <property name ="forcePagedResults">

      <value>false</value>

 </property>

 

6. Save the file and close the editor.
7. Restart the CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (Java) and CA Identity Manager - Connector Server (C++)

services.

Provisioning Server

Performance Tuning

Fine-tune the performance of the Provisioning Server by performing the following steps:

1. Log in the Provisioning Manager.
2. Change the following settings under System, D omain Configuration.

a. Navigate to Transaction Log, Level and change the value in the Value field from 7 to 3.
b. Navigate to Operation Details, Maximum Operation Details and change the value in the Value field from 100 to

200000.
c. Navigate to Operation Details, Operation Details Expiration Time and change the value in the Value field from

96 to 4500.

Add Antivirus Exclusions (Windows only)

On all the Provisioning Servers, ensure that the antivirus will not scan the following directories and processes.

• Folders:
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– <Drive>:\CA
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA
– <Drive>:\Program Files\CA
– <CA_IdentityManager_Install_DIR>\ProvisioningServer\logs
– <CA_IdentityManager_Install_DIR>\Connector Server\logs
– <CA_Directory_Install_DIR>\dxserver\logs

• Processes:
– <CA_IdentityManager_Install_DIR>\Provisioning Server\bin\im_ccs.exe
– <CA_IdentityManager_Install_DIR>\Provisioning Server\bin\im_ps.exe
– <CA_IdentityManager_Install_DIR>\Connector Server\bin\jcs.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CAM\bin\caft.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\CAM\bin\cam.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\Enterprise Common Services\Bin\eTFWService.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\Enterprise Common Services\Bin\eCSLogD.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\Enterprise Common Services\Bin\eCSqdmn.exe
– <Drive>:\Program Files (x86)\CA\SharedComponents\Enterprise Common Services\Bin\eCSsafmgr.exe
– <CA_Directory_Install_DIR>\dxserver\bin\dxserver.exe
– <CA_Directory_Install_DIR>\Connector Server\jvm\bin\java.exe
– <CA_Directory_Install_DIR>\Connector Server\jvm\bin\javaw.exe

CA Directory

Increase User threads for the Router DSA

The set user-threads command defines the number of threads available on a DSA to process user requests. If a request
arrives and no thread is available, the request is put in a queue. If a user thread is available, the DSA fulfills this request.
On a multi-CPU host, 8 is a suitable initial setting. For a single CPU host, do not set user-threads, or set it to 1. The
default is 8. For our solution, we recommend setting up 16 in the settings files of the router DSA.

This command has the following syntax:

set user-threads = 16;

You can put this command in the impd.dxc file under <CA Directory_Install_DIR>/dxserver/config/settings.

For more information, see the Symantec Directory documentation:

• Small Deployment
• set user-threads Command -- Define the Number of Threads for Requests

Configuring the Identity Manager Server Cache Using the ehCache Files
The Identity Manager Server uses caches for optimal performance. The ehCache component provides the underlying
cache implementation.  There are two types of caches used in Identity Manager: Object Type caches, configured by the
objectstorecache.properties file, and the Authorization caches configured by the authcache.properties file.

NOTE

The following procedures apply to versions 14.4.1+ and the latest 14.3 CP. If you are using a version prior to
these versions, see Configuring the Cache Using the ehcache File in Previous Versions.

This page contains the following topics:
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Object Caches

Object caches are configured by the objectstorecache.properties file. This file lets you configure ehCache object types.
The object caches are used for the various objects in Identity Manager, such as Roles, Policies, and Tasks. These objects
that persist in the Object Store database and the Provisioning Directory are read into the cache on server startup. Object
lookups are read through the cache first, before proceeding to the authoritative store, if not found in the cache. Each
object is of a defined type, and the Identity Manager server maintains per-object-type caches, such as IM Task cache, IM
Screen cache, and IM Roll cache. The size of the cache, such as entry limit, is maintained in the associated object-type
property in the objectstorecache.properties file.

Authorization Caches

Authorization Caches are configured by the authcache.properties file. This file let's you configure authorization cache
properties. Authorizations are the result of a policy evaluation against a user, the results of which are stored in an
authorization cache. The results of the following four types of policy evaluations are maintained in an authorization cache:

• Admin and Access Role member policy evaluations
• Admin, Access, Provisioning Role admin policy evaluations •
• Admin, Access, Provisioning Role owner policy evaluations •
• Identity policy evaluations

Location of The Configuration Files

The location of the objectstorecache.properties file and the authcache.properties file depends on which vrsion you are
using.

Prior to 14.4.1+ and the latest 14.3 CP, the caches were configured in two places as follows:

• Object Cache configuration: ehcache.xml found in
IM_EAR/library/imsapi6.jar

• Authorization Cache configuration:
IM_EAR/config/com/netegrity/config/authcache.properties

The latest release moved the configuration of both caches to the same folder using the same property file model as
follows:

• Object Cache configuration:
IM_EAR/config/com/netegrity/config/objectstorecache.properties

• Authorization Cache configuration:
IM_EAR/config/com/netegrity/config/authcache.properties

NOTE

If you are using a version prior to these version, see xxx to learn how to configure the ehCache.

Setting Cache Values

Deployments can modify the cache entry limits to match the object quantities and policy evaluations as required for their
deployment.  The default entry limits should be adequate for most deployments. It should be noted that when limits are
reached objects may be discarded based on a LRU policy to make room for new entries. If there is a miss on a lookup the
IM Server will then retrieve the object from its store.

Setting higher cache entry limits does require additional allocations from the Java Heap memory. ehCache will allocate
space based on the limits so any adjustments to sizes should take note of this.

Setting Object Cache Entry Sizes

The object cache allows per object-type limits. 
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The objectstorecache.properties file logically groups object types based on quantity specifiers defined as HIGH,
MEDIUM and LOW quantities.

HIGH= 20000

MEDIUM= 1000

LOW = 100

IM_ROLE=HIGH states the default setting of Role object quantities of 20,000. IM_ROLE covers each of the three role
types: Admin, Access, and Provisioning Roles.

PX_POLICY=MEDIUM stated the default setting of Policy Express Policy objects quantities of 1000.

maxElementsInMemory=25000.  The maxElementsInMemory property provides a default size for any object type not
declared using the object type’s name property such as IM_ROLE.

Setting a Value Higher than the Quantity Specifier

If the IM-ROLE=HIGH (20,000) is too low for a deployment, you can remove the IM-ROLE=HIGH property and have it
defer to the maxElementsInMemory setting. For example, if your deployment has 30,000 provisioning roles you would
comment out IM_ROLES and set maxElementsInMemory to 30000. For example:

maxElementsInMemory=30000

#IM_OWNER_POLICY=HIGH

#IM_ADMIN_POLICY=HIGH

#IM_MEMBER_POLICY=HIGH

IM_IDENTITY_POLICY_SET=HIGH

IM_IDENTITY_POLICY=HIGH

IM_TAB=HIGH

#IM_ROLE=HIGH

IM_TASK=HIGH

IM_SCREEN_FIELD=HIGH

IM_MOBJ_ATTR_DEF=HIGH

IM_SCREEN=HIGH

Note that Roles have associated member, admin, and owner policies. So setting the associated policies to the same
higher number as the roles as shown in the example above would provide the expected performance benefit.

Setting Authorization Cache Entry Sizes

The authorization cache entry sizes defined in authcache.properties follow a much simpler direct cachename=entry-limit
model. It should be noted that higher role sizes on the object cache may require adjusting these limits as well.

Automatically Load Managed Object Cache
To improve start up time, beginning with version 14.4.1, Identity Manager pre-populates managed object
cache asynchronously at start-up time.To turn off this feature off and return to synchronous pre-population, set
AsyncCachePreload to false in following configuration file:
/com/netegrity/config/objectstorecache.properties

For more inforamtion, see Runtime Components Tuning.

Configuring the Cache Using the ehcache File in Previous Versions

NOTE

The following procedure applis to versions PREVIOUS to 14.4.1+ and the latest 14.3 CP.
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NOTE

Increasing these values also increases heap space utilization. You must consider your system configuration
and resources before updating these values appropriately. Increasing these values without consideration may
degrade system performance.

Ehcache governs the access to cached data with minimal costs of time and system resources. Editing Ehcache improves
performance by reducing the load on the underlying resources. Ehcache primarily concerns itself with Java Objects, but is
also used for SOAP and RESTful server caching, application persistence, and distributed caching.

You can configure the maxElementsInMemory property in the ehcache.xml file to help improve the performance. The
ehcache.xml file is located in the imsapi6.jar file on the Application server, located here:

~/iam_im.ear/library/imsapi6.jar

When you extract this jar file, you will find the ehcache.xml file inside imsapi6.jar in the following location:

META-INF/ehcache.xml

To edit the file ehcache.xml, follow these steps:

1. Browse to the ehcache.xml file as previously described.
2. Do either of the following to edit the file:

– You can use any appropriate tool to edit the file inplace,  OR
– Modify the jar and rejar the file back

3. Use either method in step 2 to edit the ehcache.xml file to change the maxElementsInMemory="20000" value to
maxElementsInMemory="150000". Specifically, edit the Mandatory Default Cache configuration section in the
ehcache.xml file as follows:

FROM:

 <!--

    Mandatory Default Cache configuration. These settings will be applied to caches

    created programmatically using CacheManager.add(String cacheName).

 

    The defaultCache has an implicit name "default" which is a reserved cache name.

    -->

    <defaultCache

            maxElementsInMemory="20000"

            eternal="true"

            overflowToDisk="false"

            memoryStoreEvictionPolicy="LFU"

            />

TO

 <!--

    Mandatory Default Cache configuration. These settings will be applied to caches

    created programmatically using CacheManager.add(String cacheName).

 

    The defaultCache has an implicit name "default" which is a reserved cache name.

    -->

    <defaultCache

            maxElementsInMemory="150000"

            eternal="true"

            overflowToDisk="false"
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            memoryStoreEvictionPolicy="LFU"

            />
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Additional Resources
This section contains references to premium content, such as knowledge base articles, videos, demos, white papers, and
so on.

Knowledge-base Articles
Troubleshoot technical issues, browse the latest product documentation, and access support announcements with
knowledge-base articles, found here.

The following table lists some of the more popular knowledge base articles.

Title Summary Link
How to Log into CA Identity Portal via CA
SSO with Radius Authentication Scheme

Shows how to use Radius Authentication
Scheme instead of HTML Form with CA
SSO

Click here

Jboss Does Not Startup Due to
ORA-00955: name is already used by an
existing object

Jboss does not startup due ORA-00955:
name is already used by an existing object.

Click here

What is the significance of the PX.RULE
values in the %IDENTITY_POLICY%
attribute?

What is the significance if the PX.RULE
values in the %IDENTITY_POLICY%
attribute?

Click here

Explanation behind how IM Reverse Sync
Policies work

Provides information on the process flow
used by IM Reverse Policies, steps and
configuration needed for these policies
to work, problems that can prevent the
policies from working, as well as problems
that IM Reverse Sync Policies may
introduce.

Click here

Provisioning Server service does not start -
error code 21

Errors message 21 after rebooting
Provisioning Server

Click here

Key generation is off.Please
enable the Key generation  
java.net.UnknownHostException: unknown
error

Customer is not able to connect to Jasper
Report Server from Identity Manager UI.

Click here

Considerations when migrating runtime
workflow processes from one Workpoint
server into a new Workpoint server of the
same version of Workpoint

Considerations when migrating runtime
workflow processes from one Workpoint
server into a new Workpoint server of the
same version of Workpoint

Click here

No Auditing configuration was found for ime
"environment_name"

Creating an environment displays error in
the startup server.log and IDM UI:
No Auditing configuration was found for ime
"environment_name"

Click here

Task Persistence Database and In
Progress Tasks: Use, Performance and
Troubleshooting

General information about Task Persistence
data, maintenance, and troubleshooting of
in-progress tasks.

Click here
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Updated list of codes for
%DISABLED_STATE% attribute.

When integrated with Site Minder, the
%DISABLED_STATE% captures the user
account's state so that Password Services
handle correctly. There are number of
values that could be working together to let
Site Minder know how to handle the user's
account and the login attempts, whether
to allow them, to deny them, to require a
password change and so forth.

Click here

Converting Accented Chars to regular chars
in PX

How can accents be stripped and special
chars while generating the username via
bulk load task

Click here

Cleaning up Task Persistence DB of
unnecessary data

Identify stale data and how to remove only
that data.

Click here

Workflow - Basic Troubleshooting Basic Troubleshooting for Workflow Click here
Calculating actual date and time from
eTCreateDate and eTCreateTime in
Provisioning Directory.

How to calculate actual date and time
from eTCreateDate and eTCreateTime in
Provisioning Directory.

Click here

How to configure Nested Roles in Identity
Manager?

Configure Nested Roles in Identity Manager Click here

Install Actuate 9 - High Level Steps to install Actuate 9, reports server, to
work with Clarity

Click here

Failed to get the DD Reference
for an Attribute, Attr =
CA.SM::Domain.IMSEnvironmentsLink

See title Click here

Unable to edit two files in the wildfly folders
for the VAPP

How to protect the User Console with
SiteMinder and want to disable the
FrameworkAuthFilter

Click here

ADS extended custom attributes
(schema.ext) not showing values

ADS extended custom attributes done
via the schema.ext are not showing any
values in the Provisioning Manager. Values
are pushed to the account successfully
however.

Click here

Bulk Loader - Error 400: Not Authenticated Fix error that appears when running the
Bulk Loader Client:

Click here

Updated list of codes for the
%DISABLED_STATE% attribute

Displays a listof allowed values and their
interpretations for the %DISABLED_STATE
% attribute.

Click here
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User Console Help
The User Console Help contains the following topics:

• CA Identity Manager Self-Service Tasks
• Password Policies
• Creating a Service
• Email Notifications
• Email Notifications in CA Identity Manager
• Compliance Support
• Troubleshooting Reports
• How to Manage Secret Keys
• What You See in the User Console

CA Identity Manager Self-Service Tasks
 

Configure Multiple Self-Service Tasks
You can create multiple self-service tasks for different types of users. For example, you can create one task to register
new employees, and another task to register customers. By using different self-registration tasks, you can:

• Collect different information
• Register users in different organizations
• Redirect users to different logout pages after they register
• Use different branding

To configure multiple self-service tasks of the same type, specify a unique tag when you create the task. The Tag field is
located on the Configure Profile screen for the task.

When you add the link for accessing the task to a website, you append the task tag, creating a unique URL.

Task Tag URL
Register as a new employee selfregistration_employee http://domain/iam/im/alias/index.jsp?task.ta

g=SelfRegistration_employee
Register as a customer selfregistration_customer http://domain/iam/im/alias/index.jsp?task.ta

g=SelfRegistration_customer

Customize Self-Service Tasks
Identity Manager includes pre-configured self-services tasks, listed in Identity Manager Self-Service Tasks, that you can
customize to suit your business needs.
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The following table lists some common customizations that you can apply to the default tasks.

Customization See...
Fields on a task screen, including:
Changing the fields that appear on a screen
Defining attributes
Modifying the layout
Applying validation rules

Choose Tabs for the Task

Branding, colors, and font The chapter, "Customizing the User Console" in the Configuration
Guide.

Workflow for self-service tasks WorkPoint Workflow
Localization The chapter, "Identity Manager Localization" in the Configuration

Guide.

Links for Self Service Tasks
After you have configured self-service tasks for your environment, you can add URLs for these tasks to your corporate
website. For example, you might want to add a log-in link or password reset to your corporate Identity Manager page.

URLs for self-service tasks have the following format:

http://domain/iam/im/alias/index.jsp?task.tag=task_tag

where:

• domain is the fully qualified domain name of the system where Identity Manager is running.
• alias is the public alias of the environment.
• task_tag is the unique identifier for the task.

For the default Forgotten Password Reset task, the task tag is
ForgottenPasswordReset.
http://domain/iam/im/alias/imcss/index.jsp?task.tag=ForgottenPasswordReset
For the default Forgotten User ID task, the task tag is ForgottenUserID:
http://domain/iam/im/alias/imcss/index.jsp?task.tag=ForgottenUserID

Restrict Access to the Self Manager Role
By default, the Self Manager role, which allows users to manage their profile information and view their roles and
submitted tasks, is assigned to all users.

To give the Self Manager role to a subset of users, delete the existing member policy and create a new policy as
described in Define Member Policies for an Admin Role.

Password Policies
This section explains how to create password policies through the Identity Manager Console.

Create a Password Policy
You create password policies through the CA Identity Manager User Console.

Note: The availability of some password policy options requires mapping certain well-known attributes. See Enable
Additional Password Policies.

Follow these steps:

1. In the User Console, choose either:
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– Policies, Manage Password Policies, Create Password Policy.
– Tasks, Policies, Manage Password Policies, Create Password Policy.

2. Enter a unique name and an optional description for the password policy.
3. Configure these password policy settings as best suits your implementation:

– Apply a Password Policy to a Set of Users
– Configure Password Expiration
– Configure Password Composition
– Specify Regular Expressions
– Set Password Restrictions
– Configure Advanced Password Options

Enable Additional Password Policies
Identity Manager lets you create basic password policies that manage user passwords by enforcing password expiration,
composition, and usage. You can also define these additional password rules and restrictions:

• Password expiration:
– Track failed logins or successful logins.
– Authenticate a login.
– Password expiration if not changed
– Password inactivity
– Incorrect password
– Multiple regular expressions

• Password restrictions:
– Minimum days before reuse
– Minimum number of passwords before reuse
– Percent different from last password
– Ignore sequence when checking for differences.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Directories, <name of the directory>, User in the Management Console.
2. Verify that the %PASSWORD DATA% and %ENABLED STATES% -> 'STATE' are mapped to physical attributes.
3. These attributes are mapped by default in the sample directory.xml files. If these attributes are not mapped, see the 

Identity Manager Configuration Guide for additional information.

Apply a Password Policy to a Set of Users
You can specify rules that determine the set of users to which a password policy applies. This ability allows you to have
one password policy for general employees, and a stricter policy for high-level managers.

Follow these steps:

1. Create or modify a password policy in the User Console.
2. Select the type of filter to configure in the Directory Filter field.

See the following table for a description of each filter type.

NOTE
The type of user store to which the password policy applies determines the options for the Directory Filter list
box. Some filter types are not available for relational databases and CA Directory user stores when Identity
Manager is integrated with CA SSO®.

3. Specify a condition by selecting an attribute and operator, and entering a value.
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4. To add additional conditions, click the plus sign.

The following table describes the options for directory filter types, and provides examples of each filter type. Attributes
on the left side of the "=" in the following examples are as they are prescribed in the user directory definition area. For
Create-type user tasks, password policies with directory filters configured are only applied when both of the following
conditions are met:

Identity Manager is not integrated with CA SSO®.

• The directory filter type is not User, Group, Group Filter, or Group Search.

Type of Filter Use this filter to... Example
In an Organization Browse and select an Organization.  
In a Group Browse and select a Group.  
A user Browse and select a single user.  
User filter
(Not available for relational databases when
integrated with CA SSO®)

Specify a filter for users. Employee Type = Contractor
Department = Security

User Search Expression Enter a search query for users.
 

uid=jsmith (for LDAP)
TBLUSERS.ID = jsmith (for relational
databases)

Group Filter
(Not available for relational databases when
integrated with CA SSO®)

Specify a filter for groups. Self Subscribing = *

Group Search Expression Enter a search query for groups.
 
 

cn=Sales (for LDAP)
TBLGROUPS.NAME=GroupA (for
relational databases

Organization Filter
(Not available for relational databases when
integrated with CA SSO®)

Specify a filter for organizations.
 

Organization name = *Marketing

Organization Search Expression
 

Enter a search query for organizations.
 

ou=Boston (for LDAP)
TBLORGANIZATIONS.NAME=Boston (for
relational databases)

Search
 

Specify a query that is not included in the
other options for the filter type.

(&(uid=*smith)(ou=Boston))

Configure Password Expiration
To help manage user access, you can define events such as multiple failed login attempts or account inactivity. When
these events occur, Identity Manager disables the user account that is responsible. When Identity Manager is integrated
with SiteMinder, you can specify a redirection.

NOTE
These settings require additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

You can configure the following settings for password expiration:

Track Failed/Successful Logins Check Box

This check box enables and disables tracking of user login attempts, including the time of the last login attempt. If you
enable this check box, Identity Manager writes login information to a password data attribute in the user store.
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NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

When the Track Failed Logins check box is enabled, the Incorrect Password section and the Authenticate on Login
Tracking Failure Check Box are active. When the Track Successful Logins check box is enabled, the Password Expires
from Inactivity section and the Authenticate on Login Tracking Failure Check Box are active.

If you have multiple password policies, be sure that all applicable password policies disable login details. Otherwise, a
single policy which enables the tracking of login details can cause password policies to behave incorrectly.

Authenticate on Login Tracking Failure Check Box

Selecting this check box enables logins when user tracking fails. By default, this check box is disabled. When log-in
tracking is disabled, users cannot log in.

When you select this check box, be sure that you also select the Track Failed Logins or Track Successful Logins check
box.

NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

Password Expires if Not Changed Settings

In the Password Expires if Not Changed fields, you can configure behavior for passwords that have expired. Optionally,
you can specify how far in advance users are warned that their password is due to expire.

NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

You can configure the following fields:

• After <number> Days
Determines the number of days after a password expires that Identity Manager waits before disabling the user, or
forcing a password change.

NOTE
Identity Manager does not disable the user account until the user attempts to log in after the specified
number of days has elapsed.

• Disable User
Selecting this radio button disables the user when the password expires. Disabled users can be enabled by using:
– The Enable/Disable User task in the User Console. (The default System Manager, Organization Manager, and

Security Manager roles include the Enable/Disable User task.)
– The CA SSO® administrative user interface.

NOTE
For more information, see the CA CA SSO® Policy Server Administration Guide.

• Force Password Change
Selecting this radio button forces a password to change when the user next attempts to log in.

• Issue expiration warnings for <number> days
Enter the number of days in advance a user is notified that a password is due to expire.

Password Expires from Inactivity Settings

The Password Expires from Inactivity settings let you specify the time between the user log-in attempts. After this time
elapses, a user account is considered inactive. You can also use this section to specify an action when a user whose
account is considered inactive has permission to log in.
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NOTE
To configure settings in the Password Expires from Inactivity section, be sure to enable the Track login details
check boxes.

NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

The Password Expires from Inactivity section contains the following settings:

• After <number> Days--Determines the number of days of inactivity after which a password expires.
• Disable User--Disables the user when the password d expires due to inactivity, the user account is disabled. Disabled

users must then be enabled using the Enable/Disable Users task.
• Force Password Change--Forces a password change when a password expires due to inactivity. The user changes the

password at the next log-in attempt.

Incorrect Password Settings

In the Incorrect Password settings section, you can specify how many failed logins are allowed before disabling the user
account. You can also specify how long the account is disabled before a user can attempt to log in again. This section
applies only when you have selected the Track Failed Logins check box.

NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.

The Incorrect Password section contains the following fields:

• Account disabled after <number> successive incorrect passwords
This setting determines the number of consecutive failed log-in attempts a user can make. Limiting the number
of unsuccessful attempts protects against programs that are designed to access a resource by repeatedly trying
passwords until the correct one is found. If a user fails to log in correctly after the specified number of attempts, Identity
Manager disables the account. An administrator is required to reenable the account.

• After <number> minutes
This setting determines the length of time that a user waits before making another login attempt or their account is
reenabled. If the user enters another incorrect password, Identity Manager disables the account again. The user waits
the specified amount of time before trying again.

• Allow one login attempt
This setting specifies the number of minutes after a user enters an incorrect password before one additional log-in
attempt.

• Re-enable account
This setting reenables an account after the specified number of minutes.

Configure Password Composition
You can specify rules that determine the character composition of newly created passwords. Be sure to consider the
maximum password length when determining values for character requirements. If the total number of letters and
numbers exceeds the maximum password length, all passwords are rejected. For example, if Letters and Digits are both
set to six, all passwords contain at least 12 characters (6 letters and 6 digits). In this example, if a maximum password
length is eight characters, all passwords are rejected.

Password composition settings include:

• Minimum password length
Specifies a minimum length for user passwords.

• Maximum password length
Specifies the maximum length for user passwords.

• Maximum repeating characters
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Determines the maximum number of identical characters that can appear consecutively in a password.
For example, if this value is set to 3, then “aaaa” cannot appear anywhere in the password. However, “aaa” is
acceptable within a password. Set this value to ensure that users cannot enter passwords of a single character.

• Upper case letters
Specifies whether to allow upper case alphabetic characters and, if so, the minimum number a password must contain.

• Lower case letters
Specifies whether to allow lower case alphabetic characters and, if so, the minimum number a password must contain.

• Letters
Specifies whether to allow letters and if so, the minimum number a password must contain.
Note: The Letters check box is automatically selected when you allow upper or lower case letters.

• Digits
Specifies whether to allow numbers and, if so, the minimum number a password must contain.

• Letters and Digits
Specifies whether to allow letters and digits, and if so, the minimum number a password must contain. If this setting is
set in conjunction with Digits, characters can satisfy both requirements. For example, if this setting and Digits are set to
4, the password “1234” is a valid password.
Note: The Letters and Digits check box is automatically selected when you allow upper or lower case letters, or
numbers.

• Punctuation
Specifies whether to allow punctuation marks, and if so, the minimum number a password can contain. Punctuation
marks can be period, comma, exclamation, slashes, dash, hyphen, and other characters which include " # $ % & ' ( ) *
+ : ; < = > ? @ [ ] ^ _ ` { | } ~ 

• Non-printable
Specifies whether to allow non-printable characters, and if so, the minimum number a password can contain. These
characters cannot be displayed on a computer screen.

NOTE
Certain browsers do not support non-printable characters.

• Non-alphanumeric
Specifies whether to allow non-alphanumeric characters such as punctuation marks and other symbols (“@”, “$”,
and “*”) and if so, the minimum number a password can contain. Non-printable characters are also included. A non-
alphanumeric character also satisfies Punctuation and Non-printable character requirements.

Specify Regular Expressions

 

Password regular expressions let you specify regular expressions text patterns for string matching that each password
matches, or does not match, to be valid. This test can be useful, for example, when you want to require that the first
character is a digit, and the last character is not.

You configure multiple expressions for a single password policy. If you create multiple expressions, acceptable passwords
match all specified expressions.

Follow these steps:

1. Type a descriptive tag for the expression (no white space) in the Name field.
2. Type a regular expression using the syntax described in Regular Expressions Syntax in the Must Match field.
3. If the password does not match the regular expression, select the check box in the Must Not Match column.

NOTE
You can specify multiple expressions by clicking the plus (+) sign to add the expression.
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Example: The following regular expression definition can be used to require that all passwords start with an
upper or lower case letter:Name: MustStartAlpha 

 Expression: [a-zA-Z].*

Regular Expressions Syntax

This section describes the syntax you use to construct regular expressions for password matching. This syntax is
consistent with the regular expression syntax supported for resource matching when specifying realms.

Characters Results

\ Used to quote a meta-character (like ’*’)

\\ Matches a single ’\’ character

(A) Groups subexpressions (affects order of pattern evaluation)

[abc] Simple character class (any character within brackets matches the
target character)

[a-zA-Z] Character class with ranges (any character range within the
brackets matches the target character)

[^abc] Negated character class

. Matches any character other than newline

^ Matches only at the beginning of a line

$ Matches only at the end of a line

A* Matches A 0 or more times (greedy)

A+ Matches A 1 or more times (greedy)

A? Matches A 1 or 0 times (greedy)

A*? Matches A 0 or more times (reluctant)

A+? Matches A 1 or more times (reluctant)

A?? Matches A 0 or 1 times (reluctant)

AB Matches A followed by B

A|B Matches either A or B

\1 Backreference to 1st parenthesized subexpression

\n Backreference to nth parenthesized subexpression

All closure operators (+, *, ?) are greedy by default, meaning that they match as many elements of the string as possible
without causing the overall match to fail. If you want a closure to be reluctant (non-greedy), you can simply follow it with a
’?’. A reluctant closure will match as few elements of the string as possible when finding matches.

Set Password Restrictions
You can place restrictions on password usage. The restrictions include how long a user must wait before reusing a
password and how different the password must be from ones previously selected. You can also prevent users from
specifying words that you determine are a security risk or contain personal information.

NOTE
This setting requires additional configuration. See Enable Additional Password Policies.
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The Restriction section includes the following fields:

• Minimum number of days before reuse
Determines how many days a user must wait before reusing a password.

• Minimum number of passwords before reuse
Determines how many passwords must be used before a password can be reused.

NOTE
If you specify a length of time and number of passwords, both criteria are satisfied before a password can be
reused. For example, you can configure a password policy which requires users to wait 365 days and specify
12 passwords before reusing a password. After a year, if only six passwords have been used, another six are
used before the user can reuse the first password.

• Percent different from last password
Specifies the percentage of characters a new password is required to contain. You can set the value to 100. In this
case, the new password cannot contain characters that were in the previous password.

• Ignore sequence when checking for differences
Ignores the position of the characters in the password when determining the percentage.
For example, with an initial password is BASEBALL12 and the Ignore sequence when checking for differences check
box is selected, 12BASEBALL is not acceptable. With the check box deselected, 12BASEBALL is an acceptable
password because each letter occurs in a different position.
For increased security, Ignore sequence when checking for differences check box is selected.

Passwords Percent different Ignore sequence Accepted
BASEBALL12 (Old)
12BASEBALL

0 Selected
Deselected

Y
Y

BASEBALL12 (Old)
12BASEBALL

100 Selected
Deselected

N
Y

BASEBALL12 (Old)
12SOFTBALL

0 Selected
Deselected

Y
Y

BASEBALL12 (Old)
12SOFTBALL

90 Selected
Deselected

N
Y

BASEBALL12 (Old)
12SOFTBALL

100 Selected
Deselected

N
N

• Profile Attributes
Configuring the Match Length field prevents users from using personal information in their passwords. The Match
Length field determines the minimum sequence length the password policy compares to attributes in the directory
entry. For example, if this value is set to four, Identity Manager verifies that the password does not include the last four
characters of the user profile attributes, for example, last name or telephone number.

• Dictionary
Specifies a list of strings that cannot be used in passwords.

NOTE
A carriage return follows The last line of the dictionary entry.

The Dictionary settings include the following fields:
– Path--Contains the full path and name of the dictionary file.
– Match Length--Controls the length of strings that are compared against values in the dictionary file. The comparison

ignores the case of the strings. You can leave the Match Length field blank or can set it to zero. In these cases,
Identity Manager only rejects passwords that match a string in the dictionary exactly. When the match length is
greater than zero, Identity Manager rejects entries during the following conditions:
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• The password includes a substring which starts with the same series of characters as a dictionary entry.
• The number of consecutive matching characters is greater than or equal to the number specified in the Match

Length field.
For example, consider a dictionary file that contains the following entries:
• lion
• tiger
• bear
When the Match Length field is set to four results in the following actions:
"TeddyBear", rejected because Bear matches the bear entry in the dictionary file.
"prestige", rejected because "tige" matches the first four characters of the tiger entry in the dictionary file.
"Geiger Counter", accepted since "iger" does not include the first letter of the tiger entry in the dictionary file.

Configure Advanced Password Options
Advanced password policy options let you configure preprocessing of submitted passwords before validation and storage.
You can also assign to the policy a priority to allow predictable evaluation of multiple password policies that apply to the
same user directory or namespace.

• Do Not Force Case | Force Upper Case | Force Lower Case
Determine whether passwords are forced to upper or lower case before processing and storage. Choose a case
forcing option by clicking the Force Upper Case or Force Lower Case radio button. Otherwise, be sure that the Do Not
Force Case radio button (the default) is selected.
Important! Be sure that any case forcing option that you specify is consistent with any case-related composition
requirements you have defined.

• Remove Leading White Space
Select to remove leading white space from passwords before processing.

• Remove Trailing White Space
Select to remove trailing white space from passwords before processing.

• Remove Embedded White Space
Select to remove all embedded white space before processing.
Note: Some user directory implementations automatically strip leading or trailing white space from attribute values (in
which user passwords are stored) before storing them. The settings that you specify in your password policy have no
effect.

• Evaluation Priority
Specifies the evaluation priority for the password policy. The value is in the range 0 (the default) to 999. Applicable
policies are evaluated in descending order (999 first; 0 last).

• Apply Lower Priority Password Policies
Determines whether lower priority password policies are applied after this one.

Manage Password Policies
Administrators with the appropriate privileges can manage password policies using the View, Modify, Create, and Delete
Password Policy tasks. By default, these tasks appear in the Policies category.

When you access one of these tasks, Identity Manager displays a list of password policies that apply to the user store
associated with the current Identity Manager environment. If Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder, the list may
include password policies that are created in the SiteMinder Administrative User Interface using Password Services. You
can manage password policies that are created in Identity Manager or SiteMinder.
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Password Policies and Relational Databases
If you configure a password policy that applies to a relational database, you must use the following format to configure the
Password Data attribute for the SiteMinder User Directory:

tablename.columnname

To avoid syntax problems during execution, we recommend that this field reside in the primary table.

CA Identity Manager and CA SiteMinder® Integration Password Criteria
When Identity Manager is integrated with CA SSO® and uses CA SSO®’s password handling capability, password policies
are obtained from the CA SSO® Policy Store. In this case, construct passwords that meet CA SSO®’s password criteria.
The following punctuation characters are the only punctuation characters that meet <stmdr>'s password criteria:

'*', '(', '\',',','@','"',':','#','_','-','!','&','?',')','(','{','}','*','.','/'

WARNING
Identity Manager does not impose any restriction on the use of punctuation characters in passwords. However,
if you intend to use CA SSO®password capability, we recommended that you construct passwords that meet CA
SSO®’s restrictions.

Password Policies Overview
NOTE
A password policy is a set of rules and restrictions. These rules specify password creation and expiration.
When you configure a password policy in a Identity Manager environment, the policy applies to the user store
associated with the environment. If a user directory is associated with multiple environments, a password policy
defined in one environment can apply in other environments.

In a password policy, you can configure the following settings:

NOTE
Some of these settings require user directory mappings for certain attributes. See Enable Additional Password
Policies.

• Apply passwords to a specific set of users
• Password expiration -- Define events, such as a number of days elapsing or a number of failed login attempts, that

cause a password to expire. When a password expires, the user account is disabled.
• Password composition -- Specify the content requirements for new passwords. For example, you can configure

settings that require users to create passwords which are at least eight characters long and contain a number and a
letter.

• Regular expressions -- Provide an expression that determines the format of a valid password. You can specify whether
passwords match or do not match that format. You can also specify multiple regular expressions.

• Password restrictions -- Set limits on password reuse. For example, users must wait 90 days before reusing a
password.

• Advanced password options -- Specify actions that Identity Manager takes, such as making passwords lower case,
before processing a password. You can also specify the priority of a password policy when multiple password policies
apply.

SiteMinder users can also configure password policies in the SiteMinder Administrative user interface. These policies
appear in the Identity Manager User Console.

NOTE
When Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder, SiteMinder enforces all password policies.
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Creating a Service
Services simplify entitlement management. A service bundles together all the entitlements - tasks, roles, groups, and
attributes - a user needs for a given business role. Services are available to the user through Access request tasks in the
Identity Manager User Console. Access request tasks enable a user or administrator to request, assign, revoke and renew
a service.

Services allow an administrator to combine user entitlements into a single package, which are managed as a set. For
example, all new Sales employees need access to a defined set of tasks and accounts on specific endpoint systems.
They also need specific information added to their user account profiles. An administrator creates a service named Sales
Administration, containing all the required tasks, roles, groups, and profile attribute information for a new Sales employee.
When an administrator assigns the Sales Administration service to a user, that user receives the entire set of roles, tasks,
groups and account attributes that are defined by the service.

Another way users can access services is to request access themselves. In the User Console, each user has a list of
services available for their request. This list is populated with services marked as "Self Subscribing" by an administrator
with the appropriate privileges, typically during service creation. From the list of available services, users can request
access to the services they need. When the user requests access to a service, the request is fulfilled automatically, and
the associated entitlements are assigned to the user immediately. An administrator with the appropriate privileges can
also configure service fulfillment to require workflow approval, or to generate email notifications.

The following diagram shows the information to understand, and the steps to perform, to create a service.
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Figure 97: The diagram shows the information to understand, and the steps to perform, to create a service
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The following topics explain how to create a service and make it available to users:

1. Understand Service Creation.
2. Begin Service Creation.
3. Define the Service Profile.
4. Define Admin Policies for the Service.
5. Define Owner Rules for the Service.
6. Define Prerequisites for the Service.
7. Configure Email Notification for Service Renewal.
8. Understand Fulfillment and Revocation Actions.
9. Define Fulfillment and Revocation Actions for the Service.
10. Allow users to request access to services.

In the User Console, when the user clicks My Access, then Request & View Access, the user sees a list of services
available for their request. The services that appear in this list are those marked "Self Subscribing" by an administrator
with the appropriate privileges, typically during service creation.

11. Assign a Service Directly to a User.
12. Confirm the Service Assignment.

Understand Service Creation
Before you create a service, consider the prerequisite information and entitlements that are required to create and fulfill
the service.

Consider the following questions:

1. What business need does this service address? For example, you can create a service that makes an account on
Salesforce.com available to all new employees.

2. Do members of the service need certain admin roles? If so, create or identify those admin roles.
3. Must members of the service receive access to one or more endpoints? If so, create or identify those endpoints.
4. If members of the service need access to endpoints, create or identify the associated provisioning roles and account

templates.
5. Must members of the service be members of certain groups? If so, create or identify those groups.
6. Must certain user attributes be referenced or modified when a user becomes a member of the service? For example,

when a user receives the Salesforce.com service, is it necessary to confirm whether the department attribute for that
user is set to Sales? If so, create or identify those user attributes.

Once you have created or identified these prerequisites, you can begin service creation.

Begin Service Creation
You create a service from the User Console.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to an account that has service management privileges.
For example, the first user of an environment has the System Manager role, which has the Create Service task.

2. From the navigation menu, select Tasks, Services,
3. Click Manage Services, Create Service.
4. Define the Service Profile.

Define the Service Profile
On the Profile tab, you define basic characteristics of the service.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enter a name and tag. A tag is a unique identifier for the service.

NOTE
Tags can only contain alphanumeric and underscore characters, and cannot start with a number. Once
created, a tagname cannot be changed, or reused, even if a service is later deleted.

2. Select Enabled if you want to make the service available to users as soon as you create it.
3. Select Self Subscribing if you want this service to appear in the list of services available for users to request. When

Self-Subscribing is enabled, users can request access to this service through the User Console.
4. If desired, add one or more categories. Type a category name and click the up arrow to add it to the service.

Categories add additional information to a service. You can use this additional information to facilitate service searches
in environments that include a significant number of services.

5. Complete any other custom attributes that are defined for the service.
6. Specify a duration if you want this service to expire within a specified period after a user first receives it. Click Add,

then specify a time interval for the service.

NOTE
The service expiration is calculated from the date the user first receives the service, not from the date the
user requests the service.

7. (Optional) To have an email sent to users before their service expires, add a notification period.Specify multiple
notification periods to send multiple emails.
For example, you can send an email one week before a service expires, then send another email the day before the
service expires.

NOTE
To send notifications before a service expires, configure the Email tab in the Create or Modify Service task.

8. Specify a Service Run-time User Data Screen if you want to collect additional user data at the time a user requests the
service.
Use a Service Run-time User Data Screen to help ensure that all user data necessary to fulfill the service exists in the
system. For example, a valid email address is required to fulfill a service that creates an account in Google Apps. If
an email address for a user does not exist in the Identity Manager user store, the user is required to provide it when
requesting the service.
a. Click Browse.

A list of available profile screens appears. These screens are typically used to collect user data.
b. Select a profile screen that contains the user data you want to collect. Choose one of the following options:

• Click Select to collect all user data contained in that screen.
OR
• Click Copy to customize the user data you want to collect. Specify a name and unique tag for the new screen.

Add, edit or remove user data elements, and click OK.
OR
• Click Edit to change the user data contained in that screen. Add, edit, or remove user data elements, and click

OK.

WARNING
If you edit a user data screen, your changes apply everywhere the screen is used in the User Console.
Consider copying and customizing the profile screen instead.

c. Click Select.
The user data elements that you selected are collected at the time the user requests the service.

NOTE
If the required data exists in the system when a user requests the service, the data is prepopulated in the
profile screen.

9. Define Admin Policies for the Service.
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Define Admin Policies for the Service
On the Administrators tab, you define who can add or remove users as members and administrators of this service.
Admin policies contain admin and scope rules and at least one administrator privilege (Manage Members or Manage
Administrators).

Admin rules define who can administer this service. Scope rules limit which users can become administrators. For
example, an admin rule can allow all members of the Sales group to administer a service. A scope rule can then limit
those users to only members of the Sales group in Boston, MA.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Administrators tab, click Add.
The Admin Policy screen appears.

2. Define an admin rule for which users can administer this service. For example, you can specify users who are
members of the Sales group, or who have the specific job title profile attribute of Sales Manager.
Click the left arrow to edit a previously specified portion of a rule.

3. Define a scope rule to limit which users can administer this service. For example, if you specified users who are
members of the Sales group in your admin rule, you can then limit the scope of that rule to only users whose city is
Boston, MA.

NOTE
You can add several admin policies with different rules and different privileges for each service.

4. If you want to allow administrators to add or remove members of this service, click "Can manage members of this
service.”

5. Click OK.
6. To edit a policy further, click the Edit icon. To remove a policy, click the minus sign icon.
7. Define Owner Rules for the service.

Define Owner Rules for the Service
On the Owners tab, you define rules about who can be an owner of the service. An owner is a user who can modify the
service.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Owners tab, click Add.
The Owner Rule screen appears.

2. Define an owner rule for which users can own this service. For example, you can specify users who are members of
the Sales group, or who have the specific job title profile attribute of Sales Manager.
Click the left arrow to edit a previously specified portion of a rule.

3. Click OK.
4. Define Prerequisites for the service.

Define Prerequisites for the Service
On the Prerequisites tab, you define services that users must have before requesting this service. A service only appears
in the list of available services for a given user if that user is a member of all prerequisite services.

If a duration is set for a prerequisite service, that duration applies to the service you are defining. For example, Service A
is a prerequisite for Service B. Service A has a duration of one week. Service B also expires in one week.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Prerequisites tab, click Add Service.
A search screen appears.
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2. Search for a service you want to designate as a prerequisite for this service.
To display a list of all services over which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

3. Select a service and click Select.
An updated list of prerequisites for this service appears.

Configure Email Notification for Service Renewal
Some services expire after a certain period.

On the Email tab, you can configure an email notification that reminds service members to renew their membership before
it expires. Members can then use the Renew Service task to renew their access.

Identity Manager provides a default email template that includes dynamic content. This content is automatically populated
when the email is sent. Dynamic content, which appears in curly brackets ({ }) in the email notification editor, adds a
specific user name, service name, and expiration date to the email.

You can modify the content of the email notification in the editor. For example, you can modify the body or subject text,
change the font, or remove dynamic content.

NOTE
Note the following items when configuring email notifications:

• If you are including dynamic content in the email notification, do not modify the text between the curly brackets ({ }).
• If the service has a prerequisite service that expires, email notifications are only sent for the prerequisite service, even

when email notifications are configured for both services.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Email tab, select the Email notification to users before the service expires check box to enable notifications.
2. (Optional) Customize the email notification using the controls in the editor.

The email notification editor supports HTML. You can add HTML content to the body of the email notification by
clicking the Toggle HTML Source button (<>) in the toolbar.

3. Understand Fulfillment and Revocation actions.

Understand Fulfillment and Revocation Actions
 

On the Actions tab, you define the entitlements and information. This is the tasks, roles, groups, and attributes that you
can be added, modified, or removed when a service is assigned or revoked. Service actions define the actions that a
service carries out.

Identity Manager uses a Policy Xpress policy to define the circumstances under which Fulfillment and Revocation actions
occur. Identity Manager preconfigures this policy so that whenever a user requests a service, the proper conditions and
data exist. The service is automatically fulfilled or revoked.

An administrator must define the actions that the system takes in fulfilling or revoking a service. For example, when
creating a service, an administrator can specify that service members receive the Sales Manager admin role, the
Salesforce.com provisioning role, and the Sales group. Likewise, the administrator can specify that these entitlements are
removed when the service is revoked.

Define Fulfillment and Revocation Actions for the Service
On the Actions tab, you define the entitlements and information that the system adds, modifies, or removes when a
service is assigned to, or a service is removed from, a user.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click the Actions tab.
The Fulfillment and Revocation Actions screen appears.

2. Click the Manage Fulfillment Actions button.
The Create Policy Xpress Policy screen appears.

WARNING
Some tabs in this screen contain pre-defined information to create your service. Do not change the values in
these tabs: Profile, Events, Data, Entry Rules.

3. Click the Action Rules tab, then click the pencil icon to edit the pre-configured action rule.
The Edit Action Rule screen appears.

WARNING
Some information in this screen is pre-defined to create your service. Do not change the values in these
fields: Name, Description, Priority. Likewise, do not change the values in the Action Rule Conditions section.

4. In the Add Actions section, click the Add Action when Matched button.
The Add Action when Matched screen appears. On this screen, you define the actions that the system takes when the
service is assigned to a user.

5. Enter a name that defines the purpose of the action.
For example, enter "Add the Sales Manager Admin Role."

6. Select the category of action you want the system to take.
For example, to add a role, select the Roles category.

7. Select the type of action you want the system to take.
For example, to add or remove an admin role, select the Set Admin Role type.

8. Select the function that you want the system to perform.
For example, to add an admin role, select the Add function.
Note: When you select a function, a description of that function appears. This description can help you determine
whether the selected function results in the system behavior you want.

9. Define the specific action that you want the system to take.
For example, to add an admin role named "Sales Manager", enter the role name, or click the Browse button and select
Sales Manager from the list of available admin roles.

10. Click OK.
Repeat this procedure until you have added all the desired actions for this service.

NOTE
Do not enter values under the Remove Actions section. Instead, continue with the following steps to define
revocation actions.

11. Click OK.
The system associates the designated fulfillment actions with the service. When a user receives the service, the
system adds all associated entitlements and information.

12. Click OK.
The Fulfillment and Revocation Actions screen appears.

13. Click the Manage Revocation Actions button.
The Create Policy Xpress Policy screen appears.

WARNING
Some tabs in this screen contain pre-defined information to create your service. Do not change the values in
these tabs: Profile, Events, Data, Entry Rules.

14. Repeat steps three through twelve, adding revocation actions.
Revocation actions are actions that the system takes when the service is removed from a user. Create revocation
actions for a service that are the exact opposite of the fulfillment actions for that service. When the service is then
removed from a user, all associated entitlements and information are removed from the user.
To continue the previous example, click Add Action when Matched, then:
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– In Name, enter "Revoke the Sales Manager Admin Role."
– In Category, select Roles.
– In Type, select Set Admin Role.
– In Function, select Remove.
– Enter the role name "Sales Manager", or click the Browse button and select Sales Manager from the list of available

admin roles.
The service associates the designated revocation actions with the service. When an administrator removes the service
from a user, the system removes all associated entitlements and information.

15. Click Submit
You can now assign a service to a user.

Assign a Service for a User
You can assign a service directly to an individual user. This user becomes a member of the service.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Services, Request & View Access.
A list of services you can administer appears.

2. Select the service that you want to assign to a user and click Select.
A list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

3. Click Request Access.
4. Search for a user to whom you want to assign the service.

To display a list of all users for whom you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

5. Select a user and click Select.
An updated list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

6. Click Save Changes.
The user receives the specified service. The user receives all applications, roles, groups, and attributes you included
in the service.

Confirm Service Assignment
Once you have assigned a service to a user, confirm that all tasks associated with the service completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Choose one of the following actions:
a. If you assigned the service to yourself, select My Access, View Access History.
b. If you assigned the service to another user, select Services, View Service Access Request History.
A search screen appears.

2. Search for the service you assigned to a user.
To display a list of all services over which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.
A list of services you can administer appears.

3. Select the service that you assigned, and click Select.
A history of actions that are associated with the service appears.

4. Click Last Changed to see the most recent actions first.
5. Confirm that the user in question received the service successfully.
6. Click Close.
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Assign a Service to a User
You can assign a service directly to an individual user. This user becomes a member of the service.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Services, Request & View Access.
A list of services you can administer appears.

2. Select the service that you want to assign to a user and click Select.
A list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

3. Click Request Access.
4. Search for a user to whom you want to assign the service.

To display a list of all users for whom you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.

5. Select a user and click Select.
An updated list of users that are assigned to the service appears.

6. Click Save Changes.
The user receives the specified service. The user receives all applications, roles, groups, and attributes you included
in the service.

Confirm Service Assignment

Once you have assigned a service to a user, confirm that all tasks associated with the service completed successfully.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to Services, View Service Access Request History.
A search screen appears.

2. Search for the service you assigned to a user.
To display a list of all services over which you have administrative privileges, click Search without modifying the search
criteria.
A list of services you can administer appears.

3. Select the service that you assigned, and click Select.
A history of actions that is associated with the service appears.

4. Click Last Changed to see the most recent actions first.
5. Confirm that the user in question received the service successfully.
6. Click Close.

Email Notifications
This section contains the following tasks:

Select an Email Notification Method
 

The following table summarizes the differences between email notification policies and the email templates:

Activity Email Management Tasks Email Templates
Configuring email notifications Administrators use admin tasks in the User

Console to create, modify, view, and delete
email notifications.

Administrators modify default templates in
the Identity Manager Administrative Tools.
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Configuring when emails are sent Identity Manager can generate email notifications when certain events or tasks occur.
The email management tasks and the email templates support the same events and
tasks, however, the email management tasks provide more granularity in some cases.
Email notifications are supported for the following tasks and events:
An event requiring approval or rejection by a workflow approver is pending
Note: If you have a WorkPoint approval process that has more than one approval
activity, the email notification configured using the email management tasks sends a
notification for each activity. If you use the email templates for the same notification, only
one email is sent to approvers (when the event reaches the pending state).
An approver approves an event or task
An approver rejects an event or task
An event or task starts, fails, or completes
A user is created or modified

Adding dynamic content to emails Administrators add dynamic content to the
body of an email message by selecting
from a list of options in the Content tab of
the Create Email or Modify Email tasks.
Identity Manager automatically populates
the dynamic content based on information
in the event ot task that triggers the
notification.

Administrators use the Email Template
API to customize the default email
templates, which are used to generate
email notifications.

Supporting existing email notifications Email notifications that are configured using
the email management tasks are based on
Policy Xpress policies. If you upgraded from
Identity Manager Option Pack 1 to Identity
Manager 12.6.3, the email notifications
that you configured in Policy Xpress will
continue to work. However, you manage
those email notifications using the email
management tasks, instead of Policy
Xpress.

Email notifications that you created using
the email template method in previous
versions of Identity Manager will continue to
work in Identity Manager 12.6.3.

Configure SMTP Settings for the Application Server
Before enabling email notifications, configure the SMTP settings. See the following sections to configure SMTP settings
for your application server.

SMTP Settings on JBoss or Wildfly

Follow these steps:

1. In a text editor, open the following configuration file:
– Single node: jboss_home\standalone\configuration\standalone-full.xml
– Cluster: jboss_home\standalone\configuration\standalone-full-ha.xml

2. Locate the section of “outbound-socket-binding name="mail-smtp"”:
    <outbound-socket-binding name="mail-smtp">

             <remote-destination host="localhost" port="25"/>

 

3. Update the host with your smtp hostname. For example:
 <remote-destination host="smtp.mailserver.company.com" port="25"/>
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NOTE

To use an authenticated smtp server, locate the section of <smtp-server outbound-socket-binding-
ref="mail-smtp", and then add the following mail server authentication details:

Wildfly:

 <smtp-server outbound-socket-binding-ref="mail-smtp" tls="true" username="<>" password="<>"/>  

 

Jboss 6.x:

 <smtp-server outbound-socket-binding-ref="mail-smtp" tls="true" >

<login name="<>" password="<>"/> 

 </smtp-server>

 

4. Save the standalone-full.xml or standalone-full-ha.xml file, as appropriate.
5. In a text editor, open the following email properties file:

 jboss_home\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\email.properties

 

6. To set the email return address that workflow the generated email uses, locate the admin.email.address property,
and then set the value to the appropriate email address. For example:
 admin.email.address=admin@company.com

7. Restart the application server to apply the settings.

If you are using the email template method, enable email notifications in the Management Console.

You do not need to enable email notifications in the Management Console if you are using email notification policies.

SMTP Settings on WebLogic

You configure email settings in the WebLogic Server Administration Console and in an email.properties file.

Follow these steps to configure email settings for WebLogic:

1. In the WebLogic Server Administration Console, navigate to Services, Mail Sessions, the iam_im IAM Suite mail
session, and then modify the mail session with the following JavaMail properties:
– mail.smtp.host property: Set this value to your SMTP server. For example,

mail.smtp.host=mymailserver.company.com
– mail.transport.protocol property: Set this value to SMTP. For example, mail.transport.protocol=smtp
– JNDI Name: iam/im/mail/nete/Mail
– Target: the WebLogic server name

NOTE

To use an authenticated smtp server, provide the Session Username, Password, and Confirm Password, and
also add the following properties under the JavaMail Properties box:
mail.smtp.starttls.enable=true
mail.smtp.auth=true

2. In a text editor, open the following email properties file for Identity Manager:
 weblogic_domain\applications\iam.ear\config\com\netegrity\config\email.properties

 

3. Set the email return address used by workflow-generated emails by locating the admin.email.address property and
setting the value to the appropriate email address. For example:
admin.email.address=admin@company.com

4. Restart the application server to apply the settings.
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5. Enable email notification in the Management Console.

NOTE
You do not need to enable email notifications in the Management Console if you are using email notification
policies.

SMTP Settings on WebSphere

The imsSetup utility that you run after installing the Identity Manager components configures a new mail session object
called mailMail.

For the email notification feature to work correctly, specify the server that WebSphere connects to when sending email in
the Mail Transport Host field for the mailMail session.

Follow these steps to configure email settings for WebSphere

1. In the WebSphere Server Administration Console, Navigate to Resources, Mail Providers, Built-in Mail Provider, Mail
Sessions, iam_im-mailMail.

NOTE

To view the mailMail object, change the Scope to Server in the Mail Session screen. If you do not change the
scope to Server, the mailMail object is not displayed.

2. Open mailMail object and provide your smtp server hotname name under Outgoing Mail properties. For example,
Server: your smtp server hostname

NOTE

To use an authenticated smtp server, provide User, Password, and the Verify Password, and also add
following custom properties:
mail.smtp.starttls.enable=true
mail.smtp.auth=true

3. Restart the application server to apply the settings.

For more information on configuring a WebSphere mail provider, see the WebSphere documentation.

If you are using the email template method, enable email notification in the Management Console after you configure the
SMTP settings.

NOTE

: You do not need to enable email notifications in the Management Console if you are using email notification
policies.

Configure a Unique Administrator Email Address for Each Environment
You can configure a unique administrator email address for each Identity Manager environment.

Follow these steps::

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments is displayed.

2. Select a Identity Manager environment.
3. Go to Advanced Settings, E-mail.
4. In the Administrator Email address, specify an email address for that environment.
5. Click Save.
6. Click Restart environment.

You can now segregate mails from different Identity Manager environments as you receive email notifications from a
different email address for each Identity Manager environment.
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Create Email Notification Policies
Use the User Console to create an email notification policy. The email notification policy sends an email to the configured
recipients when certain actions are triggered in the Identity Manager environment. For example, you can create an email
notification policy to notify an approver when a user is created.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager User Console.
2. Navigate to System, Email, Create Email.
3. Use one of the following options:

– Select Create a new object of type Managed E-mail to create an email notification policy as a new email object.
– Select Create a copy of an object of type Managed E-mail, to create an email notification policy with an existing

email object as a template. Next, search, and select an existing template for email policy creation.
4. Configure the following tabs:

a. Profile: Specifies the profile of an email notification policy that you are creating.
For more details, see Profile Tab.

b. Sender: Specifies the email address of a user who sends an email notification to a recipient.
For more details, see Sender Tab.

c. When to Send: Specifies the event to trigger an email notification.
For more details, see When to Send Tab.

d. Recipients: Specifies recipients that receive an email notification.
For more details, see Recipients Tab.

e. Content: Specifies the subject and content of an email.
For more details, see Email Content.

5. Click Submit.

Profile Tab

Configure the following fields in the Profile tab to define the profile of an email notification policy:

• Email Name
Specifies the name of an email notification policy. The email name is not displayed in an email sent to the recipient.
The email name is used to manage the email notification policy in the User Console only.

• Category
Groups email notification policies to simplify management. You can select any existing category from the drop-down
list or can enter a new category.

• Description
Specifies a text that describes an email notification policy. The description is not displayed in an email sent to the
recipient.

• Enabled
When enabled, an email is sent to the recipient only when the conditions defined in the When to Send tab are met.

• Custom Data
Creates a custom data element in Policy Xpress that is used to configure custom recipients or custom content. Custom
data elements can also be used as parameters in other Data Elements.
When you click Custom Data, a screen opens where you can add new Data Elements.

• Entry Rules
Lets you define granular-level rules to send email notifications in cases where the default rules defined in the When to
Send tab are not granular enough.
Example: In the When to Send tab, you define a rule that sends an email when any attribute of a user profile is
modified. If you want to send an email only when the user department changes, then you must create a custom entry
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rule. In this case, you create a custom data element that identifies when the department changes and then create an
entry rule that uses the custom data element that you created.
Note: For more details, see Entry Rules.

Sender Tab

By default, an email notification is sent to a recipient from the administrator email address. The administrator email
address is configured in the Management Console or the email.properties file. To send an email notification from a
different sender email address, do the following configurations in the Sender Tab.

1. By default, the Admin Email Address option is selected. When this option is selected, it means that an email
notification is sent to a recipient from the administrator email address. To configure a different sender email address,
perform the following actions:
a. De-select Admin Email Address.
b. Click S ender Email Address to select a different sender email address.
c. Search and select a user to send an email notification from its configured email address.

2. Click Submit.

When to Send Tab

In the When to Send tab, you can configure events that determine when an email notification must be sent to a recipient.
By default, Identity Manager comes with several event types. You can select one or more of the following events at which
an email triggers. For few events, in addition to the event type, you must select an event name. For example, to send
an email when an endpoint creation task fails, you must select the Event Type as "Task Failed" and the Event Name as
"Create Endpoint (CreateEndpoint)".

• User Created
Sends an email when a user is created. The email is sent when the CreateUserEvent reaches completion.

• User Modified
Sends an email when a user is modified. The email is sent when the ModifyUserEvent reaches completion.

• Event Started
Sends an email before an event gets executed. When you select this option, specify the event name.
Note: If you specify Event Started, and the email fails to send notification, then the event that is associated with the
notification will not execute.

• Event Ended
Sends an email after an event is executed. When you select this option, specify the event name.

• Workflow Pending
Sends an email when a workflow process assigns an approver. When you select this option, specify the applicable
workflow process. Email that is defined with this policy sends individual email to approvers at every step of the
selected workflow process.

• Workflow Pending Email
Sends an email when a workflow process reaches a specified activity. When you select this option, specify the
applicable workflow process. Email that is defined with this policy sends individual email notification for each approval
step.

• Event Approved
Sends an email when an event reaches the Approved state. When you select this option, specify the event name.

• Event Rejected
Sends an email when an event reaches the Rejected state. When you select this option, specify the event name.

• Event Failed
Sends an email when an event fails. When you select this option, specify the event name.

• Task Submitted
Sends an email when a task starts processing. When you select this option, specify the task or the event name.

• Task Failed
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Sends an email if a task fails. When you select this option, specify the task or the event name.
• Task Completes

Sends an email when a task completes. When you select this option, specify the name of the task or the event name.

Recipients Tab

You can add recipients for the To, CC, or BCC fields of an email from the Recipients Tab. To add a recipient, do the
following configurations in the Recipients tab:

1. Click the Edit icon to add a recipient for the To, CC, or BCC fields respectively.
2. Select one of the following recipient categories from the drop-down list:

– Initiator
Sends email to the person who initiated the request.

– User
Sends email to the user on whom a task is performed.

– ManagerSends email to the manager of the user on whom a task is performed.

NOTE

• To use the Manager recipient option, configure the manager attribute for the environment. To configure
the manager attribute, navigate to Environments, EnvironmentName, Advanced Settings,
Miscellaneous in the Management Console. Set managerattribute to the name of the physical
attribute that stores the unique name of a user manager.

• For relational databases, specify the attribute using the following format: tablename.attribute.
– Static

Sends email to a selected email address. You can specify the email address in the additional text area available. Do
not specify more than one address in the text area.

– Custom
Allows you to select a custom data element to define the recipients. When you select the custom option, a drop-
down list appears with the custom data elements that are available for use.

– Role Member
Sends email to all members of an admin role. Select a role from the drop-down list.

– Group Member
Sends email to all members of a group. Select a group from the drop-down list.

– Workflow Approvers
Sends email to all approvers in the workflow process. This option is only applicable if the email is sent for a
workflow pending event.

Content Tab

You can define the subject and body of an email using simple text, or can add dynamic content that is calculated when an
email is sent.

The subject line is a plain text field where you can write your message. This message is the subject of the email.

The body is displayed in an HTML editor. You can insert and format any text to form the email body.

To add dynamic content to the subject line, use the drop-down list below the subject line. And, to add dynamic content in
the email body, use the drop-down list below the content box. The editor adds dynamic content indicators, which resemble
the following, where the cursor is located:

{type}

type represents one of the supported dynamic content types.
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For example, when you select the Attribute dynamic content type and specify the FirstName attribute, the HTML editor
displays the following in the Content tab:

{'Attribute: FirstName'}

When the email message is sent, the dynamic content is replaced with the appropriate text. The text retains the
formatting, such as bold characters, which are specified in the HTML editor.

Dynamic content types include the following:

• Date
Specifies current date in the format you specify.

• Task
Specifies the task for which an email is sent.

• Object Name
Specifies the name of the object in the event that triggers the email. If the event is a user event, this field is the user
login name.
The object can be something other than a user. For example, it can be any managed object such as a group, admin
role.

• Attribute
Specifies the value of one of the user attributes. The user is the subject of the task. This option requires selecting the
attribute from a drop-down list.

• Manager Attribute
Specifies the value of one of the attributes of the user manager. The user is the subject of the task. This option
requires selecting the attribute from a drop-down list.

NOTE

• To use the Manager recipient option, configure the manager attribute for the environment. To configure
the manager attribute, navigate to Environments, EnvironmentName, Advanced Settings,
Miscellaneous in the Management Console. Set managerattribute to the name of the physical attribute
that stores the unique name of a user manager.

• For relational databases, specify the attribute using the following format: tablename.attribute
• Custom

Allows you to select a custom data element to define the recipients. When you select the custom option, a drop-down
list appears with the custom data elements that are available for use.

Manage Email Notification Policies

Modify an Email Notification Policy

You can modify an existing email notification policy to suit your business requirements.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Select System, Email, Modify Email.
2. Search and select an existing email notification policy to modify.
3. Change the settings in the Profile, Sender, When to Send, Recipients, and Content tabs as needed.

Disable an Email Notification Policy

When you create or modify an email notification policy, you can enable or disable an email notification policy by selecting
the Enabled check box in the Profile tab. When an email notification policy is disabled, the selected email is not active
and an email is not sent.

 Note : Email notification policies are enabled by default.
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Use Case Sending a Welcome Email
When a new employee is hired, Forward, Inc, wants to send a welcome email to the new user. The email intends to
provide important information, such as links to the employee home page, and information about their manager and
department.

To create such a welcome email, the Human Resources administrator defines an email policy as follows:

1. Log in to the user console.
2. Navigate to System, Email, Create Email.
3. In the Profile tab, do the following configurations:

– E-mail Name: Enter a name for the email notification policy.
– Category: Either select from the available list or enter a custom category.
– Enabled: Select Enabled.

4. In the Sender tab, select the email address of a user who would send the welcome email. By default, an administrator
sends an email.

5. In the When to Send tab, select the event as User Created.
6. In the Recipients tab, complete the following steps:

a. Click the Edit icon next to the To field.
b. Select the To recipient as User, and click the plus sign. Similarly, select another recipient as Manager, and click

OK.
c. Click the Edit icon next to the CC field. 
d. Select the CC recipient as Initiator, and click the plus sign and then OK. This sends a copy of the email to the user

who created an employee in Identity Manager.
7. In the Content tab, complete the following steps:

– In the Subject field, enter the following text: Welcome
– With the cursor at the end of the text that you entered, select Attribute from the first drop-down list. Next, select

Full Name from the second drop-down list, and then click the plus sign.
The subject line resembles the following:
Welcome, {'Attribute: %FullName%'}
Note: The attribute name depends on the user store and attribute that you are using.

– In the Content box, add any welcome text. Include links to the Employee portal and use the dynamic content
options under the content box to display the user's department, manager, and manager's telephone number.

 

 

Working with Email Templates
Identity Manager includes default email templates that you can use to generate email messages. You can use the default
templates as installed, or customize them to suit your business needs.

Use Email Templates

To use email templates

1. Configure SMTP Settings to enable Identity Manager to send email notifications.
2. Enable email notification in the Management Console.
3. Configure an event or task to send an email, below.
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4. (Optional) Customize the default email templates, below, as needed.

Enable Email Notification

You can enable or disable email notification for Identity Manager environment. If you enable email notifications, Identity
Manager sends email notifications for events and tasks you specify.

NOTE
To use the Forgotten Password feature, enable email notification.

NOTE
Before you enable email notifications in Identity Manager, configure the SMTP settings for your application
server.

To enable email notifications

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments is displayed.

2. Click the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Go to Advanced Settings, Email.
4. Select the Enabled check box.
5. Configure the events and tasks that trigger email.
6. Click Save.
7. Restart the instance of the application server on which Identity Manager is installed.

Configure an Event or Task To Send Email

If email notifications are enabled, you can specify a list of events and tasks that trigger email notifications. For example,
you may want email sent in the following circumstances:

• To a system administrator, at the completion of a Reset User Password task.
• To a new employee’s manager, at the completion of a Create User task. In addition, when the AddToGroupEvent

generated within the Create User task is approved, another email can be sent to all members of a group to which the
new user is being added.

To specify events and tasks that trigger email notifications

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
A list of Identity Manager environments is displayed.

2. Click the appropriate Identity Manager environment.
3. Go to Advanced Settings, Email.

The Email Properties screen opens.
4. Select the following Enable check boxes that apply:

– Events E-mail Enabled
Enables email notification for Identity Manager events

– Tasks Email Enabled
Enables email notification for Identity Manager tasks

5. Enter the location of the email templates that Identity Manager uses to create the email messages.
The email templates are located in a subdirectory in the following location:
iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates

NOTE
When you create an email template file with a file name using a different language, the operating system
session should be operating in a language that supports the character set.

6. Specify the events for which email notifications are sent as follows:
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– To add an event, select the event in the Event list box, and click Add.
Identity Manager adds the event you selected to the list of events for which email notifications are sent.

NOTE
If you select an event that is not associated with a workflow process, Identity Manager sends an email
notification when the event completes.

– To delete an event, select the event's check box, then click Delete.
7. Specify the tasks for which email notifications are sent as follows:

– To add a task, search for the task by selecting a condition in the first field, and entering a task name in the second
field. Click Search.
You can enter a partial task name by using the wildcard (*) character. For example, to search for a Create task,
enter Create*.
Select one or more tasks from the search results. Click Add.

NOTE
Task-level email notifications are not available for tasks that have the action type View or Self View. To
see the action type of a task, go to Modify Admin Task, Select a Task, and check the action field in the
task profile.

– To delete a task, select the task's check box, then click Delete.
Deleting a task removes the task from the Task table. It does not delete the task.

8. When you finish configuring the tasks and events that trigger email notifications, click Save.
9. Restart the application server on which Identity Manager is installed.

Email Templates

Email notifications are generated from email templates. Identity Manager provides default email templates that you can
use as installed, or that you can use to create your own email templates.

Each email template contains the following:

• Delivery information--A list of email recipients. Identity Manager automatically generates the list of recipients, based
on users involved in the task. For example, an approval email is sent to all Approvers for the task.

• Subject--The text used in the message’s subject line.
• Content--The message body. The body typically contains both static text and variables, which Identity Manager

resolves based on the task or event that triggers the email.

The default email templates are located in an emailTemplates directory where the Identity Manager administrative tools
are installed. The default installation location for the administrative tools is:

• For Windows--C:\Program Files\CA\IAM Suite\Identity Manager\tools\emailtemplates
• For UNIX--<home_directory>/CA/IAM Suite/Identity Manager/tools/emailtemplates

The emailTemplates directory contains five folders. Each folder is associated with a task or event state:

Directory Contents

Approved defaultEvent.tmpl--Informs recipients that an event has been approved
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Completed CertificationNonCertifiedActionCompletedNotification.tmpl--Informs the manager that a non-compliance
action has been applied to an employee.
CertificationNonCertifiedActionPendingNotification.tmpl--Informs the manager that a non-compliance action
will be applied to an employee.
CertificationRequiredFinalNotification.tmpl--Final reminder to a manager that the Certify User task must be
completed for an employee.
CertificationRequiredNotification.tmpl--Informs the manager that a certification process has begun for an
employee. The manager must complete a Certify User task for this employee.
CertificationRequiredReminderNotification.tmpl--Reminds the manager that the Certify User task must be
completed for an employee.
Certify Employee.tmpl--Informs an administrator that the certification process for an employee is complete.
CreateProvisioningUserNotificationEvent.tmpl--Sends a temporary password to a user when that user’s
account is created in the provisioning directory.
defaultTask.tmpl--Informs recipients that Identity Manager has completed a task.
ForgottenPassword.tmpl--Sends a temporary password to users who have used the forgotten password
feature.
ForgottenUserID.tmpl--Sends a user ID to users who have used the forgotten user ID feature.
Self Registration.tmpl--Informs a user that a self-registration task has completed successfully.

Invalid AssignProvisioningRoleEvent.tmpl--Informs recipients that a request to add a user to a provisioning role
failed
DefaultEvent.tmpl--Informs recipients that an event failed
DefaultTask.tmpl--Informs recipients that a Identity Manager task failed

Pending defaultEvent.tmpl--Informs approvers that a work list item requires attention
ModifyUserEvent.tmpl--Same as the default template, but includes methods for retrieving the attributes of
the User managed object

Rejected defaultEvent.tmpl--Informs recipients that an event has been rejected

Use the Identity Manager templates and template directory structure that are installed in the <im_admin_tools_dir>
\Identity Manager\tools\
emailTemplates directory as a base for creating custom email templates.

Template Directories

Each template directory described in is associated with a particular task or event state. For example, if an email is to be
sent for an event that has been rejected in a workflow process, Identity Manager looks in a deployed rejected directory for
the template to use. Identity Manager then generates the email from the appropriate email template in the directory.

Email Templates in a Directory

Each deployed template directory contains one or more email templates. When a task or event occurs for which email
is enabled, Identity Manager searches the appropriate template directory for a template name that is the same as the
name of the task or event. If such a template cannot be found, Identity Manager uses the default template in the directory.
Default template names are listed in . For example, Identity Manager uses defaultEvent.tmpl in the Pending directory to
inform approvers that they have a new work list item.

Sets of Template Directories

A set of template directories contains an approved, completed, pending, and rejected directory. You can deploy multiple
sets of template directories and specify one set to be used for a given Identity Manager environment.

Email Template Deployment provides information on deploying sets of template directories.

For information on configuring email template directories so that Identity Manager uses the correct set for a given
environment, see the  Identity Manager Configuration Guide.
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Create Email Templates

To create custom email messages

1. Open the template that you want to modify.
For example, if you want to create an email message for a pending Create User event, open defaultEvent.tmpl in the
Pending directory.

2. Save the template in the same directory with a new name. The name must match the name of the event to which the
email applies, and have the extension .tmpl.
For example, name the message for the pending Create User event as follows:
CreateUserEvent.tmpl
Note: When you create an email template file with a file name using a different language, the operating system
session should be operating in a language that supports the character set.

3. Modify the message template as needed, as described in the next section, Custom Email Templates.

Custom Email Templates
An email template is a dynamic file that supports both HTML and embedded server-side JavaScript. A template lets you
insert variable values into static text, allowing case-specific messages to be generated from a single template. 

The same template can be used any number of times to print out boilerplate static text (such as the phrase has been
approved) along with variable text specific to a given context (such as the name of the event being approved).

For example, here is a template for reporting the approval of an event:

<!-- Define the E-mail Properties --->

<%

   _to = _util.getNotifiers("ADMIN");

   _cc = "" ;

   _bcc = "";

   _subject = _eventContextInformation.getEventName() + " approved";

%>

<!--- Start of Body --->

<html>

<body text="Navy">

Event: <b> <%=_eventContextInformation.getEventName()%> </b><br>

<%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectTypeName()%>:

<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectName()%></b><br>

In <%=_eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectTypeName()%>:

<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectName()%></b><br>

Status: <b>Approved</b>

</body>

</html>

NOTE
The Identity Manager objects _util and _eventContextInformation used in the above example are described in
Email Template API.

If an approval is generated for the event CreateUserEvent, and user John Jones is created in organization HR, the body
of the email notification generated from the approval template might look like this:

Event: CreateUserEvent

USER: John Jones

In ORGANIZATION: HR

Status: Approved
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The following sections describe the syntax and Identity Manager objects that make dynamic email messages possible.

Template Elements

Identity Manager email templates support:

• Standard HTML tags.
• Server-side JavaScript.
• One or more implicit objects that Identity Manager makes available to an instance of the template--that is, to an email

message.
• Identity Manager tags that let you embed JavaScript in the template, call the methods in the implicit Identity Manager

objects, and insert variable values into the template’s static text.

Identity Manager Tag Extensions

Email templates support the following tags:

• <% %>
Embeds JavaScript into an email template.

• <%= %>
Inserts a variable value into static text.

The tags are described in the following sections.

<% %>

This tag lets you embed JavaScript for in-line execution into an email template.

You can use any JavaScript object within the embedded JavaScript. You can also call Identity Manager implicit object
methods within the embedded JavaScript.

For example, the following code modifies the body of the approval template shown in . JavaScript is used to determine if
a secondary object is involved in the event (such as an ORGANIZATION object when a USER primary object is added). If
there is no secondary object, the text relating to the secondary object is omitted from the message:

Event: <b> <%=_eventContextInformation.getEventName()%> </b><br>

<%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectTypeName()%>:

<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectName()%></b><br>

<%

var secondaryType =        _eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectTypeName();

if (secondaryType != "") {

   template.add("In " + secondaryType + ": ");

   template.add("<b> "+_eventContextInformation.getSecondary

                                   ObjectName()+" </b><br>");

   }

%>

Status: <b>Approved</b>

<%= %>

This tag lets you insert a variable value into static text. The value can be:

• A variable defined in some previously executed JavaScript in the template--for example:
<%

var secondaryType =      _eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectTypeName();

...           // More JavaScript processing

%>

...           // More HTML
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The primary object was created in <%=secondaryType%>.

• A value returned from a method in a Identity Manager implicit object--for example:
Event <%=_eventContextInformation.getEventName()%> is approved.

Email Template API

When a message is generated from a template, Identity Manager makes the implicit objects below available to the
message. These objects let you insert instance-specific information into a message by calling methods in the Email
Template API.

A template can call the methods in any of the following objects:

• _contentType. Specifies the contentType for the email.
• _priority. Specifies the priority for the email.
• _to. Adds recipients to the message’s To field.
• _cc. Adds recipients to the message’s cc (send copy to) field.
• _bcc. Adds recipients to the message’s bcc (send blind copy to) field.
• _subject. Specifies the subject of the email.
• _encoding. Specifies the encoding for the email.
• _additionalHeaders. Allows you to specify extra email header attributes in the email template.
• template. Lets you add a string of text to a message from lines of JavaScript code.
• _util. A utility object.
• _eventContextInformation. Contains information about the event generated by the current task, such as event name

and approval status.
• _taskContextInformation. Contains a collection of information about the current task, such as task name, organization

name, and constituent events.

These objects are described in the following sections.

contentType

Specifies the contentType for the email.

If no contentType is specified through _contentType variable, the default contentType “text/html” applies.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% _contentType = "text/html"; %>

priority

Specifies the priority for the email. Specify 0 for no priority (default) and 1 for high priority.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% _priority = "1"; %>

to

Adds recipients to the message’s To field.

The value of the _to variable is a JavaScript string. Multiple recipients are permitted, but the string must conform to
JavaScript syntax, as shown in the following example.

Methods: None.
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Example:

<% 

_to =

_util.getNotifiers("USER") + ',' +

_util.getNotifiers("USER_MANAGER","ManagerLookup=managerattribute");

_cc = "" ;

_bcc = "" ;

_subject = "Your new password ";

%>

NOTE
When emails alert participants that a task is in a Pending state and under workflow control, the _to object is pre-
populated with the addresses of the participants. You cannot use the _to object in a Pending template.

cc

Adds recipients to the message’s cc (send copy to) field.

The value of the _to variable is a JavaScript string. Multiple recipients are permitted, but the string must conform to
JavaScript syntax, as shown in the following example.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% 

_cc =

_util.getNotifiers("USER") + ',' +

_util.getNotifiers("USER_MANAGER","ManagerLookup=managerattribute");

%>

bcc

Adds recipients to the message’s bcc (send blind copy to) field.

Email addresses specified in this field do not appear in the email.

The value of the _to variable is a JavaScript string. Multiple recipients are permitted, but the string must conform to
JavaScript syntax, as shown in the following example.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% 

_bcc =

_util.getNotifiers("USER") + ',' +

_util.getNotifiers("USER_MANAGER","ManagerLookup=managerattribute");

%>

subject

Specifies the subject of the email.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% _subject=_eventContextInformation.getEventName()+" approved";%>

encoding
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Specifies the encoding for the email.

If no encoding is specified either through _encoding or through the LANG variable, characters in the email may not be
correctly displayed. Be sure to set _encoding or LANG for the appropriate locale.

Methods: None.

Example:

<% _encoding = "UTF-8"; %>

additionalHeaders

_additionalHeaders

Specifies extra email header attributes in the email template.

You must assign a HashMap() to this attribute. The names and values stored in the HashMap must be strings.

Example: Add custom header attributes

The following example shows you how to add two custom header attributes, “X-TCCCSWD” and “myheader”:

<!-- Define the E-mail Properties ---> 

<% 

_to = "siteadmin@ca.com"; 

_cc = "" ; 

_bcc = "" ; 

_subject = _eventContextInformation.getEventName() +" completed"; 

var additionalHeaders = new java.util.HashMap(); 

additionalHeaders.put("header_a","1"); 

additionalHeaders.put("header_b","foo"); 

_additionalHeaders = additionalHeaders; 

%> 

template

Lets you add a string of text to a message from lines of JavaScript code (that is, lines within the <% %> tag). The string
can contain HTML tags, static text, and/or variable values returned by methods in Identity Manager implicit objects.

NOTE
The template object is not preceded by the underscore (_) character.

Method:

• add(String)
The argument must evaluate to a string, including any calls to methods in a Identity Manager implicit object. In the
example below, see _eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectName().

Example:

<%

var secondaryType =        _eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectTypeName();

if (secondaryType != "") {

   template.add("In " + secondaryType + ": ");

   template.add("<b> "+_eventContextInformation.getSecondary

                                   ObjectName()+" </b><br>");

   }

%>

util
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Utility object.

Method:

• getNotifiers(String [,String])
Returns email IDs based on a notification rule.
The first argument supports the following predefined notification rules, enclosed in quotes:
– "ADMIN". Sends the email to the administrator who initiated the task.
– "USER". Sends the email to the user in the current context.
– "USER_MANAGER". Sends the email to the manager of the user in the current context.
You can also reference a custom notification rule that you create with the Notification Rule API. For information, see
the Programming Guide for Java.
The second argument is optional. You can use it to pass one or more user-defined name/value pairs into a custom
notification rule. Separate each name/value pair with a comma, in the following format:
"name1=value1,name2=value2,..."

Examples:

<% 

_to = _util.getNotifiers("ADMIN");

_cc = "";

%>

<% 

_to = _util.getNotifiers("MYRULE","type=loan,district=3");

_cc = "";

%>

Notifying a User’s Manager

You can use the USER_MANAGER notification rule to send email to any user’s manager. Identity Manager uses this rule
in the email templates supporting user entitlement certification.

NOTE
The USER_MANAGER Notification Rule only applies to events or tasks that create or manage a single user.

Because there are a number of different ways a user-to-manager relationship can be specified within a user directory,
the default User Manager Notification Adapter resolves this relationship based on an attribute expression specified in the
second parameter of the getNotifiers() method.

Example:

<% 

_to = _util.getNotifiers("USER_MANAGER","ManagerLookup=managerattribute");

_cc = "";

%>

The User Manager Notification Adapter supports two look-up options:

• managerattribute = < Manager AttributeName >- where the User object maintains an attribute that indicates the DN or
UserID of that user’s manager

• commonattribute = < AttributeName > - where the user and the user’s manager share a common attribute value, such
as "department"

You configure these lookup options in the Miscellaneous Properties for an environment in the Identity Manager
Management Console.
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To configure the USER_MANAGER notification rule:

1. In the Identity Manager Management Console, select Identity Manager Environments. Then, select the environment for
which you are configuring email notification.

2. Select Advanced Settings>Miscellaneous Properties.
3. In the Miscellaneous Properties page, complete the configuration steps for the lookup option that you want to use:

– To use the managerattribute=<Manager AttributeName> lookup option:
a. In the Property field, enter managerattribute.
b. In the Value field, enter the attribute that stores the manager’s DN or user ID.
c. Click Add.
d. Click Save.

– To use the commonattribute=<AttributeName> lookup option:
a. In the Property field, enter commonattribute.
b. In the Value field, enter the attribute that the user and the user’s manager have in common.
c. Click Add.
d. In the Property field, enter

ismanagerfilter.
e. In the Value field, enter a search expression using the following syntax:

<attribute> <operator> <filter>
For example, title EQUALS manager

f. Click Add.
g. Click Save.

You can also write a custom adapter and create your own rules for notifying a user’s manager. See the Programming
Guide for Java.

eventContextInformation

Contains information about the event generated by the current task, such as event name and approval status. This
information is called context information for the event.

The _eventContextInformation object is created from the ExposedEventContextInformation class in package
com.netegrity.imapi.

This object is available for email messages based on Approved, Pending, and Rejected templates. For information about
these templates, see Email Templates.

Method Description

getAdminName() Returns the name of the person who submitted the task that generated the event.
Deprecated in Identity Manager 5.6. Use one of the following inherited methods:
getAdministrator()
getAdminFriendlyName()

getApprovalStatus() Returns the approval status of the event. One of these values:
APPROVAL_STATUS_APPROVED
APPROVAL_STATUS_REJECTED

getApprovalTime() Returns the time the event was approved.

getEventName() Returns the name of the event.
For a list of event names, see Identity Manager Events.

getOrgName() Returns the friendly name of the organization where the task is being executed.
Deprecated in Identity Manager 5.6. Use the inherited method
getObjectOrganizationFriendlyName().

getPassword() If the primary objects is type USER, returns the user’s password.
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getPrimaryObjectTypeName() Returns the type of primary object.
Primary object types returned:
ACCESSROLE
ACCESSTASK
ADMINROLE
ADMINTASK
GROUP
ORGANIZATION
USER

getPrimaryObjectName() Returns the name of the primary object affected by the event.
A primary object is the object directly affected by the event. A secondary object is the object that the
primary object is bound to, if any.
For example:
The primary object type for CreateUserEvent is USER. The secondary object is the object where the
user is created--that is, ORGANIZATION.
The primary object type for CreateAdminRoleEvent is ADMINROLE. This object is not bound to
other objects, so no secondary object exists.
With a primary object of type USER, getPrimaryObjectName() might return John Jones.

getSecondaryObjectTypeName
()

If a secondary object was affected by the event, returns the object type.
Secondary object types returned:
ACCESSROLE
ACCESSTASK
ADMINROLE
ADMINTASK
GROUP
ORGANIZATION
USER

getSecondaryObjectName() If a secondary object was affected by the event, returns the object name.
See getPrimaryObjectName() for information about primary and secondary objects.
With a secondary object of type ORGANIZATION, the method getSecondaryObjectName() might
return HR.

NOTE
The methods in _eventContextInformation are provided through the interface ExposedEventContextInformation.
Since ExposedEventContextInformation inherits methods in the core Identity Manager API,
_eventContextInformation can also call these methods from an email template, along with the methods in the
above table. For more information about these inherited methods, see Additional Methods.

Example--Email notification about a Pending event:

<% 

_cc = "" ;

_bcc = ""; 

_subject = _eventContextInformation.getEventName() +

                                             " Approval Request";

%>

<!--- Start of Body --->

<html>

<body text="Navy">

The following item has been added to your work list for approval:

<br><br><br>

Event: <b><%=_eventContextInformation.getEventName()%></b> <br>

<%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectTypeName()%>:

<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectName()%></b><br>
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In <%=_eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectTypeName()%>: 

<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getSecondaryObjectName()%></b><br>

</body>

</html>

Possible email body:

From: lsmith@security.com [mailto:lsmith@security.com] 

To: vimperioso@security.com

Subject: CreateUserEvent Approval Request

The following item has been added to your work list for approval:

Event: CreateUserEvent

USER: Richard Ferrigamo

In ORGANIZATION: Mortgages & Loans

NOTE
The value of the From field is derived from the email.properties file. To change the value, edit the following file:

<iam_im.ear>\config\com\netegrity\config\email.properties

where <iam_im.ear> is the installed location of Identity Manager in the application server domain--for example:

For WebLogic:

<WebLogic_home>\user_projects\<domain>\applications\iam_im.ear

For JBoss:

<jboss_home>\standalone\deployments\iam_im.ear

For WebSphere:

<im_admin_tools_dir >\WebSphere-ear\iam_im.ear

To add additional information about the user affected by the event to the email in the previous example, add text that
resembles the following:

<% user = _eventContextInformation.getEvent().getUser(); %>

<b>User information:</b><br>

Last Name: <b><%=user.getAttribute("%LAST_NAME%")%></b><br>   

First Name: <b><%=user.getAttribute("%FIRST_NAME%")%></b><br>

Full Name: <b><%=user.getAttribute("%FULL_NAME%")%></b><br>

Email: <b><%=user.getAttribute("%EMAIL%")%></b><br>

Organization Membership: <b><%=user.getAttribute("%ORG_MEMBERSHIP%")%></b><br>

Possible email body:

From: lsmith@security.com [mailto:lsmith@security.com] 

To: vimperioso@security.com

Subject: CreateUserEvent Approval Request

The following item has been added to your work list for approval:

Event: CreateUserEvent

USER: Richard Ferrigamo

In ORGANIZATION: Mortgages & Loans

User information:
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Last Name: Ferrigamo

First Name: Richard

Full Name: Richard Ferrigamo

Email: rferrigamo@mybank.org

Organization Membership: Mortgages & Loans

taskContextInformation

Contains a collection of information about the current task, such as task name, organization name, and constituent events.
This information is called context information for the task.

This object is available for email messages based on Completed templates. For information about this template, see
Email Templates.

Methods: All the methods below return a String except for the method getExposedEventContexts(), which returns a Java
Vector.

Method Description

getAdminName() Returns the name of the person submitting the task.
Deprecated in Identity Manager 5.6. Use one of the following
inherited methods:
getAdministrator()
getAdminFriendlyName()

getExposedEventContexts() Returns a Java Vector of all events associated with the task.
Each object in the Vector is an event context object. You can use
the methods listed in _eventContextInformation to retrieve context
information for a given event object.
The return object is a standard Java Vector object. You can use
any of the Vector object’s methods--for example, get() and size()--
to manage the elements in the Vector.

getOrgName() Returns the name of the organization where the task is being
executed.
Deprecated in Identity Manager 5.6. Use the inherited method
getObjectOrganizationFriendlyName().

getTaskName() Returns the name of the task being executed.
Deprecated in Identity Manager 5.6. Use one of the following
inherited methods:
getAdminTask()
getTaskFriendlyName()

NOTE
The methods in _taskContextInformation are provided through the interface ExposedTaskContextInformation.
Since ExposedTaskContextInformation inherits methods in the core Identity Manager API,
_taskContextInformation can also call these methods from an email template, along with the methods in the
above table. For more information about these inherited methods, see Additional Methods.

Example--Body of an email notification template for a password change:

<%

var imsEventContexts =              _taskContextInformation.getExposedEventContexts();

if(imsEventContexts != null)

   {

   for(var i=0;i<imsEventContexts.size();i++)

      {

      var eventContext = imsEventContexts.get(i);
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      template.add("Hi "+ eventContext.getPrimaryObjectName()                                                

         + ",");

      template.add("<br>Your new password is: <b>"+

                              eventContext.getPassword());</br>

      template.add("<hr>");

      }

   }

%>

Possible email body:

Hi Victor Imperioso,
Your new password is: LFH7F1226

Additional Methods

The methods in _taskContextInformation and _eventContextInformation are provided through the
ExposedTaskContextInformation and ExposedEventContextInformation, respectively.

These objects inherit methods in the core Identity Manager API. Consequently, the inherited methods are also available to
_taskContextInformation and _eventContextInformation.

The following methods inherited from the TaskInfo object are particularly useful to an email template:

• getAdministrator(). Retrieves a User object for the administrator who is executing the current task.
• getAdminTask(). Retrieves an AdminTask object for the current task.

These retrieved objects allow you to insert administrator-specific and task-specific information into an email. For example:

<!-- Define the E-mail Properties --->

<%

   _cc = "" ;

   _bcc = "" ;

   _subject = _eventContextInformation.getEventName() +

                                              " Approval Request";

%>

<!--- Start of Body --->

<html>

<body text="Navy">

The following item has been added to your work list for approval:<br>

<br>

User <b><%= _eventContextInformation.getAdministrator().

               getAttribute(Packages.com.netegrity.llsdk6.imsapi.

                managedobject.User.PROPERTY_FRIENDLY_NAME)%> </b>

               from department <b><%= _eventContextInformation.

               getAdministrator().getOrg(null).getFriendlyName()

               %></b> initiated task <b><%= _eventContextInformation.

               getAdminTask().getFriendlyName() %></b>at <b><%=               

 _eventContextInformation.getSessionCreateTime() %></b>

<br><br>

<font color="green">Details: </font><b><%=_eventContextInformation.

                                          getEventName()%></b><br>

<font color="green"><%=_eventContextInformation.

                              getPrimaryObjectTypeName()%>:</font>
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<b><%=_eventContextInformation.getPrimaryObjectName()%></b> 

                                                      was modified

<br>

<font color="green">Updated Attributes:</font>

<table border="1">

<tr>

  <td><b>Name</b></td>

  <td><b>Value</b></td>

</tr>

<%

   var event = _eventContextInformation.getEvent();

   if(event instanceof Packages.com.netegrity.imapi.UserEvent) {

      var user = event.getUser();

      var attributes = user.getAttributes().keys();

      while(attributes.hasMoreElements()) {

         var attr = attributes.nextElement();

         var value = user.getAttribute(attr);

         if(user.hasAttributeChanged(attr)) {

            template.add("<tr><td>" + attr +"</td>");

            template.add("<td>" + value +"</td></tr>");

         }

      }

   }

%>

</table>

<br>

</body>

</html>

Possible email body:

For more information about the inherited methods that are available to the Email Template API, see the objects
ExposedTaskContextInformation and ExposedEventContextInformation objects in the Identity Manager Javadoc.
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Java Standard Output Stream

An email message can also make calls to the Java standard output stream from inside the JavaScript tag ( <% %> ).
For example, the following call sends the message Done to the server console:

<%

...       // JavaScript processing

out.println("Done.");

%>

Javadoc Reference

For information about the ExposedTaskContextInformation and ExposedEventContextInformation objects, including the
methods they inherit from the core Identity Manager API, see the Identity Manager Javadoc.

The Javadoc pages are integrated with an HTML version of the Programming Guide for Java.

Email Template Deployment
When Identity Manager is about to send email, it searches for templates from which to generate the email in the following
root location within your application server:

iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates

The email templates deployed in this root are contained in template sets that have the same directory structure--that is,
there is an approved, completed, pending, and rejected directory in each set.

This page contains the following topics:

Template Sets

You can deploy several sets of email templates under emailTemplates. For example, during installation, the following set
of email templates is created under iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates:

default\approved

default\completed

default\pending

default\rejected

The default email template set contains the installed templates that are described in Email Templates. You can add
custom templates within the default set. You can also deploy other sets of email templates in directory structures that you
define at the same level as the default set. For example, iam_im.ear\custom might contain the following deployed email
templates:
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NOTE
For information about how Identity Manager chooses a particular email template within a template set, see
Template Directories.

How to Specify a Template Set for an Environment

When you configure email for a Identity Manager environment, you specify the email template set that you want to use for
that environment. For information about configuring email for a Identity Manager environment, see the  Identity Manager
Configuration Guide.

Template Names

The directories in a custom template set should contain default templates with the same name as those that were installed
in the default template set. The default names are listed in Email Templates. Identity Manager uses the default templates
when it can find no other template with a name that matches the task or event being executed.

Optionally, you can add additional templates to one or more directories in a template set if you want an email to be
generated from a particular template. To do so:

• Assign the template the same name as the task or event for which the email will be generated.
• Place the template in the directory associated with the task or event state for which the email will be generated.

For example, if you want emails to be generated from a particular template when a CreateUserEvent is rejected, place a
template named CreateUserEvent.tmpl in the rejected directory of the environment’s template set.
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Email Notifications in CA Identity Manager
Email notifications inform Identity Manager users of tasks and events in the system. For example, Identity Manager can
send an email to approvers when an event or task requires an approval.

Identity Manager provides two methods for configuring email notifications:

• Email Notification Policies
Email notification policies enable business administrators to create, view, modify, and delete email notifications by
using tasks in the User Console. No coding is required to create email notifications.
Administrators can define the content of an email, when it is sent, and who receives it. The email content, which is
defined in an HTML editor, can contain dynamic information, such as the current date or event information. Identity
Manager populates the dynamic information when the email is sent. For example, you can configure an email
notification that is sent to an approver when a new user is created. The email can contain the user's login information,
date of hire, and manager.

NOTE
Email notification policies are Policy Xpress policies.

• Email templates

NOTE
In this method, email notifications are generated from email templates. Identity Manager provides default
email templates that can be used as installed, or that can be customized by system administrators. These
administrators use an Email Template API to specify dynamic content, such as the list of recipients, and
information about the event that triggers the email. For more information about email templates, see the
Administration Guide.

Identity Manager can generate email notifications when the following occurs:

• An event requiring approval or rejection by a workflow approver is pending

NOTE
If you have a WorkPoint approval process that has more than one approval activity, the email notification
configured in the User Console tasks sends a notification for each activity. If you use the email templates for
the same notification, only one email is sent to approvers (when the event reaches the pending state).

• An approver approves an event or task
• An approver rejects an event or task
• An event or task starts, fails, or completes
• A user is created or modified

To use Identity Manager email notifications, configure your SMTP settings as described in the Administration Guide. If you
are using the email template method, you also enable email notifications in Identity Manager.

Compliance Support
Compliance is a corporate governance that includes a wide range of procedures that ensure a company and its
employees comply with business policies. These compliance procedures often involve documenting, automating, and
auditing the allocation of entitlements to applications and systems.

CA Identity Manager includes the following features, which support compliance management:

• Smart Provisioning--When CA Identity Manager integrates with CA Identity Governance, you can configure additional
functionality that allows you to use role and compliance information, which is available in an RCM role model, to
support day-to-day identity management operations. 
This functionality includes:
– Suggested Provisioning Roles 
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CA Identity Manager can provide administrators with a list of provisioning roles that may be appropriate to assign
to a user. The list of provisioning roles is determined by CA Identity Governance, based on criteria entered by the
administrator.
Suggested provisioning roles ensure that users have the correct privileges, while maintaining a company's role
model.

– Policy Validations 
CA Identity Manager administrators can validate proposed changes against a role model in CA Identity Governance
before committing changes. Validating changes before they are committed helps companies maintain the role model
that they have defined for their operations.
Users can validate proposed changes to provisioning roles (assigning or removing them), and changes to user
attributes.

• Identity policies--You can create a compliance policy, a type of identity policy, which prohibits users from having certain
privileges if they have other privileges. For example, you can prohibit users who can approve checks from issuing
checks.
Compliance policies enforce a segregation of duties in your environment.

• Compliance reports--CA Identity Managerincludes sample reports that display the compliance status for users in your
environment. Using this report, you can see which users are not compliant with your business policies.

Troubleshooting Reports
When viewing a report in Identity Manager, you may be re-directed to the Business Objects Infoview login page.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click on the Infoview login web page and select View Source.
2. Find the URL for the report.
3. Copy and paste the URL into a new browser window.
4. If you do not see the report, contact a system administrator.
5. If you do see the report, try the following to fix the browser settings:

– Accept third-party cookies.
– Allow session cookies.
– Remove High security settings.

Viewing a Report Redirects To the Infoview Login Page
When viewing a report in Identity Manager, you may be re-directed to the Business Objects Infoview login page.

View the report if redirected

1. Be sure that you are using the fully-qualified domain name of the CA Report Server (Business Objects).
2. Right-click on the Infoview login web page and select View Source.
3. Find the URL for the report.
4. Copy and paste the URL into a new browser window.
5. If you do not see the report, use an HTTP trace tool to provide more information.
6. If you do see the report, try the following to fix the browser settings:

– Accept third-party cookies.
– Allow session cookies.
– Remove High security settings.

Generating User Accounts for over 20,000 Records
If over 20,000 records exist, some extra steps are necessary to generate user accounts report.
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To generate a user accounts report for over 20,000 records

1. Open the Business Objects Central Management console.
2. Click Servers and select servername.pageserver.
3. Select Unlimited records for the entry Database Records To Read When Previewing Or Refreshing a Report.
4. Using a Crystal Reports designer, open the user accounts report.
5. Using Database, Set Datasource Location, set the database location to your snapshot database.
6. Save this change.
7. Using Database, Datasource Expert, right-click Command on the right side window.

It shows the SQL syntax on the left side and the Parameter List.
8. Enter the parameter name as you find it in the Parameters Fields in the report template.
9. Change the query in the left side and add that parameter in the query.

For example, if you have reportid parameter, the query will be:
Select *  from endPointAttributes, endpointview, imreport6

where endPointAttributes.imr_endpointid = endpointview.imr_endpointid and endPointAttributes.imr_reportid

 = endpointview.imr_reportid 

 endpointview.imr_reportid = imreport6.imr_reportid and imreport6.imr_reportid = {?reportid}

10. Save the report.

How to Manage Secret Keys
Use Secret Keys to manage dynamic keys that encrypt or decrypt data. If you suspect that a user gained unauthorized
access to a key, you can change the password for the keystore. The keystore is the database that stores secret keys.
Once you change this password, Identity Manager re-encrypts the values of the keys.

Each environment has a set of dynamic keys and a keystore password.

Keystore passwords are encrypted using keys embedded in encryption code or the parameters that are entered during
installation of the Identity Manager server. In a cluster, all nodes share the values for dynamic keys and the keystore
password.

Encryption operations use the latest dynamic key for the correspondent algorithm and environment. Decryption operations
check if a Key ID exists in the encrypted data, so that the right key is used. The Encrypted Text Formats section of the
Configuration Guide provides more details.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter or modify the password to the Keystore.
2. Click Add a Key if you need another key.
3. Select an algorithm.
4. Enter a password for the key.

For PBE and RC2, the maximum key length is 128 bytes.
For AES, the valid key sizes are 16, 24, and 32 bytes.

5. Click Submit.
6. If you modified the Keystore Password, click Submit.

Identity Manager encrypts the values of the keys again.

What You See in the User Console
When you log into the User Console, you see one or more tasks depending on your Identity Manager privileges. Each
task is an item that appears when you click a category on the left of the User Console.The console typically displays the
following items:
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Category List

The Category List shows the admin tasks that you can perform in a Identity Manager environment. A Identity Manager
environment is a view of a management namespace where you manage users, groups, and organizations.

NOTE
Your tasks may differ from another administrator’s tasks because you are assigned different Identity Manager
roles. A Identity Manager role consists of admin tasks. You may also see tasks that were created by a Identity
Manager administrator at your site. Customized tasks are based on default tasks supplied with Identity Manager.

Icons

The following icons are used in screens in the Identity Manager User Console.

A plus () button Inserts an element, such as a task or rule.

A minus () button deletes an element, such as a task or, in a rule, the expression that follows.

A pencil edits the current item.

An upward arrow Moves the current item up in the list.

A downward arrow moves the current item down in the list.

Language Selector

In CA Identity Manager Environments that support multiple languages, a language selector is available in the main
window of the User Console and in the default login screen. You can select a new language from the list of languages that
the Environment supports.

The default language is determined by the language preference defined in the browser used to view the User Console.

Note: The language selector only appears when the Environment supports multiple languages. See the User Console
Design Guide for more information.

Content of this Help

This help describes the User Console, the user interface for managing a CA Identity Manager environment. What you see
in this help differs from the User Console in the following situations:

• If an administrator added or modified tasks in the User Console, those tasks do not appear in the help. For instructions
on using these tasks, see your CA Identity Manager administrator.

• The help describes roles and tasks that apply to users with different privileges. Therefore, certain users have only
some of the tasks described.
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Management Console Help
This section contains topics from the CA Identity Manager Management Console help Advanced section:

How to Create a CA Identity Manager Environment
To create a Identity Manager environment, you complete the following steps in the Management Console:

1. Use the Directory Configuration Wizard to create a Identity Manager Directory.
2. If your environment includes provisioning, use the Directory Configuration Wizard again to create a Provisioning

Directory.
3. Create a Identity Manager Environment.
4. Access the Environment to verify that it is running.

How to Configure Auditing
The steps to configure auditing are as follows:

1. Configure an audit settings file.
2. Enable auditing for the tasks that Identity Manager audits.

Note: Using CA SSO®, you can also monitor access control data. See the CA CA SSO® Web Access Manager Policy
Server Configuration Guide.

Configure Audit Settings
You configure audit settings in an audit settings file. An audit settings file determines the amount and type of information
that Identity Manager audits. You can configure an audit settings file to:

• Enable auditing for a Identity Manager environment.
• Enable auditing for some or all of the Identity Manager events generated by admin tasks.
• Record event information at specific states, such as when an event completes or is canceled.
• Log information about attributes involved in an event. For example, you can log attributes that change during a

ModifyUserEvent event.
• Set the audit level for attribute logging.

Follow these steps:

1. Export the current audit settings to an audit settings XML file.
2. Configure audit settings in the XML file that you exported in the previous step by adding, modifying, or deleting

elements in the file. Also to change the level of information that is recorded for each event.
3. Import the modified audit settings XML file.

NOTE
For more information, see the Management Console Online Help.

Export Audit Settings
Export audit settings to see the current audit settings for the environment, and to create a template for modifying the
settings.

Follow these steps:

1. In the environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
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The Environment Properties screen for that environment opens.
2. Click Advanced Settings. Then, click Auditing.

The Auditing screen opens.
3. Click Export to create an audit settings file.

A file containing the current audit settings opens.
4. Save the file.

After you export the audit settings file, you can configure audit settings for your environment.

Audit Settings File
The audit settings file is an XML file that you create by exporting audit settings. The file has the following schema:

<Audit enabled="" auditlevel="" datasource="">

  <AuditEvent name="" enabled="" auditlevel="">

    <AuditProfile objecttype="" auditlevel="">

      <AuditProfileAttribute name="" auditlevel="" />

    </AuditProfile>

    <EventState name="" severity=""/>

  </AuditEvent>

</Audit>

The schema contains the following elements:

Audit Element

Audit elements define general audit settings. The Audit element contains one or more AuditEvent elements.

An Audit element includes the following parameters:

• enabled -- Determines the status of auditing in the current environment. The valid values are as follows:
– True -- Auditing is enabled for this environment.
– False -- There is no auditing for this environment.

NOTE
Use lowercase letters when you specify true or false.

• auditlevel -- Indicates the type of information that is recorded for attributes involved in the task or event.
The audit level that you specify for the Audit element applies to all attributes, unless a different audit level is defined
in the AuditEvent, AuditProfile, or AuditProfileAttribute elements. Audit levels set in these elements override the audit
levels defined in an Audit element.

• datasource -- Specifies the name of the datasource for the audit database. It must be one of the following:
JBoss or WildFly: java:/iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource
WebLogic and WebSphere: iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource

AuditLevel Values

The valid values for AuditLevel are as follows:

• NONE -- No attribute information is recorded.
• OLD -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the value of an attribute before the modification event occurs.

Identity Manager audits the attribute whether or not the value is directly affected by the event.
For other types of events, such as CreateUserEvent, no information is recorded.

• OLDCHANGED -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the value for an attribute before the modification
event only when the value changes to a new value.
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For other types of events, such as CreateUserEvent, no information is recorded.
• NEW -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the value of an attribute after the modification event occurs.

Identity Manager audits the attribute whether or not the value is directly affected by the event.
For other types of events, Identity Manager records existing values.

• NEWCHANGED -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the value for an attribute after the modification
event only when the value changes to a new value.
For example, during a ModifyUserEvent event, the title of a user changes from Assistant Manager to Manager. Identity
Manager audits the value Manager, but does not audit the user’s name and address, which did not change.

• BOTH -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the value of an attribute before and after a modification
event, whether or not that value is affected by the modification event.

• BOTHCHANGED -- For modification events, Identity Manager records the old and new value for an attribute after the
modification event only when the value changes to a new value.

• datasource -- The JNDI name for the data source configured in the application server that points to the audit database.
Specify the following JNDI name:
JBoss or WildFly: java:/iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource
WebLogic and WebSphere:iam/im/jdbc/auditDbDataSource

NOTE
Modify and save the audit-settings.xml file for the changes to take effect.

AuditEvent Element

Audit Event elements specify events to audit. For a list of Identity Manager events per task, use View Task in the User
Console.

The AuditEvent element contains multiple AuditProfile and AuditProfileAttribute elements. The database stores member,
administrator, and owner policies in compiled XML format. This format is different from the user interface where each
policy appears as an expression element.

The AuditEvent element includes the following parameters:

• name
Defines the name of the event to audit.
To audit or exclude an attribute for all events, specify ALL for the event name. For example, to prevent passwords from
being audited, regardless of the event, specify the following code:
<AuditEvent name="ALL" auditlevel="">

  <AuditProfile objecttype="User"      auditlevel="">

  <AuditProfileAttribute name="%PASSWORD%" auditlevel="NONE"/>

</AuditProfile>

</AuditEvent>

• enabled
Determines whether the event is audited. The valid values are as follows:
– True indicates that Identity Manager audits this event.
– False indicates that Identity Manager does not audit this event.

NOTE
Use lowercase letters when you specify true or false.

• auditlevel
Indicates the type of information that is recorded for an attribute in the audit event.
AuditLevel Values lists the valid values for the AuditLevel element.

NOTE
Settings in the AuditProfile and AuditProfileAttribute elements take precedence over global settings in the
AuditEvent element.
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AuditProfile Element

AuditProfile elements indicate the type of objects involved in the events to audit. For example, if you enable auditing for
the PARENTORG object in a CreateUserEvent event, Identity Manager logs information about the organization of the
created user.

The AuditProfile element can contain multiple AuditProfileAttribute elements.

The AuditProfile element includes the following parameters:

• objecttype
Defines the type of object for which to record audit information. Object types are as follows:
– ACCESS ROLE
– ACCESS TASK
– ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE
– ADMINISTRATIVE TASK
– GROUP
– ORGANIZATION
– PARENTORG
– RELATIONSHIP

The RELATIONSHIP object describes container relationships, when an object includes one or more objects.
Examples of container relationships include nested groups, group and role membership, and hierarchical
organizations.
In the RELATIONSHIP object, the parent object and the objects contained in the parent object are represented.

– USER
– NONE

• auditlevel
Indicates the type of information that is recorded for an attribute in the profile of an object.
The audit level that you specify for the AuditProfile element applies to all attributes in the profile of an object unless a
different audit level is defined in an AuditProfileAttribute element. Audit levels set in these elements override the audit
levels defined in an AuditProfile element.
AuditLevel Values lists the valid values for the AuditLevel element.

AuditProfileAttribute Element

AuditProfileAttribute elements indicate the attributes that Identity Manager audits. The attributes apply to the object
specified in the AuditProfile element.

NOTE
If there are no audit profile attributes specified, all the attributes for the object specified in the AuditProfile
element are logged.

The AuditProfileAttribute element includes the following parameters:

• name
Defines the name of the attribute to audit.
Specify a profile attribute for the object in the corresponding AuditProfile element. For example, if the AuditProfile
element specifies the Organization object, specify the name of an organization attribute as the value for the name
parameter.

NOTE
Make sure that you define the profile attribute in the directory configuration file for the Identity Manager
directory.

• auditlevel
Indicates the type of information that is recorded for an attribute.
AuditLevel Values lists the valid values for the AuditLevel element.
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The following table shows the valid attributes for Identity Manager object types:

Valid Attributes for Identity Manager Object Types

Object Type Valid Attributes

ACCESS ROLE name -- User-visible name for the role
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the role.
members -- The users who can use the role.
administrators -- The users who can assign role member or
administrators.
owners -- The users who can modify the role.
enabled -- Indicates whether the role is enabled or not.
assignable -- Indicates whether the role assignable by an
administrator or not.
tasks -- The access tasks that are associated with the role.

ACCESS TASK name -- User-visible name for the task
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the task
application -- The application that is associated with the task.
tag -- The unique identifier for the task
reserved1, reserved2, reserved3, reserved4 -- The values of the
reserved fields for the task

ADMINISTRATIVE ROLE name -- User-visible name for the role
description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the role
members -- The users who can use the role.
administrators -- The users who can assign role member or
administrators.
owners -- The users who can modify the role.
enabled -- Indicates whether the role is enabled or not.
assignable -- Indicates whether the role assignable by an
administrator or not.
tasks -- The tasks that are associated with the role.
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ADMINISTRATIVE TASK name -- User-visible name for the task

description -- An optional comment about the purpose of the task

tag -- The unique identifier for the task

category -- The category in the Identity Manager user interface
where the task appears

primary_object -- The object on which the task operates

action -- The operation that is performed on the object.

hidden -- Indicates whether the task does not appear in menus.

public -- Indicates whether the task is available to users who have
not logged in to Identity Manager.

auditing -- Indicates whether the task enables the recording of
auditing information.

external -- Indicates whether the task is an external task.

url -- The URL where Identity Manager redirects the user when an
external task executes.

workflow -- Indicates whether the Identity Manager events
associated with the task trigger workflow

webservice -- Indicates whether the task is one for which Web
Services Description Language (WSDL) output can be generated
from the Identity Manager Management Console.

GROUP Any valid attribute that is defined for the GROUP object in the
directory configuration file (directory.xml).

ORGANIZATION

PARENTORG

Any valid attribute that is defined for the Organization object in the
directory configuration file (directory.xml).

RELATIONSHIP %CONTAINER% -- Unique identifier of the parent object.
For example, if the RELATIONSHIP object describes role
membership, the container would be the role.
%CONTAINER_NAME% -- User-visible name of the parent group
%ITEM% -- Unique identifier of the object that is contained in the
parent object.
For example, if the RELATIONSHIP object describes role
membership, the items would be the role members.
%ITEM_NAME% -- User-visible name for the nested group

USER Any valid attribute that is defined for the USER object in the
directory configuration file (directory.xml)

NONE No attributes

NOTE
Following list are the points to apply to the preceding table:

• Enabled, assignable, auditable, workflow, hidden, webservice, and public are logged as true or false.
• When auditing tasks for roles, the user visible name is logged.
• The database stores member, administrator, and owner policies in compiled XML format. This format is different from

the user interface where each policy appears as an expression.
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EventState Element

EventState elements indicate when to record information about events. Identity Manager can log information at several
points, or states, during an event’s life cycle.

The EventState element includes the following parameters:

• name
Defines the name of the event state to audit. The event states that you can specify are:
– AUDIT

Records special events that exist only to audit information. These events only go to the AUDIT state and do not
execute.

– BEGIN
Audits the set of attributes that are populated from the user interface and the custom handlers including business
logic task handlers, logical attribute handlers and attribute validation implementations.
This state also audits attributes populated by TEWS.

– PRE
Audits attributes that are affected by event listeners that execute during the BEGIN state.

– APPROVED
Audits changes to attributes during the approval process.

– REJECTED
Records status information when an event under workflow control is rejected.
Note: After an event is rejected, it proceeds to the Canceled state.

– EXECUTE
Records information when an event executes.

– POST
Audits any changes that an event listener makes to an attribute in the POST state.

– INVALID
Records status information when Identity Manager encounters an invalid event.

– PENDING
Records status information when an event is in a pending state.

– COMPLETE
Records status information when an event completes.

– CANCELLED
Records status information when an event is canceled.

NOTE
Specify the value of the name parameter using capital letters only.

Import Audit Settings
Import audit settings to configure auditing for an environment. You import an audit settings file after you export it and
modify it according to your business requirements. For more information about configuring the audit settings file, see the
Configuration Guide.

To import audit settings

1. In the environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
The Environment Properties screen for that environment opens.

2. Click Advanced Settings. Then, click Auditing.
3. Click Import to load an audit settings file.
4. Browse for the file to import.
5. Click Finish.
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How to Enable Auditing For a Task
Once you configure auditing for Identity Manager, you can decide which tasks log auditing data. To generate audit data for
a task, create or modify the task in the User Console. On the Profile tab, select the Enable Auditing check box.

Business Logic Task Handlers Screen
From the Business Logic Task Handlers screen, you can perform the following tasks:

• Register a new business logic task handler with Identity Manager. To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing handler configuration. To begin this operation, click the handler name.
• Delete a handler.
• Change the order of handler execution.

Add or Modify a Global Business Logic Task Handler
Perform the following procedure to add or modify a global business logic task handler.

To add or modify a global business logic task handler

1. In the Properties screen for the new or existing business logic task handler, define the following properties:
– Name. The name of the business logic task handler (editable for new handlers only).
– Description. An optional description of the business logic task handler.
– Class. The fully-qualified business logic task handler class name -- for example:
com.mycompany.MyBLTH

– User Defined Properties. Optional name/value pairs of data that are passed into the init() method of the business
logic task handler, to be used in any way that the handler’s business logic requires.
To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and then click Add.
To delete one or more user-defined properties, select the check box next to each name/value pair to delete, and
then click Delete.

2. Click Save. The handler is added to the list of handlers in the Business Logic Task Handlers screen.
3. Optionally, return to the Business Logic Task Handlers screen and rearrange the order of the handlers. Identity

Manager executes business logic task handlers in the order in which they are listed on this screen.
4. Restart the application server where Identity Manager is installed.

Delete a Global Business Logic Task Handler
Perform the following procedure to delete a global business logic task handler.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Business Logic Task Handlers screen, select the check box next to each business logic task handler to delete.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

How to Change the Order of Execution
Identity Manager executes business logic task handlers in the order in which they are listed In the Business Logic Task
Handlers screen. You can change the order of execution by moving individual handlers up or down in the list.

To change the order of execution, click Up or Down next to each business logic task handler whose position in the list
needs changing.
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Configure Email Notifications
To generate email notifications, configure email notifications in Identity Manager.

To configure email notifications for a Identity Manager environment

1. In the Management Console, click Environments.
2. Select the appropriate Environment.

The Identity Manager environment Properties screen opens.
3. Click Advanced Settings, Email.

The Email Properties screen opens.
4. To enable email notification for the Identity Manager environment, select the Enable check boxes that apply:

– Events E-mail Enabled
Enables email notification for Identity Manager events

– Tasks Email Enabled
Enables email notification for Identity Manager tasks

5. Enter the location of the email templates that Identity Manager uses to create the email messages.
The email templates are located in a subdirectory in the following location:
iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates

Note: When you create an email template file with a file name using a different language, the operating system
session should be operating in a language that supports the character set.

6. Specify the events for which email notifications are sent as follows:
– To add an event, select the event in the Event list box, and click Add.

Identity Manager adds the event you selected to the list of events for which email notifications are sent.
Note: If you select an event that is not associated with a workflow process, Identity Manager sends an email
notification when the event completes.

– To delete an event, select the event’s check box, then click Delete.
7. Specify the tasks for which email notifications are sent as follows:

– To add a task, search for the task by selecting a condition in the first field, and entering a task name in the second
field. Click Search.
You can enter a partial task name by using the wildcard (*) character. For example, to search for a Create task,
enter Create*.
Select one or more tasks from the search results. Click Add.
Note: Task-level email notifications are not available for tasks that have the action type View or Self View. To see
the action type of a task, go to Modify Admin Task, Select a Task, and check the action field in the task profile.

– To delete a task, select the task’s check box, then click Delete.
Deleting a task removes the task from the Task table. It does not delete the task.

Event List
Admin tasks include events, actions that Identity Manager performs to complete the task. A task may include multiple
events. For example, the Create User task may include events of creating the profile of a user, add the user to a group,
and assign roles.

Identity Manager audits events, enforces customer-specific business rules that are associated with events, and, when
events are mapped to workflow processes, requires approval for events.

Use this page to view a list of the events that are available in Identity Manager.

Event Listeners Screen
To allow an event listener to "listen for" a particular event or group of events, you map the event listener’s fully qualified
class name to the event(s). When a mapped event occurs, Identity Manager calls the associated event listener.
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From the Event Listeners screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new event listener with Identity Manager. To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing event listener. To begin this operation, click the event listener name.
• Delete an event listener.
• Change the order of event listener execution.

Add or Modify an Event Listener
Perform the following procedure to add or modify an event listener.

To add or modify an event listener

1. In the Properties screen for the new or existing event listener, define the following properties:
– Name. The name of the event listener (editable for new event listeners only).
– Description. An optional description of the event listener.
– Class. The fully-qualified event listener class name -- for example:
com.mycompany.MyListener

– Listener Level. The event(s) for which this event listener should be executed. You can select a particular event, a
class of related events, or the asterisk (*) character to indicate all events.

– User Defined Properties. Optional name/value pairs of data that are passed into the init() method of the event
listener, to be used in any way that the event listener’s business logic requires.
To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and then click Add.
To delete one or more user-defined properties, select the check box next to each name/value pair to delete, and
then click Delete.

2. Click Save. The event listener is added to the list of event listeners in the Event Listeners screen.
3. Optionally, return to the Event Listeners screen and rearrange the order of the event listeners. Identity Manager

executes event listeners in the order in which they are listed on this screen.
4. Restart the application server where Identity Manager is installed.

Delete an Event Listener
Perform the following procedure to delete an event listener.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Event Listeners screen, select the check box next to each event listener to delete.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

Identity Policies Properties Page
The Identity Policies Properties page of the Management Console includes the following attributes:

• Identity Policy Well Known Attribute
Displays the well-known attribute that stores the list of identity policies that have been applied to a user account.
Identity Manager uses this attribute to determine whether an identity policy should be applied to a user. If the policy
has the Apply Once setting enabled, and the policy is listed in the %IDENTITY_POLICY% attribute, Identity Manager
does not apply the changes in the policy to the user.

• Enabled
Enable or disable identity policies for the Identity Manager environment.

• Recursion Level
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Enter the maximum number of times that Identity Manager evaluates and applies identity policies when a user is
synchronized. For example, an identity policy may change a user's department when the user is assigned a role. The
new department triggers another identity policy.However, if the recursion level is set to 1, the subsequent change is not
made until the user is synchronized again.
For more information about user synchronization, see the Administration Guide.

Logical Attribute Handlers Screen
The Logical Attribute Handlers screen contains a list of existing logical attribute handlers. The list includes pre-defined
handlers shipped with Identity Manager and any custom handlers defined at your site. Identity Manager executes the
handlers in the order in which they appear in this list.

From the Logical Attribute Handlers screen, you can:

• Register a new logical attribute handler with Identity Manager. To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing handler configuration. To begin this operation, click the handler name.
• Delete a handler.
• Change the order of handler execution.

Add or Modify a Logical Attribute Handler
Perform the following procedure to add or modify a logical attribute handler.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Properties screen for the new or existing logical attribute handler, define the following properties:
– Name. The name of the logical attribute handler (editable for new logical attribute handlers only).
– Description. An optional description of the logical attribute handler.
– Object Type. The type of managed object (GROUP, ORGANIZATION, or USER) that the logical attribute handler

applies to. When tasks of the specified object type are created in the User Console, the associated logical attribute
is available for inclusion in the task screen.

– Class. The fully qualified logical attribute handler class name -- for example:
com.mycompany.MyLAHandler

– Logical Attributes. A logical attribute ID and name associated with this logical attribute handler, as follows:

Field Description
Name The unique ID of the logical attribute. Pass this value into the

method getLogicalAttributeName() to retrieve the logical attribute
name that corresponds to the ID.

Attribute Name The name of the logical attribute. This is the name that an
administrator sees in the User Console when creating a task
screen and associating attribute names with task screen fields.
The logical attribute name must begin an end with vertical bars
( | ) -- for example:
|forcePasswordReset|

To add a logical attribute, specify values in the Name and Attribute Name fields, and then click Add. After the logical
attribute is added, select the appropriate check box(es) if the logical attribute is a multi-valued attribute or if it will be used
as an options list.

To delete one or more logical attributes, select the check box to the left of each logical attribute to delete, and then click
Delete.
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• Physical Attributes. A physical attribute ID and name associated with this logical attribute handler, as follows:

Field Description
Name The unique ID of the physical attribute.
Attribute Name The name of a physical attribute or a well-known attribute. With

well-known attributes, the attribute name is enclosed in percent
signs ( % ) -- for example:
%ENABLED_STATE%
In the directory.xml file, a physical attribute name and optionally,
a well-known attribute name are mapped to a display name. In
the task screen, the display name appears in the Attribute Name
dropdown.

To add a physical attribute, specify values in the Name and Attribute Name fields, and then click Add.

To delete one or more physical attributes, select the check box to the left of each physical attribute to delete, and then
click Delete.

• User Defined Properties. Optional name/value pairs of data that are passed into the init() method of the logical attribute
handler, to be used in any way that the handler’s business logic requires.
To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and then click Add.
To delete one or more user-defined properties, select the check box next to each name/value pair to delete, and then
click Delete.

Optionally, after you add or modify a logical attribute, you can specify whether the logical attribute is multi-valued or an
option list by selecting the appropriate check box.

Click Save. The handler is added to the list of handlers in the Logical Attribute Handlers screen.

Optionally, return to the Logical Attribute Handlers screen and rearrange the order of the logical attribute handlers. Identity
Manager executes logical attribute handlers in the order in which they are listed on this screen.

Restart the application server where Identity Manager is installed.

Delete a Logical Attribute Handler
Perform the following procedure to delete a logical attribute handler

Follow these steps:

1. In the Logical Attribute Handlers screen, select the check box next to each logical attribute handler to delete.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

Notification Rules Screen
From the Notification Rules screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new notification rule with Identity Manager. To begin this operation, click New.
• Modify an existing notification rule. To begin this operation, click the notification rule name.
• Delete a notification rule.

Add or Modify a Notification Rule
Perform the following procedure to add or modify a notification rule.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Properties screen for the new or existing notification rule, define the following properties:
– Name. The name of the notification rule (editable for new notification rules only). This name is passed in the

getNotifiers() call from the email template that requires the recipient list.
– Description. An optional description of the notification rule.
– Class. The fully-qualified notification rule class name -- for example:
com.mycompany.MyNotificationRule

2. Click Save. The notification rule is added to the list of notification rules in the Notification Rules screen.
3. Restart the application server where Identity Manager is installed.

Delete a Notification Rule
Perform the following procedure to delete a notification rule.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Notification Rules screen, select the check box next to each notification rule to delete.
2. Click Delete.
3. Click OK to confirm the deletion.

How to Use an Organization Selector
When you configure an organization selector, you complete the following steps:

1. Create a logical attribute handler for self-registration.
2. Configure the logical attribute handler in the Management Console.

NOTE
For information about configuring an organization selector, see Developer’s Reference.

Organization Selector Screen
On the Organization Selector screen, you can do the following:

• Register a new self-registration handler.
• Modify the self-registration handler’s properties if the handler already exists

There can be only one self-registration handler per environment. Consequently, there is only one set of Organization
Selector properties that can be displayed. Also, there is no Name property for the Organization Selector.

Add or Modify a Self-Registration Handler
To add or modify the self-registration handler for an environment, define properties for the handler in the Organization
Selector screen. If no properties have yet been defined for the handler, the new handler is registered. If properties already
exist, the properties you define modify the existing handler.

Follow these steps:

1. Define the following properties in the Organization Selector screen:
– Class. The fully qualified self-registration handler class name -- for example:
com.mycompany.MyOrgSelector
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– Logical Attributes. A logical attribute ID and name associated with this self-registration handler, as follows:

Field Description
Name The unique ID of the logical attribute. Pass this value into the

method getLogicalAttributeName() to retrieve the logical attribute
name that corresponds to the ID.

Attribute Name The name of the logical attribute. An administrator sees this name
in the User Console when creating a task screen and associating
attribute names with task screen fields.
The logical attribute name must begin an end with vertical bars
( | ) -- for example:
|Your Age|

To add a logical attribute, specify values in the Name and Attribute Name fields, and then click Add. After the logical
attribute is added, select the appropriate check box(es) if the logical attribute is a multi valued attribute or if it will be used
as an options list.

To delete one or more logical attributes, select the check box to the left of each logical attribute to delete, and then click
Delete.

• Physical Attributes.
Note: With self-registration handlers, you likely will not need to define a physical attribute.
A physical attribute ID and name associated with this logical attribute handler, as follows:

Field Description
Name The unique ID of the physical attribute.
Attribute Name The name of a physical attribute or a well-known attribute.

To add a physical attribute, specify values in the Name and Attribute Name fields, and then click Add.

To delete one or more physical attributes, select the check box to the left of each physical attribute to delete, and then
click Delete.

• User Defined Properties. Optional name/value pairs of data are passed into the init() method of the self-registration
handler, to be used in any way that the handler business logic requires.
To add a user-defined property, specify a property name and value, and then click Add.
To delete one or more user-defined properties, select the check box next to each name/value pair to delete, and then
click Delete.

Click Save.

Restart the application server where Identity Manager is installed.

Web Services Properties Screen
The Web Services Properties screen lets you configure the Task Execution Web Service for the environment. This service
allows third-party client applications to submit tasks from a remote location to Identity Manager for execution.

• Enable Execution
Check to enable the Task Execution Web Service (TEWS) for the environment.
By default, TEWS is disabled.

NOTE

 If you enable TEWS for the environment, restart the application server.
• Enable WSDL Generation
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Check to enable WSDL generation for the environment.
The URL to perform WSDL generation is accessible only when WSDL generation is enabled.
By default, WSDL generation is enabled.

NOTE
When generating WSDLs in a clustered environment, run one Policy Server and one Identity Manager
Server. Stop all other Policy Servers and Identity Manager Servers within the cluster.

• Enable admin_id (allow impersonation)
Specifies whether TEWS supports impersonation.
When this option is selected, TEWS uses the admin ID found in the SOAP message sent to the web service to
authenticate the request.
When this option is not selected, the ID of the user who generated the request is used to authenticate the request.
This option is ignored when using WSS authentication.

• Authorization Role for Impersonation
Specify the role whose members include the intended WSS authenticated users.  Click Validate to check if a role
exists in the environment with the provided name, and if that role is enabled.

NOTE

: This property only works with WSS security.
• Admin password is required

Specifies that Identity Manager obtains the admin ID from the session information to determine whether the
administrator is authorized to perform the task.
This field is ignored when using WSS authentication.

• SiteMinder Authentication
When Identity Manager integrates with SiteMinder (now known as CA Single Sign On), you can configure SiteMinder
to secure the URL for web services.
– None (default)

SiteMinder does not secure the web services URL. In this case, use an external method to secure the web services
URL.

– Basic Authentication
SiteMinder basic authentication secures access to the web services URL.
When selected, Identity Manager automatically creates the authentication schemes, domain, realm, rule, and
policies that are required to secure the URL for web services. You can modify these configuration settings in the
SiteMinder Policy Server user interface.

– Other
SiteMinder is used to authenticate web service requests, but Identity Manager does not create the required policy
objects. When this option is selected, users configure the policy objects in the SiteMinder Policy Server user
interface.

NOTE

: SiteMinder is also known as CA Single Sign-on.
• WSS UsernameToken (Password Text)

When selected, specifies that you are using the Web Services Security UsernameToken protocol for authentication. By
default, this setting is not enabled.

• Generate WSDL in WS-I form (Note: your existing TEWS code may need to be modified.)
When selected, specifies that the WSDL file is written compliant with the WS-I standard. By default, this setting is not
enabled.

NOTE

: None of the TEWS sample applications use this format.
• Allowed elements in SOAP request header

When selected, use the field to enter the allowable headers. For example:
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– WorkContext: This is the header for Web logic header
– WSCorIDSOAPHeader: This is the header for CA Wiley

• Remove Exception Details from SOAP Fault
By default, you see all the SOAP fault details. Selecting this option ensures that the SOAP fault details do not appear
in protected task error messages. SOAP details still appear in unprotected error messages.
 

When finished changing configuration settings on this screen, select Save.

For more information about issuing remote requests to Identity Manager through the Task Execution Web Service, see the
Programming Guide. For more information about using SiteMinder to protect a web services URL, see the CA SSO Web
Access Manager Policy Server Configuration Guide.

Custom Participant Resolver Properties
A custom participant resolver is a Java object that determines a workflow activity’s participants and returns a list to Identity
Manager. Identity Manager then passes the list to the workflow engine.

Typically, you write a custom resolver only if none of the standard participant resolvers can provide the list of participants
that an activity requires.

A custom resolver has the following property values:

• Name -- Custom participant resolver name. For example:
APPROVER_CUSTOMRESOLVER_NAME

• Description -- A description of the custom participant resolver.
• Class -- The Java class name.

For example: com.netegrity.samples.GroupFinder

NOTE
For information about developing custom participant resolvers, see the Programming Guide.

Export Environment Settings
Exporting advanced settings to create an XML file enables you to do the following:

• View the current advanced settings for the environment
• Modify the settings
• Import the settings to other environments

Follow these steps:

1. In the environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
The Environment Properties screen for that environment opens.

NOTE
You can also export settings from the Auditing screen. Exporting settings from the Auditing screen exports
audit settings only.

2. Click Advanced Settings.
3. Click Export to create an XML file.

A file containing the current advanced settings opens.
4. Save the file.

Import Environment Settings
You can import an XML file to change the advanced settings for an environment.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Manager environments screen, click the name of the appropriate environment.
The Environment Properties screen for that environment opens.

NOTE
You can also import settings from the Auditing screens. Importing settings from the Auditing screen imports
audit settings only.

2. Click Advanced Settings. Click Import.
3. Enter the location and file name of the XML file, or browse for the file. Click Next.

The status of the import is displayed.
4. Click Continue to exit.

Send Emails from Workpoint
An administrator can request EmailService send emails on a need-to basis from Workpoint. Previously, CA Identity
Manger could only send emails using state-level changes to the task or event. Identity Managercan send an email based
on a direct request from Workflow.

Prerequisites

• Select the Workflow Email Enabled option the Email Service to send the email to the configured participants.
To enable this option in the Management Console, select Home, Environments, <environment_name>, Advanced
Settings, E-Mail, and then select the Workflow Email Enabled option.

• Configure your App Server to send emails. An incorrectly configured App Server does not send emails, and errors
appear in the server log.

Two sample Email templates are available in this location:

 iam_im.ear\custom\emailTemplates\default\WorkflowBased
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You can use these templates for a Node on a particular Workflow process definition with the “custom_email_template”
variable. The email templates give examples of the Event Context Information available in the email.

The SendEmailProcess is bundled to demonstrate the new Alert script named “IM Send Email” that can be used in any
Workflow Process Definition.

Procedure

The following example shows the SendEmailProcess process definition in Workpoint.

Follow these steps:

1. 1. Associate the SendEmailProcess process definition (or any other process definition) with an Identity Manager
Event, such as Modify User.

2. Specify the participants.

NOTE

Verify that you have email IDs properly set up for those users.
3. Optionally, open the SendEmailProcess in Designer. The process appears similar to the following graphic:

Notice that this process is similar a TwoStageApprovalProcess process enhanced with Email capabilities.
4. Open the User Data for the Business Approval. In this example, it appears similar to the following graphic:
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1. 1. The user Data include the following properties:

o EMAIL_REMINDER_INTERVAL

1. 1. : The delay in minutes between emails.

o EMAIL_REMINDER_RECURRENCE

1. How many emails to send when the activity is in that node (Business Approval in this case).
2. Click the Alerts tab to determine when to sends the email.

3. Select Properties, and then select the Evaluation Date tab. It uses a Date Script:
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This Date Script in turn uses a conditional script:

These scripts are callbacks that are defined internally inside CA Identity Manager.
4. By default, the SendEmailProcess is configured to send two emails approximately two minutes apart for Business

Approval, and only one email for Technical Approval.
You are now ready to test with Task-level and Event-level Workflows.
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NOTE

The SendEmailProcess is not included as one of the standard templates for Task-level workflow, which
are SingleStepApproval, EscalationApproval, and TwoStageApprovalProcess. You can associate the new
SendEmailProcess as part of Event-based Workflow.

You can use the Email Alert “IM Send Email” for any chosen Workflow process definition.

For a Task-level workflow association, associate the “IM Send Email” Alert with your process definition of choice.

NOTE

The alert uses a script-calculated delay “IM Send Email Alert” and a conditional script “IM Email Recurrence” –
the latter is configured to call back into Identity Manger every minute by default. You can change it in the Alert
Properties Conditions tab.

For example, to get an email every 30 minutes, set the evaluation frequency of the “IM Email Recurrence” script to 10 or
15 minutes. The default of 1 incurs unnecessary per-minute checks for the next time to send the email. You can decrease
the evaluation frequency.

Tuning Task Persistence for Large Transactional Loads
Under large transactional load involving Workflow run-time jobs, tasks can remain in progress. Perform this level of tuning
only if such symptoms are evident on an environment. The following list includes configurable options for components that
launch threads outside of a transactional boundary:

• Workpoint Action Threads—The Action component of Workpoint spawns threads that return either a conditional
(a transitional true/false) or a set of resources (such as a list of participants for an activity node). As a common
occurrence with OOTB process definitions and any customizations, inspect them. As an example, the Business
Approval and Technical Approval nodes generate such threads.

• Workpoint Alert Threads—The Alert component of Workpoint spawns threads in response to Alerts configured in a
Workpoint Process definition. The OOTB process definitions shipped with Identity Manager cover alerts associated
with work items. Inspect the option. As an example, the Identity Manager Timeout Alert used in Escalations approval.

• Workpoint Job Threads — The Job component of Workpoint comes into play when a particular Workpoint process
definition spawns either multiple child process definitions or jobs at run time. OOTB process definitions do not, but can
be checked in customizations that incorporate this type of design. For example, a parent workflow process definition
dynamically spawns child workflow processes, such as in parallel. The following text shows a typical API call:
workflowContext.generateEvent("com.netegrity.ims.events.SomeIMEvent", subjectUser,
groupObject,"Workflow_Process_Definition_to_Associate_&_Launch")

• Workpoint Mail Threads—The Mail component of Workpoint comes into play when a particular Workpoint process
definition launches emails. Inspect customizations that incorporate this type of design.

• Any Threads involved with Events— Identity Manager references events to gather event-related data in the lifecycle
of the work item processing, and so on. This option covers threads that do not originate from Workpoint. This option
can affect UI performance, particularly if Approval Handlers are actively used. Configure your Task that is associated
with Workflow approvals to use property UseWorkflowApprovalHandler so that approvals do not execute on the UI
thread. Consult documentation on Task Configuration properties.

• Event Monitor Threads — Used by Bulk load events and tasks associated with workflow using the property
UseWorkflowApprovalHandler. All spawn long running events that execute in a separate thread. By design, a long
running event has a monitor-thread that is associated with itself that checks event information every 15 seconds.
Reconfigure the monitor to either not spawn the monitor thread or to set the polling interval time for event checks.
Many Workflow tasks flowing through the system can reduce efficiency.
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Task Persistence JTA

The JTA component is involved with transactions. Note the timeout property setting on your Application Server. If the
timeout property setting is insufficient, a rollback can be observed particularly with Workpoint intensive tasks:

Job Monitor encountered an error while processing a job. Details: JobID=3827:WPDS,

 ProcRef=ProcessDefinitionNaem, JobFIFO=6777', JobNodeID=8581:WPDS, Action=JOB_ACTION_DELAY_NODE.

 Duration=398886 milliseconds. Error: javax.ejb.EJBTransactionRolledbackException - Transaction rolled back

WildFly/JbossAS7

Include the following text under subsystem urn:jboss:domain:transactions in your standalone file <coordinator-
environment default-timeout="3000"/>

The value is in seconds. If not specified, the value is 300 seconds, which can be insufficient under load.

WebSphere

1. Select Servers, Server Types, WebSphere application servers, <server_name>, [Container Settings] Container
Services, Transaction Service.

2. Set both the Total transaction lifetime timeout and the Maximum transaction timeout to 3000. The value is in
seconds.

Weblogic

1. Select JTA under Domain > Services.
2. Change the "Timeout Seconds" to 3000.

X-Frame-Options Parameter
Click-jacking (User Interface redress attack, UI redress attack, UI redressing) is a malicious technique of tricking a web
user into clicking something other than the user perceives they are selecting. Thus potentially revealing confidential
information or taking control of their computer while clicking seemingly innocuous web pages.

Click-jacking is possible because seemingly harmless features of HTML web pages can be employed to perform
unexpected actions.

An optional parameter in the General Behavior section of the User Console Settings, named X-Frame-Options, can
configure a response on a per-environment basis.

By default, the X-Frame-Options parameter is empty unless configured on a per environment basis.

WARNING

An administrator must set the correct option in EACH environment!

• DENY: The browser prevents the page from rendering if it is contained within a frame. For instance, if http://
shop.example.com/confirm.asp contains a DENY directive, that page does not render in a sub-frame, regardless of the
location of the parent frame. A warning message appears that the frame cannot be accessed.

• SAMEORIGIN: The browser blocks rendering only if the origin of the top-level browsing-context is different than the
origin of the content containing the X-FRAME-OPTIONS directive.

• ALLOW-FROM origin : The browser blocks rendering only if the origin of the top-level browsing context is different
from the origin value supplied with the Allow-From directive.

For more information, see the “Combating ClickJacking With X-Frame-Options” on the Microsoft Developer website.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Management Console, select Home, Environments,  <environment_name> , Advanced Settings, User
Console.
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2. In the General Behavior section, enter the desired option in the X-Frame-Options parameter, as described
previously.
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Symantec IGA Connectors
For information about the CA Identity Management & Governance Connectors, click here.

The CA Identity Management & Governance Connectors documentation describes how to use the following connector
servers:

• CA IAM Connector server (CA IAM CS)
• C++ Connecter Server (CCS)

The following products can use these connector servers to connect to endpoints:

• CA Identity Manager
• CA Secure Cloud
• CA Identity Governance

In the documentation, we refer to these products as clients of CA IAM CS.

For information about a connector, select a connector from the alphabetical list in the CA Identity Management &
Governance Connectors documentation.

CA Identity Management & Governance Connectors is for administrators of CA IAM CS and CCS, who are responsible for
the following tasks:

• Installing and configuring CA IAM Connector Server (CA IAM CS)
• Connecting to endpoint systems using CA IAM CS
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Download Symantec IGA Connectors
This page links to documentation for connecting CA products to endpoints.

NOTE

More complete information, as well as attribute and connector downloads for versions 12.6.x and later, can be
found here.

You can use the connectors on this page with the following products:

• Identity Manager 12.6 and later. For information, see the Platform Support Matrix.
• Identity Governance 12.6 and later. For information, see the Platform Support Matrix.

Connector XPress

Component Download CXP and View CA
Identity Manager Documentation

Microsoft Windows Dynamic Endpoint Support

Connector XPress Click here Download LDAP (via JNDI), RDBMS (via
JDBC), REST and SOAP Web
Services (via SCIM and Layer 7
connectors)

Connectors

Endpoint Name Is the Connector Embedded? Download the Connector and View CA
Identity Manager Documentation

Flat file (CSV) No Click here

Box CA API Gateway No Click here

CA ACF2 (plugin connector) Embedded in CA Identity Manager Click here

ACF2 ACFESAGE (dumpfile connector) No Click here

CA ACF2 V2 No Click here

CA Strong Authentication Contact CA Support for help Click here

CA Privileged Identity Manager Embedded in CCS Click here

CA Data Protection No Click here

CA Single Sign-On Connector for Advanced
Policy Server

Embedded in CCS Click here

CA Top Secret (plugin connector) Embedded in CA Identity Manager Click here

TSS TSSCFILE (dumpfile connector) No Click here

CA Top Secret v2 No Click here

Google Apps CA API Gateway Connector No Click here

IBM DB2 UDB Embedded in CCS Click here

IBM DB2 for z/OS Embedded in CCS Click here

IBM i5/OS (OS/400) No Click here
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/other-connectors/g-suite-google-apps-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/ibm-connectors/ibm-db2-udb.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/ibm-connectors/ibm-db2-for-z-os.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/ibm-connectors/ibm-i5-os-os-400.html
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IBM Lotus Notes Domino No Click here

IBM RACF (plugin connector) Embedded in CA Identity Manager Click here

RACF IRRDBU00 (dumpfile connector) No Click here

IBM RACF v2 No Click here

Kerberos No Click here

Microsoft Active Directory, Exchange and
Lync

Embedded in CCS Click here

Microsoft Azure No Click here

Microsoft Office 365 No Click here

Microsoft SQL Server No Click here

Microsoft Windows Embedded in CCS Click here

Oracle e-Business Suite (Oracle
Applications)

Embedded in CCS Click here

Oracle PeopleSoft HRMS & Financials No Click here

Oracle RDBMS No Click here

Oracle Siebel CRM Embedded in CCS Click here

RSA SecurID 6 Embedded in CCS Click here

RSA SecurID 7 No Click here

Salesforce.com No Click here

ServiceNow No Click here

SAP R3 No Click here

SAP UME No Click here

SCIM No Click here

UNIX ETC Embedded in CCS Click here

UNIX NIS Embedded in CCS Click here

UNIX V2 No Click here

Web Services (L7) No Click here

Zendesk No Click here
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-azure.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-office-365.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-sql-server.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/microsoft-connectors/microsoft-windows.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/oracle-connectors/connector-for-oracle-applications.html
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https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/oracle-connectors/oracle-server-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/oracle-connectors/oracle-siebel-crm/oracle-siebel-connector-specific-features.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/rsa-connectors/rsa-securid-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/rsa-connectors/rsa-securid-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/other-connectors/salesforce-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/other-connectors/servicenow-connector.html
https://techdocs.broadcom.com/content/broadcom/techdocs/us/en/ca-enterprise-software/layer7-identity-and-access-management/identity-management-and-governance-connectors/1-0/connectors/other-connectors/sap-connector.html
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Training Videos on IMS Software Academy
Enroll for free Symantec IGA ConnectorXpress and Symantec Identity Manager training videos on IMS Software
Academy.

Broadcom’s Identity Management Security (IMS) division offers free education videos to help you get the most out of our
IMS products. Visit the IMS Software Academy, create your free account, and get started today.

If you have existing Broadcom credentials, you can log into IMS Software Academy with those credentials. If you do not
have Broadcom credentials, you can also provide your official email address and start your training.

Symantec IGA Courses

The following Symantec IGA courses are available on IMS Software Academy:

• Symantec IGA - Advanced Troubleshooting: Advanced troubleshooting topics of the Symantec Identity Governance
and Administration (IGA) solution.

• Symantec IGA - ConnectorXpress Troubleshooting: This course helps you to troubleshoot your installation, data
sources, and Implementations, as well as resolve common error messages, an identify support coverage.

• Symantec IGA - Identity Manager Basics: The modules in this course describe how Symantec Identity Manager
delivers user provisioning and user management solution that automates the on-boarding and off-boarding of users in
an organization. This course includes the following modules:
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Manage Environments
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Feeder Methods
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Implement Provisioning
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Implement Delegated Administration and Self-Service
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Configure Workflow
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Policy Xpress
– Symantec IGA: Identity Manager - Reporting
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Let us know what you would like to learn more about, and we will add it to the list.
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End User License Agreement (EULA)

CA, Inc. ("CA")

End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being installed as well as the
associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before installing and using the
Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

By selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the "Next" button,
you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as applicable, to be bound
by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the
"Cancel" button, the installation process will cease.

1. CA (or where the Product is being supplied outside of North America the CA subsidiary identified after Section 15 below
for the country in which the Product is being supplied, and in such instance CA shall mean the CA subsidiary identified)
provides Licensee with one copy of the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as the authorized use
limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this Agreement or CD
sleeve included within the Product box. CA licenses the Product to Licensee on a non-exclusive basis, pursuant to the
terms of this Agreement as well as the terms of (a) any CA Order Form or Registration Form which has been signed by
Licensee and CA; or (b) a License Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as applicable (each hereafter
referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter referred to as the "beta program" or "beta version"
and not generally available to date, CA does not guarantee that the generally available release will be identical to the
beta program or that the generally available release will not require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers
for support or if otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information concerning Licensee’s
experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee agrees and acknowledges that the beta version of the Product
(a) is to be used only for testing purposes and not to perform any production activities unless CA shall have otherwise
approved in writing and (b) has not been tested or debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be
in draft form and will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no representations regarding the
completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or operation of the beta version of the Product. BETA PRODUCTS ARE
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE
OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If Licensee is also a Tester of the beta version of the Product (as "Tester" is defined by the
Beta Testing Agreement that was agreed to by Licensee during the registration process before obtaining the beta version
of the Product), Licensee agrees that the terms of this Agreement are in addition to, and do not supersede, the terms of
the Beta Testing Agreement.

3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee agrees to use the Product solely for evaluation
purposes, in accordance with the usage restrictions set forth in Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation period unless a
different period is otherwise noted (the "Trial Period"). At the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the Product
automatically expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all copies or partial copies of the
Product or certify to CA in writing that all copies or partial copies of the Product have been deleted from Licensee’s
computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee desires to continue its use of the Product beyond
the Trial Period, Licensee may contact CA to acquire a license to the Product for the applicable fee. LICENSEE’S
USE OF THE PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY,
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AND CA DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY EXPRESS WARRANTIES
PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and conditions of this paragraph apply solely
for the use of the SDK. The SDK may include software, APIs and associated documentation. The SDK is provided solely
for Licensee's internal use to develop software that enables the integration of third party software or hardware with the
Product, or to develop software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of the SDK is restricted
solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the Product. No distribution rights of any kind are granted to Licensee
regarding the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in Section 8, below, Licensee may not reproduce,
disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or the documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of
the SDK to third parties, on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If
there is a conflict between the terms of this section and the terms of any other section in this Agreement, the terms of this
section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING CONTAINED
HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between Licensee and an authorized reseller of CA,
shall entitle Licensee to use the Product for the term specified on the Order Form (the "Term"), which use may include
the right to receive maintenance services therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All fees payable hereunder
shall be payable in advance. Licensee will install each new release of the Product delivered to Licensee. After the Term,
continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product as provided herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of
the fees described on the Order Form. Notwithstanding the foregoing, if the Product was licensed under this Agreement
without an Order Form, Licensee shall be entitled to use the Product for an indefinite period, but the license does not
include the right to receive maintenance services. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with respect to any Product that relies
on continuous content updates, such as signature files and security updates, Licensee shall be entitled to such content
updates for a period of one (1) year from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA, it shall be renewed annually as specified in the Order form with CA. All fees are
net of applicable taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or
governmental agency including, without limitation, federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property
taxes, (other than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a presentation of invoices by CA. Any
claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must be supported by proper documentary evidence delivered to CA.
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may use the Product as provided herein solely to process its own data and the data of its majority-owned
subsidiaries and use is restricted to the location, computer equipment, and Authorized Use Limitation specified on the
Order Form or CD sleeve, as applicable. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such restrictions, it shall notify CA,
and Licensee will be invoiced for and shall pay the applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to Licensee hereunder, as well as
documentation, appearance, structure and organization, is the proprietary property of CA and/or its licensors, if any,
and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret and/or other laws. Title to the Product, or any copy,
modification, translation, partial copy, compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK, shall at all
times remain with CA and/or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA
product. The Product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may not be separated for use. Licensee and
its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this license strictly confidential and use its best efforts to prevent
and protect the Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may not (i) disclose, de-compile, disassemble
nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to the extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited under
applicable law; (ii) create any derivative works based on the Product; (iii) use the Product to provide facilities management
or in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license from CA for such
purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the Product; or
(iv) permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee shall not release
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the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party without the prior written consent of CA. Licensee
will not transfer, assign, rent, lease, use, copy or modify the product, in whole or in part, or permit others to do any of
the foregoing with regard to the Product without CA’s prior written consent, except to the extent the foregoing restriction
is expressly prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary markings of CA or its licensors.
Licensee may copy the Product as reasonably required for back-up and disaster recovery purposes, provided that
production use of the Product is restricted to the Authorized Use Limitation specified on the Order Form or CD sleeve, and
provided that use of the Product for disaster recovery testing shall be limited to one week in any three month period. The
Product may be used only within the boundaries of the country where the Product was purchased (except as otherwise
provided on the Order Form) unless CA consents otherwise in writing. If this license terminates for any reason, Licensee
shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial copies of the Product have been deleted from all computers and
storage devices and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no longer in use. Licensee shall comply with all relevant
import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export Administration of the US Department of
Commerce. The Product and any accompanying documentation have been developed entirely at private expense. They
are delivered and licensed as "commercial item" "computer software" as defined in FAR 2.101. In the event Licensee is
a U.S. Federal Government agency, the licensing terms of CA's then current GSA FSS contract shall govern use of the
Computer Program(s), in lieu of the terms contained in the license delivered with the Program(s). For such purposes,
the term "Product" and "Computer Program" shall have the same meaning hereunder. The Computer Program(s) was
developed at private expense, is commercial, and is published and copyrighted. Third parties purchasing on behalf of a
Federal Government agency shall only transfer the Computer Program(s) to the Government with "Restricted Rights" as
that term is defined in FAR 52.227-19(c)(2) or DFAR 252.227-7015, and in accordance with CA's then current GSA FSS
contract. All Software is provided FOB shipping point or electronic delivery. Acceptance is waived and deemed to have
occurred at the earliest of point of physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for electronic delivery. CA is the
manufacturer of the Product.
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard
to its choice of law provisions.

9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify, hold Licensee harmless, and defend or,
at its option, settle any claim that CA is not so authorized or that Licensee’s use of the Product as authorized hereby
infringes any patent, copyright or other intellectual property right of any third party. CA also warrants that the Product will
operate in accordance with its published specifications, provided that CA’s only responsibility will be to use reasonable
efforts, consistent with industry standards, to cure any defect. The foregoing warranty respecting the operation of the
Product will be in effect only during any period for which Licensee shall have paid the applicable license fee and annual
maintenance fee, or, with respect to Products licensed without an Order Form, during a period of ninety (90) days from
Licensee’s acquisition of license for the Product. If, within a reasonable time after receiving Licensee’s written notice
of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is unable to cause the Product to operate (a) without infringing a third
party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) in accordance with CA’s written specifications, then either party may terminate
this Agreement on written notice to the other party and CA or the authorized reseller will refund the relevant license fees
paid for such non-compliant Product only when Licensee returns the Product to CA or its authorized reseller from whom
it obtained the Product, with the purchase receipt within the warranty period noted above. The warranties set forth in
this Section do not apply to beta versions of the Product, Product licensed on a trial or evaluation basis or to Software
Development Kits.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE BY CA;
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM FOR LOSS,
INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHICH MAY ARISE FROM THE USE,
OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY
OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND TO BE INVALID
UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT
OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING
AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MODIFY ANY OF THE ABOVE
WARRANTIES OR MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT WARRANT
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THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT WILL BE
UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s then prevailing policies respecting
assignment of licenses, which includes a requirement that the scope of use of the Product not be expanded beyond the
business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s majority-owned subsidiaries. CA may assign this Agreement to any
third party that succeeds to CA’s interests in the Product and assumes the obligations of CA hereunder; and CA may
assign its right to payment hereunder or grant a security interest in this Agreement or such payment right to any third
party.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due
hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may reinstate maintenance thereafter by paying
to CA a fee equal to 150% of CA’s then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for which the maintenance fee has not
been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be a waiver of any other breach,
and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, Attention:
Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the United States, the following Sections will apply
to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the country in which Licensee acquires a license
for the Product shall govern this Agreement, except as otherwise provided below.

In Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Georgia, Hungary, Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Moldova, Romania, Russia, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, and Ukraine, the laws
of Austria govern this Agreement.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Argentina. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Argentina S.A, Avenida Alicia
Moreau de Justo, 400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires - At.: Finance Department.

Australia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pty. Ltd.

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Trade Practices Act 1974
and other state and territory legislation which may not be excluded but may be limited. To the full extent permitted by law
CA excludes all terms not expressly set out in the express terms of this Agreement, and limits any terms imposed by the
Trade Practices Act 1974 and other state and territory legislation to the full extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Trade Practices Act 1974 or other state and territory
legislation, CA's liability is limited, in the case of goods, to the repair or replacement of the goods, or payment for the
repair or replacement of the goods, and in the case of services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the
re-supply of the services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a right to sell, quiet possession or
clear title, in respect of goods or if the goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or
household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this Section apply.

Austria
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Austria govern this Agreement. The following is added to Section 8: In addition, CA is entitled to bring action
against Licensee in a court located in Licensee’s place of incorporation, establishment or permanent residence.

The following is added to Section 10:
Any liability for the slight negligence of CA is excluded.

The following is added to the Agreement:
In the event the Licensee qualifies as a consumer according to Austrian Consumer Protection Act
("Konsumentenschutzgesetz" -"KSchG") Sections 2, 3, 9 and 10 of this Agreement are not applicable to the extent they
reduce CA’s liability and the consumer’s warranty.

Belgium
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.A./N.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The courts of CA’s registered office shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 are deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates S.A./N.V., Da Vincilaan 11, Box F2,
Building Figueras, B-1935 Zaventem, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Brazil
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Brazil. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by a court of the São Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de Programas de Computador Ltda,
Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 - 6 andar - Torre Norte - São Paulo - SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law Department.

Canada
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Chile S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Chile. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Chile S.A, Avenida Providencia
1760, piso 15 - Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709 Providencia - Santiago - At.: Finance Department.
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China
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the People’s Republic of China,
without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a competent court located in
Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Colombia. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Colombia S.A, Avenida 82,
numero 12-18, Oficina 305 - Santa FÉ de Bogotá, D.C., Colombia - At.: Finance Department.

Czech Republic
The first sentence of Section 1 is deleted and replaced with:
CA grants the Licensee a non-exclusive license to use the Product, for use by a single user, or the quantity designated as
the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined below) referencing the terms of this
Agreement or CD sleeve included within the Product box.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Czech Republic, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the
Czech Republic.

Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
Except as set forth above, to the full extent permitted by applicable law, no other warranties, whether express or implied,
including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

Denmark
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Scandinavia A/S.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and the clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
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Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:

(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including
without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10. (A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA; and

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.

France
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The Commercial Court of Paris shall have exclusive jurisdiction regarding any dispute that may arise between the
parties dealing with the formation, execution, interpretation, or termination of this Agreement, including but not limited to
measures of conservation, emergency proceedings, warranty proceedings, petition or in case of more than one defendant.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any question concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA S.A. Immeuble Ex-Libris, 25 quai du PrÉsident Paul
Doumer, 92408 COURBEVOIE Cedex, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Germany
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates GmbH.

Section 6 of the Agreement is deleted.

The twelfth sentence of Section 8 is deleted. The sixteenth sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee shall comply with all relevant import and export regulations, including those adopted by the Office of Export
Administration of the US Department of Commerce, any competent EU government and German export regulations.
Licensee understands and acknowledges that US, EU and German restrictions vary regularly and, depending on Product,
Licensee must refer to then current US, EU or German regulations.

The following is added to Section 9:
CA shall not be liable for any infringement based upon use of other than an unaltered release of the Product unless
altered with CA's prior written consent.
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Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:
In case of (i) willful misconduct, no limitation of liability applies;(ii) personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to
Licensee is limited to the maximum amount that CA will recover under its insurance policies; (iii) gross negligence that
results in other damage than personal injury or damage to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount
equal to the license fee for the Product; (iv) negligence that results in damages other than personal injury or damage
to property, CA’s liability to Licensee shall be limited to an amount equal to fifty percent (50%) of the license fee for the
Product. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the aggregated liability according to (iii) and (iv) above shall never exceed an
amount equal to the purchase price of the Product. Except in case of willful misconduct or gross negligence, neither party
shall be liable to the other for indirect, incidental, special or consequential damage, including but not limited to harm to
services supplied by Licensee, or loss of business, loss of profit, or loss of data, arising out of or in connection with the
implementation or the use of the Product. No actions, regardless of form, arising out of this Agreement may be brought
by either party more than three (3) years after the cause of action has arisen, or, in the cause of non-payment, more
than three (3) years from the date of the relevant invoice. Neither party shall be liable for delay in performing or failure to
perform any of its obligations under this Agreement if the delay or failure results from events or circumstances outside its
reasonable control. Such delay or failure shall not constitute a breach of this Agreement and time for performance shall be
extended by time equivalent to the length of the delay caused by force majeure.

Greece
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Hellas Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Athens Courts.

Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong. The courts of Hong
Kong will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability limitation and the aforementioned maximum
liability amount will not affect or prejudice the statutory rights of the licensee under the sale of goods ordinance, the supply
of services (implied terms) ordinance or the control of exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any
liability for death or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of India and the courts
of Mumbai shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Indonesia

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of Indonesia. The
courts of Indonesia, located in Jakarta, will have the sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out
of this Agreement.

Section 9 is amended by adding the following:
Licensee represents that Licensee (i) has full corporate power and authority; and (ii) is legally capable to execute, deliver
and perform this Agreement. CA and Licensee agree to waive any provisions, procedures and operation of any applicable
law to the extent that a court order is required for termination of this Agreement.

Israel
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Computer Associates Israel Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tel Aviv Courts.
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Italy
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates S.p.A.

According to article 1341 and 1342 of the Italian Civil Code, the Licensee expressly accepts the terms and conditions
included in Sections 6 (specifically the interest rate set forth in the last sentence), 8 and 9.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Milan Courts.

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or governmental agency other
than the taxes for which CA is responsible upon a presentation of invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the country of Japan, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tokyo District Court located in Tokyo
Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd., 2-1-1, Nishishinjyuku, Shinjyuku-ku,
Tokyo, 163-0439, Japan, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Republic of Korea, without regard to
its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc., Ltd, City Air Tower (18th Fl.), 159-9,
Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973 Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Lybia, Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Yemen and
Pakistan

The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Arabia FZ-LLC

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be interpreted according to, and governed by, the Laws of Dubai and the Federal Laws of the United
Arab Emirates.
Any disputes shall be finally settled by arbitration in accordance with the Rules of Commercial Conciliation and Arbitration
of the Dubai Chamber of Commerce & Industry, which Rules are deemed to incorporate reference to this Clause. The
place of arbitration shall be Dubai. The arbitration proceedings and award shall be conducted and written in the English
language. Judgment upon the award rendered may be executed by any court having jurisdiction, or application may be
made to such court for a judicial recognition of the award or any order of enforcement thereof, as the case may be. The
award of the arbitration shall be the sole and exclusive remedy between the parties regarding any and all claims and
counterclaims presented to the arbitrators.

Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (M) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Malaysia. The courts of Malaysia will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
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Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer
Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are only limited to the extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

Mexico
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of MÉxico. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de MÉxico.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de MÉxico S.A. de C.V, Avenida
Jaime Balmes, 8 - Piso 4 - Oficina 403 - Col. Los Morales - Polanco , 11510 - Mexico - DF - At.: Finance Department.

Netherlands
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates B.V.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select on "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license for
such purpose from CA, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
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No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, or
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge on invoices unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per
month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New Zealand. The courts of New
Zealand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer Guarantees
Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be excluded or limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply
in respect of any goods or services which CA supplies, if Licensee acquires the goods and services for the purposes
of a business as defined in that Act. Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject to the limitations in that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or proceedings are commenced for the
liquidation or winding up of Licensee.

Norway
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Norway AS.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for such purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of
the Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events.
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA.
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Peru. Any dispute hereunder shall be
determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Peru S.A, Avenida Paseo de La
Republica, 3211, Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru - At.: Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates International Inc.

The first seven sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The Product is a trade secret and the proprietary
property of CA or its licensors. Usage rights respecting the Product may not be exchanged for any other CA product.
Licensee and its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this Agreement strictly confidential. To the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee will not disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer
the Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Philippines. The courts of Makati
City will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to
become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.
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Poland
If payments are to be made in PLN, the last sentence of Section 6 is replaced as follows:
Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal to the lower of 1.5% per
month or the statutory delay interest rate then applicable in Poland.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of Poland govern this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or, to the extent permitted by the applicable law, to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights
of CA, all amounts due or to become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Portugal
The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Lisbon Courts.

Singapore
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Singapore. The courts of Singapore
will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied conditions or warranties of satisfactory quality or
fitness for purpose.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The limitation of liability set forth in this Section above will not apply to any breach of CA’s obligations implied by Section
12 of the Sales of Goods Act (Cap 393). In addition, if you are a consumer, the limitation of liability will not apply to any
breach of CA’s obligations implied by Sections 13, 14 or 15 of the Sale of Goods Act (Cap 393).

Sweden
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Sweden AB.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then
click on the "Cancel" button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer
systems and return, by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the
authorized reseller from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of
purchase. You will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance
fees paid. If requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized
reseller shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
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Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as condition of this Agreement to ensure that such staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement, including without
limitation, confidentiality provisions.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Switzerland
The following is added at the end of Section 1:
The place of performance of any duties of CA under this Agreement is Islandia, New York.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a court of competent jurisdiction within the state of New York, U. S. A.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Taiwan, without regard to its choice
of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by Taipei District Court.

Thailand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Pte. Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Thailand. The courts of Thailand will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Turkey
The following is added at the end of Section 8:
Licensee undertakes to keep all information of trade secret nature strictly private and confidential, and to use all
necessary measures and its best efforts in order to assure and maintain the confidentiality thereof and to prevent and
protect it, or any part thereof, from disclosure to any third person. Furthermore, Licensee hereby expressly undertakes:
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(I) Not to use a CA trade secret directly or indirectly in any respect or for whatever reason on its own behalf or on behalf of
any third party or allow it to be used for any other purpose except as expressly permitted by CA;
(II) Not to disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product and to avoid such a disclosure in
whatever form;
(III) Not to copy or permit the others to copy without CA’s prior written consent.

Licensee acknowledges that in the event of a breach of any one of the obligations imposed upon it under this Section, CA
might suffer significant damage, notwithstanding the return of all copies of the Product, arising out of the fact that it has
breached the aforesaid obligations. Consequently, Licensee undertakes to indemnify CA in full against any such damage.

Licensee acknowledges that CA has the right to prevent any threat to confidentiality or restrain ongoing infringement or
breach of confidentiality by Licensee through legal proceedings and in case an order is obtained against Licensee for
breach, Licensee shall reimburse CA’s juridical costs and expenses including the attorney fees.

The following is added at the end of Section 9:
In the event that CA is rendered unable, wholly or in part, to perform or implement any of its warranties herein set forth, by
force majeure which includes governmental controls or orders of the government of Turkey, acts of God, wars, commotion
or riot, epidemics, strikes, lockouts and any other events or forces beyond its reasonable control, it shall be relieved from
such warranties and shall not be held liable for the non-fulfillment and/or suspended implementation thereof, as long as
and to the extent that the effect of such events or forces remains unabated.

The following is added at the end of the second sentence of Section 10:
EXCEPT THAT MAY ARISE FROM CA’S WILFUL FAULT OR NEGLIGENCE.

United Kingdom
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates Plc.

The third paragraph of the Preamble is deleted and replaced with:
By installing, copying or using the product or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button
below, and then clicking on the "Next" button , you are:
(I) Representing that you are not a minor and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement;
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative.

The following is added to the last paragraph of the Preamble:
In the event that you select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement, and then click on the "Cancel"
button, the installation shall cease. You should delete all copies of the Product from your computer systems and return,
by registered first class post, the Product, complete with box and any documentation, to CA or the authorized reseller
from whom you purchased the Product with your proof of purchase within thirty (30) days of the date of purchase. You
will promptly be issued a full refund of any license fees paid for the Product and, if applicable, maintenance fees paid. If
requested at the time of return and provided that receipts of costs incurred are provided, CA or the authorized reseller
shall also refund to you any postage costs you incurred in returning the Product.

The second to last sentence of Section 2 is deleted and replaced with:
Beta products are provided on an "as is" basis, without warranties or representations of any kind, either express or implied
including, without limitation, any warranties, conditions or representations of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The last sentence of Section 3 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee’s use of the product during the trial period is on an "as is" basis without any warranty, and CA disclaims all
warranties including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of merchantability or satisfactory quality and
fitness for a particular purpose, as well as any express warranties provided elsewhere in this Agreement.

The seventh sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee may not:
(I) Disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product save to the extent expressly permitted
by law;
(II) Create any derivative works based on the Product;
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(III) Use the Product in connection with a service bureau or like activity whereby Licensee, without purchasing a license
from CA for that purpose, operates or uses the Product for the benefit of a third party who has not purchased a copy of the
Product;
(IV) Permit the use of the Product by any third party without the prior written consent of CA, save for contract staff of the
Licensee who are acting on the Licensee’s business, not engaged in facilities management and who the Licensee agrees
as a condition of this Agreement to ensure that such contract staff shall comply with all the terms of this Agreement,
including without limitation, confidentiality provisions.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
All disputes relating to this Agreement will be governed by the laws of England and Wales and will be submitted to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the English courts.

Section 10.(A) is deleted and replaced with:
No other warranties, whether express or implied, including, without limitation, any implied warranties or conditions of
merchantability, satisfactory quality and fitness for a particular purpose, are made by CA.

The following is added at the end of Section 10:
The foregoing exclusions and limitations upon liability shall not apply to any liability for damages arising from:
a. Tangible property damage to the extent that such is due to the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA, in
which event CA’s maximum liability shall be limited to $1,000,000 for each event or series of events;
b. Death or personal injury caused by the negligence of an employee or authorized agent of CA;
c. Willful misconduct or gross negligence of CA.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Venezuela. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates de Venezuela, CA, Avenida
Principal de La Castellana - Centro Letonia, Torre ING Bank, Piso 10, Oficina 105 - 1060 - Caracas - Venezuela - At.:
Finance Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires the incorporation of specific license terms and
conditions for such software into this Agreement, those specific terms and conditions, which are hereby incorporated by
this reference, are located below this Agreement.
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Usage Data (Telemetry)
You can configure Identity Manager to collect and send telemetry data — product usage and system configuration data —
to Broadcom. Use the information on this page to learn how to send usage data to Broadcom.

NOTE
By default, Identity Manager does NOT collect and send usage data.

What Data We Collect

The usage data information is securely transmitted to Broadcom. The data includes the number of devices that are being
monitored. No Personally Identifiable Information (PII, as legally defined) covered under GDPR is transmitted. For more
information about how your information is collected and used, read our Privacy Policy. 

The following table describes some of the usage data that your product may send to Broadcom.

Name Description

Version The product model and version.

Active Users The number of users who used the system in the past 24 hours.

Disabled Users The number of users who are disabled on the system in the past 24 hours.

Failed Tasks The number of tasks that failed in the past 24 hours.

How to Report Usage Data Manually

The following procedure describes how to collect and report the product usage data manually to Broadcom.

1. Access the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Navigate to Environments, <Environment_Name>, Advanced Settings, Miscellaneous.
3. Under Telemetry Properties, configure the following parameters:

a. Enable the telemetry property as it is disabled by default.
b. Enter a value for the Telemetry Invocation Hour property using a 24-hour clock.

NOTE

Use the Telemetry Invocation Hour setting to schedule when to collect your product usage data. The
scheduler uses a 24-hour clock, based on the system clock of an application server. The default, 23,
means that the information is collected every night at 11 PM. Entering a zero (“0”) is midnight. The
collected telemetry information appears in a single line in the Telemetry.log file. The telemetry is logged
on a single node in a cluster. The location of this file depends on the application server type:

• JBoss (Standalone/Cluster/Virtual Appliance): <JBOSS_HOME>\standalone\log\Telemetry.log
• WebLogic(Standalone): <WEBLOGIC_DOMAIN_DIR>\logs\Telemetry.log
• WebLogic(Cluster): <WEBLOGIC_CLUSTER_DOMAIN_DIR>\logs\Telemetry.log
• WebSphere(Standalone/Cluster): <WEBSPHERE_HOME>/profiles/WAS_PROFILE>\logs

\Telemetry.log

For example, the telemetry data would appear similar to the following entry:
2021-08-21 16:00:00,125 [INFO] Version: 14.04.0000.100, ActiveUsers: 37, DisabledUsers: 4,

 FailedTasks: 2

This entry means that the environment is using Identity Manager version 14.4, with 37 active users, four
disabled users, and has 2 failed tasks.
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4. Select Save.
5. Restart the environment to apply the change.
6. Share the Telemetry.log file with your Account Team or Customer Success team. The cadence is defined in your

contract, which is every quarter by default.
7. Enter the usage data in the Usage Reporting Portal on Broadcom Support. For information on using the portal to report

usage data, see the Usage Reporting Portal documentation.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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